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Agenda Item 9

2a. Briefing from Council Project Team

Haringey Development Vehicle (HDV) – Scrutiny Stage 2
Briefing from Council project team
1. To establish and provide recommendations on the feasibility of the proposed joint
venture model of council tenants being re-housed on rent matching that of an
equivalent council property and on the same terms, either on the estate or elsewhere
in the borough, according to their choice.
2. To establish and provide evidence and recommendations on whether the HDV can
deliver a tenancy and evictions policy which protects vulnerable tenants in the same
way as council tenancies do.
3. To establish and provide recommendations on whether overcrowded tenants can be
offered a replacement property of a size that meets their needs.
At the 2 March meeting of the Overview & Scrutiny Committee, the Council’s external
legal advisor confirmed that Procurement Regulations permit the parties, at Preferred
Bidder stage, to ‘optimise, specify and clarify’ the terms of the preferred bidder’s
submission before financial close. He also confirmed that all of the commitments made
by Cabinet members in the Cabinet meeting on 14 February were comfortably within
the scope of ‘optimise, specify and clarify’ and therefore that there would be no
legal/procurement obstacle to securing these elements at Preferred Bidder Stage. Our
preferred bidder is aware of these issues and that we intend to enshrine the appropriate
commitments in the final agreements to be put to Cabinet for approval in summer 2017.
4. To further establish and provide recommendations on whether the financial
arrangements of the proposed HDV adequately protect the Council’s interest.
The detailed financial structure and modelling is still the subject of the discussion as part
of the Preferred Bidder stage of the procurement process. It’s therefore not possible to
explore in detail how the Council’s interests are reflected and the extent of the
protection. However, the high level elements of the financial structure are in the public
domain, through the cabinet papers, scrutiny discussions and other material (including
the online FAQ at www.haringey.gov.uk/hdv). The structure has been designed - by the
Council team - specifically to protect the Council’s financial interests, and all the
fundamental elements have been accepted by the preferred bidder.
5. To consider the impact of the HDV on the Council’s Commercial Portfolio, including the
impact on current businesses and those who work in them.
With leases simply transferring from the Council to the HDV, with no change, the impact
of the transfer itself on current businesses will be negligible. Any impacts following
transfer would arise from the management regime to be agreed in the business plan for
the portfolio (which is still under development, and subject to approval by Cabinet in
summer 2017) and from the HDV Board’s implementation of that business plan over
time.
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6. To consider the impact of the HDV on Metropolitan Open Land.
The provisional list of commercial portfolio properties proposed in November 2015 for
possible transfer to the HDV included two properties (the Finsbury Park cafe and the
‘Mushroom House’ in Woodside Park) adjacent to parks designated as Metropolitan
Open Land (MOL). The final list of sites proposed for transfer will not be confirmed until
closer to the final Cabinet decision in summer 2017, with the recommended list based
on a number of considerations including the implications for open space.
In any case, if one or both of these sites (or any other similarly located site) were to
transfer, this would be a transfer of ownership but not of use. The MOL designation is
defined in terms of what you can do with the land, rather than who owns it i.e. it’s a
planning designation which is blind to ownership. Any development on open land at any
time, whether owned by the Council, HDV or anyone else, is subject to very strict
planning rules which set a high bar and are subject to members’ decision.
7. To consider the equalities impact of the HDV.
As set out in the Cabinet report considered on 14 February and 7 March, the
recommendations to Cabinet expected in summer 2017 – to establish the HDV, and to
agree the first set of business plans – will be accompanied by full Equality Impact
Assessments. The potential impact of the individual business plans is likely to be greater
than that of the decision to establish the HDV. Those business plans, and the final terms
of the HDV’s establishment, are still in development, so at this stage it will only be
possible to talk about the equalities impact at a high level and on a provisional basis.
8. To further establish the risks of the venture and make recommendations on whether
these risks can be adequately mitigated.
The detailed governance structure is still the subject of the discussion as part of the
Preferred Bidder stage of the procurement process. It’s therefore not possible to
explore in detail how the Council’s exposure has been addressed, and the extent of the
remaining risk. However, the high level elements of the risk analysis and proposed
governance structure are in the public domain, through the cabinet papers, scrutiny
discussions and other material (including the online FAQ at www.haringey.gov.uk/hdv).
The structure has been designed - by the Council team - specifically to protect the
Council’s exposure to risk, and all the fundamental elements have been accepted by the
preferred bidder.

2b – Justin Guest, Local Resident and Risk Specialist
Evidence from Justin Guest, Local Resident and Risk Specialist
Zena,
I have read the documents. Comments below. Obviously I am not 100% familiar with HDV, nor what work has been done to date, but I hope these are
helpful:

Governance and Control:
 50:50 does not give the council the ability to control the actions of the HDV, it only offers both sides the ability to frustrate the other, and by
extension the risk of paralysis that will critically injure the HDV is extremely high (I have experience of this in a previous investment, it never
ends well)
 Shareholding is only one level of control of a business, the Board make up is also critical as this is what actually runs the HDV and makes daily
and material decisions!
 I would expect that the council would have a number of protections that I am not clear it does, such as reserved matters that allow it at board
and shareholder level to block or drive through certain decision irrespective of what the other side says
 You need to be clear that the shareholder agreement ensures that shareholdings cannot be inappropriately transferred to third parties without
Haringey permissions
 You need to be clear the basis that decisions are made as to where money flows etc, as I can see scope for lots of people paying themselves lots
of money!
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Risks and Risk Management (Incentives)
 Scrutiny Committee Report identifies risk (“very significant risks”) and weaknesses- not clear how these are being identified, managed,
mitigated or allocated to appropriate parties (a key principle of risk management is that the risks should be allocated and borne by those best
positioned to absorb/manage them)
 I have a real problem with a structure that sees an open needed commitment by the council but no proper way of managing that risk via an
appropriate level of control over the actions of the HDV, and how money is taken out of the HDV (via fees etc)
 A key approach here is to look at who is incentivised to do what when you determine if you are going in the right direction
 Please remember that the people on the other side of this structure (including the lawyers taking massive fees) are not there to help Haringey,
and thus they and everything they say and do must be treated with a level of healthy scepticism and suspicion
 It strikes me you need someone with commercial experience of these structures acting for the council to make sure you get a good deal. I
would not leave this to Officers who have little or no experience of how the real (commercial) world works.
 Who is advising Haringey, are they sufficiently on the hook that the advice they offer means you have recourse to them and their professional
indemnity (indeed has anyone checked their PI to ensure an appropriate level of cover is available?)

2b – Justin Guest, Local Resident and Risk Specialist




The external third party are ostensibly bringing money in to the partnership to make money, and it is not clear how they can be driven to
achieve social objectives if they are not money making?
6.20 Of the scrutiny committee report is relevant here, as the relationship is not going to be one of equals, certainly not one of similar
incentives and drivers.
I would suggest that Haringey needs a professional advisor to sit on the HDV board to ensure that the decisions made are appropriate and the
Haringey board members are not led by the nose. It may be that this person may have no voting rights but can have full participation (in
discussion) rights, observer and advisory status so as to properly advise the Haringey board members.

Due Diligence & Risk Management
 I see no discussion in the Scrutiny Panel report on how DD is to be carried out (and indeed, if any proper DD has been carried out and by
whom.)
 Normally in a situation like this there is a rigorous DD process that looks at all aspects of the process by professionals (with insurance to back up
their advice and work) and not (with the greatest of respect) an amateur Scrutiny Panel. Who has looked at this and torn it to pieces to work
out where this whole things breaks?
 I would want to see a proper risk matrix that sets out where risk arises, and how it is allocated or mitigated/managed
 You need a proper and experienced third party to advise and guide you!
 Who retains ownership of the building assets if this all goes wrong?
Nuclear Issues
 I see no discussion of who is responsible if this all goes wrong. I cannot see the council walking away from its social obligations if the
commercial partner pulls the plug or goes insolvent and an administrator steps in.
 Even though the structure is through a Limited Liability partnership, in effect the council will have to absorb losses and are offering (essentially)
a Parent (Haringey council backed) guarantee that is not being valued or even recognised.
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Capital Sources
 Are you clear the other partner is putting in sufficient equity at risk, that they are not debt financing directly themselves or via the HDV (and
therefore not putting their own money in) their contribution with a view to allowing the lenders to take security either over their shares or the
assets themselves in the HDV
 You need to be clear the partner brings their own money in and it does not rely on bank financing that goes into the HDV as its contribution.
Fine if the lending sits on their own balance sheet, so long as they do not mortgage their shares in the HDV! - Where is the money coming in
from, and in what form?

2b – Justin Guest, Local Resident and Risk Specialist



Overall I am not clear that the risks and rewards of this approach are appropriately set out and shared, especially not if the council could inherit
and take responsibility for a massive black hole of a disaster if the commercial partner walks away. Are their parent on the hook for anything
(think risks and rewards all the time)?
This strikes me as an ‘everything on black 8’/, betting the farm’ opportunity…

I should say that I do not necessarily see this initiative as a bad thing- Haringey might have little option, but as presently presented there are huge risks that
are not approximately managed or allocated that even I (as someone who knows little about this detail) can see. Much of this is basic schoolboy stuff, and it
will allow the HDV partners to take Haringey to the cleaners with little recourse.
Jus
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Further Comments:
 As stated several times above, there is a significant need for external advice to guide Haringey through this process, advice that following the
scrutiny panel meeting I was not clear is being offered- I do not see that the requisite level of analysis, diligence and risk assessment it being carried
out. The lack of officer participation in the scrutiny committee was disappointing.
 The people on the other side of this transaction do this sort of thing every day (think PFI). Officers in Haringey and Councillors do not. However
exciting a piece of work this is, there is a need to step back and actually ask yourself are you well equipped to negotiate and manage a deal with
partners who have such an advantage with respect to their level of competency and experience.
 Again, if this goes wrong the council will not be able to walk away from its social responsibilities to its citizens- even if its commercial partner does.
This can lead to the council having to shoulder massive liabilities, liabilities that could effectively see the council collapse financially with the all the
risks that such an event would entail.
 You may need to assess the implications as to what happens if the worst case occurs- what is the down side? If property is being transferred in as
an in specie contribution can an administrator seize this property etc,
 Should this worst case scenario occur it will likely be in the near term when many of those making decisions will still be in office! Are you clear if you
have any legal liability?
 As stated at every occasion, my comments are not premised on the basis of being against this initiative. They are premised on the need to ensure
that it is done correctly, as the down side is enormous!

2b – Justin Guest, Local Resident and Risk Specialist
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Note to Haringey Council Housing and Regeneration Scrutiny Panel
1. Personal introduction
I am grateful for the invitation to comment on Haringey Council’s proposed “Haringey
Development Vehicle”. By way of personal background, I am Deputy Leader
(Labour) of Oxford City Council, having been a councillor since 2002. In the past I
have led on Housing and Strategic Planning; I now lead on Finance and Assets. I
am a member of the Local Government Association’s Economy, Environment,
Housing and Transport Board and was a member of the Lyons Review of Housing
Policy commissioned by the Labour Party. Outside my council role, I am a senior
lecturer at Aston University, and have recently held funding to undertake
comparative research into English and German housing policy.
I am happy to comment on national and international lessons from development
partnerships, but in this note particular focus on our experience in Oxford.
2. Partnership development schemes in Oxford
In Oxford, I have been involved with providing political leadership on three
regeneration schemes:


Rose Hill: In 2005 our Council agreed to replace 97 council-owned
prefabricated properties (plus about 17 in private ownership) which had
become structurally unsound, as well as some poor quality council and
housing association sheltered accommodation. 73 secure tenants would be
rehoused. The Council chose Oxford Citizens Housing Association as the
project partner, not least because it owned poor-quality property in the area
and thus had a stake in the development. In turn, these procured a
development partner (Taylor Wimpey was subsequently chosen). The
scheme was largely funded by cross-subsidy (overall 254 new homes were
built, of which 100 were social rented, 41 shared ownership, and the rest for
private sale), but also with some government grant. Tenants were given the
option of a new Council tenancy via a transfer, whether on Rose Hill or
elsewhere, or the option of a move to one of the new properties on a social
rented tenancy with OCHA (often with just one move due to the phasing of the
scheme, sometimes with two moves). In the end, 30 council tenants took up
new social rented tenancies in the scheme, as well as 15 housing association
tenants. Others moved to council tenancies on the estate or beyond. The
scheme has been viewed as a success, and indeed led to other important
regeneration initiatives, including a new community centre.



Barton: Oxford City Council owned a 90 acre site next to the existing Barton
council estate. In 2010 we decided to progress development, and went out to
the market to find an appropriate partner. We established a 50/50 “Limited
Liability Joint Venture Partnership” with the successful bidder, Grosvenor, to
1
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build around 880 homes. At the same time, clear planning parameters for the
site were set, including a requirement for at least 40% social rented housing
(normally the Local Plan would have required 40% social rent and a further
10% intermediate, but the high infrastructure costs, including major new roads
and a new school made this impossible). The Council chose an investment
partnership model which meant that Grosvenor invested in the partnership by
providing the equity/expertise to deliver the planning and infrastructure. Plots
are then sold to individual housebuilders. This gives a strong degree of control
over design and delivery than straightforward sale of the land. Senior council
officers represent the interest of the Council on the board, with their
involvement “steered” by elected members as appropriate. There is a
reconciliation mechanism in the event of “gridlock” on the board, which has
not been used. Initially, the 40% social rented units were to be bought by the
Council through the HRA, but because of the forced reduction in social rent,
this became financially unviable and instead the partnership agreed to sell
these units to a new local housing company being established by the Council.
Different housebuilders are being brought in in phases to build the housing,
and the development is proceeding on time and according to plan.


Oxpens: The Council has established a new partnership vehicle (“Oxwed”)
with Nuffield College (a major landowner and investor in the city centre) to
lead regeneration of some low-grade industrial and former railway land near
the station, with a mix of ownership (some recently held by a government
agency but purchased from it; some in council ownership; some owned by
third parties who we hope will sell). There is an established planning
framework for the site. The Council is making a loan of £4.26 million to the
new partnership, but will receive a receipt of £8 million for its land. The
proposed outcome is a mixed-use scheme, but led by residential
development, which will be compliant with local plan requirements for 50%
affordable housing (of which 80%, so 40% of the total, will be social rented –
this may well be purchased by the Council’s new local housing company).
We are currently reviewing the options for bringing in a development partner.
The Council and the College will retain a direct interest in the scheme during
the development phase and indeed the partners may retain other elements,
such as Build to Rent or the commercial elements, for their own use or to
generate an ongoing revenue stream.

3. Initial reflections
In this section I hope to share some reflections on partnership working by the
Council. These will particularly draw on the Barton and Rose Hill projects, as
Oxpens is at a less advanced stage of development.


A major positive about partnerships is that, on the one hand, you do not have
the local authority bearing all development risk (given high land values and
the size of projects, this would have been very hard for us to countenance,
2
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although we do some smaller council-house building projects). On the other
hand, you can retain much more control with a partnership, particularly an
ongoing vehicle with 50% council ownership, than simply by disposing of a
site and attempting to handle issues through the planning process. Indeed,
the planning process is getting weaker as a means of controlling
development, and securing affordable housing, and it is in my view important
that councils retain a stake where they bring land to a development. Our
Council is also a strong advocate of active stewardship of its property assets
and retaining a partnership approach though a continuing ownership interest
which is beneficial both for the Council and the developer.
Absolutely critical is the initial discussion and agreement of terms. We were
clear from the outset about the requirement to provide social rented housing –
this has happened without the least quibble, but undoubtedly it would have
been more difficult if this was not a “given” at the establishment of the
partnership. Key issues to think about in establishing the partnership are:
o Affordable housing (and of course being clear about future ownership
of this, rent levels, and mix)
o Design quality
o Phasing
o Infrastructure provision
o Apprenticeships and local jobs as part of construction
o Living wage
o Any restrictions on sale (in Rose Hill, we restricted sale to multiple
purchasers, but to little effect)
o Dispute resolution mechanisms
In each case, the selection of a partner was crucial and it was key that they
were in tune with our values as a local authority. Grosvenor worked well for
us – they had good references from other local authorities and, although
necessarily as a commercial organisation they are different to a council, they
were extremely clear they wanted a very high-quality design, and a
development to be proud of. Nuffield College are also very exacting in this
regard, and we have just completed a round of informal discussions with
potential development partners and are clear that we have a choice of high
quality partners that will share our values and will work with us on a 50/50
basis.
Commitment of sufficient senior officer capacity (and of course strong
relations with elected members) is vital. If there is insufficient officer resource
to support the Board, the council’s interest could slide, and very full
engagement (along with officers doing the “day job”!) is essential.
There are some difficult dilemmas in estate regeneration nowadays. One
concerns the “right to buy”. There is much to commend council ownership of
housing stock, but for new schemes this represents a major financial
challenge and potentially erodes the community benefits of a scheme. Thirdparty ownership of stock can avoid the right to buy, although some residents
may be unenthusiastic about this option (whether for this or other reasons).
Another is about attitudes to under-occupation. Do you allow people who are
3
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under-occupying a property to move into a new one which is also larger than
they need? Existing residents will often favour this, but it will deprive a
household in greater need of a more appropriate property.
Thought needed to be given in Barton to how existing residents on the estate
would benefit from the regeneration – significant investment is being
committed to community facilities, and we are also looking at favouring Barton
residents for the new social rented homes as part of a local lettings plan, to
integrate the communities.

4. Comments on scrutiny questions
I have been asked to look over some of your key questions and provide comment,
which I have done in italics.
A. To establish and provide recommendations on the feasibility of the proposed
joint venture model of council tenants being re-housed on rent matching that
of an equivalent council property and on the same terms, either on the estate
or elsewhere in the borough, according to their choice;
To me, there is no obstacle at all in principle here, if the scheme stacks up
financially, and if this is agreed with the partner from the outset (such agreement
would be essential and it is good you are probing this at this stage). There may
be some practical issues about the phasing of development (e.g. availability of
property for decant) and also some residents may upon reflection decide not to
return, if they are decanted because development cannot be phased so that they
just move once. The one caveat is around the small differences between types
of tenancy that can be offered by different landlords, although recent legislative
changes have narrowed these and the gap might be narrowed further through an
agreement.
B. To establish and provide evidence and recommendations on whether the
HDV can deliver a tenancy and evictions policy which protects vulnerable
tenants in the same way as council tenancies do;
Again this is something that would need to be “hardwired” in to the agreement, but
(with the caveat above) I do not see any obstacle in principle.
C. To establish and provide recommendations on whether overcrowded tenants
can be offered a replacement property of a size that meets their needs;
This would of course depend on the mix of property, and having enough units of
sufficient size. As noted above, there is also a dilemma about how to handle underoccupation.
D. To further establish and provide recommendations on whether the financial
arrangements of the proposed HDV adequately protect the Council’s interest;
This is clearly something that will need to be assessed legally, and it might be that
the Council commissions external legal advice, and/or that Internal Audit reviews the
scheme. However, such partnerships can certainly work for a local authority, and
4
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indeed may protect it from risks which would occur with either a model where land is
fully disposed of (scheme delays, not meeting obligations) or where the council
retains full ownership and control (immediate exposure to cost over-runs and the
vagaries of our over-heated housing markets). The other question with partnerships
is of action to be taken if there is a failure during the development period (e.g. “step
in” rights and a facility to retrieve the Council’s property through a buy-back
provision).
E. To consider the impact of the HDV on the Council’s Commercial Portfolio,
including the impact on current businesses and those who work in them;
I am not well-placed to comment on the specifics. Our Oxpens project is a mixeduse development and we see no issues here. We also always look for trading and
business opportunities for council services, while accepting these have to be
competitive.
F. To consider the impact of the HDV on Metropolitan Open Land;
This sounds like an issue for the planning process to consider. Unacceptable
developments should not get planning permission whoever is building them,
although of course if the applicant is a partnership where the council has a 50%
stake, you have a greater element of control over this (as you do over, for instance,
design quality – in Barton we rejected all first round bids from housebuilders on
design quality!). You might also consider independent design review as part of the
process.
G. To consider the equalities impact of the HDV;
Several key issues are identified in your other questions (housing affordability,
housing mix). Seeing development progress in a timely fashion and with
replacement of social rented housing should have positive equalities impact, as
would any provision of training and apprenticeships.
H. To further establish the risks of the venture and make recommendations on
whether these risks can be adequately mitigated.
As noted above, risks for this sort of partnership are probably lower than for other
forms of development, but it will be important to ensure the robustness of the legal
arrangements, the strength of the council’s representation on the Board, the financial
standing of the partner, and an appropriate dispute resolution mechanism are in
place.
I look forward to discussing these issues with you on Friday.
Ed Turner
Oxford / Aston
March 2017

5
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HDV Scrutiny Stage 2
3rd April 2017
Pete Redman’s main points
Opening remarks
Our public-sector bodies are almost completely focussed on delivering services, with increasingly
scarce resources.
The maintenance, and maximisation, of public sector asset values, takes second place. In practice,
most public-sector asset holders perform poorly in this respect. Reasons for this include:





Difficulty in recruiting and retaining skilled people
Funding restrictions on investment
Multiple, and sometimes contradictory, priorities
Slow decision making.

The result leads to diminishing public-sector asset values relative to the market and even value
destruction. Lowering relative asset values weakens the ability of the public sector to deliver
services in the long run.
In the absence of government subsidies to invest we need mechanisms to capture market value
uplift and to maximise the value of existing public-sector assets.
Options
All options are a variant on risk transfer in exchange for a return. Some have not worked so well:


The attempt to transfer all risk through Private Finance Initiatives to the private sector has
failed as agreed returns at the start have ended up being too low now that finance costs,
and operating costs, have proven to be much lower than expected.



A full transfer of risk through outright sale of public sector assets and land has often led to
receipts that were too low.



Market development by public-sector bodies, ie full risk retention, has also led to poor
returns, relative to the private sector, for the reasons given above.

Some combination of retained control, shared risk and shared returns with skilled private sector
partners seems more likely to offer the best balance.
There are various models: many have been considered in the preparation of the HDV. If well
structured, there is not much to choose between these as the total of control, risk transfer, and
return is generally a zero sum. More of one is balanced by less of another. Structures in
themselves do not create money. The choice depends on risk appetite and the requirements of the
parties.
The HDV, as currently described, appears to have a good fit with LB Haringey’s requirements.
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It is worrying, though, that the 50/50 JV option has been overly promoted as a panacea, as though
through rose-tinted glasses. It could be the best but it is not much better in total than the other risk
sharing options.
Risks
The two main types of risk are project failure and partner failure.
The Client (Borough) should be able to maintain a 25% cost overrun (or cost/time/quality failure) on
its largest project without causing severe disruption to its financial status. A large retail and
commercial redevelopment at Wood Green might be at this limit. It is important to remember that
each agreed project within the HDV should be treated separately for this risk measure.
No one supplier should deliver more than 33% of total activity; eggs should be spread across more
than one basket. We are finding that single large framework agreements carry debilitating costs
when the partner fails. But in this case the HDV deliberately allows for each project to be delivered
through its own subsidiary. If this leads to different procurement routes and a spread of contractors
across the HDV activities, then risks are spread.
If the HDV partner “goes under” then the exact methods, and costs, of recovery should be spelt out
in advance. In theory, the HDV will still have value and it would be possible for LB Haringey to
acquire all the shares, or find another partner to acquire these, at the then market value.
The risk of “unequal partners” is of a lower order in my view. Each will be bound by its contractual
commitments to the other, and the best partnerships are where each brings different skills and
resources to the table. [But see below on governance risk.]
It would be wise for the Scrutiny Committee to list out all possible types of failure, and for the
proponents to show how these would be managed, along with a multivariate risk analysis, prior to
commitment to the HDV and to each business proposal within the HDV.
Housing Estates
The Centre for London research (Another Story, 2016) showed that only a minority of remaining
undeveloped estates are economic for redevelopment without government subsidy. Costs of
rehousing, the disruption, and the time this takes (5 to 15 years is not uncommon) are often
underestimated. Each estate has its own characteristics. Many would show a more economic return
through incremental improvement rather than demolition. We found that tenants are not
adequately compensated through the Home Loss Payment for the upheaval involved, whereas we
found no financial justification for greater compensation for leaseholders.
A 50/50 JV for LB Haringey’s town centre project, and for its commercial properties, is not
necessarily the right option for each housing estate.
We have much to learn still in making estate regeneration fair and optimal for all the parties
involved: existing residents, future residents, landlord, developer, the wider community, and the
public purse. Even our very best current examples have significant downsides. There has been a
conflation in the debates on mixed tenure, generally considered a good thing but rarely proven as
such, and the mix of tenures required to generate funding from market activity. Most tenure mix to
date has been driven by the latter. Until we get this right there is no single option for good
redevelopment. The HDV should not be judged on whether it offers the “right” model for housing
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estate redevelopment. If it proves to be so in some cases then it could be used for that, but other
options should be kept open for other estates.
It is not at all clear that there is yet a chosen best proposal for Northumberland Park, nor that, when
decided, the HDV is the best vehicle for that proposal.
Comments on the prepared questions:

- To establish and provide recommendations on the feasibility of the
proposed joint venture model of council tenants being re-housed
on rent matching that of an equivalent council property and on the
same terms, either on the estate or elsewhere in the borough,
according to their choice;
This is possible but it is a policy decision for the Borough and not for the JV partner.
- To establish and provide evidence and recommendations on
whether the HDV can deliver a tenancy and evictions policy which
protects vulnerable tenants in the same way as council tenancies
do;
It would be unwise for the HDV to be the long-term landlord of sub-market housing. It would be
preferable, and financially more efficient, for a not-for profit, regulated, body to be the landlord.
This could include the council itself, an organisation linked to the council, a housing association, and
possibly a role for Homes for Haringey. Completed schemes should be transferred out of the HDV to
the chosen landlord.
- To establish and provide recommendations on whether
overcrowded tenants can be offered a replacement property of a
size that meets their needs;
Offers of accommodation should meet current needs. This is a policy decision for the Borough and
not for the JV partner.
- To further establish and provide recommendations on whether the
financial arrangements of the proposed HDV adequately protect
the Council’s interest;
See discussion on options and risk above.
Much remains to be resolved in the negotiations with the preferred partner. The details of risk
mitigation, and projected returns, in the final document should be “tested to destruction”, possibly
with a further stage by this Scrutiny Committee as part of that process.
- To consider the impact of the HDV on the Council’s Commercial
Portfolio, including the impact on current businesses and those
who work in them;
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Commercial property leases offer a fair balance between the interests of the tenant and landlord,
and there is a well-tested framework for compensation. Transfer to the HDV does not change
these.
- To consider the impact of the HDV on Metropolitan Open Land;
It is rare to develop Metropolitan Open Land. In the few cases where this has happened other land
has been offered as substitution, or improvements have been made to the remaining MOL, for
example better public access. In general, we should protect the green sites and corridors within our
cities.
- To consider the equalities impact of the HDV;
Growth in housing supply, of all tenures, and extra resources for targeted services, will be a positive
step to address inequality.
- To further establish the risks of the venture and make
recommendations on whether these risks can be adequately
mitigated.
See comment and discussion above. Four risks need emphasis:
Possession risk. Never give a contractual commitment that at some future date a property asset will
be transferred to the JV. Only contractually commit when you are able to transfer, i.e. when vacant
possession is obtained.
Governance risk. Find good people to be JV Board members. These should be skilled people with
experience and business acumen. These are not representative roles and need not be officers or
members. They will have duties to the JV, and will be accountable to Borough through appointment
or removal by the Borough. Keep your very best most senior people in a Borough only role,
overseeing the work of JV Board members, and to act in extremis if necessary.
Objectives risk. The papers (to Cabinet) to date indicate a multitude of objectives for the JV. This is
a weakness, especially when partnering with a single-minded developer. The priorities should be
narrowed down.
Exclusivity risk. At one point in the publicly available papers the benefits of guaranteed future work
for the JV is mentioned; elsewhere there is emphasis that future work “may” be transferred to the
JV. There should be no open promise of future work. The Borough should assess the proposal for
each project in advance and then decide whether it is suitable for the HDV. The partner’s role (as
distinct from the JV) will vary with each project, or type of project. There is no single % of exclusivity
for the partner that is right for all projects and the % for each should be decided as part of that
project’s business plan before transfer to the JV.

Pete Redman
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Scrutiny Session, Haringey Development Vehicle, London
Statement by Professor Loretta Lees
3rd April 2017
Relevant expertise and professional role
Since September 2013 I have been Professor of Human Geography and Director of Research,
Department of Geography, University of Leicester. I was previously Professor of Human
Geography and Chair of the Cities Research Group at King‟s College London. I have a PhD
in Geography (awarded 1995) from the University of Edinburgh. I am an international expert
on urban regeneration, gentrification, urban sustainability, urban policy, urban communities
and urban public space. I have published five books on processes of gentrification1 and two
books specifically on London2. All of these books are underpinned by academic research on
topics of direct relevance to this statement. In addition, I have particular expertise on council
estate regeneration/renewal/gentrification in London, which informed the production of a
booklet - The London Tenants Federation, Lees,L, Just Space and SNAG (2014) An AntiGentrification Toolkit for Council Tenants in London3 and an academic paper on the
Aylesbury Estate - Lees,L. (2014a) The urban injustices of New Labour‟s „new urban
renewal‟: the case of the Aylesbury Estate in London4. These two pieces of research were
submitted as evidence to the London Assembly‟s Housing Committee Investigation into
Social Housing Estate Regeneration5.
I am an expert urbanist and a Londoner. I live in Archway, Islington. I was invited as an
expert guest to the first meeting of the Urban Regeneration Committee at the GLA to talk
about urban regeneration in London6 and I have delivered numerous key note speeches in
both London and around the globe on gentrification, mixed communities policy, and so on.
My current academic focus is on the future of council housing in London in terms of the
future social sustainability of London as a whole (Lees, 2014b) 7 for which I have been
awarded a £615,341 ESRC8 research grant.

1

Lees,L. et al. (2016) Planetary Gentrification, Polity Press: Cambridge; Lees,L. et al. (2015) (eds) Global
Gentrifications: uneven development and displacement, Policy Press: Bristol; Bridge,G., Butler,T., and Lees,L.
(eds) (2011) Mixed Communities: gentrification by stealth?, Policy Press: Bristol; Lees,L. et al. (2010) The
Gentrification Reader, Routledge: London; and Lees,L. et al. (2008) Gentrification, Routledge: New York.
2
Imrie,R. and Lees,L. (2014) (eds) Sustainable London? The future of a global city, Policy Press: Bristol;
Imrie,R., Lees,L. and Raco,M. (2009) (eds) Regenerating London: governance, sustainability and community in
a global city, Routledge: London.
3
http://www.londontenants.org/publications/other/Staying%20Put.pdf
4
Lees, L. (2014a) The urban injustices of New Labour‟s „new urban renewal‟: the case of the Aylesbury Estate
in London, Antipode, 46:4:921-947.
5
http://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Volume%203%20Social%20Housing%20Estate%20Regeneration%20Consultation%20Responses.pdf (Volume 2 Sub-006,
Sub-006a, Sub006b)
6

http://www.london.gov.uk/moderngov/documents/s26533/Regeneration%20the%20Situation%20in%20London.
pdf
7
Lees, L. (2014b) The death of sustainable communities in London, in Imrie,R. and Lees,L. (eds) Sustainable
London? The future of a global city, Policy Press: Bristol, pp.149-172.
8
PI: Lees,L., CoIs: Hubbard,P. and Tate,N. ESRC 2017-2020. Gentrification, Displacement, and the Impacts of
Council Estate Renewal in C21st London (full fec £769,176).
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In this statement I draw in particular on my academic research on (and thus evidence from)
the Heygate Estate being redeveloped as Elephant Park by Lend Lease and on my
international expertise on mixed communities policy and state-facilitated gentrification and
displacement. This statement questions the decision taken by Haringey to redevelop a number
of its council estates as newly built, mixed communities through the Haringey Development
Vehicle. My statement relates to the broader context of the reduction of council housing
provision across London in general, and the increasing rent and house prices that make it
difficult for lower and even middle income groups to remain in the city.
My key argument is that mixed communities initiatives like the HDV lead to
gentrification and displacement and that this is not in the public interest of either
Haringey residents nor of London more generally.
The „new‟ urban renewal of Haringey‟s council estates through the HDV is underpinned by
the idea of mixing tenures in newly built mixed communities:
6.3 To deliver economic growth and provide new housing on the scale required, the Council has
to use its own landholdings. Estate renewal on the Council’s large and medium sized estates also
provides a major opportunity to increase the number of homes, to improve the mix of tenures
and sizes and to address the condition of the housing stock.
6.14 Achieve estate renewal by intensification of land use and establishment of a range of mixed
tenures, together with tenure change across the Borough where appropriate. To secure wider
social and economic benefits in areas affected, including community facilities, skills and training,
health improvement or crime reduction for the benefit of existing residents.

Yet mixed communities initiatives have been found, after extensive academic and policy
research, both in the UK and the US, to produce gentrification and the displacement of public
housing tenants. Current plans to redevelop council estates in Haringey will not only displace
tenants from their homes but it also goes against the idea of the social (and economic)
sustainability of cities (as is embedded in the London Plan and national urban policy).
The idea of redeveloping public housing estates as mixed communities
The concept of mixed communities re-emerged as a major urban policy and planning goal in
the 1990s in reaction to large concentrations of supposedly socially homogenous populations
of poor people living in the inner cities of Western Europe and North America. UK policy
makers drew on US policy makers ideas about poverty deconcentration. In 1992 Congress
passed the US Department of Housing and Urban Development‟s HOPE VI program
(Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere), the result of the National Commission on
Severely Distressed Public Housing. HUD began to demolish large public housing projects at
the centre of US cities and to disperse project residents using Section 8 rental vouchers. In the
late 1990s in the development of New Labour‟s urban renaissance agenda the council estate
played a symbolic and ideological role as a signifier of a spatially concentrated, dysfunctional
underclass. Blair‟s Social Exclusion Unit was set up to deal with such social problems: „Over
the last two decades the gap between these worst estates and the rest of the country has
grown....It shames us as a nation, it wastes lives and we all have to pay the costs of
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dependency and social division‟ (Blair in SEU9). Council estates were one of their main
concerns: „....over the past 20 years, poverty has become more concentrated in individual
neighbourhoods and estates than before, and the social exclusion of these neighbourhoods has
become more marked‟ (SEU, 200010). Their solution was a „New Deal for Communities‟
based on the creation of mixed communities - „the Mixed Communities Initiative‟.
Schoon (2001)11 outlines the distinct rationales in policy debates for social mixing. First, the
„defending the neighbourhood‟ argument claims that since middle class people are stronger
advocates for public resources, socially mixed neighbourhoods will fare better than those
without middle class households. Second, the „money-go-round‟ argument claims that
tenurially and socio-economically mixed neighbourhoods are able to support a stronger local
economy than areas of concentrated poverty. Finally, the „networks and contacts‟ argument
draws on Robert Putnam‟s (199512) influential account of bridging and bonding social capital
to promote social mixing as the way to generate social cohesion and economic opportunity.
Central to New Labour‟s urban renaissance agenda was the idea that in socially mixing
council estate communities the benefits of urban revitalization/gentrification would „trickle
down‟ to the lower and working classes economically, socially, and even culturally.
A mixed communities initiative - the Heygate Estate – now Lend Lease’s Elephant Park
The now demolished Heygate Estate in Elephant and Castle, Southwark, was home to over
3,000 people. In 2011 when demolition of the Heygate Estate began it was ranked 3rd out of
all 32 London boroughs for income inequality. The demolition of the Heygate Estate was part
of a wider plan to regenerate the area around the Elephant and Castle road junction and
shopping centre. Efforts to regenerate the Heygate began in the 1990s with New Labour‟s
Single Regeneration Budget, the masterplan for the demolition of the estate was adopted by
Southwark Council in 2004 and in 2007 Lend Lease (an Australian property development
company with a global portfolio and a controversial track record; see
http://www.newstatesman.com/2013/02/southwark-accidentally-leaks-confidentialinformation) were chosen as the developers13. The decanting of tenants began and three years
after the „New Homes for Heygate Tenants‟ plans were approved, only one planning
application had been submitted out of a promised 16 new Housing Association-run blocks.
Dave Ware, Regeneration Team Project Director, said at a Walworth Community Council
meeting „I can only apologise and say that this was more difficult than we appreciated‟.
As part of the decantment of the Heygate Estate the council set out to „persuade‟ the tenants
into accepting new Housing Association properties in the Heygate area (with no security of
tenure, more expensive rents and with less controls over housing associations) or council
properties outside their local district of Walworth. Council tenants were asked to find homes
9

SEU (1998) Bringing Britain Together: a national strategy for neighbourhood renewal, Cm4045, The
Stationary Office: London.
10
SEU (2001) A new commitment to neighborhood renewal: national strategy action plan, Social Exclusion
Unit: London. P7.
11
Schoon, N. (2001) The chosen city, Spon Press: London.
12
Putnam, R. (1995) Bowling alone: America‟s declining social capital, Journal of Democracy, 6 65-78.
13
See http://www.corporatewatch.org/?lid=4635 on the
http://www.kpmg.com/uk/en/services/advisory/management-consulting/pages/business-resilience.aspx
processes issued by Lend Lease.
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themselves through the Council‟s Homesearch waiting list and bidding scheme and were
given only 6 months to do so:
„it took six times because you know, if you don‟t accept any of the bidding you go
back, you know, you go to the bottom again. But you know, I think I got mine after
the third bidding‟ (ex Heygate council tenant who was displaced, interview 2013).
Then the council began to issue eviction notices over the heads of those who failed to find
their own council place or refused the council‟s offer of alternative housing (see Figure 1
council tenant displacement).

Some leaseholders were offered part-rent, part-buy flats in the nearby „socially mixed‟ Strata
Tower in „intermediate affordable housing‟ in floors 2-10 run by the Family Mosaic Housing
Association. The applicant needed to purchase at least 25% of the flat, they also had to earn
between £18,000 to £60,000. The Strata Tower was the only retained-equity scheme offered
but the service charges alone were unaffordable to most former Heygate residents. One
leaseholder from the Heygate who was offered a flat in the Strata Tower, was given £150,000
for her 3-bed flat on the Heygate Estate, but flats in the Strata Tower ranged from a studio
flat at £240,000 to 3 bed flats at £775,000. The 2-bed penthouse went on the market for £1.6
million. Moreover she had worked three jobs, seven days a week to pay off her mortgage and
saw her „right to buy‟ flat as an investment for her children. To buy in the Strata (or indeed
elsewhere in London) she would need to get another mortgage – not easy on her low income
and with insecure jobs and new mortgage restrictions – her life security and investment was
destroyed (see Figure 2 leaseholder displacement).
Only a small percentage of Heygate council tenants signed up for the „right to return‟ (which
means moving twice) – some of those because they wanted to remain council tenants (even if
it meant living elsewhere) – but the evidence from New Orleans shows14 that once people
have moved once and got kids into school etc. they are loath to move again. A film was made
about two tenants who were forced to move from the Heygate (see
southwarknotes.wordpress.com/heygate-estate/ - Janet and Larry Move Out by King Chain
Productions), it shows well the stress and upset that displacement causes. In 2009 the BBC‟s
Inside out programme also featured displacement from the Heygate Estate
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/insideout/content/articles/2009/03/05/london_heygate_s15_w8_video
14

Government reports confirm that half of the working poor, elderly and disabled who lived in New Orleans
before Katrina have not returned. Read Arena (2012) on the transformation of New Orleans public housing from
public to private.
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_feature.shtml). When the tenant mentioned earlier searching the Homesearch waiting list,
who signed the „right to return‟ was asked: „And would you like to go back once it‟s finished,
once it‟s completed?‟, she answered: „That one I‟m not sure. Because I moved away from
London and I‟m in Kent…I had…friends when I was there but I lost contact…I still have
their numbers but it‟s the distance and everything‟ (interview, 2013).
The demolition began in 2011 and is now complete and the bulk of the new build „mixed
community‟ has been constructed. Southwark Council sold the Heygate for £50 million (and
they have not yet even finished paying off the building of the original estate) and then spent a
further £44 million moving 1,000 residents out. Southwark Council's expected capital
receipts from the Heygate land are almost equal to the costs incurred in emptying and
demolishing the buildings! None of the homes in the new development will include exHeygate council tenants or leaseholders. Despite there being an explicit rationale for the
inclusion of Heygate residents in the Southwark Plan (see
http://www.southwark.gov.uk/info/856/planning_policy/1241/the_southwark_plan/1), the
new flats are all for private sale.
In 2014 Lend Lease marketed the newly named Elephant Park overseas in East Asia, to
wealthy off-plan buyers looking for second homes, investments, buy-to-lets, homes for their
student sons and daughters etc. While the Heygate was home to 1,194 social-rented flats at
the time of its demolition, the new £1.2bn Elephant Park will provide just 82 such homes
among its 2,500 units (although note none of these will be council). Five hundred flats will be
“affordable” – ie. rented out at up to 80% of London‟s superheated market rate, on the
affordable housing con read: London Tenants Federation (2012) The Affordable Housing
Con, Available at: http://www.londontenants.org/publications/reports/LTF%20%20afordable%20housing%20con%20final%20xxx.pdf. The bulk are for private sale, at
£569,000 for a studio, or £801,000 for a two-bed flat.
On Lend Lease and share of profits read:
http://35percent.org/2016-05-11-no-profit-share-the-true-value-of-the-heygate-regeneration/
Lend Lease will profit not Haringey:
http://35percent.org/2016-12-05-heygate-profits-north-of-a-hundred-million/
On Lend Lease and viability assessment, showing how Lend Lease operates read:
http://35percent.org/2015-06-25-heygate-viability-assessment-finally-revealed/

The evidence base on Mixed Communities policy
Social mix policies rely on a common set of beliefs about the benefits of mixed communities,
with little evidence to support them, and a growing evidence base that contradicts the
precepts embedded in social mix policies that should make policy-makers sit up and take
note. As Cheshire (2009)15 argues mixed communities policy is essentially a faith-based
policy since there is scant real evidence that making communities more mixed makes the life
15

Cheshire,P. (2009) Policies for mixed communities: a faith based displacement activity?, International
Regional Science Review, 32:3:343-375.
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chances of the poor any better. Indeed, academic research has found that the rhetoric of
„social mix‟ more often hides a gentrification strategy and in that a hidden social cleansing
agenda (Cameron, 2003; Uitermark et al., 2007)16. Indeed, conceptually, policy claims about
the causal links between more socially mixed communities, increased social mixing, the
development of social capital and cohesion, and decreased social exclusion and deprivation, have

been criticised as something of an „analytical sack of potatoes‟ (Fine, 2001; Kearns, 2003)17.
Drawing on ESRC funded research (ESRC RES-451-26-0340), Bridge, Butler and Lees
(2011)18 collated academic and policy evidence on mixed communities policy from around
the globe and stated clearly: „…the overwhelming conclusion of this review is that is that
social mix policies are largely ineffective in enhancing the welfare of the poorest residents,
and in some cases detrimental to the welfare of the urban poor‟ (p.319).
International experts on mixed communities policy are clear that it is a failure with respect to
the social mobility of the poor and that the end result is more often than not some form of
gentrification. As Gotham (2001)19 has shown with respect to the HOPE VI program in the
US: „the redevelopment of public housing [in the US] is a form of “exclusive” development
that is designed to exclude the very poor from the revitalized spaces and render them safe for
resettlement by the wealthy and affluent‟. Mixed communities policy in London has not aided
the revitalization of depressed neighbourhoods, rather it has reduced affordable housing and
contributed to spiralling rents and prices (Arbaci and Rae, 2013; Imrie and Lees, 2014)20.
As the What Works Centre for Local Economic Growth (2015)21 report makes clear, we know
very little about the ways in which the „new‟ urban renewal programmes enacted on London
council estates have shaped the lives of the original dwellers that they were designed to
improve. This is because many of the original residents fail to make it back to the
redeveloped neighbourhoods. The Heygate Estate is now symbolic of this.
The academic evidence on displacement
Gentrification induced displacement can be direct or indirect. Marcuse (1985:207)22 is clear
that displacement is related not only to the actual removal of low-income households by
eviction or compulsory purchase, but also the fact that indigenous residents might not feel at
home anymore in the changed neighbourhood because of the general decline of working class
16

Cameron, S. (2003) Gentrification, housing redifferentiation and urban regeneration: „Going for Growth‟ in
Newcastle upon Tyne, Urban Studies, 40 2367-2382. Uitermark, J., J. Duyvendak and R. Kleinhans (2007)
„Gentrification as a governmental strategy: social control and social cohesion in Hoogvliet, Rotterdam‟,
Environment and Planning A, 3:1:125-141.
17
Fine, B. (2001) Social capital versus social theory, Routledge: London, p.190. Kearns, A. (2003) Social
capital, regeneration and urban policy, in Imrie, R. and Raco, M. (eds) Urban renaissance? New Labour,
community and urban policy, Bristol: Policy Press, pp.37-60.
18
Bridge,G., Butler,T., and Lees,L. (eds) (2011) Mixed Communities: gentrification by stealth?, Policy Press:
Bristol.
19
Gotham, K.F. (2001) „Redevelopment for whom and for what purpose?‟ in K. Fox Gotham (ed.) Research in
Urban Sociology Volume 6: Critical Perspectives on Urban Redevelopment (Oxford: Elsevier) p.437.
20
Arbaci,S. and Rae,I. (2013) Mixed tenure neighbourhoods in London: policy myth or effective device to
alleviate deprivation?, International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, 37:2:451-479. Imrie,R. and
Lees,L. (2014) (eds) Sustainable London? The future of a global city, Policy Press: Bristol
21
http://whatworksgrowth.org/policy-area/estate-renewal/#.VUCVBtjnnIU
22
Marcuse,P. (1985) Gentrification, abandonment and displacement: connections, causes and policy responses,
Journal of Urban and Contemporary Law, 28:195-240.
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culture and identity. As he argues, „When a family sees the neighbourhood around it
changing dramatically, when their friends are leaving the neighbourhood, when the stores
they patronise are liquidating and new stores for other clientele are taking their places, and
when changes in public facilities, in transportation patterns, and in support services, all
clearly are making the area less and less livable, then the pressure of displacement is severe‟.
Marcuse (1986)23 discusses exclusionary displacement:
„Exclusionary displacement from gentrification occurs when any household is not
permitted to move into a dwelling, by a change in conditions which affects that dwelling
or its immediate surroundings, which
(a) is beyond the household‟s reasonable ability to control or prevent;
(b) occurs despite the household‟s being able to meet all previously imposed
conditions of occupancy;
(c) differs significantly and in a spatially concentrated fashion from changes in the
housing market as a whole; and
(d) makes occupancy by that household impossible, hazardous or unaffordable‟.
A number of academic and policy studies have underlined the difficulties that relocated
public housing residents have in rebuilding social networks (eg. Clampet-Lunquist, 2004a,b;
Gibson, 2007)24, and this should come as no surprise given the many studies of displaced
communities and social networks as a result of post-war urban renewal programmes. As even
the GLA (2015:14)25 now recognize, „a process of “gentrification” may, over time,
accompany regeneration, the new homes being occupied by households more affluent than
previous residents‟.
What we are seeing is what Hyra (2008) has called ‘new’ urban renewal
„New‟ urban renewal: is a term that Hyra (2008)26 has used to refer to the C21st urban
renewal of public housing projects in the US through the Federal Government‟s HOPE VI
program. He argues that today‟s urban renewal of public housing projects in the US is similar
to, but distinct from post-war urban renewal. Like post-war urban renewal it is state-led, but it
differs in that today there are global factors contributing to this urban transformation and as
opposed to post-war urban renewal, where a good proportion of low income groups
benefitted from the renewal, today real estate developers and those seeking to invest in
property prosper whilst low income groups are displaced from the communities they know
and call home. The case of the Heygate Estate shows this well and it is not in the public
interest of Haringey‟s council tenants, nor of Londoners as a whole, if we want a properly
diverse and socially mixed city as The London Plan claims it does.

23

Marcuse,P. (1986) Abandonment, gentrification and displacement, in Smith,N. and Williams, P. (1986) (eds)
Gentrification of the City, Allen and Unwin, p.153-177.
24
Clampet-Lundquist, S. (2004a) Moving over or moving up? Short-term gains and losses for relocated HOPE
VI
Families, Cityscape, 7, 1, 57 - 80. Clampet-Lundquist, S. (2004b) HOPE VI relocation Moving to new
neighborhoods and building new ties, Housing Policy Debate, 15, 2, 415 - 447.Gibson, K. (2007) The relocation
of the Columbia Villa community: views from residents, Journal of Planning Education and Research, 27:5-19.
25
https://roeregeneration.wordpress.com/2015/03/06/london-assembly-paper-knock-it-down-or-do-it-up/
26
See Hyra,D. (2008) The New Urban Renewal: the economic transformation of Harlem and Bronzeville,
University of Chicago Press: Chicago. Hyra was a community development expert in the US Department of the
Treasury, he also worked for HUD, and is now a professor at the American University, Washington , DC.
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The value of council tenancies for low income groups27
This HDV will impose long-term and potentially unforeseen risks on Haringey Council,
rendering formerly secure council estates and tenancies inherently insecure.
I recommend you read: White,H. and Lees,L. (2015) Report for draft Housing and Planning
Bill, Why we Can’t Afford to Lose it: local authority housing in London protects the poor
from homelessness. Submitted as Evidence. http://ch1889.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/11/Canweaffordtolosethem-FC2.pdf
Key points relevant taken from the document:
Local authority housing plays an essential role in protecting those who are vulnerable
as a result of old age, mental illness or physical disability, as well as those on low
incomes, from homelessness.
§ Local authority tenants with a secure tenancy are better protected than housing
association or private tenants.
§ The Pre-action Protocol for Possession Claims by Social Landlords protects both local
authority and housing association tenants. Housing associations, unlike local
authorities, however, can seek possession of a property using a Ground 8, Section 8
Notice.

In sum, council housing best protects marginal populations.
Good practice with respect to estate regeneration
The council has said:
2.4 In agreeing this approach, we make clear commitments: to do our utmost to re-house council
tenants in the area where they currently live and on similar terms, if that’s what they want; that a
Resident’s charter is adopted, which sets out the expectations of Northumberland Park residents
and is written by the residents themselves; that the development vehicle will be bound by our
planning policy requiring 40% affordable housing; and that consultation with residents is
guaranteed, with a commitment that sites can only be transferred to the vehicle once that has taken
place.
To establish and provide recommendations on the feasibility of the proposed joint venture model of
council tenants being re-housed on rent matching that of an equivalent council property and on the
same terms, either on the estate or elsewhere in the borough, according to their choice;
- To establish and provide evidence and recommendations on whether the HDV can deliver a
tenancy and evictions policy which protects vulnerable tenants in the same way as council tenancies
do.

See above on the displacement that comes with these schemes and the affordable housing
con.
On a residents charter, the right to stay put etc., I recommend you read Lees,L. (2017) Report
for GLA’s draft good practice guide to estate regeneration. Submitted to GLA. Attached.
Key points relevant taken from the document:
27

White,H. and Lees,L. (2015) Report for draft Housing and Planning Bill, Why we Can’t Afford to Lose it:
local authority housing in London protects the poor from homelessness. Submitted as Evidence.
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TENURE & SECURITY: The guidance needs to say more about security of tenure – council tenants
can lose their secure tenancies through being forced to move into new homes that are no longer
classified as „council‟ homes. Council estate residents facing displacement need more than „high
priority‟ in local allocations policy. Guarantees over moving to the same or similar rent levels need to
be much clearer in this respect. Many residents on regenerated estates end up paying much higher
rents, service charges and council tax despite pre-regeneration promises that rents would not go up. As
the evidence presented at the Aylesbury CPO public inquiry showed (http://35percent.org/2016-09-18aylesbury-compulsory-purchase-order-rejected/) leaseholders are also badly affected by estate
regeneration, they need a „London market value promise‟ which means that they are given enough
money (with no increase in mortgage or new service charges) to be able to afford to buy the same kind
of property in the same borough or on the regenerated estate. The guidance needs to be clearer about
leaseholder rights.
THE RIGHT TO STAY PUT: There is much emphasis on the „right to return‟, not the right to stay
put – to be able to remain in the same community, to be able to return to the (redlined) footprint of the
original estate. This needs to be central to the guidance, to avoid the wholesale destruction of socially
and ethnically mixed urban communities in London. Equally, if residents are given the right to return to
a suitable home, who ultimately determines what a suitable home might be, and that the offer to
residents is „reasonable‟?
AFFORDABLE HOUSING: There are many get-out caveats in the guidance: for it to carry more
weight these need to be removed. For example, it is implied that the loss of affordable homes could be
justified if it allows the construction of „better quality homes at existing or higher densities with at least
the equivalent amount of floorspace‟, taking into account „community benefits‟ and the amount of
affordable housing elsewhere in the borough (mirroring London Plan policy 3.4). This provides
existing social housing residents little reassurance as there is no definition of what a better home might
be, or what community benefits follow from the provision of better housing. The baseline principle –
that there should be no net loss of affordable housing is also flawed, as most „affordable housing‟ is
simply not affordable for the majority of London‟s council estate residents. We argue that the guidance
should ensure that estate redevelopment ensures a net increase in council housing (the only truly
affordable housing for low income Londoners) given London‟s housing crisis.

Risks for the Council and Haringey residents
Haringey‟s vehicle stands out. It is a JV, which is unusual. In addition, the scale of its
ambitions – using public land with a gross development value of £2bn – mark it out as
an extreme case. Public land is being transferred to a private company. This is a huge
cost to the council, in terms of land and revenue.
The model is unproven, and the scale at which Haringey is undertaking it is
unprecedented.
The council is becoming a speculative house builder, in an uncertain post-Brexit
market. This involves taking on very high levels of risk.
Given Lend Lease‟s track record outlined above, the council must question whether
sharing its land and profits with Lend Lease is prudent. Lend Lease‟s commercial
interest will no doubt conflict with the council‟s motivations at times.
At this stage Haringey‟s DV is exceptionally light on detail, and involves very few
guarantees to citizens for a scheme with so many uncertain elements. This is
privatisation of both council land and council housing.
Haringey residents need guarantees about aspects of the DV.
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Requests
Scale the scheme down if it cannot be stopped altogether.
Pursue a wholly-owned model.
As with other models of regeneration the number of social homes get reduced
incrementally as the scheme nears completion. In this case, Haringey, at pre-contract
phase, are not even making any promises about net numbers of social homes. This is
concerning. We need numbers that are agreed in advance and stuck to.
A guarantee is also needed to ensure that the homes have identical qualities to council
tenancies, and that they remain this way in perpetuity. The same for leaseholder
properties.
A ballot and a right of return need to be enshrined.

Dr Jane Lewis
London Metropolitan University
April 3rd 2017
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Notes for Haringey Housing and
Regeneration Scrutiny Panel

Dr Jane Lewis
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• Dr Jane Lewis is a Senior Lecturer in Sociology and Social Policy at London
Metropolitan University. She has worked previously as a lecturer in urban
regeneration and in geography as well as in urban regeneration and
economic development posts in local government in London. Jane has wide
experience teaching at under-graduate and post-graduate levels with
specific expertise in urban inequalities; globalisation and global
inequalities; housing and urban regeneration policy and is course leader of
the professional doctorate programme in working lives and of masters’
courses in urban regeneration and sustainable cities dating back to
2005.Jane has a research background in cities and in urban inequalities,
urban regeneration policy and economic and labour market conditions and
change.

aims
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• 1. Invited following presentation Haringey Housing Forum on
concerns relating to council estate regeneration schemes in London in
name of mixed communities polices
• 2. Senior Lecturer Social Policy at LMU (attached note)
• 3. Terms of reference of Scrutiny Panel focus on 1and 2 – relating to
rehousing of council tenants in HDV redevelopments and to 7 –
equalities implications

Haringey Development Vehicle (HDV) and
Northumberland Park
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• ‘development projects’ proposed for the first phase of the HDV include
Northumberland Park Regeneration Area – includes 4 estates, Northumberland
Park estate largest
• Northumberland Park Regeneration Area largest project HDV will be involved in
• LB Haringey high levels inequality – concentration deprivation in east of Borough
and in Northumberland Park in particular – suffers some of highest levels
deprivation in country - amongst 5% most deprived SOA’s in England – low and
falling incomes, high unemployment and very high levels education and health
inequalities (10 year difference life span men) – also 48% population white as
compared to 66% in LBH and 71% London and 38% population black/black British
(20% LBH, 10% London)
• First and foremost – talking about deprivation and poverty – ‘equalities
implications’ of proposed HDV

Aims for regeneration Northumberland Park
Regeneration Area

• Tottenham Strategic Regeneration Framework (2014), Tottenham Area Action
Plan, Strategic Master Plan (2015) – all identify Northumberland Park
Regeneration Area –as in need of comprehensive regeneration involving shift
from single tenure council housing estate to mixed tenure development
• Northumberland Park seen as having potential to deliver new homes – mention
of delivering 2000 new homes– land owned by Council and current estate is low
density
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• LB Haringey (2015) Haringey’s Housing Strategy 2015-2020 - 'mixed communities
[is] at the heart of our approach’
• wanting a mix of homes across the borough to address housing market
imbalance –affordable new homes in centre and west and more market and
intermediate homes in Tottenham (62% social housing)

‘what will the HDV mean for
Northumberland Park residents?’

• Lessons and safeguards from other council housing estate
regeneration developments in London?
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• ‘do our utmost to rehouse any existing council tenants’
• Mixed communities and more of a mix of homes
• large proportion likely to be demolished
• Promise same number of ‘habitable rooms’ rather than same number
of housing units – 45% stock one bedroom flats
• Raises questions over future houses owned by HDV and HDV
tenancies

‘Mixed communities’ policies as a means of
reducing growing concentration of deprivation in
council estate estates
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• Mixed communities/mixed tenure policies become key part housing
(planning/regeneration) policy for last 20 years since 1990s/2000s in UK and more widely
in US (HOPE VI)/Europe (Netherlands – focus on ethnic de-concentration)
• Why?
• Developed in context growing concentration poverty and deprivation in council housing
estates in the UK in 1970s/80’s and 90’s
• Solution
• Reduce concentration of deprivation and poverty in poor neighbourhoods through
developing a mix of tenure and diluting poverty by attracting higher income residents
into low income single-tenure neighbourhoods
• Hills (2007) Ends and Means. The Future of Social Housing in England - highlighted the
growing concentration of poverty in social housing and growing income polarisation
between tenures and argued that key way to improve poor council housing estates was
to change them from single tenure estates to ‘genuinely mixed communities’

‘mixed communities’ and council estate
regeneration policy in 2017
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• Increasingly seen as ‘only’ means of both regenerating council housing estates as
• financial model – new private housing subsidises new social housing
• tackling housing crisis - increasing number of new homes – increasing the density of
council housing estates and optimising LA owned land
• Adonis and Davis (2015) City Villages: More homes, better communities IPPR volume of
essays – ‘City villages comprise socially mixed, multi-tenure housing’ -optimising local
authority owned land
• Savills (2016) Completing London’s Streets - densification social housing estates to build
more housing – key focus of policy today
• That policy makers everywhere accept uncritically mixed communities policies in the
face of evidence which suggests they will not be successful in terms of social inclusion
or reducing poverty and will lead to significant gentrification (Bridge et al (2012) Mixed
Communities. Gentrification by Stealth)

3 main lines criticism of mixed communities
policies (Bridge et al. 2012)
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• 1. most mixed community policy is one-sided – seldom advocated (or implemented because of land costs)
in wealthier neighbourhoods
• 2. in terms of claims of greater social interaction, social capital – that there is little evidence that people
from diverse backgrounds ‘actually mix’ - DCLG (2010) research also no evidence more social interaction assumptions that physical proximity leads to closer social ties – is challenged in work of Butler and Robson
(2003) on Brixton – incoming middle classes attracted by idea of diversity but no evidence social interactions
– or Davidson’s (2010) research on socially mixed neighbourhoods in the redevelopment of riverside in
London by major developers – which highlights high levels of segregation, gated developments and new
residents in privately owned housing not seeing ‘the local area as offering appropriate or desirable retail,
public, social and leisure facilities’ and instead gravitating towards central London and spending their
money and leisure time elsewhere – little investment in surrounding neighbourhood
• 3.That mixed communities policies tackle the symptoms of poverty and inequality and not the causes
(Cheshire. 2007) – mixed communities policy cannot reduce deprivation – statistics may show an increase
in educational attainment, in income levels – but this reflects the composition of the incoming residents
not any improvements in economic circumstances of existing residents
• Cheshire (2007) disputes the view that’ making communities more mixed makes the life chances of the
poor any better’ - low income people can benefit from living in low cost areas
• Successful at improving ‘place poverty’ not ‘people poverty’

Main concerns
displacement of low income residents, gentrification of
council housing estates and loss of social housing
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• council housing estates were seen as a ‘buffer’ to gentrification in London –
changing fast plans to regenerate/demolish council housing estates and
redevelop them into new mixed tenure communities taking place across
London
• pressure to realise both high value and under-utilisation of LA owned land
• Key battle ground
• Evidence displacement – either direct (decanting/rehousing) or indirect
(rents/costs become too high) of existing residents
• Council estate regeneration schemes across London are leading to
gentrification and ‘social cleansing’
• loss of large numbers of social housing
• and the creation of more segregated not more balanced communities

Loss of social housing
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• Current mixed-tenure approach to estate regeneration is leading to a
further decline in social housing
• GLA (2015) report on the challenges of estate regeneration looked at
50 schemes planned over the period in London from 2005-2015
• while overall number of homes set to double from 34,000 to 68,000
• 8,000 fewer social homes and
• 33,000 more private market homes

Examples of mixed tenure council estate
regeneration policies in London
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• Large number of regeneration schemes on council housing estates across
London in which partnership with local authority and private developer
(and housing associations) – all involve:
• Increase in density (commonly double housing density)
• Shift to mixed tenure, 50% or more private sale
• Loss of social housing units
• Displacement of existing low income residents (tenants and leaseholders)
• Aylesbury and Heygate estates in LB Southwark, Ferrier estate in LB
Greenwich, Woodberry Down estate in LB Hackney are some of largest

Heygate and Aylesbury estates
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• Heygate estate – 1200 council homes demolished replaced by 2469 new homes – 25% ’affordable’ but only
80 social homes
• Lend Lease developer – LB Southwark sold land £50m –first thing they did was to revise down the
proportion of social housing from 35% negotiated with LB Southwark – no monitoring of profit income – not
eligible until end development in 2025
• Large increase in density/shift to mixed tenure/displacement social housing residents (Lees maps of location
of displaced residents) and loss social housing – gentrification (land values)- new Elephant Oark
development – over £1m for 2 bedroom flat
• wider Elephant and Castle redevelopment/opportunity area – 5000 new homes - 1,715 affordable homes,
874 of which will be shared ownership – 629 at rates up to 40% market rate and 212 at up to 50% of market
rent
• Aylesbury estate - 2759 homes demolished and replaced by 4200 new homes – 1525 social homes - 50% for
sale and 50% affordable of which 75% social and 25% intermediate)
• Tenants promise of return to new social home with L&Q (phase 1) and Notting Hill Housing Trust
• Large increase in density/shift to mixed tenure/loss of social housing (1000)
• most marketable sites – overlooking Burgess Park – private sale (maximise profits)

35% Campaign
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• Developers shifting the goal posts once they have contract
• Substituting affordable rent homes for social rent (developers and housing associations)
– council estate regeneration schemes in which developers delivering affordable rent
homes when social rent homes were required by planning consent – across London
• Ferrier estate in LB Greenwich 1906 homes demolished and replaced by 4400 mixed
tenure – Berkeley Homes on Kidbrook Village site 67 affordable rent homes at up to 62%
market rent built in place of 67 supposedly social rent homes
• Claremont estate in Brixton Notting Hill Housing Trust (RSL on Aylesbury estate)sold land
by LB Lambeth for £1.5m on basis would provide 100% social housing - pleaded viability
problems and new agreement 40% affordable of which 70% social homes – so far all 37
units built are affordable at up to 68% market rent
• Local authorities often no procedures in place for monitoring and enforcement of
Section 106 affordable and social housing agreements

Woodberry Down estate, LB Hackney
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• Principles of regeneration of Woodberry Down council estate – an estate of over
2000 homes built in 1940’s/50s – in the planning policy documents set out clear
aims to develop ‘cohesive mixed communities’, an ‘integrated and balanced
community’, a ‘tenure blind’ community
• Partnership developer Berkeley Homes working with LB Hackney, Genesis
Housing Association and Woodberry Down Community Organisation (WDCO)
• Serious issues emerging and WDCO and LB Hackney beginning to ask serious
questions about the way the development is going (WDCO 2016)
• Concern is about what type of community is being developed and that what is
emerging are 2 highly segregated communities – social ‘apartheid’, polarised
between lower income social housing tenants and wealthy new residents and
(absent) investors, no ‘middle income’
• ‘growing demarcation between affordable and other tenures’

Woodberry Down estate, LB Hackney
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• Phased demolition of estate – 2000 homes replaced by over 5000
new homes by 2031
• increase in density
• new mixed tenure development – 40% social rent and shared
ownership and 60% private sale
• loss of social housing – 1555 social homes (80% of estate) replaced
when finished by 1088 social homes – loss of 547 social homes - plus
1177 ‘affordable’ homes
• Existing tenants move only once, rehoused and flats of same size
guaranteed

Growing concerns
A balanced and integrated community in Woodberry
Down: WDCO.s View (2016)
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• Growing tension and changing goal posts by developer:
• ‘growing demarcation between affordable and other tenures’:
• Berkeley Homes 3 developments – Skyline (30 floors) £1.1-£1.2m, Park Collection £1m and Nature Collection
£560,000 to £1m – not originally supposedly targeting overseas and high end luxury market
• Marketed extensively in south east Asia – 55% first phase sold to overseas investors – large ‘buy-to let’ –
transient tenants – many residents weekday only
• Second tower - not in first master plan
• Postponement of demolition of ‘seven blocks’ – worse condition on estate – first areas to be developed not
worse but most marketable – overlooking reservoir where private ownership over-represented
• Berkeley Homes want private gyms and swimming pools for sole use private owners in private blocks –
challenged by WDCO/LB Hackney
• Private blocks have private security guards (Genesis no longer afford) and concierge
• Private homes superior courtyards, water features and other open space which is often gated - Rivulet
Gardens private paths and locked gates
• Retail strategy – Berkeley Homes own – not allowing fish and chip, pound shops – encourage the type of
retail that will attract people to buy flats – Italian Deli, cafe

Woodberry Down – new private apartments
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Some lessons, safeguards and models
• Increasingly market-led and increasing shift away from principles of balanced and integrated or mixed community
• Developer has power – particularly given financial model in which social housing funded in part through sale private homes –
argue need to realise highest market value
• Developer changes goalposts arguing that market has changed (Brexit)– now need to target more high end/overseas investors

• Certainly in Woodberry Down there are growing difficulties and growing concerns emerging
• council housing estates are being demolished all over London and replaced with mixed tenure developments involving
gentrification, displacement and the loss of social housing
• Lessons to be learned from all of these examples of council estate regeneration – from talking to the tenants associations
• Growing numbers of campaigns and campaigning organisations highlighting key issues and lessons

• Growing number of alternative models
• Including growing evidence that refurbishment is often a better solution than demolition
• Of course, basics – resident involvement (real participation), no loss of social housing and increase in social housing and in
affordable housing at significantly less than 80% market rent, every resident right to be rehoused, same tenancy and rent
• But the question is, solution to what? It depends, of course, on what the aims are in the first place.
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• Creating highly segregated and separate communities – perhaps especially so and difficult In London given London housing
market - and growing economic and housing market inequality in London – creating genuinely mixed communities becomes even
and ever harder

references
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HDV Scrutiny
5 April 2017
Notes from Prof Michael Edwards, UCL Bartlett School of Planning.
My comments are mainly about the risks and uncertainties which
the Council confronts. In this I’m drawing on experience since my
first professional job working on the economics of Milton Keynes,
through a career of consultancy, research and teaching on the
economics of planning and property development. In particular I
set up and ran for 15 years a Masters programme on property
development and planning, initially with a European scope but
now more broadly international. I have also learned a lot from
being involved in the King’s Cross development of the last 25
years, and the GLA London Plan process from 2000 onwards. I’m a
member of the Highbury expert Group on Housing Supply.
But first I want to make a comment as a resident. I have lived
in Seven Sisters Ward for 14 years. I am a regular reader of
the Council’s glossy magazine which comes through my
letter box and I also get periodic emails from the Council. I
have read draft Town and Country Planning documents as
they appear and have made representations on some of
them. But I have never been consulted on the HDV proposal
and I think it’s impossible that I would have missed an
announcement about it, given my professional interest.

1
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Risks
Alternatives
Risks
The Council’s Business Case of 2015 was prepared before the EU
referendum and before the numerous changes in housing and
planning law which were enacted in the Housing and Planning Act
2016 and trailed in the White Paper recently released. As a result
of these changes in the economic and political environment the
Council’s decisions have to be tested against a much wider range of
possible circumstances than must have seemed likely in 2015.
The economy of the UK is very weak, with low investment; what
little growth we have being driven by expanding household debt
and no clear prospect that we’ll be able to take advantage of a
devalued pound to increase our exports. Many of our export
sectors in finance, insurance and related professional services are
directly threatened by brexit while others – like the university
sector, a huge earner of foreign exchange, are threatened by visa
restrictions. We share with Greece the decline in real incomes in
the last decade.
We thus need to consider the possibility that the UK economy will
fail to grow and may contract in the coming decade. Furthermore
the effect of inflation of import prices leading to higher interest
rates would both impoverish an indebted population and change
balance of power within the HDV.

2
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The other contextual factor is related to housing policy: it keeps
changing in ways which make it ever harder for councils to resume
house-building. That’s one of the reasons why Haringey has
proposed the HDV. But it seems quite possible that government
will find ways of extending the Right to Buy to Council-owned
companies or in other ways inhibit the efforts of London Boroughs
to circumvent government policy. Although the Minister has
backed off the RtB threat recently we cannot be very confident.
So what are the risks we should be looking at:
(1) The risks of debt exposure of the HDV. We are told that the
IP will match the value of the Council’s successive transfers
of property with injections of equal amounts of its own
equity finance. Then on top of that the HDV will borrow the
money to do its developments. Can the HDV borrow through
the Public Works Loan Board (at about 2% currently) or
would it have to pay open market interest rates of perhaps
(7-8%)? I’m not a local government finance professional but
I doubt whether a private company would be eligible for
PWLB.
In any event (whatever the interest rate) If interest rates
then rise, it could indefinitely postpone the moment when
Haringey begins to receive 50% of the profits from the

3
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venture. (We are told that the Council would receive profits
only after all debts are repaid.)
(2) All the work of managing the HDV and the property
portfolio handed over to it on day 1 would be undertaken by
the IP (Lend Lease). This would presumably mean that the
IP is expected to charge the HDV with its costs, and these
costs would undoubtedly include some level of profit to
themselves on each task performed. The IP would thus be
enjoying steady profits from these operations while the
Council would gain no profit share from the HDV until much
later, if at all.
(3) If the government goes ahead with measures which would
impose the Right to Buy on sub-market dwellings produced
by Council subsidiaries, the HDV could be loosing units
which it had made such sacrifices to produce.
(4) The Council’s cash flow under the HDV regime would, at
least initially, fall because the flow of rents from its
commercial property portfolio would instead flow to the
HDV. The leader of the council in her recent article,
implicitly accepts this prospect, but expects it to be made
good by growing income from Business rates and Council
Tax. That may be so, but we ought to be able to see the
figures.

4
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(5) A final risk which I consider should be explored is what
happens if and when the IP or decides to sell its share. We
are assured by the Council Leader that Haringey would have
to consent to any such sale. But if economic conditions
become very adverse and there are few willing buyers the
Council might not have much choice. I raise this point
because we have seen examples, especially in Germany, of
large portfolios of rented housing falling into the hands of
hedge funds of the very aggressive kind which then exert
intense pressure to raise rents and evict those who cannot
pay.
I have listed all these risks because they appear to me to be
possibilities which should be explored before the scheme is
finalised. Perhaps they have been explored. Your committee
and the general public at least need detailed reassurances
and surely should be able to scrutinise the cash flow
projections which correspond to them.
Alternatives:
Among the alternatives which should be explored I am not at all
happy that the set is wide enough or serious enough.
The “do nothing” strategy Option 1 Base Case gets little attention
in the Business Case document. But it could really be the best
strategy in current conditions insofar as “regeneration” on current
models almost invariably leads to a reduction in social rented

5
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housing. (Assembly) It would, in that event, maximise the Council’s
capacity to house those in greatest need including the homeless,
while not meeting the Opportunity Area targets for total dwelling
numbers.
This would combine well with a more piecemeal approach:
developing individual sites or estates as an when it can feasibly be
done in the changing economic and policy environment. If political
condition improve, for example, the Council would be able to
borrow and build in the normal way. If conditions get worse, the
Council would at least have battened down the hatches.
There is a lesson from King’s Cross here. Camden negotiated one
huge planning permission for KXC with one huge S106 agreement
alongside it. The local community groups called for the Council to
give permissions stage by stage but were defeated. Under intense
negotiation the scheme was to have about 41% of affordable
housing units of various kinds, with some co-funding from the HCA
from the Labour Government. In the first half of the development
this went well. But after HCA funds for affordable housing were
severely cut back by coalition and conservative governments, the
developer exercised a clever clause in the S106 agreement which
enabled them to reduce the social housing % in the later phases.
Camden was tied down to a 2006 contract and had to accept a
reduction to about 31%.
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Had the permission been split into phases, a fresh negotiation
would have taken place for the later phases and, since market
values for homes had escalated enormously, it would have been
possible to negotiate at least the same level of affordable housing,
and probably more.
I tell this story not because there’s a likely parallel in Tottenham,
but because it illustrates the dangers of committing an entire longterm programme in one agreement.
Finally we should be looking at 2 other alternatives:
A Development Corporation. London has two already and why
don’t we explore how good one would be for Haringey. Although
there is criticism of the level of community engagement in the 2
existing ones, they are at least governed by accountable bodies,
with planning meetings open to the public and fully subject to FOI.
It also has the attraction of being able to draw on GLA funds.
Finally the study should explore a majority-owned public-private
company, perhaps on the model of the Sociétés d’économie mixte
in France, hundreds of which have been operating for decades.
The law prescribes that public bodies, taken together, must have a
minimum of 51% control, and maximum of 85%. It’s a distinctly
lower level of privatisation than the 50% proposed here because
the public owner can ultimately break a deadlock in the public
interest. The economist Nicholas Falk has also written
compellingly on German and Dutch models which we should be
learning from.
7
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Extract: Kober article 19 January 2017
http://www.haringey.gov.uk/news/article-council-leader-cllr-claire-koberharingey-development-vehicle

That transfer of land constitutes the Council’s 50% equity stake in
the development. The private partner then matches that stake
with an equal cash equity contribution, cementing the 50/50
nature of the partners’ relationship. The vehicle will then borrow
whatever additional funds it needs to pay for development, and do
the building work. The proceeds from development are then used
first to repay the borrowing, and what’s left over is split 50/50
between the partners.
and

First of all, I’m determined that council budgets – and the services
which depend on them – are protected. The first principle has to
be that we are no worse off. Where the council loses rental income
from commercial property transferred into the vehicle on day one,
we are absolutely clear that the vehicle will make good the
difference. As the vehicle’s work goes on, we will very closely
manage both our General Fund and Housing Revenue Account,
always ensuring that any impact is manageable. In the long run,
our costs will be greatly outweighed by the returns from
development and the increases in council tax and business rate
income.
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HARINGEY'S SCRUTINY PANEL
GAIL WALDMAN
EXPERIENCE
I am an architect (retired). I was a partner and later a director of a small architectural
practice from 1980. Work was mainly in the public sector for housing associations,
universities and colleges, and charities including BAFTA and the British Board of Film
Classification.
Since retirement in 2012:
The Highgate Society Planning Group , member. Work involved:
 review of Haringey's Local Plan
 briefing QC on Site Allocation for Highgate Bowl
 witness at Planning Appeals (all won)
The Highgate Society Traffic & Transport Group, Chair
Highgate Conservation Area Advisory Committee, member
Stroud Green Conservation Area Advisory Committee, member
Highgate Neighbourhood Forum, committee member during drafting of the Highgate
Neighbourhood Plan, drafted areas of policy for Plan
HDV ISSUES
PROMISES FOR SOCIAL RENT AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING CANNOT BE KEPT
Planning matters:
1.

Viability impact on provision of social rent and affordable housing
The National Planning Policy Framework does not require developers to build
out schemes that will lose them money. All planning applications (above the
10 units at which affordable housing is required to be provided) are
accompanied by a Viability Statement. As it stands, these viability
statements, because they contain sensitive financial information are not
available to the public or, at best, can be seen in redacted form. In 2008, in
order to encourage developers to continue building, a 20% - 25% profit
margin was allowable. It could be argued that times have been a lot better
over the last few years and the profit margin could have been lowered
without risk to development taking place. It could be argued now that Brexit
threatens profit margins. It is because of the Viability Statements that so little
affordable, or indeed social rent, housing has been built over the last decade.

1
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2.




Land prices affect viability
Developers will pay 'over-the-odds' for land in the following circumstances:
to avoid the affordable housing planning requirement
if the developer can show it is not financially feasible in its Viability Statement
to provide the affordable housing planning requirement
if pre-Application advice indicates that a high density would be acceptable.
The middle range of PTAL (Public Transport Accessibility Levels) is very wide.
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/public-transport-accessibility-levels

3.

London Mayor's Promises
Sadiq Khan made bold and much-publicised commitments to making
developers provide affordable housing to meet the targets which each
Borough is obliged to reach under the London Plan. Given the position on the
NPPF, Viability Statements and land values this was an unachievable promise.
He has recently consulted on a Housing SPG which proposes to subsidise
affordable housing such that any provision over 30% up to 50% would be
subsidised pro-rata.
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementing-londonplan/supplementary-planning-guidance/affordable-housing-and
Consultation on this SPG closed on 28 February 2017. The final form of it is
therefore not known and cannot be relied upon when calculating the
provision of affordable housing to be provided under the HDV.

4.

Islington Council commissioned Report on Land Values
Islington Council has been at the forefront of trying to tackle viability issues.
It commissioned Professor Sarah Sayce BSc PhD FRICS IRRV
Professor of Sustainable Real Estate at the Royal Agricultural University to
look at land values. Dr. Sayce has brought forward several suggestions in her
Report:
file:///C:/Users/Gail/Downloads/Viability%20and%20the%20Planning%20Sys
tem%20Research%20January%202017.pdf

5.

Haringey's Local Plan
The Local Plan went through Examination in Public last August. The Examiner
submitted her comments to Haringey shortly afterwards. The Plan included
sections for the areas of the Borough which would be most affected by the
HDV. It is not yet adopted.

6.

Area Action Plans for Tottenham
http://www.haringey.gov.uk/sites/haringeygovuk/files/06_tottenham_aap_d
tp_221215.pdf
Previous consultation outcomes
1.24 Initial consultation on the broad proposals for Tottenham was undertaken in January
2014. A number of public consultation events were also held that attracted over 80 residents
and stakeholders. The full report is available on the Council’s website. In summary,
consultation feedback highlighted a number of common themes:
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▪ The need for the AAP [Area Action Plan] to be clear about what is being proposed (i.e.
where and why, as well as the implications for local neighbourhoods, local residents and
businesses);
▪ That the area is already densely populated and concern as to whether the number of new
residential developments proposed for Tottenham is appropriate and equitable in a
Borough-wide sense;
▪ That existing deficiencies in community infrastructure (including health care facilities,
primary school places and local open space) serving the area will be further exacerbated if
additional housing is added - new infrastructure provision must be secured and not just
promised;
▪ Concern that regeneration will lead to the gentrification of Tottenham, with existing
residents and businesses forced out of the local area;
▪ A desire to see the distinctive existing character and heritage of neighbourhoods retained
and preserved;
▪ The need for further detail on employment provision, including: the types of jobs proposed
to be delivered, how these will be secured for local benefit and greater clarity on the
proposals for existing local employment sites, including proposals to support, retain
(including through relocation) and grow local businesses, as well as the need to secure
affordable workspace; and
▪ That regeneration in Tottenham should not be solely for, or in the hands of, major
developers and landowners but should be in collaboration with the existing community

This summary of concerns deserves careful scrutiny. Further:
1.27 Finally, a public consultation was held in February and March 2015 on the ‘Preferred
Options’ draft of the AAP2 (alongside consultation on other Local Plan documents, including
emerging Alterations to the Strategic Policies, Development Management DPD and the Site
Allocations DPD). All comments to this consultation were summarised and considered, and
where appropriate, changes were made to the AAP in response to these. The key messages
from the consultation were:
▪ Concerns regarding how and where infrastructure will be delivered to service the planned
residential and commercial growth, in particular, health care and school places;
▪ Tottenham’s existing heritage and character should be protected and used as a basis for
conservation-led development;
▪ Refurbishment and the continuance of the Decent Homes programme for estates are
preferable to other forms of estate renewal;
▪ Affordable housing is not genuinely affordable for many of Tottenham’s population; and
▪ Local businesses need to be supported in the regeneration of Tottenham

Cabinet members have claimed that these consultations were consultations
on the HDV. This is highly arguable in the light of what was actually proposed
and, later, the Examiner's comments:
Objective 4: A different kind of housing market
3.15 Tottenham has a great mix of housing, it was the last great Victorian suburb, but it is
part of a city where housing demand is outstripping supply and in some areas the housing
quality does not appropriately meet need. We want Tottenham to be known for having a
high quality yet affordable housing market, and will work with local residents to begin an
ambitious programme of estate renewal where necessary to deliver this. We will secure
investors to provide a portfolio of housing types at a range of prices and tenures to ensure
more people get access to the quality homes they need. (My emphasis in bold)

POLICY AAP1: REGENERATION & MASTERPLANNING
C. The Council will take a proactive approach to working with landowners, the Mayor of
London, the local community and other interested parties to help deliver the changes
needed in Tottenham to meet the shared vision for the regeneration of Tottenham.
D. Development proposals will be expected to maximise the use of public and private sector
investment to provide a range of types and sizes of homes, create mixed and balanced
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communities within neighbourhoods, create economic opportunities for local residents and
businesses, improve and enhance the local environment, and reduce carbon emissions and
adapt to climate change, in accordance with the other policies of this AAP and Haringey’s
Local Plan.

Table 2 to 4.8 includes Northumberland Park and Northumberland Park
North as 'Estate Renewal Schemes'. Hitherto (see AAP1 C above) reference
has been made to 'Regeneration'. So what is the difference between' Estate
Regeneration' and 'Estate Renewal' ?
Estate Regeneration


Grant must be used for the purposes of estate regeneration: development that is
undertaken to improve the social and physical environment of housing estates
 Proposals must be intended to create or sustain social housing.
From :
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/57580
0/Estate_Regeneration_Programme_Funding_Prospectus.pdf

Estate Renewal - the meaning is obvious - demolition.
How clear was it to residents and others that there is a distinction in meaning
between the two?
Key neighbourhood area objectives
5.82 The North Tottenham Neighbourhood Area consists of three major regeneration and
development schemes that will transform an area that currently experiences fundamental
social and economic disadvantage (where, for example, male life expectancy is seven years
lower than the Borough average) and which is dominated by poorly designed and
fragmented housing estates and industrial land, into a new leisure and residential
destination for London.
5.83 High Road West and Northumberland Park are focused on delivering transformative
housing estate renewal, whilst the substantial private investment coming forward from
Tottenham Hotspur Football Club (THFC) in the Northumberland Development Project
provides an opportunity to create a scheme at the heart of the place making ambitions for
north Tottenham.
Site Allocation - Northumberland Park North
5.110 Comprehensive masterplanned improvement of the area to improve existing, and
create new, residential neighbourhoods through the delivery of a major estate regeneration
programme that will include:
the provision of additional high quality housing with an increased range of types, sizes, and
tenures;
improvements to existing housing stock; new public spaces;
and new community infrastructure.
Town Centre uses will be encouraged on the High Road and Northumberland Park.
Site Allocation - Northumberland Park
5.114 Comprehensive masterplanned improvement of the area to improve existing, and
create new, residential neighbourhoods through the delivery of a major estate regeneration
programme that will include:
the provision of additional high quality housing with an increased range of types, sizes, and
tenures;
improvements to existing housing stock; new public spaces;
and new community infrastructure.
Site Allocation - High Road West
Site Requirements
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▪ The site will be brought forward in a comprehensive manner to best optimise the
regeneration opportunity.
▪ Development should accord with the principles set out in the most up-to-date Councilapproved masterplan.
▪ Creation of a new residential neighbourhood through increased housing choice and supply,
with a minimum 1,400 new homes of a mix of tenure, type and unit size (including the reprovision of existing social rented council homes, the offer of alternative accommodation for
secure tenants, and assistance in remaining within the area for resident leaseholders from
the Love Lane Estate)
Chapter 6: Implementation and Delivery
Working in partnership
6.4 The Council does not have the resources to implement the AAP alone. Implementation
and delivery of the AAP will require the Council to work closely with a range of different
partners, including landowners and developers, as well as infrastructure providers, the
Greater London Authority and Transport for London, to ensure a coordinated framework and
approach to delivery. The AAP provides the necessary framework for coordinating a large
number of development proposals, along with investment in infrastructure, across the whole
of the Tottenham area, over the life of the Plan, and across all partners involved.
Council as a landowner and developer
6.8 The Council has substantial landholdings across the AAP area, much of which has been
allocated for redevelopment. The Council is committed to bring its sites forward in a timely
manner and will, if appropriate, enter into joint ventures or other such arrangements, to
facilitate this.
6.9 Any procurement exercise will be undertaken in an open and transparent manner.

I again suggest these do not amount to consultation about the HDV. There is
no mention of Broadwater Farm anywhere in the Local Plan. See also
Examiners' proposed alteration AAP Mod 41 below.
Whilst 6.9, above might be taken as a promise to consult this may be a rsiky
assumption. At the least it should include all documentation relating to the
negotiations, including material on viability, and that there should be no
confidential or redacted material

7.

Examiner's comments on Tottenham policies in Local Plan
http://www.haringey.gov.uk/sites/haringeygovuk/files/schedule_of_modifica
tions_to_the_tottenham_aap.pdf I cannot copy and paste these suggested
amendments. Please refer to the above document. However particular
attention should be brought to:
AAPMod8
Amend Policy AAP1 Part C to read:
C. The Council will take a proactive approach to working with landowners, the Mayor of
London, existing site users, the local community and other interested parties to help deliver
the changes needed in Tottenham to meet the shared vision for the regeneration of
Tottenham.
AAPMod14
Amend paragraph 4.14 to include additional text at the end of the paragraph to read:
To support delivery of inclusive and mixed communities the Council will give consideration to
the most appropriate housing mix and tenure to be delivered on individual schemes, in line
with Policy DM13(C).
DM13C The Council may seek to alter the tenure and/or mix of affordable provision to be
secured on a case-by-case basis to avoid affordable housing of a certain tenure or size being
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over or under represented in an area, or to assist in improving development viability (e.g.
through provision of a greater ratio of intermediate housing).

The Examiner has not proposed any changes to DM13 C. It comes somewhat
as a surprise that affordable housing might be "over-represented" anywhere.
AAPMod41
re NT3, NT4 & NT 5:
NT3: Northumberland Park North NT4: Northumberland Park NT5: High Road West
Insert a new paragraph at the appropriate location within the ‘Site Commentary’ section to
provide more information on the process for estate renewal as follows:
The process for undertaking estate renewal will follow the following steps:
- Engagement with residents across the site prior to the commencement of any proposals to
inform them of what is being proposed, the process for how they will be engaged and the
proposed timetable;
- The establishment of Residents Steering Group;
- The appointment of an Independent Advisor to help people through the process and to
inform them of their right and options as tenants or leaseholders;
- The appointment of an architect to begin drawing up the site masterplan in consultation
with the Residents Steering Group, including capacity testing, resulting in potential
development options.
- The conducting of financial appraisals of the development options;
- Discussion with residents on the finds of the above studies, seeking agreement to the
selection of a preferred proposal;
- Working up the preferred proposal for planning permission, including decant arrangements
and the phasing of development;
- Appointment of a contractor to commence works.

8.

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
Proposed changes to Haringey CIL
http://www.haringey.gov.uk/sites/haringeygovuk/files/preliminary_draft_ch
arging_schedule_consultation_document_2017_1.pdf consultation 10 March
- 21 May 2017.
3. How is CIL calculated and charged?
3.1 The regulations require two distinct aspects to be considered. Firstly, a ‘charging
authority’ (the Local Authority) needs to demonstrate that new development necessitates
the provision of new, or improved, infrastructure. Secondly, that the rate included in the
proposed levy does not make development proposals unviable, in particular with regards to
expected costs that would be associated with the provision of on-site infrastructure (for the
purposes of CIL, affordable housing is regarded as an on-site requirement and will continue
to be secured through s106 obligations).

The existing CIL levels are:
2.7 Haringey’s currently adopted CIL Charging Schedule is set out below.
Adopted Haringey CIL Charging Schedule Use CIL charge (£/square metre)
___________________________________________________________________________
Western Central Eastern
Residential
£265
£165
£15
Student accommodation
£265
£165
£15
Supermarkets £95
Retail Warehousing £25
Office, industrial, warehousing, small scale retail (use class A1-5)
Nil Rate
Health, school and higher education
Nil Rate
All other uses
Nil Rate
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Superstores/supermarkets are defined as shopping destinations in their own right where
weekly food shopping needs are met and which can also include non-food floorspace as part
of the overall mix of the unit. Retail warehouses are large stores specialising in the sale of
household goods (such as carpets, furniture and electrical goods), DIY items, and other
ranges of goods, catering mainly for car borne customers.
____________________________________________________________________________
4.1 .....The latest outcomes of this study indicate that there is a total funding gap that CIL can
contribute towards of approximately £345m

The proposed CIL levels are:
___________________________________________________________
Use
Residential
Student accommodation
Warehouse living
Supermarkets
Retail Warehousing
Office, industrial, warehousing, small scale retail
(use class A1-5)
Health, school and
higher education
All other uses

Western Central South Eastern North Eastern Mayoral CIL
£265
£165
£130
£15
£35
£265
£165
£130
£15
£35
N/A
N/A
£130
N/A
£35
----------------------- £95 -------------------------£35
----------------------- £25 -------------------------£35

---------------------- Nil Rate ----------------------

£35

------------------------Nil Rate ----------------------------------------------Nil Rate -----------------------

Nil
£35

Superstores/supermarkets are defined as shopping destinations in their own right where
weekly food shopping needs are met and which can also include non-food floorspace as
part of the overall mix of the unit. Retail warehouses are large stores specialising in the
sale of household goods (such as carpets, furniture and electrical goods), DIY items, and
other ranges of goods, catering mainly for car borne customers.

____________________________________________________________
6.2 ........Haringey CIL is still in a “bedding in” period. Due to planning consents lasting for
three years, although a total in excess of £13m has been calculated as liable, only £1.4m has
been collected. This is due to the payment of CIL being at the point of commencement of
development. As such the residual £11.7m-worth of CIL liable development currently has
planning consent, but has not yet commenced development. Assuming the developments
are commenced in the coming years, the collected amount will increase over the coming
years.

Will CIL cover our Infrastructure needs?
BNP Paribas estimate there is a shortfall of £345m between now and 2027.
If the shortfall of £11.7m (above) is added to the expected CIL raised in the
South East of the Borough at £130 from Site Allocations in the Local Plan
which would raise £18.7m, you have a total £30.2m - 10% of the expected
shortfall. The Consultation document does not project how this massive gap
would be closed especially as the Site Allocations represent a large one-off
windfall.
From the Local Plan for Tottenham:
Infrastructure
5.104 The infrastructure projects in the neighbourhood area are:
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▪ New pedestrian and cycling bridge at Northumberland Station.
▪ New and enhanced education facilities commensurate with the growth in forecast
population in Northumberland Park.
▪ New health facility to be delivered as part of the redevelopment of Tottenham Hotspur
Football Club
▪ New rail and station facilities at Northumberland Park associated with the delivery of
increased rail connectivity, as well as Crossrail 2.
▪ New and enhanced bus routes reflecting the area’s role as a key regional growth hub.
▪ Improvements to community infrastructure provision, including a crèche, a new library and
education hub, a new healthcare centre including a pharmacy and new leisure facilities
associated with the redevelopment of Tottenham Hotspur Stadium.
▪ Improvements to White Hart Lane Station and a new entrance to the station to align with
the new public square and the new clear route provided by the square from the station to
the new football stadium.

Will the CIL level for the North East area be enough to pay for these?
How many will be paid for under the planning permission for THFC?
How many will be paid for by TfL or Network Rail?
What other Infrastructure might be needed during the lifetime of the Plan?
Incentive to develop or a gift?
The level of CIL is so appreciably lower in the newly designated North East
area at £15, it presupposes a massive drop in the projected property values
from South to North Tottenham. And yet the Business Plan for the HDV is
predicated on an increase of property values by almost double their present
values. Without that increase, the partners in an HDV would apparently gain
no profit from the venture and would likely not be so intent to embark on
this venture. Is the profit therefore not being gained at the expense of
infrastructure?
The Consultation Document proposes a new list of CIL projects:
Haringey CIL funding may be applied in whole or part to the provision, improvement,
replacement or maintenance of the following infrastructure:
Educational Facilities
Further Education Facilities
Health and wellbeing Facilities
Parks and Open Spaces
Social and Community Facilities
Transport and Highways (excluding works that area required as part of a development
proposal to be secured through a Section 278 Agreement)
Enterprise Space
Sports and Leisure Facilities
Public Realm Improvements
Community Safety Measures
District Energy Network and associated infrastructure
The above list is not in order of priority. The above list excludes infrastructure projects that
are required to make a development acceptable in planning terms in accordance with the
planning policies set out in the Council’s Local Plan. Whilst CIL will be the Council’s main
mechanism for securing funding towards the infrastructure that is required to support the
cumulative demands from development in Haringey, there will be some instances where
individual development gives rise to their own requirements for infrastructure in order to
make the development acceptable in planning terms. Such infrastructure will be secured as
part of the development through the use of planning conditions or planning obligations.
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Further details on this approach are set out in the Council’s Planning Obligations SPD. This
Regulaiton 123 list therefore explicitly excludes the provision of infrastructure that is
required to make a development acceptable in planning terms and which meets the legal
tests of Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations. Through the publication of this list the Council
therefore retains its discretion to negotiate necessary planning conditions and s106 planning
obligations to secure such infrastructure.

Is Northumberland Park going to be short-changed at £15 and not get the
benefits that the rest of the Borough might see? This is surely literally
building in a poorer quality of life for those living in this area. The cost is the
same whether by means of Section 106 Agreements, more negotiable than
CIL which is not. Can S106s realistically be expected to remedy the position?
CROSS BOROUGH CONCERN
What are the risks?












it is not clear that Haringey would have a power of veto in the 50:50
partnership
the Council will be £11.5m in debt this year. Haringey's 50% share of the
HDV's profit is seen as the only way of covering the debt
the unsound Business Case (2015) assumes CrossRail 2 will go ahead and
there will be a station Wood Green. Brexit has happened
Haringey would put its commercial property into the HDV on Day One - its
share of the LLP's equity. Lendlease would only provide a loan note to cover
its share. If Lendlease were to go bust, Haringey's commercial portfolio would
be at risk
Haringey will lose the revenue stream from current residential and
commercial rents causing a serious dip in their finances.
Council income and liabilities arising from the HDV are not separated
financial viability of developments is a planning test. In Highgate developers
have used viability as a means to provide little or no affordable housing.
Haringey cannot guarantee it will achieve its goal of 50% affordable housing
Haringey's 50% profit relies on property values almost doubling in
Tottenham, Wood Green and Northumberland Park
how affordable will rents be for existing tenants? The project has been
described as 'social cleansing'. Promises to re-provide social rent homes may
well be hollow
residents could resist moving, delaying redevelopment of the large estates
(1700 and 1200 people in Northumberland Park and Broadwater Farm alone)

These are just some of the concerns about this project

NOTES PREPARED BY GAIL WALDMAN 2 APRIL 2017
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Professor Steve Jefferys
My contribution to the Scrutiny Panel’s work is partly based upon research projects I led when I
was Director of the Working Lives Research Institute at London Metropolitan University:
The Construction Industry in London and Diversity Performance (2006)
Migrants’ Pathways to Northumberland Park (2006)
Employment, Skills and Training Needs of Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Recent
Migrants in Haringey (2007)
Out-sourcing and shared services in Education (2010)
Since retiring as Emeritus Professor in 2015 I have researched Bridgepoint Capital (a private
equity firm) and one of its major subsidiaries, Care UK, for the trade union UNISON.
I hope to provide helpful evidence concerning the HDV’s financial structure. In my view, the
evidence and the Council’s silences on key financial issues cast major doubts upon the jointHDV’s ability to deliver:
(a) larger numbers of social rent properties, of private sector ‘London Living Rent’
properties and of ‘affordable’ homes for purchase in Haringey than there are currently;
(b) guarantees of council tenants being re-housed on rent matching that of an equivalent
council property and on the same terms, either on the estate or elsewhere in the
borough, according to their choice;
(c) adequate protection of the Council’s interests and mitigation of the huge risks involved.
Finally, I am a long-term Crouch End/Tottenham/Hornsey/Muswell Hill resident. I lived in
Haringey from 1946-65, 1974-86, and from 2000 to date – some 50 of my 71 years. I attended
Rokesly Infants and Crouch End Primary Schools and for the past two years am now living in a
rented flat in Crouch End. Naturally, I’m a life-long Spurs fan too.
Here are Proposals covering six distinct areas that arise from my work I consider Haringey
would be well-advised to secure in negotiations with LendLease that would:

Reduce financial risks
1. LendLease to invest new capital in the HDV equivalent to the real value of each tranche of
transferred Council land and property (ie only after full planning permission has been
obtained) on the date of each and every such transfer by Haringey.
2. Lendlease not permitted at any time to borrow directly or indirectly either against the
Haringey property portfolio or on the basis of the HDV partnership agreement.
3. Restricting the rate of interest on all new borrowing by the HDV to twice the interest rate
charged by the PWLB (Public Works Loan Board).
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4. Requiring the HDV to borrow on the open market with a specialist finance monitoring
function created that is fully independent (of LendLease and any other contractors, as well
as of Haringey’s HDV tendering process), to ensure the best terms are obtained.
5. Keeping the permitted maximum profit on building development to a maximum of 10%,
with a specialist cost monitoring function created that is fully independent (of LendLease
and any other contractors, as well as of Haringey’s HDV tendering process), to ensure
construction costs and overheads cannot be inflated.
6. Ensuring all contracts engaged in by HDV with third parties are awarded by transparent
competitive tender (and analysed by highly competent external advisors who have no
previous connections with LendLease or Haringey Council officers or councillors).
7. Allowing the Council (giving six months’ notice) to withdraw from the HDV every five years
and without any compensation to be paid to LendLease or to its subsidiaries or staff, and
with the whole property portfolio being transferred back to Haringey.

Give strong guarantees to tenants
8. All council house and housing association tenants affected by HDV redevelopment be given
an unconditional right to return to a social home in the same area with the same living
space and same tenancies at the same rent.
9. Where the tenants affected by HDV redevelopment are relocated and do not wish to
return they will have the right to new accommodation under the same tenancy and rental
conditions as before their temporary relocations.
10. Involve tenants/residents fully in decisions relating to all HDV plans for regeneration of
social housing estates and associated developments.

Strengthen social housing targets
11. All council housing and housing association homes affected by HDV redevelopment to be
fully ‘reprovisioned’ (by absolute number of dwellings and floor area) - without these
homes being taken into account in relation to the overall HDV social housing commitment.
12. There must be an increase (of an average of 50%) in the total numbers of social rented
homes in any area affected by HDV development, with five-year secure tenancies offered
at rents within the future overall Benefits Cap (currently £442.31 for couples and families
and £296.35 for single people).

Provide decent jobs
13. LendLease/HDV must give preference in all subcontracts on HDV developments to firms:
a. Where apprentices are training for a Level 3 qualification and constitute 10% of
the firm’s workforce.
b. That are approved by the South-East Region TUC (SERTUC) as of good reputation
concerning blacklisting, health and safety and have a trade union recognition
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agreement and comply with existing construction industry collective
agreements.
c. Where workers are all directly employed with CSCS cards and have recognized
skill qualifications.
14. No HDV or sub-contractor employee to be paid less than the London Living Wage.
15. HDV staff remuneration policy to be set unilaterally by the HDV’s Haringey Council
directors.

Improve sustainability
16. Building to be done to Passive House or Code 6 energy efficiency standards, with
workforce to undergo training in energy literacy.
17. Priorities in all development design and building contracts to be given to sustainable
housing contractors

Ensure probity
18. LendLease must commit not to recruit any Haringey Council employee or Councillor or
consultant who has worked for Haringey over the past 3 years (2015-2017), nor to provide
any of these with any payment or service or benefits in kind for a period of five years from
the date of the agreement. This clause also applies to all LendLease’s wholly and partlyowned subsidiaries.
19. The salary ratio between HDV’s highest and lowest full-time earnings (salary plus bonuses)
will be no greater than ten to one.
20. All services to the HDV will tendered for in the normal way and if LendLease is the
successful bidder, their staff will be brought in-house into the HDV so that those involved
are remunerated in line with the HDV’s own remuneration policy.
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A Critical Analysis of Joint
Private-Public ‘Special Purpose
Vehicles’
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Asset Asset
Asset

Sets up SPV +
Transfers Assets
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S

P

V

Borrows against assets

SPECIAL PURPOSE VEHICLE

INVESTMENT FUNDS
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Subordinate tranche

INTEREST

MAIN
CORPORATION

Middle tranche

CASH
Funds loan CASH against
the SPV’s assets
not based on the credit
worthiness of the Main
Corporation

LEND
LEASE

Will only invest capital ‘as
and when it is needed’
Could it be borrowed
against 50% HDV share?

Will charge for LL
Project Management
Services (with
bonuses)

COSTS

Will charge for
LL Construction
Services (Costs
plus Profit)

INTEREST & LOAN REPAYMENTS

SOME RENT

N’land
Park

Sets up SPV +
Transfers Assets

ETC

HARINGEY
COUNCIL

Senior tranche

H

D
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Borrows against assets

Middle tranche
Subordinate tranche

UNPAID SERVICING

CASH

HARINGEY DEVELOPMENT VEHICLE

Will LL borrow from LEND
LEASE INVESTMENT
MANAGEMENT or
LEND LEASE VENTURE
CAPITAL…?
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Commercial
Portfolio

LL

PRIVATE COMPANY OBLIGATIONS
1. To funders
2. To business and employment contracts
3. To ensure business has enough money:
to operate, develop and build
to meet all its financial obligations –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Debt repayments on loans incurred by the HDV
Payments to contractors to cover their costs
Payments to contractors for any management services provided
Paying directly employed staff
£3m pa rent repayments to Haringey over first five years

4. Development sequencing and rent levels (‘non-affordable’, ‘affordable’
or ‘social rent’) are dependent on three key financial arrangements:
CAPITAL
COSTS
INTEREST RATES
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1.
2.

PRIVATE SECTOR CUPIDITY
1. LOW CAPITAL INVESTMENT

2. HIGH COSTS
No public tendering for all HDV
services = above market costs
No cap on ‘normal’ 14% profit by
developers = above market costs
High HDV salaries with big
bonuses = above market costs

By comparison:
Public Works Loan Board maturity
loan rates for 5 to 18 years range
from 1.46% to 2.64%
In 2015 Warrington Labour Council
(45/58) issued £150m 40-year public
bond in 2015 starting at 0.85%
interest rising annually by CPI with
repayments starting after 30 years.
Labour gained 5 seats in 2016.

No debt interest or repayment
modelling has been made public
by Haringey Council nor by Lend
Lease
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Commercial portfolio to be
transferred on Day 1 = undisclosed
sum + only ‘as and when needed’
Estates ‘not worth large amounts of
money’ = less than ‘equal’ new
capital investment

3. HIGH INTEREST ON LOANS
Private equity capital looks for a
‘normal’ 10% pa return

LOSING DEMOCRATIC CONTROL
2. DECISION-MAKING PRIORITIES

In 2015 Council used a ‘bespoke financial
model’ to score a Joint Private-Public
Partnership Vehicle (Option 6, 80%)
against a fully Council-owned Vehicle
(Option 4, 40%).
This 2015 model is still ‘confidential’ to
‘protect the Council’s commercial
position’ and will be ‘updated’ and
‘considered by Cabinet in summer 2017 as
part of the decision to establish the HDV’
(Cllr JA)

‘The proceeds from development are
then used first to repay the
borrowing…’ (Cllr CK)
But as we have demonstrated:
‘Development’ can profit LendLease
and not profit the HDV
All the HDV directors will be legally
obliged to tweak ‘development’ to
prioritise maximising profits so that
Private Investors and Building &
Development costs are met.
Financial compliance will deny the
Council what is claimed will be ‘a
powerful blocking vote if proposals
were not acceptable’ (Cllr AS)
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1. COMMERCIAL SECRECY

Complete control
Page 75

Developers, financial viability and
regeneration at the Elephant and
Castle

Elephant Amenity Network /35% campaign

Strategic policy 6 Southwark Core Strategy
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Aim – to maintain local plan policy requiring a minimum of
35% affordable housing on developments with 10 or more
units

Our obstacle - viability assessments (VA)

Southwark’s Draft Affordable Housing policy 2011
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• Applicants are required to submit a financial
appraisal to demonstrate why the policy
requirement amount or mix of affordable
housing cannot be delivered on-site.

The attraction of VAs for developers - seven viability assessed
developments (north Southwark):
Affordable Housing Offer
£ million

% of Total

Total Units

One Blackfriars

700

29

4

274

Baby Shard Trilogy

300

18.8

6

148

Tribeca Square

250

1

0.4

273

Bankside Quarter

1000

65

6.5

500

185 Park Street

300

30

10

163

South Bank Tower

620

27

4

173

One the Elephant

230

3.5

1.5

284

TOTAL

3400

174.3

5.12

1320

5.12% affordable housing , by value terms (Sources; planning
documents, media real estate reports)
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Estimated Gross Development
value (GDV) £ million

Case study – the Heygate estate
• Built 1972- 1974
• Earmarked for redevelopment 1998
• Decanted and demolished 2007-2008

• 45 Heygate households rehoused in new homes
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• 580 secure tenants
• 278 insecure tenants
• 106 leaseholders
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The New Heygate
• 2007 - Lendlease adopted as regeneration
partner

• 2012 - Planning permissions granted
2400+ units
25% affordable housing
79 social rented units
social rented homes replaced by
affordable rent (50% market rent)
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• 2010 – Regeneration Agreement with Lend
Lease for 25% affordable housing
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The Heygate Viability Assessment (VA)
• Private and confidential – not to be seen by
planning committee
• Appraised by District Valuers Service (DVS)
• 9.4% ‘indicative viable level of affordable
housing’ (Planning Officer’s report para 154)
• Released May 2015 after FOI request May
2012
• Two redacted DVS reports also released
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The problem with the viability assessment
• The latitude it allowed for value judgements
• It tested Lend Lease’s chosen scheme of 25%
affordable housing, not a 35%, policy
compliant scheme
• The testing was done by the LL’s appointed
agents, Savills
• Savills chose the measure of viability- the
benchmark – ‘25% profit on cost/20% IRR
based on a fixed land value of £48m’ (5%
higher than that agreed in the Regeneration
Agreement )
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Lend Lease’s virtuous profit circle
• The higher the profit….the higher the
benchmark….the more ‘unviable’ the
scheme….the less affordable housing can be
built….the higher the profit
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The DVS agrees ….
• ‘the scheme…is clearly unviable..’
…but disagrees….
• ‘profit benchmark’ is too high; ‘average is 15%’
• residential revenues are too low; suggests 5%
‘improvement’
• (residential values estimated at £598psf; sold
for £1012psf)
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The more the developer pays for land, the less
affordable housing the community gets
The five viability assessment estimates;
• £37.3m (existing use as housing estate)
• £48.5m (existing use with premium)
• £72m (based on sales of comparable sites)
• £48m (the actual price paid by Lend Lease)
• £26.4m (the DVS estimate)
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The DVS’s 28 scenarios
• 14 redacted outputs (scheme profit £; scheme
profit on costs %)
• 14 unredacted outputs

[NB 9.4% ‘indicative viable level of affordable housing’ (Planning Officer’s report para
154)]
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– 11 give 20% profit
– 6 give 25%profit
– 12 give profits between £261m - £364m
– All have at least 25% affordable housing; three
have 35% affordable housing
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Scenario 26
• Profit on cost 18.74%; £227.275m
• 35% affordable housing (some reduction in
social rented)
• 5% improvement in residential sales values
• Lower land value £26.4m
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DVS’s second conclusion ‘after a series of
meetings…to reach consensus’
• no 5% improvement
• higher benchmark land value - £48m
• affordable rent at 50% market rate instead of
social rent
• higher thresholds for intermediate housing
• £65m profit gap – but no further input changes
(eg higher residential values) to address this
• ‘the scheme as currently composed does not
provide a policy compliant affordable housing
provision’
• no mention of 9.4% ‘indicative viability level’
• recommends a review mechanism
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Summary of our views
• Main purpose of VA to demonstrate 25% not viable; 35% not tested
and was not an option.
• Viability was measured by profit and it was the failure to reach this
‘benchmark’ that made the scheme unviable, not financial loss
• The inputs (land value, sales value) could have been varied and the
profit reduced to deliver more affordable housing
• The unredacted DVS scenarios show that 25% affordable housing,
including social rent, could have been delivered.
• Scenarios showed profits between £260m and £364m; all exceeded
20% profit in Regeneration agreement, six exceeded 25% profit in
VA
• There was no reasonable justification for not implementing the
recommended review mechanism, that may have increased the
amount of affordable housing or made it cheaper.
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Conclusion
• Heygate VA shows how the process of determining viability is
contingent on contested facts, opinions and argument
• It shows how a secret part of planning process has become the
determining factor in planning decisions and has fallen under the
control of developers.
• But there has been a reaction – Shell centre, Greenwich Peninsula,
Bishopsgate’s Goodsyard all thrust VA’s centre stage
• Islington, Greenwich Southwark toughened viability policies; GLA to
follow?
• Some campaigning gains, but no victories – next battle. Serious
challenge against developer assumption that they are due
whatever they can claim.

Post Script - Overage

Elephant Park (Heygate estate)
6.2 The Council shall be entitled to Profit overage equal to 50
per cent of the Net Profit.

“Lend Lease have informed the Council that no overage is
forecast at the end of phase 1(Trafalgar Place)”
Response to FOI request ref:570320

20 April 2016
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Regeneration Agreement for Elephant & Castle 23 July 2010

One the Elephant
‘’The council will receive a minimum £12.248m overage
payment from the One the Elephant scheme’’.
Response to FOI request ref: 757786
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NB
 One the Elephant has 284 units, but no affordable housing.
 A tariff payment in lieu of affordable housing would have been £33.2m
 Lendlease paid Southwark £6.5m for the land and made a £3.5m s106 contribution
towards a leisure centre.
 Scheme revenues £209m ($AD345) (Lendlease 2016 Half Year Results 17 Feb 2016)
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LONDON BOROUGH OF HARINGEY
REPORT TO CABINET ON HDV STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENTS
23 JUNE 2017
INTRODUCTION

1.1

This report contains an overview of the corporate structure of the HDV and a high level summary of the key Project Documents to be entered into.

2.

DEFINITIONS

2.1

Capitalised terms in this report have the following meanings:Asset Manager means the LL Group entity appointed by InvLP to provide the strategic asset management services;
Council means the London Borough of Haringey;
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1.

Development Manager means the LL Group entity appointed by DevLLP to provide the development management services;
HDV means the Haringey Development Vehicle LLP;

DevLLP means the development subsidiary of the HDV (established as an LLP) to develop each of the Development Sites;
Independent Verification Team means a team of independent consultants consisting, as a minimum, of a cost consultant, programme auditor and
a solicitor;
Investment Portfolio means the circa 140 commercial properties owned by the Council and located throughout the borough, that will be transferred
to InvLP and the value of which will be matched by LL;

84760293.4\VK04

1

Agenda Item 10

HDV Party means each of the HDV, DevLLP, InvLP, the Nominee Companies and any Sub DevLLPs;

InvLP means the investment subsidiary of the HDV (established as a limited partnership) to hold the Investment Portfolio;
LL means Lendlease;
LL Construction means the relevant Lendlease Group entity that will provide construction services to the HDV Parties;
LL Guarantor means the relevant Lendlease Group entity that will guarantee LL's obligations under a Project Document;
LLP means limited liability partnership;
LP means limited partnership;
Nominee Companies means each of Nominee Co 1 Ltd, Nominee Co 2 Ltd and Nominee Co 3 Ltd being wholly owned subsidiaries of the HDV
established as limited companies in order to be a member of DevLLP or a partner in InvLP (these entities are required as both an LLP and an LP
require more than one member/partner);

Site(s) means the category one, two and three properties to be developed by the HDV Parties;
Sub DevLLP means the subsidiaries of DevLLP established as LLPs in order to develop individual Sites or phases of a larger Site; and
Vertical Build means buildings (including foundations and sub-structure).

84760293.4\VK04
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Project Documents means each of the contractual documents to be entered into as listed in column 2 of the below table;

HDV STRUCTURE CHART

Members' Agreement

LL

Council

Cash

Loan
Notes

LL Construction

Loan
Notes

Contractor
Framework
Agreement

Property Management
Agreement (Council Owned /
Category 1 sites) (Note this
will actually be routed through
the HDV)

Agreement for Sale of
Investment Portfolio

Property Manager
(Non-LL entity)

HDV

Nominee
Co3 Ltd

Development
Manager

Development
Management
Agreement

Nominee
Co1 Ltd
LP
Agreement

Cash
Loan
Notes

DevLLP

Nominee
Co2 Ltd

Loan
Notes

Strategic Asset
Management Agreement

InvLP

Strategic Asset
Manager

Key
Sub-DevLLPs

HDV Party
LL Group Entity
Shareholding / Membership
Project Document
Loan Notes

84760293.4\VK04
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Cash
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Property Management
Agreement (Investment
Portfolio)

EXPLANATION OF KEY DOCUMENTS
DOCUMENT

PARTIES

PURPOSE

(1) HDV Parties

1.1

CORPORATE DOCUMENTS
1.

Members' Agreement

(2) Council
(3) LL

The Members' Agreement regulates the relationship between the HDV Parties, the
Council and LL and outlines the governance, strategy and polices that underlie the
day to day operation of the HDV including:detailing the strategic objectives of the HDV and the method by which the
HDV will achieve these objectives (i.e. through the implementation of agreed
business plans);

1.1.2

setting out the governance arrangements and decision making procedures
for the HDV including:-

1.1.3

1.1.4

84760293.4\VK04
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(a)

outlining the process for the establishment and operation of the
HDV board;

(b)

specifying whether a decision is to be made at board level or
reserved to the members;

(c)

providing a procedure to be followed when a member or nominee
has a conflict of interest in relation to a certain decision; and

(d)

detailing the process for dealing with deadlocks and for resolving
disputes;

detailing the finance strategy for the HDV including:(a)

setting out the funding commitments of each of the members;

(b)

detailing the loan notes that will be issued by the HDV and the
timings and priority of repayment; and

(c)

dictating how receipts and profits of the HDV and the HDV Parties
will be used and/or distributed; and

governing the process by which a member can 'exit' the joint venture (by
disposing of its interest in the HDV (or an individual Site)) and the process to
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1.1.1

(4) LL Guarantor

be followed should a HDV Party be 'wound up'.
1.2

5

1.2.1

those set out in the Services Contracts entered into upon the establishment
of the HDV (further details of which are set out below); and

1.2.2

where the DevLLP board decides that LL Construction is to be offered the
opportunity to exclusively seek the award of a contract for works and/or
services pursuant to and in accordance with the Contractor Framework
Agreement referred to in section 6 below.

1.3

Given that LL is the Council's 50:50 partner in the HDV, has been chosen following a
rigorous procurement process, and has a construction arm within its group of
companies (namely LL Construction), then it has been agreed that LL Construction will
have an opportunity in certain circumstances to exclusively seek the award of certain
types of contracts for construction works and services as further detailed in Section 6
below.

1.4

Certain 'checks and balances' have been drafted into the Members' Agreement in
order to provide the HDV with an objective view on whether, amongst other things, it
would be 'value for money' to offer and/or award a contract to LL Construction
pursuant to the Contractor Framework Agreement. For example, the Members'
Agreement provides that the HDV will appoint an Independent Verification Team to
advise the HDV and the DevLLP on whether, amongst other things, a proposal by the
Development Manager to offer an opportunity to LL Construction and/or ultimately
award a contract to LL Construction is recommended. This team will also verify/check
the basis of any such proposals as further detailed in Section 6 below. Unless and
until this team is appointed, then LL Construction cannot be given the opportunity to
bid for any works/services in accordance with the Contractor Framework Agreement.

1.5

The Member's Agreement attaches a Delegation Policy which sets out at what level
decisions will be made in relation to the HDV. Decisions of fundamental importance
will be reserved to the members, important decisions will be made by the HDV Board
and lesser decisions will be made by the Development Manager or Asset Manager.

1.6

The Member's Agreement deals with exit from the LLP. This may be the transfer of a
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The Members' Agreement contains a procurement policy that sets out how goods,
works and services will be procured by or on behalf of HDV other than:

Member's interest or in a partial or full termination scenario.

Limited
Agreement

Partnership

(1) InvLP
(2) HDV
(3) Nominee Co 1
Ltd

2.1

Subject to a number of conditions, either Member can transfer its interest in
the HDV internally within its Group, or in the case of the Council to another
public sector body.

1.6.2

No transfers to a third party are permitted during a 10 year lock-in period,
and the identity of such third party is regulated in any event. If any such
transfer is proposed, there are pre-emption rights for the other Member to
first acquire the transferor's interests.

1.6.3

The Member's Agreement deals with termination and full or partial winding
up. In a winding up scenario, rather than having a fire--sale of assets to
repay debts, it is agreed there will be a controlled break up of the
partnership, allowing part-built assets to be completed and returns to the
partners maximised.

It has been agreed that the Investment SPV shall be set up as an LP rather than an
LLP. Using an LP gives the HDV greater flexibility to attract future investors, should
HDV decide that is appropriate, as an LP has the potential to achieve the most benefit
for the partners since:- :
2.1.1

investors tend to be more familiar with holding investment properties through
an LP rather than an LLP as it is the more commonly used vehicle for such
investment activities; and

2.1.2

LPs are 'tax transparent' with no tax being incurred at LP level although
members of the LP are potentially liable for tax on the distributions they
receive from the LP. Certain investors however, such as pension funds and
other tax exempt entities, are taxed by way of income tax according to their
individual status and circumstances but not taxed on investment profits or
gains. If correctly structured, an LP will not generally be regarded as carrying
on a trade in its own right and, because of this, distributions made from the
LP to the members will be treated as investment proceeds rather than
income. Therefore no income tax liability will attach to such distributions and,
consequently, tax exempt investors will have no liability to tax in respect of
their returns.

(4) Nominee Co 2
Ltd

84760293.4\VK04
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2.

1.6.1

As both an LP and an LLP are forms of partnership they require at least two members
to validly exist. For this reason Nominee Co 1 has been established to hold a nominal
interest in InvLP and Nominee Co 3 has been established to hold a nominal interest in
DevLLP. Different nominees act as the relevant second members so that the
ownership of DevLLP and InvLP are ring fenced as far as possible.

2.3

As an LP does not have legal personality and cannot hold property itself, Nominee Co
1 will also act as 'general partner' of InvLP and have responsibility for carrying out its
day to day business. In addition to this, Nominee Co 1 will hold the legal title to the
commercial property on trust for InvLP with Nominee Co 2's role being to act as
second trustee of the legal title. Two entities are required to act as trustees in this way
due to a legal rule that transactions entered into by two trustees cannot be declared
invalid by the beneficiary. This allows future funders and purchasers of any part of the
commercial portfolio to be certain that they have given proper receipt and removes
any concerns that their purchases may subsequently be held to be invalid.

2.4

The LP agreement is the constitutional document required to establish InvLP as an
LP. It will contain the governance arrangements and terms on which InvLP shall
operate which shall (as far as is applicable) mirror the Members' Agreement.

3.1

The Agreement for Sale governs the transfer (by way of the grant of a lease for a term
of up to 250 years of each property) of the Council's Investment Portfolio
(approximately 150 commercial properties). Where there are residential elements
occupied by Council tenants, these parts of the properties will be excluded from the
sale.

3.2

The value of the portfolio was assumed as part of Lendlease's bid to be £45m, subject
to detailed due diligence being undertaken at 'Preferred Bidder' stage. It has been
agreed that this £45m figure will be retained, but is subject to the properties meeting
certain standards before they are transferred to HDV (see paragraph 3.6 below). This
value will form the Council's equity within HDV and Lendlease will (as set out in the
HDV Finances section below), match that amount with cash, as and when required by
HDV.

3.3

Where there are some parts of a property retained by the Council, the Council will
retain responsibility for the structure of the building and the lease granted to HDV will

PROPERTY DOCUMENTS
3.

Agreement for Sale
Investment Portfolio

84760293.4\VK04

of

(1) Council
(2) InvLP

7
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2.2

be an internal demise of the relevant unit only. The Council will then need to operate
a service charge for these properties and collect a proportion of the costs for
maintaining the structure from HDV.

8

Michelmores were appointed jointly by the Council and by Lendlease to undertake a
detailed review of the title and the occupational interests all of the properties within the
Council's Investment Portfolio so that the detailed documents transferring the
Properties into HDV can be prepared.

3.5

Lendlease have been undertaking physical surveys and inspections of the properties
and reviews of the statutory and other information available.

3.6

Lendlease have required that the properties must meet certain standards (including
payment arrangements, environmental, statutory and health & safety compliance)
before they are purchased by HDV. Lendlease will manage the process of bringing the
properties up to the required standard (but the costs will be taken into account in the
valuation, or paid by HDV).

3.7

It has been agreed for practical reasons and because not all of the Properties will be
ready to be transferred at the same time, that leases will be granted in tranches, on
the quarter days, with an initial long stop date of 30 September 2019. The HDV can
extend the long stop date by up to 12 months at its election. It was decided that the
leases should be granted on quarter days, to minimise the need for apportionments of
rent and service charge income between HDV and the Council.

3.8

As a result of the exercise referred to at paragraph 3.4 and 3.5 above (which is not yet
complete) a number of properties have been identified which it is considered may not
meet the required standards (see paragraph 3.6 above) on or before financial close of
the JV. It may be that some actions can be taken immediately after financial close, so
those properties can form part of the later tranches of leases to be granted.

3.9

It has not yet been agreed what will happen to the properties (if any), which cannot be
brought up to the required standard, or where the cost of compliance with such
standards outweighs the value or benefit of the property. It may be that these
properties could be sold at auction by the Council and the proceeds of such sale
would be invested into HDV as equity. The Agreement provides that by the long stop
date (as extended if applicable – see paragraph 3.7 above), either party can terminate
the Agreement in respect of the properties (if any) which have not been transferred by
that date. HDV does confirm in the Agreement that it expects that substantially all of
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3.4

the properties can be brought up to the required standards, cost being the main
consideration.

Development
Framework
Agreement ("DFA")

(1) Council

Michelmores are also preparing the forms of leases to be granted for each individual
property. Where the Council owns the freehold, a 250 year lease will be granted to
HDV. For some properties, the Council has previously entered into a 'sale and
leaseback arrangement' where the Council owns the freehold, which is subject to a
long lease to a third party and then the Council also owns a shorter leasehold interest.
The lease granted to HDV will only be for the length of the Council's shorter lease
(minus three days). An agreement would need to be reached with the third party at a
later stage if HDV wanted to buy their interest or otherwise redevelop the property.

3.11

The Council has agreed that responsibility for any arrears prior to the grant of the
lease to HDV shall not be transferred to HDV and it will be for the Council to collect
such sums (if and how it chooses to do so).

3.12

Following the grant of all of the leases to HDV, the Council will be entitled to a
payment of £3million per year from HDV in lieu of income from the Investment
Portfolio for at least the first 5 years of the project. This assumes that all properties will
be transferred. If they are not (and in any event during the tranche transfer period, this
figure will be pro-rated to reflect the actual properties (by value) which have
transferred).

4.1

The Development Framework Agreement is a conditional option agreement which
allows the HDV to draw down from the Council a 250 year lease of the various Sites
(or phases thereof) once the conditions have been satisfied.

4.2

The properties which are the subject of the DFA are: Northumberland Park, Cranwood
and Wood Green. However, the option does not apply to Northumberland Park or
Cranwood until the Council has undertaken the necessary consultations and taken a
decision that the property should be disposed of to HDV.

4.3

In addition, for HRA properties, the option for HDV to acquire the properties does not
arise unless and until any consent required from the Secretary of State pursuant to the
Housing Act 1985 has been obtained.

4.4

The conditions include:-

(2) HDV

4.4.1

84760293.4\VK04
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obtaining satisfactory planning permission;
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4.

3.10

4.4.2

agreeing a development business plan;

4.4.3

achieving vacant possession;

4.4.4

obtaining funding and satisfying viability; and

4.4.5

agreeing the form of lease.

Once the option conditions have been satisfied, HDV has a period of 6 months (or
such longer period (not exceeding 12 months) until detailed planning consent has
been obtained, if it has not been obtained already) to serve a 'drawdown notice' on the
Council. The lease will be completed on the first working day 14 days after the service
of a 'drawdown notice'.

4.6

The option lapses in respect of a particular property if the relevant ultimate long stop
date is reached without outline planning permission having been obtained by HDV. In
addition, HDV cannot draw down any further sites if particular circumstances exist :
4.6.1

there is a HDV or any HDV Subsidiary is in material and continuing breach of
its obligations under a Lease entitling the Council to terminate the Lease;

4.6.2

a PSP Default Event (as defined in the Members' Agreement) exists;

4.6.3

the Council has ceased to be a member of HDV;

4.6.4

where a Deadlock Event applies which is so fundamental that more than one
HDV Party or the whole HDV Group can no longer continue to operate in
accordance with respective Objectives and any relevant Business Plans

4.6.5

within 18 months (or such other period as set out in the Business Plan or
Development Business Plan) after the later of:
(a)

the date on which the first planning application is submitted in
respect of Wood Green ; and

(b)

the Council making a decision to bring Northumberland Park within
the ambit of the option.

a hybrid planning application with detail in respect of the first phase has not
been submitted in respect of Northumberland Park.
4.7

84760293.4\VK04
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When the land is drawn down, the Council receives the base value of the land (which
will be fixed at financial close) represented by 'A' Loan Notes (see the HDV Finances
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4.5

section below).

Land Assembly Agreement
("LAA")

84760293.4\VK04

(1) Council

The Council will also receive 30% of the benefit of any uplift above the base value of
the land (which arises principally as a result of a planning consent being obtained and
other HDV activities). However, this is not paid out until all of the site-wide costs
(including affordable housing) have been paid (see the HDV Finances Section below
for further details). The remaining 70% of the uplift above the base value is paid to
HDV in the same way. The definition of 'site-wide costs' is very broad, but as member
of HDV, the Council will have control over the design and other elements of the Site
which will influence these costs.

4.9

The Council's uplift (see the HDV Finances section below) will be paid by the HDV to
the Council upon the relevant phase completion (i.e. 10 working days after HDV has
disposed of the phase or property to a third party, or if it is selling the units itself,
where 95% of the units have been sold).

4.10

There are further properties not yet committed to HDV (i.e. category 2 and category 3
Sites) but there is a process for bringing them in to the HDV, if the parties so agree.
Such process is still subject to the Council's duty to consult and obtain consent from
the Secretary of State (where applicable).

5.1

The Land Assembly Agreement sets out the basis on which the HDV will interface with
the Council to agree the procedures and steps for acquiring any land interests that are
not currently owned by the Council (including CPO costs), and the strategy for
decanting and rehousing any residents.

5.2

HDV must assist with the necessary statutory consultations and engagement with
residents and any needs assessment.

5.3

As a general principle, HDV must comply with and implement the Council's policies in
relation to rehousing and redevelopment. However, it was agreed that some elements
of the Business Plans being approved as part of the current Cabinet decision do not
fully meet the Council's proposed Estate Renewal and Re-Housing Payments Policy
("ERRPP") (which has been approved by Cabinet for consultation with residents). As
such it was agreed that HDV will comply with the ERRPP subject to certain exclusions
(as set out in paragraph 5.4 below) in respect of those Category 1 Properties as at the
date of the LAA.

(2) HDV

11
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5.

4.8

5.4
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5.4.1

prioritise a single move for residents rather than Right of Return;

5.4.2

do not allow for rehousing of housing association tenants. Any private
treaty/CPO compensation negotiation will be agreed with the housing
association.
Additional
commitments
to
rehousing
housing
association/registered social landlord tenants will be a matter for the Council;

5.4.3

commit to re-provision of residential property calculated by reference to
number of habitable rooms (rather than occupants). The Council is
committed to Right of Return and if needed will work with HDV in this regard
recognising that this might involve a requirement for additional subsidy;

5.4.4

provide for rehousing within the Category 1 Properties and do not provide for
rehousing across the borough outside of the Category 1 Properties which is
a matter for the Council. This applies to tenants, resident leaseholders and
resident freeholders;

5.4.5

allow for standard social rented tenancy terms and rents;

5.4.6

provide that both resident leaseholders and resident freeholders of Category
1 Properties who have purchased through Right To Buy will be offered a
shared equity product. These properties are assumed in the HDV Business
Plans for Category 1 Properties to be within the 40% affordable housing
provision. The shared equity offer is based on a habitable room like for like
commitment; and

5.4.7

allow for two disturbance payments but HDV will seek to minimise this
necessity.

It is agreed that once the final version of the ERRPP has been adopted by the
Council, the parties will review the adopted policy. If there are no material changes,
HDV will comply with the ERRPP as so adopted subject to the exclusions set out at
Paragraph 5.4 above (in respect of those Properties that fall within Category 1 as at
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5.5

It is agreed that the HDV Business Plans:

the date of the LAA only)
5.6

If there are material changes in the ERRPP as adopted, then the parties shall (both
acting reasonably) seek to agree any changes to the project agreements and the
Business Plans with the principles set out in the then adopted ERRPP. This is subject
always to the intent of the exclusions set out at Paragraph 5.4 above, which will still
apply to those Properties that fall within Category 1 as at the date of the LAA only.
This process will be repeated for any successor or replacement policy to the ERRPP.

5.7

It is agreed that the Council shall have no obligation to acquire any interests pursuant
to the LAA. The parties may agree that for any acquisition, HDV may assist LBH with
LBH's borrowing costs (net of any income actually received by LBH) from the date of
acquisition by LBH until the date of land drawdown.

5.8

The parties have agreed the following principles in respect of the relocation of secure
council tenants:
Every secure tenant in any demolition phase, or who is otherwise required
by the Council to move for the purposes of the development, shall have a
'right to return'. This shall be the right to an assured tenancy (not a secure
tenancy), in a property within the development site as a whole, not the
particular phase which they were moved from. The right ceases to apply if
the tenant elects to remain in the alternative accommodation provided to
them.

5.8.2

The Council may offer alternative accommodation anywhere in the borough,
which the secure tenant is free (in its absolute discretion) to accept.

5.8.3

HDV shall use reasonable endeavours to ensure all residents move only
once, where this can reasonably be achieved.

HDV agrees:
5.9.1

84760293.4\VK04
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to grant tenancies on terms and conditions as similar as possible to those
enjoyed by the Council's secure tenants, as amended from time to time,
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5.9

5.8.1

save that the 'right to buy' shall be excluded;
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to ensure that the rents charged throughout the tenancy are equivalent to
rent set by the Council, from time to time for secure tenants;

5.9.3

not to use Ground 8 of schedule 2 of the Housing Act 1988 (as amended by
the Housing Act 1996) (which allows mandatory eviction after 8 weeks rent
arrears) to enforce any rent arrears; and

5.9.4

for properties allocated for use by existing or future Secure Tenants or
Introductory Tenants, the Council will in perpetuity have the right to nominate
the tenant to whom the property will be let and these properties will be made
available by HDV or its successor in title in perpetuity to the Council for such
tenants as are nominated by the Council.

Where HDV has acquired any property interests itself, then it shall be obliged to
transfer the interest acquired to the Council, where:
5.10.1

the DFA is terminated;

5.10.2

the Long Stop Date in the DFA for the property or phase of which the interest
forms part is reached;

5.10.3

a default applies under the Members Agreement.

5.11

Such transfer will be at the current book value for the interest, as specified in HDV's
accounts (which must have been updated in the three months prior to the transfer).

5.12

The Council can be asked, (but is not required), to consider undertaking a CPO, if the
following conditions have been met:
5.12.1

HDV considers and has confirmed to the Council that it considers that a
CPO is likely to be required in order to achieve the development business
plan;

5.12.2

the Council has brought the relevant property into the HDV arrangements
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5.10

5.9.2

(see paragraph 4.4 above); and

15

Once those conditions are satisfied, the parties must agree a CPO programme, land
assembly costs, the boundaries for any CPO, and phasing of CPOs where there may
be more than one. The LAA sets out responsibilities for negotiations with different
parties to acquire land interests, with the Council retaining control over negotiations
with its tenants and leaseholders.

5.14

The Council retains discretion as to whether to make a CPO, taking into account
relevant statutory and policy considerations. Once a CPO is confirmed (and free from
legal challenge) HDV can request that the Council implements it.

5.15

The LAA sets out the process for HDV and the Council to:
5.15.1

assess and agree the estimated compensation (which shall be updated from
time to time);

5.15.2

carry out land references and surveys;

5.15.3

negotiate and acquire land interests;

5.15.4

draft and make and enforce the CPO (including dealing with any challenges
thereto).

5.16

The LAA sets out which of the Council’s costs of assembling the land are to be repaid,
including in broad terms the costs of acquiring the land and process costs involved in
doing so (such as to run a CPO).

5.17

The 'Relevant Expenses' of the CPO process (i.e. process and consultants costs) are
paid by HDV to the Council on a quarterly basis.

5.18

The HDV will provide an invoice to the Council for the 'CPO Costs' (which is widely
defined to include the acquisition costs and the costs payable to residents for home
loss and disturbance) upon drawdown of the land under the DFA (see Section 4
above). Such invoice will include any capital interest which HDV has agreed to bear
up to the time of drawdown of the land but in any event interest at the agreed rate
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5.13

from the date of the interest until it is paid.
5.19

The invoice will be paid on the date 20 working days following 3 months after practical
completion of the relevant phase. This was agreed on the basis that this would be the
length of time required to fully occupy the phase and therefore for HDV to collect sales
receipts.

5.20

Similarly, the costs for any acquisition by the Council in advance of a CPO of interests
on Council owned land ("Pre-CPO Acquisition Costs") or on third party land
("Voluntary Acquisition Costs") shall be invoiced and paid in the same way.

6.1

The Contractor Framework Agreement sets out the terms on which LL Construction
will be given an opportunity to seek the award of contracts for the carrying out of or the
management of the carrying out of any construction works procured by the HDV
Parties.

6.2

The Contractor Framework Agreement provides that LL Construction will be given the
opportunity to seek the award (without competition) of contracts for construction
(and/or management of the construction) of up to 60% of the Vertical Build measured
by gross internal area which is constructed on behalf of the HDV Parties. LL
Construction is precluded from seeking the award of any of the remaining 40% unless
the DevLLP board approves the same (such decision being a 'conflict matter' under
the Members' Agreement, meaning that the Council makes the ultimate decision).

6.3

The Contractor Framework Agreement provides that where the relevant HDV Party is
commencing the procurement of a contract for the construction (or management of the
construction) of works which do not include any Vertical Build (a 'Horizontal Works
Contract') on a specific phase, then where LL Construction has already been
awarded a contract for Vertical Build on that phase at the time of commencement of
such procurement, then LL Construction will be given the opportunity to seek the
award (without competition) of the relevant Horizontal Works Contract.

6.4

The Contractor Framework Agreement includes a number of 'checks and balances' to
seek to achieve transparency and objectivity in the process for awarding contracts for
construction works/services to LL Construction as follows (albeit that some of these

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
Contractor
Agreement

84760293.4\VK04

Framework

(1) HDV
(2)
Construction

16

LL
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6.

are subject to refinement as referred to below):
6.4.1

The HDV will be appointing the Independent Verification Team to act as
its independent advisors in relation to the Contractor Framework
Agreement.
Unless and until this team is engaged, LL Construction is not entitled to be
given the opportunity to seek the award of any contracts under the
Contractor Framework Agreement.
Although the exact scope of services of each member of this team still
needs to be refined, it is intended that this team will, amongst other things,
monitor LL Construction's performance under the Contractor Framework
Agreement and under any contracts awarded to LL Construction and
provide reports, advice and recommendations and the like to the HDV in
relation to the same.

The HDV also has the right to add further consultants to the Independent
Verification Team if it considers that it requires further verification at any

84760293.4\VK04
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For example, once a decision is made to allow LL Construction to seek the
award of a contract under the Contractor Framework Agreement, there are
protocols which LL Construction has to follow in formulating its offer for the
relevant contract. In other words, it has to follow a "bid process" (albeit
without competition) before the DevLLP board decides whether or not to
ultimately award the relevant contract. Each step of this "bid process" will be
monitored by the Development Manager and the Independent Verification
Team and LL Construction has to submit sufficient information/evidence to
allow all activities and outputs during this bid process to be checked and
verified by such persons. The intention is for this team to, amongst other
things, 'market test' the relevant offers/activities of LL Construction during
each step of the bid process and report back to the HDV, if for example, the
team considers that a proposed contract price from LL Construction is not
providing 'value for money' and so on. By way of a further example, it is the
intention that an independent solicitor will also advise the HDV on the form
and terms of the proposed contract proposed to be entered into with LL
Construction before any such contract is approved and signed by the
relevant HDV Party.

time.
6.4.2

There are certain circumstances under the Contractor Framework
Agreement in which contracts not ultimately awarded to LL
Construction are deemed to have been awarded for the purposes of the
exclusivity calculation.
If the DevLLP board decides to offer LL Construction the opportunity to seek
the award of a contract pursuant to the Contractor Framework Agreement,
then at any time up to actual award of the relevant contract to LL
Construction, the DevLLP board can decide to withdraw its offer. Subject to
the below, if such a decision is made to withdraw, then HDV faces the risk
that it may end up not meeting the thresholds in paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3
above and could therefore face a claim from LL Construction for failing to do
so.

(i)

LL Construction fails to co-operate and liaise with the
Development Manager and Independent Verification
Team; and/or

(ii)

a member of the Independent Verification Team, in
verifying a matter under the bid process for a contract,
does not recommend awarding the contract to LL
Construction on the basis of such matter,

and, on this basis, the DevLLP board withdraws from the relevant bid
process or decides not to award the contract to LL Construction at the end
of the bid process then the contract which has not been awarded is deemed
to have been awarded to LL Construction.
6.4.3

84760293.4\VK04
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There will be a key performance indicator (KPI) regime to monitor the
performance of LL Construction under the Contractor Framework
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Where LL Construction is given the opportunity to seek the award of a
contract under the Contractor Framework Agreement but the DevLLP board
then subsequently decides to withdraw from the relevant bid process and/or
not to award the contract to LL Construction, then there are some
circumstances in which the relevant contract is deemed to have been
awarded to LL Construction for the purposes of the exclusivity calculations
under paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 above. For example, if:

Agreement and contracts awarded under the Contractor Framework
Agreement.
Although the principles and drafting relating to the KPI regime and the
consequences of failing to achieve KPI's are still subject to refinement, the
intention is that failure by LL Construction to achieve the required level of
performance against KPI's could potentially have the following effects:
(a)

termination of the Contractor Framework Agreement;

(b)

suspension for a defined period of LL Construction's entitlements
to seek the award of contracts under the Contractor Framework
Agreement; and/or

(c)

a reduction of the 60% threshold referred to in paragraph 6.2
above.

SERVICES DOCUMENTS
Development
Agreement

Management

(1) Dev LLP
(2)

Development
Manager

7.1

The Development Management Agreement is a contract through which the
Development Manager will provide various development services to the HDV Group.

7.2

The Agreement will be entered into between the Development Manager and DevLLP,
however it is intended that the Development Manager will also provide services to
other members of the HDV Group (for example DevLLP Subsidiaries in relation to
services relating to a specific Development Site or Phase).This is achieved through
DevLLP acting as 'agent' for the other HDV Parties.

7.3

The services to be provided by the Development Manager include:-

(3) LL Guarantor

84760293.4\VK04
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7.3.1

Development Management Services – including preparing and maintaining
the business plans and progressing each phase of each development
through a detailed project appraisal and development process (including
reporting on the progress of such projects);

7.3.2

Project Management Services – including appointing and managing the
professional teams, including the building contractor and the consultants
responsible for formulating design specifications and ensuring each project
is progressed in compliance with the relevant programme;

7.3.3

Funding/Financial Services – comprising services in respect of any fund
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7.

raising requirements of the HDV in addition to managing the financial
records and other information;

Strategic Asset Management
Agreement

84760293.4\VK04

(1) InvLP

7.3.5

Additional Services – including providing legal and tax advice and managing
certain aspects of the sale/letting process in respect of properties developed.

7.4

In consideration for carrying out these services the Development Manager receives a
fee calculated by reference to the cost of carrying out the services, prior to
development commencing, and as a percentage of the development costs once the
development works are on-going.

7.5

The Development Management Agreement contains a number of KPIs which the
Development Manager will be required to meet. If it fails to do so there is a
mechanism by which the fee can be reduced. This helps incentivise performance to
ensure that DevLLP receives a high standard of service under this agreement.

8.1

The Strategic Asset Management Agreement is a services contract under which the
Asset Manager, will provide services in respect of the Investment Portfolio (and
potentially also any assets that are developed by DevLLP Subsidiaries and retained
by InvLP as an investment asset).

8.2

The Services to be carried out by the Asset Manager include:-

(2) Asset Manager

20

Governance Services – which include monitoring HDV and DevLLP's
compliance with legal and regulatory requirements and carrying out the role
of company secretary;

8.2.1

reporting to the HDV on the financial performance of the Investment
Portfolio;

8.2.2

maintaining the asset management database and providing InvLP with all
information or reports that it requires;

8.2.3

coordinating repairs, improvements or modifications (including any health
and safety requirements) to the properties, in conjunction with any appointed
property manager;

8.2.4

arranging for the payment of any outgoings in respect of the Investment
Portfolio; and

8.2.5

maintaining the lease documents for the Investment Portfolio and advising
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8.

7.3.4

InvLP of key dates (e.g. rent review and renewal dates).
In consideration for providing these services the Asset Manager will receive a fee
calculated by reference to the costs of providing the Services.

8.4

The Asset Manager will be subject to a number of KPIs which allow InvLP to monitor
the Asset Manager's performance and to reduce the fee if the Asset Managers fails to
meet the KPIs. In extreme circumstances, where there is a serious KPI failure, InvLP
is entitled to terminate the agreement.

8.5

LL have stated that they do have a sufficient understanding of the Investment Portfolio
Properties to formulate a full set of detailed KPIs at this stage. This is felt to be
reasonable and therefore the Asset Management Agreement contains a 12 month
'grace period' (in which no KPIs will apply) to allow LL to familiarise themselves with
the portfolio. During this period InvLP and the Asset Manager will agree suitable and
robust KPIs to apply going forward. These will be based on the current list of indicative
KPIs contained in the agreement.

9.1

The financing strategy for the HDV will involve the HDV (or a DevLLP Subsidiary in
the case of C or D Loan Notes) issuing loan notes to:-

FINANCE/SECURITY DOCUMENTATION
9.

Loan Note Documentation

(1) LL

(Overview)

(2) Council
(3) HDV Parties

9.2

84760293.4\VK04
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9.1.1

LL, as consideration for the cash funding provided by LL (A Loan Notes);

9.1.2

the Council, as consideration for the transfer of the Investment Portfolio to
InvLP (B Loan Notes where not matched by LL (and where matched by LL,
A Loan Notes)); and

9.1.3

the Council, as consideration for the draw down value of each Development
Site (C Loan Notes from the DevLLP Subsidiary where not matched by LL
(and where matched by LL, A Loan Notes via HDV));

9.1.4

the Council, where the Council has chosen to fund the acquisition of third
party land (D Loan Notes issued by the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary)

Internal loan notes will be issued where loan notes are channelled through the HDV.
This will apply to all A Loan Notes and also to B Loan Notes. C Loan Notes and D
Loan Notes are issued directly by the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary, so no Internal Loan
Notes are required.
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8.3

9.3

10.

12.

Debentures

Inter-creditor Deeds
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9.3.1

loan note instrument(s) - to constitute and issue the relevant loan notes;

9.3.2

security documentation (debentures) - in relation to security issued by the
HDV or a relevant HDV Subsidiary) in respect of certain of the loan notes;
and

9.3.3

various inter-creditor deeds - dictating the priority of loan notes as between
the security holders.

10.1

A number of loan note instruments will be required in order to constitute the loan notes
to be issued, the Council, LL and the HDV Parties (in respect of the internal loan
notes).

10.2

The loan note instruments will set out the class of the loan notes, the interest rate and
the conditions and timings for repayment, which will follow the requirements set out in
the Members' Agreement.

10.3

The version annexed to this report is a pro-forma that will be adapted to reflect the
specific details of each class of loan note to be issued.

11.1

All loan notes are secured and therefore a number of debentures will be granted to the
Council, LL and the HDV Parties in respect of any internal loan notes to be issued.
Under these debentures the relevant HDV Party will grant a fixed and floating charge
over all its assets.

11.2

The version annexed to this report is a pro-forma that will be adapted to reflect the
specific security to be granted in each instance.

12.1

As there will be a series of debentures, a number of inter-creditor deeds will need to
be entered into between the security holders to set out the priority of the security and
process in respect of enforcement. The terms of these agreements shall reflect the
position set out in the Members' Agreement.

12.2

The version annexed to this report is a pro-forma that will be adapted to reflect the
relationship between the relevant parties which will depend on the class of loan notes
issued.
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11.

Loan Note Instruments

The anticipated loan note structure will also require the following documents be put in
place:-

13.

Members'
Guarantee

Agreement

13.1

LL have agreed that Lendlease Corporation Limited will guarantee the proper
performance by the relevant LL entity of all of its obligations under the Members'
Agreement.

14.

Development Management
Agreement Guarantee

14.1

LL have agreed that Lendlease Europe Holdings Limited will guarantee the proper
performance by the Asset Manager of all of its obligations under the Asset
management Agreement.

15.

Asset
Management
Agreement Guarantee

15.1

LL have agreed that Lendlease Europe Holdings Limited will guarantee the proper
performance by the Development Manager of all of its obligations under the
Development Management Agreement.
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DATED

2017
Cabinet Report Version
23.06.2017

(1) THE MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE LONDON BOROUGH OF HARINGEY
(2) [LENDLEASE]
(3) [HDV]
(4) [INVLP]
(5) [DEVLLP]
(6) [NOMINEE CO1]
(7) [NOMINEE CO2]
(8) [NOMINEE CO3]
(9) LENDLEASE CORPORATION LIMITED

MEMBERS' AGREEMENT
Relating to the Haringey Development Vehicle and its Group
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THIS AGREEMENT is made by Deed on

2017

BETWEEN:(1)

THE MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE LONDON BOROUGH OF HARINGEY of Civic Centre,
High Road, Wood Green, London NE2 8LE ("Council");

(2)

[LENDLEASE] a company registered in England, (Company Number) whose registered office is
at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF (the "PSP");

(3)

[HARINGEY DEVELOPMENT VEHICLE] a limited liability partnership registered in England, (LLP
Number [xxx]) whose registered office is at [xxx] (the "HDV");

(4)

[INVLP] a private fund limited partnership registered in England, (LP Number [xxx] whose
registered office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF ("InvLP") [acting by
Nominee Co1];

(5)

[DEVLLP] a limited liability partnership registered in England, (LLP Number [xxx]) whose
registered office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF ("DevLLP");

(6)

[NOMINEE CO1] a Company registered in England, (Company Number [xxx]) whose registered
office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF ("Nominee Co1");

(7)

[NOMINEE CO2] a company registered in England (Company Number [xxx]) whose registered
office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF ("Nominee Co2");

(8)

[NOMINEE CO3] a company registered in England (Company Number [xxx]) whose registered
office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF ("Nominee Co3"); and

(9)

LENDLEASE CORPORATION LIMITED (ACN 000 226 228) a company registered in New South
Wales whose registered office is at Level 14, Tower Three, International Towers Sydney,
Exchange Place, 300 Barangaroo Avenue, Barangaroo NSW 2000 ("PSP Guarantor"),

1

2

3

together the "Parties" and each a "Party".
RECITALS:(A)

The HDV was incorporated in England and Wales as a limited liability partnership on [DATE] 2017
under the Act with the details that are set out in Clause 1.3.3 of this Agreement. The Council and
the PSP wish to participate as members of the HDV which shall (amongst other things) develop (or
procure the development of) certain development sites in the Borough and own the developed sites
for investment purposes or to sell or fund such properties and own and manage a portfolio of
investment properties within the Borough.

(B)

In order to facilitate its activities, the HDV may (amongst other things) purchase, develop and sell
(or procure the development and sale of) land, enter into leases with third parties and enter into
income generating arrangements with third parties. InvLP and DevLLP were established as wholly
owned subsidiaries of the HDV on [DATE] 2017 in order to deliver some of the HDV's activities.
Nominee Co1 has been incorporated to act as the second member of InvLP. Nominee Co2 has
been set up to act as second legal owner of properties held by InvLP to provide a valid receipt of
purchase monies to any future purchaser of properties from InvLP. Nominee Co3 has been set up
to act as the second member of DevLLP.

1

Exact entity TBC – this will be a UK subsidiary of Lendlease Europe Holdings Limited
full name to be agreed
3
full name to be agreed
2
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(C)

The Parties have agreed to execute this Agreement to regulate the responsibilities and dealings
between them in relation to the conduct of the business, management and affairs of the HDV,
InvLP and DevLLP and its or their subsidiaries from time to time.

IT IS AGREED AS FOLLOWS:1.

CONDITIONALITY, DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

1.1

This Agreement shall be interpreted in accordance with the provisions of Schedule 1.

1.2

This Agreement shall be conditional on:-

1.3

the resignation of [INSERT START-UP MEMBER] as a Member of the HDV;

1.2.2

the admission of the Council as a new Member to the HDV;

1.2.3

the adoption by Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 of new articles of
association in a form agreed by and initialled by the Council and the PSP;

1.2.4

the appointment by Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 of the following
individuals as the only Directors of each such company:(a)

[

];

(b)

[

];

(c)

[

];

(d)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

1.2.5

the incorporation of InvLP and DevLLP; and

1.2.6

the appointment of the first Council Nominees to the boards of HDV, InvLP and DevLLP.

The PSP warrants and undertakes to the Council that, immediately prior to the satisfaction of the
conditions in Clause 1.2:1.3.1

1.3.2

4

4

1.2.1

HDV:(a)

has not traded;

(b)

has no assets (save for its shareholding in Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and
Nominee Co3 and its interests in DevLLP and InvLP as more particularly set out
in Clauses 1.4 to 1.6 (inclusive) below), contracts, employees, indebtedness,
encumbrances or any other liabilities, except for those associated with the
opening up of bank accounts for the HDV, InvLP and/or DevLLP (as applicable)
and the costs of incorporation of HDV, Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2, Nominee
Co3, InvLP and/or DevLLP, as applicable (including Companies House costs)
whatsoever whether actual or contingent;

(c)

has not declared any distribution;

(d)

has not prepared any accounts; and

(e)

has complied with all relevant requirements of the Act.

save as directly set out in Clauses 1.4 to 1.6 (inclusive), HDV owns (either directly or
indirectly) no shares or interests in any body corporate, partnership or venture;

LL entity TBC
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1.3.3

1.4

5

Name:

[Haringey Development Vehicle] LLP

Nature of HDV:

A limited liability partnership pursuant to the Act

Date of Incorporation:

[DATE]

Country of Incorporation:

England and Wales

Registered Number:

[INSERT]

Registered Office:

[INSERT]

Members:

PSP and [INSERT START-UP MEMBER] (both
designated members)

Legal, economic and
management proportions

PSP 50%
[INSERT START-UP MEMBER] 50%

PSP warrants and undertakes to the Council that immediately prior to the satisfaction of the
conditions in Clause 1.2 that:1.4.1

1.4.2

5

the particulars of HDV are as set out in this Clause 1.3.3 and such particulars are true
and accurate in all respects:-

Nominee Co1:(a)

has not traded;

(b)

has no assets (save for its interest in InvLP as more particularly set out in
Clause 1.5 contracts, employees, indebtedness, encumbrances or any other
liabilities except for any costs of incorporation of Nominee Co1 (including
Companies House costs) whatsoever whether actual or contingent);

(c)

has not declared any distribution;

(d)

has not prepared any accounts; and

(e)

has complied with the Companies Act 1985 and 2006;

the particulars of Nominee Co1 which are set out in this Clause 1.4.2 are true and
accurate in all respects:Name:

[INSERT] Limited

Nature of Nominee:

A company limited by shares

Date of Incorporation:

[DATE]

Country of Incorporation:

England and Wales

Registered Number:

[INSERT]

Registered Office:

20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF

Sole shareholder

HDV

LL and Council to confirm name
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1.4.3

1.4.4

1.4.5

82373586.13\OM

Authorised Share Capital

100 ordinary shares of £1 each

Issued Share Capital

HDV: 1 ordinary share of £1

Directors:

[INSERT] and [INSERT]

Accounting Reference Date:

[31 March]

Nominee Co2:(a)

has not traded;

(b)

has no assets, contracts, employees, indebtedness, encumbrances or other
liabilities except for any costs of incorporation of Nominee Co2 (including
Companies House costs) whatsoever whether actual or contingent;

(c)

has not declared any distribution;

(d)

has not prepared any accounts; and

(e)

has complied with the Companies Act 1985 and 2006;

The particulars of Nominee Co2 which are set out in this Clause 1.4.4 are true and
accurate in all respects:Name:

[INSERT] Limited

Nature of Nominee:

A company limited by shares

Date of Incorporation:

[DATE]

Country of Incorporation:

England and Wales

Registered Number:

[INSERT]

Registered Office:

20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF

Sole shareholder

HDV

Authorised Share Capital

100 ordinary shares of £1 each

Issued Share Capital

HDV: 1 ordinary share of £1

Directors:

[INSERT] and [INSERT]

Accounting Reference Date:

[31 March]

Nominee Co3:(a)

has not traded;

(b)

has no assets (save for its interest in DevLLP as more particularly set out in
Clause 1.6 contracts, employees, indebtedness, encumbrances or other
liabilities except for any costs of incorporation of Nominee Co3 (including
Companies House costs) whatsoever whether actual or contingent);

(c)

has not declared any distribution;
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1.4.6

1.5

(d)

has not prepared any accounts; and

(e)

has complied with the Companies Act 1985 and 2006;

The particulars of Nominee Co3 which are set out in this Clause 1.4.6 are true and
accurate in all respects:Name:

[INSERT] Limited

Nature of Nominee:

A company limited by shares

Date of Incorporation:

[DATE]

Country of Incorporation:

England and Wales

Registered Number:

[INSERT]

Registered Office:

20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF

Sole shareholder

HDV

Authorised Share Capital

100 ordinary shares of £1 each

Issued Share Capital

HDV: 1 ordinary share of £1

Directors:

[INSERT] and [INSERT]

Accounting Reference Date:

[31 March]

HDV and Nominee Co1 together own the entire legal, beneficial and economic interests in InvLP,
the particulars of which are set out in this Clause 1.5 and PSP, HDV and Nominee Co1 jointly and
severally warrant and undertake to the Council that immediately prior to the satisfaction of the
conditions in Clause 1.2 that:1.5.1

1.5.2
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InvLP:(a)

has not traded;

(b)

has no assets, contracts, employees, indebtedness, encumbrances or other
liabilities except for those associated with the opening up of any bank accounts
for InvLP and the costs of incorporation of InvLP [(including Companies House
costs)] whatsoever whether actual or contingent;

(c)

has not declared any distribution;

(d)

has not prepared any accounts; and

(e)

has complied with all relevant requirements of the Partnership Act;

the particulars of InvLP set out in this Clause 1.5.2 are true and accurate in all respects:Name:

[INSERT] LP

Nature of InvLP:

A limited partnership

Date of Incorporation:

[DATE]

Country of Incorporation:

England and Wales
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1.6

Registered Office:

20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF

Partners:

HDV as limited partner and Nominee Co1 as general
partner

Economic proportion

HDV 99.999 %
Nominee Co1 0.001%

Management proportion

Nominee Co1 100%

HDV and Nominee Co3 together own the entire legal beneficial and economic interests in DevLLP
the particulars of which are set out in this Clause 1.6 and PSP, HDV and Nominee Co3 jointly and
severally warrant and undertake to the Council that immediately prior to the satisfaction of the
conditions in Clause 1.2 that:1.6.1

1.6.2

DevLLP:(a)

has not traded;

(b)

has no assets, contracts, employees, indebtedness, encumbrances or other
liabilities except for those associated with the opening up of any bank accounts
for DevLLP and the costs of incorporation of DevLLP (including Companies
House costs) whatsoever whether actual or contingent;

(c)

has not declared any distribution;

(d)

has not prepared any accounts; and

(e)

has complied with all relevant requirements of the Act;

the particulars of DevLLP set out in this Clause 1.6.2 are true and accurate in all
respects:Name:

[INSERT] LLP

Nature of InvLP:

A limited liability partnership pursuant to the Act

Date of Incorporation:

[DATE]

Country of Incorporation:

England and Wales

Registered Number:

[INSERT]

Registered Office:

20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF

Members:

HDV and Nominee Co3 (both designated members)

Legal, economic and
management proportions

HDV 99.999 %
Nominee Co3 0.001%

2.

COMPLETION

2.1

On the Effective Date:2.1.1

the relevant Parties thereto shall execute the following associated agreements and deeds
which relate to the HDV, InvLP and DevLLP:(a)

82373586.13\OM

Agreement for Sale;
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(b)

Development Framework Agreement;

(c)

PSP Guarantees;

(d)

Development Management Agreement;

(e)

Asset Management Agreement;

(f)

Property Management Agreement (Investment Portfolio);

(g)

Property Management Agreements (Council owned land);

(h)

Contractor Framework Agreement;

(i)

Land Assembly Agreement;

(j)

LPA;

(k)

Admission Agreement;

(l)

Investment (Council) A Loan Note Instrument;

(m)

Investment (Council) A Loan Note Security Agreement;

(n)

Investment (PSP) A Loan Note Instrument;

(o)

Investment (PSP) A Loan Note Security Agreement;

(p)

Development (Council) A Loan Note Instrument;

(q)

Development (Council) A Loan Note Security Agreement;

(r)

Development (PSP) A Loan Note Instrument;

(s)

Development (PSP) A Loan Note Security Agreement;

(t)

HDV Intercreditor Deed;

(u)

DevLLP Subsidiary Intercreditor Deed(s);

(v)

Internal Loan Note Instrument(s);

(w)

Internal Loan Note Security Agreement(s);

(x)

Internal B Loan Note Instrument;

(y)

Internal B Loan Note Security Agreement;

(z)

Investment (Council) B Loan Note Instrument;

(aa)

Investment (Council) B Loan Note Security Agreement;

(bb)

Development (Council) C Loan Note Instrument(s);

(cc)

Development (Council) C Loan Note Security Agreement(s);

(dd)

Land Assembly (Council) D Loan Note Instrument(s);

(ee)

Land Assembly (Council) D Loan Note Security Agreement(s);
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(ff)

Council Costs Security Agreement; and

(gg)

any ancillary deeds or documents requiring execution by the Parties and
connected to the foregoing documents.

2.1.2

the Council shall transfer the Investment Portfolio Properties to InvLP in accordance with
the terms of the Agreement for Sale;

2.1.3

to reflect the transfer referred to in Clause 2.1.2, the relevant Parties shall comply with the
obligations set out in Schedule 7 (Loans and Security) in relation to consideration;

2.1.4

in relation to the HDV:-

2.1.5

2.1.6
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(a)

the HDV Board shall be formed by the HDV (or shall be deemed to have been
formed by the HDV) in accordance with Clause 7;

(b)

the Auditors and the Bank shall be appointed (or shall be deemed to have been
appointed) by the HDV;

(c)

the first Business Plans shall be adopted (or shall be deemed to have been
adopted) by the HDV (as applicable);

(d)

the Delegation Policy and the Procurement Policy shall be adopted (or shall be
deemed to have been adopted) by the HDV Parties;

(e)

the Council shall procure that the Council Nominees shall each deliver to the
HDV a duly signed Letter of Appointment; and

(f)

the PSP shall procure that the PSP Nominees shall each deliver to the HDV a
duly signed Letter of Appointment;

in relation to InvLP:(a)

the InvLP Board shall be formed by InvLP (or shall be deemed to have been
formed by InvLP) in accordance with Clause 7;

(b)

the Auditors and the Bank shall be appointed (or shall be deemed to have been
appointed) by InvLP;

(c)

the first Investment Business Plan shall be adopted (or shall be deemed to have
been adopted) by InvLP; and

(d)

the Delegation Policy and the Procurement Policy (insofar as it relates to
InvLP's business) shall be adopted (or shall be deemed to have been adopted)
by InvLP;

in relation to DevLLP:(a)

the DevLLP Board shall be formed by DevLLP (or shall be deemed to have
been formed by DevLLP) in accordance with Clause 7;

(b)

the Auditors and the Bank shall be appointed (or shall be deemed to have been
appointed) by DevLLP;

(c)

the first Development Business Plans shall be adopted (or shall be deemed to
have been adopted) by DevLLP; and

(d)

the Delegation Policy and the Procurement Policy (in so far as it relates to
DevLLP's business) shall be adopted (or shall be deemed to have been
adopted) by DevLLP;
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2.1.7

2.1.8

in relation to each of Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3:(a)

the Directors shall be appointed in accordance with Clause 7; and

(b)

the Auditors and the Bank shall be appointed;

the Council and PSP shall initial each of the following documents as being in the Agreed
Form:(a)

the HDV Business Plan;

(b)

the Investment Business Plan;

(c)

the Development Business Plans for the following Category 1 Properties:
(i)

Wood Green, being a Category 1A Property; and

(ii)

Northumberland Park and Cranwood, both currently being Category
1B Properties;

(d)

the [Standard Form Construction Documents;]

(e)

a DevLLP Subsidiary Intercreditor Deed;

(f)

an Internal Loan Note Instrument;

(g)

an Internal Loan Note Security Agreement;

(h)

a Development (Council) C Loan Note Instrument;

(i)

a Development (Council) C Loan Note Security Agreement;

(j)

a Land Assembly (Council) D Loan Note Instrument; and

(k)

a Land Assembly (Council) D Loan Note Security Agreement.

3.

THE PARTNERSHIP AND BUSINESS OF THE HDV AND EACH HDV PARTY

3.1

The substantive Business of the HDV (and the business of each HDV Party) shall for the duration
of this Agreement be carried on and undertaken from a location within the Borough.

3.2

The name of the HDV shall be "[Haringey Development Vehicle LLP]" or such other name as may
be agreed between the Members.

3.3

The Council and the PSP shall be Members who are "designated members" of the HDV for the
purposes of the Act and shall comply with all obligations which are required of them under the Act.
The designated members of the HDV shall not be entitled to any remuneration or reimbursement in
connection with their status as designated members. The Members shall be required to maintain
an office for the HDV (and the HDV Parties) to be located within the Borough.

3.4

The Council and the PSP hereby delegate to their respective Nominees from time to time the
responsibility for delivering any document on behalf of the HDV which is required to be delivered to
the Registrar of Companies in England and Wales in connection with the HDV.

3.5

The HDV and Nominee Co3 shall be the "designated members" of DevLLP [(and any other HDV
Party that is a limited liability partnership from time to time from the date of its incorporation)] for the
purposes of the Act and shall comply with all obligations which are required of them under the Act.
The designated members of DevLLP (and any other HDV Party that is a limited liability partnership
from the date of its incorporation) shall not be entitled to any remuneration or reimbursement in
connection with their status as designated members of such entities.

82373586.13\OM
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3.6

The HDV shall be the limited partner of InvLP and Nominee Co1 shall be the general partner for
the purposes of the Partnership Act and each Partner shall comply with all obligations which are
required of it under the Partnership Act. Neither Partner shall be entitled to any remuneration or
reimbursement in connection with their status as Partners of InvLP.

3.7

Nominee Co2 is a wholly owned subsidiary of the HDV and shall hold property on behalf of InvLP.

3.8

The HDV, Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 hereby delegate to the Nominees of the
HDV Board (and to the Nominees on the board of any other HDV Party that is a limited liability
partnership from the date of its incorporation) from time to time the responsibility for delivering any
document on behalf of such entity which is required to be delivered to the Registrar of Companies
in England and Wales in connection with such entity.

4.

OBJECTIVES

4.1

The following shall be the objectives of the HDV ("HDV Objectives"):-

4.2

4.1.1

to deliver growth through new and improved housing; town centre development; and
enhanced use of the Council's property portfolio;

4.1.2

to achieve and retain for the Council a long term stake and control in development of the
Council’s land, maintaining a long term financial return for the Council which can be
reinvested, in accordance with the Council’s statutory functions, on new housing, on
social and economic benefits or on other Council Corporate Plan objectives;

4.1.3

in partnership with the private sector to catalyse delivery of financially challenging
schemes;

4.1.4

to achieve estate renewal by intensification of land use and establishment of a range of
mixed tenures, together with tenure change across the Borough where appropriate;

4.1.5

to secure wider social and economic benefits in areas affected, including community
facilities, skills and training, health improvement and crime reduction for the benefit of
existing residents;

4.1.6

to incorporate land belonging to other stakeholders, both public and private sector, into
development; and

4.1.7

to achieve a commercially acceptable return.

The following shall be the objectives of InvLP ("InvLP Objectives"):4.2.1

to optimise financial returns for the benefit of the HDV;

4.2.2

to increase the capital value of the Investment Portfolio held by InvLP;

4.2.3

to maintain long term revenue streams;

4.2.4

to use the Investment Portfolio to contribute to the wider socio-economic objectives of the
HDV and the Council, and to the statutory functions of the Council where appropriate;

4.2.5

to deliver a high quality asset management service in relation to the Investment Portfolio
including acquisition and disposal as appropriate; and

4.2.6

to contribute to the financial operation and viability of the HDV and HDV development
schemes.

4.3

The HDV Objectives shall also be the objectives of DevLLP ("DevLLP Objectives"), insofar as
they relate to the Development Site(s) (or part thereof).

4.4

The Parties hereby agree that:-

82373586.13\OM
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4.4.1

the Council's intention in its original procurement process for the procurement of a private
sector partner was to structure the HDV so that further property in addition to Category 1
Properties may be included in the future (subject to prior agreement of the Members),
from either (or both) of the Category 2 Properties and the Category 3 Properties and in
such circumstances the provisions of Schedule 3 (Future Opportunities) of the Land
Assembly Agreement will apply;

4.4.2

the HDV and the HDV Parties may seek additional investment and development
opportunities proposed by the PSP in accordance with Clause 16.1; and

4.4.3

without prejudice to Clauses 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, the HDV is being established as a long term
development and investment vehicle and the arrangements in relation to the contribution
of land and finance set out in this Agreement may differ from time to time depending on
individual circumstances, including (but not limited to) the funding of part or all of any
investments or developments by either (or a combination of both) of the Members or third
parties.

5.

CAPITAL, FINANCE AND SECURITY

5.1

Within 15 Working Days after the date of this Agreement, each of the Members shall provide to the
HDV, in cash, the sum of £1 (one pound) by way of its Capital Contribution and the HDV shall
credit such amounts (to the extent received by a Member) against the relevant Member's Capital
Account.

5.2

Neither Member shall be required or entitled to provide any additional Capital Contribution to the
HDV in addition to the amount set out in Clause 5.1, save in circumstances where the Members
unanimously agree otherwise. Any agreed additional Capital Contribution shall be made by both
Members simultaneously in the same amount, and shall be provided on the same terms.

5.3

No interest shall be payable on a Member's Capital Contribution.

5.4

No Member shall have the right to the return of its respective Capital Contribution save as provided
under the terms of Clause 28.

5.5

Each Member's liability as a member of the HDV shall be limited to the aggregate amount of that
Member's Capital Contribution provided subject to and in accordance with this Clause 5.

5.6

Save as expressly provided otherwise in this Agreement, no Member shall be obliged to provide
any additional loan, or provide any other funding, including by way of capital contribution, to the
HDV or any HDV Party except with their express prior written consent.

5.7

The Business Plans shall, amongst other matters, identify the envisaged funding requirements of
the HDV, DevLLP, InvLP and any other HDV Subsidiary. It is intended that the funding
requirements of the HDV shall be met as detailed in Schedule 7.

6.

LOAN NOTES, LOAN COMMITMENTS

6.1

The Parties agree to provide the loan commitments and loan notes in the manner and at the
time(s) as specified in Schedule 7.

7.

CONSTITUTION OF THE HDV BOARD

7.1

Constitution and authority of the HDV Board
7.1.1

82373586.13\OM

The HDV Board is hereby constituted by the HDV (acting by its Members) for the
purposes of carrying out the Business of the HDV. The Members and the HDV agree to
maintain the HDV Board for the duration of this Agreement. The Members and the HDV
further agree that the HDV Board shall operate in accordance with this Agreement, the
Business Plans, the Delegation Policy and the Procurement Policy.
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7.2

7.1.2

Save to the extent this Agreement expressly provides otherwise, the management and
operations of the HDV shall be vested in the HDV Board.

7.1.3

Subject to Clause 7.1.4 and Clause 7.1.5, the decision making of the HDV shall be
governed by the Delegation Policy, provided that the delegation of decisions by the HDV
Board; any appointed sub-committees of the HDV Board; and/or to certain individuals (as
more particularly identified in the Delegation Policy), and its or their authorisation to make
decisions on behalf of the HDV Board (and therefore on behalf of the HDV) shall be at the
absolute discretion of the HDV Board from time to time.

7.1.4

Where there is any ambiguity, uncertainty or inconsistency in relation to how any decision
of the HDV is to be properly made (in relation to whether it should properly be made by
the Members, the HDV Board or otherwise), the matter shall first be referred to the HDV
Board for determination, provided that at any time before the HDV Board makes the
relevant determination, any Nominee shall be entitled, by notice in writing to the HDV and
the other Nominees, to refer such matter to the Members for determination in accordance
with Clause 12, in which case the matter shall be determined by the Members in place of
the HDV Board.

7.1.5

Where there is any ambiguity, uncertainty or inconsistency in relation to the Delegation
Policy and the main body of this Agreement, the terms of the main body of this
Agreement shall prevail.

Nominees
7.2.1

The Members shall each be entitled to elect and appoint up to three Nominees to the
HDV Board provided that there shall always be at least two and no more than three
Nominees on the HDV Board appointed by each Member.

7.2.2

The first Nominees shall be:(a)

(b)
7.2.3

Council Nominees:

PSP Nominees:

[

]

[

]

[

]

(this information is contained in the exempt
part of the report)

Subject to Clauses 7.2.1, 7.2.4, 7.2.5 and 10 each Member is entitled to:(a)

remove and replace the Nominees appointed by it and appoint further
Nominees at any time; and

(b)

appoint persons as alternate nominees to the HDV Board to act as a substitute
for any absent Nominee appointed by it (an "Alternate Nominee") to do all
such things as the absent Nominee would be entitled to do in their capacity as
Nominee and to remove or replace any Alternate Nominee appointed by it and,
unless otherwise expressly stated or unless the context requires otherwise,
subsequent references in this Agreement to a Nominee shall be interpreted as
also referring to any Alternate Nominee.

7.2.4

No appointment of a Nominee shall be valid unless that person has accepted and signed
a Letter of Appointment or such other terms as the HDV Board may agree from time to
time.

7.2.5

Any appointment, replacement or removal by a Member of a Nominee appointed or
intended to be appointed by that Member shall be effected by notice in writing to the HDV
signed by or on behalf of the relevant Member and, subject to any contrary intention
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expressed in the notice, shall take effect with effect from that date and time that the notice
is delivered to the HDV.

7.3

7.2.6

No Nominee shall receive any remuneration or expenses reimbursement from the HDV
for its services as a Nominee.

7.2.7

Unless otherwise determined by the HDV Board, the HDV Board shall have a Chairman
and such position shall be occupied either by a PSP Nominee or by a Council Nominee.
The first Chairman shall be appointed at the first meeting of the HDV Board and a new
Chairman shall be appointed each year provided that occupation of the position shall
alternate between the PSP Nominees and the Council Nominees (such that if a PSP
Nominee is appointed as the Chairman at the first meeting of the HDV Board, a Council
Nominee shall be appointed as the Chairman one year later, and vice versa). The
Chairman shall not have a second or casting vote. The Parties hereby agree that an
independent Chairman may be appointed by way of a unanimous decision of the HDV
Board and, in the event that an independent Chairman is appointed, the provisions of this
Clause 7.2.7 shall cease to apply for such time as an independent Chairman is so
appointed save that it is acknowledged that the independent Chairman shall not be
entitled to vote.

7.2.8

The Parties hereby agree that the Nominees shall have a duty of care to act in good faith
towards the HDV and to act in the best interests of the HDV and the Business when
acting in their capacity as a Nominee.

7.2.9

The Parties hereby agree that the Nominees in acting on behalf of HDV and the directors
or nominees (as applicable) in acting on behalf of InvLP and DevLLP shall act in the best
interests of the relevant HDV Party on whose behalf they are acting and without prejudice
to the provisions of Clause 9 shall avoid conflicts of interest.

HDV Parties
7.3.1

Save to the extent expressly identified in Clause 18.8 as relating to DevLLP, the
provisions of this Clause 7 shall apply mutatis mutandis to each HDV Party, provided that
references in this Clause 7 to the HDV shall be construed as being references to such
HDV Party; references to HDV Board shall be construed as being references to a board
of nominees of such HDV Party; and references to Nominees shall be construed as being
references to the nominees on the board of such HDV Party (or, where applicable) as
being references to directors.

7.3.2

The Parties shall procure that the Council Nominees and the PSP Nominees on the HDV
Board from time to time shall also be nominees or directors (as applicable) on the board
of each HDV Party.

7.3.3

For the avoidance of doubt, any reference to a Member in this Clause 7 (insofar as it
applies to an HDV Party) shall continue to be a reference to such Member, and shall not
be construed as a reference to the members of such HDV Party.

7.3.4

In relation to Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3, where there is any
inconsistency or conflict between the terms of this Clause 7 and the articles of association
of Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 respectively, this Clause 7 shall take
precedence.

8.

HDV BOARD MEETINGS AND RESOLUTIONS

8.1

At the first HDV Board Meeting and annually thereafter the Nominees shall agree a programme for
Quarterly HDV Board Meetings which shall be supplemented with such additional HDV Board
Meetings as may be required to deal appropriately with the Business of the HDV or any HDV Party
as applicable.

8.2

At least 10 Working Days' prior written notice of any proposed meeting of the HDV Board shall be
given to each of the Nominees provided that a shorter period of notice may be given with the
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written approval of at least one PSP Nominee and at least one Council Nominee. Unless otherwise
agreed by all of the Nominees, each such notice shall specify the date, time and place of the
meeting which shall be in the Borough (save in those circumstances set out in Clause 8.3.2) and a
meeting agenda identifying the matters to be discussed at the meeting and shall be accompanied
by copies of any materials to be discussed at the meeting. Any matter to be decided at an HDV
Board Meeting not appearing in the agenda shall not be decided upon unless agreed by all of the
Nominees entitled to attend and vote at the meeting.
8.3

8.4

Unless otherwise agreed by the HDV Board:8.3.1

meetings of the Nominees shall be held not less than Quarterly on such dates as they
may agree;

8.3.2

a telephone conference call or video conference or a combination of the same, at which
all participants are able to speak to and hear each of the other participants shall be valid
as an HDV Board Meeting provided that at all times at that telephone or video conference
(or combination as appropriate) a quorum of the Nominees is able to so participate and
provided that such medium of communication for the HDV Board Meeting has been
approved by one Council Nominee and one PSP Nominee;

8.3.3

a resolution (which may be in counterparts) in writing (which includes email or other
electronic format) signed by two Council Nominees and two PSP Nominees (which, in
respect of electronic resolutions shall be by way of electronic signature) entitled to receive
notice of and vote at an HDV Board Meeting shall be as valid as if it had been passed at
an HDV Board Meeting duly convened and held in person; and

8.3.4

any Nominee is entitled to convene a meeting of the Nominees called in accordance with
Clauses 8.1 and 8.2.

Subject to Clauses 9 and 26:8.4.1

the quorum for any meeting of the HDV Board shall be at least two Council Nominees
and at least two PSP Nominees. If there is no quorum within 30 minutes following the
start time of the meeting or if there ceases to be a quorum at any time when Business is
to be transacted during the meeting, the meeting shall be adjourned for 5 Working Days
or such other period as the Nominees may unanimously decide;

8.4.2

at any quorate meeting of the HDV Board, the Council Nominees shall have one
collective vote and the PSP Nominees shall have one collective vote and where the
Council Nominees and/or the PSP Nominees (as applicable) cannot agree how to
exercise their collective vote, the Council Nominees and/or the PSP Nominees (as
applicable) shall be deemed to have voted against the resolution; and

8.4.3

resolutions of the HDV Board shall be passed only by a unanimous vote in favour of the
resolution.

8.5

Except as otherwise set out in the Delegation Policy or otherwise agreed by the Members or the
HDV Board pursuant to a resolution of the Members or the HDV Board, all documents, agreements
and deeds to be executed by the HDV must be signed by a duly authorised signatory of each
Member.

8.6

Unless otherwise agreed by all the Nominees, draft minutes of meetings of the HDV Board shall be
prepared and sent to each Nominee for approval as soon as practicable after each meeting.
Responsibility for the preparation of such draft minutes shall be agreed between the Nominees.

8.7

HDV Parties
8.7.1
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Save to the extent expressly identified in Clause 18.8 as relating to DevLLP, the
provisions of this Clause 8 shall apply mutatis mutandis to each HDV Party, provided that
references in this Clause 8 to the HDV shall be construed as being references to such
HDV Party; references to HDV Board shall be construed as being references to a board
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of nominees or directors (as applicable) of such HDV Party; and references to Nominees
shall be construed as being references to nominees or directors (as applicable) on the
board of such HDV Party save that any documents, agreements and deeds to be
executed by an HDV Party must be duly signed by a member of the relevant HDV Party
(as authorised by the relevant HDV Party Board).
8.7.2

For the avoidance of doubt, any reference to a Member in this Clause 8 (insofar as it
applies to an HDV Party) shall continue to be a reference to such Member, and shall not
be construed as a reference to the members of such HDV Party.

8.7.3

In relation to Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3, where there is any
inconsistency or conflict between the terms of this Clause 8 and the articles of association
of Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 respectively, this Clause 8 shall take
precedence.

9.

NOMINEE CONFLICT

9.1

Where there is a Council Conflict Matter to be considered by the HDV Board, the
Council Nominees shall be entitled to attend and speak at the HDV Board Meeting considering the
Council Conflict Matter but shall not be entitled to count in the quorum or vote on the Council
Conflict Matter (whether the vote is taken at an HDV Board Meeting or otherwise). Where a vote is
being taken in these circumstances at a meeting of the HDV Board, the Council Nominees in
attendance shall absent themselves from the meeting to enable the vote to take place in their
absence. In such circumstances, Clause 8.4 shall apply save that, in respect of the Council
Conflict Matter, a minimum of two PSP Nominees shall constitute a quorum, the Council Nominees
shall have no vote and the PSP Nominees shall have one collective vote and the resolution shall
be passed only where the collective vote of the PSP Nominees is exercised in favour of the
resolution.

9.2

Where there is a PSP Conflict Matter to be considered by the HDV Board, the PSP Nominees shall
be entitled to attend and speak at the HDV Board Meeting considering the PSP Conflict Matter but
shall not be entitled to count in the quorum or vote on the PSP Conflict Matter (whether the vote is
taken at an HDV Board Meeting or otherwise). Where a vote is being taken in these circumstances
at a meeting of the HDV Board, the PSP Nominees in attendance shall absent themselves from the
meeting to enable the vote to take place in their absence. In such circumstances, Clause 8.4 shall
apply save that, in respect of the PSP Conflict Matter a minimum of two Council Nominees shall
constitute a quorum, the PSP Nominees shall have no vote and the Council Nominees shall have
one collective vote and the resolution shall be passed only where the collective vote of the Council
Nominees is exercised in favour of the resolution.

9.3

Where there is a conflict between the InvLP Board and the DevLLP Board the matter shall be
referred to an Expert who shall be instructed to have regard to the following matters in making his
decision:-

9.4

9.3.1

the provisions of the Project Agreements; and

9.3.2

the Objectives.

HDV Parties
9.4.1

The provisions of this Clause 9 shall apply mutatis mutandis to each HDV Party, provided
that references in this Clause 9 to the HDV shall be construed as being references to
such HDV Party; references to HDV Board shall be construed as being references to a
board of nominees or directors (as applicable) of such HDV Party; and references to
Nominees shall be construed as being references to nominees or directors (as
applicable) on the board of such HDV Party.

9.4.2

In relation to Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3, where there is any
inconsistency or conflict between the terms of this Clause 9 and the articles of association
of Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 respectively, this Clause 9 shall take
precedence.
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10.

REMOVAL OF A NOMINEE

10.1

If a Member removes (or is deemed to have removed) a Nominee appointed by it then such
Member shall procure that such Nominee vacates office without any claim to the HDV for loss of
office or otherwise relating to his removal and the removing Member shall indemnify and hold
harmless, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the HDV against any loss, cost, damage, expense
or liability suffered or incurred:10.1.1

by reason of any claim by the vacating Nominee for wrongful or unfair dismissal or
redundancy; and

10.1.2

in connection with it having been or being a party or having been or being threatened to
be made party to any threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceedings,
whether civil, criminal, administrative or investigative by reason of any of the matters
referred to in Clause 10.1.1 above,

provided always that the HDV shall not be so indemnified with respect to any matter resulting from
its wilful default, negligence or fraud.
10.2

The indemnities contained in this Clause 10 shall continue notwithstanding the termination (in
whole or in part) of this Agreement and/or the winding up of the HDV (for any reason whatsoever).

10.3

Notwithstanding any other term of this Agreement, a Member shall immediately remove a Nominee
appointed by it (by written notice to the HDV and the other Member) if:10.3.1

the appointing Member ceases to be a member of the HDV (in which circumstances, the
outgoing Member shall remove all Nominees appointed by it and the outgoing Member
shall not be entitled to replace any Nominee);

10.3.2

the Nominee exercises his voting rights in contravention of this Agreement (in which
circumstances the Members shall co-operate with each other as appropriate to rectify any
adverse consequences of that Nominee's actions or omissions);

10.3.3

the Nominee becomes bankrupt or makes any arrangement or composition with his
creditors generally (or any step is taken towards the same);

10.3.4

the Nominee is, or may be, suffering from mental disorder and either:(a)

is admitted to hospital under an application for admission for treatment under
the Mental Health Act 1983; or

(b)

an order is made (by a court having jurisdiction) for the Nominee's detention or
for the appointment of a receiver or other person to exercise powers with
respect to the Nominee's property or affairs due to the Nominee's mental
disorder;

10.3.5

the Nominee resigns from office of Nominee by providing 20 Working Days' written notice
to the HDV;

10.3.6

the Nominee is convicted of any offence of fraud or dishonesty;

10.3.7

in relation to a Council Nominee, he ceases to be employed or engaged by the Council or
ceases to be an elected member of the Council (as the case may be); or

10.3.8

in relation to a PSP Nominee, he ceases to be employed or engaged by the PSP or any
member of the PSP Group,

and the relevant Member shall be deemed to have removed a Nominee immediately upon the
occurrence of the relevant event listed above.
10.4

HDV Parties
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10.4.1

The provisions of this Clause 10 shall apply mutatis mutandis to each HDV Party,
provided that references in this Clause 10 to the HDV shall be construed as being
references to such HDV Party; references to HDV Board shall be construed as being
references to a board of nominees or directors (as applicable) of such HDV Party; and
references to Nominees shall be construed as being references to nominees or directors
(as applicable) on the board of such HDV Party.

10.4.2

For the avoidance of doubt, any reference to a Member in this Clause 10 (insofar as it
applies to an HDV Party) shall continue to be a reference to such Member, and shall not
be construed as a reference to the members of such HDV Party.

10.4.3

In relation to Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3, any reference to a
Nominee in this Clause shall be construed as a reference to a Director, and where there
is any inconsistency or conflict between the terms of this Clause 10 and the articles of
association of Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 respectively, this
Clause 10 shall take precedence.

11.

MEMBERS

11.1

Subject to Clauses 22, 23 and 24:-

11.2

11.1.1

a person shall only be admitted to the HDV as a new Member if his admission is
unanimously approved in writing by the Members and such person executes a Deed of
Adherence; and

11.1.2

a Member may only resign or withdraw from the HDV (and/or otherwise cease to be a
member of the HDV) with the prior written agreement of the remaining Members.

HDV Parties
11.2.1

A person shall only be admitted to an HDV Party as a new Member thereof if his
admission is unanimously approved in writing by the Members and such person executes
a Deed of Adherence.

11.2.2

A Member of an HDV Party may only resign or withdraw from the HDV Party (and/or
otherwise cease to be a member thereof) with the prior written agreement of the
Members.

12.

MEMBERS' MEETINGS AND RESOLUTIONS

12.1

Subject to the matters reserved to Members pursuant to the Delegation Policy, and save to the
extent otherwise expressly provided in this Agreement, the Members have vested the management
and operations of the HDV in the HDV Board.

12.2

Unless otherwise agreed by the Members acting unanimously, at the first Members' Meeting and
annually thereafter the Members shall agree a programme for regular Members' Meetings which
shall be supplemented with such additional Members' Meetings as may be required to deal
appropriately with the Business of the HDV or any HDV Party as applicable.

12.3

At the regular Members Meetings and additional Members Meetings (as applicable) the affairs and
direction of the HDV shall be discussed and an account of the HDV's Business and progress
against the Business Plans shall be given to the Members.

12.4

At least 10 Working Days' prior written notice of any proposed meeting of the Members (in relation
to the HDV) shall be given to each Member provided that a shorter period of notice may be given
with the written approval of each Member. Unless otherwise agreed by each Member, each such
notice shall specify the date, time and place of the meeting which shall be in the Borough (save in
the circumstances set out in Clause 12.6) and a meeting agenda identifying the matters to be
discussed and shall be accompanied by copies of any materials to be discussed at the meeting.
Any matter to be decided at the Members' Meeting not appearing in the agenda shall not be
decided upon unless each of the Members agrees.
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12.5

12.6

12.7

Subject to Clauses 13 and 26:12.5.1

the quorum for any meeting of the Members shall be both of the Members and there shall
be no quorum unless both of the Members are represented by a duly authorised person;

12.5.2

no business shall be transacted at any Members' Meeting unless there is a quorum; and

12.5.3

resolutions of the Members of the HDV shall only be passed where each Member votes in
favour of the resolution.

Unless otherwise agreed unanimously by the Members:12.6.1

a telephone conference call or video conference or a combination of the same, at which
all participants are able to speak to and hear each of the other participants and at which
for all times a quorum of the Members is able to so participate, shall be valid as a
Members' Meeting provided that such medium of communication for the Members'
Meeting has been approved unanimously by both Members; and

12.6.2

a resolution in writing (which includes e-mail or other electronic format and which may be
in counterparts) signed by each Member (which in respect of electronic resolutions shall
be by way of electronic signature) shall be as valid as if it had been passed at a
Members' Meeting duly convened and held.

HDV Parties
12.7.1

Subject to Clause 12.7.2, the provisions of this Clause 12 shall apply mutatis mutandis to
each HDV Party, provided that references in this Clause 12 to the HDV shall be
construed as being references to such HDV Party, references to HDV Board shall be
construed as being references to the board of such HDV Party; and references to the
HDV Business shall be construed as being references to the business of such HDV Party.

12.7.2

For the avoidance of doubt, any reference to a Member in this Clause 12 (insofar as it
applies to an HDV Party) shall continue to be a reference to such Member, and shall not
be construed as a reference to the members of such HDV Party. As set out in the
Delegation Policy, decisions of Members are taken by the Members regardless of
whether the relevant decision is to be made by or on behalf of HDV, InvLP, a DevLLP or
any other HDV Party.

12.7.3

In relation to Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3, where there is any
inconsistency or conflict between the terms of this Clause 12 and the articles of
association of Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 respectively, this
Clause 12 shall take precedence.

13.

MEMBER CONFLICTS

13.1

Where there is a Council Conflict Matter in relation to the HDV to be considered by the Members,
the Council (represented by a duly authorised person) shall be entitled to attend and speak at a
Members' Meeting at which the Council Conflict Matter is considered but shall not be entitled to
count in the quorum for or vote on the Council Conflict Matter (whether the vote is taken at the
Members' Meeting or otherwise). Where a vote is being taken in these circumstances at a meeting
of the Members, the Council (represented by a duly authorised person) shall absent itself from the
meeting to enable the vote to take place in its absence. In such circumstances the provisions of
Clause 12.5 shall apply save that the PSP (represented by a duly authorised person) shall
constitute a quorum and shall be entitled to make any decision in relation to the HDV, acting in its
sole discretion, in respect of the Council Conflict Matter.

13.2

Where there is a PSP Conflict Matter in relation to the HDV to be considered by the Members, the
PSP (represented by a duly authorised person) shall be entitled to attend and speak at a Members'
Meeting at which the PSP Conflict Matter is considered but shall not be entitled to count in the
quorum for or vote on the PSP Conflict Matter (whether the vote is taken at the Members' Meeting
or otherwise). Where a vote is being taken in these circumstances at a meeting of the Members,
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the PSP (represented by a duly authorised person) shall absent itself from the meeting to enable
the vote to take place in its absence. In such circumstances the provisions of Clause 12.5 shall
apply save that the Council (represented by a duly authorised person) shall constitute a quorum
and shall be entitled to make any decision in relation to the HDV, acting in its sole discretion, in
respect of the PSP Conflict Matter.
13.3

HDV Parties
13.3.1

The provisions of this Clause 13 shall apply mutatis mutandis to each HDV Party,
provided that references in this Clause 13 to the HDV shall be construed as being
references to such HDV Party;

13.3.2

For the avoidance of doubt, any reference to a Member in this Clause 13 (insofar as it
applies to an HDV Party) shall continue to be a reference to such Member, and shall not
be construed as a reference to the members of such HDV Party.

13.3.3

In relation Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3, where there is any
inconsistency or conflict between the terms of this Clause 13 and the articles of
association of Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 respectively, this
Clause 13 shall take precedence.

14.

MANAGEMENT OF THE HDV'S AFFAIRS

14.1

Business of the HDV
The Members and the HDV shall procure that the business of the HDV shall consist exclusively of
the Business.

14.2

Member Obligations
14.2.1

82373586.13\OM

Each Member undertakes to the other that, in its capacity as a Member, it shall use its
reasonable endeavours (insofar as it is lawfully able by the exercise of its rights and
powers) to procure that:(a)

it at all times carries out its duties as a Member observing the highest standards
of efficiency, economy and integrity;

(b)

it acts in a manner that is consistent with and exercises all voting rights and
other powers of control available to it in relation to the HDV and each HDV
Party so as to procure (insofar as it is lawfully able by the exercise of such
rights and powers) that the HDV and each HDV Party complies with the
provisions of the Project Agreements and any other agreements to which it is a
party;

(c)

it, the HDV and each HDV Party complies at all times with the Procurement
Policy, the Delegation Policy and the Business Plans in all material respects
(except to the extent that any of the foregoing contradicts the main body of this
Agreement);

(d)

it, the HDV and each HDV Party acts in a manner consistent with achievement
of its Objectives (as applicable to such HDV Party, in accordance with the terms
of this Agreement);

(e)

it notifies the HDV and each HDV Party immediately on becoming aware of any
matter which it considers (acting reasonably) is likely to materially affect the
HDV and relevant HDV Party (where applicable) and/or the HDV's and relevant
HDV Party's (where applicable) business or any arrangement or proposed
arrangement between the HDV (or any HDV Party) and any of the Members;
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(f)

each Nominee it appoints will, at all times, act in the best interests of the HDV
and the Business when acting in its capacity as Nominee and will, at all times,
comply with the terms of this Agreement;

(g)

each nominee or director (as applicable) it appoints to the board of an HDV
Party will, at all times, act in the best interests of such HDV Party and its
business when acting in its capacity as a nominee or director (as applicable)
and will, at all times, comply with the terms of this Agreement;

(h)

it acts in a manner that shall promote the Business of and acts at all times in
good faith towards, and co-operates with, the HDV, each HDV Party and the
other Members and enter into such agreements in their own names as are
referred in the Business Plans;

(i)

it does not enter into any transaction at an undervalue with or on behalf of the
HDV or an HDV Party without the approval of the HDV or such HDV Party (as
applicable) (and such approval shall be deemed given where this is in
accordance with the Delegation Policy);

(j)

the HDV and each HDV Party maintains true and accurate accounts of all
transactions in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
("IFRS"), the Act and (to the extent that the same applies to the relevant party)
Part 15 of the Companies Act and makes available both draft and final copies of
such accounts to Members on reasonable request;

(k)

the HDV and each HDV Party maintains adequate insurance (with a reputable
insurer) against risks as determined by the HDV (in accordance with the
Delegation Policy) as appropriate including third party liability insurance and
otherwise in accordance with Clause 45;

(l)

the HDV and each HDV Party opens the accounts specified in Schedule 5 in its
name with the Bank and that any transactions carried out by the HDV or such
HDV Party (as applicable) are carried out through one of these accounts in
accordance with the provisions of Schedule 5;

(m)

the HDV and each HDV Party shall take appropriate action (including, without
limitation, pursuing legal proceedings) in the event of negligence or material
misconduct on the part of any of its contractors, advisors or agents or any other
third party;

(n)

the HDV shall adopt the Business Plans and update the HDV Business Plan
and the Social and Economic Business Plan at least annually, subject always to
Clause 18.2.1;

(o)

the HDV and DevLLP shall adopt the first Development Business Plan and
subsequent Development Business Plan(s) and the DevLLP shall update the
Development Business Plan(s) at least every six months and in accordance
with this Agreement, subject always to Clause 18.3.1;

(p)

the HDV and InvLP shall adopt the first Investment Business Plan and InvLP
shall update the Investment Business Plan at least every six months and in
accordance with this Agreement, subject always to Clause 18.4.1;

(q)

the HDV and each HDV Party complies with the Act (or Partnership Act as
applicable), the Regulations and (to the extent that the same applies to the
HDV) the Companies Act and all other applicable laws, regulations and
requirements of any competent jurisdiction or authority affecting them, their
businesses and the content of the Business Plans;
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14.3

(r)

any person employed, engaged or contracted by the HDV and each HDV Party
complies with the terms of their engagement and (to the extent relevant) the
Business Plans and the Delegation Policy;

(s)

the HDV and each HDV Party adopts the Procurement Policy in accordance
with Clause 1.1 and procures works, equipment, goods and services in
accordance with the principles of value for money and best practice;

(t)

the HDV and each HDV Party shall document its decision-making process and
maintain appropriate audit trails for decisions made; and

(u)

the HDV and (to the extent applicable) each HDV Party complies with the HDV
Policies in all material respects.

HDV Obligations
14.3.1

The HDV shall comply with the Act, the Regulations and (to the extent that the same
applies to the HDV) the Companies Act and all other applicable laws, regulations and
requirements of any competent jurisdiction or authority affecting the HDV, its Business
and the content of the Business Plans.

14.3.2

Without prejudice to the provisions of Clause 14.2, the HDV undertakes to the other
Parties to this Agreement to use all reasonable endeavours to enforce the terms of the
Project Agreements to which the HDV is a party from time to time, save where the HDV
Board resolves that to enforce the terms of a Project Agreement is not in the best
interests of the HDV.

14.3.3

No payment shall be made by the HDV and no cheque or payment instruction of the HDV
shall be signed other than in accordance with the mandates (general or specific)
authorised by the HDV Board from time to time and in accordance with the Delegation
Policy.

14.3.4

The HDV shall conduct its Business and affairs in a proper and efficient manner for its
own benefit:-

14.3.5
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(a)

in accordance with the Delegation Policy (except to the extent that the same
contradicts the terms of the main body of this Agreement);

(b)

in accordance with the Procurement Policy (except to the extent that the same
contradicts the terms of the main body of this Agreement);

(c)

in accordance with the HDV Policies;

(d)

in accordance with the PSP Global Minimum Requirements;

(e)

in a manner consistent with its Objectives; and

(f)

otherwise in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

The HDV shall at all times exercise its powers and shall use best endeavours to comply
with the Business Plans (for the avoidance of doubt including any outlined or detailed
planning obligations contained in them) in all material respects (except to the extent that
the same contradicts the terms of the main body of this Agreement) and except to the
extent that continuing to pursue the Business Plans would adversely impact the
achievement of the HDV's Objectives due to changing market conditions or project
circumstances in which case the Business Plans shall be updated in accordance with
Clause 18 provided that the best endeavours obligation will not require a Member to act
contrary to its legitimate business interests or incur financial liability over that as set out in
the Business Plans.
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14.4

14.3.6

The HDV shall, if it requires any statutory or third party approval, consent or licence for
the carrying on of its Business in the places and in the manner in which it is from time to
time carried on or proposed to be carried on, use all reasonable endeavours to obtain,
comply with and maintain the same in full force and effect.

14.3.7

Neither the HDV nor any HDV Party shall make political donations.

HDV Parties
14.4.1

14.4.2

14.5

The Members and the HDV (insofar as they are able by the exercise of their rights and
powers) shall procure that each HDV Party shall (from the date of its incorporation)
comply with the provisions of Clause 14.3 as if it applied mutatis mutandis to each HDV
Party, provided that references in Clause 14.3 to:(a)

the HDV shall be construed as being references to such HDV Party;

(b)

the HDV Board shall be construed as being references to the board of
nominees or directors (as applicable) of such HDV Party;

(c)

Nominees shall be construed as being references to nominees or directors (as
applicable) on the board of such HDV Party;

(d)

the HDV's Business shall be construed as being references to the HDV Party's
business;

(e)

the Objectives shall be construed as being references to the Objectives of the
relevant HDV Party; and

(f)

the Business Plans shall be construed as being references to the Business
Plans insofar as they apply to the relevant HDV Party.

In relation to Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3, where there is any
inconsistency or conflict between the terms of this Clause 14.4 and the articles of
association of Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3 respectively, this
Clause 14.4 shall take precedence.

PSP Obligations (Social Impact Vehicle)

6

14.5.1

For the purposes of this Clause 14.5 the phrase "Social Impact Vehicle" means a
Community Interest Company (or such other type of entity as the PSP and the Council
shall consider appropriate from time to time) that shall be an HDV Subsidiary whose
purpose operation and governance is intended to be on the basis set out in the remainder
of this Clause 14.5 which shall be set up within three months after the Investment
Portfolio Transfer Date or such other date as the Parties shall agree.

14.5.2

The PSP intends to invest £20 million in the Social Impact Vehicle over the duration of the
HDV.

14.5.3

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

14.5.4

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

14.5.5

The HDV shall procure that the Social Impact Vehicle will be run as an investment fund,
with funds allocated with the intention of securing repayment of capital back to the fund
and its investors, and a level of return (which may include a philanthropic component). A
formal fund mandate and terms of investment will be developed by the HDV in
accordance with the Social and Economic Business Plan.

6

This Clause sets out the principles of the SIV and may need to be updated to reflect ongoing discussions about the specific nature of
the SIV and how it will be managed.
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14.5.6

The HDV shall procure that a governance structure will be set up for the Social Impact
Vehicle reflecting its nature as an investment fund, and intention to involve wider
community representation.

14.5.7

The PSP shall procure that a general manager and investment manager will be seconded
from the PSP on terms to be agreed between the PSP and the HDV to assist in the initial
establishment of the Social Impact Vehicle, with the intention that it will become selfsustaining in respect of its administrative and management costs after the first 12-24
months.

14.5.8

The PSP, as the “Cornerstone Investor” in the Social Impact Vehicle recognises this is a
higher risk investment category and not all monies may be returned to the PSP.

14.5.9

Whilst the PSP is a Member, it is its intention that any additional financial returns that
would be payable to the PSP from the social impact investments made by the Social
Impact Vehicle will be reinvested by the PSP in the Social Impact Vehicle. The PSP
acknowledges that other investors may have different intentions as regards reinvestment
of returns and accordingly the HDV shall set up the Social Impact Vehicle to be flexible
and cater for different potential investor requirements.

14.5.10 If the HDV Board determines that the Social Impact Vehicle is failing to operate effectively
during the life of the HDV and is not successful in delivering its investment mandate, then
PSP's intention at the date of this Agreement will be to invest the balance remaining in
the original intended £20m, in a similar phased manner in alternative approaches to
pursue the HDV’s socio-economic aims. This alternative PSP investment would also need
to be made on a recovery of capital and return type basis, and the PSP would similarly
commit to reinvest any returns whilst the PSP is a Member.
14.5.11 If the HDV Board determines that the Social Impact Vehicle is operating satisfactorily
through the life of the HDV and delivers its investment mandate, the PSP intends to keep
the intended £20 million invested (or such other total amount invested by the PSP at the
time including reinvestment of returns to date) in the Social Impact Vehicle as a long-term
legacy of the HDV and the PSP involvement which would be capable of surviving the
winding up of the HDV if so desired by the Members. From the point that the PSP is no
longer a Member then the PSP would have the option to receive returns from its
investment in the Social Impact Vehicle as income, i.e. not to be obligated to reinvest
these returns in the Social Impact Vehicle.
14.5.12 Should the HDV or the HDV Subsidiaries acquire Category 2 Properties or Category 3
Properties from the Council for the HDV or the HDV Subsidiaries to then develop,
pursuant to the Development Framework Agreement or an analogous agreement for the
Category 2 Properties or Category 3 Properties where the HDV or the HDV Subsidiaries
acquire a land interest in the Category 2 Properties or Category 3 Properties, the PSP
intends to increase its contribution to the Social Impact Vehicle, provided that these
further sites meet the viability requirements of the HDV Business Plan. The intention in
this scenario is for additional contributions to be committed by the PSP once the relevant
Category 2 Properties or Category 3 Properties have been acquired by the HDV or the
HDV Subsidiaries and the relevant amounts paid out upon Practical Completion of the
relevant Phase. (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
14.6

HDV, InvLP and DevLLP Authority
14.6.1

Subject always to the provisions of this Agreement, the HDV shall have full power and
authority to carry out all and any of the Objectives of the HDV and do all acts and things
which the HDV may in its absolute discretion consider necessary or desirable (including,
without limitation, executing, delivering and performing all contracts and other
undertakings and participating in any activities and transactions) pursuant to the
Business.

14.6.2

Subject always to the provisions of this Agreement, InvLP shall have full power and
authority to carry out all and any of the InvLP Objectives, and any of the HDV Objectives
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insofar as they relate to the Investment Portfolio and do all acts and things which InvLP
may in its absolute discretion consider necessary or desirable (including, without
limitation, executing, delivering and performing all contracts and other undertakings and
participating in any activities and transactions) pursuant to the business of InvLP.
14.6.3

Subject always to the provisions of this Agreement, DevLLP shall have full power and
authority to carry out all and any of the DevLLP Objectives, and any of the HDV
Objectives insofar as they relate to the relevant Development Site(s), and do all acts and
things which DevLLP may in its absolute discretion consider necessary or desirable
(including, without limitation, executing, delivering and performing all contracts and other
undertakings and participating in any activities and transactions) pursuant to the business
of DevLLP.

14.6.4

It is intended that (save where otherwise agreed by the Members) DevLLP shall act as a
developer in respect of the Category 1A Properties and enter into direct contractual
arrangements with contractors in accordance with the Procurement Policy and otherwise
in accordance with Clause 15.

15.

PROCUREMENT OF SUPPLY CHAIN

15.1

The HDV, DevLLP, InvLP and each HDV Party shall each adopt the Procurement Policy in
accordance with Clause 2.1.

15.2

The Procurement Policy shall be updated by the HDV from time to time and the HDV and each
HDV Party shall, at all times, comply with the Procurement Policy when procuring works, goods
and/or services and proposing to enter into contractual arrangements in relation to the provision of
such works, goods and/or services.

15.3

The Procurement Policy as the same may be updated pursuant to Clause 15.2 shall at all times
incorporate the principles set out below:15.3.1

works, equipment, goods and services shall be procured in accordance with the principles
of value for money, transparency and best practice;

15.3.2

the relevant HDV Party shall maintain a written record of the reasons for making any
single direct appointment for the provision of works, goods and/or services, where a
competitive process has not been followed; and

15.3.3

the relevant HDV Party shall use reasonable endeavours to maximise the social and
economic benefits for the Borough through its procurement activity including (without
limitation): use of local contractors, suppliers and labour based in the Borough; and the
promotion and development of the Borough and local contractor supply chain initiatives.

15.4

The Members (insofar as they are able by the exercise of their rights and powers) shall procure
that each HDV Party shall from the Effective Date comply with the provisions of this Clause 15.

16.

RESTRICTIONS ON ACTIVITIES OF THE PSP

16.1

Opportunities
16.1.1

For such period as the PSP holds a Member Interest and subject always to Clauses
16.1.2 and 16.1.3, in the event that the PSP or member of the PSP's Group is presented
with, is aware of or becomes aware of, any opportunity to enhance or add value
(including any opportunity to acquire any interest) to the Business within the Borough by
reference to the Business Plans in place at the date of such opportunity (the
"Opportunity"), the following provisions shall apply:
(a)
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such information as it shall reasonably require in order to appraise the
Opportunity;
(b)

the HDV Board shall have ten (10) Working Days ("Opportunity Period") from
the later of:
(i)

the date the Opportunity is notified in writing to the HDV Board; and

(ii)

the date that the information referred to in Clause 16.1.1(a) is
provided,

to consider and decide if the HDV wishes to pursue the Opportunity or not;

16.1.2

(c)

in the event that the HDV Board elects to pursue the Opportunity, the HDV
Board shall issue a notice to the Members before the expiry of the Opportunity
Period advising that it will pursue the Opportunity including the equity
contributions required from each Member and subject to Clause 16.1.1(d) the
PSP will not pursue such Opportunity; and

(d)

if no notice is issued by the HDV Board prior to the expiry of the Opportunity
Period, or if the HDV Board subsequently advises the PSP that it is no longer
pursuing the Opportunity, or if the HDV has not entered into legal agreements
relating to the same within 3 months of the expiry of the Opportunity Period as a
result of its failure to diligently progress the Opportunity, the PSP shall be
entitled to pursue such Opportunity for itself.

Clause 16.1.1 shall be subject to the following provisions:
(a)

Clause 16.1.1 shall not apply to any site or interest which is owned by the PSP
or any member of the PSP's Group or which is the subject of an agreement to
acquire (or equivalent) in each case entered into prior to 21 March 2016;

(b)

where the Opportunity relates to an interest which has been acquired by the
PSP or the PSP's Group (the "Owner") and the HDV Board elects to pursue the
Opportunity then such Owner shall transfer the relevant interest to an entity
nominated by the HDV Board at the request of the HDV Board and the
consideration for such transfer shall be:
(i)

the price paid by the Owner when it acquired such interest, where
such acquisition was completed or agreement to acquire was entered
into prior to the date of this Agreement; or

(ii)

in all other circumstances the market value,

and for the purposes of this Clause 16.1.2 only "market value" shall mean the
market value that a third party purchaser would be willing to pay for the relevant
interest in the open market assuming a willing seller and a willing purchaser and
otherwise in accordance with the edition of RICS Valuation Standards that is
current at the relevant valuation date as such market value is agreed between
the PSP and the Council or, in the absence of agreement within ten (10)
Working Days, determined by an Expert.
16.1.3
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The provisions of Clause 16.1 shall not apply to:
(b)

the opportunity at High Road West; or

(c)

opportunities where only construction works and/or pre-construction services
and/or consultancy services provided by the PSP Group and in which the PSP
Group has no developer interest.
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16.2

The PSP shall not and shall procure that no member of the PSP Group shall do or omit to do
anything to bring the standing of any HDV Party or the Council (as applicable) into serious
disrepute or to attract material adverse publicity for any HDV Party or the Council (as applicable)
and the following provisions shall apply:16.2.1

the obligations of the PSP shall apply for the duration of this Agreement and, thereafter,
until the expiry of two (2) calendar years following the PSP (or any member of the PSP
Group) ceasing to be a member of the HDV;

16.2.2

where an event occurs which does, in the reasonable opinion of the Council, bring the
standing of any HDV Party or the Council (as applicable) into serious disrepute or attracts
material adverse publicity for any HDV Party or the Council (as applicable) (an "Adverse
Reputation Event"), the Council shall be entitled to serve written notice on the PSP
setting out its concerns, such notice to be served within 5 Working Days of the Adverse
Reputation Event occurring;

16.2.3

the Council shall be entitled to serve notice on the PSP within 10 Working Days of the
date upon which the written notice referred to in Clause 16.2.2 was served requiring the
PSP to prepare a remedial plan to remedy the Adverse Reputation Event and specifying
a reasonable timescale for the preparation of such remedial plan having regard to the
nature of the event;

16.2.4

the PSP shall provide the Council with the remedial plan within the timescale provided in
Clause 16.2.3 and the Council shall, acting reasonably having regard to the nature of the
Adverse Reputation Event and its potential impact:(a)

approve or amend the remedial plan; and

(b)

specify a timetable for implementation of the plan and activities contained
therein;

16.2.5

if the PSP fails to provide the remedial plan in the timescales set out in Clause 16.2.3, or
the Council fails to approve or amend such plan, or specify a timetable for implementation
of such plan pursuant to Clauses 16.2.4(a) and 16.2.4(b), or if the PSP and Council fail to
agree the remedial plan within 10 Working Days of the PSP providing such plan pursuant
to Clause 16.2.4, such matter shall be deemed to be a Deadlock Matter and the
provisions of Clauses 25.1 to 25.5 shall apply;

16.2.6

the remedial plan (agreed by the Parties or determined by the Expert, as applicable) (the
"Adverse Reputation Event Remedial Plan") shall specify:(a)

the actions to be undertaken by the PSP;

(b)

the timescales within which those actions are to be effected; and

(c)

the period of time during which the impact of the activities within the Adverse
Reputation Event Remedial Plan shall be assessed (the "Impact Assessment
Period"),

and the PSP shall undertake those actions identified within the Adverse Reputation Event
Remedial Plan within the timescales specified therein; and
16.2.7
16.3

the PSP and the Council shall co-operate and act in good faith towards one another in
meeting their obligations under this Clause 16.2.

Subject to Clause 16.4, the Council shall not do or omit to do anything to bring the standing of any
HDV Party or the PSP (as applicable) into serious disrepute or to attract material adverse publicity
for any HDV party or the PSP (as applicable) and the following provisions shall apply:
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16.3.1

the obligations of the Council shall apply for the duration of this Agreement and thereafter
until the expiry of two (2) calendar years following the Council ceasing to be a member of
the HDV;

16.3.2

where an event occurs which does in the reasonable opinion of the PSP bring the
standing of any HDV Party or the PSP (as applicable) into serious disrepute or attracts
material adverse publicity for any HDV Party or the PSP (as applicable) (an "PSP
Reputation Event") the PSP shall be entitled to serve written notice on the Council
setting out its concerns;

16.3.3

the PSP shall be entitled to serve notice on the Council within ten (10) Working Days of
the date upon which the written notice referred to in Clause 16.3.2 was served requiring
the Council to make a written proposal as to proposed actions to remedy the PSP
Reputation Event and specifying a reasonable timescale to carry out such actions
("Actions");

16.3.4

subject to the Actions being within the control of the Council and subject always to Clause
31 of this Agreement the Council shall undertake the Actions within the proposed
timescales with a view to remedying the PSP Reputation Event; and

16.3.5

the PSP and the Council shall co-operate and act in good faith towards one another in
meeting their respective obligations under this Clause 16.3.

16.4

The Parties acknowledge the autonomous relationship between the Council and its Members and
agree that Clause 16.3 shall apply only to officers and employees of the Council. Furthermore,
Clause 16.3 shall not apply where the Council is acting legitimately in accordance with its statutory
functions (such as undertaking an enforcement action in its capacity as planning authority).

17.

FINANCIAL MATTERS AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION

17.1

The HDV shall (and shall procure that each HDV Party shall), in relation to its financial statements,
adopt accounting policies and/or principles in accordance with IFRS or its successors and shall
comply with the Act, the Regulations and (to the extent that the same applies to the HDV) Part 15
of the Companies Act.

17.2

Each of the Members shall be entitled to:17.2.1

examine (and take copies of) at any time upon the provision of reasonable notice all
documents, information, records, separate books and accounts of any description held by
the HDV and each HDV Party and each Member shall be allowed access to the building
premises of any HDV Party and any employees of any HDV Party for these purposes;

17.2.2

be supplied with all information regarding the Business, including (without limitation)
monthly management accounts and operating statistics records and other trading and
financial information relating to the HDV and the other HDV Parties, in such form as the
Members may reasonably require; and

17.2.3

be kept properly informed about the business and affairs of the HDV and each HDV
Party.

17.3

The HDV's annual budget for each Accounting Period shall form part of the HDV Business Plan
and shall be reviewed by the HDV Board at least every three months.

17.4

The HDV and each HDV Party shall at all times keep proper books of account and make true and
complete entries of all its dealings and transactions of and in relation to its business.

17.5

The HDV shall supply each of the Members with the following information:17.5.1
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17.6

17.5.2

the audited statutory accounts of the HDV and each HDV Party for each Accounting
Period as soon as practicable and, at the latest, by five months after the Accounting
Period to which they relate; and

17.5.3

Quarterly cash flow statements and cash flow forecasts for the HDV and each HDV Party
as soon as practical and at the latest by ten (10) Working Days after the end of each
Quarter.

Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 32:17.6.1

each Member may disclose information received from the HDV, any HDV Party or a
Nominee to its auditors and/or (in the case of the Council), to its external auditors; and

17.6.2

the HDV and each HDV Party shall permit all records thereof to be examined and copied
from time to time by a Member's auditor and its or their representatives and/or by the
Council's external auditors (or their representatives).

17.7

Without prejudice to Clause 24, a Member shall immediately notify the other in writing if it becomes
aware of anything which it considers (acting reasonably) is likely to adversely affect its ability to
comply with its obligations in accordance with this Agreement.

18.

BUSINESS PLANS AND PROGRESS MONITORING

18.1

Business Plans
18.1.1

Save as set out in the Project Agreements, nothing in any Business Plan shall constitute
a financial commitment by a Member (including but not limited to any item which is
intended to lead to a financial obligation/delayed financial return in respect of a Member,
guarantee or reinvestment receipts) unless such commitment has been:
(a)

expressly flagged as a financial commitment requiring approval in the Business
Plan; and

(b)

such identified financial commitment has been specifically approved by the
Members,

and the Development Manager shall be responsible pursuant to the Development
Management Agreement for managing the amendment process of the Business Plans
and the process of obtaining Member approval.
18.2

HDV Business Plan and Social and Economic Business Plan
18.2.1

Subject to Clause 18.1, the first HDV Business Plan and the Social and Economic
Business Plan are in the Agreed Form and are hereby adopted by the HDV and such
HDV Business Plan and Social and Economic Business Plan shall be reviewed and
updated within 6 months of the date of this Agreement by the HDV Board. Thereafter, the
HDV Board shall, no earlier than 60 Working Days and no later than 30 Working Days
before the end of each Accounting Period, prepare (or procure the preparation of),
finalise, agree and circulate to the Members a draft HDV Business Plan and draft Social
and Economic Business Plan for the next following Accounting Period which shall comply
with the relevant provisions of Schedule 2 (Form of Business Plans). The Members shall
use all reasonable endeavours to seek to agree such draft HDV Business Plan and draft
Social and Economic Business Plan (making any amendments they may unanimously
agree) and to adopt them as the formal HDV Business Plan and Social and Economic
Business Plan within 30 Working Days of the date they are first circulated to the
Members.

18.2.2

The draft HDV Business Plan and draft Social and Economic Business Plan circulated
under Clause 18.2.1 (with such amendments thereto as may be agreed by the Members)
shall replace the then current HDV Business Plan and Social and Economic Business
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Plan as the formal HDV Business Plan and Social and Economic Business Plan of the
HDV upon the date of the Members' approval to it in accordance with Clause 18.2.1.

18.3

18.4

18.2.3

Subject to Clause 18.7, until such time as it is replaced in accordance with Clause 18.2.2,
the HDV Business Plan and Social and Economic Business Plan that have most recently
been adopted as the formal HDV Business Plan and Social and Economic Business Plan
pursuant to Clause 18.2.2 shall continue to be the formal binding HDV Business Plan and
Social and Economic Business Plan.

18.2.4

Where the draft HDV Business Plan and/or draft Social and Economic Business Plan
circulated under Clause 18.2.1 have not been approved by the Members by the date 6
calendar months following the start of the Accounting Period to which it relates, then
either the Council or the PSP shall be entitled to serve written notice on the other stating
that the matter shall be deemed to be a Deadlock Matter and Clause 25 shall apply.

Development Business Plan(s)
18.3.1

Subject to Clause 18.1, the Development Business Plans for the Category 1 Properties
7
are in the Agreed Form and are hereby adopted by DevLLP.

18.3.2

The DevLLP Board shall procure that each of the Development Business Plans referred
to in Clause 18.3.1 are reviewed and updated at least once every 12 months (or upon the
occurrence of any event that has a material political, legislative, commercial or economic
impact on the content of the Business Plan) and shall seek the consent of the Members,
acting unanimously, to any Business Plan Material Variation.
It is, however,
acknowledged that the DevLLP Board shall have the delegated authority to progress (and
procure the progression of) each Development Site in accordance with the staged
approvals process set out in Schedule 2 (Services) of the Development Management
Agreement, subject always to the provisions of the Delegation Policy.

18.3.3

In relation to any other Development Business Plans for future Development Sites (or
parts thereof) identified in accordance with Schedule 3 (Future Opportunities) of the Land
Assembly Agreement or Clause 16.1 (Opportunities), the DevLLP Board shall procure the
preparation of a draft Development Business Plan for approval by the Members. Once
any such Development Business Plan is approved by the Members it shall be progressed
by the DevLLP Board. Any Business Plan Material Variation to such Development
Business Plan shall require the consent of the Members, acting unanimously. It is,
however, acknowledged that the DevLLP Board shall have the delegated authority to
progress (and procure the progression of) each Development Site in accordance with the
staged approvals set out in Schedule 2 (Services) of the Development Management
Agreement, subject always to the provisions of the Delegation Policy.

18.3.4

Until such time as it is replaced in accordance with Clause 18.3.2 or 18.3.3 (as
applicable), the relevant Development Business Plan that has most recently been
adopted pursuant to Clause 18.3.2 or 18.3.3 (as applicable) shall continue to be the
relevant formal binding Development Business Plan.

Investment Business Plan
18.4.1

7

Subject to Clause 18.1, the first Investment Business Plan is in the Agreed Form and is
hereby adopted by InvLP. Following the Effective Date, the InvLP Board shall, no earlier
than 60 Working Days and no later than 30 Working Days before the end of each
Accounting Period, prepare (or procure the preparation of), finalise, agree and circulate to
the Members a draft Investment Business Plan for the next following Accounting Period
which shall comply with the relevant provisions of Schedule 2 (Form of Business Plans).
The Members shall use all reasonable endeavours to agree such draft Investment
Business Plan (making any amendments they may unanimously agree) and to adopt it as
the formal Investment Business Plan within 30 Working Days of the date it is first
circulated to the Members.

PMDN: Subject to confirmation of Business Plans.
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18.5

18.4.2

Any draft Investment Business Plan circulated pursuant to Clause 18.4.1 (with such
amendments thereto as may be agreed by the Members) shall replace the then current
Investment Business Plan as the formal Investment Business Plan of InvLP and the HDV
upon the date of the Members' approval of it in accordance with Clause 18.4.1.

18.4.3

Until such time as it is replaced in accordance with Clause 18.4.2, the Investment
Business Plan that has most recently been adopted as the formal Investment Business
Plan pursuant to Clause 18.4.2 shall continue to be the formal binding Investment
Business Plan.

18.4.4

Where the draft Investment Business Plan circulated under Clause 18.4.1 has not been
approved by the Members by the date 6 calendar months following the start of the
Accounting Period to which it relates then either the Council or the PSP shall be entitled
to serve written notice on the other stating that the matter shall be deemed to be a
Deadlock Matter and Clause 25 shall apply.

Progress Monitoring
18.5.1

Progress against the HDV Business Plan and the Social and Economic Business Plan
shall be reviewed at Quarterly meetings of the HDV Board called in accordance with
Clause 8.

18.5.2

Progress against each Development Business Plan shall be reviewed at Quarterly
meetings of the DevLLP Board called in accordance with Clause 8.

18.5.3

Progress against each Investment Business Plan shall be reviewed at Quarterly meetings
of the InvLP Board called in accordance with Clause 8.

18.5.4

If, at any HDV Board Meeting convened under Clauses 18.5.1 to 18.5.3 (inclusive) above,
either the Council Nominee(s) or the PSP Nominee(s), in their reasonable opinion,
believes that there has been a material failure of:(a)

DevLLP to comply with its relevant Development Business Plan; or

(b)

InvLP to comply with the Investment Business Plan,

the HDV Board shall meet with the Development Manager (in the case of a failure to
comply with any Development Business Plan) or the Asset Manager (in the case of a
failure to comply with the Investment Business Plan) to discuss appropriate action to
immediately rectify the relevant failure and/or mitigate the effects of such failure as far as
possible, which may include a review of the Development Manager's and/or Asset
Manager's service, and to determine whether there has been a breach of a Project
Agreement in relation thereto.
18.6

Subject to Clause 18.7, any variations to:18.6.1

the HDV Business Plan or the Social and Economic Business Plan;

18.6.2

a Development Business Plan; and/or

18.6.3

an Investment Business Plan,
shall be effective only if approved by the Members in accordance with Clause 12;

18.7

Incorporation of the HDV Business Plan into the Investment Business Plan and
Development Business Plans
The Investment Business Plan, any Development Business Plans and the Social and Economic
Business Plan shall conform with the terms set out in the HDV Business Plan from time to time.
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Upon a draft HDV Business Plan and/or the Social and Economic Business Plan being approved in
accordance with this Clause 18, or an approved Investment Business Plan or Development
Business Plan being validly varied or updated in accordance with this Clause 18, the Investment
Business Plan and any Development Business Plans shall be deemed to have been amended on
and with effect from the date of the same insofar as such amendments to the Investment Business
Plan and any Development Business Plans are necessary in order to ensure that the Investment
Business Plan and any Development Business Plans are fully consistent, and do not conflict, with
the HDV Business Plan and/or the Social and Economic Business Plan. The contents of the HDV
Business Plan shall be deemed to have been consolidated into the Investment Business Plan and
any Development Business Plans automatically from time to time in accordance with this
Clause 18.7.
18.8

Contractor Framework Agreement
18.8.1

On the Effective Date, the HDV shall enter into the Contractor Framework Agreement
with LLC.

18.8.2

On or before the Investment Portfolio Transfer Date, the HDV shall seek to appoint
consultants as the Independent Cost Consultant, Independent Programme Auditor and
the Development Solicitor to provide the relevant Services. Unless and until the HDV
appoints such persons to provide the relevant Services, a Development Business Plan
8
for a Development Site shall not be updated (and DevLLP Board and the HDV Parties
shall not proceed to procure such an update) pursuant to this Clause 18.8.

18.8.3

The HDV shall not terminate the appointment of any member of the Independent
Verification Team or the appointment of the Development Solicitor without having
appointed a replacement of the relevant consultant (save where immediate termination of
the appointment of the relevant consultant is considered necessary by the HDV, acting
reasonably, in which case the HDV shall seek to appoint a replacement as soon as
reasonably practicable following such termination).

18.8.4

Subject to Clause 18.8.2, prior to the commencement of any relevant activity in relation to
a Development Site, the DevLLP Board shall procure that the Development Manager
provides a proposed update to the relevant Development Business Plan to include a
9
proposed Procurement Recommendation for the relevant Development Site.

18.8.5

The HDV shall procure that during the development of the proposed update to the
relevant Development Business Plan pursuant to Clause 18.8.4, the Development
Manager, the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor shall liaise
with one another in relation to the proposed update in accordance with their respective
Appointments.

18.8.6

The DevLLP Board may provide comments on the proposed update to the relevant
Development Business Plan provided by the Development Manager pursuant to Clause
18.8.4 no later than the date falling [INSERT] days after receipt thereof by the DevLLP
Board and the DevLLP Board shall procure that the Development Manager shall, in
accordance with the terms of the Development Management Agreement, consider such
comments and either:

18.8.7

(a)

confirm that the proposed update will remain as originally submitted by the
Development Manager pursuant to Clause 18.8.4; or

(b)

issue a revised proposed update to the DevLLP Board to which the provisions
of Clause 18.8.5 and this Clause 18.8.6 shall apply.

Where:

8

It will need to be made clear for governance purposes that, where there is a reference to "DevLLP Board" in this clause 18.7 that this is
to be to the DevLLP Board who owns the Development Business Plan for the relevant Development Site. Terminology to be discussed.
9
DMA to be updated to reflect services referred to as DM services in this Agreement.
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(a)

the relevant proposed update is confirmed by the Development Manager
pursuant to Clause 18.8.6(a); or

(b)

the DevLLP Board does not provide any comments on the relevant proposed
update pursuant to Clause 18.8.6,

the HDV shall procure reports from the relevant members of the Independent Verification
Team and the Development Solicitor on that proposed update in accordance with their
respective Appointments. If all members of the Independent Verification Team and the
Development Solicitor support the adoption of the relevant proposed update to the
relevant Development Business Plan in its entirety, then the proposed Procurement
Recommendation contained therein shall be a Procurement Recommendation for the
purposes of Clause 2.1 of the Contractor Framework Agreement.
18.8.8

Following receipt by the DevLLP Board of all of the reports from the Independent
Verification Team and the Development Solicitor pursuant to Clause 18.8.7, the relevant
proposed update shall be considered at a DevLLP Board meeting for approval by the
DevLLP Board.

18.8.9

If upon consideration by the DevLLP Board pursuant to Clause 18.8.8, the DevLLP Board
approves the relevant proposed update, then the relevant Development Business Plan
shall be updated accordingly. Where the DevLLP Board does not approve the relevant
proposed update in its entirety, then the DevLLP Board shall procure that the
Development Manager prepares the update of the relevant Development Business Plan
in accordance with the directions of the DevLLP Board.

18.8.10 Where the relevant Development Business Plan as updated pursuant to Clause 18.8.9
provides for LLC to be given the opportunity to seek the award of a Vertical Works
Contract or a Horizontal Works Contract for a relevant Phase, then HDV shall offer LLC
the opportunity to seek the award of the same pursuant to and in accordance with the
Contractor Framework Agreement.
18.8.11 Where the relevant Development Business Plan as updated pursuant to Clause 18.8.9
provides for LLC to be appointed under a PCSA in respect of either a proposed Vertical
Works Contract and/or a proposed Horizontal Works Contract for a relevant Phase, then
the HDV or the relevant HDV Party (as applicable) shall proceed to duly execute and
deliver the relevant PCSA in accordance with Clause 2.5 of the Contractor Framework
Agreement.
18.8.12 Where:
(a)

the relevant Development Business Plan as updated pursuant to Clause 18.8.9
recommends that a further consultant is engaged by the HDV to provide
specified services as part of the Independent Verification Team in connection
with a Bid Process for any Vertical Works Contract and/or Horizontal Works for
the relevant Phase, or

(b)

after the relevant Development Business Plan has been updated pursuant to
Clause 18.8.9, the HDV acting reasonably considers that it is appropriate for a
further consultant to be engaged by the HDV to provide services as part of the
Independent Verification Team in connection with a Bid Process for any Vertical
Works Contract and/or Horizontal Works for the relevant Phase,

then the HDV shall seek to appoint such further consultant to provide the relevant
services. Unless and until the HDV appoints such further consultant to provide the
relevant services, the HDV shall procure that the Development Manager does not
commence the relevant Bid Process. Such further consultant shall not be a member of
the PSP Group or the Council Group.
18.8.13 The DevLLP Board shall:
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(a)

regularly and at appropriate stages decide whether to proceed with a Bid
Process; and

(b)

at the end of a Bid Process, decide whether to approve the award of the
relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable) to
LLC and, if so approved, the HDV or the relevant HDV Party (as applicable)
shall proceed to duly execute and deliver the relevant contract in accordance
with Clause 2.2 of the Contractor Framework Agreement.

18.8.14 Throughout the development of any Development Sites (including during a Bid Process),
the HDV shall procure that the Independent Verification Team, the Development Solicitor
and the Development Manager provide their respective services in accordance with their
respective Appointments, which include monitoring LLC's performance of its obligations
under the Contractor Framework Agreement and the performance of LLC against the
KPI's and providing recommendations, verification, endorsement, approval and the like to
the HDV Parties in relation to various matters to, inter alia, assist the DevLLP Board in
taking such actions.
18.8.15 In the event that the Contractor Framework Agreement is terminated, then the provisions
of this Clause 18.8 shall cease to apply.
19.

ACCOUNTS
The relevant Parties shall establish, maintain and operate accounts in accordance with the
provisions of Schedule 5 .

20.

RECEIPTS
All monies received by HDV or any HDV Party shall be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of Schedule 8.

21.

PROFITS
Any profit realised by HDV or any HDV Party shall be dealt with in accordance with the provisions
of Schedule 8.

22.

ASSIGNMENT/TRANSFER OF INTERESTS

22.1

General prohibition on transfers
Save as expressly provided for in this Agreement, a Member shall not sell, assign, transfer,
exchange, pledge, encumber or otherwise dispose of all or any part of its rights and obligations
under this Agreement, or voluntarily dissolve or voluntarily withdraw or resign as a member of the
HDV.

22.2

Permitted Intra-group transfers
22.2.1
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Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Council may at any time
transfer the whole (but not part only) of its Member Interest to a Public Sector Body
provided that:(a)

prior to any such transfer taking place, the Council shall inform the PSP in
writing of such proposed transfer;

(b)

prior to any such transfer taking place, the PSP shall have consented to such
transfer (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed), save where
the proposed transfer is due to a change in the statutory remit or obligations of
the Council in which case such consent shall not be required;

(c)

the Council shall procure that the transferee enters into (simultaneously, at the
time of the transfer) a deed of assignment or novation to it in respect of the
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benefit of the associated Council Loan Notes and Council Loan Note Security
Agreements;

22.2.2

(d)

prior to any such transfer taking place, the Council shall procure that the
transferee shall execute and deliver to the PSP and the HDV a Deed of
Adherence (which shall become effective as at the date of the relevant transfer)
in the form set out in Schedule 9; and

(e)

if the first transferee or any subsequent transferee (in each case being, as at
the date of such transfer to it, a Public Sector Body) ceases, at any time
thereafter to be a Public Sector Body, the Council (or, where the Council is no
longer existing in law, any successor body thereof) shall procure that such entity
will, immediately prior to so ceasing, transfer all of the Member Interest held by
it to such other Public Sector Body that is nominated by the Council (or its
successor, as applicable) subject to the PSP's prior written approval thereto
(such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed).

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the PSP may at any time transfer
all (but not part only) of its Member Interest to another member of the PSP Group
resident in the UK for the purposes of UK taxation provided that:(a)

it is not a Prohibited Party;

(b)

prior to any such transfer taking place, the PSP shall inform the Council in
writing of such proposed transfer;

(c)

the transferee shall be of at least equal covenant strength to the PSP or PSP
Guarantor (as applicable) either (i) having a Net Asset Value at least equal to
the Acceptable Net Asset Value; or (ii) providing a guarantee from another
company within the PSP Group with an Acceptable Net Asset Value in
substantially the form of the PSP Guarantee, subject to any amendments which
the PSP may propose and the Council approves. Where a guarantee is
provided pursuant to this Clause 22.2.2 the provisions of Clauses 24.6
and 24.1.2(b) shall be construed to apply in relation to the Net Asset Value of
the company which has provided the guarantee;

(d)

the PSP shall procure that the transferee enters into (simultaneously, at the
time of the transfer) a deed of assignment or novation to it in respect of the
benefit of the associated Investment (PSP) A Loan Notes, Investment (PSP)
A Loan Note Security Agreement, Development (PSP) A Loan Note and
Development (PSP) A Loan Note Security Agreement (as applicable);

(e)

prior to any such transfer taking place, the PSP shall procure that the transferee
shall execute and deliver to the Council and the HDV a Deed of Adherence
(which shall become effective as at the date of the relevant transfer) in the form
set out in Schedule 9;

(f)

if the first transferee or any subsequent transferee (in each case being, as at
the date of such transfer to it, a member of the PSP Group) ceases, at any time
thereafter to be a member of the PSP Group, the PSP (or, where the PSP is no
longer existing in law, any successor thereof) shall procure that such entity
shall, immediately prior to so ceasing, transfer all (and not part only) of the
Member Interest held by it to:(i)
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the PSP or such other member of the PSP Group resident in the UK
for the purposes of taxation that is nominated by the PSP (or its
successor, as applicable) subject to the Council's prior written
approval thereto (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or
delayed); or
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(ii)
22.3

Permitted Transfers to a Third Party
22.3.1

22.4

(where there is no such entity existing in law), such other third party as
the Council may direct.

Save as provided in Clause 22.2 or as otherwise expressly agreed in writing by the
Members, no transfer of any Member Interest, in whole or part shall take effect:(a)

in circumstances where the proposed transferee does not enter into
(simultaneously, at the time of the transfer) a deed of assignment or novation to
it in respect of the benefit of the associated Loan Notes and a deed of novation
to it in respect of any remaining obligations in relation to the transferring
Member's Member Loan;

(b)

within the Lock In Period;

(c)

in circumstances where the proposed transferee is not resident in the United
Kingdom for the purposes of UK taxation;

(d)

in case of transfer by the PSP to a Council Prohibited Party;

(e)

in case of transfer by the Council to a PSP Prohibited Party;

(f)

in circumstances where the proposed transferee has not executed a Deed of
Adherence (which shall become effective as at the date of the relevant transfer)
in the form set out in Schedule 9;

(g)

in circumstances where Clause 23 has not been fully complied with;

(h)

in case of transfer by the PSP to a proposed transferee who does not have an
Acceptable Net Asset Value or where the HDV has not received an executed
guarantee in the form of the PSP Guarantee from a party with at least an
Acceptable Net Asset Value; and/or

(i)

in the case of a transfer by the Council, where such transferee does not have
the capacity to fulfil the Council's obligations pursuant to this agreement.

Residency
The Members agree and undertake that they shall remain resident in the UK for the purposes of
UK taxation and each Member agrees to indemnify and keep the other Member indemnified for any
direct loss; liability; cost; claim; and/or expense whatsoever suffered or incurred as a result of any
breach of this undertaking.

23.

PRE-EMPTION RIGHTS

23.1

Subject always to Clause 27.2, this Clause 23 shall apply if either of the Members (a "Potential
Seller") wishes to dispose of all (but not part only) of its Member Interest (the "Sale Interest")
which is not a permitted intra-group transfer falling under Clause 22.2.

23.2

Notification of interest to sell
23.2.1

If a Potential Seller wishes to dispose of its Sale Interest it shall give notice in writing of
such intention together with details of any proposed Third Party transferee (the "Transfer
Notice") to the HDV. Neither the Council nor the PSP shall be entitled to serve a
Transfer Notice in circumstances where the proposed transfer detailed in the Transfer
Notice would breach any of the provisions of Clause 23.3.1.

23.2.2

The HDV will, within 5 Working Days after receipt of the Transfer Notice, notify the other
Member (the "Potential Purchaser") of the Potential Seller's wish to dispose of the Sale
Interest.

82373586.13\OM
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23.3

Setting the Transfer Price
23.3.1

The price at which the Sale Interest shall be offered to the Potential Purchaser
(the "Transfer Price") shall be such price as is agreed between the Potential Seller and
the Potential Purchaser and notified to the HDV.

23.3.2

If the Potential Purchaser and the Potential Seller cannot agree a Transfer Price within
20 Working Days after service of the Transfer Notice, the HDV Board shall:(a)

instruct an Expert and shall procure that the Expert shall, within 30 Working
Days after the date on which the Transfer Notice was served, determine the
Member Interest Value of the Sale Interest (which shall become the Transfer
Price) and notify the HDV Board of the Transfer Price; and

(b)

within 2 Working Days of such notification by the Expert, notify the Transfer
Price to the Potential Seller and the Potential Purchaser;

and following such notification, the Potential Seller shall have 5 Working Days (the
"Revocation Period") to revoke the Transfer Notice by serving written notice on the HDV
(the "Revocation Notice"). If the Revocation Notice is served within the Revocation
Period the subsequent provisions of this Clause 23 shall not apply.

23.4

23.3.3

The costs of any Expert and any professionals consulted by him shall be borne by the
Potential Seller.

23.3.4

If no Revocation Notice is served on the HDV within the Revocation Period or the
Transfer Price is agreed by the Potential Purchaser and the Potential Seller in
accordance with Clause 23.3.1 then within 3 Working Days after the expiry of the
Revocation Period or notification by the Potential Purchaser and the Potential Seller to
the HDV of the Transfer Price (as applicable), the HDV shall give confirmatory notice to
the Potential Purchaser that the Potential Seller wishes to sell the Sale Interest to the
Potential Purchaser for the Transfer Price (the "Offer").

The Offer – Sale to Member
23.4.1

The Potential Purchaser may, within 90 Working Days of receipt of the Offer (the "Offer
Period") accept the Offer in whole but not in part by notice in writing to the HDV and the
Potential Seller.

23.4.2

If the Offer is accepted by the Potential Purchaser in writing within the Offer Period, then
completion of the transfer and novation of the Sale Interest to the Potential Purchaser (a
"Sale To Member") shall take place at the registered office of the HDV, or at such other
address as may be agreed between the Potential Seller and the Potential Purchaser,
within 30 Working Days after the date of the written acceptance of the Offer.

23.4.3

On completion of a Sale To Member:-
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(a)

the Member acquiring the Sale Interest (the "Purchaser") shall pay the Transfer
Price by telegraphic transfer to a bank account designated by the Member
selling the Sale Interest (the "Seller");

(b)

the Seller shall deliver to the Purchaser duly executed deeds of novation in
relation to such Sale Interest in the form agreed in writing between the Seller
and the Purchaser and the Purchaser shall deliver to the Seller duly executed
counterparts; and

(c)

the Seller shall execute, deliver and do all such other deeds, documents, acts
and things as may be necessary in such form as the Purchaser may reasonably
request to complete the Sale To Member and ensure the Sale Interest passes
with full title guarantee and free from any option, lien, charge, equity or other
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encumbrance and together with all rights and liabilities attaching to the Sale
Interest at the date of service of the Transfer Notice.
23.5

Sale to a Third Party
23.5.1

If the Offer is not accepted by the Potential Purchaser within the Offer Period then the
Potential Seller shall (exercising its absolute discretion) be entitled at any time within 6
months after the expiry of the Offer Period to exchange legally binding contracts for the
transfer and novation of the Sale Interest to any person (the "Third Party Purchaser") (a
"Sale To Third Party") at a price not less than the Transfer Price without any deduction,
rebate or allowance whatsoever and otherwise on no more favourable terms to the Third
Party Purchaser than were offered to the Potential Purchaser provided that:(a)

the Potential Purchaser has given its prior written consent to the transfer and
novation, such consent to be exercised reasonably and not to be unreasonably
withheld, having regard to the standing, reputation, capacity, capability and
expertise of the Third Party Purchaser to be the Council's or the PSP's (as
applicable) strategic investment partner; and

(b)

the Sale to Third Party otherwise complies with Clause 22.3.1,

and the Potential Purchaser shall be entitled to receive such details of the proposed Sale
To Third Party to satisfy itself that the Sale To Third Party shall comply and (following the
transfer) has complied with Clause 22.3.1 and this Clause.
23.5.2

For the avoidance of doubt no Sale To Third Party shall complete unless the provisions of
Clause 22.3.1(a) have been complied with (and the Third Party Purchaser has first
executed a Deed of Adherence pursuant to Clause 22.3.1(f)) and the provisions of
Clause 22.3.1(h) (delivery of an executed guarantee for the Third Party Purchaser or
confirmation of an Acceptable Net Asset Value in respect of the Third Party Purchaser)
have been complied with. Each Party agrees to execute the Deed of Adherence upon
the Third Party Purchaser executing the same. As security for the performance of the
obligations of the relevant Parties under this Clause, each of such Parties hereby
irrevocably appoints any other Party as his attorney to execute the Deed of Adherence on
his behalf.

23.6

Notwithstanding the time periods set out in this Clause, the relevant Parties undertake to use all
reasonable endeavours to minimise the time between the date of the Transfer Notice to completion
of the transfer (whether by Sale To Member or Sale To Third Party) provided that the all
reasonable endeavours obligation will not require a Member to act contrary to its legitimate
business interests.

24.

DEFAULT

24.1

The following events shall each be a "Default Event":24.1.1

in the case of the Council only:(a)

the Council commits a Material Breach,

and such event shall be a "Council Default Event";
24.1.2
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in the case of the PSP or PSP Guarantor (as applicable):(a)

the PSP or PSP Guarantor commits a Material Breach;

(b)

the Net Asset Value of the PSP Guarantor falling below the Acceptable Net
Asset Value and the PSP failing to remedy or procure a remedy for such default
pursuant to Clause 24.6 within the time period specified in Clause 24.6;

(c)

the PSP or PSP Guarantor is insolvent;
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(d)

the PSP or PSP Guarantor is unable to pay its debts as they fall due or admits
its inability to pay its debts as they fall due;

(e)

the PSP ceases payment on all or any class of its debts or a moratorium takes
effect or is declared in respect of its indebtedness;

(f)

the PSP enters into a voluntary arrangement with any of its creditors as is
described in the relevant insolvency legislation or a composition, assignment,
reconstruction or arrangement with any of its creditors, or it enters into such
composition, assignment or arrangement (other than a scheme of arrangement
which is a bona fide business reorganisation not in any way linked or pursuant
to any financial difficulty);

(g)

a petition is presented for the winding-up or dissolution (except for the purposes
of and followed by a bona fide solvent commercial reorganisation,
amalgamation or reconstruction) of the PSP or PSP Guarantor (other than a
frivolous or vexatious petition);

(h)

a liquidator, provisional liquidator, trustee in bankruptcy, judicial custodian,
compulsory manager, receiver, administrative receiver, administrator or other
similar officer is appointed in respect of any of the assets and/or undertaking or
any part thereof of either the PSP or PSP Guarantor;

(i)

the enforcement of any security over any material assets of the PSP or PSP
Guarantor;

(j)

any litigation, arbitration or administrative proceedings are successfully
concluded against (and successfully concluded in this Clause 24.1.2(j) shall
mean that the relevant judge, arbitrator or relevant decision making individual or
body finds in favour of the claimant) the PSP or PSP Guarantor which in the
Council's opinion (acting reasonably) is likely to have a material adverse effect
on the activities or business of the Council or the HDV or any HDV Party;

(k)

the PSP is determined no longer to be resident in the United Kingdom for the
purposes of UK taxation;

(l)

where, in accordance with Clause 16.2, the PSP fails to undertake the actions
required of it set out in any Adverse Reputation Event Remedial Plan within the
timescales specified therein, save that it shall not be a Default Event where the
PSP is frustrated in implementing the actions in such plan by reasons beyond
its control or by reason or any act or omission of the Council;

(m)

the PSP or the PSP Guarantor fails to advance in cleared funds the PSP
element of the A Loan or C Loan as required in accordance with Schedule 7; or

(n)

the PSP Guarantor ceasing to Control the PSP in circumstances where the
Council has not consented to such change of Control (other than where such
change of Control relates to a change in the legal or beneficial ownership of any
shares in a company that is listed on a Recognised Investment Exchange (as
defined in Section 285 of the Financial Services and Marketing Act 2000)),
and each such an event shall be a "PSP Default Event" or "PSP Guarantor
Default Event" as applicable.

24.2

Consequences of a Default Event
Any Member who has committed a Default Event (the "Defaulting Member") shall notify the other
(the "Non-Defaulting Member") as soon as practicable after becoming aware that a Default Event
has occurred and unless the Default Event is waived by the Non-Defaulting Member or remedied in
accordance with Clause 24.3 or 24.4, the Winding Up Procedure set out in Clause 27 shall
automatically be triggered.
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24.3

24.4

24.5

The Council's opportunity to remedy
24.3.1

If a Council Default Event occurs which is capable of remedy (to be determined by the
PSP acting reasonably) the PSP will, within 20 Working Days after becoming aware of
the Council Default Event serve a written notice on the Council identifying the Council
Default Event ("PSP Grievance Notice"). The PSP Grievance Notice shall specify that
the Council Default Event must be remedied within a specified period of at least 20
Working Days after the date of service of the PSP Grievance Notice (the "Council
Remedy Period").

24.3.2

The Council shall not be required to wait until the PSP Grievance Notice is received
before attempting to remedy any Council Default Event.

24.3.3

Where a Council Default Event is either not deemed capable of remedy or has not been
remedied to the reasonable satisfaction of the PSP within the Council Remedy Period the
Winding Up Procedure set out in Clause 27 shall automatically be triggered.

PSP's opportunity to remedy
24.4.1

If a PSP Default Event occurs which is capable of remedy (determined by the Council
acting reasonably) the Council will, within 20 Working Days after becoming aware of the
PSP Default Event serve a written notice on the PSP identifying the PSP Default Event
(the "Council Grievance Notice"). The Council Grievance Notice shall specify that the
PSP Default Event must be remedied within a specified period of at least 20 Working
Days after the date of service of the Council Grievance Notice (the "PSP Remedy
Period").

24.4.2

The Parties agree that a Default Event under Clauses 24.1.2(c) to 24.1.2(n) (inclusive)
(save for 24.1.2(m)) shall be deemed not capable of remedy.

24.4.3

The PSP shall not be required to wait until the Council Grievance Notice is received
before attempting to remedy the PSP Default Event.

24.4.4

Without prejudice to any other PSP Default Event(s), where a PSP Default Event is either
not deemed capable of remedy or has not been remedied to the reasonable satisfaction
of the Council within the PSP Remedy Period, the Winding Up Procedure set out in
Clause 27 shall automatically be triggered.

Remedy on a Default Event
24.5.1

24.6

Each Member undertakes to the other that, in circumstances where it has breached any
obligation on its part that is specifically set out in this Agreement and:(a)

the HDV and/or other Member (as the case may be) has informed it in writing of
the relevant breach and the Member in breach has agreed to enter into
discussions regarding a resolution of that breach and/or an out of court
settlement in relation to it, the Member in breach hereby agrees to co-operate
and act in good faith with the other Parties in relation to such discussions and
not to unreasonably prolong such discussions; and/or

(b)

the HDV and/or the other Member (as the case may be) has brought a claim
against it in respect of such breach, the Member in breach hereby agrees to cooperate and act in good faith in relation to the conduct of such claim (or defence
of it) and not unreasonably prolong the litigation process.

Net Asset Value
24.6.1
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The PSP shall provide the Council with such information as it shall require from time to
time (acting reasonably) to satisfy itself that the Net Asset Value of the PSP Guarantor
from time to time shall be the Acceptable Net Asset Value. Without prejudice to the
Council's rights to request such information, the PSP shall in any event:43
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24.6.2

(a)

provide the Council with the annual audited accounts of the PSP Guarantor
within 10 Working Days of them being made public; and

(b)

immediately notify the Council in writing where the PSP Guarantor's Net Asset
Value falls below the Acceptable Net Asset Value (the "Net Asset Value
Trigger Event").

If at any time the Net Asset Value of the PSP Guarantor falls below the Acceptable Net
Asset Value, the PSP shall be obliged as follows:(a)

to procure that the PSP Guarantor returns to a position where it has an
Acceptable Net Asset Value; or

(b)

to transfer its Member Interest in the HDV together with any interest, obligations
or liabilities under this Agreement and any Project Agreement to another
company in the PSP Group with an Acceptable Net Asset Value (and subject to
the provisions of Clause 22); or

(c)

to procure a guarantee to the HDV from another company in the PSP Group
with an Acceptable Net Asset Value in substantially the form of the PSP
Guarantee subject to any amendments which the PSP may propose and the
Council approves (without any interruption in the coverage provided under the
original PSP Guarantee pursuant to Clause 2.1.1(c)). Where a guarantee is
provided pursuant to this Clause 24.6.2(c) the provisions of Clauses 24.6.1,
24.6.2, 24.6.3 and 24.1.2(b) shall be construed to apply in relation to the Net
Asset Value of the replacement PSP Guarantor,

and the PSP shall be entitled to choose which remedy it shall offer pursuant to this
Clause 24.6.2 but such remedy must be provided within 15 Working Days of the Net
Asset Value Trigger Event occurring.
24.6.3

Where the PSP fails to maintain an Acceptable Net Asset Value and fails to remedy such
default pursuant to Clause 24.6.2 within the period specified in that Clause then this shall
be a Default Event for the purposes of Clause 24.1.2(b).

25.

DISPUTE/DEADLOCK

25.1

Subject to Clause 25.7, if:25.1.1

the Nominees by reason of disagreement between themselves are unable to arrive at a
unanimous decision on any matter relating to the HDV which requires their approval and
consideration within 10 Working Days after the date on which the matter was first
presented to them at a meeting of the HDV Board; or

25.1.2

the Members by reason of disagreement between themselves are unable to arrive at a
unanimous decision on any matter relating to the HDV which requires their approval and
consideration within 10 Working Days after the date on which the matter was first
presented to them,

then such matter shall constitute a "Deadlock Matter" and within 20 Working Days after the
Deadlock Matter first being presented to the HDV Board or the Members (as applicable), either
Member may give notice to the other in writing (a "Deadlock Notice") setting out, in detail, its
position on the Deadlock Matter and proposed course of action. The Members shall use all
reasonable endeavours to resolve the Deadlock Matter within 10 Working Days after receipt of the
Deadlock Notice.
25.2

Referral to Senior Officers and Chief Executives
25.2.1
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If the Deadlock Matter is not resolved to the reasonable satisfaction of either of the
Members within 10 Working Days after receipt of the Deadlock Notice then:-
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25.3

(a)

within 2 Working Days, the PSP shall nominate (by written notice to the HDV) a
senior officer(s) of the PSP who has the authority of the PSP to resolve the
Deadlock Matter on behalf of the PSP (the "PSP Senior Officer") and the
Council shall nominate (by written notice to the HDV) a senior officer of the
Council who has the authority of the Council to resolve the Deadlock Matter on
behalf of the Council (the "Council Senior Officer"); and

(b)

the PSP Nominees (acting collectively) and the Council Nominees (acting
collectively) will, immediately thereafter, each prepare and contemporaneously
serve on both the PSP Senior Officer and the Council Senior Officer a
memorandum setting out their respective positions on the Deadlock Matter and
the reasons for adopting such position (a "Memorandum"). Thereafter, the
PSP and the Council shall procure that the PSP Senior Officer and the Council
Senior Officer (respectively) each consider both Memoranda and use all
reasonable endeavours to resolve the Deadlock Matter.

25.2.2

If the PSP Senior Officer and the Council Senior Officer agree on a resolution or
disposition of the Deadlock Matter within 10 Working Days of receipt of the Memoranda
(the "Resolution Period"), the PSP shall procure that the PSP Senior Officer will, and the
Council shall procure that the Council Senior Officer will, jointly draft and sign a statement
setting out the terms of such resolution or disposition and serve the same on the HDV.
Following receipt of such statement by the HDV the Nominees shall procure that such
resolution or disposition is fully and promptly carried into effect.

25.2.3

If the PSP Senior Officer and the Council Senior Officer do not resolve the matter in
dispute within the Resolution Period then the Deadlock Matter shall be referred to the
respective Chief Executives of the Council and the PSP.

25.2.4

The Members' Chief Executives shall meet within 20 Working Days to attempt to resolve
any Deadlock Matters referred to them pursuant to Clause 25.2.3.

25.2.5

If the Members' Chief Executives resolve a Deadlock Matter referred to them pursuant to
Clause 25.2.4, they will as soon as practicable jointly draft and sign a statement setting
out the terms of such resolution and serve the same on the HDV. Following receipt of
such statement by the HDV, the Nominees shall procure that such resolution is fully and
promptly carried into effect.

25.2.6

If the Members' Chief Executives do not resolve the Deadlock Matter within 20 Working
Days then the Deadlock Matter shall be referred back to the Members and the provisions
of Clause 25.3 shall apply.

Referral to Expert
25.3.1

If the Members agree the Deadlock Matter is reasonably capable of being determined by
an appropriate Expert then it shall be referred by the Members to an appropriate Expert
and the provisions of Clauses 25.3.2 and 25.3.3 shall apply. Where the Members are
unable to agree whether the matter is reasonably capable of being determined by an
appropriate Expert within 5 Working Days of the referral referred to in Clause 25.2.6
Clause 25.4 shall apply, and the Members shall refer the Deadlock Matter to mediation.

25.3.2

The Expert shall act as an independent and impartial expert and not as an arbitrator and
shall be entitled to seek and rely upon such other independent professional advice and
assistance as he or she shall in his or her absolute discretion deem desirable when
considering the Deadlock Matter. The Expert shall be required to reach his/her decision
and notify this decision to the Members within 30 Working Days of the date of their
appointment or such other date as agreed by both Members in writing. The decision of
the Expert (including his or her decision as to the payment of his or her fees) shall be final
and binding upon the Members without appeal (provided it is notified to the Members
within the specified or agreed timescale) and the Members shall implement such decision
in relation to the HDV and its Business as soon as reasonably practicable after the Expert
informs the Members of his decision.
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25.3.3

If the Expert relinquishes their appointment or dies or if it becomes apparent that they
shall be unable to complete their duties under their appointment then any Member may
apply to the appropriate President (or the next the most senior available officer) of the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors or the Law Society of England and Wales or the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (as appropriate to the subject of
the Deadlock Matter) for a substitute to be appointed in the Expert's place (which
procedure may be repeated as many times as necessary).

25.3.4

For the avoidance of doubt, the Members shall bear their own costs in respect of the
process set out in this Clause 25.3.

25.3.5

The Members agree that (unless agreed otherwise on a case by case basis by the
Members) matters not suitable for determination by an Expert shall include (but not be
limited to):-

25.3.6

25.4

(a)

decisions relating to the Business of the HDV (which is a subjective decision
regarding the activities and Objectives of the HDV (and not one of fact) and
which shall not be appropriate for third party determination);

(b)

any decision to adopt, amend or update any Business Plan;

(c)

a decision on the Viability Condition as defined under the Development
Framework Agreement; and/or

(d)

any decision to appeal or challenge any matter relating to planning which shall
instead be dealt with in accordance with Clause 25.3.6 below.

Where a decision to appeal or challenge any matter relating to planning becomes a
Deadlock Matter then:
(a)

any Member may instruct Planning Counsel to provide a written opinion on
whether the prospect of success in respect of such appeal or challenge would
be equal to or greater than 60%;

(b)

the identity of Planning Counsel shall be agreed between the Members as soon
as reasonably practicable and in default of agreement within 10 Working Days
from a suggestion by a Member as to the proposed Planning Counsel any
Member shall be entitled to refer the matter for determination by the Expert in
accordance with Clauses 25.3.2 to 25.3.4 inclusive above (mutatis mutandis);

(c)

if Planning Counsel advises that the prospect of success in respect of such
appeal or challenge would be equal to or greater than 60% any Member shall
be entitled to require the HDV to pursue such appeal or challenge by service of
written notice upon the other Members; and

(d)

upon service of such written notice(s) in accordance with sub-clause 25.3.6(c)
above the HDV shall pursue such appeal or challenge.

Mediation
25.4.1
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If the Members agree that the Deadlock Matter is not suitable for decision by an Expert or
if the Members are unable to reach agreement on this point within 10 Working Days of
this matter being first presented to the Members or if the Expert fails to notify the
Members of his/her decision within the specified or agreed period as set out in
Clause 25.3.2, then the Members shall attempt to settle the Deadlock Matter by mediation
in accordance with the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution ("CEDR") Model Mediation
Procedure. Unless otherwise agreed between the Members, the mediator will be
nominated by CEDR. To initiate the mediation a Member must give notice in writing
("Mediation Notice") to the other Member requesting a mediation. A copy of the request
should be sent to CEDR. The mediation will take place in Haringey, and will start not
later than 20 Working Days after the date of the Mediation Notice.
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25.4.2

25.5

Deadlock Event
25.5.1

25.6

If the dispute is not settled by mediation within 40 Working Days of commencement of the
mediation or within such further period as the Members may agree in writing, then the
provisions of Clause 25.5 shall apply.

If a Deadlock Matter relating to the HDV has been referred to mediation pursuant to
Clause 25.4 and the Deadlock Matter has not been resolved within the relevant time
period specified in Clause 25.4, then the Deadlock Matter shall crystallise into a
"Deadlock Event" in relation to the HDV and the provisions of Clause 27 shall apply.

Good faith
Each of the Members hereby covenants with and undertakes to the other at all times to act in good
faith towards each other and the HDV and each HDV Party in connection with the Project
Agreements and this Agreement generally and the performance of their respective obligations
under all such documents.

25.7

Matters not giving rise to a Deadlock Matter:25.7.1

This Clause 25 shall not apply to (and no Deadlock Matter shall arise in relation to):(a)

any decision to amend the Objectives;

(b)

any decision to amend this Agreement;

(c)

any decision to adopt a new Development Business Plan relating to a Category
2 Property or a Category 3 Property; or

(d)

the land valuation mechanism in Schedule 7 of the Development Framework
Agreement and the proposal that following referral to senior officers and chief
executive any dispute is referred to an external assessor,

which in the absence of a unanimous decision to amend, shall remain as drafted.
25.8

HDV Parties
25.8.1

The provisions of Clause 25 shall apply mutatis mutandis to each HDV Party (save for
[Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 and Nominee Co3], in relation to which this Clause 25 shall
not apply), provided that references in Clause 25 to:(a)

the HDV shall be construed as being references to such HDV Party;

(b)

HDV Board shall be construed as being references to the board of nominees or
directors (as applicable) of such HDV Party;

(c)

references to Nominees shall be construed as being references to the
nominees or directors (as applicable) on the board of such HDV Party;

(d)

the HDV's Business shall be construed as being references to the HDV Party's
business;

(e)

the Objectives shall be construed as being references to the Objectives of the
relevant HDV Party; and

(f)

the Business Plans shall be construed as being references to the Business
Plans insofar as they apply to the relevant HDV Party,

provided that any reference to a Member in this Clause 25 (insofar as it applies to an
HDV Party) shall continue to be a reference to such Member, and shall not be construed
as a reference to the members of such HDV Party.
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26.

CLAIMS AND RELATED PARTY CONTRACTS

26.1

Subject to Clause 26.2 where the PSP or any member of the PSP Group asserts any claim against
the HDV or any HDV Party or it is proposed that the HDV or any HDV Party asserts any claim
against the PSP or any member of the PSP Group, the Council and the Council Nominees shall
have full authority on behalf of the HDV or relevant HDV Party (but acting bona fide in the best
interests of the HDV or relevant HDV Party as appropriate) to negotiate, litigate and settle such
claim in the name and at the expense of the HDV (or other HDV Party as appropriate) without the
PSP or the PSP Nominees' further authority and, notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement, where there is any decision to be taken by the HDV Board (or board of the relevant
HDV Party) or the Members in relation to such claim, the same shall be deemed to be a PSP
Conflict Matter and the provisions of Clauses 9.2 and 13.2 shall apply respectively.

26.2

Where the Council or any member of the Council Group asserts any claim against the HDV or any
HDV Party, or it is proposed that the HDV or any HDV Party asserts any claim against the Council
or any member of the Council Group, the PSP and the PSP Nominees shall have full authority on
behalf of the HDV or relevant HDV Party (but acting bona fide in the best interests of the HDV or
relevant HDV Party as appropriate) to negotiate, litigate and settle such claim in the name and at
the expense of the HDV or relevant HDV Party without the Council or the Council Nominees' further
authority and, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, where there is any decision to
be taken by the HDV Board (or board of the relevant HDV Party) or the Members in relation to such
claim, the same shall be deemed to be a Council Conflict Matter and the provisions of Clauses 9.1
and 13.1 shall apply respectively.

26.3

When taking any decisions, steps or actions relating to the negotiation, litigation or settlement of
any such claim referred to in Clauses 26.1 and/or 26.2, the Member(s) and Nominees authorised to
take any such decisions, steps or actions on behalf of the HDV or relevant HDV Party shall act
bona fide in the best interests of the HDV or relevant HDV Party (as applicable).

26.4

Each HDV Party which is a party to this Agreement hereby severally covenants with each Member
that any monies or property which it recovers or receives in relation to the matters set out in this
Clause 26 shall be applied by it in a proper and efficient manner and for its own benefit.

26.5

The PSP shall procure that, for so long as any amounts are due and payable (but not paid) to the
HDV or any HDV Party or any member of the Council Group under any Project Agreement (the
"Indebted Person"), no member of the PSP shall exercise any rights which that person may have
to be indemnified by or claim any contribution from the Indebted Person by reason of that same
Project Agreement.

26.6

The Council shall procure that, for so long as any amounts are due and payable (but not paid) to
the HDV or any HDV Party or any member of the PSP Group under any Project Agreement (the
"Indebted Person"), no member of the Council Group shall exercise any rights which that person
may have to be indemnified by or claim any contribution from the Indebted Person by reason of
that same Project Agreement.

26.7

Notwithstanding anything in the Delegation Policy in relation to the proposed entry into by the HDV
or any HDV Party of any contract (whether for the provision of supplies, services or works or for the
acquisition or disposal of assets or otherwise) with the PSP, any member of the PSP Group, the
Council or any member of the Council Group (a "Related Party Contract") (or any material
amendment or variation to a Related Party Contract), the entry into of (or the material amendment
or variation to) the Related Party Contract shall be:26.7.1

approved at an HDV Board Meeting of the HDV (or board of the relevant HDV Party, as
applicable); and

26.7.2

subject to a written report provided to the HDV Board (or board of the relevant HDV Party,
as applicable) at least five (5) Working Days prior to the meeting referred to in
Clause 26.7.1 which:-
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(a)

summarises the material terms of the Related Party Contract (or the proposed
material amendment or variation to the Related Party Contract as the case may
be); and

(b)

confirms that the proposed Related Party Contract (or the proposed material
amendment or variation to the Related Party Contract as the case may be) is, in
the opinion of the Nominees appointed by the Party which is not part of the PSP
Group or Council Group (as applicable) seeking to enter into or benefit from the
Related Party Contract, on arm's length commercial terms.

27.

DURATION, TERMINATION AND WINDING UP OF THE HDV PARTIES

27.1

The winding up procedure set out in this Clause 27 ("Winding Up Procedure") shall apply on the
occurrence of any of the following "Termination Events":27.1.1

27.2

a Deadlock Event occurring under Clause 25.5, in which case the Winding Up Procedure
shall apply:
(a)

subject to sub-clause (b), in relation to a particular HDV Party if the Deadlock
Event is isolated to that HDV Party, does not apply to the whole of the HDV
Group and the remainder of the HDV Group can continue to operate in
accordance with respective Objectives and the Business Plans; or

(b)

in relation to the HDV Group where the Deadlock Event is so fundamental that
more than one HDV Party or the whole HDV Group can no longer continue to
operate in accordance with respective Objectives and any relevant Business
Plans; or

(c)

in relation to the HDV Group in the event that three Termination Events relating
to individual HDV Parties pursuant to Clause 27.1.1(a) have occurred in any
rolling five year period.

27.1.2

any Default Event occurring which is not capable of remedy or is not remedied or waived
by the Non-Defaulting Member in accordance with Clauses 24.3 or 24.4, in which case
the Winding Up Procedure shall apply in relation to the HDV Group;

27.1.3

the insolvency, dissolution or liquidation of any HDV Party (the "Insolvent HDV Party")
(other than for the purposes of an amalgamation or reconstruction), in which case the
Winding Up Procedure shall apply to the relevant Insolvent HDV Party only, except where
the relevant insolvent HDV Party is the HDV in which case the Winding Up Procedure
shall apply in respect of the whole HDV Group;

27.1.4

the written agreement of the Members to voluntarily wind up the relevant HDV Party or
HDV Parties, in which case the Winding Up Procedure shall apply in respect of the
relevant HDV Party or HDV Parties that are the subject of such written agreement; and

27.1.5

the twentieth anniversary of the Effective Date (save in circumstances where, prior to
such twentieth anniversary, the Members agree in writing to extend this Agreement by an
additional period of not more than 10 years), in which case the Winding Up Procedure
shall apply in respect of the HDV Group.

Wind Up Transfers and Winding Up Procedure
27.2.1

On the occurrence of any Termination Event, each HDV Party and the Members shall
procure that, and shall do all such acts and execute all such documents as may be
necessary to ensure that, the Winding Up Procedure set out in this Clause 27 is followed.

27.2.2

In circumstances where the Winding Up Procedure applies to one HDV Party only (and
not the HDV itself), it shall not be applied to the other HDV Parties or the HDV. In
circumstances where the Winding Up Procedure applies in respect of the HDV, the
Winding Up Procedure shall also apply in respect of InvLP, DevLLP and any other HDV
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Party and the Council shall have the first option to require the transfer by the PSP of the
PSP's Member Interest to the Council or to a third party nominated by the Council at the
relevant price set out in Clause 27.2.3 ("Wind Up Transfer Price") by the service of a
written notice upon the PSP within 90 Working Days after the occurrence of the
Termination Event (or the date upon which the Council first became aware thereof) (a
"Wind Up Transfer Notice"). In circumstances where the Council serves a Wind Up
Transfer Notice pursuant to this Clause 27.2.2, the provisions of Clauses 27.2.3 to 27.2.6
(inclusive) shall apply and the provisions of Clauses 27.2.7 and 27.3 shall not apply. For
the avoidance of doubt, where the Wind Up Procedure applies to any individual HDV
Party (and not to the HDV) the provisions of Clause 27.3 shall apply.
27.2.3

Where the Council has served a Wind Up Transfer Notice pursuant to Clause 27.2.2 and
where the Termination Event is a PSP Event of Default, the Winding Up Transfer Price
shall be the Member Interest Value of the PSP's Member Interest (which Member Interest
Value shall be determined by an Expert which the HDV Board shall instruct, less a (this
information is contained in the exempt part of the report)).

27.2.4

Where the Termination Event is not a PSP Default Event, the (this information is
contained in the exempt part of the report) referred to in Clause 27.2.3 shall not apply and
a (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) shall apply where the
Termination Event is a Council Default Event.

27.2.5

The completion of the transfer and novation of the PSP's Member Interest to the Council
or the third party nominated by the Council (as the case may be) (the "Wind Up
Transfer") shall take place at the registered office of the HDV, or at such other address
as may be agreed between the Members, within 45 Working Days after the date of the
determination of the Wind Up Transfer Price in accordance with Clause 27.2.3.

27.2.6

On completion of a Wind Up Transfer:-

27.2.7

(a)

the Council shall pay the relevant Wind Up Transfer Price by telegraphic
transfer to a bank account designated by the PSP;

(b)

the PSP shall deliver to the Council duly executed deeds of novation in relation
to its Member Interest in the form agreed in writing between the Members and
the Council shall deliver to the PSP duly executed counterparts; and

(c)

the PSP shall execute, deliver and do all such other deeds, documents, acts
and things as may be necessary in such form as the Council may reasonably
request to complete the Wind Up Transfer (including (without limitation) the
novation of any supply or works agreements relating to any transferring land
interests from the HDV to the Council) and ensure the PSP's Member Interest
passes with full title guarantee and free from any option, lien, charge, equity or
other encumbrance and together with all rights and liabilities attaching to the
PSP's Member Interest at the date of service of the Wind Up Transfer Notice.

In circumstances where the Council has not served a Winding Up Transfer Notice
pursuant to Clause 27.2.2 within the relevant time period specified therein or, if earlier,
has indicated in writing to the PSP that it will not serve a Winding Up Transfer Notice, the
Parties shall procure that (notwithstanding any other term of this Agreement) the following
procedure shall apply in respect of the relevant HDV Party or HDV Parties (each a
"Winding Up HDV Party"):(a)
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the Council shall have the first option to purchase the relevant HDV Party to
which the Winding Up Procedure applies upon payment of Appropriate
Consideration taking into account the fact that Development Sites or properties
already transferred to the HDV shall be developed to Practical Completion (in
accordance with Clause 27.4) and if the application of the Winding Up
Procedure is pursuant to a PSP Event of Default a (this information is contained
in the exempt part of the report) shall be applied to the Appropriate
Consideration payable by the Council and if the application of the Winding Up
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Procedure is pursuant to a Council Default Event a (this information is
contained in the exempt part of the report) shall be applied to the Appropriate
Consideration payable by the Council. The Council shall also have the option to
set off an amount equal to the Appropriate Consideration against any
outstanding capital or interest on the Council's Loan Notes;
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(b)

the Parties shall execute, deliver and do all such other deeds, documents, acts
and timings as may be necessary in such form as the Council may reasonably
request to complete the actions referred to in Clause 27.2.7(a) including
(without limitation) the novation of any supply or works agreements relating to
any transferring land interests from the HDV to the Council;

(c)

properties already transferred to the HDV Group shall be developed
out/completed (or sold if applicable) where possible in accordance with the
Business Plan and Project Agreements and each Project Agreement which has
been entered into by a Winding Up HDV Party in relation to any works and/or
services to be carried out in relation to any land in which the Winding Up HDV
Party has a legal or equitable interest shall continue until all of the obligations
on the part of the contractor have been satisfied (save in circumstances where
the relevant HDV Party has resolved to terminate such agreement in
accordance with its terms);

(d)

the legal and beneficial interest in properties which have not transferred to the
HDV Group will remain in the ownership of the Council and the Development
Framework Agreement will terminate in relation to such properties;

(e)

no further contracts for works or otherwise to third parties will be awarded or
entered into save as required to complete such works and realise development
proceeds;

(f)

any existing building licences or leases shall be terminated (except where
Clause 27.2.7(a) applies);

(g)

save for in circumstances in which the Termination Event is as a result of the
default of the PSP under the Development Management Agreement (in which
case the Development Management Agreement will terminate and a new
Development Manager may be appointed to carry out the services by the HDV)
the Development Management Agreement will continue only to the extent
required to manage the completion of the works on properties under existing
construction contracts and any other contracts necessary to complete such
works and realise development proceeds, and the development management
fee to be paid to the Development Manager pursuant to the Development
Management Agreement will be reduced on a pro rata basis. The Development
Management Agreement will automatically terminate after the completion of
such works and other actions required in order to realise development
proceeds;

(h)

an appropriate sale or purchase mechanism in favour of the Council will operate
in relation to all Affordable Tenure Stock and the PRS units;

(i)

no further activities or operations of the Winding Up HDV Party shall be
conducted except as required pursuant to and in accordance with this
Clause 27.2;

(j)

unless the board of the Winding Up HDV Party agrees otherwise (taking into
account the provisions of Clause 27.2.7(a) and acting in the best interests of the
Winding Up HDV Party) the Parties shall use all reasonable endeavours to
procure the termination of all other agreements and contracts to which the
Winding Up HDV Party is party (including any other Project Agreements)
provided that such termination shall not constitute a breach of the relevant
contract; and
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(k)

27.3

where the HDV is a Winding Up HDV Party, a Winding Up Practitioner shall be
appointed in accordance with Clause 27.3, to ensure that the Partnership
Assets shall be distributed in accordance with Clause 27.3 and Clause 28.

Winding Up Practitioner's appointment
Winding Up of HDV and DevLLP
27.3.1

Where the HDV is a Winding Up HDV Party, a Winding Up Practitioner shall be appointed
in respect of the Winding Up HDV Parties within 30 Working Days of the date upon which
Clause 27.2.7 first applies in respect of the HDV, and subject to Clauses 27.3.5 and
27.3.6, shall be instructed to wind up the HDV and its Business (and the business of each
Winding Up HDV Party) in an efficient manner and to ensure that its Partnership Assets
(and those of the other Winding Up HDV Parties) shall be distributed in accordance with
Clause 28.

DevLLP Winding Up
27.3.2

Where DevLLP is a Winding Up HDV Party (in circumstances where the HDV is not a
Winding Up HDV Party), a Winding Up Practitioner shall be appointed in respect of
DevLLP within 30 Working Days of the date upon which the later of the relevant
Termination Event first occurs and, if applicable, the date upon which Clause 27.2.7 first
applies in respect of DevLLP, and subject to Clauses 27.3.5, and 27.3.6 shall be
instructed to wind up the DevLLP and its business (only) in an efficient manner and to
ensure that its Partnership Assets shall be distributed in accordance with Clause 28.

InvLP Winding Up
27.3.3

Where InvLP is a Winding Up HDV Party winding up shall be dealt with in accordance
with the LPA.

Other HDV Party Winding Up
27.3.4

Where any other HDV Party is a Winding Up HDV Party (in circumstances where the
HDV is not a Winding Up HDV Party), a Winding Up Practitioner shall be appointed in
respect of such HDV Party within 30 Working Days of the date upon the later of the
relevant Termination Event first occurs and, if applicable, the date upon which
Clause 27.2.7 first applies in respect of such HDV Party, and subject to Clauses 27.3.5,
and 27.3.6 shall be instructed to wind up the relevant HDV Party and its business (only) in
an efficient manner and to ensure that its Partnership Assets shall be distributed in
accordance with Clause 28.

Efficient Manner of Wind Up

27.4

27.3.5

The Parties have agreed that references to winding up in an efficient manner in Clauses
27.3.1 to 27.3.4 (inclusive) shall not include selling off assets in a fire-sale but shall be
sold appropriately in order to maximise returns for the HDV. This would include the PSP
continuing to develop out part built assets in accordance with Clause 27.2.7(c) above.

27.3.6

The Parties agree that:
(a)

any member of the PSP Group shall be entitled to acquire the relevant HDV
Party or its business or assets as the case may be on such winding up; and

(b)

where the Council Group has opted not to send a Wind Up Transfer Notice
pursuant to Clause 27.2.2, the Council Group shall not be entitled to acquire the
relevant HDV Party or its business or assets as the case may be on such
winding up.

Completion of Developments Prior to Wind-up Transfer
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Following the occurrence of a Termination Event due to a Deadlock Event occurring under Clause
25.5, the Parties agree that prior to the determination of the Appropriate Consideration by an
Expert pursuant to Clause 27.2.7(a), the HDV have the right to develop to Practical Completion any
Development Sites or properties already transferred to the HDV or transferred to any HDV Party in
accordance with the relevant Business Plans and the Project Agreement.
10

28.

DISTRIBUTION OF ASSETS

28.1

In relation to any return of capital or assets to Members, including, but not limited to, following the
completion of the process set out in Clause 27.3 in relation to the HDV or HDV Party, subject to:28.1.1

the Act, the Partnership Act, the Regulations, the Companies Act 2006 and the
Insolvency Act 1986;

28.1.2

the terms of any third party funding; and

28.1.3

the terms of any security documentation,

(save as otherwise agreed in writing by the Members) the Parties shall procure that, and the
Members shall exercise all voting rights and other powers of control available to them to procure
that, any such Partnership Assets, capital or assets shall be distributed in the descending order of
priority and in the proportions set out in this Clause 28.
InvLP
28.2

The distributions and order of priority referred to in Clause 28.1 in relation to InvLP shall be as
follows (to the extent not already paid):28.2.1

payment of the expenses of the winding up (if any);

28.2.2

repayment to the Council directly of the whole of any amount of its Investment (Council) B
Loan Notes plus accrued interest;

28.2.3

repayment of any Internal Loan Notes (plus accrued interest);

28.2.4

repayment of any surplus to the account of HDV;

DevLLP
28.3

The distributions and order of priority in relation to DevLLP shall be as follows (to the extent not
already paid):28.3.1

payment of the expenses of the winding up (if any);

28.3.2

repayment of any C Loan Notes (plus accrued interest) on a pari passu basis;

28.3.3

repayment of any Internal Loan Notes (plus accrued interest);

28.3.4

payment of any surplus to the account of HDV.

HDV
28.4

10

The distributions and order of priority in relation to HDV shall be as follows (to the extent not
already paid):28.4.1

repayment of the expenses of the winding up (if any);

28.4.2

repayment of any A Loans (plus accrued interest) on a pari passu basis;

To be updated to follow schedules 7 and 8 and read across with the LPA.
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28.4.3

distribution to each Member of amounts allocated as being credited to its Current
Account;

28.4.4

repayment to each Member of its Outstanding Capital Contribution; and

28.4.5

subject to Clause 28.5, distributions of profits due to the Members pro rata to their
Member Proportions.

28.5

For the purposes of Section 74 Insolvency Act 1986 as it is applied to limited liability partnerships
under the Act and the Regulations no Member is liable to contribute any amount to the assets of
the HDV on a winding up to cover any of the matters set out in that section.

28.6

Each Member (the "Indemnifying Member") shall indemnify the other on demand against any
Direct Losses which that other Member suffers or incurs as a result of any claim, action or
proceedings issued by any creditor or administrator of any member of the Indemnifying Member's
Group relating to the procedure set out in Clause 27 and Clause 28. In this Clause 28.6 "Group"
shall refer to the Council Group, or PSP Group (as the context shall require).

28.7

Where a payment is made pursuant to Clause 28.5, the Parties agree that the Termination Event
shall not give rise to any other remedy to the PSP, HDV or any HDV Party.

29.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

29.1

Any Intellectual Property created or discovered by a person while a Member, or employed or
engaged by a Member, which relates to the business of an HDV Party and is capable of being used
or adopted for use by an HDV Party ("Relevant Intellectual Property"), shall be disclosed to such
HDV Party immediately and shall belong to and be the absolute property of such HDV Party. This
does not affect any rights of a Member, who is also an employee of the HDV, under the Patents
Act 1977.

29.2

To the extent that the legal title in any Relevant Intellectual Property fails to vest in the relevant
HDV Party, the relevant Members agree to hold such rights on trust for such HDV Party. Each
Party further agrees to use his reasonable endeavours to do (or procure the doing of) all such acts
and execute (or procure the execution of) all such documents as may be reasonably required by
each HDV Party (the relevant HDV Party paying any reasonable expenses incurred by doing so) in
order to vest the legal title in the relevant HDV Party.

29.3

If requested by an HDV Party (and at its expense), each Member shall give all necessary
assistance to such HDV Party to enable it to enforce its Intellectual Property rights against third
parties and apply for registration of the rights, where appropriate throughout the world, for the full
term of those rights.

30.

WARRANTIES

30.1

The PSP, the HDV and each HDV Party severally warrants and represents to each of the Members
at the date of their execution or adherence to this Agreement that:30.1.1

it is duly incorporated under the law of England and Wales and has the corporate power
to enter into and to exercise its rights and perform its obligations under the Project
Agreements to which it is a Party;

30.1.2

each Project Agreement to which it is a party constitutes, or shall when executed
constitute legal, binding and enforceable obligations on each of them;

30.1.3

it has taken all necessary action to authorise the execution of and the performance of its
obligations under the Project Agreements to which they are respectively parties (and in
the case of a Project Agreement executed after the date of this Agreement will take all
necessary action to authorise the execution of that Project Agreement);

30.1.4

no claim is being asserted and no litigation, arbitration or administrative proceeding is
presently in progress or, to the best of its knowledge, is pending or threatened against it
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or any of its assets which will or might have a material adverse effect on its ability to
perform their obligations under the Project Agreements;

30.2

30.1.5

it is not subject to any contractual obligation, compliance with which is (in its reasonable
opinion) likely to have a material adverse effect on its ability to perform its obligations
under any Project Agreement to which it is a party; and

30.1.6

no proceedings or other steps have been taken and not discharged (nor, to the best of its
knowledge, are threatened) for its winding-up or for its dissolution or for the appointment
of a receiver, administrative receiver, liquidator, administrator or similar officer in relation
to its assets or revenue.

The PSP represents and warrants to the Council that at the date of this Agreement:30.2.1

the legal and beneficial ownership of the PSP and the PSP Parent Company is as
follows: Name:

[INSERT] ("PSP")

Company Number:

[INSERT]

Shareholder (s)

[INSERT] ("PSP Parent Company")

Name:

[INSERT] ("PSP Parent Company")

Company Number:

[INSERT]

Shareholder (s)

[INSERT]

and
30.2.2

that, other than any shareholder pre-emption rights, no arrangements are in place that
have or result in any sale, transfer or disposal of any legal, beneficial, equitable or other
interest in any or all of the shares in PSP or the PSP Parent Company.

Non-Solicitation
30.3

No Interested Party (which for the purposes of Clauses 30.3 and 30.4 shall mean any member of
the PSP Group) will (directly or indirectly, for the benefit of itself or any other person), for a period
of six (6) months after the Parties enter into this Agreement, solicit or hire as an employee or
consultant any employee of the Council Group who is involved with the performance of this
Agreement, except where agreed in writing by the Council. Provided however that this Clause 30.3
will not prevent any Interested Party from hiring:
30.3.1

any person who has ceased to be an employee of the Council Group at least six months
before being employed or engaged by the hiring Interested Party and who was not
solicited during that six month period;

30.3.2

any employee of the Council Group who contacts the hiring Interested Party on his own
initiative without any direct or indirect solicitation by or encouragement from or on behalf
of the hiring Interested Party; or

30.3.3

any employee of the Council Group as a result of placing general advertisements in trade
journals, newspapers or similar publications which are not directed at the Council Group
or its employees.
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30.4

Each Party agrees that in all the circumstances of this Agreement the restriction contained in
Clause 30.3 is reasonable and necessary for the protection of any member of the Council Group,
and acknowledges:
30.4.1

that having regard to those circumstances such restriction does not work harshly on it;

30.4.2

that if such restriction is breached by an Interested Party damages would be an
inadequate remedy and that (without prejudice to any other remedies or rights which any
other Party may have in respect of such breach) equitable reliefs including without
limitation injunctions and specific performance are available to the other Parties for the
enforcement of such restriction; and

30.4.3

that the other Parties have entered into this Agreement in full reliance upon the extent
and effect of such restriction and the willingness of the Interested parties to be bound by
it.

31.

LOCAL AUTHORITY POWERS

31.1

Nothing contained or implied in any of the Project Agreements or any consent or approval granted
pursuant to any of them shall prejudice or affect the rights powers duties and obligations of the
Council in the exercise of its functions as the local authority or local planning authority or as the
highway authority or as any other statutory authority and such rights powers duties and obligations
under Statutory Requirements may be as fully and effectually exercised in relation to the
Development Sites or any other land or property as if it were not party to the Project Agreements
and any approval consent direction or authority given by the Council as local or other statutory
authority shall not be or be deemed to be an approval consent direction or authority given under
any of the Project Agreements and vice versa.

32.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

32.1

During the term of this Agreement and for a period of 3 years after the termination or expiry of the
Agreement for any reason whatsoever (the "Confidentiality Period"), the Receiving Party (as
defined in Clause 32.2) will:-

11

32.1.1

keep Confidential Information (as defined in Clause 32.2) confidential;

32.1.2

not disclose Confidential Information to any other person other than with the written
consent of the Disclosing Party (as defined in Clause 32.2) or in accordance with
Clauses 32.2 to 32.5; and

32.1.3

not use Confidential Information for any purpose other than the performance of its
obligations under this Agreement and the other Project Agreements.

32.2

For the purposes of this Clause 32, "Confidential Information" means all information of a
confidential nature disclosed (whether in writing, verbally or by any other means and whether
directly or indirectly) by one Party (the "Disclosing Party") to another Party ("Receiving Party")
whether before or after the date of this Agreement including, without limitation, any information
relating to the Disclosing Party's operations, processes, plans, proposals or intentions, its tenants
(both existing and prospective), customers, existing and potential clients, know-how, design rights,
trade secrets, any investment, development business or market opportunities and its business
affairs.

32.3

During the Confidentiality Period, the Receiving Party may disclose Confidential Information to its
employees, its own members, contractors, sub-contractors, agents and advisers (and its Group
members) under conditions of confidentiality in each case to the extent that it is reasonably
necessary for the purposes of this Agreement, or any other Project Agreement and may disclose
Confidential Information under conditions of confidentiality to its funders, prospective funders,
prospective Members of the HDV, prospective funders of any HDV Party, and prospective
purchasers of its or their assets (in each case, to the extent reasonably necessary). In each case

11

Noted that FOIA provisions across the documents are to be refined to ensure consistency.
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the permitted recipient of such Confidential Information shall be known as a "Recipient". In this
Clause 32.3 "Group" shall refer to the Council Group, or PSP Group (as the context shall require).
32.4

The Receiving Party shall so far as practicable procure that each Recipient is made aware of and
complies with all the Receiving Party's obligations of confidentiality under this Agreement as if the
Recipient were a Party to this Agreement.

32.5

The obligations contained in Clauses 32.2 to 32.4 shall not apply to any Confidential Information
which:32.5.1

is at the date of this Agreement in, or at any time after the date of this Agreement comes
into, the public domain other than through a breach of this Agreement by the Receiving
Party or any Recipient;

32.5.2

can be shown by the Receiving Party to the reasonable satisfaction of the Disclosing
Party to have been known by the Receiving Party and not subject to any obligations of
confidentiality before disclosure by the Disclosing Party to the Receiving Party;

32.5.3

subsequently comes lawfully into the possession of the Receiving Party from a third party
and not subject to any obligations of confidentiality;

32.5.4

is required to be disclosed by the relevant Party's audited and published accounts or is
required to be disclosed to a tax authority in connection with the tax affairs of the
Receiving Party; and/or

32.5.5

is required to be disclosed by law or regulation having force of law or for the purposes of
proceedings in any court arbitration or any tribunal or is required by any stock exchange
or any or a regulatory authority or body or any Government Department or by the Project
Agreements to be disclosed.

32.6

The Parties acknowledge that the Council is subject to the requirements of the FOIA and the EIR.
For the purpose of Clauses 32.6 to 32.12 (inclusive) only, Information has the meaning given under
Section 84 of the FOIA and the meaning attached to "environmental information" contained in
Section 2 of the EIR as appropriate.

32.7

Where the Council receives a Request for Information, to the extent that it comprises Information
that the HDV or any HDV Party is holding on behalf of the Council (as deemed by FOIA or EIR as
the case may be), the Council shall notify the HDV of the requested Information in writing as soon
as practicable and the HDV will:-

32.8

32.7.1

if necessary to identify and / or locate the Information, as soon as reasonably practicable
and in any event within 5 Working Days notify the Council in writing of what reasonable
additional information or clarification (if any) is required by it (or any relevant HDV Party)
in order to enable the HDV or HDV Party to identify and locate the Information requested
(which additional information and / or clarification the Council shall obtain and provide as
soon as possible); and

32.7.2

provide the Council with a copy of all such requested Information held by the HDV and /
or and HDV Party on behalf of the Council in the form that the Council requires (acting
reasonably) (or procure the provision of the same to the Council by an HDV Party, where
applicable) as soon as reasonably practicable and within 10 Working Days after the
Council's notification or provision by the Council of the requested additional information
and / or clarification (whichever is the later).

Where the Council receives a Request for Information in relation to Information relating to this
Agreement, the PSP, the HDV, any HDV Party and/or any of the Project Agreement, (and / or any
Confidential Information directly or indirectly provided by any one or more of the PSP, HDV, and /
or any HDV Party), the Council shall, where reasonably practicable, provide both PSP and HDV in
writing with the relevant details of the Request.
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32.9

Following any notification under Clause 32.8, the PSP, and HDV (on its behalf and on behalf of
each HDV Party) may make written representations to the Council within a period of 5 Working
Days from the date of the Council's notification as to whether or not or on what basis Information
requested should be disclosed, and if to be withheld, or redacted, to what extent and on what basis
and the Council agrees that it shall consider such representations before making its decision on the
relevant Request provided always that the Council shall be responsible for determining at its
absolute discretion:32.9.1

whether the Information is exempt from disclosure under the FOIA or the EIR as
applicable; and

32.9.2

whether the Information is to be disclosed in response to a Request for Information,

and in no event shall the PSP, HDV or any HDV Party respond directly or allow its subcontractors
to reply directly to such a Request for Information in relation to this Agreement, the Council and / or
any of the Project Agreements unless expressly authorised to do so by the Council.
32.10

The HDV shall procure that all Information held on behalf of the Council (whether by itself or any
other HDV Party) is retained for disclosure for at least 6 years from the date it is required and shall
permit the Council between 9am to 5pm on Working Days and on reasonable prior written notice,
to inspect such Information as requested from time to time (or procure the same, in relation to
Information held by another HDV Party).

32.11

The HDV shall transfer to the Council any Request for Information in relation to this Agreement, the
Council and / or any of the Project Agreements received by the HDV as soon as practicable and in
any event within 5 Working Days of receiving it (and shall procure that each other HDV Party shall
transfer to the Council any Request for Information in relation to this Agreement, the Council and /
or any of the Project Agreements received by it as soon as practicable and in any event within 5
Working Days of receiving it).

32.12

The HDV acknowledges (on behalf of itself and every other HDV Party) that any lists provided by it
listing or outlining Confidential Information, are of indicative value only and that the Council may
nevertheless be obliged to disclose Confidential Information.

33.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH GROUPS

33.1

Each Party shall procure that any contracts between (i) the HDV (or any other HDV Party); and
(ii) members of the Council Group or PSP Group (as applicable), shall be made on an arm's length
commercial basis and on terms that are not unfairly prejudicial to the interests of any other Party.
Each Member undertakes to the other to use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that such terms
are negotiated and settled in good faith.

33.2

Each of the Members undertakes that, if the HDV (or any other HDV Party) shall have or may have
any claim against it or any member of the Council Group or the PSP Group (as applicable), it shall
procure that the Council Nominees (in the case of the Council) or the PSP Nominees (in the case
of the PSP) shall not do anything to prevent or hinder the assertion or enforcement of any such
claim by the HDV (or other HDV Party) against it (but without prejudice to any right it may have to
dispute such claim).

34.

HDV AND HDV SUBSIDIARY OBLIGATIONS
Each Party undertakes with the other that (so far as it is legally able) it will exercise all voting rights
and powers, direct and indirect, available to it in relation to its subsidiaries and to the HDV (and any
other HDV Party) so as to ensure the complete and punctual fulfilment, observance and
performance of the provisions of this Agreement and each Project Agreement and generally that
full effect is given thereto.

35.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

35.1

Subject to Clause 35.2, no Member shall make nor send any announcement, communication or
circular relating to the subject matter of this Agreement unless such Member has first obtained the
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other Member's written consent to the form and content of such announcement, such consent not
to be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
35.2

Clause 35.1 does not apply to an announcement, communication or circular required by Law or by
the rules of any stock exchange or by any governmental authority, in which event the Member
required to make or send such announcement, communication or circular shall, where practicable,
first consult with the other Members as to the content of such announcement.

36.

NOTICES

36.1

Any notice or other communication pursuant to, or in connection with, this Agreement shall be in
writing and delivered personally, or sent by pre-paid first class post, to the Party due to receive
such notice at its registered office from time to time (or to such other address as may from time to
time have been notified in writing to the other Parties in accordance with this Clause):-

36.2

Council

Attention: Chief Executive

PSP

Attention: General Counsel

HDV

Attention: HDV Chief Executive

DevLLP

Attention: HDV Chief Executive

InvLP

Attention: HDV Chief Executive

Nominee Co1

Attention: HDV Chief Executive

Nominee Co2

Attention: HDV Chief Executive

Nominee Co3

Attention: HDV Chief Executive

PSP Guarantor

Attention: [

]

Subject to Clause 36.3, any notice or other communication shall be deemed to have been served:36.2.1

if delivered personally, when left at the address referred to in Clause 36.1; or

36.2.2

if sent by pre-paid first class post, two days after posting it.

36.3

If a notice is given or deemed given at a time or on a date which is not a Working Day, it shall be
deemed to have been given on the next Working Day.

37.

INVALIDITY AND SEVERANCE
If any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, unenforceable or illegal, in whole or in part,
such provision or part shall to that extent be deemed not to form part of this Agreement but the
enforceability of the remainder of this Agreement shall remain unaffected. Notwithstanding the
foregoing, the Parties shall thereupon negotiate in good faith in order to agree the terms of a
mutually satisfactory provision, achieving so nearly as possible the same commercial effect, to be
substituted for the provision so found to be invalid, unenforceable or void.

38.

WAIVER

38.1

The failure by a Party to exercise or delay in exercising any right or remedy under this Agreement
shall not constitute a waiver of the right or remedy or a waiver of any other rights or remedies such
Party may otherwise have and no single or partial exercise of any right or remedy under this
Agreement shall prevent any further exercise of the right or remedy or the exercise of any other
right or remedy.
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38.2

Subject to the provisions of Clauses 27.2.4 and 28.7, the Parties' rights and remedies contained in
this Agreement are in addition to, and not exclusive of, any other rights or remedies available at
Law.

39.

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS
Save to the extent expressly set out in this Agreement, a person who is not a party to this
Agreement shall have no rights under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 to rely upon
or enforce any term of this Agreement provided that this does not affect any right or remedy of the
third party which exists or is available apart from that Act. No party may declare itself as a trustee
of the rights under this Agreement for the benefit of any third party save as expressly provided in
this Agreement.

40.

OBLIGATIONS OF THE HDV
To the extent to which it is able to do so by Law, the HDV undertakes with each of the Members
that it shall comply with each of the provisions of this Agreement. Each undertaking by the HDV in
respect of each provision of this Agreement shall be construed as a separate undertaking and if
any of the undertakings is unlawful or unenforceable, the remaining undertakings shall continue to
bind the HDV.

41.

COSTS
Each of the Parties shall pay its own costs in relation to the negotiation, preparation, execution and
implementation of this Agreement and of each document referred to in this Agreement. The costs
of and incidental to the incorporation and establishment of the HDV, InvLP and DevLLP shall be
borne and paid by the HDV.

42.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT

42.1

This Agreement and the Project Agreements set out the entire agreement and understanding
between the Parties. Accordingly this Agreement and the Project Agreements supersede and
extinguish any heads of agreement or memorandum of understanding or other preliminary
documents as between the Parties. It is agreed that:-

43.

42.1.1

no Party has entered into this Agreement in reliance upon any representation, warranty or
undertaking of any other Party which is not expressly set out or referred to in this
Agreement or the Project Agreements;

42.1.2

a Party may claim in contract for breach of warranty under this Agreement but shall have
no claim or remedy in respect of any misrepresentation (whether negligent or otherwise,
and whether made before or in this Agreement) or any untrue statement made by any
other Party;

42.1.3

this Clause shall not exclude any liability or remedy for fraud or fraudulent
misrepresentation by a Party; and

42.1.4

save as expressly set out in this Agreement or in any other agreement or document
referred to in this Agreement, no Party shall owe any duty of care to any other Party.

AMENDMENTS
This Agreement may be amended only by an instrument in writing signed by duly authorised
representatives of each of the Parties, provided that the amendment of any provision of this
Agreement solely affecting any of the respective rights or obligations of the Parties or either of
them inter se shall not require the agreement of the HDV.

44.

FURTHER ASSURANCE

44.1

Each Party will:-
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44.1.1

execute any document and do anything; and

44.1.2

use all reasonable endeavours to procure that any third party (where necessary)
executes any deed or document and does anything,

reasonably necessary to implement the terms of this Agreement.
44.2

Where there is any contradiction, ambiguity or consistency between any of the following documents
referred to in this Agreement they shall be interpreted in the following descending order of priority:44.2.1

this Agreement;

44.2.2

the then current HDV Business Plan; and

44.2.3

the then current Development Business Plan(s) and Investment Business Plan.

45.

INSURANCE

45.1

From the Effective Date the HDV shall take out and maintain with reputable insurers all insurances
required to be maintained by Law and such other prudent insurances against such risks as are
normally insured against by businesses carrying on activities similar to those of the HDV (including,
but not limited to, an appropriate level of third party liability insurance) and (without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing) shall insure its assets of an insurable nature for their full replacement or
reinstatement value. The HDV shall comply with its obligations under the Project Agreements in
respect of insurance.

45.2

From the Effective Date InvLP shall take out and maintain with reputable insurers all insurances
required to be maintained by Law and such other prudent insurances against such risks as are
normally insured against by businesses carrying on activities similar to those of InvLP (including,
but not limited to, an appropriate level of third party liability insurance) and (without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing) shall insure the Investment Portfolio and its assets of an insurable
nature for their full replacement or reinstatement value. InvLP shall comply with its obligations
under the Project Agreements in respect of insurance.

45.3

From the Effective Date DevLLP shall take out and maintain with reputable insurers all insurances
required to be maintained by Law and such other prudent insurances against such risks as are
normally insured against by businesses carrying on activities similar to those of such DevLLP
(including, but not limited to, an appropriate level of third party liability insurance) and (without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing) shall insure its assets of an insurable nature for their
full replacement or reinstatement value. The HDV shall procure that the DevLLP shall comply with
its obligations under the Project Agreements in respect of insurance.

46.

SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS
Except as otherwise specified in this Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement shall be binding
on and enure to the benefit of the heirs, personal representatives, successors and assigns of the
respective parties to this Agreement.

47.

LAW

47.1

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English law.

47.2

Each Party hereby submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts to hear and determine
any suit, action or proceeding and to settle any disputes which may arise out of or in connection
with this Agreement and each Party irrevocably waives any objection which it may have to the
Courts of England being nominated as the forum to hear and determine any such proceedings and
to settle any such disputes and agrees not to claim that the courts of England are not a convenient
or appropriate forum.

48.

COUNTERPARTS
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This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and by each of the Parties on
separate counterparts, each of which when executed and delivered shall be deemed to be an
original, but all the counterparts together shall constitute one and the same agreement.
49.

PREVENTION OF BRIBERY

49.1

The PSP and the Council:49.1.1

shall not, and shall procure that any member of the PSP Group or Council Group (as
applicable) shall not, in connection with the Project Agreements commit a Prohibited Act;

49.1.2

warrants, represents and undertakes that it is not aware of any improper financial or other
advantage being given to any person working for or engaged by the PSP or the Council
as the case may be in connection with the execution of this Agreement, excluding any
arrangement of which full details have been disclosed in writing to the PSP or the Council
as the case may be before execution of this Agreement;

49.1.3

shall have and comply with Adequate Procedures; and

49.1.4

shall provide evidence of its Adequate Procedures to the PSP or the Council as the case
may be within 30 days of written request.

49.2

The PSP and the Council shall operate and maintain through the term of this Agreement an antibribery policy (which shall be disclosable to the PSP or the Council as the case may be within 7
days of written request) to prevent any employee from committing a Prohibited Act and shall
enforce it where appropriate.

49.3

If any breach of Clause 49 is suspected or known by the PSP or the Council, that Party must notify
the PSP or the Council as the case may be immediately.

49.4

If the PSP or the Council notifies the other that it suspects or knows that there may be a breach of
Clause 49.1 the notifying Party must respond promptly to related enquiries, co-operate with any
investigation of the PSP or the Council as the case may be and allow the PSP or the Council as the
case may be to audit books, records and any other relevant documentation on request.

49.5

The PSP or the Council may, without prejudice to any other rights and remedies available under
this Agreement, terminate this Agreement by written notice with immediate effect to the PSP or the
Council as the case may be for breach of Clause 49.1 and recover from the Party in breach any
loss suffered arising from such termination. In determining whether to exercise the right of
termination under this Clause 49, the PSP or the Council as the case may be shall give all due
consideration, where appropriate, to action other than termination of this Agreement unless the
Prohibited Act is committed by an individual or a member of the PSP Group or Council Group not
acting independently of the Party in breach. The expression "not acting independently of" (when
used in this Clause) shall be construed as acting:49.5.1

with the authority; or

49.5.2

with the actual knowledge

of any one or more of the directors or nominees (as applicable) of the Party in breach, or
49.5.3
49.6

in circumstances where one or more of the directors or nominees (as applicable) of the
Party in breach ought reasonably to have had knowledge.

Any notice of termination under Clause 49.5 must specify:49.6.1

the nature of the Prohibited Act;

49.6.2

the identity of the party believed to have committed the Prohibited Act; and

49.6.3

the date on which this Agreement will terminate.
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49.7

Any termination under Clause 49.5 shall be without prejudice to any right or remedy which has
already accrued or subsequently accrues to the Party terminating the Agreement.

49.8

Any termination under Clause 49.5 as a result of a breach of Clause 49.1 by the Council shall be a
Council Default Event and the provisions of Clause 24 shall apply.

49.9

Any termination under Clause 49.5 as a result of a breach of Clause 49.1 by the PSP shall be a
PSP Default Event and the provisions of Clause 24 shall apply.

49.10

For the avoidance of doubt, the PSP and the Council shall be responsible for the acts and
omissions of members of the PSP Group and the Council Group (as applicable) and for the
purpose of this Clause 49 any act, default or omission of any such group member shall be deemed
to be an act, default or omission of the PSP or the Council as applicable.

49.11

HDV will, and the PSP and the Council will use all their powers in relation to HDV to ensure that
HDV will:49.11.1 not do or omit to do any act or thing which would constitute a Prohibited Act; and
49.11.2 within 30 days of Completion prepare and implement an anti-bribery policy to prevent any
employee from committing a Prohibited Act and shall enforce it where appropriate and
have in place Adequate Procedures; and
49.11.3 comply with the Adequate Procedures and the anti-bribery policy.

50.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF FINANCIAL OPERATION OF THE HDV

50.1

Schedule 6 sets out an explanatory summary of the potential financial operation of the HDV.

50.2

The Parties acknowledge that the contents of Schedule 6 are for illustrative purposes only and are
not intended to be legally binding. However, the Parties agree that Schedule 6 should be used as a
guide to the interpretation of this Agreement and subject to Clause 50.3 shall be considered before
other sources if there is any dispute in relation to the terms of the rest of this Agreement.

50.3

Notwithstanding Clause 50.2, if there is a direct conflict between Schedule 6 and any other Clause
or Schedule of this Agreement, such other Clause or Schedule shall take priority.
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EXECUTED AS A DEED by the Parties on the date which first appears in this deed.

THE COMMON SEAL of THE
MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE
LONDON BOROUGH OF HARINGEY
was hereunto affixed by Order:

)
)
)
)

Authorised Officer:

Seal No:

EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a
deed on the date hereinbefore first
mentioned by
[PSP] acting by a Director:

)
)
)
)
Director ……………………………………
Witness Signature ………………………….
Witness Name ………………………….
Witness Address ………………………….
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………

EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a
deed on the date hereinbefore first
mentioned by
[HDV LLP] acting by its designated
members:-

)
)
)
)

The London Borough of Haringey (in
its capacity as a member of [HDV
LLP])
[PSP] (in its capacity as a member of
[HDV LLP])
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EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a
deed on the date hereinbefore first
mentioned by
[INV LP] acting by its member, [HDV
LLP ]

)
)
)
)
………………………….
on behalf of [HDV LLP]
Witness Signature ………………………….
Witness Name ………………………….
Witness Address ………………………….
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………

EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a
deed on the date herein before first
mentioned by
[NOMINEE CO1] acting by a director:

)
)
)
)

Director ……………………………………
Witness Signature ………………………….
Witness Name ………………………….
Witness Address ………………………….
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
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EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a
deed on the date herein before first
mentioned by
[NOMINEE CO2] acting by a director:

)
)
)
)

Director ……………………………………
Witness Signature ………………………….
Witness Name ………………………….
Witness Address ………………………….
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a
deed on the date herein before first
mentioned by
[NOMINEE CO3] acting by a director:

)
)
)
)

Director ……………………………………
Witness Signature ………………………….
Witness Name ………………………….
Witness Address ………………………….
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
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EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a
deed on the date hereinbefore first
mentioned by
[DEVLLP] acting by its member, [HDV
LLP]

)
)
)
)
………………………….
on behalf of [HDV LLP]
Witness Signature ………………………….
Witness Name ………………………….
Witness Address ………………………….
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………

EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a
deed on the date hereinbefore first
mentioned by
[PSP GUARANTOR] acting by a
Director

)
)
)
)
)
Director ………………………….
Witness Signature ………………………….
Witness Name ………………………….
Witness Address ………………………….
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
………………………….……………………
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SCHEDULE 1
DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
1.

DEFINITIONS

1.1

In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires:"Admission Agreement"

means the admission agreement in the Agreed Form between
(1) the Council and [(2) the PSP]

"A Loan"

means Council A Loan or PSP A Loan as applicable

"A Loan Note Instruments"

means the Investment (Council) A Loan, Development (Council)
A Loan and/or the Development (PSP) A Loan as applicable

"Acceptable Net Asset
Value"

means a Net Asset Value of (this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

"Accounting Date"

means [31 March] in each year or such other date as the
Members may from time to time agree

"Accounting Period"

means any period of 12 calendar months from and including
one Accounting Date up to but excluding the next Accounting
Date

"Acquisition Costs"

means the costs of acquiring the Investment Portfolio

"Act"

means the Limited Liability Partnerships Act 2000

"Adequate Procedures"

adequate procedures designed to prevent persons associated
with it from undertaking conduct causing it to be guilty of an
offence under section 7 of the Bribery Act 2010

"Adverse Reputation
Event"

shall have the meaning given to it in Clause 16.2.2

"Adverse Reputation Event
Remedial Plan"

shall have the meaning given to it in Clause 16.2.6

"Aggregate Transfer Value"

means the total price that is paid for the Investment Portfolio
Properties that are transferred to Inv LP pursuant to the
Agreement for Sale (which for the whole Investment Portfolio
would total forty five million pounds (£45,000,000))

"Agreed Form"

means the form agreed prior to the execution of this Agreement
and initialled by the Members for the purposes of identification
or annexed to this Agreement for the purposes of identification
or executed and delivered contemporaneously with the
execution of this Agreement

"Agreement"

means this deed (including any Schedule or Appendix to it), as
amended, varied, supplemented or replaced from time to time in
accordance with its terms

"Agreement for Sale"

means the agreement made on the Effective Date between
(1) the Council; and (2) InvLP, relating to the sale and transfer
of the Investment Portfolio Properties (as more particularly
described in that agreement) from the Council to InvLP in the
Agreed Form
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"Alternate Nominee"

has the meaning in Clause 7.2.3

"Appointments"

means as the context so requires:
(c)

the Development
Agreement; and

Management

(d)

the appointment of any member of
the Independent Verification Team
or the Development Solicitor by
HDV as referred to in Clause
18.8.2 or Clause 18.8.3 or Clause
18.8.12

"Appropriate
Consideration"

means the consideration payable in respect of the relevant HDV
Party calculated in accordance with the principles set out in
Schedule 11

"Asset Management
Agreement"

means the strategic asset management agreement in respect of
the Investment Portfolio in the Agreed Form expressed to be
made between (1) InvLP and (2) the Asset Manager

"Asset Management
Resource Plan"

the resource plan for the delivery of the asset management
services which are the subject of the Asset Management
Agreement, as set out in Schedule 3 of the Asset Management
Agreement

"Asset Manager"

means Lendlease Real Estate Investment Services Limited or
such other asset manager who is appointed by InvLP to perform
the services set out in the Asset Management Agreement

"Auditors"

means the auditors of the HDV and HDV Parties from time to
time

"Bank"

means the bank of the HDV and HDV Parties from time to time

"Bid Process"

means the process of LLC seeking the award of a Vertical
Works Contract or a Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable)
pursuant to the Contractor Framework Agreement when the
Contractor Framework Agreement applies

"Bid Vertical Build"

means the Vertical Build by Gross Internal Area to be
constructed on the Development Sites, which those Vertical
Works Contracts which LLC has been given the opportunity to
seek the award of in accordance with the Contractor Framework
Agreement relate to

"Board Meeting"

means any meeting of the board of Nominees (or Directors, as
applicable) in accordance with the provisions of Clause 8

"Borough"

means the geographical area of the London Borough of
Haringey from time to time

"Bribery Act"

means the Bribery Act 2010 and any subordinate legislation
made under that Act from time to time together with any
guidance or codes of practice issued from the relevant
government department concerning the legislation

"Business"

means the business of the HDV as described in recital (A) and
all matters reasonably ancillary to any such matters pursuant to
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the HDV Objectives
"Business Plan Material
Variation"

any amendment, variation, update or change falling within the
following categories:
(a)

any item specifically identified within a Business Plan
itself as being material;

(b)

any item specifically identified within this Agreement
(including, but not limited to, Part 5 of Schedule 2
and the Delegation Policy) as requiring Member
approval; or

(c)

any matter which the HDV Board determines as
sufficiently material to require a referral to Members.

"Business Plan(s)"

means the business plans consisting of the HDV Business Plan,
the Social and Economic Business Plan, the Development
Business Plans and the Investment Business Plan (or any of
them as the context may require) as agreed by the Members in
accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and as the
same may be varied or updated from time to time in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement

"C Loan"

means the Development (Council) C Loan

"C Loan Note"

means a loan note constituted by a Development (Council) C
Loan Note Instrument

"Capital Account"

means the account ledger maintained by the HDV in the name
of a Member against which its Capital Contribution is credited in
accordance with Clause 5.1 and which, shall not require (for the
avoidance of doubt, a separate bank account)

"Capital Contribution"

means, in respect of a Member, any financial contribution made
by that Member to the HDV in accordance with Clause 5

"Category 1 Properties"

shall have the meaning given to such expression in the
Development Framework Agreement

"Category 1A Properties"

shall have the meaning given to such expression in the
Development Framework Agreement

"Category 1B Properties"

shall have the meaning given to such expression in the
Development Framework Agreement

"Category 2 Properties"

means:
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(a)

Broadwater Farm Area N17

(b)

Leabank and Lemsford Close N15

(c)

Park Grove (inc Durnsford Road) N11

(d)

Tunnel Gardens (inc Blake Road) N11

(e)

Turner Avenue/ Brunel Walk N15

(f)

Reynardson Court N17
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(g)

Demountables – Watts Close N15

(h)

Barbara Hucklesbury N22

(i)

Fred Morfill House, Bounds Green Rd, N11

(j)

Land to the rear of Muswell Hill Library N10

"Category 3 Properties"

shall have the meaning given to it Schedule 3 (Future
Opportunities) of the Land Assembly Agreement

"Chairman"

means the chairman from time to time of the HDV Board or the
board of the relevant HDV Party (as applicable) who shall
appointed in accordance with the provisions of Clause 7.2.7 and
approved by the Members

"CM Protocol"

means the procedure set out in schedule 2 of the Contractor
Framework Agreement

"Companies Act"

means the Companies
Companies Act 2006)

"Confidential Information"

has the meaning given in Clause 32.2

"Confidentiality Period"

shall have the meaning set out in Clause 32

"Conflict Matter"

means a Council Conflict Matter or a PSP Conflict Matter as the
case may be

"Constructed Vertical
Build"

means the Vertical Build by Gross Internal Area constructed on
the Development Sites, which a Vertical Works Contract
awarded to LLC pursuant to the Contractor Framework
Agreement relates to

"Construction
Management Agreement"

means the form of construction management agreement
annexed at Schedule 5 of the Contractor Framework Agreement

"Contractor Framework
Agreement"

means an agreement between the HDV and LLC dated on or
around the Effective Date which sets out, amongst other things,
the basis on which LLC will be given an opportunity to seek the
award of Vertical Works Contracts and Horizontal Works
Contracts

"Control"

means where a party holds any of the following rights:-

Act 1985

(as

amended

by the

(a)

more than 50% of the voting rights in an entity;

(b)

is a member of such entity and has the right to appoint
or remove a majority of the directors or board
representatives of such entity; or

(c)

is a member and controls alone, under an agreement
with the other members, a majority of the voting rights,

and "Controlled" shall be construed accordingly
"Council A Loan"

means the aggregate sums of the Development (Council) A
Loan and the Investment (Council) A Loan

"Council B Loan"

means the Investment (Council) B Loan
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"Council C Loan"

means the Development (Council) C Loan

"Council Conflict Matter"

means the matters listed below (being matters where the
Council Nominees or the Council (as the case may be) shall be
considered to have a conflict):(a)

any decision by or on behalf of the HDV (or member
of the HDV Group) to exercise any of the legal rights
of the HDV (or member of the HDV Group) in relation
to a Council A Loan, Council B Loan or Council C
Loan and any associated loan note or security
documentation (as the case may be) and/or;

(b)

any decision by or on behalf of the HDV (or member
of the HDV Group) to enforce its legal rights under the
Development Framework Agreement or Agreement for
Sale;

(c)

any decision by or on behalf of the HDV (or member of
the HDV Group) to enforce its legal rights against
Homes for Haringey
18

"Council
Corporate Plan"

means the Haringey Corporate Plan 2015-20 which can be
found at:
http://www.haringey.gov.uk/sites/haringeygovuk/files/
corporate_plan_2015-18.pdf,
and any replacement corporate plans subsequently published
by the Council from time to time

"Council Costs
Agreement"

Security

"Council Default Event"

means the security agreement in the Agreed Form to be
granted by the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary in favour of the
Council to secure the payment of the LAA Invoiced Costs
has the meaning given to it in Clause 24.1.1

"Council Grievance Notice"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 24.4.1

"Council Group"

means:(a)

the Council and its Subsidiaries from time to time
other than Homes for Haringey; and/or

(b)

any company or Subsidiary of a company identified in
(a) above (other than Homes for Haringey) where at
least one fifth of the issued equity share capital is
beneficially owned by the person concerned (whether
or not a company),

provided that, for the purposes of this definition, any references
to companies shall be interpreted as including limited liability
partnerships and the definition of "Subsidiary" shall be such that
any references to companies therein shall include references to
limited liability partnerships
"Council's Economic
Development and Growth
Strategy"

means the Council's strategy for economic growth and
development as updated from time to time

"Council's Investment
Portfolio Annual Return"

means the sum of (this information is contained in the exempt
part of the report) per annum
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12

"Council's Investment
Portfolio Annual Return
Top Up"

[]

"Council Loan Note
Instruments"

means the Investment (Council) A Loan Note Instrument;
Investment (Council) B Loan Note Instrument; Development
(Council) A Loan Note Instrument, Development (Council)
C Loan Note Instrument and Land Assembly (Council) D Loan
Note Instrument; and "Council Loan Note Instrument" means
any of them as the context may require

"Council Loan Note"

means any loan note issued pursuant to a Council Loan Note
Instrument

"Council Loan Note
Security Agreements"

means the Investment (Council) A Loan Note Security
Agreement; Investment (Council) B Loan Note Security
Agreement; Development (Council) A Loan Note Security
Agreement; Development (Council) C Loan Note Security
Agreement; and Land Assembly (Council) D Loan Note Security
Agreement and "Council Loan Note Security Agreement"
means any of them as the context may require

"Council Prohibited Party"

means in the Council's reasonable discretion a third party that
would not be appropriate for the Council to contract with
because:
(a)

such party would not satisfy the mandatory or financial
qualification requirements for a PSP set out in the
pre-qualification questionnaire relating to the
procurement exercise procuring the PSP for the HDV
structure; or

(b)

such party's business or parent's business is
substantially concerned with the sale, distribution or
manufacture of arms or weapons, tobacco or tobacco
related products, alcoholic beverages, gaming or
gambling, or pornography; or

(c)

such party would not be a fit and proper person for the
Council to contract with having regard to the Council
being a public sector body

"Council Remedy Period"

has the meaning given in Clause 24.3.1

"Council Nominees"

means the nominees appointed by the Council to the HDV
Board or the board of the relevant HDV Party (as applicable)
pursuant to Clause 7

"Council Senior Officer"

has the meaning given in Clause 25.2.1

"Current Account"

in respect of each Member, each Member's Member Current
Account ledger (as defined in paragraph 1.2 of Schedule 5
(Accounts)) and which shall not require, for the avoidance of
doubt, a separate bank account

"D&B Contract"

means the form of design and build contract annexed at
Schedule 4 of the Contractor Framework Agreement

12

Drafting to flow out of note referred to in Schedule 6 covering how Council's (this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report) is made up
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"D&B Protocol"

means the procedure set out in schedule 1 of the Contractor
Framework Agreement

"Deadlock Event"

has the meaning given in Clause 25

"Deadlock Matter"

has the meaning given in Clause 25

"Deadlock Notice"

has the meaning given in Clause 25

"Deed of Adherence"

means a deed of adherence in substantially the same form as
that set out at Schedule 9 (Deed of Adherence)

"Default Event"

means a Council Default Event or a PSP Default Event as the
context so requires

"Defaulting Member"

has the meaning given in Clause 24.2

"Delegation Policy"

means the document contained in Schedule 3 (Delegation
Policy) identifying how certain decisions will be made by the
HDV and the HDV Parties (as amended from time to time in
accordance with this Agreement)

"DevLLP Board"

means the board of nominees constituted in accordance with
Clause 7 in order to determine certain matters relating to
DevLLP in accordance with Clause 8 and in relation to Clause
18.8 shall not include the board of nominees of any subsidiary
of DevLLP

"DevLLP Current Account"

means the current account to be established by DevLLP in
accordance with paragraph 1.7 of Schedule 5 (Accounts)

"DevLLP Objectives"

means the objectives of DevLLP as set out in Clause 4.3

"DevLLP Subsidiary
Intercreditor Deed"

means each intercreditor agreement in the Agreed Form to be
entered into between (1) the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary; (2)
DevLLP; (3) the Council; and (4) the PSP

"Development"

means the development of any of the Development Sites or any
part of them

"Development Business
Plan"

means a Business Plan in relation to a Development Site as the
same may be varied or updated from time to time in accordance
with the provisions of this Agreement, which, as a minimum,
shall comply with the relevant provisions of Schedule 2 (Form of
Business Plans), and "Development Business Plan(s)" or
"Development Business Plans" shall be construed accordingly

"Development Costs"

means those costs included in the Development Business Plan
for a Category 1 Property plus any other costs reasonably and
properly incurred by DevLLP progressing the relevant Category
1 Property

"Development (Council) A
Loan Note"

means a loan note constituted by the Development (Council) A
Loan Note Instrument

"Development (Council) A
Loan Note Instrument"

means a loan note instrument to be entered into between (1)
the HDV; and (2) the Council in respect of the Development
(Council) A Loan Notes to be issued to the Council from time to
time pursuant to this Agreement
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"Development (Council) A
Loan Note Security
Agreement"

means the debenture entered into on or around the date of the
Development (Council) A Loan Note Instrument between (1) the
HDV; and (2) the Council in respect of the Development
(Council) A Loan Notes outstanding from time to time

"Development (Council) C
Loan Note"

means a loan note constituted by the Development (Council) C
Loan Note Instrument

"Development (Council) C
Loan Note Instrument"

means a loan note instrument to be entered into between (1)
the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary; and (2) the Council in respect
of the Development (Council) C Loan Notes to be issued to the
Council from time to time pursuant to this Agreement relating to
the relevant Development Site or Phase (as applicable)

"Development (Council) C
Loan Note Security
Agreement"

means the debenture entered into on or around the date of the
relevant Development (Council) C Loan Note Instrument
between (1) the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary; and (2) the
Council in respect of the Development (Council) C Loan Notes
outstanding from time to time relating to the relevant
Development Site or Phase (as applicable)

"Development Framework
Agreement"

means the development framework agreement entered into
between (1) the Council and (2) HDV relating to the Category 1
Properties on the Effective Date

"Development
Management Agreement"

means the property development management agreement
entered into between (1) DevLLP; (2) the Development
Manager; (3) Lendlease Europe Holding Limited; and (4) the
HDV in relation to the development and management of the
Development Sites

"Development Manager"

means Lendlease Development (Europe) Limited or such other
development manager who is appointed by DevLLP to perform
the services set out in the Development Management
Agreement

"Development
Programme"

means the programme for Development of a Phase contained in
a Procurement Recommendation including the proposed
periods for completion of works or part thereof comprised within
any Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract
proposed for the relevant Phase

"Development (PSP) A
Loan "

means a loan made in return for Development (PSP) A Loan
Notes

"Development (PSP) A
Loan Note"

means a loan note constituted by the Development (PSP) A
Loan Note Instrument

"Development (PSP) A
Loan Note Instrument"

means a loan note instrument to be entered into between (1)
the HDV; and (2) the PSP in respect of the Development (PSP)
A Loan Notes to be issued to the PSP from time to time
pursuant to this Agreement

"Development (PSP) A
Loan Note Security
Agreement"

means the debenture entered into on or around the date of the
Development (PSP) A Loan Note Instrument between (1) the
HDV; and (2) the PSP in respect of the Development (PSP) A
Loan Notes outstanding from time to time

"Development Receipts"

means any receipts received by DevLLP or its subsidiaries in
connection with the Disposal of part or all of a Development Site
after all expenditure and provisions in line with the accounting
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policy in the HDV Business Plan save for LAA Invoiced Costs
"Development Resource
Plan"

the resource plan for the delivery of the development
management services which are the subject of the Development
Management Agreement, as set out in Schedule 3 of the
Development Management Agreement

"Development Sites"

means any Category 1 Properties or Category 2 Properties or
Category 3 Properties (as applicable) and references to a
"Development Site" shall be construed as references to the
whole or any part of a Development Site as the context shall
require;

"Development Solicitor"

means a firm of solicitors appointed by HDV (which shall not be
either a member of the PSP Group or Council Group) to perform
the Legal Services

"Direct Losses"

means all damages, losses, liabilities, injuries, claims, actions,
costs, expenses (including the cost of legal or professional
services, legal costs being on an indemnity basis) proceedings,
demands or judgements whether arising under statute, contract
or at common law but excluding Indirect Losses

"Director"

means a director of Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 or Nominee
Co3 (as applicable)

"Disclosing Party"

has the meaning given in Clause 32.2

"Disposal"

means the completed sale or lease of any legal or beneficial
estate or interest in the whole or any part of a Development Site
or Investment Portfolio Property (as the context shall require) to
a purchaser or leaseholder for a premium on an arm's length
basis but and for the avoidance of doubt this excludes any
uncompleted agreements to dispose and any Excluded
Disposals and "Disposed of" shall be construed accordingly

"Drawdown Price"

shall have the meaning given to such expression in the
Development Framework Agreement

"Effective Date"

means the date upon which the conditions set out at Clause 1.2
are satisfied

"EIR"

means the Environmental Information Regulations 2004

"Employment Skills Policy"

means an HDV Policy in relation to the provision of
apprenticeships, training, work experience and other
employment matters particularly for local people having regards
to the aims set out in the Council's Economic Development and
Growth Strategy, to be developed and adopted by the HDV
Board within three (3) months of the Effective Date

"Estate Renewal, ReHousing and Payments
Policy"

has the meaning given to it in the Land Assembly Agreement

"Excluded Disposals"

means a Disposal of the whole or any part of the Site:(a)
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to a statutory undertaker, utility company or other
similar body acquiring land for the provision of an
electricity sub-station, gas governor, pumping station,
service media or other similar facility (including by way
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of grant of a wayleave or easement); or

"Expert"
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(b)

to a highways authority or other relevant authority in
respect of highway works; or

(c)

to a local or other authority or body where land is to be
used as public realm, public open space, woodland,
play area, tree belt, recreation area or other amenity
or landscaped area or facility or where it is to be used
for any social sporting or community purposes; or

(d)

[to a tenant on a rack rent lease for a term of years not
exceeding 99 years]; or

(e)

to a management company for the sole purpose of
management of any common parts or facilities;

(f)

to a funder to take a charge

means:(a)

(where a dispute, difference or matter hereunder is on
a point of law or legal drafting) a Queen's Counsel
practising in English real property law or construction
law or partnership law or banking law (as applicable)
being such Counsel as may be appointed by the
Members (acting unanimously) or, failing agreement,
such Counsel as shall be appointed at the request of
either or both of the Members by or on behalf of the
President for the time being (or the next most senior
available officer) of the Law Society of England and
Wales; or

(b)

(where a dispute, difference or matter hereunder
concerns a planning matter) a Queen's Counsel
practising at the planning bar being such Counsel as
may be appointed by the Members (acting
unanimously) or, failing agreement, such Counsel as
shall be appointed at the request of either or both of
the Members by or behalf of the President for the time
being (or the next most senior available officer) of the
Law Society of England and Wales;

(c)

(where a dispute, difference or matter hereunder is in
relation to finance) a senior Chartered Accountant
having at least 10 years' post qualification experience
in relation to dealing with disputes of a kind of those
which may be referred to him or her hereunder as may
be jointly appointed by the Members (acting
unanimously) or, failing agreement, such Chartered
Accountant as shall be appointed at the request of
either or both of the Members by or on behalf of the
President for the time being (or the next most senior
available officer) of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales;

(d)

(where a dispute, difference or matter hereunder
concerns potential third party funding), a professional
adviser, expert or investment banker with at least 10
years' experience of advising borrowers in relation to
the commercial aspects of debt funding packages or,
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failing agreement, such adviser, expert or investment
banker as shall be appointed at the request of either
or both of the Members by or on behalf of the
President for the time being (or the next most senior
available officer) of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales;
(e)

(in the case of any other matter) a senior Chartered
Surveyor having at least 10 years' post-qualification
experience in the development and/or management of
premises in the London area as may be jointly
appointed by the Members (acting unanimously) or,
failing agreement, such surveyor as shall be
appointed at the request of either or both of the
Members by or on behalf of the President for the time
being (or the next most senior available officer) of the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, such
experience to be in relation to dealing with disputes of
a kind of those which may be referred to him or her
hereunder,

and "failing agreement" shall for these purposes mean failing
any such joint appointment by the Members within 5 Working
Days of notice by one Members to the other that the dispute or
difference is to be referred to an Expert
"Finance Agreements"

means the loan note instruments, security agreements,
intercreditor deeds and loan agreements referred to in
Clause 2.1.1 and any other such agreements or instruments as
any of the HDV Parties shall enter into from time to time

"FOIA"

means the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and any
subordinate legislation (as defined in section 84 of the Freedom
of Information Act 2000) made under the Freedom of
Information Act 2000 from time to time

"General KPI's"

means the key performance indicators set out in Schedule 3 of
the Contractor Framework Agreement

"Gross Internal Area"

means the gross internal area of the relevant premises
measured or calculated in accordance with the RICS Code of
Measuring Practice (6th Edition);

"HDV Board"

means the board of Nominees constituted in accordance with
Clause 7 in order to determine certain matters relating to the
HDV in accordance with Clause 8

"HDV Business Plan"

means the over-arching HDV business plan as the same may
be varied or updated from time to time in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement, which, as a minimum, shall
comply with the relevant provisions of Schedule 2 (Form of
Business Plans)

"HDV Current Account"

means the current account to be established by HDV in
accordance with paragraph 3.1 of Schedule 5 (Accounts)

"HDV Chief Executive"

means the Chief Executive of the HDV from time to time who is
employed by the Development Manager

"HDV Financial Model"

means the Microsoft Excel based financial appraisal tool
adopted by HDV from time to time in accordance with the HDV
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Business Plan
"HDV Group"

means the HDV, InvLP, DevLLP, Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2,
Nominee Co3 and any HDV Party

"HDV Intercreditor Deed"

the intercreditor agreement in the Agreed Form to be entered
into between (1) the Council; (2) PSP; and (3) HDV on or
around the date of this Agreement

"HDV Objectives"

means the objectives of the HDV as set out in Clause 4.1

"HDV Party"

means the HDV, Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2, Nominee Co3,
InvLP, DevLLP and each other HDV Subsidiary from time to
time (or any such entities as the case may be)

"HDV Policies"

such policies for the HDV and each HDV Party which are
adopted by the HDV and each HDV Party from time to time and
are in a form approved by the Members, acting unanimously

"HDV Subsidiary"

means a subsidiary or subsidiary undertaking of an HDV Party
from time to time

"HDV Uplift"

has the meaning given to it in the Development Framework
Agreement

"Holding Company"

has the meaning given to it by section 1159 of the Companies
Act amended to include any limited liability partnership which
would fall within that meaning if it were a company

"Homes for Haringey"

means the Council's Arm's Length Management Organisation
which is responsible for the day to day management of Council
houses – currently more than 20,000 tenant and leasehold
properties

"Horizontal
Works
Contract"

means a proposed contract (with the HDV or the relevant HDV
Party) for, inter alia, the carrying out of or the management of
the carrying out of any construction works for the Development
of a Phase which do not include the construction of any Vertical
Build

"ICC Services"

means the scope of services to be performed by the consultant
appointed as the Independent Cost Consultant which shall
include but not be limited to the services referred to in Schedule
[ ] of the Development Management Agreement

"Impact Assessment
Period"

has the meaning given in Clause 16.2.6(c)

"Indebted Person"

has the meaning given in Clauses 26.5 and 26.6 (each to be
construed as required in each Clause)

"Indemnifying Member"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 28.6

"Independent Cost
Consultant"

means a consultant which shall not be either a member of the
PSP Group or Council Group appointed by the HDV to perform
the ICC Services

"Independent Programme
Auditor"

means a consultant which shall not be either a member of the
PSP Group or Council Group appointed by the HDV to perform
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the IPA Services
"Independent Verification
Team"

means the following advisers (which shall not be either a
member of the PSP Group or Council Group) appointed by the
HDV:
(a)

Independent Cost Consultant;

(b)

Independent Programme Auditor,

and any other consultant to be included in the Independent
Verification Team pursuant to Clauses 18.8.3 and 18.8.12
"Indirect Losses"

means loss of profit, loss of use, loss of production, loss of
business, loss of business opportunity or any claim for
consequential loss or for indirect loss of any nature

"Information"

has the meaning given under section 84 of the Freedom of
Information Act 2000

"Insolvent HDV Party"

has the meaning given in Clause 27.1.3

"Internal B Loan"

means the loan(s) made in return for Internal B Loan Notes

"Internal B Loan Notes"

means a loan note constituted by an Internal B Loan Note
Instrument

"Internal B Loan Note
Instrument"

means the loan note instrument in the Agreed Form made by
InvLP, in respect of Internal B Loan Notes to be issued to the
HDV in respect of Investment Portfolio Properties

"Internal B Loan Note
Security Agreement"

means each debenture in the Agreed Form granted by:(a)

InvLP in favour of HDV:

in respect of Internal B Loan Notes outstanding from time to
time
"Internal Loan"

means the loan(s) made in return for Internal Loan Notes

"Internal Loan Notes"

means a loan note constituted by an Internal Loan Note
Instrument

"Internal Loan Note
Instrument"

means each loan note instrument in the Agreed Form made by
InvLP, DevLLP or any DevLLP Subsidiary in respect of certain
loan notes to be issued to the HDV or DevLLP (as applicable) in
respect of a specific Phase or Development Site or Investment
Portfolio Property

"Internal Loan Note
Security Agreement"

means each debenture in the Agreed Form granted by:(a)

InvLP in favour of HDV:

(b)

DevLLP in favour of HDV;

(c)

any DevLLP Subsidiary in favour of DevLLP,

in respect of Internal Loan Notes outstanding from time to time
"Intellectual Property"
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means all patents, trademarks, service marks, goodwill,
registered designs, utility models, design right, copyright
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(including copyright in computer software), semi-conductor,
topography, rights, inventions, trade secrets and other
confidential information, know-how, and all other intellectual and
industrial property and rights of a similar or corresponding
nature in any part of the works, whether registered or not or
capable of registration or not and including the right to apply for
and all applications for any of the foregoing rights and the right
to sue for past infringements of any of the foregoing rights
"InvLP Board"

means the board of Directors of Nominee Co1 constituted in
accordance with Clause 7 in order to determine certain matters
relating to InvLP in accordance with Clause 8

"InvLP Current Account"

means the account to be established by InvLP in accordance
with paragraph 3.6 of Schedule 5 (Accounts)

"InvLP Objectives"

means the objectives of InvLP as set out in Clause 4.2

"Investment (Council)
A Loan Note"

means a loan note constituted by the Investment (Council)
A Loan Note Instrument

"Investment (Council)
A Loan Note Instrument"

means the loan note instrument in the Agreed Form made by
the HDV on or around the Effective Date in respect of
Investment (Council) A Loan Notes to be issued to the Council
(in part consideration of the transfer to InvLP of the Investment
Portfolio)

"Investment (Council)
A Loan Note Security
Agreement"

means the debenture in the Agreed Form entered into on or
around the Effective Date between (1) the HDV; and (2) the
Council, in respect of Investment (Council) A Loan Notes
outstanding from time to time

"Investment (Council)
B Loan Note""

means a loan note constituted by the Investment (Council) B
Loan Note Instrument

"Investment (Council)
B Loan Note Instrument"

means the loan note instrument in the Agreed Form made by
InvLP on or around the Effective Date in respect of Investment
(Council) B Loan Notes to be issued to the Council (in part
consideration of the transfer to InvLP of the Investment
Portfolio)

"Investment (Council)
B Loan Note Security
Agreement"

means the debenture in the Agreed Form entered into on or
around the Effective Date between (1) InvLP; and (2) the
Council, in respect of Investment (Council) B Loan Notes
outstanding from time to time

"Investment (PSP) A Loan "

means the loan(s) made in return for the issue of Investment
(PSP) A Loan Notes

"Investment (PSP) A Loan
Note"

means a loan note constituted by the Investment (PSP) A Loan
Note Instrument

"Investment (PSP) A Loan
Note Instrument"

means the loan note instrument in the Agreed Form made by
the HDV on or around the Effective Date in respect of
Investment (PSP) A Loan Notes to be issued to the PSP
pursuant to this Agreement

"Investment (PSP) A Loan
Note Security Agreement"

means the debenture in the Agreed Form entered into on or
around the Effective Date between (1) the HDV; and (2) PSP in
respect of Investment (PSP) A Loan Notes outstanding from
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time to time
"Investment Business
Plan"

means the business plan referred to in Clause 18.4 in relation to
the Investment Portfolio, as the same may be varied or updated
from time to time in accordance with the provisions of this
Agreement, which, as a minimum, shall comply with the relevant
provisions of Schedule 2 (Form of Business Plans)

"Investment Portfolio"

means any property owned by InvLP from time to time pursuant
to the Agreement for Sale and, as the context shall require,
Investment Portfolio shall include reference to additional
investment assets acquired by the HDV and/or InvLP (or any
other HDV Party) from time to time in the Borough from the
Council in return for Investment (Council) B Loan Notes and
each asset within the Investment Portfolio shall be referred to as
an "Investment Portfolio Property" (and "Investment
Portfolio Properties" shall be construed accordingly)

"Investment Portfolio
Year"

means a period of one year from and including the
corresponding date in the relevant calendar year on which the
Investment Portfolio Transfer Date occurs and every
subsequent one year period

"Investment Portfolio
Asset Disposal Receipts"

means receipts received by InvLP in respect of the Disposal of
any Investment Portfolio Property

"Investment Portfolio
Income"

means all sums received by InvLP in relation to the Investment
Portfolio (of whatever nature) other than:
(a)

monies in relation to service charge; and

(b)

Investment Portfolio Asset Disposal Receipts,

but after deduction of sums to meet all expenses to be met by
InvLP in accordance with the Investment Business Plan (other
than interest on Internal B Loans)
"Investment Portfolio
Transfer Date"

means the date of actual completion of the transfer of the first
properties to be transferred pursuant to the Agreement for Sale

"IPA Services"

means the scope of services to be performed by the consultant
appointed as the Independent Programme Auditor which shall
include but not be limited to the services referred to in Schedule
[ ] of the Development Management Agreement

"Key Agreements"

means this Agreement; the Development Management
Agreement; the Contractor Framework Agreement; and the
Land Assembly Agreement

"Key Commercial Terms"

means the commercial terms relating to (and the approach to
any optional provisions under) each proposed Horizontal Works
Contract or Vertical Works Contract for a Phase to include (but
not limited to) the following:
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(a)

any proposed caps on liability for
the contractor who will enter into
the relevant
Vertical Works
Contract or Horizontal Works
Contract;

(b)

levels of professional indemnity
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insurance for the contractor who
will enter into the relevant Vertical
Works Contract or Horizontal
Works Contract;
(c)

construction costs contingencies;

(d)

fees;

(e)

proposed levels of any liquidated
and ascertained damages to be
paid or allowed
under
or
pursuant to the relevant Vertical
Works Contract or Horizontal
Works Contract and the basis
upon which they will be paid or
allowed.

"KPI's"

means the General KPI's and the Project Specific KPI's;

"LAA Invoiced Costs"

means:
(f)

Pre-CPO Acquisition Costs (as that
term is defined in the Land
Assembly Agreement);

(g)

Voluntary Acquisition Costs (as
that term is defined in the Land
Assembly Agreement) pursuant to
Clause 8.8 of the Land Assembly
Agreement; and

(h)

CPO Costs (as that term is defined
in the Land Assembly Agreement).

"Land Assembly (Council)
D Loan Note"

means a Loan Note constituted by the Land Assembly (Council)
D Loan Note Instrument

"Land Assembly (Council)
D Loan Note Instrument"

means a loan note instrument to be entered into between (1)
any DevLLP Subsidiary; and (2) the Council in respect of the
Land Assembly (Council) D Loan Notes to be issued to the
Council from time to time pursuant to this Agreement in respect
of a specific Phase or Development Site

"Land Assembly (Council)
D Loan Note Security
Agreement"

means each debenture in the Agreed Form between (1) any
DevLLP Subsidiary; and (2) the Council, in respect of Land
Assembly (Council) D Loan Notes outstanding from time to time
in respect of a specific Phase or Development Site

"Land Assembly
Agreement"

means the agreement in the Agreed Form entered into on or
around the Effective Date in respect of the assembly of land that
is the subject of the Development Framework Agreement
between (1) the Council and (2) the HDV

"Law"

means any applicable Act of Parliament, sub-ordinate legislation
within the meaning of section 21(1) of the Interpretation
Act 1978, exercise of the Royal Prerogative, enforceable
Community right within the meaning of section 2 of the
European Communities Act 1972, bye-law, regulatory policy,
guidance or industry code, judgement of a relevant court of law,
or directives or requirements of any regulatory body with which
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any Party is bound to comply and/or which relate to or affect this
Agreement
"Lease"

shall have the meaning given to such expression in the
Development Framework Agreement

"Legal Services"

means the scope of services to be performed by the solicitor
appointed as the Development Solicitor which shall include but
not be limited to the services referred to in Schedule [ ] of the
Development Management Agreement

"Letter of Appointment"

means a letter of appointment of a Nominee or a Director of
Nominee Co1, Nominee Co2 or Nominee Co3 in the form set
out in Schedule 10 (Letter of Appointment of a
Nominee/Director).

"LLC"

means Lendlease Construction (Europe) Limited

"Loan Note Instruments"

means the Council Loan Note Instruments and PSP Loan Note
Instruments and "Loan Note Instrument" means any of them
as the context may require

"Loan Notes"

means the loan notes to be issued by the HDV or any HDV
Party to a Member, the HDV or any HDV Party pursuant to the
Loan Note Instruments and the provisions of this Agreement
(and "Loan Note" shall be construed accordingly)

"Lock In Period"

means:(a)

in relation to the PSP and any member of the PSP
Group to whom it transfers its Member Interest
pursuant to Clause 22.2.2, the period expiring on the
th
10 anniversary of the date of this Agreement; and

(b)

in relation to the Council and any Public Sector Body
to whom it transfers its Member Interest pursuant to
th
Clause 22.2.1, the period expiring on the 10
anniversary of the date of this Agreement

"LPA"

means the limited partnership agreement entered into on the
Effective Date between the HDV and Nominee Co1 in respect of
InvLP

"Material Breach"

means a breach of any of the terms of the Key Agreements
which is material and/or persistent having regard to all relevant
circumstances including, without limitation, the nature of the
relationship between the parties to that Key Agreement the
need for each such party to maintain the confidence of the
others, the nature of the breach (and in particular whether it be
intentional, negligent or otherwise), the regularity with which the
obligation which has been breached falls to be performed under
this Agreement and the consequences of the breach

"Mediation Notice"

have the meaning given in Clause 25.4.1

"Member Interest"

means the entire legal and beneficial interest a Member has in
the HDV from time to time including that Member's rights and
obligations under this Agreement and the Finance Agreements

"Member Interest Value"

means, in relation to a Member Interest, the price which a third
party would pay in the open market to acquire such Member
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Interest and all other rights and liabilities comprised in the
relevant Member Interest (including, for the avoidance of doubt
and where applicable, any outstanding obligations to make
payments to the HDV in respect of the Loan Notes) as such
value may be agreed between the Members or, in the absence
of agreement, as determined by an Expert
"Member Loan"

means any amount required to be provided by a Member
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement in consideration for the
issue to such Member by the HDV or an HDV Party of one or
more Loan Notes

"Member Proportion"

means, in respect of each Member, 50%

"Members"

(subject to any such persons ceasing to be a Member in
accordance with this Agreement) the Council, the PSP and any
other persons who may from time to time and for the time being
be admitted as Members of the HDV in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement

"Members' Meeting"

means a duly convened meeting of the Members in accordance
with Clause 12

"Net Asset Value"

the aggregate value of the consolidated fixed and current assets
of the relevant entity from time to time less the aggregate value
of the consolidated liabilities of the relevant entity from time to
time

"Net Asset Value Trigger
Event"

has the meaning given in Clause 24.6.1(b)

"Net Profits" or "Net Profit"

the profits of the HDV or the relevant HDV Subsidiary (as the
context admits) for an Accounting Period as shown in the
audited accounts of the HDV or the relevant HDV Subsidiary
after all expenditure and provisions including the payment of all
interest, if any, accrued and payable on moneys borrowed by
the HDV or the relevant HDV Subsidiary and any salaries or
drawings paid or payable by the HDV or the relevant HDV
Subsidiary (but, for the avoidance of doubt, before providing for
reserves in working capital and re-investment in the HDV or the
relevant HDV Subsidiary)

"Nominees"

means the Council Nominees and/or the PSP Nominees as the
context may require

"Non-Defaulting Member"

has the meaning given in Clause 24.2

"Objectives"

means the HDV Objectives, InvLP Objectives and/or DevLLP
Objectives (as applicable)

"Offer"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.3.4

"Offer Period"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.4.1

"Outstanding Capital
Contribution"

means, in respect of any Member, an amount equal to its
Capital Contribution less the sum of any repayments of Capital
Contributions by the HDV to that Member

"Parties"

the Parties to this Agreement and references to a Party means
any of the Parties to this Agreement as the context may require
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"Partnership Act"

means the Limited Partnership Act 1907;

"Partnership Assets"

means any property held by the HDV or any of the HDV Parties
(as the context shall require) and, for the avoidance of doubt,
including any Intellectual Property

"Partner"

means (subject to any person ceasing to be a Partner in
accordance with the LPA) the HDV, Nominee Co 1 and any
other persons who may from time to time and for the time being
be admitted as Partners of InvLP in accordance with the terms
of the LPA

"PCSA"

means an agreement with the HDV or the relevant HDV Party to
provide pre-construction services prior to the award of any
Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract in relation
to the development of a Phase;

"Phase"

[means either a Development Site or where the Development
Business Plan for a Development Site divides that Development
Site into distinct and separate parts so as to differentiate
between the Development of such parts, each such part of that
Development Site]

"Planned Total Vertical
Build"

means the total Vertical Build by Gross Internal Area which it is
planned to procure the construction of on the Development
Sites as provided for in the Development Business Plans

"Planning Counsel"

means a barrister of not less than ten years' call in planning law

"Potential Purchaser"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.2.2

"Potential Seller"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.1

"Practical Completion"

means the completion of works on a Development Site as
defined in the appropriate building contract for those works

"Procurement Policy"

means the procurement policy of the HDV in the form set out in
Schedule 4 (Procurement Policy) to be adhered to by the HDV,
InvLP and DevLLP and as well as any HDV Subsidiary as such
procurement policy may be amended from time to time by the
HDV

"Procurement
Recommendation"

means a recommendation in relation to the procurement of
goods, services or works in respect of a Development Site to
include (but not limited to) the following:
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(a)

details of the construction works proposed for the
relevant Development Site;

(b)

the proposed Phases into which the Development
Site is being divided and the following in relation to
each Phase;
(i)

the proposed division of the works within
the relevant Phase into Vertical Works
Contracts
and
Horizontal
Works
Contracts;

(ii)

the quantity of Vertical Build proposed
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for that Phase;
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(iii)

whether, at that time, the Bid Vertical
Build has already exceeded or would
exceed the Vertical Build Cap in the
event that LLC were given the
opportunity to seek the award of any of
the Vertical Works Contracts proposed
for the Phase;

(iv)

whether, at that time, the Constructed
Vertical Build has already exceeded the
Vertical Build Cap or would exceed the
Vertical Build Cap in the event that LLC
were awarded one or more of the
Vertical Works Contracts proposed for
the Phase;

(v)

confirmation as to whether or not LLC
wishes to be offered the opportunity to
seek the award of a Vertical Works
Contract on the relevant Phase and, if
so, which Vertical Works Contract;

(vi)

the proposed Development Programme
for the relevant Phase;

(vii)

the proposed procurement route for the
works within each Vertical Works
Contract and each Horizontal Works
Contract for the relevant Phase (whether
design
and
build,
construction
management or any other procurement
route);

(viii)

where it is recommended that LLC is
given the opportunity to seek the award
of a Vertical Works Contract or a
Horizontal Works Contract for a relevant
Phase:

(a)

and the procurement route is either
design and build or construction
management,
the
proposed
amendments to the CM Protocol
and/or the DM Protocol in the
Contractor Framework Agreement
(as applicable) for each such
Vertical Works Contract and
Horizontal Works Contract;

(b)

and the procurement route is not
design and build or construction
management,
the
proposed
Substitute Protocol;

(c)

the proposed forms of construction
documents proposed to be entered
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into between the HDV (or the
relevant HDV Party) and LLC for
each Vertical Works Contract and
Horizontal Works Contract (as
applicable) and if any of the
Standard
Form
Construction
Documents are proposed for a
Vertical Works Contract and/or a
Horizontal Works Contract, any
proposed amendments to such
forms;
(d)

"Prohibited Act"

(ix)

the outline development budget for the
Phase;

(x)

proposed Key Commercial Terms for
each
proposed
Horizontal
Works
Contract and Vertical Works Contract for
the relevant Phase; and

(xi)

whether a PCSA is recommended for a
Phase and if so the terms and scope of
such PCSA and whether or not it is
proposed that LLC be awarded such
PCSA

the following constitute Prohibited Acts:(a)
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whether it is recommended that a
further consultant is engaged by
the HDV to provide specified
services as part of the Independent
Verification Team in connection
with a Bid Process for any Vertical
Works Contract and/or Horizontal
Works Contract for the relevant
Phase;

to directly or indirectly offer, promise or give any
person in relation to the Project Agreements a
financial or other advantage to:
(i)

induce that person to perform improperly a
relevant function or activity; or

(ii)

reward that person for improper performance
of a relevant function or activity;

(b)

to directly or indirectly request, agree to receive or
accept any financial or other advantage as an
inducement or a reward for improper performance of a
relevant function or activity in connection with this
Agreement;

(c)

committing any offence:(i)

under the Bribery Act;

(ii)

under
legislation
creating
offences
concerning fraudulent acts relating to this
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Agreement or any other contract with the
Council or PSP (as applicable); or
(iii)

"Prohibited Party"

defrauding, attempting to defraud or
conspiring to defraud the Council or PSP (as
applicable)

means in the Council's absolute discretion a third party that
would not be appropriate for the Council to contract with
because:
(a)

such party would not satisfy the mandatory or financial
qualification requirements for a PSP set out in the
pre-qualification questionnaire relating to the
procurement exercise procuring the PSP for the HDV
structure; or

(b)

such party's business or parent's business is
substantially concerned with the sale, distribution or
manufacture of arms or weapons, tobacco or tobacco
related products, alcoholic beverages, gaming or
gambling, or pornography; or

(c)

such party would not be a fit and proper person for the
Council to contract with having regard to the Council
being a public sector body

"Project Agreements"

means each and any contract(s) to be entered into relating to
the business of an HDV Party, including but not limited to this
Agreement, the Agreement for Sale, the Development
Framework Agreement, the Finance Agreements, the Asset
Management Agreement, the Development Management
Agreement, the Property Management Agreement (Investment
Portfolio), the Property Management Agreement Tier 1 (Council
owned land) and the Property Management Agreement Tier 2
(Council owned land)

"Project Specific KPIs"

has the meaning given to it in the Contractor Framework
Agreement

"Property Management
Agreement (Investment
Portfolio)"

means the property management agreement in respect of the
Investment Portfolio in the Agreed Form expressed to be made
between (1) InvLP and (2) the Property Manager; on the
Effective Date

"Property Management
Agreements (Council
owned land)"

means the Property Management Agreement Tier 1 (Council
owned land) and the Property Management Agreement Tier 2
(Council owned land)

"Property Management
Agreement Tier 1 (Council
owned land)"

means the property management agreement in respect of the
relevant Council owned land in the Agreed Form expressed to
be made between (1) the Council; and (2) the HDV

"Property Management
Agreement Tier 2 (Council
owned land)"

means the property management agreement in respect of the
relevant Council owned land in the Agreed Form expressed to
be made between (1) the HDV; and (2) the Property Manager

"Property Manager"

means Workman or such other property manager as selected
by the InvLP or the Council (as appropriate) from time to time to
perform the services set out in the Property Management
Agreement (Investment Portfolio) or the Property Management
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Agreement (Council owned land) (where HDV is the Employer)
"PSP A Loan"

means the aggregate of the Development (PSP) A Loan and the
Investment (PSP) A Loan

"PSP AMA Guarantee"

means the guarantee from Lendlease Europe Holdings Limited
(Company Number 02594928) to the Council entered into on or
about the date of this Agreement guaranteeing the obligations
of the PSP under the Asset Management Agreement

"PSP Completion Loan"

means £[
] which shall be advanced to the HDV on
the Effective date by the PSP and which forms part of the PSP
A Loan

"PSP Conflict Matter"

means the matters listed below (being matters where the PSP
Nominees and/or PSP (as the case may be) shall be considered
to have a conflict):-
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(a)

any decision by the HDV (or member of the HDV
Group) to enforce the provisions of any guarantee for
the PSP's (or member of its group's) obligations; and
/or

(b)

any decision by or on behalf of the HDV (or member
of the HDV Group) to exercise any of the rights of the
HDV (or member of the HDV Group) in relation to a
PSP A Loan and any associated loan note instrument
or security documentation (as the case may be) or any
other arrangement for finance entered into between
the HDV and the PSP from time to time; and/or

(c)

any decision by the HDV (or member of the HDV
Group) to award any contract or otherwise enter into a
contract or other arrangement or transaction with any
member of or persons otherwise connected with the
PSP Group (save where the decision is a decision to
be made pursuant to Clause 18.8 of this Agreement);

(d)

any decision by or on behalf of the HDV (or member
of the HDV Group) to enforce its legal rights under any
contract, arrangement or transaction with any member
of the PSP Group (including under or pursuant to the
Contractor Framework Agreement and any contract,
arrangement or transaction with any member of the
PSP Group entered into pursuant to the same), or to
take any legal action (including the conduct thereof)
under such contract, arrangement or transaction;

(e)

any decision by or on behalf of the HDV (or member
of the HDV Group) as to whether LLC or any other
member of the PSP Group should be given the
opportunity to seek the award of any Vertical Works
Contract in circumstances where the Bid Vertical Build
or the Constructed Vertical Build has already
exceeded the Vertical Build Cap; and/or

(f)

any decision by the HDV (or member of the HDV Group)
in relation to the appointment of any member of the
Independent Verification Team or the Development
Solicitor including in relation to the identity, terms of
appointment and variation to the terms of
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appointment of any such person and the termination
of the appointment of any such person or
replacement of any such person from time to time

[LLDN: At PB stage the intention is that the Council and LL
will agree the matters that will require HDV Board approval
under the procurement process set out in the proposed
Contractor Framework Agreement. These decisions of the
HDV Board will be a PSP Conflict Matter save where the
Council and LL agree at PB stage that appropriate checks
and balances and controls are in place which results in the
Council agreeing that the decisions will be a full HDV Board
decision. Where such a decision is a PSP Conflict Matter
the Council and LL will agree a set of criteria to ensure the
decision of the Council Nominees at HDV Board is justified.
At PB stage the Council and LL will agree standard form
construction documents to be attached to the Contractor
Framework Agreement as templates for procurement when
LLC is appointed (to include pre-construction services
agreement, forms of main building contract (e.g. design &
build
and
construction
management),
forms
of
warranty/third party rights and performance security
packages. These standard form documents will provide a
fall-back position in the event the HDV Board are not in a
position
to
approve
the
relevant
consultation
documentation and a Deadlock Event will not occur where
the standard form documents are to be put in place.]
"PSP Default Event"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 24.1.2

"PSP DMA Guarantee"

means the guarantee from Lendlease Europe Holdings Limited
(Company Number 02594928) to the Council entered into on or
about the date of this Agreement guaranteeing the obligations
of the PSP under the Development Management Agreement

"PSP Global Minimum
Requirements"

means the PSP Parent Company’s global minimum
requirements (as varied from time to time) relating to health and
safety standards to be incorporated in the design, construction
and asset management of all developments of the HDV Group
and which are attached to this Agreement as Annexure [x]

"PSP Grievance Notice"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 24.3.1

"PSP Group"

means:(a)

the PSP;

(b)

any company which in relation to the PSP is a
Subsidiary or Holding Company or a Subsidiary of any
such Holding Company; and/or

(c)

any company or Subsidiary of a company identified in
(a) or (b) above where at least one fifth of the issued
equity share capital is beneficially owned by the
person concerned (whether or not a company),

provided that, for the purposes of this definition, any references
to companies shall be interpreted as including limited liability
partnerships and the definitions of "Subsidiary" and "Holding
82373586.13\OM
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Company" shall be such that any references to companies
therein shall include references to limited liability partnerships
"PSP Guarantees"

means the PSP MA Guarantee, the PSP DMA Guarantee and
the PSP AMA Guarantee

"PSP Loan Note
Instruments"

means the Investment (PSP) A Loan Note Instrument and the
Development (PSP) A Loan Note; and "PSP Loan Note
Instrument" means any of them as the context may require

"PSP MA Guarantee"

means the guarantee from the PSP Guarantor to the Council
entered into on or about the date of this Agreement
guaranteeing the obligations of the PSP under this Agreement
13

13

"PSP Parent Company "

[xxxx] (registered number: [xxxx]) or such other member of the
PSP Group which Controls the PSP from time to time

"PSP Prohibited Party"

means in the PSP's reasonable discretion a third party that
would not be appropriate for the PSP to contract with because:
(a)

such party would in the context of the proposed
transfer not have satisfactory financial covenant
strength or financial resources; or

(b)

such party's business or parent's business is a
competitor of the PSP Group in the development field;
or

(c)

such party would not be a fit and proper person for the
PSP to contract with having regard to the PSP's
"Know Your Business Partner" policies from time to
time.

"PSP Remedy Period"

has the meaning given in Clause 24.4.1

"PSP Nominees"

means the nominees appointed by the PSP to the HDV Board
or the board of the relevant HDV Party (as applicable) pursuant
to Clause 7

"PSP Senior Officer"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 25.2.1(a)

"Public Sector Body"

means any UK person classified as falling within the public
sector for the purposes of the national accounts by the Office of
National Statistics or any entity controlled by one or more such
persons

"Purchaser"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.4.3

"Quarter"

each period from 1 January to 31 March, 1 April to 30 June,
1 July to 30 September or 1 October to 31 December, and
"Quarterly" shall be construed accordingly

"Receipt"

means all sums received of whatever nature

"Receiving Party"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 32.2

"Recipient"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 32.3

PMDN: Ashurst to complete.
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"Regulations"

means the Limited Liability Partnerships Regulations 2001 as
amended by the Limited Liability Partnerships (Application of
the Companies Act 2006) Regulations 2009 (in turn as
amended by the Limited Liability Partnerships (Amendment)
Regulations 2009)

"Related Party Contract"

has the meaning given in Clause 26.7

"Relevant Base Value"

has the meaning given to it in schedule 7 of the Development
Framework Agreement

"Relevant Intellectual
Property"

has the meaning given in Clause 29.1

"Requests for Information"

has the meaning set out in the FOIA or the EIR as relevant

"Resolution Period"

has the meaning given in Clause 25.2.2

"Revocation Notice"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.3.2

"Revocation Period"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.3.2

"Sale Interest"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.1

"Sale to Member"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 23.4.2

"Sale to Third Party"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 23.5.1

"Seller"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 23.4.3

"Services"

shall mean the ICC Services, IPA Services and the Legal
Services as the context so requires

"Social and Economic
Business Plan"

means the business plan in relation to the HDV's socioeconomic aspirations to be delivered in accordance with and
subject to the terms of the main HDV Business Plan

"Social Impact Vehicle"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 14.5.1

"Standard Form
Construction Documents"

means the Construction Management Agreement and the D&B
Contract

"Statutory Requirements"

means all or any of the following:(a)

Acts of Parliament and any statutory instruments,
rules, orders, regulations and bye-laws for the time
being made under or deriving validity from an Act of
Parliament, in each case whether public or private;

(b)

European directives or regulations and rules; and

(c)

regulations, rules, orders, codes of practice, notices,
policies or bye-laws imposed by any statutory agency,
body or authority (whether local, regional, national or
European) (a "Regulatory Requirement") but
excluding any Regulatory Requirement imposed by
the Council unless and to the extent that the Council is
required to impose such Regulatory Requirement as a
direct consequence of and so as to comply with:(i)
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a Statutory Requirement falling under (a) or
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(b) above; or
(ii)

a Regulatory Requirement of any such
agency, body or authority other than the
Council; and/or

(iii)

a Regulatory Requirement imposed by the
Council acting in its capacity as a planning
authority (provided it is acting impartially);

and in each case either having the force of law in England
and/or with which the Council is required to comply
"Subsequent Transfer
Date"

means each date of actual completion of the sale of properties
in the Investment Portfolio pursuant to the terms of the
Agreement for Sale that is subsequent to the Investment
Portfolio Transfer Date

"Subsidiary"

save where expressly extended or it is stated to the contrary in
this Agreement, has the meaning ascribed to it by section 1159
of the Companies Act and includes any limited liability
partnership which would fall within that meaning if it were a
company

"Substitute Protocol"

means a protocol other than the D&B Protocol or the CM
Protocol that a Procurement Recommendation recommends for
the use of for a Bid Process for a Vertical Works Contract or
Horizontal Works Contract under the Contractor Framework
Agreement

"Termination Event"

means an event listed in Clause 27.1

"Third Party"

means a party who is not a member of the PSP Group, the
Council Group, or the HDV Group

"Third Party Purchaser"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.5.1

"Total Vertical Build"

means the total Vertical Build by Gross Internal Area which has
been constructed on the Development Sites

"Transfer Notice"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.2.1

"Transfer Price"

has the meaning given in Clause 23.3

"Transfer Value"

in respect of each individual Investment Portfolio Property
either:-

"Vertical Build"
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(a)

the Transfer Value set against its name at Schedule 1
of the Agreement for Sale; or

(b)

where (a) does not apply because the Transfer Value
referred to applies to part of the Investment Portfolio
Property being disposed of, an amount equivalent to a
proper and reasonable apportionment of
the
Investment Portfolio Property Transfer Value based
upon the value of the relevant part of the Investment
Portfolio Property which is the subject of the Disposal)

means buildings including foundations and sub-structure
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1.2

"Vertical Build Cap"

means 60% of, prior to completion of the construction of all
Vertical Build on the Development Sites, the Planned Total
Vertical Build and thereafter the Total Vertical Build

"Vertical Works Contract"

means a proposed contract (with the HDV or the relevant HDV
Party) for, inter alia, the carrying out of or the management of
the carrying out of any construction works for the Development
of a Phase which include the construction of any Vertical Build

"Winding Up Practitioner"

means an agreed independent third party appointed by the
Members to administer a winding up of the HDV including
distributing the assets of the HDV to those entitled and, in the
case of a voluntary insolvent winding up, means a liquidator as
referred to under section 91 of the Insolvency Act 1986

"Winding Up Procedure"

has the meaning given in Clause 27.1

"Winding Up HDV Party"

has the meaning given in Clause 27.2.7

"Winding Up Transfer"

shall have the meaning given in Clause 27.2.5

"Winding Up Transfer
Notice"

has the meaning given in Clause 27.2.2

"Winding Up Transfer
Price"

has the meaning given in Clause 27.2.2

"Working Day"

means 9.00 am to 5.00 pm on any day (other than a Saturday)
on which clearing banks in the City of London are open for the
transaction of normal sterling banking business

Interpretation
This Agreement shall be interpreted according to the following provisions, unless the context
requires a different meaning:1.2.1

the headings and marginal notes and references to them in this Agreement shall be
deemed not to be part of this Agreement and shall not be taken into consideration in the
interpretation of this Agreement;

1.2.2

a statutory provision includes a reference to:(a)

the statutory provision as modified or re-enacted or both from time to time
(whether before or after the date of this Agreement); and

(b)

any subordinate legislation made under the statutory provision (whether before
or after the date of this Agreement);

provided that any such modification, re-enactment or legislation made after the date of
this Agreement does not materially change the relevant provision.
1.2.3

except where the context expressly requires otherwise, references to Clauses,
sub-Clauses, paragraphs, sub-paragraphs, parts and Schedules are references to
Clauses, sub-Clauses, paragraphs, sub-paragraphs and parts of and Schedules to this
Agreement and references to Sections, Appendices and Attachments (if any) are
references to Sections, Appendices and Attachments to or contained in this Agreement;

1.2.4

the Schedules to this Agreement are an integral part of this Agreement and a reference to
this Agreement includes a reference to the Schedules. In the event of any inconsistency
between the provisions of the body of this Agreement and the Schedules, the body of this
Agreement shall take precedence;
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1.2.5

words importing persons shall, where the context so requires or admits, include
individuals, firms, partnerships, trusts, companies, corporations, governments,
governmental bodies, authorities, agencies, unincorporated bodies of persons or
associations and any organisations having legal capacity;

1.2.6

where the context so requires words importing the singular only also include the plural
and vice versa and words importing the masculine shall be construed as including the
feminine or the neuter or vice versa;

1.2.7

the language of this Agreement is English. All correspondence, notices, and information
shall be in English;

1.2.8

references to a public organisation shall be deemed to include a reference to any
successor to such public organisation or any organisation or entity which has taken over
either or both the functions and responsibilities of such public organisation;

1.2.9

the words in this Agreement shall bear their natural meaning. The Parties have had the
opportunity to take legal advice on this Agreement and no term shall, therefore, be
construed contra proferentem;

1.2.10

in construing this Agreement, the rule known as the ejusdem generis rule shall not apply
nor shall any similar rule or approach to the construction of this Agreement and
accordingly general words introduced or followed by the word other or including or in
particular shall not be given a restrictive meaning because they are followed or preceded
(as the case may be) by particular examples intended to fall within the meaning of the
general words;

1.2.11

where this Agreement states that an obligation shall be performed no later than or
within or by a stipulated date or event which is a prescribed number of Working Days
after a stipulated date or event the latest time for performance shall be noon on the last
Working Day for performance of the obligations concerned;

1.2.12

unless expressly stated otherwise, where consent or approval of any party to this
Agreement is required for any purpose under or in connection with the terms of this
Agreement it shall be given in writing and within a reasonable time following a receipt for
a request in writing for such consent or approval;

1.2.13

unless otherwise specified or the context otherwise requires, a reference to a document,
instrument or agreement (including, without limitation, to this Agreement) is a reference to
any such document, instrument or agreement as modified, amended, varied,
supplemented or novated from time to time and as it may be adhered to by other parties
from time to time.

1.2.14

Any reference to InvLP is a reference to InvLP acting through its general partner,
Nominee Co1.
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SCHEDULE 2
FORM OF BUSINESS PLANS14
PART 1
HDV BUSINESS PLAN

14

Headings to be extracted from relevant Business Plans and set out here.
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PART 2
INVESTMENT BUSINESS PLAN
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PART 3
DEVELOPMENT BUSINESS PLAN
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PART 4
SOCIAL ECONOMIC BUSINESS PLAN
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PART 5
MATERIAL ELEMENTS OF BUSINESS PLANS
The following elements to Business Plans will always be considered to be material and as such variations to
these elements will be Business Plan Material Variations. It is acknowledged by the Parties that this list shall
be updated from time to time by the Members.
Indicative list with final details and tolerances for each to be agreed.
1.

[High Level Approach to Schedule of Business Plan Material Variations

1.1

General/Commercial Financial – informed by development plans

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.1.1

Funding approach to development;

1.1.2

Changes to IRR or Returns profile (X%);

1.1.3

Adherance or otherwise to the Council's Estate Renewal, Re-Housing and Payments
Policy;

1.1.4

Decisions on ownership and management of housing;

1.1.5

Outside the terms of the procurement;

1.1.6

Outside the terms of the consultation;

1.1.7

Gives rise to increase of challenge;

1.1.8

Outside terms of approval by SOS or Council decision to dispose in accordance with the
Disposal Condition;

1.1.9

New planning applications;

Scheme changes
1.2.1

Quantum of development (GIA) (10%);

1.2.2

Mix of uses (5%);

1.2.3

Tenure changes (5%);

1.2.4

Phase/programme changes (12 months);

1.2.5

Major masterplan boundary changes – incorporation of other land;

1.2.6

Matters relating to new civic offices for Wood Green;

1.2.7

Departures from the Council's Estate Renewal, Re-Housing and Payments Policy;

Investment Portfolio
1.3.1

Extent of disposal;

1.3.2

Extent of purchase of new assets;

1.3.3

Issues with regard to transfer – i.e. if they say no to some properties;

Social and economic
1.4.1
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15

1.4.2

Significant changes to the level of investment;

1.4.3

Alterations to the SIV and its investment funding (10%)]

15

Final details and relevant tolerances for each to be agreed.
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SCHEDULE 3
DELEGATION POLICY

Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Corporate
Approval and adoption of each
Business Plan and any
Business Plan Material
Variation

Approval

Recommendation

Creation and
Implementation

Creation and
Implementation

Approval and adoption of each
HDV Policy and any
amendments/variations/updates
thereto (other than the
Procurement Policy and this
Delegation Policy)

Approval

Creation and
Implementation

Creation and
Implementation

Non-material amendments to
Business Plans

Approval

Creation and
Implementation

Creation and
Implementation

Alteration of the Objectives, or
the nature/scope of the
business of the relevant HDV
Party, closing
down/commencing any
business which is not ancillary
or otherwise incidental to the
business of such party

Approval

Recommendation

Taking any action outside the
parameters of the Business
Plans which increases any
indebtedness of the relevant
HDV Party outside the
parameters of the Business

Approval

Recommendation
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Approval above
the lower of (i)
(this information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report); and (ii)
(this information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report) of budget
heading in
relevant Business
Plan

Recommendation
/ approval if below
the threshold for
Board approval.

Recommendation
/ approval if
below the
threshold for
Board approval.

Plans
Taking any action which
constitutes a variation to the
total costs allocated for a Phase
as set out in the budget section
of the Business Plans

Acquiring, disposing or
agreeing to acquire or dispose
of any asset, any interest in any
asset (including the exercise of
an option) or any other land or
buildings

Approval if
not set out
in Business
Plans

Approval if set out
in Business Plans

Recommendation

Recommendation

Declaring or paying any
distribution in respect of profits,
assets or reserves or in any
other way reducing the
reserves of the relevant HDV
Party

Approval if
otherwise
than on the
terms set
out in this
Agreement

Approval if on the
terms of this
Agreement

No

No

Forming any subsidiary,
acquiring shares in any other
company (subscription or
transfer) such that the relevant
HDV Party becomes a
subsidiary, entering into joint

Approval if
not set out
in Business
Plans

Approval if set out
in Business Plans

No

No
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

ventures or partnerships (but
excluding the creation of HDV
Subsidiaries contemplated in a
Business Plan)
Alteration of authorised or
issued partnership capital, or
classification thereof, allotment
of partnership capital or
securities, granting options or
rights to subscribe to the HDV;
issuing loan capital of the HDV

Approval

Recommendation

Admitting members, partners
and/or appointing persons as
additional Nominees or
directors of the relevant HDV
Party, save where such
Nominees are Council
Nominees and/or PSP
Nominees appointed in
accordance with this
Agreement

Approval

Recommendation

Approval of statutory accounts

Approval

Recommendation

No

Approval

Recommendation

Appointment of auditors
Changing accounting and
reporting policies

Approval

Recommendation

Granting or entering into any
license agreement or
arrangement concerning the
trading name and goodwill

Approval

Recommendation
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Recommendation

Recommendation

Recommendation

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation

attached thereto
Making any variation to any of
the Project Agreements
(excluding Business Plans
which are dealt with separately
in this Delegation Policy)

Approval

Waiving or delaying rights of
the relevant HDV Party which
are to be exercised under any
Project Agreement
Capitalising, repaying or
otherwise distributing any
amount standing to the credit,
or any reserve, of the relevant
HDV Party

Approval

Recommendation

Making any petition or passing
any resolution to wind up the
relevant HDV Party or making
any application for an
administration or winding up
order or any order having
similar effect or giving notice of
intention to appoint an
administrator or file a notice of
appointment of an administrator

Approval

Recommendation

Changing the name of the
relevant HDV Party

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation

The creation of any subsidiary
or associated undertaking or
any involvement by the relevant

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Recommendation

Recommendation

HDV Party in any other entity
other than any contemplated in
a Business Plan
Change in corporate status of
the relevant HDV Party

Approval

Entry by the relevant HDV Party
into any partnership or profit
share arrangement

Approval

The admission of a new
member or the expulsion of any
then existing Member (save in
accordance with this
Agreement)

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation

The engagement of (and terms
of engagement) of any
individual person as consultant
(excluding for such purposes
any professional and technical
advisers)

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation

Making any loan or advance or
giving credit (other than trade
credit in the ordinary course of
business)

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation

Operational
Arrangements for future land
identification within the Borough
and acquisition and transfer of
such land to the relevant HDV
Party and gateway criteria for
82373586.13\OM
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Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Procurement of works, services
and supplies, contracting (other
than with any member of PSP
Group or Council Group) and/or
entering into a commitment to
contract expenditure in each
case within the parameters of
activity (as set out in the
budget) contemplated by the
Business Plans and in
compliance with the
Procurement Policy.

Approval where
proposed contract
value/expenditure
is (this information
is contained in the
exempt part of the
report) or above
for Development
Management
works and (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report) or above
for Asset
Management
works.

Below (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report)

Below (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of
the report)

The variation/extension of
existing contracts for
works/services/supplies within
the parameters of activity (as
set out in the budget)
contemplated by the Business
Plans and in compliance with
the Procurement Policy (but for
the avoidance of doubt
excluding the Development
Management Agreement, Asset
Management Agreement,
Property Management
Agreement (Investment
Portfolio), and Property
Management Agreements

Approval where
proposed value of
the
variation/extension
is (this information
is contained in the
exempt part of the
report) or above or
(this information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report) or above of
the original
contract value
(whichever is the

Below (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report) or less
than (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report) of the
original contract
value (whichever
is the lower)

Below (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of
the report) or less
than (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of
the report) of the
original contract
value (whichever
is the lower)

Activity

future project selection.
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Approval where
award of contract
previously
approved by the
relevant party
under this
Delegation Policy
and payment in
accordance with
contracted terms.

Approval where
award of contract
previously
approved by the
relevant party
under this
Delegation Policy
and payment in
accordance with
contracted terms.

(Council owned land)

lower)

The variation/extension of the
Development Management
Agreement, Asset Management
Agreement, Property
Management Agreement
(Investment Portfolio), Property
Management Agreements
(Council owned land)

Approval

Approval of payments to
suppliers other than the
Development Manager, the
Asset Manager, and the
Property Manager

Development Plan Delivery

16

"Stage One" development
approval – appraisal of
opportunity

Approval

Recommendation

N/A

"Stage Two" development
approval – entering into binding
commitments to progress an
opportunity

Approval

Recommendation

N/A

16

PMDN: Needs to correlate with the services agreed under the Development Management Agreement. JBD/Bek to confirm please.
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

"Stage Three" development
approval – commencement of
project, acquiring a land interest
and letting construction
contracts or similar contracts

Approval

Recommendation

N/A

Submission of any Planning
Application (and any
subsequent material variation to
a submitted application) and
the approval of heads of terms
for any planning obligations/CIL
requirements etc)

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation

Agreeing or carrying out the reletting of any part of any
property and/or re-negotiation
of existing leases including
lease renewals, rent reviews,
the grant and termination of
rent concessions

Approval if total
rent per annum
exceeds (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report) on average
over the term of
the lease

Approval if total
rent per annum is
less than or equal
to (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report) on
average over the
term of the lease.

Approval if total
rent per annum is
less than or
equal to (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of
the report) on
average over the
term of the lease.

A decision to terminate any
existing letting arrangements

Approval

Agreeing or carrying out the
sale of any property where not
included in the Business Plans

Approval

N/A

N/A

Entering into deeds in respect
of properties (easements,
wayleave, consents or other

Approval if
material impact on
value of property

Approval if no
material impact
on value of

Approval if no
material impact
on value of
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

impact on title)
Approving and paying
remuneration to the
Development Manager, Asset
Manager, or Property Manager
under the terms of their
appointments
Approving the identity of a
replacement Development
Manager, Asset Manager or
Property Manager (including
any novation and/or step-in
proposal)
Approving the appointment of
any additional development
manager under the terms of the
Development Management
Agreement

Approval

Approval

property

property

No

No

Recommendation

Approval

Recommendation

Changing the Development
Management Resource Plan or
Asset Management Resource
Plan

Approval of
significant
variations to
budget above (this
information is
contained in the
exempt part of the
report) of total
budget

(In case of
Development
Resource Plan)
Recommendation
for significant
variations to
budget, otherwise
approval.

(In case of Asset
Management
Resource Plan)
Recommendation
for significant
variations to
budget,
otherwise
approval.

Approval, termination of, or
variation to secondment
arrangements (other than in
respect of the HDV Chief

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation
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Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Recommendation

Recommendation

Manager to inform
the Board of
terms/obligations

Approval

Approval

Appointment of asset valuers
and approval of valuations

Approval

No

No

Giving a guarantee, suretyship
or indemnity to secure the
liabilities of any person or
assume the obligations of any
person

Approval

No

No

Write down of asset value

Approval

No

No

Writing off debts

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation

Making any agreement with any
revenue authorities or any other
taxing authority or making a
claim, disclaimer, election or
consent of a material nature for
tax purposes in relation to the
relevant HDV Party or its their
business, assets and/or
undertaking.

Approval

Activity

Executive)
Appointment of the HDV Chief
Executive and any variation to
the terms of such appointment
including termination
Entry into confidentiality
agreements

Approval

Operational
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Recommendation

Recommendation

Commencing any claim,
proceedings or other litigation
brought by or settling or
defending any claim,
proceedings or other litigation
brought against the relevant
HDV Party, except in relation to
debt collection in the ordinary
course of the business
Save where the Contractor
Framework Agreement applies
or where a bona fide arms
length tender process approved
by the HDV Board has first
been followed, or any
additional services referenced
in paragraph 8.1.5 of Part B of
Schedule 4, entering into any
contract, transaction or
arrangement of any nature with
any Member of the PSP Group
or Council Group (including any
decision to vary any such
existing contract, transaction or
17
arrangement)
Approval of any additional
services
referenced
in
paragraph 8.1.5 of Part B of
Schedule 4

Approval

Approval

Approval

Recommendation

17

PMDN: Construction elements of the Delegation Policy still subject to confirmation by construction teams. These will need to be
reviewed and updated as and when the principles in the CFA and the MA relating to construction exclusivity are further progressed
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Approval
of
Procurement
Recommendation (provided no
Business
Plan
Material
Variation to the Development
Business Plan)

Approval

Recommendation

Approval of identity terms of
appointment and any variations
to terms of appointment of the
members of the Independent
Verification Team

Approval

Recommendation

Recommendation

Recommendation

Approval of Project Specific
KPI's

Approval

Recommendation

Inclusion of LLC in a tender list
for Vertical Build falling outside
the Vertical Build Cap

Approval

Recommendation

Approval
of
Procurement
Recommendation
which
comprises a Business Plan
Material
Variation to the
Development Business Plan

Entering into any contract with
LLC pursuant to the Contractor
Framework Agreement which is
in
accordance
with
the
Procurement Recommendation
and endorsed by the relevant
members of the Independent
Verification Team
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

Entering into any contract with
LLC which is either not in
accordance
with
the
Procurement Recommendation
and/or
endorsed
by
the
Independent Verification Team

Approval

Approval to procurement
outside the provisions of
Clause 15 and the Procurement
Policy

Approval

Variation of the Procurement
Policy

Approval

Recommendation

Variation of this Delegation
Policy

Approval

Recommendation

Terminating any agreements
which are material to the
relevant HDV Party's business
(save in accordance with this
Agreement)

Approval

Recommendation

Disposing of a substantial part
of the business and/or assets of
the relevant HDV Party (i.e.
comprising in excess of (this
information is contained in the
exempt part of the report) of the
balance sheet surplus credit
figure from time to time)

Approval if
outside the
Business
Plan

Approval if within
the Business Plan
and
recommendation if
outside Business
Plan

Making any announcements or
releases of whatever nature in

Approval if
there is an

Approval if outside
of day to day
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Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Activity

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

relation to the business of the
relevant party

impact on
the
Members

operation of the
relevant party's
business and
where there is no
impact on the
Members

operation of the
relevant party's
business and
where there is no
impact on the
Members

day to day
operation of the
relevant party's
business and
where there is no
impact on the
Members

Entering into (or agreeing to
enter into) any borrowing
arrangement on behalf of the
relevant HDV Party and giving
any security in respect of any
such borrowing (including
creating any encumbrance over
the whole or any part of the
undertaking or assets of the
relevant entity or over any
capital of the relevant entity

Approval

Recommend

Recommend

Recommend

Reinvestment of Members'
profit share other than where
agreed in any Business Plan

Approval

Recommend

Save to the extent expressly
flagged and approved as a
financial commitment pursuant
to Clause 18.1, any item which
is intended to lead to a financial
obligation in respect of a
Member, including, but not
limited to, Member funding,
guarantee or reinvestment of

Approval

Recommend

Finance
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Activity

Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Members
(in each
case,
being the
members
of the
HDV,
regardless
of whether
the
relevant
decision is
to be made
by or on
behalf of
(1) HDV;
(2) a
DevLLP;
(3) InvLP;
or (4) any
other HDV
Party)

Board (of the
relevant HDV
Party, as
applicable)

Development
Manager

Asset Manager

receipts
Development Framework
Agreement
Approving the Planning
Condition

Approval

Recommendation

Approval if within
a Business Plan

Recommendation

Approving the Viability
Condition

Approval if
outside a
Business
Plan

Approving the Business Plan
Condition

Approval

Recommendation

Approving the Funding
Condition

Approval

Recommendation

Approving the Lease Condition

Approval

Recommendation

Approval

No

General
Any other matters not covered
in this Delegation Policy
The making of any charitable
donation

1.

Approval if
outside the
Business
Plan

No

Approval if within
the Business Plan

The thresholds and categories identified in this Schedule 3 are intended to be aggregate where
such matters relate to one item or a series of connected or linked items of expenditure or activity.

82373586.13\OM
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2.

If anything in this Schedule conflicts with any other provision of this Agreement then the provision
of this Agreement (save for this Schedule) shall prevail to the exclusion of this Schedule.

82373586.13\OM
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SCHEDULE 4
PROCUREMENT POLICY
PART A GENERAL
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

This policy (the "Procurement Policy") applies to the procurement of goods, services or works by
the HDV or any subsidiary or any other party undertaking such activity for and on behalf of the HDV
(together in this Schedule 4 referred to as the "HDV Group" and any such references in this
Procurement Policy shall be construed as applying to the whole HDV Group or a single entity as
the context requires).

1.2

Subject to paragraph 1.4, this Part A applies to all procurements, Part B applies only to the
procurement of goods and/or services and Part C applies to the procurement of works. Where a
procurement includes a combination of works and services and/or goods, then either Part B or Part
C shall be applied dependant on what is the predominant subject matter of the procurement.

1.3

Any person appointed to carry out procurement activity for and on behalf of the HDV Group (a
"Manager") in relation to any agreement for goods, works or services must always comply with this
Procurement Policy and the Delegation Policy set out in Schedule 3 of this Agreement.

1.4

Where, under a Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract awarded pursuant to the
Contractor Framework Agreement LLC has been appointed to manage the carrying out of
construction works by others who are to be appointed by HDV or an HDV Party, then this Schedule
4 shall not apply insofar as LLC's appointment provides for LLC to manage the procurement of any
goods, services or works.

1.5

The provisions of this Schedule 4 are subject to Clause 18.8 of this Agreement.

2.

PROCUREMENT OBJECTIVES

2.1

The following procurement objectives ("Procurement Objectives") have been set to support the
HDV's vision and aims:
2.1.1

that all procurement activity carried out by the HDV Group enables local contractors (and
in particular small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs)) to have a chance of securing
new business with the HDV Group;

2.1.2

that where possible contractors, suppliers and labour based within the Borough will be
utilised, with a particular emphasis on creation of job opportunities for individuals from
minority and hard to reach groups within the Borough (as set out in the Council's
Economic Development and Growth Strategy).

2.1.3

to comply with the Employment Skills Policy;

2.1.4

to comply with the PSP Global Minimum Requirements;

2.1.5

where local contractors are not available further to paragraph 2.1.2, to attract new
contractors to the Borough to widen the supply chain available in the Borough and
increase employment opportunities in the Borough;

2.1.6

that effective procurement leads to innovation in the HDV Group's supply chain by
encouraging new and diverse contractors to work with the HDV Group;

2.1.7

that sustainable procurement is embedded into the procurement cycle in order to achieve
environmental, social and economic benefits consistent with the HDV's Objectives;

2.1.8

to secure value for money in relation to the procurement of goods, works and/or services
by the HDV Group (as detailed in paragraph 3 below);
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3.

2.1.9

to take into account social considerations and wider benefits to the Borough through its
procurement activity (as detailed in paragraph 4 below);

2.1.10

to embody procurement best practice and to view sustainable procurement as integral to
this approach (as detailed in paragraph 6 below);

2.1.11

to ensure fairness and equality of opportunity in the treatment of all contractors (including,
but not limited to, the use of the evaluation criteria set out in paragraph 2 of Part B or C
(as applicable) of this Procurement Policy);

2.1.12

to continuously improve the procurement procedures of the HDV Group (as detailed in
paragraph 5 below);

2.1.13

that all decisions in relation to the procurement are approved in accordance with
paragraph 7 below;

2.1.14

that all extensions and variations to contracts procured under this Procurement Policy are
extended or varied (as the case may be) only in accordance with paragraph 8 below;

2.1.15

to ensure that the HDV Group has a sound rationale for the selection of all of its
contractors (including but not limited to the use of the evaluation criteria set out in
paragraph 2 of Part B or C (as applicable) of this Procurement Policy);

2.1.16

to use the most appropriate route to procurement in accordance with Part B or C (as
applicable) of this Procurement Policy; and

2.1.17

to ensure that specifications are sufficiently robust without negating the contractor's
expertise of innovation in delivery (as detailed in paragraph 1 of Part B and Part C
respectively).

VALUE FOR MONEY
The HDV Group will seek to achieve value for money through the procurement process by ensuring
that the procurement of goods, works and/or services are made not just on the basis of the lowest
price but by also taking into account other factors such as quality (albeit that as far as possible, any
quality requirements will be included within the specification) relevant environmental performance
and the whole-life cost of purchases.

4.

SUSTAINABILITY, EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY
The HDV Group will strive to embody procurement best practice (wherever possible) and view
sustainable procurement as integral to this approach. To that end, the HDV Group will develop
tender specifications to enable contractors to meet the wider environmental and social objectives
for projects for goods, works and services (wherever relevant) including (without limitation) the
creation of job opportunities for individuals from minority and hard to reach groups within the
Borough (as set out in the Council's Economic Development and Growth Strategy).

5.

BEST PRACTICE AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
One of the key roles and responsibilities of the Manager is to utilise best practice and continuously
improve the HDV Group's procurement procedures. To that end, it is vital that staff engaged in
procurement activity on behalf of the HDV Group follow the procedure as set out in this
Procurement Policy. The Manager will undertake regular reviews of procured activity in order to
identify areas where improvements in procured activity can be made and highlight areas of best
practice as a learning tool for the HDV Group.

6.

PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

6.1

Where public grant funding or the use of the Council's funds as development finance or gap
funding or otherwise is required to deliver all or part of a particular contract, the Manager will select
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the most appropriate route to procurement, in accordance with Part B or C (as applicable) of this
Procurement Policy and, if applicable, the EU Procurement Rules.
7.

APPROVALS
All procurement activity (including the selection of the relevant procurement route under this policy
and the award of any contract) shall be approved by the relevant authorised decision maker in
accordance with the terms of the Delegation Policy.

8.

EXTENSIONS AND VARIATIONS TO CONTRACTS
All proposed extensions or variations to existing contracts shall be approved in advance by the
relevant authorised decision maker in accordance with the terms of the Delegation Policy.

9.

EMPLOYMENT

[These principles will be adopted:






18

Recognition of a worker’s right to be a member of a Trade Union and the provision of appropriate
facilities for Trade Union representatives to hold meetings of members
Intolerance of backlisting
Wages at the London Living Wage
Health & Safety and training measures to be in accordance with required standards as provided in
Lendlease GMRs
Appropriate measures to prevent false self-employment and to provide for direct employment of workers
18
including the supply chain]

To be refined.
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PART B – APPLICABLE TO ALL PROCUREMENT OTHER THAN CONSTRUCTION WORKS
1.

DEVELOPING SPECIFICATIONS

1.1

It is important when the HDV Group is procuring goods or services that the specifications are
written in such a way as to be sufficiently robust, whilst not being so explicit that the information
provided negates a contractor's expertise and stifles their innovation in delivery.

1.2

The HDV Group will ensure that the specifications it draws up will:
1.2.1

state the requirements clearly, concisely, logically and unambiguously, including any
requirements for quality;

1.2.2

contain enough information for potential contractors to decide and provide unqualified
costs and pricing information for the goods or services they will offer;

1.2.3

be consistent with the terms of the evaluation criteria and methodology (as detailed in
paragraph 2 below);

1.2.4

contain only the essential features or characteristics of the requirement and are, where
appropriate, output based;

1.2.5

provide equal opportunities to all contractors to offer a product or service that satisfies the
needs of the HDV Group;

1.2.6

not over-specify requirements or contain features which directly or indirectly discriminate
in favour or against any contractor, product, process or source;

1.2.7

where appropriate contain proposed terms and conditions; and

1.2.8

ensure compliance with the HDV Group's legal obligations.

2.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

2.1

The price component shall never be less than (this information is contained in the exempt part of
the report) of the total evaluation score, except where this has been agreed in advance as a matter
reserved to the Council.

2.2

All bidders must be notified of the evaluation criteria used to select the winning bid and undisclosed
evaluation criteria shall not be used to evaluate bids under any circumstances. The evaluation
criteria for any appointment will be as follows (unless otherwise determined by the Manager, acting
on the instruction of the HDV Group):

2.3

2.2.1

bids will be evaluated on a price/ non-price assessment based upon a range of
weightings of (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) price and
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) non-price.

2.2.2

price evaluation will be based on the fee submitted together with an assessment of hourly
rates and disbursements.

Non-price evaluation needs to reference:
2.3.1

the CV's of staff who are proposed to provide goods or to undertake the services together
with a resource plan;

2.3.2

experience of similar commissions and a clear demonstration how such experience will
be applied for the benefit of the HDV Group;

2.3.3

response to the quality questions set out in the tender documentation;

2.3.4

delivery proposal setting out their suitability and 'added value' in undertaking the services;
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2.3.5

references from a minimum of three previous clients;

2.3.6

innovation contained within proposed services;

2.3.7

any modifications to any proposed terms and conditions; and

2.3.8

deliverability of proposed services.

3.

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES UP TO AND INCLUDING (THIS INFORMATION IS CONTAINED IN
THE EXEMPT PART OF THE REPORT)

3.1

For individual contracts (or series of connected contracts) with a value up to and including (this
information is contained in the exempt part of the report) the route of procurement shall be seeking
written quotations in accordance with paragraph 6 below.

4.

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES ABOVE (THIS INFORMATION IS CONTAINED IN THE EXEMPT
PART OF THE REPORT)

4.1

For individual contracts (or series of connected contracts) with a value over (this information is
contained in the exempt part of the report) up to and including (this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report), there are two routes to procure, exercised at the option of the Manager
(taking into account the Procurement Objectives) as follows:

4.2

4.1.1

subject to paragraph 4.2 below, seeking written quotations in accordance with paragraph
6 below; or

4.1.2

a formal tender process in accordance with paragraph 7 below.

Seeking written quotations will only be permitted on the following grounds:
4.2.1

for reasons of urgency and where for the purposes of expediency the relevant authorised
decision maker in accordance with the Delegation Policy has agreed in writing to the use
of written quotations;

4.2.2

where specialist knowledge or skills are required for a specific procurement; or

4.2.3

where the Manager is of the view that following the competitive procurement route cannot
be reasonably expected to achieve any commercial benefit for the HDV Group (in terms
of price and/or quality).

4.3

The Manager shall be required to document in writing the reasons for relying on the provisions of
paragraph 4.2 having regard to the terms of this Procurement Policy.

5.

SUPPLIES AND SERVICES ABOVE (THIS INFORMATION IS CONTAINED IN THE EXEMPT
PART OF THE REPORT)

5.1

For individual contracts (or series of connected contracts) with a value above (this information is
contained in the exempt part of the report), the procurement process shall be pursuant to a formal,
appropriately advertised, tender process in accordance with paragraph 7 below.

6.

PROCUREMENT BY WAY OF WRITTEN QUOTATION

6.1

Subject to paragraph 6.2, the methodology for the appointment of contracts under the written
quotation process will be as follows:
6.1.1

agree parameters and pre-selection criteria for the potential appointment, to include,
without limitation:
(a)

sufficiently robust financial standing;

(b)

necessary expertise, capability and capacity to undertake the services;
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(c)

necessary health and safety procedures in place; and

(d)

a relevant demonstrable track record;

6.1.2

request written quotations based upon the relevant specification referred to in paragraph
1 from a minimum of five independent contractors (two of whom may be nominated by
the Council in its absolute discretion) who satisfy the criteria specified in paragraph 6.1.1;

6.1.3

reserve the right to request that a bidder clarify or modify a quotation and reserve the
right to withdraw from the procurement entirely without incurring costs;

6.1.4

agree list of bidders (being a minimum of 3 where reasonably practicable) for interview,
based on the selection criteria. This process will be driven by the Manager as part of its
project manager services under the Development Management Agreement; and

6.1.5

select the bidder with the highest aggregate score against the selection criteria.

6.2

The methodology set out above at paragraph 6.1 may in certain circumstances be varied but only
by prior written agreement by the relevant authorised decision maker in accordance with the terms
of the Delegation Policy.

7.

PROCUREMENT BY WAY OF FORMAL TENDER PROCESS

7.1

Subject to paragraph 7.2, the methodology for the appointment of contracts under the formal tender
process will be as follows:
7.1.1

agree parameters and pre-selection criteria for the PQQ stage, to include, without
limitation:
(a)

sufficiently robust financial standing;

(b)

necessary expertise, capability and capacity to undertake the services;

(c)

necessary health and safety procedures in place; and

(d)

a relevant demonstrative track record;

7.1.2

advertise the opportunity in appropriate trade press, the Council's own procurement web
pages and notify the Haringey Chamber of Commerce to ensure (as far as possible) that
at least 6 contractors of suitable quality will respond to the tender. The Council reserves
the right to nominate up to three (3) potential contractors at its absolute discretion;

7.1.3

issue a form of PQQ via a suitable mechanism;

7.1.4

prepare the specification for services in accordance with paragraph 1, tender documents
and selection criteria;

7.1.5

down-select to a minimum of 6 bidders (where reasonably practicable) based on the preselection criteria set out in the tender documentation;

7.1.6

issue tender documents via a suitable mechanism;

7.1.7

agree shortlist for interview (being a minimum of 3 where reasonably practicable), based
on selection criteria. This process will be driven by the Manager as part of its project
manager services under the Development Management Agreement;

7.1.8

conduct post tender interviews to (without limitation) clarify the proposed key personnel,
scope of services, deliverables and pricing model;

7.1.9

following interviews, reserve the right to require the 2 bids offering best value (as
determined under the stated evaluation criteria) to submit a best and final offer tender;
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7.1.10

reserve the right to request that a bidder clarify or modify a final tender and reserve the
right to withdraw from the procurement entirely without incurring costs;

7.1.11

appoint the best value offer (as determined under the evaluation criteria set out in
paragraph 2); and

7.1.12

offer feedback to the unsuccessful bidders,

and the Council shall have the right as a matter reserved to the Council to participate in the tender
process, to include (without limitation) the attendance at interviews and the evaluation of bids.
7.2

The methodology set out above at paragraph 7.1 may in certain circumstances be varied but only
by prior written agreement by the relevant authorised decision maker in accordance with the terms
of the Delegation Policy.

8.

EXCLUSIONS FROM THE PROCUREMENT POLICY

8.1

The procurement of the following goods and/or services shall be excluded from the scope of this
Procurement Policy:
8.1.1

any services provided to the HDV Group directly by the Development Manager pursuant
to the Development Management Agreement;

8.1.2

any services provided to the HDV Group directly by the Asset Manager pursuant to the
Asset Management Agreement, or any extension thereto (both in duration beyond the
initial 5 years, and in scope to include the management of assets developed on the
Development Sites), subject to the Asset Manager being able to demonstrate value for
money through market benchmarking and approval of the HDV Board;

8.1.3

any services provided to the HDV Group directly by the Property Manager pursuant to the
Property Management Agreement (Investment Portfolio) or the Property Management
Agreements (Council owned land);

8.1.4

the initial appointment by the HDV Group of consultants included within the PSP’s bid
team, as outlined in the Business Plans;

8.1.5

any additional services (as agreed by the HDV Board) set out in paragraph 20 of
Schedule 2 of the Development Management Agreement which are budgeted within the
HDV Financial Model;

8.1.6

any services provided to any HDV Party directly by the Council pursuant to a Council
services agreement, for which the Council shall be entitled to charge the relevant HDV
Party the costs incurred by the Council in providing such services; or

8.1.7

any services provided to the HDV Group by the IVT.
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PART C – APPLICABLE ONLY TO PROCUREMENT OF CONSTRUCTION WORKS
1.

DEVELOPING SPECIFICATIONS

1.1

It is important when the HDV Group is procuring construction works (whether or not including
design of those works) that the specifications, quality standards and/or performance requirements
are written in such a way as to be sufficiently robust, whilst not being so explicit that the information
provided negates a contractor's expertise and stifles their innovation in delivery within the context
of the selected contracting structure for the relevant works (the "Requirements").

1.2

The HDV Group will ensure that the Requirements it draws up will:
1.2.1

state the technical requirements clearly, concisely, logically and unambiguously, including
any requirements for quality;

1.2.2

contain enough information for potential contractors to decide and provide unqualified
costs and pricing information for the construction works they will offer, which will include
but not be limited to the proposed form of construction contract, collateral warranties and
required forms of performance security;

1.2.3

be consistent with the terms of the evaluation criteria and methodology (as detailed in
paragraph 2 below);

1.2.4

provide equal opportunities to all contractors to offer a solution that satisfies the needs of
the HDV Group;

1.2.5

contain requirements at a level of detail as is reasonably appropriate to the selected
contracting strategy for those works (including as appropriate any terms and conditions of
contract and ancillary documents) and will not contain features which directly or indirectly
discriminate in favour of or against any contractor, product or source; and

1.2.6

ensure compliance with the HDV Group's legal obligations.

2.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

2.1

The price component shall never be less than (this information is contained in the exempt part of
the report) of the total evaluation score, except where this has been agreed in advance as a matter
reserved to the Council.

2.2

All bidders must be notified of the evaluation criteria used to select the winning bid and undisclosed
evaluation criteria shall not be used to evaluate bids under any circumstances. The evaluation
criteria for any appointment will be as follows (unless otherwise determined by the Manager, acting
on the instruction of the HDV Group):

2.3

2.2.1

bids will be evaluated on a price/ non-price assessment based upon a range of
weightings of (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) price and
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) non-price.

2.2.2

where lump sum, percentage based and/or cost share threshold prices are to be
submitted as appropriate to the selected contracting strategy, price evaluation will be
based on the lump sum, percentage and/or threshold prices submitted; and

2.2.3

otherwise, price evaluation shall be based on a qualitative assessment of the bidder's
delivery proposals for cost management, capability and relevant experience of cost
management including a clear demonstration of how that capability and experience will
be applied for the benefit of the HDV Group.

Non-price evaluation needs to reference the following:
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2.3.1

experience of similar commissions and a clear demonstration how such experience will
be applied for the benefit of the HDV Group;

2.3.2

response to the quality questions set out in the tender documentation;

2.3.3

delivery proposal setting out their suitability and 'added value' in undertaking the works;

2.3.4

references from a minimum of three previous clients;

2.3.5

innovation contained within proposed works;

2.3.6

any proposed modifications to any proposed terms and conditions; and

2.3.7

deliverability of proposed works.

3.

PROCUREMENT OF ALL WORKS

3.1

All works shall be procured by way of the formal tender process set out in this paragraph 3.

3.2

Subject to paragraph 3.3, the methodology for the appointment of contracts under the formal tender
process will be as follows:
3.2.1

agree parameters and pre-selection criteria for a PQQ stage, to include, without
limitation:
(a)

sufficiently robust financial standing;

(b)

necessary expertise, capability and capacity to undertake the works (including,
where and insofar as relevant, design of the works or relevant part thereof);

(c)

satisfactory health and safety record, as judged against health and safety
records of contractors generally appointed on projects of a similar size, scope
nature and complexity;

(d)

a relevant demonstrable track record;

(e)

has had no formal legal proceedings issued against it in relation to the provision
of works similar to the current works being procured in the period of eighteen
(18) months prior to the date of proposal;

(f)

has had no convictions for criminal offences including (but not limited to)
bribery, corruption, conspiracy, terrorism, fraud or money laundering nor been
the subject of a binding legal decision that found a breach of legal obligations to
pay tax or social security obligations (except where this is disproportionate e.g.
only minor amounts involved); and

(g)

has sufficient available resource (including experienced supervisors) to be able
to perform the works in accordance with any proposed programme for the
same;

3.2.2

advertise the opportunity in appropriate trade press, the Council's own procurement web
pages and notify the Haringey Chamber of Commerce to ensure (as far as possible) that
at least 6 contractors of suitable quality will respond to the tender. The Council reserves
the right to nominate up to three (3) potential contractors at its absolute discretion;

3.2.3

issue a form of PQQ via a suitable mechanism;

3.2.4

prepare the works requirements specification in accordance with paragraph 1, tender
documents and selection criteria;
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3.2.5

down-select to a minimum of 6 bidders (where reasonably practicable) based on the preselection criteria set out in the tender documentation;

3.2.6

issue tender documents via a suitable mechanism;

3.2.7

agree shortlist for interview (being a minimum of 3 where reasonably practicable), based
on selection criteria. This process will be driven by the Manager as part of its project
manager services under the Development Management Agreement;

3.2.8

conduct post tender interviews to (without limitation) clarify the proposed key personnel,
scope of works, deliverables and pricing model;

3.2.9

following interviews, reserve the right to require the 2 bids offering best value (as
determined under the stated evaluation criteria) to submit a best and final offer tender;

3.2.10

reserve the right to request that a bidder clarify or modify a final tender and reserve the
right to withdraw from the procurement entirely without incurring costs;

3.2.11

appoint the best value offer (as determined under the evaluation criteria at paragraph 2);
and

3.2.12

offer feedback to the unsuccessful bidders,

and the Council shall have the right as a matter reserved to the Council to participate in the tender
process, to include (without limitation) the attendance at interviews and the evaluation of bids.
3.3

The methodology set out above at paragraph 3.1 may in certain circumstances be varied but only
by prior written agreement by the relevant authorised decision maker in accordance with the terms
of the Delegation Policy.
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SCHEDULE 5
ACCOUNTS
1.

CURRENT ACCOUNTS

1.1

The HDV shall establish and thereafter maintain a current account ("HDV Current Account") to be
utilised by the HDV to hold HDV monies prior to any determination (pursuant to paragraph 4 of
Schedule 8) of apportionment of Net Profit.

1.2

The HDV shall establish and thereafter maintain an account ledger in the name of each Member
("Member's Current Account") and hold the contents of each Member's Current Account on trust
for the relevant Member. For the avoidance of doubt, the HDV shall not be required to open up a
separate bank account for each Member.

1.3

The HDV shall credit to each Member's Current Account that Member's share of the Net Profits (if
any) in accordance with paragraph 4 of Schedule 8 (Receipts and Profits).

1.4

For the avoidance of doubt, the only amounts which shall be credited to a Member's Current
Account shall be such amounts as the HDV Board determines in accordance with Schedule 8 and
there shall be no accrual of any amounts constituting the profits of the HDV during the course of an
Accounting Period. Any amounts allocated to the credit of a Member's Current Account which are
distributed to that Member shall be debited from the balance of that Member's Current Account
ledger.

1.5

Subject to Schedule 8, the HDV may at any time (if proposed by any Member and/or any Nominee
and/or the HDV Board (in each case by written notice to the HDV)) distribute the whole or part of
any amounts allocated as standing to the credit of Members' Current Accounts to the Members.
Any such distribution shall be made to the Members in amounts pro-rata to the amounts at that
time allocated as standing to the credit of their respective Current Accounts.

1.6

InvLP shall establish and thereafter maintain a current account ("InvLP Current Account") and
19
hold the contents of the InvLP Current Account on trust for the HDV. Such account shall be a
separate InvLP bank account.

1.7

DevLLP shall establish and thereafter maintain a current account ("DevLLP Current Account")
and hold the contents of the DevLLP Current Account on trust for the HDV. Such account shall be
a separate DevLLP bank account.

19

Ashurst 24/04: to check holding account on trust for HDV correct expression given an LP
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SCHEDULE 6
ILLUSTRATIVE NARRATIVE OF FINANCES [DRAFT]
20

1.

HDV STRUCTURE

1.1

The Haringey Development Vehicle LLP (HDV) is a 20 year partnership (with an option to extend
by up to 10 years) between the members: London Borough of Haringey (LBH); and Lendlease (Ll).
The partnership legal structure is a 50:50 joint venture, with 50:50 funding parity and 50:50 profit
shared equally between both members.

1.2

There are currently two subsidiary partnership SPVs under the parent HDV. DevLLP exists as a
holding SPV in order to undertake all the development activities for the HDV, over time a number of
subsidiary SPVs will sit under DevLLP in order to deliver each Phase within each of the
Development Sites (refer to section 4 below). The Inv. LP purpose is to hold the Investment
Portfolio assets purchased from LBH on day one (refer to section 3 below).

1.3

The preference is for the Investment SPV to be set up as an LP rather than an LLP. By using an LP
it gives the HDV greater flexibility to attract future investors in order to achieve the most benefit for
the partners, should HDV decide that is appropriate, since:

20

1.3.1

investors tend to be more familiar with holding investment properties through an LP rather
than an LLP and it is the more common vehicle to use than an LLP; and

1.3.2

certain investors such as pension funds and other tax exempt entities are taxed by way of
income tax according to their individual status and circumstances but not taxed on
investment profits or gains. As there is no tax at the level of an LP but rather it is tax
transparent, if correctly structured, an LP will not generally be regarded as carrying on a
trade in its own right so no income tax liability will be created on distributions from the LP
and consequently tax exempt investors will have no liability to tax in respect of their
returns.

PMDN: Please remove erroneous footnote number in HDV LLP box.
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1.4

An LP and an LLP require at least two members, hence Nominee Co 1 is part of the structure to
hold a nominal interest in InvLP and Nominee Co 3 holds a nominal interest in DevLLP. Different
nominees act as the relevant second members so that the ownership of DevLLP and InvLP are ring
fenced as far as possible. An LP requires a general partner to carry out its day to day business as
it does not have a legal personality and so Nominee Co 1 will also perform this role. Nominee Co 2
Ltd's role is to act as second trustee of the legal title to the Investment Portfolio as an LP cannot
hold property itself and future funders and purchasers will require two entities to act as trustees in
order to give a proper receipt of sale proceeds on any future sale.

2.

LOAN NOTES

2.1

A loan note is a contract stating the terms of a loan, such as the principal, the interest rate, and the
payment schedule. A loan note states the rights and obligations of both the lender and the
borrower. If one party does not fulfil his/her obligations, the other may sue for redress.

2.2

Loan notes are used within the HDV instead of shares due to the legal status of the SPV’s being
partnerships (either LLP’s or LP’s) rather than companies.

2.3

There are 4 types of loan note which are used within the HDV which are listed in the table below.
They are all loan notes which have different terms attached to them which attract differing interest
21
rates and differing treatment with regard to repayment, distribution and security.

2.4

‘A’ Loan Notes are considered similar to ‘equity’ (though not legally) as they represent the
members funding which is always equal for the duration of the HDV.

2.5

‘B’ Loan Notes are issued when LBH leases the Investment Portfolio to Inv. LP entity. These ‘B’
Loan Notes are temporary loan notes which are convertible to ‘A’ Loan Notes as Ll match funds up
to the value of the Investment Portfolio. Ll has committed to match fund the value of the Investment
Portfolio which will be backed on inception by a Ll Corporation Parent Company Guarantee. The ‘B’
Loan Notes attract an interest rate of (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report),

21

PMDN: Please remove the note following the chart. Please also remove comment in square brackets if this is now agreed.
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payable quarterly in arrears. If either LBH, LL or both want to reduce their holding in Inv. LP, an
equity release could be used to fund the development of the Development Sites by DevLLP in
exchange for ‘A’ Loan Notes. Any such decision would be subject to Member approval. This
mechanism would allow LBH to fund the HDV by assets rather than cash.
2.6

‘C’ Loan Notes are issued to LBH in return for LBH granting DevLLP or its relevant subsidiary a
250 year long lease over a relevant Development Site. These loan notes are convertible to ‘A’
Loan Notes as Ll match funds up to the value of the lease premium as determined within schedule
7 of the Development Framework Agreement. Ll's commitment to the equity requirements as
required are supported by its guarantor. The ‘C’ Loan Notes attract an interest rate of (this
information is contained in the exempt part of the report), with a HDV preference (but no obligation)
for accrued interest to be held within the HDV by LBH to fund the development of future Phases in
line with Schedule 8 of this Agreement. An ‘A’ Loan Note will be issued for this additional member
funding which will need to be match funded by Ll. This allows LBH to fund the HDV by assets
rather than cash.

2.7

‘D’ Loan Notes are optional loans which LBH have the option but not the obligation to provide to the
HDV in order to acquire third party land within the Category 1 properties boundaries. ‘D’ Loan
Notes will attract an interest rate of (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
payable quarterly as is shown within Schedule 7 of this Agreement.

2.8

The diagram below illustrates how the loan notes move through the different levels of the
partnership.

2.9

‘A’ Loan notes are issued through the structure from the HDV to LBH and Ll and as ‘Internal Loans’
from the relevant DevLLP Phase SPV up to DevLLP and then on up to the HDV or Inv.LP to the
HDV.

2.10

‘B’ Loan notes are issued by the HDV to LBH and by Inv.LP as an ‘Internal B Loan’ to the HDV.
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2.11

‘C’ Loan notes are issued directly by the relevant DevLLP Phase SPV to which the land was
drawdown from LBH.

2.12

‘D’ Loan notes are issued directly by the relevant DevLLP Phase SPV which the borrowing was
taken by, to LBH.

3.

STRUCTURE – FINANCIAL CLOSE

3.1

The figure below gives a diagrammatical example of how the loan notes might flow between the
members and the HDV SPV’s on financial close and day 1 of operations.

3.2

On financial close LBH will grant a lease for a term of up to 250 years of those properties in the
Investment Portfolio that are ready to be transferred. It is currently envisaged that some leases will
be granted at a later date or dates, subject to a final longstop date. Once all the properties are
transferred the total value of the portfolio of £45m transferred to Inv. LP will represent LBH’s initial
funding

3.3

The mechanism for the payment of premium for the lease will be through the ‘B’ Loan Notes which
are then swapped for ‘A’ Loan notes.

3.4

The Investment Portfolio assets will be held directly within Inv. LP, therefore the leases will be
directly between LBH and Inv. LP.

3.5

In order for Inv. LP to acquire the Investment Portfolio assets, LBH has to initially issue promissory
notes of £45m down to Inv. LP through the HDV which Inv. LP can use to acquire the Investment
Portfolio assets. On the completion of the leases, LBH exchanges the promissory notes for ‘B’
Loan Notes in Inv. LP which go up from Inv. LP through the HDV.

3.6

By the time of financial close, Ll will have already incurred costs from work undertaken prior to
financial close in accordance with the budget agreed in advance by the HDV Steering Group (a
combination of Ll and LBH employees). The amount forecast and held as an assumption within the
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HDV Financial Model for this spend is circa (this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report). These costs will be novated into either DevLLP or Inv. LP depending on whether they were
incurred as part of the development activities on the Category 1 Properties (DevLLP) or on
investment activities in relation to the Investment Portfolio (Inv. LP).
3.7

As Ll novates the agreed HDV costs into the HDV, Ll will receive (this information is contained in
the exempt part of the report) ‘A’ Loan Notes from the HDV. At this point LBH will then swap (this
information is contained in the exempt part of the report) of their ‘B’ Loan Notes in the HDV for (this
information is contained in the exempt part of the report) ‘A’ Loan notes. ‘A’ Loan notes are always
equal between the members maintaining the 50:50 joint venture relationship.

4.

STRUCTURE – PHASE DEVELOPMENT AND DEVLLP FUNDING
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

5.

FUNDING PREFERENCE

5.1

Below is an indicative funding preference list which sets outs the proposed/default funding
preference for operating the HDV's Business. Over the life of the partnership this is likely to evolve
as other new forms of funding become available to the HDV.

5.2

The HDV will always apply the most cost effective funding solution when deciding which funding
option it will adopt at the time.

5.3

Prior to the commencement of detailed design on each Phase the HDV Board will decide which are
the most appropriate funding options to proceed with. For certain funding options, there will need to
be Member approval. Prior to securing this debt this will also be revisited to ensure this is the most
appropriate funding option and provides best value to the HDV from the options available at the
time.

5.4

The LBH Investment Portfolio assets (‘B’ Loan Notes) and the Ll match funding up to the value of
those assets will be the initial source of funding for the HDV. No external debt will be secured
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through the HDV prior to all LBH ‘B’ Loan Notes being match funded by Ll funding and swapped for
‘A’ Loan Notes.
5.5

The next source of funding in the funding preference list is Ll cash funding to match LBH's funding
by way of leasing land into DevLLP (or its subsidiaries). The relevant lease is granted at land
drawdown prior to start on site (construction) in exchange for ‘C’ Loan Notes which are then match
funded by Ll and swapped for ‘A’ Loan Notes. Again as with ‘B’ Loan Notes funding on the Phase
will need to be matched by Ll prior to external financing or any other member financing being
secured on the Phase to ensure the 50:50 JV relationship is maintained.

5.6

Forward funding with a sale and leaseback or similar arrangement is higher up the funding
preference list as it reduces the overall risk of the Phase, as the sales risk is transferred over to the
purchaser. This allows profit to be recognised earlier, and also the cash is received by the HDV
earlier, minimising the HDV’s peak funding (‘A’ Loan Note / ‘equity’) requirements.

5.7

Where the HDV purchases third party land directly, LBH have the option but not an obligation to
provide the HDV with a loan which is classified as a ‘D’ Loan Note with a defined interest rate and
distribution as set out in Schedule 7 of this Agreement and section 7 and 8 below. If LBH decide
not to fund this purchase then the other sources of funding would be considered.

5.8

Institutional debt funding is next in the funding preference above members ‘A’ Loan Note funding in
order to ensure the peak capital requirements from the HDV members are kept to a minimum.
There are currently two potential ways for this funding to be secured;
5.8.1

using the Investment Portfolio assets once these have been leased to Inv. LP. The
Investment Portfolio will need to have fulfilled certain requirements stipulated by the
lender before the assets can be used as a security, these include full due diligence (in
line with the lenders requirements), red book valuation, insurance being taken out and
statutory compliance. It is expected that only then will lenders be able to provide a
revolving bank facility secured off the value of these assets.

5.8.2

using equity within a Phase, once both members have funded spend up to (this
information is contained in the exempt part of the report) then it is currently assumed that
external debt can be secured (this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report) of the Phase costs.

5.9

In order to maintain the members' equity at a minimal level, members' equity secured by way of ‘A’
Loan Notes is next in the funding preference. Members will need to fund the initial costs within
each Phase which may include taking a Phase through planning determination and land drawdown
prior to external funding being secured. Therefore the current base preference (but not obligation)
within the HDV Financial Model is that profits from the developments are re-invested to fund the
development of future Phases until an appropriate time when it is suitable for profit to be
distributed.

5.10

Mezzanine funding is at the bottom of the funding preference since it will generally attract a priority
return (higher cost of borrowing) in return for this lending. This is less preferable as additional terms
within the lending arrangement will be required which may impact the 50:50 JV relationship which
is currently assumed within the base assumptions. Possible options for this funding could include
either member or an external party. This funding option might be used in the instance that all other
funding options have been exhausted and this is the only funding option in order to deliver a
Phase. As with all other options, this selection will need to be decided by the HDV Board and
potentially approved by the members prior to the commencement of a Phase.

6.

INV. LP FUNDING AND CASH AND SECURITY DISTRIBUTIONS WATERFALL

6.1

There is a separate distribution waterfall within each SPV to ensure that the loan notes relate to the
activities and relevant HDV entity which they fund. Therefore clear loan note accounts will be set
up prior to the commencement of each Phase to ensure that there is a clean and traceable
repayment of loan notes and other distributions.
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6.2

For Inv. LP which holds the Investment Portfolio assets there are two distribution waterfalls which
exist:
6.2.1

an operational cash distributions waterfall where profits are distributed annually; and

6.2.2

an Investment Portfolio exit waterfall which would apply if any of the assets are sold or on
a winding up of the partnership.

6.3

The following figure covers the operational cash distributions waterfall.

6.4

‘B’ loan notes in relation to LBH’s Investment Portfolio leased to Inv. LP are matched by Ll and
swapped for ‘A’ Loan notes over time, prior to the HDV securing external debt. Since there will be
no debt secured prior to the ‘B’ Loan Notes being fully swapped, ‘B’ Loan Notes sit at the top of the
cash and also security distributions waterfall.

6.5

The Investment Portfolio Income (being more particularly defined in schedule 1 but broadly being
income after all costs in relation to Inv. LP have been deducted, which may include but are not
limited to asset management fees and property management fees) is distributed after ‘B’ Loan Note
interest incurred on the ‘B’ Loan Notes has been paid out on a quarterly basis in arrears.

6.6

The base assumption is that the members' ‘A’ Loan Notes are retained within Inv. LP until the end
of the partnership, though there is the option for either member to reduce their equity holding in Inv.
LP if agreed at HDV Board level and approved by the relevant member.

6.7

The following figure covers the exit waterfall in respect of the sale of assets or the winding up of the
HDV.

6.8

On winding up of Inv. LP in 20 years (or as extended in accordance with this Agreement), there will
be no ‘B’ Loan Notes or interest incurred on the ‘B’ Loan Notes as the ‘B’ Loan Notes will have
been swapped for ‘A’ Loan Notes as Ll will have matched funded, and all interest will have been
distributed in full.
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6.9

In circumstances where debt has been secured on the Investment Portfolio to be reinvested in
future assets to achieve the best rate of funding for the HDV this will be at the top of the waterfall in
order to give it a higher security in the waterfall than the ‘A’ Loan Notes.

6.10

If the HDV decides to dispose of the Investment Portfolio at the end of 20 years (or as extended in
accordance with this Agreement), the Net Profit would be made up of the sales proceeds, less
selling costs and value which the Investment Portfolio held on the balance sheet of Inv. LP. This
would be available for distribution to the members in accordance with and subject to the provisions
of Schedule 8.

6.11

As part of the management of the Investment Portfolio, a strategic decision might be made to sell
assets in order to purchase other assets. The assumption is that the members would seek to keep
these proceeds within the HDV for re-investment.

7.

A TYPICAL PHASE EXAMPLE

7.1

Prior to design start on a Phase the HDV will confirm that the Phase meets the viability hurdles as
defined in the HDV Strategic Partnership Business Plan: Finance & Commercial section.

7.2

Prior to the commencement of construction on a Phase the option condition set out in the
Development Framework Agreement will need to be satisfied and then land will be drawndown by
the HDV (through a subsidiary of DevLLP) from LBH as described in section 8 below.

7.3

In order for the land to be drawndown by the HDV prior to construction the land needs to have
been assembled by LBH or HDV as shown in section 8 below.

8.

LAND ASSEMBLY FOR ACQUISITION OF CATEGORY 1 PROPERTIES FOR DEVLLP IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE DFA AND LAND ASSEMBLY AGREEMENT

8.1

There are three different types of land which the HDV will be required to assemble through the life
of the partnership. They are shown in the figure below:
8.1.1

LBH freehold with vacant or short-term tenants;

8.1.2

LBH freehold properties which have been let on a long-leasehold (generally where the
tenant has taken up their Right to Buy); and

8.1.3

any other third party land.
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8.2

LBH will secure vacant possession of its freehold land in accordance with the terms of the Land
Assembly Agreement. The professional fees of the external consultants and other process costs in
relation to achieving vacant possession are budgeted within the HDV and will be paid by the HDV
to LBH on a quarterly basis in accordance with the Land Assembly Agreement as 'Relevant
Expenses'.

8.3

Payments made to residents pursuant to LBH's obligations and policies as housing authority are
invoiced in the same way as other acquisition costs, as set out at paragraph 8.6 below.

8.4

Upon land drawdown, LBH will grant the HDV a 250 year leasehold interest. Upon land drawdown
HDV will issue LBH with ‘C’ Loan Notes in respect of the land value (as calculated in accordance
with Schedule 7 to the DFA). Such 'C' Loan Notes are interest bearing with the rate and security as
set out in schedule 7 of this Agreement. These ‘C’ Loan Notes will be swapped for ‘A’ Loan Notes
as Ll match funds to the value of the land.

8.5

For LBH freehold land subject to long leaseholds, these may be purchased by LBH in accordance
with the Land Assembly Agreement either through a private treaty purchase or through a CPO
process. If these are purchased in advance, the day to day costs of LBH’s borrowing to acquire
these is assumed to be offset with LBH’s ability to use these to alleviate the current temporary
accommodation requirement in the borough and not charged to the HDV.

8.6

On land drawdown the LAA Invoiced Costs (save for any Voluntary Acquisition Costs – see
paragraph 8.8 below) will be invoiced to HDV as deferred consideration for the land with payment
to be made three months following practical completion of the Phase. LBH and HDV may agree
that HDV shall assist LBH with LBH's borrowing costs (net of any income actually received by LBH)
from the date of acquisition by LBH until the date of land drawdown. After drawdown, the invoice
will accrue interest at the agreed rate until paid.

8.7

On land drawdown LBH will grant the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary a 250 year leasehold. LBH will
be granted a fixed and floating charge over the long leasehold as security for such deferred
consideration. The invoice shall be paid in accordance with paragraph 2 of Schedule 8, ahead of
any third party debt. However, the security granted by such charge would have to rank behind any
security granted to a third party funder in respect of that Phase or Development Site and the terms
of the charge need to be sufficiently flexible so as not to hinder development and sales in relation
to the relevant Phase.
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8.8

For third party land (defined as 'Voluntary Acquisitions' in the Land Assembly Agreement) this can
either be assembled through the HDV or by LBH. If this is purchased and funded by LBH this will
follow the same treatment as in 8.6 above. If this is to be purchased through the HDV, LBH has
the option, but not the obligation, to fund the purchase of this property through a loan from LBH in
exchange for ‘D’ Loan Notes (these are interest bearing with interest payable to LBH quarterly
which are repaid according to the distributions waterfalls set out in sections 9 and 10 below). If LBH
decides not to loan this money into the HDV, then other funding options will need to be considered.
If there is a purchase of the freehold directly by the HDV this would mean that the HDV would own
the full freehold over the land acquired.

9.

DEVELOPMENT CASH DISTRIBUTIONS WATERFALL – PHASE COMPLETION
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

10.

DEVELOPMENT SECURITY DISTRIBUTION WATERFALL

10.1

The only difference to the cash distributions waterfall shown in section 9 is that the security for
external debt would rank above the security for payment of the invoice for LBH's costs of acquiring
long leasehold interests. This is because it is envisaged that top ranking security would need to be
offered to external funders in order for HDV to achieve the best rates. LBH will be granted security
for payment of their invoice by way of a floating charge.

11.

(THIS INFORMATION IS CONTAINED IN THE EXEMPT PART OF THE REPORT)

12.

(THIS INFORMATION IS CONTAINED IN THE EXEMPT PART OF THE REPORT)

13.

(THIS INFORMATION IS CONTAINED IN THE EXEMPT PART OF THE REPORT)

14.

FINANCE SECURITY PRINCIPLES

14.1

Each loan note instrument will be secured by a loan note security agreement which will take the
form of an all asset debenture, incorporating both fixed and floating charges, granted by the issuer
of the loan notes in favour of the loan note holder.
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14.2

Invoices relating to the land costs of the advanced assembly of long-leasehold land by the Council
(excluding "process costs" dealt with under the Land Assembly Agreement) will be issued by the
Council to the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary, repayment of which will also be secured by way of an
all asset debenture, incorporating both fixed and floating charges, to be issued by the relevant
DevLLP in favour of the Council.

14.3

The various loan note debentures and long-leasehold land debentures will be in substantially the
same form.

14.4

The debentures will contain a typical suite of fixed charges, including a fixed charge (but not a
mortgage) over each of the properties owned by the grantor of the debenture. Whilst the
debentures will be registered at Companies House, the fixed charges over the properties will not be
registered against the titles at the Land Registry as the process of having these interests removed
from the titles as and when the property is sold could become administratively burdensome. The
process of the fixed charge holders releasing their security over the properties to enable a sale will
be simplified by a form of deed of release being agreed in advance (and appended to the
debentures) and the security holders authorising the board of the relevant HDV Party to populate
and sign the deeds of release on their behalf to facilitate the sale.

14.5

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

14.6

Care must be taken to ensure that the suite of fixed charges contained in the debenture do not
restrict the ability of the grantor of the fixed charges to carry out its objectives (for example,
carrying out development works and sub-letting the property), although controls will be included
that apply once the security has become enforceable.

14.7

An intercreditor agreement will need to be entered into whenever an entity grants security in favour
of more than one beneficiary (or a single beneficiary but in different capacities). Currently the
following intercreditor agreements are anticipated:
14.7.1

at HDV level, an intercreditor agreement ranking the security granted by HDV in support
of the PSP A loan notes, the Council A loan notes and the Council B loan notes; and

14.7.2

at each DevLLP Subsidiary level, an intercreditor agreement ranking the security granted
by the DevLLP Subsidiary in support of the internal loan notes, the Council C loan notes,
the Council D loan notes and the long-leasehold land invoice.

14.8

The ranking of the security will follow the distribution waterfalls contained in schedule 8 (Receipts
and Profits) of this Agreement.

14.9

If, in the future, third party funding is injected, a separate intercreditor will be required ranking the
third party security in priority to the HDV structure security set out in this Agreement. The relevant
intercreditor agreement ranking the HDV structure security set out in this Agreement will continue
to rank the loan notes/long-leasehold invoice amongst the relevant entities/parties.

15.

COUNCIL INCOME
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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SCHEDULE 7
LOANS AND SECURITY
1.

LOANS

1.1

The Parties agree that the PSP A Loan and the Council A Loan are intended to at all times be
equal.

1.2

The Parties acknowledge that save for its obligation to transfer the Investment Portfolio under the
Agreement for Sale and the Category 1A Properties in accordance with the Development
Framework Agreement the Council is not obliged under the terms of this Agreement to fund the
HDV.

2.

LOANS RELATING TO THE INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO

2.1

The PSP agrees to contribute the Aggregate Transfer Value representing PSP A Loan in relation to
the transfer of the Investment Portfolio to InvLP comprised of:
2.1.1

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) relating to agreed costs
incurred by the PSP on behalf of the HDV or HDV Subsidiaries prior to the Investment
Portfolio Transfer Date;

2.1.2

a PSP Completion Loan of £[INSERT] on the Investment Portfolio Transfer Date in
cleared funds to the HDV which shall be used to allow InvLP to pay Acquisition Costs and
to provide InvLP with working capital; and

2.1.3

the remainder to be drawn down by the HDV in accordance with the draw down profile
contained in the HDV Business Plan, however the PSP A Loan drawn in relation to the
Investment Portfolio at any time shall not exceed the cumulative value of the Investment
Portfolio then transferred to InvLP pursuant to the Agreement for Sale.

2.2

In consideration of the payment of PSP A Loan to the HDV referred to at paragraph 2.1 above, the
PSP shall have issued to it such number of Investment (PSP) A Loan Notes as equals the amount
of PSP A Loan drawn down by the HDV.

2.3

The Parties acknowledge the long stop date in the Agreement for Sale at which point the entirety of
the Investment Portfolio capable of transfer to Inv LP under the agreement for sale must have been
transferred to InvLP. At that point the PSP's obligation to contribute the Aggregate Transfer Value
is crystalised. It is agreed that the PSP may not contribute the full sum immediately as that would
be financially inefficient, however the PSP shall ultimately contribute the full Aggregate Transfer
Value. Until such time that the Aggregate Transfer Value has been contributed by the PSP, the
HDV shall not enter into any arrangements to obtain third party debt or other financing.

2.4

HDV agrees to contribute HDV Internal Loan to InvLP and/or DevLLP (depending on the allocation
of the PSP A Loan to the relevant HDV Subsidiary in accordance with the Business Plan) in a sum
equal to and at the same time as it draws down the PSP A Loan pursuant to paragraph 2.1

2.5

On the Investment Portfolio Transfer Date the following steps shall occur in the order set out below:
2.5.1

the Council shall issue a promissory note to HDV [as equals the total value of the
Investment Portfolio] to be transferred pursuant to the Agreement for Sale (the
"Promissory Note");

2.5.2

HDV shall issue to the Council;
(a)

Investment (Council) B Loan Notes in a sum equal to the Transfer Value of the
extent of the Investment Portfolio that is transferred on such date less the
amount of PSP A Loan PSP has agreed to contribute to HDV pursuant to
paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 above; and
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(b)

2.5.3

2.6

2.7

Investment (Council) A Loan Notes in a sum equal to the amount of PSP A
Loan that PSP has agreed to contribute to HDV pursuant to paragraphs 2.1.1
and 2.1.2 above;

HDV shall assign the Promissory Note to InvLP in return for:
(a)

Internal Loan Notes in a sum equal to the Investment (Council) A Loan Notes;
and

(b)

Internal B Loan Notes in the sum equal to the Investment (Council) B Loan
Notes;

2.5.4

on actual completion of the transfer of the first tranche of the Investment Portfolio. InvLP
shall purchase the first tranche of the Investment Portfolio in consideration of the issue of
the Promissory Note to the Council such that the Promissory Note shall be cancelled in
respect of an amount equal to the Transfer Value of the tranche of the Investment
Portfolio that has been purchased;

2.5.5

further to paragraph 2.2, HDV shall issue to the PSP Investment (PSP) A Loan Notes in a
sum equal to the PSP A Loan that the PSP has agreed to contribute to HDV pursuant to
paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 above; and

2.5.6

HDV shall contribute an Internal Loan to InvLP of the apportioned value of the PSP A
Loan (as allocated to InvLP in the HDV Business Plan) that has been contributed to HDV
pursuant to paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 above in return for an equal amount of Internal
Loan Notes from InvLP.

2.5.7

HDV shall contribute an Internal Loan to DevLLP of the apportioned value of the PSP A
Loan (as allocated to DevLLP in the HDV Business Plan) that has been contributed to
HDV pursuant to paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 above in return for an equal amount of
Internal Loan Notes from DevLLP.

On each Subsequent Transfer Date:
2.6.1

HDV shall issue to the Council Investment (Council) B Loan Notes in an amount equal to
the Transfer Value of the relevant properties transferred on the Subsequent Transfer
Date less the amount of any PSP A Loan contributed by PSP on the Subsequent
Transfer Date;

2.6.2

HDV shall issue Investment (Council) A Loan Notes to the Council in a sum equal to the
amount of PSP A Loan contributed by PSP on the Subsequent Transfer Date;

2.6.3

The Promissory Note shall be cancelled in respect of an amount equal to the Transfer
Value of the properties transferred on the Subsequent Transfer Date; and

2.6.4

further to paragraph 2.2, HDV shall issue to the PSP Investment (PSP) A Loan Notes in a
sum equal to the amount of any PSP A Loan contributed by PSP on the Subsequent
Transfer Date; and

2.6.5

HDV shall contribute an Internal Loan to InvLP of the apportioned value of the PSP A
Loan (as allocated to InvLP in the HDV Business Plan) that has been contributed to HDV
pursuant to paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 above in return for an equal amount of Internal
Loan Notes from InvLP.

2.6.6

HDV shall contribute an Internal Loan to DevLLP of the apportioned value of the PSP A
Loan (as allocated to DevLLP in the HDV Business Plan) that has been contributed to
HDV pursuant to paragraphs 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 above in return for an equal amount of
Internal Loan Notes from DevLLP.

Upon draw down by the HDV of an amount of additional PSP A Loan under paragraph 2.1.3 (the
"Drawdown Amount") simultaneously:
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2.7.1

HDV shall issue to the Council such number of Investment (Council) A Loan Notes equal
to the Drawdown Amount;

2.7.2

HDV shall redeem such number of Investment (Council) B Loan Notes equal to the
Drawdown Amount; and

2.7.3

InvLP shall issue to HDV such number of Internal Loan Notes equal to the Drawdown
Amount and redeem such number of Internal B Loan Notes equal to the Drawdown
Amount.

2.7.4

further to paragraph 2.2, HDV shall issue to the PSP Investment (PSP) A Loan Notes in a
sum equal to the Drawdown Amount; and

2.7.5

HDV shall contribute an Internal Loan to InvLP equal to the Drawdown Amount in return
for an equal amount of Internal Loan Notes from InvLP.

2.8

For the avoidance of doubt, should they occur concurrently, the issuing of Investment (Council) B
Loan Notes under paragraph 2.6 and the redemption of Investment (Council) B Loan Notes under
paragraph 2.7 may be set off.

3.

LOANS RELATING TO DEVELOPMENT SITES

3.1

Upon the grant of a Lease of a Development Site or a Phase, the Council shall have issued to it:

3.2

3.3

3.1.1

such number of Development (Council) A Loan Notes by HDV as equal the Relevant
Base Value of such Development Site or Phase less the amount of Development
(Council) C Loan pursuant to paragraph 3.1(b) below (if any); and

3.1.2

such number of Development (Council) C Loan Notes by the HDV as may be identified in
the relevant Development Business Plan as the Development (Council) C Loan relating to
the Category 1 Property or Phase to which the Lease relates (if any).

In relation to each Category 1 Property or the relevant Phase, the Development Business Plan
relating to such Category 1 Property or the relevant Phase shall identify in respect of such
Category 1 Property or Phase:3.2.1

the proposed amount of Development (Council) A Loan by reference to the Relevant
Base Value;

3.2.2

the proposed drawdown profile in relation to PSP A Loan; and

3.2.3

the proposed amount of Development (Council) C Loan (if any).

Subject to paragraph 3.5 in relation to each Category 1 Property or the relevant Phase, the PSP
agrees to contribute:3.3.1

prior to the grant of a Lease, Development (PSP) A Loan in an amount set out in the
relevant Development Business Plan so far as it relates to such Category 1 Property,
such monies to be drawn down by the HDV in accordance with the drawdown profile in
such Development Business Plan; and

3.3.2

upon the grant of a Lease in relation to such Category 1 Property or the relevant Phase,
to the extent the relevant Base Value is greater than the PSP A Loan already drawn
down, to match the Drawdown Price by way of Development (PSP) A Loan.

3.4

Upon contribution of the monies identified in paragraph 3.3 above, the PSP shall have issued to it
by the HDV Development (PSP) A Loan Notes reflecting the relevant financial contributions.

3.5

PSP's agreement to contribute Development (PSP) A Loan in accordance with paragraph 3.3 will
be capped at the aggregate amount of unredeemed Investment (Council) B Loan Notes and
Development (Council) C Loan Notes as at the time of draw down so as to adhere to the principle
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of matched equity funding between the Members as set out in paragraph 1 of this Schedule 7.
Unless otherwise agreed by the Members, until such time as the Development (PSP) A Loan has
been contributed by the PSP in accordance with paragraph 3.3, the HDV shall not enter into any
arrangements to obtain third party debt or other financing.
3.6

On the Relevant Phase Completion Date the HDV shall issue:
3.6.1

Development (PSP) A Loan Notes to PSP in a sum equal to half of the HDV Uplift;

3.6.2

Development (Council) A Loan Notes to the Council in a sum equal to half of the HDV
Uplift; and

3.6.3

cash to the Council by way of payment of the Council's Uplift (as that term is defined in
the Development Framework Agreement and in its capacity as landowner rather than a
Member of HDV).

3.7

Where a DevLLP Subsidiary acquires properties for development from third parties using finance
made available by the Council (at its option), the DevLLP Subsidiary shall issue Land Assembly
(Council) D Loan Notes to the Council in a sum equal to the finance drawn down at the time such
finance is drawn down.

3.8

The Parties acknowledge that Relevant Expenses shall be dealt with under the Land Assembly
Agreement.

3.9

LAA Invoiced Costs are to be invoiced by the Council (in its capacity as landowner) to the relevant
DevLLP Subsidiary that takes a lease of the relevant Phase in accordance with the Development
Framework Agreement on the date that such lease is completed. The terms of the invoice shall
state that interest is payable on the unpaid capital amount for the period from the date of the
invoice until the date of payment at a rate of (this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report) per annum. On the date of issue of such invoice DevLLP shall procure that the relevant
DevLLP Subsidiary enters into the Council Costs Security Agreement in favour of the Council.
Each invoice shall be paid (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) the date 3
months after the last date of practical completion of the relevant Phase.

4.

INTERNAL LOANS AND LOAN NOTES

4.1

The Parties shall procure that where the HDV pays any sums to InvLP and DevLLP to meet the
operational requirements of InvLP and DevLLP as contemplated by the Business Plans:4.1.1

DevLLP shall issue to the HDV such number of Internal Loan Notes as equals any
amount it receives; and

4.1.2

InvLP shall issue to the HDV such number of Internal Loan Notes as equals any amount it
receives.

4.2

The principle of paragraph 4.1 shall apply mutatis mutandis in relation to DevLLP and InvLP in
relation to meeting the operational requirements of their Subsidiaries from time to time.

4.3

In consideration of the HDV issuing the Investment (PSP) A Loan Notes pursuant to paragraph 2.2
above, and issuing the Investment (Council) A Loan Notes pursuant to paragraphs 2.5(b) and 2.6
above in respect of the transfer of the Investment Portfolio which is to be held by InvLP, and by
reference to (but without double counting) paragraph 4.1 above, the HDV shall have issued to it by
InvLP such number of Investment (HDV) A Loan Notes as equals the amount referred to in
paragraphs 2.2, 2.5(b) and 2.6 above.

4.4

In consideration of the HDV issuing any Development (Council) A Loan Notes to the Council
pursuant to paragraph 3.1.1 above or Development (PSP) A Loan Notes to the PSP pursuant to
paragraph 3.4 above, and by reference to (but without double counting) paragraph 4.1 above, the
HDV shall have issued to it by DevLLP such number of Internal Loan Notes as referred to in
paragraphs 3.1.1 and 3.4 above.
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4.5

Internal Loan Notes shall bear interest at the same rate as A Loan Notes.

4.6

Internal B Loan Notes shall bear interest at the same rate as B Loan Notes.

4.7

Internal Loan Notes shall be redeemed and repaid in accordance with paragraphs [1, 2 and 3] of
Schedule 8 (Receipts and Profits).

5.

A LOAN NOTES

5.1

Investment (PSP) A Loan Notes, Investment (Council) A Loan Notes, Development (PSP) A Loan
Notes and Development (Council) A Loan Notes, Investment (HDV) A Loan Notes and
Development (HDV) A Loan Notes shall bear (this information is contained in the exempt part of
22
the report) unless otherwise agreed by the HDV Board .

5.2

Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 8, which provides for repayment of A Loan Notes in
specified circumstances, all amounts outstanding pursuant to A Loan Notes shall be repayable in
accordance with the provisions of the relevant A Loan Note Instruments.

6.

B LOAN NOTES

6.1

Interest shall be payable pursuant to the Investment (Council) B Loan Note Instrument at a rate of
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) payable quarterly in arrears and in
accordance with the terms of the Investment (Council) B Loan Note Instrument.

6.2

Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 8 (Receipts and Profits) which provides for repayment
of certain Investment (Council) B Loan Notes in specified circumstances, all amounts outstanding
pursuant to the Investment (Council) B Loan Notes (including any interest accrued thereon), shall
be repayable in accordance with the Investment (Council) B Loan Note Instrument.

7.

C LOAN NOTES

7.1

C Loan Notes will be issued directly from the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary to the Council, without
any Intervening Internal Loan Notes.

7.2

C Loan Notes will (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) and shall be
payable as provided for in paragraph 7.3 below.

7.3

Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 8, which provides for repayment of certain C Loan
Notes in specified circumstances, all amounts outstanding pursuant to the C Loan Notes (including
any accrued interest thereon), shall be payable by the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary to the Council in
accordance with the relevant C Loan Note Instrument.

8.

D LOAN NOTES

8.1

D Loan Notes will be issued directly from the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary to the Council, without
any intervening Internal Loan Notes.

8.2

D Loan Notes will (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) and shall be
payable as provided for in paragraph 8.3 below.

8.3

Notwithstanding the provisions of Schedule 8 which provides for repayment of certain D Loan
Notes in specified circumstances, all amounts outstanding pursuant to the D Loan Notes (including
any accrued interest thereon), shall be payable by the relevant DevLLP Subsidiary to the Council in
accordance with the relevant D Loan Note Instrument.

22

It may be tax efficient for HDV to have the A Loan Notes bearing interest – to be considered further as part of tax review and
repayment timing/terms will need to be considered as well as the interest rate
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9.

FURTHER FUNDING

9.1

As at the date of this Agreement the Parties envisage funding further stages of the Business of the
HDV Parties and their projects in the following order of preference subject always to the HDV
Business Plan:

10.

9.1.1

PSP match funding B Loans;

9.1.2

PSP match funding C Loans;

9.1.3

forward selling;

9.1.4

Council D Loan for acquisition of third party land;

9.1.5

third party debt finance;

9.1.6

Member finance through additional A Loans; and

9.1.7

mezzanine financing.

SUBDIVISION OF LOAN NOTES TO RELEVANT PHASES/PROJECTS
Each A Loan Note, C Loan Note and D Loan Note and corresponding form of Internal Loan Note
that is issued shall, where appropriate, be allocated to a particular Phase, Phases or project (each
then a "Subdivided Note") with the intention where legally permissible of keeping the funding
income and receipts of each particular Phase or project separate and transparent such that the
provisions of this Schedule 7 shall be applied separately in relation to each Subdivided Note.
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SCHEDULE 8
RECEIPTS AND PROFITS
1.

INVLP RECEIPTS

1.1

Where InvLP receives any Investment Portfolio Income such money shall be applied by InvLP in
accordance with the following order of priority:

1.2

1.1.1

to pay any outstanding interest on any Internal B Loans to HDV (and HDV shall use such
money to pay any corresponding interest on any Investment (Council) B Loan Notes to
the Council);

1.1.2

(for the period of five years from the Investment Portfolio Transfer Date only) to pay
23
annually the Council's Annual Investment Portfolio Return Top Up; and

1.1.3

any remaining money shall be paid into the InvLP Current Account.

Where InvLP Disposes of any Investment Portfolio Property in accordance with the terms of the
Project Agreements, the Investment Portfolio Asset Disposal Receipts from such Disposal shall be
utilised in the following order of priority:1.2.1

to pay the costs of such Disposal;

1.2.2

to pay any interest and capital on any third party funding;

1.2.3

to pay any outstanding interest on any Internal B Loans to HDV (and HDV shall use such
money to pay any corresponding interest on any Investment (Council) B Loan Notes to
the Council);

1.2.4

any remaining Transfer Value for the relevant Investment Portfolio Property shall be paid
by InvLP to the HDV in order to redeem a corresponding number of Internal B Loan
Notes, and the HDV shall make the payment to the Council in order to redeem a
corresponding number of Investment (Council) B Loan Notes (or such amount that has
not been converted into Investment (Council) A Loan Notes) in accordance with
paragraph 2.6 of Schedule 7; and

1.2.5

any remaining balance shall be paid into the InvLP Current Account.

2.

DEVLLP AND DEVLLP SUBSIDIARY RECEIPTS

2.1

Where DevLLP or its Subsidiaries receives Development Receipts in relation to a particular Phase
("Phase Receipts") such money shall be applied by DevLLP in accordance with the following order
of priority:2.1.1

to discharge LAA Invoiced Costs (to the extent not paid as part of expenditure under
Development Receipts) that relate to that Development Site for the Phase to which such
Phase Receipts relate;

2.1.2

to discharge outstanding capital and interest in relation to third party debt that relates to
that Development Site or Phase in accordance with the terms of the relevant third party
debt instruments;

2.1.3

to discharge capital and interest on any Land Assembly (Council) D Loan Notes for that
Development Site for the Phase to which such Phase Receipts relate in accordance with
the terms of the relevant Land Assembly (Council) D Loan Note Instrument;

23

See new definition – an operative clause estimating the instalment of this annual amount (assuming to be paid out quarterly?) and
then reconciling after each year will need to be included.
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2.1.4

to discharge any interest on any Development (Council) C Loan Notes for that
Development Site for the Phase to which such Phase Receipts relate;

2.1.5

to discharge on a pari passu basis any Development (Council) C Loan Notes for that
Development Site for the Phase to which such Phase Receipts relate;

2.1.6

to discharge capital and interest on any mezzanine finance that relate to that
Development Site for the Phase to which such Phase Receipts relate in accordance with
the terms of such mezzanine financing agreements;

2.1.7

to discharge any Internal Loan Notes (plus accrued interest) for the Phase to which such
Phase Receipts relate to; and

2.1.8

any remaining balance shall be paid into the DevLLP Current Account.

3.

HDV RECEIPTS

3.1

Where HDV receives Receipts such money shall be applied by HDV in accordance with the
following order of priority:3.1.1

to discharge any interest on any Investment (Council) B Loan Notes in accordance with
the terms of the relevant Investment (Council) B Loan Note Instrument;

3.1.2

to discharge capital on any Investment (Council) B Loan Notes in accordance with the
terms of the relevant Investment (Council) B Loan Note Instrument;

3.1.3

to discharge any A Loan Notes (plus accrued interest) on a pari passu basis;

3.1.4

any remaining balance shall be paid into the HDV Current Account.

4.

HDV PROFITS

4.1

Subject to paragraph 4.2 the Net Profits of the HDV shall be apportioned equally between the
Members to reflect their equal Capital Contributions.

4.2

The HDV Board shall decide (having taken the advice of the Auditors, if appropriate) not later than
20 Working Days before the beginning of each Accounting Period what amount (if any) of the
estimated Net Profits (based on management accounts) shall be retained by the HDV in respect
of:4.2.1

reserves for general working capital purposes of the HDV (or other HDV Parties) for the
following Accounting Period; or

4.2.2

reinvestment back into the HDV (or other HDV Parties) in accordance with the Business
Plans,

and subject to paragraph 4.4 each Member's share of the Net Profits (after deducting any
retentions as determined by the Board pursuant to paragraphs 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) for any Accounting
Period shall be allocated to the credit of the relevant Member's Current Account within 30 days
after the signing of the annual audited accounts of the HDV for that Accounting Period.
4.3

Subject to paragraph 4.4, if it is apparent that there has been over-payment of Net Profit to a
Member, the amount of such over-payment shall either be carried forward as a debit on such
Member's Current Account or, where the HDV so determines, be repaid on demand by the relevant
Member in whole or in part (if in part and if there has been over payments of Net Profits to more
than one Member, each such Member shall be liable to contribute such proportion of the
repayment to be made pursuant to this paragraph 4.3 as is equal to the proportion of the total
overpayment received by it).

4.4

The HDV shall not make any Net Profit distribution under this paragraph 4:-

82373586.13\OM
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4.4.1

unless there is sufficient cash available at the time of the proposed payment;

4.4.2

in circumstances where the same would render the HDV insolvent;

4.4.3

in circumstances where, in the reasonable opinion of the HDV Board, the same would or
might leave the HDV with insufficient funds to meet any future contemplated obligations
or contingencies;

4.4.4

in circumstances where, and to the extent that, a Member requests that the HDV
withholds its share of Net Profit until after it requests payment of such amount (in whole
or in part) provided that the withheld share of Net Profit shall continue to accrue to the
ledger of the Member's Current Account of the relevant Member and shall not delay or
otherwise affect distributions to a Member that has not requested any such withholding of
their share of Net Profit. Upon a request for payment of a withheld amount by the
relevant Member, the HDV shall distribute the requested amount as soon as reasonably
practicable (and in any event within 10 Working Days of the request subject to the
provisions of paragraphs 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3);

4.4.5

in circumstances where, and to the extent that, the same would be to any Member who
has committed a Default Event until the earlier of (i) (where the Default Event is capable
of remedy in accordance with this Agreement) remedy of the Default Event; or (ii) waiver
by the non-Defaulting Party of the Default Event; or

4.4.6

in a manner which would constitute a distribution in specie.

5.

INVLP PROFITS

5.1

Subject to paragraphs 5.2 and 5.3 Net Profit of InvLP shall be apportioned to the HDV as Limited
Partner in accordance with the LPA.

5.2

The InvLP Board shall decide (having taken advice of the Auditors, if appropriate) Quarterly what
amount (if any) of InvLP's Net Profit shall be retained by InvLP in respect of:-

5.3

5.2.1

reserves for general working capital purposes of InvLP for the following Quarter; and

5.2.2

reinvestment back into InvLP in accordance with the Investment Business Plan.

InvLP shall not make any Net Profit distribution under this paragraph 5:5.3.1

unless there is sufficient cash available in the InvLP Current Account at the time of the
proposed payment;

5.3.2

in circumstances where, in the reasonable opinion of the InvLP Board, the same would or
might leave InvLP with insufficient funds to meet any future contemplated obligations or
contingencies;

5.3.3

unless it is in accordance with the LPA;

5.3.4

in a manner which would constitute a distribution in specie.

6.

DEVLLP PROFITS

6.1

Subject to paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 Net Profit of DevLLP shall be apportioned entirely to the HDV.

6.2

The DevLLP Board shall decide (having taken advice of the Auditors, if appropriate) Quarterly what
amount (if any) of DevLLP's Net Profit shall be retained by DevLLP in respect of:6.2.1

reserves for general working capital purposes of DevLLP for the following Quarter; and

6.2.2

reinvestment back into DevLLP in accordance with the DevLLP Business Plans.

82373586.13\OM
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6.3

DevLLP shall not make any Net Profit distribution under this paragraph 6:6.3.1

unless there is sufficient cash available in the DevLLP Current Account at the time of the
proposed payment;

6.3.2

in circumstances where the same would render DevLLP insolvent;

6.3.3

in circumstances where, in the reasonable opinion of the DevLLP Board, the same would
or might leave DevLLP with insufficient funds to meet any future contemplated obligations
or contingencies; or

6.3.4

in a manner which would constitute a distribution in specie.

82373586.13\OM
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SCHEDULE 9
DEED OF ADHERENCE
THIS DEED is made on

20[ ]

(1)

THE MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE LONDON BOROUGH OF HARINGEY of [
(the "Council");

]

(2)

[xxxx] a company registered in England, (Company Number [
office is at [
] (the "PSP");

(3)

[xxxx] LLP a limited liability partnership registered in England, (LLP Number [
registered office is at [
] (the "HDV");

]) whose

(4)

[xxxx] LLP a limited liability partnership registered in England, (LLP Number [
registered office is at [
] ("InvLP");

]) whose

(5)

[xxxx] NOMINEE LIMITED a company registered in England, (Company Number [
whose registered office is at [
] ("Nominee Co");

(6)

[xxxx] LLP a limited liability partnership registered in England, (LLP Number [
registered office is at [
] ("DevLLP"); and

(7)

[xxxx] a [xxxx] [xxxx] registered in England (Company Number [
office is at [
] ("PSP Guarantor"),

]) whose registered

])
]) whose

]) whose registered

the parties listed at (1) to (7) above being the "Original Parties"; and
(8)

[NAME OF NEW PARTY] a [company / limited liability partnership] registered in [England]
([Company/LLP Number] [
]) whose registered office is at [
] ("New Party").

[DN: Parties who have executed earlier deeds of adherence also to be listed.]
1.

This Deed is supplemental to the members' agreement (the "Members' Agreement") dated
[
] 2017 and made between the Original Parties (as such Members' Agreement has
been amended, varied and/or supplemented).

2.

Other words and expressions defined in the Members' Agreement have the same meanings when
used in this Deed.

3.

The New Party and each of the Original Parties undertake with each other and with any other
person who becomes a party to the Members' Agreement after the date of this Deed to be bound
by, observe and perform the Members' Agreement as if the New Party had been an original party to
the Members' Agreement and was named in the Members' Agreement.

4.

The address and details for notices of [name] for the purposes of Clause 36 (Notices) of the
Members' Agreement are: [
]. All of the other terms of the Members' Agreement shall
be unamended.

5.

This Deed, and any disputes or claims arising out of or in connection with it, its subject matter or
formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims), are governed by and construed in
accordance with the law of England and Wales. The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of
England and Wales have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim that arises out of or in
connection with this deed or its subject matter or formation (including non-contractual disputes or
claims).

6.

This document has been executed as a deed and is delivered and takes effect on the date stated
at the beginning of it.

82373586.13\OM
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In witness whereof this Deed has been executed by the parties hereto and is intended to be
and is hereby delivered on the date first above written
[Execution Clauses to be inserted for Parties to Members' Agreement including those who have
executed earlier deeds of adherence.]

82373586.13\OM
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SCHEDULE 10
LETTER OF APPOINTMENT OF A NOMINEE / DIRECTOR
[on the headed notepaper of the HDV]
[Name and address of Nominee/Director]
[Date]
Dear [

]

Terms of your appointment to the boards of [xxxx] LLP (the "HDV"), [xxxx] LLP ("InvLP"), [xxxx] LLP
("DevLLP") and [xxxx] ("Nominee Co")
1.

This letter contains the terms which we have discussed and agreed for your appointment as a as a
[
]] Nominee on the HDV Board, the InvLP Board the DevLLP Board and Director on
the Nominee Co Board. Your appointment is made pursuant to and is subject to the terms and
conditions set in the members' agreement dated [
] and made between (1) the Council;
(2) the PSP; (3) the HDV; (4) InvLP; (5) DevLLP; (6) Nominee Co; and (7) the PSP Guarantor
("Members' Agreement").

2.

You shall not be entitled to any other fees or remuneration in connection with your appointments to
such boards unless expressly agreed in writing.

3.

You shall be expected to attend board meetings and Members' Meetings of each of the HDV,
DevLLP, InvLP and Nominee Co (respectively), as required. You shall receive details of all such
meetings in advance.

4.

You shall not, whether during the appointment or after its termination, except in the proper course
of your duties or as required by law, use or divulge, and shall use all reasonable endeavours to
prevent the use or disclosure of, any trade or business secrets or any information concerning the
business or finances of the HDV, InvLP, DevLLP and/or Nominee Co and/or any HDV Subsidiary
or of any dealings, transactions, or affairs of such party or any client, customer or supplier thereof
which comes to your knowledge during the course of this appointment and shall comply with the
provisions of Clause 32 (Confidential Information and Freedom of Information) of the Members'
Agreement as if it applied to you. You will, however, be entitled to disclose information to the
Member appointing you as permitted under the Members' Agreement.

5.

The appointment as Nominee/Director shall automatically cease in relation to the HDV, InvLP,
DevLLP, Nominee Co and any other HDV Subsidiary in the event that:5.1

you resign as a Nominee/Director; or

5.2

upon the lodgement or delivery of a notice from the Member(s) removing you as
Nominee/Director; or

5.3

in any of the circumstances set out in (and in accordance with) Clause 10 (Removal of a
Nominee) of the Members' Agreement.

Without limitation to the paragraphs above, in signing this letter, you acknowledge that your
position as Nominee/Director is subject to the terms of and you shall comply with the Members'
Agreement and may be terminated as permitted under the terms of the Members' Agreement and
that upon such termination you shall vacate your position as Nominee/Director in relation to the
HDV, InvLP, DevLLP, Nominee Co and any other HDV Subsidiary forthwith without raising any
claim whatsoever against any such party in relation to such vacation (otherwise than in respect of
any properly incurred and unpaid expenses due to you up to the date you vacate your position as
Nominee/Director).

82373586.13\OM
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6.

On termination of your appointment as Nominee/Director, you agree that you shall promptly return
to the HDV Chairman all papers and property of the HDV, InvLP, DevLLP, Nominee Co and any
other HDV Subsidiary which are in your possession or under your control.

7.

Upon request, you agree that you shall promptly enter into a letter addressed to each and every
HDV Subsidiary in the form requested by the HDV or such HDV Subsidiary, provided that such
form is substantially similar to the form of this letter (amended to the extent necessary).

Please indicate your acceptance and acknowledgement of these terms by signing the attached copy and
returning it to me. I look forward to seeing you at the first board meeting.
Yours sincerely

..................................................
Signatory, duly authorised
for and on behalf of [xxxx] LLP
..................................................
Signatory, duly authorised
for and on behalf of [xxxx]LLP
..................................................
Signatory, duly authorised
for and on behalf of [xxxx]LLP
..................................................
Signatory, duly authorised
for and on behalf of [Insert name of any other HDV Subsidiary in existence at the time]

I agree to and acknowledge the terms and conditions set out above relating to my appointment as a nominee
of [xxxx] LLP, [xxxx] LLP, [xxxx] LLP and [HDV Subsidiary/ies].
Signed
Dated

82373586.13\OM
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SCHEDULE 11
APPROPRIATE CONSIDERATION
1.

This Schedule 11 sets out the principles of calculating the Appropriate Consideration payable by
the Council to the PSP pursuant to Clause 27.2.2

2.

The Parties acknowledge that the remainder of this Schedule is based largely upon the principles
of calculating the value of a company pursuant to a share sale and accordingly set out below are
principles which will need to be applied with necessary changes being agreed by the HDV Board to
apply specifically to the HDV or relevant HDV Subsidiary taking into account its status as a Limited
Liability Partnership, a Limited Partnership or a Company (as the case may be) and to the specific
business and operations of the HDV or relevant HDV Subsidiary from time to time.

3.

In the event the HDV Board cannot agree the specific mechanics to calculate the Appropriate
Consideration from the principles set out below, within 20 Working Days of being required to do so,
either Member may refer the matter for determination by an Expert in accordance with Clauses
25.3.2 to 25.3.4

Part A
[Accounting Principles to be Adopted
1.

The completion accounts shall be accompanied by an electronic spreadsheet showing workings
and calculations.

2.

The balance sheets that form part of the completion accounts shall be in the form set out in Part B
of this Schedule.

3.

The completion accounts will be prepared:
3.1

In accordance with the specific accounting bases, principles, policies, procedures,
practices and estimation techniques set out in the HDV Business Plan, Finance and
Commercial section;

3.2

Subject to paragraph 3.1, in accordance with the accounting bases, principles, policies,
procedures, practices and estimation techniques as were used in the preparation of the
accounts which are set out in the HDV Business Plan, Finance and Commercial section
which may be updated from time to time (including in relation to the exercise of
accounting discretion and judgement), consistently applied.

3.3

Subject to paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2, in accordance with IFRS or the appropriate
accounting standard applied by the HDV or HDV Subsidiary in preparation of its statutory
accounts as set out in the HDV Business Plan, Finance and Commercial section.

For the avoidance of doubt, paragraph 3.1 shall take precedence over paragraph 3.2 and
paragraphs 3.1 and 3.2 shall take precedence over paragraph 3.3.
4.

The completion accounts will be prepared adopting the following specific accounting policies,
practices and procedure:
4.1

General

4.1.1

The completion accounts shall be drawn up in pounds sterling.

4.1.2

No account shall be taken of events taking place after 13:30 (London time) on the
completion date and only information available to the parties up to the date of delivery of
the notice of an adjustment by the Council to the PSP shall be taken into consideration in
the completion accounts and only where such information provides additional evidence of
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matters existing at the completion date and affecting amounts in the draft completion
accounts. Save as detailed in this Schedule, no account shall be taken of any transaction
undertaken by the HDV or HDV Subsidiary at completion in accordance with this
agreement.
4.1.3

Prior to finalisation the completion accounts will be subject to an audit to be undertaken
by the HDV auditors as appointed at the time. The purpose of the audit will be to provide
confirmation that the completion accounts reflect a ‘true and fair’ view and are prepared
on a going concern basis in line with the specific accounting policies, practices and
procedures that are set out in section 3 of this Schedule.

4.1.4

The development costs incurred to date which are included within “Work in Progress” in
Part B of this Schedule means the aggregate costs, expenses, liabilities and other sums
properly and reasonably paid or payable or incurred (or anticipated to be incurred) by or
on behalf of the HDV or HDV Subsidiary in connection with the preparation for,
acquisition, holding, design, financing, development, marketing, letting or disposal of the
development both on-site and off-site and the carrying out and completion of works
exclusive of any VAT (other than irrecoverable VAT as set out below) including (without
limitation to the foregoing);
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(a)

The HDV or HDV Subsidiary’s legal fees in the negotiation and entry into this
Agreement;

(b)

site preparation costs;

(c)

SDLT payable in respect of any land acquired by the HDV or HDV Subsidiary
and land registration fees in respect of the registration of the same;

(d)

the cost of all site preparation works, soil, site, archaeological and any other
surveys, tests or investigations in connection with the development including
service diversion costs, local and other authority fees, environmental survey
and remediation costs;

(e)

all costs in relation to the obtaining of any consents (including the costs of any
proceedings or any appeal, the fees of the relevant authority and entering into
any agreement required to enable any consent to be effectually granted) as
may be necessary or desirable to commence, carry out, maintain and complete
the works and the cost of complying with the same

(f)

the construction cost (including the costs of carrying out demolition (but not the
costs of the demolition works which are borne by the Council unless otherwise
agreed), stripping out and site clearance works and the work of construction
and refurbishment) and the costs of carrying out the works including all costs
paid to contractors, sub-contractors and suppliers;

(g)

sums paid or payable pursuant to any planning obligation, CIL, highways
agreement or any other statutory agreement;

(h)

the fees of the professional team and any other consultant or professional
appointed in connection with the preparation for, acquisition, holding, design,
financing, management, development, marketing, letting or disposal of the
development;

(i)

the cost of letting and attempting to let units, which shall include irrecoverable
payments to and the cost of works for tenants (where not recoverable from the
tenants) including advertising, marketing and promotional costs and the proper
and reasonable legal fees, agents’ fees and commission in connection therewith
and the external costs of abortive attempts to let units but excluding any costs
incurred in any activity which are in breach of any statute applicable in England

(j)

surveyors’ fees in connection with the matters referred to in this definition;
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(k)

legal fees and agents’ fees in connection with the matters referred to in this
definition, including fees for abortive transactions, and in connection with the
implementation of this agreement;

(l)

the cost of management, repair and maintenance of the site or any other land
required for the development and any buildings on it including the purchase or
leasing of equipment for the repair, maintenance, cleaning or security of the
development;

(m)

all costs under or in connection with any utility or other supply agreements
(including without limitation any connection charges);

(n)

all costs of providing services or facilities to obtain required carbon efficiency
requirements or to satisfy the local planning authority or otherwise;

(o)

annual, recurring and capital outgoings, rates and taxes whether parliamentary,
parochial or otherwise in respect of the development and/or the site or any part
of it (including any planning gain supplement or equivalent tax or liability) and
any consultant or professional adviser’s fees or costs in relation to such
liabilities;

(p)

the cost of insurance of the works and the site and against public, third party
and employer’s liability and all other insurances effected by the HDV or HDV
Subsidiary, as required or permitted under this agreement, including loss of rent
insurance;

(q)

all costs in connection with the obtaining of warranty cover or defects insurance
in respect of any part of the development including (without limitation) any costs
payable to the National House Building Council;

(r)

the costs relating to the conduct of negotiations with insurers in relation to any
claims under the insurance of the works and/or the site;

(s)

any irrecoverable costs in or in connection with any proceedings, arbitration,
expert determination, mediation or other disputes resolution undertaken or
defended by the HDV or HDV Subsidiary in relation to a planning permission,
the site, the works and the development and otherwise of enforcing rights and
remedies against the building contractors, the professional team and other
professional advisers, the Council(s), tenants, licensees and other occupiers
and any other third parties provided that this paragraph does not include any
costs associated with any dispute between the Council and the PSP in respect
of this Agreement, the costs for which shall be borne as directed;

(t)

the cost of any contributions to fitting out costs or other incentive payments or
allowances including lease take-backs, surrender fees, dilapidation payments
and associated professional fees (“Tenant Incentives”) for the letting of any unit
and the cost of reasonably anticipated Tenant Incentives for unlet units;

(u)

the void costs properly attributable to any unit in respect of outgoings, service
charges, insurance premiums and the cost of maintaining such units from their
respective completion during the period prior to any such unit becoming let;

(v)

the costs of audits and valuations pursuant to this agreement;

(w)

the cost of indemnifying the Council under this Agreement save in so far as the
indemnity arises as a result of breach or default by the HDV or HDV Subsidiary
under the terms of this Agreement;

(x)

the cost of promoting, marketing and advertising the development but excluding
any costs incurred in any activity which would by generally accepted standards
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in England be considered immoral or which are in breach of any statute
applicable in England;
(y)

all sums payable to any contractor or service provider whether on site or offsite
in connection with the provision of mock ups, sample works, testing or any other
like works related to the design and carrying out of the development;

(z)

all costs in connection with the entering into and compliance with any sale
agreements or forward funding agreements but not including the development
costs incurred by any Council (save for any contribution or other inducement
made by the HDV or HDV Subsidiary to the Council);

(aa)

all sums paid to any third party in connection with the infringement by the
carrying out of the development of any rights or covenants which the HDV or
HDV Subsidiary, or any third party have the benefit of or are subject to, or the
release or modification of such rights or covenants including costs of any
agreement required to be completed by any third party and the costs of
negotiating, preparing and completing such agreements;

(bb)

the costs payable to any third party of any party wall agreements, easements,
rights of way, crane oversailing licences, archaeological surveys and
investigations, facade oversailing, rights of light, accommodation works and
improvement works required to carry out the Works;

(cc)

the cost of rectifying any damage;

(dd)

all fees costs and expenses (including interest) in connection with obtaining and
the service of finance for the Development (whether on a debt or equity basis)
and the carrying out and completion of the works including fees, costs and
expenses of any adviser to any party providing such finance;

(ee)

all fees costs and expenses in connection with obtaining and keeping in place
any financial security (including without limitation any guarantees or bonds or
letters of credit) relating to the development;

(ff)

any other item of expenditure (or consideration in kind) in relation to the
discharge by the HDV or HDV Subsidiary of its obligations under this agreement
and/or the works and/or the development and/or the site not specifically
mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs;

(gg)

any irrecoverable VAT in relation to any of the above items;

(hh)

the costs and fees of a development manager and a project manager and the
costs of appointing the same;

(ii)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

(jj)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

And Further Provided that, notwithstanding that it may fall within one or more of the above
categories, no item or cost shall be counted more than once;
And Further Provided that any costs which would qualify by virtue of paragraph [1.1.4] of
this Schedule that are applicable to the Phase in question but as yet have not been
transferred into the HDV Party in question, will be deemed as having been transferred
and qualifying for the purposes of this Schedule and the calculation of Appropriate
Consideration.
4.1.5
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Intra group debt shall be included in the completion accounts at its full value (so as to
reduce the estimated net asset value and the net asset value (as the case may be)).
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4.1.6

Accruals and provisions shall be made for all periodic receipts, rents payable by the HDV
or HDV Subsidiary, any insurance premium payable to third party landlords by the HDV or
HDV Subsidiary, charges, outgoings and liabilities relating to the HDV or HDV Subsidiary
as at completion with all receipts and disbursements of a periodic nature being
apportioned on a pro rata basis so that the period prior to completion and 50% of the day
of completion (the "PSP's Period") shall be for the PSP and the period from and after
completion and 50% of the day of completion (the "Council's Period") shall be for the
Council (in each case based on 365 day annual apportionment).

4.1.7

The principal rent payable under the occupational leases shall be accounted for on an
accruals basis consistent with the Accounts provided that the principal rent under the
occupational leases received by or on behalf of the Company shall be apportioned so that
the Seller's Period shall be for the PSP and the Council's Period shall be for the Council
(in each case based on a 365 day annual apportionment).

4.1.8

The completion accounts shall be prepared on the basis that the HDV or HDV Subsidiary
is a going concern and shall exclude the effect of any change of control or ownership of
the HDV or HDV Subsidiary or any adjustments arising from a liquidation or cessation of
the business of the HDV or HDV Subsidiary or disposal by the HDV or HDV Subsidiary of
any of its assets including property after HDV or HDV Subsidiary.

4.1.9

Cash at bank (which shall include all and any bank accounts of the HDV or HDV
Subsidiary or its agents) shall only be included to the extent that it relates to monies
received by the HDV or HDV Subsidiary in respect of the period prior to the completion
date but shall include amounts received in the HDV or HDV Subsidiary 's bank account
on any day following the day of completion where it is evident that such monies were
received by the company in respect of the period prior to the completion date.

4.1.10

The provisions of this Schedule shall be interpreted so as to avoid double counting
(whether positive or negative) of any item to be included in the completion accounts.

4.1.11

Appropriate provision shall be made for all liabilities of the HDV or HDV Subsidiary as at
completion in accordance with IFRS or the appropriate accounting standard applied by
the HDV or HDV Subsidiary in preparation of its statutory accounts as set out in the HDV
Business Plan, Finance and Commercial section.
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Part B
Indicative Form of Completion Accounts
The completion accounts below are illustrative only and the final completion accounts will include figures to
be in accordance with the provisions of part A of Schedule 11:
£
Current Assets
Debtors – other

[]

Debtors – prepaids and accrued income

[]

Cash at bank and in hand

[]

Work in Progress

[]

Creditors: amounts falling due within one
year
Trade creditors

([])

Other creditors

([])

Accruals

([])

Creditors: amounts falling due after more
than one year
([])

[Intra Group Debt]

([])
[]

COMPANY VALUE
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DATED

2017
Cabinet Report Draft
23.07.2017

(1) THE MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE LONDON BOROUGH OF HARINGEY

(2) [HDV INV LP] ACTING BY ITS GENERAL PARTNER [NOMINEE 1 LIMITED]

AGREEMENT
for sale and purchase of a portfolio of properties in the
London Borough of Haringey
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PARTICULARS
Date of Agreement:
Properties:

The properties more fully described in Schedule 1 and
"Property" means any one of those properties

The Seller:

THE MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE LONDON
BOROUGH OF HARINGEY of Civic Centre, High Road,
Wood Green, London , N22 4LE

The Buyer:

[HDV Inv] LP acting by its general partner [Nominee 1
Limited] (Company No: [COMPANY NUMBER]) whose
registered office is at [BUYER'S ADDRESS]

Purchase Price:

The sum of £45,000,000 (forty five million pounds) in total and
in particular, being the aggregate of the Apportioned Purchase
Price

Contractual Completion Date:

As stated in the Agreement to which these Particulars are
annexed

Completion Time:

2.00pm

Contract Rate:

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
above the base lending rate from time to time of Barclays
Bank PLC or if such rate shall cease to be published the Law
Society's interest rate from time to time in force

Seller's Solicitors:

Pinsent Masons LLP, 30 Crown Place, London EC2A 4ES
(Ref: VK04/658021.07000/GL09)

Buyer's Solicitors:

Ashurst LLP of Broadwalk House, 5 Appold Street, London
EC2A 2HA (Ref: RDV/TCR/LEN04.00005)
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THIS AGREEMENT is made on the date specified in the Particulars between the Seller and the Buyer
(together the "Parties") specified in the Particulars
IT IS AGREED as follows:1.

INTERPRETATION

1.1

The Particulars annexed to this Agreement form part of this Agreement, and terms specified in
them bear the same meanings when used elsewhere in this Agreement.

1.2

The following further definitions apply to this Agreement:"Actual Completion Date"

means the date upon which Completion actually takes
place

"Agreed Form"

means in a form agreed between the Parties prior to the
execution of this Agreement and either initialled by the
Parties (or on their behalf) for the purpose of identification
or executed and delivered contemporaneously with the
execution of this Agreement

"Apportioned Purchase Price"

means the price set out in the correspondingly titled
column in Schedule 1 in respect of each Property and
where more than one Property is to be completed at the
same time the aggregate of such prices

"Buyer's Outstanding Monies"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 13.1.2

"CAA"

means the Capital Allowances Act 2001

"Completion"

means completion of the sale and purchase of the
Properties pursuant to this Agreement and should
Completion occur in tranches means in respect of the
relevant Property the date upon which the completion of
the sale and purchase of the relevant Property takes
place pursuant to this Agreement and "Completed" shall
be construed accordingly

"Conditions"

means in respect of each Property:

"Contractual Completion Date"

84800846.2\VK04

(a)

the Entry Condition;

(b)

where it is leasehold and landlord consent is
required to the grant of the Lease by the Seller to
the Buyer such consent has been obtained or a
declaration obtained that it has been lawfully
withheld;

(c)

where it is designated as land within the housing
revenue account for the Seller, any necessary
consents have been obtained by the Seller for the
transfer of such Property in accordance with this
Agreement;

means the first Quarter Day following the date of this
Agreement for the Tranche 1 Properties and for the Later
Tranche Properties, the first Quarter Day after the
Conditions are satisfied or waived for each Property;
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"Entry Condition"

means the condition set out in paragraph 1 of Schedule
11

"EPC"

means
energy
performance
certificate
and
recommendation report as defined in the Energy
Performance of Buildings (England and Wales)
Regulations 2012

"EPC Regulations"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 28

"Fixtures"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 27.2

"Group Undertaking"

has the meaning given to it in section 1161 of the
Companies Act 2006

"HDV"

means [Haringey Development Vehicle] LLP (OC number
[])

"Initial Longstop Date"

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report)

"HMRC"

means HM Revenue & Customs

"Insolvent"

means:(a)
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in relation to a company or corporation any of
the following:(i)

any step is taken in connection with
any voluntary arrangement or any
other compromise or arrangement for
the benefit of any creditors of such
company or corporation; or

(ii)

an application is made for an
administration order in relation to such
company or corporation; or

(iii)

in relation to such company or
corporation, the appointment of an
administrator, the filing of documents
with the court for the appointment of
an administrator or the giving of notice
of intention to appoint an administrator
by such company or corporation or its
directors, or by a qualifying floating
charge holder (as defined in
paragraph 14 of Schedule B1 to the
Insolvency Act 1986); or

(iv)

a receiver or manager is appointed in
relation to any property or income of
such company or corporation; or

(v)

a liquidator is appointed in respect of
such company or corporation; or

(vi)

a voluntary winding-up of such
company
or
corporation
is
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commenced, except a winding-up for
the purpose of amalgamation or
reconstruction of a solvent company in
respect
of
which
a
statutory
declaration of solvency has been filed
with the Registrar of Companies; or

(b)

(vii)

a petition is made for a winding-up
order
for
such
company
or
corporation; or

(viii)

the occurrence at any time of any
event or events in relation to such
company or corporation in a territory
outside the United Kingdom where at
such
time
such
company
or
corporation has its centre of main
interests being an event or events
which under the Law of that territory at
such time have a similar effect as one
or more of any of the events
previously described in this definition if
such event or events so previously
described had occurred in the United
Kingdom and such company or
corporation had had its centre of main
interests in the United Kingdom; and

in relation to an individual:(i)

the taking of any step in connection
with any voluntary arrangement or any
other compromise or arrangement for
the benefit of any creditors of such
individual; or

(ii)

the presentation of a petition for a
bankruptcy order or the making of an
application for a bankruptcy order or
the making of a bankruptcy order
against such individual; or

(iii)

the occurrence at any time of any
event or events in relation to such
individual in a territory outside the
United Kingdom where such individual
has his centre of main interests being
an event or events which under the
Law of that territory at such time have
a similar effect as one or more of any
of the events previously described in
this paragraph (b) if such event or
events so previously described had
occurred in the United Kingdom and
such individual had had his centre of
main interests in the United Kingdom;

and "Insolvency" shall be construed accordingly
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"Later Tranche Properties"

means those Properties which are not Tranche 1
Properties but in respect of which the Conditions have
been satisfied by the date 10 Working Days before the
relevant Contractual Completion Date or such other
Properties as the Parties may agree shall be transferred
on the relevant Contractual Completion Date

"Lease(s)"

means the lease by which the Properties shall be
demised to the Buyer upon Completion in the appropriate
form of the draft Lease(s) annexed at Appendix 1

"Letting Arrangements"

means the leases, tenancies or licences created or to be
created by the Letting Documents and in the case of any
lease or tenancy any statutory continuation, extension or
holding over by the tenant

"Letting Documents"

means the documents:
(a)

giving rise to the Letting Arrangements; and

(b)

every document varying or supplemental or
collateral to them

and any other such documents which the Buyer consents
to pursuant to Clause 10 of this Agreement and which the
Seller enters into between the date hereof and the Actual
Completion Date
"Letting Income"

means any rents, licence fees and other sums payable by
the Tenants under the Letting Arrangements (and in
addition any interest payable thereon arising as a result of
late payment) to which the landlord or licensor to the
Letting Arrangements is entitled

"Longstop Date"

means the Initial Longstop Date or such later date as set
out in a notice from the Buyer to extend the Initial
Longstop Date in accordance with Clause 2.4

"Loss of Rent"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 9.2.2

"LTA 1954"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 16.1.1

"Maintenance Agreements"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 18

"Maintenance Documents"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 17

"Members Agreement"

means a members' agreement in relation to HDV dated
todays date and made between (1) the Seller (2) [PSP]
(3) [HDV] (4) [InvLLP] (5) [DevLLP] (6) [Nominee Co] (7)
[PSP Guarantor]

"New Rent"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 16.1.4

"Outstanding Monies"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 13.1.3

"Payment Period"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 19.3

"Quarter Day"

means 25 March, 24 June, 29 September, 25 December
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"Relevant Tenant"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 16.1.3

"Renewable Tenancy"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 16.1.2

"Rent Deposits"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 14.1

"Seller's Outstanding Monies"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 13.1.1

"Service Charge Arrears"

monies recoverable by the landlord under the Letting
Arrangements (or any other letting arrangements to which
the relevant Property may be bound) for reimbursement
of expenditure on goods and services relating to the
Property but which have not been recovered

"Standard Conditions"

means Part 1 of the Standard Commercial Property
Conditions (Second Edition) as amended or varied as
stated either in Schedule 4 to this Agreement or in any
other part of this Agreement

"Tenants"

means the tenants or licensees under the Letting
Arrangements and "Tenant" shall be construed
accordingly

"Top 50 Property"

means any Property marked as being such in Appendix 5

"Tranche 1 Properties"

means those Properties so marked in the relevant column
of Schedule 1 and such other Properties in respect of
which the Conditions have been satisfied by the date 10
Working Days prior to the Contractual Completion Date or
as the Parties may otherwise agree shall be transferred
on the Completion Date

"TUPE"

has the meaning given to it in paragraph 1 of Schedule 10

"VAT"

means value added tax or any equivalent or similar tax or
duty which may be imposed in substitution for or in
addition to value added tax

"VAT Group"

means []

"Working Day"

means 9.00 am to 5.00 pm on any day (other than a
Saturday) on which clearing banks in the City of London
are open for the transaction of normal sterling banking
business

1.3

This Agreement incorporates the Standard Conditions. If there is any conflict between the
Standard Conditions and the express provisions of this Agreement, the express provisions of this
Agreement shall prevail. Terms used or defined in the Standard Conditions have the same
meanings when used in this Agreement and vice versa.

1.4

In and for the purpose of this Agreement:1.4.1
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any reference to any statute or order or to any provision of any statute or order is
construed as including reference to any statutory modification or re-enactment of such
statute, order or provision and to any relevant regulations or statutory instruments made
under or in connection with any such statute, order or provision and from time to time in
force;
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1.4.2

if at any time the Seller or the Buyer shall consist of more than one person any
obligations which they have under this Agreement or which they undertake shall be
enforceable against them all jointly or against each individually;

1.4.3

references to Clauses or Schedules unless otherwise specified mean the Clauses of or
the Schedules to this Agreement;

1.4.4

headings to Clauses and Schedules are disregarded in interpreting this Agreement; and

1.4.5

if any provision is held to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the legality, validity and
enforceability of the remainder of this Agreement are to be unaffected.

2.

SALE AND PURCHASE

2.1

The Seller sells and the Buyer purchases by way of taking a Lease of each of the Properties for the
Purchase Price, which shall be accounted for as between the HDV and the Seller by way of loan
notes in accordance with the Members Agreement.

2.2

A deposit of £1 (one pound) has been paid by the Buyer to the Seller on the date of this Agreement
(receipt of which the Seller acknowledges).

2.3

The grant of a Lease of each Property is conditional upon the Conditions being satisfied by
discharge (or in the case of the Entry Conditions) by waiver by the Buyer.

2.4

The Initial Longstop Date may be extend by a period of between 6 and 12 months as notified by the
Buyer to the Seller at any time prior to the Initial Longstop Date.

2.5

If the Conditions are not satisfied in respect of a property by the Longstop Date either Party may
terminate this Agreement so far it relates to the grant of a Lease of the relevant Property.

3.

TITLE

3.1

The Buyer has prior to the date of this Agreement investigated, and accepts, the Seller's title to
each Property. Accordingly the Buyer shall not raise any requisition or make any objection in
relation to the Seller's title save for requisitions relating to previously undisclosed matters revealed
by the usual pre-completion searches at the Land Registry in respect of any Property where the
title is registered or the Land Charges Department and Companies House in respect of any
Property where the title is unregistered.

3.2

Without prejudice to the generality of Clause 3.1 no objection or requisition shall be made in
relation to the fact that the Seller does not have the original or an examined copy of any title deeds
to the Properties.

4.

MATTERS AFFECTING THE PROPERTIES

4.1

Each Property is sold subject to and where applicable with the benefit of the matters mentioned in
Schedule 3 (so far as they affect that Property and are subsisting or capable of taking effect) and
the Buyer is deemed to purchase with full knowledge of such matters. The Seller confirms that it
has prior to the date of this Agreement disclosed to the Buyer in writing details of any such matters
of which the Seller is aware.

4.2

The Seller has taken reasonable care to ensure that the information provided to the Buyer in
relation to the Properties is accurate and up to date. However, the accuracy is not guaranteed and
the Seller will have no liability for any inaccuracy or incompleteness of such information or where
such information or documents have not been disclosed except:
4.2.1

where such liability is caused by the Seller's negligence or deliberate misrepresentation;

4.2.2

where such liability has arisen within three (3) years of the transfer of the Properties; and
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4.2.3

where such liability exceeds (this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report)of the Purchase Price of the Properties;

in any event where such liability exists, the Seller's liability shall not exceed (this information is
contained in the exempt part of the report).
5.

TITLE GUARANTEE

5.1

The Seller sells the Properties with full title guarantee.

6.

LETTING ARRANGEMENTS

6.1

The Properties are sold subject to the Letting Arrangements and the rights of any persons of actual
occupation and any other matters referred to in Schedule 3.

6.2

The sale excludes anything on any of the Properties which belongs to the Tenants or any
occupiers, whether or not the Seller is aware of such matters. The Seller shall not be required to
remove anything on or from the Properties prior to Completion.

7.

ENGROSSMENTS AND EXECUTION OF LEASE AND DUPLICATE

7.1

The Seller shall procure that the Seller's Solicitors shall prepare an engrossment of the Lease for
each Property and a duplicate thereof and supply such engrossments to the Buyer's Solicitors not
later than five Working Days prior to the relevant Contractual Completion Date.

7.2

The Buyer shall procure that the engrossments of the Leases and the duplicates thereof (duly
executed by the Buyer) shall be returned to the Seller's Solicitors not later than two Working Days
after such engrossments have been delivered to the Buyer's Solicitors pursuant to Clause 7.1.

8.

COMPLETIONS

8.1

Completion will be effected by the Seller granting to the Buyer a Lease of each Property in one of
the forms annexed at Appendix 1 as appropriate to the relevant Property.

8.2

On each relevant Contractual Completion Date, Completion will be effected in relation to all
Properties which remain to be Completed, in respect of which the Conditions have been satisfied.

8.3

The Seller acknowledges that the Conditions relate to statutory compliance and other matters in
respect of the Properties in respect of which a reasonably prudent buyer would normally require to
be satisfied before completing its purchase and accordingly, the Seller will use reasonable
endeavours to satisfy the Conditions as soon as reasonably practicable.

8.4

The Parties have identified the Properties listed below for Completion on the Contractual
Completion Date provided that if any Conditions remain to be satisfied in relation to any such
Properties then the Parties will use reasonable endeavours to substitute an alternative Property in
relation to which the Conditions have been or will be satisfied.
The Properties intended for Completion on the first Quarter Day following the date of this
Agreement are:
8.4.1

[insert property numbers].

8.5

The Buyer confirms on the basis of the due diligence which it has undertaken prior to entering into
this Agreement that it intends that the Conditions will be satisfied in respect of substantially all of
the Properties.

8.6

The Parties acknowledge that the form of Lease is generic and accordingly between the date of
this Agreement and Completion the Parties will agree (acting reasonably) appropriate amendments
and details for each Lease to reflect the matters relevant to the Property the demise and the leases
to which it is subject and if the Parties cannot agree the terms of any Lease, they may refer the
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matter to an expert in accordance with paragraph 3 of Schedule 11, save that the expert shall be
an independent solicitor (in default of agreement, to be appointed by the President for the time
being (or the next most senior available officer) of the Law Society).
8.7

If following Completion either Party becomes aware of any such matter which should have been
reflected in the engrossed Lease but was not the Parties shall act reasonably in agreeing an
appropriate variation.

8.8

Completion shall take place on the relevant Contractual Completion Date and before the
Completion Time. The relevant Contractual Completion Date shall also be the "completion date"
for the purposes of the Standard Conditions.

8.9

The amount due to the Seller on Completion is the Apportioned Purchase Price together with any
VAT (less any deposit already paid to the Seller or its agent) plus or minus any other sum due from
the Seller or the Buyer to the other under this Agreement where such other sum is due upon
Completion.

8.10

Any Completion by post or through a document exchange shall be at the Buyer's expense and risk
and neither the Seller nor the Seller's Solicitors shall be liable for the loss of any documents so
sent so long as they were properly addressed.

9.

INSURANCE

9.1

In respect of any insurance policy maintained by the Seller:-

9.2

9.1.1

the Seller will maintain its existing insurance of each Property up to Completion and shall
procure that such insurance complies with the relevant terms of the Letting Arrangements
and shall procure either: (i) that the Buyer's interest is noted on the policy as a composite
interest; or (ii) that the Buyer's interest as contracting purchaser will automatically be
recognised under the terms of such policy of insurance; and

9.1.2

Standard Condition 7.1 shall apply save insofar as it shall be inconsistent with and/or
varied by any of the provisions of this Clause 9 and/or save as otherwise stated in this
Clause 9;

Standard Condition 7.1.2(f) shall not apply but instead if any Property shall have been destroyed or
damaged in whole or in part prior to Completion by an event which constitutes an insured risk
giving rise to an entitlement to a claim by the Seller under its insurance policy for payment by the
insurer:9.2.1

towards the costs of reinstatement; and/or

9.2.2

in respect of loss of rent arising by reason of any entitlement of any of the Tenants for
suspension of rent arising as a result of the occurrence of such insured risk ("Loss of
Rent"),

the following provisions of this Clause 9.2 shall apply:(a)

the Seller shall make a proper claim under its insurance policy in relation to
such matters;

(b)

the Seller shall pay to the Buyer the proceeds of such claim upon Completion or
(if later) as soon as reasonably practicable following the receipt by the Seller of
such proceeds as cleared funds save that the Seller may retain for its own
benefit from the proceeds of any such claim an amount equivalent to:(i)
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(ii)

any Loss of Rent to the extent that the rent relates to any period which
does not follow the Actual Completion Date (and where the sum
recovered in respect of Loss of Rent relates in part to rent for any
period which follows the Actual Completion Date then the entitlement
to such recovered sum shall be apportioned in the same manner as
rent is to be apportioned pursuant to this Agreement); and

(iii)

any sums due (or which has already been paid) to third parties.

9.3

If at Completion the Seller is entitled to receive from any of the Tenants or other third party a
contribution to the premium and that contribution is not paid as at Completion such outstanding
contribution shall be treated as "Seller's Outstanding Monies" for the purposes of Clause 13.

9.4

Subject only to the foregoing provisions of this Clause 9 and to the provisions of Clause 10 the
Seller has no duty of care to protect and secure the Properties which are at the risk of the Buyer
from (and including) the date of this Agreement.

10.

MANAGEMENT PENDING COMPLETION

10.1

Subject to the provisions which follow in this Clause 10 the Seller shall until Completion continue to
manage the Properties and provide such of the services as the Seller is obliged to provide under
the terms of the Letting Arrangements in accordance with the principles of good estate
management.

10.2

Subject to Clause 10.4 the Seller will not do any of the following in relation to any Property:10.2.1

vary or agree to vary any of the terms of any of the Letting Arrangements;

10.2.2

grant or agree to grant any new lease or licence or other occupation right;

10.2.3

accept or agree to accept a surrender of any of the Letting Arrangements;

10.2.4

forfeit or otherwise determine or seek to forfeit or otherwise determine any of the Letting
Arrangements;

10.2.5

grant, give, issue or agree to grant or issue any consent or approval under any of the
Letting Arrangements (save with the prior written consent of the Buyer such consent not
to be unreasonably withheld or delayed)

except where the Seller is obliged to do so by the Letting Documents or statute.
10.3

The Seller will promptly notify the Buyer in writing of any written notice or application, registration or
other written communication which the Seller may give to or receive from or have with any of the
Tenants under or in relation to any of the Letting Arrangements and will supply on request such
further information in relation to any such matter as may be in the possession of the Seller.

10.4

In relation to any consent or approval sought by any Tenant under any of the Letting
Arrangements:10.4.1

the Seller shall act as the Buyer reasonably directs in writing and the Buyer shall
indemnify the Seller against all costs, expenses, losses, demands, actions, liabilities,
claims or proceedings whatsoever arising; and

10.4.2

the Buyer shall give the Seller its written direction upon any such matter within a
reasonable period following the Seller's request for direction and the Buyer shall ensure
that any such direction is reasonable and if the Buyer fails to give such written direction
within a reasonable period following the Seller's request for direction or the direction
given is unreasonable the Seller may proceed as it reasonably considers appropriate but
without prejudice to any other rights which the Seller may have against the Buyer.
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11.

SERVICE CHARGES
This Clause 11 applies to any Property where the Seller as landlord is entitled to recover sums
from the Tenants by way of service charge under a Letting Arrangement.

11.1

The Parties have entered into a property management agreement on or around the date hereof
and the Parties shall cooperate in handing over of management of the relevant Properties so as to
ensure that the Buyer can take over management on Completion.

12.

APPORTIONMENTS

12.1

Income and outgoings shall be apportioned with effect from the Actual Completion Date (income
and outgoings for the Actual Completion Date being apportioned to the Buyer).

12.2

Apportionment payments to be made pursuant to this Clause 12 shall be made upon Completion
save that in the case of any income which has not then been received by the Seller payment shall
be made when it is received.

12.3

Any sum to be apportioned shall be treated as:-

12.4

12.5

12.6

12.3.1

payable for the period which it covers except that in the case of an annual sum payable in
instalments the amount to be apportioned to the Buyer of any such instalment shall be
1/365th of the annual sum for each day within the instalment period to which such
instalment relates as shall be later than the Actual Completion Date; and

12.3.2

accruing from day to day and at the rate applicable from time to time.

The following monies payable by Tenants under the Letting Arrangements shall not be subject to
apportionment as between the Seller and the Buyer:12.4.1

contributions to insurance premiums where the provisions of Clause 9 shall apply;

12.4.2

service charges where the provisions of Clause 11 shall apply;

12.4.3

VAT (and any such VAT which shall not have been paid to the Seller as at Completion
and for which the Seller is obliged or shall have been obliged to account to HMRC shall
be treated as Seller's Outstanding Monies pursuant to Clause 13); and

12.4.4

any sums which do not relate to a period in which the Actual Completion Date falls.

Interest payable by Tenants under the Letting Arrangements for late payment shall be apportioned
as follows:12.5.1

interest payable in respect of any period to (and including) or preceding the Actual
Completion Date shall be apportioned entirely to the Seller; and

12.5.2

interest payable in respect of any period which follows the Actual Completion Date shall
be apportioned as between the Seller and the Buyer in the same ratios as the sum upon
which interest is payable shall be apportioned.

The provisions of this Clause 12 take effect subject to any other provisions of this Agreement.
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13.

OUTSTANDING MONIES

13.1

In this Clause 13:13.1.1

"Seller's Outstanding Monies" means:(a)

Letting Income payable by any Tenant or Tenants (whether payable before or
after Completion) and unpaid as at Completion in so far as the Seller shall be
entitled to the same under the apportionment provisions contained in Clause 12
or otherwise under this Agreement; and

(b)

any other monies required to be dealt with as "Seller's Outstanding Monies"
under this Clause 13 or by any other provision of this Agreement;

13.1.2

"Buyer's Outstanding Monies" means Letting Income payable by any Tenant or
Tenants (whether payable before or after Completion) and unpaid as at Completion in so
far as the Buyer shall be entitled to the same under the apportionment provisions
contained in Clause 12 or otherwise under this Agreement; and

13.1.3

"Outstanding Monies" means monies which are either Seller's Outstanding Monies or
Buyer's Outstanding Monies.

13.2

Following Completion the Seller shall remain entitled to all Sellers' Outstanding Monies and the
Buyer shall be entitled to all Buyer's Outstanding Monies.

13.3

In respect of Seller's Outstanding Monies:13.3.1

where such Seller's Outstanding Monies relate to a Property subject to a "new tenancy"
as defined by the Landlord and Tenant (Covenants) Act 1995 the Seller's Outstanding
Monies shall not be assigned to the Buyer upon Completion; and

13.3.2

where such Seller's Outstanding Monies relate to any other tenancy:(a)

on Completion to the intent that any such Seller's Outstanding Monies shall
remain the property of the Seller absolutely the Seller and the Buyer will enter
into a deed (the "Outstanding Monies Deed") in the form of the draft annexed
to this Agreement at Appendix 2;

(b)

the Seller shall procure that the Seller's Solicitors shall prepare engrossments
of the Outstanding Monies Deed in duplicate and supply such engrossments to
the Buyer's Solicitors not later than five Working Days prior to the Contractual
Completion Date;

(c)

the Buyer shall procure that the engrossments of the Outstanding Monies Deed
in duplicate duly executed by the Buyer shall be returned to the Seller's
Solicitors not later than 2 Working Days after such engrossments have been
delivered to the Buyer's Solicitors by the Seller's Solicitors; and

(d)

upon Completion the Seller shall be entitled to retain the Outstanding Monies
Deed and shall procure that the duplicate duly executed by the Seller shall be
delivered to the Buyer's Solicitors.

13.4

Any monies received after Completion from any Tenant or other person in respect of Outstanding
Monies shall be applied in or towards settlement of the Buyer's Outstanding Monies due from that
Tenant or other person in priority to any Seller's Outstanding Monies from that Tenant or other
person.

13.5

If either the Seller or the Buyer receives any of the Outstanding Monies following Completion it
shall pay to the other the share of such Outstanding Monies to which the other is entitled (if any) in
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accordance with the provisions of this Clause 13 not later than five Working Days after receipt as
cleared funds.
14.

RENT DEPOSITS
This Clause 14 applies to any Property where the Seller as landlord holds a Rent Deposit.

14.1

In this Clause 14 "Rent Deposits" means any monies held at Completion by the Seller as landlord,
or a solicitor, stakeholder or other third party by way of deposit as security for payment of any rent
reserved by or performance or observance of any covenant the part of any Tenants contained in
any of the Letting Arrangements including any interest accrued on such monies and not by then
paid or due in accordance with the deposit terms to any Tenants under the relevant Letting
Arrangements.

14.2

On Completion the Seller:-

14.3

14.2.1

will transfer to the Buyer any Rent Deposits as are under the unfettered control of the
Seller; and

14.2.2

will take such steps as are reasonably available to the Seller to enable the Buyer with
effect from Completion to take the place of the Seller in relation any Rent Deposits which
are held by a solicitor, stakeholder or other third party, or are otherwise not under the
unfettered control of the Seller.

Upon Completion:14.3.1

14.3.2

the Seller and the Buyer will in respect of any Property enter into a deed of assignment in
the form of the draft assignment agreement annexed at Appendix 3 in which:(a)

the Seller will assign to the Buyer such right, title and interest (if any) of the
Seller in each such deposit (subject always to the terms on which it is held);

(b)

the Buyer will covenant with the Seller to comply with the terms on which the
Rent Deposits are held and to indemnify the Seller against all claims, demands,
actions and liabilities incurred by the Seller after Completion in respect of each
such deposit arising by reason of any failure by the Buyer to observe and
perform any obligation binding on the Seller in respect of each such deposit;
and

the Buyer will enter into such direct covenants with the relevant Tenant or Tenants as are
required under the terms on which the Rent Deposits are held.

14.4

The Seller and the Buyer will take all practicable steps to comply with their respective duties
relating to Tenants' deposits protected under the Housing (Tenancy Deposit Schemes) Order 2007
and the Housing (Tenancy Deposits) (Prescribed Information) Order 2007 and to demonstrate in
writing to the other that those steps have been taken.

15.

OUTSTANDING RENT REVIEW
This Clause 15 applies to any Letting Arrangement where there is an outstanding rent review.

15.1

The Seller will not agree any rent review under any of the Letting Arrangements without the prior
written consent of the Buyer (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed).

15.2

In the case of any rent review which is outstanding as at Completion:15.2.1
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15.2.2

15.2.3

15.2.4
16.

the Buyer will:(a)

keep the Seller fully informed at all times of all negotiations and proceedings
relating to the rent review and promptly supply the Seller with any information or
copies of documents relating to the rent review as are in the possession of the
Buyer and as the Seller reasonably requests; and

(b)

immediately following the ascertainment of the revised rent advise the Seller of
the amount and the date of ascertainment;

any increase in rent will be apportioned in accordance with Clause 12 and any interest
payable by the Tenant upon such increase as a result of the delay in the conclusion of
the rent review will be apportioned as follows:(a)

interest payable in respect of any period to (and including) or preceding the
Actual Completion Date will be apportioned entirely to the Seller; and

(b)

interest payable in respect of any period which follows the Actual Completion
Date will be apportioned as between the Seller and the Buyer in the same ratios
as the increase in rent shall be apportioned;

any money to which the Seller is entitled under Clause 15.2.3 shall be treated as "Seller's
Outstanding Monies" in accordance with Clause 13.

LEASE RENEWALS
This Clause 16 applies to any Letting Arrangement where there is a Renewable Tenancy.

16.1

16.2

16.3

In this Clause 16:16.1.1

"LTA 1954" means the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954;

16.1.2

"Renewable Tenancy" means any tenancy created by or arising out of any of the Letting
Arrangements (including any tenancy created by or arising out of any underlease granted
by the Tenant under any of the Letting Arrangements or any person deriving title
thereunder whether immediate or derivative) to which sections 24 to 28 of the LTA 1954
apply where the contractual term has expired or will expire not later than 12 months after
Completion and where the tenant or undertenant may be entitled to the grant of a new
tenancy pursuant to the LTA 1954 by the Seller or the Seller's successors in title;

16.1.3

"Relevant Tenant" means in relation to any Renewable Tenancy the tenant or
undertenant in whom the Renewable Tenancy is vested;

16.1.4

"New Rent" means any new or interim rent relating to the continuation or renewal of a
Renewable Tenancy.

Save as required by law in relation to any Renewable Tenancy the Seller will not before
Completion without the prior written consent of the Buyer (such consent not to be unreasonably
held or delayed) either:16.2.1

serve or issue any notice or proceedings in relation to any Renewable Tenancy or take
any other step under the LTA 1954; or

16.2.2

agree a New Rent.

If at Completion there are any subsisting proceedings under the LTA 1954 relating to a Renewable
Tenancy the Seller and the Buyer will apply to the court for the Buyer to be substituted for the
Seller as a party to the proceedings such application to be made as soon as reasonably practical
following Completion.
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16.4

If at Completion a New Rent may become payable to the Seller or the Seller's successors in title by
the Relevant Tenant in relation to a Renewable Tenancy as from a date which will not be later than
the Actual Completion Date but the New Rent has not been agreed or determined as at
Completion:16.4.1

rent will be provisionally apportioned at Completion in accordance with Clause 12 at the
rate then currently payable;

16.4.2

the Buyer will:-

16.4.3

16.4.4
17.

(a)

use reasonable endeavours to procure that the New Rent is agreed or
determined at the best rent reasonably achievable and without the New Rent
being on a phased or stepped arrangement;

(b)

not do or omit or suffer anything to be done or omitted whereby the New Rent
cannot be determined;

(c)

keep the Seller fully informed at all times of all negotiations and proceedings
relating to the determination of the New Rent and promptly supply the Seller
with any information or copies of documents relating to such determination as
shall be in the possession of the Buyer and as the Seller shall reasonably
request; and

(d)

immediately following the ascertainment of the New Rent advise the Seller of
the amount and the date of ascertainment;

any increase in rent will be apportioned in accordance with Clause 12 and any interest
payable by the Tenant upon such increase as a result of the delay in the conclusion of
the determination of the New Rent will be apportioned as follows:(a)

interest payable in respect of any period to (and including) or preceding the
Actual Completion Date will be apportioned entirely to the Seller; and

(b)

interest payable in respect of any period which follows the Actual Completion
Date will be apportioned as between the Seller and the Buyer in the same ratios
as the increase in rent shall be apportioned;

any money to which the Seller is entitled under Clause 16.4.3 shall be treated as "Seller's
Outstanding Monies" in accordance with Clause 13.

MAINTENANCE DOCUMENTS
This Clause 17 applies to any Property where the Seller as landlord has the benefit of any
Maintenance Documents relating to that Property.

17.1

In this Clause 17 "Maintenance Documents" means each of the following as may be in the
possession or under the control of the Seller or its advisers:17.1.1

any manual or other set of instructions relating to the operation or maintenance of any
building on or any plant, machinery or equipment on or serving that Property;

17.1.2

any contract, warranty or other document relating to the design, durability, capacity,
construction, installation, alteration, repair or maintenance (as the case may require) of
any building comprised within that Property or of any plant, machinery or equipment on or
serving that Property or anything benefiting that Property including any structure
supporting or protecting or access way or service or other installation serving that
Property (whether or not with any other land); and
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17.1.3

any plan, drawing or other illustration of the whole or any part of:(a)

any building on or supporting or protecting that Property;

(b)

any plant, machinery or equipment on or serving that Property; and

(c)

any water, sewerage, gas, electricity, telecommunication or other service on or
serving or which may service that Property.

17.2

The Seller will deliver to the Buyer the originals or copies of all the Maintenance Documents (if any)
upon Completion.

18.

ASSIGNMENT OF MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS
This Clause 18 applies to any Property where the Seller as landlord has the benefit of Maintenance
Agreements relating to that Property.

18.1

In this Clause 18 "Maintenance Agreements" means agreements entered into by or on behalf of
the Seller or any of its predecessors with third parties for the maintenance of, or the provision of
supplies or services to, that Property and which would subsist as at Completion.

18.2

On or before Completion the Seller shall terminate the Maintenance Agreements which the Buyer
has given prior written notice to the Seller that it requires to be terminated on the date specified in
such notice.

18.3

If the Buyer serves notice to the Seller that it wishes to take an assignment of any Maintenance
Agreement, the Seller shall (subject to obtaining the consent of any third party (if required)) assign
or procure the assignment of each of the Maintenance Agreements specified in the notice to the
Buyer. Each assignment to be in a form agreed with the Buyer, both Parties acting reasonably.

19.

CONTRACT RATE AND LATE PAYMENT

19.1

The contract rate referred to in the Standard Conditions shall be the Contract Rate as defined in
the Particulars annexed to this Agreement.

19.2

Any sum due from one party to any other under this Agreement which is not paid when it is due
(other than the balance of the Purchase Price when Standard Condition 9.3.2 shall apply) shall
bear interest at the Contract Rate for the period from the date when it fell due to the date of
payment.

19.3

Where under this Agreement any payment from one party to any other is expressed to be payable
within a stated period of time (the "Payment Period") and such payment is not made within the
Payment Period such payment shall bear interest at the Contract Rate for the period commencing
upon the first day of the Payment Period to and including the date of payment.

19.4

Nothing in this Clause 19 shall entitle any party to this Agreement to withhold or delay any payment
of any sum payable under this Agreement after the date upon which it first becomes payable or in
any other way affect any other rights which the party entitled to such payment shall have arising
from any failure or delay in payment.

20.

SERVICE AND DELIVERY OF NOTICES AND OTHER DOCUMENTS
Standard Condition 1.3 (as amended by Schedule 4) applies to the service of all notices and to the
delivery of all documents under this Agreement.
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21.

VALUE ADDED TAX

21.1

The Buyer shall in accordance with this Clause 21, promptly following receipt of a valid VAT invoice
in respect thereof, pay any VAT properly chargeable in respect of any supply made by the Seller
under this Agreement and any sum payable by the Buyer under or in connection with this
Agreement shall accordingly be exclusive of VAT.

21.2

The Seller and Buyer intend that Article 5(1) of the Value Added Tax (Special Provisions)
Order 1995 and section 49 of the Value Added Tax Act 1994 shall apply to the sale and purchase
of the Properties under this Agreement so that it is treated as neither a supply of goods nor a
supply of services for the purposes of VAT and accordingly:21.2.1

the Seller confirms that:
(a)

it (or the representative member of its VAT Group) is registered for VAT
purposes; and

(b)

prior to the date hereof it has not (nor as a result of making a real estate
election is treated as having) opted to tax (within the meaning of Schedule 10 of
the Value Added Tax Act 1994) in respect of the Properties and it shall not so
opt to tax prior to the Actual Completion Date;

21.2.2

the Seller warrants to the Buyer that it does not occupy the Properties itself and neither
does any person who is a member of the same VAT Group as the Seller;

21.2.3

the Buyer undertakes that it will use its reasonable endeavours to become registered or
treated as a member of a group for VAT purposes prior to the Actual Completion Date;
and

21.2.4

the Buyer undertakes that following the Actual Completion Date it will hold the legal title in
each Property as beneficial owner of that Property and warrants to the Seller that each
Property will be held by the Buyer as an investment property for the purposes of securing
a rental income, provided that, the foregoing notwithstanding, the Buyer is entitled to
assign the legal title in each Property to [Nominee 1 Limited] and [Nominee 2 Limited] as
nominees for the Buyer where the Buyer will retain the beneficial interest in each Property
and will continue to be treated as the party making supplies of each Property for VAT
purposes.

21.3

The Seller undertakes to preserve the VAT records relating to each Property on behalf of the Buyer
for such period as may be required by law and shall during that period permit the Buyer or its
agents reasonable access to them to inspect or make copies.

22.

NO SUB-SALES OTHER THAN TO GROUP UNDERTAKINGS

22.1

The Seller is entitled to decline to grant the Lease(s) of the Properties:22.1.1

to any person other than the person or persons named in this Agreement as the Buyer or
any wholly owned Group Undertaking of the Buyer;

22.1.2

at more than the Purchase Price; and/or

22.1.3

at a price divided between different parts of the Properties other than in accordance with
the apportionment of the Purchase Price set out in Schedule 1

unless the Buyer is ready and willing and able to complete the purchase of the Properties to be
completed on the relevant Contractual Completion Date.

1

PMDN: VAT position to be finalised, to reflect the Council and HDV's tax position and completion in tranches.
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22.2

The Buyer shall be entitled to require the Seller to grant the Lease(s) to a wholly owned Group
Undertaking of the Buyer.

23.

INSOLVENCY OF BUYER
If the Buyer becomes Insolvent prior to Completion then the Seller may prior to Completion serve
written notice on the Buyer to terminate this Agreement. If the Seller does serve such notice then
such Insolvency shall be deemed to be a breach of this Agreement by the Buyer for the purposes
of Standard Condition 9.2.

24.

CORPORATE BUYER CEASING TO EXIST OR BEING STRUCK OFF
If the Buyer is a company or corporation and is either struck off from the Register of Companies at
the Companies Registry or otherwise ceases to exist then the Seller may prior to Completion serve
written notice on the Buyer's Solicitors to terminate this Agreement. If the Seller does serve such
notice then the fact that the Buyer has been struck off from the Register of Companies at the
Companies Registry or otherwise ceased to exist shall be deemed to be a breach of this
Agreement by the Buyer for the purposes of Standard Condition 9.2.

25.

REGISTRATION OF AGREEMENT AT THE LAND REGISTRY
The Buyer shall not note this Agreement against any registered title to any Property other than by
virtue of a unilateral notice and shall not without the written consent of the Seller (which may be
withheld in the Seller's absolute discretion) send either the original or a copy of this Agreement to
the Land Registry Provided always that this Clause shall not prevent the Buyer making an
application for registration of its title following Completion.

26.

REGISTRATION OF LEASE AT THE LAND REGISTRY
In respect of any Property where title to the Property is leasehold following completion of the
Lease, the Buyer shall:-

26.1

apply to register the Lease at the Land Registry without delay;

26.2

deal with any requisitions raised by the Land Registry promptly and properly; and

26.3

send the Seller official copies of the title within five Working Days of completion of the registration.

27.

CAPITAL ALLOWANCES

27.1

The Buyer and the Seller agree that, so far as possible, the amount of capital expenditure which
was treated for the purpose of the Capital Allowances Act 2001 (the "CAA") as incurred by the
Seller on the provision of the relevant Fixtures shall be treated as incurred by the Buyer on the
relevant Fixtures for the purposes of the CAA.

27.2

In this Clause, "Fixtures" means items of plant and machinery at any Property which are fixtures
for the purposes of Chapter 14 Part 2 CAA.

28.

ENERGY PERFORMANCE CERTIFICATE

28.1

To the extent an EPC is not available prior to the Actual Completion Date, the Buyer shall following
the Actual Completion Date:28.1.1

84800846.2\VK04

permit the Seller and all persons authorised by the Seller (with or without equipment) at
reasonable times and on reasonable notice to enter each relevant Property to carry out
any inspection and survey as may be required to prepare an energy performance
certificate as defined in the Energy Performance of Buildings (England and Wales)
Regulations 2012 for the Properties (the "EPC Regulations") provided that the Seller
causes as little inconvenience as reasonably practicable and makes good any damage
caused to that Property; and
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28.1.2

29.

supply to the Seller all information data plans and specifications that the Seller (and its
agents) may reasonably require from time to time to comply with its obligations to provide
an energy performance certificate under the EPC Regulations.

ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS
The provisions of Schedule 7 shall apply to this Agreement.

30.

NON MERGER

30.1

This Agreement shall continue in full force and effect notwithstanding Completion.

31.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT

31.1

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Parties and may only be varied or
amended by a document signed by or on behalf of all of the Parties and making reference to this
Clause.

31.2

The Buyer acknowledges that it is entering into this Agreement without placing any reliance upon
any representation or statement (written or oral) which may have been made by the Seller or any
agent, advisor or other person acting for the Seller and the Buyer shall not have any rights in
relation to any representation or statement made by the Seller or any agent, adviser or other
person acting for the Seller but the foregoing provisions of this Clause 31.2 shall not apply to any
representation or statement as may be made in this Agreement or may have been made or
confirmed in any written communication from the Seller's Solicitors to the Buyer's Solicitors.

32.

CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT

32.1

Subject to Clause 32.2 a person who is not a party to this Agreement has no right under the
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 to enforce or have the benefit of any term of this
Agreement but this does not affect any right or remedy of a third party which exists or is available
apart from that Act.

32.2

The Seller's Solicitors shall have the benefit of Clause 8.10.

33.

TUPE AND PENSIONS

33.1

The provisions of Schedule 10 shall apply in relation to TUPE and pensions.

34.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION

34.1

This Agreement and any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with it or its subject matter
or formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims) shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of England and Wales.

34.2

The Parties submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the High Court of England and Wales in relation
to any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with this Agreement or in relation to its
existence or validity (including non-contractual disputes or claims).
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SCHEDULE 1
THE PROPERTIES
Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

2

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Tesco Store 226-248 High Road (Blenheim Rise)

2

PMDN: Final title details and apportionments to be verified and inserted and Appendix 5 to be updated accordingly
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)
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(this
(this
Tesco
Store (this information is contained in the (this
information 226-248 High exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
Road
contained
in
the the
exempt
(Blenheim
in
the Rise)
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
Tesco
Store (this information is contained in the (this
information 226-248 High exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
Road
contained
in
the the
exempt
(Blenheim
in
the Rise)
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
Tesco
Store (this information is contained in the (this
information 226-248 High exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is
contained
contained in
Road
contained
in
the
the
exempt
(Blenheim
in
the Rise)
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Garman Road Industrial Area

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Garman Road
Industrial Area

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Arches 1-2 South and 1-14 North St James's Lane (Railway Arches)
Arches
1-2
South and 1-14
North
St
James's Lane
(Railway
Arches)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 4-26 Commerce Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

4-26
Commerce
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Leeside Industrial Estate
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
Leeside
information Industrial
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is
contained
contained in
Estate
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
Leeside
information Industrial
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is
contained
contained in
Estate
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) Salisbury Rd shops

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Salisbury
shops

Rd

Property

Title
Number

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Registered
Proprietor

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Veryan Court
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Veryan Court
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(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)
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(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number
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Tenure of
Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land
Registry
Description

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 18-56 Great Cambridge Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

18-56
Great
Cambridge
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Roseberry
Industrial Park
(Phase 1)
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(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)
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(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)
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(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Roseberry Industrial Park (Phase 1)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 342-352 Lordship Lane
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

342-352
Lordship Lane

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Suites 1, 2 and 3 Bernard Road and 23-31 Bernard Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the

Rosebery
Estate (phase
2)
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(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)
(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)
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(this
(this
Suites 1,2 and (this information is contained in the (this
information 3
exempt
part
of
the
report)
information
information is
Bernard
is
is
contained
contained in
Road
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
23 -31 Bernard (this information is contained in the (this
information Road.
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Rosebery Estate (phase 2)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

report)

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

report)

report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Constable Crescent Industrial Area
Constable
Crescent
Industrial Area

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Constable
Crescent
Industrial Area

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Constable
Crescent
Industrial Area

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Constable
Crescent
Industrial Area

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

exempt part
of the report)

part of
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

the

Constable
Crescent
Industrial Area

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Constable
Crescent
Industrial Area

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Constable
Crescent
Industrial Area

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Constable
Crescent
Industrial Area

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
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Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number
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in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land
Registry
Description

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**
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(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
(this
(this
Constable
information Crescent
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information information
is
is contained contained in is
is
Industrial Area
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
exempt
part of the
part of the part of the
report)
report)
report)
(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
(this
(this
Constable
information Crescent
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information information
is
is contained contained in is
is
Industrial Area
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
exempt
part of the
part of the part of the
report)
report)
report)
(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
(this
(this
Constable
information Crescent
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information information
is
is contained contained in is
is
Industrial Area
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
exempt
part of the
part of the part of the
report)
report)
report)
(this
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
(this
(this
(this
(this
Constable
information Crescent
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information information
is
is contained contained in is
is
Industrial Area
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
exempt
part of the
part of the part of the
report)
report)
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 161-171, 177, 185-195 Park Lane including Neighbourhood Resource Centre

Tranche
Number

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

161-171, 177,
185-195 Park
Lane including
Neighbourhood
Resource
Centre

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
(this
161-171, 177, (this information is contained in the (this
information 185-195 Park exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is
contained
contained in
Lane including
contained
in
the
the
exempt
Neighbourhood
in
the Resource
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
Centre
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 464-472 High Road

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

464-472
Road

High

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained

464-472
Road

High

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is
contained

31

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)
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Title
Number
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Property

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

exempt part
of the report)

part of
report)

the

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
(this
464-472 High (this information is contained in the (this
information Road
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 200 Willoughby Lane

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

200 Willoughby
Lane

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 5-47 Fladbury Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

5-47 Fladbury
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 15-20 Charter Court

84800846.2\VK04

32

Tranche
Number

Page 312

Title
Number

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

15-20 Charter
Court

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 352-386 Lordship Lane
352
386
Lordship Lane

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 2-6 Gourley Place
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

2-6
Gourley
Place

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 28-44 Church Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt

28-44
Road

84800846.2\VK04

Church

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

33

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Page 313

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Date
Of
Official
Copies

part of the
report)
(this
(this
28-44 Church (this information is contained in the (this
information Road
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
28-44 Church (this information is contained in the (this
information Road
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
28-44 Church (this information is contained in the (this
information Road
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Ellenborough Court

part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

of the report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

532-538
Lordship Lane
Ellenborough
Court

84800846.2\VK04

Property

34

Title
Number

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Registered
Proprietor

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

Page 314

Tenure of
Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land
Registry
Description

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is contained
in
the

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 7 Holcombe Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

7
Holcombe
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 832-838a High Road
832-838a High
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 2-26 St Anns Road and 37-39 High Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

2-26 St Anns
Road and 3739 High Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 684a and 684b High Road
(this
information
is
contained

684a and 684b
High Road

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

35

(this
information
is contained
in
the

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt

Page 315

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

exempt part
of the report)

part of
report)

the

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 17 South Grove
17
South
Grove Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Enterprise Row
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Enterprise Row

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Enterprise Row

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

84800846.2\VK04

36

Page 316

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

84800846.2\VK04

37

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

Page 317

(this
(this
Enterprise Row (this information is contained in the (this
information
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
Enterprise Row (this information is contained in the (this
information
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
Enterprise Row (this information is contained in the (this
information
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
Enterprise Row (this information is contained in the (this
information
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Stonebridge Centre

Tenure of
Property

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Stonebridge
Centre

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Units 1-20 Frontier Works
Units
1-20
Frontier Works

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 1-4 Edgecot Grove
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

1-4
Edgecot
Grove

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

1-4
Edgecot
Grove

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

84800846.2\VK04

38

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Page 318

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

(this
(this
(this
1-4
Edgecot (this information is contained in the (this
information Grove
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information
is
is contained contained in is
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
part of the
part of the
report)
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 505 & 511 Depot Archway Road

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

505 & 511
Depot Archway
Road

Property

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Title
Number

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Registered
Proprietor

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 13-27 Station Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

13-27
Road

Station

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 551B High Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt

551B
Road

84800846.2\VK04

High

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

39

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Tranche
Number

Page 319

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land
Registry
Description

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

part of the
report)

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

part of the
report)

part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 1 - 5 Vincent Rd
1-5
Road

Vincent

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land North Side of Sedge Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land
North
Side of Sedge
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 42-44 Park Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained

42-44
Road

Park

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

42-44
Road

Park

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt

84800846.2\VK04

40

Page 320

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Date
Of
Official
Copies

in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
42-44
Park (this information is contained in the (this
information Road
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 590 Seven Sisters Road

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

590
Seven
Sisters Road

Property

Title
Number

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Registered
Proprietor

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 129-163 High Cross Road

84800846.2\VK04

41

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

Page 321

Tenure of
Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land
Registry
Description

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

129 - 163 High
Cross Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 2-10 Markfield Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

2-10 Markfield
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 178 and 178a Stroud Green Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

178 and 178a
Stroud Green
Road

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

42

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Tranche
Number

Page 322

Title
Number

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 23-31 Great Cambridge Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

23-31
Great
Cambridge
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 2-24 Walton Road
2-24
Road

Walton

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Mildura Court 1-38 Church Lane (and 18 Gisburn Road)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt

Mildura Court
1-38
Church
Lane (and 18
Gisburn Road)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Mildura Court
1-38
Church
Lane (and 18
Gisburn Road)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

84800846.2\VK04

43

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Page 323

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

part of the
report)

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

part of the
report)

part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Tottenham Lane Play Centre (rear of 101 Tottenham Lane)
Tottenham
Lane
Play
Centre (rear of
101 Tottenham
Lane)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information

(this
information

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 100 Tower Gardens Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

100
Tower
Gardens Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Morrison Yard 551a High Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Morrison Yard,
551a
High
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 2-22 Victoria Road
(this
information

2-22

84800846.2\VK04

Victoria

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)
44

(this
information

(this
information is

(this
information
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

(this
information
is
contained

7 High Street

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

45

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the

(this
information
is
contained
in
the

(this
information
is contained
in
the

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

Page 325

is
Road
is contained
contained
in
the
in
the
exempt part
exempt
of the report)
part of the
report)
(this
2-22
Victoria (this information is contained in the (this
information Road
exempt part of the report)
information
is
is contained
contained
in
the
in
the
exempt part
exempt
of the report)
part of the
report)
(this
2-22
Victoria (this information is contained in the (this
information Road
exempt part of the report)
information
is
is contained
contained
in
the
in
the
exempt part
exempt
of the report)
part of the
report)
(this
2-22
Victoria (this information is contained in the (this
information Road
exempt part of the report)
information
is
is contained
contained
in
the
in
the
exempt part
exempt
of the report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 7 High Street

Registered
Proprietor

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

of the report)

report)

exempt
part of the
report)

exempt
part of the
report)

exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land at Durnford Street
Land (yard) at
Durnford Street

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 41-47 Grovelands Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

41-47
Grovelands
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Tottenham Green Workshops
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Tottenham
Green
Workshops

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 594 High Road
84800846.2\VK04

46

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

594 High Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Station House 73c Stapleton Hall Road
Station House
73c Stapleton
Hall Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 355 High Road

84800846.2\VK04

47

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Page 327

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

355 High Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 676 High Road
676 High Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Gourley Depot, Gourley Street
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Gourley Depot,
Gourley Street

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Gourley Depot,
Gourley Street

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

84800846.2\VK04

48
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is contained
in
the

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Elm Lea Trading Estate
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Emlea Trading
Estate

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 139-155 Station Road
139-155
Station Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land at 702-712 Seven Sisters Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land at 702712
Seven
Sisters Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 2a Coleraine Road
(this
information
is
contained

2a Coleraine
Road

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

49

(this
information
is contained
in
the

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

exempt part
of the report)

part of
report)

the

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

exempt part
of the report)

(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
1-13
information Willoughby
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is
contained
contained in
Lane
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
1-13
information Willoughby
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is
contained
contained in
Lane
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 40 Bromley Road

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in

(this
information
is

(this
information
is

(this
information

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 1-13 Willoughby Lane

40
Bromley
Road

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 731 High Road
(this
information

731 High Road

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)
50

(this
information
is contained
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

in
the
exempt part
of the report)

the
exempt
part of the
report)

contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land at Summerland Gardens (126-138 Muswell Hill and substation to rear of 3 Hillfield Park)
Land
at
Summerland
Gardens (126138
Muswell
Hill
and
substation to
rear
of
3
Hillfield Park)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 260 Langham Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

260 Langham
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 5 Wordsworth Parade
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Shop
5
Wordsworth
Parade

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

51

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Ambulance Station, 69b Bounds Green Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ambulance
Station,
69b
Bounds Green
Road
Office
69b
Bounds Green
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 216 Middle Lane
216
Lane

Middle

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 30 Hornsey Park Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

30
Hornsey
Park Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Units 1-9 Rainbow Works

84800846.2\VK04

52
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Units
Rainbow
Works

1-9

Units
Rainbow
Works

1-9

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 80-82 St James Lane
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

80-82
St
James Lane

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 102-103 Meridian Walk
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

102-103
Meridian Walk

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

53

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Tranche
Number
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Ref

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

84800846.2\VK04

54

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number
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(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
(this
(this
102-103
information Meridian Walk
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information information
is
is contained contained in is
is
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
exempt
part of the
part of the part of the
report)
report)
report)
(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
(this
(this
102-103
information Meridian Walk
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information information
is
is contained contained in is
is
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
exempt
part of the
part of the part of the
report)
report)
report)
(this
(this information is contained in the (this
(this
(this
(this
102-103
information Meridian Walk
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information information
is
is contained contained in is
is
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
exempt
part of the
part of the part of the
report)
report)
report)
(this
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
(this
(this
(this
(this
102-103
information Meridian Walk
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information information
is
is contained contained in is
is
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
exempt
part of the
part of the part of the
report)
report)
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land opposite Enfield Crematorium (The Dell)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land opposite
Enfield
Crematorium
(The Dell)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 14 Tewkesbury Road and 355 Seven Sisters Road
14 Tewkesbury
Road and 355
Seven Sisters
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land At 46-48 Tewkesbury Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

46-48
Tewkesbury
Road

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

55

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Page 335

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

46-48
Tewkesbury
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Harvey House 1-27 Pembroke Road
Harvey House,
1-27 Pembroke
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 11-13 High Street
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

11-13
Street

High

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 730 and land to rear of 730 Seven Sisters Road
(this
information
is
contained

730 and land
to rear of 730
Seven Sisters
Road

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

56

(this
information
is contained
in
the

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is contained
in
the
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

exempt part
of the report)

part of
report)

the

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 375-379 Green Lanes
375-379 Green
Lanes

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 16 High Street
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

16 High Street

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land at 2 Tavistock Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Premises north
of
Tavistock
Road

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

57

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Page 337

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 109-127 High Cross Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

109 - 127 High
Cross Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Page 338

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Units 1-3 Adams Mews
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Units
1-3
Adams Mews

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 5a and 7a Tetherdown
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

5a and 7a
Tetherdown

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

58

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 157 Gloucester Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

157 Gloucester
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 32 High Street
32 High Street

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 694-700 Seven Sisters Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

694-700 Seven
Sisters Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Former Park Lane Community Centre, 46 Park Lane
(this
information
is
contained

Former
Park
Lane
Community
Centre

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

59

(this
information
is contained
in
the

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is contained
in
the
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

exempt part
of the report)

part of
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

the

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Acacia House, Douglas Road
Acacia House,
Douglas Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 132 Lordship Lane
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

132 Lordship
Lane

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 2 Tavistock Road (Anastasia House)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information

2
Tavistock
Road
(Anastasia
House)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

2
Tavistock
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information

(this
information is

84800846.2\VK04

60

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information

Page 340

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Date
Of
Official
Copies

is
(Anastasia
is contained contained in
contained
House)
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Woodside Park, High Road

is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Woodside
Park,
High
Road

Property

Title
Number

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Registered
Proprietor

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Burghley Road Play Centre 23 Burghley Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Burghley Road
Play
Centre,
23
Burghley
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 22 Wightman Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

22 Wightman
Road

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

61

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Tranche
Number

Page 341

Tenure of
Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land
Registry
Description

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
(this
(this
680-692 Seven (this information is contained in the (this
information Sisters Road
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information
is
is contained contained in is
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
part of the
part of the
report)
report)
(this
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
(this
(this
(this
680-692 Seven
information Sisters Road
exempt part of the report)
information
information is information
is
is contained contained in is
contained
in
the the
exempt contained
in
the
exempt part part of the in
the
exempt
of the report) report)
exempt
part of the
part of the
report)
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Broadwater Farm Enterprise Works

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is

(this
information
is contained

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Devon Close Play Shelter
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Devon Close
Play Shelter

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is

Broadwater
Farm
Enterprise

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

62

(this
information
is contained

(this
information is
contained in

(this
information
is
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(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 680-692 Seven Sisters Road

Ref

Project
Property
Description

contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Works

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

in
the
exempt part
of the report)

the
exempt
part of the
report)

contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land r/o 718-720 Seven Sisters Road
Land to rear of
718-720 Seven
Sisters Rd

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land r/o 622 Lordship Lane
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land rear of
622 Lordship
Lane

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 2a Beaconsfield Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

2a
Beaconsfield
Road

84800846.2\VK04

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

63

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Page 343

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land at rear of 36 Millmead Road
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land to the
rear
of
36
Millmead Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land at 78-92 Stamford Road
78-92
Stamford Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

78-92
Stamford Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

78-92
Stamford Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

84800846.2\VK04

64

Page 344

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained

78-92
Stamford Road

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

78-92
Stamford Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

78-92
Stamford Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

78-92
Stamford Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

78-92
Stamford Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
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Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

Page 345

Ref

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Date
Of
Official
Copies

in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Land at 72 White Hart Lane

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Land at 72
White
Hart
Lane

Property

Title
Number

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Registered
Proprietor

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Broadwater Farm Health Clinic
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Broadwater
Farm
Health
Clinic

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Former Tiverton Community Centre
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Former
Tiverton
Community
Centre
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(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

66

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Tranche
Number
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Tenure of
Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Land
Registry
Description

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Former
Tiverton
Community
Centre

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
(this
199-201 Philip (this information is contained in the (this
information Lane
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this
(this
199-201 Philip (this information is contained in the (this
information Lane
exempt part of the report)
information
information is
is
is contained contained in
contained
in
the the
exempt
in
the
exempt part part of the
exempt
of the report) report)
part of the
report)
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 11, 13, 15 Clarendon Road

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 199-201 Phillip Lane

11, 13,
Clarendon
Road
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(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is
contained

(this
information
is contained
in
the

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 14 Turnpike Lane
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

14
Turnpike
Lane

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 30 & 32 Lymington Avenue
30-32
Lymington
Avenue

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Former Effingham Depot
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

243a
Wightman
Road (Former
Effingham
Depot)

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 68 Park Road
(this
information
is
contained

68 Park Road
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(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)
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(this
information
is contained
in
the
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

exempt part
of the report)

part of
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

the

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 357-357a Seven Sisters Road
357-357a
Seven Sisters
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Neville House, Neville Place
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Neville House,
Neville Place

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): Munro Works
(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Munro Works

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 71 Lordship Lane
84800846.2\VK04
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(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)
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(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Ref

Project
Property
Description

Land
Registry
Description

Property

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

71
Lordship
Lane

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

Title
Number

Registered
Proprietor

Tenure of
Property

Date
Of
Official
Copies

Headlease
Details
if
Leasehold

Apportioned
Price (£)**

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt part
of
the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt part
of
the
report)

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

Tranche
Number

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report): 266 Tiverton Road
266
Tiverton
Road

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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(this
information
is contained
in
the
exempt part
of the report)

(this
information is
contained in
the
exempt
part of the
report)

Page 350

(this
information
is
contained
in
the
exempt
part of the
report)
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SCHEDULE 2
NOT USED
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SCHEDULE 3
MATTERS AFFECTING THE PROPERTIES
1.

In respect of each Property, the rights, covenants, easements and other matters contained or
referred to in the Property Register and Charges Register of the relevant title number set out in
Schedule 1 other than any financial charges as at the date of the relevant official copy set out in
schedule 1.

2.

The matters contained or referred to in the Lease.

3.

All matters which are or have been:-

3.1

(where a Property is not registered) unregistered interests which override first registration under
Schedule 1 of the Land Registration Act 2002; and

3.2

(where a Property is registered) unregistered interests which override registered dispositions under
Schedule 3 of the Land Registration Act 2002.

4.

The matters mentioned in Standard Condition 3.1.2.

5.

All local land charges, whether or not registered before this Agreement was entered into and all
matters capable of registration as local land charges, whether or not actually registered.

6.

All notices served and orders, demands, proposals or requirements made by any local or any
public authority after the date of this Agreement.

7.

All actual or proposed orders, directions, notices, charges, restrictions, conditions, agreements and
other matters arising under any legislation affecting any Property.

84800846.2\VK04
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SCHEDULE 4
VARIATIONS TO THE STANDARD CONDITIONS
1.

Standard Conditions 1.1.1(g), 3.1.3, 3.3, 6.4.2, 6.6.5 and 8.7 do not apply.

2.

Standard Condition 1.3 is amended to read as follows:"1.3

Notices and Documents
1.3.1

A notice required or authorised by the contract must be in writing.

1.3.2

Where delivery of the original document is not essential, a notice or document is
validly given or sent if it is sent by fax (but it is not validly given or sent if sent by
e-mail)

1.3.3

Subject to conditions 1.3.5 to 1.3.7, a notice is given and a document delivered
when it is received.

1.3.4

(a)

A notice or document sent through the document exchange is
received when it is available for collection.

(b)

A notice or document which is received after 4.00 pm on a Working
Day, or on a day which is not a Working Day, is to be treated as
having been received on the next Working Day.

1.3.5

1.3.6

1.3.7

84800846.2\VK04

Condition 1.3.7 applies unless there is proof:(a)

that a notice or document has not been received, or

(b)

of when it was received.

Unless the actual time of receipt is proved, a notice or document sent by the
following means is treated as having been received as follows:(a)

by first class post:

before 4.00 pm on the second
Working Day after posting unless
returned undelivered;

(b)

by second-class post:

before 4.00 pm on the third Working
Day after posting unless returned
undelivered;

(c)

through a document exchange:

before 4.00 pm on the first Working
Day after the day on which it would
normally be available for collection
by the addressee unless returned
undelivered;

(d)

by fax:

one hour after despatch unless it is
proved that the fax was not
received.

In condition 1.3.7, "first class post" means a postal service which seeks to
deliver posted items no later than the next Working Day in all or the majority of
cases.
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1.3.8

In addition:(a)

any notice addressed to a party by name shall not be rendered invalid
by reason of the party having died, become insolvent or changed
name, whether or not the party serving notice is aware of the fact;

(b)

any notice required to be given by a party may be given on that party's
behalf by that party's conveyancer;

(c)

a notice shall be considered as given to a party if delivered to the
address given for that party in this agreement. If such party shall
wish, during the currency of this agreement, to nominate an
alternative address for service, such other address shall only be
deemed to be substituted for the original address for service when
such party's conveyancer shall have advised the other party's
conveyancer in writing of such alternative address and such advice
shall have been acknowledged in writing by the other party's
conveyancer; and

(d)

the foregoing provisions of this condition 1.3 shall also apply (mutatis
mutandis) to the delivery of documents."

3.

Standard Condition 3.1.2 is amended as follows:-

3.1

Standard Condition 3.1.2(d) is amended to read:"entries made before the date of the contract in any public register except mortgages and
monetary charges protected by such entries in registers maintained by the Land Registry
or its Land Charges Department or by the Companies Registry."

3.2

Standard Condition 3.1.2 is extended as follows:"(f)

any matters, other than mortgages and monetary charges, which would have
been revealed to the buyer if before the date of the contract he had made all
searches enquiries and inspections regarding the property which a prudent
buyer would make

so far as the same are still subsisting at completion, are capable of taking effect and
relate to the property."
4.

Standard Condition 6.1.3 is extended as follows:"But the foregoing provisions of this condition 6.1.3 apply only to documents in the
possession of the seller or its mortgagee".

5.

Standard Condition 8.3.6(a) shall be amended to read:
"(a)

6.

within 5 Working Days of receipt of the same the buyer is to pay to the seller the
amount of any payments the buyer receives from the tenants in respect of
reimbursement for expenditure on goods or services already incurred by the
seller prior to Completion which are properly recoverable from such tenants."

Standard Condition 8.3.8 shall be amended by inserting the following word as the start:
"Where agreed by the Seller"

84800846.2\VK04
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SCHEDULE 5
NOT USED
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SCHEDULE 6
NOT USED
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SCHEDULE 7
ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS
1.

DEFINITIONS
In this Schedule the following expressions shall have the following meanings:-

2.

"Environment"

means all or any of the following media, namely air, water
(including without limitation water in drains and sewers)
or land (including without limitation such media within
buildings or other natural or man made structures, above,
on or below ground) and any living organisms or
ecosystems supported by such media

"Hazardous Substances"

means any substances whether in solid, liquid or
gaseous form, which are capable of causing harm to
human health or to the Environment whether alone or in
combination with any other substances

SOLD WITH INFORMATION
The Buyer acknowledges that:-

2.1

it has been afforded the opportunity of carrying out any survey or inspection that it would wish to
conduct and is aware that the Seller gives no warranty as to the state and condition of the Property
or its suitability for any future use;

2.2

it is purchasing the Property on the basis of its own enquiries, inspections and surveys; and

2.3

this Agreement is not entered into in reliance upon any representations made but not embodied in
this Agreement.

3.

AGREEMENT ON LIABILITY
The Buyer and the Seller agree:-

3.1

should the Seller be identified as an appropriate person to undertake any remediation of the
Environment in relation to the Property or any adjoining property by any regulatory authority or third
party then the Parties agree that such remediation is the sole responsibility of and shall be
undertaken by and at the cost of the Buyer. The Parties acknowledge that this Agreement is an
agreement on liabilities for the purposes of exclusion from and apportionment and attribution of
liability for remediation of contaminated land (as referred to in paragraphs 7.29 and 7.30 of
section 7 of Defra publication entitled "Contaminated Land Statutory Guidance April 2012");

3.2

to provide a copy of this Agreement to the relevant regulatory authority in circumstances where the
Seller has been identified as an appropriate person to undertake remediation of contaminated land
in order that the regulating authority shall give effect to this Agreement and neither Party will
challenge this Agreement; and

3.3

the Buyer shall not issue any civil criminal or administrative proceedings actions or claims against
the Seller nor to seek to join the Seller into any proceedings actions or claims which relate to the
presence of any Hazardous Substance in on at under or from the Property.

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
4.
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SCHEDULE 8
NOT USED
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SCHEDULE 9
NOT USED
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SCHEDULE 10

3

TUPE AND PENSIONS
PART 1
TUPE AND EMPLOYEES

1.

DEFINITIONS
"Direct Losses"

means all damages, losses, liabilities, claims, actions, costs, expenses
(including the cost of legal or professional services, legal costs being
on an indemnity basis) proceedings, demands and claims whether
arising under statute, contract or at common law but excluding Indirect
Losses

"Employees"

means the employees of the Council wholly and/or mainly engaged in
providing services related to the Properties immediately before
Completion whose names are listed in [Appendix [ ], save for those
who object to their transfer pursuant to Regulation 4(7) of TUPE or
otherwise resign or treat their employment as terminated

"Employee Liability
Information"

means the information which a transferor is obliged to notify to a
transferee pursuant to Regulation 11(2) of TUPE

"Employee Schedule"

means the schedule at Appendix [ ]

"Indirect Losses"

means loss of profit, loss of use, loss of production, loss of business,
loss of business opportunity or any claim for consequential loss or for
indirect loss of any nature but excluding any of the same that relate to
loss of revenue under this Agreement

"Relevant Transfer"

a relevant transfer for the purposes of TUPE

"Returning Employees"

means those persons who were employed by the development
manager and/or any sub-contractor wholly and/or mainly in the
services immediately before the transfer date

"Sub-Contractor"

means any sub-contractor appointed by the Seller to perform any part
of the Services

"Transfer Date"

means the date on which the employment of the Transferring
Employees transfer to the Buyer pursuant to TUPE

"Transferring
Employees"

means the Employees whose contract of employment becomes, by
virtue of the application of TUPE in relation to what is done for the
purposes of carrying out this Agreement between the Council and
InvLLP, a contract of employment with someone other than the
Council

"TUPE"

means the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment)
Regulations 2006 as amended from time to time and/or any other
regulations enacted for the purpose of implementing the Acquired

3

PMDN: Subject to wider discussion – to be updated once central position finalised.
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Rights Directive (Council Directive 77/187/EEC as amended by
Council Directive 98/50/EEC and consolidated in Council Directive
2001/23/EEC) into English Law
2.

TUPE AND EMPLOYEES

2.1

Relevant Transfers
The Parties agree that the transfer of the Properties to the Buyer on Completion may constitute a
Relevant Transfer and that the contracts of employment (together with any collective agreement) of
the Transferring Employees shall have effect (subject to Regulation 4(7) of TUPE) thereafter as if
originally made between those employees and the Buyer except insofar as such contracts relate to
any benefits for old age, invalidity or survivors under any occupational pension scheme (save as
required under sections 257 and 258 of the Pensions Act 2004).

2.2

On the occasion of a Relevant Transfer of the Transferring Employees the Seller and Buyer shall,
and the Buyer shall procure that any Sub-Contractor, will comply with their respective obligations
under TUPE.

2.3

Offer of Employment
2.3.1

2.4

If TUPE does not apply to any person who is an Employee, the Buyer shall offer to or
shall procure the offer by the relevant Sub-Contractor to each and every such employee a
new contract of employment commencing on the Completion Date under which the terms
and conditions including full continuity of employment shall not differ from those enjoyed
immediately prior to the Transfer Date (except insofar as such terms and conditions relate
to an occupational pension scheme and the identity of the employer) and the offer shall
be in writing, shall be open to acceptance for a period of not less than ten (10) Business
Days and shall be made:
(a)

if it is believed that TUPE will not apply to a person, not less than ten (10)
Business Days before the Transfer Date; or

(b)

if it is believed that TUPE applies to a person but it is subsequently decided that
TUPE does not so apply, as soon as is practicable and in any event no later
than ten (10) Business Days after that decision is known to the Buyer.

2.3.2

Where any such offer as referred to in paragraph 2.3.1 is accepted, the Seller shall
indemnify and keep indemnified in full the Buyer on the same terms and conditions as
those set out in paragraphs 2.6.1, 2.6.2 of this Schedule 10 as if there had been a
Relevant Transfer in respect of each and every Transferring Employee who has accepted
any such offer.

2.3.3

Where any such offer as referred to in paragraph 2.3.1 is accepted, the Buyer shall or
shall procure that any Sub-Contractor shall act in all respects as if TUPE had applied to
each and every Employee who has accepted any such offer and shall comply with Part 2
(Pensions) of this Schedule in respect of each and every such employee [who was
immediately before the Transfer Date a Transferring Employee.]

2.3.4

Where any such offer as referred to in paragraph 2.3.1 is not accepted, the Seller may
dismiss the Employee with immediate effect and the Buyer shall indemnify and keep
indemnified the Seller against all costs, liabilities and expenses (including reasonable
legal expenses) which the Seller may suffer or incur in respect of that dismissal.

Emoluments and Outgoings
2.4.1

84800846.2\VK04

The Seller shall be responsible for all remuneration, benefits, entitlements and outgoings
in respect of the Employees, including without limitation all wages, holiday pay, bonuses,
commissions, payments of PAYE, national insurance contributions, pension contributions
and otherwise, up to the Transfer Date.
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2.4.2

2.5

The Buyer shall be responsible or shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor is
responsible for all remuneration, benefits, entitlements and outgoings in respect of the
Employees and any other person who is or will be employed or engaged by the Buyer or
any Sub-Contractor in connection with the provision of any of the Services in respect of
the Properties, including without limitation all wages, holiday pay, bonuses, commission,
payment of PAYE, national insurance contributions, pension contributions and otherwise,
from and including the Transfer Date in respect of Employees that are Transferring
Employees and from and including the date of the commencement of employment with
the Buyer or the Sub-Contractor in respect of any other Employees.

Employment Details
The Seller has before the date of this Agreement provided the Buyer with the Employee Schedule
and Employee Liability Information and the same shall be kept up to date during the period up to
the Transfer Date.

2.6

Indemnities
2.6.1

The Seller shall indemnify and keep indemnified in full the Buyer and any Sub-Contractor
(for itself and for the benefit of each relevant Sub-Contractor) against all Direct Losses
incurred by the Buyer or any relevant Sub-Contractor in connection with or as a result of:
(a)

a breach by the Seller of its obligations under paragraph 2.3.1;

(b)

any claim or demand by any of the Employees arising before the transfer of
their employment to the Buyer or any Sub-Contractor as a result of any act,
default or omission by the Seller;

(c)

any failure by the Seller to comply with its obligations under Regulations 13 and
14 of TUPE, or any award of compensation under Regulation 15 of TUPE, save
where such failure arises from the failure of the Buyer or any Sub-Contractor to
comply with its duties under Regulation 13 of TUPE; and

(d)

any claim or demand by any Employee or by any trade union or staff
association or employee representative in respect of all or any of the
Employees, in either case arising directly or indirectly from any act, default or
omission of the Seller in relation to any such employee prior to the Transfer
Date.

2.6.2

Where any liability in relation to any Transferring Employee, in respect of his or her
employment by the Seller or its termination which transfers in whole or part in accordance
with TUPE arises partly as a result of any act or omission occurring before the Transfer
Date and partly as a result of any act or omission occurring on or after the Transfer Date,
the Seller shall indemnify and keep indemnified in full the Buyer or the relevant SubContractor against only such part of the Direct Losses sustained by the Buyer or any
Sub-Contractor in consequence of the liability as is reasonably attributable to the act or
omission occurring before the Transfer Date.

2.6.3

The Buyer shall indemnify and keep indemnified in full the Seller against:
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(a)

all Direct Losses incurred by the Seller in connection with or as a result of any
claim or demand against the Seller by (i) any person who is or has been
employed or engaged by the Buyer or any Sub-Contractor in connection with
the provision of any of the Services or (ii) any trade union or staff association or
employee representative in respect of any such person, in either case where
such claim arises as a result of any act, default or omission of the Buyer and/or
any Sub-Contractor after the Transfer Date;

(b)

all Direct Losses incurred by the Seller in connection with or as a result of a
breach by the Buyer of its obligations under paragraph 2.4.2; and
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(c)

2.6.4

2.7

all Direct Losses incurred by the Seller in connection with or as a result of any
claim by any Transferring Employee, trade union or staff association or
employee representative (whether or not recognised by the Seller and/or the
relevant Sub-Contractor in respect of all or any of the Transferring Employees)
arising from or connected with any failure by the Buyer and/or any SubContractor to comply with any legal obligation to such trade union, staff
association or other employee representative whether under Regulation 13 of
TUPE, or otherwise and, whether any such claim arises or has its origin before
or after the date of the Transfer Date.

The Buyer shall indemnify and keep indemnified in full the Seller, against all Direct
Losses incurred by the Seller in connection with or as a result of:
(a)

any claim by any Transferring Employee that the identity of the Buyer or the
relevant Sub-Contractor is to that Transferring Employee's detriment or that any
proposed or actual substantial change by the Buyer or any Sub-Contractor to
the Transferring Employees' working conditions or any proposed measures of
the Buyer or the relevant Sub-Contractor are to that employee's detriment
whether such claim arises before or after the Transfer Date; and

(b)

any claim arising out of any misrepresentation or mis-statement whether
negligent or otherwise made by the Buyer or Sub-Contractor to the Transferring
Employees or their representatives whether before on or after the Transfer Date
and whether liability for any such claim arises before on or after the Transfer
Date.

Provision of Details and Indemnity
The Buyer shall as soon as reasonably practicable and in any event within five (5) Business Days
following a written request by the Seller provide to the Seller details of any measures which the
Buyer or any Sub-Contractor envisages it or they will take in relation to any employees who are or
who will be the subject of a Relevant Transfer, and if there are no measures, confirmation of that
fact, and shall indemnify the Seller against all Direct Losses resulting from any failure by the Buyer
to comply with this obligation.

2.8

Sub-Contractors
In the event that the Buyer enters into any Sub-Contract in connection with this Agreement, it shall
impose obligations on its Sub-Contractors in the same terms as those imposed on it pursuant to
this Part 1 and to Part 2 (Pensions) and shall procure that the Sub-Contractor complies with such
terms. The Buyer shall indemnify and keep the Seller indemnified in full against all Direct Losses,
incurred by the Seller or any Future Service Provider as a result of or in connection with any failure
on the part of the Buyer to comply with this paragraph and/or the Sub-Contractor's failure to comply
with such terms.

PART 2
PENSIONS
1.

DEFINITIONS
"Admission Body"

means a transferee admission body for the purposes of the LGPS
Regulations

"Administering
Authority"

means the Council acting in its capacity as the administering authority
of the LGPS Fund for the purposes of the LGPS Regulations
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Buyer's Scheme

means the pension scheme or schemes nominated by the Buyer
and/or relevant sub-contractor in accordance with paragraph 2.8 of
this Schedule.

Cessation Date

means any date on which the Buyer or any sub- contractor (as
appropriate) ceases to be an Admission Body other than as a result of
the termination of this Agreement or because it ceases to employ any
Eligible Employees

"Council"

means the Mayor and Burgesses of the London Borough of Haringey
Council acting in its capacity as scheme employer for the purposes of
the LGPS Fund and the LGPS Regulations

"Eligible Employees"

means the employees who are either active members of or eligible to
join the LGPS immediately before the Service Transfer Date

"LGPS"

means the Local Government Pension Scheme established pursuant
to regulations made by the Secretary of State in exercise of powers
under sections 7 and 12 of the Superannuation Act 1972

"LGPS Fund"

means the Haringey Pension Fund within the LGPS

"LGPS Regulations"

means the Local Government Pension Scheme Regulations 2013
(SI2013/2356) (as amended and replaced from time to time.)

"Partner Admission
Agreement"

means the admission agreement in the Agreed Form entered into in
accordance with the LGPS Regulations by the Administering Authority,
the Council, the Seller and the Buyer or sub-contractor (as
appropriate)

"Relevant Transfer"

means a relevant transfer of an undertaking for the purposes of TUPE

"Service Transfer Date"

means the date on which the Relevant Transfer occurs

"Transferring
Employees"

means employees of the Seller (excluding, without limitation, any
person engaged by the Seller as an independent contractor or persons
employed by any sub-contractor engaged by the Seller) whose
contract of employment becomes, by virtue of the application of TUPE
in relation to what is done for the purposes of carrying out this
Agreement between the Seller and the Buyer, a contract of
employment with someone other than the Seller

2.

PENSION PROVISIONS

2.1

Buyer to Become an Admission Body
Subject to the provisions of paragraph 2.7, where the Buyer or a sub-contractor employs any
Eligible Employees from the Service Transfer Date, the Buyer shall procure that it and/or each
relevant sub-contractor shall become an Admission Body on or before the Service Transfer Date so
that the Eligible Employees shall remain eligible for membership of the LGPS from the Service
Transfer Date. The Buyer shall before the Service Transfer Date execute and procure that each
relevant sub-contractor executes a Partner Admission Agreement, which will have effect from and
including the Service Transfer Date.

2.2

Partner Admission Agreement
The Seller shall procure that, before the Service Transfer Date, the Council shall execute each of
the Partner Admission Agreements referred to in paragraph 2.1 (Buyer to Become an Admission
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Body) and shall procure that the Council shall use reasonable endeavours to ensure that the
Administering Authority executes each such Partner Admission Agreement before the Service
Transfer Date.
2.3

Indemnity for a Breach of the Partner Admission Agreement
Without prejudice to the generality of this paragraph 2.3, the Buyer hereby indemnifies The Seller
and/or the Council and/or any Future Service Provider and, in each case, their sub-contractors on
demand from and against all losses suffered or incurred by it or them which arise from any breach
by the Buyer or any sub-contractor of the terms of the Partner Admission Agreement to the extent
that such liability arises before or as a result of the termination or expiry of this Agreement
(howsoever caused and including such losses which arise as a result of a claim by the Council
against The Seller).

2.4

Indemnity or Bond
Without prejudice to the generality of the requirements of this paragraph, the Buyer shall procure
that it and each relevant sub-contractor shall as soon as reasonably practicable obtain any
indemnity or bond required in accordance with the Partner Admission Agreements.

2.5

Right of Set Off
The Seller shall have a right to set off against any payments due to the Buyer under this
Agreement an amount equal to any overdue employer and employee contributions and other
payments (and interest payable under the LGPS Regulations) due from the Buyer or from any
relevant sub-contractor (as applicable) under the Partner Admission Agreement.

2.6

2.7

LGPS Funding and Contributions
2.6.1

The Buyer and any sub-contractor shall be responsible for the payment to the
Administering Authority of all employer contributions and any other payments as are due
under the LGPS Regulations and the Partner Admission Agreement in respect of each of
the Eligible Employees which relate to or arise in the period from the Service Transfer
Date.

2.6.2

The Seller shall procure that the Council shall use its reasonable endeavours to procure
that the contributions payable by the Buyer and any sub-contractor in respect of the
Eligible Employees are calculated on the basis that the pension rights of the Eligible
Employees in respect of the LGPS Fund accrued prior to the Service Transfer Date are
fully funded as at the Service Transfer Date on an ongoing basis in accordance with the
assumptions applied by the Administering Authority in the latest triennial valuation.

Buyer Ceases to be an Admission Body
If the Buyer or any sub-contractor employs any Eligible Employees from the Service Transfer Date
and:
2.7.1

the Buyer or any relevant sub-contractor does not wish to offer those Eligible Employees
membership of the LGPS;

2.7.2

the Seller, the Buyer or any relevant sub-contractor are all of the opinion that it is not
possible to operate the provisions of paragraphs 2.1 (Buyer to Become an Admission
Body) to 2.5 (Right of Set Off) inclusive; or

2.7.3

if for any reason after the Service Transfer Date the Buyer or any relevant sub-contractor
ceases to be an Admission Body other than on the date of termination or expiry of this
Agreement or because it ceases to employ any Eligible Employees
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then the provisions of paragraphs 2.1 (Buyer to Become an Admission Body) to 2.5 (Right of Set
Off) inclusive shall not apply (without prejudice to any rights of the Seller under those paragraphs)
and the provisions of paragraph 2.8 (Buyer's Scheme) shall apply.
2.8

Buyer's Scheme
Where this paragraph 2.8 applies pursuant to paragraph 2.7, the following shall apply:
2.8.1

2.8.2
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the Buyer shall or shall procure that any relevant sub-contractor shall not later than the
Service Transfer Date or the Cessation Date (as the case may be) nominate to the Seller
and the Council in writing the occupational pension scheme or schemes which it
proposes shall be (the Buyer's Scheme for the purposes of this paragraph 2.8). Such
pension scheme or schemes must be:
(a)

established within three (3) months of the Service Transfer Date or Cessation
Date (as the case may be) and maintained until any payment to be made under
Schedule x (Bulk Transfer Terms) is made;

(b)

reasonably acceptable to the Seller and the Council (such acceptance not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed);

(c)

a registered pension scheme for the purposes of Part 4 of the Finance Act
2004; and

(d)

certified by the Government Actuary's Department or an actuary nominated by
the Council in accordance with relevant guidance produced by the Government
Actuary's Department as providing benefits which are the same as, broadly
comparable to or better than those benefits provided by the LGPS.

the Buyer undertakes to the Seller that it shall and shall procure that any relevant subcontractor shall procure that:
(a)

the Eligible Employees shall by three (3) months before the Service Transfer
Date or the Cessation Date (as the case may be) be offered membership of the
Buyer's Scheme with effect from and including the Service Transfer Date or
Cessation Date (as the case may be);

(b)

the Buyer's Scheme shall provide benefits in respect of the Eligible Employees'
periods of service on and after the Service Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as
the case may be) which the Government Actuary's Department or an actuary
nominated by the Council in accordance with relevant guidance produced by
the Government Actuary's Department shall certify to be the same as, broadly
comparable to or better than the benefits which the Eligible Employees were
entitled to under the LGPS at the Service Transfer Date or the Cessation Date
(as the case may be);

(c)

if the Buyer's Scheme is terminated, a replacement pension scheme shall be
provided with immediate effect for those Eligible Employees who are still
employed by the Buyer or relevant sub-contractor. The replacement scheme
must comply with this paragraph 2.8 (Buyer's Scheme) as if it were the Buyer's
Scheme;

(d)

before the Service Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be) the
trustees of the Buyer's Scheme shall undertake by deed to the Council and to
the Administering Authority that they shall co-operate with the provisions of
paragraphs 2.8 (Buyer's Scheme), 2.10 (Undertaking from the Buyer) and
Schedule x (Bulk Transfer Terms) to the extent applicable to them; and

(e)

where the Buyer's Scheme has not been established at the Service Transfer
Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be), the Eligible Employees shall be
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provided with benefits in respect of death-in-service which are no less
favourable than the death-in-service benefits provided by the LGPS immediately
before the Service Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be). Such
benefits will continue to be provided until death-in-service benefits are provided
by the Buyer's Scheme;
(f)

2.8.3

2.9

Schedule x (Bulk Transfer Terms) shall apply in relation to the terms for bulk transfers
from the LGPS to the Buyer's Scheme following the Service Transfer Date and any
subsequent bulk transfers on termination or expiry of this Agreement.

Transfer from the LGPS to the Buyer's Scheme
2.9.1

The Seller shall procure that the Council shall use reasonable endeavours to ensure that
the Administering Authority transfers from the LGPS Fund to the Buyer's Scheme an
amount in respect of the transferring Eligible Employees' service in the LGPS Fund
before the Service Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be) calculated in
accordance with Schedule x (Bulk Transfer Terms) and the LGPS Regulations.

2.9.2

Payment to the Buyer's Scheme of the amount calculated under paragraph 2.9.1 shall
only be made on the following conditions:

2.9.3

2.10

The Buyer undertakes to the Seller that within three (3) months of the Service
Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be), the Buyer will (and shall
procure that any relevant sub-contractor shall) offer or procure that there is
offered to each Eligible Employee who agrees to become a member of the
Buyer's Scheme an invitation to transfer the benefits he had accrued under the
LGPS into the Buyer's Scheme; and

(a)

the Buyer and/or relevant sub-contractor has complied with all its obligations;
and

(b)

the trustees of the Buyer's Scheme have confirmed in writing that:

(c)

a payment should be made in accordance with the LGPS Regulations and that
they shall accept payment on the terms set out in this [Agreement] and in
Schedule x (Bulk Transfer Terms);

(d)

they shall accept liability for each transferring Eligible Employee's accrued
contracted out rights under the LGPS Fund; and

(e)

they shall accept the amount paid in accordance with clause 2.9.1 in full and
final settlement of all claims against the LGPS Fund in respect of each
transferring Eligible Employee.

For each Eligible Employee who accepts the invitation to transfer in paragraph 2.8.2(f) in
writing, the Buyer shall (and shall procure that each relevant sub-contractor shall) ensure
that the Buyer's Scheme provides such benefits as the Administering Authority's Actuary
certifies to be of actuarially equivalent value to the benefits which would have been
payable under the LGPS in respect of the Eligible Employee's past service before the
Service Transfer Date or the Cessation Date (as the case may be) if he had remained a
member of the LGPS.

Undertaking from the Buyer
The Buyer undertakes to the Seller that:
2.10.1
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all information which the Seller or the Administering Authority or their respective
professional advisers may reasonably request from the Buyer or any relevant subcontractor for the administration of the LGPS or concerning any other matters raised in
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paragraph 2.8 (Buyer's Scheme), paragraph 2.9 or Schedule x (Bulk Transfer Terms)
shall be supplied to them as expeditiously as possible;

2.11

2.12

2.10.2

it shall not and shall procure that any relevant sub-contractor shall not, without the
consent in writing of the Council (which shall only be given subject to the payment by the
Asset Manager or the relevant sub-contractor of such reasonable costs as the Council or
the Administering Authority may require) consent to instigate, encourage or assist any
event which could impose on the LGPS or on the Council a cost in respect of any Eligible
Employee greater than the cost which would have been payable in respect of that Eligible
Employee had that consent, instigation, encouragement or assistance not been given;

2.10.3

until the Service Transfer Date, it shall not and shall procure that any relevant subcontractor shall not issue any announcements (whether in writing or not) to the Eligible
Employees concerning the matters stated in paragraphs 2.1 (Buyer to Become an
Admission Body) to 2.7 (Buyer Ceases to be an Admission Body) inclusive without the
consent in writing of the Council and the Administering Authority (not to be unreasonably
withheld or delayed);

2.10.4

it shall not and shall procure that any relevant sub-contractor shall not take or omit to take
any action which would materially affect the benefits under the LGPS or under the
Buyer's Scheme of any Eligible Employees who are or will be employed wholly or partially
in connection with the Services without the prior written agreement of the Council (not to
be unreasonably withheld or delayed) provided that the Buyer and/or such sub-contractor
will be so entitled without the requirement of consent to give effect to any pre-existing
contractual obligations to any Eligible Employees; and

2.10.5

it shall and shall procure that any relevant sub-contractor shall offer any of its Eligible
Employees who cease to be engaged in the provision of the Services and thereby cease
to be eligible for membership of the LGPS membership of the Buyer's Scheme as soon
as reasonably practicable after ceasing to be so engaged.

Discretionary Benefits
2.11.1

Where the Buyer or a sub-contractor is an Admission Body, the Buyer shall and/or shall
procure that any relevant sub-contractor shall award benefits (where permitted) to the
Eligible Employees under the LGPS Regulations and/or the LGPS in circumstances
where the Eligible Employees would have received such benefits had they still been
employed by the Council; and

2.11.2

Where the award of benefits in paragraph 2.11.1 is not permitted under the LGPS
Regulations and/or the LGPS or the Buyer and/or a sub-contractor is not an Admission
Body, the Buyer shall and/or shall procure that any sub-contractor shall award benefits to
the Eligible Employees which are identical to the benefits the Eligible Employees would
have received under the LGPS Regulations and/or the LGPS in circumstances where the
Eligible Employees would have received such benefits had they still been employed by
the Council.

2.11.3

Under paragraph 2.11.1 and 2.11.2, where such benefits are of a discretionary nature,
they shall be awarded on the basis of the Council's written policy in relation to such
benefits at the time of the Service Transfer Date (which the Seller shall procure that the
Council will provide upon request). Where the payment of such benefits is not, for
whatever reason, possible, the Buyer shall and/or shall procure that any relevant subcontractor shall compensate the Eligible Employees in a manner which is broadly
comparable or equivalent in cash terms.

Claims from Eligible Employees or Trade Unions
The Buyer hereby indemnifies the Seller and/or any Future Service Provider and, in each case,
their sub-contractors from and against all losses suffered or incurred by it or them which arise from
claims by Eligible Employees of the Seller and/or any Future Service Provider and any sub-
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contractor or by any trade unions, elected employee representatives or staff associations in respect
of all or any such Eligible Employees against the Seller or against the Council which losses:

2.13

2.12.1

relate to pension rights in respect of periods of employment on and after the Service
Transfer Date until the date of termination or expiry of this Agreement; or

2.12.2

arise out of the failure of the Buyer and/or any relevant sub-contractor to comply with the
provisions of this paragraph 2 before the date of termination or expiry of this Agreement.

Liability for Costs
The costs of the Council or the Seller necessarily and reasonably incurred in connection with the
Partner Admission Agreement and/or of obtaining the necessary certification of comparability in
accordance with paragraph 2.8 (Buyer's Scheme) shall be borne by the Buyer.

2.14

Transfer to another Employer
Save on expiry or termination of this Agreement, if the employment of any Eligible Employee
transfers to another employer (by way of a transfer under TUPE) the Buyer shall and shall procure
that any relevant sub-contractor shall:

2.15

2.14.1

consult with and inform those Eligible Employees of the pension provisions relating to that
transfer; and

2.14.2

procure that the employer to which the Eligible Employees are transferred (the "New
Employer") complies with the provisions of this paragraph 2 provided that references to
the "sub-contractor" will become references to the New Employer, references to "Service
Transfer Date" will become references to the date of the transfer to the New Employer
and references to "Eligible Employees" will become references to the Eligible Employees
so transferred to the New Employer.

Pension Issues on Expiry or Termination
The Buyer shall and shall procure that any relevant sub-contractor shall:

2.16

2.15.1

maintain such documents and information as will be reasonably required to manage the
pension aspects of any onward transfer of any person engaged or employed by the Buyer
or any sub-contractor in the provision of the Services on the expiry or termination of this
Agreement (including without limitation identification of the Eligible Employees);

2.15.2

promptly provide to the Seller or to the Council such documents and information
mentioned in paragraph 2.15.1 which the Council or the Seller may reasonably request in
advance of the expiry or termination of this Agreement; and

2.15.3

fully co-operate (and procure that the trustees of the Buyer's Scheme shall fully cooperate) with the reasonable requests of the Council or the Seller relating to any
administrative tasks necessary to deal with the pension aspects of any onward transfer of
any person engaged or employed by the Buyer or any sub-contractor in the provision of
the Services on the expiry or termination of this Agreement.

Transfers from Buyer's Scheme
2.16.1

The Buyer undertakes to the Seller that on:

2.16.2

the termination of this [Agreement]; or

2.16.3

the expiry or termination of any sub-contract in the case of a relevant sub-contractor; or

2.16.4

the employment of any Eligible Employees transferring to a new employer;
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the Buyer shall (and shall procure that each relevant sub-contractor shall) procure that the trustees
of the Buyer's Scheme offer bulk transfer terms in respect of the relevant Eligible Employees'
service in the Buyer's Scheme to the pension scheme of the Seller, the Council or any Future
Service Provider (or their sub-contractors), any new sub-contractor or any new employer (as
applicable) which are no less favourable (in the opinion of the Administering Authority's Actuary or
an actuary appointed by the Council) than the bulk transfer terms set out in the schedule (x) (Bulk
Transfer Terms).
2.17

Compliance with law
The Buyer shall and shall procure that any sub-contractor shall, as a minimum, comply in relation
to each of its employees engaged in the Services with all applicable requirements in relation to
auto-enrolment and related matters under Chapter 1 of Part 1 of the Pensions Act 2008 and the
requirements in relation to pension protection on transfer of employment under TUPE and, if
applicable, under sections 257 and 258 of the Pensions Act 2004.

2.18

Third Party Rights
The Seller and the Buyer or sub-contractor agree that the pension provisions contained in this Part
2 of Schedule 10 and in Schedule (x) (Bulk Transfer Terms) will be directly enforceable by the
Employees against the Buyer or any sub-contractor (as the case may be) under the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

2.19

Indemnity
Without prejudice to the generality of this Part 2 of Schedule 10, the Buyer hereby indemnifies the
Seller and/or the Council and/or any Future Service Provider and, in each case, their subcontractors on demand from and against all losses suffered or incurred by it or them which arise
from any breach by the Buyer or any Sub-Contractor of the terms of this Part 2 of Schedule 10
(howsoever caused and including such losses which arise as a result of a claim by the Council
against the Seller).
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SCHEDULE 11
ENTRY CONDITION
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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……………………………………...…….
For and on behalf of Seller
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
……………………………………...…….
4
[Director] duly authorised on behalf of the Buyer

4

Buyer execution block to be updated.
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APPENDIX 1
DRAFT LEASE(S)
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APPENDIX 2
DRAFT DEED REFERRED TO IN CLAUSE 13.3.2

DATED

20[ ]

(1) [

]

(2) [

]

DEED
relating to the assignment of outstanding letting income
in relation to Property at
[
]
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THIS DEED is made on

[

]

BETWEEN:(1)

[

] (No [

]) of/whose registered office is at [

] (the "Seller"); and

(2)

[

] (No [

]) of/whose registered office is at [

] (the "Buyer").

IT IS AGREED as follows:1.

INTERPRETATION
In this Deed:-

2.

"Property"

means that property situate at [
] being Property [ ]
as more particularly described in the Sale and Purchase
Agreement

"Sale and Purchase
Agreement"

means an Agreement dated [
] made between the
Seller and the Buyer whereby the Seller agreed to sell the Property

"Seller's Outstanding
Monies"

means such "Seller's Outstanding Monies" as defined by the Sale
and Purchase Agreement as shall relate to such tenancy or
tenancies as in each case shall not be a "new tenancy" as defined
by the Landlord and Tenant (Covenants) Act 1995

"Tenant" and "Tenants"

each have the meanings designated to such expressions by the
Sale and Purchase Agreement

ASSIGNMENT
The Buyer with full title guarantee hereby assigns to the Seller:-

2.1

the right to the Seller's Outstanding Monies to the intent that following completion of the sale and
purchase of the Property pursuant to the Sale and Purchase Agreement the Seller's Outstanding
Monies shall remain the property of the Seller absolutely; and

2.2

the benefit of and the right to enforce the covenants on the part of the relevant Tenants (and any
guarantor or surety of any such Tenant) to pay such monies assigned to the Seller.

3.

APPOINTMENT
The Buyer hereby irrevocably appoints the Seller as attorney of the Buyer to enforce in the name of
the Buyer any covenants to pay as referred to in Clause 2.2 of this Deed and the Buyer agrees
that:-

3.1

the Seller is authorised to retain for the Seller's absolute benefit all money recovered by the Seller
as the attorney of the Buyer and any costs incurred by the Seller in connection with the recovery of
such sums and is authorised to give effectual receipts or discharges for such sums; and

3.2

the Buyer will ratify all things properly done by the Seller as attorney of the Buyer and do all things
and enter all documents necessary to enable the Seller to obtain payment of the Seller's
Outstanding Monies.
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4.

INDEMNITY
The Seller agrees:-

4.1

to indemnify the Buyer against all costs, expenses, losses, demands, actions, liabilities, claims or
proceedings whatsoever arising from anything done or purported to be done by the Seller in the
name of or as the attorney of the Buyer in relation to the matters referred to in this Deed; and

4.2

that in the recovery or attempted recovery of any Seller's Outstanding Monies the Seller will not
exercise any rights of re-entry or forfeiture against any Tenant.

IN WITNESS of which the Seller and the Buyer have executed this Deed the day and year first before written
above.
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SIGNED (but not delivered
until the date hereof)
AS A DEED by
[
]
acting by:-

)
)
)
)
)
Director

Director/Secretary

SIGNED (but not delivered
until the date hereof)
AS A DEED by
[
]
acting by:-

)
)
)
)
)
Director

Director/Secretary
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EXECUTED as a deed
(but not delivered until dated) by
[
]
acting by a director
in the presence of:-

)
)
)
)
)

Signature of witness ………......……….…………...

Name (in block capitals) ……..….........…………...

Address ……………………………………………....
…………………………….…………………………...
…………………………….…………………………...
…………………………….…………………………...
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APPENDIX 3
DEED OF ASSIGNMENT OF RENT DEPOSITS
DATED

[

(1) [

]

(2) [

]

]

DEED OF ASSIGNMENT OF RENT DEPOSIT
in relation to a letting of
[Insert Premises]
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THIS ASSIGNMENT made on

[

]

BETWEEN:(1)

[

] (No [

]) of/whose registered office is at [

] (the "Seller"); and

(2)

[

] (No [

]) of/whose registered office is at [

] (the "Buyer").

WHEREAS:The Seller and the Buyer have entered into an Agreement dated [
of which:-

] (the "Agreement") by virtue

(A)

the Seller agreed to sell and the Buyer agreed to buy (inter alia) the Property known as
[
] (the "Property");

(B)

the Seller agreed to assign to the Buyer on the terms and conditions set out in the Agreement the
benefit of the matters referred to in this Deed; and

(C)

[on the date of this this Deed] the Seller granted a lease of the Property to the Buyer.

NOW THIS DEED WITNESSES as follows:1.

INTERPRETATION

1.1

In this Deed the following words and expressions have the following meanings:"Lease"

means
[

the

Lease of [insert details
] and made between [

of

premises]
] and [

dated
]

"Rent Deposit Deed"

means the rent deposit deed dated [
[
] and [
]

"Rent Deposit Sum"

means the monies held at the date of this Deed under Rent
Deposit Deed being [insert figure] plus any accrued interest

"Tenant"

means the tenant under the Rent Deposit Deed

] between

1.2

Terms defined in the Rent Deposit Deed have the same meaning where used in this Deed.

2.

ASSIGNMENT AND RECEIPT

2.1

In consideration of the covenants on the part of the Buyer contained in this Deed the Seller assigns
to the Buyer all the Seller's rights, title and benefits (whether legal or equitable) in or arising out of
the Rent Deposit Deed.

2.2

The Buyer acknowledges receipt of the Rent Deposit Sum.

3.

BUYER'S COVENANTS

[ 3.1

The Buyer covenants with the Seller and (as a separate covenant) with the Tenant forthwith to
apply the Rent Deposit Sum to the credit of an account in the name of the Buyer in accordance
with the provisions of the Rent Deposit Deed and will forthwith give notice of this Deed to the
Tenant.]

3.2

The Buyer covenants with the Seller and (as a separate covenant) with the Tenant to hold and deal
with the Rent Deposit Sum and all other monies from time to time held by the Buyer under the Rent
Deposit Deed in accordance with the terms thereof and will hereafter observe and perform the
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obligations on the part of the landlord contained in the Rent Deposit Deed as if the Buyer has been
named as the landlord.
3.3

The Buyer covenants with the Seller with effect from the date of this Deed to indemnify and keep
the Seller fully indemnified from and against all costs, claims, demands, actions and liabilities
whatsoever arising out of any future non-observance or non-performance of the obligations on the
part of the landlord contained in the Rent Deposit Deed.

4.

EXCLUSION OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS
Nothing in this Deed is intended to confer any benefit on any person who is not a party to it or
referred to therein.

EXECUTED AS A DEED on the date which first appears in this Deed.
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APPENDIX 4
FORM OF ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
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APPENDIX 5 INCOME SCHEDULE ALSO CONTAINING LIST OF TOP 50 PROPERTIES
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THIS AGREEMENT is made on the [

] day of [

] [2017]

BETWEEN:(1)

THE MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE LONDON BOROUGH OF HARINGEY of Station Road,
Wood Green, London N22 7TR ("the Council"); and

(2)

[HDV] LLP (Company Number [
[

]), whose registered office is at
] ("HDV").

each a "Party" (and together "the Parties")
IT IS AGREED as follows:1.

INTERPRETATION
The provisions of Schedule 1 apply to the interpretation of this Agreement.

2.

OBJECTIVES
The Parties' objective is that HDV should undertake financially viable development and
regeneration of each Category 1A Property in accordance with the Members' Agreement and the
objectives set out in the Business Plan.

3.

SOS CONSENT FOR HRA ASSETS
The provisions of Clause 4 of this Agreement shall not come into effect in respect of any Category
1A Property for which SOS Consent would be required unless and until the SOS Condition has
been satisfied in relation to such property.

4.

CALL OPTION

4.1

In consideration of the sum of £1.00 which has been paid by HDV to the Council on the date hereof
(receipt of which is acknowledged by the Council) the Council grants to HDV the Call Option in
respect of each Category 1A Property upon the terms contained in this Agreement.

4.2

The Call Option will come into effect on the date of this Agreement save in respect of any property
in relation to which Clause 3 applies, where the Call Option will come into effect when the SOS
Condition has been satisfied.

4.3

The Call Option applies separately to each Category 1A Property and separately to any Phase of
Development for a Category 1A Property.

4.4

The Call Option applies to all such parts of the Category 1A Properties as are owned by the
Council at the date hereof and will also apply to such further or additional parts of Category 1A
Properties as are acquired by the Council or as are re-categorised as Category 1A Properties in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement after the date hereof.

4.5

The Call Option shall not apply to any Category 1B Property unless and until that Category 1B
Property has been re-categorised as a Category 1A Property upon satisfaction of the Disposal
Condition.

4.6

The Council shall enter into such further deeds or documents as HDV shall reasonably require to
confirm the Call Option in respect of all such further Category 1A Properties and interests therein
which are acquired or re-categorised as Category 1A Properties by the Council after the date
hereof.

4.7

The Call Option may only be exercised by HDV serving a Drawdown Notice upon the Council
during the Call Option Period for the land to which such Drawdown Notice relates.
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4.8

The Call Option shall not be exercised whilst a No Drawdown Event exists but where the No
Drawdown Event consists only of the circumstances set out in limb (a) then the No Drawdown
Event shall be restricted to the relevant Category 1A Property only.

4.9

Upon exercise of a Drawdown Notice, a Lease of the land to which such Drawdown Notice relates
will be granted by the Council to such HDV Subsidiary (or third party) as HDV shall nominate.

5.

OPTION CONDITIONS

5.1

The "Option Conditions" for each Category 1A Property (or where a Category 1A Property is to be
developed in Phases, the first Phase only) are:

5.2

5.3

5.1.1

the Planning Condition (Schedule 2 Part 1);

5.1.2

the Viability Condition (Schedule 2 Part 4);

5.1.3

the Business Plan Condition (Schedule 2 Part 5);

5.1.4

the Vacant Possession Condition (Schedule 2 Part 6);

5.1.5

the Funding Condition (Schedule 2 Part 7); and

5.1.6

the Lease Condition (Schedule 2 Part 8).

Where a Category 1A Property is to be developed in Phases, the Option Conditions in respect of
any Phase subsequent to the first Phase are:
5.2.1

the Option Conditions set out in Clause 5.1 (updated as applicable to the subsequent
Phase); and

5.2.2

the Progress Condition (Schedule 2 Part 9).

HDV will use reasonable endeavours to satisfy (or procure that they will be satisfied) as soon as
reasonably practicable in respect of each Category 1A Property (and where applicable all
subsequent Phases thereof) each of the following Option Conditions (insofar as is within the
reasonable control of HDV):
5.3.1

the Planning Condition;

5.3.2

the Viability Condition;

5.3.3

the Business Plan Condition;

5.3.4

the Funding Condition;

5.3.5

the Lease Condition; and

5.3.6

the Progress Condition (where applicable).

5.4

Subject to Clause 5.8, the Council will follow the procedures referred to in Part 2 of Schedule 2 in
respect of the Disposal Condition, and Part 3 of Schedule 2 in respect of the SOS Condition.

5.5

The Council and HDV will each comply with their respective obligations set out in the Land
Assembly Agreement for the purposes of satisfying the Vacant Possession Condition.

5.6

In relation to each Category 1 Property or Phase, if any Option Condition remains unsatisfied (and
in the case of Category 1B Properties, the Disposal Condition and the SOS Condition (if applicable)
have not been satisfied) on the Option Conditions Longstop Date for the relevant Category 1
Property or Phase (subject to such extensions as are permitted under this Agreement) then the
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Council may at any time thereafter serve written notice on HDV withdrawing the relevant Category
1 Property (or remaining Phases thereof) from the ambit of this Agreement. Upon service of such
notice:5.6.1

the relevant Category 1 Property or remaining Phases shall be deemed to have been
withdrawn from this Agreement (but (a) not so as to affect and without prejudice to any
Lease which has already been granted in respect of such Category 1 Property or Phase
thereof and (b) without prejudice to any rights of either Party against the other in respect
of or arising out of any antecedent breach of any provisions of this Agreement);

5.6.2

the Call Option in respect of the Category 1 Property or Phase which has been withdrawn
pursuant to this Agreement shall automatically lapse;

5.6.3

HDV will as soon as reasonably practicable return any documents received from the
Council in respect of such Category 1 Property to the Council and will cancel any
registrations of this Agreement or any Call Option in relation to such Category 1 Property
or Phase.

5.7

None of the Option Conditions may be waived otherwise than by written agreement signed by both
Parties and the Parties acknowledge that the Disposal Condition, SOS Condition and Vacant
Possession Condition may not be waived by either Party.

5.8

The Parties acknowledge and agree that nothing in this Agreement shall affect or impose any
obligation on the Council as regards the satisfaction of the Disposal Condition or the SOS
Condition. In particular, the Parties acknowledge and agree that a decision by the Council not to
satisfy the Disposal Condition or the SOS Condition will not give rise to any legal liability of the
Council to the HDV under this Agreement or otherwise.

6.

DRAWDOWN PRICE
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

7.

TITLE
HDV acknowledges that it has investigated the title to the Category 1 Properties prior to the date of
this Agreement. Accordingly HDV shall not raise any requisition on matters arising before that date
other than the usual pre-completion requisitions.

8.

COMPLETION OF LEASE

8.1

The Lease for each Category 1A Property will be in the form which has been agreed or determined
as satisfying the Lease Condition subject to any matters to which such Category 1A Property is
subject and/or any matters referred to at Schedule 6.

8.2

The Council shall procure that the Council's Solicitors shall prepare engrossments of the relevant
Lease and a duplicate or counterpart thereof in relation to each Category 1A Property (or where a
Category 1A Property is intended to be developed in Phases, each Phase within such Category 1A
Property) and supply such engrossments to HDV's Solicitors not later than five Working Days prior
to the relevant Completion Date for such Lease.

8.3

HDV shall procure that the engrossments of the relevant Lease and the duplicate or counterpart
thereof duly executed by HDV shall be returned to the Council's Solicitors not later than
five Working Days after such engrossments have been delivered to HDV's Solicitors.

8.4

Completion of each Lease shall take place on the relevant Completion Date, which date shall also
be the "completion date" for the purposes of the Standard Conditions.

8.5

Completion will take place at the Council's Solicitors' offices or elsewhere in the United Kingdom as
they reasonably require.
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8.6

The Council shall provide all necessary assistance to HDV to enable it to register each Lease at
the Land Registry, including providing any consents or certificates required by the Land Registry to
comply with any restrictions on title.

9.

DEVELOPMENT AND EARLY ACCESS

9.1

If HDV wishes to carry out site investigation or other pre-development works on parts of the
Category 1 Properties which are owned by the Council but in respect of which a Lease has not
been granted, then it may on not less than 10 Working Days notice request the Council to issue an
early access licence in the form set out in Schedule 3. The Council shall not unreasonably
withhold its consent to such request. In such event:9.1.1

such request shall stipulate the Category 1 Property or part of a Category 1 Property in
respect of which access is required, the nature of the works and/or investigations to be
carried out, the estimated timescales in which they are to be carried out and whether any
necessary statutory consents for the proposed works and/or investigations have been
secured;

9.1.2

if such request relates to a vacant and unoccupied Category 1 Property or part thereof,
upon receipt of HDV's request the Council shall grant to HDV a licence to enter the area
within which the works and/or investigations are to be carried out on the terms contained
in Schedule 3 and HDV shall carry out such works and/or investigations as specified in
the request and within the timescales set out in the request; and

9.1.3

if such request relates to property which is occupied or not vacant, or in relation to which
any third party has an interest or rights, any such licence for early access shall be upon
terms which the Council reasonably requires to ensure that any such access is consistent
with the rights of anyone in occupation (or having an interest or other rights), and will not
expose the Council to any claims for disturbance, trespass or other liabilities.

10.

CONDITION, DAMAGE AND INSURANCE

10.1

The Council shall not be liable for any dilapidations, disrepair or damage which may occur to any
Category 1A Property after the date hereof.

10.2

If any Category 1A Property shall be damaged or destroyed prior to the grant of a Lease thereof,
the Council shall not be obliged to reinstate it but if the Council does not reinstate, then the Council
will make available to HDV any insurance proceeds available for reinstatement which are received
by the Council (less any amounts payable to third parties), after the grant of the Lease of the
relevant Category 1A Property.

11.

PERFORMANCE BY HDV GROUP AND HDV LIABILITIES

11.1

HDV shall be entitled to arrange for any of its obligations to the Council hereunder and the carrying
out of any Development to be performed or undertaken by any HDV Subsidiary and due
performance by an HDV Subsidiary will satisfy the obligations of HDV hereunder in respect of the
relevant matter.

11.2

HDV is not to be relieved of liability for any breach of its obligations in this Agreement by:
11.2.1

transfer of the freehold or long leasehold interest in a Category 1A Property or part
thereof or the grant of any Lease or creation of any interest in any Category 1A Property
or part thereof;

11.2.2

any unreasonable delay by the Council in enforcing the terms of this Agreement or any
time allowed by the Council for their performance;

11.2.3

any variation of the terms of this Agreement other than any variation recorded by deed
made between the Parties; or
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11.2.4

any legal limitation, immunity, disability, incapacity of other circumstances relating to the
Council or HDV, whether or not known to the Council or HDV.

12.

SERVICE AND DELIVERY OF NOTICES AND OTHER DOCUMENTS

12.1

Any notice or other communication pursuant to, or in connection with, this Agreement shall be in
writing and delivered personally, or sent by pre-paid first class post, to the Party due to receive
such notice at its registered office from time to time (or to such other address as may from time to
time have been notified in writing to the other Parties in accordance with this Clause):

12.2

Council

Attention: [

]

HDV

Attention: Chief Executive

Subject to Clause 12.3, any notice or other communication shall be deemed to have been served:
12.2.1

if delivered personally, when left at the address referred to in Clause 12.1; or

12.2.2

if sent by pre-paid first class post, two days after posting it.

12.3

If a notice is given or deemed given at a time or on a date which is not a Working Day, it shall be
deemed to have been given on the next Working Day.

13.

DEALINGS

13.1

Subject to the terms of this Clause 13, this Agreement may not be assigned, charged, held on trust
or in any way dealt with by HDV.

13.2

HDV may, with the prior written consent of the Council assign or charge the benefit of this
Agreement to a Funder subject to:
13.2.1

the Funder entering into a Step-In Agreement;

13.2.2

prior to exercising any of the rights under the Step-In Agreement the Funder entering into
direct covenants with the Council to observe and perform the obligations of HDV
hereunder in respect of the land to which the Step-In Agreement relates;

13.2.3

before any further assignment or charging of the benefit of this Agreement the Funder
entering into a direct covenant with the Council to comply with the provisions of this
Clause 13; and

13.2.4

HDV covenanting with the Funder and the Council to continue to comply with its
obligations in this Agreement notwithstanding its assignment to the Funder.

13.3

The Council shall not, in respect of the Council's interest in any Category 1A Property create any
interests or otherwise encumber any property in a manner which is inconsistent with the relevant
Development Business Plan (including land assembly costs and the programme for achieving
Vacant Possession).

13.4

The Council consents to the entry of the following restriction against the Council's title to each
Category 1A Property at the Land Registry and will provide the HDV with all necessary assistance
and/or documentation to permit entry of the restriction:
"No disposition of the freehold of or the grant of a leasehold interest for a term exceeding 40 years
of the registered estate by the proprietor of the registered estate is to be registered without a
consent in writing signed by [HDV LLP] of [address] or their conveyancer that the provisions of
Clause 13.3 of an Agreement dated [] made between (1) The Mayor and Burgesses of the
London Borough of Haringey and (2) [HDV LLP] have been complied with or that they do not apply
to the disposition."
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14.

CONTRACT RATE AND LATE PAYMENT

14.1

The "contract rate" referred to in the Standard Conditions shall be the Contract Rate as defined in
Schedule 1 to this Agreement.

14.2

Any sum due from one Party to any other under this Agreement which is not paid when it is due
shall bear interest at the Contract Rate for the period from the date when it fell due to the date of
payment but nothing in this Clause shall entitle either Party to this Agreement to withhold or delay
any payment of any sum payable under this Agreement after the date upon which it first becomes
payable or in any other way affect any other rights which the Party entitled to such payment shall
have arising from any failure or delay in payment.

15.

VALUE ADDED TAX

15.1

HDV shall pay and indemnify the Council from and against all VAT chargeable in respect of any
supply made by the Council under any of the terms of or in connection with this Agreement and any
sum payable by HDV under or in connection with this Agreement shall accordingly be exclusive of
VAT.

15.2

Standard Condition 1.4 shall not apply.

16.

REGISTRATION OF AGREEMENT AT THE LAND REGISTRY
HDV shall not be entitled to note this Agreement against the Council's registered titles in respect of
the Category 1A Properties other than by way of a unilateral notice and shall not without the written
consent of the Council (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed) send either the
original or a copy of this Agreement to the Land Registry.

17.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

17.1

The Parties shall use all reasonable endeavours to negotiate in good faith and settle any dispute or
difference that may arise between the Parties in relation to this Agreement (a "Dispute").

17.2

If any Dispute is not resolved between the Parties within 20 Working Days of the date on which the
Dispute arose, the Parties may (by agreement) refer the Dispute to an Expert whose decision in
relation to such matter is final and binding upon the Parties.

17.3

The Expert shall act as an expert and not an arbitrator and the provisions of the Arbitration
Act 1996 shall not apply to the Expert, his determination or the procedure by which he reaches his
determination.

17.4

The Party wishing to appoint the Expert will give notice in writing to that effect to the other Party,
together with details of the matter which he wishes to refer to the Expert (the "Notice of Dispute").

17.5

The identity of the Expert will be agreed by the Parties in writing or, failing such agreement, within
14 Working Days of the service of the Notice of Dispute, the Expert will be appointed as set out in
the definition of "Expert" in Schedule 1.

17.6

A person can only be appointed to act as an Expert if at the time of the appointment he is not:17.6.1

a director, office holder or employee of; or

17.6.2

directly or indirectly retained as a consultant or in any other professional capacity by;

any Party to this Agreement or any company or person associated with any such Party.
17.7

Within 15 Working Days from his appointment the Expert will call the Parties to a meeting at which
he will give directions as to the future conduct of the matter and will from time to time give such
further directions as he shall see fit. The Expert will allow the Parties to make written
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representations and written counter-representations to him but will not be in any way fettered by
such representations and counter-representations and will rely on his own judgment.
17.8

The Parties will give to the Expert such assistance as the Expert considers necessary to carry out
his function.

17.9

The Expert will give notice in writing of his decision to the Parties within 20 Working Days of his
appointment or within such extended period as the Parties may agree in writing.

17.10

The costs of the reference to the Expert will be borne as he directs and failing any such direction
will be shared equally between the Parties. If any Party pays the whole or part of the Expert's fees
the other Party will upon demand repay to the paying Party the whole or part of any fees so paid,
insofar as the Expert awards such fees against the non paying Party. For the avoidance of doubt
and subject to the foregoing the Parties shall bear their own costs in respect of the process set out
in this Clause 17.

17.11

If the Expert (the "Original Expert"):17.11.1 fails to determine the matter referred to him within the period referred to in Clause 17.9;
17.11.2 fails to give notice of his decision within the time and in the manner provided for in this
Clause;
17.11.3 relinquishes or does not accept his appointment;
17.11.4 dies; or
17.11.5 it becomes apparent for any reason that he is unable to complete the duties of his
appointment;
any of the Parties may apply to the President (or the next most senior available officer) of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors or the Law Society or the Institute of Charted Accountants for a
substitute to be appointed (but not after the Original Expert has given notice of his decision to the
Parties in dispute). In such event the Original Expert is no longer the Expert, the provisions of this
Clause apply as if the Original Expert had not been appointed and will be repeated as many times
as necessary. Any reference to the Expert in this Clause is deemed to include any substitute
appointed pursuant to this Clause 17.11.

18.

GOOD FAITH

18.1

Each of the Parties undertakes with the other that it will at all times:-

18.2

18.1.1

act in an open and transparent manner with the utmost good faith towards the other in
relation to the matters covered by this Agreement; and

18.1.2

perform its obligations contained herein to enable the objectives in this Agreement to be
fulfilled to the mutual benefit of the Parties; and in particular:(a)

HDV agrees to maintain full and accurate records and accounts (with all
accompanying receipts vouchers completion statements and other documents)
in connection with its obligations under this Agreement; and

(b)

at any time upon reasonable request HDV shall provide the Council with such
reasonable evidence as the Council may reasonably require in order to verify
that HDV has complied and is continuing to comply with its obligations under
this Agreement.

Nothing in this Agreement shall authorise any one Party to act as the agent of any other Party, for
anything in relation to this Agreement.
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19.

LOCAL AUTHORITY POWERS

19.1

Nothing contained or implied in this Agreement will restrict prejudice or otherwise affect the duties,
powers, rights and obligations of the Council granted to or imposed on it including (but without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing) the exercise of its functions as the local planning
authority, highway authority, local authority or as any other statutory authority or as agent for any
other competent authority and under any public or private bye-law, code of conduct, consent,
direction, instrument, notice, order, permission, plan, regulation, rule, statute or statutory instrument
all which duties, powers, rights and obligations will be as fully and freely exercisable in relation to
the Category 1 Properties or any other land as if this Agreement had not been executed and any
approval consent direction or authority given by the Council as local or other statutory authority
shall not be or be deemed to be an approval consent direction or authority under this Agreement
and vice versa.

19.2

The Council enters into this Agreement pursuant to Section 111 of the Local Government Act 1972,
Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011 and all other relevant statutory powers.

20.

[CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

20.1

During the term of this Agreement and for a period of three years after the termination or expiry of
the Agreement for any reason whatsoever (the "Confidentiality Period"), the Receiving Party (as
defined in Clause 20.2) will:20.1.1

keep Confidential Information (as defined in Clause 20.2) confidential;

20.1.2

not disclose Confidential Information to any other person other than with the written
consent of the Disclosing Party (as defined in Clause 20.2) or in accordance with
Clauses 20.2 to 20.5; and

20.1.3

not use Confidential Information for any purpose other than the performance of its
obligations under this Agreement and the other Project Agreements.

20.2

For the purposes of this Clause 20, "Confidential Information" means all information of a
confidential nature disclosed (whether in writing, verbally or by any other means and whether
directly or indirectly) by one Party (the "Disclosing Party") to another Party ("Receiving Party")
whether before or after the date of this Agreement including, without limitation, any information
relating to the Disclosing Party's operations, processes, plans, proposals or intentions, its tenants
(both existing and prospective), customers, existing and potential clients, know-how, design rights,
trade secrets, any investment, development business or market opportunities and its business
affairs.

20.3

During the Confidentiality Period, the Receiving Party may disclose Confidential Information to its
employees, its own members, contractors, sub-contractors, agents and advisers (and its Group
members) under conditions of confidentiality in each case to the extent that it is reasonably
necessary for the purposes of this Agreement, or any other Project Agreement and may disclose
Confidential Information under conditions of confidentiality to its Funders, prospective Funders,
prospective Members of the HDV, prospective Funders of any HDV Party, and prospective
purchasers of its or their assets (in each case, to the extent reasonably necessary). In each case
the permitted recipient of such Confidential Information shall be known as a "Recipient". In this
Clause 20.3 "Group" shall refer to the Council Group, or PSP Group (as the context shall require).

20.4

The Receiving Party shall so far as practicable procure that each Recipient is made aware of and
complies with all the Receiving Party's obligations of confidentiality under this Agreement as if the
Recipient were a Party to this Agreement.
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20.5

The obligations contained in Clauses 20.2 to 20.4 shall not apply to any Confidential Information
which:20.5.1

is at the date of this Agreement in, or at any time after the date of this Agreement comes
into, the public domain other than through a breach of this Agreement by the Receiving
Party or any Recipient;

20.5.2

can be shown by the Receiving Party to the reasonable satisfaction of the Disclosing
Party to have been known by the Receiving Party and not subject to any obligations of
confidentiality before disclosure by the Disclosing Party to the Receiving Party;

20.5.3

subsequently comes lawfully into the possession of the Receiving Party from a third party
and not subject to any obligations of confidentiality;

20.5.4

is required to be disclosed by the relevant Party's audited and published accounts or is
required to be disclosed to a tax authority in connection with the tax affairs of the
Receiving Party; and/or

20.5.5

is required to be disclosed by law or regulation having force of law or for the purposes of
proceedings in any court arbitration or any tribunal or is required by any stock exchange
or any or a regulatory authority or body or any government department or by the Project
Agreements to be disclosed.

20.6

The Parties acknowledge that the Council is subject to the requirements of the FOIA and the EIR.
For the purpose of Clauses 20.6 to 20.12 (inclusive) only, "Information" has the meaning given to it
under Section 84 of the FOIA and the meaning attached to "environmental information" contained
in Section 2 of the EIR (as appropriate).

20.7

Where the Council receives a Request for Information, to the extent that it comprises Information
that the HDV or any HDV Party is holding on behalf of the Council (as deemed by FOIA or EIR as
the case may be), the Council shall notify the HDV of the requested Information in writing as soon
as practicable and the HDV will:20.7.1

if necessary to identify and / or locate the Information, as soon as reasonably practicable
and in any event within five Working Days notify the Council in writing of what reasonable
additional information or clarification (if any) is required by it (or any relevant HDV Party)
in order to enable the HDV or HDV Party to identify and locate the Information requested
(which additional information and/or clarification the Council shall obtain and provide as
soon as possible); and

20.7.2

provide the Council with a copy of all such requested Information held by the HDV and/or
HDV Party on behalf of the Council in the form that the Council requires (acting
reasonably) (or procure the provision of the same to the Council by an HDV Party, where
applicable) as soon as reasonably practicable and within 10 Working Days after the
Council's notification or provision by the Council of the requested additional information
and / or clarification (whichever is the later).

20.8

Where the Council receives a Request for Information in relation to Information relating to this
Agreement, the PSP, the HDV, any HDV Party and/or any of the Project Agreement, (and/or any
Confidential Information directly or indirectly provided by any one or more of the PSP, HDV, and/or
any HDV Party), the Council shall, where reasonably practicable, provide both PSP and HDV in
writing with the relevant details of the Request for Information.

20.9

Following any notification under Clause 20.8, the PSP, and HDV (on its behalf and on behalf of
each HDV Party) may make written representations to the Council within a period of five Working
Days from the date of the Council's notification as to whether or not or on what basis Information
requested should be disclosed, and if to be withheld, or redacted, to what extent and on what basis
and the Council agrees that it shall consider such representations before making its decision on the
relevant Request for Information provided always that the Council shall be responsible for
determining at its absolute discretion:-
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20.9.1

whether the Information is exempt from disclosure under the FOIA or the EIR as
applicable; and

20.9.2

whether the Information is to be disclosed in response to a Request for Information,

and in no event shall the PSP, HDV or any HDV Party respond directly or allow its subcontractors
to reply directly to such a Request for Information in relation to this Agreement, the Council and / or
any of the Project Agreements unless expressly authorised to do so by the Council.
20.10

The HDV shall procure that all Information held on behalf of the Council (whether by itself or any
other HDV Party) is retained for disclosure for at least six years from the date it is required and
shall permit the Council between 9am to 5pm on Working Days and on reasonable prior written
notice, to inspect such Information as requested from time to time (or procure the same, in relation
to Information held by another HDV Party).

20.11

The HDV shall transfer to the Council any Request for Information in relation to this Agreement, the
Council and / or any of the Project Agreements received by the HDV as soon as practicable and in
any event within five Working Days of receiving it (and shall procure that each other HDV Party
shall transfer to the Council any Request for Information in relation to this Agreement, the Council
and/or any of the Project Agreements received by it as soon as practicable and in any event within
five Working Days of receiving it.

20.12

The HDV acknowledges (on behalf of itself and every other HDV Party) that any lists provided by it
listing or outlining Confidential Information, are of indicative value only and that the Council may
nevertheless be obliged to disclose Confidential Information.]

21.

NON MERGER
So far as they remain to be performed or observed the provisions of this Agreement shall continue
in full force and effect notwithstanding Completion in relation to any Category 1A Property or
Phase.

22.

TERMINATION

22.1

The Council may determine this Agreement by written notice to HDV at any time if there is a
Termination Event.

22.2

Where pursuant to Clause 27.1.1(a) of the Members' Agreement parts of the HDV Group are not to
be subject to the Winding Up Procedure ("the Continuing HDV Parties") then this Agreement shall
not be terminated in respect of any Category 1A Property (or any Phase thereof) which forms part
of the Development Business Plan for any Continuing HDV Party (but may be terminated as to any
other Category 1A Property (or any Phase thereof) where a Termination Event applies to the
relevant HDV Party).

22.3

If this Agreement is terminated:22.3.1

the Call Option shall cease and determine absolutely without the Council making to HDV
any compensation or allowance whatsoever;

22.3.2

such termination shall not prejudice any rights or remedies which either Party may have
against the other in respect of any antecedent breach of this Agreement;

22.3.3

HDV shall forthwith return all documents plans and papers provided to it by the Council
and shall cancel any entry it may have made at the Land Registry or the Land Charges
Registry protecting this Agreement;

PROVIDED THAT termination of this Agreement under this Clause or any other provision of this
Agreement shall not trigger termination of any Lease granted prior to the date of termination.
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23.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT

23.1

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Parties and may only be varied or
amended by a document signed by or on behalf of all of the Parties and making reference to this
Clause.

23.2

The Council and HDV acknowledge that they are entering into this Agreement without placing any
reliance upon any representation or statement (written or oral) which may have been made by the
Council or any agent, advisor or other person acting for the Council and HDV shall not have any
rights in relation to any representation or statement made by the Council or any agent, adviser or
other person acting for the Council but the foregoing provisions of this Clause 23.2 shall not apply
to any representation or statement as may be made in this Agreement or may have been made or
confirmed in any written communication from the Council's Solicitors to the HDV's Solicitors.

23.3

No condition representation or warranty howsoever arising whether collaterally or directly or
indirectly shall be made or implied either as to the state or condition of any Category 1 Property or
any part or parts thereof or as to its fitness for the purposes of the Development and it shall be the
sole responsibility of the HDV to satisfy itself in respect thereof.

24.

CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT
A person who is not a Party to this Agreement has no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Act 1999 to enforce or have the benefit of any term of this Agreement but this does not
affect any right or remedy of a third party which exists or is available apart from that Act.

25.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
The provisions of this Agreement shall be governed by English Law and the Parties agree to
submit to the jurisdiction of the English courts.

EXECUTED AS A DEED by or on behalf of the Parties on the date which first appears in this Agreement.
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SCHEDULE 1
INTERPRETATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
1.

The Particulars annexed to this Agreement form part of this Agreement, and terms specified in
them bear the same meanings when used elsewhere in this Agreement.

2.

The following further definitions apply to this Agreement:(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)
"Business Plan"

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report)
has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Business Plan Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 5 of Schedule 2

"Call Option"

means the options granted in Clause 4 for HDV to call
for a Lease from the Council of property which is at the
date of this Agreement a Category 1A Property and any
other Property which subsequently becomes a Category
1A Property (with effect from the date that it does so) (or
where a Category 1A Property is being developed in
Phases, each separate Phase thereof)

"Call Option Period"

means the period commencing when all the Option
Conditions in relation to the relevant Category 1 Property
(or Phase thereof) have been satisfied (or waived where
waiver is permitted) and expiring on the later of:
(a)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of
the report); or

(b)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of
the report) after Detailed Planning Permission in
relation to the relevant Category 1 Property (or
phase thereof) is obtained

"Category 1 Properties"

means the Category 1A Properties and the Category 1B
Properties and a "Category 1 Property" shall mean any
of them

"Category 1A Property"

means each of the properties which are described for
identification only in Part 1A of Appendix 1 the extent of
the Council's ownership as at the date hereof being
shown on the plans and title number listed in Part 2 of
Appendix 1 and any other Property which subsequently
becomes a Category 1A Property

"Category 1B Property"

means each of the properties which are described for
identification only in Part 1B of Appendix 1 the extent of
the Council's ownership as at the date hereof being
shown on the plans and title number listed in Part 2 of
Appendix 1

"Companies Act"

means the Companies Act 1985 (as amended by the
Companies Act 2006)

"Completion"

means completion of the grant of a Lease of a Category
1A Property (or where a Category 1A Property is being
developed in Phases, each Phase) pursuant to this
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Agreement
"Completion Date"

means the first Working Day 14 days after the service of
a Drawdown Notice

"Confidentiality Period"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 20.1

"Confidential Information"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 20.2

"Continuing HDV Parties"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 22.2

"Contract Rate"

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report) above the base lending rate from time to time of
Barclays Bank PLC or if such rate shall cease to be
published the Law Society's interest rate from time to
time in force

"Council Group"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Council's Solicitors"

means the solicitors appointed by the Council and
notified to the HDV in writing from time to time

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)
"Detailed Planning Permission"

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report)
has the meaning given to it in Schedule 2

"Development"

means the development of each Category 1 Property or
Phase thereof to be undertaken or procured by HDV or
an HDV Subsidiary pursuant to the relevant
Development Business Plan and a Satisfactory Planning
Permission as may be amended or replaced from time to
time

"Development Business Plan"

means a Business Plan in relation to a Development as
the same may be varied or updated from time to time by
HDV which, as a minimum, shall contain anticipated
target dates for obtaining Detailed Planning Permission,
and commencement and completion of works comprising
the relevant Development

"Development (Council) A Loan
Note"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Development (Council) C Loan
Note"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Disclosing Party"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 20.2

"Disposal"

means the transfer or grant of a Lease for either a capital
value or a rent to a party other than an HDV Subsidiary

"Disposal Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 2 of Schedule 2

"Dispute"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 17.1

"Drawdown Notice"

means the written notice exercising a Call Option in the
form set out at Appendix 3 and signed on behalf of HDV

(this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report)

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report)
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"EIR"

means the Environmental Information Regulations 2004

"Expert"

means:(a)

(where a dispute, difference or matter
hereunder is on a point of law or legal drafting)
a Queen's Counsel practising in English real
estate property law or construction law (as
applicable) being such Counsel as may be
appointed by the Parties (acting unanimously)
or, failing agreement, such Counsel as shall be
appointed at the request of either or both of the
Parties by or on behalf of the President for the
time being (or the next most senior available
officer) of the Law Society of England and
Wales; or

(b)

(where a dispute, difference or matter
hereunder concerns a planning matter) a
Queen's Counsel practising at the planning bar
being such Counsel as may be appointed by
the Parties (acting unanimously) or, failing
agreement, such Counsel as shall be
appointed at the request of either or both of the
Parties by or behalf of the President for the
time being (or the next most senior available
officer) of the Law Society of England and
Wales;

(c)

(where a dispute, difference or matter
hereunder is in relation to finance) a senior
Chartered Accountant having at least 10 years'
post qualification experience in relation to
dealing with disputes of a kind of those which
may be referred to him or her hereunder as
may be jointly appointed by the Parties (acting
unanimously) or, failing agreement, such
Chartered Accountant as shall be appointed at
the request of either or both of the Parties by or
on behalf of the President for the time being (or
the next most senior available officer) of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales;

(d)

(in the case of any other matter) a senior
Chartered Surveyor having at least 10 years'
post-qualification
experience
in
the
development of premises in the London area
as may be jointly appointed by the Parties
(acting unanimously) or, failing agreement,
such surveyor as shall be appointed at the
request of either or both of the Parties by or on
behalf of the President for the time being (or
the next most senior available officer) of the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, such
experience to be in relation to dealing with
disputes of a kind of those which may be
referred to him or her hereunder,

and a "failing agreement" shall for these purposes
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mean failing any such joint appointment by the Parties
within 5 Working Days of notice by one Parties to the
other that the dispute or difference is to be referred to an
Expert
"FOIA"

means the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and any
subordinate legislation (as defined in Section 84 of the
Freedom of Information Act 2000) made under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 from time to time

"Funder"

means a person who has entered into an agreement with
HDV (or an HDV Subsidiary):
(a)

to purchase any Category 1 Property or Phase;
or

(b)

to provide funding for the carrying out of the
Development or Phase; or

(c)

to provide funding for the purchase of any
Category 1 Property or Phase;

"Funding Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 7 of Schedule 2

"Group"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 20.3

"HDV's Solicitors"

means the solicitors appointed by HDV and notified to
the Council in writing from time to time

"HDV Group"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"HDV Party"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"HDV Subsidiary"

means a subsidiary or subsidiary undertaking of an HDV
Party from time to time

"Indemnify"

means to indemnify against all actions, claims, demands
and proceedings taken or made against the Council and
all costs, damages, expenses, liabilities and losses
incurred by the Council

"Information"

has the meaning given to in in Clause 20.6

"Land Assembly Agreement"

means the land assembly agreement made between the
Council (1) and HDV (2) on or around the date hereof

"Lease"

means a lease substantially in the form at Appendix 2, to
be amended and agreed in accordance with the terms of
this Agreement

"Lease Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 8 of Schedule 2

"Legal Responsibilities"

means compliance with:
(a) the Local Government Act 1972, Landlord and
Tenant Act 1985, Housing Act 1985, Housing Act
1988, Local Government Act 1988, Housing Act
1996,
Local
Authorities
(Functions
and
Responsibilities) (England) Regulations 2000,
Housing and Regeneration Act 2008 and such
other legislation and regulations and common law
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as may apply to the Council from time to time;
(b) the Council's standards, constitution and other
internal procedures;
(c) the Council's published policies in relation to its
implementation and delivery of its statutory powers;
(d) the Council's obligations to consult with residents
and other interested parties;
"Member"

has the meaning given in the Members' Agreement and
"Members" shall be construed accordingly

"Members' Agreement"

means a members' agreement in relation to HDV dated
todays date and made between (1) the Council (2) [PSP]
(3) [HDV] (4) [InvLLP] (5) [DevLLP] (6) [Nominee Co] (7)
[PSP Guarantor]

"Milestones"

means the development milestones in relation to the
Category 1 Properties set out in the relevant
Development Business Plan;

"No Drawdown Event"

means:
(a)

HDV or any HDV Subsidiary is in material and
continuing breach of its obligations under a Lease
entitling the Council to terminate the Lease; or

(b)

a PSP Default Event (as defined in the Members'
Agreement) exists; or

(c)

the Council ceases to be a Member of HDV other
than due to a voluntary sale of its interests
therein; or

(d)

Clause 27.1.1(b) of the Members' Agreement
applies; or

(e)

within 18 months (or such other period as set out
in the Business Plan or Development Business
Plan) after the later of:
(i)

the date on which the first planning
application is submitted in respect of Wood
Green; and

(ii)

the Disposal Condition being satisfied in
respect of Northumberland Park

a hybrid planning application with detail in respect
of the first phase has not been submitted in
respect of Northumberland Park.
"Notice of Dispute"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 17.4

"Option Conditions Longstop Date"

means the longstop dates set out in Schedule 4 as
extended in accordance with the notes set out in
Schedule 4 or such other dates arising from variations to
Phases sequencing of Phases or extent of Phases as
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set out in the relevant Development Business Plan and
notified by HDV to the Council from time to time.
"Option Conditions"

has the meaning set out in Clause 5

"Original Expert"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 17.11

"Phase"

means (where a Category 1 Property is to be developed
in more than one phase) any part of a Category 1
Property intended to be developed as a separate phase
by HDV from time to time

"Phase Completion"

means the date that is (this information is contained in
the exempt part of the report) Working Days after the
earliest of:
(a)

the date of Disposal of the last unit to be built
at the relevant Phase (by reference to the
agreed Development); or

(b)

such date notified by the Council to HDV in
writing which cannot be before the date that
(this information is contained in the exempt
part of the report) of all units built or to be built
at the Phase (by reference to the agreed
Development) have been disposed of

"Planning Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 1 of Schedule 2

"Programme of Works"

means the programme of works to be adopted by HDV in
relation to the delivery of development for each Category
1 Property or Phase which shall incorporate and be
consistent with the Milestones

"Progress Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 9 of Schedule 2

"Project Agreements"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"PSP"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"PSP Group"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Receiving Party"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 20.2

"Recipient"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 20.4

"Request for Information"

shall have the meaning set out in the FOIA

"Satisfactory Planning Permission"

has the meaning given to it in Part 1 of Schedule 2

"Secure"

means no application to the Court by any third party for
judicial review or any ultra vires claim or any other
challenge has been made in the time prescribed by the
Civil Procedure Rules 54.5.(1)(b), or in the event that
any such application, challenge or proceedings are
commenced, the application, challenge or proceedings
are finally disposed of, leaving in place the Council's
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original decision
"Standard Conditions"

means Part 1 of the Standard Commercial Property
Conditions (Second Edition) as amended or varied as
stated either in Schedule 5 to this Agreement or in any
other part of this Agreement

"SOS Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 3 of Schedule 2

"SOS Consent"

has the meaning set out in Part 3 of Schedule 2

"Step-In Agreement"

means any agreement to be made between (1) the
Council (2) HDV and (3) a Funder providing for the
remedying of any Termination Event or complying with
the terms of this Agreement in a form acceptable to the
Council (acting reasonably)

"Termination Event"

means the occurrence of one or more of the following
events:
(a)

a Termination Event (as such expression is
defined in the Members' Agreement) but subject
to Clause 22.2 of this Agreement;

(b)

the Members' Agreement is terminated or
expires or otherwise ceases to exist;

(c)

HDV commits a material breach of
Agreement which cannot be remedied;

(d)

HDV commits a material breach of this
Agreement which is capable of being remedied
and:

this

(iii)

does not begin diligently to remedy that
breach within fifteen (15) Working Days
of written notice from the Council
specifying the nature of the breach or
immediately in case of emergency; and

(iv)

does not remedy the breach within a
reasonable period of time according to
the nature and severity of the breach, to
be specified in the notice, to the
reasonable satisfaction of the Council

"VAT"

means value added tax or any equivalent or similar tax
or duty which may be imposed in substitution for or in
addition to value added tax

"Vacant Possession"

has the meaning set out in Part 6 of Schedule 2

"Vacant Possession Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 6 of Schedule 2

"Viability Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 4 of Schedule 2

"Winding Up Procedure"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement
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"Working Day"

means 9.00 am to 5.00 pm on any day (other than a
Saturday) on which clearing banks in the City of London
are open for the transaction of normal sterling banking
business

3.

Where the context so admits, words importing the singular number include the plural number and
vice versa, words importing one gender include all genders and references to a "person" are
deemed to include any individual, firm, unincorporated association or body corporate;

4.

Where the context so admits the expressions the "Council" and "HDV" shall include their
respective successors in title and assigns and if at any time the Council and HDV shall consist of
more than one person any obligations which they have under this Agreement or which they
undertaken shall be enforceable against all jointly or against each individually;

5.

References to Clauses or Schedules unless otherwise specified mean the Clauses of or the
Schedules to this Agreement;

6.

Reference to paragraphs in any Schedule unless otherwise specified means the paragraphs of that
Schedule;

7.

Headings to Clauses and Schedules are disregarded in interpreting this Agreement;

8.

This Agreement is deemed to incorporate the Standard Conditions with such amendments
(including the use of capital letters) as are necessary to make the Standard Conditions referable to
this Agreement. If there is any conflict between the Standard Conditions and the express
provisions of this Agreement, this Agreement prevails;

9.

Any references to the consent or approval of any Party to this Agreement not to be unreasonably
withheld shall also include an obligation not to unreasonably delay such consent or approval;

10.

It is acknowledged that (without prejudice to any of the other provisions of this Agreement) in
assessing whether or not the Council has complied with any obligation to act reasonably it may
have regard to all circumstances aims and interests that are relevant to it as a local authority;

11.

Words denoting an obligation on a Party to do any act, matter or thing include an obligation to
procure that it be done, and words placing a Party under a restriction include an obligation not to
permit infringement of the restriction;

12.

Any reference to a month is a reference to a calendar month;

13.

Reference to a "Party" means a Party to this Agreement and "Parties" shall be construed
accordingly;

14.

Any reference to satisfied or satisfaction shall include circumstances where such arises by
deeming or waiver but only where deeming or waiver are expressly provided for hereunder;

15.

The word or words "include", "including" or "in particular" shall not have effect so as to limit in any
way the words to which such word or words relate;

16.

Any consent or approval of either Party required under this Agreement save in circumstances in
which it is unreasonably withheld or delayed in breach of this Agreement shall be required to be
obtained before the actual event to which it applies is carried out or done and shall be effective only
when the consent or approval is given in writing or is deemed to have been given;

17.

Where two or more people form a Party to this Agreement the obligations they undertake may be
enforced against them all jointly or against each individually;

18.

In this Agreement references to any statute or statutory provision include references to:-
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18.1.1

all Acts of Parliament and all other legislation having legal effect in the United Kingdom;
and

18.1.2

any subsequent statutes directly or indirectly amending, consolidating, extending,
replacing or re-enacting that statute and also include any orders, regulations, instruments
or other subordinate legislation made under that statute.
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SCHEDULE 2
OPTION CONDITIONS
PART 1
PLANNING CONDITION
1.

DEFINED TERMS IN THIS SCHEDULE

1.1

In this Schedule:"Call-In"

means a direction by the Secretary of State that a
Planning Application be referred to him for determination
under section 77 of the Planning Act

"Challenge Period"

means the following periods, each calculated from and
including the Permission Date:(a)

following the grant of Satisfactory Planning
Permission by the Planning Authority (including
after the determination of an application under
section 73 of the Planning Act), the period of 6
weeks; or

(b)

following the grant of Satisfactory Planning
Permission by or on behalf of the Secretary of
State, the period of six weeks

"Deemed Refusal"

means a failure by the Planning Authority to give notice
as described in section 78(2) of the Planning Act within
the prescribed period (and including any extended period
agreed between HDV and the Planning Authority in
accordance with the terms of this Schedule)

"Detailed Planning Permission"

means:
(a)

Satisfactory Planning Permission together with
corresponding reserved matters approval; or

(b)

an equivalent detailed planning permission;

that does not contain:

"Inspector"
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any Onerous Conditions; or

(ii)

any requirement that a Planning
Obligation be entered into by HDV or
the Council as a condition or
necessary
requirement
for
the
implementation of the Planning
Permission on terms which include
Onerous Conditions

means any person appointed by the Secretary of State
under the Planning Act to determine appeals made under
Section 78 of the Planning Act or to determine a Call-In
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"Onerous Conditions"

means any condition which has the effect of:-

"Permission Date"

(a)

making a Planning Permission temporary in
nature;

(b)

making a Planning Permission personal to HDV
or to any specific persons or class of persons;

(c)

preventing or limiting the Development of the
Category 1 Property or any part thereof or the
implementation of a Planning Permission
without the agreement or co-operation of a third
party save where such agreement or
co-operation of the third party is capable of
being obtained at a reasonable cost or where
such agreement or co-operation is reasonably
foreseeable as a result of the Development;

(d)

having a materially adverse effect on the ability
to satisfy the Viability Condition or delivery of
the Development in accordance with the
Development Business Plan;

(e)

imposing time limits within which the
development of the Category 1 Property must
be commenced or applications for approval of
reserved matters must be made which are more
restrictive than those set out in Sections 91
and 92 of the Planning Act

means the date of the Satisfactory Planning Permission
which means:(a)

the date written, printed or stamped on the
Planning Permission issued by the Planning
Authority; or

(b)

the date written, printed or stamped on the
letter or other document issued by the
Secretary of State or the Inspector following a
Planning Appeal or a Call-In

"Planning Act"

means the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and
includes any statute or statutory instrument modifying,
amending, consolidating or replacing it for the time being
in force

"Planning Appeal"

means all or any of the following:-
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(a)

an application to the Secretary of State under
Sections 78 and 79 of the Planning Act
following a Planning Refusal by the Planning
Authority; or

(b)

an application to the Planning Authority under
Section 73 of the Planning Act for development
without complying with one or more Onerous
Condition(s) in a Planning Permission; or
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(c)

a Call-In

"Planning Application"

means any application(s) made by or on behalf of HDV
for Planning Permission for any of the Category 1
Properties and any further applications or variations or
modifications made to the application in each case in
such form as shall have been prepared by HDV and
approved by the Council in accordance with paragraph 2

"Planning Authority"

means the Council in its capacity as local planning
authority or any successor authority and/or the Greater
London Authority

"Planning Condition"

has the meaning set out in paragraph 2 of this Schedule

"Planning Condition Longstop Date"

means the longstop dates set out in Schedule 4, unless
on any of the above dates any of the following apply:(a)

a decision notice from the Planning Authority is
awaited in respect of any Planning Application;

(b)

the relevant Challenge Period has not yet
elapsed following the grant of Satisfactory
Planning Permission;

(c)

a Planning Refusal has been issued and less
than twenty Working Days have elapsed since
the date of such refusal;

(d)

a Planning Appeal has been made and has not
been concluded or determined;

(e)

Proceedings have been commenced but have
not been concluded or determined;

in which case the Planning Condition Longstop Date shall
be the date five Working Days after the earliest of:(a)

the expiry of the period of thirty Working Days
beginning on the date of a Planning Refusal
unless by that date a Planning Appeal has been
made or issued or Proceedings have been
commenced;

(b)

the date on which the relevant Challenge
Period expires following the grant of
Satisfactory Planning Permission provided that
no Proceedings have commenced;

(c)

the expiry of the period of twenty Working Days
beginning on the date on which any
Proceedings are concluded and a Planning
Refusal is upheld or a Satisfactory Planning
Permission is quashed,

but in any event the Planning Condition Longstop Date
shall be no later than longstop dates listed in column B at
Schedule 4
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"Planning Counsel"

means a barrister with not less than 10 years call in
planning law whom the Council may select and who is
appointed in accordance with paragraph 8.4

"Planning Decision"

means a Planning Refusal or the grant of Planning
Permission whether by the Planning Authority, the
Secretary of State or an Inspector

"Planning Obligation"

means an agreement or undertaking relating to the
Category 1 Property (whether or not also affecting other
Category 1 Properties or any other Site) pursuant to:(a)

Section 106 of the Planning Act; or

(b)

Section 111 Local Government Act 1972; or

(c)

Sections 38,184 or 278 Highways Act 1980; or

(d)

Section 33 Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1982; or

(e)

Section 98 or 104 Water Industry Act 1991; or

(f)

Section 2 of the Local Government Act 2000; or

(g)

any other statutory provisions whereby the
Category 1 Property is bound by obligations
enforceable by any third party

"Planning Permission"

means outline planning permission in relation to the
relevant Development granted by the Planning Authority
or by the Secretary of State pursuant to a Planning
Application

"Planning Refusal"

means any of the following:-

"Proceedings"

(a)

the refusal of a Planning Application by the
Planning Authority;

(b)

a refusal by the Planning Authority to vary or
remove an Onerous Condition pursuant to an
application made by HDV under section 73 of
the Planning Act;

(c)

a Secretary of State Refusal;

(d)

a Deemed Refusal; or

(e)

subject to the provisions of paragraph 4 of this
Schedule 2 the grant of a Planning Permission
which is not a Satisfactory Planning Permission;

means all or any of the following:(a)
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an application made to the High Court under
Part 54 of the Civil Procedure Rules 1998 for
judicial review by a third party following the
grant of a Planning Permission by the Planning
Authority;
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(b)

an application made to the High Court under
Part 54 of the Civil Procedure Rules 1998 for
judicial review following a Planning Refusal by
the Planning Authority;

(c)

an application to the High Court made under
Section 288 of the Planning Act by a third party
following the grant of Planning Permission by
the Secretary of State or an Inspector; or

(d)

an application to the High Court made under
Section 288 of the Planning Act following a
Planning Refusal by the Secretary of State or
an Inspector,

and includes any appeal to a higher court following a
judgment of a lower court
"Reconsidered Application"

means a reconsideration of a Planning Application by the
Secretary of State or the Planning Authority (as
appropriate) following a previous Satisfactory Planning
Permission or a Secretary of State Refusal having been
quashed and the matter having been remitted to the
Secretary of State or the Planning Authority (as
appropriate)

"Satisfaction Date"

means:-

"Satisfactory Planning Permission"

1.2

(a)

the date on which the relevant Challenge
Period has expired provided that no
Proceedings have been commenced before
that date; or

(b)

in the event that Proceedings are commenced
during the Challenge Period, the date on which
those proceedings are finally disposed of
leaving in place a Satisfactory Planning
Permission

means a Planning Permission that does not contain:(a)

any Onerous Conditions; or

(b)

any requirement that a Planning Obligation be
entered into by HDV or the Council as a
condition or necessary requirement for the
implementation of the Planning Permission on
terms which include Onerous Conditions

"Secretary of State"

means the Secretary of State or any other minister or
authority for the time being entitled to exercise the
powers given under Sections 77, 78 and 79 of the
Planning Act

"Secretary of State Refusal"

means a refusal by or on behalf of the Secretary of State
to grant planning permission following a Planning Appeal
or a Call-In

References in this Schedule to paragraphs are unless otherwise stated references to paragraphs to
this Schedule.
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1.3

References to primary or secondary legislation include any statute or statutory instrument
modifying, amending, consolidating or replacing it for the time being in force.

2.

PLANNING CONDITION
The "Planning Condition" is:
(1)

the grant of Satisfactory Planning Permission; and

(2)

the Satisfaction Date having been reached,

by the Planning Condition Longstop Date.
3.

SUBMISSION OF THE PLANNING APPLICATION

3.1

HDV shall consult with the Council (in its capacity as landowner) and where appropriate the
Planning Authority on the preparation of any Planning Application.

3.2

Each Planning Application is to be submitted in the name of HDV or a HDV Subsidiary.

3.3

HDV shall at its own expense submit the Planning Application to the Planning Authority by the
dates set out in the relevant Development Business Plan (or such later date as agreed between the
Parties).

3.4

Following submission of any Planning Application HDV shall use reasonable endeavours to obtain
Satisfactory Planning Permission as soon as reasonably practicable after the date of its
submission.

3.5

HDV may at its own expense amend and/or withdraw any Planning Application made to the
Planning Authority and immediately submit a revised or new Planning Application where it is
reasonable to do so in order to obtain Satisfactory Planning Permission.

3.6

HDV will meet all costs and expenditure connected with the Planning Application.

3.7

At the request of HDV, the Council shall enter into any Planning Obligation as landowner as may
be required by the Planning Authority or as may be required in connection with the Development,
provided that such Planning Obligation shall not impose any positive obligations or liabilities on the
Council unless the Council as landowner is implementing the relevant Planning Permission
(otherwise than as a Member of HDV).

4.

PLANNING DECISIONS AND ONEROUS CONDITIONS
If a Planning Permission is granted subject to one or more Onerous Conditions and/or a Planning
Obligation is required to be entered into containing one or more Onerous Conditions HDV shall
nevertheless still be entitled to decide to treat the Planning Permission and/or Planning Obligation
as providing a Satisfactory Planning Permission. Where this is the case, HDV shall within ten
Working Days of the relevant Permission Date give the Council notice in writing to that effect and
thereafter the Planning Permission and/or Planning Obligation shall be deemed to constitute the
grant of Satisfactory Planning Permission with effect from the date of the notice.

5.

RESTRICTION ON HDV
HDV shall not and shall procure that any holding or subsidiary company of HDV (as defined in has
the meaning ascribed to it by Section 1159 of the Companies Act) shall not whilst this Agreement is
subsisting submit any application for planning permission in respect of the Category 1 Properties
other than in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.
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PART 2
DISPOSAL CONDITION
6.

The Disposal Condition means that the Council, having complied with its Legal Responsibilities,
has decided to dispose of a Category 1B Property and include it within the Call Option.

7.

The Disposal Condition will be satisfied when the Council notifies HDV that it has made the
decision referred to in paragraph 6 above and such decision is Secure.

8.

When the Disposal Condition has been satisfied the relevant Category 1B Property shall be recategorised as a Category 1A Property and upon satisfaction of the SOS Condition the Call Option
will come into effect in relation to it.
PART 3
SOS CONDITION

1.

The SOS Condition means that in respect of those Category 1A Properties where consent is
required, consent has been given by the Secretary of State pursuant to Section 32 and/or 43 of the
Housing Act 1985 or pursuant to Section 77 of the School Standards and Framework Act 1998
and/or Schedule 35A to the Education Act 1996 (the "SOS Consent") for the Disposal of land
pursuant to the Call Option and/or the appropriation by the Council of any land which is the subject
of the Call Option for planning purposes pursuant to (without limitation) Section 19 of the Housing
Act 1985 and Section 122 of the Local Government Act 1972.

2.

The SOS Condition shall be satisfied when there exists an SOS Consent which:
2.1

imposes no conditions, limitations or caveats which would prevent or limit the
Development of the relevant land in accordance with the Development Business Plan
and/or would adversely affect the ability to satisfy the Viability Condition;

2.2

includes no requirement for the consent or any matter authorised by it to be further
reviewed or reconsidered by the Secretary of State (or any other person);

2.3

imposes no time limit to such consent or any element of it or any activity pursuant thereto;

2.4

takes effect on the date the consent is issued and not at some future date; and

2.5

is no longer capable of being the subject of an application to the Court by any third party
for judicial review or any ultra vires claim or any other challenge.

3.

If the Secretary of State shall refuse to issue an SOS Consent or if any such consent does not
meet the requirements of paragraph 2 of this Part 3 then HDV may require the Council to follow the
procedures necessary to authorise the Council to make one or more further applications to the
Secretary of State for his consent but if the SOS Condition has not been satisfied within [12
months] of the date that the Option arises in respect of the Category 1A Property then the Category
1A Property (or relevant parts thereof) in respect of which the SOS Condition applies, will cease to
be the subject of this Agreement.

4.

At the time indicated in the relevant Development Business Plan, the Council (in compliance with
its Legal Responsibilities) will follow all appropriate procures which are necessary for the Council to
seek authority to make an application for SOS Consent. HDV will assist the Council to obtain the
Secretary of State's consent by providing (so far as it is able) such supporting information and other
material as may reasonably be required in support of the Council's application to the Secretary of
State.
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PART 4
VIABILITY CONDITION
1.

The Viability Condition is that HDV has approved and adopted a Development Business Plan
pursuant to which after satisfaction of the Planning Condition, an appraisal has been carried out
(and verified where practical) which demonstrates that the Category 1 Property or Phase is viable
for Development in accordance with the viability test which forms part of the Development Business
Plan.

2.

The Viability Condition will be satisfied when HDV notifies the Council that the Category 1 Property
or Phase is viable for Development, in accordance with paragraph 1 of this Part 4.

PART 5
BUSINESS PLAN CONDITION
1.

The Business Plan Condition is that HDV has approved and adopted a Development Business
Plan (including a Programme of Works with Milestones) in respect of the relevant Category 1
Property or Phase.

2.

A Development Business Plan may relate to part only of a Category 1 Property where such
property is to be developed in Phases but it must include appropriate provisions for both initial and
later phases (having regard to the overall timetable for Development of the whole of the relevant
Category 1 Property).

4.

If HDV is in the process of adopting a new iteration of a Development Business Plan or a new
Development Business Plan for a particular Category 1 Property, then notwithstanding any old or
preceding version of such Development Business Plan HDV shall not be deemed to have settled
the Development Business Plan for that Category 1 Property until the new Development Business
Plan or the new iteration of it has adopted by HDV.

3.

The Business Plan Condition will be satisfied when HDV notifies the Council that the relevant
Development Business Plan has been adopted.

PART 6
VACANT POSSESSION CONDITION
1.

The Vacant Possession Condition is that the Council has Vacant Possession of the whole of the
land in respect of which the Call Option is to be exercised (other than where HDV or an HDV
Subsidiary already owns the freehold or a long leasehold interest in such land).

2.

"Vacant Possession" means that the Council is able to provide immediate possession of the
relevant land with no other person in or entitled to possession or occupation thereof but not so as
to require the Council to remove any buildings, chattels, or other things on, over or under the
relevant land.

3.

Both the Council and HDV will comply with their respective obligations under the Land Assembly
Agreement in order to ensure that Vacant Possession can be achieved as soon as reasonably
practicable.

4.

The Vacant Possession Condition will be satisfied when the Council notifies HDV that the Council
is able to provide Vacant Possession of the relevant land.
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PART 7
FUNDING CONDITION
1.

The Funding Condition is that HDV has secured from a Funder full and sufficient financing for the
carrying out and completion of the Development and the funding agreement being or becoming
unconditional, or subject only to the satisfaction of the Option Conditions or in the event that such
funding is not available HDV being permitted to access development finance in accordance with
the provisions of the Members' Agreement so that the Development for the relevant Category 1
Property is adequately funded.

2.

The Funding Condition will be satisfied when HDV notifies the Council that the HDV has
determined that funding (as referred to in paragraph 1 of this Part 7 of this Schedule) has been
obtained.

PART 8
LEASE CONDITION
1.

The Lease Condition is that the Parties have agreed any changes to the form of Lease to reflect
the title and any easements, rights or similar matters relating to the land to be comprised in such
Lease.

2.

Neither Party will unreasonably refuse to agree appropriate or necessary amendments to the form
of Lease but if the Party shall be unable to agree the same it shall be determined by an
independent solicitor who will be appointed as Expert under the provisions of Clause 17.

PART 9
PROGRESS CONDITION
1.

The Progress Condition is that HDV has achieved all the Milestones for the relevant Development
which ought to have been achieved at that time.

2.

The Progress Condition will be deemed to have been satisfied unless the Council has notified HDV
that the Council considers that the Progress Condition has not been satisfied (in which case, any
Dispute in respect thereof shall be determined under Clause 17).
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SCHEDULE 3
EARLY ACCESS AND PRE-DEVELOPMENT WORKS (FORM OF LICENCE WHICH MAY BE ISSUED
UNDER CLAUSE 9.1)

1.

EARLY ACCESS
The Council hereby grants to HDV a licence to enter the [relevant Category 1 Property] (the "Site")
(exercisable on prior written notice served on the Council, during the times specified below) in
order to carry out the site investigations and inspections specified below (the "Investigation
Works"); and from the date of entry:-

1.1

the Licence will be exercisable by HDV, any HDV Subsidiary, their contractors and all those
authorised by HDV or any HDV Subsidiary including any potential Funder, purchaser or occupier
(the "Licensees");

1.2

the Licensees may enter during the following times [ Drafting Note: to be agreed when licence
issued
], with or without vehicles workmen plant machinery and equipment;

1.3

the Licensees may carry out and complete environmental testing, preparatory works and undertake
the Investigation Works;

1.4

the Licence is subject to all rights easements restrictions subsisting highway rights and other
matters whatsoever affecting the Site;

1.5

the Licensees shall observe the work conditions set out in paragraph 1.10 below;

1.6

the Investigation Works shall be at the risk of HDV and HDV shall be responsible for:1.6.1

the security of the Site (or parts thereof) and the Investigation Works; and

1.6.2

all health and safety matters relating to the Site (or parts thereof) and the Investigation
Works

and shall indemnify and keep indemnified the Council and its servants agents visitors and invitees
from and against all loss damage actions costs claims demands expenses and liability of
whatsoever nature which may arise in connection with these responsibilities;
1.7

1.8

HDV acknowledges that:1.7.1

all materials goods plant machinery equipment and other items belonging to HDV or its
servants agents or contractors shall be at the sole risk and responsibility of HDV and that
the Council has no responsibility therefor; and

1.7.2

that the Council has no responsibility for servant's agents and contractors of HDV;

HDV shall indemnify and keep indemnified the Council from and against all loss costs claims
demands expenses actions proceedings damages and liabilities whatsoever arising as a result of
its access to the Site and the carrying out of the Investigation Works in this exercise of the rights
under this Licence:1.8.1

in respect of any injury to or death of any person resulting from any act or default of the
Licensees or any of their respective servants agents and sub-contractors; and

1.8.2

in respect of any loss of or damage to any real or personal property (including without
limitation any land and buildings roads footpaths service media and street furniture);
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1.9

1.10

2.

HDV:1.9.1

shall maintain or shall procure that its contractor maintains adequate insurance cover
against the risk of such loss damage actions claims and demands in a sum not less than
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report);

1.9.2

shall produce or shall procure that its contractor produces to the Council details of the
insurance cover effected pursuant to paragraph 1.9.1 and evidence of payment of the last
premium therefor whenever there is a material change to the same and (in addition)
whenever reasonably required by the Council in writing (but not more than once in any 6
months); and

1.9.3

shall pay to the Council on demand any costs incurred by the Council in effecting the
insurance cover referred to in paragraph 1.9.1 in default of the contractor maintaining
such cover;

the works conditions are:1.10.1

to take all reasonable precautions to prevent unauthorised access to the Site (or parts
thereof) and the Investigation Works and to ensure that the Site (or parts thereof) and the
Investigation Works remain secure;

1.10.2

to carry out the Investigation Works in such a way that as little damage as possible is
caused to any service media land buildings or other structures adjoining or neighbouring
the Site (and to forthwith make good or procure that its contractor makes good at its own
expense any damage caused to Council's reasonable satisfaction);

1.10.3

to put in place and observe and perform appropriate health and safety measures and
arrangements to protect the health and safety of (and use all reasonable endeavours to
avoid or mitigate any nuisance disturbance or danger to) the Council its tenants or
licensees or to the owners or occupiers of any adjoining or neighbouring land or buildings
or to members of the public; and

1.10.4

not to use the Site for any purpose other than the carrying out of the Investigation Works
nor for any illegal purpose.

INVESTIGATION WORKS
The Investigation Works will consist of: [
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SCHEDULE 4
LONGSTOP DATES
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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SCHEDULE 5
VARIATIONS TO THE STANDARD CONDITIONS
1.

Standard Conditions 3.3 and 6.4.2 do not apply.

2.

Standard Condition 1.3 is amended to read as follows:"1.3

Notices and Documents
1.3.1

A notice required or authorised by the contract must be in writing.

1.3.2

Where delivery of the original document is not essential, a notice or document is
validly given or sent if it is sent by fax (but it is not validly given or sent if sent by
e-mail) provided that in the case of fax transmission the same is acknowledged
by the recipient as having been received.

1.3.3

Subject to conditions 1.3.4 to 1.3.6, a notice is given and a document delivered
when it is received.

1.3.4

(a)

A notice or document sent through the document exchange is
received when it is available for collection.

(b)

A notice or document which is received after 4.00 pm on a working
day, or on a day which is not a working day, is to be treated as having
been received on the next working day.

1.3.5

1.3.6

1.3.7
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Condition 1.3.6 applies unless there is proof:(a)

that a notice or document has not been received, or

(b)

of when it was received.

Unless the actual time of receipt is proved, a notice or document sent by the
following means is treated as having been received as follows:(a)

by first class post:

before 4.00 pm on the second
working day after posting unless
returned undelivered;

(b)

by second-class post:

before 4.00 pm on the third working
day after posting unless returned
undelivered;

(c)

through a document exchange:

before 4.00 pm on the first working
day after the day on which it would
normally be available for collection
by the addressee unless returned
undelivered;

(d)

by fax:

one hour after despatch unless it is
proved that the fax was not
received.

In condition 1.3.6, "first class post" means a postal service which seeks to
deliver posted items no later than the next working day in all or the majority of
cases.
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1.3.8

In addition:(a)

any notice addressed to a Party by name shall not be rendered invalid
by reason of the Party having died, become insolvent or changed
name, whether or not the Party serving notice is aware of the fact;

(b)

any notice required to be given by a Party may be given on that
Party's behalf by that Party's conveyancer;

(c)

a notice shall be considered as given to a Party if delivered to the
address given for that Party in this agreement. If such Party shall
wish, during the currency of this agreement, to nominate an
alternative address for service, such other address shall only be
deemed to be substituted for the original address for service when
such Party's conveyancer shall have advised the other Party's
conveyancer in writing of such alternative address and such advice
shall have been acknowledged in writing by the other Party's
conveyancer; and

(d)

the foregoing provisions of this condition 1.3 shall also apply (mutatis
mutandis) to the delivery of documents."

3.

Standard Condition 3.1.2 is amended as follows:-

3.1

Standard Condition 3.1.2(d) is amended to read:"entries made before the date of the contract in any public register except mortgages and
monetary charges protected by such entries in registers maintained by the Land Registry
or its Land Charges Department or by the Companies Registry."

3.2

Standard Condition 3.1.2 is extended as follows:"(f)

any matters, other than mortgages and monetary charges, which would have
been revealed to the buyer if before the date of the contract he had made all
searches enquiries and inspections regarding the Sites which a prudent buyer
would make

so far as the same are still subsisting at completion, are capable of taking effect and
relate to the Sites."
4.

In Standard Condition 6.6.4(a) the words "(but by way of indemnity only and not further or
otherwise) to observe and perform the obligations and to indemnify the seller against all costs,
expenses, losses, demands, actions, liabilities, claims or proceedings whatsoever arising in respect
of any future breach, non performance or non observance of such obligation" are substituted for the
words "to indemnify the seller against liability for any future breach of the obligation and to perform
it from then on".

5.

In Standard Condition 8.1.2 the time of 1.00 pm shall be substituted for 2.00 pm.
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SCHEDULE 6
MATTERS AFFECTING THE SITES

1.

The rights, covenants, easements and other matters contained or referred to in the Property
Register and Charges Register of the title numbers set out in Part 2 of Appendix 1.

2.

All unregistered interests which in accordance with the Land Registration Act 2002 will in the case
of each and any estate to be disposed of pursuant to this Agreement:2.1

override the disposition of any such estate which is currently registered or will be
registered prior to Completion; or

2.2

override the first registration of title to any such estate which is currently not registered
and will not be registered prior to Completion or would override first registration of title to
such estate if such estate were capable of being registered.

3.

The matters mentioned in Standard Condition 3.1.2 (as amended by Schedule 7).

4.

All local land charges, whether or not registered before this Agreement was entered into and all
matters capable of registration as local land charges, whether or not actually registered.

5.

All notices served and orders, demands, proposals or requirements made by any local or any
public authority after the date of this Agreement.

6.

All actual or proposed orders, directions, notices, charges, restrictions, conditions, agreements and
other matters arising under any legislation affecting the Sites.
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SCHEDULE 7
DRAWDOWN PRICE
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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APPENDIX 1
PART 1 – LIST OF CATEGORY 1 PROPERTIES
PART 1A - LIST OF CATEGORY 1A PROPERTIES

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

PART 1B - LIST OF CATEGORY 1B PROPERTIES

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

PART 2 – LIST OF COUNCIL'S EXISTING OWNERSHIPS
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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APPENDIX 2
LEASE
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APPENDIX 3

1

FORM OF COMPLETION NOTICE

1

To be completed.
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APPENDIX 4

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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DATED

2017
Cabinet Report Version
23.06.2017

(1) [HDV]
(2) LENDLEASE CORPORATION LIMITED

GUARANTEE
relating to the Members' Agreement
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20171

THIS GUARANTEE is made on
BETWEEN:(1)

[HDV] (Company No. [xxxx]) whose registered office is at [ADDRESS] (the "HDV");
and

(2)

LENDLEASE CORPORATION LIMITED (ACN 000 226 228 (a company registered in
New South Wales) whose registered office is at Level 14, Tower Three, International
Towers Sydney, Exchange Place, 300 Barangaroo Avenue, Barangaroo NSW 2000
(the "Guarantor").

WHEREAS:(A)

The Council has entered into a 50:50 joint venture partnership with [PSP] forming
[INSERT NAME] (the "HDV").

(B)

The Council, the Subsidiary and the HDV entered into the Contract on or around the
date hereof to regulate their respective rights and liabilities and the conduct of the
business, management and the affairs of the HDV.

(C)

The Guarantor is [the ultimate holding company] of the Subsidiary.

(D)

The Guarantor has agreed to guarantee to the HDV (in accordance with the terms of
this Guarantee) as a continuing guarantee, the due and proper performance by the
Subsidiary of the Subsidiary's duties and obligations arising under the Contract upon
the terms of this Guarantee.

IT IS AGREED as follows:1.

INTERPRETATION

1.1

In this Guarantee:

1.2

1

"Contract"

means the Members' Agreement

"Members' Agreement"

means the Members' Agreement dated on or around
the date of this Guarantee and entered into between
(1) [the Council] (2) [PSP]; (3) [HDV]; (4) [InvLP]; (5)
[DevLLP]; (6) [Nominee Co]; and (7) [PSP
Guarantor] as such agreement may be varied or
supplemented from time to time

"Party"

means a party to this Guarantee and "Parties" shall
mean both of them

"Subsidiary"

means [PSP] incorporated in England and Wales
(number [xxxx]) whose registered office is at
[ADDRESS]

Construction
1.2.1

Words and expressions defined in the Contract shall have the same
meanings in this Guarantee unless the context requires otherwise.

1.2.2

Words imparting the singular shall be construed as importing the plural and
vice versa.

Subject to final refinement.
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Now, in consideration of the payment of £1.00 (one pound) (receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged by the Guarantor), THIS GUARANTEE WITNESSES as follows:
2.

GUARANTEE

2.1

Subject to the other provisions of this Guarantee, the Guarantor guarantees
unconditionally and irrevocably the proper and punctual performance and observance
by the Subsidiary of all its obligations, undertakings, warranties and responsibilities
under the Contract (the "Obligations"). The Guarantor covenants, agrees and
undertakes that it shall within ten (10) Business Days of receipt of a written demand
from the HDV (providing reasonable details of any default and amount of money or
performance being demanded) make good (or procure the Subsidiary or a third party
makes good) any default of the Subsidiary under the Contract and it shall observe and
perform the Obligations to the extent the Subsidiary fails to do so following receipt of
such written demand from the HDV. The Guarantor shall, to the extent that the
Subsidiary fails to do so, pay all sums, liabilities, awards, losses, damages, costs,
charges and expenses (including any legal expenses) that may be or become due and
payable by the Subsidiary pursuant to the Contract (including costs and expenses
incurred by the HDV in connection with the enforcement of or preservation of its rights
under this Guarantee) within ten (10) Business Days of receipt of such written demand
by the HDV provided that the Guarantor shall be entitled to the same defences, right
of set off, deduction or counterclaim as the Subsidiary may have pursuant to the
Contract.

2.2

If the Guarantor fails to pay any amount due to the HDV pursuant to Clause 2.1 within
ten (10) Business Days of receipt of a written demand by the HDV, the Guarantor shall
pay to the HDV, in addition to the amount not paid, simple interest thereon for the
period until such payment is made. The rate of interest payable shall be the
Prescribed Rate calculated on a daily basis from the date on which the payment by
the Guarantor became overdue. Nothing in this Guarantee is intended to render the
Subsidiary and the Guarantor liable to pay interest twice for the same failure to pay an
amount due and payable.

2.3

The obligations of the Guarantor under this Guarantee shall be those of a primary and
independent obligor so that no liability or purported liability of the Subsidiary under or
arising out of the Contract shall, as between the Guarantor and the HDV, be treated
as discharged or in any way affected by any legal limitation, disability or incapacity
relating to the Subsidiary or any other person whether or not known to the HDV by any
invalidity in, irregularity affecting or unenforceability of the obligations of the Subsidiary
or any other person under the Contract or by any liquidation, administration, merger,
amalgamation, reorganisation or dissolution of the Subsidiary or any other person or
by any other event or circumstance whatsoever other than the proper and punctual
performance and observance of all the Obligations which are to be performed or
observed under the Contract or which would be so to be performed or observed but
for any such event or circumstance as is previously mentioned in this Clause 2.3.

2.4

As a separate and independent obligation, the Guarantor agrees to indemnify and
keep the HDV indemnified within ten (10) Business Days of receipt of a written
demand against all losses, damages, costs and expenses (including VAT thereon, and
including, without limitation, all court fees and all reasonable legal fees, together with
any disbursements) of whatever nature, whether arising under statute, contract or at
common law, which the HDV may suffer or incur if any of the Obligations are or
become unenforceable, invalid or illegal as if such Obligations had not become
unenforceable, invalid or illegal provided that the Guarantor's liability shall be no
greater than the Subsidiary's liability would have been under the Contract if the
Obligation had not become unenforceable, invalid or illegal.
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2.5

The Guarantor:
2.5.1

acknowledges and agrees that no variation of or alteration to the terms of
the Contract or to the extent, nature or method of performance of the
services therein referred to, and no allowance of time, waiver, forbearance,
forgiveness, concession, indulgence compromise or other dealing under or
in connection with the Contract or any right or remedy or security arising
thereunder, and no invalidity, illegality, unenforceability termination or
irregularity of the Contract or of any provision thereof, and no other act,
omission or default which (but for this provision) might have operated to
release, exonerate or discharge the Guarantor or otherwise reduce,
extinguish or adversely affect any liability of the Guarantor under the terms
of this Guarantee shall in any way release, exonerate or discharge the
Guarantor from any liability under the terms of this Guarantee or otherwise
reduce, extinguish or adversely affect any such liability, and the Guarantor
hereby waives any requirement for notice to it of any such event.

2.5.2

confirms that it has full power and capacity to enter into this Guarantee and
agrees that this Guarantee shall:
(a)

not be revocable by the Guarantor until the Obligations have been
performed and all actual or contingent liabilities arising therefrom
have expired;

(b)

be a continuing guarantee and shall be additional to and not in
substitution for any rights or remedies that the HDV may have
against the Subsidiary under the Contract or at law;

(c)

be additional to any other guarantee or security from time to time
held by the HDV;

(d)

not be affected by any release or waiver of any such guarantee or
security; and

(e)

remain in full force and effect,

notwithstanding the winding-up, liquidation, receivership, administration,
voluntary arrangement or other composition with creditors (or any event
analogous to any of them) of the Subsidiary or if the Subsidiary is unable to
pay it debts (as defined by sections 123(1) and 268(1) of the Insolvency
Act 1986, as amended);
2.5.3

agrees that all sums payable by the Guarantor under this Guarantee shall be
paid to the HDV in full without set off or counterclaim (other than a set off or
counterclaim available to the Subsidiary against the HDV), free of any
present or future taxes, levies, duties, charges, fees, withholdings or
deductions (together referred to as "Deductions") which would not have
been imposed if such payments had been made by the Subsidiary, and if the
Guarantor is compelled by law to make any Deduction, the Guarantor will
gross up the payment so that the net sum received by the HDV is equal to
the full amount which the HDV would have received had no such Deduction
been made; and

2.5.4

agrees that the obligations of the Guarantor and the Subsidiary under this
Guarantee and Contract respectively are independent and several
obligations, and accordingly that the HDV shall not be obliged, before
enforcing any of its rights or remedies under this Guarantee, to commence
proceedings or take any other action against the Subsidiary or enforce any
other guarantee or security from time to time held by the HDV in respect of
the Obligations.
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2.6

2.7

Reinstatement
2.6.1

Where any discharge (whether in respect of the Obligations of the Subsidiary
or any security for those Obligations or otherwise) is made in whole or in part
or any arrangement is made on the faith of any payment, security or other
disposition which is avoided or must be restored on insolvency, liquidation or
other similar event, without limitation, the liability of the Guarantor under this
Guarantee shall continue as if the discharge or arrangement had not
occurred.

2.6.2

The HDV may concede or compromise any valid claim that any payment,
security or other disposition is liable to avoidance or restoration.

Non-competition
Until all amounts which may be or become payable by the Subsidiary under the
Contract have been irrevocably paid in full, the Guarantor (in its capacity as Guarantor
hereunder only and not in any other capacity) shall not, after a claim has been made,
or by virtue of any payment or performance by it, under this Guarantee:
2.7.1

be subrogated to any rights, security or moneys held, received or receivable
by the HDV or be entitled to any right of contribution or indemnity in respect
of any payment made or moneys received on account of the Guarantor's
liability under this Guarantee; or

2.7.2

claim rank, prove or vote as a creditor of the Subsidiary or its estate in
competition with the HDV; or

2.7.3

receive, claim or have the benefits of any payment, distribution or security
from or on account of the Subsidiary, or exercise any right of set-off as
against the Subsidiary,

unless the HDV otherwise directs. The Guarantor shall hold in trust for and forthwith
pay or transfer to the HDV any payment or distribution or benefit of security received
by it contrary to this Clause 2.7. Nothing in this Clause 2.7 of this Guarantee shall
prevent activities performed during the normal course of business between the
Guarantor and the Subsidiary.
2.8

Place
All payments by the Guarantor under Clause 2.1 shall be made to the HDV to its
account at such office as it may notify to the Guarantor in writing for this purpose.

2.9

Set off and counterclaim
All payments made by the Guarantor under this Guarantee shall be made without set
off or counterclaim save where the right of set off, deduction or counterclaim arises out
of the Contract.

3.

ASSIGNMENT
The benefit of this Guarantee shall be freely assignable or otherwise transferable by
the HDV to any person acquiring the benefit of the Contract and having the legal
capacity, power and authority to become a Party to and perform the obligations of the
HDV thereunder. Five Business Days prior notice of every such assignment under
this Clause 3 shall be given to the Guarantor.
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4.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

4.1

Without prejudice to any warranties or conditions implied by law, the Guarantor
represents and warrants to the HDV that:
4.1.1

Corporate Power
it has the full power and capacity to enter into and to exercise its rights and
perform its obligations under this Guarantee;

4.1.2

Legal Validity
this Guarantee constitutes its legal, valid and binding obligation enforceable
in accordance with its terms subject to all applicable laws relating to
insolvency, bankruptcy, administration, liquidation or analogous
circumstances;

4.1.3

Due Authority
all necessary action to authorise the execution of and the performance of its
obligations under this Guarantee has been taken;

4.1.4

Pari Passu Ranking
the obligations of the Guarantor under this Guarantee rank and will rank at
least pari passu with all of its other unsecured obligations;

4.1.5

Obligations Binding
the obligations expressed to be assumed by the Guarantor under this
Guarantee are legal, valid and enforceable in accordance with its terms;

4.1.6

No Contravention
to the best of its knowledge, the execution, delivery and performance of this
Guarantee does not contravene any provision of:

4.1.7

(a)

any applicable existing law, treaty or regulation either in force or
enacted but not yet in force;

(b)

the memorandum or articles of association (or the equivalent in its
jurisdiction of incorporation) of the Guarantor;

(c)

any order or decree of any Court or arbitrator existing as at the
date of this Guarantee and binding on the Guarantor; or

(d)

any other material obligation pursuant to a material contract which
is binding upon the Guarantor;

Litigation
no material litigation, arbitration or administrative proceeding are presently in
progress or to the best of the knowledge of the Guarantor pending or
threatened against it or any of its assets which if adversely determined
would be likely to have a material adverse effect on the ability of the
Guarantor to perform its obligations under this Guarantee; and
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4.1.8

Insolvency Proceedings
no proceedings or other steps have been taken and not discharged (nor to
the best of the knowledge of the Guarantor threatened) for its winding up or
dissolution or for the appointment of a receiver, administrative receiver,
administrator, liquidator, judicial factor manager, trustee or similar officer in
relation to any of its material assets or revenues.

4.2

Times for making representations and warranties
The representations and warranties set out in this Clause 4 (Representations and
Warranties) are made by the Guarantor on the date of this Guarantee.

5.

LIABILITY
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Guarantee (other than reasonable
costs and expenses incurred by the HDV in connection with the enforcement of or
preservation of its rights under this Guarantee or any interest payable by the
Guarantor pursuant to Clause 2.2 or HDV's right to claim (and the Guarantor's
obligation to indemnify HDV in respect of) any liability pursuant to Clause 2.4, the
liability of the Guarantor under or in connection with this Guarantee shall be no greater
than it would have been under the Contract if the Guarantor had been named as the
PSP therein.

6.

RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND TERMINATION
The Guarantor shall be released from any and all liability pursuant to this Guarantee
and this Guarantee shall terminate with effect from the assignment by the Subsidiary
of its interest in the HDV provided the HDV has received an executed guarantee both
in a form that is acceptable to the Council and the HDV (both acting reasonably) and
from a party with a covenant strength that is acceptable to the Council and the HDV
(both acting reasonably)

7.

CLAIMS PROCEDURE2

7.1

All notices under this Guarantee shall be in writing and all certificates, notices or
written instructions to be given under the terms of this Guarantee shall be served by
sending the same by first class post or by hand, or leaving the same at:
Guarantor
Lendlease Corporation Limited
[ADDRESS]

7.2

HDV
[INSERT NAME]
[ADDRESS]

A notice shall be deemed to be received in the case of:
7.2.1

registered post, on the day it is received; or

7.2.2

delivery by hand, when so delivered,

provided that, in the case of service in accordance with Clause 7.2.2, if the date of
receipt of the notice is not a business day in the country of the recipient, or if the
notice is received outside the hours of 9.00 am to 6.00 pm, it shall be deemed to have
been received at 9.00 am on the next business day.

2

Notice provisions to be updated – needs to reflect Australian process
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8.

NO WAIVER AND PROVISIONS SEVERABLE

8.1

No failure or delay by the HDV in exercising any right or remedy shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise or waiver of any right or remedy
preclude its further exercise or the exercise of any other right or remedy.

8.2

Each of the provisions of this Guarantee is severable and distinct from the others, and
if for any reason any such provision is or becomes ineffective, inoperable, invalid or
unenforceable it shall be severed and deemed to be deleted from this Guarantee, and
in such event the remaining provisions of this Guarantee shall continue to have full
force and effect.

9.

VARIATIONS
No variations of this Guarantee shall be valid unless in writing and signed by or on
behalf of each of the Parties.

10.

COUNTERPARTS
This Guarantee may be executed in any number of counterparts, and this has the
same effect as if the signatures on the counterparts were on a single copy of this
Guarantee.

11.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Guarantee contains or expressly refers to the entire agreement between the
Parties with respect to the specific subject matter of this Guarantee and expressly
excludes any warranty, condition or other undertaking implied at law or by custom and
supersedes all previous agreements and understandings between the Parties with
respect thereto and each of the Parties acknowledges and confirms that it does not
enter into this Guarantee in reliance on any representation, warranty or other
undertaking not fully reflected in the terms of this Guarantee.

12.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
This Guarantee and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection
with it shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England,
and shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England save that the
HDV shall have the right to bring proceedings in the courts of any other jurisdictions in
which any of the assets of the Guarantor may be situated.

13.

CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT 1999

13.1

The Parties do not intend any term of this Guarantee to be enforceable by a third party
pursuant to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

13.2

The Guarantor shall not be entitled to contend that any person to whom this
Guarantee is assigned in accordance with Clause 3 (Assignment) is precluded from
recovering under this Guarantee any loss incurred by such assignee resulting from
any breach of this Guarantee by reason that such person is an assignee and not a
named person hereunder.

EXECUTED AS A DEED by the Parties on the date which first appears in this Guarantee.
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EXECUTED as a Deed (but not delivered
until dated) by [HDV]
acting by two Directors or a Director
and the Secretary:-

)
)
)
)
Director

Director/Secretary

EXECUTED as a Deed (but not delivered
until dated) by LENDLEASE
CORPORATION LIMITED
acting by two Directors or a Director
and the Secretary:-

)
)
)
)

Director

Director/Secretary
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DATED

2017
Cabinet Report Version
23.06.2017

(1) [DEV LLP]
(2) LENDLEASE EUROPE HOLDINGS LIMITED

GUARANTEE
relating to the Development Management Agreement
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THIS GUARANTEE is made on 1

2017

BETWEEN:(1)

[DEV LLP] (Company No. [xxxx]) whose registered office is at [ADDRESS] (the
"DevLLP"); and

(2)

LENDLEASE EUROPE HOLDINGS LIMITED (Company No. 02594928) whose
registered office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF (the
"Guarantor").

WHEREAS:(A)

The Council has entered into a 50:50 joint venture partnership with [PSP] forming
[INSERT NAME].

(B)

DevLLP has entered into the Contract on or around the date hereof with the
Subsidiary for the performance and fulfilment of the duties and obligations in the
Contract in connection with the provision of development management services and
certain other duties and obligations of the Subsidiary under and as contemplated by
the Contract.

(C)

The Guarantor is [the ultimate holding company] of the Subsidiary.

(D)

The Guarantor has agreed to guarantee to the (in accordance with the terms of this
Guarantee) as a continuing guarantee, the due and proper performance by the
Subsidiary of the Subsidiary's duties and obligations arising under the Contract upon
the terms of this Guarantee.

IT IS AGREED as follows:1.

INTERPRETATION

1.1

In this Guarantee:

1.2

"Contract"

means the Development Management Agreement

"Development Management
Agreement"

means the property development management
agreement entered into between (1) DevLLP; (2) the
Subsidiary; (3) Lendlease Europe Holding Limited;
and (4) the HDV in relation to the development and
management of the development sites dated on or
around the date of this Guarantee

"Party"

means a party to this Guarantee and "Parties" shall
mean both of them

"Subsidiary"

means Lendlease Development (Europe) Limited
incorporated in England and Wales (number
02946679) whose registered office is at 20 Triton
Street, Regent's Place, London, NW1 3BF

Construction
1.2.1

1

Words and expressions defined in the Contract shall have the same
meanings in this Guarantee unless the context requires otherwise.

Subject to final refinement.
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1.2.2

Words imparting the singular shall be construed as importing the plural and
vice versa.

Now, in consideration of the payment of £1.00 (one pound) (receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged by the Guarantor), THIS GUARANTEE WITNESSES as follows:
2.

GUARANTEE

2.1

Subject to the other provisions of this Guarantee, the Guarantor guarantees
unconditionally and irrevocably the proper and punctual performance and observance
by the Subsidiary of all its obligations, undertakings, warranties and responsibilities
under the Contract (the "Obligations"). The Guarantor covenants, agrees and
undertakes that it shall within ten (10) Business Days of receipt of a written demand
from DevLLP, (providing reasonable details of any default and amount of money or
performance being demanded) make good (or procure the Subsidiary or a third party
makes good) any default of the Subsidiary under the Contract and it shall observe and
perform the Obligations to the extent the Subsidiary fails to do so following receipt of
such written demand from DevLLP. The Guarantor shall, to the extent that the
Subsidiary fails to do so, pay all sums, liabilities, awards, losses, damages, costs,
charges and expenses (including any legal expenses) that may be or become due and
payable by the Subsidiary pursuant to the Contract (including costs and expenses
incurred by DevLLP in connection with the enforcement of or preservation of its rights
under this Guarantee) within ten (10) Business Days of receipt of such written demand
by DevLLP provided that the Guarantor shall be entitled to the same defences, right of
set off, deduction or counterclaim as the Subsidiary may have pursuant to the
Contract.

2.2

If the Guarantor fails to pay any amount due to DevLLP pursuant to Clause 2.1 within
ten (10) Business Days of receipt of a written demand by DevLLP the Guarantor shall
pay to DevLLP, in addition to the amount not paid, simple interest thereon for the
period until such payment is made. The rate of interest payable shall be the
Prescribed Rate calculated on a daily basis from the date on which the payment by
the Guarantor became overdue. Nothing in this Guarantee is intended to render the
Subsidiary and the Guarantor liable to pay interest twice for the same failure to pay an
amount due and payable.

2.3

The obligations of the Guarantor under this Guarantee shall be those of a primary and
independent obligor so that no liability or purported liability of the Subsidiary under or
arising out of the Contract shall, as between the Guarantor and DevLLP, be treated as
discharged or in any way affected by any legal limitation, disability or incapacity
relating to the Subsidiary or any other person whether or not known to DevLLP by any
invalidity in, irregularity affecting or unenforceability of the obligations of the Subsidiary
or any other person under the Contract or by any liquidation, administration, merger,
amalgamation, reorganisation or dissolution of the Subsidiary or any other person or
by any other event or circumstance whatsoever other than the proper and punctual
performance and observance of all the Obligations which are to be performed or
observed under the Contract or which would be so to be performed or observed but
for any such event or circumstance as is previously mentioned in this Clause 2.3.

2.4

As a separate and independent obligation, the Guarantor agrees to indemnify and
keep DevLLP indemnified within ten (10) Business Days of receipt of a written
demand against all losses, damages, costs and expenses (including VAT thereon, and
including, without limitation, all court fees and all reasonable legal fees, together with
any disbursements) of whatever nature, whether arising under statute, contract or at
common law, which DevLLP may suffer or incur if any of the Obligations are or
become unenforceable, invalid or illegal as if such Obligations had not become
unenforceable, invalid or illegal provided that the Guarantor's liability shall be no
greater than the Subsidiary's liability would have been under the Contract if the
Obligation had not become unenforceable, invalid or illegal.
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2.5

The Guarantor:
2.5.1

acknowledges and agrees that no variation of or alteration to the terms of
the Contract or to the extent, nature or method of performance of the
services therein referred to, and no allowance of time, waiver, forbearance,
forgiveness, concession, indulgence compromise or other dealing under or
in connection with the Contract or any right or remedy or security arising
thereunder, and no invalidity, illegality, unenforceability termination or
irregularity of the Contract or of any provision thereof, and no other act,
omission or default which (but for this provision) might have operated to
release, exonerate or discharge the Guarantor or otherwise reduce,
extinguish or adversely affect any liability of the Guarantor under the terms
of this Guarantee shall in any way release, exonerate or discharge the
Guarantor from any liability under the terms of this Guarantee or otherwise
reduce, extinguish or adversely affect any such liability, and the Guarantor
hereby waives any requirement for notice to it of any such event.

2.5.2

confirms that it has full power and capacity to enter into this Guarantee and
agrees that this Guarantee shall:
(a)

not be revocable by the Guarantor until the Obligations have been
performed and all actual or contingent liabilities arising therefrom
have expired;

(b)

be a continuing guarantee and shall be additional to and not in
substitution for any rights or remedies that DevLLP may have
against the Subsidiary under the Contract or at law;

(c)

be additional to any other guarantee or security from time to time
held by DevLLP;

(d)

not be affected by any release or waiver of any such guarantee or
security; and

(e)

remain in full force and effect,

notwithstanding the winding-up, liquidation, receivership, administration,
voluntary arrangement or other composition with creditors (or any event
analogous to any of them) of the Subsidiary or if the Subsidiary is unable to
pay it debts (as defined by sections 123(1) and 268(1) of the Insolvency
Act 1986, as amended);
2.5.3

agrees that all sums payable by the Guarantor under this Guarantee shall be
paid to DevLLP in full without set off or counterclaim (other than a set off or
counterclaim available to the Subsidiary against DevLLP), free of any
present or future taxes, levies, duties, charges, fees, withholdings or
deductions (together referred to as "Deductions") which would not have
been imposed if such payments had been made by the Subsidiary, and if the
Guarantor is compelled by law to make any Deduction, the Guarantor will
gross up the payment so that the net sum received by DevLLP is equal to
the full amount which DevLLP would have received had no such Deduction
been made; and

2.5.4

agrees that the obligations of the Guarantor and the Subsidiary under this
Guarantee and Contract respectively are independent and several
obligations, and accordingly that DevLLP shall not be obliged, before
enforcing any of its rights or remedies under this Guarantee, to commence
proceedings or take any other action against the Subsidiary or enforce any
other guarantee or security from time to time held by DevLLP in respect of
the Obligations.
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2.6

2.7

Reinstatement
2.6.1

Where any discharge (whether in respect of the Obligations of the Subsidiary
or any security for those Obligations or otherwise) is made in whole or in part
or any arrangement is made on the faith of any payment, security or other
disposition which is avoided or must be restored on insolvency, liquidation or
other similar event, without limitation, the liability of the Guarantor under this
Guarantee shall continue as if the discharge or arrangement had not
occurred.

2.6.2

DevLLP may concede or compromise any valid claim that any payment,
security or other disposition is liable to avoidance or restoration.

Non-competition
Until all amounts which may be or become payable by the Subsidiary under the
Contract have been irrevocably paid in full, the Guarantor (in its capacity as Guarantor
hereunder only and not in any other capacity) shall not, after a claim has been made,
or by virtue of any payment or performance by it, under this Guarantee:
2.7.1

be subrogated to any rights, security or moneys held, received or receivable
by DevLLP or be entitled to any right of contribution or indemnity in respect
of any payment made or moneys received on account of the Guarantor's
liability under this Guarantee; or

2.7.2

claim rank, prove or vote as a creditor of the Subsidiary or its estate in
competition with DevLLP; or

2.7.3

receive, claim or have the benefits of any payment, distribution or security
from or on account of the Subsidiary, or exercise any right of set-off as
against the Subsidiary,

unless DevLLP otherwise directs. The Guarantor shall hold in trust for and forthwith
pay or transfer to DevLLP any payment or distribution or benefit of security received
by it contrary to this Clause 2.7. Nothing in this Clause 2.7 of this Guarantee shall
prevent activities performed during the normal course of business between the
Guarantor and the Subsidiary.
2.8

Place
All payments by the Guarantor under Clause 2.1 shall be made to DevLLP to its
account at such office as it may notify to the Guarantor in writing for this purpose.

2.9

Set off and counterclaim
All payments made by the Guarantor under this Guarantee shall be made without set
off or counterclaim save where the right of set off, deduction or counterclaim arises out
of the Contract.

3.

ASSIGNMENT
The benefit of this Guarantee shall be freely assignable or otherwise transferable by
DevLLP to any person acquiring the benefit of the Contract and having the legal
capacity, power and authority to become a Party to and perform the obligations of
DevLLP thereunder. Five Business Days prior notice of every such assignment under
this Clause 3 shall be given to the Guarantor.
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4.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

4.1

Without prejudice to any warranties or conditions implied by law, the Guarantor
represents and warrants to DevLLP that:
4.1.1

Corporate Power
it has the full power and capacity to enter into and to exercise its rights and
perform its obligations under this Guarantee;

4.1.2

Legal Validity
this Guarantee constitutes its legal, valid and binding obligation enforceable
in accordance with its terms subject to all applicable laws relating to
insolvency, bankruptcy, administration, liquidation or analogous
circumstances;

4.1.3

Due Authority
all necessary action to authorise the execution of and the performance of its
obligations under this Guarantee has been taken;

4.1.4

Pari Passu Ranking
the obligations of the Guarantor under this Guarantee rank and will rank at
least pari passu with all of its other unsecured obligations;

4.1.5

Obligations Binding
the obligations expressed to be assumed by the Guarantor under this
Guarantee are legal, valid and enforceable in accordance with its terms;

4.1.6

No Contravention
to the best of its knowledge, the execution, delivery and performance of this
Guarantee does not contravene any provision of:

4.1.7

(a)

any applicable existing law, treaty or regulation either in force or
enacted but not yet in force;

(b)

the memorandum or articles of association (or the equivalent in its
jurisdiction of incorporation) of the Guarantor;

(c)

any order or decree of any Court or arbitrator existing as at the
date of this Guarantee and binding on the Guarantor; or

(d)

any other material obligation pursuant to a material contract which
is binding upon the Guarantor;

Litigation
no material litigation, arbitration or administrative proceeding are presently in
progress or to the best of the knowledge of the Guarantor pending or
threatened against it or any of its assets which if adversely determined
would be likely to have a material adverse effect on the ability of the
Guarantor to perform its obligations under this Guarantee; and
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4.1.8

Insolvency Proceedings
no proceedings or other steps have been taken and not discharged (nor to
the best of the knowledge of the Guarantor threatened) for its winding up or
dissolution or for the appointment of a receiver, administrative receiver,
administrator, liquidator, judicial factor manager, trustee or similar officer in
relation to any of its material assets or revenues.

4.2

Times for making representations and warranties
The representations and warranties set out in this Clause 4 (Representations and
Warranties) are made by the Guarantor on the date of this Guarantee.

5.

LIABILITY
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Guarantee (other than reasonable
costs and expenses incurred by DevLLP in connection with the enforcement of or
preservation of its rights under this Guarantee or any interest payable by the
Guarantor pursuant to Clause 2.2 or DevLLP's right to claim (and the Guarantor's
obligation to indemnify DevLLP in respect of) any liability pursuant to Clause 2.4, the
liability of the Guarantor under or in connection with this Guarantee shall be no greater
than it would have been under the Contract if the Guarantor had been named as the
"Development Manager" therein.

6.

RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND TERMINATION
The Guarantor shall be released from any and all liability pursuant to this Guarantee
and this Guarantee shall terminate with effect from the assignment by the Subsidiary
of its interest in DevLLP provided DevLLP has received an executed guarantee both in
a form that is acceptable to the Council and DevLLP (both acting reasonably) and
from a party with a covenant strength that is acceptable to the Council and DevLLP
(both acting reasonably)

7.

CLAIMS PROCEDURE

7.1

All notices under this Guarantee shall be in writing and all certificates, notices or
written instructions to be given under the terms of this Guarantee shall be served by
sending the same by first class post or by hand, or leaving the same at:
Guarantor
Lendlease Europe Holdings Limited
20 Triton Street, Regent's Place,
London NW1 3BF

7.2

DevLLP
[INSERT NAME]
[ADDRESS]

A notice shall be deemed to be received in the case of:
7.2.1

registered post, on the day it is received; or

7.2.2

delivery by hand, when so delivered,

provided that, in the case of service in accordance with Clause 7.2.2, if the date of
receipt of the notice is not a business day in the country of the recipient, or if the
notice is received outside the hours of 9.00 am to 6.00 pm, it shall be deemed to have
been received at 9.00 am on the next business day.
8.

NO WAIVER AND PROVISIONS SEVERABLE

8.1

No failure or delay by DevLLP in exercising any right or remedy shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise or waiver of any right or remedy
preclude its further exercise or the exercise of any other right or remedy.
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8.2

Each of the provisions of this Guarantee is severable and distinct from the others, and
if for any reason any such provision is or becomes ineffective, inoperable, invalid or
unenforceable it shall be severed and deemed to be deleted from this Guarantee, and
in such event the remaining provisions of this Guarantee shall continue to have full
force and effect.

9.

VARIATIONS
No variations of this Guarantee shall be valid unless in writing and signed by or on
behalf of each of the Parties.

10.

COUNTERPARTS
This Guarantee may be executed in any number of counterparts, and this has the
same effect as if the signatures on the counterparts were on a single copy of this
Guarantee.

11.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Guarantee contains or expressly refers to the entire agreement between the
Parties with respect to the specific subject matter of this Guarantee and expressly
excludes any warranty, condition or other undertaking implied at law or by custom and
supersedes all previous agreements and understandings between the Parties with
respect thereto and each of the Parties acknowledges and confirms that it does not
enter into this Guarantee in reliance on any representation, warranty or other
undertaking not fully reflected in the terms of this Guarantee.

12.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
This Guarantee and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection
with it shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England,
and shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England save that
DevLLP shall have the right to bring proceedings in the courts of any other
jurisdictions in which any of the assets of the Guarantor may be situated.

13.

CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT 1999

13.1

The Parties do not intend any term of this Guarantee to be enforceable by a third party
pursuant to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

13.2

The Guarantor shall not be entitled to contend that any person to whom this
Guarantee is assigned in accordance with Clause 3 (Assignment) is precluded from
recovering under this Guarantee any loss incurred by such assignee resulting from
any breach of this Guarantee by reason that such person is an assignee and not a
named person hereunder.

EXECUTED AS A DEED by the Parties on the date which first appears in this Guarantee.
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EXECUTED as a Deed (but not delivered
until dated) by [DEVLLP]
acting by two Directors or a Director
and the Secretary:-

)
)
)
)
Director

Director/Secretary

EXECUTED as a Deed (but not delivered
until dated) by LENDLEASE EUROPE
HOLDINGS LIMITED
acting by two Directors or a Director
and the Secretary:-

)
)
)
)

Director

Director/Secretary
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DATED

2017
Cabinet Report Version
23.06.2017

(1) [INV LP]
(2) LENDLEASE EUROPE HOLDINGS LIMITED

GUARANTEE
relating to the Asset Management Agreement
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THIS GUARANTEE is made on 1

2017

BETWEEN:(1)

[INV LP] (Company No. [xxxx]) whose registered office is at [ADDRESS] (the
"InvLP"); and

(2)

LENDLEASE EUROPE HOLDINGS LIMITED (Company No. 02594928) whose
registered office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London NW1 3BF (the
"Guarantor").

WHEREAS:(A)

The Council has entered into a 50:50 joint venture partnership with [PSP] forming
[INSERT NAME].

(B)

InvLP has entered into the Contract on or around the date hereof with the Subsidiary
for the performance and fulfilment of the duties and obligations in the Contract in
connection with the provision of asset management services and certain other duties
and obligations of the Subsidiary under and as contemplated by the Contract.

(C)

The Guarantor is [the ultimate holding company] of the Subsidiary.

(D)

The Guarantor has agreed to guarantee to InvLP (in accordance with the terms of this
Guarantee) as a continuing guarantee, the due and proper performance by the
Subsidiary of the Subsidiary's duties and obligations arising under the Contract upon
the terms of this Guarantee.

IT IS AGREED as follows:1.

INTERPRETATION

1.1

In this Guarantee:

1.2

1

"Asset Management
Agreement"

means the strategic asset management agreement
made between (1) InvLP and (2) the Subsidiary in
respect of the portfolio of investment properties
dated on or around the date of this Guarantee

"Contract"

means the Asset Management Agreement

"Party"

means a party to this Guarantee and "Parties" shall
mean both of them

"Subsidiary"

means Lendlease Real Estate Investment Services
Limited incorporated in England and Wales (number
02504487) whose registered office is at 20 Triton
Street, Regent's Place, London, NW1 3BF

Construction
1.2.1

Words and expressions defined in the Contract shall have the same
meanings in this Guarantee unless the context requires otherwise.

1.2.2

Words imparting the singular shall be construed as importing the plural and
vice versa.

Subject to final refinement.
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Now, in consideration of the payment of £1.00 (one pound) (receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged by the Guarantor), THIS GUARANTEE WITNESSES as follows:
2.

GUARANTEE

2.1

Subject to the other provisions of this Guarantee, the Guarantor guarantees
unconditionally and irrevocably the proper and punctual performance and observance
by the Subsidiary of all its obligations, undertakings, warranties and responsibilities
under the Contract (the "Obligations"). The Guarantor covenants, agrees and
undertakes that it shall within ten (10) Business Days of receipt of a written demand
from InvLP, (providing reasonable details of any default and amount of money or
performance being demanded) make good (or procure the Subsidiary or a third party
makes good) any default of the Subsidiary under the Contract and it shall observe and
perform the Obligations to the extent the Subsidiary fails to do so following receipt of
such written demand from InvLP. The Guarantor shall, to the extent that the
Subsidiary fails to do so, pay all sums, liabilities, awards, losses, damages, costs,
charges and expenses (including any legal expenses) that may be or become due and
payable by the Subsidiary pursuant to the Contract (including costs and expenses
incurred by InvLP in connection with the enforcement of or preservation of its rights
under this Guarantee) within ten (10) Business Days of receipt of such written demand
by InvLP provided that the Guarantor shall be entitled to the same defences, right of
set off, deduction or counterclaim as the Subsidiary may have pursuant to the
Contract.

2.2

If the Guarantor fails to pay any amount due to InvLP pursuant to Clause 2.1 within
ten (10) Business Days of receipt of a written demand by InvLP, the Guarantor shall
pay to InvLP, in addition to the amount not paid, simple interest thereon for the period
until such payment is made. The rate of interest payable shall be the Prescribed Rate
calculated on a daily basis and compounded quarterly from the date on which the
payment by the Guarantor became overdue. Nothing in this Guarantee is intended to
render the Subsidiary and the Guarantor liable to pay interest twice for the same
failure to pay an amount due and payable.

2.3

The obligations of the Guarantor under this Guarantee shall be those of a primary and
independent obligor so that no liability or purported liability of the Subsidiary under or
arising out of the Contract shall, as between the Guarantor and InvLP, be treated as
discharged or in any way affected by any legal limitation, disability or incapacity
relating to the Subsidiary or any other person whether or not known to InvLP by any
invalidity in, irregularity affecting or unenforceability of the obligations of the Subsidiary
or any other person under the Contract or by any liquidation, administration, merger,
amalgamation, reorganisation or dissolution of the Subsidiary or any other person or
by any other event or circumstance whatsoever other than the proper and punctual
performance and observance of all the Obligations which are to be performed or
observed under the Contract or which would be so to be performed or observed but
for any such event or circumstance as is previously mentioned in this Clause 2.3.

2.4

As a separate and independent obligation, the Guarantor agrees to indemnify and
keep InvLP indemnified within ten (10) Business Days of receipt of a written demand
against all losses, damages, costs and expenses (including VAT thereon, and
including, without limitation, all court fees and all reasonable legal fees, together with
any disbursements) of whatever nature, whether arising under statute, contract or at
common law, which InvLP may suffer or incur if any of the Obligations are or become
unenforceable, invalid or illegal as if such Obligations had not become unenforceable,
invalid or illegal provided that the Guarantor's liability shall be no greater than the
Subsidiary's liability would have been under the Contract if the Obligation had not
become unenforceable, invalid or illegal.
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2.5

The Guarantor:
2.5.1

acknowledges and agrees that no variation of or alteration to the terms of
the Contract or to the extent, nature or method of performance of the
services therein referred to, and no allowance of time, waiver, forbearance,
forgiveness, concession, indulgence compromise or other dealing under or
in connection with the Contract or any right or remedy or security arising
thereunder, and no invalidity, illegality, unenforceability termination or
irregularity of the Contract or of any provision thereof, and no other act,
omission or default which (but for this provision) might have operated to
release, exonerate or discharge the Guarantor or otherwise reduce,
extinguish or adversely affect any liability of the Guarantor under the terms
of this Guarantee shall in any way release, exonerate or discharge the
Guarantor from any liability under the terms of this Guarantee or otherwise
reduce, extinguish or adversely affect any such liability, and the Guarantor
hereby waives any requirement for notice to it of any such event.

2.5.2

confirms that it has full power and capacity to enter into this Guarantee and
agrees that this Guarantee shall:
(a)

not be revocable by the Guarantor until the Obligations have been
performed and all actual or contingent liabilities arising therefrom
have expired;

(b)

be a continuing guarantee and shall be additional to and not in
substitution for any rights or remedies that InvLP may have against
the Subsidiary under the Contract or at law;

(c)

be additional to any other guarantee or security from time to time
held by InvLP;

(d)

not be affected by any release or waiver of any such guarantee or
security; and

(e)

remain in full force and effect,

notwithstanding the winding-up, liquidation, receivership, administration,
voluntary arrangement or other composition with creditors (or any event
analogous to any of them) of the Subsidiary or if the Subsidiary is unable to
pay it debts (as defined by sections 123(1) and 268(1) of the Insolvency
Act 1986, as amended);
2.5.3

agrees that all sums payable by the Guarantor under this Guarantee shall be
paid to InvLP in full without set off or counterclaim (other than a set off or
counterclaim available to the Subsidiary against InvLP, free of any present or
future taxes, levies, duties, charges, fees, withholdings or deductions
(together referred to as "Deductions") which would not have been imposed
if such payments had been made by the Subsidiary, and if the Guarantor is
compelled by law to make any Deduction, the Guarantor will gross up the
payment so that the net sum received by InvLP is equal to the full amount
which InvLP would have received had no such Deduction been made; and

2.5.4

agrees that the obligations of the Guarantor and the Subsidiary under this
Guarantee and Contract respectively are independent and several
obligations, and accordingly that InvLP shall not be obliged, before enforcing
any of its rights or remedies under this Guarantee, to commence
proceedings or take any other action against the Subsidiary or enforce any
other guarantee or security from time to time held by InvLP in respect of the
Obligations.
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2.6

2.7

Reinstatement
2.6.1

Where any discharge (whether in respect of the Obligations of the Subsidiary
or any security for those Obligations or otherwise) is made in whole or in part
or any arrangement is made on the faith of any payment, security or other
disposition which is avoided or must be restored on insolvency, liquidation or
other similar event, without limitation, the liability of the Guarantor under this
Guarantee shall continue as if the discharge or arrangement had not
occurred.

2.6.2

InvLP may concede or compromise any valid claim that any payment,
security or other disposition is liable to avoidance or restoration.

Non-competition
Until all amounts which may be or become payable by the Subsidiary under the
Contract have been irrevocably paid in full, the Guarantor (in its capacity as Guarantor
hereunder only and not in any other capacity) shall not, after a claim has been made,
or by virtue of any payment or performance by it, under this Guarantee:
2.7.1

be subrogated to any rights, security or moneys held, received or receivable
by InvLP or be entitled to any right of contribution or indemnity in respect of
any payment made or moneys received on account of the Guarantor's
liability under this Guarantee; or

2.7.2

claim rank, prove or vote as a creditor of the Subsidiary or its estate in
competition with InvLP; or

2.7.3

receive, claim or have the benefits of any payment, distribution or security
from or on account of the Subsidiary, or exercise any right of set-off as
against the Subsidiary,

unless InvLP otherwise directs. The Guarantor shall hold in trust for and forthwith pay
or transfer to InvLP any payment or distribution or benefit of security received by it
contrary to this Clause 2.7. Nothing in this Clause 2.7 of this Guarantee shall prevent
activities performed during the normal course of business between the Guarantor and
the Subsidiary.
2.8

Place
All payments by the Guarantor under Clause 2.1 shall be made to InvLP to its account
at such office as it may notify to the Guarantor in writing for this purpose.

2.9

Set off and counterclaim
All payments made by the Guarantor under this Guarantee shall be made without set
off or counterclaim save where the right of set off, deduction or counterclaim arises out
of the Contract.

3.

ASSIGNMENT
The benefit of this Guarantee shall be freely assignable or otherwise transferable by
InvLP to any person acquiring the benefit of the Contract and having the legal
capacity, power and authority to become a Party to and perform the obligations of
InvLP thereunder. Five Business Days prior notice of every such assignment under
this Clause 3 shall be given to the Guarantor.
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4.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

4.1

Without prejudice to any warranties or conditions implied by law, the Guarantor
represents and warrants to InvLP that:
4.1.1

Corporate Power
it has the full power and capacity to enter into and to exercise its rights and
perform its obligations under this Guarantee;

4.1.2

Legal Validity
this Guarantee constitutes its legal, valid and binding obligation enforceable
in accordance with its terms subject to all applicable laws relating to
insolvency, bankruptcy, administration, liquidation or analogous
circumstances;

4.1.3

Due Authority
all necessary action to authorise the execution of and the performance of its
obligations under this Guarantee has been taken;

4.1.4

Pari Passu Ranking
the obligations of the Guarantor under this Guarantee rank and will rank at
least pari passu with all of its other unsecured obligations;

4.1.5

Obligations Binding
the obligations expressed to be assumed by the Guarantor under this
Guarantee are legal, valid and enforceable in accordance with its terms;

4.1.6

No Contravention
to the best of its knowledge, the execution, delivery and performance of this
Guarantee does not contravene any provision of:

4.1.7

(a)

any applicable existing law, treaty or regulation either in force or
enacted but not yet in force;

(b)

the memorandum or articles of association (or the equivalent in its
jurisdiction of incorporation) of the Guarantor;

(c)

any order or decree of any Court or arbitrator existing as at the
date of this Guarantee and binding on the Guarantor; or

(d)

any other material obligation pursuant to a material contract which
is binding upon the Guarantor;

Litigation
no material litigation, arbitration or administrative proceeding are presently in
progress or to the best of the knowledge of the Guarantor pending or
threatened against it or any of its assets which if adversely determined
would be likely to have a material adverse effect on the ability of the
Guarantor to perform its obligations under this Guarantee; and
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4.1.8

Insolvency Proceedings
no proceedings or other steps have been taken and not discharged (nor to
the best of the knowledge of the Guarantor threatened) for its winding up or
dissolution or for the appointment of a receiver, administrative receiver,
administrator, liquidator, judicial factor manager, trustee or similar officer in
relation to any of its material assets or revenues.

4.2

Times for making representations and warranties
The representations and warranties set out in this Clause 4 (Representations and
Warranties) are made by the Guarantor on the date of this Guarantee.

5.

LIABILITY
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Guarantee (other than reasonable
costs and expenses incurred by InvLP in connection with the enforcement of or
preservation of its rights under this Guarantee or any interest payable by the
Guarantor pursuant to Clause 2.2 or InvLP's right to claim (and the Guarantor's
obligation to indemnify InvLP in respect of) any liability pursuant to Clause 2.4, the
liability of the Guarantor under or in connection with this Guarantee shall be no greater
than it would have been under the Contract if the Guarantor had been named as the
"Asset Manager" therein.

6.

RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND TERMINATION
The Guarantor shall be released from any and all liability pursuant to this Guarantee
and this Guarantee shall terminate with effect from the assignment by the Subsidiary
of its interest in InvLP provided InvLP has received an executed guarantee both in a
form that is acceptable to the Council and InvLP (both acting reasonably) and from a
party with a covenant strength that is acceptable to the Council and InvLP (both acting
reasonably)

7.

CLAIMS PROCEDURE

7.1

All notices under this Guarantee shall be in writing and all certificates, notices or
written instructions to be given under the terms of this Guarantee shall be served by
sending the same by first class post or by hand, or leaving the same at:
Guarantor
Lendlease Europe Holdings Limited
20 Triton Street, Regent's Place,
London NW1 3BF

7.2

InvLP
[INSERT NAME]
[ADDRESS]

A notice shall be deemed to be received in the case of:
7.2.1

registered post, on the day it is received; or

7.2.2

delivery by hand, when so delivered,

provided that, in the case of service in accordance with Clause 7.2.2, if the date of
receipt of the notice is not a business day in the country of the recipient, or if the
notice is received outside the hours of 9.00 am to 6.00 pm, it shall be deemed to have
been received at 9.00 am on the next business day.
8.

NO WAIVER AND PROVISIONS SEVERABLE

8.1

No failure or delay by InvLP in exercising any right or remedy shall operate as a
waiver, nor shall any single or partial exercise or waiver of any right or remedy
preclude its further exercise or the exercise of any other right or remedy.
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8.2

Each of the provisions of this Guarantee is severable and distinct from the others, and
if for any reason any such provision is or becomes ineffective, inoperable, invalid or
unenforceable it shall be severed and deemed to be deleted from this Guarantee, and
in such event the remaining provisions of this Guarantee shall continue to have full
force and effect.

9.

VARIATIONS
No variations of this Guarantee shall be valid unless in writing and signed by or on
behalf of each of the Parties.

10.

COUNTERPARTS
This Guarantee may be executed in any number of counterparts, and this has the
same effect as if the signatures on the counterparts were on a single copy of this
Guarantee.

11.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Guarantee contains or expressly refers to the entire agreement between the
Parties with respect to the specific subject matter of this Guarantee and expressly
excludes any warranty, condition or other undertaking implied at law or by custom and
supersedes all previous agreements and understandings between the Parties with
respect thereto and each of the Parties acknowledges and confirms that it does not
enter into this Guarantee in reliance on any representation, warranty or other
undertaking not fully reflected in the terms of this Guarantee.

12.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
This Guarantee and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection
with it shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England,
and shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England save that
InvLP shall have the right to bring proceedings in the courts of any other jurisdictions
in which any of the assets of the Guarantor may be situated.

13.

CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT 1999

13.1

The Parties do not intend any term of this Guarantee to be enforceable by a third party
pursuant to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

13.2

The Guarantor shall not be entitled to contend that any person to whom this
Guarantee is assigned in accordance with Clause 3 (Assignment) is precluded from
recovering under this Guarantee any loss incurred by such assignee resulting from
any breach of this Guarantee by reason that such person is an assignee and not a
named person hereunder.

EXECUTED AS A DEED by the Parties on the date which first appears in this Guarantee.
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EXECUTED as a Deed (but not delivered
until dated) by [INVLP]
acting by two Directors or a Director
and the Secretary:-

)
)
)
)
Director

Director/Secretary

EXECUTED as a Deed (but not delivered
until dated) by LENDLEASE EUROPE
HOLDINGS LIMITED
acting by two Directors or a Director
and the Secretary:-

)
)
)
)

Director

Director/Secretary
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DATED

2017
Cabinet Report Version
23.06.2017

(1) [DevLLP]
(2) [Lendlease Development (Europe) Limited]

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
relating to services to be provided to [DevLLP] in relation
to the Haringey Development Vehicle LLP
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THIS AGREEMENT is made on

2017

BETWEEN:(1)

[DEVLLP] a limited liability partnership registered in England, (LLP Number [xxx]) whose
registered office is at [ADDRESS] ("DevLLP"); and

(2)

[LENDLEASE DEVELOPMENT (EUROPE) LIMITED] (Company Number 02946679) a company
registered in England and Wales whose registered office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place
London NW1 3BF (the "Development Manager"),
together the "Parties".

WHEREAS:(A)

The HDV has been established as a joint venture partnership between The Mayor and Burgesses
of the London Borough of Haringey (the "Council") and [PSP] to carry out regeneration and
development activities in the Borough.

(B)

DevLLP is a wholly owned subsidiary of HDV established with the Objectives, which has been set
up to take responsibility for the development activities in the Borough.

(C)

DevLLP wishes to appoint the Development Manager to provide the Services on the terms and
conditions set out in this Agreement in return for the payment of the Development Management
Fee (subject to and in accordance with the terms of this Agreement).

IT IS AGREED as follows:1.

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
This Agreement shall be interpreted according to the provisions of Schedule 1 (Definitions and
Interpretation).

2.

APPOINTMENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

2.1

DevLLP appoints the Development Manager on an exclusive basis as DevLLP's property and
development manager for the Development Sites through the provision of the Services to DevLLP
and also for the provision of certain of the Services to HDV (for the running of its day to day
business) upon the terms and conditions set out in this Agreement and the Development Manager
hereby accepts its appointment and agrees to provide the Services to DevLLP and HDV
throughout the term of this Agreement in accordance with the terms and conditions set out in this
Agreement. For the purposes of this Agreement DevLLP may act as an agent in procuring the
Services from the Development Manager on behalf of an HDV Party and accordingly the
Development Manager agrees to provide the Services to DevLLP or such HDV Party as HDV shall
nominate.

2.2

The Development Manager shall be an independent contractor with respect to the provision of the
Services to DevLLP. Neither the Development Manager nor its employees shall be deemed to be
the servants, agents or employees of DevLLP (save as expressly set out in this Agreement).

2.3

The Development Manager shall neither act nor hold itself out as having authority to act on behalf
of DevLLP in any manner which is beyond the express scope of this Agreement unless otherwise
instructed to do so by DevLLP.

2.4

The Development Manager's key personnel in relation to the Services shall be as identified in
Schedule 4 (the "Key Personnel") The Development Manager shall, so far as it is within its
reasonable control and so long as the relevant Key Personnel remain fit healthy, able and an
employee of the Development Manager, procure that throughout the period of this Agreement the
Key Personnel are engaged in the performance of the Services and the Development Manager's
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obligations under this Agreement and shall not, from the Commencement Date until the date of
termination or expiry of this Agreement, replace the Key Personnel without the prior written consent
of DevLLP (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed). To the extent that the
Development Manager wishes to replace any member of the Key Personnel or add any additional
individual to the list of Key Personnel the Development Manager shall provide a person
specification and curriculum vitae for the relevant candidate for prior approval by DevLLP (such
approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed) and in the event DevLLP has not rejected the
relevant candidate within 28 days of receipt of the candidate’s curriculum vitae and person
specification, DevLLP shall be deemed to have approved the candidate in question and such
candidate shall be deemed to be Key Personnel going forward.
3.

OBLIGATIONS AND DUTIES OF THE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

3.1

General
3.1.1

The Development Manager acknowledges that it is and shall be deemed to be fully aware
of the terms of the Members' Agreement, the Project Agreements and the Business Plans
and shall at all times:(a)

use all reasonable skill and care in performing the Services and take such
actions as are to be expected of a properly qualified, experienced and
competent property and development manager so as to implement and deliver
the requirements of the Business Plans and to secure the Objectives;

(b)

act within the parameters of and in a manner consistent with the Business
Plans; and

(c)

provide the Services in accordance with Good Industry Practice.

insofar as the Business Plans and Members’ Agreement relate to the Services.
3.1.2

DevLLP shall inform the Development Manager of any material amendments or variations
to the Members' Agreement and the Business Plans, to the extent that such amendments
are relevant to the Services, within a reasonable time following such amendment or
variation.

3.1.3

In the performance of the Services, the Development Manager shall:-
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(a)

use all reasonable skill and care to deliver the outputs set out in the
Development Business Plans in accordance with the development programme
for each Development Site (including without limitation the longstop dates and
milestone dates for each Development Site as set out in the Development
Business Plan and the Development Framework Agreement);

(b)

act at all times in the best interests of DevLLP and each HDV Party;

(c)

devote such time and attention as may be necessary for the proper
performance of the Services and shall use all reasonable skill and care to
perform the Services in accordance with the Resource Plan;

(d)

perform the Services and its obligations under this Agreement in accordance
with Good Industry Practice so as to give to DevLLP the full and complete
benefit of the Development Manager's experience and expertise in relation to
the development of the Development Sites;

(e)

act at all times in good faith towards DevLLP with due regard to the provisions
of the Members' Agreement and the Business Plans and shall, subject to
Clause 6 (Obligations of DevLLP) and the scope of the Services, comply with
the reasonable, proper and lawful instructions of and use all reasonable skill
and care to implement the reasonable, proper and lawful decisions of DevLLP
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in relation to the management of the Development Sites and the provision of the
Services:-
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(i)

in so far as any such instructions or decisions would not otherwise
place the Development Manager in breach of its authority set out in
the Delegation Policy or any other obligation under this Agreement
and/or any other agreements it has entered into with DevLLP (or any
other HDV Party); and/or

(ii)

save where such instructions or decisions are outside the scope of the
Services.

(f)

notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement (and unless prior written
consent has been obtained from DevLLP to extend its authority) ensure that the
Development Manager acts at all times in accordance with its permitted
authorities as set out in the Delegation Policy and this Agreement and with all
reasonable and proper instructions of DevLLP;

(g)

act at all times in accordance with the Law and not cause DevLLP or any HDV
Party to be in breach of the Law, or of any regulation or condition imposed by
any statutory undertaker;

(h)

comply with the Procurement Policy;

(i)

set up and maintain (and procure that any persons to whom it sub-contracts any
of the Services pursuant to and in accordance with Clause 5 (Assignment and
Appointment of Advisers and Agents) sets up and maintains) policies and
procedures covering the following matters and ensure that the terms and
implementation of such procedures comply with the Law, Guidance and Good
Industry Practice and that they are published in written form and that copies of
them (and any revisions and amendments to them) are forthwith issued to
DevLLP:(i)

equality, diversity and equal opportunities;

(ii)

health and safety;

(iii)

whistleblowing and confidential reporting policies;

(iv)

anti-fraud and corruption; and

(v)

information and data security;

(j)

report to DevLLP promptly in writing any issue arising under any of the
Development Manager’s policies and procedures as specified in paragraph (i)
that affects the Services together with the Development Manager’s response to
the relevant issue.

(k)

give such general and professional advice and assistance to DevLLP in
connection with the Development Sites as may lie within the field of the
Development Manager's qualifications, competence and experience and as
DevLLP may from time to time reasonably request save where such advice and
assistance are outside the scope of the Services;

(l)

at all times exercise its discretion and business judgment fairly and properly and
in the best interests of DevLLP and each HDV Party;

(m)

have regard at all times to the principles of good estate management and
professional codes of conduct and/or guidelines laid down from time to time by
the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (or its successor body from time to
time);
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3.2

(n)

not make any undisclosed profit or commission out of its duties and the
Services; and

(o)

not and shall use reasonable endeavours to procure that any Sub-contractor
appointed pursuant to Clause 5 (Assignment and Appointment of Advisers and
Agents) shall not knowingly do or knowingly omit to do anything in connection
with the provision of the Services or in the course of its or their activities, which
in the reasonable opinion of DevLLP brings the standing of DevLLP and/or any
of the HDV Parties and/or the Council into serious disrepute or attracts material
adverse publicity to DevLLP and/or any of the HDV Parties and/or the Council.

Service Delivery
In the performance of the Services, the Development Manager shall:-

3.3

3.2.1

co-operate in good faith with any relevant consultants professionals or contractors
appointed by DevLLP and/or any other HDV Party;

3.2.2

where DevLLP provides funds to the Development Manager to enable the Development
Manager to fulfil its duties and obligations under this Agreement, to use such funds only
for the purposes of carrying out the Services and in a prudent manner, having due regard
to the nature of the Services, the requirement to provide the Services as a whole and in
accordance with the Business Plans (to the extent they are relevant to the provision of the
Services) and the Objectives;

3.2.3

perform the Services in such manner and at such time so that no act, omission or default
of the Development Manager in relation to the performance of the Services shall
knowingly cause DevLLP and/or any HDV Party to be in breach of the Law or of any
regulation or condition imposed by any statutory body or competent authority or statutory
undertakers or other authority having jurisdiction or authority or statutory powers of
enforcement;

3.2.4

procure, at all times during the continuance of this Agreement, that the Development
Manager shall employ and/or engage a sufficient number of suitably skilled, qualified and
fully trained persons to provide the Services and to enable the Development Manager to
comply with the terms of this Agreement; and

3.2.5

use reasonable endeavours to comply with such timescales as may be agreed with
DevLLP in relation to the provision of the Services from time to time.

Reporting and Progress Monitoring
In the performance of the Services, the Development Manager shall:3.3.1

keep DevLLP regularly informed of progress of all Services in which the Development
Manager is engaged under this Agreement and shall provide all such information in its
possession or control in relation to the Services as DevLLP shall reasonably request from
time to time;

3.3.2

make full and timely disclosure to DevLLP promptly upon becoming aware of any:-
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(a)

matter which adversely affects any of the Development Sites, any HDV Party or
adversely affects any HDV Party's liability in respect of any of the Developments
Sites;

(b)

matter which arises (or is likely to arise) and which would have a material
adverse effect on the ability of the Development Manager to perform the
Services in accordance with this Agreement;

(c)

of the insolvency events specified in Clause 11.3 (Duration and Termination)
arising in relation to the Development Manager; and/or
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(d)

actual or potential conflict of interest which may arise with the Development
Manager or any of the Development Manager's directors or Key Personnel in
the performance of the Services and/or the Development Manager’s duties and
obligations under this Agreement;

3.3.3

allow DevLLP and/or any HDV Party (and their respective Members, employees, agents
and advisers), on reasonable prior notice, such access to Key Personnel and to inspect
and/or take copies of any documents or records as may be reasonably necessary or
appropriate for the purpose of or in connection with the Services and/or the Business and
for the purpose of monitoring the Development Manager’s performance of the Services in
accordance with this Agreement;

3.3.4

when reasonably required by DevLLP (giving details of time, location and agenda) to
attend meetings of the DevLLP Board and/or HDV Board (at no cost to DevLLP or HDV)
to present its Monthly Performance Report, to provide a full briefing and professional
advice to DevLLP or HDV on the performance of the Services and the Development Sites
and on general matters in respect of HDV Parties, to seek DevLLP Board approval or
HDV Board approval where required in accordance with the Delegation Policy) and to
support (to the extent consistent with the Development Manager's obligations under this
Agreement) its actions and to answer either at, or as soon as is reasonably practicable
after, such meeting all enquiries made at such meetings; and

3.3.5

provide DevLLP with a report detailing the Development Manager's performance and
delivery of the Services during the immediately preceding month (the "Relevant Month")
in accordance with the terms of this Agreement (the "Monthly Performance Report")
and in particular the relevant provisions of Schedule 6. For the avoidance of doubt the
first Monthly Performance Report shall relate to the period from and including the
Commencement Date and expiring on the last Business Day of the month in which the
Commencement Date occurred (and the Monthly Performance Report shall become due
on the fifth Business Day thereafter).

4.

RESOURCE PLANS

4.1

The Development Manager shall produce a draft Resource Plan in respect of each Development
Site (containing the information required by paragraph 1.1 of Schedule 3) for the approval of
DevLLP (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed) prior to the commencement of
the performance of the Services in respect of the relevant Development Site. The Resource Plan
will be contained within each Stage approval request and within each Development Business Plan.

4.2

Each Resource Plan shall contain the information set out in and shall be implemented in
accordance with the provisions of Schedule 3 (Resource Plan).

4.3

The Development Manager shall use all reasonable endeavours to perform the Services in respect
of the relevant Development Site in accordance with the Resource Plan as approved by DevLLP.
The Development Manager (acting reasonably) shall be entitled to propose updates to each
Resource Plan at six monthly intervals for approval by DevLLP (not to be unreasonably withheld or
delayed). Save as expressly provided, any amendments to any Resource Plan shall require the
prior approval of DevLLP (not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed).

5.

ASSIGNMENT AND APPOINTMENT OF ADVISERS AND AGENTS

5.1

Sub-contracting by the Development Manager
5.1.1
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The Development Manager shall not sub-contract, assign, novate, delegate or otherwise
transfer any benefit or obligation, or the performance of any of its rights, obligations or
duties under this Agreement other than in accordance with the provisions of this Clause 5
(Assignment and Appointment of Advisers and Agents).
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5.1.2

5.1.3

5.2

The Development Manager may sub-contract the Services (or part thereof) provided
always that the Development Manager:(a)

has received the prior written consent of DevLLP (such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed);

(b)

the Development Manager may only sub-contract the Key Services with the
prior written consent of DevLLP and DevLLP shall be deemed to be acting
reasonably in withholding consent to the sub-contracting of any Key Services at
its absolute discretion;

(c)

shall select Sub-contractors which are appropriately qualified to undertake the
task for which they have been appointed;

(d)

exercises full supervision of the performance of its Sub-contractors and for any
costs or fees of any such sub-contracting;

(e)

places obligations and liabilities on each Sub-contractor (where appropriate)
which are no less onerous than the obligations and liabilities placed on the
Development Manager under this Agreement in respect of the Services which
are the subject of the sub-contract taking into account the nature of the services
required under that arrangement;

(f)

shall be responsible for all acts and omissions of its Sub-contractors as though
they were its own;

(g)

ensures (on appointment of any Sub-contractors and on each subsequent
anniversary of each appointment thereafter) that such Sub-contractors have
adequate insurance commensurate to their role with an insurer of repute
(including, but not limited to professional indemnity insurance) and upon request
delivers evidence of the same to DevLLP; and

(h)

shall be responsible for the costs and fees of such sub-contract (including all
costs incurred by the Development Manager as a result of any sub-contract).

For the avoidance of doubt, no sub-contract under Clause 5.1.2 (Sub-contracting by the
Development Manager) shall in any way release the Development Manager from any of
its obligations under this Agreement.

Appointments by the Development Manager on behalf of DevLLP
5.2.1

Subject always to:(a)

the Procurement Policy; and

(b)

the Delegation Policy,

the Development Manager shall if required as part of the provision of the Services be
entitled to appoint consultants, advisors and contractors to provide works or services to
DevLLP as required on behalf of DevLLP ("Appointment") provided always that such
Appointment complies with the provisions of Clause 5.2.2 and Clause 5.2.3. Any such
consultant, advisor or contractor is referred to as an "Appointee".
5.2.2
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All Appointments made in accordance with Clause 5.2.1 (Appointments by the
Development Manager on behalf of DevLLP) shall comply with the Procurement Policy
and the terms of any delegation made by DevLLP to the Development Manager and,
unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, be entered into in the name of DevLLP. The
Development Manager shall make full and complete disclosure of any interest (whether
pecuniary or non-pecuniary) which the Development Manager, or its officers or
employees may have in the contracting entity that is the subject of such proposed or
existing Appointment and notify DevLLP of the name and identity of the proposed or
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existing Appointee, including any Appointee that may be a company within the
Development Manager's Group.
5.2.3

The Development Manager shall:(a)

use all reasonable endeavours to fully enforce the terms of each Appointment
on behalf of DevLLP provided that the Development Manager shall not be liable
for any act omission or default of any Appointee save to the extent caused by a
breach of this Agreement by the Development Manager; and

(b)

subject to Clause 15.3 (Intellectual Property), procure that (unless otherwise
agreed by DevLLP), as part of the terms of the Appointment, each Appointee is
required to comply with obligations no less onerous than those placed on the
Development Manager under this Agreement (to the extent applicable and
proportionate to the works and/or services being carried out by the Appointee).

6.

OBLIGATIONS OF DEVLLP

6.1

Subject always to Clause 7 (Limitations) DevLLP shall:6.1.1

supply or arrange for others to supply to the Development Manager, without charge, and
in such reasonable time so as not to prevent, delay or disrupt the performance of the
Services, all data, information and records relating to the Development Sites (or part
thereof) (or copies thereof) which are:(a)

in its possession or under its control; and

(b)

which are reasonably requested from time to time by the Development
Manager;

6.1.2

where such Development Sites (or any relevant part of them) are within the control of
DevLLP, ensure that the Development Manager has reasonable access to the
Development Sites (or any relevant part of them) as may be necessary for the proper
performance of its duties under this Agreement;

6.1.3

where DevLLP requires the Development Manager to comply with any proper and lawful
instruction or direction where the subject matter of such instruction or direction is not set
out in the scope of the Services to be provided by the Development Manager in
Schedule 2 (Services) and the cost of complying with such instruction or direction will
incur an additional cost, ensure that the Development Manager has the funds it
reasonably requires to comply with such instruction or direction;

6.1.4

pay the Development Management Fee to the Development Manager subject to and in
accordance with the provisions of Clause 8 (Remuneration) and Schedule 4 (Fee
Payment Mechanism).

7.

LIMITATIONS

7.1

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Development Manager shall not, when
carrying out and performing its obligations and duties under this Agreement, expend on behalf of
DevLLP or commit DevLLP to expend in any way whatsoever, any sum of money to any third party
save:7.1.1

where and to the extent that such expenditure has either been approved in writing by
DevLLP or is included in a written instruction or direction issued by DevLLP or is
expressly authorised under the Delegation Policy; or

7.1.2

where and to the extent that such expenditure is contained in the Approved Budget set
out in a Development Business Plan.
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7.2

For the avoidance of doubt, and subject to Clause 7.1.2, the Development Manager shall be
entitled to take such actions as are set out under the "Development Manager" heading in the
Delegation Policy without the further prior written approval of DevLLP.

8.

REMUNERATION

8.1

The Development Management Fee shall be payable subject to and in accordance with the
provisions of this Clause 8 (Remuneration) and Schedule 4 (Fee Payment Mechanism).

8.2

In consideration of the provision of the Services to DevLLP and subject to the submission by the
Development Manager to DevLLP of the Monthly Performance Report in accordance with
Clause 3.3.5 (Reporting and Progress Monitoring) and the submission of an invoice (and Monthly
Time Sheet) no earlier than the date required in accordance with the provisions of Schedule 4
DevLLP shall pay to the Development Manager the "Development Management Fee".

8.3

For the avoidance of doubt but subject to Clauses 3.1.3(e) (Obligations and Duties of the
Development Manager) the Development Management Fee shall be inclusive of all costs and
expenses incurred by the Development Manager in connection with performing the Services and its
obligations under and in connection with this Agreement and the Development Manager shall be
responsible for all such costs and expenses.

8.4

Subject to Clause 8.1 (Remuneration) the Development Management Fee shall be payable to the
Development Manager within 28 days of the submission by the Development Manager of the
relevant invoice in respect in respect of the Development Management Fee (or part thereof) which
the Development Manager is entitled to pursuant to Schedule 4 (Fee Payment Mechanism).

8.5

All Development Management Fee payments should be made by bank transfer to such account as
the Development Manager shall notify to DevLLP from time to time.

9.

DISPUTES

9.1

If any dispute or difference arises in relation to this Agreement which is not resolved by the Parties
within twenty (20) Business Days (or such longer period as the Parties may agree in writing) of the
dispute or difference first arising, each Party shall be entitled to refer such matter to an Expert for
determination where it considers (acting reasonably) that such matter is capable of determination
by an Expert.

9.2

The Expert shall have due regard to the provisions of this Agreement and shall act as an Expert
and not as an arbitrator. The Expert shall allow all Parties to make representations and
counter-representations within a reasonable period and shall give his decision as soon as
reasonably practicable.

9.3

The decision of the Expert shall be notified in writing to all Parties within thirty (30) Business Days
of the date of the referral of the dispute to the Expert (or such other date as agreed by the Parties
in writing), together with the reasons for and any evidence on which he has relied in coming to such
decision. The Expert’s decision shall be final and binding upon them (provided it is notified to the
Parties in writing within the specified or agreed timescale) in the absence of manifest error or fraud
and the costs of the determination shall be borne as the Expert shall determine is fair and
reasonable in all the circumstances.

9.4

If the Expert shall relinquish his or her appointment or die or if it shall become apparent that for any
reason he or she will be unable to complete his or her duties hereunder then any Party may apply
to the appropriate President (or the next the most senior available officer) of the Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors or the Law Society or the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and
Wales (as appropriate to the determination of an appropriate expert in relation to a Deadlock Matter
under the Members' Agreement) for a substitute to be appointed in his or her place which
procedure may be repeated as many times as necessary.

9.5

In circumstances where no relevant Party has referred the dispute or difference which has arisen in
relation to this Agreement for determination by an Expert in accordance with the provisions of
Clause 9.1 (Disputes) within 10 Business Days of the dispute or difference first arising (or from the
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date that the relevant Parties agree (acting reasonably) that the matter is not capable for decision
by an Expert or the Expert fails to notify the Parties of his/her decisions within the specified or
agreed period set out in Clause 9.3 (Disputes)), the relevant Parties shall attempt to settle the
matter by mediation in accordance with the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution ("CEDR")
Model Mediation Procedure. Unless otherwise agreed between the relevant Parties, the mediator
will be nominated by CEDR. To initiate the mediation a Party must give notice in writing
("Mediation Notice") to the other relevant Party or Parties requesting a mediation. A copy of the
request should be sent to CEDR. The mediation will take place in Haringey and will start not later
than 20 Business Days after the date of the Mediation Notice. If the matter is not settled by
mediation within 30 Business Days of the commencement of mediation or within such further
period as the relevant Parties may agree in writing, then DevLLP shall be entitled to terminate this
Agreement by the service of 30 Business Days notice on the Development Manager.
10.

LIABILITY

10.1

Subject to Clause 10.2, the liability of the Development Manager to DevLLP (and any HDV Party)
or any other person under or in connection with this Agreement for all claims, whether in contract,
tort (including negligence) or otherwise, shall not exceed (this information is contained in the
exempt part of the report) per claim and/or (this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report) in the aggregate (provided this limit on liability shall not apply in respect of claims under or
in connection with Clauses 16.3.2, or 16.3.3(c)).

10.2

Nothing in this Agreement shall exclude or limit the liability of any Party for:10.2.1

death or personal injury caused by its negligence (or that of its contractors, agents or
employees); or

10.2.2

fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.

10.3

Where the Development Manager is required to make any payment to DevLLP and/or any HDV
Party or the Council (as applicable) following final agreement or determination of the relevant claim
as a result of any liability under the terms of this Agreement, such amount shall be immediately
payable as a debt owed by the Development Manager to DevLLP and/or any HDV Party and/or the
Council (as applicable).

11.

DURATION AND TERMINATION

11.1

This Agreement shall commence on the Commencement Date and shall continue in force until the
earliest to occur of:-

11.2

11.1.1

the date this Agreement is terminated forthwith by notice in writing by DevLLP in
accordance with Clause 27 (Duration, Termination and Winding up) of the Members'
Agreement;

11.1.2

subject to Clause 12.1A (Duration and Termination), the date of termination of the
Members' Agreement;

11.1.3

the PSP no longer being a member of the HDV;

11.1.4

the date agreed in writing between the Parties;

11.1.5

the date of termination of HDV;

11.1.6

a date or event specified in this Clause 11 (Duration and Termination); and

11.1.7

a date specified in Clause 13.4 (Force Majeure).

In the event of a Termination Event under the Members' Agreement, the Parties agree that this
Agreement shall partially terminate except for the provisions required for the Development
Manager to manage the completion of the works or Services on the land interests referred to in
Clause 27.2.7(c) of the Members' Agreement and any other contracts necessary to complete such
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works and realise development proceeds. In these circumstances, the surviving provisions of the
Development Management Agreement will automatically terminate with immediate effect after the
completion of such works and other actions required in order to realise development proceeds and
the Development Management Fee shall be reduced on a pro rata basis.
11.3

11.4

The appointment of the Development Manager (and its authority to act) shall terminate immediately
upon any of the following occurring:11.3.1

the Development Manager being deemed unable to pay its debts within the meaning of
section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986;

11.3.2

an administrative receiver, receiver, administrator, liquidator or similar officer is appointed
in respect of the entirety of the Development Manager’s assets or undertaking;

11.3.3

a floating charge crystallising over the Development Manager's material assets and the
holder of such floating charge successfully takes steps to enforce such security;

11.3.4

a distress, distraint, charging order, attachment, execution or other process is levied
against any of the Development Manager's assets and remains undischarged for a period
of twenty one (21) days;

11.3.5

there being an unsatisfied judgment or order of any court or tribunal, or award of any
arbitrator, outstanding against the Development Manager;

11.3.6

a meeting of the Development Manager's creditors, or any class of them, is held or
summoned or a proposal is made for a moratorium, composition or arrangement in
relation to any of its debts, or for a voluntary arrangement under Part 1 of the Insolvency
Act 1986; and/or

11.3.7

anything analogous to any of the events set out in Clauses 11.3.1 to 11.3.6 (inclusive)
occurring in respect of the Development Manager in any jurisdiction.

Without prejudice to any other rights or remedies of the Parties but subject to Clause 11.6
(Duration and Termination), this Agreement may be terminated forthwith (either in whole or in
relation to certain Services only) by notice in writing by DevLLP in the event of the Development
Manager:11.4.1

being in breach of any material obligation under this Agreement which is not capable of
remedy;

11.4.2

being in breach of any material obligation under this Agreement which is capable of
remedy and the Development Manager has failed to remedy such breach within thirty
(30) Business Days (or such alternate period determined by the DevLLP Board acting
reasonably) following the service upon the Development Manager of a written notice
notifying the Development Manager of such breach; and/or

11.4.3

being in breach of any of its obligations to carry out the Services under or in accordance
with this Agreement which materially and adversely affects the delivery of any Business
Plan or any of the Objectives; and/or

11.4.4

being in persistent breach of any obligation under this Agreement and/or;

11.4.5

being in breach of Clause 14.2 (Indemnity and Professional Indemnity Insurance); and/or

11.4.6

in the event the cap set out in Clause 10.1 (Liability) is met; and/or

11.4.7

a breach of obligations under this Agreement to:(a)
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act in accordance with the Business Plans; or
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(b)

incur costs on behalf of DevLLP and/or any HDV Party (as applicable) which
are in excess of those set out in the Approved Budget and are not approved in
accordance with the Delegation Policy save in each case with the prior written
consent of DevLLP);

11.4.8

(including its directors or any persons with powers of representation, decision or control
of the Development Manager) committing or knowingly permitting any act to be
committed which is fraudulent or dishonest;

11.4.9

bringing the standing of DevLLP or any HDV Party and/or the Council into serious
disrepute or bringing about material adverse publicity in relation to DevLLP or any HDV
Party and/or the Council and following the service upon it of written notice from such
party informing the Development Manager that this is the case, the Development
Manager failing to remedy or change the matter, event or circumstance which has caused
such serious disrepute or material adverse publicity (as the case may be) within twenty
(20) Business Days of the date of service of such notice. For the avoidance of doubt, this
provision shall not apply where the action taken by the Development Manager which
causes such disrepute or adverse publicity was undertaken at the written request of the
DevLLP Board or HDV Board or was particularly specified in the Business Plans;

11.4.10 serving a notice upon DevLLP in compliance with Clause 14.4 (Indemnity and
Professional Indemnity Insurance) or failing to serve such a notice in breach of
Clause 14.4 (Indemnity and Professional Indemnity Insurance); and/or
11.4.11 failing to comply with its obligations in Clause 14 (Indemnity and Professional Indemnity
Insurance) of this Agreement and failing to remedy such default within three (3) Business
Days of a notice by DevLLP of such breach.
11.5

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Parties agree that no matter shall
constitute a termination event of the Development Manager pursuant to Clause 11.4 (Duration and
Termination) where such termination event is materially:11.5.1

attributable to external factors outside of the control of the Development Manager or
which occur as a result of a Force Majeure Event;

11.5.2

attributable to the delay by DevLLP or an HDV Party in respect of any decision or action
required by DevLLP or an HDV Party as applicable) (save to the extent that any such
delay arises out of any fault on the part of the Development Manager); and/or

11.5.3

attributable to an act or omission of DevLLP or an HDV Party or a breach by any one or
more of them of their respective obligations under the Project Agreements,

provided that this Clause 11.5 (Duration and Termination) shall not apply to or affect the
termination events set out in Clauses 11.4.9 or 11.4.11.
11.6

In the event of a Termination Event under the Members' Agreement the Parties agree that this
Agreement shall continue until such time as it is terminated in accordance with Clause 27.2.7(g) of
the Members' Agreement.

11.7

In the event that this Agreement is terminated pursuant to this Clause 11 (Duration and
Termination) the Development Manager hereby confirms that it shall have no other claim
whatsoever against DevLLP, any HDV Party or the Council in respect of such termination, whether
by way of a claim for compensation, breakage costs, damages or otherwise, other than in
accordance with Clause 12.5.

12.

CONSEQUENCES OF TERMINATION

12.1

On a termination of this Agreement (whether in whole or in part) DevLLP and/or any HDV Party
shall be entitled to engage a third party development manager for the Development Sites (in
respect of those Services which have been terminated pursuant to Clause 11 (Duration and
Termination)).
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12.2

Upon any termination of this Agreement (whether in whole or in part) for whatever reason:12.2.1

the Development Manager shall take action to:(a)

wind-up the terminated Services in a professional manner; and

(b)

on the reasonable instruction of DevLLP, hand over all relevant information and
documents regarding the Development Sites or the Services performed up to
the date of termination (including any Confidential Information) to DevLLP, any
third party development manager engaged by DevLLP or any other HDV Party,

in an orderly and timely manner (with effect from the date of the appointment of such third
party development manager, where relevant); and
12.2.2

cause to be delivered to DevLLP (at no cost to DevLLP) all Confidential Information,
relevant documents, records, information, data, drawings, specifications, calculations,
and other materials under its control and relating to the Development Sites (whether in
the course of preparation or completed) including any copies thereof (whether electronic
or otherwise) (but subject to any legal or regulatory requirement for the Development
Manager to retain a copy of any document for audit purposes and provided that the
Development Manager notifies DevLLP of all such documents of which copies have been
retained).

12.3

Termination of this Agreement (in whole or in part) for any reason whatsoever shall be without
prejudice to the accrued rights or claims of any Party hereto in relation to any act or omission of the
other prior to such termination.

12.4

Notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement shall continue
to bind each Party insofar as and so long as may be necessary to give effect to their respective
rights and obligations hereunder.

12.5

In the event that this Agreement is terminated in accordance with the provisions of Clause 11
(Duration and Termination), the Development Manager shall only be entitled to the Development
Management Fee in respect of those Services performed up to the date of termination. In such
circumstances neither DevLLP nor any HDV Party shall be liable to the Development Manager for
any loss of profit or opportunity, loss of contracts or other costs, losses and/or expenses arising out
of or in connection with such termination.

13.

FORCE MAJEURE

13.1

If by reason of a Force Majeure Event occurring on or after the Commencement Date a Party is
wholly or partially unable to carry out its obligations under this Agreement (the "Affected Party")
then the Affected Party shall promptly serve notice in writing to the other Parties, setting out:13.1.1

the particulars of the Force Majeure Event and its effect upon its performance under this
Agreement; and

13.1.2

to the extent known, the expected duration of the Affected Party's failure to perform.

13.2

An Affected Party shall not be entitled to relief under Clause 13.4 (Force Majeure) for any failure or
delay in complying with its obligations under or in accordance with this Agreement until the notice
specified in Clause 13.1 (Force Majeure) has been provided to the other Parties.

13.3

The Affected Party shall:13.3.1

make reasonable efforts to prevent, remove, avoid and mitigate the effects of any Force
Majeure Event including recourse to alternative acceptable sources of services,
equipment, supplies and materials and the payment of reasonable sums of money;

13.3.2

use reasonable efforts to ensure a prompt resumption of normal performance of this
Agreement after the cessation of a Force Majeure Event; and
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13.3.3

13.4

13.5

when reasonably requested by another Party, provide that Party (and a copy to the other
Parties) with notice more fully describing the relevant Force Majeure Event, its cause, the
efforts being made to remove, avoid and mitigate its effects and an estimate of the
duration of the Force Majeure Event.

Following the service of notice in accordance with Clause 13.1 (Force Majeure) and provided that
the Affected Party has complied with the provisions of Clause 13.3, the Affected Party shall not be
liable for any cost, expense or damages, failure or delay in complying with its obligations under or
in accordance with this Agreement to the extent that it is prevented from or delayed in performing
its obligations by one or more Force Majeure Events and its or their effects or by any combination
of those events and effects. Such obligations shall be suspended for such period or periods as
may be required for the Affected Party to overcome the effects of such Force Majeure Event
provided, however, that:13.4.1

the suspension of performance is of no greater scope and of no longer duration than the
Force Majeure Event and the time reasonably necessary to attend to the consequences
of such Force Majeure Event;

13.4.2

no relief shall be granted to a Party in accordance with this Clause to the extent that such
failure or delay would have been experienced by such Party even if such Force Majeure
Event had not occurred; and

13.4.3

in the event that the Affected Party gives notice under Clause 13.1 (Force Majeure) and
the relevant Force Majeure Event continues for a continuous period of three (3) months
(from the date of the notice under Clause 13.1 (Force Majeure)) during which the Affected
Party is unable to perform its obligations under this Agreement, then any Party shall be
entitled to terminate this Agreement immediately by notice in writing.

The Affected Party shall promptly serve notice in writing to the other Parties following:13.5.1

the cessation of the relevant Force Majeure Event; and

13.5.2

the cessation of the effects of such Force Majeure Event on the enjoyment by such
Affected Party of its rights or the performance by it of its obligations under this
Agreement.

14.

INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE

14.1

The Development Manager shall indemnify and keep indemnified, DevLLP and each of the HDV
Parties against all and any losses, costs, claims expenses and proceedings arising as a
consequence of its fraud, negligence, reckless disregard, misconduct, and /or bad faith and/or
breach by it of any of its obligations under this Agreement (or any breach by any person to whom it
delegates the performance of any of the Services).

14.2

The Development Manager warrants and represents that it has in force:14.2.1

professional indemnity insurance cover for not less than (this information is contained in
the exempt part of the report) per individual claim and/or (this information is contained in
the exempt part of the report) in the aggregate in each annual period of insurance;

14.2.2

public liability insurance for not less than (this information is contained in the exempt part
of the report) per individual claim; and

14.2.3

employer's liability insurance for not less than (this information is contained in the exempt
part of the report) per individual claim;

and undertakes to DevLLP and each HDV Party to maintain at all times such level of insurance
cover in respect of the provision of the Services for the period of this Agreement (unless such
other level of insurance is otherwise agreed by DevLLP acting reasonably having due regard to
Good Industry Practice and insurance cover which is available in respect of the Services in the
prevailing market but disregarding any increase in insurance premiums that arise as a result of the
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acts, omissions, matters or things particular to the Development Manager which shall be deemed
to be within commercially reasonable rates from time to time) (the "Insurance Cover").
14.3

14.4

In relation to its obligations to maintain Insurance Cover pursuant to Clause 14.2 (Indemnity and
Professional Indemnity Insurance), the Development Manager shall:14.3.1

ensure that such insurance shall cover (inter alia) all liability hereunder upon customary
and usual terms and conditions and containing such terms and conditions as are
appropriate and in accordance with Good Industry Practice and with reputable insurers
lawfully carrying out such insurance business in the United Kingdom and in each case
shall not be subject to any material excess or unusual exclusions. The terms and
conditions of such insurance shall be provided to DevLLP on each anniversary of the
date of this Agreement and on request by DevLLP (in each case along with documentary
evidence such insurance is in force);

14.3.2

not include any term or condition to the effect that the Development Manager must
discharge any liability before being entitled to recover from the insurers, or any other term
or condition which might adversely affect the rights of any person to recover from the
insurers pursuant to the Third Parties (Rights Against Insurers) Act 1930, or any
amendment or re-enactment thereof;

14.3.3

not, without the prior approval in writing of DevLLP, settle or compromise with the
insurers any claim which the Development Manager may have against the insurers, or by
any act or omission lose or prejudice the Development Manager's right to make or
proceed with such a claim against the insurers in each case insofar as such claim relates
to the performance of Services under this Agreement;

14.3.4

if it becomes aware of any circumstances which ought to give rise to a potential claim
under any insurance policy to promptly notify DevLLP; and

14.3.5

forthwith upon becoming aware of any circumstances which ought to give rise to a claim,
undertake all actions necessary (including the provision of any information) to allow such
claim to be processed and shall not do anything which may prejudice such claim.

The Development Manager shall notify DevLLP immediately upon:14.4.1

becoming or believing it may become unable to effect appropriate Insurance Cover and
shall immediately explain the reasons for such inability;

14.4.2

becoming aware of its Insurance Cover becoming void or voidable by reason of an act or
omission of the Development Manager; or

14.4.3

becoming aware that, as a result of an act or omission of the Development Manager,
monies that would otherwise have been recoverable under such Insurance Cover are
irrecoverable,

and, in such circumstances, DevLLP shall be entitled to determine this Agreement by notice in
writing served on the Development Manager in accordance with Clause 11 (Duration and
Termination) and the Development Manager shall be liable for any losses, costs, claims and/or
proceedings arising out of any act or omission of the Development Manager which results in the
Insurance Cover becoming void or voidable.
14.5

The Development Manager shall ensure that, prior to appointing any consultants, advisors and
contractors pursuant to Clause 5.2.1 (Appointments by the Development Manager on behalf of
DevLLP) of this Agreement, such consultants, advisors and contractors have insurance cover to a
level and scope appropriate for the services to be carried out by the relevant consultant.

14.6

For the avoidance of doubt, the rights of DevLLP and each HDV Party in respect of claims for any
losses, costs, claims and/or proceedings pursuant to this Clause 14 (Indemnity and Professional
Indemnity Insurance) shall survive the termination of this Agreement.
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14.7

Neither failure to comply nor full compliance with the insurance provisions in Clause 14 (Indemnity
and Professional Indemnity Insurance) shall limit or relieve the Development Manager of its other
liabilities and obligations under this Agreement.

14.8

If the Development Manager fails to comply with the requirements of this Clause 14 (Indemnity and
Professional Indemnity Insurance), DevLLP (or the HDV) shall be entitled to recover from the
Development Manager any premiums and other costs it incurs to effect suitable alternative
insurance provision but this Clause 14.8 (Indemnity and Professional Indemnity Insurance) does
not exclude any other remedy DevLLP or any HDV Party may have for breach of Clause 14 of this
Agreement.

15.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

15.1

For the purpose of this Agreement, "Intellectual Property" shall mean all inventions (whether
patentable or not) patents, utility models, designs (both registered or unregistered), copyright, work,
trade and service marks (both registered and unregistered) together with all rights to the grant of
and applications for the same and including all similar or analogous rights throughout the world and
all future rights of such nature.

15.2

In consideration of the payment of one pound (£1.00), the receipt of which the Development
Manager hereby acknowledges, the Development Manager grants (or if such grant cannot legally
take place until a later date agrees to grant) to DevLLP and each HDV Party an irrevocable
royalty-free, non-exclusive licence (such licences to remain in full force and effect notwithstanding
the expiry or termination of this Agreement) to use and reproduce:
15.2.1

any Intellectual Property owned by the Development Manager as at the date of this
Agreement and used by the Development Manager in the course of the provision of the
Services; and

15.2.2

any Intellectual Property not yet in existence which may be created by the Development
Manager in the course of the provision of the Services,
in each case, solely for such purposes as may be required in relation to the Development
Sites, provided that where this Agreement terminates the licences granted pursuant to
Clause 15.2 (Intellectual Property) shall only apply in respect of those Development Sites
in relation to which the Development Manager has provided the Services prior to the date
of termination of this Agreement. The Development Manager shall also allow DevLLP or
any HDV Party to grant irrevocable, royalty free, non-exclusive sub-licences (such
licences to remain in full force and effect notwithstanding the expiry or termination of this
Agreement) of the Intellectual Property for the purposes of this Clause 15 (Intellectual
Property).

15.3

The Development Manager warrants to DevLLP and each HDV Party that the use of the Intellectual
Property in accordance with this Clause 15 (Intellectual Property) will not infringe the rights of any
third party. The Development Manager shall use its reasonable endeavours to procure that
provisions equivalent to Clauses 15.1 and 15.2 (Intellectual Property) are incorporated in full in
favour of DevLLP and each HDV Party in any sub-contract under Clause 5.2.1 (Assignment and
Appointment of Advisers and Agents) or Appointment by the Development Manager on behalf of
DevLLP under Clause 5.2.1 (Appointments by the Development Manager on behalf of DevLLP). If
the Development Manager is unable to procure the same in relation to any sub-contract or
Appointment it shall notify DevLLP and shall not appoint the relevant Appointee without the prior
written consent of DevLLP (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld).

15.4

The Development Manager shall not be liable for any use of the Intellectual Property by DevLLP or
any HDV Party that is not in accordance with the licence granted in Clause 15.2 (Intellectual
Property).
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16.

TUPE AND EMPLOYEES

16.1

Entry
16.1.1

16.2

Retendering
16.2.1

16.2.2

16.3

It is the Parties' view that TUPE will not apply on the commencement of this Agreement.

The Development Manager shall (and shall procure that any Sub-Contractor shall) within
the period of twelve (12) months immediately preceding the expiry of this Agreement or
following the service of a notice of termination under clause 11 or as a consequence of
DevLLP notifying the Development Manager of its intention to retender this Agreement:
(a)

on receiving a written request from DevLLP provide in respect of any person
engaged or employed by the Development Manager or any Sub-Contractor in
the provision of the Services (the "Assigned Employees") full and accurate
details regarding the identity, number, age, sex, length of service, job title,
grade and terms and conditions of employment of and other matters affecting
each of those Assigned Employees who it is expected, if they remain in the
employment of the Development Manager or of any Sub-Contractor as the case
may be until immediately before the expiry or earlier termination of this
Agreement, would be Returning Employees (the Retendering Information);

(b)

provide the Retendering Information promptly and at no cost to DevLLP;

(c)

notify DevLLP forthwith in writing of any material changes to the Retendering
Information promptly as and when such changes arise;

(d)

be precluded from making any material increase or decrease in the numbers of
Assigned Employees other than in the ordinary course of business and with
DevLLP's prior written consent (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld
or delayed);

(e)

be precluded from making any increase in the remuneration or other change in
the terms and conditions of the Assigned Employees other than in the ordinary
course of business and with DevLLP's prior written consent (such consent not
to be unreasonably withheld or delayed); and

(f)

be precluded from transferring any of the Assigned Employees to another part
of its business or moving other employees from elsewhere in its or their
business who have not previously been employed or engaged in providing the
Services to provide the Services save with DevLLP's prior written consent (such
consent not be unreasonably withheld or delayed).

The Development Manager shall indemnify and shall keep indemnified in full DevLLP and
at DevLLP's request any Future Service Provider against all Direct Losses arising from
any claim by any party as a result of the Development Manager or Sub-Contractor failing
to provide or promptly to provide DevLLP and/or any Future Service Provider where
requested by DevLLP with any Retendering Information and/or Employee Liability
Information or to provide full Retendering Information and/or Employee Liability
Information or as a result of any material inaccuracy in or omission from the Retendering
Information and/or Employee Liability Information.

Exit
16.3.1
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The Parties acknowledge and agree that where all or part of the Services cease to be
provided by the Development Manager (or any sub-contractor of the Development
Manager) for any reason and where all or part of the Services continue to be provided by
any Future Service Provider there may be a transfer of the Assigned Employees to the
Future Service Provider pursuant to TUPE. If there is such a transfer, those Assigned
Employees will be Returning Employees and the employment of those Returning
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Employees shall transfer to the Future Service Provider in accordance with TUPE with
effect from the transfer of their employment pursuant to TUPE (the "Exit Transfer Date").
16.3.2

16.3.3
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The Development Manager shall indemnify DevLLP (both for itself, HDV and any
replacement Development Manager) for any Direct Losses suffered or incurred by
DevLLP, the Council, any HDV Party or any replacement Development Manager in
connection with or as a result of:
(a)

any failure by the Development Manager or any Sub-Contractor to satisfy in full
all wages, salaries and other benefits of the Returning Employees and all PAYE
tax deductions and NI contributions relating thereto in respect of the Returning
Employees up to the Exit Transfer Date;

(b)

any claim or demand by any of the Returning Employees arising before the Exit
Transfer Date;

(c)

any failure by the Development Manager (or any sub-contractor) to comply with
its or their obligations before the Exit Transfer Date under Regulations 13 and
14 of TUPE, or any award of compensation under Regulation 15 of TUPE, save
where such failure arises from the failure of DevLLP or any replacement
Development Manager to comply with its or their duties under Regulation 13 of
TUPE before the Exit Transfer Date; and/or

(d)

any claim by any trade union or other body or person representing the
Returning Employees arising from or connected with any failure by the
Development Manager (or any sub-contractor) to comply with any legal
obligation to such trade union, body or person before the Exit Transfer Date.

The Parties acknowledge and agree that at no time is it intended or likely that any of the
Development Manager's (or any relevant sub-contractors) employees will transfer to
HDV, DevLLP or the Council as a consequence of the expiry or earlier termination of this
Agreement. If it is found or alleged that any Development Manager (or any relevant subcontractors) employees do transfer to DevLLP, the HDV or the Council as a consequence
of the expiry or earlier termination of this Agreement then:
(a)

DevLLP, the HDV or the Council may dismiss any or all of such employees with
immediate effect at any time during the period of 30 days commencing with the
expiry of the 14 days referred to (or any relevant Sub-Contractor) in clause
16.3.3(b) (the "Indemnity Period");

(b)

prior to any dismissal being effected in accordance with clause 16.3.3(a),
DevLLP, the HDV Party or the Council will offer the Development Manager (or
any relevant Sub-Contractor) a period of 14 days to make any of the
Development Manager's employees a written offer of employment on such
terms as the Development Manager (or any relevant Sub-Contractor) shall
determine in its absolute discretion to procure that that employees withdraw any
claim that their employment has transferred to DevLLP, the HDV Party or the
Council (as applicable). DevLLP shall give all reasonable assistance requested
by the Development Manager (or any relevant Sub-Contractor) to persuade
such person to accept the offers; and

(c)

the Development Manager shall indemnify and keep indemnified DevLLP, the
Council and the HDV Parties against all Direct Losses suffered or incurred by
DevLLP, the HDV Party and/or the Council arising out of or in connection with
the dismissal of any of the employees in accordance with clause 16.3.3(a) and
the employment of any of the employees from the Exit Transfer Date up to the
date of such dismissal.
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16.4

Sub-Contractors
In the event that the Development Manager enters into any Sub-Contract in connection with this
Agreement, it shall impose obligations on its Sub-Contractors in the same terms as those imposed
on it pursuant to this Part 1 and to Part 2 (Pensions) and shall procure that the Sub-Contractor
complies with such terms. The Development Manager shall indemnify and keep DevLLP and/or the
Council indemnified in full against all Direct Losses incurred by DevLLP and/or the Council or any
Future Service Provider as a result of or in connection with any failure on the part of the
Development Manager to comply with this clause and/or the Sub-Contractor's failure to comply with
such terms.

17.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The provisions of Schedule 6 (Key Performance Indicators) shall apply.

18.

CORPORATE POWERS AND OTHER UNDERTAKINGS AND WARRANTIES

18.1

Each of the Parties hereby represents and warrants to the other as follows:18.1.1

that it has full corporate power and has taken all necessary corporate action to enable it
effectively to enter into and perform its obligations under this Agreement;

18.1.2

that this Agreement, when executed by all Parties, will create obligations which are valid
and binding on it, and enforceable in accordance with their terms; and

18.1.3

it does not require the consent; approval or authority of any other persons to enter into or
perform its obligations under this Agreement and its entry into and performance of this
Agreement will not constitute any breach of or default under any contractual,
governmental or public obligation binding upon it as at the Commencement Date.

19.

CONFIDENTIALITY

19.1

Subject to Clause 19.2 (Confidentiality), the Parties shall be bound by the provisions of clause 32
(Confidential Information and Freedom of Information) of the Members' Agreement as if they were
parties thereto.

19.2

The Development Manager may disclose information to its employees or advisers where the
Development Manager deems such disclosure to be necessary for providing the Services in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement subject to the confidentiality
obligations set out in clause 32 of the Members' Agreement.

20.

DATA PROTECTION

20.1

The Development Manager shall ensure that:20.1.1

it has all appropriate regulations, licences and authorities required under the Data
Protection Act 1984 or the Data Protection Act 1998, as applicable (each the "Relevant
DP Act") to enable it to perform its obligations under this Agreement; and

20.1.2

it obtains and processes personal data (within the meaning of the Relevant DP Act) in
accordance with the data protection principles under the Relevant DP Act and generally
in accordance with the Relevant DP Act.

21.

NOTICES

21.1

Any demand, notice, agreement or other communication given or made under or in connection with
this Agreement shall be in accordance with this Clause 21 (Notices).

21.2

Subject to Clause 21.4 (Notices), any communication between DevLLP or HDV (as applicable) and
the Development Manager in the performance of this Agreement shall be made electronically. All
such electronic communication shall be sent to the electronic mail address of a representative of
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the Development Manager (as notified from time to time by the Development Manager to DevLLP)
and to the electronic mail address of a representative of DevLLP (as notified from time to time by
DevLLP to the Development Manager) only. No communication shall be made directly with HDV.
This shall include a requirement that, to the extent achievable, any information which is to be
provided by DevLLP to the Development Manager in the performance of its Services shall be
provided electronically. Where either Party so requires it any such electronic correspondence shall
be followed with non electronic written copies which shall be posted to the receiving Party.
21.3

DevLLP shall be responsible for all communication with the Development Manager on behalf of
DevLLP and HDV and shall issue a copy of any communication/notice received to HDV where
required.

21.4

Where any notices or demands are to be served in accordance with this Agreement which are
more formal than day to day correspondence and communication, then such notices or demands
shall be made in writing, served in non electronic format and duplicated electronically to the
Development Manager and/or DevLLP (in relation to DevLLP or HDV as applicable) to the
electronic mail address of a representative of the Development Manager (as notified from time to
time to DevLLP and the Council) and to the electronic mail address of a representative of DevLLP
(as notified from time to time by DevLLP to the Development Manager). In these circumstances,
notice will be deemed to have been duly given or made:21.4.1

if sent by prepaid first class post, on the second Business Day after the date of posting;
or

21.4.2

if delivered by hand, upon delivery at the address provided for in Clause 21.5 (Notices),
provided however that, if it is delivered by hand on a day which is not a Business Day or
after 4.00 pm in the place of receipt on a Business Day, it will instead be deemed to have
been given or made on the next Business Day.

21.5

Any such demand, notice or other communication will be addressed, in the case of service by post
or delivery by hand, to the recipient’s address set out in this Agreement (or at such other address
as may from time to time be notified in writing by the recipient to the sender as being the recipient’s
address for service).

22.

NO PARTNERSHIP
Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a partnership or a joint venture between either of DevLLP or
HDV and the Development Manager or the DM Guarantor.

23.

VARIATIONS

23.1

Any additions, amendments and variations to this Agreement shall be binding only if in writing and
signed by the duly authorised representatives of DevLLP, HDV, the Development Manager and the
DM Guarantor (in non electronic format).

23.2

This Agreement supersedes any previous agreements or arrangements between the Parties in
respect of the Services and represents the entire understanding and agreement between the
Parties in relation thereto.

24.

COUNTERPARTS
This Agreement may be executed in the form of two or more counterparts, each executed by one
or more of the Parties but, provided that if all Parties shall so enter the Agreement, each of the
executed counterparts shall be deemed to be an original but, taken together, they shall constitute
one document.

25.

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS

25.1

Except as provided for in Clause 25.2 (Third Party Rights) a person who is not party to this
Agreement shall have no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 to enforce
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any term of this Agreement. This Clause does not affect any right or remedy of any person which
exists or is available otherwise than pursuant to that Act.
25.2

26.

The Parties to this Agreement acknowledge that in entering into this Agreement they intend that the
following beneficiaries will be entitled to enforce the following provisions of this Agreement
pursuant to the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999:25.2.1

the HDV Parties and the Council shall be entitled to enforce all provisions of this
Agreement;

25.2.2

any Associated Third Party shall be entitled to enforce Clause 16 (TUPE and Employees)
of this Agreement.

RESTRICTIONS
The Development Manager shall not and shall procure that no member of the Development
Manager Group shall during, the term of this Agreement, and thereafter, until the expiry of three (3)
calendar years following the winding up of DevLLP, intentionally do or omit to do anything to bring
the standing of any HDV Party and/or the Council (and/or any other Member) into material
disrepute or to attract material adverse publicity for any HDV Party or the Council.

27.

INVALIDITY AND SEVERANCE
If at any time any provision of this Agreement is or becomes illegal, invalid or unenforceable in any
respect under the law of any jurisdiction, that shall not affect or impair the legality, validity or
enforceability in that jurisdiction, or any other jurisdiction, of any other provision of this Agreement.

28.

ASSIGNMENT AND NOVATION

28.1

DevLLP shall be entitled to assign or novate at any time any of its rights and obligations under this
Agreement to any of the HDV Parties without the consent of the Development Manager.

28.2

HDV shall be entitled to assign or novate at any time any of its rights and obligations under this
Agreement to any of the HDV Parties without the consent of the Development Manager.

28.3

The rights and obligations of the Development Manager under this Agreement are personal only
and shall not be capable of assignment or novation.

29.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION

29.1

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England.

29.2

The Parties agree that the courts of England are to have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute
which may arise out of or in connection with this Agreement (whether of a contractual or tortuous
nature or otherwise) and submit to the jurisdiction of those courts.

EXECUTED AS A DEED by or on behalf of the Parties on the date which first appears in this Agreement.
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EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a deed on the
date hereinbefore first mentioned by [DEVLLP]
acting by its designated members:-

)
)
)

EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a deed on the
date hereinbefore first mentioned by
[LENDLEASE
DEVELOPMENT
(EUROPE)
LIMITED] acting by a director:

)
)
)
)
Director ……………………………………
Witness Signature ……………………….
Witness Name ……………………………
Witness Address …………………………
……………………………………………...
……………………………………………...
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SCHEDULE 1
[PMDN: Definitions to be re-reviewed and finalised following CFA and delegations policies having
been developed]
DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
1.

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

1.1

In this Agreement (including in the Schedules), the following words, expressions and meanings
shall, unless the context otherwise requires and/or save where expressed otherwise, have the
meanings set opposite them and words and expressions which are not defined in this Agreement
but are capitalised shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the Members' Agreement:"Affected Party"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 13.1 (Force Majeure)

"Agreement"

means this deed (including any Schedule to it), as amended,
varied, supplemented or replaced from time to time in
accordance with its terms

"Appointee"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 5.2.1 (Appointments by the
Development Manager on behalf of DevLLP)

"Appointment"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 5.2.1 (Appointments by the
Development Manager on behalf of DevLLP)

"Approved Budget"

means the budget for the delivery of a Development Site as set
out in the Development Business Plan for the relevant
Development Sites as approved by the Members

"Board"

means the board of nominees of each of the HDV Parties (as
applicable)

"Borough"

means the geographical area of the London Borough of
Haringey from time to time

"Business"

means the business of DevLLP as more particularly defined in
the Members' Agreement

"Business Day"

means 9.00 am to 5.00 pm on any day (other than a Saturday)
on which clearing banks in the City of London are open for the
transaction of normal sterling banking business and "Business
Days" shall be construed accordingly

"Business Plans"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Certificate of Practical
Completion"

means the certificate of practical completion issued by
[DevLLP's] Architect or the written statement of practical
completion issued by the Employer's Representative under the
relevant Building Contract (as appropriate)

"Commencement Date"

means the date of this Agreement

"Confidential Information"

means all information whether in writing, electronic or data form
or otherwise (including but not limited to know-how) (not in the
public domain otherwise than as a consequence of a breach by
the Development Manager of its obligations under this
Agreement) which may be imparted in confidence or be of a
confidential nature relating to the Business or plans or internal
affairs of HDV, DevLLP or the Council including but without
limitation, all information of a confidential nature relating to the
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Developments, marketing information, unpublished information
relating to the Business, to HDV, DevLLP or the Council or to
any actual or potential customer, tenant or landlord or supplier or
officer or employee of HDV, DevLLP or the Council
"Contractor"

means any contractor appointed by the Development Manager
to carry out the Development Works

"Contractor Framework
Agreement"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Deadlock Matter"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Delegation Policy"

means the delegation policy set out in Schedule 3 of the
Members' Agreement

"Development"

means any development of a Development Site or part of a
Development Site to be carried out by or on behalf of DevLLP
from time to time

"Development Appraisal"

means a development appraisal in the form deemed by the
Development Manager as appropriate (and agreed with
DevLLP) for the type of development envisaged

"Development Business
Plan"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Development Framework
Agreement"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Development Manager's
Employees"

those persons employed by the Development Manager (or any
Sub-contractors of the Development Manager) wholly and/or
mainly in the provision of the Services immediately before the
Transfer Date

"Development
Management Agreement
Guarantee"

means the guarantee entered into on or around the date of this
Agreement to be provided by the DM Guarantor to DevLLP,
guaranteeing the obligations of the Development Manager
pursuant to this Agreement

"Development
Management Fee"

is the fee as set out in Schedule 4

"Development Sites"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Development Works"

means the carrying out and completion of the development on
the relevant Development Site (or Phase within a Development
Site)

"DevLLP's Architect"

means in respect of each Development Site such appropriately
qualified, experienced and competent firm or company of
architects as may be appointed by the relevant HDV Party

"DevLLP Member
Meetings"

means meetings of the Members in accordance with the
Members' Agreement

"Direct Losses"

means all damages, losses, liabilities, claims, actions, costs,
expenses (including the cost of legal or professional services,
legal costs being on an indemnity basis) proceedings, demands
and claims whether arising under statute, contract or at common
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law but excluding Indirect Losses
"Employee Liability
Information"

means the information which a transferor is obliged to notify to a
transferee pursuant to Regulation 11(2) of TUPE

"Employer's
Representative"

means such appropriately qualified, experienced and competent
firm or company of quantity surveyors or project Development
Managers as may be nominated by DevLLP

"Expert"

has the meaning ascribed to it in the Members’ Agreement

"Force Majeure Event"

means the occurrence after the Commencement Date of:(a)

war, civil war, armed conflict or terrorism;

(b)

lightning, earthquake, fire, flood, storm or extreme
weather condition;

(c)

nuclear, chemical or biological contamination unless
the source or the cause of the contamination is the
result of the actions of or breach by the Development
Manager or its Sub-contractors; or

(d)

pressure waves caused by devices travelling at
supersonic speeds.

"Finance Services User
Agreement"

means an agreement to be entered into between HDV and the
Development Manager (or such other person procured by the
Development Manager) as regards the provision of day to day
finance services to HDV including payment and receipt
processing and services such as credit checks on potential
suppliers

"Future Service Provider"

means each and every service provider who shall provide any
service equivalent to any of the Services immediately after
expiry or earlier termination of this Agreement but excluding
HDV, DevLLP and the Council

"Good Industry Practice"

means such practice as may be expected of a properly qualified,
competent and experienced development manager accustomed
to carrying out services of the same or a similar nature, scope
and complexity to the Services in relation to developments of a
similar nature, scope, complexity and size as the Development
Sites, such practice to be carried out in a proper, prompt and
business like manner using all the skill, expertise and attention
as is to be expected of such a development manager

"Group"

means in relation to the Development Manager:-
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(a)

the Development Manager

(b)

any company which in relation to the Development
Manager is a Subsidiary or a Holding Company or a
Subsidiary of such Holding Company; and

(c)

any company or Subsidiary of a company where
least one fifth of the issued equity share capital
beneficially owned by the Development Manager,
any person referred to above (whether or not
company)

at
is
or
a
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and means in relation to the PSP:
(i)

the PSP;

(ii)

any company which in relation to the PSP is
a Subsidiary or a Holding Company or a
Subsidiary of such Holding Company; and

(iii)

any company or Subsidiary of a company
where at least one fifth of the issued equity
share capital is beneficially owned by the
PSP, or any person referred to above
(whether or not a company)

provided that for the purposes of this definition any references
to companies shall be interpreted as including limited liability
partnerships and the definitions of "Subsidiary" and "Holding
Company" shall be such that any references to companies
therein shall include references to limited liability partnerships
"Guarantor"

means Lendlease Europe Holdings Limited (Company No.
02594928) of 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London
NW1 3BF

"Guidance"

means any applicable industry standard guidance or industry
standard directions which relate to the Services

"HDV"

means the Haringey Development Vehicle LLP

"HDV Board"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"HDV Business Plan"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"HDV Financial Model"

means the Microsoft Excel based financial appraisal tool
adopted by HDV from time to time in accordance with the HDV
Business Plan

"HDV Objectives"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"HDV Land Assembly
Strategy"

means the strategy for assembling land to enable Development
to take place in accordance with the HDV Business Plan

"HDV Party"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"HDV Stakeholder and
Engagement Strategy"

means the strategy for stakeholder engagement adopted in
accordance with the Business Plan from time to time

"Holding Company"

has the meaning given to it in section 1159 of the Companies
Act amended to include any limited liability partnership which
would fall within that meaning if it were a company

"ICT"

means information and communications technology

"ICT User Agreement"

means an agreement to be entered into between HDV and the
Development Manager (or such person as the Development
Manager shall procure) as regards the day to day provision of
ICT services to HDV

"Indirect Losses"

means loss of profit, loss of use, loss of production, loss of
business, loss of business opportunity or any claim for
consequential loss or for indirect loss of any nature but
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excluding any of the same that relate to loss of revenue under
this Agreement

1

"Insurance Cover"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 14.2 (Indemnity and
Insurance)

"Insurance Terms"

means the terms and conditions of the insurance policies in
force in relation to the Development Manager

"Intellectual Property"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 15.1 (Intellectual Property)

"Key Personnel"

has the meaning given in Clause 2.4 (Appointment of the
Development Manager) and as set out in Schedule 4

"Key Services"

means those Development Manager Services set out in
1
paragraphs [1 to 17 (inclusive)] of Part A of Schedule 2
(Services)

"Land Assembly
Agreement"

means the agreement dated on or around the date of this
Agreement between (1) the Council and (2) HDV

"Law"

means any applicable Act of Parliament, sub-ordinate legislation
within the meaning of section 21(1) of the Interpretation Act
1978, exercise of the Royal Prerogative, enforceable community
right within the meaning of section 2 of the European
Communities Act 1972, bye-law, regulatory policy, guidance or
industry code, judgment of a relevant court of law, or directives
or requirements of any regulatory body which the Development
Manager is bound to comply with and/or which relate to or affect
the Service

"Members"

means the members of the HDV from time to time and
"Member" shall be construed as referring to one of them as the
context may require

"Members' Agreement"

means the Members' Agreement dated on or around the date of
this Agreement and entered into between (1) the Council
(2) [PSP]; (3) [HDV]; (4) [InvLP]; (5) [DevLLP]; (6) [Nominee Co];
and (7) PSP Guarantor as such agreement may be varied or
supplemented from time to time

“Monthly Performance
Report”

a performance report showing performance of the Development
Manager against the Development Business Plan and including
an update on expenditure since the preceding Monthly
Performance Report (or in the case of the first Monthly
Performance Report since the Commencement Date)

"Monthly Time Sheet"

means the time sheet to be completed by the Development
Manager

"Objectives"

means the objectives of DevLLP as more particularly defined in
the Members' Agreement

"Phase"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Planning Application"

has the meaning given to it in the Development Framework
Agreement

Subject to confirmation once Services Schedule is settled.
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"Plot"

[has the meaning given to it in the Contractor Framework
Agreement]

"Practical Completion"

means, in respect of each Development Site or Phase, the date
on which the last of the anticipated Certificate of Practical
Completion is issued in accordance with the Building Contract(s)
in respect of that Development Site or Phase

"Procurement Policy"

means the procurement policy set out in Schedule 4 of the
Members' Agreement

"Professional Team"

means the relevant consultants and professionals appointed by
the Development Manager

"Project Agreements"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Quarter"

means each calendar period of 3 months during the continuance
of this Agreement ending on 31 July, 30 October, 31 January
and 30 April in each year and "Quarterly" shall be construed
accordingly

"Quarterly Board Report"

means the report required to be produced by the Development
Manager to the DevLLP Board in accordance with paragraph 3.1
of Schedule 6

"Relevant DP Act"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 20.1.1 (Data Protection
Act)

"Relevant Quarter"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 3.3.5 (Obligations and
Duties of the Development Manager)

"Resource Budget"

shall have the meaning in Clause 4.2 (Resource Plan)

"Resource Plan"

means the resource plan for the delivery of the Services in
respect of each Development Site to be produced by the
Development Manager and approved by Dev LLP in accordance
with the provisions of clause 4 and Schedule 3 and as may be
updated from time to time

"Returning Employees"

means those persons who were employed by the Development
Manager and/or any Sub-Contractor wholly and/or mainly in the
Services immediately before the Exit Transfer Date whose
contract of employment becomes, by virtue of the application of
TUPE in relation to the expiry or earlier termination of this
Agreement, a contract of employment with any Future Service
Provider

"Services"

means the services outlined in Schedule 2 (Services) to be
provided to DevLLP (and any other services as may be agreed
between DevLLP and the Development Manager from time to
time) to be delivered in accordance with this Agreement

"Site"

shall have the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Stages"

means the various stages of the Project as set out in
Schedule 2;

"Project Appraisal"

means the Development Appraisal produced in accordance with
Schedule 2 (Services)

" Project Appraisal Sign-

means the Board approval given in accordance with paragraph 2
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1.2

Off"

of Schedule 2 (Services)

"Sub-Contractor"

means any sub-contractor appointed by the Development
Manager to perform any part of the Services

"Subsidiary"

save where expressly extended or it is stated to the contrary in
this Agreement, has the meaning ascribed to it in section 1159
of the Companies Act 2006 and includes any limited liability
partnership which would fall within that meaning if it was a
company

"Target Completion Date"

means the dates agreed as such in the Development Business
Plan

"Termination Date"

means the date at which this Agreement terminates or expires
(howsoever arising)

"Termination Event"

shall have the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Transfer Date"

the date or dates on which there is a transfer of responsibility for
the provision of the Services or part of the Services between the
Development Manager and a replacement service provider
and/or HDV and/or DevLLP and/or the Council

"TUPE"

means the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment)
Regulations 2006 as amended from time to time and/or any
other regulations enacted for the purpose of implementing the
Acquired Rights Directive (Council Directive 77/187/EEC as
amended by Council Directive 98/50/EEC and consolidated in
Council Directive 2001/23/EEC) into English Law

"VAT"

means Value Added Taxes provided for in the Value Added
Taxes Act 1994

Clause 1.2 of the Members' Agreement shall apply mutatis mutandis to this Agreement.
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SCHEDULE 2
SERVICES

23

PART A
[PMDN: Services need to specify an obligation on the DM to identify any areas within a new Business
Plan that are material or are a financial commitment requiring approval by Members]
DEVELOPMENT MANAGER SERVICES (OTHER THAN PROJECT MANAGER SERVICES)
1.

Overarching

1.1

The Development Manager shall carry out and complete the Services listed below and all such
other services as are reasonably incidental to or reasonably flow from those set out below.

1.2

The DM is the single point of management for the delivery of the Phase or Plot which is intended to
be delivered in accordance with the Business Plan.

1.3

Without prejudice to the other provisions of this Agreement, the Development Manager shall carry
out the Services in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and in such a manner as to
achieve the HDV Objectives and any objectives contained within any agreed Business Plan, and
shall:1.3.1

prepare and maintain the HDV Business Plan and Development Business Plans and
identify improvements and value enhancement opportunities in the properties;

1.3.2

formulate proposals for such opportunities including development appraisals, cashflow
forecasts;

1.3.3

procure and implement the Board approved sales and marketing strategy; and

1.3.4

obtain HDV/DevLLP
Delegation Policy.

approval to all capital expenditure in accordance with the

2.

Strategy and General

2.1

Providing progress reports on the Development Manager’s activities in respect of the properties to
DevLLP, such progress reports to:
2.1.1

be provided on a monthly basis, unless otherwise requested by DevLLP; and

2.1.2

contain a content to be agreed from time to time, but as a minimum to include an update
on marketing activity (including occupier interest) and Business Plan progress (including
progress against target completion dates in the Business Plans),

in accordance with paragraph 3 (Reporting).
2.2

Attending Board meetings of DevLLP.

2.3

Providing presentations regarding ongoing activity at Board meetings of DevLLP.

2.4

Maintaining the cashflow model.

2

Note Services to be updated prior to signature to reflect any references in any other documents to DM Services including the
Contractor Framework Agreement.
3
Scope of services for the IVT to be attached as a schedule to the DMA.
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2.5

Undertaking day-to-day operational management of HDV/DevLLP, with authority for operational
expenditure in accordance with the Delegation Policy.

2.6

Complying with HDV/DevLLP policies.

3.

Reporting

3.1

Providing reports to DevLLP quarterly (unless otherwise requested by DevLLP) and in a format to
be agreed with the DevLLP Board from time to time. Such reports to include:a breakdown of capital expenditure and receipts during the previous quarter, including
written commentary regarding:-

3.1.2

(a)

ongoing projects (i.e. those where HDV/DevLLP is legally committed);

(b)

those projects which have become legally committed during the previous
quarter;

(c)

those projects which are in the discussion stage; and

(d)

those projects which are either under offer, for sale, or proposed to be sold.

Development Manager Performance
a review of the performance of the Development Manager in accordance with the
Business Plans and the target completion dates and such other performance review
parameters as may be agreed with DevLLP from time to time; and

3.2

The Development Manager will also be required to contribute as reasonably required by
HDV/DevLLP in respect of its annual report and accounts.

3.3

The Development Manager will provide to DevLLP monthly cashflow schedules showing the
monthly anticipated cashflow over the period covered by monthly budget forecasts.

3.4

Subject to the Delegation Policy, checking and signing off all invoices payable by DevLLP, and if
correct sending them to the appointed representative for payment.

3.5

Providing such information and reporting as HDV/DevLLP, its Board or the Members shall
reasonably require to allow them to fulfil their obligations and make informed decisions (including
alerting HDV/DevLLP to proposed financial commitments contained in draft Business Plans).

3.6

Producing the Business Plans in accordance with the Business Plan criteria on an annual basis
with a half yearly review / update (and such further updates as may be required pursuant to the
terms of the Members' Agreement) and providing such Business Plans to HDV/DevLLP for its
approval.

3.7

Procuring the provision to HDV/DevLLP of a financial model and updating it in line with the
Business Plans on a half yearly basis and for actual expenditure on a quarterly basis.

4.

Design of the Properties and the Approved Plans
Advise as to the design of the properties and review designs for the properties with reference to
considerations of commercial viability, efficiency, economy and suitability for sale or lease.

5.

Negotiation of Additional Consents

5.1

Save where an alternative strategy to deal with the relevant matters is agreed with DevLLP
negotiate and document the terms of agreements with the owners and occupiers of neighbouring
property for the acquisition of additional land or rights, the release of rights of way, light and air or
otherwise and the extinguishment of interests in, over or with respect to the properties to the extent
that such additional land or rights are required for the properties or such rights and interests would
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be infringed by the development of the properties or would prevent or impede the carrying out or
progress of the development of the properties or their use and enjoyment.
5.2

Save where an alternative strategy to deal with the relevant matters is agreed with DevLLP use
reasonable endeavours to procure the grant to DevLLP of all rights necessary for any of the works
which are required to be executed outside the boundaries of the properties and negotiate and
document any necessary rights of light agreements, party wall agreements or awards, schedules of
condition and agreements relating to the use and maintenance of any areas to be used in common
with adjoining owners and occupiers, subject to the approval by DevLLP of the final terms of such
agreements.

6.

VAT
Providing such assistance as is reasonably required by DevLLP or a third party consultant in
making VAT elections, filing VAT returns and in dealing with any other VAT related issues.

7.

Outgoings
Notify DevLLP of any demands for payment of rates, taxes, outgoings, duties, charges,
assessments or other impositions assessed upon, or payable in respect of the occupation and/or
use of the properties.

8.

Notification and Easement of Encroachments to the Properties
Notify DevLLP of any new or additional easement being acquired or any physical encroachment
being made by any third party which affects the properties and on DevLLP's behalf take all steps
reasonably required by DevLLP to prevent any such easement or encroachment.

9.

Provision of all Information

9.1

Keep DevLLP informed of all material measures taken and stages reached by the Development
Manager in performing its obligations.

9.2

Supply to DevLLP on its request such information as DevLLP may reasonably require to satisfy
itself that the Development Manager is complying with its obligations under this Agreement.

10.

Cost control and development options

10.1

Where there are material changes to the proposals revise the Business Plans, submitting each
revision to DevLLP for approval.

10.2

Advise upon alternative occupancy and building options to maximise value for DevLLP.

10.3

Agree a budget and cash flow plan for the development of a property and establish profit and cost
monitoring and cost control procedures and report to DevLLP monthly upon such matters.

10.4

Maintain and update the financial model and make it available for inspection by DevLLP at all
reasonable times and on reasonable notice.

11.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROPERTIES
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

12.

INSURANCE MANAGEMENT

12.1

Submit to DevLLP for approval recommendations as to the appropriate responsibilities of all
concerned in relation to the insurance of the works with a view to ensuring that responsibility for
effecting all appropriate insurances is clearly defined and avoiding conflicting insurance
arrangements.

12.2

Effect and maintain such insurances as are to be the responsibility of the Development Manager.
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13.

LIAISON WITH TENANTS

13.1

Assist the Council in its obligation under the Development Framework Agreement and the Land
Assembly Agreement to negotiate the terms of such agreements as are required with the tenant of
any properties on the properties to enable the works to be implemented, including for the variation
of any rights and reservations in the leases of the any adjoining land.

13.2

So far as practicable take account of the concerns and representations of occupiers of any
adjoining land, and keep DevLLP fully and regularly informed of any dissatisfaction expressed by
any tenant during the progress of the works.

14.

HANDOVER AND OCCUPATION SERVICE
At practical completion, in conjunction with the employer’s representative, co-ordinate handover
and see that all appropriate inspections and tests are made.

15.

LETTING & SALES MANAGEMENT

15.1

Manage the letting and sale of the relevant parts of the properties in accordance with the Business
Plans on behalf of DevLLP.

15.2

Agreeing with Members and the Council (where required) disposals of the property owned by
DevLLP.

15.3

Managing negotiations with potential purchasers to ensure the best price in accordance with
parameters agreed with DevLLP.

15.4

Monitoring of successful bids through to completion.

15.5

Advising throughout the sale process on the most effective methods to achieve the best price
reasonably attainable.

15.6

Monitoring and assisting solicitors in the preparation of any pre-contract sales enquiries and the
negotiation of contracts and completion documentation.

15.7

Assisting in the answering of all property questions raised by prospective purchasers.

15.8

Liaising with and assisting selling agents in the preparation of sales particulars, sales brochures
and information necessary for the same.

15.9

Co-ordinating of leasing strategy within confines of the Business Plans and parameters agreed with
DevLLP.

15.10

In accordance with parameters agreed with DevLLP and in accordance with the Procurement
Policy, appointing consultants where required following practical completion of the developments to
perform functions, including:
15.10.1 letting agents;
15.10.2 letting solicitors;
15.10.3 sales agents; and
15.10.4 sales solicitors.

15.11

Enforcing lease obligations, including in respect of repair and maintenance, health and safety and
insurance.

15.12

Pursuing policies to reduce voids and enhance rental returns.
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15.13

When a letting or sale has been approved by DevLLP they shall instruct their solicitors to negotiate
and prepare for exchange an agreement for lease or freehold transfer to give effect to the letting or
sale as quickly as reasonably practicable and the Development Manager shall provide all such
assistance as DevLLP and its solicitors may reasonably require in relation to the legal negotiations.

16.

FUNDING MANAGEMENT

16.1

Manage the HDV/DevLLP fund raising (whether by way of debt or equity investment) in accordance
with the Members' Agreement and the Business Plans.

16.2

Co-ordinate and secure appropriate taxation advice in relation to any funding options or disposals
of or partnering arrangements regarding the Project.

16.3

Make recommendations to the HDV/DevLLP on the appropriateness and feasibility of entering into
any development partnering arrangements in relation to the Project.

16.4

Report to the HDV/DevLLP on the terms of any proposed funding arrangements.

16.5

Recommend solicitors to the HDV/DevLLP and on approval from the HDV/DevLLP instruct
solicitors and other appropriate professionals as required to negotiate and agree the terms of any
funding documentation and manage and co-ordinate all legal due diligence and similar processes
required to complete any funding transaction and satisfy any conditions relating thereto.

16.6

Monitor the financial covenants and warranties under any of the HDV/DevLLP's finance documents
and advise the HDV/DevLLP on the status of such compliance.

16.7

Assist the HDV/DevLLP with any proposed drawdown under any of the HDV/DevLLP's finance
documents.

16.8

Prepare and deliver all reports required by the HDV/DevLLP's banks.

16.9

Deal with the day to day relationship with the HDV/DevLLP's banks

17.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

17.1

Record and maintain all such financial records and information as are required to enable the
preparation of the financial information in accordance with the requirements of the Members'
Agreement and to prepare such information as is required to enable the HDV/DevLLP to comply
with any of its reporting obligations under the Members' Agreement.

17.2

Submit to the HDV/DevLLP, prior to any meeting of the relevant Board such that information can be
included in the relevant Board pack to be provided to the Board pursuant to the Members'
Agreement, all financial information required to monitor the finances of the Project together with all
necessary supporting documentation to enable the Board to take informed decisions in relation to
the Project.

17.3

Review, update and report variances and, as necessary, propose variations to each item of
financial information which has been previously submitted to or approved by the HDV/DevLLP.

17.4

Review and propose to the HDV/DevLLP variations and updates to the financial information for
review in accordance with the Business Plans and in order to reflect any economic changes or
changes in market conditions.

17.5

Operate and maintain agreed and compliant day to day accounting procedures for the
HDV/DevLLP.

17.6

Arrange for and provide information and data required for property and other valuations, audits and
the preparation of all financial accounts for the HDV/DevLLP.

17.7

Prepare management accounts and provide to the HDV/DevLLP's accountants or auditors (as
appropriate) all such information to enable the preparation of the final or audited accounts for
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submission to and approval by the Board in accordance with the requirements of the Members'
Agreement.]
18.

GOVERNANCE, COMPLIANCE AND SECRETARIAT FUNCTIONS

18.1

Monitor compliance by the HDV/DevLLP with any legal and/or regulatory requirements.

18.2

Supervise the HDV/DevLLP's audit process.

18.3

Ensure compliance by the HDV/DevLLP of all its tax matters including:

18.4

18.3.1

Administering the HDV/DevLLP's SDLT obligations and keeping the HDV/DevLLP fully
informed of any SDLT matter;

18.3.2

Administering the HDV/DevLLP's VAT matters and ensuring all VAT returns are prepared
and submitted;

18.3.3

Administering the HDV/DevLLP's Construction Industry Scheme matters and ensuring all
sub-contractors for the purposes of the Construction Industry Scheme are verified prior to
any payment for services;

18.3.4

Ensuring all relevant tax returns and computations are prepared and submitted by the
HDV/DevLLP.

Establish, maintain and operate the HDV/DevLLPs':
18.4.1

records;

18.4.2

books of accounts;

18.4.3

registered office; and

18.4.4

principal place of business.

18.5

Serve all relevant notices which, in accordance with the Members' Agreement, are to be served on
any of the parties thereto.

18.6

Take and produce the minutes of meetings of the HDV/DevLLP, which shall include minutes of the
Board and any committee (including any executive committee).

18.7

Ensure the giving of any notices required to be given or filings required to be made or
advertisements required to be placed pursuant to any statute or law in respect of the HDV/DevLLP
or the Project.

18.8

Instruct and assist the accountants appointed by the HDV/DevLLP to produce year end accounts in
relation to the HDV/DevLLP in sufficient time as to enable the HDV/DevLLP to comply with its
statutory obligations in relation to audits, annual accounts and tax returns.

18.9

In consultation with the accountants appointed by the HDV/DevLLP, assist them to prepare and
(once approved by the HDV/DevLLP) file annual corporate reports and returns for the
HDV/DevLLP.

18.10

Organise meetings of the relevant Board and any committee of the Board, including the circulation
of notices, agendas (and associated documents) in accordance with the Members' Agreement.

18.11

Supply to the HDV/DevLLP all documents reasonably required for the purpose of making any
Board decision (or that of any committee of the Board).

18.12

Send out demands in respect of any sums required to be paid to the HDV/DevLLP by its members.

18.13

Arrange for the execution and/or sealing of documentation by or on behalf of the HDV/DevLLP.
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19.

CORPORATE SERVICES ("Corporate Services")

19.1

The following Services have been included within schedule 4 and fall within the Development
Management fees which are budgeted within the HDV Financial Model (and in the case of those
Services set out at 19.1.6 and 19.1.7 may be procured by the Development Manager on behalf of
an HDV Party):
19.1.1

Capital Solutions (Advice in relation to securing Institutional funding or sales);

19.1.2

Treasury (Advice in relation to securing bank funding)

19.1.3

Sustainability

19.1.4

ICT Support (ICT setup support);

19.1.5

HR Support (Additional HR resource or training support);

19.1.6

Legal (Additional legal advice);

19.1.7

Tax Advice (Additional tax advice);

19.1.8

Accounting (Statutory accounting support);

20.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

20.1

The following services are excluded from the Services and, if instructed by the DevLLP, will result
in an additional fee which sit outside schedule 4 of the Development Management Fee which is
budgeted within the HDV Financial Model:
20.1.1

Residential Sales (OMS, PRS, Affordable);

20.1.2

Office and Retail Leasing;

20.1.3

Office and Retail Sales;

20.1.4

Marketing and Communications;

20.1.5

Cost Planning;

20.1.6

Capital Solutions (Securing Institutional funding or sales);

20.1.7

Environmental, Health and Safety

20.1.8

Services under the CDM Regulations

20.1.9

Appointment of the Manager pursuant to the limited partnership agreement for InvLP

Provided that the management, supervision and co-ordination of the provision of these services by
third party consultants appointed or to be appointed by DevLLP shall fall within the Services to be
provided by the DM.
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PART B
PROJECT MANAGER SERVICES
1.

Strategy and General
Outlining the approach to local supply chain engagement and utilisation.

2.

Appointment of the Professional Team

2.1

As soon as reasonably practicable and in any event before the commencement of any works (and
in accordance with the Procurement Policy) enter into the appointment of the professional team on
behalf of HDV/DevLLP and deliver to HDV/DevLLP certified copies of the appointments.

2.2

Before appointment of any member of the professional team, obtain and deliver to HDV/DevLLP
details of the professional indemnity insurance cover of the body in question and confirmation from
its insurance brokers or underwriters that the insurance remains in force.

2.3

Ensure that the terms of appointment of the members of the professional team together cover all
design and contract administration services necessary for the proper completion of any works.

2.4

Keep under continuous review and diligently take all reasonable steps necessary to procure the
due performance and observance of the obligations and duties of each member of the professional
team, and instruct them and coordinate their activities as necessary with a view to achieving the
satisfactory completion of the development of the properties in accordance with the Business
Plans.

2.5

Not do anything which, nor omit to do anything the omission of which, would entitle a member of
the professional team to treat his contract of appointment in connection with the works as
terminated by breach.

2.6

Not terminate the appointment of any member of the professional team without the approval of
HDV/DevLLP.

3.

Preparing and Updating a Programme

3.1

Establish an overall detailed development programme for all activities connected with the
development of the properties consistent with the outline programme and revise it as often as
necessary.

3.2

Monitor and expedite all activities connected with the development of the properties with a view to
maintaining progress in accordance with the development programme.

3.3

As soon as becoming aware of any actual or potential delay to the progress of the works supply to
DevLLP written details of the reasons for the delay and of the expected effects.

3.4

Use all reasonable endeavours to avoid delays to the works and, if they cannot reasonably be
avoided, to mitigate their effect, including (where required by DevLLP) accelerating works so as to
overcome delays.

4.

Design of the Properties and the Approved Plans

4.1

Ensure that in relation to the design and programming of the properties it procures that the
professional team prepare detailed specifications and drawings showing the development of the
properties in accordance with the relevant Business Plans, any planning conditions and the design
principles specified by HDV/DevLLP.

4.2

Thereafter throughout the course of the development of the properties, procure that the
professional team prepare such further detailed specifications and drawings as may be necessary
or appropriate to illustrate in all material respects the design, content and quality of the works as
they progress in accordance with the planning conditions and the Business Plans.
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5.

Obtaining Consents

5.1

On DevLLP’s behalf apply for (or where appropriate arrange for other members of the professional
team to apply for) and use reasonable endeavours to obtain any Consents from time to time as
may be appropriate before commencement of and throughout the course of the development of the
properties (save for any consents in relation to outline planning permission, detailed planning
permission and listed building consent which are to be procured by the [Development Manager]),
the form and content of all applications and all supporting documentation having first been
approved by DevLLP, provided that such approval shall be deemed to be given where no response
is given to the Development Manager within 5 Business Days of the Development Manager
requesting approval.

5.2

If a Consent is refused, on DevLLP's behalf and subject to their approval, appeal against the
refusal or take such other action as may be appropriate in order to proceed with the relevant
development(s) at a property.

5.3

If conditions relating to any Consents are unacceptable to DevLLP (acting reasonably) and if so
requested by DevLLP on their behalf make or join in making such appeals, objections or
representations as DevLLP may require.

5.4

On behalf of DevLLP apply for and use all reasonable endeavours to obtain any necessary orders
for the stopping up or diversion of highways or footpaths to the extent that they may be required to
enable the development of the properties to be carried out.

6.

Building Contract Tender Process
In accordance with the Procurement Policy and Contractor Framework Agreement:-

6.1

In conjunction with the professional team, advise as to what design documents and other
documents and information should be in the tender package and as to the form of the tender
documents.

6.2

Carry out financial checks and make other appropriate enquiries as to the repute, competence and
suitability with respect to the works of any proposed building contractor and devise and undertake
appropriate pre-tender qualification procedures.

6.3

In conjunction with the professional team examine, assess, report and advise on all tenders
received and the vetting of the building contractor and specialist sub-contractors and suppliers, and
make recommendations in relation to the foregoing.

6.4

In conjunction with the professional team advise as to the form of documentation to be adopted in
relation to sub-contractors (both as between the building contractor and the sub-contractors and
between the sub-contractors and DevLLP).

6.5

In selecting a building contractor, act in good faith on an arm’s length basis and without regard to
any arrangements or relationship which the Development Manager may have with any prospective
contractor that do not relate to or are not relevant to the development of the properties.

6.6

Ensure that the Development Manager and the building contractor execute and enter into a
building contract before commencement of the relevant works and supply a certified copy to
DevLLP, together with any drawings referred to in it.

6.7

Procure that the building contractor’s obligations under any building contract are adequately
secured.

6.8

Take all reasonable steps necessary to procure the due performance and observance of the
obligations and duties of the building contractor under any building contract.

6.9

Not do anything nor omit to do anything which would entitle the building contractor to treat any
building contract as terminated by breach.
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6.10

Save where an alternative strategy is agreed with DevLLP use all reasonable endeavours to apply
and collect all liquidated and ascertained damages demandable from and payable by the building
contractor under any building contract.

6.11

Notify DevLLP of any perceived shortfall in performance of the building contractor and any dispute
arising pursuant to any building contract or any sub-contract

6.12

Not terminate the building contractor’s appointment under any building contract without the
approval of DevLLP.

7.

Execution of the Works

7.1

Issue instructions and directions to the building contractor and the members of the professional
team as necessary to carry out the works.

7.2

Save where any members of the team have been novated to the Contractor keep under continuous
review the performance of the members of the professional team and instruct them and co-ordinate
their activities as necessary with a view to achieving the satisfactory completion of the properties
according to the development programme.

7.3

Closely monitor the performance of the works with respect to compliance with the development
programme.

7.4

Use all reasonable endeavours to procure that the works are carried out:7.4.1

in a good and workmanlike manner and in accordance with good industry practice
generally accepted at the date of their execution;

7.4.2

with suitable appropriate quality materials of their several kinds according to good
industry practice generally accepted at the date of their execution;

7.4.3

in accordance with the Business Plans and the Consents;

7.4.4

in compliance with the planning conditions and any statutory requirements regulating the
works; and

7.4.5

in compliance with all statutes, statutory orders, and regulations made under or deriving
validity from them, and any requirements and codes of practice of local authorities and
competent authorities affecting the works.

7.5

Manage the issue of Practical Completion in accordance with the obligations set out in Part A
paragraph 11 of this Schedule 2.

8.

Site Security Setup and Monitoring

8.1

Ensure temporary secure enclosures are erected around the works on behalf of DevLLP to the
reasonable satisfaction of DevLLP and maintained in good condition.

8.2

Save where the responsibility of a contractor employed by DevLLP procure the removal of all such
enclosures upon practical completion of each relevant development at a property.

9.

Management of Utilities Services

9.1

Procure that during the execution of the works proper arrangements are made with the supply
authorities for the provision of temporary utilities services required for the carrying out of the works.

9.2

Advise on and structure efficient and economic long-term arrangements to be made with suppliers
for the provision of utilities to the properties and in consultation with the professional team and
DevLLP's solicitors use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that all necessary legal formalities
(including substation and transformer chamber leases or transfers)
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10.

Meetings and Communications with Suppliers

10.1

Arrange, chair and minute periodic meetings (not less frequently than monthly where there is active
development of a property) of the building contractor and the professional team to discuss, monitor
and expedite the progress of the development of a property and attend all other periodic and ad
hoc meetings related to the development of a property.

10.2

Keep full and proper records of all meetings and negotiations attended or conducted by the
Development Manager and on request provide copies to DevLLP if required.

10.3

Establish and maintain lines of communication for the exchange of information between the
members of the professional team, the building contractor and sub-contractors and others
concerned in the development of the properties.

11.

Provision of Information

11.1

Keep DevLLP informed of the progress of the works and any material problems or delays affecting
the works.

11.2

Supply promptly to DevLLP copies of any relevant notices, drawings, calculations, specifications,
reports, certificates, programmes and other similar items relevant to the works received from the
building contractor or any member of the professional team or from any local or other competent
authority or statutory undertaker or other third party.

12.

Cost Control
Advise DevLLP upon the comparative cost of alternative designs and methods of construction.

13.

Inspections, Tests and Claims
To review and report to DevLLP and the professional team on the quality of execution and the
progress of the development of the properties.

13.1

Monitor the progress of remedial works during the defects liability period and the making good of
defects and enforce the defects liability provisions in the building contract.

13.2

Inspect the works and prepare a schedule of defects itemising defects, shrinkages, and other faults
due to materials or workmanship not in accordance with this Agreement and the standards
specified in the building contract, or to faults occurring before practical completion.

14.

Comply with the reasonable requirements of DevLLP in relation to the prosecution of claims,
including the conduct of proceedings before any adjudicator, arbitrator, tribunal, or court pursuant
to any claim or action against the building contractor or any sub-contractor or the professional team
and keep DevLLP fully informed of progress and all material steps taken.

15.

Insurance Management

15.1

Where insurance is to be the responsibility of the building contractor, monitor the insurance and in
the event of it being allowed to lapse arrange for the alternative insurance of the works in
accordance with such powers as may exist under the building contract.

15.2

Apply all proceeds of insurance effected by the Development Manager in reinstating the insured
damage and procure that the building contractor and all other third parties comply with their
obligations in relation to reinstatement of any works destroyed or damaged by an insured risk,
report on any non-compliance and take such steps as are approved by DevLLP as a result.

16.

Tenant Leasing

16.1

In so far as the Development Manager is able to ensure that the works are planned and carried out
in such a way as to avoid or minimise disruption to occupiers of adjoining land and its visitors and
to maintain access and all facilities to which it is entitled.
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17.

Management of the Practical Completion Process

17.1

Save where this obligation is passed to a Contractor if a certificate of practical completion is issued
subject to a snagging list of items remaining to be completed or remedied, use all reasonable
endeavours to procure that those items are completed or remedied (as the case may be) as soon
as practicable (and in any event not later than 6 months) following the issue of the certificate of
practical completion.

17.2

As soon as reasonably practicable (and in any event no later than 20 Business Days) after the date
of the certificate of practical completion in respect of a development at a property (or in respect of
the last section of such property to reach practical completion) provide DevLLP with:
17.2.1

3 copies each of all technical specifications and maintenance and operating manuals in
relation to all installations and services comprised in the works certified as being
complete and correct by the employer’s representative;

17.2.2

3 complete hard copy sets of all relevant plans, sections, elevations and drawings
(together with further reproducible sets in an industry standard electronic format on CDRom or an equally convenient and accessible medium) showing developments at the
properties "as built";

17.2.3

the originals or copies of all Consents, together with all material or relevant
correspondence and documentation relating to the obtaining of them and copies of all
associated drawings and plans and copies of all applications relative to them;

17.2.4

evidence that all Consents have been obtained and complied with in full;

17.2.5

copies of all test and commissioning certificates for all plant and equipment where
relevant; and

17.2.6

a copy of the relevant completion certificate issued by the relevant authority under the
building regulations if available.

18.

Local Supply Chain Development

18.1

The Development Manager shall set out plans to encourage local suppliers to participate in
DevLLP activities in each Business Plan (the "Local Supply Chain Development Plan").

18.2

The Development Manager shall report on progress against the Local Supply Chain Development
Plan annually as part of each quarter 4 progress report.
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SCHEDULE 3
RESOURCE PLAN
1.1

The Development Manager will provide the Services by dedicating all necessary resource from
within the Development Manager's organisation to manage the day to day delivery of the
development management process within the Services. Accordingly the Development Manager will
set out in the draft Resource Plan to be provided for Dev LLP's approval pursuant to clause 4. 1:
(a)

detail of the relevant Services likely to be required for the period covered by the
relevant Resource Plan

(b)

an estimate of when such Services are likely to be required and for how long

(c)

which persons (if approved by Dev LLP in accordance with this agreement)
which sub contractors or consultants will be required and how much time each
will be required to dedicate

(d)

the relevant experience and qualifications of such persons; and

(e)

an estimate of the likely costs to be incurred in providing the Services

1.2

The level of resource will be supplemented with additional resource from within the Development
Manager's organisation as required and agreed with Dev LLP.

1.3

Where possible the Development Manager will seek to utilise local people to deliver the Services
drawing from within the Borough (if possible).

1.4

The Development Manager will provide a HDV Chief Executive to DevLLP to oversee and/or carry
out the performance of the Services to DevLLP.

1.5

The HDV Chief Executive will provide continuity and take the lead with overall strategic
responsibility to deliver the Services to DevLLP.

1.6

Should the Development Manager seek to replace the HDV Chief Executive, it will notify DevLLP of
its intention to do so and provide to DevLLP a person specification and C.V. of the relevant
candidate for approval by DevLLP (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed).

1.7

The HDV Chief Executive will dedicate such time and resources as are required for the proper
performance of the Services.

1.8

Resource Chart: The indicative resource structure will be provided to DevLLP and updated for
inclusion within the HDV Business Plan as required from time to time by the Development
Manager.
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SCHEDULE 4
KEY PERSONNEL
RESOURCE

INITIAL KEY PERSONNEL

HDV Chief Executive

means [
] or such other person as may be
appointed from time to time by the Development
Manager with the prior written approval of
DevLLP
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SCHEDULE 5
FEE PAYMENT MECHANISM
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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SCHEDULE 6
PART 1A
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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DATED

2017
Cabinet Report Version
23.06.2017

(1) [INVLP]
(2) Lendlease Real Estate Investment Services Limited

ASSET MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
relating to services to be provided to INVLP
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THIS AGREEMENT is made on

2017

BETWEEN:(1)

[INVLP] a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales (Number [
whose registered office is at [
] ("InvLP"); and

])

(2)

Lendlease Real Estate Investment Services Limited a company registered in England and
Wales (Company Number 02504487) whose registered office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place,
London NW1 3BF (the "Asset Manager").

RECITALS:(A)

The HDV has been established as a joint venture partnership between The Mayor and Burgesses
of the London Borough of Haringey (the "Council") and [PSP] to carry out regeneration and
development activities in the Borough.

(B)

InvLP is a wholly owned subsidiary of HDV established with the Objectives, which has been set up
to inter alia take responsibility for the Investment Portfolio.

(B)

InvLP wishes to appoint the Asset Manager to provide the Services on the terms and conditions set
out in this Agreement in return for the payment of the Fee (subject to and in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement).

IT IS AGREED as follows:1.

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
This Agreement shall be interpreted according to the provisions of Schedule 1.

2.

APPOINTMENT OF THE ASSET MANAGER

2.1

InvLP appoints the Asset Manager on an exclusive basis as the asset manager for the Investment
Portfolio Properties through the provision of the Services to InvLP upon the terms and conditions
set out in this Agreement and the Asset Manager hereby accepts its appointment and agrees to
provide the Services to InvLP throughout the term of this Agreement in accordance with the terms
and conditions set out in this Agreement.

2.2

The Asset Manager shall be an independent contractor with respect to the provision of the Services
to InvLP. Neither the Asset Manager nor its employees shall be deemed to be the servants, agents
or employees of InvLP (save as expressly set out in this Agreement).

2.3

The Asset Manager shall neither act nor hold itself out as having authority to act on behalf of InvLP
in any manner which is beyond the scope of this Agreement unless otherwise instructed to do so
by InvLP.

2.4

Subject to the Asset Manager's obligations under this Agreement, nothing in this Agreement shall
prevent the Asset Manager from providing any services whatsoever to any other person(s).

2.5

The General Manager shall be responsible for co-ordinating the Asset Manager in relation to the
provision of the Services to InvLP upon the terms and conditions set out in this Agreement and in
the event that the General Manager is replaced for any reason the Asset Manager shall provide
written notification to InvLP to inform it of any such replacement.

2.6

A list of the Asset Manager's key personnel will be notified by the Asset Manager to InvLP within 3
months of the date of this Agreement and incorporated as Schedule 5 (the "Key Personnel"). The
Asset Manager shall, so far as it is within its reasonable control and so long as the relevant Key
Personnel remain fit, healthy, able and an employee of the Asset Manager, procure that the Key
Personnel devote sufficient business time to the provision of the Services and retain their
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involvement in the performance of both the Services and the Asset Manager's obligations under
this Agreement and in particular shall not, from the Commencement Date until the date of
termination or expiry of this Agreement, replace the Key Personnel without the prior written consent
of InvLP (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed).
2.7

The Asset Manager will notify InvLP of the identity of the General Manager within three months of
the date of this Agreement or such longer period as shall be agreed between the parties.

2.8

Scope

3.

2.8.1

The Asset Manager shall not be required to provide any services not contemplated by the
intended scope of its obligations in this Agreement.

2.8.2

If InvLP requires any additional services to be carried out in respect of the Investment
Portfolio Properties or the Asset Manager recommends a variation in the Services, it can
opt to approach the other party and request that the Asset Manager provide or procure
such additional services.

2.8.3

If the option in Clause 2.8.2 is exercised and the Asset Manager is willing and able to
provide or procure the additional services, InvLP and the Asset Manager will use
reasonable endeavours to agree the terms and level of remuneration that would apply to
the provision of such additional services.

OBLIGATIONS AND DUTIES OF THE ASSET MANAGER
General

3.1

The Asset Manager acknowledges that it is and shall be deemed to be fully aware of the terms of
the Members' Agreement and the Business Plans and shall at all times:3.1.1

use all reasonable skill and care and take such actions as are to be expected of a properly
qualified, experienced and competent property asset manager so as to work to implement
the requirements of the Business Plans; and

3.1.2

act within the parameters of and in a manner consistent with the Business Plans,

insofar as the Business Plans and Members' Agreement relate to the Services.
3.2

In the performance of the Services, the Asset Manager shall:3.2.1

devote such time and attention as may be necessary for the proper performance of the
Services and shall perform its obligations under this Agreement in accordance with Good
Industry Practice and so as to give to InvLP the full and complete benefit of the Asset
Manager's experience and expertise in relation to the management of the Investment
Portfolio Properties;

3.2.2

act in good faith towards InvLP with due regard to the provisions of the Members'
Agreement and the Business Plans and shall, subject to Clause 6, comply with the
reasonable, proper and lawful instructions of and use all reasonable skill and care to
implement the reasonable, proper and lawful decisions of InvLP in relation to the
management of the Investment Portfolio Properties and the provision of the Services in so
far as any such instructions or decisions would not otherwise place the Asset Manager in
breach of its authority set out in the Delegation Policy or any other obligation under this
Agreement and/or any other agreements it has entered into with InvLP;

3.2.3

notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement (and unless prior written consent
has been obtained from InvLP to extend its authority) ensure that the Asset Manager acts
in accordance with its permitted authorities and within all reasonable and proper
instructions of InvLP;
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3.2.4

not cause InvLP to be in breach of any law, or of any regulation or condition imposed by
any statutory undertaker;

3.2.5

comply with the Procurement Policy;

3.2.6

set up and maintain (and procure that any persons to whom it sub-contracts any of the
Services pursuant to and in accordance with Clause 4 set up and maintain) personnel
procedures covering all relevant matters (including discipline, grievance, equal
opportunities (including without limitation diversity and disability equality policies) and
health and safety matters), ensuring that the terms and implementation of such procedures
comply with all Statutory Requirements, Guidance and Good Industry Practice and that
they are published in written form and that copies of them (and any revisions and
amendments to them) are forthwith issued to InvLP;

3.2.7

give such general advice and assistance to InvLP in connection with the Investment
Portfolio Properties as may lie within the field of the Asset Manager's qualifications,
competence and experience and as InvLP may from time to time reasonably request save
where such advice and assistance are outside the scope of the Services;

3.2.8

at all times exercise its discretion and business judgment fairly and properly;

3.2.9

subject to the provisions of the Asset Management Agreement Guarantee, take such action
as would be undertaken by a prudent and reasonable owner of the Investment Portfolio
Properties with the objective of maximising returns in terms of rental yield and capital
growth of the Investment Portfolio Properties without exposing InvLP to undue speculative
risk provided that such actions are in accordance with the Investment Business Plan and
are expressly authorised in accordance with the Delegation Policy and/or this Agreement;

3.2.10

have regard to the principles of good estate management and professional codes of
conduct and/or guidelines laid down from time to time by the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors (or its successor body from time to time);

3.2.11

not make any undisclosed profit or commission out of its duties;

3.2.12

not and shall use reasonable endeavours to procure that any sub-contractor appointed
pursuant to Clause 4 shall not knowingly do or knowingly omit to do anything in connection
with the provision of the Services or in the course of its or their activities, which in the
reasonable opinion of InvLP brings the standing of InvLP and/or any of the HDV Parties
and/or the Council into serious disrepute or attracts material adverse publicity to InvLP
and/or any of the HDV Parties and/or the Council save that this Clause 3.2.12 shall not
apply where the Asset Manager or any relevant third party asserts a claim against InvLP or
any of the HDV Parties and/or the Council provided that such claim is not frivolous or
vexatious; and

3.2.13

comply with the obligations on its part that are set out in the Asset Management Agreement
Guarantee.

Service Delivery
3.3

In the performance of the Services, the Asset Manager shall:3.3.1

in respect of each Investment Portfolio Property use all reasonable endeavours in respect
of each Key Performance Indicator to procure that such Key Performance Indicator is
achieved by the relevant KPI Target Achievement Threshold;

3.3.2

co-operate in good faith with the Property Manager and any relevant consultants or
professionals appointed by the Council, InvLP and/or any other HDV Party;

3.3.3

where InvLP provides funds to the Asset Manager to enable the Asset Manager to fulfil its
duties and obligations under this Agreement, to use such funds in a prudent manner,
having due regard to the nature of the Services, the requirement to provide the Services as
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a whole and the Objectives (and the Asset Manager shall only use such funds for the
purposes of carrying out the Services);
3.3.4

perform the Services in such manner and at such time so that no act, omission or default of
the Asset Manager in relation to the performance of the Services shall knowingly cause
InvLP, any HDV Party and/or the Council to be in breach of any law or of any regulation or
condition imposed by any local or municipal authority or statutory undertakers or other
authority having jurisdiction or authority;

3.3.5

procure, at all times during the continuance of this Agreement, that the Asset Manager
shall employ and/or engage a sufficient number of suitably skilled and qualified persons to
provide the Services and to enable the Asset Manager to comply with the terms of this
Agreement; and

3.3.6

use reasonable endeavours to comply with such timescales as may be agreed with InvLP
in relation to the provision of the Services from time to time.

Reporting and Progress Monitoring
3.4

In the performance of the Services, the Asset Manager shall:3.4.1

keep InvLP regularly informed of progress of all Services in which the Asset Manager is
engaged under this Agreement and shall provide all such information in its possession or
control in relation to the Services as InvLP shall reasonably request from time to time;

3.4.2

promptly make full and timely disclosure to InvLP upon becoming aware of any:
(a)

matter which adversely affects any of the Investment Portfolio Properties, any
HDV Party and/or a Member or adversely affects InvLP's liability in respect of
any of the Investment Portfolio Properties;

(b)

matter which arises (or is likely to arise) and which would have a material
adverse effect on the ability of the Asset Manager to perform the Services in
accordance with this Agreement;

(c)

of the insolvency events specified in Clause 11.2 arising in relation to the Asset
Manager; and/or

(d)

conflict of interest which may arise with the Asset Manager or any of the Asset
Manager's directors in the performance of their duties and obligations under this
Agreement;

3.4.3

allow InvLP (and its employees, agents and advisers), on reasonable prior notice, access
to inspect and/or take copies of any such documents or records as may be reasonably
necessary or appropriate for the purpose of or in connection with the Services and/or the
Business and for the purpose of monitoring the Asset Manager's performance of the
Services in accordance with this Agreement;

3.4.4

when reasonably required by InvLP (giving details of time, location and agenda) and
having received reasonable prior notice in writing, attend meetings by person, telephone or
video conference (as specified) to report on or support its actions and to answer either at,
or as soon as is reasonably practicable after, all enquiries made at such meetings; and

3.4.5

within 30 days of the end of each Quarter which follows the Start Date, provide InvLP with
a report detailing the Asset Manager's performance and delivery of the Services during the
immediately preceding Quarter (the "Relevant Quarter") against the Key Performance
Indicators and otherwise in accordance with the terms of this Agreement (the "Quarterly
Performance Report"). For the avoidance of doubt the first Quarterly Performance Report
shall relate to the period from and including the Start Date and expiring on the last
Business Day of the Quarter in which the Start Date occurred (and the Quarterly
Performance Report shall become due on the first Business Day thereafter).
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4.

ASSIGNMENT AND APPOINTMENT OF ADVISERS AND AGENTS
Sub-contracting by the Asset Manager

4.1

The Asset Manager shall not sub-contract, assign, novate, delegate or otherwise transfer any
benefit or obligation, or the performance of any of its rights, obligations or duties under this
Agreement other than in accordance with the provisions of this Clause 4.

4.2

The Asset Manager may sub-contract the Services (or part thereof) provided always that the Asset
Manager:4.2.1

has received the prior written consent of InvLP (such consent not to be unreasonably
withheld or delayed);

4.2.2

shall select sub-contractors which are appropriately qualified to undertake the task for
which they have been appointed;

4.2.3

exercises reasonable supervision of the performance of its sub-contractors;

4.2.4

places obligations and liabilities on each sub-contractor (where appropriate) which are no
less onerous than the obligations and liabilities placed on the Asset Manager under this
Agreement in respect of the Services which are the subject of the sub-contract taking into
account the nature of the services required under that arrangement (including but not
limited to the data protection obligations contained in Clause 19);

4.2.5

shall be responsible for all acts and omissions of its sub-contractors (including without
limitation any sub-sub-contractors) as though they were its own;

4.2.6

ensures (on appointment of any sub-contractors and on each subsequent anniversary of
each appointment thereafter) that such sub-contractors have adequate insurance
commensurate to their role with an insurer of repute (including, but not limited to (where
relevant to the services being provided by the sub-contractor) professional indemnity
insurance) and upon request delivers evidence of the same to InvLP; and

4.2.7

shall be responsible for the costs and fees of such sub-contract (including all costs incurred
by the Asset Manager as a result of any sub-contract).

4.3

Subject to Clauses 4.2.2 to 4.2.7, the Asset Manager may only sub-contract the Key Services with
the prior written consent of InvLP and InvLP shall be deemed to be acting reasonably in
withholding consent to the sub-contracting of any Key Services at its absolute discretion;

4.4

The Asset Manager shall ensure that all sub-contracts entered into pursuant to Clause 4.2 and/or
Clause 4.3 shall include an express acknowledgement of a duty of care from the relevant subcontractor to InvLP.

4.5

For the avoidance of doubt, no sub-contract entered into pursuant to Clause 4.2 and/or Clause 4.3
shall in any way release the Asset Manager from any of its obligations under this Agreement.
Appointments by the Asset Manager on behalf of InvLP

4.6

Subject always to:
4.6.1

the Procurement Policy; and

4.6.2

the prior written consent and approval of InvLP as to methodology of procurement (which
must itself be in compliance with the Procurement Policy) and the costs and terms of
appointment,

the Asset Manager shall be entitled to appoint consultants, advisors and contractors to provide
works or services to InvLP as required on behalf of InvLP ("Appointment") provided always that
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such Appointment complies with the provisions of Clause 4.7 and Clause 4.8.
consultant, advisor or contractor is referred to as an "Appointee".

Any such

4.7

All Appointments made in accordance with Clause 4.6 shall comply with the Procurement Policy
and the terms of any delegation made by InvLP to the Asset Manager and, unless otherwise
agreed by InvLP and the Asset Manager, shall be entered into in the name of InvLP and the Asset
Manager shall describe itself in all Appointments as “agent” of InvLP. The Asset Manager shall
make full and complete disclosure of any interest (pecuniary and non-pecuniary) which the Asset
Manager or its officers or employees may have in the contracting entity that is the subject of such
Appointment and notify InvLP of the name and identity of the Appointee, including any Appointee
that may be a company within the Asset Manager's Group.

4.8

The Asset Manager shall:-

5.

4.8.1

procure that (unless otherwise agreed by InvLP), as part of the terms of the Appointment,
each Appointee is required to comply with obligations no less onerous than those placed
on the Asset Manager under this Agreement (to the extent applicable and proportionate to
the works and/or services being carried out by the Appointee); and

4.8.2

use all reasonable endeavours to fully enforce the terms of each Appointment on behalf of
InvLP provided that the Asset Manager shall not be liable for any act, omission or default of
any Appointee save to the extent caused by a breach of this Agreement by the Asset
Manager.

ASSIGNMENT BY THE ASSET MANAGER
The Asset Manager may (with prior written approval of InvLP) assign the whole of its interest under
this Agreement at any time to any subsidiary or holding company of the Asset Manager (provided
that such assignee has the appropriate experience, staff and resources to comply with the Asset
Manager's obligations under this Agreement).

6.

OBLIGATIONS OF INVLP

6.1

Subject always to Clause 7 InvLP shall:6.1.1

supply or arrange for others to supply to the Asset Manager, without charge, and in such
reasonable time so as not to prevent, delay or disrupt the performance of the Services, all
data, information and records relating to the Investment Portfolio Properties (or part
thereof) (or copies thereof) which are:(a)

in its possession or under its control; and

(b)

which are reasonably requested from time to time by the Asset Manager;

6.1.2

where such property or properties are within the control of InvLP, ensure that the Asset
Manager has access to the Investment Portfolio Properties (or any relevant part of them)
as may be necessary for the proper performance of its duties under this Agreement. [In
relation to Investment Portfolio Properties not yet transferred pursuant to the Development
Framework Agreement or that are otherwise in the possession or control of the Council,
InvLP shall use reasonable endeavours to procure that the Council shall ensure that the
Asset Manager has access to such Investment Portfolio Properties (or any relevant part of
them) as may be necessary for the proper performance of its duties under this Agreement;]

6.1.3

where InvLP requires the Asset Manager to comply with any proper and lawful instruction
or direction where the cost of complying with such instruction or direction shall incur an
additional cost and the subject matter of such instruction or direction is not set out in the
scope of the services to be provided by the Asset Manager in Schedule 2, ensure that the
Asset Manager has the funds it reasonably requires to comply with such instruction or
direction;

6.1.4

provide the Asset Manager with additional funds in accordance with Clause 3.3.3; and
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6.1.5

pay the Fee to the Asset Manager subject to and in accordance with the provisions of
Clause 8, Schedule 4 Part 3 and Schedule 7.

7.

LIMITATIONS

7.1

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the Asset Manager shall not, when carrying
out and performing its obligations and duties under this Agreement, expend on behalf of InvLP or
commit InvLP to expend in any way whatsoever, any sum of money to any third party save:7.1.1

where and to the extent that such expenditure has been approved in writing by InvLP or is
included in a written instruction or direction issued by InvLP;

7.1.2

where and to the extent that such expenditure is contained in the Approved Budget set out
in the Investment Business Plan; or

7.1.3

where and to the extent that such expenditure is incurred in accordance with the
authorisations set out in the Delegation Policy.

7.2

For the avoidance of doubt, the Asset Manager shall be entitled to take such actions as are set out
under the "Asset Manager" heading in the Delegation Policy without the further prior written
approval of InvLP.

8.

REMUNERATION

8.1

The Fee shall be payable subject to and in accordance with this Clause 8, Schedule 4 Part 3 and
Schedule 7.

8.2

In consideration of the provision of the Services to InvLP, subject to:
8.2.1

the timely submission by the Asset Manager to InvLP of the Quarterly Performance Report
in accordance with Clause 3.4.5 together with an invoice in respect of the Fee; and

8.2.2

any adjustment to the Fee which applies in accordance with this Clause 8, Schedule 4 Part
3, Schedule 7 and/or the Service Credit Adjustment,

InvLP shall pay (or procure the payment of the Fee) to the Asset Manager Quarterly in arrears
within the timescale set out in Clause 8.6.
8.3

The first payment of the Fee shall become payable on the Fee Start Date and shall be the Fee
which is referable to the Services rendered to InvLP from the Commencement Date until the Fee
Start Date.

8.4

For the avoidance of doubt but subject to Clauses 3.3.3 and 6.1.3, the Fee (as adjusted, where
relevant, in accordance with Clause 8.5 , Schedule 4 Part 3 and Schedule 7) shall be inclusive of
all costs and expenses incurred by the Asset Manager in connection with performing the Services
and its obligations under and in connection with this Agreement together with all of the Asset
Manager’s internal administrative costs and expenses such as salaries, office space and office
equipment expenses and the Asset Manager shall be responsible for all such costs and expenses.

8.5

Service Credit Adjustment
8.5.1

The Fee shall be subject to the Service Credit Adjustment calculated and applied in
accordance with Schedule 4 Part 3 and/or Schedule 7.

8.5.2

For the avoidance of doubt, InvLP's right to reduce the Fee in accordance with Schedule 4
Part 3 shall be in addition to, and not in substitution for, any other rights it may have arising
from the Asset Manager's failure to provide the Services in accordance with the terms of
this Agreement.

8.5.3

Any waiver by InvLP of its rights under Clause 11.3.1 shall not be a waiver of InvLP's right
to reduce the Fee in accordance with Schedule 4 Part 3.
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8.6

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

8.7

All Fee payments should be made by bank transfer to such account as the Asset Manager shall
notify to InvLP from time to time.

9.

DISPUTES

9.1

If any dispute or difference arises in relation to this Agreement which is not resolved by the relevant
parties within 20 Business Days (or such longer period as the parties may agree in writing) of the
dispute or difference first arising, any relevant party shall be entitled to refer such matter to an
Expert for determination where it considers (acting reasonably) that such matter is capable of
determination by an Expert.

9.2

The Expert shall have due regard to the provisions of this Agreement and shall act as an Expert
and not as an arbitrator. The Expert shall allow each relevant party to make representations and
counter-representations within a reasonable period and shall give his decision as soon as
reasonably practicable.

9.3

The decision of the Expert shall be notified in writing to all relevant parties, together with the
reasons for and any evidence on which he has relied in coming to such decision. The Expert's
decision shall be final and binding upon them in the absence of manifest error or fraud and the
costs of the determination shall be borne as the Expert shall determine is fair and reasonable in all
the circumstances.

9.4

If the Expert shall relinquish his or her appointment or die or if it shall become apparent that for any
reason he or she will be unable to complete his or her duties hereunder then any relevant party
may apply to the appropriate President (or the next the most senior available officer) of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors or the Law Society or the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales (as appropriate to the determination of an appropriate expert in relation to a
Deadlock Matter under the Members' Agreement) for a substitute to be appointed in his or her
place which procedure may be repeated as many times as necessary.

9.5

In circumstances where no relevant party has referred the dispute or difference which has arisen in
relation to this Agreement for determination by an Expert in accordance with the provisions of
Clause 9.1 within 10 Business Days of the dispute or difference first arising (or from the date that
the relevant parties agree (acting reasonably) that the matter is not capable for decision by an
Expert, if earlier), the relevant parties shall attempt to settle the matter by mediation in accordance
with the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution ("CEDR") Model Mediation Procedure. Unless
otherwise agreed between the relevant parties, the mediator will be nominated by CEDR. To
initiate the mediation a party must give notice in writing ("Mediation Notice") to the other relevant
party or parties requesting a mediation. A copy of the request should be sent to CEDR. The
mediation will take place in the Borough, and will start not later than 20 Business Days after the
date of the Mediation Notice. If the matter is not settled by mediation within 30 Business Days of
commencement of the mediation or within such further period as the relevant parties may agree in
writing, then InvLP shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement by the service of 30 Business
Days' notice upon the Asset Manager.

10.

LIABILITY

10.1

Subject to Clause 10.2, the liability of the Asset Manager to InvLP, any HDV Party or the Council
under or in connection with this Agreement for all claims, whether in contract, tort (including
negligence) or otherwise, shall not exceed (this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report)per claim and/or (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) (provided that
this limitation on liability shall not apply in respect of claims under or in connection with paragraphs
9.2 and 11.2 of Part 1 and paragraphs 1.3, 1.12 and 1.19 of Part 2 of Schedule 6).

10.2

Nothing in this Agreement shall exclude or limit the liability of any party for:
10.2.1

death or personal injury caused by its negligence (or that of its contractors, agents or
employees); or
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10.2.2

fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.

11.

DURATION AND TERMINATION

11.1

This Agreement shall commence on the Commencement Date and shall continue in force until the
earliest to occur of:

11.2

11.3

1

11.1.1

the fifth anniversary of the date of this Agreement;

11.1.2

the date this Agreement is terminated forthwith by notice in writing by InvLP in accordance
with Clause 27 (Duration, Termination and Winding Up of the HDV Parties) of the
Members' Agreement;

11.1.3

the date of termination of the Members' Agreement;

11.1.4

the date agreed in writing between the parties; and

11.1.5

the date terminated in accordance with this Clause 11.2 or 11.3.

The appointment of the Asset Manager (and its authority to act) shall terminate immediately upon
any of the following occurring:11.2.1

the Asset Manager being deemed unable to pay its debts within the meaning of section
123 of the Insolvency Act 1986;

11.2.2

an administrative receiver, receiver, administrator, liquidator or similar officer is appointed
in respect of the entirety of the Asset Manager's assets or undertaking;

11.2.3

a floating charge crystallising over the Asset Manager's material assets and the holder of
such floating charge successfully takes steps to enforce such security;

11.2.4

a distress, distraint, charging order, attachment, execution or other process is levied
against any of the Asset Manager's assets and remains undischarged;

11.2.5

there being an unsatisfied judgment or order of any court or tribunal, or award of any
arbitrator, outstanding against the Asset Manager;

11.2.6

a meeting of the Asset Manager's creditors, or any class of them, is held or summoned or a
proposal is made for a moratorium, composition or arrangement in relation to any of its
debts, or for a voluntary arrangement under Part 1 of the Insolvency Act 1986; and/or

11.2.7

anything analogous to any of the events set out in Clauses 11.2.1 to 11.2.6 (inclusive)
occurring in respect of the Asset Manager in any jurisdiction.

Without prejudice to any other rights or remedies of the parties this Agreement may be terminated
forthwith (in whole or in relation to certain Services only) by notice in writing by InvLP in the event
of:11.3.1

[the Asset Manager suffering a Category 1 KPI Breach provided that where such breach is
capable of remedy, InvLP shall first serve written notice on the Asset Manager referring to
this Clause and requiring it to remedy such breach within 20 Business Days and if the
Asset Manager shall remedy the relevant breach during that period then, for the purposes
of this Clause 11.3.1 only (and without prejudice to the ability of InvLP to make a Service
Credit Adjustment in respect of the same pursuant to Clause 8.5), the remedied breach
1
shall be deemed not to have occurred;]

11.3.2

the Asset Manager:-

Note: Category 1 KPI Breach to be considered as part of KPI work up process
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(a)

committing a Material Breach of this Agreement which is not capable of remedy;
and/or

(b)

committing a Material Breach of this Agreement which is capable of remedy and
the Asset Manager has failed to remedy such breach within the requisite time
period following the service upon the Asset Manager of a written notice in
accordance with Clause 11.4;

11.3.3

the Asset Manager committing or knowingly permitting any act to be committed which is
illegal, fraudulent or dishonest;

11.3.4

the Asset Manager failing to comply with the requirements set out in Clause 14;

11.3.5

the Asset Manager bringing the standing of InvLP, any HDV Party and/or the Council into
material disrepute or bringing about material adverse publicity in relation to any HDV Party
and/or the Council and, following the service upon it of written notice from such party
informing the Asset Manager that this is the case, the Asset Manager failing to remedy or
change the matter, event or circumstance which has caused such serious disrepute or
material adverse publicity (as the case may be) within 20 Business Days of the date of
service of such notice;

11.3.6

PSP or any member of its Group ceasing to be a Member;

11.3.7

the Asset Manager serving a notice upon InvLP in compliance with Clause 14.3 or failing to
serve a notice in breach of Clause 14.3;

11.3.8

the cap on liability pursuant to Clause 10.1 being reached or exceeded (unless the Asset
Manager confirms to InvLP its assumption of liability beyond such cap and InvLP agrees (in
its absolute discretion) to accept such assumption of liability); and/or

11.3.9

[the Asset Manager failing to comply with its obligations set out in paragraph [
2
of Schedule 4 (Key Performance Indicators)];

]

11.4

Where the Asset Manager has committed a breach of any obligation of this Agreement which is
capable of remedy, InvLP may serve notice on the Asset Manager specifying that a breach has
occurred and requiring the Asset Manager to remedy it within 20 Business Days after the date of
the service of the relevant notice.

11.5

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, the parties agree that no matter shall
constitute a termination event of the Asset Manager pursuant to Clause 11.3 where such
termination event is materially:11.5.1

attributable to external factors outside of the control of the Asset Manager or which occur
as a result of a Force Majeure Event;

11.5.2

attributable to the fact that an extension of time has been granted in respect of one or more
of the KPI Target Achievement Thresholds;

11.5.3

attributable to a failure by the Council to co-operate with the Asset Manager or InvLP (or an
HDV Party) in its capacity as a Member;

11.5.4

attributable to the delay by InvLP or any HDV Party in respect of any decision or action
required by InvLP (or the HDV Party as applicable) (save to the extent that any such delay
arises out of any fault on the part of the Asset Manager); and/or

11.5.5

attributable to an act or omission of InvLP (or any HDV Party) and/or the Council, or a
breach by any one or more of them of their respective obligations under the Project
Agreements,

2

Note: A suitable termination mechanism is to be developed before signature of this document which will refer to KPIs, the tolerances of
which will be agreed between the HDV Board and the Asset Manager once the KPI table is populated.
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provided that this Clause 11.5 shall not apply to or affect the termination events set out in Clause
11.3.3 and Clause 11.3.6.
12.

CONSEQUENCES OF TERMINATION

12.1

On a termination of this Agreement (whether in whole or in part) pursuant to Clause 11 InvLP shall
be entitled to engage a third party asset manager for the Investment Portfolio Properties (in respect
of those Services which have been terminated pursuant to Clause 11).

12.2

Upon any termination of this Agreement (whether in whole or in part) the Asset Manager shall take
action to:
12.2.1

wind-up the terminated Services; or

12.2.2

on the reasonable instruction of InvLP, facilitate the handover of the management of the
Investment Portfolio Properties and handover the terminated Services and any relevant
information (including any Confidential Information) to any third party asset manager
engaged by InvLP, any other HDV Party or the Council as directed by InvLP,
in an orderly and timely manner (with effect from the date of the appointment of such third
party asset manager, where relevant) and in compliance with the reasonable instructions
of InvLP as to the transition of such management and Services; and

12.2.3

cause to be delivered to InvLP all Confidential Information, relevant documents, records,
information, data, drawings, specifications, calculations, and other materials under its
control and relating to the Investment Portfolio Properties (whether in the course of
preparation or completed) or prepared in accordance with this Agreement including any
copies thereof (whether electronic or otherwise) together with copies of any other relevant
records, information or documentation which is relevant and necessary for the provision of
the Services. The Asset Manager shall not have, or purport to claim, a lien over any such
documents or materials.

12.3

Termination of this Agreement (in whole or in part) for any reason whatsoever shall be without
prejudice to the accrued rights or claims of any party hereto in relation to any act or omission of the
other prior to such termination.

12.4

Notwithstanding the termination of this Agreement, the provisions of this Agreement shall continue
to bind each party insofar as and for so long as may be necessary to give effect to their respective
rights and obligations hereunder.

13.

FORCE MAJEURE

13.1

If by reason of a Force Majeure Event occurring on or after the Commencement Date a party is
wholly or partially unable to carry out its obligations under this Agreement (the "Affected Party")
then the Affected Party shall promptly serve notice in writing to the other relevant party or parties,
setting out:13.1.1

the particulars of the Force Majeure Event and its effect upon its performance under this
Agreement; and

13.1.2

to the extent known, the expected duration of the Affected Party's failure to perform.

13.2

An Affected Party shall not be entitled to relief under Clause 13.4 for any failure or delay in
complying with its obligations under or in accordance with this Agreement until the notice specified
in Clause 13.1 has been provided to each other relevant party.

13.3

The Affected Party shall:13.3.1

make reasonable efforts to prevent, remove, avoid and mitigate the effects of any Force
Majeure Event including recourse to alternative acceptable sources of services, equipment,
supplies and materials and the payment of reasonable sums of money;
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13.4

13.5

13.3.2

use reasonable efforts to ensure a prompt resumption of normal performance of this
Agreement after the cessation of a Force Majeure Event; and

13.3.3

when reasonably requested by another party, provide that party with notice more fully
describing the relevant Force Majeure Event, its cause, the efforts being made to remove,
avoid and mitigate its effects and an estimate of the duration of the Force Majeure Event.

Following the service of notice in accordance with Clause 13.1 and provided that the Affected Party
has complied with the provisions of Clause 13.3, the Affected Party shall not be liable for any cost,
expense or damages, failure or delay in complying with its obligations under or in accordance with
this Agreement (including, for the avoidance of doubt, compliance with the Key Performance
Indicators) to the extent that it is prevented from or delayed in performing its obligations by one or
more Force Majeure Events and its or their effects or by any combination of those events and
effects. Such obligations shall be suspended for such period or periods as may be required for the
Affected Party to overcome the effects of such Force Majeure Event provided, however, that:13.4.1

the suspension of performance is of no greater scope and of no longer duration than the
Force Majeure Event and the time reasonably necessary to attend to the consequences of
such Force Majeure Event;

13.4.2

no relief shall be granted to a party in accordance with this Clause 13 to the extent that
such failure or delay would have been experienced by such party even if such Force
Majeure Event had not occurred; and

13.4.3

in the event that the Affected Party gives notice under Clause 13.1 and the relevant Force
Majeure Event continues for a continuous period of three months during which the Affected
Party is unable to perform its obligations under this Agreement, then either InvLP or the
Asset Manager shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement by notice in writing.

The Affected Party shall promptly service notice in writing to the other relevant party following:13.5.1

the cessation of the relevant Force Majeure Event; and

13.5.2

the cessation of the effects of such Force Majeure Event on the enjoyment by such
Affected Party of its rights or the performance by it of its obligations under this Agreement.

14.

INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE

14.1

The Asset Manager shall indemnify and keep indemnified, InvLP, the Council and each of the HDV
Parties against all and any losses, costs, claims, expenses and proceedings arising as a
consequence of its fraud, negligence, reckless disregard, misconduct, bad faith and/or any breach
by it of any of its obligations under this Agreement (or any breach by any person to whom it
delegates the performance of any of the Services and/or any of its obligations under this
Agreement whether under an authorised Appointment or otherwise).

14.2

The Asset Manager warrants that it has in force:14.2.1

professional indemnity insurance cover for not less than (this information is contained in
the exempt part of the report) per individual claim and/or (this information is contained in
the exempt part of the report) in the aggregate per year;

14.2.2

public liability insurance for not less than (this information is contained in the exempt part
of the report) per individual claim; and

14.2.3

employer's liability insurance for not less than (this information is contained in the exempt
part of the report) per individual claim,

and undertakes to InvLP to maintain such level of insurance cover in respect of the provision of the
Services for the period of this Agreement unless such other level of insurance is otherwise agreed
by InvLP (acting reasonably having due regard to Good Industry Practice and insurance cover
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which is available in respect of the Services in the prevailing market) from time to time (the
"Insurance Cover").
14.3

The Asset Manager shall notify InvLP immediately upon:14.3.1

becoming or believing it may become unable to effect professional indemnity insurance
and shall immediately explain the reasons for such inability;

14.3.2

becoming aware of its Insurance Cover becoming void or voidable by reason of an act or
omission of the Asset Manager; or

14.3.3

becoming aware that, as a result of an act or omission of the Asset Manager, monies that
would otherwise have been recoverable under such Insurance Cover are irrecoverable,

and, in such circumstances, InvLP shall be entitled to terminate this Agreement by notice in writing
served on the Asset Manager in accordance with Clause 11.3 and the Asset Manager shall be
liable for any losses, costs, claims and/or proceedings arising out of any act or omission of the
Asset Manager which results in the Insurance Cover becoming void or voidable.
14.4

The Asset Manager shall ensure that, prior to appointing any sub-contractors, consultants and
Appointees pursuant to this Agreement, such parties have and are required to maintain
professional indemnity insurance cover with a reputable insurer to a level and scope appropriate for
the services to be carried out by the relevant consultant.

14.5

For the avoidance of doubt, the rights of InvLP in respect of claims for any losses, costs, claims
and/or proceedings pursuant to this Clause 14 shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

14.6

The Asset Manager shall produce for inspection, on request by InvLP, documentary evidence that
its professional indemnity insurance is being maintained in the form of a letter from the Asset
Manager's insurance broker.

15.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

15.1

For the purpose of this Agreement, "Intellectual Property" shall mean all inventions (whether
patentable or not) patents, utility models, designs (both registered and unregistered), copyright,
trade and service marks (both registered and unregistered) together with all rights to the grant of
and applications for the same and including all similar or analogous rights throughout the world and
all future rights of such nature.

15.2

In consideration of the payment of one pound (£1.00), the receipt of which the Asset Manager
hereby acknowledges:
15.2.1

if the Asset Manager makes or participates in making any invention or any design (whether
registrable or not) or any copyright work in connection with the provision of the Services the
Asset Manager shall disclose all relevant details of such invention, design or work to InvLP
immediately. In the case of such an invention, design or work the Asset Manager shall
give InvLP full particulars of the invention, design or work together with all information,
data, drawings and models relating to the invention, design or work and, in the case of
designs and copyright works, a copy of all such designs and works;

15.2.2

all rights in Intellectual Property which may be created by the Asset Manager in the course
of the provision of the Services to InvLP shall be the sole and exclusive property of InvLP
and the Asset Manager hereby assigns all such Intellectual Property to InvLP by way of
present and future assignment with full title guarantee;

15.2.3

in the case of registrable rights the Asset Manager shall, if requested by InvLP, execute all
documents and do all things which may be necessary or desirable for obtaining the best
possible registrable position in territories specified by InvLP, and in respect of all
Intellectual Property the Asset Manager shall execute all documents and do all such things
as may be necessary or desirable for perfecting assignment of Intellectual Property under
Clause 15.2.2 above; and
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15.2.4

the Asset Manager hereby irrevocably appoints InvLP to be its attorney in its name and on
its behalf to sign and execute any instrument or do anything and generally to use its name
for the purpose of giving to InvLP the full benefit of the provisions of this Clause 15 and a
certificate in writing in favour of any third party signed by any director or the secretary of
InvLP that any instrument or act falls within the authority conferred by this Clause 15 shall
be conclusive evidence that such is the case.

15.3

The Asset Manager shall not be liable for any use of the Intellectual Property by any HDV Party
that is not in accordance with the licence granted pursuant to Clause 15.2.

16.

TUPE AND PENSIONS

16.1

The provisions of Schedule 6 shall apply in relation to TUPE and pensions.

17.

CORPORATE POWERS AND OTHER UNDERTAKINGS AND WARRANTIES

17.1

Each of parties hereby represents and warrants to the others as follows:17.1.1

that it has full corporate power and has taken all necessary corporate action to enable it
effectively to enter into and perform its obligations under this Agreement;

17.1.2

that this Agreement, when executed by all parties, will create obligations which are valid
and binding on it, and enforceable in accordance with their terms; and

17.1.3

it does not require the consent, approval or authority of any other persons to enter into or
perform its obligations under this Agreement and its entry into and performance of this
Agreement will not constitute any breach of or default under any contractual, governmental
or public obligation binding upon it as at the Commencement Date.

18.

CONFIDENTIALITY

18.1

Subject to Clause 18.2, the parties hereto shall be bound by the provisions of Clause 32
(Confidential Information and Freedom of Information) of the Members' Agreement as if they were
parties thereto.

18.2

The Asset Manager may disclose information to its employees or advisers where the Asset
Manager deems disclosure to be necessary for providing the Services in accordance with the terms
and conditions of this Agreement.

19.

[DATA PROTECTION

19.1

With respect to the parties' rights and obligations under this Agreement, the parties agree that
InvLP is the Data Controller and that the Asset Manager is the Data Processor.

19.2

The Asset Manager shall:19.2.1

process the Personal Data only in accordance with instructions from InvLP (which may be
specific instructions or instructions of a general nature as set out in this agreement or as
otherwise notified by InvLP to the Asset Manager during the term of this Agreement);

19.2.2

process the Personal Data only to the extent, and in such manner, as is necessary for the
provision of the Services or as is required by law or any regulatory body;

19.2.3

implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to protect the Personal Data
against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, destruction,
damage, alteration or disclosure. These measures shall be appropriate to the harm which
might result from any unauthorised or unlawful Processing, accidental loss, destruction or
damage to the Personal Data and having regard to the nature of the Personal Data which
is to be protected;
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19.2.4

take reasonable steps to ensure the reliability of any Staff who have access to the Personal
Data;

19.2.5

obtain prior written consent from InvLP in order to transfer the Personal Data to any subcontractors or affiliates for the provision of the Services;

19.2.6

ensure that all Staff required to access the Personal Data are informed of the confidential
nature of the Personal Data and comply with the obligations set out in this Clause 19;

19.2.7

ensure that none of the Staff publish, disclose or divulge any of the Personal Data to any
third party unless directed in writing to do so by InvLP;

19.2.8

notify InvLP (within five Business Days), if it receives:

19.2.9

(a)

a request from a Data Subject to have access to that person's Personal Data; or

(b)

a complaint or request relating to InvLP's obligations under the Data Protection
Legislation;

provide InvLP with full co-operation and assistance in relation to any complaint or request
made, including by:
(a)

providing InvLP with full details of the complaint or request;

(b)

complying with a data access request within the relevant timescales set out in
the Data Protection Legislation and in accordance with InvLP's instructions;

(c)

providing InvLP with any Personal Data it holds in relation to a Data Subject
(within the timescales required by InvLP); and

(d)

providing InvLP with any information requested by InvLP;

19.2.10 permit InvLP or
InvLP's representative (subject to reasonable and appropriate
confidentiality undertakings), to inspect and audit the Asset Manager's data processing
activities (and/or those of its agents, subsidiaries and sub-contractors) and comply with all
reasonable requests or directions by InvLP to enable InvLP to verify and/or procure that the
Asset Manager is in full compliance with its obligations under this Agreement;
19.2.11 provide a written description of the technical and organisational methods employed by the
Asset Manager for processing Personal Data (within the timescales required by InvLP);
and
19.2.12 not Process Personal Data outside the European Economic Area without the prior written
consent of InvLP and, where InvLP consents to a transfer, to comply with:
(a)

the obligations of a Data Controller under the Eighth Data Protection Principle
set out in Schedule 1 of the Data Protection Act 1998 by providing an adequate
level of protection to any Personal Data that is transferred; and

(b)

any reasonable instructions notified to it by InvLP.

19.3

The Asset Manager shall comply at all times with the Data Protection Legislation and shall not
perform its obligations under this agreement in such a way as to cause InvLP to breach any of its
applicable obligations under the Data Protection Legislation.

20.

NOTICES

20.1

Any demand, notice, agreement or other communication given or made under or in connection with
this Agreement shall be in accordance with this Clause 20.
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20.2

Subject to Clause 20.3, any communication between InvLP and the Asset Manager in the
performance of this Agreement shall be made electronically. All such electronic communication
shall be sent to the electronic mail address of the General Manager on behalf of the Asset Manager
(as notified from time to time by the Asset Manager to InvLP) and to the electronic mail address of
a representative of InvLP (as notified from time to time by InvLP to the Asset Manager). This shall
include a requirement that, to the extent achievable, any information which is to be provided by
InvLP to the Asset Manager in the performance of its Services shall be provided electronically.
Where any party so requires it any such electronic correspondence shall be followed with non
electronic written copies which shall be posted to the receiving party.

20.3

Where any notices or demands are to be served in accordance with this Agreement which are
more formal than day to day correspondence and communication, then such notices or demands
shall be made in writing, served in non electronic format and duplicated electronically to the
relevant party to the electronic mail address of the General Manager on behalf of the Asset
Manager (as notified from time to time to InvLP) and in respect of all other parties, to the electronic
mail address of a representative thereof (as notified from time to time to the other parties). In
these circumstances, notice will be deemed to have been duly given or made:
20.3.1

if sent by prepaid first class post, on the second Business Day after the date of posting; or

20.3.2

if delivered by hand, upon delivery at the address provided for in Clause 20.4, provided
however that, if it is delivered by hand on a day which is not a Business Day or after 4.00
pm in the place of receipt on a Business Day, it will instead be deemed to have been given
or made on the next Business Day.

20.4

Any such demand, notice or other communication will be addressed, in the case of service by post
or delivery by hand, to the recipient's address set out in this Agreement (or at such other address
as may from time to time be notified in writing by the recipient to the sender as being the recipient's
address for service).

20.5

For the avoidance of doubt, where proceedings have been issued in the Courts of England and
Wales, the provisions of the Civil Procedure Rules must be complied with in respect of the service
of documents in connection with those proceedings.

21.

NO PARTNERSHIP
Nothing in this Agreement constitutes a partnership or a joint venture between InvLP and the Asset
Manager (or any of the parties).

22.

VARIATIONS

22.1

Any additions, amendments and variations to this Agreement shall be binding only if in writing and
signed by the duly authorised representatives of InvLP and the Asset Manager (in non electronic
format).

22.2

This Agreement supersedes any previous agreements or arrangements between the parties in
respect of the Services and represents the entire understanding between the parties in relation
thereto.

22.3

Waiver
22.3.1

No waiver of any term, provision or condition of this Agreement shall be effective unless it
is provided in writing by the waiving party.

22.3.2

A failure to exercise or delay in exercising any right or remedy under this Agreement shall
operate as a waiver thereof or of any right or remedy, nor shall any single or partial
exercise of any right or remedy prevent any further or other exercise of a right or remedy.

22.3.3

The waiver of any term, provision or condition of this Agreement on any occasion shall not
constitute a waiver of any other term, provision or condition of this Agreement or such
terms, provisions or conditions on any future occasion.
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22.4

This Agreement supersedes any previous agreements or arrangements between the parties in
respect of the Services and represents the entire understanding between the parties in relation
thereto.

23.

COUNTERPARTS
This Agreement may be executed in the form of two or more counterparts, each executed by one
or more of the parties but, provided that if all parties shall so enter the Agreement, each of the
executed counterparts shall be deemed to be an original but, taken together, they shall constitute
one document.

24.

THIRD PARTY RIGHTS
With the exception of the HDV Parties and the Council, a person who is not party to this Agreement
shall have no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 to enforce any term of
this Agreement. This Clause does not affect any right or remedy of any person which exists or is
available otherwise than pursuant to that Act.

25.

INVALIDITY AND SEVERANCE
If at any time any provision of this Agreement is or becomes illegal, invalid or unenforceable in any
respect under the law of any jurisdiction, that shall not affect or impair the legality, validity or
enforceability in that jurisdiction, or any other jurisdiction, of any other provision of this Agreement.

26.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION

26.1

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England and
Wales.

26.2

The parties agree that the courts of England are to have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute
which may arise out of or in connection with this Agreement (whether of a contractual or tortious
nature or otherwise) and submit to the jurisdiction of those courts.

27.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
3

28.

RESOURCE PLAN

28.1

The parties acknowledge that as at the date of this Agreement they are in the process of reviewing
and finalising a detailed resource plan setting out how the Asset Manager will resource the services
to provided pursuant to this Agreement.

28.2

The parties shall work together to review and discuss the proposed resource plan in order to agree
(within three months of the date of this Agreement) a final form of resource plan to be incorporated
into this Agreement (the "Final Resource Plan") in place of the provisions currently set out in
Schedule 3 (the "Indicative Provisions").

28.3

The parties acknowledge that the Indicative Provisions are indicative only as at the date of this
Agreement and will be used solely for the purposes of working up the Final Resource Plan to be
incorporated into this Agreement in accordance with Clause 28.2.

SIGNED by or on behalf of the parties on the date which first appears in this Agreement.

3

Note: A schedule of grades of staff and rates to be incorporated into this Agreement prior to signature that reflects the provisions in
LL's Final Tender Solution.
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EXECUTED (but not delivered
until the date hereof)
AS A DEED by
[INVLLP]
acting by two authorised signatories

)
)
)
)
)
)
……………………………………………………….
Signature of Authorised Signatory
……………………………………………………….
Signature of Authorised Signatory

EXECUTED (but not delivered
until the date hereof)
AS A DEED by
[ASSET MANAGER]
acting by two authorised signatories

)
)
)
)
)
)
……………………………………………………….
Signature of Authorised Signatory
……………………………………………………….
Signature of Authorised Signatory
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SCHEDULE 1
DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION
1.

DEFINITIONS AND INTERPRETATION

1.1

In this Agreement (including in the Schedules), the following words, expressions and meanings
shall, unless the context otherwise requires and/or save where expressed otherwise, have the
meanings set opposite them and words and expressions which are not defined in this Agreement
but are capitalised shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the Members' Agreement:"Additional Entry Date"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 27.2.2

"Affected Party"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 13.1

"Agreed Form"

means in a form agreed between the parties prior to the execution
of this Agreement and either initialled by the parties (or on their
behalf) for the purpose of identification or executed and delivered
contemporaneously with the execution of this Agreement

"Agreement for Sale"

means the agreement for sale of the Investment Portfolio of
properties situated in Haringey dated on or around the date hereof
and made between (1) the Council; and (2) Haringey Delivery
Vehicle LLP

"Agreement"

means this deed (including any Schedule to it), as amended,
varied, supplemented or replaced from time to time in accordance
with its terms

"AM Sum at Risk"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4

"Appointee"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 4.6

"Appointment"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 4.6

"Approved Budget"

means the approved budget set out in the Investment Business
Plan

"Asset Management
Agreement Guarantee"

means the guarantee entered on or around the date of this
Agreement to be provided by the Guarantor to [InvLP],
guaranteeing the obligations of the Asset Manager pursuant to this
Agreement

"Borough"

means the geographical area of the London Borough of Haringey
from time to time

"Business Day"

means 9.00 am to 5.00 pm on any day (other than a Saturday) on
which clearing banks in the City of London are open for the
transaction of normal sterling banking business and "Business
Days" shall be construed accordingly

"Business Plan"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Business"

means the business of InvLP as more particularly defined in the
Members' Agreement

"Category"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4
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"Category 1 KPI Breach"

means, in relation to a Key Performance Indicator, a failure to
achieve such KPI to the extent specified in Column [E] of the KPI
Table (in the same row as the relevant Key Performance Indicator)

"Category 1 Sum at Risk"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4

"Category 2 Sum at Risk"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4

"Category 3 Sum at Risk"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4

"Category Sum at Risk"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4

"CEDR"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 9.5

"Commencement Date"

means the date of this Agreement

"Confidential Information"

means all information whether in writing, electronic or data form or
otherwise (including but not limited to know-how) (not in the public
domain otherwise than as a consequence of a breach by the Asset
Manager of its obligations under this Agreement) which may be
imparted in confidence or be of a confidential nature relating to the
Business or plans or internal affairs of InvLP including but without
limitation, all information of a confidential nature relating to the
Investment
Portfolio
Properties,
marketing
information,
unpublished information relating to the Business, InvLP or to any
actual or potential customer, tenant or landlord or supplier or officer
or employee of InvLP

"Council"

means the London Borough of Haringey

"Data Controller"

has the same meaning as set out in the Data Protection Act 1998

"Data Processor"

has the same meaning as set out in the Data Protection Act 1998

"Data Protection
Legislation"

means the Data Protection Act 1998, the EU Data Protection
Directive 95/46/EC, the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act
2000, the Telecommunications (Lawful Business Practice)
(Interception of Communications) Regulations 2000 (SI
2000/2699), the Electronic Communications Data Protection
Directive 2002/58/EC, the Privacy and Electronic Communications
(EC Directive) Regulations 2003 and all applicable laws and
regulations relating to processing of personal data and privacy,
including where applicable the guidance and codes of practice
issued by the Information Commissioner and any relevant
successor laws and regulations

"Data Subject"

has the same meaning as set out in the Data Protection Act 1998

"Deadlock Matter"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Delegation Policy"

means the delegation policy set out in Schedule 3 of the Members'
Agreement

"Detailed KPIs"

means the Key Performance Indicators agreed between InvLP and
the Asset Manager pursuant to Clause 27 in relation to the
Investment Property Portfolio and to be set out in Schedule 4 Part
2

"Development Framework
Agreement"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement
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"Direct Losses"

means all damages, losses, liabilities, claims, actions, costs,
expenses (including the cost of legal or professional services, legal
costs being on an indemnity basis) proceedings, demands and
claims whether arising under statute, contract or at common law
but excluding Indirect Losses

"Entry Anniversary"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 27.2.1

"Expert"

has the meaning ascribed to it in the Members' Agreement save
that references in such definition to "the Members" shall be
construed as being references to "the parties" to this Agreement
and a reference to "Working Day" shall be construed as being a
reference to "Business Day" as defined in this Agreement and also
provided that the Expert for the purposes of Clause 27 shall be a
Chartered Surveyor having at least 10 years' post-qualification
experience in the strategic asset management of premises in the
London area

"Fee Start Date"

means the Investment Portfolio Completion Date

"Fee"

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

"Fee Uplift Mechanism"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 27.3.2

"Final Resource Plan"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 28.2

"First KPI Failure"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4

"Force Majeure Event"

means the occurrence after the Commencement Date of:(a)
war, civil war, civil commotion, riot, rebellion, enemy
action, armed conflict or terrorism;
(b)
act of God, lightning, earthquake, fire, flood, storm,
tempest or extreme weather condition;
(c)
lock out or strike by employees of third parties (excluding
employees of the Asset Manager's Group);
(d)
nuclear, chemical or biological contamination unless the
source or the cause of the contamination is the result of the actions
of or breach by the Asset Manager or its sub-contractors; or
(e)
pressure waves
supersonic speeds.

caused

by

devices

travelling

at

"General Manager"

means the general manager of the Asset Manager who is
responsible for ensuring that the Services are delivered, to be
notified to InvLP by the Asset Manager in accordance with Clause
2.7 (and any replacement from time to time)

"Good Industry Practice"

means such practice as may be expected of a properly qualified,
competent and experienced asset manager accustomed to
carrying out services of the same or a similar nature, scope and
complexity to the Services in relation to investment portfolios of a
similar nature, scope, complexity and size as the Investment
Portfolio Properties, such practice to be carried out in a proper,
prompt and business like manner using all the skill, expertise and
attention as is to be expected of such an asset manager
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"Group"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Guarantor"

means the guarantor under the Asset Management Agreement
Guarantee

"Guidance"

means any applicable industry standard guidance or industry
standard directions which relate to the Services

"HDV"

means [HARINGEY DEVELOPMENT VEHICLE LLP] a limited
liability partnership registered in England and Wales (Number [
xxx]) whose registered office is at [ xxx];

"HDV Party"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"ICT"

means information and communication technology

"Indicative KPIs"

means the indicative KPIs set out in Schedule 4 Part 1

"Indicative Provisions"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 28.2

"Indirect Losses"

means loss of profit, loss of use, loss of production, loss of
business, loss of business opportunity or any claim for
consequential loss or for indirect loss of any nature but excluding
any of the same that relate to loss of revenue under this
Agreement

"Initial Transfer Date"

means the commencement of the Services by the Asset Manager
pursuant to this Agreement

"Insurance Cover"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 14.2

"Intellectual Property"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 15.1

"Investment Business
Plan"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Investment Portfolio
Completion Date"

has the meaning given to it in the Agreement for Sale

"Investment Portfolio
Property"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement together
with any additional properties which InvLP shall incorporate into its
portfolio from time to time as notified to the Asset Manager

"Investment Portfolio"

has the meaning given to it in the Agreement for Sale

"InvLP Board"

means the board of nominees set up and maintained by InvLP in
accordance with Clauses 7 and 8 of the Members' Agreement

"Key Performance
Indicators"

means the performance measures for the provision of certain of
the Services set out in the KPI Table being the Indicative KPIs and
the Detailed KPIs as may be amended from time to time in
pursuant to Clause 27 or otherwise with the prior written consent of
InvLP and the Asset Manager, and "KPIs" shall be construed
accordingly

"Key Personnel"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 2.6

"Key Services"

means those Services designated as "Key Services" in Schedule 2
(Services)
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"KPI Table"

means the table at Schedule 4 Part 2 as amended from time to
time in accordance with this Agreement

"KPI Target Achievement
Threshold"

means, in relation to a Key Performance Indicator, the target
achievement threshold set out in Column [B] of the KPI Table in
the same row as the relevant Key Performance Indicator

"Material Breach"

means a breach of any of the terms of this Agreement which is
material and/or persistent having regard to all relevant
circumstances including, without limitation, the nature of the breach
(and in particular whether it be intentional, negligent or otherwise),
the regularity with which the obligation which has been breached
and the consequences of the breach

"Measurement Provisions"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4

"Mediation Notice"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 9.5

"Members"

means the members of the HDV from time to time and "Member"
shall be construed as referring to one of them as the context may
require

"Members' Agreement"

means the Members' Agreement dated on or around the date of
this Agreement and entered into between [(1) the Council (2)
[PSP]; (3) the HDV; (4) DevLLP; (5) InvLP; (6) NomineeCo; and (7)
the PSP Guarantor], as such agreement may be varied or
supplemented from time to time

"Model Mediation
Procedure"

means CEDR mediation procedure as described in Clause 9.5.

"Objectives"

means the objectives of InvLP as more particularly defined in the
Members' Agreement

"Personal Data"

has the same meaning as set out in the Data Protection Act 1998

"Process"

has the meaning given to it under the Data Protection Legislation
but, for the purposes of this Agreement, it shall include both
manual and automatic processing

"Procurement Policy"

means the policy adopted by InvLP for the procurement of works
and/or services set out in Schedule 4 of the Members' Agreement

"Project Agreements"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

"Property Management
Agreement"

means the agreement between InvLP and the Property Manager
for the provision of property management services in respect of the
Investment Property Portfolio

"Property Manager"

means [

"Proposed KPIs"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 27.3.1

"PSP"

means [PSP] (Company Number [
]) and such other group
entity as [PSP] (Company Number [
]) may transfer its
interest to in accordance with the provisions of the Members'
Agreement

"Quarter"

has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement

]
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1.2

"Quarterly Management
Report"

means the quarterly report to be prepared by the Asset Manager
setting out the Asset Manager's performance and delivery of the
Services during the immediately preceding month against the Key
Performance Indicators and otherwise in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement

"Quarterly Performance
Report"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 3.4.5

"Relevant KPI Sum at Risk"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4

"Relevant Quarter"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 3.4.5

"Resource Plan"

means the plan to be worked up in accordance with Clause 28 of
this Agreement which the parties agree will be updated on an
annual basis in accordance with the review of the Business Plan

"Second KPI Failure"

has the meaning given to it in Part 3 of Schedule 4

"Service Credit
Adjustment"

means the upwards or downwards adjustment (if any) to be made
to the Fee calculated in accordance with Schedule 4 Part 3 and
Schedule 7

"Services"

means the services outlined in Schedule 2 to be provided to InvLP
(and any other services as may be agreed between InvLP and the
Asset Manager from time to time) to be delivered in accordance
with this Agreement

"Staff"

means all persons employed by the Asset Manager to perform its
obligations under the Agreement together with the Asset
Manager's servants, agents, suppliers and sub-contractors used in
the performance of its obligations under the Agreement

"Start Date"

means the date upon which Services are first rendered by the
Asset Manager under this Agreement

"Statutory Requirements"

means insofar as they relate to or affect the Services the
requirements of any statute or subordinate legislation

"TUPE"

means the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment)
Regulations 2006 (as amended).

Clause 1.2 of the Members' Agreement shall apply mutatis mutandis to this Agreement.
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SCHEDULE 2
SERVICES

4

Without prejudice to the other provisions of this Agreement, the Asset Manager shall carry out and complete
the Services listed below, and all such other services as are reasonably incidental to or reasonably flow from
those set out below, in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and in such a manner as to achieve the
Objectives and any objectives contained within the Investment Business Plan.
Where a timescale for delivery of a Service is not specified or is not subject to a Key Performance Indicator
the timescale shall be deemed to be such timescale as would be Good Industry Practice.
References in this Schedule to the "HDV" shall be construed as meaning references to the HDV or relevant
HDV Party as applicable. The following services are indicative and the Council will develop this further at the
next stage of the procurement.
Asset Management Services
Supervision of
the Property
Manager
(Key Service)

Management
Information

Supervise the Property Manager on the basis of the Property Management Agreement
The Asset Manager will hold a monthly property management review focussing on, but
not limited to monitoring the Property Manager’s activities.
The Asset Manager will use all reasonable efforts to ensure that the Property Manager
submits financial reports, statements and schedules which are required under the
terms of the Property Management Agreement, within the specified time schedule. This
will include monthly financial statements, rent rolls and rental delinquency reports.
Upon receipt, the Asset Manager will review the financial reports and monitor results of
operations to identify and evaluate problems, or potential problems, at the earliest
possible stage.
To ensure that all relevant changes to the asset management database are advised to
InvLP in such form as InvLP shall require (which may include the electronic transfer of
information).
To provide such information as InvLP may require from the asset management
database in an agreed standard format.
To allow InvLP and the HDV’s auditor to inspect the financial records and accounts
maintained by the Asset Manager in respect of the properties and to take such copies
thereof as it shall reasonably require.
To retain all management information in relation to each property or lease for such
period as InvLP shall from time to time require (which, in the absence of any direction,
shall be until 6 years after any property has been sold and 6 years after the termination
of any lease).
The Asset Manager will submit summary reports to the HDV on a quarterly basis.
These reports will provide a review of operations for the prior quarter, including
financial information together with explanations of any material variances in approved
budgets.
Review and reforecast asset management strategy papers on a quarterly basis.

4

Note that a final review of the Services will be undertaken prior to signature
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Ensure all asset management strategies are approved by InvLP on an annual basis as
part of the business plan process and that instructions to the Property Manager and
other advisors are in accordance with the business plan
Building
Management

The Asset Manager will direct or authorise the Property Manager to make or cause to
be made such repairs, improvements, modifications and purchases as it deems
necessary or advisable without the approval of InvLP if the costs are payable via the
service charge and within an approved non-recoverable budget.

Environmental
Liabilities

To advise InvLP in respect of statutory environmental liability matters, and act, where
appropriate and competent to do so, upon receipt of advice from environmental
consultants or Property Manager appointed by InvLP.

Health, Safety
and
Environmental
Statutory
Requirements
including Fire
Precautions

The Asset Manager to report any health and safety concerns into InvLP and update on
a quarterly basis, unless significant risk, in which case a request for immediate action
to be authorised shall be made to InvLP.

(Key Service)
Global
Minimum
Requirement
(GMR’s)
(Key Service)
Outgoings

Provision of
utilities and
services to the
Investment
Portfolio

To act in accordance with the appropriate Lendlease Global Minimum Requirements
(as set out in the Members’ Agreement).

To arrange payment of all outgoings properly payable in respect of the properties, save
as to void and non-recoverable costs subject to prior written agreement by InvLP and
the relevant clauses in this Agreement.
To procure that all appropriate utility and other services are provided to the properties,
where required, having regard to all lease obligations and the strategy for the property
agreed with InvLP.

(Key Service)
To ensure that all such services are provided at a competitive price and on an
economic basis having regard to the nature and quality of the service required (using
regular competitive tendering processes, where appropriate).
To enter into, as manager of the properties, such contracts or other agreements as
may be necessary or desirable, having regard to the strategy for the property and the
policies determined by InvLP from time to time
Commercial
Management
of the Leases

Appoint and monitor the appointment of leasing agents on behalf of InvLP.

(Key Service)
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Review and approval of a standard lease document that adequately protects the asset
ownership interest. Once agreed upon, the Asset Manager will periodically review the
lease and recommend changes as appropriate.
The Asset Manager is under no obligation to ensure that notices are served for rent
reviews, lease termination or any other matters of a similar nature save that the Asset
Manager shall maintain a diary system and notify InvLP when it considers it advisable
to serve any such notices.
To ensure that InvLP is alerted (in accordance with agreed procedures), to all
impending lease expires, lease break options, rent reviews (or increases) and other
relevant dates; to ensure that all necessary or appropriate action is taken (in
accordance with instructions or strategies agreed or advised from time-to-time) by
InvLP, including liaising with InvLP's legal advisers in the service of all notices required
to protect and enhance InvLP's interest in a timely and appropriate manner.
Ahead of lease expiry dates ensure asset management strategy is implemented and
final schedules of dilapidations are implemented, appointment of leasing agents and
preparation for disposal etc.
Negotiate lease agreement with tenants, appoint agents where necessary and seek
legal advice where required.
Liaise with legal advisers where required and ensure all notices are served.
To ensure that InvLP is alerted (in accordance with agreed procedures), as and when
required and, in particular, in relation to expiry of the leases to the necessity to have
prepared all appropriate interim and final schedules of dilapidations.
Financial
Management
and Controls

Subject to the agreed strategy, to implement, at the earliest practical stage, all
provisions for increases in rent.

To ensure that all payments properly due to be paid to other parties are made in
accordance with InvLP’s obligations and InvLP’s requirements.
As and when money is required by the Asset Manager to enable it to meet its
obligations hereunder, to make an application to InvLP for such monies in accordance
with procedures agreed or specified by InvLP from time to time.
To maintain and implement an efficient system of credit control and to take appropriate
action, in liaison with InvLP’s legal advisers (and InvLP, where required) for the
recovery of debts.
To ensure that all payments received on behalf of InvLP are paid promptly into an
appropriate client account maintained by the Asset Manager, which shall be an
interest-bearing deposit account approved by InvLP, and to account to InvLP (on
behalf of InvLP) for the interest.
All InvLP monies will be deposited with the specified main bank(s) unless InvLP has
specified in writing to the Asset Manager that it requests for funds to be deposited with
a bank of InvLP’s choice. The Asset Manager will ensure a review of InvLP's bank is
conducted periodically to determine best service, value and security.
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To make payments to InvLP’s bank account (or other accounts specified by InvLP), in
accordance with the requirements of InvLP from time to time by BACS, of all monies
received by the Asset Manager and not required for the ongoing management of the
relevant property.
Except with the prior written agreement of InvLP, not to make any deduction, set-off or
counter-claim from any payments to be made to InvLP’s bank account.
To maintain complete and up-to date records of all income and expenditure (supported
with appropriate evidence of such expenditure, where appropriate).
To provide to InvLP on a regular (quarterly unless otherwise specified) basis, both
detailed and summarised financial accounts in the specified format.
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SCHEDULE 3
RESOURCE PLAN
[To be finalised following the date of this Agreement in accordance with clause 28.]
1.

The Asset Manager will provide the Services by dedicating all necessary resource from within the
Asset Manager's organisation to manage the day to day delivery of the asset management process
within the Services. The level of resource will be supplemented with additional resource from within
the Asset Manager's organisation as required.

2.

Where possible the Asset Manager will seek to utilise local person(s) to deliver the Services
drawing from within the Borough (if possible).

3.

The Asset Manager will provide a General Manager to InvLP to oversee and/or carry out the
performance of the Services to InvLP.

4.

The General Manager will provide continuity and take the lead with overall strategic responsibility
to deliver the Services to InvLP.

5.

The Asset Manager will provide a project accountant to InvLP to oversee and/or carry out the
accounting and reporting performance of the Services. The accounts team will be based out of [the
[ ] office of the Asset Manager].

6.

The Asset Manager will provide secretariat services to InvLP to oversee and/or carry out the
statutory services and reporting performance of the Services. The secretariat team will be based
out of [the [ ] office of the Asset Manager].

7.

The Asset Manager shall appoint one or more project managers to monitor and deliver the
Services.

8.

The Asset Manager will provide administrative support, as and when is required, to InvLP to assist
in carrying out the Services and reporting performance of the Services. The Asset Manager may
use the current and supplemented capability from within the Asset Manager's organisation or
employ a resource local to the project.

9.

Should the Asset Manager seek to replace the General Manager, it will notify InvLP of its intention
to do so and provide to InvLP a person specification and C.V. of the relevant candidate for approval
by InvLP.

10.

The General Manager will dedicate such time and resources as are required for the proper
performance of the Services.

11.

The indicative resource structure chart will be provided to InvLP and updated for inclusion within
the Investment Business Plans.
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12.

13.

Save to the extent expressly agreed in writing between the Asset Manager and InvLP, the Asset
Manager shall procure that (as a minimum) the initial key person(s) set out in the second column of
the table below will be engaged in the provision of the Services for the number of days per week
set out in the third column of the table below (on average):
RESOURCE

INITIAL KEY PERSONS

TIME COMMITMENT PER
WEEK

General
Manger
(Asset Manager)

means [
] or such
other person as may be
appointed from time to time by
the Asset Manager with the prior
written approval of InvLP

[5 days]

Assistant
Manager

Asset

means [
] or such
other person as may be
appointed from time to time by
the Asset Manager with the prior
written approval of InvLP

[5] days

Community
and
brand Manager

means [
] or such
other person as may be
appointed from time to time by
the Asset Manager with the prior
written approval of InvLP

[ ] days

Development
Manager

means [
] or such
other person as may be
appointed from time to time by
the Asset Manager with the prior
written approval of InvLP

[ ] days

Health and Safety
and
Property
Manager

means [
] or such
other person as may be
appointed from time to time by
the Asset Manager with the prior
written approval of InvLP

[ ] days

Commercial
Manager

means [
] or such
other person as may be
appointed from time to time by
the Asset Manager with the prior
written approval of InvLP

[ ] days

Administrative Coordinator / Office
Manager

means such person as may be
appointed from time to time by
the Asset Manager

[ ] days

The Asset Manager shall provide descriptions for key appointments to the Asset Manager's team to
InvLP as and when they are required by InvLP.
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SCHEDULE 4
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

5

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)

5

This list is to be fleshed out into a table of KPIs based on the format set out in the Property Management Agreement prior to signature
of this Agreement.
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SCHEDULE 5
KEY PERSONNEL
[To be incorporated in accordance with Clause 2.6]
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SCHEDULE 6
TUPE AND PENSIONS
1.

DEFINITIONS
"Asset
Scheme"

Manager

Asset Manager Scheme means the pension scheme or schemes
nominated by the Asset Manager and/or relevant Sub-Contractor in
accordance with paragraph 1.8 of this Schedule.

"Administering
Authority"

means Haringey Council acting in its capacity as the administering
authority of the Haringey Pension Fund for the purposes of the LGPS
Regulations

"Admission Body"

a transferee admission body for the purposes of the LGPS
Regulations

"Cessation Date"

means any date on which the Asset Manager or any sub- contractor
(as appropriate) ceases to be an Admission Body other than as a
result of the termination of this Agreement or because it ceases to
employ any Eligible Employees

"Council"

means The Mayor and Burgesses of the London Borough of Haringey
Council acting in its capacity as a scheme employer for the purposes
of the LGPS Fund and the LGPS Regulations

"Eligible Employees"

means the Transferring Employees who are either active members of
and/or eligible to join the LGPS immediately before the Service
Transfer Date

"Employee Liability
Information"

means the information which a transferor is obliged to notify to a
transferee pursuant to Regulation 11(2) of TUPE

"Employee Schedule"

means the schedule to be provided in accordance with paragraph 7

"Employees"

means those employees of InvLP and/or the Council wholly and/or
mainly engaged in the Services immediately before the Initial Transfer
Date whose names are to be listed in the Employee Schedule, save
for those who object to their transfer pursuant to Regulation 4(7) of
TUPE or otherwise resign or treat their employment as terminated

"Future
Provider"

Service

means each and every service provider who shall provide any service
equivalent to any of the Services immediately after expiry or earlier
termination of the Agreement but excluding HDV, InvLP and the
Council

"Initial Transfer Date"

means the commencement of the Services by the Asset Manager
pursuant to this Agreement

"LGPS"

the Local Government Pension Scheme established pursuant to
regulations made by the Secretary of State in exercise of powers
under sections 7 and 12 of the Superannuation Act 1972;

"LGPS Fund"

the Haringey Pension Fund within the LGPS

"LGPS Regulations"

means the Local Government Pension Scheme Regulations 2013
(SI2013/2356) (as amended and replaced from time to time.)

"Partner

means the admission agreement in the Agreed Form entered into in
accordance with the LGPS Regulations by the Administering Authority,

Admission
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Agreement"

the Council, InvLP and the Asset Manager or Sub-Contractor (as
appropriate).

"Relevant Transfer"

a relevant transfer for the purposes of TUPE

"Returning Employees"

means those persons who were employed by the Asset Manager
and/or any Sub-Contractor wholly and/or mainly in the Services
immediately before the Subsequent Transfer Date whose contract of
employment becomes, by virtue of the application of TUPE in relation
to the expiry or earlier termination of this Agreement, a contract of
employment with any Future Service Provider

"Service Transfer Date"

means the date on which the Relevant Transfer occurs

"Sub-Contractor"

means any sub-contractor appointed by the Asset Manager to perform
any part of the Services

"Subsequent
Date"

means the date or dates on which services similar or equivalent to the
Services or part of the Services are provided by a Future Service
Provider immediately after expiry or earlier termination of this
Agreement

Transfer

"Transferring
Employees"

means the employees of InvLP (excluding, without limitation, any
person engaged by InvLP as an independent contractor or persons
employed by any Sub-Contractor engaged by InvLP) whose contract
of employment becomes, by virtue of the application of TUPE in
relation to what is done for the purposes of carrying out this
Agreement between InvLP and the Asset Manager, a contract of
employment with someone other than InvLP

"TUPE"

means the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment)
Regulations 2006 as amended from time to time and/or any other
regulations enacted for the purpose of implementing the Acquired
Rights Directive (Council Directive 77/187/EEC as amended by
Council Directive 98/50/EEC and consolidated in Council Directive
2001/23/EEC) into English Law

2.

ENTRY

2.1

The parties intend and acknowledge that pursuant to TUPE on the Initial Transfer Date the
contracts of employment of the Employees (save in so far as such contracts relate to benefits for
old age, invalidity or survivors under any occupational pension scheme) shall have effect from and
after the Initial Transfer Date as if originally made between the Asset Manager and the Employees.

2.2

If TUPE does not apply to any person who is an Employee, the Asset Manager shall offer to, or
shall procure the offer by the relevant Sub-Contractor to, each and every such employee a new
contract of employment commencing on the Initial Transfer Date under which the terms and
conditions including full continuity of employment shall not differ from those enjoyed immediately
prior to the Initial Transfer Date (except insofar as such terms and conditions relate to an
occupational pension scheme and the identity of the employer) and the offer shall be in writing,
shall be open to acceptance for a period of not less than ten (10) Business Days and shall be
made:
2.2.1

if it is believed that TUPE will not apply to a person, not less than ten (10) Business Days
before the Initial Transfer Date; or

2.2.2

if it is believed that TUPE applies to a person but it is subsequently decided that TUPE
does not so apply, as soon as is practicable and in any event no later than ten (10)
Business Days after that decision is known to the Asset Manager.
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2.3

Where any such offer as referred to in paragraph 2.2 is accepted, InvLP and/or the Council shall
indemnify and keep indemnified in full the Asset Manager on the same terms and conditions as
those set out in paragraph 6.1 of this Schedule 6 as if there had been a transfer under TUPE in
respect of each and every employee who has accepted any such offer.

2.4

Where any such offer as referred to in paragraph 2.2 is accepted, the Asset Manager shall act and
shall procure that each relevant Sub-Contractor shall act in all respects as if TUPE had applied to
each and every employee who has accepted any such offer and shall comply with Part 2
(Pensions) of this Agreement in respect of each and every such employee.

2.5

Where any such offer as referred to in Paragraph 2.2 is not accepted, InvLP and/or the Council
may dismiss the employee with immediate effect and the Asset Manager shall indemnity and keep
indemnified InvLP and/or the Council against all costs, liabilities and expenses (including
reasonable legal expenses) which InvLP or the Council may suffer or incur in respect of that
dismissal.

3.

EMOLUMENTS AND OUTGOINGS

3.1

InvLP and/or the Council shall be responsible for all remuneration, benefits, entitlements and
outgoings in respect of the Employees, including without limitation all wages, holiday pay, bonuses,
commissions, payments of PAYE, national insurance contributions, pension contributions and
otherwise, up to the Initial Transfer Date.

3.2

The Asset Manager shall be responsible or shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor is
responsible for all remuneration, benefits, entitlements and outgoings in respect of the Employees
and any other person who is or will be employed or engaged by the Asset Manager or any SubContractor in connection with the provision of any of the Services, including without limitation all
wages, holiday pay, bonuses, commission, payment of PAYE, national insurance contributions,
pension contributions and otherwise, from and including the Initial Transfer Date in respect of those
Employees that transfer to the Buyer or a Sub-Contractor pursuant to TUPE and from and including
the date of the commencement of employment with the Buyer or the Sub-Contractor in respect of
any other Employees.

4.

EMPLOYMENT DETAILS
InvLP and/or the Council will, within three months of the date of this Agreement, provide the Asset
Manager with the Employee Schedule and Employee Liability Information and the same shall be
kept up to date during the period up to the Initial Transfer Date.

5.

PROVISION OF DETAILS AND INDEMNITY
The Asset Manager shall as soon as reasonably practicable and in any event within five (5)
Business Days following a written request by InvLP and/or the Council provide to InvLP and/or the
Council details of any measures which the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor envisages it or
they will take in relation to any employees who are or who will be the subject of a transfer pursuant
to TUPE, and if there are no measures, confirmation of that fact, and shall indemnify InvLP and/or
the Council against all Direct Losses resulting from any failure by the Asset Manager to comply
with this obligation.

6.

INDEMNITIES

6.1

InvLP shall indemnify the Asset Manager and any Sub-Contractor for any Direct Losses suffered or
incurred by the Asset Manager in connection with or as a result of:
6.1.1

any claim or demand by any of the Employees arising before the transfer of their
employment to the Asset Manager on any Sub-Contractor as a result of any act, default or
omission by InvLP or the Council;

6.1.2

any failure by InvLP or the Council to comply with its obligations under Regulations 13 and
14 of TUPE, or any award of compensation under Regulation 15 of TUPE, save where
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such failure arises from the failure of the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor to comply
with its duties under Regulation 13 of TUPE; and/or
6.1.3

6.2

any claim by any trade union or other body or person representing the Employees arising
from or connected with any failure by InvLP or the Council to comply with any legal
obligation to such trade union, body or person before the Initial Transfer Date.

The Asset Manager shall indemnify InvLP and/or the Council for any Direct Losses suffered or
incurred by InvLP or the Council in connection with or as a result of:
6.2.1

any claim or demand by any of the Employees arising on or after the transfer of their
employment to the Asset Manager and/or any Sub-Contractor;

6.2.2

any failure by the Asset Manager and/or any Sub-Contractor to comply with its obligations
under Regulation 13 of TUPE;

6.2.3

any claim by any trade union or other body or person representing the Employees arising
from or connected with any failure by the Asset Manager and/or any Sub-Contractor to
comply with any legal obligation to such trade union, body or person;

6.2.4

any change or proposed change in the terms and conditions of employment or working
conditions of the Employees on or after their transfer to the Asset Manager or any SubContractor on the Initial Transfer Date, or to the terms and conditions of employment or
working conditions of any person who would have been an Employee but for their
resignation or decision to treat their employment as terminated under Regulation 4(9) of
TUPE on or before the Initial Transfer Date as a result of any such changes; and

6.2.5

any claim or demand by (i) any person who is or has been employed or engaged by the
Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor in connection with the provision of any of the
Services; or (ii) any trade union or staff association or employee representative in respect
of any such person in either case where such claim arises as a result of any act, default or
omission of the Asset Manager and/or any Sub-Contractor after the Initial Transfer Date.

7.

RETENDERING

7.1

The Asset Manager shall (and shall procure that any Sub-Contractor shall) within the period of
twelve (12) months immediately preceding the expiry of this Agreement or following the service of a
notice of termination under clause 10 or as a consequence of InvLP notifying the Asset Manager of
its intention to retender this Agreement:
7.1.1

on receiving a written request from InvLP provide in respect of any person engaged or
employed by the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor in the provision of the Services (the
Assigned Employees) full and accurate details regarding the identity, number, age, sex,
length of service, job title, grade and terms and conditions of employment of and other
matters affecting each of those Assigned Employees who it is expected, if they remain in
the employment of the Asset Manager or of any Sub-Contractor as the case may be until
immediately before the expiry or earlier termination of this Agreement, would be Returning
Employees (the Retendering Information);

7.1.2

provide the Retendering Information promptly and at no cost to InvLP;

7.1.3

notify InvLP forthwith in writing of any material changes to the Retendering Information
promptly as and when such changes arise;

7.1.4

be precluded from making any material increase or decrease in the numbers of Assigned
Employees other than in the ordinary course of business and with InvLP's prior written
consent (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed);

7.1.5

be precluded from making any increase in the remuneration or other change in the terms
and conditions of the Assigned Employees other than in the ordinary course of business
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and with InvLP's prior written consent (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or
delayed); and
7.1.6

be precluded from transferring any of the Assigned Employees to another part of its
business or moving other employees from elsewhere in its or their business who have not
previously been employed or engaged in providing the Services to provide the Services
save with InvLP's prior written consent (such consent not be unreasonably withheld or
delayed).

7.2

The Asset Manager shall indemnify and shall keep indemnified in full InvLP and at InvLP's request
any Future Service Provider against all Direct Losses arising from any claim by any party as a
result of the Asset Manager or Sub-Contractor failing to provide or promptly to provide InvLP and/or
any Future Service Provider where requested by InvLP with any Retendering Information and/or
Employee Liability Information or to provide full Retendering Information and/or Employee Liability
Information or as a result of any material inaccuracy in or omission from the Retendering
Information and/or Employee Liability Information.

8.

EXIT

8.1

The parties acknowledge and agree that where all or part of the Services cease to be provided by
the Asset Manager (or any Sub-Contractor of the Asset Manager) for any reason and where all or
part of the Services continue to be provided by any Future Service Provider there may be a transfer
of the Assigned Employees to the Future Service Provider pursuant to TUPE. If there is such a
transfer, those Assigned Employees will be Returning Employees and the employment of those
Returning Employees shall transfer to the Future Service Provider in accordance with TUPE with
effect from the Subsequent Transfer Date.

8.2

The Asset Manager shall indemnify InvLP (both for itself, HDV, the Council and any Future Service
Provider) for any Direct Losses suffered or incurred by the HDV or InvLP or any Future Service
Provider in connection with or as a result of:

8.3

8.2.1

any failure by the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor to satisfy in full all wages, salaries
or other benefits of the Returning Employees and all PAYE tax deductions and NI
contributions relating thereto in respect of the Returning Employees up to the Subsequent
Transfer Date;

8.2.2

any claim or demand by any of the Returning Employees arising before the Subsequent
Transfer Date;

8.2.3

any failure by the Asset Manager (or any Sub-Contractor) to comply with its or their
obligations before the Subsequent Transfer Date under Regulations 13 and 14 of TUPE, or
any award of compensation under Regulation 15 of TUPE, save where such failure arises
from the failure of InvLP or any Future Service Provider to comply with its or their duties
under Regulation 13 of TUPE before the Subsequent Transfer Date; and/or

8.2.4

any claim by any trade union or other body or person representing the Returning
Employees arising from or connected with any failure by the Asset Manager (or any SubContractor) to comply with any legal obligation to such trade union, body or person before
the Subsequent Transfer Date.

The parties acknowledge and agree that at no time is it intended or likely that any of the Asset
Manager's (or any relevant Sub-Contractor's) employees will transfer to the HDV, InvLP or the
Council as a consequence of the expiry or earlier termination of this Agreement. If it is found or
alleged that any Asset Manager (or any relevant Sub-Contractors) employees do transfer to InvLP,
the HDV or the Council as a consequence of the expiry or earlier termination of this Agreement
then:
(a)

InvLP, the HDV or the Council may dismiss any or all of such employees with
immediate effect at any time during the period of 30 days commencing with the
expiry of the 14 days referred to in paragraph 8.3(b) (the "Indemnity Period");
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9.

(b)

prior to any dismissal being effected in accordance with paragraph (a), InvLP,
the HDV or the Council will offer the Asset Manager (or any relevant SubContractor) a period of 14 days to make any of the employees a written offer of
employment on such terms as the Asset Manager (or relevant Sub-Contractor)
shall determine in its absolute discretion to procure that the employees
withdraw any claim that their employment has transferred to InvLP, the HDV
and/or the Council (as applicable). InvLP shall and/or shall procure that InvLP,
the HDV and/or the Council (as applicable) shall give all reasonable assistance
requested by the Asset Manager (or any relevant Sub-Contractor) to persuade
such person to accept the offers; and

(c)

the Asset Manager shall indemnify and keep indemnified InvLP (for itself and for
HDV and/or the Council) against all Direct Losses suffered or incurred by InvLP,
HDV or the Council arising out of or in connection with the dismissal of any of
the employees in accordance with paragraph (a) and the employment of any of
the employees from the Subsequent Transfer Date up to the date of such
dismissal.

SUB-CONTRACTORS
In the event that the Asset Manager enters into any Sub-Contract in connection with this
Agreement, it shall impose obligations on its Sub-Contractors in the same terms as those imposed
on it pursuant to this Part 1 and to Part 2 (Pensions) and shall procure that the Sub-Contractor
complies with such terms. The Asset Manager shall indemnify and keep InvLP and/or the Council
indemnified in full against all Direct Losses, incurred by InvLP and/or the Council or any Future
Service Provider as a result of or in connection with any failure on the part of the Asset Manager to
comply with this paragraph and/or the Sub-Contractor's failure to comply with such terms.
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PART 2
PENSIONS

1.

PENSION PROVISIONS

1.1

Asset Manager to Become an Admission Body
Subject to the provisions of paragraph 1.7, where the Asset Manager or a Sub-Contractor employs
any Eligible Employees from the Service Transfer Date, the Asset Manager shall procure that it
and/or each relevant Sub-Contractor shall become an Admission Body on or before the Service
Transfer Date so that the Eligible Employees shall remain eligible for membership of the LGPS
from the Service Transfer Date. The Asset Manager shall before the Service Transfer Date execute
and procure that each relevant Sub-Contractor executes a Partner Admission Agreement, which
will have effect from and including the Service Transfer Date.

1.2

Partner Admission Agreement
InvLP shall procure that, before the Service Transfer Date, the Council shall execute each of the
Partner Admission Agreements referred to in paragraph 1.1 (Asset Manager to Become an
Admission Body) and shall procure that the Council shall use reasonable endeavours to ensure
that the Administering Authority executes each such Partner Admission Agreement before the
Service Transfer Date.

1.3

Indemnity for a Breach of the Partner Admission Agreement
Without prejudice to the generality of this paragraph 1.3, the Asset Manager hereby indemnifies
InvLP and/or the Council and/or any future service provider and, in each case, their SubContractors on demand from and against all losses suffered or incurred by it or them which arise
from any breach by the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor of the terms of the Partner
Admission Agreement to the extent that such liability arises before or as a result of the termination
or expiry of this Agreement (howsoever caused and including such losses which arise as a result of
a claim by the Council against InvLP).

1.4

Indemnity or Bond
Without prejudice to the generality of the requirements of this paragraph, the Asset Manager shall
procure that it and each relevant Sub-Contractor shall as soon as reasonably practicable obtain
any indemnity or bond required in accordance with the Partner Admission Agreements.

1.5

Right of Set Off
InvLP shall have a right to set off against any payments due to the Asset Manager under this
Agreement an amount equal to any overdue employer and employee contributions and other
payments (and interest payable under the LGPS Regulations) due from the Asset Manager or from
any relevant Sub-Contractor (as applicable) under the Partner Admission Agreement.

1.6

LGPS Funding and Contributions
1.6.1

InvLP shall procure that the Council shall use its reasonable endeavours to procure that
the contributions payable by the Asset Manager or by any Sub-Contractor in respect of the
Eligible Employees are calculated on the basis that the pension rights of the Eligible
Employees in respect of the LGPS Fund accrued prior to the Service Transfer Date are
fully funded as at the Service Transfer Date on an ongoing basis in accordance with the
assumptions applied by the Administering Authority in the latest triennial valuation.

1.6.2

Where the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor becomes an Admission Body under the
LGPS in terms of Clause 10.1 above, the Asset Manager shall pay or shall procure that
each relevant Sub-Contractor shall pay to the LGPS Fund in respect of those Eligible
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Employees a contribution rate in respect of employer contributions of (this information is
contained in the exempt part of the report) of pensionable pay as specified in the latest
triennial valuation for the period of this Agreement (the "LGPS Contribution Rate").

1.7

1.6.3

If at any time before the expiry or termination of this Agreement the Administering
Authority, pursuant to the Partner Admission Agreement or the LGPS Regulations, requires
the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor to pay in respect of any or all of Eligible
Employees during this Agreement a contribution rate in respect of employer contributions
(which rate shall, for the avoidance of doubt, include any costs or accelerated
contributions, exit payments (including but not limited to payments under Regulation 64 of
the LGPS Regulations), penalties, fees or other expenses including costs relating to illhealth, early retirement or redundancy benefits), which is greater than the LGPS
Contribution Rate, the amount by which the contributions are greater than those which
would have been payable if the contribution rate had been the LGPS Contribution Rate
shall be the sole responsibility and liability of InvLP. InvLP shall reimburse the Asset
Manager or any Sub-Contractor on a monthly basis the additional sums incurred by the
Contractor or Sub-Contractor as a result of the contribution rate exceeding the LGPS
Contribution Rate.

1.6.4

If at any time before the expiry or termination of this Agreement the Administering
Authority, pursuant to the Partner Admission Agreement or the LGPS Regulations, requires
the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor to pay in respect of any or all of Eligible
Employees during this Agreement a contribution rate in respect of employer contributions
(which rate shall, for the avoidance of doubt, include any costs or accelerated
contributions, exit payments (including but not limited to payments under Regulation 64 of
the LGPS Regulations), penalties, fees or other expenses including costs relating to illhealth, early retirement or redundancy benefits), which is less than the rate (the "Collar
Contribution Rate") which is (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
below the LGPS Contribution Rate, the amount by which the contributions are less than
those which would have been payable if the contribution rate was the Collar Contribution
Rate shall be repaid to the InvLP. The Asset Manager and any Sub-Contractor shall
reimburse the InvLP on a monthly basis the cost savings made by the Asset Manager and
any Sub-Contractor as a result of the contribution rate being less than the Collar
Contribution Rate.

Asset Manager Ceases to be an Admission Body
If the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor employs any Eligible Employees from the Service
Transfer Date and:
1.7.1

the Asset Manager or any relevant Sub-Contractor does not wish to offer those Eligible
Employees membership of the LGPS;

1.7.2

InvLP, the Asset Manager or any relevant Sub-Contractor are all of the opinion that it is not
possible to operate the provisions of paragraphs 1.1 (Asset Manager to Become an
Admission Body) to 1.5 (Right of Set Off) inclusive; or

1.7.3

if for any reason after the Service Transfer Date the Asset Manager or any relevant SubContractor ceases to be an Admission Body other than on the date of termination or expiry
of this Agreement or because it ceases to employ any Eligible Employees,

then the provisions of paragraphs 1.1 (Asset Manager to Become an Admission Body) to 1.5 (Right
of Set Off) inclusive shall not apply (without prejudice to any rights of InvLP under those
paragraphs) and the provisions of paragraph 1.8 (Asset Manager Scheme) shall apply.
1.8

Asset Manager Scheme
Where this paragraph 1.8 applies pursuant to paragraph 1.7, the following shall apply:
1.8.1

the Asset Manager shall or shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor shall not later
than the Service Transfer Date or the Cessation Date (as the case may be) nominate to
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InvLP and the Council in writing the occupational pension scheme or schemes which it
proposes shall be (the Asset Manager Scheme for the purposes of this paragraph 1.8).
Such pension scheme or schemes must be:

1.8.2

(a)

established within three (3) months of the Service Transfer Date or Cessation
Date (as the case may be) and maintained until any payment to be made under
Appendix 2 (Bulk Transfer Terms) is made;

(b)

reasonably acceptable to InvLP and the Council (such acceptance not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed);

(c)

a registered pension scheme for the purposes of Part 4 of the Finance Act
2004; and

(d)

certified by the Government Actuary's Department or an actuary nominated by
the Council in accordance with relevant guidance produced by the Government
Actuary's Department as providing benefits which are the same as, broadly
comparable to or better than those benefits provided by the LGPS.

the Asset Manager undertakes to InvLP that it shall and shall procure that any relevant
Sub-Contractor shall procure that:
(a)

the Eligible Employees shall by three (3) months before the Service Transfer
Date or the Cessation Date (as the case may be) be offered membership of the
Asset Manager Scheme with effect from and including the Service Transfer
Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be);

(b)

the Asset Manager Scheme shall provide benefits in respect of the Eligible
Employees' periods of service on and after the Service Transfer Date or
Cessation Date (as the case may be) which the Government Actuary's
Department or an actuary nominated by the Council in accordance with relevant
guidance produced by the Government Actuary's Department shall certify to be
the same as, broadly comparable to or better than the benefits which the
Eligible Employees were entitled to under the LGPS at the Service Transfer
Date or the Cessation Date (as the case may be);

(c)

if the Asset Manager Scheme is terminated, a replacement pension scheme
shall be provided with immediate effect for those Eligible Employees who are
still employed by the Asset Manager or relevant Sub-Contractor.
The
replacement scheme must comply with this paragraph 1.8 (Asset Manager
Scheme) as if it were the Asset Manager Scheme;

(d)

before the Service Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be) the
trustees of the Asset Manager Scheme shall undertake by deed to the Council
and to the Administering Authority that they shall co-operate with the provisions
of paragraphs 1.8 (Asset Manager Scheme), 1.10 (Undertaking from the Asset
Manager) and Appendix 2 (Bulk Transfer Terms) to the extent applicable to
them; and

(e)

where the Asset Manager Scheme has not been established at the Service
Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be), the Eligible Employees
shall be provided with benefits in respect of death-in-service which are no less
favourable than the death-in-service benefits provided by the LGPS immediately
before the Service Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be). Such
benefits will continue to be provided until death-in-service benefits are provided
by the Asset Manager Scheme;

(f)

The Asset Manager undertakes to InvLP that within three (3) months of the
Service Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be), the Asset
Manager will (and shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor shall) offer or
procure that there is offered to each Eligible Employee who agrees to become a
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member of the Asset Manager's Scheme an invitation to transfer the benefits he
had accrued under the LGPS into the Asset Manager's Scheme; and
1.8.3

1.9

Transfer from the LGPS to the Asset Manager's Scheme
1.9.1

InvLP shall procure that the Council shall use reasonable endeavours to ensure that the
Administering Authority transfers from the LGPS Fund to the Asset Manager's Scheme an
amount in respect of the transferring Eligible Employees’ service in the LGPS Fund before
the Service Transfer Date or Cessation Date (as the case may be) calculated in
accordance with Appendix 2 (Bulk Transfer Terms) and the LGPS Regulations.

1.9.2

Payment to the Asset Manager's Scheme of the amount calculated under paragraph 1.9.1
shall only be made on the following conditions:

1.9.3

1.10

Appendix 2 (Bulk Transfer Terms) shall apply in relation to the terms for bulk transfers from
the LGPS to the Asset Manager's Scheme following the Service Transfer Date and any
subsequent bulk transfers on termination or expiry of this Agreement.

(a)

the Asset Manager and/or relevant Sub-Contractor has complied with all its
obligations; and

(b)

the trustees of the Asset Manager's Scheme have confirmed in writing that:

(c)

a payment should be made in accordance with the LGPS Regulations and that
they shall accept payment on the terms set out in this Agreement and in
Appendix 2 (Bulk Transfer Terms);

(d)

they shall accept liability for each transferring Eligible Employee’s accrued
contracted out rights under the LGPS Fund; and

(e)

they shall accept the amount paid in accordance with paragraph 1.9.1 in full and
final settlement of all claims against the LGPS Fund in respect of each
transferring Eligible Employee.

For each Eligible Employee who accepts the invitation to transfer in paragraph 1.8.2 (f) in
writing, the Asset Manager shall (and shall procure that each relevant Sub-Contractor
shall) ensure that the Asset Manager's Scheme provides such benefits as the
Administering Authority’s Actuary certifies to be of actuarially equivalent value to the
benefits which would have been payable under the LGPS in respect of the Eligible
Employee’s past service before the Service Transfer Date or the Cessation Date (as the
case may be) if he had remained a member of the LGPS.

Undertaking from the Asset Manager
The Asset Manager undertakes to InvLP that:
1.10.1

all information which InvLP or the Administering Authority or their respective professional
advisers may reasonably request from the Asset Manager or any relevant Sub-Contractor
for the administration of the LGPS or concerning any other matters raised in paragraph 1.7
(Asset Manager Scheme), paragraph 1.8 or Appendix 2 (Bulk Transfer Terms) shall be
supplied to them as expeditiously as possible;

1.10.2

it shall not and shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor shall not, without the consent
in writing of the Council (which shall only be given subject to the payment by the Asset
Manager or the relevant Sub-Contractor of such reasonable costs as the Council or the
Administering Authority may require) consent to instigate, encourage or assist any event
which could impose on the LGPS or on the Council a cost in respect of any Eligible
Employee greater than the cost which would have been payable in respect of that Eligible
Employee had that consent, instigation, encouragement or assistance not been given;
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1.11

1.12

1.10.3

until the Service Transfer Date, it shall not and shall procure that any relevant SubContractor shall not issue any announcements (whether in writing or not) to the Eligible
Employees concerning the matters stated in paragraphs 1.1 (Asset Manager to Become an
Admission Body) to 1.6 (Asset Manager ceases to be an Admission Body) inclusive without
the consent in writing of the Council and the Administering Authority (not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed);

1.10.4

it shall not and shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor shall not take or omit to take
any action which would materially affect the benefits under the LGPS or under the Asset
Manager Scheme of any Eligible Employees who are or will be employed wholly or partially
in connection with the Services without the prior written agreement of the Council (not to be
unreasonably withheld or delayed) provided that the Asset Manager and/or such SubContractor will be so entitled without the requirement of consent to give effect to any preexisting contractual obligations to any Eligible Employees; and

1.10.5

it shall and shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor shall offer any of its Eligible
Employees who cease to be engaged in the provision of the Services and thereby cease to
be eligible for membership of the LGPS membership of the Asset Manager Scheme as
soon as reasonably practicable after ceasing to be so engaged.

Discretionary Benefits
1.11.1

Where the Asset Manager or a Sub-Contractor is an Admission Body, the Asset Manager
shall and/or shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor shall award benefits (where
permitted) to the Eligible Employees under the LGPS Regulations and/or the LGPS in
circumstances where the Eligible Employees would have received such benefits had they
still been employed by the Council; and

1.11.2

Where the award of benefits in paragraph 1.10.1 is not permitted under the LGPS
Regulations and/or the LGPS or the Asset Manager and/or a Sub-Contractor is not an
Admission Body, the Asset Manager shall and/or shall procure that any Sub-Contractor
shall award benefits to the Eligible Employees which are identical to the benefits the
Eligible Employees would have received under the LGPS Regulations and/or the LGPS in
circumstances where the Eligible Employees would have received such benefits had they
still been employed by the Council.

1.11.3

Under paragraph 1.11.1 and 1.11.2, where such benefits are of a discretionary nature, they
shall be awarded on the basis of the Council's written policy in relation to such benefits at
the time of the Service Transfer Date (which InvLP shall procure that the Council will
provide upon request). Where the payment of such benefits is not, for whatever reason,
possible, the Asset Manager shall and/or shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor
shall compensate the Eligible Employees in a manner which is broadly comparable or
equivalent in cash terms.

Claims from Eligible Employees or Trade Unions
The Asset Manager hereby indemnifies InvLP and/or any future service provider and, in each case,
their Sub-Contractors from and against all losses suffered or incurred by it or them which arise from
claims by Eligible Employees or by any trade unions, elected employee representatives or staff
associations in respect of all or any such Eligible Employees against InvLP or against the Council
which losses:

1.13

1.12.1

relate to pension rights in respect of periods of employment on and after the Service
Transfer Date until the date of termination or expiry of this Agreement; or

1.12.2

arise out of the failure of the Asset Manager and/or any relevant Sub-Contractor to comply
with the provisions of this paragraph 1 before the date of termination or expiry of this
Agreement.

Liability for Costs
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The costs of the Council or InvLP necessarily and reasonably incurred in connection with the
Partner Admission Agreement and/or of obtaining the necessary certification of comparability in
accordance with paragraph 1.8 (Asset Manager Scheme) shall be borne by the Asset Manager.
1.14

Transfer to another Employer
Save on expiry or termination of this Agreement, if the employment of any Eligible Employee
transfers to another employer (by way of a transfer under TUPE) the Asset Manager shall and shall
procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor shall:

1.15

1.14.1

consult with and inform those Eligible Employees of the pension provisions relating to that
transfer; and

1.14.2

procure that the employer to which the Eligible Employees are transferred (the "New
Employer") complies with the provisions of this paragraph 1 provided that references to
the "Sub-Contractor" will become references to the New Employer, references to "Service
Transfer Date" will become references to the date of the transfer to the New Employer and
references to "Eligible Employees" will become references to the Eligible Employees so
transferred to the New Employer.

Pension Issues on Expiry or Termination
The Asset Manager shall and shall procure that any relevant Sub-Contractor shall:

1.16

1.15.1

maintain such documents and information as will be reasonably required to manage the
pension aspects of any onward transfer of any person engaged or employed by the Asset
Manager or any Sub-Contractor in the provision of the Services on the expiry or termination
of this Agreement (including without limitation identification of the Eligible Employees);

1.15.2

promptly provide to InvLP or to the Council such documents and information mentioned in
paragraph 1.15.1 which the Council or InvLP may reasonably request in advance of the
expiry or termination of this Agreement; and

1.15.3

fully co-operate (and procure that the trustees of the Asset Manager's Scheme shall fully
co-operate) with the reasonable requests of the Council or InvLP relating to any
administrative tasks necessary to deal with the pension aspects of any onward transfer of
any person engaged or employed by the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor in the
provision of the Services on the expiry or termination of this Agreement.

Transfers from Asset Manager's Scheme
1.16.1

The Asset Manager undertakes to InvLP that on:

1.16.2

the termination of this Agreement; or

1.16.3

the expiry or termination of any sub-contract in the case of a relevant Sub-Contractor; or

1.16.4

the employment of any Eligible Employees transferring to a new employer;

the Asset Manager shall (and shall procure that each relevant Sub-Contractor shall) procure that
the trustees of the Asset Manager's Scheme offer bulk transfer terms in respect of the relevant
Eligible Employees’ service in the Asset Manager's Scheme to the pension scheme of InvLP, the
Council or any future service provider (or their Sub-Contractors), any new Sub-Contractor or any
new employer (as applicable) which are no less favourable (in the opinion of the Administering
Authority’s Actuary or an actuary appointed by the Council) than the bulk transfer terms set out in
Appendix 2 (Bulk Transfer Terms).
1.17

Compliance with law
The Asset Manager shall and shall procure that any Sub-Contractor shall, as a minimum, comply in
relation to each of its employees engaged in the Services with all applicable requirements in
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relation to auto-enrolment and related matters under Chapter 1 of Part 1 of the Pensions Act 2008
and the requirements in relation to pension protection on transfer of employment under TUPE and,
if applicable, under sections 257 and 258 of the Pensions Act 2004.
1.18

Third Party Rights
InvLP and the Asset Manager or Sub-Contractor agree that the pension provisions contained in this
paragraph 2 of Schedule 6 and in Appendix 2 (Bulk Transfer Terms) will be directly enforceable by
the Employees against the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor (as the case may be) under the
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999.

1.19

Indemnity
Without prejudice to the generality of this paragraph 1.19 of Schedule 6, the Asset Manager hereby
indemnifies InvLP and/or the Council and/or any future service provider and, in each case, their
Sub-Contractors on demand from and against all losses suffered or incurred by it or them which
arise from any breach by the Asset Manager or any Sub-Contractor of the terms of this paragraph
1.19 of Schedule 6 (howsoever caused and including such losses which arise as a result of a claim
by the Council against InvLP).
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SCHEDULE 7
FEE PAYMENT MECHANISM
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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APPENDIX 1
EMPLOYEE SCHEDULE
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APPENDIX 2
BULK TRANSFER TERMS
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THIS AGREEMENT is made on the [

] day of [

] [2017]

BETWEEN:(1)

THE MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE LONDON BOROUGH OF HARINGEY of Station Road,
Wood Green, London N22 7TR ("the Council"); and

(2)

[HDV] LLP (Company Number [
[

]), whose registered office is at
] ("HDV").

IT IS AGREED as follows:1.

INTERPRETATION

1.1

The provisions of Schedule 1 apply to the interpretation of this Agreement.

1.2

The provisions of each of the Schedules form part of this Agreement.

2.

BACKGROUND

2.1

HDV has been set up to achieve the following objectives:
2.1.1

to deliver growth through new and improved housing; town centre development; and
enhanced use of the Council's property portfolio;

2.1.2

to achieve and retain for the Council a long term stake and control in development of the
Council’s land, maintaining a long term financial return for the Council which can be
reinvested, in accordance with the Council’s statutory functions, on new housing, on
social and economic benefits or on other Council Corporate Plan objectives;

2.1.3

in partnership with the private sector to catalyse delivery of financially challenging
schemes;

2.1.4

to achieve estate renewal by intensification of land use and establishment of a range of
mixed tenures, together with tenure change across the Borough where appropriate;

2.1.5

to secure wider social and economic benefits in areas affected, including community
facilities, skills and training, health improvement and crime reduction for the benefit of
existing residents;

2.1.6

to incorporate land belonging to other stakeholders, both public and private sector, into
development; and

2.1.7

to achieve a commercially acceptable return.

2.2

The Council and HDV have entered into a Development Framework Agreement pursuant to which
HDV will formulate development proposals in relation to each Category 1 Property and subject to
certain pre-conditions, HDV will implement such proposals in accordance with the objectives as set
out above.

2.3

The Category 1 Properties are currently occupied by owners or tenants falling broadly within the
following (non-exclusive) categories:
2.3.1

residences which are privately owned and occupied (including those purchased pursuant
to a "Right to Buy";

2.3.2

residences which are privately owned but let to occupational tenants;

2.3.3

residences which are owned by a registered provider (other than the Council);
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2.3.4

residences which are owned by the Council and let to Secure Tenants or Introductory
Tenants;

2.3.5

residences which are owned by the Council which are vacant or which are let to Council
tenants who are not Secure Tenants or Introductory Tenants;

2.3.6

properties which are used for commercial or some other non-residential purposes;

2.3.7

property which is held by the Council under the Education Act 2011 or any other similar
legislation.

2.4

The Development Framework Agreement does not affect or fetter the exercise by the Council of its
Statutory Powers and accordingly this Agreement sets out the procedures and steps which the
Council and HDV have agreed to follow to ensure that where relevant, the preparation of a
Category 1 Property for potential development is consistent with the due performance or exercise
of the Council's Statutory Powers and Legal Responsibilities.

2.5

The Council and/or HDV may purchase Third Party Interests and this Agreement sets out the
procedures and steps which (as between the Council and HDV) will be followed in relation to the
acquisition of any such Third Party Interest.

2.6

HDV may request the Council to consider using Statutory Powers where necessary in order to
enable any Category 1A Property to be redeveloped and this Agreement sets out the procedures
and liability for costs in relation to exercise of any such Statutory Powers.

3.

THE COUNCIL'S LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES

3.1

HDV shall ensure that in drawing up any Development Business Plan or Planning Application for a
Category 1A Property (or Phase thereof), it is consistent with:
3.1.1

the due performance or exercise of the Council's Statutory Powers and Legal
Responsibilities;

3.1.2

the Council's housing policies, as notified to HDV from time to time, including the
Council’s Housing Strategy and the Estate Renewal Re-Housing and Payments Policy;

3.1.3

the Consultations required to be carried out by the Council pursuant to its Statutory
Powers and Legal Responsibilities and any further Council decisions which may need to
be taken; and

3.1.4

the Council achieving the SOS Condition.

3.2

The parties agree that any amendment to a Business Plan that departs from the Estate Renewal
Re-Housing and Payments Policy (as referred to at Clause 3.1.2 above, or elsewhere in this
Agreement) will always be treated as a Business Plan Material Variation (as defined in the
Members Agreement) to an existing Business Plan and be referable to Members (as defined in the
Members Agreement) for approval

3.3

HDV shall prepare (as part of the Development Business Plan) and thereafter update as often as
may be reasonably necessary a land acquisition schedule stipulating the anticipated costs of
acquiring any remaining land interests within the relevant Category 1 Property with appropriate
supporting evidence (a "Schedule of Anticipated Acquisition Costs").

4.

DISPOSAL CONDITION

4.1

The Council shall confirm to HDV in writing the information it requires to enable it to comply with its
then current and applicable Legal Responsibilities (including in particular) Consultations prior to it
making any decisions contemplated by the Disposal Condition. The Council shall then decide (in
consultation with HDV) the appropriate time for such Consultation to commence.
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4.2

As a minimum, HDV shall provide the following material to the Council in relation to the relevant
Category 1B Property (or Phase thereof) to allow it to carry out such Consultation:
4.2.1

a plan identifying the development proposals and phasing of demolition and construction
and location of replacement housing units;

4.2.2

computer-generated imagery showing the potential exterior appearance of typical units
that may be constructed;

4.2.3

floor plans showing the anticipated layout of such typical units;

4.2.4

outline offers to be made to existing residents, occupiers, owners and other stakeholders;
and

4.2.5

details of how HDV's Business Plan will be implemented in a manner which meets the
Council's housing policies (including the Estate Renewal Re-Housing and Payments
Policy).

5.

CONSULTATION AND ENGAGEMENT

5.1

In addition to the obligations set out in Clause 4, HDV must notify the Council in writing once it has
sufficiently advanced proposals for a Category 1 Property or Phase thereof that it is able to provide
the details set out in Clause 5.2 below. Once HDV has notified the Council of this (or wherever
Consultation is required for the proper exercise of the Council's Statutory Powers or Legal
Responsibilities), the Council shall confirm to HDV in writing the Consultation that it intends to
undertake together with details of the information that it requires from HDV to facilitate the relevant
Consultation. The Council shall then decide (in consultation with HDV) the appropriate time for the
relevant Consultation to commence.

5.2

As a minimum, HDV will be expected to provide the following material to the Council to allow it to
carry out any such Consultation:

5.3

5.2.1

a plan identifying the location of the proposed Category 1 Property or Phase thereof (the
proposed "Build Phase") including any Demolition Phase, if applicable;

5.2.2

computer-generated imagery showing the potential exterior appearance of typical units
that may be constructed on the proposed Build Phase;

5.2.3

floor plans showing the anticipated layout of such typical units;

5.2.4

outline offers to be made to existing residents, occupiers, owners and other stakeholders;
and

5.2.5

details of how HDV's Business Plan will be implemented in a manner which meets the
Council's housing policies (including the Estate Renewal Re-Housing and Payments
Policy).

As soon as reasonably practicable after the date on which HDV provides to the Council all of the
information that it is required to provide pursuant to clause 5.2, HDV and the Council shall together
use reasonable endeavours to:
5.3.1

agree information in respect of the proposed Build Phase and such other information as
will enable the Council fully to discharge its Legal Responsibilities in respect of
Consultation; and

5.3.2

agree the steps to be undertaken by both Parties as part of such Consultation process
including the date on which the Consultation process shall commence and end.
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5.4

No later than the date agreed by the Parties pursuant to clause 5.3.2, the Council (with the
assistance of HDV where required) shall use reasonable endeavours to commence and progress
Consultation in accordance with the timetable agreed pursuant to clause 5.3.1.

5.5

The Council and HDV each agree to allocate such reasonable resources and to make such
personnel available as is reasonably required to take part in and conclude such Consultations
within the agreed periods.

5.6

HDV and the Council shall share and review the responses received to such Consultations and
HDV shall have regard to any reasonable requests that are made by the Council to modify HDV's
proposals in the light of the responses received, which the Council has decided should be
implemented.

6.

ASSESSMENT OF ACCOMMODATION REQUIREMENTS

6.1

HDV shall, no later than [six] months prior to the proposed date for submission of an application for
detailed Planning Permission or approval of detail where there is an extant outline Planning
Permission, request the Council undertake an Assessment of Accommodation Requirements for
residents who may become occupiers of the Build Phase.

6.2

The Council shall (following such written notice from HDV) carry out an Assessment of
Accommodation Requirements for the relevant Build Phase. HDV shall provide all reasonable
assistance to the Council in carrying out such Assessment of Accommodation Requirements.

6.3

HDV shall agree with the Council how the final design for the Build Phase shall enable the
Assessment of Accommodation Requirements to be met. In consultation with the Council, the final
design must incorporate allowances for alterations as a result of reasonably foreseeable changes
to the Assessment of Accommodation Requirements which may occur before the relevant Build
Phase has been completed.

7.

PRE-CPO ACQUISITIONS OF COUNCIL OWNED PROPERTIES

7.1

Where HDV has adopted a Development Business Plan and the Council has approved land
acquisition costs as part of any financial commitment in accordance with Clause 18.1 of the
Members Agreement for a Category 1A Property, in relation to any land within the Category 1A
Property where the Council is already the freehold owner, the Council will (at HDV's request and
within the agreed financial commitment), use reasonable endeavours to acquire any Third Party
Interests by private treaty prior to the Council being asked to consider the exercise of its CPO
powers ("Pre-CPO Acquisitions").

7.2

The Council shall not be obliged to acquire any such interests. The parties may agree that HDV
shall assist LBH with LBH's borrowing costs (net of any income actually received by LBH) from the
date of acquisition by LBH until the date of land drawdown.

7.3

The consideration payable in respect of any Third Party Interest acquired pursuant to this clause 7
shall not exceed the amount shown in the Schedule of Anticipated Acquisition Costs (unless the
Parties shall agree) and in any event shall (as a minimum) be in accordance with the Council's
Estate Renewal Re-Housing and Payments Policy (except where a departure from such policy has
been agreed in the relevant Development Business Plan).

7.4

The Council shall provide HDV with details of any Pre-CPO Acquisitions agreed with the relevant
Owner such details to be provided for the information of HDV only.

7.5

On the drawdown of a Category 1A Property or Phase thereof in accordance with the DFA in
respect of which Pre-CPO Acquisitions have been made, the Council will submit an invoice to HDV
for the relevant Pre-CPO Acquisition Costs. The terms of issue and payment of such invoice are to
be in accordance with Paragraph 3.9 of Schedule 7 to the Members Agreement.
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8.

PRE-CPO ACQUISITIONS OF NON-COUNCIL OWNED PROPERTIES

8.1

In relation to land within Category 1 Properties where the Council is not the freehold owner, HDV
may request that the Council acquire by private treaty as many Third Party Interests as can be
acquired prior to the Council being asked to consider the exercise of its CPO powers ("Voluntary
Acquisitions").

8.2

The Council shall not be obliged to acquire any such interests. The parties may agree that HDV
shall assist LBH with LBH's borrowing costs (net of any income actually received by LBH) from the
date of acquisition by LBH until the date of land drawdown.

8.3

HDV may at any time acquire by private treaty any Third Party Interests in non-residential
properties, but it may secure the acquisition in the name of the Council, if the parties so agree.

8.4

HDV will, at the request of the Council and in accordance with the provisions of this Clause 8 lead
the private treaty negotiations for the acquisition of Third Party Interests in non-Council Properties
with a view to acquiring them to minimise or reduce the need for a CPO.

8.5

HDV shall use all reasonable endeavours to negotiate by private treaty the acquisition of any Third
Party Interest to which this Clause 8 applies on the basis of an outright acquisition of that Third
Party Interest by the Council or (if agreed by the Parties) by way of conditional contract, preemption agreement or option arrangement with any Owner on terms agreed by HDV and the
Council.

8.6

HDV shall provide the following for the Council's approval in relation to any Voluntary Acquisition:

8.7

8.6.1

details of the heads of terms agreed with the relevant Owner for the acquisition of their
Outstanding Interest(s), such details to be provided within five Working Days of the same
being agreed subject to contract; and

8.6.2

copies of all documents to be entered into between the proposed buyer and the Owner or
Claimant, such copies to be provided within five Working Days of the same being agreed
subject to contract.

Where documents are provided to the Council for its approval pursuant to paragraph 8.6, the
Council's decision as to whether or not to approve the relevant document is not to be unreasonably
withheld or delayed but shall have regard to:
8.7.1

the Schedule of Anticipated Acquisition Costs;

8.7.2

legislation relating to compulsory acquisition;

8.7.3

the CPO Guidance; and

8.7.4

the Council's Estate Renewal Re-Housing and Payments Policy

insofar as they are relevant and applicable at the time.
8.8

The Council shall provide to HDV such assistance as HDV may reasonably request or require from
time to time.

8.9

Where the Council in its capacity as a member under the Members Agreement has agreed to
forward fund any Voluntary Acquisitions within a Category 1A Property or Phase thereof then on
the drawdown of the Category 1A Property or Phase pursuant to the DFA in respect of which
Voluntary Acquisitions have been made, the Council will submit an invoice to HDV for the relevant
Voluntary Acquisition Costs. The terms of issue and payment of such invoice are to be in
accordance with Paragraph 3.9 of Schedule 7 to the Members Agreement.

8.10

Where the parties to the Members Agreement have agreed that HDV is to forward fund any
Voluntary Acquisitions within a Category 1A Property or Phase thereof then on the drawdown of
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the Category 1A Property or Phase pursuant to the DFA in respect of which Voluntary Acquisitions
have been made the Council may issue a D Loan Note to HDV for any Voluntary Acquisition Costs
incurred in relation to that Category 1A Property or Phase. Such D Loan Note is to be issued in
accordance with Paragraph 3.9 of Schedule 7 to the Members Agreement and payable in
accordance with the terms of the relevant D Loan Note Instrument.
9.

REPURCHASE OF ASSETS HELD BY HDV

9.1

Where HDV has acquired any Third Party Interest in accordance with Clause 8 or otherwise, HDV
shall be obliged to transfer the interest acquired to the Council, in the following circumstances:
9.1.1

the DFA is terminated;

9.1.2

the Option Conditions Long Stop Date for the Category 1 Property or Phase of which the
relevant Third Party Interest forms part is reached;

9.1.3

a PSP Default Event (as defined in the Members Agreement) exists; or

9.1.4

Clause 27.1.1(b) of the Members Agreement applies.

9.2

The value of any transfer pursuant to Clause 9.1 shall be at the book-value stated for the Third
Party Interest in HDV's latest audited accounts, such accounts to be updated by HDV no more than
3 months prior to the date of transfer.

9.3

Following any acquisition of a Third Party Interest by HDV, HDV consents to the entry of the
following restriction against HDV's title to the Third Party Interest at the Land Registry and will
provide the Council with all necessary assistance and/or documentation to permit entry of the
restriction:
"No disposition of the registered estate by the proprietor of the registered estate is to be registered
without a consent in writing signed by [London Borough of Haringey] of [address] or their
conveyancer that the provisions of clause [8.1] of an Agreement dated [
] made between (1) The
Mayor and Burgesses of the London Borough of Haringey and (2) [HDV LLP] have been complied
with or that they do not apply to the disposition."

9.4

HDV acknowledges that any restriction registered in accordance with Clause 9.3 above, shall be
registered in advance of any third party debt which HDV may register against the registered title.

10.

OBLIGATIONS ON HDV RELATING TO COUNCIL TENANTS

10.1

The parties agree that the following principles shall apply to the relocation of Secure Tenants and
Introductory Tenants and Right of Return:
10.1.1

Every Secure Tenant and Introductory Tenant in any Demolition Phase who is relocated
by the Council out of a Category 1A Property for the purposes of the Development, shall
have a Right to Return. Any assured tenancy granted in accordance with this Right to
Return shall be in accordance with the Assessment of Accommodation Requirements for
the relevant tenant, including any adaptations identified therein where these are in
accordance with the Council's housing policies and can reasonably be accommodated.

10.1.2

The Council may offer alternative accommodation anywhere in the Borough which the
Secure Tenant or Introductory Tenant is willing to accept.

10.1.3

Where consistent with the relevant Development Business Plan for the Phase, the
Council assisted by HDV shall use reasonable endeavours to ensure that all Secure
Tenants and Introductory Tenants move only once where this can reasonably be
achieved.

10.1.4

If on completion of the development of the relevant Category 1A Property a Secure
Tenant or Introductory Tenant is given the option and elects (in writing) to remain in any
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alternative accommodation which has been provided by the Council or HDV in
accordance with 10.1.2 above, then the Right to Return shall cease to apply to that
Secure Tenant or Introductory Tenant.
10.2

Conditions of Tenancy
HDV covenants (and shall procure that any entity which will be the direct landlord for any former
Secure Tenants and Introductory Tenants of the Council also covenants with the Council) and so
that these provisions shall be included within the lease granted to HDV pursuant to the DFA:

10.3

10.2.1

to grant assured, non-shorthold periodic tenancies on terms and conditions which secure,
so far as is reasonably possible, equivalent statutory and contractual rights to those that
are enjoyed by the Council's Secure Tenants and Introductory Tenants (as applicable)
from time to time save that the 'right to buy' shall be excluded and save where expressly
provided for in the lease, HDV shall not be obliged to comply with the statutory functions
of a housing authority;

10.2.2

to ensure that the rents charged throughout the tenancy are equivalent to the rents set by
the Council, from time to time for Secure Tenants and Introductory Tenants;

10.2.3

not to use Ground 8 of schedule 2 of the Housing Act 1988 (as amended by the Housing
Act 1996) (which allows mandatory eviction after eight weeks rent arrears) to enforce any
rent arrears; and

10.2.4

for properties allocated by HDV for use by Secure Tenants or Introductory Tenants (or the
tenants to be granted a tenancy by HDV in accordance with Clause 10.2.1), the Council
shall in perpetuity have the right to nominate the tenant to whom the property shall be let
and these properties will be made available by HDV or its successor in title in perpetuity
to the Council for such tenants as are nominated by the Council and will be subject to the
relevant provisions of this Clause 10 and for the avoidance of doubt this will include the
letting of the dwelling at social or equivalent rents.

Estate Renewal and Re-Housing Payments Policy
10.3.1

HDV acknowledges that it has been provided with a copy of the draft ERRPP, which has
been approved by Cabinet for consultation on [
] (the "Consultation Draft").

10.3.2

The current Business Plans for the Category 1 Properties reflect the Consultation Draft
(subject to the Qualifications)

10.3.3

When (following consultation) the final version of the ERRPP has been adopted by the
Council, the parties agree that they shall, acting reasonably, review the form of the
adopted policy and the implications of the adopted policy as it applies to HDV. If there
are no material changes in the adopted policy as compared with the Consultation Draft,
HDV will comply with the ERRPP as so adopted subject (in respect of those Properties
that fall within Category 1 as at the date hereof) to the Qualifications and the intent of the
Qualifications.

10.3.4

If there are material changes in the adopted policy compared with the Consultation Draft
then the parties shall (both acting reasonably) seek to agree such changes as are
appropriate to align the Project Agreements and the Business Plans with the principles
set out in the then adopted ERRPP (subject always to the intent of the Qualifications in
respect of those Properties that fall within Category 1 as at the date hereof only). This
process will be repeated for any successor or replacement policy to the Estate Renewal
Re-Housing and Payments Policy.

10.3.5

It is agreed that the intent of the Qualifications shall continue to apply in respect of those
Properties that fall within Category 1 as at the date hereof, unless otherwise agreed.
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11.

COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDERS

11.1

The provisions of Schedule 4 apply to any Compulsory Purchase Orders to be sought or which are
obtained in respect of [Wood Green Estate], [Northumberland Park] and [Cranwood] (the "CPO
Properties").

11.2

The provisions of Schedule 4 apply to any CPO Property in respect of which the following have
occurred:
11.2.1

HDV considers and has confirmed to the Council that it considers that a CPO is likely to
be required in order to achieve the Development Business Plan;

11.2.2

the relevant CPO Property is or has become a Category 1A Property.

11.3

The Council shall notify HDV that it considers that all of the events in clause 11.2 have occurred
within ten Working Days of the date on which the last of the events occurs.

12.

PERFORMANCE BY HDV GROUP AND HDV LIABILITIES

12.1

HDV is not to be relieved of liability for any breach of its obligations in this Agreement by:
12.1.1

transfer of the freehold or long leasehold interest in a Category 1A Property or part
thereof or the grant of any Lease or creation of any interest in any Category 1A Property
or part thereof;

12.1.2

any delay by the Council in enforcing the terms of this Agreement against HDV or any
time allowed by the Council for HDV to comply with such terms;

12.1.3

any variation of the terms of this Agreement other than any variation recorded by Deed
made between the parties; or

12.1.4

any legal limitation, immunity, disability, incapacity of other circumstances relating to the
Council or HDV, whether or not known to the Council or HDV.

12.2

Without prejudice to HDV's liability hereunder, HDV shall be entitled to arrange for any of its
obligations to the Council hereunder to be performed or undertaken by any HDV Subsidiary and
due performance by an HDV Subsidiary will satisfy the obligations of HDV hereunder in respect of
the relevant matter.

13.

SERVICE AND DELIVERY OF NOTICES AND OTHER DOCUMENTS

13.1

Any notice or other communication pursuant to, or in connection with, this Agreement shall be in
writing and delivered personally, or sent by pre-paid first class post, to the Party due to receive
such notice at its registered office from time to time (or to such other address as may from time to
time have been notified in writing to the other Parties in accordance with this Clause):

13.2

Council

Attention:

HDV

Attention [Chief Executive]

DevLLP

Attention [Chief Executive]

InvLLP

Attention [Chief Executive]

Subject to Clause 13.3, any notice or other communication shall be deemed to have been served:
13.2.1

if delivered personally, when left at the address referred to in Clause 13.1; or

13.2.2

if sent by pre-paid first class post, two days after posting it.
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13.3

If a notice is given or deemed given at a time or on a date which is not a Working Day, it shall be
deemed to have been given on the next Working Day.

14.

DEALINGS

14.1

Subject to the terms of this Clause 14, this Agreement may not be assigned, charged, held on trust
or in any way dealt with by HDV.

14.2

HDV may, with the prior written consent of the Council assign or charge the benefit of this
Agreement to a Funder subject to:
14.2.1

the Funder entering into a Step-In Agreement;

14.2.2

prior to exercising any of the rights under the Step-In Agreement the Funder entering into
direct covenants with the Council to observe and perform the obligations of HDV
hereunder in respect of the land to which the Step-In Agreement relates;

14.2.3

before any further assignment or charging of the benefit of this Agreement the Funder
entering into a direct covenant with the Council to comply with the provisions of this
clause 14;

14.2.4

HDV covenanting with the Funder and the Council to continue to comply with its
obligations in this Agreement notwithstanding its assignment to the Funder.

15.

CONTRACT RATE AND LATE PAYMENT

15.1

Any sum due from one party to any other under this Agreement which is not paid when it is due
shall bear interest at the Contract Rate for the period from the date when it fell due to the date of
payment but nothing in this Clause shall entitle either party to this Agreement to withhold or delay
any payment of any sum payable under this Agreement after the date upon which it first becomes
payable or in any other way affect any other rights which the party entitled to such payment shall
have arising from any failure or delay in payment.

16.

VALUE ADDED TAX

16.1

HDV shall pay and Indemnify the Council from and against all VAT chargeable in respect of any
supply made by the Council under any of the terms of or in connection with this Agreement and any
sum payable by HDV under or in connection with this Agreement shall accordingly be exclusive of
VAT.

17.

REGISTRATION OF AGREEMENT AT THE LAND REGISTRY
HDV shall not be entitled to note this Agreement against the Council's registered titles in respect of
the Category 1 Properties.

18.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION

18.1

The parties shall use all reasonable endeavours to negotiate in good faith and settle any dispute or
difference that may arise between the parties in relation to this Agreement (a "Dispute").

18.2

If any Dispute is not resolved between the parties within 20 working days of the date on which the
Dispute arose, the parties may (by agreement) refer the Dispute to an Expert whose decision in
relation to such matter is final and binding upon the parties.

18.3

The Expert shall act as an expert and not an arbitrator and the provisions of the Arbitration
Act 1996 shall not apply to the Expert, his determination or the procedure by which he reaches his
determination.

18.4

The party wishing to appoint the Expert will give notice in writing to that effect to the other party,
together with details of the matter which he wishes to refer to the Expert (the "Notice of Dispute").
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18.5

The identity of the Expert will be agreed by the parties in writing or, failing such agreement, within
fourteen working days of the Service of the Notice of Dispute, the Expert will be appointed as set
out in the definition of "Expert" in Schedule 1.

18.6

A person can only be appointed to act as an Expert if at the time of the appointment he is not:18.6.1

a director, office holder or employee of; or

18.6.2

directly or indirectly retained as a consultant or in any other professional capacity by;

any party to this Agreement or any company or person associated with any such party.
18.7

Within fifteen Working Days from his appointment the Expert will call the parties to a meeting at
which he will give directions as to the future conduct of the matter and will from time to time give
such further directions as he shall see fit. The Expert will allow the parties to make written
representations and written counter-representations to him but will not be in any way fettered by
such representations and counter-representations and will rely on his own judgment.

18.8

The parties will give to the Expert such assistance as the Expert considers necessary to carry out
his function.

18.9

The Expert will give notice in writing of his decision to the parties within twenty Working Days of his
appointment or within such extended period as the parties may agree in writing.

18.10

The costs of the reference to the Expert will be borne as he directs and failing any such direction
will be shared equally between the parties. If any party pays the whole or part of the Expert's fees
the other party will upon demand repay to the paying party the whole or part of any fees so paid,
insofar as the Expert awards such fees against the non paying party. For the avoidance of doubt
and subject to the foregoing the parties shall bear their own costs in respect of the process set out
in this Clause 18.

18.11

If the Expert (the "Original Expert"):18.11.1 fails to determine the matter referred to him within the period referred to in Clause 18.9;
18.11.2 fails to give notice of his decision within the time and in the manner provided for in this
Clause;
18.11.3 relinquishes or does not accept his appointment;
18.11.4 dies; or
18.11.5 it becomes apparent for any reason that he is unable to complete the duties of his
appointment;
any of the parties may apply to the President for a substitute to be appointed (but not after the
Original Expert has given notice of his decision to the parties in dispute). In such event the Original
Expert is no longer the Expert, the provisions of this Clause apply as if the Original Expert had not
been appointed and will be repeated as many times as necessary. Any reference to the Expert in
this Clause is deemed to include any substitute appointed pursuant to this Clause 18.11.

19.

GOOD FAITH

19.1

Each of the parties undertakes with the other that it will at all times:19.1.1

act in an open and transparent manner with the utmost good faith towards the other in
relation to the matters covered by this Agreement; and

19.1.2

perform its obligations contained herein to enable the objectives in this Agreement to be
fulfilled to the mutual benefit of the parties; and in particular:-
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(a)

HDV agrees to maintain full and accurate records and accounts (with all
accompanying receipts vouchers completion statements and other documents)
in connection with its obligations under this Agreement; and

(b)

at any time upon reasonable request HDV shall provide the Council with such
reasonable evidence as the Council may reasonably require in order to verify
that HDV has complied and is continuing to comply with its obligations under
this Agreement.

19.2

Nothing in this Agreement shall authorise any one party to act as the agent of any other party, for
anything in relation to this Agreement.

20.

LOCAL AUTHORITY POWERS

20.1

Nothing contained or implied in this Agreement will restrict prejudice or otherwise affect the duties,
powers, rights and obligations of the Council granted to or imposed on it including (but without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing) the exercise of its functions as the local planning
authority, highway authority, local authority or as any other statutory authority or as agent for any
other competent authority and under any public or private bye-law, code of conduct, consent,
direction, instrument, notice, order, permission, plan, regulation, rule, statute or statutory instrument
all which duties, powers, rights and obligations will be as fully and freely exercisable in relation to
the Category 1 Properties or any other land as if this Agreement had not been executed and any
approval consent direction or authority given by the Council as local or other statutory authority
shall not be or be deemed to be an approval consent direction or authority under this Agreement
and vice versa.

20.2

The Council enters into this Agreement pursuant to Section 111 of the Local Government Act 1972,
Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011 and all other relevant statutory powers.

21.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION AND FREEDOM OF INFORMATION

21.1

During the term of this Agreement and for a period of 3 years after the termination or expiry of the
Agreement for any reason whatsoever (the "Confidentiality Period"), the Receiving Party (as
defined in Clause 21.2) will:21.1.1

keep Confidential Information (as defined in Clause 21.2) confidential;

21.1.2

not disclose Confidential Information to any other person other than with the written
consent of the Disclosing Party (as defined in Clause 21.2) or in accordance with
Clauses 21.2 to 21.5; and

21.1.3

not use Confidential Information for any purpose other than the performance of its
obligations under this Agreement and the other Project Agreements.

21.2

For the purposes of this Clause 21, "Confidential Information" means all information of a
confidential nature disclosed (whether in writing, verbally or by any other means and whether
directly or indirectly) by one Party (the "Disclosing Party") to another Party ("Receiving Party")
whether before or after the date of this Agreement including, without limitation, any information
relating to the Disclosing Party's operations, processes, plans, proposals or intentions, its tenants
(both existing and prospective), customers, existing and potential clients, know-how, design rights,
trade secrets, any investment, development business or market opportunities and its business
affairs.

21.3

During the Confidentiality Period, the Receiving Party may disclose Confidential Information to its
employees, its own members, contractors, sub-contractors, agents and advisers (and its Group
members) under conditions of confidentiality in each case to the extent that it is reasonably
necessary for the purposes of this Agreement, or any other Project Agreement and may disclose
Confidential Information under conditions of confidentiality to its funders, prospective funders,
prospective Members of HDV, prospective funders of any HDV Party, and prospective purchasers
of its or their assets (in each case, to the extent reasonably necessary). In each case the permitted
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recipient of such Confidential Information shall be known as a "Recipient". In this Clause 21.3
"Group" shall refer to the Council Group, or PSP Group (as the context shall require).
21.4

The Receiving Party shall so far as practicable procure that each Recipient is made aware of and
complies with all the Receiving Party's obligations of confidentiality under this Agreement as if the
Recipient were a Party to this Agreement.

21.5

The obligations contained in Clauses 21.2 to 21.4 shall not apply to any Confidential Information
which:21.5.1

is at the date of this Agreement in, or at any time after the date of this Agreement comes
into, the public domain other than through a breach of this Agreement by the Receiving
Party or any Recipient;

21.5.2

can be shown by the Receiving Party to the reasonable satisfaction of the Disclosing
Party to have been known by the Receiving Party and not subject to any obligations of
confidentiality before disclosure by the Disclosing Party to the Receiving Party;

21.5.3

subsequently comes lawfully into the possession of the Receiving Party from a third party
and not subject to any obligations of confidentiality;

21.5.4

is required to be disclosed by the relevant Party's audited and published accounts or is
required to be disclosed to a tax authority in connection with the tax affairs of the
Receiving Party; and/or

21.5.5

is required to be disclosed by law or regulation having force of law or for the purposes of
proceedings in any court arbitration or any tribunal or is required by any stock exchange
or any or a regulatory authority or body or any Government Department or by the Project
Agreements to be disclosed.

21.6

The Parties acknowledge that the Council is subject to the requirements of the FOIA and the EIR.
For the purpose of Clauses 21.6 to 21.12 (inclusive) only, Information has the meaning given under
section 84 of the FOIA and the meaning attached to "environmental information" contained in
Section 2 of the EIR as appropriate.

21.7

Where the Council receives a Request for Information, to the extent that it comprises Confidential
Information that HDV or any HDV Party is holding on behalf of the Council (as deemed by FOIA or
EIR as the case may be), the Council shall notify HDV of the requested Information in writing as
soon as practicable and HDV will:-

21.8

21.7.1

if necessary to identify and / or locate the Information, as soon as reasonably practicable
and in any event within 5 Working Days notify the Council in writing of what reasonable
additional information or clarification (if any) is required by it (or any relevant HDV Party)
in order to enable HDV or HDV Party to identify and locate the Information requested
(which additional information and / or clarification the Council shall obtain and provide as
soon as possible); and

21.7.2

provide the Council with a copy of all such requested Information held by HDV and / or
and HDV Party on behalf of the Council in the form that the Council requires (acting
reasonably) (or procure the provision of the same to the Council by an HDV Party, where
applicable) as soon as reasonably practicable and within 10 Working Days after the
Council's notification or provision by the Council of the requested additional information
and / or clarification (whichever is the later).

Where the Council receives a Request for Information in relation to Information relating to this
Agreement, the PSP, HDV, any HDV Party and/or any of the Project Agreement, (and / or any
Confidential Information directly or indirectly provided by any one or more of the PSP, HDV, and /
or any HDV Party), the Council shall, where reasonably practicable, provide both PSP and HDV in
writing with the relevant details of the Request.
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21.9

Following any notification under Clause 21.8, the PSP, and HDV (on its behalf and on behalf of
each HDV Party) may make written representations to the Council within a period of 5 Working
Days from the date of the Council's notification as to whether or not or on what basis Information
requested should be disclosed, and if to be withheld, or redacted, to what extent and on what basis
and the Council agrees that it shall consider such representations before making its decision on the
relevant Request provided always that the Council shall be responsible for determining at its
absolute discretion:21.9.1

whether the Information is exempt from disclosure under the FOIA or the EIR as
applicable; and

21.9.2

whether the Information is to be disclosed in response to a Request for Information,

and in no event shall the PSP, HDV or any HDV Party respond directly or allow its subcontractors
to reply directly to such a Request for Information in relation to this Agreement, the Council and / or
any of the Project Agreements unless expressly authorised to do so by the Council.
21.10

HDV shall procure that all Information held on behalf of the Council (whether by itself or any other
HDV Party) is retained for disclosure for at least 6 years from the date it is required and shall permit
the Council between 9am to 5pm on Working Days and on reasonable prior written notice, to
inspect such Information as requested from time to time (or procure the same, in relation to
Information held by another HDV Party).

21.11

HDV shall transfer to the Council any Request for Information in relation to this Agreement, the
Council and/or any of the Project Agreements received by HDV as soon as practicable and in any
event within 5 Working Days of receiving it (and shall procure that each other HDV Party shall
transfer to the Council any Request for Information in relation to this Agreement, the Council and /
or any of the Project Agreements received by it as soon as practicable and in any event within 5
Working Days of receiving it.

21.12

HDV acknowledges (on behalf of itself and every other HDV Party) that any lists provided by it
listing or outlining Confidential Information, are of indicative value only and that the Council may
nevertheless be obliged to disclose Confidential Information.

22.

NON MERGER
So far as they remain to be performed or observed the provisions of this Agreement shall continue
in full force and effect notwithstanding completion in relation to any Category 1 Property or Phase.

23.

TERMINATION

23.1

The Council may determine this Agreement by written notice to HDV at any time if there is a
Termination Event.

23.2

Where pursuant to Clause 27.1.1(a) of the Members Agreement parts of the HDV Group are not to
be subject to the Winding Up Procedure ("the Continuing HDV Parties") then this Agreement shall
not be terminated in respect of any Category 1 Property (or any Phase thereof) which forms part of
the Development Business Plan for any Continuing HDV Party (but may be terminated as to any
other Category 1 Property (or any Phase thereof) where a Termination Event applies to the
relevant HDV Party).

23.3

If this Agreement is terminated:23.3.1

such termination shall not prejudice any rights or remedies which either party may have
against the other in respect of any antecedent breach of this Agreement;

23.3.2

HDV shall forthwith return all documents plans and papers provided to it by the Council
and shall cancel any entry it may have made at the Land Registry or the Land Charges
Registry protecting this Agreement.
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PROVIDED THAT termination of this Agreement under this clause or any other provision of this
Agreement shall not trigger termination of any Lease granted prior to the date of termination.
24.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT

24.1

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the parties and may only be varied or
amended by a document signed by or on behalf of all of the parties and making reference to this
Clause.

24.2

The Council and HDV acknowledge that they are entering into this Agreement without placing any
reliance upon any representation or statement (written or oral) which may have been made by the
Council or any agent, advisor or other person acting for the Council and HDV shall not have any
rights in relation to any representation or statement made by the Council or any agent, adviser or
other person acting for the Council but the foregoing provisions of this Clause 24.2 shall not apply
to any representation or statement as may be made in this Agreement or may have been made or
confirmed in any written communication from the Council's Solicitors to the HDV's Solicitors.

24.3

No condition representation or warranty howsoever arising whether collaterally or directly or
indirectly shall be made or implied either as to the state or condition of any Category 1 Property or
any part or parts thereof or as to its fitness for the purposes of the Development and it shall be the
sole responsibility of HDV to satisfy itself in respect thereof.

25.

CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT
A person who is not a party to this Agreement has no right under the Contracts (Rights of Third
Parties) Act 1999 to enforce or have the benefit of any term of this Agreement but this does not
affect any right or remedy of a third party which exists or is available apart from that Act.

26.

GOVERNING LAW AND JURISDICTION
The provisions of this Agreement shall be governed by English Law and the parties agree to submit
to the jurisdiction of the English courts.

EXECUTED AS A DEED by or on behalf of the parties on the date which first appears in this Agreement.
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SCHEDULE 1
INTERPRETATION OF THIS AGREEMENT
1.

The following further definitions apply to this Agreement:"1990 Act"

means the Town and Country Planning Act 1990

"2016 Act"

means the Housing and Planning Act 2016

"Advance Payment"

means any payment which the Council is lawfully
required to make in respect of the implementation of the
CPO pursuant to the provisions of sections 52, 52(ZA),
52(ZB) and 52A of the Land Compensation Act 1973

"Appropriation"

means the appropriation of land pursuant to section 122
of the Local Government Act 1972, section 19 of the
Housing Act 1985 (subject to the Secretary of State's
consent) or such other relevant statutory power, and
"Appropriate" shall be construed accordingly

"Approved Expenditure"

means in respect of each Outstanding Interest the
estimated amount of CPO Costs (excluding interest) that
is (or if prior to the statutory valuation date would be)
payable to the owner of each Outstanding Interest for its
acquisition pursuant to the CPO and shall be:(a)

the estimate set out in the Compensation
Assessment for the specified Outstanding
Interest; or

(b)

where there is no entry for an Outstanding
Interest, or the entry is inaccurate in relation to
the description of the Outstanding Interest, a
figure to be agreed between the parties; or

(c)

where an Outstanding Interest is shown in the
Compensation Assessment, but there is no
figure shown, a figure to be agreed between
the parties; or

(d)

any amount determined by the Expert in
accordance with the terms of this Agreement;
or

(e)

any amount determined by the Lands Tribunal

"Assessment of Accommodation
Requirements"

means an assessment of the accommodation
requirements of residents who may occupy the relevant
Build Phase in accordance with Schedule 2, or as
otherwise agreed between the parties in a form which
can form part of the consultation to be carried out by the
Council

"Blight Notice"

means a notice served under section 150 of the 1990
Act in relation to a CPO

"Build Phase"

means that part or parts of the Category 1 Property or
Phase thereof on which HDV proposes to build, is
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building or has built the Development (and as may be
related to the relevant Demolition Phase).
"Business"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"Business Plan"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"Business Plan Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 4 of Schedule 2 of the
DFA

"Category 1 Property"

means each of the properties which are described for
identification only in Part 1 of Appendix 1 of the DFA
(further sub-divided into Category 1A and Category 1B)
the extent of the Council's ownership of which as at the
date hereof being shown on the plans and title number
listed in Part 2 of Appendix 1 of the DFA

"Category 2 Properties"

means:
(a)

Broadwater Farm Area N17

(b)

Leabank and Lemsford Close N15

(c)

Park Grove (inc Durnsford Road) N11

(d)

Tunnel Gardens (inc Blake Road) N11

(e)

Turner Avenue/ Brunel Walk N15

(f)

Reynardson Court N17

(g)

Demountables – Watts Close N15

(h)

Barbara Hucklesbury N22

(i)

Fred Morfill House, Bounds Green Rd, N11

(j)

Land to the rear of Muswell Hill Library N10

and "Category 2 Property" shall mean any of them
"Category 3 Properties"

shall have the meaning given to it in paragraph 3.1 of
Schedule 3 (Future Opportunities) and "Category 3
Property" shall mean any of them

"Claimant"

means a person entitled to the payment of compensation
as a consequence of the making and/or implementation
of the CPO and/or acceptance of a Blight Notice by the
Council and/or determination by Lands Tribunal that a
Claimant's objection to a counter-notice served by the
Council in response to a Blight notice is valid and/or the
carrying out of the Development who is not an Owner

"Communication Code Operators"

means a person to whom the electronic communications
code is applied by virtue of a direction under section
106(3)(a) of the Communications Act 2003

"Companies Act"

means the Companies Act 1985 (as amended by the
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Companies Act 2006)
"Compensation Assessment"

means the compensation schedule to be agreed
between the parties pursuant to paragraph 3 of
Schedule 4, and as subsequently varied or replaced
pursuant to the terms of that paragraph

"Confirmation"

means confirmation of the CPO and/or Highways Order
by the Secretary of State or by the Council (as the case
may be) and "Confirmed" shall be construed
accordingly

"Contract Rate"

(this information is contained in the exempt part of the
report)

"Consultation"

reference to 'Consultation' by the Council includes
consultation, engagement, fact finding, informing and
taking views of residents, tenants, owners, occupiers
and other stakeholders who may be affected by the
proposed disposal of the relevant property and/or the
Development or who may have a legitimate interest or
views in relation thereto and/or any decision of the
Council in respect thereof

"Consultation Draft"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 10.3.1;

"Council Costs"

means the reasonable and proper costs incurred by the
Council pursuant to this Agreement in paying Third
Parties for goods or services relating to:


the CPO



any Highways Orders



any Housing Act 1985 proceedings



the acquisition of any Outstanding Interests



the Development

including internal Council's costs, the cost of legal,
surveyor and other external consultants' fees, counsel,
proceedings, inquiries, court fees, statutory publicity,
SDLT, VAT (where not recoverable), Land Registry fees,
property insurance and management fees
"Council's Property" or "Council
Property"

means any property or land owned by the Council as at
the date of this Agreement

"Council's Solicitors"

means Pinsent Masons LLP of 1 Park Row, Leeds
LS1 5AB or such other firm as the Council may instruct
from time to time to advise it on the CPO, Highways
Orders and related matters

"Council's Surveyor"

means [●] of [●] or such other firm of surveyors and
property advisors as the Council may instruct from time
to time to advise it on the CPO, Highways Orders and
related matters

"Counsel"

means any one of Christopher Katkowski QC, Russell
Harris QC, Neil King QC, David Elvin QC, Tim Corner
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QC, William Hicks QC, Neil Cameron QC, Martin
Kingston QC or James Strachan QC as HDV and the
Council shall agree, or such other barrister with at least
10 years experience of advising on and promoting
compulsory purchase orders as HDV and the Council
shall agree, or (failing agreement) as shall be appointed
by the Bar Council of England and Wales on the
application of either party
"CPO"

means one or more compulsory purchase orders that
may be made by the Council to acquire the Outstanding
Interests, and references to "CPO" shall be construed to
refer to (as relevant) the compulsory purchase orders
collectively that are or may be made and/or a particular
compulsory purchase order

"CPO Compensation Code"

means the principles for assessing and calculating
compensation for compulsory acquisition laid down in
the Compulsory Purchase Act 1965 and/or the Land
Compensation Acts 1961 and 1973 and/or the 1990 Act
and/or the 2016 Act together with case law and
established practice

"CPO Costs"

means the aggregate of all compensation, consideration,
costs and expenses payable to all Owners and
Claimants (whether the same are (where relevant)
agreed with the relevant Owner or Claimant or
determined by the Lands Tribunal or the courts or other
competent third party) that are incurred or committed
both from:
(1)

the date of incorporation of HDV; and

(2)

on an ongoing basis,

including without limitation:
(a)

(b)
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the purchase price or any compensation for or
in respect of any Outstanding Interest which
the Council acquires:(i)

pursuant to the CPO; or

(ii)

as a result of any Blight Notice or
Purchase Notice; or

(iii)

by agreement; or

(iv)

through the termination or surrender of
such interest; or

(v)

compensation payable to a tenant
including pursuant to the Housing Act
1985 or Landlord and Tenant Act 1954

any payment under the Compulsory Purchase
Act 1965 and/or the Land Compensation
Acts 1961 and 1973 made as a result of the
acquisition of or interference with any land
interest or right within or over the CPO Land
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(including for the avoidance of doubt any
payment pursuant to sections 23 - 29 of and
Schedule 3 to the Land Compensation
Act 1961);
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(c)

any statutory interest and any costs payable to
any Owner or Claimant (including without
limitation interest which may be payable by
virtue of the Council taking possession of any
land or interest referred to in paragraphs (a)
and (b) of this definition before the amount of
any payments referred to in those paragraphs
have been agreed);

(d)

any legal, valuation or other costs and
expenses payable to or on behalf of an Owner
or Claimant;

(e)

any disturbance, home loss, basic loss and/or
occupiers loss payments to which any Owner
or Claimant is entitled;

(f)

the purchase price or any compensation
(including any payment for severance or
injurious affection) payable as the result of the
severance of land in common ownership and
the cost of accommodation works required to
be carried out as a result of the CPO in respect
of land not included in the CPO and not
otherwise acquired by the Council;

(g)

any Advance Payment;

(h)

any compensation payment pursuant to the
provisions of section 236 of the 1990 Act or
section 204 of the 2016 Act as a result of the
construction, use or operation of the
Development;

(i)

any compensation payable for depreciation
payable
under
Part I
of
the
Land
Compensation Act 1973 as a result of physical
factors caused by the use of public works
comprised in or carried out as part of or to
mitigate the effects of the Development;

(j)

any compensation or payments payable, and
the cost of any works required to be carried
out, pursuant to the Council's Estate Renewal
Re-Housing and Payments Policy;

(k)

any compensation or payments arising from or
in connection with any Highways Order;

(l)

any compensation or payments arising from or
in connection with the Appropriation of any
land to which this Agreement applies by the
Council or, following such Appropriation,
arising from the carrying out, use or occupation
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of the Development; and
(m)

a sum or sums equal to any VAT arising for
whatever reason whether directly or indirectly
as a result of the implementation of the matters
contemplated in this Agreement or in respect of
any of the CPO Costs save to the extent that
the Council obtains repayment or credit in
respect of the same as an allowable input tax

"CPO Guidance"

means the document issued by the Department for
Communities and Local Government entitled "Guidance
on Compulsory purchase process and The Crichel Down
Rules" and dated October 2015, and including any
updates to it or any replacement guidance

"CPO Judicial Proceedings"

means any application or appeal to the High Court
(including subsequent appeal to the Court of Appeal
and/or Supreme Court) against or in respect of any
order, action, omission or decision of the Council, the
Secretary of State, the Lands Tribunal, or a Court in
relation to a CPO or Highways Order of other action
pursuant to this Agreement including:(a)

an application for judicial review under Civil
Procedure Rule 54 including in each case any
appeals to a higher court following a judgment
of a lower court;

(b)

an application pursuant to section 23 of the
Acquisition of Land Act 1981 including in each
case any appeals to a higher court following a
judgment of a lower court; or

(c)

an application to the High Court by a third
party pursuant to the Human Rights Act 1998

"CPO Land"

means the land (and each and every part of it) in or over
which interests or rights (including any New Rights) are
to be acquired pursuant to a CPO as established
pursuant to the process in paragraph 6 of Schedule 4, or
any subsequent variation to it agreed between HDV and
the Council

"CPO Programme"

means the programme for the preparation, making and
implementation of a CPO

"D Loan Note"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"D Loan Note Instrument"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"Demolition Phase"

means a part of the relevant Category 1 Property or
Phase thereof that HDV identifies as being a phase that
it wishes to bring forward, in order to facilitate the
demolition and construction of the Development, and in
relation to which the Council will be obliged to achieve
the Vacant Possession Condition

"Developer's Notice"

means a notice or notices served by HDV on the Council
from time to time pursuant to paragraph 8 of Schedule 4
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setting out the interests that HDV requests should be
acquired by the Council and the date on which vacant
possession is required for each such interest and the
method by which all Outstanding Interests should be
acquired, for the Council to approve in exercising its
powers to secure vacant possession of the CPO Land
pursuant to the CPO to enable the Development to
proceed
"Development"

means the development of each Category 1 Property or
Phase thereof to be undertaken or procured by HDV or
an HDV Subsidiary pursuant to the relevant
Development Business Plan and a Satisfactory Planning
Permission as may be amended from time to time

"Development Business Plan

means a Business Plan in relation to a Development as
the same may be varied or updated from time to time by
HDV which, as a minimum, shall contain anticipated
target dates for obtaining detailed planning consent, and
commencement and completion of works comprising the
relevant Development

"Development Framework
Agreement" or "DFA"

means a development framework agreement in relation
to HDV on or around the date hereof and made between
(1) the Council (2) [HDV]

"Disclosing Party"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 21.2

"Disposal Condition"

has the meaning given to it in the DFA

"Dispute"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 18.1

"EIR"

means the Environmental Information Regulations 2004

"Estate Renewal Re-Housing and
Payments Policy" or ("ERRPP")

means the Council's policy from time to time, in respect
of its strategy and requirements for estate renewal rehousing and payments but in respect of those Category
1 Properties as at the date hereof reference to the Estate
Renewal Re-Housing and Payments Policy (or ERRPP)
is subject to the intent of the Qualifications

"Expert"

means:-
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(a)

(where a dispute, difference or matter
hereunder is on a point of law or legal drafting)
a Queen's Counsel practising in English real
property law or construction law (as applicable)
being such Counsel as may be appointed by
the Parties (acting unanimously) or, failing
agreement, such Counsel as shall be
appointed at the request of either or both of the
Parties by or on behalf of the President for the
time being (or the next most senior available
officer) of the Law Society of England and
Wales; or

(b)

(where a dispute, difference or matter
hereunder concerns a planning matter) a
Queen's Counsel practising at the planning bar
being such Counsel as may be appointed by
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the Parties (acting unanimously) or, failing
agreement, such Counsel as shall be
appointed at the request of either or both of the
Parties by or behalf of the President for the
time being (or the next most senior available
officer) of the Law Society of England and
Wales;
(c)

(where a dispute, difference or matter
hereunder is in relation to finance) a senior
Chartered Accountant having at least 10 years'
post qualification experience in relation to
dealing with disputes of a kind of those which
may be referred to him or her hereunder as
may be jointly appointed by the Parties (acting
unanimously) or, failing agreement, such
chartered accountant as shall be appointed at
the request of either or both of the Parties by or
on behalf of the President for the time being (or
the next most senior available officer) of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales;

(d)

(in the case of any other matter) a senior
chartered surveyor having at least 10 years'
post-qualification
experience
in
the
development of premises in the London area
as may be jointly appointed by the Parties
(acting unanimously) or, failing agreement,
such surveyor as shall be appointed at the
request of either or both of the Parties by or on
behalf of the President for the time being (or
the next most senior available officer) of the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, such
experience to be in relation to dealing with
disputes of a kind of those which may be
referred to him or her hereunder,

and "failing agreement" shall for these purposes mean
failing any such joint appointment by the Parties within 5
Working Days of notice by one Parties to the other that
the dispute or difference is to be referred to an Expert
"FOIA"

means the Freedom of Information Act 2000 and any
subordinate legislation (as defined in section 84 of the
Freedom of Information Act 2000) made under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 from time to time

"Funder"

means a person who has entered into an agreement with
HDV (or an HDV Subsidiary):

"Funding Condition"
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(a)

to purchase any Category 1 Property or Phase; or

(b)

to provide funding for the carrying out of the
Development or Phase; or

(c)

to provide funding for the purchase of any
Category 1 Property or Phase;

has the meaning set out in Part 6 of Schedule 2 of the
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DFA
"GVD"

means a general vesting declaration or general vesting
declarations made by the Council pursuant to the CPO

"HDV Business Plan"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"HDV Group"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"HDV Party"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"HDV Subsidiary"

means a subsidiary or subsidiary undertaking of an HDV
Party from time to time

"HDV's Surveyor"

means such duly qualified and experienced surveyor to
be appointed by HDV in accordance with this Agreement

"HDV's Surveyors Terms"

means the terms and conditions for the appointment of
the HDV's Surveyor which shall include (without
limitation):
(a)

that a duty of care is owed to HDV and, if
requested by the Council at any time, the
Council;

(b)

that the HDV's Surveyor shall comply with the
relevant provisions of this Agreement;

(c)

the level and
remuneration;

(d)

the level of professional indemnity insurance;

(e)

if required, reviewing and advising on the draft
CPO and Highways Orders and any
supporting documentation;

(f)

providing advice and its opinion from time to
time when requested on the method and
approach to be taken by the Council in the
preparation, application for and making of or
obtaining a CPO and/or Highways Orders,
including their Confirmation or other statutory
approval;

(g)

if a duty of care is owed to the Council,
providing and sharing information with the
Council and HDV on an equal basis; and

(h)

such other terms and conditions as the parties
may reasonably agree

timing

of

payment

of

"Highways Act"

means the Highways Act 1980

"Highways Authority"

means the relevant highway authority as provided for in
section 1 of the Highways Act

"Highways Order"

means any order made under Part X of the Act or under
the Highways Act and/or any other relevant legislation in
relation to the temporary or permanent diversion or
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closure of any highway or the extinguishment of any right
to use or any restriction upon the use of any highway
and where such order is required to facilitate the
Development
"Housing Strategy"

means the Council's adopted housing strategy (2017 2022), together with any such updates as may be
adopted by the Council from time to time

"Indemnify"

means to indemnify against all actions, claims, demands
and proceedings taken or made against the Council and
all costs, damages, expenses, liabilities and losses
incurred by the Council

"Inquiry"

means a public inquiry or public inquiries conducted by a
person appointed for that purpose by the Secretary of
State to report to him on the objections made to a CPO
and/or the objections made to any Highways Order

"Introductory Tenant"

means a tenant whose tenancy has been granted
pursuant to Part V of the Housing Act 1996

"Lands Tribunal"

means the Lands Chamber of the Upper Tribunal

"Lease"

has the meaning given to that term in the Members
Agreement

"Lease Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 7 of Schedule 2 of the
DFA

"Legal Responsibilities"

means the Council's powers, functions and duties
pursuant to:
(k) the Local Government Act 1972, Landlord and
Tenant Act 1985, Housing Act 1985, Housing Act
1988, Local Government Act 1988, Housing Act
1996, Equality Act 2010, Local Authorities
(Functions
and
Responsibilities)
(England)
Regulations 2000, Housing and Regeneration Act
2008 and such other legislation and regulations
and common law as may apply to the Council from
time to time;
(l)

obligations to consult, whether required by statute,
common law or otherwise;

(m) the Council's standards, constitution and other
internal procedures;
(n) the Council's published and adopted policies in
relation to its implementation and delivery of its
statutory powers;
(o) any other law or obligation binding upon the
Council in relation to the exercise of its powers,
duties or functions as local authority
as may be relevant and applicable at the time
"Member"
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"Members" shall be construed accordingly
"Members' Agreement" or "MA"

means a members' agreement in relation to HDV dated
todays date and made between (1) the Council (2) [PSP]
(3) [HDV] (4) [InvLLP] (5) [DevLLP] (6) [Nominee Co] (7)
[PSP Guarantor]

"Milestones"

means the development milestones in relation to the
Category 1 Properties set out in the relevant
Development Business Plan;

"New Right"

means any right (not in existence at the date a CPO is
made but identified in the schedule to the CPO when
made or as modified when the CPO is Confirmed) in or
over the CPO Land required to implement the
Development and as described in section 13(1) of the
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976

"Notice of Dispute"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 18.4

"Option Conditions Longstop Date"

means the longstop dates for satisfaction of the Option
Conditions set out in Schedule 4 to the DFA

"Option Conditions"

has the meaning set out in Clause 5 of the DFA

"Original Expert"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 18.11

"Outstanding Interest"

means:(a)

any New Right; and

(b)

any freehold or leasehold interest or any lease
or tenancy or licence or any other right
(including any right to light or right to enforce a
covenant obligation or any other matter which
would prevent or interfere with the
Development) not in the ownership of the
Council and/or HDV at the date of this
Agreement (excluding any such interest
acquired by HDV after the date of this
Agreement in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement) in or over the CPO Land

"Owner"

means any person owning an Outstanding Interest
and/or from whom a New Right is to be acquired and (if
applicable) the successors in title to such party

"Phase"

means (where a Category 1 Property is to be developed
in more than one phase) any part of a Category 1
Property intended to be developed as a separate phase
by HDV from time to time

"Planning Application"

has the meaning set out in the DFA

"Planning Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 1 of Schedule 2 of the
DFA

"Pre-CPO Acquisition"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 7.1
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"Pre-CPO Acquisition Costs"

means in respect of any Pre-CPO Acquisition, the
aggregate of:
(a)

the actual purchase price paid by the Council;
and

(b)

any other compensation,
and expenses incurred by
Council, which would have
such Third Party Interest
pursuant to a CPO

consideration, costs
or on behalf of the
been a CPO Cost if
had been acquired

but excluding any cost of financing prior to drawdown of
the Category 1 Property or Phase thereof
"Planning Permission"

has the meaning set out in the DFA

"Progress Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 8 of Schedule 2 of the
DFA

"Project Agreements"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"Proposal"

has the meaning given to it in Paragraph 2.3 of
Schedule 3 to this Agreement

"PSP"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"Purchase Notice"

means a notice served pursuant to the provisions of
section 137 of the 1990 Act

“Qualifications”

means in respect of those Category 1 Properties as at
the date hereof the agreement of the Council and HDV
that the HDV Business Plans for Category 1 Properties:
(a) prioritise a single move for residents rather than
Right of Return;
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(b)

do not allow for rehousing of housing association
tenants. Any private treaty/CPO compensation
negotiation will be agreed with the housing
association. Additional commitments to rehousing
housing association/registered social landlord
tenants will be a matter for the Council;

(c)

commit to re-provision of residential property
calculated by reference to number of habitable
rooms. The Council is committed to Right of
Return and if needed will work with HDV in this
regard recognising that this might involve a
requirement for additional subsidy;

(d)

provide for rehousing within the Category 1
Properties and do not provide for rehousing across
the borough outside of the Category 1 Properties
which is a matter for the Council. This applies to
tenants, resident leaseholders and resident
freeholders;

(e)

allow for standard social rented tenancy terms and
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rents;
(f)

provide that both resident leaseholders and
resident freeholders of Category 1 Properties who
have purchased through Right To Buy will be
offered a shared equity product. These properties
are assumed in the HDV Business Plans for
Category 1 Properties to be within the 40%
affordable housing provision. The shared equity
offer is based on a habitable room like for like
commitment; and

(g)

allow for two disturbance payments but seek to
minimise this necessity.

"Receiving Party"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 21.2

"Recipient"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 21.3

"Reference"

means any reference to the Lands Tribunal of any claim
for compensation made either against the Council by a
Claimant or Owner or by the Council in respect of
compensation that may be payable to a Claimant or
Owner

"Referencing Agent"

means the referencing agent instructed in relation to a
CPO pursuant to paragraph 5.2 of Schedule 4

"Referencing Agent ToA"

means the terms and conditions for the appointment of
the Referencing Agent which shall include (without
limitation):
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(a)

where the Referencing Agent is appointed by
HDV, that a duty of care is owed to both HDV
and the Council;

(b)

that the Referencing Agent shall comply with
the relevant provisions of this Agreement;

(c)

the timing and carrying out of the referencing
exercise;

(d)

the level and
remuneration;

(e)

the level of professional indemnity insurance;

(f)

preparation of the schedule of interests (tables
1 and 2 and of Statutory Undertakers and
Communication Code Operators for the CPO)
and reviewing and advising on the draft CPO
and any supporting documentation;

(g)

identifying any special category land;

(h)

providing advice and its opinion from time to
time on the method and approach to be taken
by the Council in the preparation, application

timing

of

payment

of
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for and making of a CPO, including its
Confirmation;

"Relevant Expenses"

(i)

preparing the Order
accompany the CPO;

map

or

maps

to

(j)

preparing and serving statutory notices, if
required by the Council;

(k)

providing and sharing information with the
Council and HDV on an equal basis; and

(l)

such other terms and conditions as the Council
and HDV may agree

means all Council Costs reasonably and properly
incurred or to be reasonably and properly incurred by the
Council pursuant to this Agreement both
(1)

from the date of incorporation of HDV to the
date of this Agreement; and

(2)

from the date of this Agreement on an ongoing
basis,

arising from or in connection with:
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(a)

the negotiation for and acquisition or
termination/surrender of any Outstanding
Interest by agreement or otherwise in advance
of Confirmation of the CPO or in advance of
the GVD or notice to treat (including any
acquisition made consequent on any Blight
Notice or Purchase Notice);

(b)

the holding and management of all
Outstanding Interests (less any income
received by the Council as a result of its
holding and management of the Outstanding
Interest);

(c)

the preparation (including without limitation
preparing and/or agreeing a strategy for
pursuing the CPO land referencing and any
other preparatory procedures and/or the
processes under the Housing Act 1985) and
making and obtaining Confirmation of and the
implementation of the CPO, any Highways
Order and any Appropriation of land by the
Council including all costs associated with an
Inquiry and including the costs relating to the
execution of any GVD and/or the service of
notices to treat and/or notices to enter;

(d)

negotiations for the payment of compensation
to Owners and Claimants and other matters
relating to the acquisition of Outstanding
Interests including relocation arrangements;

(e)

implementing the sheriff's and/or enforcement
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officer warrant procedure or such other
process
necessary
to
secure
vacant
possession pursuant to section 13 of the
Compulsory Purchase Act 1965 or otherwise;
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(f)

the re-housing by the Council in accordance
with the Land Compensation Act 1973 of any
person displaced from a dwelling in
consequence of the Council compulsorily
acquiring any Outstanding Interest;

(g)

the termination/surrender of any interest and/or
service of notice to quit on any tenant of the
Council occupying land where possession is
required in order to implement the
Development;

(h)

reasonable legal, surveyors', valuation, land
referencing, advertising, project management
and
other
professional
costs
and
disbursements relating to the CPO and/or
processes under the Housing Act 1985 and the
acquisition and termination/surrender of any
Outstanding Interest by agreement or
otherwise;

(i)

all SDLT and Land Registry fees and other
disbursements arising out of the acquisition
holding and management of all Outstanding
Interests and the disposal of the property
pursuant to this Agreement;

(j)

all outgoings in respect of any of the
Outstanding Interests acquired by the Council
such as (but not limited to) the payment of rent
(other than arrears), insurance and service
charge and for repairs and maintenance; and

(k)

all costs, charges and expenses in connection
with (or in anticipation of) pursuing, prosecuting
or defending (including taking advice from
Counsel) in connection with any of the
following:(i)

any appeal or application for judicial
review or High Court challenge in
respect of the Confirmation, nonConfirmation or partial Confirmation of
the CPO and/or Housing Act 1985
processes, any Highways Orders and/or
any implementation of a CPO or
Highways Order;

(ii)

any Reference for the determination of
the statutory compensation payable in
respect of the acquisition of any of the
Outstanding Interests;

(iii)

any Reference following the service of a
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Blight Notice and/or a Purchase Notice;
(iv)

any
other
claim
reference
or
proceedings in connection with or arising
out of the compulsory purchase process
and/or the Housing Act
Process
pursued by the Council pursuant to this
Agreement;

(v)

mediation or other costs associated with
any alternative dispute resolution
process connected with the CPO and/or
any claim for compensation under the
CPO and/or processes under the
Housing Act 1985 and/or with the
Highways Orders and/or any objection
thereto;

(vi)

all costs, expenses and other monies
awarded against the Council in
connection with or arising out of any
Inquiry, Reference and/or CPO Judicial
Proceedings arising out of actions taken
by the Council pursuant to this
Agreement; or

(vii)

a sum or sums equal to any VAT in
respect of any of the above items in this
definition save to the extent that the
Council is entitled to obtain repayment or
credit in respect of the same

"Requests for Information"

shall have the meaning set out in the FOIA

"Right to Return"

means a right, following completion of the development
of the relevant Category 1A Property where the Secure
Tenant or Introductory Tenants was originally resident, to
an assured tenancy within the new development (the
exactthe
location
andgiven
timing
which
the discretion
of
has
meaning
to of
that
termisinatSchedule
2 of the

"Satisfactory Planning Permission"

DFA
"Schedule of Anticipated
Acquisition Costs"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 3.2;

"SDLT"

means Stamp Duty Land Tax levied in accordance with
the Finance Act 2003

"Secretary of State"

means the Secretary of State for Communities and Local
Government or other ministry or court or authority and/or
local planning authority and/or local authority and/or
acquiring authority for the time being having or entitled to
exercise the powers now conferred upon the Secretary
of State for Communities and Local Government by
Parts IX and X of the 1990 Act and the Acquisition of
Land Act 1981 and any other relevant legislation, and
where the context requires shall include a local planning
authority and/or local authority and/or acquiring authority
and/or highway authority exercising powers conferred on
them to confirm a CPO and/or a Highways Order and a
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person appointed by the said Secretary of State to make
a determination on his behalf
"Secure Tenant"

means a tenant whose tenancy has been granted
pursuant to Part IV of the Housing Act 1985

"Statutory Powers"

means the Council's powers and duties as local housing
authority or local planning authority, including CPO or
Appropriation, as may be relevant and applicable at the
time

"Statutory Undertakers"

includes all persons who are statutory undertakers
pursuant to the Acquisition of Land Act 1981 and/or the
1990 Act

"SOS Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 2 of Schedule 2 of the
DFA

"Step-In Agreement"

means any agreement to be made between (1) the
Council (2) HDV and (3) a Funder providing for the
remedying of any Termination Event or complying with
the terms of this Agreement in a form acceptable to the
Council (acting reasonably)

"Termination Event"

means the occurrence of one or more of the following
events:
(a)

a Termination Event (as such expression is
defined in the Members Agreement) but subject
to Clause 23.2 of this Agreement;

(b)

the Members Agreement is terminated or
expires or otherwise ceases to exist;

(c)

HDV commits a material breach of
Agreement which cannot be remedied;

(d)

HDV commits a material breach of this
Agreement which is capable of being remedied
and:

this

(i)

does not begin diligently to remedy that
breach within fifteen (15) Working Days
of written notice from the Council
specifying the nature of the breach or
immediately in case of emergency; and

(ii)

does not remedy the breach within a
reasonable period of time according to
the nature and severity of the breach, to
be specified in the notice, to the
reasonable satisfaction of the Council

"Third Party"

means a person other than a party to this Agreement

"Third Party Interests"

means any and all estates, interests or rights of third
parties of whatsoever nature in, on, under or over any
Category 1 Property or any other land which is the
subject of a Development Business Plan or any part
thereof which HDV reasonably considers it is necessary
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to acquire or extinguish in order to facilitate the
Development
"VAT"

means Value Added Tax or any equivalent or similar tax
or duty which may be imposed in substitution for or in
addition to Value Added Tax

"Vacant Possession Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 5 of Schedule 2 of the
DFA

"Viability Condition"

has the meaning set out in Part 3 of Schedule 2 of the
DFA

"Voluntary Acquisition"

has the meaning given to it in Clause 8.1

"Voluntary Acquisition Costs"

means in respect of any Voluntary Acquisition, the
aggregate of:
(a)

the actual purchase price paid by the Council;
and

(b)

any other compensation, consideration, costs and
expenses incurred by or on behalf of the Council,
which would have been a CPO Cost, if such Third
Party Interest had been acquired pursuant to a
CPO

"Winding Up Procedure"

has the meaning given to it in the Members Agreement

"Working Day"

means 9.00 am to 5.00 pm on any day (other than a
Saturday) on which clearing banks in the City of London
are open for the transaction of normal sterling banking
business

2.

Where the context so admits, words importing the singular number include the plural number and
vice versa, words importing one gender include all genders and references to a "person" are
deemed to include any individual, firm, unincorporated association or body corporate;

3.

Where the context so admits the expressions the "Council" and "HDV" shall include their
respective successors in title and assigns and if at any time the Council and HDV shall consist of
more than one person any obligations which they have under this Agreement or which they
undertaken shall be enforceable against all jointly or against each individually;

4.

References to Clauses or Schedules unless otherwise specified mean the Clauses of or the
Schedules to this Agreement;

5.

Reference to paragraphs in any Schedule unless otherwise specified means the paragraphs of that
Schedule;

6.

Headings to Clauses and Schedules are disregarded in interpreting this Agreement;

7.

Any references to the consent or approval of any party to this Agreement not to be unreasonably
withheld shall also include an obligation not to unreasonably delay such consent or approval;

8.

It is acknowledged that (without prejudice to any of the other provisions of this Agreement) in
assessing whether or not the Council has complied with any obligation to act reasonably it may
have regard to all circumstances aims and interests that are relevant to it as a local authority;
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9.

Words denoting an obligation on a party to do any act, matter or thing include an obligation to
procure that it be done, and words placing a party under a restriction include an obligation not to
permit infringement of the restriction;

10.

Any reference to a month is a reference to a calendar month;

11.

Reference to a "party" means a party to this Agreement and "parties" shall be construed
accordingly;

12.

Any reference to satisfied or satisfaction shall include circumstances where such arises by
deeming or waiver but only where deeming or waiver are expressly provided for hereunder;

13.

The word or words "include", "including" or "in particular" shall not have effect so as to limit in any
way the words to which such word or words relate;

14.

Any consent or approval of either party required under this Agreement save in circumstances in
which it is unreasonably withheld or delayed in breach of this Agreement shall be required to be
obtained before the actual event to which it applies is carried out or done and shall be effective only
when the consent or approval is given in writing or is deemed to have been given;

15.

Where two or more people form a party to this Agreement the obligations they undertake may be
enforced against them all jointly or against each individually;

16.

In this Agreement references to any statute or statutory provision include references to:16.1.1

all Acts of Parliament and all other legislation having legal effect in the United Kingdom;
and

16.1.2

any subsequent statutes directly or indirectly amending, consolidating, extending,
replacing or re-enacting that statute and also include any orders, regulations, instruments
or other subordinate legislation made under that statute.
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SCHEDULE 2 ASSESSMENT OF ACCOMMODATION REQUIREMENTS CRITERIA

1.

The draft terms of the assured non-shorthold periodic tenancy to be offered to each Secure Tenant
or Introductory Tenant;

2.

Identity of the people to be re-housed;

3.

A schedule of accommodation requirements for each tenancy;

4.

Such adaptations as are required in a new property to make it reasonably suitable for the needs of
a particular Secure Tenant or Introductory Tenant (including in particular for disadvantaged,
disabled or and vulnerable residents).
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SCHEDULE 3
For the purposes of this Schedule only, the Council is acknowledging its obligations as set out below apply
only to the Council in its capacity as landowner and not in its capacity as local planning authority or local
housing authority or in relation to the exercise of any of its Statutory Powers.
1.

Process

1.1

The properties identified as Category 2 Properties are likely future development opportunities
which at the appropriate time, the Council intends to invite HDV to agree terms for their
development by HDV upon similar terms as apply to the Category 1A Properties.

1.2

This Schedule 3 sets out the process by which the Council intends that HDV should have the first
opportunity to agree appropriate terms to undertake such development opportunities without them
being offered on the open market.

1.3

The parties acknowledge that any legal commitment for the disposal of any of the Category 2
Properties by the Council must meet the Objectives (as defined in the MA) as well as the Council's
Legal Responsibilities relating to the disposal of such property and is subject in all cases to the
Council first having complied with the Disposal Condition where relevant to any such property.

1.4

The Council's existing authority in respect of the procurement process for HDV stated that the
identified Category 2 Properties may be transferred to HDV and should be considered to be within
the scope of the procurement process subject to full consultation with residents, detailed planning
and their future market position becoming clarified. These properties have not yet been subject to
any consultation, consents or any other such processes and therefore nothing in this Schedule
creates a legal commitment by the Council to sell, nor grant any option or exclusivity in relation to
such properties unless such commitment is the outcome of the processes outlined below.

1.5

The process of first offering each of the Category 2 Properties to HDV for inclusion as a Category
1A Property or other acquisition, will apply unless circumstances arise in the future which in light of
its duties and functions as a local authority and landowner, the Council considers to be of such
significance as to necessitate it departing from this agreed procedure. The Council is not currently
aware of any such circumstances and will advise HDV and PSP if the Council does so become
aware.

1.6

The Council shall not be restricted as to its ownership, management and/or use of any of the
Category 2 Properties in any respect prior to entering into a legal commitment for exclusivity or sale
to HDV nor will this indicate any change in the situation for the residents or tenants of any of the
Category 2 Properties.

2.

Category 2 Properties

2.1

The parties have agreed the Category 2 Property Timetable setting out the proposed development
timetable for each Category 2 Property which is set out in HDV Business Plan ("Category 2
Property Timetable").

2.2

The Category 2 Property Timetable shall be updated from time to time by the Parties (acting
reasonably) to take into account (without limitation), factors such as the likely date by which the
Council considers that such property may be available for re-development, compliance with the
Council’s statutory obligations, the prevailing market conditions, the Objectives and the Business of
HDV (as defined in the Members Agreement).

2.3

HDV may bring forward a development proposal (a "Proposal") in respect of a Category 2 Property
for consideration by the Council.

2.4

A Proposal need not contain all the information required to form a full Development Business Plan
but must set out as a minimum:
2.4.1
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2.4.2

an estimated development timetable;

2.4.3

an outline appraisal including cash flow/financial model and estimated (but not
necessarily verified) costs and values;

2.4.4

an assessment of relevant market conditions/demand;

2.4.5

a decanting strategy and proposals for consultation (where required).

2.5

The Council will use reasonable endeavours to give a written response to HDV within three months
of receipt of the Proposal. Such response will confirm whether or not the Council wishes HDV to
proceed to the next stage set out in paragraph 2.7 and in any event will be subject to the Council
complying with its Legal Responsibilities in relation to any disposal at the relevant time.. The
approval by the Council in this Paragraph 2.5 is only confirmation that the Council agrees HDV
should progress the Proposal to allow the Council to consider it in further detail.

2.6

If a Proposal is rejected the relevant property will no longer be the subject of the process contained
in this Schedule 3 and the Council may deal with it as sees fit.

2.7

Upon the approval of a Proposal, the Council will agree a consultation period with HDV. During
this period of consultation, HDV will prepare a full Development Business Plan (to such level of
detail as would be sufficient for it to be adopted by HDV pursuant to the Members Agreement) and
will also agree with the Council the terms and conditions (including all legal documentation) by
which the property would be acquired by HDV and the process and timing for the Council to comply
with its Legal Responsibilities in respect of any such disposal.

2.8

At least two months before due date for expiry of the exclusivity period, the Council will prepare the
necessary reports to Cabinet, full Council (or others as appropriate) and undertake the appropriate
procedures for seeking the statutory and other consents and approvals in accordance with the
Council's Legal Responsibilities and Statutory Powers to allow it to enter into the proposed
transaction which has been agreed with HDV. This may include an outright sale of the property to
HDV or its inclusion as a Category 1A Property under the DFA (or similar document with
appropriate option conditions). The consultation period will be extended if required until the
Council's decision is known (and where appropriate allowing a reasonable opportunity to finalise
the transaction documentation). If by the expiry of the consultation period such approvals have not
been obtained and/or the necessary documentation has not been entered into with HDV, then the
Council may offer the relevant property to the open market or otherwise deal with it as it sees fit.

3.

Category 3 Properties

3.1

Category 3 Properties are Council or Third Party owned sites within the Borough of Haringey which
have not been identified as being suitable for inclusion as part of the business of HDV. They may
be so identified at any time and may include properties which become owned by the Council in the
future. The suitability of these sites for transfer to HDV will be assessed by the Council taking into
account their priority for regeneration or development; their attractiveness to the market and their
potential contribution to the delivery of the Council's socio-economic aspirations.

3.2

The Council, HDV or the PSP may at any time propose that a property may be considered for
inclusion as a Category 3 Property.

3.3

Where the Council and HDV agree that a property may be included as a Category 3 Property then
the same procedures commencing with the preparation of a Proposal as set out above will apply
as if it were a Category 2 Property.
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SCHEDULE 4 COMPULSORY PURCHASE ORDERS
1.

APPLICATION OF SCHEDULE TO A CATEGORY 1A PROPERTY OR A PHASE

1.1

The provisions of this Schedule 4 apply:
1.1.1

once the matters set out in clause 11.2 have occurred and once the Council has notified
HDV in accordance with clause 11.3; and

1.1.2

in respect of each Category 1A Property or to each Phase.

1.2

Paragraph 1.1 does not prevent the provisions of this Schedule applying to more than one
Category 1A Property or more than one Phase.

1.3

In the event that this Schedule applies and there is any conflict between the provisions of this
Schedule and any other provision in this Agreement then the provisions of this Schedule shall
prevail.

2.

CPO PROGRAMME

2.1

As soon as practicable after the date of the Council's notice pursuant to Clause 11.3, the Council
and HDV must agree a CPO Programme which takes into account:
2.1.1

the Development Business Plan; and

2.1.2

CPO Guidance.

2.2

The Council and HDV may agree to amend the CPO Programme at any time having regard to the
same matters as are set out in paragraph 2.1.

3.

COMPENSATION ASSESSMENT

3.1

The Council and HDV agree that a Compensation Assessment for any Category 1A Property or
Phase thereof is to be produced and agreed in conjunction with the satisfaction of the relevant
Business Plan Condition and that the Compensation Assessment is to set out:

3.2

3.3

3.1.1

each of the Outstanding Interests; and

3.1.2

an estimate of the level of compensation or monies payable in respect of each
Outstanding Interest.

HDV and the Council agree that the Compensation Assessment will be kept under review by them
with a review having been completed:
3.2.1

at least one month prior to the date on which each CPO is likely to be made;

3.2.2

within four weeks of the publication by the Council of the notice of Confirmation of each
CPO;

3.2.3

prior to the exercise of each CPO;

3.2.4

at any time when six months have elapsed since the previous review (unless a further
review is anticipated by the Council and HDV within two months); and

3.2.5

at any other time when either the Council or HDV notifies the other party in writing that
there has been a material change in circumstance or information available and that
therefore the Compensation Assessment should be reviewed and updated.

The initial production of the Compensation Assessment pursuant to paragraph 3.1 and each review
required by paragraph 3.2 must be carried out as follows:
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3.3.1

3.3.2

HDV must produce:
(a)

the initial draft of the Compensation Assessment; and

(b)

where a review is being carried out, an updated version of it and shall provide
(as appropriate) evidence to support changes made to the Compensation
Assessment or if changes are not proposed then evidence as to why changes
are not required to the Compensation Assessment;

The Council must review the draft Compensation Assessment provided by HDV and
within 15 Working Days either:
(a)

approve it in writing; or

(b)

not approve it and in which case:
(i)

the Council must provide comments in writing to HDV as to why the
revised Compensation Assessment is not approved and the
amendments which the Council seeks to be made to it (including
providing supporting evidence); and

(ii)

HDV must review the Council's comments and evidence and consider
whether to revise the Compensation Assessment and (within 15
Working Days of receipt of those comments) re-submit it to the
Council, and following which the process in this paragraph 3.3.2 shall
apply again until the Council has approved the Compensation
Assessment (subject to paragraph 3.3.4).

3.3.3

Following the written approval by the Council of a revised Compensation Assessment
pursuant to this paragraph such revised Compensation Assessment shall replace the
previous version for the purposes of this Agreement.

3.3.4

In the event that the Compensation Assessment has not been agreed between the
parties within three months of the date that the initial or revised version is first issued by
HDV pursuant to paragraph 3.3.1 then either party may refer the Compensation
Assessment to the Expert for determination.

4.

OBLIGATIONS TO NEGOTIATE TO ACQUIRE INTERESTS

4.1

From the date on which the provisions of this Schedule apply pursuant to clause 11 of this
Agreement:

4.2

4.1.1

the Council shall use reasonable endeavours to secure the acquisition by the Council by
private treaty of all Outstanding Interests which are owned by or constitute Secure
Tenants and Introductory Tenants, leaseholders, residential occupiers or other interests
in housing estates or other land owned by the Council in which there are such interests
(to include where appropriate the instigation of procedures under the Landlord and
Tenant Act 1954); and

4.1.2

HDV [and the Council shall work together to] use reasonable endeavours to secure the
acquisition by the Council by private treaty of all Outstanding Interests excluding those
set out in paragraph above and shall ensure that any such private treaty agreements
provide for the Outstanding Interests to be transferred to the Council.

The Council and HDV may agree in writing at any time that the split of responsibility for
negotiations set out paragraph 4.1 may be altered so that a different party is then responsible for
the conduct of negotiations with owners of certain Outstanding Interests.
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4.3

Provisions Relating to Negotiations
The Council and HDV agree that the provisions of this paragraph 4.3 apply to any party which is
under an obligation under this Agreement to carry out negotiations to seek to acquire Outstanding
Interests, referred to in this paragraph as the "Negotiating Party":
4.3.1

The Negotiating Party shall use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that the
consideration payable in respect of any Outstanding Interest shall be based on the CPO
Compensation Code and subject always to negotiations and acquisitions taking place in
accordance with the Council's Estate Renewal Re-Housing and Payments Policy (except
where a departure from such policy has been agreed in the relevant Development
Business Plan);

4.3.2

The Negotiating Party may not make an offer or accept an offer proposed by the relevant
Owner or Claimant in excess of the Approved Expenditure amount for the relevant
Outstanding Interest nor effect a transaction on that basis without the prior written
consent of the other party (acting reasonably);

4.3.3

The Negotiating Party shall use reasonable endeavours to negotiate the acquisition of
any Outstanding Interest on the basis of an outright acquisition of that Outstanding
Interest by the Council or (if agreed by the Parties) by way of conditional contract, preemption agreement or option arrangement with any Owner on terms agreed by HDV and
the Council;

4.3.4

The other party shall provide to the Negotiating Party such assistance as the Negotiating
Party may reasonably request or require from time to time;

4.3.5

The Negotiating Party shall provide:

4.3.6

(a)

where an acquisition is proposed to be by way of immediate acquisition of a
leasehold interest in a residential unit where the Council is the freehold owner,
details of the heads of terms agreed with the relevant Owner, such details
provided for the information of the other party;

(b)

in all other cases the following for the other party's approval:
(i)

details of the heads of terms agreed with the relevant Owner for the
acquisition of their Outstanding Interest(s), such details to be provided
within five Working Days of the same being agreed subject to
contract; and

(ii)

copies of all documents to be entered into between the proposed
buyer and the Owner or Claimant, such copies to be provided within
five Working Days of the same being agreed subject to contract.

Where documents are provided to the Council for its approval pursuant to paragraph
4.3.5, the Council's decision as to whether or not to approve the relevant document shall
be based only on its consistency with:
(a)

legislation relating to compulsory acquisition;

(b)

the CPO Guidance;

(c)

the amount of the Approved Expenditure; and

(d)

the Council's Estate Renewal Re-Housing and Payments Policy

insofar as they are relevant and applicable at the time.
4.3.7
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(a)

(b)

4.4

use all reasonable endeavours to enter into the relevant contract as soon as
reasonably practicable and following its exchange:
(i)

within 10 Working Days provide a certified copy to the other party to
this Agreement;

(ii)

observe and perform the obligations on the part of the purchaser
contained in such contract;

(iii)

use all reasonable endeavours to enforce the observance and
performance by the relevant vendor of the obligations on its part
contained in such contract; and

following completion of the relevant purchase:(i)

within 10 Working Days provide the other party to this Agreement with
a certified copy of the relevant assignment transfer or other
instrument;

(ii)

promptly secure the payment of the SDLT and Land Registry fees in
connection with the same and use all reasonable endeavours to
procure registration of the Council as proprietor of the same with good
and marketable title absolute; and

(iii)

observe and perform the obligations and other matters on the part of
the purchaser contained in such transfer or conveyance; and

(iv)

within 10 Working Days following registration at the Land Registry of
the Council's title to the relevant Outstanding Interest provide HDV
with official copy entries and a title plan of the title in question.

In the event that:4.4.1

the Council and HDV do not agree such purchase or purchases negotiated by the
Negotiating Party; or

4.4.2

the Negotiating Party is unable to agree terms for such purchase or purchases with the
relevant Owner or Owners

then it is agreed that the acquisition of the relevant Outstanding Interests shall (subject to the terms
of this Agreement and subject always to the obligations on the parties to continue to negotiate to
acquire all Outstanding Interests) be pursued by means of a CPO.
4.5

Restriction on HDV Acquiring Interests

4.6

HDV covenants that it shall not:
4.6.1

indicate to an Owner or Claimant that HDV will acquire any Outstanding Interests; nor

4.6.2

acquire any Outstanding Interests

but in the event that HDV does acquire any Outstanding Interests then it shall forthwith:

4.7

4.6.3

notify and offer to transfer the relevant interest to the Council; and

4.6.4

co-operate with the Council to effect the transfer of the relevant interest to the Council as
soon as reasonably practicable for the contract price paid by HDV.

The provisions of paragraph 4.6 may be waived at any time by the Council in writing in relation to
any or all Outstanding Interests.
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5.

REFERENCING AND VALUATION

5.1

Referencing Agent

5.2

In accordance with the CPO Programme:
5.2.1

the Council shall appoint the Referencing Agent and shall procure that the Referencing
Agent shall owe a duty of care to HDV; or

5.2.2

upon the Council's request, HDV shall appoint the Referencing Agent in accordance with
the Referencing Agent ToA on behalf of the Council and HDV,

(referred to in this Agreement as the "Appointing Party").
5.3

5.4

Without prejudice to any other provision in this Agreement:
5.3.1

the Council and HDV shall each provide the Referencing Agent such assistance as it may
reasonably request or require from time to time; and

5.3.2

the Council shall, if reasonably necessary in order to carry out the referencing exercise
consider the use of statutory or other powers to obtain or require a third party to supply
information as to ownership or occupation of land or interests in land.

The Appointing Party shall procure that the Referencing Agent is required to:
5.4.1

carry out and complete the referencing exercise as soon as is practicable and to furnish
the information gathered as a result of that in such form as may be reasonably required
by the Council, and so that such information gathered and supplied complies with all
requirements in relevant statutes and the CPO Guidance in relation to the preparation,
making and Confirmation of the CPO and/or any Highways Orders; and

5.4.2

as soon as reasonably practicable after its appointment and in accordance with the CPO
Programme, produce to HDV and the Council based upon the best evidence then
available a schedule listing all known or anticipated Outstanding Interests in the CPO
Land together with a schedule detailing all parties with interests affected by any
Highways Orders.

5.5

Surveyors

5.6

If requested by the Council, HDV shall appoint the HDV's Surveyor in accordance with the HDV's
Surveyors Terms on behalf of the Council and HDV and otherwise HDV shall be free to appoint the
HDV's Surveyor on such reasonable commercial terms as it determines.

5.7

HDV shall (or shall procure that the HDV's Surveyor shall):
5.7.1
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periodically review the Compensation Assessment and where any material change
occurs provide an updated schedule to HDV and the Council in the light of further
information as to:
(a)

Outstanding Interests;

(b)

relocation prospects;

(c)

performance of an Owner's or Claimant's business;

(d)

the property market;

(e)

the completion of acquisitions;

(f)

the Owner's or Claimant's entitlement to serve a Blight Notice; and
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(g)

the Owner's or Claimant's entitlement to any compensation arising from any
Highways Orders

produce to HDV and the Council, based upon the best evidence then available, updates
to the Compensation Assessment for every Outstanding Interest in accordance with
paragraph 3.3 and which for the avoidance of doubt shall also have regard to
compensation payable arising from any Highways Orders and to the schedules produced
by the Referencing Agent pursuant to paragraph 5.4.2, including:
(h)

all known or anticipated Outstanding Interests in the CPO Land to be acquired
and all known or anticipated claimants for compensation arising from any
Highways Orders;

(i)

the heads of claim that the owner of those interests could be entitled to make;

(j)

an estimated amount (or range of amounts) of compensation for that interest;

(k)

the assumptions used in making that estimate, including assumptions as to the
future accommodation available for any business;

(l)

whether that claimant could be entitled to serve a Blight Notice; and

(m)

an estimated amount of compensation for claims arising from any Highways
Orders.

6.

DRAFTING AND MAKING THE CPO

6.1

At any time after the following conditions have been satisfied HDV may, in relation to the relevant
Category 1A Property or Phase, confirm to the Council that HDV is of the view that there is no
prospect of all Outstanding Interests being acquired without the CPO and may then request that
the Council considers whether to make a CPO in respect of it:
6.1.1

the SoS Condition;

6.1.2

the Planning Condition (provided that upon written request by HDV the Council may (at
its absolute discretion) agree to consider whether to make the CPO earlier than the
satisfaction of the Planning Condition);

6.1.3

the Viability Condition;

6.1.4

the Business Plan Condition; and

6.1.5

(where applicable) the Progress Condition.

6.2

HDV's request pursuant to paragraph 6.1 must specify the land in relation to which HDV considers
the CPO should be made and whether any New Rights are required.

6.3

The obligations on the Council in paragraphs 6.4 to 6.10 are conditional on:
6.3.1

the Council and HDV having agreed the proposed approach to the phasing (if any) of
CPOs for the Development and the boundary of the proposed CPO;

6.3.2

the Council is satisfied that the land acquisition costs for the relevant CPO Property will
be available to HDV;

6.3.3

HDV having requested in writing that the Council considers whether to make a CPO
pursuant to paragraph 6.1; and

6.3.4

the Referencing Agent completing the land referencing exercise for the proposed CPO
and having provided details of it to the Council.
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6.4

6.5

The Council shall as soon as reasonably practicable after the conditions in paragraph 6.3 have
been complied with in respect of the proposed CPO prepare drafts of the CPO, the order map and
the statement of reasons (together "the Drafts") in accordance with the agreed CPO phasing (if
any) and HDV's notice received pursuant to paragraph 6.1 and submit them:
6.4.1

to HDV for its review in accordance with paragraph 6.5; and

6.4.2

(if the Council deems it appropriate at this point or later) to the Secretary of State for
technical review and in order to secure compliance with the relevant requirements as to
the form and contents of the CPO.

The Drafts shall be reviewed in accordance with the following provisions:
6.5.1

HDV shall review the Drafts and within 20 Working Days of receipt of them provide its
written comments on and proposed amendments to them to the Council, with such
explanation of and supporting evidence as is reasonable in the circumstances;

6.5.2

the Council will diligently consider HDV's comments provided pursuant to paragraph 6.5.1
including (where appropriate) seeking advice from the Council's Solicitors and the
Council's Surveyor and, where the Council does not propose to accept or implement an
amendment or comment proposed by HDV, shall within 20 Working Days provide HDV
with updated Drafts and a written response confirming the amendments the Council has
not accepted and providing reasons for the Council's decisions;

6.5.3

where the Council issues revised Drafts pursuant to paragraph 6.5.2 HDV shall review
and confirm to the Council within 20 Working Days whether or not it has any further
comments on the Drafts;

6.5.4

the Council will diligently consider any further comments provided by HDV pursuant to
paragraph 6.5.3 including (where appropriate) seeking advice from the Council's
Solicitors and the Council's Surveyor, and shall thereafter produce a final version of the
Drafts, a copy of which the Council shall provide to HDV; and

6.5.5

the Council and HDV shall cooperate and meet with each other during and to facilitate the
process of reviewing the Drafts.

6.6

In providing its review of and comments on the Drafts HDV shall, if the relevant proposed
amendments are accepted by the Council, be deemed to acknowledge that the CPO includes all
land and New Rights necessary to enable HDV to implement the Development.

6.7

The Council shall, subject always to this Agreement not fettering its statutory discretion, use
reasonable endeavours to seek authority from the Council's Cabinet (or other relevant committee
within the Council) to make the proposed CPO (in the form issued by the Council pursuant to
paragraph 6.5.4) as soon as is reasonably practicable following the completion of the process
described in paragraph 6.5 PROVIDED THAT the following conditions are met:
6.7.1

the Council is satisfied (at its absolute discretion) that there is a compelling case in the
public interest to make and pursue the CPO;

6.7.2

the obligations on HDV in relation to the carrying out of negotiations by it in paragraph 4.1
have been and continue to be satisfied;

6.7.3

no update to the Compensation Assessment is outstanding and there is no outstanding
request from any Party to review any entry or omission from it;

6.7.4

neither the Members Agreement nor Development Framework Agreement has been
terminated;

6.7.5

no part of this Agreement, the Members Agreement or the Development Framework
Agreement is the subject of legal proceedings or a determination by the Expert;
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6.8

6.7.6

any required Highways Orders have been or will be applied for in a manner and on a
timescale which has been agreed with the Council; and

6.7.7

the Planning Condition has been satisfied (provided that upon written request by HDV the
Council may (at its absolute discretion) agree to make the CPO earlier than the
satisfaction of the Planning Condition).

Following approval by the Council's Cabinet (and subject to the Council remaining satisfied that the
conditions in paragraphs 6.7.1 to 6.7.7 remain satisfied) the Council shall:
6.8.1

make the CPO in the form approved by the Council's Cabinet and (if appropriate) taking
into account comments provided by the Secretary of State on the Drafts; and

6.8.2

seek Confirmation of the CPO

in accordance with all relevant statutory requirements and in accordance with the CPO Guidance.
6.9

The Council shall keep HDV informed of the progress of the CPO throughout the statutory process.

6.10

Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 6.9 the Council shall following service of notice of
making the CPO promptly supply HDV with:6.10.1

a certified list of the names and addresses of all those persons on whom notice of making
has been served and in each case the date of service; and

6.10.2

copies of all relevant documents submitted to the Secretary of State as the confirming
authority for the CPO.

7.

OBLIGATIONS FOLLOWING THE MAKING OF THE CPO

7.1

Amendments to the CPO

7.2

The Council shall be entitled to request from the Secretary of State or to pursue:7.2.1

such amendments, additions, variations and/or substitutions to the CPO; and

7.2.2

such other application or applications in relation thereto

as it shall reasonably determine to be necessary or desirable to assist in procuring the
Confirmation of the CPO save that no such change as is mentioned in this paragraph 7.2 shall be
proposed to the Secretary of State or any Third Party, nor made, without the prior written approval
of HDV.
7.3

Opposed CPO

7.4

The Council shall send copies of all objections made to the CPO to HDV within 2 Working Days of
the Council's receipt of them.

7.5

Following the end of the statutory objection period and receipt of the objections from the Secretary
of State the Council (in consultation with HDV) shall decide whether or not to proceed with the
CPO.

7.6

If having considered the objections and having given due regard to the comments of HDV the
Council is not to proceed with the CPO then in relation to that particular CPO (and not otherwise)
this Schedule shall, save for paragraph 15 (and save for such other parts of the Agreement as are
required to give effect to or interpret that paragraph) forthwith determine and cease to have effect
but without prejudice to any claim of the Council against HDV in respect of:
7.6.1
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becoming liable for in relation to that particular CPO (subject to the Council, acting
reasonably, seeking to mitigate or reduce such liabilities); or
7.6.2
7.7

any breach of an obligation hereunder in relation to that particular CPO.

In the event that the CPO is opposed and the Council is to proceed with the CPO:
7.7.1

the Council and HDV shall work together with the aim of securing the withdrawal of every
objection made to the CPO by negotiation with the relevant Third Parties; and

7.7.2

the Council shall:(a)

(unless otherwise agreed with HDV) use all reasonable endeavours to obtain
the earliest practicable date for the holding of the Inquiry;

(b)

keep HDV informed of and co-operate with HDV in relation to the arrangements
for the holding of the Inquiry;

(c)

use all reasonable endeavours to prepare for the Inquiry in liaison with HDV
including providing regular updates to HDV;

(d)

liaise with and have due regard to (but the Council shall not be bound by) the
views of HDV in connection with the preparation for the Inquiry;

(e)

liaise with HDV as to the content of the CPO statement of case prior to its
submission, the content and nature of instructions to Counsel and all evidence
to be submitted to the Inquiry and as to the overall strategy in relation to the
conduct of the Inquiry;

(f)

generally permit HDV to take an active part in the preparation of and strategy
for the Inquiry (including use of HDV's consultants where the Council deem it
reasonable and appropriate to do so) and facilitate the exchange of all relevant
evidence by the Council and HDV with the aim of securing the Confirmation of
the CPO;

(g)

invite HDV to attend all consultations with Counsel and/or provide HDV with all
instructions and written opinions of Counsel instructed by the Council which are
relevant to the CPO;

(h)

within four weeks of the date on which the Secretary of State confirms in writing
that he intends to hold an Inquiry the Council shall provide HDV with an
estimate of the Relevant Expenses likely to be incurred in preparing the case
and evidence for the Inquiry and at the Inquiry itself;

(i)

keep HDV advised of the progress and result of the Inquiry; and

(j)

notify HDV of any challenge to the confirmation of the CPO.

7.8

Confirmation of the CPO

7.9

If the CPO is Confirmed the Council shall comply with all relevant statutory requirements in relation
to it (including publishing and serving notice of such Confirmation) as soon as reasonably
practicable and in any event in accordance with any statutory timescales.

7.10

Upon Confirmation of the CPO the Council will:
7.10.1
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and
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7.10.2

if relevant update the entry in the Local Land Charges Register in respect of the CPO as
Confirmed.

7.11

Legal Challenge

7.12

In the event that:7.12.1

the Secretary of State declines to confirm the whole or part of the CPO; or

7.12.2

a Third Party applies to the court to challenge the decision of the Secretary of State or
another decision made in relation to the CPO

the Council shall (in either event) consult with and have due regard to (but not be bound by) the
comments of HDV as to the appropriate manner in which to respond to such decision or challenge
in order to facilitate the implementation of the Development and bearing in mind the Development
Business Plan, provided always that the Council's decision on the appropriate response shall be at
its absolute discretion.
7.13

HDV may request that the Council seeks Counsel's opinion on the prospects of success in relation
to any action proposed to be taken by the Council in respect of such challenge and if such request
is made the Council shall, having consulted HDV on the form of instructions to Counsel, obtain
Counsel's opinion as soon as practicable and in any event within five Working Days of the
instructions being sent (subject to Counsel availability).

7.14

If Counsel advises that there is more than a 50% chance of the Council's proposed action being
successful (so that the Development Business Plan is likely to be achieved or facilitated) then the
Council's Costs of pursuing such legal action shall be a Relevant Expense for the purposes of this
Agreement.

7.15

If Counsel advises that there is a 50% chance or less of the Council's proposed action being
successful (so that the Development Business Plan is likely to be achieved or facilitated) then the
Council's Costs of pursuing such legal action shall not be a Relevant Expense for the purposes of
this Agreement and shall be borne by the Council, provided that if the Council's action is successful
the Council's Costs of taking that action shall be a Relevant Expense for the purposes of this
Agreement.

7.16

The provisions of this paragraph 7 shall apply mutatis mutandis to a Highways Order.

8.

ACQUISITION BY / VESTING IN THE COUNCIL

8.1

Following (and not before) the CPO being Confirmed and no longer open to challenge in any way
by the issue of CPO Judicial Proceedings HDV may serve the Developer's Notice on the Council.

8.2

Following receipt of the Developer's Notice and the Council's written approval of it the Council shall
use all reasonable endeavours to secure title to and possession of the Outstanding Interests in
accordance with the approved Developer's Notice by means of the GVD procedure and/or the
notice to treat/notice of entry procedure PROVIDED THAT the Council shall not be obliged to
exercise such powers until all of the following have been agreed, determined or resolved:8.2.1

any request to review the Compensation Assessment which was initiated prior to the
issue of the Developer's Notice; and

8.2.2

any matter which has been referred to the Expert under the terms of this Agreement.

8.3

As soon as any Outstanding Interests shall become vested in the Council the Council shall apply to
register the same at the Land Registry and shall otherwise deal with the properties acquired in
accordance with the terms of the Development Framework Agreement.

8.4

If agreed between the Council and HDV the Council will (subject to this Agreement not fettering its
statutory discretion and the Council being satisfied as to its lawful ability to do so and subject
always to the conditions in Clause 8.5 having been met):
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8.4.1

when acquiring any interest within the relevant site, do so for planning purposes; and

8.4.2

in respect of the Council's Property hold and/or Appropriate such land for planning
purposes

such that section 236 of the 1990 Act and section 203 of the 2016 Act will apply.
8.5

8.6

The conditions referred to in Clause 8.4 are that the Council is satisfied that:
8.5.1

(at its absolute discretion) Appropriation is lawful and justified;

8.5.2

the obligations on HDV in relation to the carrying out of negotiations by it in Clause 4.1
have been and continue to be satisfied;

8.5.3

neither the Members Agreement nor the Development Framework Agreement has been
terminated; and

8.5.4

no part of this Agreement, the Members Agreement nor the Development Framework
Agreement is the subject of legal proceedings or a determination by the Expert.

Where there is less than six months left in which to serve a Notice to Treat or Notice of Entry or
make a GVD:
8.6.1

the Council may implement the CPO (in whole or part) without HDV's approval and
notwithstanding that the Council has not received or approved a Developer's Notice
pursuant to this paragraph 8; and

8.6.2

it is agreed that the provisions of paragraph 12 do not apply to the CPO Costs and
Relevant Expenses incurred or created from taking such action, unless at any time HDV
is to be granted a Lease pursuant to the DFA in respect of all or part of such land and in
which case the provisions of paragraph 12 shall apply again immediately on the grant of
such Lease in relation to that land.

9.

BLIGHT AND PURCHASE NOTICES

9.1

In the event that the Council is served with a Blight Notice or a Purchase Notice the Council shall:
9.1.1

supply a copy of the Blight Notice or Purchase Notice to HDV as soon as reasonably
practicable and in any event within three Working Days of receipt of the relevant notice
together with copies of documents which the Council may receive in relation to it;

9.1.2

consult with HDV as to the appropriate manner in which to respond to such Blight Notice
or Purchase Notice so as to ensure that the Council can (following such consultation)
respond within the statutory time limit; and

9.1.3

respond to such Blight Notice or Purchase Notice in an appropriate manner and (where
provided) taking due and proper account of HDV's views.

10.

COVENANTS BY HDV IN RELATION TO CPO AND HIGHWAYS ORDERS

10.1

HDV covenants with the Council not to object to any CPO nor any Highways Order.

10.2

HDV shall co-operate with and support the Council in the preparation for and the making,
Confirmation and implementation of the CPO and any Highways Orders and (without prejudice to
the generality of the foregoing) HDV shall at the Council's reasonable request and at no cost to the
Council:
10.2.1
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Clauses 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 13 inclusive;
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10.2.2

provide information and assistance to the Council and make such reasonable
attendances and/or appearances and make available such suitably qualified witnesses as
the Council may reasonably require in connection with the CPO and Highways Orders
(and including any Inquiry, CPO Judicial Proceedings and References); and

10.2.3

assist the Council in any and all negotiations with any party who objects to or defends (as
relevant) the CPO or the Highways Order so as to secure the withdrawal of and/or to
resist such objections as expeditiously as possible on terms approved by the Council.

11.

THE HIGHWAYS ORDERS

11.1

HDV (or the Council, as applicable) shall make an application to the Council, the Secretary of State
or other appropriate person (as applicable) for any Highways Order on a programme approved by
the Council and if appropriate HDV will seek to ensure that the relevant part of the Development
can proceed without undue delay as soon as planning permission shall have been granted and the
land acquisition has been completed and (without limitation) so that (if so agreed) any objections to
the Highways Order can be dealt with at the Inquiry as a conjoined inquiry in the event that such
objections cannot be resolved to enable the Highways Order to be Confirmed as an unopposed
order.

11.2

The Council and HDV will each (at HDV's cost) use reasonable endeavours to assist the other
party in obtaining any Highways Order.

12.

INDEMNITY AND PAYMENT PROVISIONS

12.1

Payment of CPO Costs

12.2

On the drawdown of the Category 1A Property or Phase thereof in accordance with the DFA, in
respect of which CPO Costs have been incurred, the Council will submit an invoice to HDV for the
relevant CPO Costs (to the extent that the same have not already been included within an invoice
pursuant to Clauses 7.5, 8.9 or 8.10 above), and the terms of issue and payment of such invoice
are to be in accordance with Paragraph 3.9 of Schedule 7 to the Members Agreement.

12.3

All payments by HDV to the Council pursuant to paragraphs 12.2 shall be by way of indemnity.

12.4

The Council shall provide reasonable evidence and information with each request for a payment of
CPO Costs.

12.5

Payment of Relevant Expenses

12.6

The Council will produce and submit to HDV on a quarterly basis (the first to be on the first quarter
day following the date of this Agreement) its estimate of the anticipated Relevant Expenses for the
next quarter and shall pay due and proper regard to any reasonable representation made by HDV
in relation to such estimate (including, if appropriate, reproducing and reissuing such estimate).

12.7

As soon as reasonably practicable following the expiry of each quarter referred to in paragraph
12.6 the Council and HDV shall review the Relevant Expenses for the previous quarter and the
Council's estimate of such Relevant Expenses for the forthcoming quarter.

12.8

The payment of Relevant Expenses shall be carried out in accordance with the following
procedure:
12.8.1
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the Council shall submit to HDV on a quarterly basis an account (with where possible and
lawful a VAT invoice addressed to HDV) (the "Account") together with invoices, bills,
vouchers, receipts and other documents including details of the work, the basis of
charging (if different to that previously notified to HDV), the activities carried out and
providing reasonable evidence as to the Relevant Expenses referred to in the Account
and where relevant cross-referring to the relevant estimate provided to HDV pursuant to
paragraph 12.6; and
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12.8.2

HDV shall pay to the Council the total sum set out in the Account within 10 Working Days
of receipt of each Account.

12.9

All payments by HDV to the Council pursuant to paragraph 12.8 shall be by way of indemnity.

12.10

HDV may by notice in writing served within five Working Days on the Council seek such reasonable
further information or explanation as it may reasonably require in order to verify any item of
Relevant Expense referred to in the Account.

13.

COMPENSATION NEGOTIATIONS AND LANDS TRIBUNAL

13.1

HDV's Surveyor shall lead the negotiation of any claim for compensation payable to an Owner or a
Claimant unless the Parties agree that a particular negotiation should be led by the Council's
Surveyor.

13.2

All negotiations to settle a claim for compensation shall be in accordance with the CPO
Compensation Code and the Compensation Assessment.

13.3

Neither HDV's Surveyor nor the Council's Surveyor (as appropriate) shall offer nor settle any
outstanding claim at a figure which exceeds the Approved Expenditure without obtaining the prior
written approval of the other party to the proposed higher figure.

13.4

In the event that HDV's Surveyor and/or the Council's Surveyor (as appropriate) is unable to agree
the amount of any compensation payable to an Owner or a Claimant the Council shall if it deems
appropriate (having consulted with HDV and paid due regard to its views):

13.5

13.4.1

refer the matter to the Lands Tribunal; and

13.4.2

liaise with HDV in relation to the Reference and supply to HDV copies of all
correspondence, papers and documents as HDV shall reasonably require.

In relation to any Reference as mentioned in paragraph 13.4, or any Reference made by any
Owner or a Claimant, the Council shall:
13.5.1

have conduct of the Reference and any associated negotiations and shall keep HDV
informed of the progress of the Reference PROVIDED THAT the Council shall conduct
the Reference and any negotiations in accordance with the CPO Compensation Code
and the Compensation Assessment;

13.5.2

consult with HDV on the appointment of Counsel and the expert witnesses to represent
the Council and shall consider the use where appropriate of HDV's consultants as expert
witnesses;

13.5.3

consult with HDV in relation to the amount of any sealed offer to be made;

13.5.4

use all reasonable endeavours to prepare for the hearing of the Reference in consultation
with HDV, and to liaise with and have due regard to (but shall not be bound by) the views
of HDV in connection with the preparation for the hearing of the Reference and in
particular shall:
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(a)

consult HDV as to the content and nature of all evidence to be submitted to the
Lands Tribunal including all applications which may be made in connection with
the Reference and as to the overall strategy in relation to the conduct of the
Reference;

(b)

invite HDV to attend consultations with Counsel and/or provide HDV with all
instructions to and written opinions of Counsel instructed by the Council which
are relevant to the Reference; and
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(c)

13.6

liaise with and have due regard to (but shall not be bound by) the views of HDV
in relation to any appeal against any decision of the Lands Tribunal and in
prosecuting any such appeal the Council shall:
(i)

supply copies of all relevant correspondence and other documents
pertaining to the appeal to HDV;

(ii)

use all reasonable endeavours to prosecute the appeal;

(iii)

liaise with and have due regard to (but without being bound by) the
views of HDV as to the manner of prosecution of the appeal; and

(iv)

keep HDV apprised of the progress and result of the appeal.

The Council shall not in advance of any Lands Tribunal hearing make any sealed offer nor settle
any outstanding claim at a figure which exceeds the Approved Expenditure without obtaining either:
13.6.1

the prior written approval of HDV to the proposed higher figure; or

13.6.2

Counsel's written opinion that the higher proposed figure is necessary in order to avoid a
likely adverse judgment by the Lands Tribunal (as to the outstanding claim and/or any
costs payable by the Council).

13.7

Each party shall provide the other with such assistance in satisfying their respective obligations
within this paragraph 13 as the other party may reasonably request from time to time.

14.

APPOINTMENT OF THIRD PARTY CONSULTANTS

14.1

The Council shall adopt the following process in respect of work to be undertaken on its behalf by
any Third Party in relation to the CPO and Highways Orders under this Agreement:
14.1.1

the Council shall notify HDV of its intention to appoint a Third Party and issue to HDV for
its comment the scope and brief for the relevant work and a list of consultants to whom
an invitation to respond to the brief is to be sent and HDV shall provide any comments
within 15 Working Days of receipt of the documents;

14.1.2

following receipt of HDV's comments in accordance with Clause 14.1.1 which the Council
must give due consideration to, the Council shall conduct such procurement exercise as it
is required to do (and/or considers appropriate) and shall notify HDV of the identities of
the short list of candidates (if part of the procurement process) and shall provide HDV
with an opportunity to comment on such short list; and

14.1.3

following any comments received pursuant to Clause 14.1.2 (if any) and taking due
account of the comments and any further representations by HDV as to the appropriate
candidate to appoint, the Council shall appoint its chosen consultant and the Council shall
use reasonable endeavours to secure value for money (in accordance with and as one
element of its usual procurement process and assessment of tenders) in respect of the
costs which will be incurred under such appointments;

14.2

The appointment of any Third Party by the Council prior to the date of this Agreement (including the
Council's Solicitors and the Council's Surveyor) shall be deemed to have been carried out in
accordance with the provisions of Clause 14.1.

14.3

In the event that the Council wishes to undertake any task that would otherwise be undertaken by a
Third Party:
14.3.1
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it may notify HDV accordingly setting out for HDV's comment the scope of the proposed
task, its methodology and proposed charges, and the Council shall take due account of
HDV's comments on its proposal;
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14.3.2

if the Council is to undertake any such task it shall do so with all due care and expedition
and in accordance with the charges contained in its proposal; and

14.3.3

the Council's charges shall be a Relevant Expense.

15.

IMPACT OF TERMINATION ON OBLIGATIONS IN THIS SCHEDULE

15.1

If this Agreement is terminated for whatever reason in accordance with the terms hereof paragraph
12 of this Schedule (and such other provisions as are required to give effect to or interpret it) shall
nevertheless remain in full force and effect in relation to any Relevant Expenses or CPO Costs
incurred by the Council prior to the date of such termination or reasonably and properly incurred by
the Council after the date of such termination in withdrawing the CPO from the confirmation
process or in withdrawing from or compromising or otherwise concluding any CPO Judicial
Proceedings that may have commenced prior to the date of such determination or in respect of any
other Relevant Expenses or CPO Costs which the Council could not reasonably avoid incurring or
incurring liability for.

15.2

It is agreed that land held by the Council or HDV at the date of termination of this Agreement is to
be dealt with pursuant to the terms of the Members Agreement.

72942728.13\VK04
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EXECUTION BLOCKS:

THE COMMON SEAL of THE
MAYOR AND BURGESSES OF THE
LONDON BOROUGH OF HARINGEY
was hereunto affixed by Order:

)
)
)
)

Authorised Officer:

Seal No:

EXECUTED and DELIVERED as a
deed on the date hereinbefore first
mentioned by
[HDV LLP] acting by its designated
members:-

)
)
)
)

The London Borough of Haringey (in
its capacity as a member of [HDV
LLP])
[PSP] (in its capacity as a member of
[HDV LLP])

72942728.13\VK04
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THIS AGREEMENT is made on

2017

BETWEEN:
(1)

[HDV] (No. []) whose registered office is at [
] ("HDV"); and

(2)

[LENDLEASE CONSTRUCTION] (No. [

]) whose registered office is at [
] (the "Contractor"),

together the "Parties" and each a "Party".
RECITALS
(A)

HDV or a HDV Party will own a long leasehold interest or freehold in the Development
Sites.

(B)

The Contractor is a main contractor including a design and build contractor and
construction manager.

(C)

The Parties wish to enter into this agreement to record and agree the terms on which the
Contractor will be given an opportunity to seek the award of Vertical Works Contracts and
Horizontal Works Contracts.

(D)

The Parties are entering into this agreement in good faith and are relying on its terms.

THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1.

INTERPRETATION
The following definitions apply in this agreement, unless the context otherwise requires:

1.1

Definitions
"Adjudicator Nominating Body" means the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors;
"Appointments" means as the context so requires:
(a)

the Development Management Agreement; and

(b)

the appointment of any member of the Independent Verification Team or the
Development Solicitor by HDV and/or any member of the HDV Group as referred to
in Clause 2.10 or Clause 2.11;

"Bid Process" means the process of the Contractor seeking the award of a Vertical
Works Contract or a Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable) pursuant to this agreement;
"Bid Vertical Build" means the Vertical Build by Gross Internal Area to be constructed
on the Development Sites, which those Vertical Works Contracts which the Contractor has
been given the opportunity to seek the award of in accordance with this agreement relate
to;
"Business Day" means a day which is not a Saturday or Sunday or a day from and
including 25 December in any year to and including 1 January of the next year or a bank
or public holiday in the United Kingdom;
"CM Protocol" means, subject to Clause 3.2, the procedure set out in Schedule 2;

1
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"Constructed Vertical Build" means the Vertical Build by Gross Internal Area
constructed on the Development Sites, which a Vertical Works Contract awarded to the
Contractor pursuant to this agreement relates to;
"Construction Management Agreement" means the form of construction management
agreement annexed at Schedule 5;
"Corruption Laws" has the meaning given to it in Clause 18.1;
"Council Group" has the meaning set out in the Members Agreement;
"D&B Contract" means the form of design and build contract annexed at Schedule 4;
"D&B Protocol" means, subject to Clause 3.2, the procedure set out in Schedule 1;
"Development" means the development of any of the Development Sites or any part of
them;
"Development Business Plan" has the meaning set out in the Members Agreement;
"Development Management Agreement" has the meaning set out in the Members
Agreement;
"Development Manager" means Lendlease Development (Europe) Limited (incorporated
and registered in England and Wales with company number 02946679) whose registered
office is at 20 Triton Street, Regent's Place, London, NW1 3BF or any replacement thereof
notified by HDV to the Contractor from time to time;
"Development Programme" means the programme for Development of a Phase
contained in a Procurement Recommendation approved by the [DevLLP Board] pursuant
to Clause 18.8.9 of the Members Agreement;
"Development Sites" means the Category 1 Properties or Category 2 Properties or
Category 3 Properties (as applicable) with each such term having the meaning given to
the same in the Members Agreement and references to a "Development Site" shall be
construed as references to the whole or any part of a Development Site as the context
shall require;
"Development Solicitor" means a firm of solicitors appointed by HDV (which shall not
be either a member of the PSP Group or Council Group) to perform the Legal Services;
"DevLLP" has the meaning given to such term in the Members Agreement;
"DevLLP Board" means [INSERT];
"General KPIs" means the key performance indicators set out in Schedule 3;
"Gross Internal Area" means the gross internal area of the relevant premises measured
or calculated in accordance with the RICS Code of Measuring Practice (6th Edition);
"HDV Group" has the meaning given to such term in the Members Agreement;
"HDV Party" has the meaning set out in the Members Agreement;
"Horizontal Works Contract" means a proposed contract (with HDV or the relevant
HDV Party) for, inter alia, the carrying out of or the management of the carrying out of
any construction works for the Development of a Phase which do not include the
construction of any Vertical Build;

2
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"ICC Services" means the scope of services to be performed by the consultant appointed
as the Independent Cost Consultant which shall include but not be limited to the services
referred to in Schedule [INSERT] of the Development Management Agreement;
"Independent Cost Consultant" means a consultant which shall not be either a
member of the PSP Group or Council Group appointed by HDV to perform the ICC Services;
"Independent Programme Auditor" means a consultant which shall not be either a
member of the PSP Group or Council Group appointed by HDV to perform the IPA Services;
"Independent Verification Team" means the following advisers (which shall not be
either a member of the PSP Group or Council Group) appointed by HDV:
(a)

Independent Cost Consultant; and

(b)

Independent Programme Auditor,

and any other consultant to be included in the Independent Verification Team pursuant to
Clause 2.11.
"IPA Services" means the scope of services to be performed by the consultant appointed
as the Independent Programme Auditor which shall include but not be limited to the
services referred to in Schedule [INSERT] of the Development Management Agreement;
"KPIs" means General KPIs and Project Specific KPIs;
"Legal Services" means the scope of services to be performed by the solicitor appointed
as the Development Solicitor which shall include but not be limited to the services referred
to in Schedule [INSERT] of the Development Management Agreement;
["Material Breach" means any of the circumstances specified in each "Applicability"
section of the General KPI's;]
"Members Agreement" means the members agreement dated [] 2017 made between
[] as such agreement may be varied from time to time;
"PCSA" means an agreement with HDV or the relevant HDV Party to provide preconstruction services prior to the award of any Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal
Works Contract in relation to the Development of a Phase;
"Phase" means either a Development Site or where the Development Business Plan for a
Development Site divides that Development Site into distinct and separate parts so as to
differentiate between the Development of such parts, each such part of that Development
Site;
"Planned Total Vertical Build" means the total Vertical Build by Gross Internal Area
which it is planned to procure the construction of on the Development Sites as provided
for in the Development Business Plans;
"Procurement Recommendation" means, in respect of a Development Site, a
recommendation in relation to the procurement of goods, services or works included in
the relevant Development Business Plan by the Development Manager for approval by the
[DevLLP Board] pursuant to the Members Agreement;
["Project Specific KPIs" means the key performance indicators for delivery of a Phase
(including any works to be carried out under a PCSA) formulated between the
Development Manager and the Contractor under the heading set out in Schedule 3 and
approved by the [DevLLP Board] during the Bid Process provided that it is hereby agreed
3
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that in no circumstances at any time shall the Project Specific KPI's incorporate any
[financial related indicators]];
"Protocol" means the D&B Protocol, the CM Protocol or the relevant Substitute Protocol
as the context requires;
"PSP Group" has the meaning set out in the Members Agreement;
"Services" shall mean the ICC Services, IPA Services and the Legal Services as the
context so requires;
"Standard Form Construction Documents" means the Construction Management
Agreement and the D&B Contract;
"Substitute Protocol" means, subject to Clause 3.2, a protocol other than the D&B
Protocol or the CM Protocol that a Procurement Recommendation approved by the
[DevLLP Board] pursuant to Clause 18.8.9 of the Members Agreement provides for the
use of for a Bid Process for a Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract;
"Total Vertical Build" means the total Vertical Build by Gross Internal Area which has
been constructed on the Development Sites;
"Vertical Build" means buildings including foundations and sub-structure;
"Vertical Build Cap" means 60% of, prior to completion of the construction of all
Vertical Build on the Development Sites, the Planned Total Vertical Build and thereafter
the Total Vertical Build; and
"Vertical Works Contract" means a proposed contract (with HDV or the relevant HDV
Party) for, inter alia, the carrying out of or the management of the carrying out of any
construction works for the Development of a Phase which include the construction of any
Vertical Build.
1.2

Interpretation
(a)

Unless otherwise expressly stated, the rules of interpretation set out in this Clause
1.2 apply in this agreement.

(b)

Clause, Schedule and paragraph headings shall not affect the interpretation of this
agreement.

(c)

A reference to a Clause or Schedule shall be to a Clause or Schedule in this
agreement unless otherwise expressly stated.

(d)

The Schedules form part of this agreement.
includes the Schedules.

(e)

Unless the context otherwise requires, a reference to a person includes a reference
to a government, state, state agency, corporation, body corporate, association or
partnership.

(f)

Unless the context otherwise requires, a reference to one gender shall include a
reference to the other genders.

(g)

This agreement shall be binding on, and enure to the benefit of, the Parties to this
agreement and their respective successors and permitted assigns and references to
any Party shall include that Party's successors and permitted assigns.

4
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(h)

A reference to a statute or statutory provision shall include all subordinate
legislation made from time to time under that statute or statutory provision and to
the same as amended or as re-enacted from time to time with or without
modification.

(i)

Any obligation on a Party not to do something includes an obligation not to allow
that thing to be done.

(j)

Any words following the terms including, include, in particular, for example or any
similar expression shall be construed as illustrative and shall not limit the sense of
the words, description, definition, phase or term preceding those terms.

(k)

Words importing the singular meaning include where the context so allows the
plural meaning and vice versa.

(l)

Failure by either Party (and/or any member of the HDV Group) at any time to
enforce any provision of this agreement shall not be construed as a waiver of such
entitlement and shall not affect the validity of this agreement or any part or parts
hereof or the right of the relevant Party (and/or any member of the HDV Group) as
applicable to enforce any provision in accordance with its terms. The rights and/or
remedies of either Party (and/or any member of the HDV Group) may only be
waived by formal written waiver which is signed by a duly authorised
representative of the entity waiving its rights and which makes express and
unequivocal reference to the waiver being made pursuant to this Clause 1.2(l) of
the agreement. No waiver of any breach of the agreement shall constitute a waiver
of any subsequent breach of the agreement.

(m)

This agreement may be executed in counterparts which will together form a single
binding agreement.

(n)

Nothing contained in this agreement shall be construed as creating a partnership or
a contract of employment between the Parties.

2.

FRAMEWORK

2.1

In relation to each Phase, if all members of the Independent Verification Team and the
Development Solicitor support the adoption of a Procurement Recommendation in its
entirety pursuant to and in accordance with Clause 18.8.7 of the Members Agreement and
such Procurement Recommendation recommends that the Contractor is given the
opportunity to seek the award of any Vertical Works Contracts and/or Horizontal Works
Contracts, then subject to Clauses 2.6, 2.7, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 13, 16, 17 and 18, the
Contractor shall have the right to be given the opportunity to seek the award of those
Vertical Works Contracts and/or Horizontal Works Contracts (as applicable) on the basis
provided for in that Procurement Recommendation and in accordance with the terms of
this agreement.

2.2

If at the end of the Bid Process relating to a Vertical Works Contract or a Horizontal Works
Contract for a Phase (as applicable), the [DevLLP Board] approves the award of the
relevant contract to the Contractor, the Contractor shall and HDV shall (or shall procure
that the relevant HDV Party shall) duly execute the relevant contract as a deed in the
form and on the terms approved by the [DevLLP Board] and the Contractor shall do so
within 15 Business Days of receipt of the engrossed final agreed form of contract or within
such other period as the Parties may agree.

2.3

In the event that the Contractor is given the opportunity to seek the award of a Vertical
Works Contract in accordance with an entitlement under this agreement but the
Contractor makes the decision by written notice to HDV or to the Development Manager
not to seek the award of such Vertical Works Contract then the quantum of the Vertical
5
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Build to be constructed under that Vertical Works Contract shall be included in the
calculation of Bid Vertical Build.
2.4

In the event that the Contractor is not given the opportunity to seek the award of a
Vertical Works Contract in accordance with an entitlement under this agreement or is
given the opportunity to seek the award of a Vertical Works Contract in accordance with
an entitlement under this agreement but the Contractor is not awarded such Vertical
Works Contract, in each case, in any (as applicable) of the following circumstances:
(a)

where there has been a failure on the part of the Contractor to comply with any of
its obligations under Clauses 2 or 3 or 5 or 18 in the course of the Bid Process for
such Vertical Works Contract;

(b)

where in the performance of the services under their respective Appointments any
member of the Independent Verification Team, the Development Manager or the
Development Solicitor is to provide a recommendation, verification, endorsement,
approval or the like in relation to any matter for the purposes of the Bid Process for
such Vertical Works Contract (including in relation to whether or not to award the
relevant Vertical Works Contract to the Contractor at the conclusion of such Bid
Process), any such person does not recommend, verify, endorse, approve or
otherwise (as the case may be) that matter or proceeding with that Bid Process on
the basis of such matter or, (if at the conclusion of the Bid Process), awarding the
Vertical Works Contract to the Contractor on the basis of that matter;

(c)

where, in the course of the relevant Bid Process for such Vertical Works Contract
and/or at the conclusion of such Bid Process, there has been a suspension pursuant
to Clause 18.3 of this agreement;

(d)

[Note: allowance to be made for KPI's]

then in all such cases, the quantum of the Vertical Build to be constructed under such
Vertical Works Contract (and in the case of clause 2.4(c), the quantum of Vertical Build to
be constructed under any Vertical Works Contracts which HDV or the relevant HDV Party
commences the procurement of or awards during any period of suspension pursuant to
clause 18.3 of this agreement) shall be included in the calculation of Bid Vertical Build.
2.5

In the event that a Procurement Recommendation approved by the [DevLLP Board]
pursuant to Clause 18.8.9 of the Members Agreement recommends that the Contractor
shall be appointed under a PCSA in respect of either a proposed Vertical Works Contract
and/or a proposed Horizontal Works Contract, the Contractor shall and HDV shall (or shall
procure that the relevant HDV Party shall) duly execute and deliver the relevant PCSA as
a deed in the form and on the terms set out in such Procurement Recommendation so
approved by the [DevLLP Board] and the Contractor shall do so within 15 Business Days
of receipt of the engrossed final agreed form of PCSA or such other period as the Parties
may agree.

2.6

The Contractor shall not have the right in any circumstances to be given the opportunity
to seek the award of a Vertical Works Contract where at the commencement of the
procurement of that Vertical Works Contract by HDV or the relevant HDV Party, the Bid
Vertical Build at that time equals or exceeds the Vertical Build Cap unless the [DevLLP
Board] specifically decides otherwise.

2.7

The Contractor agrees that:
(a)

the form and terms of the relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works
Contract (as applicable) for the purposes of a Bid Process will be those identified in
the relevant Procurement Recommendation (which may be based on a Standard
Form Construction Document with such amendments as are identified in such
6
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Procurement Recommendation) as approved by the [DevLLP Board] pursuant to
Clause 18.8.9 of the Members Agreement; and
(b)

2.8

any amendments to the forms and terms of the relevant Vertical Works Contract or
Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable referred to in Clause 2.7(a)) proposed
during a Bid Process shall require the approval of the [DevLLP Board].

The Contractor hereby acknowledges that the Independent Verification Team and the
Development Solicitor and the Development Manager will be providing services to HDV
and/or any member of the HDV Group in connection with the procurement of
Development by HDV and or an HDV Party, including monitoring the Contractor's
performance of its obligations pursuant to Clauses 2, 3, 4 and 5 and the performance of
the Contractor against the KPIs and their respective reports, advice and recommendations
will be taken into account by the [DevLLP Board] in reaching decisions regarding the
procurement of Development. The Contractor shall:
(a)

provide to the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor and
the Development Manager all information and assistance reasonably required by
any such person for the purposes of performance of such services;

(b)

co-operate with the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor
and the Development Manager in the performance of such services; and

(c)

keep the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor and the
Development Manager informed in a timely manner of any steps or other actions
that the Contractor is planning to take pursuant to a Protocol and which may be
relevant to the performance of such services by such person.

2.9

Notwithstanding any other provision of this agreement, neither HDV or any member of the
HDV Group shall be responsible for or have any liability to the Contractor whether by way
of indemnity or by reason of breach of contract, breach of statutory duty, in equity, in tort
or under any other legal theory (including but not limited to negligence) for any act,
omission or default (including any negligence) of the Independent Verification Team, the
Development Solicitor and/or the Development Manager.

2.10

Notwithstanding any other provision of this agreement, the Contractor shall not have the
right to be given the opportunity to seek the award of any Vertical Works Contracts or any
Horizontal Works Contracts, unless and until HDV has engaged consultants as the
Independent Cost Consultant, Independent Programme Auditor and the Development
Solicitor to provide the relevant Services.

2.11

If:
(a)

a Procurement Recommendation approved by the [DevLLP Board] pursuant to
Clause 18.8.9 of the Members Agreement recommends that a further consultant is
engaged by HDV to provide specified services as part of the Independent
Verification Team in connection with a Bid Process for any Vertical Works Contract
and/or Horizontal Works Contract for the relevant Phase, or

(b)

upon approving a Procurement Recommendation pursuant to Clause 18.8.9 of the
Members Agreement, HDV, acting reasonably, considers that it is appropriate for a
further consultant to be engaged by HDV to provide services as part of the
Independent Verification Team in connection with a Bid Process for any Vertical
Works Contract and/or Horizontal Works Contract for the relevant Phase,

then the Contractor shall not have the right to be given the opportunity to seek the award
of any such Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract unless and until HDV
has engaged consultants (who shall not be either a member of the PSP Group or Council
Group) to perform the relevant services and references to the "Independent Verification
7
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Team" in this agreement shall, following any such engagement, include the consultants so
engaged for the purposes of the Bid Process for the relevant Phase.
3.

PROTOCOLS

3.1

In any Bid Process, the Contractor shall comply with the provisions of that Protocol which
the relevant Procurement Recommendation approved by the [DevLLP Board] pursuant to
Clause 18.8.9 of the Members Agreement recommends for the relevant Vertical Works
Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as the case may be).

3.2

The Contractor acknowledges that, in the performance of their respective services under
their respective Appointments, the Development Manager and/or the Independent
Verification Team may recommend variations to a Protocol and/or the Contractor may
propose variations to a Protocol which are required to be approved by the Independent
Verification Team and the Development Manager and, in either case, if the same are
approved by the [DevLLP Board] and notified to the Contractor in writing then from the
date of such notification, such Protocol shall be so amended and read and construed
accordingly.

3.3

[In any Bid Process, the Contractor shall perform its obligations under Clause 3.1
regularly and diligently and shall use [reasonable endeavours]1 to do anything required of
it under the provisions of the relevant Protocol in such time as shall allow the relevant
Development Programme to be achieved.]

4.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

4.1

The Contractor shall achieve the KPIs.

4.2

The Contractor shall establish and operate a suitable procedure for monitoring, recording
and reporting its achievement of the KPIs.

4.3

The Contractor shall report to HDV, the Development Manager and the Independent
Verification Team in writing of its failure to achieve a KPI as soon as reasonably
practicable after the occurrence thereof.

4.4

Without prejudice to any other rights or remedies of HDV, where the Contractor has failed
to establish and operate a suitable procedure for monitoring, recording and reporting its
achievement of the KPIs or has been found to be fraudulent in recording and reporting the
same, HDV may by notice to the Contractor increase the level of monitoring of the
Contractor, or (at HDV's option), of the Contractor's monitoring, recording and reporting
of its achievement of the KPIs until such time as the Contractor shall have demonstrated
to the reasonable satisfaction of HDV that it will perform (and is capable of performing)
the monitoring, recording and reporting of its achievement of the KPIs.

4.5

The Contractor shall bear its own costs and shall reimburse all reasonable costs and
expenses incurred by or on behalf of HDV and/or any member of the HDV Group in
relation to such increased level of monitoring arising from the circumstances referred to in
Clause 4.4.

4.6

On [specified day of each calendar month] the Contractor shall provide to HDV (with a
copy to the Development Manager and the Independent Verification Team) a written
record of the Contractor's performance against the KPIs during the preceding [month].

4.7

Without prejudice to the Contractor's reporting obligations, HDV may at any time request
that the Contractor provides to it full details of its performance against the KPIs up to the
date of the request.

1

The time in which LLC performs its relevant activities/obligations under the Protocols could be measured by reference to a KPI.
As such, drafting in clause 3.3 may need to be adapted to deal with this.
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5.

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

5.1

Without prejudice to the generality of Clause 2.8, the Contractor shall liaise with the
Development Manager as representative of HDV in relation to this agreement.

5.2

HDV shall notify the Contractor of the extent and/or limits of the Development Manager's
authority from time to time.

6.

TERM OF THIS AGREEMENT
This agreement shall take effect from the date of this agreement and, subject to Clauses
16, 17 and 18.5, shall continue whilst the Members Agreement is subsisting.

7.

VARIATIONS
Any amendments and variations to this agreement shall be binding only if in writing and
signed by two of the statutory directors of each of the Parties.

8.

SEVERABILITY
If any term of this agreement or the application thereof to any person or circumstances
shall be found by any court or body or authority of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or
unenforceable the same shall be severed from the agreement and the remainder of this
agreement shall continue in full force and effect to the extent permitted by law.

9.

NO WAIVER
No enquiry, inspection, approval, sanction, comment, consent, acknowledgement,
admission, review, decision or instruction at any time made or given by or on behalf of
HDV and/or any member of the HDV Group, nor any failure to make or give the same,
shall operate to exclude or limit or release or affect in any other way the Contractor's
obligations or liabilities under this agreement.

10.

CONTRACTS (RIGHTS OF THIRD PARTIES) ACT

10.1

Subject to Clause 10.2, a person who is not a party to this agreement has no right under
the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 to enforce any term of this agreement.

10.2

Where a provision includes references to a member of the HDV Group then such member
of the HDV Group shall be entitled to rely on, have the benefit of and enforce such
provision as well as any other provisions which give effect to the same.

11.

GOOD FAITH AND CONFIDENTIALITY

11.1

Each Party shall at all times act with the utmost good faith to the other Party in respect of
all matters arising under this agreement.

11.2

Each Party shall treat all information relating to this agreement and/or the Development
as confidential, provided that either Party may disclose such information:
(a)

to its professional advisers and shareholders, provided that the relevant Party shall
have secured commitments as to confidentiality from such professional advisers
and shareholders on terms equivalent to this Clause; or

(b)

as required to be disclosed or announced by any law or order of a court of
competent jurisdiction or the regulations of the London Stock Exchange, the
Financial Services Authority, the Panel on Takeovers and Mergers, the Office of Fair
Trading, the European Commission or by any equivalent laws or regulations of
institutions or other equivalent authorities outside the United Kingdom.
9
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11.3

The provisions of Clause 11.2 shall continue to apply after the term of this agreement has
expired pursuant to Clause 6 and after any termination of this agreement save that each
Party's obligations under Clause 11.2 shall cease to apply to any matter which is or comes
into the public domain through no default on the part of either Party or any person for
whom it is responsible.

12.

ASSIGNMENT
Neither of the Parties shall assign or otherwise transfer all or any of its rights under,
pursuant to or arising from this agreement nor sub-contract any of its obligations under,
pursuant to or arising from this agreement in each case without the prior written consent
of the other Party (such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed).

13.

LIMIT ON LIABILITY

13.1

HDV and any member of the HDV Group may only have liability to the Contractor whether
by way of indemnity or by reason of breach of contract, breach of statutory duty, in equity,
in tort or under any other legal theory (including but not limited to negligence) under,
pursuant to or otherwise in connection with (including for any non-compliance with)
Clause 2 of this agreement insofar as (and subject to Clauses 13.2 and 13.3) the
Contractor is not given the opportunity to seek the award of a Vertical Works Contract or
a Horizontal Works Contract in each case in accordance with an entitlement under this
agreement (including by not proceeding with the Bid Process) or where the Contractor is
given the opportunity to seek the award of a Vertical Works Contract or a Horizontal
Works Contract in each case in accordance with an entitlement under this agreement but
[DevLLP Board] does not approve the award of such Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal
Works Contract to the Contractor at the end of the Bid Process, in each case, other than in
any (as applicable) of the following circumstances:

13.2

(a)

where there has been a failure on the part of the Contractor to comply with any of
its obligations under Clauses 2 or 3 or 5 or 18 in the course of the Bid Process for
such Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract, as the case may be;

(b)

where in the performance of the relevant services under their respective
Appointments any member of the Independent Verification Team, the Development
Manager or the Development Solicitor is to provide a recommendation, verification,
endorsement, approval or the like in relation to any matter for the purposes of the
Bid Process for such Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract
(including in relation to whether or not to award the relevant Vertical Works
Contract or Horizontal Works Contract to the Contractor at the conclusion of such
Bid Process), as the case may be, any such person has not recommended, verified,
endorsed, approved or otherwise (as the case may be) that matter or that HDV or
the relevant HDV Party proceed with that Bid Process on the basis of such matter
or, (if at the conclusion of the Bid Process), that HDV or the relevant HDV Party
award the relevant Vertical Works Contract or the Horizontal Works Contract to the
Contractor on the basis of that matter; or

(c)

where, in the course of the relevant Bid Process for such Vertical Works Contract or
Horizontal Works Contract and/or at the conclusion of relevant Bid Process for such
Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as the case may be), there
has been a suspension pursuant to Clause 18.3 of this agreement;

(d)

[Note: allowance to be made for KPI's]

Without limiting Clause 13.1, HDV and any member of the HDV Group shall not have any
liability to the Contractor whether by way of indemnity or by reason of breach of contract,
breach of statutory duty, in equity, in tort or under any other legal theory (including but
not limited to negligence) under, pursuant to or otherwise in connection with (including
10
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for any non-compliance with) Clause 2 of this agreement if the Contractor is not given the
opportunity to seek the award of a Vertical Works Contract in accordance with an
entitlement under this agreement (including by not proceeding with the Bid Process) or
where the Contractor is given the opportunity to seek the award of a Vertical Works
Contract in accordance with an entitlement under this agreement but [DevLLP Board]
does not approve the award of such Vertical Works Contract at the end of the Bid Process,
unless:
(a)

at completion of Development of all the Development Sites pursuant to the
Members Agreement and provided that this agreement has not been terminated
prior thereto, the Bid Vertical Build and the Constructed Vertical Build, in each case,
is less than 60% of the Total Vertical Build; or

(b)

prior to completion of Development of all the Development Sites pursuant to the
Members Agreement, it becomes apparent (and provided that this agreement has
not been terminated when it becomes so apparent) that the Bid Vertical Build and
the Constructed Vertical Build, in each case, will be, at the completion of
Development of all the Development Sites pursuant to the Members Agreement,
less than 60% of the Total Vertical Build.

For the purposes of any calculation made pursuant to this Clause 13.2, the quantum of
Vertical Build to be constructed under any Vertical Works Contracts which HDV or the
relevant HDV Party commences the procurement of or awards during any period of
suspension pursuant to clause 18.3 of this agreement shall be included in the calculation of
Bid Vertical Build and Constructed Vertical Build.
13.3

Without limiting Clause 13.1, HDV and any member of the HDV Group shall not have any
liability to the Contractor whether by way of indemnity or by reason of breach of contract,
breach of statutory duty, in equity, in tort or under any other legal theory (including but
not limited to negligence) under, pursuant to or otherwise in connection with (including
for any non-compliance with) Clause 2 of this agreement if the Contractor is not given the
opportunity to seek the award of a Horizontal Works Contract in accordance with an
entitlement under this agreement (including by not proceeding with the Bid Process) or
where the Contractor is given the opportunity to seek the award of a Horizontal Works
Contract in accordance with an entitlement under this agreement but [DevLLP Board]
does not approve the award of such Horizontal Works Contract at the end of the Bid
Process, unless the Contractor has already been awarded a Vertical Works Contract in
respect of the same Phase to which that Horizontal Works Contract relates at that time
when HDV or the relevant HDV Party commences procurement of such Horizontal Works
Contract or such award is not approved, as the case may be (but provided always that:
(a)

this agreement has not terminated prior to the commencement of procurement of
such Horizontal Works Contract or prior to the decision whether or not to award the
same; and/or

(b)

there is not a suspension pursuant to clause 18.3 of this agreement at the time of
commencement of procurement of such Horizontal Works Contract or at the time of
the [DevLLP Board] making the decision whether or not to award the same; and/or

(c)

the relevant aforementioned Vertical Works Contract has not been terminated at
the time of commencement of procurement of such Horizontal Works Contract or at
the time of the [DevLLP Board] making the decision whether or not to award the
same).

14.

NOTICES

14.1

All notices to be given under or pursuant to this agreement shall be in writing and shall be
delivered by pre-paid first class post or by hand to the Party due to receive such notice at
11
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its registered office from time to time (or to such other address as may from time to time
have been notified in writing to the other Party in accordance with this Clause).
14.2

Subject to Clause 14.3, any notice shall be deemed to have been served:
(a)

if delivered by hand, when left at the address referred to in Clause 14.1; or

(b)

if sent by pre-paid first class post, two days after posting it.

14.3

If a notice is given or deemed given on a day which is not a Business Day or after 5:00pm
on a Business Day, it shall be deemed to have been served on the next Business Day.

15.

DISPUTES

15.1

This agreement and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in relation to it shall
be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England.

15.2

Notwithstanding any other provision of this agreement, if a dispute or difference arises
under or in connection with this agreement, either Party may give notice of its intention to
refer such dispute or difference to adjudication at any time and the Scheme for
Construction Contracts (England and Wales) Regulations 1998 as amended by the Scheme
for Construction Contracts (England and Wales) Regulations 1998 (Amendment) (England)
Regulations 2011 shall apply where either Party wishes to refer such a dispute or
difference to adjudication. The adjudicator shall be such person as agreed between the
Parties in accordance with the provisions of the aforementioned legislation or where the
Parties cannot agree the adjudicator, the adjudicator shall be the person appointed by the
Adjudicator Nominating Body in accordance with the provisions of the aforementioned
legislation.

15.3

Subject to Clause 15.2, any dispute or difference arising out of or under or in connection
with this agreement shall be referred to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts,
provided that either Party may bring proceedings in any other court or jurisdiction for the
purposes of the enforcement or execution of any judgment or settlement agreement.

16.

NON-COMPLIANCE OF THE CONTRACTOR

16.1

If:
(a)

during a Bid Process, the Contractor fails to comply with Clause 2.8 or Clause 3;
and/or

(b)

in relation to a Phase, the Contractor fails to execute and deliver a Vertical Works
Contract or a Horizontal Works Contract in accordance with the requirements of
Clause 2.2; and/or

(c)

in relation to a Phase, the Contractor fails to execute and deliver a PCSA in
accordance with the requirements of Clause 2.45,

then HDV shall give notice to the Contractor of the relevant non-compliance and the
Contractor shall remedy the relevant non-compliance within a reasonable period. If the
Contractor fails to remedy the relevant non-compliance within such reasonable period,
then the Contractor shall not have the right to be given the opportunity to seek the award
of any Vertical Works Contracts or Horizontal Works Contracts for the relevant Phase.
16.2

In the event of Material Breach, HDV may (without prejudice to any other right or remedy
available to it) terminate this agreement on written notice to the Contractor.
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17.

TERMINATION
Without affecting any other right or remedy available to it, either Party may terminate this
agreement with immediate effect by giving written notice to the other Party if:

17.1

the other Party is unable to pay its debts as they fall due or admits inability to pay its
debts or (being a company or limited liability partnership) is deemed unable to pay its
debts within the meaning of Section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986;

17.2

the other Party enters into any compromise or arrangement with any of its creditors other
than (being a company) for the sole purpose of a scheme for a solvent amalgamation of
that other Party with one or more other companies or the solvent reconstruction of that
other Party;

17.3

a notice is given, a resolution is passed, or an order is made, for or in connection with the
insolvent winding up of that other Party;

17.4

a winding-up petition is presented in respect of that other Party which is not withdrawn or
dismissed within 10 Business Days of the date of presentation;

17.5

an application is made to court, or an order is made, for the appointment of an
administrator, or if a notice of intention to appoint an administrator is given or if an
administrator is appointed, over the other Party;

17.6

the holder of a qualifying floating charge over the assets of that other Party (being a
company) has appointed an administrative receiver;

17.7

a receiver is appointed over all or any of the assets of the other Party;

17.8

a creditor or encumbrancer of the other party attaches or takes possession of, or a
distress, execution, sequestration or other such process is levied or enforced on or sued
against, the whole or any part of the other Party's assets and such attachment or process
is not discharged within 10 Business Days;

17.9

any event occurs, or proceeding is taken, with respect to the other Party in any
jurisdiction to which it is subject that has an effect equivalent or similar to any of the
events mentioned in Clause 17.1 to Clause 17.8 (inclusive); or

17.10

the other Party suspends or ceases carrying on all or a substantial part of its business.

18.

ANTI-BRIBERY

18.1

The Contractor warrants that in the procurement and/or negotiations preceding this
agreement it has at all times behaved in a manner which is ethical, free of bribery,
corruption or anti-competitive behaviour and has not committed any act or omission
which causes or could cause it or HDV or any HDV Party or any member of the PSP Group
or the Council Group to breach, or commit an offence under, any laws from time to time
relating to anti-bribery and/or anti-corruption and/or anti competition (including without
limitation the Bribery Act 2010) (the "Corruption Laws").

18.2

The Contractor shall, and shall procure that its officers, employees, agents, subcontractors and any other persons who perform services for or on behalf of it in
connection with this agreement shall:
(a)

not commit any act or omission which causes or could cause it or HDV or any HDV
Party or any member of the PSP Group or the Council Group to breach, or commit
an offence under the Corruption Laws;
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(b)

comply with HDV’s and/or the relevant HDV Party's (as applicable) anti-bribery and
corruption policy as updated from time to time;

(c)

keep accurate and up to date records showing all payments made and received and
all other advantages given and received by it in connection with this agreement
and the steps it has taken and is taking to comply with this Clause 18, and permit
HDV to inspect those records as required; and

(d)

promptly notify HDV of:
(i)

any request or demand for any financial or other advantage received by it;
and

(ii)

any financial or other advantage it gives or intends to give whether directly
or indirectly in connection with this agreement; and

(iii)

promptly notify HDV of any breach of this Clause 18.

18.3

Where HDV has a suspicion, or is informed by the Contractor, that there has been a
breach by the Contractor (or by its officers, employees, agents, sub-contractors or any
other persons who perform services for or on behalf of it in connection with this
agreement) of the Corruption Laws, it may immediately in writing suspend both Parties'
obligations under this agreement pending the outcome of an investigation into the
suspected breach. This right is without prejudice to HDV’s right to terminate this
agreement under clause 18.5.

18.4

For the purposes of such an investigation the Contractor agrees to respond promptly to
HDV’s enquiries, cooperate with any investigation and allow HDV to audit books, records,
and any other relevant documentation. This is without prejudice to HDV’s right to inspect
in Clause 18.2(c).

18.5

Without prejudice to any other right or remedy available to it, HDV may terminate this
agreement immediately by giving written notice to that effect to the Contractor if the
Contractor is in breach of this Clause 18.

IN WITNESS whereof this agreement has been executed as a deed on the date first above written
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Executed as a deed by [HDV] acting by a
director and its secretary/two directors:

)
)

Director

Director/Secretary

Executed as a deed by [LENDLEASE
CONSTRUCTION] acting by a director
and its secretary/two directors:

)
)
)
)

Director

Director/Secretary
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SCHEDULE 1
D&B Protocol

1.

DEFINITIONS

1.1

In this Schedule 1, unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms shall have the
following meanings: "Borough"

means the geographical area of the London Borough
of Haringey from time to time;

“Contract Placement Report”

“Cost Plan”

"Council"
“Design Release Schedule”

“DM”
“Expression of Interest” or "EOI"

relation

to

the

means, in relation to a Vertical Works Contract or
Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable), the
document produced by the relevant Quantity
Surveyor used to create and control the estimated
costs during the design and construction phase of
the construction works to be delivered by the D&B
Contractor pursuant to the relevant Vertical Works
Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable);
has the meaning given to such term in the Members
Agreement;
means a programme indicating the dates on which
design information for each package of work is to be
released from the relevant design team to enable
timely procurement of the construction works which
the D&B Contractor will be delivering pursuant to the
relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works
Contract (as applicable);
the Development Manager;
in relation to each of the packages of work for the
works which the D&B Contractor will be delivering
pursuant to the relevant Vertical Works Contract or
Horizontal
Works
Contract
(as
applicable),
communication to the market requesting their
interest in undertaking such package of work;

"Global Minimum Requirements"

the document setting out the Lendlease Health and
Safety and Wellbeing standards;

"HDV Objectives"

shall have the meaning given to such term in the
Members Agreement;

“Preliminaries”

2

a recommendation report in
engagement of a sub-contractor;

the contractor's cost of administering a project and
providing general plant, site staff, facilities, and site
based services and other items not included for in
oh&p2;

This needs to tie in to the payment mechanism in the pro forma construction management agreement which, at the moment,
only reflects payment of a fee.
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“Pre-Qualification Document”

means a document setting out a series of questions
for potential tenderers to answer regarding, amongst
other things, their level of experience, capacity and
financial standing;

“Procurement Policy”

means the procurement policy set out in Schedule 4
of the Members Agreement;

“Quantity Surveyor”

means, in relation to a Vertical Works Contract or
Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable), the
consultant employed by the relevant HDV Party to,
amongst other things, calculate the expected
amount and cost of materials and labour needed for
the construction works to be delivered pursuant to
the relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal
Works Contract (as applicable);

“Tender Enquiry Document”

means a document setting out the scope and
project particulars to enable the contracting market
to prepare and submit a commercial proposal for the
relevant package of work;

“Tender Event Schedule”

means, in relation to a Vertical Works Contract or
Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable), a
document used to monitor and manage the
production of design and other tender information
during the tender process of the construction works
to be delivered by the D&B Contractor pursuant to
the relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal
Works Contract (as applicable);
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Any references in this Schedule 1 to the "D&B Contractor" shall be to the Contractor.
For the avoidance of doubt, the activities detailed in this Schedule 1 are not necessarily sequential in
nature unless the context requires (save that the D&B Contractor acknowledges that the activity in
paragraph 20 shall always be the final step in the process). In performing each activity in this
Schedule 1, it may be necessary for the D&B Contractor to repeat other activities and/or update
documents previously submitted to the DM and/or the Independent Verification Team and/or the
Development Solicitor. Where this is necessary, the D&B Contractor shall repeat such activities and/or
update and re-issue such previously issued document(s) in accordance with the requirements of this
Schedule 1.
The D&B Contractor shall, in undertaking each of the activities and its obligations pursuant to this
Schedule 1 (and without limitation of any other matter referred to in this Schedule 1):


seek to enable local contractors (and in particular small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs)) to have a chance of securing new business with the HDV
Group;



where possible, seek to procure or procure the use of contractors, suppliers
and labour based within the Borough, with a particular emphasis on creation
of job opportunities for individuals from minority and hard to reach groups
within the Borough (as set out in the Council's Economic Development and
Growth Strategy);



comply with the Employment Skills Policy and measure the capability of any
potential tenderer to comply with the same; and



seek to embed a sustainable procurement is into the procurement cycle in
order to achieve environmental, social and economic benefits consistent with
the HDV's Objectives.

[Note: Employment-related drafting to be included once developed in paragraph 9, of Part A of
Schedule 4 of the Members Agreement]
RIBA Stage 3 (or RIBA stage as directed)
1. Develop Programme, Methodology and Logistics plan
The D&B Contractor shall prepare the construction programme, methodology and logistics
plan for the construction works to be delivered by the D&B Contractor pursuant to the relevant
Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as applicable). The D&B Contractor
shall present the plan to the DM, the Independent Verification Team and the Development
Solicitor with sufficient supporting information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to
take place by them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are
raised or further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
The D&B Contractor undertakes that the construction programme, methodology and logistics
plan which it prepares will contain (but not limited to):
 routes of access and egress,
 site establishment positions,
 lay down areas
 plant and equipment locations (for example: cranage) and
 commencement dates, durations, predecessor and successor activities for
construction activities
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this in an open book
manner with the Independent Programme Auditor.
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2. Form of Contract with D&B Contractor
Without prejudice to Clause 2.7, the D&B Contractor acknowledges and agrees that the
contract documents for the relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as
applicable) will be prepared and assembled, as applicable, and proposed by the DM pursuant
to the relevant Procurement Recommendation approved by the [DevLLP Board] pursuant to
Clause 18.8.9 of the Members Agreement initially.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.7, the D&B Contractor shall advise the DM, the Independent
Verification Team and the Development Solicitor of any contractual queries that it considers
require addressing prior to appointment or amendments requested for such contract
documents for the relevant Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as
applicable). These queries or amendments will be supported with sufficient evidence and
explanation (including reasons for any amendments being requested) to enable a review to be
undertaken by them in accordance with their respective Appointments.
In the event queries are raised or further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall
respond accordingly.
3. D&B Contractor's Preliminaries and Overhead and Profit
The D&B Contractor shall prepare the proposed Preliminaries and Preliminaries break down for
the relevant Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as applicable). The D&B
Contractor shall present the proposed Preliminaries and Preliminaries break down to the DM,
the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with sufficient detail and
with sufficient supporting information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place
by them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or
further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
The D&B Contractor undertakes that the breakdown detail which it prepares will address the
following categories of cost, where relevant, (but not limited to):


salaries (management & supervision per category including personnel time and
personnel rate build ups)



site establishment (offices, telephones, infrastructure, etc)



multi user plant (Plant utilization, fuel consumption and operators)



protection,



safety,



scaffolding and other temporary works

Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall do this in an open book manner
with the Independent Cost Consultant.
The D&B Contractor shall prepare its proposed overhead and profit (oh&p) percentage for the
relevant Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as applicable).
The D&B Contractor shall present the proposed oh&p percentage to the DM, the Independent
Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with sufficient supporting information and
evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by them in accordance with their
respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or further clarification is required
the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
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Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall do this in an open book manner
with the Independent Cost Consultant.
4. Finalisation of Sub-Contractor Packages
The D&B Contractor shall convert the overall scope of works to be delivered by the D&B
Contractor pursuant to the relevant Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as
applicable), into packages of work. The information which the D&B Contractor shall utilise to
create the packages of work will be (but not limited to):




the Cost Plan
the relevant project design documentation
any other relevant information relating to the relevant construction works.

The D&B Contractor shall present the proposed packages of work to the DM, the Independent
Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with sufficient detail and with sufficient
supporting information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by them in
accordance with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or further
clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this in an open book
manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and the Independent Programme Auditor.
5. Prepare Tender Event Schedule
The D&B Contractor shall prepare the Tender Event Schedule in relation to the construction
works which the D&B Contractor will be delivering pursuant to the relevant Horizontal Works
Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as applicable). Without limiting clause 3.3 of the
Agreement, the D&B Contractor shall prepare the relevant Tender Event Schedule having
regard to the overall programme constraints of the relevant Development Programme.
The D&B Contractor undertakes that the Tender Event Schedule which it prepares will contain
(but not limited to):







the list and breakdown of the proposed packages of work
required dates for design release for each package of work
required dates for issue and receipt of the tender for each package of work
required date for placing of package orders
decision making timescales
mobilisation of the sub-contractors

The D&B Contractor shall prepare a Design Release Schedule in relation to the construction
works which the D&B Contractor will be delivering pursuant to the relevant Horizontal Works
Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as applicable). The D&B Contractor shall prepare the
Design Release Schedule having regard to the constraints of the relevant Tender Event
Schedule. The D&B Contractor agrees and acknowledges that the DM shall issue the relevant
Design Release Schedule to the design team for the works to be delivered pursuant to the
relevant Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as applicable).
The D&B Contractor shall present the Tender Event Schedule and the Design Release
Schedule to the DM, the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with
sufficient detail and with sufficient supporting information and evidence to allow a robust
evaluation to take place by them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In the
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event queries are raised or further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond
accordingly.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this in an open book
manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and Independent Programme Auditor.
6. Prepare Pre-Qualification Document
The D&B Contractor shall prepare the Pre-Qualification Document(s) for tendering the
packages of the construction works which the D&B Contractor will be delivering pursuant to
the relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable).
The D&B Contractor undertakes that the Pre-Qualification Document(s) which it prepares will
allow the D&B Contractor to assess the following in relation to potential tenderers (without
limitation):


sufficiently robust financial standing;



necessary expertise, capability and capacity to undertake the works (including, where and
insofar as relevant, design of the works or relevant part thereof) and ability to
demonstrate that the relevant potential tenderer has successfully delivered projects of a
similar scope, size, nature and complexity and programme to the project being delivered
pursuant to the relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as
applicable);



satisfactory health and safety record, as judged against health and safety records of
contractors generally appointed on projects of a similar size, scope nature and complexity
and ability to demonstrate that the relevant potential tenderer can comply with the Global
Minimum Requirements;



a relevant demonstrable track record;



has had no formal legal proceedings issued against it in relation to the provision of works
similar to the current works being procured in the period of eighteen (18) months prior to
the date of proposal;



has had no convictions for criminal offences including (but not limited to) bribery,
corruption, conspiracy, terrorism, fraud or money laundering nor been the subject of a
binding legal decision that found a breach of legal obligations to pay tax or social security
obligations (except where this is disproportionate e.g. only minor amounts involved);



has sufficient available resource (including experienced supervisors) to be able to perform
the works in accordance with any proposed programme for the same; and



that the relevant potential tenderer (and its associated sub-contractors of all tiers) pays
the London living wage to its workforce.

The D&B Contractor shall present the Pre-Qualification Document(s) to the DM, the
Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with sufficient detail and with
sufficient supporting information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by
them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or
further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this in an open book
manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and the Independent Programme Auditor.
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7. Issue Pre-Qualification Documents
In relation to each of the packages of work for the works which the D&B Contractor will be
delivering pursuant to the relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as
applicable), the D&B Contractor shall issue an Expression of Interest (EOI) on the following
platforms:




appropriate trade press;
the Council's own procurement web pages; and
the Haringey Chamber of Commerce.

The D&B Contractor may also issue the EOI to any appropriate preferred suppliers of the D&B
Contractor and any list of Council-approved contractors.
After receipt of all of the responses to the EOI by the D&B Contractor, the D&B Contractor shall
assess such responses and prepare the list of proposed sub-contractors to issue the PreQualification Document to. The D&B Contractor shall present such list to the DM, the
Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with sufficient detail and with
sufficient supporting information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by
them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or
further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly. The D&B
Contractor shall issue the Pre-Qualification Document(s) to the proposed sub-contractors
including return instructions.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this in an open book
manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and the Independent Programme Auditor.
8. Prepare Tender List
Once the D&B Contractor receives all of the pre-qualification responses from the contracting
market, the D&B Contractor shall undertake a robust evaluation exercise of the responses.
On completion of the evaluation exercise, the D&B Contractor shall prepare a list of, where
possible, at least 6 tenderers for each package of work. The D&B Contractor shall present the
list to the DM, the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with
sufficient detail and with sufficient supporting information and evidence (including, where a list
of at least 6 tenderers is not possible, the reason for the same) to allow a robust evaluation to
take place by them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are
raised or further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this in an open book
manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and the Independent Programme Auditor.
The D&B Contractor reserves the right to exclude a tenderer from the process should
information become available during the tender process, that would have disqualified such
tenderer from the pre-qualification process and the D&B Contractor acknowledges that this
right may only be exercised with the agreement of the DM, the Independent Verification Team
and the Development Solicitor in accordance with the requirements of their respective
Appointments.
9. Prepare Tender Enquiry Document
The D&B Contractor shall prepare a Tender Enquiry Document for each package of work.

5
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The D&B Contractor undertakes that each Tender Enquiry Document which it prepares will
include (but not limited to):










tender information, instructions and return requirements;
contract terms and conditions;
financial information and pricing schedules;
technical information, scopes, programmes, method statements, risk assessments,
specifications and drawings;
separate CD: quality management procedures;
separate CD: safety, health & welfare requirements;
separate CD: incident and injury free policy and requirements;
separate CD: sustainability and environmental requirements;
separate CD: industrial relations requirements.

The D&B Contractor undertakes that the specifications, quality standards and/or performance
requirements in each Tender Enquiry Document which it prepares will be written in such a way
as to be sufficiently robust, whilst not being so explicit that the information provided negates a
tenderer's expertise and stifles their innovation in delivery within the context of the selected
contracting structure for the relevant works. The D&B Contractor undertakes that each Tender
Enquiry Document which it prepares will:


state the technical requirements clearly, concisely, logically and unambiguously,
including any requirements for quality;



contain enough information for potential contractors to decide and provide
unqualified costs and pricing information for the construction works they will offer,
which will include but not be limited to the proposed form of construction contract,
collateral warranties and required forms of performance security;



be consistent with the terms of the evaluation criteria and methodology (as
detailed in paragraph 14 of this Schedule 1 below);



provide equal opportunities to all contractors to offer a solution that satisfies the
needs of the HDV Group;



contain requirements at a level of detail as is reasonably appropriate to the
selected contracting strategy for those works (including as appropriate any terms
and conditions of contract and ancillary documents) and will not contain features
which directly or indirectly discriminate in favour of or against any contractor,
product or source; and



ensure compliance with the HDV Group's legal obligations.

The D&B Contractor shall review the information for adequacy as part of its quality assurance
process.
The D&B Contractor shall present each Tender Enquiry Document to the DM, the
Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with sufficient detail and with
sufficient supporting information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by
them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or
further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this process in an open
book manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and the Independent Programme Auditor.
6
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10. Issue to Tender to Market
The D&B Contractor shall issue the Tender Enquiry Document for the relevant package of
work to the proposed tenderers. The D&B Contractor shall do this either in electronic form or
in hardcopy or both as directed by the DM.
11. Conduct Mid-Tender Interviews
The D&B Contractor shall conduct mid-tender interviews with each of the tenderers for a
package of work. In the event the tenderers request further information or clarifications, the
D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
The D&B Contractor agrees and acknowledges that the DM, any member of the Independent
Verification Team and/or the Development Solicitor may attend such mid-tender interviews in
the performance of their respective services in their respective Appointments.
Regardless of whether or not the DM, the members of the Independent Verification Team or
the Development Solicitor attend the relevant mid-tender interviews, for each such interview
the D&B Contractor shall record any clarifications made by the D&B Contractor and/or the
tenderers and any decisions taken by the D&B Contractor in such interviews. The D&B
Contractor shall ensure that such records are documented in the Contract Placement Report
prepared pursuant to paragraph 16 of this Schedule 1.
12. Receive and Open Tenders
The D&B Contractor shall ensure that the tender returns remain sealed and confidential until
such time as the DM directs that they can be opened. The D&B Contractor shall arrange and
coordinate the tender opening meeting and shall invite the DM, the Independent Cost
Consultant, the Independent Programme Auditor and the Development Solicitor (as is required
by their respective Appointments) and any other persons which the DM may direct.
In the presence of the required persons referred to above, the D&B Contractor shall open the
tender returns.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this process in an open
book manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and the Independent Programme Auditor.
13. Produce Tender Opening Forms
The D&B Contractor shall prepare a form of tender opening form in order to record the results
of the tender opening for each tender return. The D&B Contractor undertakes that the form of
tender opening form which it prepares will contain the following (but not limited to):






The responding tenderer's name;
the commercial offer;
adherence, or not, to the programme;
major exclusions;
any other relevant information.

The D&B Contractor shall complete a tender opening form for each tender return and record
the results of the tender opening for each tender return within such form. The D&B
Contractor shall sign each tender opening form and send a copy of the same to the DM, the

7
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Independent Cost Consultant, the Independent Programme Auditor and the Development
Solicitor as is required in accordance with their respective Appointments.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this process in an open
book manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and the Independent Programme Auditor.
14. Undertake Evaluation Process
The D&B Contractor shall review the tender returns and raise queries as necessary with each
of the tendering organisations. The D&B Contractor shall invite the tenderers for interviews
where appropriate in order to assist in evaluating the respective submissions.
The D&B Contractor agrees and acknowledges that the DM, any member of the Independent
Verification Team and/or the Development Solicitor may attend such interviews in the
performance of their respective services in their respective Appointments.
Regardless of whether or not the DM, the members of the Independent Verification Team or
the Development Solicitor attend the relevant interviews, for each such interview the D&B
Contractor shall record any clarifications made by the D&B Contractor and/or the tenderers
and any decisions taken by the D&B Contractor in such interviews. The D&B Contractor shall
ensure that such records are documented in the Contract Placement Report prepared pursuant
to paragraph 16 of this Schedule 1.
The D&B Contractor shall evaluate each of the tender returns taking into account the following
factors (without limitation):












Technical & Programme
Team proposal
Approach to Safety
Similar experience
Methodology
Approach to Design Management
Quality
Factory availability (where applicable)
Preliminaries costs
Overhead and Profit
Target cost per sq ft / sample rates

Where appropriate the D&B Contractor shall further take into consideration the following
criteria from the Procurement Policy in evaluating each of the tender returns:
 bids will be evaluated on a price/ non-price assessment based upon a range of
weightings of (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) price and
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) non-price.
 where lump sum, percentage based and/or cost share threshold prices are to be
submitted as appropriate to the selected contracting strategy, price evaluation will be
based on the lump sum, percentage and/or threshold prices submitted; and
 otherwise, price evaluation shall be based on a qualitative assessment of the bidder's
delivery proposals for cost management, capability and relevant experience of cost
management including a clear demonstration of how that capability and experience will
be applied for the benefit of the HDV Group.
 experience of similar commissions and a clear demonstration how such experience will
be applied for the benefit of the HDV Group;
8
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 references from a minimum of three previous clients;
 innovation contained within proposed works;
 any proposed modifications to any proposed terms and conditions;
 delivery proposal setting out their suitability and 'added value' in undertaking the works;
and
 deliverability of proposed works.
Following the evaluation process, the D&B Contractor shall propose a reduction of the number
of tenderers for the relevant package of works to 3 (or any other number as the D&B
Contractor considers appropriate). The D&B Contractor shall present the list to the DM, the
Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with sufficient detail and with
sufficient supporting information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by
them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or
further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
The D&B Contractor shall inform the unsuccessful tenderers of their status and shall offer
feedback to such tenderers on the tender process.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this process in an open
book manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and the Independent Programme Auditor.
15. Conduct Post Tender Interviews
The D&B Contractor shall conduct post tender interviews with each of the remaining
tenderers. The D&B Contractor shall assess and discuss, with each tenderer, the remaining
assumptions and exclusions (if applicable) in the relevant tenderer's tender return and provide
further information and clarity to allow the relevant tenderer to remove the remaining
assumptions and exclusions. The D&B Contractor shall formally record these discussions and
decisions and present such records to the DM, the members of the Independent Verification
Team and the Development Solicitor with sufficient detail and with sufficient supporting
information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by them in accordance
with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or further clarification is
required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly. The D&B Contractor shall ensure that
such records are documented in the Contract Placement Report prepared pursuant to
paragraph 16 of this Schedule 1.
The D&B Contractor agrees and acknowledges that the DM, any member of the Independent
Verification Team and/or the Development Solicitor may attend such interviews in the
performance of their respective services in their respective Appointments.
The D&B Contractor shall request a revised formal offer from the relevant tenderer confirming,
if any, the impact on the commercial offer of the relevant tenderer.
The D&B Contractor shall conduct an evaluation exercise on the revised offers. The D&B
Contractor may reduce the number of tenderers to 2 (if applicable). The D&B Contractor shall
present the list to the DM, the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor
with sufficient detail and with sufficient supporting information and evidence (including, where
the list of tenderers is reduced to 2, the reason for the same) to allow a robust evaluation to
take place by them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are
raised or further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
9
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The D&B Contractor shall request the remaining tenderers to submit a best and final offer.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this process in an open
book manner with the Independent Cost Consultant and the Independent Programme Auditor.
16. Produce Contract Placement Report
The D&B Contractor shall evaluate the final tender returns and prepare a Contract Placement
Report (CPR). The D&B Contractor shall ensure that the CPR details the tender process and
presents a recommendation of which organisation the D&B Contractor recommends be
engaged to deliver the works package.
The D&B Contractor undertakes that the CPR which it prepares will contain the following
information (but not limited to):







the process undertaken is in accordance with this Schedule 1;
the commercial offer is in line with the budget or, if not, is justified appropriately;
the programme for the works package is in line with the Development Programme or
if not is justified appropriately;
the proposed sub-contract on which the relevant sub-contractor is proposed to be
engaged (including any amendments proposed to any form of collateral warranty or
third party rights contained within the same and including a comparison of the
proposed sub-contract against any version previously submitted in accordance with
this Schedule 1 to the Independent Verification Team, DM and the Development
Solicitor);
adherence to health and safety requirements.

The D&B Contractor shall present the CPR to the DM, the Independent Verification Team and
the Development Solicitor with sufficient detail and with sufficient supporting information and
evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by them in accordance with their
respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or further clarification is required the
D&B Contractor shall respond accordingly.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this in an open book
manner with the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor.
The D&B Contractor shall inform the unsuccessful tenderers of their status and shall offer
feedback to such bidders on the tender process.
17. Process Repeat
The D&B Contractor shall repeat the process detailed in paragraphs 3 to 16 (inclusive) of this
Schedule 1 until no less than (this information is contained in the exempt part of the report) of
the overall budgeted contract sum for the relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal
Works Contract (as applicable) is ascertained by being so tendered.
18. Balance of Construction Contract Price Sum
The D&B Contractor shall prepare its proposal for the balance of the contract price sum in
addition to the amounts referred to in paragraph 17 of this Schedule 1.
The D&B Contractor shall present such proposal to the DM, the Independent Verification Team
and the Development Solicitor with sufficient supporting information and evidence to allow a
10
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robust evaluation to take place by them in accordance with their respective Appointments. In
the event queries are raised or further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall
respond accordingly.
The balance of the construction contract price sum is expected to include (but not limited to)
- scope and cost estimates for orders not tendered or placed
- market escalation assessment and provision
- design fees post novation of novated design consultants
- a D&B Contractor's risk assessment and D&B Contractor's contingency (% & amount)
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the D&B Contractor shall undertake this in an open book
manner with the Independent Cost Consultant.
19. Final Contract with D&B Contractor

Without prejudice to Clause 2.7, the D&B Contractor shall advise the DM, the Independent
Verification Team and the Development Solicitor of any final contractual queries that it
considers require addressing prior to appointment or final amendments requested for the
contract documents for the relevant Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as
applicable). These queries or amendments will be supported with sufficient evidence and
explanation (including reasons for any amendments being requested) to enable a review to be
undertaken by them in accordance with their respective Appointments.
In the event queries are raised or further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall
respond accordingly.
20. Finalise Contractor's Proposal
Finally, the D&B Contractor shall prepare and present to the DM, the Independent Verification
Team and the Development Solicitor the D&B Contractor's full final proposal (to include and
be aligned with those matters addressed in paragraphs 1 to 19 (inclusive) above) as to the
relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable) that is to be
referred to the [DevLLP Board] to seek approval of the award of the same to the D&B
Contractor pursuant to Clause 18.8.13 of the Members Agreement, together with the sufficient
supporting information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by the DM, the
Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor in accordance with their
respective Appointments.
In the event queries are raised or further clarification is required the D&B Contractor shall
respond accordingly.

11
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SCHEDULE 2
CM Protocol

2.

DEFINITIONS

2.1

In this this Schedule 2, unless the context otherwise requires, the following terms shall have
the following meanings: “DM”

the Development Manager;

“CM Fees”

the amounts that it is proposed will be payable to
the Contractor under a Horizontal Works Contract or
Vertical Works Contract (as applicable) that will be
submitted for approval pursuant to paragraph 2 of
the CM Protocol in consideration of the performance
of the Contractor's obligations, in the event such
Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract
(as applicable) is awarded to the Contractor at the
end of a Bid Process;

“Preliminaries”

the contractor's cost of administering a project and
providing general plant, site staff, facilities, and site
based services and other items not included for in
oh&p3;

Any references in this Schedule 2 to the "CM" or to the "Construction Manager" shall be to the
Contractor.
For the avoidance of doubt, the activities detailed in this Schedule 2 are not necessarily sequential in
nature unless the context requires (save that the CM acknowledges that the activity in paragraph 4
shall always be the final step in the process). In performing each activity in this Schedule 2, it may be
necessary for the CM to repeat other activities and/or update documents previously submitted to the
DM and/or the Independent Verification Team and/or the Development Solicitor. Where this is
necessary, the CM shall repeat such activities and/or update and re-issue such previously issued
document(s) in accordance with the requirements of this Schedule 2.
RIBA Stage 3 (or alternative RIBA stage as directed)
1. Develop Programme, Methodology and Logistics plan
The CM shall prepare the construction programme, methodology and logistics plan for
construction works to be managed by the CM pursuant to the relevant Horizontal Works
Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as applicable). The CM shall present the plan to the DM,
the Independent Verification Team and the Development Solicitor with sufficient supporting
information and evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by them in accordance
with their respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or further clarification is
required the CM shall respond accordingly.

3

This needs to tie in to the payment mechanism in the pro forma construction management agreement which, at the moment,
only reflects payment of a fee.

12
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The CM undertakes that the construction programme, methodology and logistics plan which it
prepares will contain (but not be limited to):
 routes of access and egress,
 site establishment positions,
 lay down areas
 plant and equipment locations (for example: cranage)
 commencement dates, durations, predecessor and successor activities for construction
activities.
Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the CM shall undertake this in an open book manner with the
Independent Programme Auditor.
2. Construction Manager Payment
The CM shall prepare and provide details of the relevant elements of the CM Fees proposed
for the relevant Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as applicable) including:





insofar as this comprises any lump sum payment, details of the amount of that
payment or basis of calculation and, insofar as applicable, a break down of that
payment against individual items or costs to which it relates;
details of any rates upon which any payments are to be based;
details of any percentages upon which any payments are to be based and of what
those percentages are to be applied to;
details of any other elements of the CM Fees that are determined on any other basis
whatsoever, together with details of the basis of determination.

The CM shall present the same to the DM, the Independent Verification Team and the
Development Solicitor in sufficient detail and with sufficient supporting information and
evidence to allow a robust evaluation to take place by them in accordance with their
respective Appointments. In the event queries are raised or further clarification is required,
the CM shall respond accordingly.
The CM undertakes that the breakdown detail which it prepares will address the following
categories of cost, where relevant (dependent on the scope of service), (but not limited to):


salaries (management & supervision per category including personnel time and
personnel rate build ups)



site establishment (offices, telephones, infrastructure, etc)



multi user plant (Plant utilization, fuel consumption and operators)



protection,



safety,



scaffolding and other temporary works

Without prejudice to Clause 2.8, the CM shall do this in an open book manner with the
Independent Cost Consultant.
3. Form of Contract with Construction Manager
Without prejudice to Clause 2.7, the CM acknowledges and agrees that the contract
documents for the relevant Vertical Works Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as
applicable) will be prepared and assembled, as applicable, and proposed by the DM pursuant
to the relevant Procurement Recommendation approved by the [DevLLP Board] pursuant to
Clause 18.8.9 of the Members Agreement initially.

13
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Without prejudice to Clause 2.7, the CM shall advise the DM, the Independent Verification
Team and the Development Solicitor of any contractual queries that it considers require
addressing prior to appointment or amendments requested for such contract documents for
the relevant Horizontal Works Contract or Vertical Works Contract (as applicable). These
queries or amendments will be supported with sufficient evidence and explanation (including
reasons for any amendments being requested) to enable a review to be undertaken by them
in accordance with their respective Appointments.
In the event queries are raised or further clarification is required the CM shall respond
accordingly.
4. Finalise Contractors Proposal
Finally, the CM shall prepare and present to the DM, the Independent Verification Team and
the Development Solicitor the CM's full final proposal (to include and be aligned with those
matters addressed in paragraphs 1 to 3 (inclusive) above) as to the relevant Vertical Works
Contract or Horizontal Works Contract (as applicable) that is to be referred to the [DevLLP
Board] to seek approval of the award of the same to the CM pursuant to Clause 18.8.13 of the
Members Agreement, together with the sufficient supporting information and evidence to
allow a robust evaluation to take place by the DM, the Independent Verification Team and the
Development Solicitor in accordance with their respective Appointments.
In the event queries are raised or further clarification is required the CM shall respond
accordingly.
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SCHEDULE 3
General KPIs and Headings in respect of Project Specific KPIs
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SCHEDULE 4
Form of D&B Contract
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SCHEDULE 5
Form of Construction Management Agreement
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DRAFT KPI PRINCIPLES PAPER:
(this information is contained in the exempt part of the report)
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THIS LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT is made on

2017.

BETWEEN:
(1)

[NOMINEE CO1 LTD] (No. ) whose registered office is at [20 Triton Street, Regent's
Place, London NW1 3BF] (the "Original General Partner"); and

(2)

[HDV LLP] (No.

) whose registered office is at [] (the "Limited Partner").

RECITALS
The partnership to be constituted by this agreement is to be established as a limited partnership in
England under the Limited Partnerships Act 1907 between the General Partner and the Limited
Partner which, subject to the satisfaction of the Condition Precedent (defined below), shall carry on
the business of investment and on the basis that the General Partner shall be a general partner
and the Limited Partner shall be a limited partner.1
THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1.

INTERPRETATION

1.1

The following provisions shall have effect for the interpretation of this agreement.

1.2

The following words and expressions shall, unless the context otherwise requires, have
the following meanings:
"Act" means the Limited Partnerships Act 1907, as amended from time to time;
"Associate" [means, in relation to the person concerned:
(a)

(b)

if that person is a body corporate:
(i)

any body corporate that directly or indirectly controls, or is controlled by,
that person, or together with that person is under the common control of
another body corporate; or

(ii)

any limited partnership whose general partner is a body corporate and an
Associate within the preceding part of this definition and who together with
such Associates are entitled to more than one half of the assets or more
than one half of the income of the Partnership; or

if that person is a limited partnership, the general partner thereof and its
Associates within the meaning of paragraph (a) of this definition,

and for the above purposes a person has "control" of another if that person and that
person's Associates alone or together have the power to secure by means of the holding
of shares or other interests or the possession of voting power in, or by virtue of any
power contained by the constitutional documents of, that or any other person, that the
affairs of such other person are conducted in accordance with the wishes of the first
mentioned person.]
"Credit Facility" means any credit facility as the Partnership may enter into for the
purposes set out in clause 3.7 and any other facility which replaces, refinances or
supplements such facility in whole or in part;

1

We understand that it is likely that the LP will be a collective investment scheme (and a PFLP) and therefore will
require a regulated entity subsidiary to carry out certain management activities.
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"General Partner" shall mean the Original General Partner and any Substitute General
Partner;
"General Partner's Profit Share" means [0.001%];
"Investment" means each investment acquired or proposed to be acquired directly or
indirectly by the Partnership pursuant to the Investment Business Plan;
"Investment Business Plan" has the meaning given to it in the Members' Agreement;
"Investment Portfolio" means the property to be transferred to the Partnership
pursuant to a sale agreement between The Mayor and Burgesses of the London Borough
of Haringey and the Partnership (acting through its General Partner);
"Loan" means in respect of each Limited Partner, the aggregate amount of the [interest
free] subordinated loan made or agreed to be made (as the context may require)
pursuant to clause 3;
"Management Agreement" means any management agreement entered into between,
amongst others, the General Partner and a Manager pursuant to clause 6.3;
"Manager" such person as may be appointed by the General Partner pursuant to clause
6.3(a).
"Members' Agreement" means the members' agreement dated [on or about the date of
this agreement] and made between The Mayor and Burgesses of the London Borough of
Haringey; [Lendlease]; [HDV LLP]; the Partnership, [DEV LLP]; [Nominee Co2 Ltd];
Nominee Co3 Ltd]; and Lendlease Corporation Limited;
"Partners" means the General Partner and the Limited Partner from time to time;
"Partner" means either of the Partners;
"Partnership" means the [InvLP], a limited partnership constituted by this agreement
and established in England under the Act;
"Partnership Assets" means all of the assets of the Partnership including without
limitation: Investments; interest and dividends on Investments; amounts received on the
realisation of Investments; bank interest paid on amounts received by the Partnership
pending investment or distribution; and the obligations of the Limited Partner to make
Loans;
"Registrar" means the Registrar of Limited Partnerships in England and Wales;
"Substitute General Partner" means a person admitted to the Partnership pursuant to
clause 14.1 as the successor to all or part of the rights and liabilities of the General
Partner in respect of the General Partner's interest in the Partnership;
1.3

In this agreement:
(a)

references to any statute shall be deemed to include any modification, amendment,
extension or re-enactment thereof;

(b)

reference to persons shall include natural
unincorporated associations and partnerships; and

(c)

the headings are for ease of reference only and shall not be deemed to form any
part of this agreement.

2
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2.

CONSTITUTION OF THE PARTNERSHIP, COMMENCEMENT AND NAME

2.1

Constitution and Commencement
The General Partner and the Limited Partner shall become and continue to be partners in
the business of the Partnership as from the date of this agreement.

2.2

Name
The business of the Partnership shall be carried on under the name and style or firm name
of "[InvLP]" or such other name as shall from time to time be agreed between the
Partners.

2.3

Nature
The Partnership shall be a limited partnership and shall be registered pursuant to the Act.
The General Partner shall at all times comply with the requirements of the Act. Without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the General Partner undertakes to comply
with the filing and notification requirements of the Act and shall forthwith notify
particulars of any relevant changes in the composition or terms of the Partnership to the
Registrar in a statement specifying the date and nature of such change.

2.4

Liability of Partners
In the event that the Partnership is unable to pay or discharge its debts, liabilities or
obligations, the liability of the Limited Partner shall be limited to the amount of its capital
contribution. The General Partner will be liable for such of the Partnership's debts,
liabilities and obligations as exceed the total liability of the Limited Partner.

2.5

Prevention of Money Laundering
The Limited Partner hereby acknowledges that measures aimed at the prevention of
money laundering may require the detailed verification of that Limited Partner's identity
and agrees that the General Partner or its agents or delegates may request such
information as they may reasonably require for such purpose from time to time. In the
event of any delay or failure by the Limited Partner to provide such information to the
reasonable satisfaction of the General Partner, or if the General Partner has grounds for
suspecting that any act or omission of the Limited Partner or any person having any direct
or indirect interest in the Limited Partner may constitute an offence under any anti-money
laundering legislation, the General Partner may require the Limited Partner to withdraw
from the Partnership.

2.6

Purpose
(a)

The purpose of the Partnership is to carry on the business of investors and for such
purpose to identify, research, negotiate and make investments (including, in
particular, the acquisition of the Investment Portfolio) in the London Borough of
Haringey and to monitor the progress thereof and to arrange for the sale or other
realisation of the same and further to maintain its assets and carry out those
investments in accordance with the Investment Business Plan, the InvLP Objectives
(as defined in the Members' Agreement) and the relevant provisions of the
Members' Agreement. The Partnership may not carry out any business to the
extent restricted by the provisions of the Members' Agreement.

(b)

The Partnership may execute, deliver and perform all contracts and other
undertakings and engage in all activities and transactions as may in the opinion of
the General Partner be necessary or advisable in order to carry out the foregoing
purposes and objectives. The Partnership shall have no power to borrow money
3
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nor to give guarantees or indemnities save as expressly mentioned in this
agreement.
2.7

Principal place of business
The principal place of business of the Partnership shall be [20 Triton Street, Regents
Place, London NW1 3BF] or such other place as the General Partner shall from time to
time determine.

3.

CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION AND LOANS

3.1

The capital contribution of the General Partner shall be nil.

3.2

The Limited Partner shall, following execution of this agreement, contribute by way of
capital contribution the sum of £100.

3.3

No interest shall be paid or payable by the Partnership upon any capital contribution or
upon any amount whether of income or capital allocated to any Partner but not yet
distributed to it.

3.4

The Limited Partner undertakes to make the Loans to the Partnership as specified in and
required pursuant to Schedule 7 of the Members' Agreement.

3.5

The capital of the Partnership may be increased from time to time as the Partners shall
agree.

3.6

The Limited Partner hereby undertakes to the General Partner that it will make such
further loans to the Partnership as may be required from time to time pursuant to the
terms of the Members' Agreement.

3.7

Subject to clause 2.6(a), borrowings may be made by the Partnership pursuant to any
Credit Facility:
(a)

for any purpose of the Partnership set out in clause 2.6 above; and

(b)

for the purposes of repaying loans or making other distributions to Limited Partners
and/or paying of costs, fees and expenses of the Partnership.

4.

NOT USED

5.

EXPENSES
(a)

The Partnership shall be responsible for all costs and expenses, direct or indirect, in
relation to the business and operation of the Partnership including the day-to-day
expenses of the General Partner and the Manager (including the costs of their
employees, office accommodation and other overheads) and the management fee
payable pursuant to the Management Agreement. The expenses of the Partnership
shall, without limitation, include the following:
(i)

all costs and expenses incurred in relation to the production and distribution
of the reports and accounts and other information referred to in clause 11
and any other valuations or certifications required pursuant to this
agreement including the fees of the auditors in connection therewith;

(ii)

all fees and expenses charged by lawyers, accountants, brokers, finders and
other professional advisors appointed by the General Partner in relation to
the operation and administration of the Partnership generally and its
termination and winding-up and in relation to the formation, maintenance
and winding up of any investment vehicles;
4
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(iii)

all legal, accounting, consultancy and other fees and expenses relating to
investments by the Partnership, whether in respect of the selection,
acquisition, holding or disposition thereof, to the extent that such fees and
expenses are not borne by a third party, irrespective of whether or not such
proposed investments proceed;

(iv)

all stamp and other taxes and all fees or other charges levied by any
governmental agency against the Partnership in connection with its
investments or otherwise;

(v)

[the costs of any appropriate liability insurance (including without limitation
warranty and indemnity insurance) taken out by the Partnership, and any
directors and officers' liability insurance taken out in respect of any directors
or officers of the General Partner or any Manager;]2

(vi)

the costs and expenses incurred in connection with any litigation,
arbitration, investigation and other proceedings in connection with the
Partnership or its investments;

(vii)

all operational, statutory and regulatory costs and expenses directly related
to the Partnership; and

(viii)

those costs referred to in Schedule 8 of the Members' Agreement (as
applicable).

(b)

To the extent that any of the fees, costs and expenses referred to in sub-clause (a)
or (b) have been borne by the General Partner or any Manager or any of their
Associates or any other person, they shall be entitled to be reimbursed out of
Partnership assets.

(c)

All externally imposed costs, fees or charges (including stamp duty and stamp duty
reserve tax) associated with the distribution of investments in specie to a Partner
shall be borne by such Partner.

6.

RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF THE GENERAL PARTNER

6.1

Management

2

(a)

The General Partner shall undertake and shall have exclusive responsibility for the
management, operation and administration of the business and affairs of the
Partnership and shall have the power and authority to do all things necessary to
carry out the purposes of the Partnership, shall devote as much of its time and
attention thereto as shall reasonably be required for the management, operation
and administration of the business and affairs of the Partnership, shall procure that
all filings and registrations required in relation to the Partnership pursuant to the
Act are promptly made and shall operate the Partnership in accordance with this
agreement and the terms of the Members' Agreement.

(b)

The Limited Partner shall take no part in the management, operation or
administration of the business and affairs of the Partnership, and shall have no
right or authority to act for the Partnership or to take any part in or in any way to
interfere in the management, operation and administration of the Partnership or to
vote on matters relating to the Partnership other than as provided in the Act or as
set forth in this agreement but they and their duly authorised agents shall at all
reasonable times have access to and the right to inspect the books and accounts of
the Partnership.

Insurance requirements to be confirmed.
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6.2

Authority and powers
Without prejudice to the generality of clause 6.1, the General Partner shall have full power
and authority on behalf of the Partnership and with the power to bind the Partnership
thereby and without prior consultation with any of the Limited Partners generally to do all
other things on behalf of the Partnership as may be in the General Partner's opinion be
reasonably required in connection with or ancillary to the purposes or objectives of the
Partnership as described herein.

6.3

Power to appoint manager
(a)

(b)

The General Partner may procure that its responsibilities for management,
operation and administration of the business and affairs of the Partnership and its
authority and powers shall be carried out and its authority and powers under this
agreement shall be exercised in its place by a person appointed by the General
Partner who shall manage, operate and administer the business and affairs of the
Partnership without further charge to the Partnership. To the extent required to be
undertaken by an authorised person pursuant to the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000, the General Partner shall have power on behalf of the Partnership to
enter into a management agreement with such person appointed by the General
Partner as the Manager pursuant to which the Manager will carry out the duties and
will have the authorities and powers with regard to the business of the Partnership
and subject to the restrictions mutatis mutandis similar to those that apply to the
General Partner hereunder provided that:
(i)

the removal of the General Partner as General Partner shall also cause such
Manager to cease to be Manager; and

(ii)

the Manager shall at all times be an authorised person for the purposes of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.

Upon the appointment of a Manager all the duties, authorities and powers of the
General Partner to manage, operate or administer the Partnership or the assets of
the Partnership or to deal with and be responsible to the Limited Partner shall
accrue to the Manager to the extent provided in the terms of such appointment
save that the General Partner shall be responsible for the execution of all
documents on behalf of the Partnership where so directed by the Manager and the
supervision on behalf of the Partnership of the performance of the Manager's
duties. The General Partner shall not be authorised to do anything which might
constitute a regulated activity for the purpose of the Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 and the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities)
Order 2001 (SI.2001/No.544) notwithstanding any of the terms of this agreement.

7.

APPORTIONMENT OF PROFITS AND LOSSES

7.1

Amount and Priority of Distributions
After deducting or providing for such net losses as the General Partner may determine,
such net profits as are available for distribution by the Partnership will be distributed
between the Limited Partners and the General Partner in the following order of priority:
(a)

to the General Partner in satisfaction of the General Partner's Profit Share (to the
extent not already satisfied by previous distributions); and then

(b)

to the Limited Partner in repayment of any loans which it has made pursuant to
clause 3 and which remain outstanding; and then

(c)

to the Limited Partners pro rata to the amount of its capital contribution.
6
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8.

TAX

8.1

Value Added Tax
(a)

If the General Partner or any Limited Partner is liable to pay any value added tax
by reason of its being treated as making taxable supplies pursuant to this
agreement [or any management agreement entered into pursuant to clause 6.3], it
shall be entitled to be indemnified out of the Partnership's assets in respect of any
such liability.

(b)

Save where otherwise stated or where the context otherwise demands all reference
to costs, fees and expenses borne by any party shall be a reference to those costs,
fees or expenses including any VAT chargeable thereon save to the extent that the
payee reasonably determines that it (or the representative member of its value
added tax group) is entitled to credit or repayment in respect of such value added
tax from the relevant tax authority.

9.

TRANSFERS

9.1

Without prejudice to clause 9.2 below, each Partner hereby undertakes that it will not,
without the previous consent of all other Partners assign, mortgage or charge its interest
in the Partnership or any part of such interest or make any other person a partner with it
therein.

9.2

The provision of clause 9.1 shall not apply and no consent shall be required from the
General Partner to any transfer by the Limited Partner where the effect of such
assignment is to confer on the assignee only such rights as are specified in section 31 of
the Partnership Act 1890. Accordingly, such assignee shall not become a Partner in the
Partnership and the provisions of section 6(5)(b) of the Act shall not apply.

10.

SEPARATE LIABILITIES OF THE GENERAL PARTNER
The General Partner hereby undertakes that it shall at all times duly and punctually pay
and discharge its separate and private debts and engagements whether present or future
and keep the assets of the Partnership and the Limited Partner indemnified therefrom and
from all liability, actions, proceedings, costs, claims and demands in respect thereof.

11.

ACCOUNTS AND ALLOCATIONS

11.1

The General Partner shall prepare and approve accounts of the Partnership in respect of
each accounting period of the Partnership in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards ("IFRS") or its successors and shall comply with the provisions of
clause 17 of the Members' Agreement. A set of the audited accounts including the report
of the auditors and a statement of accounting policies shall be furnished to each Partner
as soon as reasonably practicable following the end of each accounting period of the
Partnership.

11.2

Allocations
(a)

Profits and losses and the partnership's assets and Liabilities comprising the same,
shall be allocated to the accounts of the Partners such as shall reflect the
entitlement of those Partners to receive distributions made in accordance with
clause 7.1 on the assumption that all unrealised Investments and other assets of
the Partnership are entirely written-off or on such other basis as the General
Partner may determine with the approval of the Partnership's auditors.

(b)

Capital adjustments shall be made to the balance on the accounts of the Partners
as may be necessary to reattribute such balances (including the capital cost of
Partnership Assets) so that they reflect the proportions in which Partners are
7
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entitled to share in profits and losses as determined in accordance with clause
11.2(a).
11.3

All allocations and adjustments pursuant to this clause 11.2 shall be made by the General
Partner. In particular, profits allocated to the General Partner shall be selected from such
items of income or gains of the Partnership as the General Partner may determine.

11.4

Additional Information
The General Partner will use all reasonable endeavours to provide such other information
concerning the Partnership as the Limited Partner may reasonably request in writing (at
the expense of the Limited Partner if the General Partner so determines).

11.5

Books and Records
The General Partner shall retain all books and records relating to the Partnership for a
period of at least six years after the date of termination of the Partnership.

11.6

Bankers and auditors
Subject to the provisions of the Members' Agreement, the bankers and the auditors for
the Partnership shall be such bankers and auditors as the Partners shall from time to time
approve. All monies, bills, cheques and other negotiable securities (except monies
required for current expenses) received shall be paid to the bankers for the Partnership to
the credit of the account of the Partnership and all cheques on such account shall be
drawn in the Partnership name and shall be signed by or on behalf of the General Partner.

11.7

Bank accounts
The General Partner shall open and maintain such accounts on trust for the Partnership as
are required pursuant to Schedule 5 of the Members' Agreement.

12.

VARIATION OF THE PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
Notwithstanding any provisions to the contrary contained herein, this agreement may be
amended in whole or in part with the consent in writing of all the Partners.

13.

TERMINATION

13.1

The business of the Partnership shall, notwithstanding any provisions contained herein to
the contrary, terminate on the earliest to occur of the following events:

13.2

(a)

a Termination Event pursuant to clause 27.1 of the Members' Agreement;

(b)

the bankruptcy, insolvency, dissolution or liquidation of the General Partner;

(c)

the bankruptcy, insolvency, dissolution or liquidation of any Limited Partner;

(d)

by the General Partner with the approval of all Limited Partners; or

(e)

by the General Partner by serving notice on the Limited Partners following a change
in law as a result of which, in the reasonable opinion of the General Partner, makes
the continuation of the Partnership unlawful, or impractical or inadvisable.

The General Partner shall promptly serve notice of such termination on the Limited
Partners and liquidation of the Partnership shall commence pursuant to clause 13.3 and
27.2 of the Member's Agreement.
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13.3

Within six months after the determination of the Partnership in accordance with
clause 13.1, an account of the assets, credits, debts and liabilities of the Partnership shall
be taken, made and audited by a firm of independent chartered accountants, signed by
the Partners or their respective representatives in like manner as the annual accounts of
the Partnership as provided by clause 11 and thereupon the General Partner shall make
due provision for paying and discharging the debts and liabilities of the Partnership.
Surplus assets shall be applied in paying off the credit balances on the Partners capital
and current accounts with the Partnership. In the event of the determination of the
Partnership, the Partners shall respectively execute, do or concur in all necessary or
proper instruments, acts, matters and things for collecting the outstanding debts of the
Partnership and for dividing between the Partners the right to such assets, credits and
effects and for the mutual release and indemnity or otherwise and for notifying the
determination of the Partnership in the London Gazette and to the customers of or
persons having had dealings with the Partnership. It is agreed that the name ["Inv. LP"]
and any other name under which the business of the Partnership may be carried on from
time to time and the goodwill of the Partnership shall belong solely to the General Partner
and shall be deemed to have no value.

14.

REMOVAL OF THE GENERAL PARTNER

14.1

If the Partnership would otherwise terminate pursuant to clause 13.1(b), the Limited
Partners instead may by unanimous consent (the "Removal Consent") require the
removal of the current General Partner, the substitution of a specified person as
Substitute General Partner and the continuation of the Partnership on the terms set out in
this clause 14, provided that the Removal Consent shall be passed within 60 days of the
notice served by the current General Partner pursuant to clause 13.2, such removal taking
effect on such date as is specified in the Removal Consent, being not less than [90] days
from the date of service of written notice of the Removal Consent on the current General
Partner (the "Removal Date").

14.2

Upon the Removal Date, the Substitute General Partner shall be admitted as General
Partner and, upon such admission, the current General Partner shall cease to be the
General Partner of the Partnership but shall retain the rights and interest in the
Partnership specified in this clause 14.

14.3

To the extent any Manager has been appointed pursuant to clause 6.3 such Manager shall
cease to be a Manager on the removal of the current General Partner and the Substitute
General Partner may enter into such new management agreement with such person as
the Limited Partners may determine pursuant to the Removal Consent.

14.4

Within 30 days of the Removal Date, the current General Partner shall receive all amounts
accrued to it hereunder in its capacity as General Partner at the Removal Date (including
for the avoidance of doubt any accrued General Partner's Profit Share and any
reimbursement of fees and expenses to which it is entitled in accordance with the terms of
this agreement.

15.

MEETINGS OF PARTNERS

15.1

Meetings of the Partnership will be held in accordance with the provisions of the Members'
Agreement.

16.

ADDITIONAL LIMITED PARTNERS

16.1

The Partners shall agree the terms on which any additional Limited Partner is admitted to
the Partnership (and no such Limited Partner shall be admitted until such terms have been
agreed), including any amendments that may be required to this agreement.
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16.2

Where any additional Limited Partner is to be admitted to the Partnership in accordance
with clause 16.1 above, each Partner shall take such steps as are within its power (and as
are necessary) to ensure that the Partnership continues.

17.

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
The Partners shall not, and shall use all reasonable endeavours to procure that every
person connected with or associated with each such Partner shall not, disclose to any
person, firm or corporation or use to the detriment of the Partnership or any of the
Partners any confidential information which may have come to his or its knowledge
concerning the affairs of the Partnership, unless required to do so by the law or by the UK
Listing Authority or by the regulations of any relevant stock exchange or regulatory body.

18.

AGREEMENT BINDING UPON SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS
Except as herein otherwise specified this agreement shall enure to the benefit of and shall
be binding upon the successors and assigns of the parties hereto.

19.

COUNTERPARTS
This agreement may be executed in counterparts each of which shall be deemed to be an
original hereof.

20.

INVALIDITY AND SEVERABILITY
(a)

If any provision of this Agreement is or becomes (whether or not pursuant to any
judgment or otherwise) invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect under the
law of any jurisdiction:
(i)

the validity, legality and enforceability under the law of that jurisdiction of
any other provision; and

(ii)

the validity, legality and enforceability under the law of any other
jurisdiction of that or any other provision

shall not be affected or impaired in any way thereby.
(b)

20.2

If any provision of this Agreement is held to be void or declared illegal, invalid or
unenforceable for any reason whatsoever, such provision shall be divisible from this
Agreement and shall be deemed to be deleted from this Agreement and the validity
of the remaining provisions shall not be affected. In the event that any such
deletion materially affects the interpretation of this Agreement then the Partners
shall negotiate in good faith with a view to adopting a substitute provision which as
closely as possible reflects the commercial intention of the Partners by an
amendment to this Agreement. If the Partners fail to agree a substitute provision
within [15] days of commencing negotiations, the matter shall be referred to an
independent expert selected by the General Partner for resolution.

Waiver of Partition
Except as may be otherwise required by law in connection with the termination, windingup and liquidation of the Partnership, each Partner hereby irrevocably waives any and all
rights that it may have to maintain an action for partition or similar action of any of the
Partnership's assets.

20.3

Third Party Rights
(a)

the operation of the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 is hereby
excluded; and
10
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(b)

21.

the parties may, amend, vary or terminate this Agreement in such a way as may
affect any rights or benefits of any third party which are directly enforceable
against the parties under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999 without
the consent of such third party.

GOVERNING LAW
(a)

This Agreement and any dispute, controversy, proceedings or claim of whatever
nature arising out of or in any way relating to this agreement or its formation
(including any non-contractual disputes or claims) shall be governed by and
construed in accordance with English law.

(b)

Each of the parties to this Agreement irrevocably agrees that the courts of England
shall have exclusive jurisdiction to hear and decide any suit, action or proceedings,
and/or to settle any disputes, which may arise out of or in connection with this
Agreement (respectively "Proceedings" and "Disputes") and, for these
purposes, each party irrevocably submits to the jurisdiction of the courts of
England.

(c)

Each party irrevocably waives any objection which it might at any time have to the
courts of England being nominated as the forum to hear and decide any
Proceedings and to settle any Disputes and agrees not to claim that the courts of
England are not a convenient or appropriate forum for any such Proceedings or
Disputes and further irrevocably agrees that a judgment in any Proceedings or
Dispute brought in any court referred to in this clause shall be conclusive and
binding upon the parties and may be enforced in the courts of any other
jurisdiction.

(d)

Nothing contained in this clause shall affect the right of any Partner to bring
proceedings in any jurisdiction for the purpose of the enforcement of any judgment
or settlement.

IN WITNESS whereof this agreement has been executed on the date first above written.
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Signed by
for and on behalf of
[NOMINEE CO1 LTD]

)
)
)

Signed by
for and on behalf of
[HDV LLP]

)
)
)
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GUIDE TO THIS BUSINESS PLAN (PLACE MAKING)
This section of the Strategic Business Plan, sets out the HDV vision for place making,
detailing what the partnership will deliver to create better places including high-quality, mixed
and inclusive neighbourhoods that improve health and wellbeing, meet people’s needs and
nurture aspirations.
To aid navigation of this document, more detailed information and plans are contained within
appendices, referenced in the main body where appropriate.
The table below sets out the key sections of this Business Plan, along with their purpose to
aid navigation and referencing.
Section Title

Purpose

The Case for Change

Identifies the reason to take a collaborative, holistic, place making
approach and the opportunity that the HDV presents

Development Context

The demographic and contextual information that has influenced
the proposals

Strategic Approach
Design Strategy

HDV's commitment to delivering high quality design in all aspects
of master-planning, residential, mixed-use and public realm

Residential Use Strategy

· The market analysis
· Residential development strategy
· Affordable housing opportunities

Employment Space
Strategy

· Commercial use
· Retail, catering and leisure use
· Industrial

Transportation Strategy

· Transport opportunities and constraints
· The need to work with transport providers
· Impact of Crossrail 2

Estate and Neighbourhood · Approach to estate-management
Management Strategy
· Design for management
· Estate and infrastructure operations
Housing
Management and
Ownership
Strategy
Social Infrastructure
Strategy
Meanwhile Use Strategy

· Housing management
· Affordable ownership strategy
Strategic approach to social infrastructure which will be supported
by the development projects
Identifies opportunities for start-ups, creative businesses
and temporary accommodation

Sustainability and Energy · Strategic approach to sustainability, which will be implemented in
the development projects
Strategy
· Proposals against clear sustainability goals
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PLACE
1

THE CASE FOR CHANGE

1.1

Creating inclusive neighbourhoods where residents can lead happy and
fulfilling lives

The Council has a vision for the HDV to implement transformational change and
regeneration across the borough, ensuring the delivery of new homes, employment space
and comprehensive social and economic outcomes. Place making in its wider context is the
means to deliver and sustain these ambitions; by creating and managing mixed and
inclusive neighbourhoods, with quality homes, training and employment opportunities,
community amenity and services, access to transport, mixed-uses and a revitalised public
realm, collectively creating transformational places that build communities.
The proposed solutions to place making provide a positive approach to delivering against
Haringey's Local Plan and the Council’s Housing Strategy, Corporate Plan and Economic
Development and Growth Strategy objectives.
Successful place making requires a holistic approach that considers the future of Haringey
and its residents. This Business Plan sets out our approach to creating transformational
places that encourage collaboration, diversity and aspiration. It includes a series of indicative
masterplans that will transform the Category 1 sites and Commercial Portfolio, providing the
catalyst for sustained community regeneration across the borough.
Creating successful neighbourhoods is more than physical transformation. Haringey’s
Corporate Plan states that housing is about people and communities, not just bricks and
mortar. We share this vision, and this plan lays the foundations for creating places where
communities are inspired and can realise their potential. HDV will create a new future for
Haringey offering quality housing, community pride, and access to education, training and
employment opportunities.
A mix of high-quality, tenure-blind homes using contemporary, timeless architecture will be
set within an activated and landscaped public realm. An efficient, tenure-blind approach to
estate- management will deliver consistently high standards for all residents.
Retail, catering and leisure provision will create places that are well-managed, activated,
attractive and safe. Socially inclusive spaces will provide amenity to local residents at
Northumberland Park and attract consumers to Wood Green, boosting the local economy
and enhancing local vitality and diversity.
Meanwhile uses will deliver early results to engage and excite communities and
stakeholders about the work of the HDV. Space for start-ups, creative businesses and the
arts will generate energy, foster interaction and encourage involvement.
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The HDV town centre and community districts will be places that thrive, where people feel
safe and where the space contributes to their quality of life. They will be communities with
health, wellbeing and opportunity at their core.
Lendlease will draw on current experience and lessons learnt in delivering place creation for
large-scale regeneration in London and globally and apply best practice to the HDV.
Working in partnership, the HDV will create unique opportunities for innovation, to inject
vitality and pace. As a team, the HDV will listen to the needs of the local communities and
residents so that decisions and project outcomes are shaped by what they want.
The HDV’s success will be measured by the strength of the communities and the places we
create. Our aim is to ensure that residents are proud of their homes, proud of their
achievements and proud of living in Haringey.
HDV’S PROPOSAL DELIVERS BEST VALUE TO THE COUNCIL ACROSS ALL ASPECTS OF THE HDV OBJECTIVES;
GROWTH, LONG-TERM INCOME OPTIONS, DELIVERABLE OUTCOMES ON ALL SITES, MIXED TENURES, SOCIAL AND
ECOMONIC BENEFITS AND STRATEGIES FOR NEW SITES. RETURNS AND OUTCOMES ARE SHARED 50:50 THROUGH
THE HDV

Note: This Place Strategy is predicated on HDV carrying out development on Wood Green,
Northumberland Park and Cranwood. However, nothing in this Business Plan should be read
as suggesting any obligation on the Council in respect of any proposed redevelopment of
either Northumberland Park and Cranwood. The HDV recognises that the Council has not
taken any decisions on whether either of these sites will be redeveloped by the HDV, and
that the legal position is governed by the Development Framework Agreement, not by this
Place Strategy.
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2

DEVELOPMENT

2.1

Demographics and Research

The London Borough of Haringey is home to a diverse community. By understanding its
social narrative and the cultural landscape in which urban regeneration is occurring, the HDV
will create neighbourhoods and assets local people love, attract new residents and
businesses and generate strong community pride.
Given the Council’s ambition for the HDV to be a catalyst for borough-wide transformational
change, our first step is to understand the demographic and social factors of the existing
Haringey resident base. This will put the existing community at the heart of our solutions for
physical, social and economic change.
“WE NEED AN IDENTITY THAT IS OPTIMISTIC AND AMBITIOUS, THAT REFLECTS OUR PROMISE AND OUR FUTURE,
NOT THE PAST”
CLLR JOE GOLDBERG, CABINET MEMBER FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND SOCIAL INCLUSION.

At a more granular level, demographics and market research will underpin every project
decision to ensure optimal housing typologies, mix, amenity, leisure facilities, public realm
and social infrastructure requirements. Details for individual projects are included in their
respective Business Plans.

Haringey is Growing Quickly
The resident population of the borough was 267,540 in June 2014 and has experienced a
population increase of 17.7% in the decade to 2011, outperforming the ONS projections for
the borough. If growth continues to outperform, the population will reach 300,000 by 2021
(rather than as predicted by 2025), prompted by a combination of natural growth and the
continuation of the trend towards high international migration.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE HDV: Haringey East is one of London’s sleeping giants; the strategic
location and increasing transport accessibility, combined with the potential for urban intensification
suggests a different growth trajectory for the area – a tactical and coordinated approach needs to be
taken, based on an integrated plan and solid partnership arrangement to create the best places for the
local community.

Residents of Haringey are Young
There is a slight over representation of youth (10-19) and young adults (25-30) living in
Haringey relative to Greater London, with an under representation of older adults. This is
particularly prominent in the wards in the east of the borough, where there are more children
and young people, specifically White Hart Lane, Northumberland Park, Tottenham Hale and
Bruce Grove.
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE HDV: the lifestyle needs and aspirations of key demographic groups need
to be addressed to ensure appropriate contributions are made to recreational amenity and community
facilities that engage younger age groups.

A Tale of Two Boroughs
Haringey sits at the northern gateway to central London, a highly diverse community
polarised in terms of wellbeing, skills and income levels. Based on all indicators, the most
advantaged wards lie to the west of the borough with the most deprived in the east;
Northumberland Park is noted as one of the most deprived 5% of wards nationally (2010
ONS data). The inequality in terms of life expectancy, income, education, access to
employment, health and crime is significant between the east and the west and is closely
associated with deprivation.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE HDV: Local people will be placed at the heart of the regeneration process
to maximise long-term shared social and economic value outcomes. placing a focus on the delivery of
social infrastructure that improves quality of life including quality public realm, education, health and
housing equality will help create a safe place where people want to live and work.

Ethnic and Religious Diversity in Haringey is Growing
The ethnic composition of the community in Haringey has changed substantially since 2001
with reductions in white British and Irish, and increases in white other, mixed, Chinese and
an above average proportion of black communities in comparison to Greater London. New
international migrants are currently from Eastern Europe, specifically Bulgaria, Romania and
Italy. Religious diversity is also noted with an increase in Muslim and Hindu faith in
proportion to decreases in the Christian and Jewish population.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE HDV: the vibrant and eclectic character of these communities must be
embraced to inform and ultimately strengthen the amenity offer of the place making strategy. the ‘Spirit of
Haringey brand campaign should be leveraged to position the Borough as a place that “oozes passion,
creativity, authenticity and charm” to greater effect economically and in terms of the areas image and
identity.

Occupational Trends
While many of Haringey’s residents commute into highly paid jobs, others are out of work or
in low-paid insecure employment, and local opportunities are limited: Haringey has the fourth
lowest number of jobs per working age resident of any borough in London. Based on the
2011 census data, the most significant occupations in Haringey are wholesale retail and
motor repairs (11.8%). Industry sectors of education (11.5%), professional, scientific and
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technical (11.4%). Human health and social work activities (10.9%) employ a higher
proportion of Haringey residents than the London-wide average. The professional and
technical occupations are strongly clustered in the western wards.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE HDV: the resident and business community will be supported to achieve
its full potential to ensure regenerative impacts are maximised, with improved accessibility to quality
education, skills, training and job opportunities both locally and within greater London.

Sexual Orientation and Marriage/Civil Partnership
Haringey has the 15th highest proportion of lesbian, gay and bisexual population 1 in the UK.
In 2011 there were 10 couples in a civil partnership in Northumberland Park. This is
compared to 1,651 marriages (which was only available to heterosexual couples at the time).

Disability
Northumberland Park in particular has proportionally more residents who have impairments
that impact on their ability to do day-to-day tasks. In particular, the ward has the highest
proportion of residents in Haringey who have impairments which limit their abilities to do dayto-day tasks a little.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE HDV: The HDV will work with Council to focus on an outcome relating too
equal opportunities as well as a quality environment and creating places where people will want to live
irrespective of sexual orientation. residents with disabilities will be supported to achieve their full
potential through accessible design and place creation.

By understanding the social narrative of the borough and engaging the existing and
emerging communities in conversations about their needs and future aspirations, the HDV
will create a network of great places that local people will love and be proud of.
How the HDV propose to address the demographic context is explored in more detail in the
HDV Social and Economic Strategy.

1https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/culturalidentity/sexuality/articles/subnationalsexualidentityesti

mates/uk2013to2015#introduction
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3

STRATEGIC APPROACH

3.1

Overview

A series of strategic initiatives and action plans will secure HDV’s long-term vision. These
form an integral part of the HDV Business Plan and will be continually reviewed and reassessed, to ensure they best meet the demands of the residents and the wider borough.
The strategies included below target the partners’ objectives and encompass the needs of
stakeholders and the communities at large.
The Business Plan sets out our approach to the following key elements:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Design Approach;
Residential Uses;
Employment Space;
Transport;
Estate and Neighbourhood Management;
Housing Management and Ownership;
Social Infrastructure;
Meanwhile Uses; and
Sustainability and Energy Strategy.

The solutions relate to the built form, demand for proposed activities and the wider social,
economic and place making requirements. We have adopted the principles and approach
consistently for all projects within the HDV. Place making outcomes will be created through
combining all of these strategies and ensuring they are delivered with care.
These strategies form a ‘toolkit’ that will be applied to the HDV Category 1 sites, and can
also be utilised at the strategic borough level, to shape outcomes and drive results for the
Category 2 and 3 sites in the future. This will enable the HDV to grow and deliver upon the
Council’s ambition to ensure transformational physical, social and economic outcomes
across the borough.
Specific strategies for Northumberland Park, Wood Green and Cranwood (Category 1 sites)
are included in their respective Business Plans.

HDV Place Making Advisory Panel
To ensure HDV is consistently challenged to drive the best solutions, it is proposed to
establish a strategic HDV Place Making Advisory Panel. This Advisory Group could include
leading industry and community experts, who will meet with the HDV project teams quarterly
to review, critique and generate ideas for best practice solutions. This forum will foster a
collaborative discussion to share ideas and lessons; it will also help to provide an
independent but consistent view at the strategic HDV level, across all the individual projects.
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4

DESIGN

Quality design outcomes underpin our approach. As defined in the Wood Green Area Action
Plan (AAP), place making is ‘design that capitalises on a local community’s assets and
potential to create spaces that promote health, happiness and wellbeing’.
HDV’s design and place making approach will deliver a balanced mix of high quality homes
and public realm which together will foster social cohesion and deliver places where people
want to live, work and visit.
“FIRST LIFE, THEN SPACES, THEN BUILDINGS,”
JAN GEHL

Jan Gehl, the Danish urban designer, neatly summarised the place making-led approach as:
“First life, then spaces, then buildings.” In other words, start with the vision of ensuring
people have positive experiences, then work on the spaces and places that support this and
then finally, design quality buildings. By thinking about ‘life’ and people first, the HDV will be
able to nurture places where communities can flourish; creating vibrant and active places
that generate positive change and aspiration.

4.1

Approach to Design

Our proposed design approach goes beyond physical buildings, incorporating place, safety,
sustainability, diversity and community. This means mixed and inclusive neighbourhoods
where residents from all age groups lead happy and fulfilling lives, and where economic,
environmental and social outcomes are all essential elements of the project delivery.
The HDV team will need to understand each location, the history and culture to best harness
the potential of an area and create sustainable neighbourhoods.
From the outset, the HDV will approach design and place making as a collaborative process,
with extensive early engagement and consultation with partners, stakeholders, residents and
local community groups. We will adopt a ‘listen first’ approach to the design journey, and be
transparent and open in engagement.
Whilst we will have an overarching consistent approach to the key principles of masterplanning and design, each site's response will be tailored to take account of the specific
physical, social and economic context of its local area.
Our dedicated team on site will work closely with the Council, local residents and the
community so that decisions and project outcomes are shaped by their needs and
aspirations. Please refer to the Community Engagement Strategy for our approach.
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Figure 4-1 Place making goes beyond physical buildings, incorporating place, safety, sustainability, diversity and
community

4.2

Selecting the Right Consultant Team

Through a competitive tendering and evaluation process, the HDV will select consultants
who share our HDV vision and values. Assessing responses, understanding capabilities and
embracing the ideas that good design can offer is key to ensuring we deliver optimal
outcomes.
As Development Manager for the HDV, Lendlease will provide access to UK and global
leading design expertise, plus the ability to apply the Lendlease Design Team's review
capability. This comprises of a range of specialists (architects, structural, mechanical,
electrical, sustainability and façade engineers) who can review and contribute to ensuring
the most efficient and effective end solutions.
Regular detailed internal reviews at key design stages will enhance the design solutions and
mitigate design risks in the programme. This approach will ensure that designs can be
efficiently procured, built safely, on budget and programme. Further explanation of our
delivery approach is included in the HDV Delivery Business Plan.
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There is a great benefit in keeping a core consistent architectural and consultant team
working with the HDV throughout multiple stages of the project. Further detail on the
procurement of key consultants is included in the Northumberland Park and Wood Green
Business Plans and the HDV Delivery Business Plan.

4.3

Urban Design and Master-Planning

The HDV has a responsibility to create masterplans that deliver a positive regeneration and
place making outcome within the context of the site and which are embraced by the local
community and wider stakeholders. Whilst at this stage it has not been possible to undertake
proper engagement, the masterplans created for the Category 1 sites provide an exciting
blueprint of what is deliverable.

Northumberland Park Masterplan
Northumberland Park has enormous potential to become a diverse and inclusive urban
village. A place that is proud of its past, but focused on the future. A place that is both open
to innovative ideas and fiercely protective of the things it holds dear. A place you want to be
part of, to live, to learn, to work. A place where a child born today will, by the age of twenty,
enjoy a quality of life and access to the best opportunities London has to offer.
HDV's ‘holding’ vision for Northumberland Park is: "A place where people love to live and
communities flourish". This is explored further in the Northumberland Park Business Plan.

Wood Green Masterplan
The Wood Green masterplan seeks to create a connected vibrant metropolitan town centre
focused around an enhanced High Road, providing new quality homes, employment space,
shops, cultural activities and a vibrant and safe public realm. A place which celebrates the
diversity of its community and provides an economic and social heart. A place which is loved
by the local people.

Cranwood Masterplan
As the first project to be delivered in the HDV programme, Cranwood will establish the
quality benchmark for the HDV. Our vision for Cranwood is to set new standards in
sustainable design and energy performance and for it to become one of the first net zerocarbon projects of a similar size and scale in London, setting an exemplar benchmark for the
HDV. In addition, it will create quality, mixed-tenure homes that revitalise the streetscape,
enhance local connectivity and engender a new sense of community.

4.4

Public Realm

The public-realm strategy for the HDV is a critical element of the place making solution. It will
play a key role in creating place changing outcomes by delivering public spaces that
encourage community connections, social interaction, generate community stewardship and
civic pride. A landscape inclusive approach to master planning will create enduring
environments and inclusive civic spaces.
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The public realm is where we meet our neighbours and build the connections and
conversations that create a community. This requires arranging spaces and designing for
social interaction. Creating destinations and places to dwell, to watch, congregate,
participate and enjoy.
HDV will pay very close attention to the design of the public realm to encourage a sense of
belonging, wellbeing and safety. Our focus on safety will include experience and
perceptions, like walking from the station or the bus stop to your home. Safety will be
enhanced through considerate design and activation. Generating community pride,
ownership and belonging are all central HDV themes to ensuring a safe and vibrant public
realm.
Our strategy for public realm includes applying the ‘Power of 10’ principle, where each
destination seeks to provide 10 things to do: activities and smaller-scale experiences which
establish spaces as well visited and loved destinations. Inclusiveness is at the core of this
strategy. HDV will provide public spaces focused on meeting the needs of all ages, interests
and ethnicities.

Figure 4-2 The Power of 10 principle creates vibrant, activated spaces that become much loved destinations

Some of the activities will be unique to their particular place, reflecting the culture and
essence of the surrounding community. These include places to sit, playgrounds to enjoy,
space to exercise, sports to activate, art to touch, music to hear, food to eat, history to learn
and people to meet and interact.
HDV will engage with local residents, holding community competitions and collaborative
design workshops to ensure the diverse local community contribute to defining the key public
spaces, their uses and are involved in shaping the outcomes they want.

4.5

Approach to Residential Building Design

The HDV approach to residential design will ensure the delivery of the place making vision,
creating well-designed homes of mixed tenures that provide high quality housing options for
residents at all stages of their lives, particularly for families.
All buildings will be designed tenure-blind and meet the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), The London Plan (2016) including the London Housing SPG, the Haringey Local
Plan, Buildings Regulations as amended, and Secure by Design Homes 2016. All our new
homes will exceed the London Plan requirements to achieve improvements of 35% against
building regulations (2013). Design will support the achievement of Haringey's 40:20 and
zero-carbon 2050 targets to reduce C02 emissions in the borough, targeting innovative
sustainable outcomes in everything we do. Homes will be designed to Wheelchair Housing
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and Lifetime Home standards, and comply with Lendlease’s Design for Dignity guidelines, for
which Lendlease received the Australian Human Rights Award 2016.
[Redacted Material]
Quality design standards will be achieved whilst ensuring reference to local character,
community needs and context of place. For example, whilst continuing to drive efficiencies in
floor plan layouts, the design team can offer a selection of architectural designs and finishes
to provide choice and differentiation without causing cost or programme risk.
The HDV Delivery Business Plan sets out the design specification for open market sale,
affordable housing and Private Rental Sector (PRS) in further detail.

4.6

Approach to Affordable Housing Building Design

The HDV will commit to delivering tenure-blind affordable housing, with a balance of different
types of homes, offering quality, affordability and sustainability for current and future
generations. As referenced in Haringey’s Housing Strategy and in line with our standard
approach, engagement with residents and communities will be critical from day one so that
decisions and service improvements are shaped by what they want. The HDV will implement
a Resident Involvement Strategy to ensure that residents are involved consistently through
the process. This is detailed in the Northumberland Park Business Plan.
The HDV is committed to building the same high-quality homes, regardless of the end user
or tenure. The approach is to properly understand the end user requirements - generally
alongside a Registered Provider (RP) - and to specify the finishes to meet those
requirements. This will mean that there will be subtle variations in the specifications but that
the fundamentals of the buildings are no different to the Open Market Sale (OMS) product.
HDV will work with the Council and Homes for Haringey to develop an HDV affordable
specification, and this would be incorporated into the Product Book.

4.7

Approach to Private Rented Sector Building Design

During the design stages for the PRS product, the project team will form the design brief
based on individual design requirements for each site taking into account differences for
PRS compared to OMS. The design brief for PRS will respond to the following:
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Figure 4-3 Key areas the PRS design brief will respond to
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5

RESIDENTIAL USE STRATEGY INCLUDING MIX OF HOUSING TYPES

5.1

Key Objectives

HDV programme requires a holistic approach that considers the future of Haringey and its
residents from an economic, social and wellbeing perspective as well as improving the
quality of their environment and enhancing lifestyle opportunities.
THE LONG-TERM SUCCESS OF THE HDV RELIES ON THE CREATION OF SUCCESSFUL VIBRANT PLACES WHERE PEOPLE
WANT TO LIVE, WORK AND VISIT. A KEY ELEMENT OF THIS IS THE DELIVERY OF HIGH QUALITY HOUSING.

The residential uses within the HDV portfolio present the opportunity to deliver on the
ambitions of the Council’s Housing Strategy and create neighbourhoods that people choose
to live in with a balance of different types of homes which offer quality, affordability and
sustainability for current and future generations.
To achieve this, the following strategic objectives for housing have been adopted:
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Deliver a diverse range of well-managed, quality homes that cater to a broader social
mix by employment, educational attainment, household, affordability, composition,
age and ethnicity;
Housing design quality and building architecture that will be tenure-blind;
People must be at the heart of change and involved in shaping outcomes;
Establish a strong identity and brand for the HDV by creating places where residents
desire to live;
Ensure attractive, clean and safe public spaces where there is a real sense of
belonging and pride;
Deliver innovative and sustainable housing design outcomes
Maintain a well-managed attractive environment; and
Accelerate quality housing delivery given Haringey’s increased target of providing
1,502 new homes per year as set out in the London Plan 2015.

Creating a Balanced Mix of Homes
Given the long-term nature of the HDV and the plan to deliver successful place and
sustainable community outcomes, it is critical to ensure the optimum mix of housing tenures
and typologies to respond to community needs initially and on an ongoing basis. Flexibility in
the mix of housing tenures and typologies will be maintained by HDV to adapt to market
trends that will inevitably evolve over the period of the HDV, including the need to include
uses that can be re-purposed.
The plan will include mixed typologies across the portfolio providing housing options for a
range of household sizes, characteristics and incomes. These include the creation of:
·
·

Open market housing for sale or rent;
Private Rental Sector housing;
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·
·
·
·
·

Intermediate housing for sale or rental for lower income groups;
Social rented housing for people on low incomes or/ and in receipt of benefit;
Specialist housing (and adaptable design) for people with special needs for rent and for
sale;
Innovations in intermediate housing offer to support low and middle-income groups 2;
Refurbishment of existing housing where possible.

The mix between affordable and market housing tenure will be subject to a S106 agreement
entered at the time planning consent is granted, and in accordance with the levels targeted
in the current draft planning policy of 60% market and 40% affordable housing. Given the
scale of the opportunity, we will continue to drive innovation in housing solutions to improve
the provision of accessible and affordable housing options. We will include a proportion of
PRS to create variety of housing mix and momentum in delivery. Further innovation in
intermediate housing tenures will also be applied.
As previously noted, to deliver an integrated housing offer, all the housing will be tenureblind. This coupled with investment in education, employment and community amenities will
provide opportunities for the existing residents whilst also attracting new people. The result
will be an inclusive and balanced community, avoiding displacement and encouraging
diversity.
The approach to affordable housing tenures is detailed further in Section 5.3 below.

Creation of a Tenure-Blind Environment
For sites that have traditionally included a high proportion of local Council housing, where
the homogenous architecture and large areas of single tenure housing are no longer
desirable, our proposed architectural solution for the new masterplan will create a balanced
mix of open market sale, PRS and affordable housing in a tenure-blind environment.
The housing mix, architectural treatment and management approach will have no
differentiation between the various tenures.

Benefits of Multi-Generational Living
Communities work better where there is a diverse mix of residential occupiers of all ages
and this will be actively encouraged. This supports health and wellbeing outcomes for
different members of the community who may otherwise feel isolated, fosters relationships
between the young and old, and encourages social inclusion and community interaction.
This approach can result in reduced costs of intervention for the Council due to reduced
need for adult services and as members of the community feel a sense of belonging and
remain in their own homes for longer.

2

Fair to Middling: Report of The Commission on Intermediate Housing by Kat Hanna, on behalf of the Commission
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It is also the case that some social mixes work better than others, and that through careful
design the mix of residents can be complementary. For example, residents in senior living
accommodation often express a desire to be located close to local amenities such as a
shop, park and health centre. They will also often want to be close to life, perhaps near a
school or nursery where there is the possibility of regular interaction with other people. In
turn, parents are often happier if their children are playing in areas of greater passive natural
surveillance that can often be provided by the presence of senior living accommodation.

5.2

Market Commentary

Haringey is situated in a central Zone 3 location, highly convenient for Kings Cross and the
West End and to the London-Stanstead-Cambridge growth corridor to the north. Haringey’s
housing offer is representative of the wider London market, in the proportion of owner
occupation (39%), intermediate (2%), social rent (27% PRP and LA) and private rented
tenures (32%).

Figure 5-1: The above image demonstrates house prices in the past 12 months are significantly less in Haringey than
other neighbouring Zone 3 boroughs. This is highlighted by a significant area of the borough within the £200k - £400k
average sales value achieved (yellow/ orange areas).
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There is a stark divide between east and west; higher value, owner-occupied homes
characterise the west (Muswell Hill, Crouch End, Fortis Green and Highgate), whilst the east
has traditionally had lower value housing and a higher concentration of social rented stock
(Northumberland Park and White Hart Lane). The borough is London's largest Housing Zone
with funding support from the Greater London Authority to build 10,000 new homes and
create 5,000 new jobs by 2025.
The Council’s latest Housing Strategy outlines the position for housing over the next 5 years,
to tackle issues such as "mono tenure, non-permeable estates, poor stock profile and low
density". The need for affordable housing in the borough outstrips supply, with shortfall
provision of circa 5,000 units per annum compared with the average inner London shortfall.
The residential market analysis for Haringey can be summarised as follows:

Figure 5-2: London Price Growth and Regeneration – Haringey Assessment, Average London Growth

The London residential market has grown 100% in the last 10 years, averaging 10% per
annum. This period also included the global financial crisis.
Since 1983 the average price growth in London has been 559% equating to 17% pa (cited
by Halifax).
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Figure 5-3 London average house price

These prices are not adjusted for inflation. If you were to compare this to the Bank of
England’s acute inflation calculator to work out roughly what the price rises cited by Halifax
represent in real terms.
In approximate real terms, since 1983:
·
·

UK house prices have risen by 101%
London prices have risen by 124%

Haringey Residential Supply
Haringey has generally seen lower levels of supply growth and consequently turnover
compared to other London boroughs. This suggests a considerable latent demand in this
area.
Southwark and Newham in comparison are showing a slight undersupply, however in recent
years following the Elephant & Castle and Stratford regeneration this has significantly
increased, demonstrating the demand is there.
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Figure 5-4 Haringey has had a low level of supply growth

London’s outer ring (zones 3 to 6) are growing in value at a faster rate than the centre
(zones 1-2) as demonstrated by the map above showing average inflation from land registry
data for the last 12 months. Haringey has experienced 13.7% house price escalation during
the same period.

Figure 5-5 The ‘Doughnut Effect’ shows values increasing in London’s outer ring more quickly than the centre (last 12
months)
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Haringey's strategic location in inner north London, increased transport investment,
improved rail accessibility and potential for urban intensification, suggests a growth trajectory
for the east of the borough when compared against other areas of London. Building on the
Council's Corporate Plan objectives and the underlying market fundamentals, the HDV has a
transformational opportunity to create vibrant and sustainable communities in Haringey with
a balanced mix of different tenures and innovative typologies for all affordability levels.

Regeneration Effect in Haringey
[Redacted material]

5.3

Open Market for Sale and Private Rented Sector

Communities work best when there is diversity of residential occupiers and this will be
actively pursued whilst ensuring we create sustainable and cohesive neighbourhoods. The
HDV will create private tenure housing options that will respond to market conditions and
demand over time. We will achieve this by providing a mix of OMS and market rental
housing, some of which will provide long-term institutional investment potential such as PRS,
and some of which will be on shorter-term lettings arrangements, allowing properties to also
be made available for sale over a period of years.
Our baseline financial appraisal currently assumes up to 30% PRS tenure mix. The
indicative mix of housing tenures is set out below (based on habitable rooms).
[Redacted Material]
Achieving a good mix of homes needs to be complemented with services and amenity for
residents to avoid 'dormitory suburbs'. The requirements of families, youth, aged residents
and people with special needs must be considered. The integration of retail, leisure and
office uses adjacent to and within the ground floors of residential blocks generates day-time
activity, provides activation to the public realm, promotes viability of retail offers and
opportunities for social interaction, enjoyment and community creation.

Target Market
Location, design, price, typology, transport, amenity and public realm are all drivers in the
decision to buy or rent a home and will be carefully positioned and communicated to our
target markets. From our analysis of the current demographic research, the target market for
the homes in Haringey will be:
·

First-time buyers, individuals or sharers seeking a well-located home, which is
convenient to their place of work and represents an opportunity for capital growth.
This market will seek one bedroom and two bedroom apartments and will be keen to
ensure they achieve value for money from their purchase. Layouts and specification
will be key factors for this market. Most first-time buyers will not have children and
are likely to rent a room 'to a sharer' if purchasing a two-bedroom home. En-suite
bathrooms are important for this market. Convenience to shops and other amenities
such as good quality restaurants and bars are also attractive;
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·

·

·

·

·

Young couples seeking a well located home. This market is likely to seek a larger two
and three bedroom home. They may have one child or intend on starting a family and
will therefore be attracted by good living space, good schools, security, safety and
amenities such as open space/parkland. Convenience to shops and other amenities
such as good quality restaurants and bars will also be attractive to this market;
Down-traders – the convenience to central London and Zone 3 location will provide
an attractive destination for purchasers in central and north London who have sold
the family home once their children have moved away. Typically, these purchasers
will be looking for a London residence with a strong management regime and safe
environment;
Families – given the trend witnessed in demographic information showing families
moving to the Northumberland Park and Wood Green areas, it is possible that with
the inclusion of three and four bedroom homes, extensive green public realm, and
excellent transport infrastructure, the HDV will attract families to live within the
regeneration area;
Young professionals seeking a location within easy reach of Kings Cross and the
West End. Good transportation links will appeal to this type of purchaser who is
seeking a location close to the city. Pied-a-terre purchasers will seek compact size
units, which are secure and well managed; and
Investors seeking to capitalise on the location’s growth potential. This market will
seek studios, one bedroom and two bedroom units, which represent the most popular
rental offer. Investors are likely to be highly active given the likely capital appreciation
in the Tottenham area as a result of the regeneration. If purchasing a two bedroom
apartment, investors will seek an en-suite facility to widen the target rental market.

Market trends will also continue to evolve over time. HDV's approach to design and place
making will therefore need to be agile, flexible and responsive to market demand during the
programme.

Establishing a Strong Identity
[Redacted material]

Impact of Place Outcomes on Sales Approach
The strategy for achieving the sales objectives has influenced the mix of residential types
and the design of the accommodation to create desirable assets. Better sales values and
volumes will be achieved through the early creation of place and tangible deliverables,
including meanwhile uses and the implementation of a quality public realm.
A key feature of the proposed strategy is to minimise oversupply risk, and manage value
retention through the provision of a variety of residential types, and by retaining a number of
properties longer-term through PRS investment. The sales strategy will set out to deliver a
mix of housing tenures at any one time, targeting different affordability levels, whilst
optimising value and de-risking the project in line with the financial plan.
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This approach, coupled with the strong brand identity developed for the HDV will serve as a
definitive signal to purchasers that a transformation of the borough is taking place. It will
inspire confidence and assisted by strong branding and marketing of the vision, will enable
an up lift in values beyond what could ordinarily be achieved by residential development in
isolation.
Refer to the HDV Delivery Business Plan for further detail on the sales and marketing
approach.

5.4

Affordable Housing

HDV presents an opportunity to deliver on Haringey’s ambitions for new housing delivery,
diversifying tenures and increasing choice of housing types and levels of affordability.

Diversity in Affordable Housing Tenures and Mix
A balanced housing offer with a mix of affordable tenures is central to:
·
·
·

The successful delivery of HDV objectives and outcomes;
Creating opportunities to deliver wider regeneration benefits; and
Addressing localised issues and complementing social and economic initiatives.

Our proposals put the community at the heart of the regeneration by providing high levels of
affordable housing, (an overall net increase to affordable housing numbers across the
portfolio), and a commitment to the Council’s right to return policy to rehouse residents on site.
The housing mix currently proposed includes homes to rent and buy at a range of
affordability and in response to the borough’s needs, links with wider regeneration initiatives
such as training and employment. The HDV will deliver a diverse mix of affordable rental and
ownership tenure homes that will support a diverse and integrated sustainable community of
Londoners of every income level.
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Figure 5-7 Example of potential housing options that could be considered to attract all household types and income levels – this is
indicative only

The key affordable housing opportunities include:
·

·

·

Affordable homes - the Council is keen to take an active role in housing delivery
and recognises the opportunities for long-term financial benefits. Different solutions
will be appropriate for different sites, our approach will be to model the financial
impacts of retaining and holding stock in the HDV, alongside a more traditional
disposal to a Registered Provider (Housing Association) or a hybrid of the two;
Temporary accommodation - the HDV is in a unique position to alleviate the
pressure on temporary accommodation, through the use of modular housing, hidden
homes and empty regeneration properties. This will provide significant cost savings
to the Council, and reduce the number of households in unsatisfactory temporary
accommodation. This will be explored during the course of the delivery program;
Intermediate homes - both the Council and GLA support products that are suited to
local working people on low on medium incomes. Council policy indicates the
potential for up to 60% of affordable homes in Tottenham comprising intermediate
tenures. The delivery of both intermediate home ownership and intermediate rent
products, will enable a long-term revenue stream and, given the place making
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·
·

·

benefits achieved by the scheme, an appreciating asset. There is potential for
varying affordability not only on initial lettings but in the future to reflect financial
performance of the HDV. Higher affordability will enable a higher capital value to be
realised;
Innovative affordable housing tenure options - will be investigated including
Starter homes, Living Rent and housing for Key Workers;
Ageing population - Haringey has a shortage of good quality accommodation for
older people and an increasing demand. The Council is undertaking a review of aged
housing needs, we suggest a review of rented, intermediate and private sector
offerings in this respect. As well as being potentially very viable, such products may
fit well within certain locations where a greater proportion of older people may be
more suited. The HDV could improve the specialist housing offer by intensifying
existing low density development; providing extra care housing that enables older
people to remain independent for longer; and
Private Rented Sector - the Council is exploring ways to attract high quality,
professionally managed Private Rented Sector development in its borough. This
potentially offers an opportunity for a long-term appreciating asset that the partners
may be interested in holding, and can also support early place making by quickly
bringing economically active younger people to the site. National planning and RICS
guidance makes clear that such homes should be valued as a long-term investment
and that, where this valuation differs from that of private sale, this should be
accounted for in viability calculations. As noted above, a PRS intermediate product
with a discount to market rents may be attractive and would add to the scale of the
portfolio, diluting operating costs.

Benefits of a ‘Borough-wide’ Approach to Housing Delivery
Across the HDV portfolio, a mix of tenures will be brought forward that respond specifically to
local needs.
A key benefit of working strategically at scale across the portfolio, is the ability to integrate
‘re-provision affordable homes’ from the existing Northumberland Park estate within
Cranwood, Wood Green and the redevelopment of Northumberland Park itself.
This will enable speed of rehousing, minimising disruption and uncertainty for existing
residents and will be a positive borough-wide response to localised issues and will create
opportunities for a greater diversity of tenures.
A ‘one size fits all’ approach to housing delivery will not address the underlying issues and
disparities between the sites, nor will it best respond to the underlying objectives of the HDV.
Central to this approach is to move away from focusing on categorisation of ‘affordable’ and
‘private’ tenures and instead to focus on providing homes to ‘buy’ and ‘rent’ for a range of
income levels. The right split between renting and buying creates the foundations of a
housing offer that provides choice, diversity and is inclusive from the outset. New homes will
be provided at a range of affordability, accessible to a wide range of existing and new
households. This approach is complementary to the wider regeneration objectives of the
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HDV, whilst also offering an opportunity for the Council to take a long-term stake, with
potential for long-term returns.

Homes to Rent
Mixed communities are more sustainable in terms of their impact on services and amenities,
and allow for natural shifts in family size and the economic advancement of individuals. This
provides flexibility and means a mix of housing typologies can offer a range of opportunities
to residents, allowing people to access housing suited to their needs and aspirations at
different points in life, including accessible opportunities for affordable home rental and other
intermediate housing options. Enabling a range of rents in the housing offer, from affordable
rent to market rent, brings significant benefits to local residents and communities including:
·
·
·
·

·
·

Local homes for local people;
Minimum cost of entry, for example deposit requirements, compared to buying a
home;
Extends choice;
Ensures quality and professionalism within the rental sector – the most affordable
private rental homes historically have not always been good quality and well
managed, meaning that they are viewed as a temporary housing solution;
Opportunity to offer tenancy terms which give tenants security, for example longer
leases are important to families with children in local schools; and
Links to wider initiatives such as rent to save and rent to buy, offering occupiers of
rental homes the opportunity to realise their longer-term aspirations to become home
owners within their existing community.

Homes to Buy
The sale element of the affordable housing offer will present opportunities for a wide range
of homes for sale, not only traditional shared ownership homes, but could also include
shared equity, Starter Homes, deposit assistance, Help to Buy and rental homes through
rent to save and rent to buy. The HDV will identify appropriate innovative approaches proven
to be meaningful locally, which will add to diversity and choice.
The HDV will explore the potential to enhance affordability of market housing in a financially
neutral way. For example, if the Starter Homes initiative is to progress, there may be
opportunities to receive money from boroughs where starter homes do not work, due to high
sales values. This could be used as a deposit assistance style scheme against market
homes. This would offer the benefit of pre-sales to Londoners, improving diversity, choice
and pricing of homes locally, and support the delivery of HDV’s targeted 40% affordable
housing across the portfolio.
[Redacted material]
The approach is one which is intended to provide the foundations for the growth of
sustainable communities. It is important to note that the proposed housing mix seeks to help
address the current imbalance between the east and west of the borough and provides no
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net loss to affordable housing; the position actually increases by circa 1,000 homes above
the current baseline position - see below.
[Redacted Material]
The HDV will work with the Council and Homes for Haringey to explore the potential to use
Local Lettings Plans as a means for prioritising occupiers coming from the existing local
community, taking up new opportunities and households in temporary accommodation to
enable them to move to permanent homes.

Temporary Accommodation
The integrated approach of the HDV presents opportunities to reduce the dependence on
temporary accommodation and for innovation in its provision. Against a backdrop of reduced
council stock due to Right to Buy, rising homelessness, increasing private rents and changes
to the housing benefit cap, have made inner London unaffordable and put pressure on outer
London boroughs. As demand rises, private landlords are charging more to house people in
need. Without enough long-lease properties available to the local Council to house homeless
families, it has to enter nightly-paid accommodation agreements with agencies and private
landlords.
There are a number of opportunities to reduce the Council’s dependence on poor quality
temporary accommodation and prevent homelessness. These approaches will reduce the
cost of temporary accommodation to the Council (currently £7.7m annually) as well as
significantly improve the quality of life of those individuals and families in need. Options have
been explored that could be developed for further consideration by the HDV, working with
the Council and Homes for Haringey:
·
·

·
·
·

Utilisation of the properties that the HDV purchases through any early land assembly
purchases, which are likely to be ready to occupy immediately;
Utilisation of existing office and retail accommodation that is vacated as part of land
assembly strategy. This could be converted on a temporary basis and it may be
practical to apply pop-up accommodation methodologies inside these buildings;
Utilising existing hotel type accommodation by purchasing facilities. Again, this may
work as part of land assembly options;
Renovating existing empty housing to extend its life; and / or
Use of pop-up accommodation (particularly if there are short-term vacant sites or
space available on Category 2 sites pending future regeneration opportunities. This
type of accommodation can be recycled and reused (see Y:Cube case study below)
and could be available in as little as 12 weeks from placing an order.

YMCA London has developed a new housing solution called Y:Cube, that provides selfcontained and affordable starter accommodation for people who are either unable to gain a
first step on the housing ladder, require temporary accommodation or pay the costs of
private rent. When it comes to housing homeless families in temporary accommodation, the
principle of providing “flexible, quick-build” housing - temporary, factory-built units that can
be moved between sites - as a “cost- effective alternative” to nightly-paid accommodation
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particularly for two and three-bedroom family accommodation. Room sizes tend to be
smaller in temporary structures however, and proposed sites will need to have access for
large delivery vehicles and be close to local amenities and transport links. Although
temporary, the homes will require planning permission.
Often modular units are built offsite and are constructed more quickly than traditional
methods. Other benefits of this approach include the ability to change the size or location of
units, or even stack them, to meet changing housing needs or site requirements. These units
in terms of quality, energy efficiency, speed of delivery and financial savings bear no
comparison what used to be considered ‘portakabin type’ solutions.
Temporary accommodation case study: Y: Cube by YMCA and Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners

Supporting London-wide Initiatives to Address Temporary Accommodation
In October 2016, the RSA (Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and
Commerce) and Policy Lab held a workshop to explore solutions to the number of
households that are living in temporary accommodation in London. The HDV will draw on the
findings of this initiative and support future research and programmes including:
·
·

·

Support the Justlife Foundation’s work to raise standards in unsupported temporary
accommodation;
Support Shared Lives Plus, which matches householders who require help with those
with a housing need. The HDV could utilise technology to connect those in need with
housing options within the project; and
Introduce an HDV Housing Options Manager to the HDV team who can provide
specialist, comprehensive advice on a full range of housing options. This could
include assessing the opportunity to provide longer security of tenure through private
sector lettings for those on the Temporary Accommodation list.

The HDV will look to work with the Council and Homes for Haringey to support the initiatives
listed above and can assess ways to bring forward innovation and new capital to supplement
the Temporary Housing needs of the borough.
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EMPLOYMENT SPACE STRATEGY
HARINGEY EMBODIES THE FUTURE OF LONDON: A BOROUGH EMBRACING GROWTH, AND HARNESSING ITS TALENT
AND STRENGTHS, TO SECURE A PRODUCTIVE AND CREATIVE ECONOMY IN WHICH ANYONE CAN PARTICIPATE AND
BENEFIT
HARINGEY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH STRATEGY

The Council’s Economic Development and Growth Strategy sets out the priorities for the
provision of more and better workspace that is fit for the operation of different kinds of
business, in particular those business sectors which are strong and growing in the borough.
The HDV will deliver a range of employment opportunities to suit business of all sizes, and
employees of all skill levels.
As outlined within the Residential Use Strategy, the over-riding vision is to create a sense of
place, that is socially inclusive. Our Employment Space Strategy for the HDV is no different it will seek to provide a mix of retail, leisure and commercial uses that meet the needs of a
wide cross section of occupiers – both large and small, established and new.

5.5

Commercial Use Strategy

Haringey’s urban fabric makes it well positioned to
compete in the modern economy. It offers one of
the greatest mix of cultures in Europe, proximity to
some of London’s key business centres such as
King’s Cross and Tech City, and a long legacy of
creative and artistic talent.
As part of the wider borough-level transformation,
the HDV's delivery of commercial uses will be an
important element of a mixed-use, place-changing
solution. Of key importance to this is delivering
employment space such as commercial uses which
contribute to the Council’s job creation and wider
economic growth objectives.
Haringey’s ambition to be at the epicentre of
London’s small and medium sized ‘urban economy’
- an innovative economy, and a place where living
and working environments combine - will be
embraced as a key part of our strategic place
making deliverables for the HDV.
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To achieve this, the following strategic objectives have been identified:
·

·

·

The creation of viable, sustainable workspaces within the HDV masterplan solutions,
that attract different kinds of businesses of all sizes and provide a range of
employment opportunities for people of all skill levels;
Using the HDV sites and the new Haringey Council office development as a catalyst
to create a new office cluster for Wood Green that forms connections to the Cultural
Quarter and drives growth and job creation; and
Supporting the objectives of the Council’s pilot Tottenham Creative Enterprise Zone,
work in partnership with the London Enterprise Panel, to focus on digital, creative,
science and technology job creation.

Training and Employment Opportunities
The commercial portfolio will be a critical component to delivering Haringey’s business
inward investment, business support and growth in sectors and jobs. The HDV will provide
support and resource to attract large, medium size and high growth companies, as well as
supporting existing businesses, large and small. This will be achieved through assisting
business that have outgrown their current space to move to larger units; redevelop industrial
areas to intensify employment space; reposition space to meet the requirements of modern
commercial occupiers; encourage the growth of sectors such as food and drink production;
and reposition space to provide a range of size and types of space to attract new sectors to
Haringey.
Strategy for Training and
Employment

Establish BIDs and create
support for the initiative.

Outcome
s
Increase in employment opportunities associated with improvement
to the area. Enhanced neighbourhoods with uplift and improved
investor perception.

Zone employment areas to Creating affordable space and attracting creative enterprises to
create spaces for art, design Haringey, increasing employment, training and entrepreneurship.
and technology businesses.

Reconfigure and brand
industrial estates/areas to
attract modern working
methods, attract higher
quality occupiers and
encourage the creative and
innovative industries.

Industrial areas currently employing low numbers of people will be
progressively reconfigured to employ multiple businesses, providing
space to facilitate start-up businesses that are affordable and
configured for collaborative working.
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Adopt a lettings strategy
which favours tenants that
employ more people.

Intensifying employment space by favouring businesses that employ
more people. Particularly sites which currently have low activity and
predominantly used for storage.

Explore the potential to use
the Council’s expanded
rates retention powers to
concentrate funds and
maximise regeneration
benefits and investor profile.

Reinvest in employment zones for the reconfiguration of industrial
units for co-working that might otherwise be unviable. Assist with set
up costs for new businesses who might otherwise
be unable to afford fit-out costs, large deposits etc.

Use the portfolio to
house some of the
retailers or offices
from Wood Green
and Northumberland
Park.

Providing a temporary or new permanent unit for businesses
that could be impacted by the redevelopment of Category 1
sites will ensure businesses are not lost from Haringey. The
relocation could be supplemented with training and business
support to grow.

Given Haringey is a highly diverse community polarised in terms of skills and income levels
and local job opportunities are currently limited, the dual challenge is to therefore both grow
Haringey’s own business base and ensure Haringey residents are equipped to take
advantage of the wider employment offer. Please refer to the HDV Social and Economic
Strategy for our approach to supporting this agenda through specific 'up-skilling' and training
programmes.

Market Commentary
Haringey’s location at the northern
gateway to central London offers
commercial occupiers the combination of
accessibility and affordable space, and
residents benefit of easy access to central
London or the Stanstead-Cambridge
corridor for wider employment
opportunities. Forthcoming improvements
to the West Anglia line and the arrival of
Crossrail 2 (which will have up to five
stations in the borough) will only enhance
this opportunity at a time when inner
London’s businesses are diversifying and
expanding at their fastest rate for some
time.

Figure 6-1 North London growth corridor. Source: LocalPlan

The combination of Haringey's historic
urban buildings, future development
opportunities and strong transport
connections means that the HDV can
create the environment contemporary
businesses prefer: a mix of adapted and
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purpose built facilities – including dedicated incubator spaces – stitched into a dense and
diverse urban fabric.
Technology will play an increasing role in helping firms maintain their competitive edge and
create new business opportunities. By up-skilling the workforce and providing appropriate
infrastructure and premises, Haringey will attract more firms in this growing sector. This as
an opportunity for not only business growth but for jobs, skills and training in technology and
science given the borough’s location within easy reach of the London-Stanstead-Cambridge
corridor. Alternatively, the demand for more affordable creative and production space in
London given the affordability pressures in neighbouring areas such as Camden, Hackney
and Wood Green provides an opportunity to deliver flexible spaces that suit these creative
uses, with direct links to Covent Garden and Theatreland.

The creation of Viable, Sustainable Employment Space at Haringey
The continued tightening of availability in the fringe of central London, together with the
comprehensive regeneration opportunity as proposed within our Business Plans, will
increase the ability to attract a variety of quality office occupiers. The creation of a truly
mixed-use environment and quality office space such as that proposed, along with the
Piccadilly Line upgrade and potential for Crossrail 2, will be key to achieving a change in
attitude from commercial occupiers.
Lendlease’s experience at International Quarter London(IQL) in Stratford has proven that
with a quality product offer, excellent amenity and strong transport links, large-scale tenants
who are looking for well-priced, quality commercial product are open to relocation. The HDV
will use this learning to inform product offering and commercial strategy.
A number of themes can be drawn from our market research 3 which points to a number of
key drivers for workspace growth in the borough. These are:
·

·

·

·

Market being ‘squeezed outwards’: with increasing development pressure on
Haringey’s neighbouring inner London boroughs like Camden, Islington and
Hackney, a reliable/ direct connectivity to Haringey could draw more business activity
given its amenities and lower values. The strategic positioning of Haringey can be a
major driver for attracting new investment and workspace opportunities in the
borough;
Cost Sensitivity: Haringey has competitive land values compared to its neighbouring
workspace hotspots that can encourage and draw businesses to its more affordable
offer;
Sector Specific: it is equally important for Haringey that its workspaces match the
market opportunity, which in turn is driven by character of an area, its economic
assets and its connections. The workspace provision must have a strong correlation
to the industry and sectors that it is catering for; and
Relates to ‘place’: workspaces are integrated into their surroundings, therefore
scale and character of a place influences its success. Most successful workspace
locations in London are the ones that integrate not only in terms of their physical offer
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but also by how they complement their wider economy through its service offerings.
Workspaces should therefore align with Haringey’s wider context.
Having considered the office market in north London, there is scope to incorporate
commercial uses as part of a mixed-use offer. The HDV strategy will focus on satisfying the
existing demand for workspace from small and medium sized enterprise and providing largerscale commercial space where viable and appropriate. Gains to viability to be achieved in
the longer term, most notably due to the proposed Crossrail 2 connection.

Create New Office Clusters that Drive Growth and Job Creation
[Redacted Material] Research indicates that Wood Green and Northumberland Park are not
currently considered a desirable office destination with a distinct lack of transactional activity
when compared to active sub-markets including Islington and Hackney. The historic trend of
relatively few larger office occupiers in Haringey is predominantly due to inferior transport
links compared to some other Greater London locations. This trend is now changing with
occupiers becoming increasingly mobile due to technology advances and are looking for
‘non-core’, more affordable locations. A new Council office in the heart of Wood Green will
inspire confidence in the area and provide a catalyst for a commercial hub to evolve, further
supported by the potential of Crossrail 2.
There are a broad potential range of workspace typologies that could be brought forward
within Haringey. The type of provision that is most appropriate in each location will depend
on a number of factors, principal amongst these are those related to the economic and
institutional landscape, the ‘eco-system’ in place (or that can be delivered) to support
activity, the nature of the built stock and the relationship of each potential site to transport
infrastructure (and the onward connections that infrastructure provides).
The success of The Chocolate Factory and Green Rooms illustrates the demand for flexible
affordable workspace and residence accommodation from the artists, film and multi-media
sectors. Building 1 and Building 2 within The Chocolate Factory totals 186,000 sqft and
provides workspace for approximately 500 people including 200 artists. By targeting the arts
and innovation sector, Wood Green will be able to build on its reputation as a new cluster
destination for the creative industry.
Understanding the relationship between these location factors and the workspace types can,
in combination, provide the basis for identification of where specific typologies could be
successfully delivered within the HDV masterplan solutions.

Approach to Commercial Building Design
The HDV commercial product will accommodate ways in which a tenant can integrate,
collaborate and socialise within a floor or on multiple linked floors - a truly agile workplace
offering. Sustainable design, engineered structural grids, cores, floorplate dimensions,
façade options and building services are all efficiently planned for optimum cost and user
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benefit. A smart building overlay ensures that the building space will function to the highest
technological tenant demands.
Through large floorplates to suit agile working and interconnecting stairwells to promote
tenant movement and health, together with 100% fresh air with maximum daylight to support
employee wellbeing, HDV will bring an exciting new office offering to the Haringey market.
[Redacted material]

5.6

Retail, Catering and Leisure Use Strategy

A critically important aspect of creating places where people want to live is to maintain and
nurture the vitality of town centres and neighbourhood retail areas. The over-riding vision for
the retail, catering and leisure element of the project is to create a sense of place which is
socially inclusive and provides a series of focal points for key areas of the masterplan. These
focal points will provide amenity to local residents at Northumberland Park, and will attract
consumers to Wood Green from Haringey and beyond.
The creation of a balanced and coordinated retail environment, encompassing both the new
and existing retail offer, will create an environment which should allow:
·
·
·
·

Long-term stewardship to be put in place;
Improved quality of the place making offer and amenity to residents;
Attract inward investment and employment creation; and
Maintaining and enhancing value through retained and increased consumer
spending.

In developing these principles into solid real estate-management policies, it is essential to
focus on three further areas which in practical terms will determine the success of the
management strategy implemented:
·
·
·

Income generation and capital value;
Investment opportunity, including planning for future investment; and
Development activity to upgrade property assets and enhance the environment.

The following key objectives have been identified for the HDV retail uses:
·
·
·

·
·

To attract a range of retail occupiers to define the location for Wood Green and
Northumberland Park in terms of retail ‘pitch’ and quality;
To enhance the existing retail offer by promoting, managing and integrating the
environment;
To enhance social and economic objectives of creating job opportunities, whilst
providing ongoing education and training for all ages to improve accessibility to
employment;
To celebrate and enhance the cultural diversity of the area; and
To create a well-managed, attractive and safe environment for all.
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Wood Green, Northumberland Park and other Category 2 and 3 sites must deliver a solution
that will regenerate the area, incorporate a mix of uses to support growth, significantly boost
the local economy and job opportunities, whilst simultaneously preserving the vitality and
diversity of Haringey for which it is currently celebrated.

Market Commentary
The backdrop for retail is still complex with falling real earnings growth, yet strong consumer
confidence. Research suggests that 2016 has been a turning point for retail, with confidence
improving and retailers now looking beyond the prime towns, with rising demand for units in
the emerging Greater London submarkets where the population is set to grow over the next
five years.
The HDV place making solution will offer a variety of retail amenities within Wood Green and
Northumberland Park, ensuring that the commercial provisions and housing are attractive to
the prospective occupiers. This could include a choice of restaurants, cafés, bars and shops,
or a health and fitness club. Demand for leisure has increased significantly over the past 20
years with cinema, bowling, health clubs and nurseries all in demand. The retail and leisure
uses need to cater for a number of different groups including residents, office workers as
well as visitors. Leisure uses provide activities for communities to enjoy in the evenings and
weekends, creating a sense of place and vibrancy for the development as a whole.
The challenge for the HDV is to deliver retail and solutions that range from smaller new local
amenity at Northumberland Park that support mixed-use neighbourhood outcomes, to
creating a step change in the retail hierarchy at Wood Green. The challenge for Wood Green
will be to restore the town centre as a recognised retail and leisure destination that can
capture and extend its existing customer base. Key to this vision is the transition between
the new developments and the existing High Road retail, where the new schemes will
provide the catalyst, stimulating inward investment.

Retail Product Approach
The retail sector is a fast changing one and it is essential that flexibility and adaptability are
considered as part of the design process. Additionally, it is important to ensure that groundfloor activation works as part of sometimes significantly larger, multi-occupancy buildings.
Therefore, in developing a robust ground-floor activation brief at the concept-design stage
(as part of the wider place making strategy), it is important to consider the technical and
operational requirements of the building upfront, which could be several years prior to
leasing discussions with operators.
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This retail strategy is dovetailed with the
place making approach. Each project will
be resourced with an experienced retail
development manager who will be
responsible for the delivery of the retail
uses and work with the development
project management, delivery, marketing
and estates teams to ensure that the
offer is relevant and set up for long-term
success. A retail strategy will cover the
stages outlined above and provides
greater detail around the requirements of
the project design brief and how the
retail uses contribute to the character of
the place being created, the technical
specification and shopfront design,
tenant mix and estate-management.
Key retail objectives include:
· Retail uses and design that allow
people to inhabit the public realm
for different purposes at various
times of the day;
· Retail that is a complementary
addition to the existing
neighbourhood and the retail
stakeholders;
· Retail experience that blurs the
line between inside and out;
· Retail that embodies a local character while standing up to the best on the wider
London stage; and
· Retail that allows for better living and contributes to the wellbeing and mental health
of people living, working and visiting the project.
As part of the estate-wide management regime, ongoing leasing and tenant management
will be key to ensuring the continuing success of the retail place making offer. This success
will be achieved by proactive and experienced estate-management and curation of the retail
interfaces which includes and increases the presence of meanwhile uses, activities and
events in the public realm.
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5.6.2.1

Approach to Defining the Retail Offer

To achieve our objectives of creating a new mixed-use retail and catering offer to support the
master-planning exercise, the following steps will be undertaken across all projects:
STAGE 1 – RESEARCH

·

·
·

Commissioning of detailed market research into the likely catchment behaviours and
spending patterns including analysis of demographic and lifestyle trends – leading to
an informed identification of the catchment demographic profile and its needs;
Development of focus groups to further investigate requirements and expectations on
issues such as design or tenant mix; and
Analysis of other potential competing destinations including an analysis of the likely
target catchment to maximise the strategy of appeal for the development/s through
the adoption of the “ideal tenant mix”.

Having a thorough understanding of the demographic profile will enable a robust and
considered leasing strategy to be implemented.
STAGE 2 – PRE-MARKETING

·
·
·
·

Detailed development of the tenant mix;
Development of the marketing strategy, including brand positioning and marketing
materials;
Defining unit income targets whilst considering alternative methods of leasing, to
ensure the right mix offer is attracted and secured; and
Defining the leasing/development/programme to focus on an achievable timeline

STAGE 3 – MAJOR SPACE USERS (IF REQUIRED)

·

Identify and approach a number of potential tenants who will set the tone for the
remainder of the development. This will be important in Wood Green where early
lettings will help establish the tone (both income and occupier).

STAGE 4 – RETAIL USERS – HIGH STREET FASHION RETAILERS

·

Target-recognised operators who will act as an influencer to other retailers.

STAGE 5 – EMERGING RETAILERS/CONCESSIONS/FRANCHISES

·

Strategy to be developed to highlight the HDV projects as an opportunity within an
emerging market where retailers and food and beverage operators can test new
brands/products. This can also be coordinated with various meanwhile use and the
commercial portfolio initiatives.

We plan to support emerging retailers and local businesses through an affordable rent and
business mentoring programme via a meanwhile use facility to be established as part of the
HDV’s meanwhile-use programme.
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5.7

Industrial

Haringey has a strong tradition of skilled, value-added manufacture, as illustrated in the Gort
Scott Study 2013. The industrial land use has a significant historical heritage, particularly in
the Upper Lea Valley area of Haringey and is characterised by high occupancy due to high
demand and lack of supply. There are many businesses in the area that could be better
promoted as “Made in Haringey”, such as fashion and footwear boutiques (including Gina
shoes), futons, pianos, hand-crafted furniture and stonework to savoury dips, artisan
cheeses, craft bakery goods and craft beer.

Figure 6-2 Employment Study, Gort Scott 2013

There are also many ‘new’ businesses in the area, having opened in Tottenham in the last 5
years - Lipstick Boutique dressmakers is one example. The flexibility and relatively low rent
appears to have offered opportunities for entrepreneurship and new business start-ups.
Given industrial land is becoming increasingly under pressure in London, the HDV will
assess innovative ways to support creative industry and enterprise within the masterplan
solution.
Key objectives have been identified at a strategic level:
·
·

Support GLA’s pilot Creative Enterprise Zone, through meanwhile use, affordable
retail or commercial uses at Northumberland Park and Wood Green; and
Create opportunities to support creative uses within the commercial portfolio offer.
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Market Commentary
Industry has changed in London in the last 50 years. There are many smaller businesses
than there were when these areas of Haringey were initially developed as industrial areas.
Previously they were dominated by fewer, larger companies. Now they are occupied
generally by a much larger number of smaller companies. Consequently, there is much
subdivision of premises, and industrial premises have been adapted. In this regard, premises
appear to be very adaptable to different kinds of businesses. A company designing and
making architectural metalwork could easily occupy the same type of premises as a wasterecycling company or a handbag manufacturer.
Over the last two years there has been strong demand for industrial space in Haringey and
limited supply, leading to a significant rise in industrial-property values. Given the lack of
development and new industrial stock it is likely that demand will continue to outstrip supply.
Further information on the industrial market in Haringey is provided in the HDV Commercial
Portfolio Investment Business Plan.
This presents both a challenge for both start-up businesses (due to the barriers to entry in
terms of increasing cost) and existing businesses (due to the pressures on space
requirements), however it also presents an opportunity for the HDV to investigate the
changing needs of businesses, and what spaces could be created within the HDV
masterplan (i.e. maker spaces and yard space) to support local enterprise.
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6

TRANSPORTATION STRATEGY

6.1

Overview

The HDV strategy for reaching agreement with transport undertakers, including TfL (roads,
buses, cycling, pedestrians and CRT), LUL and Network Rail on an infrastructure and
investment plan for the area is set out below.
The objectives and strategies are to:
·
·
·
·

6.2

Undertake a thorough analysis of the transport options available;
Achieve efficient and effective engagement of the transport undertakers and to work
with them to develop the most appropriate solution;
Secure support and approval of the transport strategy from the transport undertakers;
and
Deliver solutions early and as part of a planned programme of work.

Analysis of the Transport Options Available

Haringey is an area of London that has many transportation options. These represent a
great opportunity for the future development, yet pose a number of challenges as outlined
below:
·

·
·
·
·
·

The volume and route of traffic that passes through the borough on a north-south
axis on its way to other destinations creates severe pedestrian and cycle-route
severance, noise and pollution;
The railway viaduct of the West Anglia corridor slices through the area creating
severance along its route (but also creating adaptable spaces beneath its arches);
The railway station at Northumberland Park is in a poor state of repair and is
underutilised;
Haringey has a major bus network, however, its effectiveness is compromised by a
multitude of bus stops many of which are isolated as a result of the road network;
The pedestrian and cycle networks are truncated by roads and barriers or are
relegated to pavements, which is confusing; and
Crossrail 2 stations are currently mooted for Wood Green and Northumberland Park,
which presents both huge opportunities and challenges given the uncertainty
surrounding the project.

Further multi-modal research will review how the transport network operates and modelling
can be undertaken to identify how the network might operate in the future.
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6.3

Working with Transport Providers

HDV will engage stakeholders at the earliest appropriate opportunity. This engagement will
involve a large number of Transport for London (TfL) departments covering provision for
pedestrians, cyclists, cars, buses, taxis as well as London Underground Limited (LUL),
Network Rail and the rail operators.
Collaborative working will be required to gain agreement from stakeholders, some of which
will have competing objectives. This process requires very positive management, and will
benefit from workshop sessions in which all parties can gain an understanding of the wider
masterplan objectives. In between workshops, smaller meetings with individual stakeholders
will progress specific aspects of the scheme design.
The team will work closely with TfL's Urban Design Team to agree key pedestrian desire
lines, pedestrian linkages, public realm, location and type of pedestrian crossing facilities
and signal timings of pedestrian crossings. First principle modelling of the forecast
pedestrian flow, will be undertaken to ensure that the proposed pedestrian network caters for
the forecast demand.
Cycling stakeholders such as TfL will be consulted with to agree the most appropriate
location of cycle routes, the type of cycle route (i.e. on-road, routes on quieter roads, traffic
free), cycle-route facilities such as advance-cycle areas, toucan crossings and signage as
well as type and location of cycle parking within the development.
The team will work closely with TfL London Bus Service to agree bus route alignment, bus
stop layout and route allocation, access routes to bus stops, passenger-waiting facilities,
bus-standing facilities, driver facilities as well as extent and type of bus priority through the
network.
The Public Carriage Office (PCO) and TfL will need to be consulted with to agree location
and design of taxi ranks and feeders to be provided within the proposals for each scheme.
The taxi ranks will need to be located near to the transport nodes and retail development
and within clear view of potential customers.
The Urban Traffic Management Control (UTMC) divisions will need to be heavily consulted
with from the outset to ensure that any highway scheme design meets their requirements in
terms of junction layout, method of control, lane allocation and location and type of
pedestrian crossings and access and servicing strategy. The scenarios to be modelled and
any assumptions made will need to be agreed with street management.
The transport scheme for the sites will be worked up in detail for all modes, ensuring signaldesign standards are met, and that feasibility, utilities diversions, road safety, signing and
lining, construction phasing, and traffic management are all addressed. Ultimately, the
stakeholders will be looking for confirmation of scheme deliverability.
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6.4

A Dynamic Transport Plan
Sustainable Modes of Transport

A key objective of the Council is to promote travel by sustainable modes of transport. This
requires a holistic approach to transport and land-use planning to reduce the need to travel
by car.
A combination of travel measures aimed at promoting and facilitating the use of alternative
modes of transport and reducing the emphasis on car use will be developed through an
overarching Travel Plan. It is proposed that the Travel Plan is devised so that it deals with
both the implementation phase and longer-term management of the sites.
Our proposal, particularly in relation to Northumberland Park, will include a comprehensive
network of cycle routes as part of the green spine that will enable people to travel safely and
easily by bike. The network will be continuous and connect to key destinations such as
schools, retail, residential and recreational areas. The network will be a mixture of clearly
signed on and off-street routes with end-of-trip facilities, such as secure cycle parking
provided.
Further detail is included in the Business Plans for each site.

Impact of Investment in Rail-Infrastructure including Crossrail 2
Securing additional rail-infrastructure investment into Haringey is a key focus for HDV.
The Department for Transport (DfT), Greater London Authority (GLA), Transport for London
(TfL) and Network Rail (NR) all have planned investments for Haringey and the HDV should
be prepared to help influence the timing and format of such initiatives to maximise the
benefit of the borough’s regeneration.
Large-scale transport initiatives such as Crossrail 2 and the widening of the rail corridor
increasing the West Anglia line from two to four tracks, will be catalysts for regeneration and
eventual use class and density will be defined by the market conditions and tenants’
availability at that time. The investment in new trains and improvement to the signalling on
the Piccadilly Line will enhance capacity, along with the already improved Victoria Line
service.
These improvements to existing infrastructure and investment in new routes such as
Crossrail 2 will improve journey times to Wood Green and Northumberland Park, giving local
people access to more jobs and local businesses the ability to attract customers or
employees, therefore supporting the long-term economic growth of the area.
The positive influence on travel times from Crossrail 2 is illustrated below.
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Figure 7-1 Impact of Crossrail 2 on travel time. Source: London First and Savills

The potential impact of Crossrail 2 can be estimated by comparing the impact of the
Elizabeth Line (Crossrail 1) on creating new submarkets. [Redacted Material] research
indicates that 10 major mixed- use developments totalling approximately 27 million sqft of
new development are planned because of the new line scheduled to be fully operational in
2019.
The improved east – west connectivity has resulted in many corporate occupiers reviewing
their real estate requirements to benefit from more affordable office space in locations
outside of London. For instance Maersk have decided to relocate their 50,000 sq ft HQ from
London’s Aldgate to Maidenhead.
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Figure 7-2 A summary of the different ways in which Crossrail 2 could stimulate growth. Source: Crossrail 2 growth commission
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7

ESTATE AND NEIGHBOURHOOD MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

7.1

Approach

Estate-management is an essential component of place making outcomes. This HDV estatemanagement strategy proposes the establishment of a management vehicle that enables
residents, businesses and community partners to run the estate themselves, fostering longterm civic pride and community ownership. The core objectives of this approach will ensure
the estate:
·
·
·
·
·
·

·

Provides a safe, clean, well maintained and tenure-blind environment;
Promotes a sense of belonging, cohesion and empowerment of its residents;
Puts partnership with the community at the heart of our operations;
Forms a fundamental part in place making;
Is efficient and transparent;
Accelerates the socio-economic benefits of regeneration with an opportunity for skills,
training and employment for the local community within the estate-management
operations; and
Ensure new housing stock delivered by the HDV integrates with Haringey’s wider
Housing Revenue Account Valuations and residential property services (where
required).

There are five key elements to our overarching estate-management philosophy for the HDV
that will be embedded throughout the life of the project, across all sites:

Figure 8-1 The five pillars of estate management
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Design for Successful Management
Critical to the successful placemaking is the creation of new, well-managed and accessible
public spaces within each of the Category 1 sites that enhance the local environment.
These will include some or all of the following:
·
·
·
·
·
·

New public squares and pocket parks;
Unadopted common landscaped areas;
Unadopted local roads;
Footpath and cycle routes;
Meanwhile-use programmes – to activate spaces during the development; and
Programme.

A pro-active and well-considered estate-management strategy will have a positive impact on
the design of these new public spaces and their long-term sustainability. The guiding estatemanagement principles will be embedded into early design work, ensuring life-cycle costing,
affordability and end-use are considered from the outset. This approach with a dedicated
estate-management specialist, will capture early, impactful wins. It is our view that success
is measured in lifecycle terms, rather than initial capital-cost terms alone.
Integrating estate-management into the design process could include:
·
·
·

·

Legible and permeable urban-design principles that create well-lit and active routes
that are ‘secure by design’;
Spatial planning to allow efficient servicing and waste arrangements;
The selection of appropriate public-realm materials, which are both robust and
appropriate for end uses, and are designed to the Council’s adoptable standards;
and
Tenure-blind approach to management outcomes with a key focus on lifecycle costing
and affordability of service charges.

Estate-Management Infrastructure
The establishment of an HDV Estate-Management Steering Group will support the long-term
strategy and delivery of services, agreeing the HDV approach to estate-management across
the portfolio, and standardised approach to the quality of service and level of management
expected for each site.
The proposal is that Estate-management Companies (Estate Manco) are then established
for each of the Category 1 sites including Northumberland Park, Wood Green and
Cranwood. The proposed structure is detailed in the HDV Delivery Business Plan and
Development Business Plans. These could be a company limited by guarantee and its
members would be representatives from each of the development sites, as well as other key
stakeholders such as the HDV partners, the Council and the GLA.
Lendlease takes a long-term view to estate-management and proposes that initially the HDV
will remain as a member of each Estate Manco, acting as a guiding hand to ensure that the
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estate-management principles inform decisions and allow a smooth transition from delivery
to asset management. At an agreed handover date, the HDV would resign its membership
and hand over to the wider membership of the Estates Manco Board, being representatives
of residents, businesses and other key stakeholders.
Additional detail of how the estate-management Companies are specifically set up for each
project is set out in further detail in the Business Plan for Northumberland Park, Wood Green
and Cranwood.

Operations and Services
The overarching principle of the HDV Estate-management Steering Group will be to apply a
large-scale operation that ensures the same high standards of maintenance and service are
implemented across each project. This will be a tenure-blind management approach to the
public and private areas on the outside (i.e. visible to the public), irrespective of tenure and
scalable services inside.
This approach will optimise value through effective supply-chain partnering at the HDV level,
directly employed resource and close liaison with other Council partners and VCSE sectors
to support all residents’ needs. Careful management and response planning for the different
services required for each different site will create the optimal levels of protection Place and
Brand Development
Through community engagement, HDV will work with the future residents and visitors of the
projects, to understand their view on the character neighbourhoods and develop the detailed
design and place making elements of each area accordingly. The community uses will be
key to the success of the scheme - this could involve the incorporation of small elements,
such as seating, or substantial considerations, like the community owning the design
process for key elements of the public realm.

Outreach and Ongoing Community Stewardship
Estate-management works best when local residents and businesses are empowered to
make decisions about matters which directly affect them. Our strategy establishes a
management vehicle that enables residents, businesses and community partners to run the
estate themselves, fostering long-term civic pride and community ownership. As the
development progresses, the ongoing community stewardship will be enhanced by the
meanwhile uses and community programmes. As the area becomes more established, the
curation and ownership of the events and programmes would gradually pass to the
community so that they reflect the local needs and aspirations.

Approach to Short and Long-Term Management of Public Realm
Successful estate-management requires a mixture of long-term strategies and short-term
‘wins’, such as engaging meanwhile uses, temporary parks and an active enlivenment
programme to help create momentum and encourage community engagement throughout
the project.
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While the long-term goal is to handover the management of the new public-realm spaces to
residents, in the short term, the estate-management approach will benefit from our ability, as
the HDV, to engage contractors. This will ensure continuous maintenance of the high-quality
appearance of the public realm and hold contractors accountable to fulfil warranty and postPractical Completion (PC) obligations.
During these early phases, the HDV will work closely with the Estate Manco to guide the
estate-management approach and provide the interface between the completed public realm
and areas still in delivery.
In this interface role HDV will:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Manage overall health and safety across the site;
Manage the handover of construction areas to the estate, once each part of public
realm reaches PC;
Manage contractors post-PC so that defects are remedied and warranties fulfilled;
Manage phasing of public realm delivery and ensure accessibility is maintained
during construction;
Wayfinding during construction;
Manage the preparation of annual estate Business Plan and accounts; and
Provision of an on-site estate-management office with responsive management staff.

HDV will take a strategic approach to securing long-term revenue for managing the diverse
and dynamic occupier mix and for funding of the community assets including the Health and
Wellbeing Centre at Northumberland Park.
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8

HOUSING MANAGEMENT AND OWNERSHIP STRATEGY

The Housing Strategy identifies the need to improve the quality and management of homes
owned by Registered Providers (RPs) and multiple landlords. The HDV presents the
opportunity to work with the Council and Homes for Haringey (HfH) to deliver the ambitions
of the Housing Strategy through the delivery of high-quality housing and a high-quality,
holistic management regime for the properties and the spaces between them.
“WHEN PEOPLE FEEL THEY ‘BELONG’ TO A NEIGHBOURHOOD WHICH IS THEIRS THROUGH THEIR OWN EFFORTS,
THEN IT WILL BECOME A PLACE.WORTH STRUGGLING TO RETAIN AND DEVELOP. PEOPLE WILL SAFEGUARD WHAT
THEY HELPED TO CREATE.”
LORD SCARMAN 1991

8.1

Housing Management

The residents of the HDV’s new homes deserve a high-quality management offer and costeffective services that result in high levels of resident satisfaction, tenant retention and
resale demand. Housing management services must recognise the local diversity of the
portfolio, bring specialist skills into service delivery where required and respond flexibly to
changing requirements and resident demand.
Given the long-term nature of the HDV and the diversity of tenure types, the decision for the
HDV to retain ownership of the social rented tenures or to engage a RP should be made by
the HDV Board at the appropriate time in the programme, post outline-planning consent at
the earliest, and once the detail of the development opportunity is further refined and
financial impacts assessed for each pathway. This will not only ensure a competitive process
is undertaken to choose a preferred RP for each site and/or phase, but will retain flexibility
for the HDV to respond to market trends and affordable housing policy requirements over
time.
This approach allows for the exploration of the role of Homes for Haringey, creating the
opportunity to establish a long-term partnership that delivers best-in-class residential
management and service continuity for Haringey residents.
Homes for Haringey has established teams that are important to support the HDV
regeneration. Their knowledge of the local communities and established relationships will be
invaluable to building and maintaining confidence in the regeneration proposals and in
Lendlease as an appropriate development partner to the HDV.
Whilst the Council will take the lead on the re-housing activities, HDV will support HfH on the
re-housing elements of the vacant possession strategy, including a comprehensive
communications plan and Resident Involvement Strategy for tenants and leaseholders
directly affected by redevelopment proposals (See Marketing and Communications Plan
within the HDV Strategic Business Plan and the Northumberland Park Development
Business Plan). HDV would also contribute to HfH’s community and resident engagement
strategy, including promoting meanwhile use activities to HfH tenants and leaseholders.
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HDV will also look for other potential partners that can help deliver strength in housing
management. These may be smaller, bespoke affordable housing providers or private-sector
property or tenancy-management organisations that could deliver elements of the service,
such as the Private Rental Sector product.

An integrated Approach to Provide Exemplary Customer Service
The proposed centralised management and amenity hub on larger schemes will deliver
exemplary customer service and efficient management services at a lower cost, as well as a
cross-tenure service model. On smaller schemes a tailored service, designed to meet the
needs of residents, will build relationships between the management team and their
customers so that the service responds to the resident’s aspirations within a clear
management framework.
Residents will have key contacts that can assist them with every aspect of their new home,
including a local Community Liaison Officer to assist with tenancy management. The local
team will take time to recognise and engage with residents to understand their requirements,
and will be responsible for the ongoing delivery of the management services. HfH will play
an important role in this process.

Securing and Maintaining the Highest Housing Management Standards
The HDV will build on the management service already provided by HfH to tenants and
leaseholders, expanding the range of services to other residential and commercial tenures.
Specialist social housing managers, such as those experienced in the management of
market- rent homes and retirement housing, will also be included in our solution.
The Council’s Future of Housing Review report (October 2015) identified the need to widen
the involvement of tenants and leaseholders in the design and delivery of housing services,
and to continue to improve the quality of service delivery. The engagement of communities is
fundamental in our approach to the work of the HDV and we will ensure that residents are
fully engaged in monitoring, reviewing and shaping housing services.
HDV will engage with the representatives of the relevant Resident Associations for their
input into the design and specification of new homes to be provided for HfH tenants and
leaseholders. Where viable, feedback will be incorporated into our property and estatemanagement proposals. We will update the 2015 performance benchmarking and consider
the potential benefit of refreshing the test of tenant and leaseholder opinion. This feedback
will support continuous service delivery improvement.

Delivering Continuity of Service for Local Residents
A major function of the Lendlease team as development manager for the HDV will be
working with HfH and the Council to support the rehousing plans for tenants and
leaseholders. Managing the transition of the existing estate into the new neighbourhoods,
the Council will be responsible for carrying out the programme for allocation and lettings of
the new homes. This is detailed in the HDV Delivery Business Plan.
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Taking a collaborative approach to services will enhance the residents’ experience, HfH will
provide a one-stop shop for residents as the project progresses. Extending the services
provided by HfH will also create opportunities to build community resilience and capacity,
whilst supporting the objectives of the HDV and Tottenham People Programme.

8.2

Affordable Housing Ownership Strategy

This proposal pursues a deliberate strategy to be “buyer agnostic” for the affordable housing
component of the schemes at this stage. HDV has no existing agreement with any
Registered Provider (RP) and no pre-determined affordable housing model that could not be
altered as the Business Plan delivery progresses.
For ease of understanding and avoiding complexity based on as yet unknown options,
HDV’s financial model has been established on the basis of a forward sale of affordable
housing to a Registered Provider, or an institutional investor. Pricing has been validated in
soft-market testing with a variety of potential external purchasers.
One option consistent with this model is clearly that the HDV as an investor, purchases from
HDV as a developer and therefore this structure retains the flexibility for HDV to retain
ownership of the affordable component of housing delivery for the longer term if so desired,
through a suitable investment vehicle.
This standard modelling assumption retains simplicity and visibility on the development risk
and earnings HDV has, and provides potential for upside from further investment earnings. A
“buyer agnostic” strategy is pursued at this stage for the following reasons:
·
·

·

·

·

Good development practice: for the purposes of scheme design, business planning
and for consultation with tenants at the appropriate time.
Policy uncertainty: It would be unwise to fix a position on this as housing policy,
including rent policy may vary from time to time changing the most advantageous
approach for the HDV, its members and its tenants and customers.
Market uncertainty: The affordable housing market is subject to immense pressure
to deliver a greater volume of output, in London particularly, and is therefore likely to
see significant policy change in the immediate period. HDV’s delivery and
management strategy needs to be able to adapt to ensure it optimises the benefits to
be gained from this and is not wedded to a delivery and commercial model that will
potentially hamper its ability to be flexible and adapt to new initiatives and funding
structures designed to support the delivery of large-scale affordable housing.
Value optimisation: Affordable housing assets are desirable to a variety of
organisations including RPs and long-term income investors such as pension funds.
To maximise value, it is proposed that the greatest degree of certainty is achieved on
the exact nature and timing of the affordable assets, and then a long-term ownership
and management model is agreed, as this will maximise value for HDV.
Innovation support: Provision of affordable housing is an area where HDV can
potentially demonstrate significant innovation, particularly using ideas from the “menu
of options” included in this Business Plan, and opportunities that may arise from
future policy changes.
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On commencement of each phase / plot the HDV will decide the most appropriate affordable
housing sale or hold option to proceed with, whilst still achieving the viability criteria required
to commence each phase / plot. Options may include for the housing to be held in HDV or its
subsidiaries.

Affordable Ownership and Funding Selection Process
HDV will have the following list of options to consider, each will have different capital
requirements or viability impacts to consider:
·
·
·
·

Sell to a RP (competitive process to selective appropriate provider);
Transfer to Council ownership (grant or Council funding or via Council JV returns);
Joint ownership HDV and an RP (HDV as a part funder / investor);
Joint ownership Council and RP (Council as a part funder / investor via JV returns);
and
· HDV set up RP and retain ownership.
The process HDV will follow to understand the optimal solution for the affordable component
of a given phase will be as follows:

Figure 9-1 The process to procure a RP is set out in the HDV Delivery Business Plan.
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9

SOCIAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY

9.1

Key Objectives:

HDV’s key objective is to deliver a mix of social and physical infrastructure that contributes to
quality of life and will:
·
·
·
·
·

9.2

Bring better prospects through improved education and training facilities;
Enable healthy lives through improved health and wellbeing provision;
Establish community pride through improved community focus and identity;
Encourage opportunities for community interaction, engagement and capacity
building; and
Establishment of the HDV Social Impact Vehicle (further detail outlined in the Social
and Economic Strategy in the HDV Strategic Business Plan).

Social Infrastructure

As set out in the Social Infrastructure Supplementary Planning Guidance for the London
Plan, “the benefits of growth must serve a broader objective of improving Londoners’ quality
of life”. Social infrastructure, such as schools, GP surgeries, community venues, green
spaces, recreation and sports facilities, are an essential resource but is also part of our
sense of place and a part of our identity.
This will be a critical part of our approach to the master-planning and placemaking outcomes
for the HDV sites. We must understand the quantity and types of social infrastructure needed
to support growth and the provision of these social services and facilities will need to be wellphased and located to meet identified need.
A key way of achieving this is through co-location of social infrastructure facilities with each
other and with housing development so that we can help to meet both housing and social
infrastructure needs at the same time. The physical infrastructure including public realm
which fosters community interaction and social cohesion, establishes an important canvas
for which the community assets are established, to ensure a coordinated approach to the
delivery of the physical infrastructure and the social services. This is therefore a key
opportunity for the HDV place making outcomes given the scale of transformational change
and development.

Asset Audit Approach
To understand the existing depth and breadth of amenity in a catchment area, HDV will
undertake an audit of social services and assets in the local area for each development site.
All project teams will consistently follow an audit process as per Figure 10.1 below.
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Figure 10-1 Community Asset Audit Process

An example audit has been undertaken for Northumberland Park. Through this audit, we
have been able to identify local services and facilities that are currently lacking in the local
community (such as medical and health facilities) and have incorporated them into our
indicative masterplan proposition.

9.3

Physical Infrastructure

Integration of placemaking through all aspects of the development is key to successful
delivery, extending to the coordination of the public realm and utilities infrastructure. The
proposal is to create a public-realm and infrastructure masterplan early in the life of each
project, which includes the setting out of strategic infrastructure corridors for utilities, district
heating mains etc. This allows the coordination to suit the place making public realm and
street furniture, defining utility-free corridors and areas for tree planting and other landscape
elements such as water features.
The infrastructure masterplan/s will set out the approach to local infrastructure within the
public realm. This not only provides general functionality such as lighting, but also enhanced
capability in areas that are defined for specific future uses such as the community assets.
Each of the projects will ensure that the required elements of infrastructure and public realm
are delivered on a per project / phase basis so that residents will move into completed
phases, not into a construction site.
Both the physical and social infrastructure will need to work in harmony together to deliver
the best place making outcomes and wider social and economic benefits - this is explored
further in the Social and Economic Strategy.
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10

MEANWHILE USE STRATEGY

Meanwhile uses can facilitate the immediate creation of place and provide an opportunity for
people from wider areas to observe and participate in the HDV’s events, activities and
programmes during all stages of the construction programme. Meanwhile uses can provide
an opportunity to incubate new businesses and trial innovative ideas, the most successful of
which can then evolve into the retail and commercial spaces provided in the development.
PLACE JUST DOESN’T HAPPEN OVERNIGHT. THE AIM OF THE HDV’S MEANWHILE-USE STRATEGY IS TO CREATE
THE ANTICIPATION OF WHAT IS TO COME BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE IN ORDER TO
LAY DOWN THE ROOTS OF THE HDV REGENERATION AS IT WILL BE FOR YEARS TO COME.

Meanwhile uses, alongside other marketing and communications strategies, is one of the
mechanisms through which we will encourage audiences, communities and stakeholders to
engage with the place/site, to understand the changes underway and to make the HDV
regeneration their own.

10.1 Why Invest in Meanwhile Uses?
·
·
·
·
·

To seed and grow place, the emotional connection people will make with the projects;
To support key milestones and openings, and start putting the HDV as a place on the
map throughout the project lifecycle;
To engage with our audiences and communities, and invite them to participate in the
formation of place and progressively transfer its ownership to them;
To maintain business continuity for users and local businesses by making the site
usable in parts; and
To trial concepts and relationships, to build partnerships with the operators we want to
maintain and strengthen long-lasting connections and to test audiences.

Meanwhile uses generate crucial exposure to the wider community, support local businesses
and entrepreneurs and ultimately help attract social and economic-value outcomes early in
the delivery programme. They provide a place for social interaction, encouraging the
integration of existing and new communities and creating opportunities for partnering with
local community groups.
An active meanwhile-use programme forms part of our key deliverables for the HDV,
updated annually, based on understanding local need and will experiment with dance, arts,
music, digital activities and business mentoring to stimulate wider social engagement and
community partnerships.
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10.2 HDV Meanwhile Use Principles
BUILDING MOMENTUM

·
·
·
·

Everything we do has to be considered in a cumulative process: there are no one-hit
wonders or novelty acts;
We invest in a way that reflects our principles: to start modestly and build up to
launch progressively and responsibly;
Meanwhile uses that can be moved/made permanent; and
We ensure that site safety is always maintained.

PLACE MARKETING

·
·
·

·

Meanwhile uses provide engagement opportunities for marketing and storytelling for
communications;
Promotion of the actions will occur through social media and digital strategies;
Meanwhile uses are a mode of recruitment and a way to strengthen relationships with
existing customers and the community – a way to demonstrate an authentic sense of
place. This can be achieved through launch events, information nights and other
marketing activities; and
Data collection will be integrated into key events to grow our subscription base and
increase the HDV’s visibility in the community.

COMMUNITY CREATION

·

·

·

The HDV meanwhile uses focus on engaging with the existing and future community,
users, patrons and partners. We want to encourage a peer-to-peer dialogue, where
the HDV voice can fade away over time;
We will also focus on creating a place identity through the events and their branding
that will be recognisable by direct stakeholders and the wider Haringey community;
and
We intend to leverage existing events that Haringey knows and loves to weave this
portion of the city back into the existing city fabric.

These initiatives will help to creating a better-quality living environment for existing and new
residents, they will nurture a sense of place, cohesion and identity, building places where
residents want to live now as well as in the future.
An active meanwhile use strategy as part of our key deliverables for the HDV, updated
annually, based on understanding local need and will experiment with dance, arts, music,
digital activities and business mentoring to stimulate wider social engagement.
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Figure 11-1 Stages of meanwhile use programme

10.3 When Will We Activate?
The needs of the project will vary throughout its lifecycle. HDV want to build a rising
crescendo of expectations throughout the project, investing modestly but smartly at the
beginning and leveraging momentum in the final stages of delivery.
There are three project phases that meanwhile uses need to respond to:
1. Pre-Construction: Communicating key project facts and raising awareness of the
HDV brand and experience is key to establishing the projects and their aims with the
local community. Where feasible, discrete components of each project can be
brought to life on a temporary basis (such as a market or an urban active zone).
Meanwhile use programmes will be coordinated with the Commercial Portfolio
initiatives during this phase for maximum impact.
2. During construction: With a portfolio of sites of various scales, which are only
accessible in phases with ongoing construction activity (such as Northumberland
Park), the focus will be on encouraging the use of recently completed areas/phases
and creating events that the HDV will become recognised for.
3. Phase or project completion: Focused on launch activities and permanent
installations. This is the opportunity to reconfigure the place layer before its
‘ownership’ transfers to the community.
Further detail is set out in the HDV Strategic Delivery Plan and with more specific detail in
each Development Business Plan.
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10.4 Improving Provision: Creating Temporary Accommodation in Meanwhile
Uses
As outlined in section 2.1, the HDV will investigate opportunities to incorporate temporary
accommodation in the meanwhile use of development sites. This approach will provide
accommodation to individuals and families that would otherwise have been housed in
expensive, poor quality B&B accommodation.
Where meanwhile work spaces are being created for start-ups, micro-businesses and the
arts, the inclusion of temporary accommodation should be considered. This provision will
use modular construction methods, utilising pre-fabricated elements to manage costs,
reduce waste and minimise disruption on site at town-centre locations. These facilities will be
capable of re-location in future meanwhile use locations.
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11

SUSTAINABILITY AND ENERGY STRATEGY

11.1 Sustainability Framework and the HDV
In a world of rapid urbanisation, where the built environment contributes approximately 50
per cent of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions and consumes around one third of the
world’s natural resources, sustainable urban regeneration is no longer an option, it is a
necessity.
Through the HDV the benefits of sustainable development must extend beyond a reduction
in the environmental footprint to deliver place making outcomes that:
·

·
·

Are more operationally efficient, resulting in lower operating costs for Haringey’s
residents and businesses through more efficient energy and water consumption, and
better strategies for dealing with waste;
Focus on human health and wellbeing through aspects such as better air quality and
connection with nature to enhance productivity; and
Are designed and built to be more resilient to environmental and socio-economic
events such as climate change, to maintain value over the longer term.

[Redacted Material]
HDV will adopt the Lendlease group-wide sustainability framework, which provides discipline
and focus, helping to drive improvement in environmental, social and economic
performance. The HDV’s Sustainability Strategy will be regularly reviewed and presented to
the HDV Board. Reporting will be on a timeline to align with the Council’s Annual Carbon
Report publication.
Bringing together the Council’s and Lendlease's sustainability goals, targets and aspirations
will give a clear direction and strategy for the lifetime of the HDV and support continuous
innovation. Five of these goals relate to social and economic aspirations and are referenced
within the HDV Social and Economic Strategy.
[Redacted Material]
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11.2 Our Sustainability Approach
Energy
THE HDV WILL…
MEET HARINGEY'S 40:20 TARGETS AND DELIVER ZERO-CARBON
DEVELOPMENT BY 2050, MAKING HARINGEY LONDON'S MOST
SUSTAINABLE BOROUGH

The HDV will deliver homes to the highest standards of energy efficiency, aiming to deliver
carbon positive communities. This will lay the foundations to meeting Haringey’s 40:20 target
and 2050 target of being a zero-carbon borough. We will deliver ‘zero carbon’ residential
from the outset and target ‘zero carbon’ for all non-residential development by 2019, in line
with Haringey’s ‘ZeroFifty’ target.
HDV will adopt the GLA’s energy hierarchy of ‘Lean, Clean and Green’ in delivery of zerocarbon homes across all HDV sites, focusing on high-performing energy-efficiency
measures. The individual site Business Plans detail the energy options for each site. The
GLA energy hierarchy encourages schemes to connect to district heating if available,
secondly to provide a centralised heat network and finally to future proof for connection to a
district heat network. We will connect to existing networks where this is possible and
suitable. Similarly, each individual Business Plan details how we intend to review and use
innovative and emerging technologies over time.
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NORTHUMBERLAND PARK: GLOBAL BEST PRACTICE IN SUSTAINABLE URBAN REGENERATION
WE WILL NOMINATE THE NORTHUMBERLAND PARK REGENERATION FOR THE C40 CITIES CLIMATE POSITIVE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME, WHICH HAS EXPERIENCE IN LEADING CLIMATE POSITIVE ROADMAPS IN LONDON,
SYDNEY, MELBOURNE AND TOKYO ON OTHER MAJOR URBAN REGENERATION PROJECTS. WE WILL DEVELOP A
COMPREHENSIVE CARBON ROADMAP TO DELIVER A CARBON-POSITIVE COMMUNITY ACROSS ENERGY IN USE,
WASTE AND TRANSPORT.

Across all schemes, where HDV does not directly control energy provision through an onsite
Energy Centre, we will collaborate with the Council and other developers to deliver the
lowest carbon solution for district networks where viable. As well as providing clean energy,
all of our schemes will determine the suitability of emerging and innovative renewable and
green technologies.

Figure 12-2 Haringey Council’s Decentralised Energy Network
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11.2.1.1 ‘Offset cash-in-lieu contribution’
Within the individual project Business Plans, a number of energy strategy options are
identified to deliver against Haringey’s 40:20 and Zero-carbon 2050 goals and homes which
are highly energy efficient in line with the ‘Be Lean, Be Clean, Be Green’ energy hierarchy.
Within these options is analysis of how different approaches would impact the amount of
funding to be put forward towards the ‘offset cash in-lieu contribution’ in order to reach the
‘zero-carbon’ standard for all homes, in line with GLA policy from October 2016. At this time
the Council has set a carbon rate at £90/tCO2 and this will be incorporated into all our
assumptions for energy strategies and associated funding where required. If this carbon
contribution rate changes, then HDV energy and cost modelling will need to be reviewed
with Haringey accordingly subject to viability.
It is proposed that the offset cash-in-lieu contribution is managed by the HDV Board to
undertake targeted projects for the HDV and potentially throughout the borough which will
reduce the carbon emissions in line with Haringey’s 40:20 and Zero-Carbon 2050 goals.
Initiatives proposed include, but are not limited to:
·

·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Upgrading the energy-efficiency performance of targeted units within the Commercial
Portfolio to ensure that they are legally compliant with the Minimum Energy Efficiency
Standards (MEES) from 2018;
Upgrading existing homes being retained on HDV sites where possible, such as
across Northumberland Park, using measures to make carbon reductions and
reduce fuel poverty (e.g. insulation, glazing upgrades or installation of new district
network pipework to existing buildings);
Providing Research and Development seed funding for innovative and emerging
technology trials which could be conducted in collaboration with the DEI;
Improving existing stock within the borough outside of the HDV sites through current
Haringey initiatives and vehicles such as the Decent Homes Programme;
Engaging with other regeneration projects throughout the borough (outside the HDV)
to deliver strategic borough-wide improvements;
Assisting SMEs to bring their technological innovations through the Council’s
Innovation Hub;
Funding energy efficiency and carbon reduction knowledge sharing sessions for
residents throughout the borough to reduce fuel poverty;
Reviewing the provision of EV charging points throughout the borough to reduce the
carbon emissions of transport as well as improve air quality;
Incentivise active travel options such as cycling and walking throughout the borough
by supporting key initiatives and infrastructure projects; and
Funding projects to reduce carbon emissions from more indirect sources, such as
waste and materials.
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Resilience and Adaption
THE HDV WILL…
SUPPORT AND EMPOWER A COMMUNITY TO BE
RESILIENT TO FUTURE ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC CHANGES

The communities created and supported throughout the HDV will be made resilient to the
impacts of environmental and socio-economic changes over the development lifecycle by
minimising risks associated with projected changes in climate. With the likely increase of
temperatures and high-rainfall events in the UK, Lendlease will bring our experience of
reducing the projected impacts of climate change from our other projects to the HDV.
11.2.2.1 Flooding
All HDV sites will be designed to be resilient to potential flooding from high-rainfall events.
11.2.2.2 Overheating
Thermal modelling to avoid overheating will be utilised in the design stages of all HDV
buildings, and mitigation measures adopted.
11.2.2.3 Adaptability and Accessibility
As a baseline, we will deliver all of homes to Lifetime Homes standards, which ensures key
requirements are met in terms of adaptability and accessibility. Lendlease has developed a
new internal design guide called ‘Design for Dignity’ which outlines key best practices to
ensure that urban districts can be truly accessible and welcoming to all people. We propose
following these principles to inform the design across all sites within the HDV.

Water
HDV WILL…
TREAT WATER AS A PRECIOUS RESOURCE, REDUCING
USAGE AND INCREASING RECYCLING

Across the HDV sites, sensible water management will reduce usage, and enable recycling
and reuse where possible. Internally, this means designing homes to be extremely waterefficient and exploring ways of reusing both rainwater and greywater to further reduce the
demand on potable resources.
11.2.3.1 External Water Use
Externally, we will slow down the movement of rainfall landing across sites through green
infrastructure and use it for external uses prior to it percolating into the surrounding
environment and infrastructure. We will also explore the potential to use water within the
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public realm as a way of improving communal space from an aesthetic and health
perspective
If possible given site and design constraints, we will review the potential to utilise site
attenuation tanks for rainwater recycling. Where tanks are not required for water attenuation
until specific flood events, we will review whether these tanks could operate as a rainwater
store as a meanwhile use, providing non-potable water for external landscaping uses. A
system could be designed to purge stored rainwater in the event of an approaching storm, to
ensure that attenuation targets were still met, however, the result would be a much more
efficient system which would reduce the environmental footprint of the development.
11.2.3.2 Internal Water Use
As standard, Lendlease designs homes to achieve the potable water-efficiency level of 105
litres/person/day, which is 30% more efficient than the London average. Throughout the
design process we target further efficiencies in water usage to reduce this level further,
effectively trying to replace the potable water demand with that from non-potable sources.
Reducing potable water consumption will not only reduce the environmental footprint of the
operation of the HDV sites, but will reduce the utility bills for residents. As a way of further
reducing potable water demand, we will also investigate the potential to use rain and grey
water recycling systems where possible.

Waste
HDV WILL…MINIMISE WASTE IN CONSTRUCTION AND
INCREASE RECYCLING ACROSS HARINGEY

Throughout the lifecycle of HDV projects, waste will be minimised and resource efficiency
improved. We will aim to increase the level of domestic and non-domestic recycling
throughout the borough of Haringey, through HDV activities.
11.2.4.1 Designing Out Waste
Reduction of waste during construction starts by designing out waste, using standardised
material measurements where they are available, reducing unnecessary offcuts and
inefficient design scenarios. This will be supported by the Lendlease Product Book, our
internal BIM tool which captures learning from previous projects in terms of quality, design
consistency and standardisation.
In the ‘Materials and Supply Chain’ section, we propose off-site manufacture and
prefabricated materials, which supports a design decision to reduce waste during
construction.
11.2.4.2 Demolition and Construction Waste
A high proportion of the demolition material from HDV projects will be reused within
construction, for example reuse demolition materials for use in construction.
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During construction, site teams will be held to account for their waste production and will be
encouraged to minimise this as best possible. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for
construction teams will ensure that they know their waste targets and are tracking towards
achieving them. HDV will target a 98% diversion from landfill rate for all wastes.
11.2.4.3 Operational Waste
In operation, every home will have adequate recycling facilities to increase the level of
recycling across Haringey. Internal waste storage areas and education programs will enable
residents to simply sort waste, and communal recycling areas will enable refuse collection in
line with Haringey’s borough-wide collection streams. These areas will be fully accessible to
waste collectors and building occupants.
Opportunities for onsite composting will be reviewed, such as caddies in the home for
organic waste, as well as external communal composting which can be used within the
proposed grow gardens.

Materials and Supply
HDV WILL…
USE HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLY-SOURCED, LOW-CARBON AND INNOVATIVE MATERIALS

Innovative and sustainable materials will reduce the environmental footprint of HDV
developments and provide high-quality indoor environments for residents
11.2.5.1 Modern Methods of Construction (MMC)
HDV will explore opportunities for using 'cross laminated timber' (CLT) and other Modern
Methods of Construction (MMC) across the HDV sites. Having delivered homes using CLT at
both our Elephant & Castle and Cobalt Place developments, Lendlease understands the
benefits to the resident, but also to the surrounding area as the construction methodology is
much quieter, cleaner and quicker; thus, reducing the impact on the surrounding community.
As well as accelerated delivery, CLT has low embodied carbon and delivers greater energy
efficiency and indoor air quality, improving residents’ quality of life.
One of the major benefits of CLT is that it can be manufactured offsite, reducing localised
impacts and ensuring a higher level of detail and quality in construction. The use of
prefabricated bathroom pods and consolidated utility cupboards is proposed to speed up
construction, and enable efficiencies in construction and reduce wastage.
11.2.5.1 Consolidation of Materials
Within the HDV programme, we will review the efficiency of creating a consolidation centre
for materials brought to the development sites throughout the borough. This initiative can be
tied in with other existing and planned developments outside of the HDV, if desired and
scalable.
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A localised consolidation centre would reduce heavy-goods vehicle movements throughout
the borough, increasing safety for pedestrians and vulnerable road users such as cyclists,
and reduce localised emissions, improving the local air quality and carbon dioxide emissions
associated with transport of materials. Electric Vehicles making localised deliveries of
materials from the centre, would create opportunities to further reduce localised emissions.
A consolidation centre would also give the HDV the
opportunity to ensure that all materials are checked and
documented in advance of permanent delivery to site for
compliance with appropriate responsible sourcing
standards, such as FSC for all timber and ‘BES6001
Excellent’ which we will target on all major products
across HDV projects.
11.2.5.2 Innovative and Healthy Materials
Throughout the period of the HDV we will constantly
review the emergence of new, innovative materials
which can bring benefits to the projects. These could be
materials which are natural, healthier for people, have a
high recycled content, locally sourced or low carbon.
We will strive to find materials which will improve the
sustainability credentials of the HDV and people’s
health and wellbeing.

Nature

HDV WILL…
INCREASE ECOLOGICAL VALUE AND
GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE TO MAKE
HARINGEY LONDON'S GREENEST
BOROUGH

One of the key elements of the place making approach
is improving links to green spaces, wildlife corridors and
greenways, creating healthy connections for people and
wildlife and helping to make Haringey London’s
greenest borough.
Each individual site will feature connections into local existing green spaces. Introducing
increased green infrastructure will deliver significant health benefits to people, physically and
mentally. In addition, green infrastructure is known to notably reduce airborne particulates,
improving air quality.
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11.2.6.1 Trees
Trees will be retained where possible across the HDV sites, especially those which have
significant ecological and community value. This will ensure that green spaces will be as
mature and established as possible for when residents move into their new homes, instantly
creating a new space which feels embedded within the neighbourhood. We will target no net
loss of trees during development.
11.2.6.2 Green Infrastructure
HDV will deliver as much visible ground-level green infrastructure as possible; increasing
peoples’ interaction with green space and nature. For ecological purposes, this infrastructure
will be enhanced further by ensuring appropriate planting strategies are put in place and by
extending the provision of habitat to other planes, such as upon green and brown roofs. We
will deliver green or brown roofs which are appropriate to the local habitat on at least 75% of
all available roof space, and we will ensure this is met on Northumberland Park.
11.2.6.3 Engagement with Nature
Grow gardens and fruit-tree planting will encourage the community to interact with nature
throughout the sites, these will be managed directly by residents and the local community,
promoting a sense of togetherness and health and wellbeing, but also encouraging a
connection with the outdoors and the origins of food.
To realise and verify the HDV’s efforts towards improving ecological value across Haringey,
we will engage with third-party experts, ecologists and NGOs to validate our impact.
Partnering with organisations such as [ Redacted Material] will validate the HDV’s work, and
community engagement initiatives will bring people closer to nature.

Responsible Investment
THE HDV WILL…
INVEST IN HARINGEY TO SUPPORT SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES,
ECONOMIC GROWTH AND EMPLOYMENT

As part of HDV commitments to sustainability we will invest in ensuring high sustainability
standards are met. We will deliver homes to best practice standards under the chosen green
building standard scheme (e.g. Home Quality Mark and BREEAM).
Programmes deployed by the HDV Social Impact Vehicle will be funded through social
impact investing, leveraging private capital looking for social as well as economic returns.
For further information, please refer to the HDV Business Plan Social and Economic
Strategy.
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11.3 Sustainability Minimum Standards, Best Practice and Innovation
To ensure that HDV performs above both the regulatory standards required and industry
expectations, it is proposed that the HDV follows Lendlease’s internal set of Sustainability
Minimum Standards. These standards are annually reviewed and ensure continuous
improvement of our product in terms of sustainability performance, delivering greater value
to our customers.
All of the sites within the HDV will be tracked against these proposed indicators, ensuring
that best practices and innovations are targeted to achieve the highest standards of
sustainability performance. These indicators will be developed further with the Council and
potentially aligned with existing National Indicators (NIs), allowing the Council to continue to
track performance against key indicators which were used in the outgoing ‘Going Green –
Greenest Borough Strategy’.
The following sustainability indicators are proposed for the HDV:
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Sustainability minimum standards for commercial portfolio
Many of the ‘Be Lean, Be Clean, Be Green’ measures will be considered to ensure that the
Commercial Portfolio is compliant with new legislation. After the launch of the 2015 Energy
Efficiency Regulations, the Commercial Portfolio will perform in line with the minimum energy
efficiency standards (MEES), which make it unlawful for landlords to grant a new lease of
properties that have an energy performance certificate (EPC) rating below E, from 1 April
2018. In order to determine the impact of this compliance, on commencement of
management of the Commercial Portfolio, a complete audit will be conducted of EPC
standards across the portfolio. At this stage, high-risk properties would be targeted for
essential improvements.
Impacts of section 210 of the upcoming Housing and Planning Act – which requires new
public estate properties to be in the top quartile for energy performance – will be assessed
for any new additions to the Local Authority’s estate. The HDV will create a baseline and a
performance plan to deliver against the standard upon its release (subject to viability).

11.4 Financial and Institutional Barriers to Sustainability
By engaging with our supply chain, we offer a route to market for their innovative
technologies and in turn can overcome the financial barriers which tend to halt many new
technologies from being used on a commercial scale. By bringing these innovative products
to market we can physically highlight to the industry and our customers the benefits of
utilising new technologies to improve sustainability outcomes – whether it be to reduce
carbon emissions, improve health & wellbeing or minimise environmental footprints –
overcoming common institutional barriers.
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This delivery section of the HDV Strategic Business Plan sets out how the HDV business will
operate, who will perform what functions and how it is envisaged that the key activities
required to successfully deliver HDVs objectives will be procured and managed.
To aid navigation of this document more detailed information and plans is contained within
appendices, referenced in the main body where appropriate.
The table below sets out the key sections of this Business Plan.
Ref

Section Title

Purpose

Delivery Overview

Executive overview of the delivery arrangements

HDV Management and Governance

How HDV Works

Business structure, governance and management
arrangements including:
• Composition and purpose of the HDV Board
• Proposed management team structure
• Governance and reporting structures and
protocols

Business Delivery
Programme

Sets out HDV key activities for:
• 100-Day launch plan
• 1000-Day business programme
• Long-term business management

HDV’s People Approach

How HDV will attract, manage, develop and retain
people
How HDV will procure services it requires to achieve
value for money, efficiency and effectiveness

Procurement Strategy
HDV Land Assembly and Rehousing

HDV

Land Assembly

How the HDV will approach land assembly with the
borough

Third-party Land and CPO

Definition of the responsibilities and roles of the
parties and HDV approach to non-Council land and
CPO

Category 2 sites

HDV approach and plan to bring on Category 2 sites

Category 3 sites

HDV approach and plan to bring on Category 3 sites

Rehousing

Detailed plan on the HDV rehousing plan

Product Delivery Approach

Outline each individual asset product that the HDV
will deliver
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HDV Planning, Design and Construction Delivery

Ref

Planning Strategy, Design
Control, Construction
Management
Interfacing with Neighbouring
Developers and Contractors
Completions and Handover
Process
Section Title

Detailed proposal on how the HDV will ensure the
required processes and controls are implemented to
achieve the required outcomes
How the HDV will cooperate and work with its
neighbours across the Business
Detailed approach to ensuring customer satisfaction
at handover
Purpose

HDV Ongoing Management

Estate Management
Asset Management
Meanwhile Use

Detailed structuring and resourcing of the estate
management approach
Summary of asset-management approach across
HDV
HDV approach and outline programme to create a
strong meanwhile use impact

HDV Communications and Marketing Delivery

Communications and
Marketing Strategy

How HDV as a business will implement businesswide communications and marketing strategies

Specific Product Sales and
Marketing Strategies

HDV’s approach to marketing and selling the
products it develops

HDV Quality, Health and safety and Risk Management

Quality and Assurance

HDV's approach to ensuring proper management
systems are in place

Health, Safety and Wellbeing HDV's approach to ensuring proper management
systems are in place
Risk Management

HDV's approach to ensuring proper management
systems are in place

Note: This Delivery Strategy is predicated on HDV carrying out development on Wood
Green, Northumberland Park and Cranwood. However, nothing in this Business Plan should
be read as suggesting any obligation on the Council in respect of any proposed
redevelopment of either Northumberland Park and Cranwood. The HDV recognises that the
Council has not taken any decisions on whether either of these sites will be redeveloped by
the HDV, and that the legal position is governed by the Development Framework
Agreement, not by this Delivery Strategy.

`
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The HDV’s opportunity to create transformational change is both ambitious and challenging;
pace and momentum are critical to shifting community perceptions in the short-term and
achieving successful regeneration outcomes and long-term transformation. To enable this
success, HDV will be supported by a strong delivery team, anchored with key roles delivered
by Lendlease. These will be augmented with local suppliers, partners and third-party sector
organisations.
The critical difference between the HDV and other regeneration and development
opportunities of scale currently being procured and delivered, is that the HDV is a business
in itself; it is not simply ‘another project’.
HDV as a business therefore requires a more ambitious and independent approach, but also
needs to be able to rely on experienced delivery teams, with the ability to call upon wider
resources and experience as required. This delivery plan sets out how the HDV can achieve
all these things, in a simple, robust and efficient manner that provides Best Value for the
HDV.

Figure 1.1 sets out the range of services the HDV will need to support its business delivery
model and how it is currently envisaged they will be provided.

Figure 1-1 Simple structure delivering accountability and best value to the HDV
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To successfully deliver the vision for Haringey, the HDV needs to operate as a flexible, longterm regeneration business.
The HDV requires a partner with the capacity and capability to ‘hit the ground running’ who is
able to quickly generate momentum in the beginning and maintain continuous improvement
throughout the lifetime of the business.
This partner needs to be aligned to the social, economic and commercial parameters of the
HDV opportunity; a partner that fully understands the complexities of urban regeneration at
this scale, and will bring a level of simplicity to the partnership.
The proposed management structure is built on the following three principles:
1. The structure must reflect a true partnership and consistently align the parties’
interests.
A collaborative approach to working as HDV partners and with wider stakeholders is
essential; joint working supported by a management structure, using review groups to
facilitate knowledge-sharing and development.
The HDV and key advisors could initially be co-located in suitable commercial portfolio
accommodation or vacant commercial space in, or close to, Wood Green. Over time, as the
teams and projects grow, the project teams will spread to site-specific locations, creating
additional opportunities for the HDV to contribute to regeneration by procuring local services
and raising the profile of the project.
2. Flexible and Scalable
The proposed team and legal structure is designed to meet the HDV’s initial needs, and to
respond as the HDV’s requirements evolve. To ensure successful mobilisation, it is vital that
the correct resources are available; this is best achieved through a simple and accountable
structure.
3. Tried and tested structure for accountability and governance
In a relationship of more than 20 years, change is inevitable. The proposed Senior
Management structure is based on a proven project-delivery methodology that is used
consistently in all of Lendlease’s major projects. Building on this template, the HDV will vary
wider roles to create a team that is cost effective and responsive to the individual project,
customer and partner requirements.
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Figure 2-1 The creation of a long-term regeneration business

The HDV Board will be the strategic leadership group for the regeneration, comprising
shareholder representatives from the Council and Lendlease. The HDV Board will invite
other attendees from wider members of the team as is appropriate. The key responsibilities
of the HDV Board will be:

Figure 2.1 The creation of a long-term regeneration business

The HDV Board will be the strategic leadership group for the regeneration, comprising
shareholder representatives from the Authority and Lendlease. The HDV Board will invite
other attendees from wider members of the team as is appropriate.
The key responsibilities of the HDV Board will be:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Establishing the HDV strategic direction and vision;
Approving the HDV Business Plan, including the KPIs and performance measures,
programme, milestones and budget;
Health and safety outcomes;
Stakeholder management including setting the media, public relations and
Communications Strategy;
Governance and oversight of the financial performance of the HDV, including
approving investments, equity and debt-funding arrangements, and procurement
policy; and
Overseeing the timely and effective delivery of the regeneration

The Board will meet monthly and must comply with the member obligations set out in the
Members Agreement. In accordance with the legal agreements, the Board is made up of six
members - three Council representatives and three from Lendlease.

`
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The structure below sets out the key roles in the HDV Business, including the Managing
Director, who will lead the HDV Management Team. Prior to the HDV being formed, it is
anticipated that the Executive Management Team appointments will be made through a
formal interview process conducted jointly by HDV members. A shortlist of candidates will
be put forward for each position after appropriate advertising and executive criteria are
agreed, in compliance with the recruiting polices of the HDV members.

Figure 2-1 Creating the right leadership for the HDV business

The proposed team, which has been drawn from those working in Lendlease’s London
business, brings extensive development, place making and urban regeneration experience.
The team will be supplemented as required, from the wider Lendlease business, enabling
the HDV to benefit from our global experience and depth of operations. All staff would be
employed by Lendlease (rather than the HDV directly) and provide services through the
Development Management and Asset Management Agreements.
Whilst the proposed list has initially been drawn from Lendlease resources, the HDV will
ensure that employment opportunities across the business are open to the community.
Furthermore, members of the Council’s Regeneration Team will be actively encouraged to
apply for roles to enable alignment of goals and deepen knowledge and culture sharing.
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Table 2-1 The Lendlease proposed team members bring extensive, appropriate and relevant experience to the HDV

Role

Nominee

Responsibilities

Managing Director

Accountable for delivery of the HDV Business
Plan and leading the team to deliver the vision
and regeneration programmes

Lead Development
Director

Accountable for ensuring delivery of strategic
vision on every development (category 1, 2, 3
and Commercial Portfolio)

Head of Project
Development
Management

Accountable for management of design and
construction to meet the development
requirements

People and Places
Director

Delivering consistent social and economic
outcomes for the community

Social and Economic
Programme Manager

Managing programmed Social and Economic
initiatives across the HDV

Social and Economic
Assistant

Supporting Social and Economic activities across
the HDV

Community
Engagement Lead

Community facing lead on delivering community
engagement plans

PR and
Communications
Manager

Managing proactive and reactive
Communications Policy

Commercial & Finance
Director

Delivering and negotiating key commercial
agreements, financial solutions and securing
necessary debt for the HDV

Land and Site Assembly
Manager

Delivering Land Assembly Strategy (including
Category 1,2,3 sites & Commercial Portfolio)

Commercial Manager

Contract administration management across
HDV

Financial Controller

Financial management and reporting of the
business

Assistant Development
Manager

Supporting the strategic vision on every
development with specific responsibility to
deliver initially the Category 2 Business Plans

Administration Team

Supporting HDV team

The HDV team will be supported by individual scheme Development Directors where
appropriate, who will report into the lead Development Director and will manage individual
projects on a day-to-day basis. These proposed teams have been detailed and costed in the
individual business plans.
The HDV Management Team will be responsible for ensuring project delivery is aligned to
business objectives, value driven and appropriately governed.
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Development Management services for the HDV incorporate a wide range of activities
including day-to-day management of the overall HDV business and more specialised
development support to progress specific opportunities. Integral to development
management services are project management services, which will support HDV in ensuring
that programmes are effectively developed and managed, and the design and construction
elements of projects are implemented appropriately.
The HDV will use Lendlease Development to provide development management and
development project management services under the Development Management
Agreement. These services provide different capabilities, which complement each other
through the conversion and delivery phases of each project, supporting HDV in achieving its
overall objectives.
As set out in the Development Management Agreement, development management is
responsible for vision leadership, project definition including development briefs, masterplan
and programme, preparation of planning submissions and achieving planning consent,
alignment with HDV business objectives and for gaining timely governance approvals and
ensuring adherence to the commercial appraisal throughout the life of the project. A key
element of this role is also ensuring that the physical development and social and economic
outcomes are provided seamlessly delivering exemplary place making and improved value
to the borough.
Therefore, Lendlease as the Development Managers will be responsible for setting out and
then managing the progression of viable development schemes, with strong place and
property fundamentals within the required financial and commercial metrics to fulfil the
HDV’s vision, including desired socio-economic outcomes.

As set out in the Development Management Agreement, the Development Project Manager
is responsible for project design and cost management, enables the brief to be successfully
converted and delivered within the required time cost and quality constraints and including
management of contractors irrespective of whether a third-party contractor or Lendlease
Construction is the contractor.
Development Project Management is a service that is often outsourced by developers, to a
professional services companies. Lendlease has developed and continued to provide this
service in-house. This ensures that the end product quality of finish is dramatically improved
as they are far closer to and have a greater understanding of customer requirements and
required standards.
The Development Project Management Team will lead oversight and management of the
contractor during construction.
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This expertise will provide the HDV with:
•

•
•

A strong understanding of property and infrastructure fundamentals from finance to
asset management which can be applied to deploy ‘value-and-risk-based’ project
management;
Development project management capability fully aligned with the HDV vision and
objectives; and
Consistent process disciplines, governance and quality across all HDV
developments.

Large urban regeneration programmes are complex and require multiple project
management and technical skills to lead and manage. The challenges of managing the
infrastructure and place creation can be quite different to that of the vertical property
solution. The HDV Development Project Management Team will consist of a range of Project
Managers and Technical Specialists these are clearly set out in the relevant business plans.

Once the HDV is established, the intention is to utilise vacant commercial space in the heart
of Wood Green to accommodate the HDV including all project and asset teams. This colocation is beneficial in improving free-flowing communication between partners, supporting
collaboration, improving problem solving and eliminating duplication of effort. The office will
be the front door for the community with a mix of business functions together with separate
and dedicated space that allows the community to visit, interact and find out more about the
HDV.
As the projects evolve, a separate Northumberland Park office will be established (years 1-2)
using vacant space within the local area, after which the HDV team will move to dedicated
site accommodation adjacent to the new Skills and Employment Hub.
In the longer term, it is envisaged that the HDV would be located in the new commercial
space in Wood Green, with satellite offices to accommodate the particular projects.

Successful delivery of the HDV requires robust process and governance. The HDV Business
Management Team has the obligation to deliver the HDV objectives and conduct business in
accordance with the Delegation Policy, Procurement Policy and other HDV policies as set
out in the Members Agreement. The team will be responsible for establishment and
maintenance of required procedures and protocols required to effectively manage the
business and comply with all statutory obligations.
[Redacted material]
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During the first year the HDV Board will meet monthly, receiving monthly progress reports
with more detailed quarterly reviews. The composition of these reports will be agreed by the
Board members.
The following sets out the proposed reporting routine and review forums which will be
implemented across the whole HDV business:

Managing

Figure 2-3 Tried-and-tested reporting and review structure hierarchy

Each level of this structure is responsible for ensuring reporting and reviews to the above
providing the appropriate level of detail and review to the HDV Board.
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The Project Steering Group (PSG) will deliver:
•

•
•
•

Business (e.g. Socio-economic or Commercial Portfolio) or Development project (e.g.
Northumberland Park or Wood Green) review against milestones and deliverables
and against progress to next gateway;
Report owned by Business or Project Lead;
Reporting to HDV Management Team; and
Supported by others as necessary.

The Project Control Group (PCG) will be responsible for:
•
•
•
•

Individual projects or plot review;
Report owned by Plot or Phase Development Manager;
Reporting to Project or Phase Lead; and
Supported by the Plot Development Project Manager and others as required (e.g.
Cost Planner)

[Redacted material]

This plan sets out how the HDV will be organised, resourced and managed to deliver the
HDV objectives, through a balanced and informed programme that will ensure the most
efficient business solution.
The Business Delivery Programme will ensure:
•
•
•
•

All HDV activities are sequenced and co-ordinated to achieve optimal outcomes for
the Council, HDV, the community and current residents;
Business planning, including key deliverables and milestones, is supported by an
effective and transparent decision-making and governance structure;
Interdependencies of all activities are effectively managed; and
The HDV will deliver the scale of regeneration at a pace that achieves the target
outcomes over the 20-year life of the joint venture.

The Business Delivery Programme comprises three main components as detailed below.
These ensure key milestones and activities are managed in the short-, medium- and longterm, as follows:
•

•
•

100-day Launch Plan – during this critical incubation period we will set the tone of
how the HDV will operate, and ensure it grows in a fast, controlled and disciplined
way. The HDV will begin to be recognised as a vehicle providing new opportunities,
homes and facilities for the local community;
1,000-day Business Programme- will provide a clear programme and deliverables
for the critical first three years of operation of the HDV; and
The long-term Business Management Programme- sets out the long-term HDV
objectives, incorporating the key milestones and activities from each of the business
plans.
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Upon Financial Close, the HDV will be fully incorporated with the phased transfer of the
Commercial Portfolio properties and the Business Plans will be formally adopted.
Activities will commence on the Category 1 regeneration projects, determined by the
Council’s requirements on key elements such as the Northumberland Park School or The
Vale School. The Council, with support from HDV, will seek to consult residents and other
stakeholders at all Category 1 site areas, and HDV will produce the initial phase design
briefs. Community consultation will simultaneously commence at all Category 1 site areas
and the initial phase design briefs will be produced.
During this period, the new HDV LLP will hold its first formal Board meetings.
The launch plan actions during the first 100 days following Financial Close are summarised
as follows:
Table 2-3 The 100-day Launch Plan drives early community engagement and builds momentum

HDV Business Decisions and
Governance

HDV Mobilisation

Confirm Socio-economic programmes

Commercial portfolio phased transfers and
management commences
Commence community engagement & Cat- 1
site-design development

Establish suppliers list for local services
Establish shortlist of social impact funders
Commence governance and reporting
procedures

Finalise skills hub location and the HDV team
office
Confirm and launch meanwhile-use
programmes

Implement business management and IT
systems

Launch HDV brand, Social Media Strategy and
press launch

Confirm accounting, auditing & legal
advisors

Finalise Employers requirements for NP school

Hold first HDV Board meeting and finalise
policy and procedures

Finalise programme for cat 2/3 Business plans
Prepare Cranwood Planning Submission

This is the opportunity to create an HDV that will deliver successful momentum and sets the
right tone for how the business is received and perceived in the community.

The 1000-Day plan will establish the HDV as a trusted, open, balanced and progressive
regeneration business, delivering early benefits to the Council and local residents. It is
essential that during this initial period, as consultation, planning and physical works progress
on all project areas, that the community is fully aware of the positive impact of the HDV.
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Meanwhile-use projects and brand promotions will establish the HDV as a well-known and
respected local brand. The Communications Strategy will ensure that the community
understands the values, objectives, short and long-term goals of the HDV. The Launch Plan
will commit the HDV to key milestones, incentivising delivery across all streams.
As the HDV is mobilised and momentum gathers, growth will be accelerated in a rapid but
controlled manner, progressing regeneration, whilst effectively managing the capital and
resource constraints.
[Redacted material]

[Redacted material]
The plan is ambitious and has been created to ensure that the HDV creates momentum that
will be tangible to the residents of Haringey from day one of the HDV formation through the
whole life of the business.
The plan is deliverable and flexible whilst respecting the needs of those impacted by the
regeneration and will aim to provide over the lifetime of the project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social and economic programmes delivering over c. 21,700 jobs and c. £1bn of direct
and indirect GVA benefit to the borough
Over 2,000 new affordable homes
Over 5,000 new homes
A state-of-the-art new school in Northumberland Park
A new heart for Wood Green by 2021
A rejuvenated Northumberland Park with a mixed-use neighbourhood for the local
community
Health and Wellbeing Centre
Skills and Employment Hub

The Recruitment Swill be integral to the business plans and include tangible deliverables on
diversity measures including race, sex, gender and disability.
The Strategy will include specific targets for Be Onsite (Lendlease’s in-house, not-for-profit
employment and skilling organisation) to recruit from the local area, including wards where
the HDV is undertaking development, to ensure that those local people have the opportunity
to be part of the neighbourhood's regeneration.
The HDV will explore ways to target recruitment opportunities to Haringey residents. Be
Onsite will help prepare a specific plan for Haringey, working alongside organisations and
agencies that are active in the borough, such as Jobcentre Plus, the Haringey Employment
and Skills team, and the 639 Enterprise Centre.
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Be Onsite, benefits communities by supporting disadvantaged people into sustainable jobs
filling industry skills gaps. Through the programme at Athletes’ Village, over 300 individuals
from a wide variety of backgrounds completed bespoke Be Onsite pre-employment training
and 224 people were employed on the site. The programme specifically targeted those with
barriers to employment (e.g. long-term unemployed, ex-offenders, serving prisoners, the
homeless and those with disabilities). This approach has become the standard model for all
Lendlease projects.

Continuity of personnel can provide consistency in performance, support innovation and
control risk. The HDV will ensure continuity through employment policies, succession
planning and recruitment procedures.
All of the HDV recruitment team will be trained in unconscious bias and attend a two-day
diversity and inclusion workshop, and will use competency based interviewing to minimise
bias in the selection process with a minimum of two people conducting all interviews.

The HDV should undertake succession planning for the Senior Management Team as well
as each project / programme. The outputs will be shared with the HDV Board as part of the
annual business plan review.
To ensure talent development and effective recruitment, quarterly resourcing reviews will be
undertaken. This will ensure early identification of those ready for further development, new
opportunities and challenges. Over a 20+ year project, the needs and priorities of the team
will change, the team must be agile and shaped around current project needs, whilst
recognising future priorities to retain knowledge and increase performance within the team.
The HDV commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion will be communicated from the
HDV Board down through the staff, supply chain and partners and will have a dedicated
steering group to ensure effective compliance. The policies will be displayed across all of the
HDV sites and intranet, and all staff will receive induction training so that they are made
aware of their responsibilities in delivering the HDV commitment.
Compliance monitoring will be undertaken in the form of early identification of noncompliance through grievances, complaints and protected disclosures, data monitoring to
assess underrepresentation, impact assessments, leadership competency assessments,
training interventions (management development programmes/inductions for new starters),
campaigns, team briefings and other methods of communication (social media, email,
newsflashes, newsletters).

The HDV will have access to the full range of Lendlease programmes as part of its
Employee Development Framework.
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Lendlease will work jointly with the Council, providing an experienced team for the HDV
across all disciplines from Day One. The HDV will also commit to the development and
training of the Council’s team, through joint working and review groups, and explore the
possibility of staff exchanges or secondments.
Capability Plans for the relevant Council employees will identify opportunities for shared
learning and development. Lendlease will develop with the Council, a framework enabling
the ongoing measurement and monitoring of success.
Knowledge sharing is a two-way process; regular joint working groups, job swaps and
secondments can benefit both parties; with Council employees gaining new skills from the
private sector and Lendlease employees gaining insight into the borough.

The details of ensuring local employment opportunities are set out in the Social and
Economic Strategy section, this includes the skills and training centre, which will be focused
on providing skills training and opportunities for other vocations such as estate and asset
management, maintenance, business operations and office management.

The Procurement Strategy supports the HDV vision and objectives, ensuring compliance
with the requirements of Schedule 4 of the Members Agreement, which sets specific
procurement objectives.
In line with the aspirations and objectives of the HDV, the procurement policy endeavours to
drive growth and stimulate local jobs by engaging local contractors and SMEs. Sustainable
procurement will support the delivery of socio-economic benefits, all with the central aim of
delivering value for Haringey.
[Redacted material]

The HDV will engage independent third-party consultants to verify value for money on further
key aspects of HDV activity, including construction works. This independent third-party
verification will form a key part of HDV’s governance process and the information provided to
the HDV Board to support HDV Board decision making. Refer to the Contractor Framework
Agreement for more detail.

Aside from the key responsibilities of the Development Manager and Development Project
Manager, the following three key roles work alongside these teams on behalf of HDV to
ensure a level of independence, external market awareness and verification on time / cost
and quality in pre-construction and delivery:
•
•
•

Independent Cost Consultant (ICC) (Pre-Contract)
Independent Programme Auditor (IPA) (Pre-Contract)
Independent Employers Agent (EA) (Post Contract)
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•

HDV Development Solicitor (All the way through)

This relationship is depicted below:

Figure 2-8 Development management control relationship

These independent resources provide assurance to the HDV Board and assist in HDV Board
decision making. Their presence is also good practice more generally, as they will be
required by funders and other third-party stakeholders with interest in HDV developments.
The proposed development teams for each Category 1 site, including Asset Management
and Estate Management Teams, are detailed in the respective development business plans.
In order to aid continuity, in addition to transitioning the current bid team into the HDV, there
are other key individuals, who Lendlease would propose to deploy to support HDV delivery.
These teams have recent and relevant experience of large-scale regeneration projects.

A strategic approach to the procurement of consultants will ensure that HDV achieves a
balance in ensuring lessons learned are passed through the supply chain onto future
projects, and the opportunity for innovation and a different approach is supported to benefit
the ongoing HDV business.
The HDV will follow the principles of the Procurement Strategy set out earlier, ensuring that
the appointment of consultants supports the wider socio-economic objectives of the
partnership.
Given the diversity of size, scope and value of work in each project or phase, a Consultant
Strategy will be agreed and developed as part of the governance process. This approach will
generate a diversity of potential appointments ranging from small one-man-band Haringey
based consultancies, through to internationally renowned, award-winning, multi-disciplinary
consultants.
A typical consultant procurement process will follow the process already mapped out in
Schedule 4 of the Members Agreement, such that at the project / phase Business Plan
approval stage a Procurement Strategy will be submitted to the HDV for approval:
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•

•
•

A PQQ process to select a shortlist of key design consultants by discipline (e.g.
architects, structural and civil engineers, mechanical, electrical and public health
engineers); this shortlist should have six consultants (unless otherwise justified);
followed by proposed criterion for final selection.
For other consultants (e.g. acousticians, fire engineers) agreed assessment and
selection criteria, subject to the general requirements of Schedule 4.
The use of framework agreements across phases/projects (procured following the
principles of Schedule 4) for some specialist consultants and services may also be
considered.

Through the bid process Lendlease selected partners that best complemented and
supported the Business Plan requirements. Companies who have supported the bid are set
out in the table 2.4 below.
Table 2-4 Professional disciplines that have supported the bid to date. [Redacted

material]

Affordable Housing Advisor

Strategic and market data

Planning

Strategic and detailed planning support

CPO Advisor

CPO schedules and estimates

Masterplanning and Architecture
Northumberland Park Design

Phase 1 Northumberland Park & school
Master-planning

Cranwood Design

Initial design

Wood Green Design

Master-planning

MEPH

Including Energy and District Heating

General Engineering Services

Including transportation

Property Agents

Industrial agents (Investment / Commercial
Portfolio)

Retail Agents

Existing retail (Investment / Commercial
Portfolio)

The procurement of professionals by the HDV will be subject to the agreed procurement
policies. No pre-existing commitments have been made with the current parties. Whilst each
of the parties identified above are expected to continue to provide value for money, the
decision about ongoing supplier selection will ultimately rest with HDV; to ensure the HDV
has full flexibility from the outset.

As an HDV partner, Lendlease can offer an integrated service in all aspects of Development,
Construction and Investment Management. There is therefore the opportunity for the HDV to
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purchase additional corporate services from Lendlease if required, as set out in more detail
in the Finance and Commercial section of this Business Plan.
There is no wider commitment to Lendlease though, other than the services for which legal
agreements are in place, and if additional services are procured it is expected that they will
be market tested and demonstrated to provide value for money.
We would propose some continuity of this wider supply chain, where appropriate, once in
delivery, but always subject to the choice of HDV.

Due to the diverse nature of projects, it is expected that the HDV will utilise the services of a
number of lead contractors as part of the delivery of the developments.
The HDV has the benefit of a Contractor Framework Agreement to use Lendlease's
Construction business, where appropriate which will enable the HDV to experience an
overall Lendlease integrated development service, where the specific phase is suited to this.
For certain activities, third-party main contractors may be able to demonstrate a better value
proposition through a supply chain configured to smaller scale or sector specialism. The
utilisation of diverse third-party main contractors provides HDV with unlimited delivery scale
during peak delivery phases. The development and development project management
functions ensure that the level of service and delivery certainty is not diminished versus a
Lendlease-integrated delivery option.
The approaches to the procurement of main contractors and the Contractor Framework
Strategy with Lendlease's Construction business is set out in more detail in the Contractor
Framework Agreement.

The Contractor Framework Agreement does not give exclusivity to Lendlease Construction
(LLC). The agreement has a number of steps and mechanisms to ensure HDV is receiving
fair value for money and there are steps to revoke the contractor framework agreement
where there is non-performance against KPIs and/or value for money is not delivered. There
are steps in the process whereby if HDV (through recommendations from the Independent
Verification Team) cannot reach agreement with LLC over how matters are procured, then
HDV can choose another construction delivery route.
The Contractor Framework Agreement provides that 40% of the construction work will go to
open tender if required by HDV. The 60% balance, delivered by Lendlease Construction,
would be by Gross Internal Area and would apply to the vertical plot developments.

The use of LLC is important for HDV as not only does it provide an opportunity to leverage a
tried-and-tested integrated delivery model, it also underpins the challenging and ambitious
social and economic outcomes that HDV is seeking. Many of these results directly or
indirectly from interfaces with the construction contractor. HDV is able to put forward
ambitious plans and investment in this respect, as it has confidence that LLC will be able to
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deliver a substantial portion of the construction activity. LLC is extremely experienced in
delivering wider social and economic benefits as part of the core construction activities and
has sophisticated systems and process to ensure that these outcomes are effectively
delivered over a wide supply chain.

It is important that HDV has suitable controls in place to manage LLC. These controls are
identical, irrespective of whether the contractor is LLC or a third-party contractor and are
provided by the development project management function. Although using LLC enables
Lendlease to deliver a fully integrated offer to HDV, LLC is not self-managing; irrespective of
whether the project is being delivered in a JV, or by Lendlease alone, the development
project management service is the "client" for LLC, ensuring good discipline, quality and
value are delivered to maximise development outcomes.
Management of LLC by HDV will be underpinned by the following:
•

•

•
•

HDV Development Project Management Controls: Development project management
development services will provide day-to-day management and report to the HDV
Board both for gateway approvals and for routine monthly reporting. These
processes and governance will be consistent across the HDV projects regardless of
contractor;
Transparent and Value for Money (VFM) Procurement Methodology: Trade
procurement will be undertaken via a transparent and methodical process whereby
HDV have full visibility at regular review and approval gates;
Independent Value for Money Assessments: HDV will utilise an independent cost,
time and administration consultants to verify value for money assessments; and
Key Performance Indicators: Can be used to demonstrate continual improvement
through the project lifecycle and also performance criteria that could give rise to
termination of the exclusivity relationship.

The preferred procurement route will be recommended by the Development Manager to
HDV at project definition phase. This process is set out in the Contractor Framework
Agreement. In those circumstances where the preferred contractor (Lendlease Construction)
is not used, a third-party external contractor will be procured. This will be generally decided
by size or sector expertise and would apply to Cranwood and parts of Northumberland Park.
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The following table sets out the roles and responsibilities of each party in securing the
conditions precedent in the Development Framework Agreement for HDV to draw down
Council land.
Table 3-1 Roles and responsibilities

Planning Condition – obtaining outline and/or detailed planning
permission in respect of a Category 1 Property or a Phase (as
determined by HDV)

HDV – managed by DM

SOS Condition – obtaining Secretary of State consent for the
disposal of certain housing/education land

Council

Viability Condition – HDV notifying the Council that the Category
1 Property or Phase is viable as set out in the relevant
Development Business Plan

HDV – managed by DM

Business Plan Condition – HDV notifying the Council that a
Development Business Plan for the Category 1 Property or Phase
has been adopted by HDV

HDV – managed by DM

Vacant Possession Condition – Council to secure vacant/site
assembly of the Category 1 Property or Phase

Council

Funding Condition – HDV notifying the Council that funding
is secured to carry out and complete the development of the
Category 1 Property or Phase

HDV – managed by DM

Lease Condition – HDV and Council agreeing any necessary
changes to standard form lease to tailor to the Category 1
Property or Phase

HDV and Council

Progress Condition – Milestones for the relevant development as
detailed in the Development Business Plan for the Category 1
Property or Phase have been achieved

Council to be satisfied

In addition, for both Northumberland Park and Cranwood, the Disposal Condition must be
satisfied before either site may be brought forward for development by the HDV. The
Disposal Condition requires a fresh decision of the Council, following compliance with its
statutory and other consultation obligations, to include the site within the HDV, by means of
disposal.

It has been agreed that where the redline boundary of a proposed development site includes
both Council and non-Council owned land and the use of CPO powers to acquire some or all
of such interests is proposed, then the Council will retain control over and responsibility for
negotiations with estate residents (including its secure tenants, other tenants and
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leaseholders). The HDV will have responsibility for negotiations with all non-estate, thirdparty private land owners and tenants. It is anticipated that each party would provide
assistance and information to the other in relation to these negotiations and the parties will
be able to agree to vary those responsibilities in respect of particular interests or categories
of interests.
To deliver the HDV’s vision for regeneration it may be necessary to acquire significant areas
of existing non-Council owned properties such as private residences in Northumberland Park
or businesses in Wood Green, these have been clearly set out in the appendices of the
relevant Business Plans. Based on the requirements of indicative masterplans being
proposed, Lendlease has prepared a detailed report produced by Matthew Bodley
Associates which schedules all the properties and cost estimates for their acquisition based
on the information currently available. This has been used to inform the HDV financial model
assumptions.
Within the context of non-estate owner/occupiers, HDV will be responsible for identifying the
potential requirement for the Council to use CPO powers and will support the Council to
manage the process up to the point of the Council resolving to make and pursue a CPO.
The HDV would initially try and procure the relevant property interests by negotiation or
private treaty. However, at the outset HDV will need the support of the Council through its
demonstrable and vocal commitment to use compulsory purchase powers to initiate
development, where it is satisfied that there is a compelling case in the public interest and
that adequate negotiations have taken place in accordance with relevant guidance and
policy.
The approach HDV will take in respect of each asset will be dependent on a variety of
factors, and actions will depend upon the nature and aspirations of each of the existing
owners. Asset specific strategies will need to be adopted, having due regard to the
circumstances surrounding each individual site / owner. The following sections illustrate the
matters that will need to be considered within the context of non-estate third party private
land owners and tenants.

The HDV will recognise that different owners and businesses have differing objectives.
Therefore, a flexible approach will be necessary and consideration given to a range of
alternative contractual options such as conditional agreements, sale and leasebacks. It will
also consider a contribution towards relocation costs prior to it being incurred to reduce any
financial hardship for the business owner.
The HDV also has the ability within its regeneration to offer relocation of businesses within
the new schemes, or if appropriate, opportunities within the commercial portfolio. The
proposed HDV offer to resident leaseholders is set out in detail in the Northumberland Park
Business Plan.
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Where possible the HDV will always try to acquire assets without the need of CPO powers.
The HDV will look for opportune times to commence negotiations (such as at lease
expiration), and endeavour to structure acquisitions and subsequent development
programmes around the needs of existing owners and occupational businesses as far as
reasonably practicable.

Ideally, a gradual release of accommodation as the relevant schemes progress would be the
preferred approach, minimising capital outlay but ensuring security of possession by the
development date and a deal that represents overall value for money for HDV. Although
achieving mutually acceptable terms with all parties involved in acquiring required sites is a
preference, the possibility of the need for a more proactive policy cannot be excluded. This
may result in a disparity in the timing of acquisitions with regard to the relevant development
programme itself and in these cases assets would be managed on an acquisition and
investment basis until they are ready to be utilised for development.

Where sites can be acquired earlier than necessary on acceptable terms, agreement will be
made with the Council whether the Council or HDV acquires the relevant site and the
appropriate method for funding. In the case of investment properties, it may be possible to
secure vacant possession simply through the provisions of the Landlord and Tenant Act on
expiry of a lease, or via a private treaty or negotiated settlement. By providing alternative or
new accommodation within the redevelopments, vacant possession could be secured in a
cooperative way.

It may also be possible for HDV to enter joint ventures, or formalised profit sharing positions
with third-party owners who wish to maintain an interest within any redevelopment that takes
place.
These may take the form of a base payment for a site followed by some form of overage
provision or top-up payment dependent on the form of development, or its value upon
completion. This will be the subject of detailed negotiation.
More challenging will be scenarios where the existing owner wishes to take forward
development either jointly with HDV, or independently, but in accordance with the indicative
masterplan. Under either scenario, the need to work in accordance with the indicative
masterplan is paramount, both in terms of phasing and built form. For smaller, distinct
projects the opportunity to work in joint venture with smaller developers/landowners will be
encouraged, and this could be an interesting way to diversify the funding risks, and bring
more product to the market at an early stage, as well as potentially involving a wider local
supply chain.
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Lendlease, as the Development Manager for the HDV, has significant experience in past
projects of synergies between smaller groups and the main developer (with specific local
knowledge and expertise) being a way to potentially optimise outcomes.

Once HDV is established, it would be prudent to reinforce the definitive statement made by
the Council, outlining its determination to take the regeneration forward, and its commitment
to use CPO powers where it is satisfied that there is a compelling case in the public interest
and that sufficient negotiations have taken place in accordance with relevant guidance and
policy. This will assist in commencing and managing negotiations. For further detail on the
process refer to the Land Assembly Agreement.
It is anticipated that the period between the formation of the HDV and its readiness to submit
planning applications will be sufficient to enter negotiations with landowners and occupiers to
a point where there is sufficient confidence to progress with an acquisition or otherwise. By
this point it is anticipated that all necessary groundwork to enable the Council to consider
making and pursuing a CPO will have been undertaken. It is understood that the Council will
retain control over the appropriate power under which a CPO may be made but will consider
representations from HDV. Where negotiations with estate residents are required, HDV will
work alongside the Council.
If terms of the acquisitions involved have not been agreed by the submission date of a
relevant planning application, HDV will request that the Council seeks a resolution to pursue
a CPO. Assuming that the resolution is positive, negotiations would continue in parallel with
the preparation and making of the CPO by the Council and its serving of all appropriate
notices alongside the requisite publicity. It is clearly a complicated and detailed process and
will require close co-working between HDV and the Council. The CPO process would ensure
that a timetable is in place to move towards a compulsory acquisition if required. However,
ongoing negotiations will help to build a good working relationship with those whose interests
are affected and will demonstrate that the Council and HDV is willing to be open and to treat
their concerns with respect. Such negotiations can then help to save time at the formal CPO
objection stage by minimising misunderstandings and reducing negative perceptions.
If a CPO process is required, it is currently foreseen to evolve as follows:

Figure 3-1 A CPO process that will deliver a robust outcome

Negotiations will continue throughout this process, and it is assumed that the Inspector finds
in favour of the order. A robust and credible argument will need to be made so that there is a
compelling case in the public interest, which stresses the indicative masterplan approach
and total benefits of the scheme including wider social and economic benefits.
By way of example, if planning powers are used, this would demonstrate that significant
improvements to social, environmental and economic well-being would be unlikely to be
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achieved without a CPO to ensure a co-ordinated approach to development. This would feed
into the Council's statement of reasons.

The HDV programme includes realistic timelines for achieving this complicated process. An
indicative timetable of the key stages of the CPO process is as follows:
Phase

Time (months)

Preparatory phase – up to making of CPO

3-6

Inquiry phase – from making CPO to Inquiry

6-9

Decision – from close of inquiry to Secretary of State’s decision

4-6

Implementation

3 (or longer)

Total

18-24

Table 3-2 A secure process for delivering CPO outcomes(indicative timetable)

In order to save time and money, all potential cases should be heard at the inquiry, and
similarly all outstanding settlements dealt with by the Lands Tribunal simultaneously.

Further details of how HDV can agree with the Council funding for land acquisition costs are
set out in the finance and commercial section of this Business Plan and the legal
agreements. Ultimately, HDV will be responsible for all land assembly costs (and interest on
money loaned to the Council for direct acquisition costs) for development sites, once land
drawdown for Council land is confirmed.
The basis for compensation to dispossessed land owners is related to a combination of the
market value of their interest together with disturbance payments. The market value is based
upon value in the non-scheme world, and reflects not just existing use value but the value of
any development potential that could have been realised in the absence of the scheme.
There is likely to be a considerable amount of town planning effort required in this instance
to establish the principles of the non-scheme world.
However, HDV’s Valuers would also have regard to the effect of betterment, in cases where
landowners additionally have interests that are not being taken. Similarly, disturbance
payments will need to be assessed upon a comprehensive understanding of occupiers’
businesses and the scope for equivalent reinstatement as opposed to extinguishment. The
whole process has to be based upon the firm foundation of a proper understanding of all of
the interests (both land ownerships and tenancies) as well as comprehensive market
knowledge.
A key consideration will be the number of CPOs that are needed for the HDV; several CPOs
are likely to be needed for Northumberland Park, though it is anticipated that Wood Green
may be able to be undertaken with a single process.
In choosing the approach the following aspects will be considered:
•

Timing and phasing of delivery – once a CPO is confirmed it has to be implemented
within three years;
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•
•
•

•

Risk – the CPO process carries risk;
Cost – there are likely to be economies of running a single CPO as compared to a
number of smaller ones;
Compensation – if multiple CPOs are pursued, landowners in later phases may seek
to claim valuation uplifts to reflect an improvement of the area resulting from works
undertaken under earlier phases; and
Justification for latter phases of the scheme – there is a slight risk that if an initial
CPO delivers the infrastructure across the entire scheme area then it would be easier
for landowners in a subsequent CPO to argue that they could carry out their own
independent scheme.

The biggest issue which is relevant to the number of CPOs is the timing and phasing of the
development proposals.

These opportunities are vital to how HDV develops as a long-term business to drive the
wider transformation and regeneration agenda across Haringey.
Category 2 Properties included in the HDV’s indicative programme are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SA63 Broadwater Farm Area N17
SA66 Leabank & Lemsford Close N15
SA56 Park Grove (inc Durnsford Road) N11
SA54 Tunnel Gardens (inc. Blake Road) N11
SS3 Turner Avenue / Brunel Walk N15
TG3 Reynardson Court N17
Demountables – Watts Close N15 / Barbara Hucklesbury N22
Fred Morfill House, Bounds Green Rd, N11
Land to rear of Muswell Hill Library N10

A high-level review of the above properties has been undertaken to obtain existing details
and identify issues associated with potential future regeneration opportunities. This review
has considered site extent, existing use, social and economic need, town planning
considerations and land assembly. Property Overviews for each property have been created
and are provided in Appendix 3. This review has enabled the properties to be grouped with a
suggested indicative timeline to bring forward Proposal documentation in the future. These
indicative timescales are provided in the Category 2 and 3 Properties Indicative Programme
(see Appendix 4). The groupings reflect the amount of time considered necessary to develop
a Proposal document for each property. As set out in Schedule 8 of the HDV Member’s
Agreement these Proposal documents will be submitted to Haringey Council for review and
approval to enable the HDV to then develop full Business Plans.
Separate teams will work up each initial Business Plan to assess the opportunity for these
schemes under HDV Board’s guidance. A detailed programme of engagement will be agreed
with the Council to develop these to a full Business Plan and implementation stage.
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The initial Business Plan will set out the proposed timescales for agreement of all required
details and this will be influenced by, and include input from Members and Officers as to
requirements and timescales for the specific site.

The proposal for Category 3 Properties (which are not necessarily within Council ownership)
is that HDV will consider other land assembly opportunities that could potentially improve
options for rehousing, social and economic enhancements and therefore provide
opportunities to build on the longer-term vision and ambitions of HDV.
As part of the business planning process, opportunities will be identified and put forward to
the Council where Category 3 Properties could benefit the Commercial Portfolio through
enhancing the ability to cluster investments to amplify impact.
The phasing of the Business Plans for Category 1 sites is not reliant on acquiring any
Category 3 Properties, but they may present improved opportunities for rehousing, or
potential extension of development and would be continually evaluated to assess any
changes in potential opportunity during the annual business planning cycle.

HDV may have opportunity and reasons to acquire additional assets over the life of the
project to achieve longer-term strategic goals, such as to creating HDV-branded clustering in
the commercial portfolio, or wider town centre impact at Wood Green.
Further acquisitions may also be part of the process to speed up the current Category 1
phasing or future Category 2 Properties, by providing wider rehousing opportunities. All
opportunities will be business case led and appropriate funding agreed between the HDV
partners in accordance with the Members Agreement and the Finance and Commercial
Business Plan.

If the Council decides to bring forward Northumberland Park for development by the HDV,
HDV will be required to rehouse the households at the site where possible to make land
available to create early transformation in the initial development phases, that will win the
hearts and minds of residents. The rights and needs of current residents are fundamental to
the success of the regeneration, and in setting a positive tone for the years of development
to come. Existing residents will be the first occupants of the new housing completed in the
regeneration. The sensitivity and communication to ensure this process is delivered
successfully will be supported by HDV in partnership with Council and Homes for Haringey.
Should there be any delays and complications with proposed rehousing options on the
Category 1 sites then there are a range of alternative rehousing options for relocation, that
the Council will consider, including the acquisition of third-party land, S106 housing within
the borough, development of Commercial Portfolio sites. If neither of the Category 1 sites
nor any of these alternative options can be delivered to the necessary programme, then the
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delivery of Northumberland Park is still achievable, albeit across a longer timescale (2-4yrs).
Consideration of how such a delay to the programme could be mitigated with alternative
scenarios.
[Redacted material]

[Redacted material]

[Redacted material]

Figure 3-2 Exploring alternative resident rehousing options

As the indicative masterplan and phasing develops and resident engagement deepens, the
HDV rehousing plan needs to retain flexibility alongside the Council, the HDV will continue to
consider the range of alternative rehousing options for relocation, including the acquisition of
third-party land, S106 housing within the borough and development of Commercial Portfolio
sites to ensure delivery expectations are met.

Section 105 of the Housing Act 1985 places a legal obligation on the Council to make and
maintain such arrangements as it considers appropriate to consult with its secure (and
demoted) tenants who are likely to be substantially affected by a matter of housing
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management. While this obligation to consult is a matter entirely for the Council, HDV will
take steps to assist the Council where appropriate.

Existing residents of the estate, in particular Council tenants and leaseholders, benefit from
services offered by Homes for Haringey. These include asset management, estate
management, housing management, repairs and maintenance, resident support and
community development. Many of these services are accessed on a daily basis by residents,
whilst others are accessed less regularly or not at all. Similarly, some are statutory services
that Homes for Haringey are required to provide, whereas others are discretionary.
Homes for Haringey has established teams working across this range of disciplines; they
know the local communities and have relationships that will be invaluable to building and
maintaining confidence in HDV proposals.
Maintaining continuity in these relationships, with support from HDV as necessary, will
establish trust amongst the community during the acquisition and rehousing phases. In
addition, there will be opportunities for HDV to supplement Homes for Haringey's existing
resource and enhance and extend their existing services. This will help to further build
community resilience and capacity, and drive the objectives of HDV.
The Council will be responsible for managing the statutory S105 obligations with support
from Homes for Haringey, agreeing the rehousing plans with tenants and leaseholders, and
managing the transition of the existing estate into the new neighbourhoods.
An illustration of how partnering on the roles and responsibilities in this rehousing process
could work is set out below:
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Agree Rehousing Strategy

✔

✔

Agree Communication Strategy

✔

✔

Undertake needs assessments of existing residents

✔

Identify vulnerable tenants/special requirements

✔

Maintain household data following needs assessment

✔

Undertake detailed needs assessment/verification

✔

Establish rehousing team

✔

Develop housing options for residents

✔

✔

Choice of specification – fixtures and fittings

✔

✔

Resident rehousing
Set up resident steering group

✔
✔

✔

Serve notice on secure tenants

✔

Administer home loss and disturbance

✔

Agree leaseholder packages

✔

Arrange removals and disconnections
Handovers and viewing of new homes (incl. snagging)

✔
✔

✔

Table 3-3 Optimising S105 responsibilities between the HDV and the Council (with HfH support)

In taking a partnership approach to these services, residents will be able to access coherent
information on the regeneration from one source at the Regeneration Hub.
This one-stop-shop for residents will provide clarity and support. Homes for Haringey staff
will be offered desk space in HDV offices as part of this partnership to aid integration.
Through engagement, residents will help to shape the portfolio of management services
provided in the completed regeneration. HDV has the potential, with no pre-agreed
affordable provider or manager, to foster an ongoing relationship with Homes for Haringey,
should this be appropriate for service delivery and represent value for money.
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Within seven years, the HDV will have successfully delivered: (target programme)
•
•
•
•
•

Over 800 affordable homes
A new school
Circa1,500 new PRS and OMS homes
Circa 8,000m2 of new retail and community space
Circa 5,000m2 of new commercial working space

Delivery of quality product on this scale will achieve a momentum and regeneration of place
that will transform the Category 1 sites and provide a strong foundation for the completion of
these developments and wider success of the HDV business.
In this section, an overview of the general delivery approach for each type of product is set
out, that would then be applied to and tailored for individual developments.

Affordable housing (including social housing) is modelled in this Business Plan at a 40%
target level in total across the three Category 1 sites.
The exact mix of affordable housing components assumed is set out in the Finance and
Commercial section of this HDV Strategic Business Plan. This section of the Business Plan
also explains how this level of affordable housing is a balance designed to achieve policy
outcomes. But it does have some significant commercial impacts that HDV will need to
actively manage.
Delivery of affordable housing is recognised as being a key strategic aim of HDV to support
the Council’s wider ambitions for housing delivery and to create a balanced and varied
community outcome. Affordable housing at this level is challenging to deliver commercially,
particularly at the early stages of a large-scale regeneration project, when mobilisation and
infrastructure costs are high and revenues have not yet benefited from the place making and
regeneration uplift. The HDV will work with the Council to continually balance the ambitions
between delivering a level of affordable housing that exceeds many schemes in London and
the Mayor’s ambitions, whilst ensuring that development continues to be commercially
viable, and maintains momentum.

The HDV will commit to delivering tenure-blind affordable housing, with a balance of different
types of homes, offering quality, affordability and sustainability for current and future
generations. As referenced in Haringey’s Housing Strategy and in line with Lendlease’s
standard approach, engagement with residents and communities will be critical from day one
so that decisions and service improvements are shaped by what they want. The HDV will
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implement a Resident Strategy to ensure that residents are involved consistently through the
process. This is detailed in the Northumberland Park Business Plan.
The HDV is committed to building the same high-quality homes, regardless of the end user
or tenure. The approach is to properly understand the end user requirements - generally a
Registered Provider (RP) - and to specify the finishes to meet those requirements. This will
mean that there will be subtle variations in the specifications but that the fundamentals of the
buildings are no different to the Open Market Sales (OMS) product. HDV will work with the
Council and Homes for Haringey to develop an HDV affordable specification, and this would
be incorporated into the Product Book.

[Redacted material]

A strategy that will require jointly Lendlease and Council development is the potential for the
HDV to form an entity that would be eligible to act as an RP. This would enable the HDV to
take a long-term investment position in affordable housing across the borough, and
potentially lead to a revenue-generating portfolio that could even expand farther than the
borough to other Lendlease developments and beyond.
Any decision to pursue this Strategy would be taken by the HDV Board.

The base Business Plan does not include any provision of grant funding, an initial position
requested by the Council. It is very likely though that HDV will be able to secure grant
funding to aid the delivery of affordable housing, particularly in Northumberland Park, given
the overriding case for housing change to support wider economic and social improvements.
As set out in further detail in the “menu of options” in the finance and commercial section of
this Strategic Business Plan, grant funding would be highly beneficial to HDV in developing
the Category 1 sites, and, in particular, Northumberland Park. In the event of a challenge to
Business Plan viability, it may alleviate early phase infrastructure challenges, through
providing specific funding for upgraded utilities and transport connections. It may also enable
HDV to maintain a higher level of affordable housing provision than would otherwise be
possible.

It is important that the HDV retains the choice of options for the ownership and management
of housing, for the purposes of scheme design, business planning and for consultation with
tenants at the appropriate time.
It would be unwise to fix a position on this as housing policy, including rent policy may vary
from time to time changing the most advantageous approach for the HDV, its members and
its tenants and customers.
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For ease of understanding and avoiding complexity based on as yet unknown options,
HDV’s financial model has been established on the basis of a forward sale of affordable
housing to a Registered Provider, or an institutional investor.
On commencement of each phase / plot the HDV will decide the most appropriate affordable
housing sale or hold option to proceed with, whilst still achieving the viability criteria required
to commence each phase / plot.
Options available for the HDV to consider may include for the housing to be held in HDV, in
its subsidiaries or the following list below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sell to a RP (competitive process to selective appropriate provider);
Transfer to Council ownership (grant or Council funding or via Council JV returns);
Joint ownership HDV and a RP (HDV as a part funder / investor);
Joint ownership Council and RP (Council as a part funder / investor via JV returns);
and
5. HDV set up RP and retain ownership.
The process HDV will follow to understand the optimal solution for the Affordable component
of a give phase will be as follows:

RP

Figure 4-2 Affordable ownership and funding selection process

The HDV would follow a competitive process to appoint a RP if that was decided as the HDV
preferred option. This process includes strategic approach and evaluation criteria that could
be adopted to ensure a best value outcome for the HDV and the Council.

HDV Open Market Sale (OMS) homes need to be of high-quality design and finish to ensure
that they deliver transformation of place, including changing the perception and reputation of
the areas being developed, meet both the aspirations and needs of buyers, and endure for
future generations. In a tenure-blind environment, private homes for sale also set the
benchmark for the overall area, as affordable homes will be externally identical, supporting
social and community cohesion.
HDV will deliver a range of OMS product, and delivery will need to ensure that design
aspirations are met and that the delivery process does not in any way dilute product quality
and outcomes. The ability of Lendlease to provide a development management and project
management service to HDV is important in ensuring this. The project management service
in particular has intimate product knowledge and focus, to protect and deliver product

`
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outcomes. For example, often during a value engineering process, which can generate very
positive cost and efficiency outcomes, focus on the product outcomes can be lost as the
project management service is not close to this end-product detail. Using Lendlease
services, HDV will avoid this risk as at all times focus is on the product that the end customer
will receive and ensuring it is high-quality and will fulfil its ambition to be transformational.
Full details of the design approach for proposed HDV developments and the associated
product are set out in the HDV Place Making Business Plans and in more detail within the
individual development Business Plans.

[Redacted material]

[Redacted material]

[Redacted material]

All HDV product will encompass the HDV sustainability approach set out in more detail in the
place making section of this HDV Strategic Business Plan. Measures such as improved
internal air quality, smart metering and innovation to minimise water usage will be standard,
and is a potential key differentiator and value driver for HDV.
HDV may choose to specifically design and deliver very highly sustainable and energy
efficient product as a way of differentiating product and fulfilling wider environmental
commitments. Lendlease can support HDV with developing these ideas to fulfil both place
and product ambitions. Lendlease experience includes the unique development of
Passivhaus standard product at Elephant & Castle, and the use of cross-laminated timber
(CLT) to deliver highly airtight and insulated homes that are also very efficient to build and
deliver.

The HDV PRS product should be considered in the context of being good homes that people
want to rent, as opposed to a product that can only service a rental market or a product that
is in anyway “inferior”.
When compiling delivery plans for developments, HDV will need to retain flexibility to
respond to the market and to potentially switch between OMS and PRS depending on
market strength and absorption rates.

`
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The HDV approach will therefore be to design and deliver all product as excellent quality
housing, with quality finishing and design, but in the design and delivery process to tailor
where appropriate for a rental market. Two main areas will need to be considered for
delivery of rental product:
1. Amenity: people renting often require and are willing to pay extra for amenities such
as gyms and communal spaces. The mix of people who tend to rent gives a higher
demand for these additional amenity features versus the mix of those buying Open
Market product.
2. Management: great customer service, a strong brand and a good choice of amenities
is critical in delivering PRS product. The management approach should be overlaid at
design stage, so that the requirements for additional facilities to provide these can be
properly incorporated.
To retain flexibility in design and delivery between OMS and PRS, there are innovative
solutions that can be used to mould a core OMS product that has been well designed to a
successful PRS product with very few changes. For example, use of “podium extensions” to
give additional amenity space at the bottom of the building can work well, and wider
innovations in the management approach can drive efficiency and minimise any limitations
through product and design that has retained OMS flexibility and not been specifically
configured for PRS.
A Product Book approach similar to the OMS approach, but tailored for PRS, is being
developed by Lendlease and will be available for HDV to use. This will drive efficiency and
standardisation benefits where a firm decision on the PRS nature of the product has been
made.
Lendlease will support HDV as development and project manager in delivering PRS product
that is flexible and drives asset value, as well as exciting renters and thereby installing pride
and respect for the community. This is something that can often be lost in communities with
a high proportion of rented homes.

The HDV commercial product will accommodate ways in which a tenant can integrate,
collaborate and socialise within a floor or on multiple linked floors; delivering a complete
agile workplace offering. Sustainable design, engineered structural grids, cores, floorplate
dimensions, façade options and building services are all efficiently planned for optimum cost
and user benefit. A smart building overlay ensures that the building space will function to the
highest technological tenant demands.
Health and wellbeing will be at the core of the commercial product. Through large floorplates
to suit agile working, interconnecting stairwells to promote tenant movement and health,
together with 100% fresh air with maximum daylight to support employee wellbeing, the HDV
will bring an exciting new office offering to the Haringey market - which strives to provide a
work/live environment that matches the ‘20-minute walkable city’ or the ‘12-minute work life’
concepts.
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The retail sector (which for the purposes of this Business Plan includes catering and leisure
uses) is a fast changing one and it is essential that flexibility and adaptability are considered
as part of the design process. It is important to ensure that ground floor activation works are
part of sometimes significantly larger, multi-occupancy buildings. Therefore, developing a
robust ground floor activation brief at the concept design stage (as part of the wider Place
Making Strategy) is important to consider the technical and operational requirements of the
building upfront, which could be several years prior to leasing discussions with operators.
Each project will be resourced with an experienced retail Development Manager. They will
be responsible for the delivery of the retail uses and work with the development project
management, delivery, marketing and estates teams to ensure that the offer is relevant and
set up for long-term success.
A Retail Strategy is prepared which will cover all stages of the retail design, leasing and
delivery process, but specifically; greater detail around the requirements of the project
design brief, how the retail uses contribute to the character of the place being created, the
technical specification and shopfront design, tenant mix and estate management.
The level of occupier collaboration required will vary depending on the operator, the location
and unit typology. Typically, the development management and delivery team will work with
the tenant to help understand their aspirations for the look and feel of the unit, assisting
them, if required, with the process of seeking approvals (both statutory and landlord). Units
tend to be handed over in either shell and core state, for larger units or for more established
operators, but for smaller tenants or spaces it is more likely that a ‘white box’ specification
could be more appropriate. As part of the estate-wide management regime, ongoing leasing
and tenant management will be key to ensuring the continuing success of the retail offer.
This success will be achieved by proactive and experienced estate management and
curation of the retail interfaces which includes, and increases the presence of meanwhile
uses, activities and events in the public realm.

The HDV will be expected to deliver a wide range of social infrastructure to support delivery
of housing, retail and commercial spaces, to create place and to deliver social and economic
outcomes.
The Category 1 Business Plans specifically address the approach to the new school, health
and wellbeing centre and the public realm. For other community infrastructure, both forecast
and yet to be determined, the following simple principles will underpin the delivery approach:
•

•

HDV will assist the Council and local community in securing the necessary funding to
both build and operate the required facilities and services, including how they may be
kept in community ownership;
Priority will be given to supporting responses where the context and supply provision
(healthcare, dentistry, childcare etc.) has clearly more significant need;
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•
•
•

Delivery will encompass support for wider socio-economic outcomes, for example, by
generating employment and training;
HDV will assist statutory and existing providers in ensuring new services enhance,
add value and compliment, rather than cannibalise, the existing provisions; and
An approach that designs buildings/facilities that can be adopted to future
requirements will be prioritised.

`
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Unlike any other developer operating in the borough, the HDV has access to a significant
and varied portfolio of sites. The HDV is consequently able to make site-specific decisions
within the context of a much wider Corporate Strategy, balancing strategic and local planning
objectives over the lifespan of the business.
Structured successfully, this allows planning decisions on individual HDV sites to be made
by the Local Planning Council (LPA) within the context of an agreed borough-wide approach
to delivering strategic planning benefits across relevant HDV sites. This strategic approach
in principle was agreed at Lendlease’s pre-application discussions during the bid stage. The
HDV will work in partnership with the Local Planning Council to agree the details of this
mechanism.
To ensure efficient delivery of strategic planning objectives and social outcomes, the parallel
processes of regeneration, housing and planning need to be aligned from the outset. This is
particularly important in agreeing an approach to strategic issues such as rehousing,
affordable housing and employment. The HDV Planning Strategy allows these important
issues to be balanced across a portfolio of HDV sites. For example, some HDV sites may be
more appropriate for higher density housing development, whilst other HDV sites may be
best suited to lower density homes for families, including more affordable housing. When
considered together on a portfolio basis, these sites can achieve a balanced policy compliant
approach which optimises the potential of the HDV. Individual planning applications will then
be assessed against their contribution to these outcomes.

Establishing the distinction between the commercial interest of the Council as a HDV partner
and its role as the Local Planning Council is important early in the process. Teams should
give careful thought from the outset on how corporately the HDV and planning will agree on
appropriate controls and where those controls need to sit (e.g. Land Agreement / s106). The
scale and duration of the HDV, over a number of market cycles, requires a flexible approach.
The ability to evolve and review over the life of the HDV is crucial, and the approach to
planning and the way decisions are structured should seek to allow this, within the context of
agreed principles.
The Council should be directly involved as the strategies are developed, not only as decision
makers on planning applications, but also as a link to the local communities impacted by the
strategies and decisions. This buy-in ensures decision makers have a shared understanding
of the drivers behind HDV applications and how they will be assessed (particularly at
committee).
These strategies and the planning control mechanisms need to be agreed in advance of the
submission of any substantive planning applications.
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The HDV will agree Planning Performance Agreements (PPAs) for HDV Planning
Applications, that set out shared objectives and planning programme commitments, using
them as a mechanism for collaborative working. The PPAs will include a detailed schedule of
key programme milestones and schedules for engagement with officers, Members, the
community, the public, key stakeholders and expert advisers, such as the Quality Review
Panel.

A well-considered affordable housing and Viability Strategy is critical to the Planning
Strategy, offering potential to improve scheme feasibility and secure support from
stakeholders. The delivery of more homes, including affordable housing, is a key
requirement of national, regional and local planning policy, and important to the local
community and stakeholders.
The HDV will identify opportunities for tenure innovation, such as intermediate housing
solutions and levels of affordability. This approach will enable the delivery of the Council’s
corporate objectives, will realise the ambitions for the Council’s housing in the future and is
within the flexibilities of regional and local planning policy.
The HDVs intended approach is set out in the Commercial and Finance Business Plan and
will consider the proportion of affordable housing across the HDV portfolio. The HDV will
work to complement existing initiatives, deliver value for money solutions and any
additionality. This will include looking at hybrid models including discounted PRS being
classified as affordable. However, this option has not been included within our base financial
appraisal.
The HDV will bring forward phased development in the most efficient way possible and in
response to community need and the target market – this will inform the tenures and types of
homes we deliver, who we partner with in terms of the management of replacement and new
affordable homes, the terms we enter into and how we fund development. For example:
•

•

•

•

Private Rental Sector (PRS): is a growing sector and HDV is well placed to benefit
from the increasing investment, given the borough’s location, the changing quality of
the place, pricing and the wider proposals to create a high-quality development;
Registered Provider (RP): The approach taken does not preclude such partnership.
By not committing to a specific RP, the HDV is not limiting the affordable housing
scope. The HDV has the opportunity to take a fresh approach and do what is best for
Haringey without being influenced by the wider decision making of a RP at this early
stage of the projects (i.e. fixed processes, protocols, standardisation, HCA
requirements, grant funding bids);
A baseline of housing categories has been included in the Business Plans, which are
expected to flex during consultation with the relevant stakeholders and planning
authorities; and
The HDV can apply for complementary sources of funding, such as London Housing
Bank and other regional and national initiatives, which will change over the duration
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of the project. More details on this are set out in the finance and commercial section
of this HDV Business Plan.
The HDV approach will prioritise transparency in respect of affordable housing and viability
through the planning process, building confidence and providing reassurance to all
stakeholders that the affordable housing proposals represent the maximum reasonable
allocation, having regard to individual site costs, availability of public subsidy, other scheme
requirements and economic viability.
Planning submissions will address affordable housing through two key documents:
•
•

Affordable Housing Statement; and
Financial Appraisal Supporting Statement.

The HDV will prepare an AHS for any planning application comprising residential use,
describing the affordable housing proposals and how they have been informed by and
support the delivery of affordable housing planning policies. The AHS will explain how the
proposals respond to socio-economic challenges and concerns, citing specific guidance and
requirements. The HDV will work with the Council’s housing team in relation to their priority
needs, assumptions on the availability of grant funding, affordability requirements and
nominations protocols.
The AHS will provide an overview of how the proposals fit with policy and the description of
the affordable housing will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Amount, including differentiation between re-provision and new;
Tenure, setting out the anticipated tenure but including flexibility;
Type, whether homes or flats, unit size and number of bed spaces;
Affordability, having regard to guidance at the time; and
Terms and tenancy type.

This document will clearly set out any distinction between re-provision and new homes,
recognising that whilst there is a commitment to ensuring tenure integration, there will be
some aspects of delivery and management that will be distinct. The AHS will address any
areas of uncertainty relating to emerging policy and/or areas of policy not relevant, for
example on Starter Homes.
This approach will improve transparency, ensuring that the proposed affordable housing is
clearly communicated through the planning consultation process. The clarity will also assist
expedient finalisation of the s106 agreement.

The determining planning authorities, Haringey and GLA, will require reassurance that the
proposed affordable housing represents the maximum reasonable quantum that the scheme
can viably support.
Haringey’s emerging Policy DM13 seeks 40% of new homes to be affordable. Proposals
which offer less than policy compliant levels of affordable housing, will require a viability
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submission. The GLA has recently published the consultation draft ‘Affordable Housing and
Viability’ SPG, which promotes a “threshold” of 35% affordable housing; below which, a
detailed viability assessment is required.
Specific considerations in considering viability may include:
•

•

•

•

•

Estate regeneration: The upfront costs associated with estate regeneration are
significant and material when considered in the context of planning viability. Policy is
flexible to allow for exceptional costs where estate regeneration is supported by
planning policy;
Grant funding: The proposals form part of a Housing Zone and there may be scope
to secure funding associated with this. The HDV will explore any opportunities for
grants;
Affordable housing tenures: Starter Homes and London Living Rent are both
subject to consultation, proposals may need to evidence why these are not being
included or show the impact of including such tenures on the overall quantum of
affordable housing delivered;
Private Rental Sector: The Council’s own policy supports the development of PRS
and there is support from the GLA for the delivery of a quality rental sector for
London, but it is acknowledged that this may affect scheme viability and the
proportion of affordable housing brought forward;
Other planning priorities: consideration may also need to be given to the level of
subsidy being directed into other schemes, including Community Infrastructure Levy.

Early appointment of the Independent Assessor is encouraged to enable the team to brief
them on the proposals, programme and approach taken to the viability. It is assumed the
Council will lead on this appointment following its normal protocols; the GLA’s internal
viability team will also be in place and will consider the appraisal and conclusions of the
Council’s independent assessor. Key principles will be agreed with all parties as part of preapplication discussions, providing reassurance that the viability position informing the
planning and development process is consistent with the Council’s planning department,
third parties and other key stakeholders, including the GLA in their role as strategic planning
Council.
Specific points that would benefit from being agreed at the outset, to avoid risks of delays
and facilitate an effective collaborative approach, include:
•
•
•
•

The format and structure of the financial model to be used for the viability;
The delivery structure of the scheme and the way in which this will be modelled;
The measure and level of return required and how/when returns are released; and
The approach to establishing benchmark land value for the purposes of viability.

The key themes which ensure the appraisal is both user friendly and robust are:
•
•

Adherence to industry good practice and the Council’s Planning Obligations SPD;
Transparent calculations, i.e. avoidance of ‘black box’ type modelling, ensuring that
any party can readily understand how the result is calculated;
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•

•

Robust evidence base ensuring that all assumptions are bespoke to the scheme,
informed by appropriately qualified professionals and supported by relevant
comparables;
Relevant outputs, including scheme financial performance in line with the agreed
measures, and other issues relevant to decision making such as the range of
household income served by affordable products.

Planning policy can require a review mechanism to be imposed where the amount and type
of affordable housing is less than required by policy. The draft GLA Affordable Housing and
Viability SPG also provides guidance on when a review mechanism is likely to be required,
particularly where less than 35% affordable housing is provided. This is an area of policy
subject to on-going change and it will be necessary to consider and agree a consistent
approach across the HDV sites at the outset.

The design philosophy and design approach is detailed within the HDV Strategic Business
Plan Place Making.
The HDV will implement a robust and rigorous design control process that operates end-toend, ensuring cost certainty, quality of product, safety, sustainable outcomes, buildability and
value optimisation.
Extensive design control measures are implemented and aligned with the proposed
governance process and interim reviews at project levels on a routine basis. This ensures
that design is developed in line with the HDV vision and requirements, to the project/phase
budget and the agreed business case. Specific additional control measures may be applied
to different projects (for example, to reflect the form of contract or specific client
requirements) but typical control measures are included below.

Each phase/plot/project team will report upwards monthly, allowing regular senior overview
of the design development. At appropriate stages (for example prior to submitting planning),
the HDV Board will be required to approve progress to the next stage. Refer to the
Delegation Policy for further detail.

A Development Brief and Project Management Plan will be put in place for each
plot/phase/project that aligns with the overarching business plans.

The aim is for the HDV to ‘consistently provide cost plan certainty’ to manage cost and
maintain quality throughout utilising a ‘design to cost’ ethos. Utilising both Lendlease inhouse and external PQS resource, will ensure the design meets the brief and achieves the
desired standards of quality whilst delivering to budget.
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Cost plans will be produced at all key project design stages and put forward for approval at
all gateways. During intervening periods, any changes to the project cost plan will be
managed via a strict change control process and ‘cost running sheet’ to ensure changes are
clearly identified, managed and addressed as appropriate. Prior to going out to seek tenders
from main contractors or supply chain, the team will undertake market testing exercises
together with robust internal and external benchmarking across all the key design packages
to ensure design, and scope and cost is as finalised. This ensures significant cost certainty
prior to going out to formal tender.

The project teams will establish specific design codes and tools which each of the individual
phases and plots will work within and which respond to the local context, constraints and
opportunities.
For Reserved Matters Applications, a robust reconciliation process prior to submission will
be implemented to ensure that the wider objectives and principles are being delivered within
the constraints of any Outline Planning Consent.

Building Information Modelling (BIM) will be implemented and managed from the outset of all
projects and will enable the various stakeholders, design team, construction team, specialist
subcontractors and other supply chain partners to work in collaboration and more efficiently
to effectively reduce risk, increase certainty and deliver quality products.

Lendlease will leverage its internal design and wider specialists to ensure that robust peer
and design reviews are conducted throughout the design process.

To ensure proper alignment there will be full engagement with the relevant warranty
providers and Building Control from the early stages for each project.

The HDV will need to leverage lessons learnt from early phases to flow through continuous
improvement into each new project as it comes forward.

Each project, plot and phase will have its own specific Health, Safety and Wellbeing Plan.
The design will respond to these plans with regular workshops being held to ensure delivery
on this plan, as well as designing out risks early. These workshops will involve project team
members and individuals external to the project to review key areas of the brief and design
with the purpose of identifying opportunities and risks.
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HDV will let contracts on a plot-by-plot basis, ensuring robust scopes and performance
standards directly applicable to the plot are implemented. Robust design deliverables and
consultant responsibility delineation will be put in place between the public realm and
infrastructure and site-wide teams.

The HDV's approach is founded on several key principles which Lendlease employs on all
schemes to ensure certainty in delivery of cost, quality, safety, sustainability and
programme. Construction phase delivery controls will be detailed in each Project
Management Plan which will be shared with contractors to ensure aligned processes and a
common understanding of ways of working between client and contractor.
The key principles and tools HDV will employ include:
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Ensuring a scalable construction approach - undertaking best value assessments to
ensure we are leveraging the unique opportunity the scale of the developments
offering to the HDV;
Implement a bespoke contractor Procurement Strategy for each phase, ensuring
diversity and depth of supply chain;
Sharing knowledge across sites and projects, utilising a diverse supply chain and
lessons learnt processes to ensure continuous improvement throughout the life of
HDV;
Deploying robust contract administration processes, with clear roles and
responsibilities and owners for each element to ensure clarity in communication and
timely decision making;
For large-scale projects, HDV will ensure that the overall site is controlled and
managed by a single point of control to ensure safety and coordination of key
construction issues through establishment of a site wide team with clear delineations
of responsibility between the overall site and the plot teams;
From early in the design stage we will embed innovative technologies and techniques
into our designs to ensure that benefits are derived during the construction phase;
Have overarching programme and risk management tools that allow co-ordination of
the overall development sites and a transparent view on items such as completions
and risk.

Ensure a co-ordinated construction phase Communication Strategy to keep residents and
stakeholders up to date on the progress and minimise disruption to the local community.
Depending upon the scale and scope of works, the HDV will always seek to leverage
economies of scale where it is sensible to do so and without introducing additional risk. In
larger phases this could be achieved, by way of example, in the following ways:
•
•
•

Consolidated site accommodation.
Logistics coordination and consolidation (and this could in some instances be
extended across operation across the borough).
Utilising specialist contractors (i.e. demolition or piling) across phases and plots;
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•

Coordinated and phased procurement of framework sub-contractors.

In these, and other cases, these approaches will only be used where there is clear
demonstrable value to the HDV and such approaches will be approved and verified by the
HDV Board during the formal governance process.

The HDV will obtain construction services from a diverse and capable supply chain which in
turn supports the wider HDV objectives, the required pace and volume of delivery together
with embedding lessons learnt, continuous improvement and innovation.

The successful implementations of diversity and variety in the supply chain for both main and
sub-contractors will bring forward improvement, new products and better ways of working.
The HDVs approach will be to leverage this across projects, sites and phases.

Regardless of the contractor or sub-contractor, HDV will apply the same rigorous standards
and consistent approach and processes to the governance, procurement and management
of all construction services. This will enable proper, transparent and objective benchmarking
of performance and in such a way that information is presented to HDV Management and
Board consistently.
The general management of contractor performance will rest with the development project
management function with support from independent Employers Agents as detailed in the
Contractor Framework Agreement.

Change is anything that will cause an impact to the delivery of a project, phase or plot in
terms of time, cost and quality. In any programme, change is an inevitable and an expected
part of the delivery process. This should not be a cause for concern, as it can be positively
embraced to seek continuous improvement and to refine design and delivery methods and
encourage innovation.
The degree to which a change is significant will be dependent on its impact, the project brief
and requirements. Low level and regular change occurs on every project and this should be
administered appropriately and sensitive by management teams within delegated levels of
Council.
The HDV will manage change during the construction phase through having a clearly
defined change management process and undertake regular change control review
meetings between the client and contractor to proactively resolve issues.

The HDVs approach to all works outside specific plot boundaries will be to manage this
through the relevant Public Realm and Infrastructure Teams and, in line with the risk profile,
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to manage works under a Construction Management approach. This allows the HDV to
retain overall control over utility and infrastructure delivery, to properly coordinate activities
and logistics across all projects, phases and plots and the various contracting entities. As
such the relevant Public Realm and Infrastructure Teams will manage the following key
activities:
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Overall strategic planning and delivery of network infrastructure and public realm
outside of plot boundaries;
Ensuring all necessary statutory approvals are achieved through early interface with
Highways Officers and TfL including S278 and S38 agreements, stopping up orders,
etc;
Site acceptance and consolidation following CPO, purchase and land drawdown;
Strategic management and coordination of construction logistics including deliveries,
consolidation, just-in-time management and co-ordination with other local landowners
and developers;
Management of early work activities, including surveys, asbestos and soft strip,
demolition and formation of piling matt;
Assist the HDV social and economic team with delivery of infrastructure/facilities
associated with meanwhile use implementation;
Wider interface with residents, local businesses and other key stakeholders,
facilitating site wide and cross plot updates within newsletters and resident’s
meetings; and
Off plot attenuation and Drainage Strategy and implementation.

To mitigate risk and better define roles and responsibilities the HDV will hand plots/phases
over to the vertical build contractors once they have been properly cleared (i.e. demolition
completed and piling matt to necessary formation level) such that their Contract is solely
focused on the delivering the “vertical” build. There may be exceptions to this: Cranwood, for
example, as a standalone project may see the appointed Contractor taking on demolition
and wider responsibilities outside the red line boundary.
Outside of the red line boundaries, Contractors would only be expected to provide interfaces
with immediate neighbours whilst the HDV (through the Public Realm and Infrastructure
Team) maintains wider engagement helping to provide consistency of messaging and single,
clear points of contact for the public.
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Off-site manufactured –
Volumetric

Three-dimensional units produced in a
factory, fully fitted out before being
transported to site and stacked onto
prepared foundations

Off-site manufactured –
Panelised

Flat panel units built in a factory and
transported to site for assembly into a threedimensional structure or to fit within an
existing structure

Off-site manufactured - Sub- Larger components that can be
Assemblies and Components incorporated into either conventionally built
or MMC dwellings
On-Site manufactured
Modern of Construction
Methods

Innovative methods of
construction used on-site and the use of
conventional components in an innovative

Table 5-1 Delivering modern methods of Construction for the HDV

There are a range of innovative approaches in the UK development market to address wider
issues of sustainability, speed and price. The HDV will actively seek to further develop
methodologies that explore the above systems whilst also addressing wider HDV objectives
such as employment opportunities and skills training.

Delivery Programmes for the HDV will be developed and implemented to suit the
requirements of each project, phase and plot and to provide the necessary degree of
flexibility for analysis, reporting and presentation of progress, risk and cost data such that a
fully integrated assessment of the status of the programme may be provided at any time. A
hierarchy of programmes will be implemented to ensure that visibility of programme status
across all projects within the HDV is readily viewed and critical dependencies are identified.

The HDV Master Programme records the key high-level milestones for each site as well as
public realm and infrastructure milestone interfaces to ensure appropriate resource
allocation and focus.

The Site Master Programme records the key high-level milestones for each site as well as
public realm and infrastructure milestone interfaces to identify critical site wide dependencies
and interfaces and allow proactive management. This programme feeds into the HDV
Master Programme.

`
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Each individual plot, phase or project will have a Development Programme, providing an
overview of the development process and include details on design, statutory approvals,
governance, marketing and sales, consultation, delivery and contracting. This will be used to
inform the Site Master Programme. Contractors and designers will feed into this programme
to ensure robust and achievable assumptions.

Plot/phase teams will implement medium and short-range programmes to manage their dayto-day tasks and undertake a detailed analysis of the critical path of their current phase.

Where delivery dates lie on the wider critical path, for example where rehousing, CPO and
land drawdown, as well as critical interfaces between the site wide and plot teams such as
utility connections, is required, our planning team will work with the Development
Management and Design Consultants to ensure the projects, plots and phases are
appropriately managed to prevent unnecessary restrictions in either phasing and
sequencing.

The HDV will utilise the enterprise planning tools such as Oracle Primavera P6 for the
creation and maintenance the HDV’s programme schedules and risk registers etc. The
HDV’s approach to planning and programme controls is fully integrated with their approach
to change management, reporting and resourcing.

All contractors will be required to sign up to the Considerate Constructors Scheme and will
be expected to achieve “Performance Beyond Compliance”, implement a dedicated
construction management plan, including best practice approach to elimination/mitigation of
noise, dust and emissions to limit disruption to the local community.

The HDV will take a proactive approach to engaging other developers and land owners
within the vicinity of the development sites. It is imperative that a relationship is formed with
all other local developers and the Council so that respective aspirations are shared and
understood, and to enable the formation of a common mutual objective of the improvement
of the local area in Haringey. The HDV supports joining a Landowners Forum to collaborate
and coordinate a vision for the area.
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Providing Added Value
This is a unique opportunity not just to foster good relations but to extend the social and economic benefits
that the HDV will deliver. Offering preferential use of the Skills Hub as part of the better prospects agenda or
the better health initiatives, for example to Crossrail trainees, which additionally would support the case for
bringing Crossrail to the borough.
This concept will also be extended to local Contractors not involved in the HDV supply chain, to create a
borough-wide centre of excellence for skills and education, fostering better health opportunities beyond the
HDV’s influence, driving further benefit to the Haringey and wider community.

There are currently two initial areas that would benefit from the formation of ‘Landowner
Groups'; around the High Road near Northumberland Park, and the Wood Green town
centre.
At Northumberland Park, there will need to be close liaison between Tottenham Hotspur FC,
HDV, the Council and High Road West partners to ensure that a common goal of improving
the High Road and the surrounding area is understood by all. Facilitating crowd and security
management in relation to the stadium will be key for all parties. This will result in a
dramatically improved environment in the High Road area when all development works are
concluded.
Over time, Network Rail and Abellio West Anglia could also join the Landowner Group to
ensure that their rail infrastructure plans are best scheduled.
Similarly, for Wood Green, the Landowner Group could include Capital and Regional as well
as key tenants such as Morrison’s supermarket and Arriva, so that the improvement works in
the town centre are fully understood by all and the team can work together to facilitate
coordinated improvements.

The HDV will implement sector-specific processes for completions and handover to ensure
an effective handover is completed and all HDV risks are mitigated. Features of this process
will include:
•
•
•
•

A defined handover process between the HDV the contractor and the customer that
provides certainty of delivery without compromising quality;
Clearly defined roles and responsibilities;
A consistent approach to customer relationship management; and
Defined process for implementing accounting revenue recognition policy.

[Redacted material]
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[Redacted material]

[Redacted material]

[Redacted material]

Existing public buildings such as Northumberland Park Community (and The Vale) School
require a seamless handover and occupation process to ensure continuity in their operations
and minimisation of disruption.
Each public building will have an Integrated Transition Plan which will demonstrate the coordinated manner in which the HDV and its Supply Chain partners will facilitate the move
process. The document will provide comfort on how we will develop, deliver and manage
each project through the construction and handover stages of the projects.
Throughout the development of each transition plan HDV will endeavour to achieve the
following key objectives:
•
•
•

Support of the change management process
Ensure continuity of service
Affordability

In addition to supporting the key objectives our approach to phasing and rehousing will be
developed to:
•
•
•

Minimise disruption
Achieve the best value construction programme
Reduce negative impact on the community

During the construction phase, monthly progress reports will be provided against the
integrated transition plan.
In addition, a fully detailed Acceptance and Handover Plan will be developed for each
project. The purpose of the Acceptance and Handover Plan is as follows:
•
•
•

To ensure efficient close out of project operations and smooth handover of the project
works, including all deliverables, to the client;
To ensure the correct level of record documentation is kept within archive & that such
information is easily retrievable if required;
To provide project performance feedback information for continuous improvement as
part of the KPI process.
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Once commercial office tenants have been identified and agreements are in place, the HDV
will work with them to refine and agree their requirements.
Commercial office tenants are likely to take the building on the basis of a shell and core or
Cat A fit-out, with tenants completing Cat B fit-out with their own appointed contractor on a
separate basis. The HDV are however able to offer a fully integrated end-to-end fit-out
service to tenants which improves construction efficiencies and provides a single point of
ownership from start to finish of the construction process
As a number of the proposed commercial uses are co-located with residential or retail uses
careful co-ordination between the tenants fit-out contractors and the other works ongoing
within the site will be required, allowing us to ensure activation of the building with fully
occupied uses as soon after Practical Completion as possible.
The HDV will appoint Tenancy Co-ordinators to manage the design, approvals, construction
co-ordination, utilities works, construction waste, access, handover and occupation process
and provide ongoing support post completion to assist with any aftercare requirements.
Dependent on the requirements of the tenant the typical detailed process to ensure smooth
transition and handover to the tenant or new landlord is included in the Contactor Framework
Agreement.

Retail tenants are likely to be identified towards the end of the construction period, as such
each project will be designed to be in line with the overall Place Making Strategy, ensuring
that quality and activation of the space and public realm are achieved.
Each retail space will be designed as a rectilinear block that can easily be subdivided for
flexibility to meet tenant requirements. Units will be constructed to shell and core finish with
provision of essential services, demising walls, retail shopfronts and back of house access
for each unit.
Retail shopfronts will be designed and delivered by the landlord, but the tenant will have the
opportunity to provide signage for tenant branding, subject to a Signage Strategy developed
by the landlord which is intended to ensure the high quality of the development and not be
detrimental to the uses above.
Essential services will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Power supply;
Water supply – both potable and for AC;
Gas – for food tenants only;
Drainage connection for foul water;
Data connection; and
Connections for base building fire alarm.
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The HDV will implement a ‘one opening’ policy to ensure that retail tenancies at the base of
commercial and residential buildings are operational upon completion of the other uses
within the schemes to ensure ground floor activation from Day One of operation.
Once the retail tenant is identified the HDV will work with them to ensure that their specific
needs are accommodated. Different typologies of tenants will require differing levels of
assistance:
•
•
•

Market rate retail tenants
Market rate food and beverage tenants
Affordable/Incubator tenants

Tenants will be responsible for design of the interior of their space, although designs are
subject to approval of the HDV. Tenants will also be provided a fit-out guide for guidance on
design standards and technical requirements. Some tenants such as affordable/incubator
tenants will be offered assistance with management of the design, approvals and fit out
process by the HDV. Where appropriate tenant spaces will also allow the integration of
external seating opportunities for restaurants, cafes and coffee shops.
The HDV will appoint Tenancy Co-ordinators to manage the design, approvals, construction
coordination, utilities works, construction waste, access, handover and occupation process
and provide ongoing support post completion to assist with any aftercare requirements.

Market Rate Retail Tenants will generally have their own fit-out contractors to complete the
works and as landlord, HDV will ensure that we maintain approval rights over their designs
and works.

Market Rate (F&B) tenants will generally have their own fit out contractors to complete the
works and as Landlord, HDV will ensure that we maintain approval rights over their designs
and works. F&B tenants generally require more in the way of initial services, with gas
required for cooking and extract required to maintain air quality. F&B tenants also require
more oversight in terms of their overall Waste Management Strategy as their waste
generation is more significant than other forms of retail tenants.

Affordable or incubator tenants may require assistance and mentoring in terms of the fit-out
process including support to:
•
•
•

Develop designs;
Ensure statutory approvals; and
Manage a fit-out contractor, particularly interfacing with a large-scale construction
project

The HDV will support the tenant, dependent on level required in the fit-out of the units in
more depth than the market rate tenancies.
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The establishment of an HDV Estate Management Steering Group will support the long-term
strategy and delivery of services, agreeing the HDV approach to estate management across
the portfolio, and standardised approach to the quality of service and level of management
expected for each site.
[Redacted material]

This overaching approach will optimise value through effective supply chain partnering at the
HDV level, directly employed resource and close liaison with other local Council partners
and VCSE sectors to support all residents’ needs. Careful management and response
planning for the different services required for each different development site, will create the
optimal levels of protection and inclusion.
The types of services the Estate Manco could perform include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Liaison with local stakeholders
Liaison with various resident management companies
Security
Insurance
Maintenance and management of non- adopted estate areas including roads, parks
and public realm
6. Cleaning
7. Enlivenment
8. Community and social events
9. Income-generating events
10. Contract management
11. Payment of costs
Detailed costs will be calculated for each service and apportioned against use, to create a
specific service charge. Management plans and budgets will protect and maintain the fabric
of the estate for the longer term and minimise replacement costs. Service charge costs will
be benchmarked against similar neighbourhoods and managed to ensure affordability,
specifically amongst the affordable tenure homes. This will be considered fully in the
distribution and mix of tenures throughout each project/estate. The Estate Manco will run a
‘sinking fund’ to finance capital replacement. Each resident and commercial unit owner will
pay a fair and reasonable estate service charge to allow the estate to be ‘self-funding’.
Performance in key areas of tenancy and estate management will be addressed, through
benchmarking and service delivery improvement work. Indicators of customer satisfaction
will be agreed with residents and the Council. KPIs could include elements, such as:
•
•

Safety and security improvement
Quality of repairs and timing on service
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•
•
•
•

Quality of grounds maintenance
Access to customer service
Positive experience of service received
Customer perception of value for money for rents and service charges payable

‘Hard’ indicators of performance will also be monitored, challenged and improved. These
include rent and service charge collection rates, void rent loss and re-let times; cost of
repairs and repairs within agreed timescales.

The following model outlines the proposed resource structure for the site-based
management companies that would be created below the overall Estate Manco to manage.
This structure is flexible and can be adapted to each of the regeneration projects, in
response to the particular requirements and scale of a project. It allows the HDV to ensure
that it is not tied to a specific model or provider and can be tailored to create the best social
and economic value at the right time in an ever-evolving market.

6-2 A flexible and dynamic value for money management structure that can be utilised across all of the HDV’s assets

The cost of providing these services is included in the service fees which are allocated in
proportion to the services provided and are set out in the individual business plans.

The Public Realm Manager will be responsible for setting up and managing the maintenance
regime for the un-adopted public and private realm (i.e. everything beyond the facade line of
each building) including parks, landscaped areas, walkways, un-adopted roads.
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The Asset manager will be responsible for dealing with commercial and retail properties and
offerings within each development, this will be an extension of the role of the Commercial
Portfolio Management Team. A core deliverable will be maximising social and economic
returns by promoting interim use initiatives, commercialisation of spaces e.g. advertising and
maximising revenues to deliver the best places.

The Plot/ Building manager will be responsible for individual buildings or plots ensuring that
the internal communal areas and facades of the buildings are maintained to consistent high
standard across all types of properties helping to deliver a true tenure-blind approach.
These have been split into three categories:
1. Affordable: responsible for internal fabric of properties and tenant management. The
HDV is retaining flexibility on how this is delivered and sees a strong opportunity to
partner with HfH to deliver this service (but retains the ability to procure an RP if the
HDV decides that is more appropriate and this and this could be HfH or an RP.
2. Private and affordable residential buildings: responsible for the internal
fabric/common areas and maintenance of the properties. A tenure-blind management
approach is proposed, which means that the building manager for each plot will be
responsible for all common areas including private and affordable tenures.
3. Private Rental Sector: responsible for tenant management and the internal fabric
and maintenance of the properties, the providers for these services will be selected
at the most appropriate time. Property maintenance is a relatively commoditised
service which will be procured to best suit the HDV’s requirements.
As the HDV implements a large-scale regeneration programme and accumulates the built
estate, estate management and building management resource loading will proportionately
increase.
Property maintenance/building management is a relatively commoditised service which may
be outsourced by the HDV. It will therefore be procured to best suit the HDV’s requirements
at the appropriate time in the programme.

For the HDV, Lendlease will provide training and support for local people through Be Onsite,
our not for profit vehicle (established 2007), and the HDV Skills and Employment Hub.
The HDV will employ a proportion of Estate Management staff from the local community and
will ensure that these opportunities are provided across a range of levels and vocations –
everything from property management, through to gardening and general maintenance.
There is an opportunity to also focus on digital skills and smart energy monitoring and
metering, so that representatives can act as “champions” in creating energy conscious
behaviours in local residents and businesses. Such an approach will enhance local supply
chain opportunities and enable the development of long-term sustainable employment
opportunities

`
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The asset management proposals for assets that are owned and managed by HDV in the
longer term are set out in detail in the Commercial Portfolio Business Plan.
As set out in the finance and commercial section of this HDV Strategic Business Plan, and
earlier in this delivery section in discussing affordable housing product, there are options as
to the long-term ownership and management role HDV wishes to have in both PRS and
affordable housing. This will influence how HDV develops its asset management function,
and potentially offers an opportunity to extend the principles set out for the Commercial
Portfolio to a wider asset base, particularly if assets remain in a degree of HDV ownership.
In the Business Plan for simplicity at this stage, affordable assets and PRS are modelled as
forward funded sales, however the HDV will consider wider options as the developments
progress. As part of this evaluation, consideration will also be given to the potential impact of
asset management services and opportunities this may give the HDV.

Meanwhile uses such as spaces for start-ups, micro-businesses and the arts, will generate
exposure to the community, foster social interaction and help attract social and economic
outcomes early in the programme. These projects will quickly demonstrate to communities
the benefits of the HDV approach, creating better quality environments, nurturing a sense of
place, cohesion and identity.
Meanwhile uses are an exciting way to bring immediate change to the borough, providing a
catalyst for lasting, positive transformation. Meanwhile uses create opportunities to engage
the people of Haringey almost immediately after the HDV has been agreed, enabling the
HDV partners and stakeholders to achieve positive social and economic outcomes from the
outset.
The Category 1 site programmes reach Practical Completion in 3, 5, 15 years and beyond,
the HDV will activate the borough through a programme of meanwhile uses in the shortterm, that support the HDV vision for long-term sustainable regeneration.

Meanwhile uses will facilitate the immediate creation of place and provide an opportunity for
people from wider areas to observe and participate in the HDV’s events, activities and
programmes. Meanwhile uses generate crucial exposure to the wider community and
ultimately help attract interest and value.
The integration of meanwhile uses into the regeneration objectives for each project, will bring
forwards benefits for the community. They will provide a place for social interaction,
encouraging the integration of existing and new communities and creating opportunities for
partnering with local community groups. These uses will encourage the kind of community
interactions, activities, events and programmes that the HDV would like to see in the
borough for the long-term.
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Meanwhile uses can provide opportunities to incubate new businesses and trial innovative
ideas, the most successful of which can then evolve into the retail and commercial spaces
provided in the development.
These initiatives will help to create a better-quality living environment for existing and new
residents, they will nurture a sense of place, cohesion and identity, building places where
residents want to live now as well as in the future.

People are Haringey’s biggest asset and the HDV wants to encourage the community to
participate in the regeneration journey. Meanwhile uses are opportunities to inspire local
ideas and initiatives to deliver and communicate change. They will also form part of our
Community Engagement Strategy.
Physical assets include a number of spaces (such as shop fronts, parks, public realm,
garages, industrial sites) across the borough, some of those spaces are in the HDV portfolio,
some are Council or privately owned. A full audit will need be undertaken to fully understand
the opportunities.
The HDV has developed three approaches to delivering meanwhile uses in Haringey;
community led, in partnership and HDV led. Site specific meanwhile use initiatives are
detailed in each of the business plans (where applicable), the initiatives will be vetted based
on consultation with the local community, ensuring our approach is appropriate and needbased.
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Table 6-1 Meanwhile uses will provide catalysts for regeneration, each approach offers different benefits to the HDV

Approach
Community
Led

Description
The Council/HDV
grants a lease or
licence where
required, but
otherwise have little
control

Benefits
Well-connected in
to community;
Little investment or
direct risk

Example
Next Steps
Skate Park • Creation of a
Meanwhile uses user
guide

Partnership

The Council/HDV
grants a lease or
licence and works
with a partner under
agreed terms. This
may be financial or
non-financial
assistance. financial
or in-kind support.

Still seen as
community led,
owned and
managed, but
with some
investment from
regeneration
partners. No
direct financial
return
More control over
what happens;
potential to raise
quality of activity;
potential to
generate return to
reinvest in
community

The Green
Rooms

HDV
Investment

HDV invests in
meanwhile uses
directly

•

•

Pop-up
shopping
centre

•

•

•

Invest in set up costs
with relevant partners.
Use funding to make
events happen quicker
i.e. provision of
toilets/utilities for
popup events

Engage in discussions
with potential tenants
and stakeholders.
Conduct an audit of
the assets in the
portfolio that can be
used for Meanwhile.
Secure funding for
plans.
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To ensure that the sustainability goals of the HDV are delivered over its lifecycle, the
projects must be adequately resourced and funded. Lendlease as the Development
Manager will employ a dedicated Sustainability Manager who will be responsible for the
delivery of the Sustainability Strategy across all sites of the HDV and will work with the
Council’s Carbon Management and Sustainability Teams to achieve the HDV’s goals.
During construction, all environmental management and compliance will be overseen by a
Construction Sustainability Manager who will conduct environmental audits to help deliver
best-in-class environmental management in delivery. The HDV will also have access to the
wider experience and input of the Lendlease Sustainability team in London and globally,
bringing a vast knowledge in delivering some of the most sustainable urban regeneration
projects from across the world.
Key sustainability initiatives and goals will be accounted for within project funding, with
potential additional research and development opportunities being presented to the HDV
Board for further funding if appropriate.

As the sustainability goals for the HDV focus on the positive impacts on people through
social and environmental improvements, the HDV will complete a comprehensive postoccupancy evaluation with residents and business owners in new residential and commercial
spaces. The HDV will measure and monitor operational carbon, water and waste
performance over time, including the social impact of more efficient and comfortable homes
for the residents of Haringey. This will enable continuous improvement, ensuring our
strategy is focused on getting the best outcome for people and evolving our designs and
targets to reflect lessons learned through the life of the HDV.

The governance process will ensure that the Sustainability Strategy is regularly reviewed
and targets are focused on the most important HDV outcomes, annual strategy, budget and
resourcing reviews will be undertaken and presented to the HDV Board.
This will provide ample opportunity to report back on successes and key achievements
across the Board as well as highlighting obstacles to achieving our goals. Corporate
performance reporting will be completed on a timeline which complements the Council’s
existing reporting commitments, such as the Annual Carbon Report publication. The HDV
reports will follow the principles of integrated reporting across the life of the partnership,
placing sustainability at the centre of the Corporate Strategy for its lifetime and further
demonstrating Haringey’s leading position on sustainability.
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The HDV is committed to building trust and support for regeneration amongst local
stakeholders and the community. The proposed HDV Communications and Marketing
Strategy is built on transparently communicating a fair deal. This builds on both the
operational delivery and commercial model of HDV; it is a 50/50 JV partnership between the
public and private sector where returns are shared equally.

From Day One, the HDV will communicate their regeneration commitments, such as:
•
•

Ensuring existing residents and local people benefit from better and affordable
homes, to own or rent;
And the ambition to create more jobs and long-term career opportunities for local
people.

The HDV must consistently communicate these commitments and report back regularly on
what has been achieved to deliver a core narrative and set of messages that aim to position
the HDV as a best-in-class example of ‘inclusive urban regeneration’.

The HDV Communications and Marketing Strategy is based on the following principles:
•

•

•

•

Collaboration: will ensure that members of the community are truly engaged in key
decisions. The recruitment of community representatives onto the marketing steering
group will support the HDV commitment to transparency;
Creating local opportunities: communications and marketing will present
opportunities for engaging, investing in and developing local talent; graphic design,
digital creative, videographers, print, web design and communications. The HDV will
commit to spending in the borough to support these businesses. Placement
opportunities for local colleges and schools in the marketing function will enable an
agreed number of pupils to gain valuable job experience and training;
Transparency: HDV will demonstrate from the outset that as well as marketing the
place, we will use the investment as a vehicle in its own right to create job and
training opportunities; and
Continuous chronicling: will document the regeneration throughout the partnership
lifespan to tell a unique story, from a diverse range of perspectives.

The HDV has a unique opportunity to tell a story of transformation over time. The
Communications and Marketing Strategy will tell the story in a series of chapters that reflect
the different delivery phases, with clear, easy to understand milestones and objectives.
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The Communications and Marketing Strategy is designed to deliver the following successes
(aligned to our Community and Stakeholder Engagement Strategy):
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Understanding, recognition and appreciation among residents and other stakeholders
of the benefits of the regeneration and new development;
Community engagement, resulting in a sense of shared ownership in the success of
the project;
Increasing excitement about the project, particularly among residents and local
businesses;
Mitigation of risk factors across the development, including a significant reduction in
the volume of negative publicity;
An enhanced reputation for the borough as an attractive destination for residents,
businesses and people seeking dining, entertainment and other leisure options – and
investment;
Recognition nationally and internationally of Haringey as a ‘case study’ example of
excellent sustainable urban regeneration; and
Continuous communication of: ‘what are we going to do, we have done what we said
we were going to do, and what we are going to do next’

Given the HDV’s commitment to deliver transformative social, economic and environmental
benefits, there will be many opportunities to tell powerful and positive stories.

To ensure successful delivery of the project, the HDV approach is designed to build trust and
understanding amongst all key stakeholders by communicating in a consistent and
transparent way. As set out in our Community and Stakeholder Engagement Strategy, these
stakeholders include:

The HDV communications approach will comprise the following elements:

There is a need to ensure that all interested and affected parties have a full understanding
what is proposed to be delivered and why. The Community Engagement Strategy
recognises the need to reassure those people that are concerned that the borough and their
community will be harmed or detrimentally changed by the project. The HDV will need to
provide an ongoing stream of clear, easy to digest information to communities, and where
there are the inevitable unknowns, a clear timetable of proactive communication.

A process of ongoing consultation as detailed in the Engagement Strategy, both formal and
informal, will give people a valuable sense of involvement, and provide a stream of useful
feedback. This allows the strategy to be ‘course corrected’ and responsive, giving it greater
relevance and impact.
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One of the aims of the work of the HDV is to create a ‘movement’ for the borough, whereby
all residents, whether they are directly impacted personally or not by the changes, share a
sense of common purpose and interest. Communications activity will combine outreach
activities and an ongoing drumbeat of stories and information to create and maintain this
sense of engagement.

At key milestones in the project, the HDV will aim to create moments of excitement which will
increase the ‘feel good’ factor of the project and boost support. These moments are both a
reward for people already engaged and an opportunity to showcase the successes to that
point. These have to be carefully planned and used sparingly, but act as boosters to propel
the reputation of the project forward.
Over the lifetime of the project, the political, economic and operational environment is likely
to undergo periods of significant change. The approach and tactical delivery will require
ongoing reassessment and adjustment to ensure maximum effectiveness and relevance.
The overarching HDV communications timeline will utilise our four-pronged approach –
inform; consult; engage; and excite – to bring the narrative to life. This will need to be broken
down into a series of 12-month plans, allowing the HDV to visibly communicate key
messages, marketing deliverables and progress within digestible timeframes.

Figure 8-2 Delivering strong communications approach in first 12 months

The HDV will need to develop an appropriate brand which will help build long-lasting
engagement and empathy with residents, local communities, shoppers, workers, retailers
and visitors alike. It will be one of the first visual manifestations of the partnership and should
be visible from the beginning, it must be born out of authentic collaboration with the
community it will serve.

The ideal outcome is to create a strong brand that local communities feel they own, that
everyone associates with the benefits that the HDV will contribute to the borough across
retail, leisure, health, education, residential, town centre regeneration.
It needs to show that the HDV is ‘from Haringey’ and for the benefit of people in Haringey.
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Effective brands exist in the same or similar spaces including London 2012, London
Underground, Mayor of London, Southbank, Brent Cross and Barbican. The HDV aspiration
is to achieve awareness, understanding and empathy benchmarks that match.

A partnership of this importance requires the collaboration of the people it is intended to
serve. Residents, businesses and partners will help inform its content, which, when
combined with a clear process and agreed outcomes will culminate in approval from the joint
venture Board.
Separate marketing strategies will be required over the lifetime of the business as it evolves
and changes. It is important to establish the brand early, so by the time it appears as part of
a retail or residential project, on public realm, signage or any other application, it should
already be familiar, understood and accepted.

•
•

Communication protocols will be set up to engage with key stakeholders;
A facilitated workshop with the HDV Board will be held to achieve the following
outputs:
o Shared HDV Board vision and values;
o A framework to develop the Communication Strategy and launch plan;
o Identification of third party stakeholders to contact and engage to test the
HDV’s approach and key messages; and
o Appointment of the HDV communications team and allocation of key
tasks/actions.

This will allow the development of a Launch Plan, with clear communication outputs
available to key stakeholders, including the media and public. With such a wide range of
interested stakeholders, an integrated, multi-media launch plan will be required to ensure
maximum impact and accessibility, including:
•

•
•
•
•

A website to explain what the HDV is, providing a ‘listening platform’ to encourage
dialogue, answer (anticipated) Frequently Asked Questions, and set out our
commitments to the people of Haringey;
Printed material and newsletters which explain our commitments and how to contact
the HDV, for physical distribution across the borough;
A permanent physical presence, in the form of The Hub, where people can drop in
and ask questions face-to-face;
Press release and media briefing to proactively engage journalists from Day One; and
Face-to-face briefings for key stakeholders.

Separate communication and marketing strategies will be developed to support the site and
portfolio-specific business plans and objectives. These will take into account the different
characteristics, external considerations and target markets of each site (as well as phases
within Northumberland Park, Wood Green and Cranwood), whilst remaining true to the key
pillars of the HDV core narrative.
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In each case, HDV will adopt both a proactive and reactive strategy. The HDV will identify
and amplify the strongest HDV story platforms within each site, while mitigating the risks we
anticipate – from media preparedness to appropriate stakeholder engagement.

The HDV will develop separate marketing and communication strategies that take into
account the different characteristics, external considerations and target markets of each use
class.

The HDV will deliver high quality homes in tenure-blind developments. The success of the
Marketing Strategy will be judged by demand generated for the homes, a shift in public
perception of the area as a desirable place to live and the financial performance of the
project. The marketing of these homes presents opportunities to promote the changes that
have been delivered in a neighbourhood, making them increasingly attractive to individuals
and business. A digital rich Marketing strategy will include fly-throughs, Computer Generated
Images (CGIs) of the future environment and a supporting PR strategy that promotes the
place being created. The use of technology such as Virtual Reality (VR) is common in
Lendlease marketing strategies and will be harnessed to convey the sense of place to
multiple audiences.
The HDV Communications and Engagement strategy will chronicle the views of existing
communities and engage them in the transformation. Social media and mobile phone
technology presents a powerful vehicle to engage people, capturing emotion, behaviour and
context of a project. Our transparent approach will capitalise on opportunities to inform
everyone throughout the regeneration, Commonplace will provide a single, consistent
platform to build an online community, linking to social media and photo sharing.

The HDV will adopt a customer-first approach to marketing the developments. A customerfriendly, streamlined buying or leasing process will make everything as simple and cost
effective as possible for the customer. It is proposed that unlike many other developers the
HDV will directly employ and incentivise its own sales and leasing teams, integrating
Development Managers in key launches and customer meetings to better sell the place and
the product. This gives the customer a more positive and authentic experience from the
outset, enabling the HDV to establish its own customer databases, and better capture their
brand loyalty.
Where appropriate, the HDV will supplement its team with local and national agents to make
use of their relationships and reach to broader markets. However, before customer
interaction takes place we will run immersive training sessions with our own teams to ensure
continuity of messaging and to protect the brand.
The sales and rental processes are our customers’ first experience of our developments,
and so we will ensure that it is a positive one.
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The HDV is committed to providing purchase and rental opportunities to all. Measures
proposed to prioritise local sales and marketing includes a commitment to the standards set
out in the Mayor’s Concordat and House Builders Federation (HBF) charter, which protects
the marketing of homes to local buyers first.
The HDV Sales and Marketing Strategy will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early delivery of marketing suite giving information and registering interest from local
residents;
Exclusive preview events for local residents;
Incentives available to ‘early-bird’ local buyers to encourage uptake;
Special buying incentives offered to existing residents of the Estate, plus information
available on shared ownership and other affordable product types;
Local residents’ targeted advertising campaign;
A wide range of homes available to appeal to the broadest range customers;
After reservation, all purchasers are given regular updates on the development and
the local area to keep them engaged until their new home is built; and
Customer events are held in the run up to completion. This gives them a chance to
meet their new neighbours, meet the whole team and get ready to move in to their
new home.

Figure 8-4 'Locals first' approach to rental

The HDV will give everyone living locally, whether in a position to buy or not, the chance to
be part of the new development, and extend the “locals first” approach to rental homes.
Finding a good place to rent can be a difficult and competitive process. Offering rental
homes to locals ahead of others, gives Haringey residents every opportunity to become part
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of this community. Here ‘’locals’’ has been defined as individuals already living in Haringey
or those who are employed in Haringey.

Figure 8-5 PRS marketing launch near completion

Before the commencement of marketing the HDV will have identified the likely occupiers and
set rental values to reflect the market. To ensure there are not competing PRS schemes and
to avoid a flood of properties for rent to the market, the HDV will phase the delivery to
maximise revenues and reduce void periods.
The marketing of PRS units will commence near practical completion. Utilising Lendlease’s
past experience, it is understood that the rental market is not often in a position to commit to
leasing an apartment any further out from completion. Marketing units closer to completion
also allows the HDV to achieve a higher rental tone as people can view the quality of the
product. The HDV creative marketing team will use online and offline media platforms and
create a strong brand that speaks to the HDV’s target audience. The HDV PRS will have a
strong presence on social media to target the largest renters, 25-35 year olds and a
dedicated mobile friendly website listing all PRS units available across all HDV sites.
In the first instance, the units for rent will be released exclusively to people living and
working locally, particularly targeting Key Workers. To assist local residents first, the HDV
will adopt a fee-free policy for all new tenants and ensure deposits are set at a level that is
affordable.
The HDV will partner with local lettings agents to manage the tenant-find, referencing and
check-in processes. The professional lettings team will be led and overseen centrally to
ensure they are performing to the agreed standards and wider objectives. The HDV will
adopt a standardised lease template to reduce costs and provide a simple process for
renters.
The HDV will adopt a customer-first approach to marketing to ensure the ongoing lettings
strategy is tailored to our clients. This will enable us to retain occupiers and reduce turnover
and void periods. The HDV will also incentivise those re-letting units or accepting longer
lease terms.

`
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The Haringey Development Vehicle (HDV) is a nationally significant regeneration project,
which has the potential to deliver transformational change for communities across the
borough. The HDV is committed to creating a ‘culture of participation’ embracing an
inclusive and collaborative approach to engaging all relevant community members and
stakeholders at the right time.
The HDV is a 20-year commitment to improving the Borough and the lives of its people
through the development and delivery of regeneration projects and socio-economic
programmes. The HDV recognises that people are at the heart of regeneration and
engagement with the community, business and key stakeholders is essential to building
resilient communities and achieving the strategic aims of the HDV. The purpose of this
strategy is to outline the HDV’s engagement objectives, guiding principles and approach to
develop local ownership and civic pride by enabling people to shape the planning, design
and operations of projects made possible through the HDV. This strategy guides the project
engagement plans located in the individual business plans.

The 20-year partnership between the Council and Lendlease is a commitment to creating a
positive shift in the social and economic outcomes outlined above, for the places and
residents of Haringey.
Haringey is a diverse London borough which faces many of the challenges common to innercity areas. It is important to understand the wider dynamic and demographics of the borough
to ensure the stakeholder and community is fit for purpose and takes into account the needs
of different communities living here, so nobody feels excluded as the work of the HDV takes
shape.
Haringey residents are from a wide variety of backgrounds Almost 50% of the borough’s
residents are from non- white British backgrounds, and more than 200 languages are
spoken. The east of the borough is particularly diverse.
Outcomes for Haringey residents currently vary greatly, with significant inequality between
the east and west of the borough. Full details are provided in the HDV Socio-Economic
Strategy.
Haringey celebrates its diversity and welcomes new communities into the borough.
However, the scale and the pace of change over recent years has brought challenges.
Haringey has a highly transient population and is a gateway borough for new arrivals to the
UK and London. In 2011/2012, 6,797 people moved to Haringey from overseas (10th
highest rate in London, 12th highest nationally). Overall 44% of Haringey’s current
population was born outside of the UK, compared to 36.7% in London and 13.4% across
England.1 In many wards in the east of the borough this rises above 50%.

1

Census 2011, accessed through London Datastore
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Less than half (41%) of adults social services clients feel that they have as much social
contact as they would like. A poor urban environment can become a barrier to social
inclusion. Many households in Northumberland Park live in multi-storey blocks built from the
1960s onwards, and resident engagement have suggested this design can discourage
community interactions.
Social infrastructure and design of the place needs to encourage social inclusion and foster
community participation. The first step to achieving this will be bespoke community
engagement plans developed for all proposed HDV projects, to ensure robust engagement
takes place. Digital engagement should form a fundamental part of this in areas like
Northumberland Park where there is a higher proportion of young people.

The Haringey community is dynamic and diverse, with many active organisations working
closely with residents. Each site business plan will develop its own communication and
engagement plan that will include identifying a comprehensive list of groups that may be
impacted by change in their local area to ensure they are engaged, shape and feel part of it
and can benefit from the opportunities it offers. Throughout the lifetime of the HDV, different
stakeholders will be impacted at different stages of the projects and this will be taken
account of as work progresses.
The overall aim, as reflected in each of the site business plans, is to achieve Community
Pride, creating homes and neighbourhoods where people can thrive and have a stake in
their local area as regeneration meets the needs of the community. To achieve this aim, it
is important to achieve a number of objectives that underpin it, they include:
Proactively engage with the community and wider project stakeholders from the outset to
understand aspirations, issues, needs and priorities.
Apply innovative, effective and practical solutions to deliver open, transparent and two-way
communication with the community and stakeholders.
Increase community participation and co-production to ensure that places and programmes
are designed to meet the needs of the local community effectively and to promote the wider
socio-economic outcomes outlined above.
Connecting people and organisations to build a stronger community voluntary sector across
the Borough.

To guide all engagement activity, the HDV will adopt the following principles:
•

•

Building relationships: we act in an honest, open and respectful way at all times to
build strong relationships, partnerships and trust with our many stakeholders, that
include residents, businesses, Councillors, the wider local community and VCS
sector;
Clarity of purpose: we will be clear about why and how we are engaging and what
the community can expect us to do with their involvement and feedback
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•

•

•

Proactive and Inclusive: we will proactively use a range of engagement methods
(including co-design) and opportunities to ensure the broadest range of stakeholders
can participate
Coordinated and organised: we will work with others to ensure our engagement
activities are coordinated, well documented and any issues that arise are properly
dealt with
Learning from practice: we evaluate our engagement activities and learn from the
feedback that has been provided

The HDV approach to community engagement and communication has been informed by:
•

•

International Association for Public Participation (IAP2): embracing the Core
Values and Code of Ethics defined by IAP2 and the concepts of informing,
consulting, involving, collaborating and empowering.
Royal Town Planning Institute - Good practice guide to Public Engagement in
Development Schemes. The tool is specific to regeneration projects in the United
Kingdom and how to achieve effective engagement.

Based on these methodologies, the HDV approach builds community capacity by
empowering the community to leverage opportunities in the HDV.
The HDV will support the Council and Homes for Haringey in carrying out the Council’s
consultation obligations, including under S105 Housing Act 1985.

Engagement monitoring is required to ensure activities are relevant, effective and achieve
the project objectives. Working collaboratively as the HDV we will develop protocols and
procedures for all consultation and engagement to ensure that there is a consistent and
coordinated approach to recording and publishing information from the outset.
The HDV is committed to listening, reflecting and reporting back to the community on our
findings as well as explaining what has happened as a result of those finding. We will
prepare regular reports for the HDV Board to track emerging issues, take action and track
progress. The HDV will use
Commonplace (see diagram figure 9.1)
as a tool to capture data throughout the
consultation process and will develop
bespoke platforms to measure change
at different stages of the project and
ensure that this data and feedback, is
the evidence base for which
engagement with residents and
stakeholders will continue.
Figure 9.1 Evaluation process commitment
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The HDV will have formal processes to manage and control the quality it delivers as a
business. This approach will deliver consistency Quality Assurance standards. The
standards will be based on the best practices of the partners and will be developed and
tailored to suite HDV requirements.
The initial proposal is that Quality Assurance approach is supported by an integrated
management system based:
•
•
•

On the requirements of ISO 9001:2008 (Quality Management Systems);
ISO 14001:2004 (Environmental Management Systems);
OHSAS 18001:2007 (Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems).

Where relevant, the systems are assessed and registered with a UKAS accredited
certification body – under certificate158576-2014-AIMS-GBR-UKAS for construction (ISO
9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001) and FS 73163 for consulting (ISO 9001).
HDV will employ Quality Managers to manage and support implementation of the system on
each project. The appropriate HDV Project/Development Director will be responsible for
successful outcomes.
An integrated management system is proposed for the HDV to provide a cradle-to-grave
process for all activities, providing mandatory information to users to follow across all
aspects of the business. It will include key HDV specific documents such as a Project
Execution Plans that can be tailored to suit the needs of each project or contract.
It focuses on the following eight principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer focus;
Continual improvement;
Involvement of people;
Management commitment;
Mutually beneficial relationships;
Systematic approach;
Planning; and
Preparedness
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The HDV will collaboratively develop its own safety, Health and Wellbeing Vision and
Strategy at business outset.
In order to create the best places as HDV, we must create places that care about people:
•

•
•

Creating a workplace where people can thrive: protecting and promoting the
health and wellbeing of our employees, clients and supply chain members to ensure
work is safe and productive.
Creating places where communities can thrive: delivering works safely and
designing safe spaces that enhance the wellbeing of our communities.
Creating places where business can thrive: creating safe retail, office and
industrial spaces for businesses to work and grow.

Once the HDV is established a strategic workshop will be held to define the HDV’s health,
safety and wellbeing vision, and the specific delegated objectives for projects, phases and
the Commercial Portfolio.
There are a number of controls that HDV can use to establish a baseline by which health,
safety and wellbeing impacts can be measured. These tools can be further developed in
collaboration with the Council, to place greater emphasis on socio-economic benefits.

The HDV will build on Lendlease GMRs providing an additional level of social and economic
impact that will benefit the whole borough, by striving for standards that go beyond statutory
health, safety and environmental requirements and genuinely try to improve the lives of the
people that work in and use the HDV’s facilities.
The GMRs set out a detailed framework to control the risks and opportunities associated
with operations, as shown below.
Figure 11.1 the GMRs drive a strong culture of health and wellbeing
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The GMRs set out the Lendlease minimum environment, health and safety standards
designed to control the business risks associated with all of its operations. The GMRs
include common criteria for the design and delivery of projects and construction operations,
with the physical GMR standards established for design and construction operations
separately due to the differing nature of hazards and activities. GMR training will be made
available to all HDV stakeholders and its supply chain.

Operating Incident and Injury Free (IIF) will underpin all HDV’s activities. Through this, all
employees, clients and supply chain members will receive IIF training and are encouraged to
adopt a 'don’t walk by’ approach, focused on changing safety culture, making individuals
aware of themselves and others, and taking care.

Each project or phase (including the Commercial Portfolio) will have a Health, Safety and
Wellbeing Plan. This plan will:
•
•

•
•
•

Be bespoke to the project, addressing specific health and safety requirements;
Be driven by the objectives of the HDV, and owned by the relevant project team.
Written in collaboration with design teams, consultants, the local community and
other third parties, the Plan will ensure clarity and agreement on the health, safety
and wellbeing approach for the project;
Improve health and safety during all phases for workers and the wider local
community, supporting active engagement of all stakeholders;
Incorporate our GMRs and Incident and Injury Free culture; and
Be detailed in business plans and reviewed as part of the governance process.

The HDV’s commitment to health, safety and wellbeing is absolute. A project or phase will
only be recommended to commence, when the Development Management Team are
satisfied that the health, safety and wellbeing policies and objectives can be delivered.
A series of Risk and Opportunities in Design (ROAD) workshops will be held with the project
team during the design process for the development, design and construction team to review
the current status of the project, and identify opportunities as well as potential risks, and
buildability issues. ROAD workshops will be facilitated by the Principal Designer and the
Development Project Manager.

For the purposes of CDM 2015, Lendlease will fulfil the role of the Principal Designer as the
Development Manager, with activities to meet the duties led by the Development EH&S
Manager.
A kick-off buildability and key design principals meeting will be arranged between the design
team and the pre-construction contractor to ensure an environment, Health and Safety Best
Practice Strategy is clearly defined at the end of Compass Stage 1. This will include

`
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discussing lessons learnt on previous construction projects, highlighting, for example, how to
minimise fall from height risk when designing a building.
Health, safety and wellbeing will also be embedded in the procurement process, to ensure
that members of the supply chain have the necessary health and safety procedures in place,
a satisfactory health and safety record, and that they will operate in compliance with the
appropriate Health, Safety and Wellbeing Plans.
Health, safety and wellbeing requirements are incorporated into pre-selection criteria,
requiring any consultant or subcontractor to be compliant with pre-determined standards.
Depending on the nature of the contract and/or works, this may require contractors to make
commitments to training and continuous improvement.
In order to enable new and smaller contractors to bid for opportunities to work with the HDV,
assistance will be offered to contractors so that they are enabled to meet these
requirements, therefore supporting the achievement of wider HDV commitments to support
local businesses

`
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Risk management will play a major role in the successful execution of HDV’s delivery. The
purpose of risk management in this context will be to identify and quantify key project risks
and implement appropriate mitigation measures. This will be an ongoing process for the life
of the project. The proposed Project Risk Strategy is to apply risk management techniques
within a transparent framework to effectively communicate and manage risk.

Anticipating known risks and planning for mitigation as well as ensuring crisis management
plans are up to date are key operational functions that need to be undertaken by HDV.
Typically, risk will be managed at three principal tiers.

Tier 1: Strategic in relation to major organisational risk (HDV, LBH and Lendlease).
Typically, these risks will be of high significance and high impact should they occur with
potential to have business wide consequences and impact the ability to bring forward
development
Tier 2: Programme in relation to risks which have the potential to impact the key
development objectives and delivering the project. Programme level risks may derive from a
single point of significance, from project wide constraints, or from risks arising from
interfaces between projects. The Project Director will be responsible for these programme
level risks with the detailed management carried out by the development and project
management teams.
Tier 3: Project in relation to specific projects. These risks will be identified and managed in
collaboration with the relevant project team including the contractor and will include items
with potential to impact the Development Objectives as they relate to the individual project.
The relevant Development Manager will be responsible for the project level risks and will be
assisted in developing a consistent methodology by the project management team.

Consistent risk reporting will be adopted at all levels to allow the HDV Management Team
and HDV Board to assess overall risk exposure. Risk reporting will adopt best practice
techniques and ensure that risks are clearly understood at the appropriate level. Project risk
reporting will include top level risks escalated to Board level to ensure that no risk is held at
a level which is unable to manage it or accommodate the potential impact. Risk reporting will
be undertaken on a monthly basis in conjunction with the project reporting requirements.
The key strategic risks currently identified have been included in Appendix 1: Risk,
Consequence, Mitigation table: This risk table captures the top 10 risks based on current
understanding of the project. Once the HDV is established a fully consultative risk workshop
will be convened to properly assess an updated schedule which will highlight and plot key
risks relative to their severity and likelihood.
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Prior to the establishment of the HDV, it is anticipated that HDV will procure an Insurance
Broker. The service will be market tested in in line with the agreed procurement policy.

The recommended insurance solution for HDV is an OCIP (Owner Controlled Insurance
Programme), whereby the Employer takes control of the insurance arrangement and
purchases certain insurances such as Construction All Risks and Third-Party Liability.
Lendlease has implemented this insurance solution at Elephant Park and International
Quarter London as it is a bespoke, all-party cover that deals with the risks described above
and should be considered as an additional a risk management tool.
By taking control of certain insurances, the Employer can mitigate many of these risk factors
and can additionally insure against risks not catered for the by contractors’ programmes
such as delay in completion.
Features and benefits of an OCIP include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HDV can tailor the policy to cover all appropriate parties, as opposed to several
potentially disjointed arrangements;
Adaptable to changes in the project such as increased values and extensions of the
period and allows efficient management of phased handover;
Helps to eliminate unknown exposures arising from inadequate insurance provided
by contractors with no uninsured contracts or coverage loopholes;
Can protect owner’s liabilities where contractors are limited;
HDV retains control of insurance market security;
Streamline project administration – no need to check and re-check contractors
insurances;
Funders preferred approach;
Avoids duplication of insurance and can save premium for the project and all parties
enjoy Joint Insured status – no subrogation issues; and
Helps to reduce eliminate legal and contractual disputes between parties.

The HDV budget includes the following premium rates for the OCIP:
•
•

Construction All Risks/Terrorism/Third Party Liability (£50m) – 0.2269% on contract
sum
Delay in Start Up – 0.2994% on declared value – 24-month indemnity period

It is anticipated that these will be market tested prior to formation of HDV and bench-marked
annually thereafter.
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The insurance options that have been reviewed are either to ‘self-insure’ as the Council
currently does, or insure against large losses such as fire.
The recommendation is that the asset portfolio is insured once transferred to HDV. Based on
the mix of the properties, the following premiums have been included the budget:
•
•

Property damage – 0.0215% on sum insured
Terrorism – 0.036% on sum insured

It is anticipated that these will be market tested prior to formation of the HDV then reviewed
annually with an appropriate excess policy will be agreed at that time.

It has currently been assumed that the Members will procure their own Directors and
Officers insurance, but this can reviewed and instigated if required.

The details and required levels of insurance are set out in the detailed legal agreements

`

[Redacted material]
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APPENDIX 1: HDV RISK REGISTER
The following table sets out the initial top ten risks for the HDV. This tool will be used as part
of the risk and opportunity optimisation across all the business plans and will be reviewed as
an integral part of the business governance process.
Management strategy

Impact

1

CPO and land
assembly

• Delays the project
and/or increases the
costs of completing the
CPO and private treaty;
some contracts may be
set aside
• Pre-commencement
costs invested by HDV
at risk prior to land draw
down
• In worst case, HDV is
unable to redevelop
some or all of the site,
reducing overall
benefits to residents
and the Authority

H

H

• Authority and HDV will agree robust rehousing strategy, and clear private treaty
and CPO strategy
• Agree targeted rehousing strategy for
reprovision and satellite sites that supports
the demolition and phasing strategy
• CPO programme to be closely aligned with
reprovision of affordable housing, including
accelerator phase, to provide
accommodation and flexibility for relocation
• Develop unit-by-unit leaseholder
engagement plan to ensure all leaseholder
needs and issues are addressed, within the
overall objectives of the CPO and private
treaty
• Ensure engagement plans fully consider
needs, requirements and programme for
non-resident leaseholders

Council
unable to fully
acquire third
party interests
by private
treaty or CPO,
and therefore
cannot fully
assemble the
land

Likelihood

Risk

Severity

Item

2

Residents,
community
and
stakeholders
Scheme does
not meet
community
nor
stakeholders
expectations,
and/or causes
significant
disruption to
residents’
lives

• Community
disenchantment with the
proposed scheme
design results in
adverse publicity for the
project and HDV
• Project is potentially
delayed as community
and stakeholder
expectations are reworked into the scheme
• Project phasing,
demolition and
construction works may
materially impact the
day-to-day lives of
residents and
neighbours with
commensurate
reputational impact on
the Authority and HDV

•H

H

• Early and active stakeholder mapping,
supported by dedicated stakeholder
engagement team (as detailed in the
Stakeholder Engagement Strategy) to
specifically understand and address resident
and community expectations
• Detailed early discussion with the Authority
to ensure HDV seamlessly picks up the
existing community and stakeholder
engagement undertaken by the Authority
• Ensure day-to-day resident and community
needs remain at the forefront when
designing the detailed phasing and delivery
plan for the scheme
• Ensure site permeability, where possible, to
allow residents to access their existing
social, community and leisure uses, and
walking and transit routes
• Apply best practice lessons learned from
other regeneration schemes
• Maintain ongoing review of any pertinent
political and/or statutory changes which may
affect the scheme

3

Socioeconomic
Outcomes –
HDV fails to
deliver the
committed
outcomes.

• Regeneration occurs
without meeting wider
HDV objectives.

H

H

• Robust management, processes, review and
oversight of Socio-economic programmes
and investment.
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4

Safety, health
and wellbeing
On- and offsite logistics,
noise, dust,
emissions and
disruption

• Increased disruption
and nuisance to the
local residents and
community through
increased vehicle
movements, noise,
dust and emissions
associated with
construction activity in
close proximity to
residents

H

H

• Ensure phasing and delivery plans fully
consider the impact of scheme delivery on
residents and neighbours
• Apply HDV health and wellbeing
requirements and IIF protocols
• Implement a dedicated construction
management plan including best practise
approach to elimination / mitigation of noise,
dust and emissions.
• All main contractors to sign up to
Considerate Contractors Scheme and
achieve “performance beyond compliance”
• Implement security protocols to maintain
effective site security logistics plan to ensure
site is safely accessible by construction
traffic with appropriate segregation from
wider vehicle, cycle and foot traffic at site
entrances.
• Vehicle waiting areas to be agreed with the
Authority (and TfL if appropriate)

5.

Site
constraints
and
infrastructure
information

• Desktop due diligence
only conducted to date
on Category 1 sites
• Likelihood of issues with
the ground conditions
including contamination,
flooding, buried
structures/obstructions,
archaeology, ecology
and unexploded
ordnance that may have
a significant impact on
design.
• Unforeseen capacity
enhancements to
utilities and power may
be required

H

H

• Detailed site investigations to be undertaken
to meet design, planning and EIA
requirements. Site constraints plan has been
produced based on current desktop
information and optimisation of scheme
design to allow for minimal disruption to
existing services during delivery of the
scheme
• Adjust scheme to minimise site wide
infrastructure costs as site conditions
become better resolved.
• HDV to procure dedicated in-house
infrastructure and utilities expertise,
supported by consultants

6

Market risk sales
Slowdown of
London
housing
market and
impact on
sales pricing
and
absorption

• A slowdown in London
and/or local housing
market would impact
sales prices and
absorption rates,
impacting HDV financial
returns
• Reduced sales rates
slow the progress of the
overall scheme; start on
site for individual plots
may be delayed until
market conditions
recover

H

M

• Sales approach, including phased delivery,
will ensure the scheme can cope with market
cycles during delivery, whilst ensuring the
HDV meets its affordable and social
infrastructure obligations
• Pre-sales hurdle target to be appropriate to
market conditions, to ensure surety of
delivery and mitigate cost at risk exposure
• Agree business plan that allows for market
price movements
• Enable flexibility in design to enable the HDV
to respond to market conditions (for example
PRS versus open market homes)
• Thoroughly market test non-residential uses
through agent advice and seek relevant end
users at an early stage
• PRS model to accelerate place making

7

Market risk –
cost
High cost
inflation,
driven by
material cost
inflation (incl.
forex) and

• Overall scheme viability
impacted and would
affect Authority land
value for later phases
• Reduction in
commercial return for
HDV including profit and
internal rate of return

H

M

• Implement procurement strategy that allows
best total value contractors to be selected,
and provides for recourse in contractor and
sub-contractor contracts
• Implement financial controls and value
management tool to enable live cost
planning
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• Use Compass system to provide robust
project governance
• External data to be used ensure robust cost
forecasting and market conditions monitoring
• Target minimum level of pre-sales and
secure significant % cost coverage prior to
start of construction

lack of
available
labour,
exceeds
revenue
inflation
8

Funding –
equity and
debt
Insufficient
land value and
partner equity,
and or senior
debt
availability
impacts
scheme
funding

• Project equity funded
via HDV partners land
value and partner cash
contribution
• If land value is
insufficient to generate
sufficient equity to
progress the phase, the
phase either does not
progress or a
mezzanine debt solution
is required (at
commensurately higher
interest costs)
• In event of limited
senior debt availability,
phase is unable to
progress

H

H

• HDV business plan and planning approach
to ensure sufficient flexibility to amend
phased delivery and/or scope to ensure
phase viability
• A clear funding strategy and ongoing
communication with potential investors and
lenders will ensure that the project has the
best opportunity to obtain funding on the
most advantageous terms and conditions
possible
• Regular analysis of the optimal mix of debt
and equity over the life of the project will be
presented to the HDV Board as part of the
over-arching business plan, aiming to deliver
the most efficient return on capital and
certainty on funding
• Flexibility for partners to inject more finance

9

Planning
consent
Planning
subject to
Judicial
Review and/or
GLA review

• Planning consent is not
granted, or objections
are raised via a Judicial
Review, and/or the
scheme is called-in by
the Greater London
Authority
• Onerous conditions are
attached to the
consented scheme
• Any delay in granting
consent will significantly
delay the overall
scheme and/or require
an amendment to
planning consent

H

M

• Request Authority, as the planning authority,
undertake a legal review of the draft
application and officers report prior to
granting consent or submission
• HDV legal advisors to undertake review of
draft resolution to grant and officers report
prior to planning submission
• Ensure GLA the HDV proactively engages
the GLA prior to planning submission
• Ensure any conditions are attached to
individual phases rather than the masterplan

10

Condition of
the properties
Properties do
not meet
statutory
compliance,
creating safety
concerns,
impacting on
costs and
ability to relet

• Safety concerns related
to the properties not
meeting statutory
compliance
• Cost of bringing the
properties up to a
lettable state might
make it unviable
• Lease event delays as a
result of extended work
required and ability to
undertake this work
• Impacts the ability to
implement asset
management strategies
due to high cost of
works

H

M M • Undertake risk assessment and cost of
bringing the properties up to statutory
compliance at Preferred Bidder
• Mitigate risk by undertake a programme of
works to ensure any unsafe properties are
prioritised.
• Undertake required works, where possible at
Preferred Bidder stage, particularly those
that could cause injury to occupiers or the
public.

11

The Council does
not satisfy the Disposal Condition or if
the appropriate Secretary of State consent is not obtained
in respect of either
or both of these
sites.

Delays the project
In worst case, HDV is unable to
redevelop some or all of the
site reducting overall benefits
to residents and the Authority

H

M

Appropriate community consultation and compliance
with LBH staturory and other consultation obligations
must be ensured; Ensure engagement plans fully consider needs, requirements and management outcomes;
Apply best practise lessons learned from other regeneration schemes.
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SS3 Turner Avenue / Brunel Walk N15
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• Approximately 1.45 hectares
• Property comprises of
approximately 106 homes.
• The Property is located on West
Green Road and bounded by
Elmar Road and Kirkton Road.
• Homes on Turner Avenue estate
are typically in midrise blocks
three/four storeys in height.
• Brunel Walk comprises two storey
temporary accommodation
accessed via a pedestrian
footpath.
• The adjacent Fountain public
house along West Green Road is
a locally listed building
• There are a number of mature
trees along West Green Road
boundary.

Figure 1: Property boundary line

Figure 2: Photograph of existing buildings

Planning Considerations
• PTAL Rating 3-5
• There are frequent bus routes
along West Green Road that
connect to Seven Sisters tube
station.
• Property is adjacent to Clyde
Circus conservation area.

Land Assembly Considerations
• Haringey Council owns the freehold, and
majority of homes are Council tenants
• There are approximately 26 long leasehold
agreements in place
• An EqIA and S105 consultation required
• National Grid cables will require suitable
access to be maintained

Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed to be a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document
• Property included in current Tottenham AAP document dated January 2016.
• Opportunity to improve layout of estate and quality of homes
• Previous Haringey Council commissioned study by BPTW has suggested the property
could accommodate 212 homes.
• Some ability to increase housing density however existing blocks are typically four
storeys in height
• Good transport links would suggest limited car provision required
• Opportunity to better integrate this site into the wider area via good design, for
example by improving pedestrian links and routes to West Green Road.
• Any regeneration would need to as a minimum replace the existing quantity of
social/affordable housing.
• Rehousing of existing occupants required before any redevelopment could
commence.
• Land assembly challenges given the significant number of long leasehold
agreements.
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TG3 Reynardson Court N17
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• Approximately 0.5 hectares
• Property comprises of the
following:
o Area A: Police Station (in use)
o Area B: Vacant land with
original building (night club)
façade retained
o Area C: Reynardson Court – a
four storey council residential
block with surface car parking
to the rear
• The property is bounded by the
High Road, Chesnut Road, Rycroft
Way and Somerset Road
• Mature trees are located on the
property between the car park and
the vacant plot (Area B)
• Located within the Tottenham
Green Conservation Area
• Police Station building is listed and
located adjacent to locally and
statutorily listed buildings.
• Located within the Tottenham High
Road Corridor

Figure 1: Property boundary line

Figure 2: Reynardson Court building

Planning Considerations
• PTAL Rating 6a
• Located within an Area of Change
• Located within an Archeological
priority area
• Planning permission in March 2013
on Area B (HGY/2013/0155 &
HGY/2013/0154) for new student
accommodation block comprising
64 units. A number of subsequent
amendments have been made – the
most recent submitted in April 2017.

Land Assembly Considerations
• The Mayor’s Office for Police & Crime own
the freehold to the police station and
adjoining buildings (Area A).
• A third party owns the freehold to
property/land occupied by 2 Chesnut
Road (Area B).
• Haringey Council own the freehold to
Reynardson Court and the rear car park
(Area C). There are four long leasehold
agreements on units within the building.
• Full EqIA and S105 consultation required

Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed to be a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document
• Property is identified within the draft Tottenham Area Action Plan January 2016 (site
TG3) for comprehensive redevelopment for residential and commercial uses. massing
of future buildings to respect adjacent historic properties and mature trees along High
Road should be retained.
• Initial discussions with the police suggest a site presence needs to be retained
however downsizing may be viable.
• The high PTAL rating could provide opportunity for a car free development.
• Possible option to retain Reynardson Court building and develop land to the rear only
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SA66 Leabank & Lemsford Close N15
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• Approximately 1.3 hectares
• Property boundaries are with
Grovelands Road, Markfield Park,
River Lea and properties on
Lockmead Road
• Located within Seven Sisters ward
• Property comprises a council estate
of approximately 60 homes plus two
small retail units
• Existing housing comprises terraces
ranging from 2 to 4 storeys.
• Recreational ground located to the
north
• Estate layout provides limited
movement through the state, and
access and views to the River Lea
• Approximately 15 minutes’ walk from
Seven Sisters Underground Station.
• A housing block four storeys in
height has been built to the north
west of the property boundary.

Figure 1: Property boundary line

Figure 2: Photograph of existing estate

Planning Considerations
• PTAL rating 1 / Flood Zone 1
• Adjacent to a SINC Borough Grade
II (Markfield Recreation Ground)
• Adjacent to Green Belt.
• Adjacent to Lea Valley Regional
Park and Ecological Corridor.
• Area of Archaeological Importance.
• Planning permission in 2004
(HGY/2004/1341) granted for 4
storey block outside boundary

Land Assembly Considerations
• Haringey Council has sold the freehold to
approximately 42 houses within the
estate
• Approximately a further 9 homes are on
long leasehold agreements
• Electrical sub-station on the site is leased
to EDF Energy
• An EqIA and S105 consultation required

Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed as a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document referencing SA66
used in a now superseded Site Allocations DPD.
• Property is identified within the current draft Site Allocations DPD January 2016
(SA65 Leabank and Lemsford Close) with potential to improve the housing estate by
way of design and routes through the area.
• Opportunity to improve layout of estate and quality of homes
• Despite current low PTAL rating, could be improved due to potential location of the
future Seven Sisters Crossrail Station.
• Potential to significantly improve area with improved access views to the River Lea.
• New communal space could be created as part of regeneration.
• Land assembly challenges given proportion of homes not owned by the Council.
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SA56 Park Grove (inc Durnsford Road) N11
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• Approximately 1.5 hectares
• Property comprises 1 to 26 Park
Grove, 67 to 89 Durnsford Road and
corner of Edith Road and Park Road
• Located in Bounds Green area
• Property comprises low density
housing and soft landscaped square
• Property is adjacent to an ecological
corridor
• Current housing massing in the area
is typically 2 storey semi-detached
homes and 3 storey residential
blocks
• These 28 houses are of Orlit precast
reinforced concrete construction,
designated as defective under the
Housing Defects Act 1985
• Springfield Community Park is to the
north east
• The land slopes significantly down
towards the south
• There is a large area of open space
located within the centre of Park
Grove
• The property is adjacent to a railway
line to the south west

Figure 1: Property boundary line

Figure 2: Photograph of Park Grove buildings

Figure 3: Photograph of Durnsford Road buildings

Planning Considerations
• Located within the Bounds Green
ward
• PTAL rating 4-5
• Adjacent to an ecological corridor
• Planning history only associated with
minor house extensions

Land Assembly Considerations
• Haringey Council has sold the freehold to
12 houses within the estate
• An EqIA and S105 will need to be
undertaken for existing residents.

Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed to be a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document.
• The property is identified within the draft Site Allocations DPD January 2016 (SA56
Park Grove including Durnsford Road) with potential to improve housing stock design
and routes.
• Opportunity to increase height of residential blocks overlooking Springfield Park and
ecological corridor.
• Any development would need to as a minimum replace the existing quantity of
social/affordable housing.
• Land assembly challenging due to the number of homes which the council do not
own.
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SA54 Tunnel Gardens (inc. Blake Road) N11
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• Approximately 1.3 hectares
• Property comprises 32 houses.
• Homes are typically two storey
semi-detached houses.
• Buildings are of Orlit precast
reinforced concrete construction,
designated as defective under the
Housing Defects Act 1985. Homes
in the surrounding area are typically
two storey houses.
• Property is adjacent to an ecological
corridor (covering a railway line)
• Location is near Muswell Hill Golf
Course

Figure 1: Property boundary line

Figure 2: Photograph of existing buildings

Planning Considerations
• Located within the Alexandra ward
• PTAL rating 1-3
• SINC borough grade II: Tunnel
Gardens
• Adjacent to an ecological corridor

Land Assembly Considerations
• Haringey Council has sold the freehold to
7 homes within the estate
• No long leases have been identified
• An EqIA and S105 consultation required

Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed to be a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document.
• The property is identified within the draft Site Allocations DPD January 2016 (SA54
Tunnel Gardens including Blake Road) with potential to improve the housing estate
stock design and routes.
• Haringey Council commissioned study by BPTW suggested property could be
redeveloped to accommodate approximately 62 homes.
• Limited ability to significantly increase housing density
• Opportunity to improve quality of homes
• Any regeneration would need to as a minimum replace the existing quantity of
social/affordable housing.
• Relocation of existing occupants required before any development could commence.
• Land assembly will be challenging due to the number of homes which the council do
not own.
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Watts Close N15 (Demountables 1 of 2)
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• Property is less than 0.5 ha and
comprises approximately ten single
storey homes plus small car park
• Property boundaries are with the rear
of properties facing Lomond Close and
Seaford Road
• Buildings are of simple / temporary
construction form with short design life
• Property is approximately 15 minutes’
walk from Seven Sisters Overground
and Underground Stations (Zone 3,
Victoria Line)

Figure 3: Location Plan

Figure 1: Photograph of buildings (north side of road)

Figure 3: Photograph of buildings (south side of road)

Figure 4: Property boundary line

Planning Considerations
Land Assembly Considerations
• Town planning review not yet
• EqIA and S105 consultation required
undertaken
• Land title details to be determined
Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed to be a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document
• The property does not appear to be included in the Site Allocations DPD January
2016
• Property is relatively small and constrained by adjacent residential property
boundaries with limited opportunity to significantly increase housing density
• Site is close to Turner Avenue / Brunel Walk Category 2 development site
• Opportunity to improve layout of estate and quality of homes
• Planning & land assembly considerations to be investigated
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Barbara Hucklesbury N22 (Demountables 2 of 2)
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• Property is less than 0.5 ha and
comprises approximately ten single
storey homes plus small car park
• Property boundaries are with the rear
of properties facing Russell Avenue
and boundary fence along The
Sandlings road.
• Buildings are of simple / temporary
construction form with short design life
Property is approximately 10 minutes’
walk from Turnpike Lane Underground
Station (Zone 3, Piccadilly Line)

Figure 2: Location Plan

Figure 1: Photograph of vehicular entrance into Barbara
Hucklesbury Close

Figure 3: Photograph of existing buildings
Figure 4: Property boundary line

Planning Considerations
Land Assembly Considerations
• Town planning review not yet
• EqIA and S105 Consultation required
undertaken
• Land title information to be confirmed
Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed to be a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document.
• The property does not appear in the Site Allocations DPD January 2016.
• Possible opportunity to increase building massing to 3 / 4 storey blocks and modify
pedestrian and vehicular access from The Sandlings road.
• Opportunity to improve layout of estate and quality of homes
• Planning and land assembly considerations to be investigated.
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Frederick Morfill House, Bounds Green Road N11
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• Property is a single building
• Building is of simple / temporary
construction form with short design life
and constructed within a residential
terrace of older-age properties
• Property is located behind Bounds
Green Ambulance Station building
• Pedestrian and vehicular access is from
Bounds Green Road via an
undesignated road
• Property is approximately 15 minutes’
walk from Bounds Green Underground
Station, Zone 3 / 4 on the Piccadilly Line

Figure 2: Location Plan

Figure 1: Photograph showing rear of property
Figure 3: Property boundary line

Planning Considerations
• Town planning details are yet to be
confirmed.

Land Assembly Considerations
• Occupation and land title details are
yet to be confirmed.

Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed to be a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document.
• The property does not appear to be included in the Site Allocations DPD January
2016
• Property is a single building within an existing residential terrace block
• Property has not been accessed by HDV, however opportunity would appear to
involve replacing the existing property with a building of similar proportions
• Current quality of existing accommodation to be investigated
• Planning considerations to be investigated
• Land assembly considerations to be investigated
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Land To Rear Of Muswell Hill Library N10
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• The property is less than 0.5
hectares
• The property comprises the land
behind Muswell Hill Library
• The area is typically surfaced in
concrete and utilised as a car park
• Pedestrian and vehicular access is
from Ave Mews which connects to
Queens Avenue.
• Buses routes along Queens Avenue
connect with East Finchley
underground station (Northern Line
Zone 3)

Figure 2: Location Plan

Figure 1: Photograph of car park looking north

Figure 3: Photograph of car park looking west

Figure 4: Property boundary line

Planning Considerations
• Town planning details to be
confirmed

Land Assembly Considerations
• Land ownership and existing car park
operation arrangements to be confirmed

Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed as a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document
• The property does not appear to be included in the Site Allocations DPD January
2016
• Future development could be residential or office use
• Ownership and rights regarding the current car park operation need to be determined
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SA63 Broadwater Farm Area N17
Category 2 Property Overview
Property Details
• Approximately 19.4 hectares
• Property is bounded by Lordship
Lane to the north, Lordship
Recreation Ground to the west,
Mount Pleasant Road and The
Avenue
• Located within West Green ward
• Property comprises a large high
density housing estate including
education and leisure facilities
• Estate comprises over 1000 homes
with approximately 4000 occupants
• Existing buildings range from one to
eighteen storeys in height
• Property is adjacent to Lordship
Recreation Ground and Downhills
Park
• Adjacent to an area of Metropolitan
Open Land
Planning Considerations
• PTAL Rating 1 / Flood Zone 1
• Adjacent to a SINC local
• Blue ribbon network (waterways)
• Adjacent to an Area of
Archaeological Importance
• Most recent planning permission
was for an extension to Broadwater
Farm Junior School on Adams Road

Figure 1: Property boundary line

Figure 2: Photograph of existing estate

Land Assembly Considerations
• No title or leasehold information obtained
at this stage
• A full EqIA and S105 consultation
required
Regeneration Opportunity
• Confirmed as a Category 2 Property in the HDV ISOS Document using a SA63
reference used in a now superseded Site Allocations document.
• The property is identified within the current draft Site Allocations Development Plan
Document (DPD) January 2016 document (SA62) to improve stock, design of the
site and routes through the area.
• Tottenham Area Action Plan January 2016 (site TG3) identified for comprehensive
redevelopment for residential, commercial and town centre uses.
• Opportunity to improve layout of estate and housing quality
• If comprehensive regeneration was undertaken it would need to be phased around
rehousing of existing residents
• Any regeneration would involve significant resident and key stakeholder
consultation and site evaluation

1

HDV – Indicative Category 2 and 3 Property Programme
CATEGORY 2 PROPERTIES
•
•
•
•
•

2018

Group A Properties
SS3 Turner Avenue / Brunel Walk N15
TG3 Reynardson Court N17
SA66 Leabank & Lemsford Close N15
SA56 Park Grove (inc Durnsford Road) N11
SA54 Tunnel Gardens (inc Blake Road) N11

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

Submit Proposals
2018 to 2020

Group B Properties

Submit Proposals
2019 to 2021

Major Projects (> 500 homes)
• SA63 Broadwater Farm Area N17
Submit Proposal 2019 to 2021

CATEGORY 3 PROPERTIES
Submit Proposals 2018 to 2020
Key:

Proposal Review, Business Plan Development &
Resident/Stakeholder Engagement
Design & Planning
Construction
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• Demountables - Watts Close N15 /
B.Hucklesbury N22
• Frederick Morfill House, Bounds Green Rd N11
• Land to Rear of Muswell Hill Library N10
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A PLACE WHERE PEOPLE LOVE TO LIVE
The Council has established a clear case for change in Northumberland Park,
which is embedded in policy and endorsed by the local community. As set out
in the Tottenham Area Action Plan (AAP), the area will retain its diverse identity, be
transformed into a mixed and sustainable community and be a place where people want to
live, work and visit. A place that is proud of its past, but focused on the future. A place that is
both receptive to innovative ideas and fiercely protective of the things it holds dear. A place
where a child born today will, by the age of 20, enjoy a quality of life and access to the best
opportunities that London has to offer.
HDV will deliver the Council's ambitions for this social, economic and environmental
transformation, whilst ensuring that the community are shaping this change. HDV will put
people at the heart of change and work in partnership with the existing population, the
Council and other stakeholders to create vibrant mixed-use neighbourhoods. By putting
people first, HDV will ensure that physical change will drive the desired socio-economic
outcomes and deliver our vision:
"A PLACE WHERE PEOPLE LOVE TO LIVE AND COMMUNITIES FLOURISH"

As part of the HDV bid process, an indicative masterplan for regeneration has been
developed for Northumberland Park that is intended to meet the needs of the local
community and existing and future residents. The Bid process has not allowed for any
community engagement to inform this plan to date, however, on formation of the HDV, it will
be developed, tested and adapted, through engagement with local stakeholders to create
the best possible regeneration solution.
This process will build on the engagement and consultation that has been undertaken to
date by Haringey Council, and give stakeholders genuine options and choices in how the
estate is regenerated.
The HDV Social and Economic Strategy brings together people, places and programmes to
create the social infrastructure and community empowerment needed to drive
transformational outcomes. This Business Plan responds to the strategy’s four social impact
themes, which are sign-posted throughout:
•
•
•
•

Better Prospects: enabling education, training and employment
Healthy Lives: empowering people to improve their own health
Community Pride: creating homes and neighbourhoods where people can thrive
Clean and Safe: creating a safer environment where people are proud to live, work
and visit

Its success will be defined by the longevity of the places created, and the communities that
flourish as a result.

Building Community Identity and Pride
HDV will deliver exemplary place making that provides environments that are safe,
sustainable and diverse. This means mixed and inclusive neighbourhoods where residents
from all age groups can lead happy and fulfilling lives, where all physical change will be
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planned to support the desired social and economic outcomes. Though this design, positive
social interactions will be promoted and communities strengthened.
Through a culture of participation, the HDV will build capacity and create a confident,
resilient and empowered community for the long term; one that is proud to live, work and
play in Northumberland Park. It will create an inclusive place that provides homes that are
affordable to households of all income ranges. Neighbourhoods will draw on the history and
culture of this place to support a diverse community that is representative of the best parts of
London, but with an identity and spirit that is authentic to North Tottenham.
COMMUNITY PRIDE – CREATING HOMES AND NEIGHBOURHOODS WHERE PEOPLE CAN THRIVE, HDV WILL:
• Put people at the heart of change via a comprehensive engagement programme that fosters a
‘culture of participation’, including a Community Hub, and meaningful outreach activities;
• Employ local 'ambassadors for change' who will champion the regeneration;
• Undertake wide ranging consultation to create a regeneration plan alongside the local community;
• Embed a culture of transparent communication that engenders trust and support;
• Connect people and organisations to a range of opportunities that support growth;
• Deliver a new Community Hub that will become a focus point for the regeneration;
• Recognise that Northumberland Park is not one single place, but a series of inter-connected
neighbourhoods and will connect these neighbourhoods into a cohesive whole, whilst enhancing
and strengthening their individual identity, with distinctive public open spaces and building types;
• Create significant public open spaces that differentiate Northumberland Park from other
residential areas in Haringey and London, which will provide places for residents to interact and
form the identity of place for generations to come;
• Connect the neighbourhoods and public open spaces with a green spine that will provide
memorable experiences for people of all ages, interests and cultures - a place for neighbours to
meet and relationships to form;
• Create a truly mixed-use regeneration that has life and vitality at all times of day;
• Provide quality new mixed-tenure homes to buy and rent, that will enable a diverse and integrated
community of Londoners of every income level, household size, and specific need;
• Target 40% tenure-blind affordable homes, that will deliver a net increase on the existing
provision, and include a range of rental and ownership tenures that meet the Council's objective to
create mixed communities;
• Provide all of the existing tenants and resident leaseholders who will need to be moved as a result
of the proposals, with the opportunity to be rehoused on site through the right to return
commitment from the Council;
• Adopt a Northumberland Park Branding/Marketing Strategy that is authentic to people and place,
and enhances pride; and
• Sponsor a Clean-up Amnesty facilitating waste disposal and swap shops for existing residents to
reduce the perception of crime.

Social infrastructure is prioritised in the Delivery Programme to create new focal points that
will engender a cohesive community identity to develop, including a Community Hub which
will be established in the first 100 days.

Northumberland Park Business Plan: Executive Summary
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Creating Healthy Lives
HDV's Healthy Lives Programme will support a happier population with
healthier minds, bodies and places. This will be achieved through a range of
support programmes and physical interventions. Northumberland Park will
become a healthy place to live, enabling all residents to enjoy long,
independent and fulfilling lives.
The HDV approach will empower residents to make proactive choices about their diet and
lifestyles, enabling families to participate in culture, sport, leisure, and physical activities that
improve their health and wellbeing. It will catalyse behavioural change amongst residents to
promote healthy lifestyles that will counter growing levels of obesity and mental health
problems and reduce reliance on healthcare services.
HEALTHY LIVES – EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO IMPROVE THEIR OWN HEALTH, HDV WILL:
• Resolve under-provision of primary health care services and co-locate these with affordable
fitness facilities to encourage maximum uptake;
• Curate the public open spaces to embed the ‘Power of 10’ principle, such that each provides at
least 10 things to do, an inclusive series of interventions that actively encourages all residents to
play, exercise, take part in sport, and interact;
• Design the green spine to prioritise local pedestrian and cycle use;
• Enhance Park Lane and Northumberland Park Avenue to become regional cycle and pedestrian
connections to Lee Valley Regional Park, Bruce Castle Park, Frederick Knight playing fields and
the High Road West regeneration;
• Seek to partner with schools within the site boundary to instigate programmes that will influence
wider family use of the Lee Valley Regional Park; Prioritise healthy eating through healthy and
quality food and retail premises;
• Improve mental wellbeing, through programmes such as trained Mental Health First Aiders;
• Prioritise healthy eating through healthy and quality food and retail premises;
• Provide sheltered housing, designed to accommodate the needs of specific vulnerable residents;
• Create buildings and homes that are designed with dignity in mind;
• Pilot a WELL Building Standard to establish new globally-recognised design standards for healthy
communities; and
• Deliver a zero carbon development that becomes a global exemplar for sustainable urban living.

Northumberland Park Business Plan: Executive Summary
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Ensuring Better Prospects
HDV has a once-in-a-generation opportunity to break the cycle of poverty and
intergenerational unemployment at Northumberland Park and create better
prospects for local people. HDV will achieve this through the delivery of new
schools, training and employment spaces that will provide a variety of
education, business and job opportunities. These will be supplemented by
curated training programmes providing skills, apprenticeships, mentoring and employment
support. Forecast outcomes based on the indicative masterplan for regeneration include
over 4,000 new jobs created in the completed development, 5,500 new jobs created during
construction and 3,000 jobs supported through up-skilling.
BETTER PROSPECTS – ENABLING EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT, HDV WILL
• Prioritise local jobs in the regeneration activities;
• Instigate a programme of mentoring and support for existing local businesses;
• Enable Be Onsite - Lendlease's not-for-profit employment support organisation to operate in
Haringey within 100 days;
• Create low-risk meanwhile enterprise opportunities for local start-up businesses in vacant shop
units on Park Lane and the High Road;
• Open a temporary Skills and Employment Hub on site within 1,000 days, to be replaced by a
permanent facility in the final phase (subject to avoidance of duplication with existing
programmes);
• Prioritise the early delivery of the new Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale
School;
• Partner with local schools and with businesses in the London Stanstead Cambridge Corridor to
sponsor the implementation of the STEM programme (subject to agreement);
• Up-skill local youth via educational and mentoring programmes;
• In recognition of the Council's pilot Creative Enterprise Zone in Tottenham, open a Creative
Business Hub, providing flexible spaces and terms to satisfy the growing demand from local
creative industries;
• Investigate a business case to create a university or office campus which could attract large-scale
employers to the area, and enhance the business case for Crossrail 2; and
• Deliver significant new retail opportunities for local businesses/employment.

HDV will hit the ground running, and focus on implementing programmes and meanwhile
uses, which will start to improve the prospects of local people, and generate growth from day
one. In particular, to form links with universities and businesses within the London Stansted
Corridor to partner targeted opportunities.

Northumberland Park Business Plan: Executive Summary
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Engendering Clean and Safe Environments
HDV will address residents' concerns regarding perceptions of safety,
antisocial behaviour, and cleanliness by instigating physical change and
robust and accessible management operations. This will change behaviours,
instil a sense of pride, and ultimately enable safer and happier lives for the
residents of Northumberland Park. We will adopt best practice design
principles and work with key stakeholders to create a safer environment people are proud to
live, work and visit.
CLEAN AND SAFE – CREATING A SAFER ENVIRONMENT WHERE PEOPLE ARE PROUD TO LIVE, WORK AND VISIT, HDV
WILL:
• Deliver a network of legible new streets and places to reduce physical isolation;
• Create vibrant public spaces that are safe for residents 24 hours a day;
• Ensure designs embed the principles of Secure by Design;
• Provide front doors on streets and windows onto all public spaces;
• Create a youth activity zone that could include skateboard ramps, basketball courts, free wi-fi, and
parkour structures;
• Instigate meanwhile uses that will attract youth activity;
• Ensure a friendly, visible, and accessible Estate Management presence;
• Operate a zero-tolerance management regime towards vandalism and litter; and
• Through strategic partners, work with expert partners to actively reduce youth crime, gang activity
and violence against women.

Northumberland Park Business Plan: Executive Summary
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Delivery Certainty
Northumberland Park Development Team resource will be allocated on the basis of
experience in delivering comparable regeneration programmes, and structured to ensure
control of key decisions by the HDV Board. The team will integrate the local stakeholders
and professional teams who are aligned with the HDV vision and approach.
The HDV will adopt a true partnership approach to delivery that will extend to all
stakeholders, whether they are Haringey officers, management organisations such as
Homes for Haringey, adjoining landowners, local community leaders or existing residents.
Only by successfully working with all stakeholders will we deliver the quality of solutions at
the momentum that ensures success.
The targeted key indicative milestones for 2018–32 are outlined below, highlighting the early
delivery of community facilities and describing the outcomes achieved (these are subject to
engagement with the community, local stakeholders, the Council, and HDV Board):

Figure 1-1 Northumberland Park targeted delivery outcomes based on Indicative Masterplan and Initial Indicative
Programme

HDV's approach to put people at the heart of change will result in a game-changing estate
regeneration programme that will set a new benchmark for Haringey and London in the
decades to come. HDV will adopt a truly collaborative approach to working with the existing
residents; our solutions will be informed and adapted by what we hear from them. We will
engage with local stakeholders from the outset to ensure that their needs and desires are
understood. We will give residents and businesses the opportunity to have a real say in what
their community will be like, providing them with a platform to be heard, to influence change,
and feel empowered to own the outcomes.
HDV is clear that early evidence of positive change is the key to winning the hearts and
minds of local residents and Londoners. A focused yet flexible delivery programme will be
completed within circa 15 years. The interests of existing residents who will need to be
rehoused as a result of the proposals will be protected by offering the opportunity to be
rehoused on site with the right to return commitment from the Council. A programme of
meanwhile uses will be instigated in launch stages and permanent social infrastructure will

Northumberland Park Business Plan: Executive Summary
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be prioritised in early delivery phases to target desired social economic outcomes and assist
in place making.
Local people have the most to gain from the regeneration, but are also the most vulnerable
to change. HDV will adopt a transparent and supportive approach to land assembly to
inform, protect and retain the existing residents and their community spirit, to form the
foundation for the new neighbourhoods and wider Northumberland Park community.
The HDV will benefit from flexible procurement regimes that will ensure best value,
alongside delivery certainty for more critical or complex construction activities. Design,
construction and handover processes will be robustly controlled to ensure certainty of cost,
quality, and programme. Lendlease’s experience will ensure HDV understands and
successfully manages the technical complexity of working on a multi-phase regeneration
project in space-constrained environments adjacent to occupied homes. HDV will minimise
disruption though innovative design, construction, management and communication
techniques, including off-site pre-fabrication, consolidation centres and Considerate
Constructors programmes. HDV will be sensitive to maintaining pedestrian routes,
controlling noise and pollution and addressing working hours to minimise disruptions to
residents, visitors and neighbouring landowners.
HDV will adopt authentic sales and marketing approaches that prioritise a sustainable
community for the long term, and create best value for the HDV, whilst retaining flexibility to
adjust to market cycles. Estate and building-management regimes appropriate for the scale
of Northumberland Park will deliver robust longevity and enlivenment alongside affordable
service charges.
HDV will harness a triple bottom-line approach to sustainability, which is broader than
traditional energy and environment related objectives, and in addition encompasses social
and economic objectives. Our goal is to position Northumberland Park as a globally
renowned exemplar of sustainable urban regeneration based on this broader definition.

In summary
There is robustness and flexibility to the solutions proposed by the HDV. The proposals for
the regeneration of Northumberland Park will deliver a complete transformation with social
and economic outcomes at its centre and with an approach and momentum that will win
hearts and minds. Additional added-value options have been identified that could extend
these outcomes even further.
HDV will put people at the heart of change and by doing so set a new benchmark for
inclusive, sustainable estate regeneration.

Northumberland Park Business Plan: Executive Summary
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Prioritising the Council's Objectives
The HDV will prioritise the Council's objectives in the regeneration of Northumberland Park.
Table 1-1 Summary of HDV Objectives and Business Plan Outcomes that are embedded in the indicative masterplan for
regeneration (subject to change through stakeholder engagement and detail design)

HDV Objective
1. To deliver
growth

Specific Goals
a. New and improved
housing

b. New employment
space

HDV Business Plan
•

c.5,000 new homes delivered in
c.15 years

•

£4m per annum increase in
Council Tax receipts

•

c.21.5k sqft of Creative Business
Hub
c.470k sqft of Office or University
campus
c.43k sqft shops, cafes, and
restaurants
£56m business rates over 20 years

•
•
•
c.

New education and
training space

•

•

2. To achieve
and retain a
long-term
stake

d. New community
space

•

e. Control in
development of
Council’s land

•

•

•

f.

In partnership

g. To catalyse delivery
of financially
challenging schemes

c.52k sqft Health and Wellbeing

Centre

•

3. To work with
private
sector

4FE primary and 10FE through
school (final size to be agreed
following stakeholder involvement)
c.27k sqft Skills and Employment
Hub

Delivery programme that will
complete regeneration in c.15
years
Flexible delivery phasing to
accommodate rehousing and delay
Social infrastructure prioritised
early in programme and alongside
each phase
Options for long-term income
through PRS and affordable
housing assets

•

True collaborative approach with
the Council as part of the JV, and
officers during the delivery process

•

Cross-subsidy portfolio approach
to regeneration – using the option
of new affordable housing at Wood
Green and Cranwood to enable
Northumberland Park rehousing
Upfront investment (at risk, prior to
future phase commencement) in
infrastructure and place creation to
change perception of
Northumberland Parkfront

•
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•

4. To achieve
estate
renewal

h. Intensification of
land use

•
•

i.

Establishment of a
range of mixed
tenures

•

•

•

•
5. To secure
wider social
and
economic
benefits

j.

Community facilities,
skills and training,
health improvement
and crime reduction

•
•
•

•
•

6. To
incorporate
land
belonging to
other
stakeholders

n/a

7. To achieve a
commercially

n/a

•

•

•

investment (at risk, prior to future
phase commencement) in
infrastructure and place creation to
change perception of
Northumberland Park
Council land assembly costs fully
payable at the end of each phase
as a priority return to the Council
Significantly increase housing
density
Significant additional employment
space
Target 40% affordable housing
(subject to viability), a net
increase.
Targeted 40% of affordable homes
prioritised for existing households,
the remainder of a mix of
affordable tenures to
accommodate a balanced range of
household incomes;
A balanced mix of open market
sales and private rental sector
market housing
A right to return for all existing
tenants and resident leaseholders
£8m investment in Health and
Wellbeing Centre
[Redacted material]
New Northumberland Park
Community School and The Vale
enabled through this partnership
[Redacted material]
A new social-impact vehicle set up
by HDV, with substantial seed
capital from Lendlease to support
social-impact initiatives and
develop new investment models,
to deliver the widest reach possible
from the regeneration
Initial regeneration plan assumes
acquisition of 3rd party land within
redline;
Added value options identified to
incorporate additional adjacent
properties, subject to HDV detailed
review
All phases make a commercially
acceptable return, to reflect
development risks taken. HDV is
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acceptable
return

•

commercially motivated to
complete all phases of
Northumberland Park, irrespective
of activity on other Category one
sites;
Northumberland Park is
commercially viable

Note: However, nothing in this Business Plan should be read as suggesting, far less
imposing, any obligation on the Council in respect of any proposed redevelopment of
Northumberland Park. The Council has not taken any decisions on whether Northumberland
Park (or any part of it) will be redeveloped by the HDV, the legal position is governed by the
Development Framework Agreement, and nothing in this Business Plan seeks to suggest to
the contrary.
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GUIDE TO THIS BUSINESS PLAN (PLACE MAKING)
This section of the business plan sets out the HDV vision for place making, strategic change,
and detailing what the partnership will deliver to create better places; high-quality, mixed,
and inclusive neighbourhoods, that improve health and wellbeing, meet people’s needs, and
nurture aspirations.
An indicative masterplan for the regeneration of Northumberland Park has been developed
alongside this Business Plan. This assumes a certain amount of development that is referred
to in more detail throughout this plan and which has informed the Financial section of the
Strategic Business Plan. This indicative masterplan will be tested and further options fully
considered via engagement with the existing residents, businesses, and other stakeholders
once the HDV has been formed. Please note that all images used in the Business Plan are
therefore indicative rather than representative of what will actually be delivered.
To aid navigation of this document, more detailed information and plans are contained within
appendices and referenced in the main body where appropriate.
The table below sets out the key sections of this Business Plan, along with their purpose to
aid navigation and referencing.
Section Title

Purpose

The Case for Change

Identifies the reason to take a collaborative, holistic, placemaking approach to transformation and the opportunity that
the HDV presents.

Development Context

The demographic and physical context that has influenced
the proposals.

Strategic Approach
Design Strategy

Objectives and approach to designing high quality
regeneration (including neighbourhoods, public realm, and
streetscapes), and added value outcomes within and
beyond the site boundaries.

Residential Use Strategy

Analysis of the existing housing stock and demand, and a
description of the objectives, and inclusive mixed tenure
offer.

Employment Space Strategy

Analysis of the existing office, workspace, retail stock, and
demand, and a description of the objectives, and diverse
offer that will create inclusive job and business
opportunities.

Social and Physical
Infrastructure Strategy

Analysis of the existing education, health, training facilities,
and demand, and description of the world class facilities
that will improve prospects and engender healthy lives.

Sustainability and Energy
Strategy

Detailed energy strategy to achieve the Council's zero
carbon objectives, and description of the approach to wider
sustainability.

Estate, Housing, and Asset
Management Strategy

Objectives and approach to estate, housing and asset
management.

Affordable Housing
Management and
Ownership Strategy

Objectives and approach to managing and owning homes,
and ensuring continuity of service to Northumberland Park
residents.

Transportation Strategy

Objectives and approach to transport infrastructure, and in
demonstrating a business case for railway infrastructure
improvements.
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PLACE MAKING
1

THE CASE FOR CHANGE

Once owned by the Duke of Northumberland, development of Northumberland Park began
with the arrival of the railway station in 1842, when farms and a village of market gardens
were transformed into a lively and affluent area comprising of villas for city merchants, music
halls, and theatres.

Figure 1-1 In 1876 when market gardens were being replaced by villas for merchants

At the start of the 20th century factories were built, and the area then continued to play an
important industrial role until after the Second World War. However, piecemeal post-war
estate development resulted in an environment that today has little urban coherence.
Northumberland Park is physically, socially and economically isolated from the surrounding
areas, and this has the effect of marginalising the existing population from the positive
opportunities that living in a successful city like London should provide.
Barriers to change include:
•
•
•
•

Poorly designed estate layouts and open space;
Poor quality homes, of a mix, size, type, and tenure do not help to create mixed and
balanced communities;
Poorly used green open space;
A series of disconnected neighbourhoods that lacks a cohesive common identity and an
under-provision of quality community infrastructure; and
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•

Poor permeability with few through-routes, resulting in an area that is hard to cross, low
footfall, and a low perception of safety.

However, there is a strong community spirit, with groups and individuals bringing life and
vitality through physical interventions, social programmes, and events.

Figure 1-2 Community event at Northumberland Park

It is these existing communities and their passion for the place that will help drive positive
change when given the opportunity. In 2014 the Council’s community consultation to inform
the Northumberland Park Strategic Framework endorsed the need for change, with local
people identifying that the delivery of wide ranging regeneration would help to create safe,
modern, and high quality places. Regeneration could also provide more opportunities to
bring forward the benefits local people want to see, as well as confirming that they wanted
to; bring better homes, better public open spaces, with safer streets, and public facilities that
will enable the existing community spirit to build and flourish. Their views are captured in the
Council’s five Key Principles for Change which inform the Northumberland Park Strategic
Framework.

Figure 1-3 Pictorial representation of the Council’s' Key Principles for Change
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1.1

Vision
“BY THE AGE OF TWENTY A CHILD BORN TODAY WILL HAVE A QUALITY OF LIFE AND ACCESS TO A LEVEL OF
OPPORTUNITY THAT IS AT LEAST EQUAL TO THE BEST IN LONDON”
TOTTENHAM STRATEGIC REGENERATION FRAMEWORK.

HDV is inspired by the vision set out in the Tottenham Strategic Regeneration Framework,
and nowhere should it play out more compellingly than in our plans for Northumberland
Park. The HDV will remove the existing barriers to change that have and will be identified
through engagement with the local community, and work with them to deliver inclusive
transformation. In circa 15 years’ time, Northumberland Park will be a place that is defined
by the opportunities it offers, and the sense of community it engenders. The lifeblood of this
community will be the pride of local people, their relationships with their friends and
neighbours, their bonds with the people they grew up with, their shared birthdays and first
days at school together. A community of people who look out for one another, share hopes,
fears, and memories together. For life.
The role of HDV is to support the evolution of Northumberland Park, harnessing physical
renewal as a catalyst for the community to rediscover and retain the best of its past, and
create new opportunities for the future. HDV will help create, encourage and curate places
that enable local people to take control and shape their lives. We will only succeed if we
build trust from the outset, by putting local people at the heart of our plans, and delivering on
the promises we make. The standards and ambitions set out in this Business Plan are truly
world-leading, inspired by the vision, and informed by experiences from around the world.
We are utterly committed to succeed.
Northumberland Park has enormous potential to become a diverse and inclusive urban
village. A place that is proud of its past, but focused on the future. A place that is both open
to innovative ideas and fiercely protective of the things it holds dear. A place you want to be
part of, to live, to learn, to work. A place where a child born today will, by the age of twenty,
enjoy a quality of life and access to the best opportunities that London has to offer.
HDV's ‘holding’ vision for Northumberland Park is:
"A PLACE WHERE PEOPLE LOVE TO LIVE AND COMMUNITIES FLOURISH"

1.2

Approach

The foundation of HDV’s approach to the regeneration of Northumberland Park is to put
people at the heart of change.
We will build on the Council’s policy priorities and Key Principles for Change, through a
complete physical transformation of Northumberland Park that will prioritise targeted social
and economic outcomes.
This approach will be delivered through a game-changing estate regeneration programme
that will set a new benchmark for Haringey and London for the decades to come. HDV will
adopt a truly collaborative approach to working with the existing community to design new
homes for existing residents, that are affordable to households of all income ranges; and
neighbourhoods that draw on the history and culture of this place to support a diverse
community that is representative of the best parts of London, but with an identity and spirit
that is authentic to North Tottenham.
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An inclusive network of new public spaces will provide physical and civic connections
between the new neighbourhoods and ground an improved social and physical infrastructure
that will deliver better prospects and improved health and wellbeing to all residents. A series
of parks and squares where people will feel safe 24 hours a day, will become the focal points
for life, places for relationships to form, and for communities to flourish. The scale and
quality of these spaces will differentiate Northumberland Park from other residential
neighbourhoods across London.
This Business Plan sets out the indicative masterplan approach, objectives, and strategies
which will deliver this vision. These will be tested, validated and developed further with the
local community, ensuring that plans for change are developed as a direct response to
resident feedback and are owned by the local community. From day one HDV will engage
with local people and other stakeholders at a grassroots level to ensure that Northumberland
Park becomes a place that remains authentic and home to its existing communities.
HDV will bring together people, place and programmes to deliver social and economic
outcomes targeted against four ‘impact themes’ that directly relate to the Council’s Key
Principles for Change. These themes are set out in more detail in the Social and Economic
Strategy within the HDV Strategic Business Plan and the Social and Economic Business
Plan.
Table 1-1 The HDV’s social impact themes will deliver the Council’s Key Principles for Change, and themes for achieving
social and economic objectives

Figure 1-4 Social and economic theme icons that are signposted throughout the Business Plan

HDV’s approach will deliver exceptional people-focused outcomes that include:
•

A Business Plan that targets 40% affordable housing, which represents a net increase in
provision; with a range of tenure types;
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.3

All of the existing tenants and resident leaseholders who will need to be rehoused as a
result of the proposals will be offered the opportunity to be rehoused on site through the
right to return commitment from the Council;
New parks and squares that form the identity of place, and differentiate Northumberland
Park from other urban villages;
A connected community of distinctive neighbourhoods with residents who are
empowered, and proud;
Exemplary new education facilities;
Training opportunities and employment support structures;
Over 4,000 new jobs in the completed development;
New community focused social infrastructure that will promote physical activity and
engender healthy lives; and
An inclusive and diverse place which feels safe 24 hours a day.

Summary

There is a clear case for change in the existing physical, social and economic condition of
Northumberland Park; this case has been embedded in policy and is endorsed by the local
community. As set out in the Tottenham Area Action Plan (AAP), the area will retain its
diverse identity, be transformed into a mixed and sustainable community, and be a place
where people want to live, work and visit
HDV‘s approach will be to put people at the heart of change, with game-changing
regeneration that will become a catalyst for transformation across the borough, and a new
benchmark for estate regeneration in London.
HDV will ensure that the benefits of regeneration and economic growth flow through to all of
the residents of Northumberland Park, with better access to jobs, skills training, new homes,
education, and health facilities, improved transport links, safe and healthy environments,
vibrant streets, and active open spaces.
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2

DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

2.1

Demographic Context

2.1.1

Census Demographic Analysis

The Northumberland Park ward is located in N17 (the Tottenham catchment), alongside the
Bruce Grove, Tottenham Hale, and White Hart Lane wards of Haringey. There are currently
circa 90,000 people living in Tottenham, accounting for approximately 40% of the current
population of Haringey.
Publicly available information1, along with a synthesis of existing Council documents has
been reviewed to understand the local context, the barriers facing Northumberland Park
residents, and the opportunities available.
The principal findings are:
•

•

•

•

Northumberland Park is within the 5-10% of most economically deprived wards within
England measured by household income1, with residents being half as economically
active as in Haringey as a whole;
Northumberland Park is ethnically diverse and has a higher proportion of residents that
identify as Black/African/Caribbean/Black British than the borough average (40% vs
19%);
There is a high number of single parent families with dependent children compared to
the rest of the borough (19% vs 10%) and the incidence of children living in poverty is
high at 31%; and
Life expectancy is lower than the rest of the borough with obesity, mental health and
chronic health conditions such as coronary heart disease being the primary contributing
factors2.

Figure 2-1 CLG Indices of deprivation 2010 Rank of IMD, Haringey SOAs

1

Data from Office of National Statistics and Greater London Authority
Indices of multiple deprivation 2015
3
Haringey’s Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2015 to 2018
2
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This means that on average residents of Northumberland Park face higher levels of
unemployment, earn less when they are employed, die earlier, and face more race and
family related issues than elsewhere in the borough.
The regeneration gives the opportunity to:
•
•

•

Break the barrier of poverty and intergenerational unemployment through investment in
education, skilling, and mentoring to enable residents to access job opportunities;
Create better access to primary healthcare for improved management of chronic health
conditions, and to outdoor space and physical activity to empower people to improve
their own health; and
Create bespoke community engagement plans with a variety of outreach engagement
tools to ensure that all members of the community can participate.

Further demographic analysis can be found in appendix 7 (Social and Economic Context).

2.1.2

Mosaic Demographic Trends

The consumer classification tool Mosaic identifies the current household groups residing in
the Northumberland Park Ward, and presents a valuable insight into the existing
demographic of the area, to guide the housing offers. Demographic trends suggest that
there is a growing influx of population from the west of Haringey to the more affordable east,
who will present a target market for the new sale and rental homes.
The most prevalent existing household groups in the ward are described below.

Figure 2-2 Mapping the Mosaic groups in Northumberland Park ward
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Mosaic Type ‘K’ Group
At 49.5% this is the most frequently occurring household group, characterised by renters of
social housing with very low incomes (less than £15,000 per household per year), facing an
array of social and economic challenges.
The Mosaic Type ‘K’ demographic group is the most vulnerable population in
Northumberland Park, and most at risk to being isolated from the regeneration and left
behind the change.
HDV will provide targeted support to this demographic during the regeneration programme,
and work with them to provide an improved affordable housing offer established on the basis
of their specific needs. HDV intends to work closely with the Council and Homes for
Haringey during this process.
Mosaic Type ‘O’ Group
Mosaic Type ‘O’ demographic accounts for 24.1% of households and is a young and
aspirational cohort that actively participates in local social events and community life and
utilises community facilities. They are ambitious, adventurous and keen to try new things.
Their wages are growing but they don’t have a lot of spare income due to the high private
rental costs. They live in single and shared accommodation and contribute positively to the
activation of the area.
Mosaic Type ‘O’ is an expanding demographic in the ward, and a significant target market
for the new homes. As their careers grow and wages increase they could become first time
buyers for the Open Market Sale (OMS) homes. In the short term while their wages are
lower and they are saving a deposit, they are a target market for the Private Rental Sector
(PRS) homes.
Mosaic Type ‘N’ Group
23.5% are residents of settled urban multicultural communities with a strong sense of
identity. Mosaic Type ‘N’ demographic definition includes families with school age and older
children, and older people pre- and post-retirement. They own their own home and have
moderate household incomes. They are long-term residents that feel a real attachment to
their neighbourhood and their community. This group is a relatively stable and committed
part of the community that actively participates in community events and programmes and
infrastructure, especially within their own cultural group.
This demographic is a future target market for a housing offer that responds to the needs
and appetites of their extended and changing family types.

2.2

Consultation Context

Over the past five years, the Council has led wide ranging, and detailed, community
engagement programmes to inform its regeneration plans, planning policies, and housing
strategies. Key consultations are set out below:

2.2.1

Tottenham’s Future Consultation

In October 2013, Haringey Council commissioned an independent organisation, Soundings,
to conduct a thorough five-month consultation exercise called Tottenham’s Future, to gather
views from the community on their hopes and ambitions for the next 20 years. This included
a dedicated focus on the Northumberland Park area. The responses fed into and shaped the
council’s ‘Tottenham Strategic Regeneration Framework’ which sets out how the local
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community’s priorities can be achieved. More information on the Tottenham’s Future
consultation, and the Tottenham Strategic Regeneration Framework, is available to view at:
https://tottenham.london/about/tottenhams-future-consultation.

2.2.2

Northumberland Park Strategic Framework Consultation

To inform the development of the Northumberland Park Strategic Framework, a two-stage
engagement process was held. The first stage helped to inform the development of a set of
‘Key Principles for Change’ whilst the second stage asked for the community’s views on
these Key Principles. The following views were recorded from residents at the consultation in
response to the Key Principles for Change:
THE PLACE
• There is too much wasted space – regeneration plans should make better use
of open space;
• The area should be more attractive, clean and feel safe to walk around;
• Buildings should be more environmentally friendly and sustainable;
• Tottenham Hotspur FC’s new stadium development is widely supported; and
• There are a lack of shops, community space and other facilities in the area.
HOMES
• Improving existing housing should be a priority;
• There should be more variety in the types of buildings – from family homes
with gardens to modern apartments;
• The quality of the housing should be improved;
• There should be more housing choices, including affordable homes; and
• The space standards of the existing homes should be retained.
OPEN SPACE
• The area suffers from a poor environment and open space doesn’t feel safe
and clean;
• There is a lack of usable open space and this should be improved;
• There should be more parks and green open space for all to enjoy;
• There should be more places for children to play safely and a greater range of
facilities and activities in the public open space; and
• There should be more public spaces where people can meet and come
together.
COMMUNITY
• There is a strong community spirit and this should be preserved;
• There should be more, and better, schools and educational opportunities;
• There should be more community, leisure and cultural facilities for all, in
particular children and young people;
• There should be improved health facilities;
• There are a lack of high street shops in Northumberland Park; and
• Northumberland Park is not one place but several distinct neighbourhoods.
CONNECTIVITY
• The overall environment, including the roads and streets, should be improved;
• The area should be safer and more attractive for walking and cycling;
• Road safety and parking should be improved;
• The level crossing at Northumberland Park is dangerous and should be
closed;
• Public transport should be improved; and
• Local shops are struggling and would benefit from more people passing by.
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Further information about this consultation is available to view here:
https://tottenham.london/explore/northumberland-park/explore-northumberland-park-keyprinciples-change

2.2.3

Tottenham Area Action Plan Consultations

The Council has prepared the Tottenham Area Action Plan Development Plan Document
that puts clear planning guidelines and policies in place to support local people’s ambitions
for long-term regeneration in Tottenham, bringing thousands of new homes, better access to
jobs and employment and improved transport links. The Area Action Plan includes clear
policy guidance about how change and development should come forward in the
Northumberland Park area.
Since 2015, public consultations on the Regulation 18 and Regulation 19 versions of the
Area Action Plan have taken place with an Examination in Public happening between August
– September 2016. Subject to the Plan being found ‘sound’ by the Planning Inspector, the
Area Action Plan will be reported to Regulatory Committee, Cabinet and Full Council for
formal adoption in Summer 2017.
HDV will build on the consultation activities undertaken by the Council to date, and fully
engage with local stakeholders to explore their views, wants, and needs. With the
community, we will develop a shared vision, and test and develop the indicative masterplan
and the other strategies and plans captured in this Business Plan to create a shared
direction for the transformation.

2.3

Site Context

The site has a footprint of 32.6 hectares, and is located within the Northumberland Park
ward of North Tottenham, adjacent to the borough boundary with the London Borough of
Enfield and the Lee Valley Regional Park.

Figure 2-3 The Northumberland Park site and ward
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It is bordered by Tottenham High Road and Tottenham Hotspur FC White Hart Lane stadium
to the west, Park Lane to the south, Willoughby Lane to the east, and the industrial areas
above Northumberland Park road to the north.
There are a variety of land uses across the site (including residential, retail and community)
as well as different land ownerships, including Council secure tenants and leaseholders, and
private tenants and freeholders (including individuals, companies, and housing
associations).
In total, there are circa 2,000 existing homes on the site, with Council housing estates found
between the High Road and Northumberland Park Station.
The housing includes a variety of typologies such as high rise towers, mid rise blocks above
ground floor garages and low rise maisonettes and houses. External areas are generally in
poor condition and the multiplicity of non-vehicular pedestrian routes between the blocks
contributes to perceptions and the reality of a lack of safety and risk of crime in the area.
There are a range of community facilities that reflect the number of homes in the area
including a special education needs school, two primary schools and one secondary school.
Other community facilities include Somerford Grove Open Space located in the middle of the
site, Park Lane Children’s Centre and the Isle Amlot Centre.
The site supports a number of local businesses, including a parade of shops on Park Lane,
and further shops on the High Road.

Figure 2-4 Complexity of existing landownership

As set out in the Tottenham AAP, regeneration will need to come forward in line with a
masterplan prepared with resident consultation and comprehensive regeneration will be
reliant on progressing the acquisition of properties within the site boundary as set out in the
land assembly section of this Business Plan.
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2.4

Site Constraints

2.4.1

Environmental

A desktop due diligence appraisal of the site has identified environmental constraints and
opportunities, which are initially addressed by the indicative masterplan, and that will be fully
explored and developed through the design, planning, Environmental Impact Assessment,
and delivery stages.
Further site-wide and phase-specific detailed due diligence will be carried out on formation of
HDV.

2.4.2

Public Transport

The site is served by several public transport connections to central London including:
•
•
•

West Anglia main line train service from Northumberland Park Station to Tottenham Hale
and Stratford Stations;
Transport for London (TfL) overland trains from White Hart Lane Station to Liverpool
Street Station; and
Bus route numbers 341 (Waterloo), 476 (Euston), and W3 (Finsbury Park).

Figure 2-5 Public transport connections

Travel times to most central London locations are under 40 minutes, but frequency of service
is poor. Existing PTAL ratings vary from two to four across the site, and the following
transport improvements proposed are a key opportunity to support the regeneration:
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Table 2-1 Proposed improvements to railway infrastructure

HDV will support the Council in providing a robust Business Plan to support the investment
that is necessary to fund these infrastructure improvements.
Existing cycle routes include National Cycle Network Route 1 to the east which connects
Northumberland Park to Canary Wharf via the Lee Valley Park, and to the south local routes
which connect into the wider London Cycle Network.

2.4.3

Adjacent properties

There are a number of key adjacent properties and landowners of strategic importance to
the regeneration. These include Tottenham Hotspur FC to the west, the High Road West
regeneration area to the north-west, Fredrick Knight Sports Ground and the Meridian Water
regeneration to the north-east, and Lee Valley Regional Park and Northumberland Park
Station to the east. Please refer to appendix 5 (Local Landownerships) for more detail.

2.5

Planning Context

Proposals for the regeneration of Northumberland Park will be considered against a
hierarchy of national, regional and local planning policy and guidance, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
The London Plan (2016)
The Upper Lee Valley Opportunity Area Framework (OAPF) (2013)
Local Plan: Strategic Policies (2013)
Unitary Development Plan (2006)
Emerging policy framework
Haringey Local Plan
Alterations to Strategic Policies
Development Management DPD
Site Allocations DPD
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•
•
•
•
•

Tottenham Strategic Regeneration Framework
Tottenham Area Action Plan
North London Waste Plan
Guidance, including London Housing SPG
Mayoral and Haringey Community Infrastructure and S106 guidance

There are three listed buildings at the boundary of the western extent of the site within the
High Road Conservation Area along the High Road. No works are proposed to these
buildings as part of the indicative masterplan, but consultation will be carried out with the
appropriate historical bodies and officers for the redevelopment of the adjacent phases.
HDV planning strategy responds directly to Haringey’s adopted and emerging Local Plan,
by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Adopting a portfolio based approach to rehousing, to improve the delivery of the
objectives in the Local Plan at Northumberland Park;
Integrating a wide range of innovate forms of housing typologies and tenure, to
overcome viability constraints and meet housing needs;
Targeting 40% affordable housing which represents a net increase of provision;
Providing high quality design, produced by a range of world class designers who will
work together to deliver coordinated variety across the sites;
Respecting and enhancing the setting of heritage assets, and the Conservation Area;
Reducing the inequality gap in outcomes between existing Northumberland Park
residents and the rest of London. All proposals will be benchmarked and monitored
against social and economic outcomes;
Providing community infrastructure that creates opportunities for the broad spectrum of
residents, empowers individuals and fosters pride in a community that becomes
activated and healthy;
Targeting delivery of 5,000 exemplary new high quality homes, contributing directly to
the scale of the opportunity, housing need and the Council’s planning housing targets;
Creating zero carbon homes, in accordance with the Mayor’s Housing SPG;
Delivering homes, shops and offices that provide employment and business
opportunities; and
Delivering comprehensive regeneration and positive change that creates linkages and
legibility, a variety of usable public spaces, a hierarchy of buildings and neighbourhoods.

Northumberland Park falls within the Greater London Authority's 60 hectare North
Tottenham Housing Zone. HDV will ensure that the regeneration benefits from the
associated policy and funding availability, to deliver great quality affordable homes and
social infrastructure.
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3

STRATEGIC APPROACH

In order to secure the HDV vision and approach, the following strategic initiatives and action
plans will be put in place. These strategies will form an integral part of the Northumberland
Park Business Plan and will be continually reviewed and assessed, to ensure they meet the
demands of the market. HDV will moreover, continually challenge the embedded targets, to
drive further regeneration of the area.
The development of these strategies will be an ongoing process and will encompass the
views of a wide variety of stakeholders from across the community. HDV will seek to
establish the needs of the community at large, and place these issues at the forefront of the
partnership’s aspirations.
The following strategies will, by necessity, evolve as the requirements of all stakeholders are
taken on board, and will inform action plans that will not just relate to the built form, but will
also seek to address wider social, economic and place making impacts.
All strategies and action plans will be subject to vigorous review by the partners and will only
be adopted when both have had appropriate time and information to assess their potential
impact and understand fully the likely outcomes of such approaches.

3.1

Design Strategy

HDV WILL PLACE PEOPLE AT THE HEART OF THE DESIGN PROCESS THAT WILL DELIVER THE COUNCIL’S ASPIRATIONS
FOR GROWTH AND SUPPORT A SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY; WITH AN INCLUSIVE MIX OF HIGH-QUALITY
NEIGHBOURHOODS WHERE FRIENDSHIPS WILL FORM AND COMMUNITIES WILL FLOURISH.

An indicative masterplan for the regeneration has been developed alongside this Business
Plan that has informed the financial modelling embedded in the HDV Strategic Business
Plan. However, from day one the HDV will engage with the existing residents and business
operators of Northumberland Park to test options for the regeneration, which will inform the
development of an agreed masterplan. The Place making section of the HDV Strategic
Business Plan includes a description of the approach that the HDV will use in designing high
quality homes, shops, and offices that be integrated into the regeneration plans for
Northumberland Park.

3.1.1

Approach to Regeneration

The HDV’s approach to master planning is ‘people first, then life, then places’. HDV will
develop a masterplan that will become a game-changer for estate regeneration, and a
catalyst for social and economic outcomes across Haringey.
HDV will adopt a truly collaborative approach to testing and developing the vision and
regeneration with local people through a comprehensive engagement process that will
enable them to help shape their new homes and neighbourhoods, and in doing so engender
ownership and civic pride. There will be an increased number of affordable homes through
the regeneration, all of the existing tenants and resident leaseholders who will need to be
moved as a result of the proposals will be offered the opportunity to be rehoused on site
through the right to return commitment from the Council. The tenure and mix of new homes
will ensure a diverse and inclusive community that will be equal to the best in London, but
with a community spirit that is authentic to Haringey.
As part of the HDV bid process, an indicative masterplan has been developed for
Northumberland Park that is intended to meet the needs of the local community, existing
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residents, and future occupiers. The Bid process has not allowed for any community or
stakeholder engagement to inform this plan to date, however, on formation of the HDV it will
be tested, adapted, and developed, with engagement with the local community to create the
best possible regeneration solution. This process will build on the consultation that has been
undertaken to date by Haringey Council, and give stakeholders genuine options in how the
estate is regenerated.
HDV will focus on local people improving their prospects, engendering healthier lives,
improving safety and enabling community pride to flourish. It will support the Council’s
objectives to deliver growth through an intensification of land-use that provides new and
improved housing in a mix of tenures and new employment spaces.
The proposed environments will be safe, sociable, sustainable, and build on the success
Lendlease has experienced in creating similar spaces globally and across London. The
public spaces at the heart of the indicative masterplan will be fundamental to community
identity and will differentiate Northumberland Park from other residential neighbourhoods in
Haringey and London. The urban squares and parks will become the focal point for
community life, encouraging positive social interactions and physical activity through
integrated green spaces, local shops and healthy food and beverage offerings, just as a
village green serves this function for a rural community.
Innovation in sustainability will be harnessed to deliver performance that aligns with the
Council’s 40:20 target and zero carbon vision and explore the potential to become part of the
C40 Cities Climate Positive Development Program.
HDV have a clear ambition for the regeneration of Northumberland Park. It will create a
place that fosters community interaction and social cohesion; enabling future communities to
have a strong identity and sense of pride in the place that they live and work, with access to
opportunities that are equal to the best in London.
Indicative Masterplan Principles
The regeneration will adopt four core place making principles, which prioritise people and
life:
1: Permeability
Breaking social isolation, and connecting Northumberland Park to its surroundings with a
network of new streets between Park Lane and Northumberland Park road. This will
increase footfall, thereby increasing safety and perceptions of safety, and encourage greater
participation in place, empowering community pride.
2: Legibility
Putting the park into Northumberland Park, creating a destination and hub for the community
which is clearly visible from the local area.
3: Accessibility
A green spine connecting a series of quality public open spaces, enhancing existing habitat
areas, and creating areas of social interaction, physical activity and inclusion by embedding
the ‘Power of 10’ principle; ten different opportunities for residents of all ages and interests to
live healthier lives in each of the public spaces that it connects.
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4: Vitality
A vibrant mix of uses that will generate life and vitality. Northumberland Park will provide
opportunities for all; from shopping, to starting a business in the Creative Hub, to high quality
GP facilities in the Health and Wellbeing Centre or hanging out with neighbours in the park.
Indicative Masterplan commitments
The existing estate will be transformed into a new quarter which will be full of life, and
provide opportunities equal to the best in London. HDV will deliver the Council’s vision of
‘mixed and inclusive neighbourhoods where residents can lead happy and fulfilling lives’.
Northumberland Park, will become a place that thrives, where people feel safe and where
they will feel that they belong.

Figure 3-1 HDV targeted delivery outcomes from the indicative masterplan

Regeneration objectives targeted in the indicative masterplan include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Circa 5,000 new homes across seven residential neighbourhoods;
Circa 5,500 direct new jobs during construction, and 4,000 in the completed
development;
New shops, cafés, and restaurants;
Office cluster or university campus;
Creative Business Hub providing opportunities for local makers and businesses;
Skills and Employment Hub providing circa 3,250 skilling outcomes (subject to testing
existing programmes);
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•
•
•
•

New Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School facilities providing
educational outcomes equal to the best in London;
Health and Wellbeing Centre as a civic and community heart for the regeneration;
A green spine connecting four major new public spaces, encouraging physical activity
within the local area; and
Park Lane enhanced to become regional green connector with cyclist and pedestrian
priority.

3.1.1.3 Distinctive neighbourhoods with a sense of community
Northumberland Park is not one single place, but a series of inter-connected
neighbourhoods. The regeneration will connect these neighbourhoods into a
cohesive whole, whilst enhancing and strengthening their individual identity,
with distinctive public open spaces and building types.

Figure 3-2 Indicative Northumberland Park distinctive neighbourhoods

•

•

Northumberland Grove: At the eastern gateway to the site and close to the proposed
Crossrail 2 station, HDV will target the creation of a cluster of office or university
buildings with ground floor restaurants around Willoughby Square, and tall residential
buildings. HDV will seek to drive mutual business and education benefits from the
adjacencies of employment spaces with the new Northumberland Park Community
School and The Vale Schools.
Blaydon Court: An education neighbourhood with opportunities for shared community
facilities in a well-connected space framed by lower-rise residential development, with
enhanced green links to the Frederick Knight Sports Ground.
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•

•

•

•

•

Park Lane: The independent ‘High Street’ for Northumberland Park, providing key
pedestrian and cyclist links to the wider borough, a vibrant café and shopping scene, and
the gateway to the park.
Waverley Family Zone: The heart of the regeneration, a low-density family zone at its
geographical centre, benefiting from the new central park, and close proximity to the
green spaces of Almond Street Gardens, with the potential for offering of a variety of
activities linked by the green spine.
Paxton Road Stadium Quarter: Adjacent to the Tottenham Hotspur stadium
redevelopment, and focused around Paxton Square, this area has opportunities to
include tall buildings grounded by urban youth activity and a Creative Business Hub. This
neighbourhood will target young professionals and creatives who are seeking a vibrant
and active place to rent or own in a higher density environment.
Northumberland Park Avenue: A celebration of the residual historic grandeur of the
original villas, the existing character of this fine road is enhanced with infill development,
additional greening and communal front gardens. It will attract a variety of new and
existing residents to locate there.
High Road East Village: An opportunity for a higher-density northern gateway to the site
that features residential development within a landmark tower and vibrant retail along the
High Road including pop-up markets. It will be designed to ensure cohesive integration
of place with the High Road West regeneration.

3.1.1.4 Scale and massing
HDV will seek to optimise density to maximise the delivery of new, high quality homes and
employment opportunities in accordance with the London Plan, and in doing so will
contribute significantly to Haringey's housing delivery targets and the objectives of the
Haringey Local Plan and the Tottenham Area Action Plan.
Site-wide residential density will vary across the regeneration, in response to its varied
context and public transport accessibility, and the London Plan.
Tall buildings adjacent to the new Tottenham Hotspur FC stadium development to the west,
could provide a signpost for the regeneration and respond to the existing consented
residential buildings. Similarly tall buildings (circa 20 storeys) in the east would help support
the infrastructure spend associated with Crossrail 2. Mid and lower-rise development could
be provided across the heart of the regeneration to provide hundreds of new homes for
families focused around new public open spaces, and from three-storey town houses to
eight storey mansion blocks and some taller buildings. The result will be a transformational
regeneration of Northumberland Park that will optimise the potential of the site in accordance
with all relevant planning policy objectives and provides a range of housing options that
support a variety of household types, and personal preferences (in accordance with the
London Plan and the Haringey Local Plan).
Please see appendix 13 (Indicative Masterplan Drawing) which shows the indicative
masterplan drawing that relates to the proposals set out in this Business Plan.

3.1.2

Public Realm
Key objectives

The public realm will be one of the key things that differentiates Northumberland Park from
other residential areas in Haringey and London and where the identity of place will be
grounded for generations to come. The indicative masterplan proposes a generosity of new
public spaces each with its own independent character but interconnected by a green spine.
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The public realm will provide the backdrop for promoting positive social interactions
throughout people’s lives; places within which neighbours will meet, friendships will form,
and communities will flourish. It will feel inclusive for all, engender belonging and pride, and
feel safe 24 hours a day.
HDV will work with the local community, landscape architects, nature champions, and artists
to develop an identity for the public realm that accentuates the identity of individual
neighbourhoods, and unifies the whole. The activation strategy and types of spaces that will
be targeted are described below.
The ‘Power of 10’ open space strategy
The public realm will embed the ‘Power of 10’ principle, with each public space providing at
least 10 things to do; a series of activities and smaller-scale experiences that will establish
the place as a must-visit and loved destination. Inclusiveness is at the core of this strategy,
providing public spaces for a diverse community, and creating delight for people of all ages,
interests and cultures.
Some of the activities will be unique to their particular place, reflecting the cultures and
histories of the surrounding community, others will be common though the spaces. They will
include places to sit, playgrounds to enjoy, space to exercise, sports to play, art to touch,
music to hear, things to learn, food to eat, walls to vault, history to experience, and people to
meet. Local residents will be the best source of ideas for what will work best. A series of
Northumberland Park Ideas Lab sessions will be arranged along with community
competitions and collaborative design workshops to ensure that the diverse local community
defines and curates the key public space uses.

Figure 3-3 The Power of 10 strategy enlivening the public realm

Green Spine
The green spine will connect the public spaces, and unify
the neighbourhoods. It will enable local pedestrian and
cycle movement through the development and beyond,
helping promote physical activity within the area, safely
away from traffic. It will provide a physical and civic
connection between the new homes, offices, shops and
cafés, and the core elements of social infrastructure
including the new school and Health and Wellbeing
Centre. It will be the focal point for a shared community
life that will encourage residents to actively engage and
interact.
HDV will collaborate with landscape architects, nature champions, artists, and local people
to design the green spine such that it will unify the public spaces to make them more
accessible and inclusive, and express the different characters of the neighbourhoods and
communities that it connects. This approach has been successfully executed in the
Superkilen public park in Denmark where artists and landscape consultants in collaboration
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with local people have adorned a cycle and pedestrian route with paving, seating, art and
soft landscape to regenerate a social and economically challenged suburb of Copenhagen.
We will also look to support the Council’s pilot Creative Enterprise Zone (CEZ), to work with
community groups and cultural providers within spaces within the scheme.
Station Plaza and Willoughby Square
Station Plaza could provide the entrance to the green spine from Northumberland Park
Station, and a new urban setting for the proposed Crossrail 2 station with opportunities for
further enhancement beyond the site boundary. It will merge seamlessly with Willoughby
Square to provide seating and fountains under an avenue of trees.
The resulting hard landscaped area will be a place where children might congregate before
and after school, with cafés and restaurants that support school drop-offs, and provide a
place for office workers, university students to gather for lunch or CEZ’s to establish within. It
will be activated by the movement of people, street performers, interactive art, outdoor
exhibitions and food trucks, complemented by Wi-Fi seating areas, and quiet planted edges
with places to relax.
Central Northumberland Park
The central park will be the major public space in Northumberland Park and a ‘park of plenty’
for Haringey that provides opportunities for people from all walks of life to come together and
connect. The park will foster a sense of pride and collective ownership.
There are opportunities to include the following key features:
•
•
•
•
•

A simple path network that connects key arrival points to the Health and Wellbeing
Centre;
An open lawn area for informal recreation;
Curated outdoor rooms with a range of activities that will provide exciting experiences for
the community to gather;
A spill out space for the Health and Wellbeing Centre; and
A adventure playground.
Almond Road Gardens

Almond Road Gardens provides an opportunity to create a more domestic and intimate local
park than the major public space of central Northumberland Park. It could attract local
residents to its doorstep green space, colourful planting, quiet areas and opportunities for
community food growing. At its heart could be a children's play area, supported by an
adjacent café.
The gardens could provide open lawn areas to be inhabited by the community, rolling slopes
for relaxing, and generous seating and tree planting.
Paxton Square
The new Tottenham Hotspur FC stadium presents a strong, iconic form to Worcester
Avenue with a key eastern entrance located at the widest point of the stadium.
Paxton Square can provide a robust and flexible paved area that would operate as a fan
zone during stadium matches or events, and host a wide range of other events and activities
throughout the year, including farmers' markets, maker events, youth competitions, or
seasonal events.
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There is the opportunity for youth activity zones to be integrated to the north and south of the
square such as skateboard parks, parkour structures (for street running) and basketball
courts. Additional opportunities include housing a Creative Business Hub along the ground
floor of buildings around the square comprising co-working offices, cafés, and individual
studios available to local businesses on flexible terms.
The square will have potential to provide free Wi-Fi and charging points and a focus for
youth activities and urban creatives.

PAXTON
SQUARE

nb

Figure 3-4 Primary east to west routes

Streetscape Strategy
The HDV will adopt a streetscape strategy that will fully integrate Northumberland
Park into its surrounding context, and establish a variety of routes that will
support a flourishing local community and thriving economy. It will offer a legible
hierarchy of streets that will harness existing key routes to unify the new
development, and create regional connections to strategic local assets such as
Tottenham Hotspur FC and the High Road West regeneration. It will supplement these with
additional routes that will break existing barriers and connect currently separated areas of
the estate.
Pedestrians and cyclists will be positioned as the priority users and streets will be clear and
legible with well-designed wayfinding and lighting. All streets will be designed in accordance
with Secure by Design principles encouraging footfall and passive surveillance, to ensure a
safe and secure environment 24hrs a day. The indicative masterplan proposes that:
Park Lane will continue to support the existing local shopping offer and provide the primary
east-west connection between Northumberland Park Station and Tottenham Hotspur FC.
Street enhancement and greening will transform its existing poor condition and create a
regionally important cycle and pedestrian proprietary connection to Bruce Castle Park and
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the Lee Valley Park, facilitating city-wide green infrastructure connectivity and the
implementation of new recreational uses such as cycling routes and educational uses such
at Forest School. Landscapes will be robustly designed to support the principal match day
footfall to the stadium, and a vibrant restaurant /café scene as a complementary offer to the
high-street stores on the High Road.
Northumberland Park is an existing tree-lined avenue connecting Northumberland Park
Station to the High Road West regeneration area that is a key strategic vehicular route
providing regional bus connections. Its existing condition will be enhanced with landscape
improvements that will provide linear parks to accommodate community events, and poor
quality housing stock replaced by sensitive residential infill.
A green spine will be introduced as a primary local pedestrian and cycle route through the
regeneration. It will provide a safe route for children between local schools and the Health
and Wellbeing Centre.
New north-south routes will connect Northumberland Park to Park Lane and the
community beyond, ensuring permeability and footfall through the indicative masterplan, and
improved perceptions of safety;
Connections to Tottenham Hotspur FC will be improved with streetscape works including
tree-planting, re-paving, enhanced lighting, and better wayfinding. Worcester Avenue will
connect with Paxton Square to provide an appropriate urban setting for the new eastern
entrance to the stadium. Park Lane will be improved to continue as the main pedestrian
thoroughfare on match days, and the green spine will provide a local connection to the
eastern entrance that may also function for NFL matches.
A new enhanced pedestrian route will be provided between Northumberland Park
Community School and The Vale School and the Frederick Knight Sports Ground. Additional
street enhancements (including traffic calming and tree planting), will be completed to better
connect Northumberland Park to the High Road West and Meridian Water regenerations.
Lee Valley Park Strategy
The 26-mile-long, 10,000-acre linear Lee
Valley Regional Park is one of London’s largest
Metropolitan Open Spaces and accommodates
a significant portion of National Cycle Network
Route 1. The Lee Valley Regional Park
Authority is the statutory body responsible for
managing and developing the park and has a
vision to develop and preserve leisure,
recreation, sport and nature throughout the
park.
Northumberland Park is ten minutes' walk to the west of the park, but it is poorly connected
and underused by residents’ due to the poor quality of the existing streetscape, a hard-topenetrate industrial edge and the Northumberland Park station level-crossing.
In accordance with the Council's objectives set out in the Tottenham Green and Open
Spaces strategy, the HDV will significantly enhance physical connections to the park via
streetscape improvements to Park Lane and support a co-ordinated programme of
improvement works with the Park Authority. A programme of activities and events will
encourage behaviour-change amongst local residents such that the park becomes part of
their daily lives. Opportunities that will be considered include enhanced pedestrian and cycle
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connections to the National Cycle Network Route 1 and establishing a Forest School
programme within the park in partnership with a school within the site boundary.
Place management strategy
The long-term success of Northumberland Park will be dependent on a robust place
management strategy to ensure the public realm is adequately maintained for the long-term.
The estate management strategy in this Business Plan describes the structure and controls
that will be put in place to deliver this, including a zero-tolerance approach to litter and
vandalism from the onset. Additional resource will be applied to the management of initial
phases in order to establish a precedent of care and stewardship. HDV will support and
enhance existing programmes activated by the Council, to engender a behavioural change,
and pride in place that will over time reduce the management burden.

3.1.3

Site Specific Design
Introduction

The indicative masterplan includes draft design proposals for the current site
of the Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School which
will establish a benchmark for the quality of spaces and housing to be
delivered across the wider masterplan.
Key principles
Tenure-blind homes are proposed within residential towers, mansion blocks, maisonettes
and terraced houses that are clustered around raised courtyard gardens that conceal refuse,
cycle storage, and car parking. Communal gardens will provide doorstep play for 0-5s,
visual amenity and outside space including communal Grow Gardens that promote physical
exercise, health and wellbeing and neighbourliness for all residents.
A range of building heights will be incorporated into the regeneration. Buildings will be
designed to provide a variety of architectural styles, which will be co-ordinated by a
Masterplan Design Code and a robust pallet of materials to ensure visual coherence. All
buildings will support a mix of home sizes and tenures that will accommodate a broad range
of households.
Quality residential accommodation will be provided throughout. HDV will adopt an inside-out
approach to design, conceiving and designing homes in order that they will both satisfy the
needs, and delight, the people who will live in them. The majority of homes will be double
aspect and all homes will be light and airy and include external space.
Robust, low-maintenance design will ensure that the buildings are inherently durable and
long lasting. Innovative design solutions will be considered, including low volatile organic
compound materials and full Forest Stewardship Council chain of custody on all timber
products and homes made from cross laminated timber.

3.1.4

Added Value Outcomes

The HDV vision and indicative masterplan set out in this Business Plan includes significant
added value outcomes over and above what is included in most urban regeneration
schemes. It represents a physical transformation and delivery approach that directly links to
social and economic outcomes:
•

A game-changer for estate regeneration that will rehouse existing residents, and provide
an inclusive mix of housing to suit every income range;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Business Plan targeting 40% affordable housing;
A comprehensive and holistic approach to community engagement, that will embed local
people at the heart of change;
Significant social infrastructure embedded in every phase of the regeneration;
A Health and Wellbeing Centre that will form the civic and community heart of the
regeneration;
Over 5,500 jobs equivalent to £536m value created during construction;
Over 4,000 jobs equivalent to £3.4bn value created during the first 20 years of operation
of the completed regeneration;
Over £1.3bn spend by residents during the first 20 years of operation;
Over £51m of council tax receipts in first 20 years of operation;
3.5 hectares of high quality activated public open space that will drive community pride
and healthy lifestyles; and
Places that will bring delight and support a sustainable community for generations to
come.

Over and above what is included in this Business Plan, there are significant additional
opportunities for HDV to influence greater transformation and add further value, both inside
and outside of the site boundary These will be further investigated through stakeholder
engagement during the 100 day launch plan, and if appropriate adopted by HDV.
Optionality associated with the regeneration of Northumberland Park is detailed below.
Outside Broadcast Space
The HDV will work with Tottenham Hotspur FC to find a suitable design solution for their
outside broadcast space requirements. During the 100 day launch programme HDV will and
consider alternative design solutions.
Expanded Station Plaza
The indicative masterplan incorporates a station plaza at the main arrival point to the green
spine, however, the proposed station improvements may demand a more generous public
realm than is afforded by the proposed arrangement. Significant place-making improvements
could be delivered and value added through the creation of a new retail-fronted extension to
the proposed Station Plaza that will give the station greater civic presence, and deliver more
homes and employment opportunities.
Lee Valley Park Eastern Gateway
The Lee Valley Park is a largely underused and undervalued asset. The draft proposals will
forge greener pedestrian and cycle links to the park, however, the introduction of the
proposed station improvements will unlock significant further enhancement. In the immediate
vicinity of Northumberland Park Station, Lee Valley Park is fringed by a collection of
warehouses, electrical transformers, vehicle storage and allotments. HDV will test options to
further transform Haringey’s residents’ relationship to the park and create significant
commercial value through a series of interventions, including a gateway mixed-use
development, and infrastructure and landscaping improvements. Such proposals would
further improve the business case for the proposed Crossrail 2 station.
Retail Improvements
The regeneration and new retail offer is likely to catalyse general improvements in the retail
provision in the wider area. HDV will build momentum by undertaking early improvements to
local sites within the Commercial Portfolio, and by working with local landowners to uplift
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quality (possibly through the instigation of a Business Improvement District). However, it may
be that the strategic acquisition and improvement of some existing units will facilitate quicker
and more appropriate improvements.

3.2

Residential Use Strategy

HDV WILL TARGET DELIVERY OF 5,000 QUALITY NEW HOMES IN SEVEN DISTINCT MIXED TENURE NEIGHBOURHOODS
WHERE PEOPLE WILL LOVE TO LIVE. THE MIX WILL ENABLE A DIVERSE AND TRULY INTEGRATED COMMUNITY OF
LONDONERS OF EVERY INCOME LEVEL, HOUSEHOLD SIZE, AND SPECIFIC NEED.

3.2.1

Key Objectives

Existing housing predominantly comprises purpose-built, council housing
blocks, which offer a limited mix of size, type, and tenure of home, and have
not helped to create mixed and balanced communities.
The long-term success of Northumberland Park relies on the creation of a
successful place where people will want to live and where communities will
thrive. Critical to this is good design, good management and a mix of tenures
which are affordable to a range of household types and incomes. HDV will
address this by delivering a mix of neighbourhoods and high-quality new
homes with a diversity of tenure, typology and pricing that will create an
inclusive community for all.
HDV propose through the regeneration to create a series of neighbourhoods influenced by
the character of their existing populations, location, scale and contextual identity. Some of
these neighbourhoods will be more suited to certain designs and sizes of homes and
therefore attract a higher density outcome, suited to particular tenures.
HDV’s indicative masterplan proposes how the estate may be subdivided into these areas,
as well as potential names for them – these will be tested and adapted through engagement
of the local community. An example is the quiet and low-density Waverley Family Zone that
is likely to attract more families, whereas the more urban and vibrant Paxton Road Stadium
Quarter is likely to attract more young people and singles. The completed development will
feel like London at its best - diverse and rooted in place.
Homes delivered by HDV at Northumberland Park will meet the following objectives:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Include a range of both rental and ownership, and private and affordable tenures, that
will accommodate people of all income ranges;
Support the Council’s ambition to increase provision of affordable housing and to
rebalance provision within the borough;
Provide homes to suit the specific needs of the Council’s existing tenants who will be
given the right be rehoused on site through the right to return commitment from the
Council should they need to be moved as a result of the proposals;
Include a range of types, sizes, and need specific designs that support a balanced and
diverse community;
Be exceptionally designed and tenure-blind;
Be deliverable at momentum to drive transformation and at a scale that will contribute
significantly towards the Council’s housing targets;
Include diversity of private tenures to include ownership and rental homes;
Include quality internal and external communal spaces that encourage neighbourliness
and belonging; and
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•

Reinforce a strong identity and brand for HDV and Northumberland Park to obtain good
market positioning.

The scale of the HDV home-building opportunity allows us to consider innovative and
ambitious approaches, such as the creation of local factories or assembly plants to form the
vital components in the delivery of homes.

3.2.2

Market Analysis
Open Mark Sale Housing (OMS)

House prices in Northumberland Park average at £435 psf3, however, independent research
indicates that prices are improving (5.1% postcode growth in the first half of 2016) and are
forecast for further increases in line with the current London trends for outer boroughs.
The delivery section of the HDV Strategic Business Plan includes analysis of the wider
London market, and appendix 6 (Market Context) of this Business Plan includes a specific
analysis of the market relating to Northumberland Park.
Private Rental Sector Housing (PRS)
The Private Rental Sector (PRS) is growing rapidly in London, driven by the shortage of
housing and its unaffordability to much of the population. The delivery section of the HDV
Strategic Business Plan includes an analysis of the wider London PRS market, and
appendix 6 (Market Context) of this Business Plan includes a specific analysis of the market
relating to Northumberland Park.
The existing Mosaic type ‘O population presents a probable market for an improved rental
offer; it is likely that they will experience growth in their careers and earnings that will run
concurrently with the transformational change brought about by the regeneration.
During the regeneration, new renters will be attracted by improved transport connections and
place making, coupled with a relatively affordable pricing in comparison to other North
London and Zone 3 locations.
Affordable Housing
The Northumberland Park ward census data provides useful intelligence about the existing
housing stock that has informed the affordable housing offer embedded in the Business
Plan. Engaging existing households to fully understand their specific affordable housing
requirements will be critical to successful regeneration.

3.2.3

Housing Offer
Housing Tenure

HDV will deliver homes of market, affordable, rental and ownership tenure that will support a
diverse and truly integrated community of Londoners of every income level. It is these
residents who will bring the life and vitality that will make Northumberland Park a truly great
place to be.
Middle-income individuals and families will be enabled to live in Northumberland Park,
alongside high and low-income households. The provision of a variety of residential
accommodation across the development will be a key ingredient in the creation of a

3

Land registry Oct 2016
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sustainable community for the long term, and enhance the economic success of the
regeneration.
Market homes will be designed in accordance with planning policy, but with flexibility of OMS
or PRS tenure to enable a more inclusive mix of tenures and enable delivery momentum to
be maintained in market downturns.
3.2.3.2 Housing Offer Generally
HDV will provide a balanced mix of home sizes and type that will be designed to meet or
exceed all relevant design standards.
In co-ordination with council, HDV will seek to design homes to suit the specific needs of
various household types where possible, for example accessible homes for the disabled,
sheltered accommodation for the vulnerable and additional habitable rooms for family
accommodation in line with Wheelchair Home and Lifetime Home requirements.
3.2.3.3 Affordable Housing Offer
The affordable housing offer is a key component of HDV’s approach to put people at the
heart of change. The indicative masterplan targets 40% affordable housing, which
represents a net increase in provision of affordable homes proposed on the site. Any of the
existing tenants and resident leaseholders who will need to be moved as a result of the
proposals will be offered the opportunity to be rehoused within new quality homes on site
through the right to return commitment from the Council. The remainder of the new
affordable homes will accommodate a balanced and diverse community of new Haringey
residents across a range of affordable eligible income levels.
Affordable homes will be included in every phase of the development. Early phases will be
designed to accommodate the needs of the existing council tenants and resident
leaseholders rehoused from other parts of the estate.
Affordable tenures will include a range of sub tenures that will accommodate a balanced mix
of affordability to all households (the HDV Strategic Business Plan provides more detail).
The indicative masterplan assumes that where any demolition of existing council homes is
proposed, there will be a like for like habitable room re-provision (in line with the Council’s
key housing strategies and policies). HDV will work with Council to understand the actual
need for re-provision through all phases of the regeneration.
Further detail on the affordable housing offer is contained in the Financial and Commercial
section and Delivery section of the Strategic Business Plan.

3.3

Employment Space Strategy

HDV WILL DELIVER EMPLOYMENT SPACE THAT WILL PROVIDE A VARIETY OF BUSINESS AND JOB OPPORTUNITIES. NEW
SHOPS, CAFÉS, AND RESTAURANTS WILL ENABLE CONTINUITY OF EXISTING LOCAL BUSINESSES AND JOBS, AND
PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MORE TARGETTING 4,000 NEW JOBS IN THE COMPLETED DEVELOPMENT, AND 5,500
NEW JOBS DURING CONSTRUCTION.
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3.3.1

Key Objectives

Investing in the local labour market’s preparedness, knowledge and skills is
the cornerstone of developing an employable and competitive workforce. It
also creates pathways for residents to access employment opportunities
beyond construction which is a fundamental route out of long-term and
multigenerational poverty. Through Northumberland Park, HDV has a unique
opportunity to create the physical places and the targeted programmes to give
residents this opportunity.
The objective of the employment space strategy at Northumberland Park is to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create employment opportunities for any existing local residents with relatively low
educational attainment and workplace skills;
Motivate, inspire and support people with their learning development;
Provide opportunities to progress to higher education and into employment;
Deliver the Council's objective of driving growth and employment from which everyone
can benefit;
Address key barriers to finding and sustaining employment;
Harness connectivity improvements to central London and Stanstead to drive
employment growth;
Provide employment opportunities that are accessible to local residents of all capabilities
and ages, within a retail, commercial, and workspace offer;
Foster local enterprise for businesses to start-up, succeed and grow, within the retail;
Provide a creative workspace offer to build on Tottenham’s pilot Creative Enterprise
Zone;
Create a vibrant mixed-use quarter that will bring life and enhance place-making
outcomes for the community; and
Endeavour to include low rent opportunities to encourage start up, creative businesses.

HDV will deliver a range of employment opportunities to suit business of all sizes and types,
and employees of all skill levels.

3.3.2

Commercial Offer
Key Objectives

The objective of the commercial offer at Northumberland Park is to provide:
•
•

•

Start-up opportunities for local businesses with a particular focus on creative industries;
A campus that will attract new businesses or tertiary education establishments to the
area who will benefit the economy with increased local spend and whose employees will
become purchasers or tenants of the new market housing; and
A mixed-use environment with a day-time economy, that will increase the life and vitality
of place and help drive the viability of the local retail offer, and thus the attractiveness to
residential purchasers and tenants.
Market Analysis

Tottenham is recognised as a growth area for the creative industries, typically comprising
small business or sole practitioners who are attracted by low rents and the cluster effect of
other like-minded businesses. GLA and Haringey policy initiatives promote the growth of
such uses through creative enterprise zones.
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Haringey and Tottenham in particular, is not currently a proven office or university location.
However, the connectivity improvements proposed for Northumberland Park station, coupled
with the transformational placemaking of the regeneration and the growing trend for
relocation of central London businesses and universities to secondary or tertiary locations,
together create an opportunity to attract an anchor tenant that will deliver on HDV’s key
objectives and attract other likeminded tenants.
Prospective tenants include large corporates, or academic institutions seeking improved
quality space and amenity at lower rent, and the opportunity to cluster with likeminded
organisations. Further market analysis is included in appendix 6 (Market Context) to this
Business Plan.
Strategy
HDV will provide spaces that are inspiring, adaptable and designed to accommodate more
agile ways of working; optimum environments that keep people energised, healthy, engaged,
and motivated to perform at their best.
Office/University Cluster
HDV propose to drive support for and benefit from the proposed infrastructure improvements
to Northumberland Park station (including Crossrail 2), by creating an office/university cluster
at the eastern edge of the site as one of the last phases to complete. This would
significantly improve the prospects for local residents by providing a significant number of
new jobs, as well as providing opportunities for links to local schools and training facilities.
HDV will also seek to attract existing partners to the Council such as Durham and Birkbeck
Universities. Major commercial office or university tenants will be sought that will create the
daytime economy, employment opportunities, and local spend targeted by HDV.
The eventual use class and density of these buildings will be defined by the market
conditions and tenants’ availability when the detailed design of these buildings commences
(circa 2027). It is likely that outline planning permission would be sought for flexible uses
including B1 (office), D1 (education), C1 (hotel), and C3 (residential) to maximise opportunity
and mitigate risk. Office buildings would be designed with the capability to let to single
tenants or through sub-division to multiple tenants of medium and small businesses.
Creative Business Hub
HDV propose to integrate a Creative Business Hub into the regeneration that will enhance
the Tottenham Creative Enterprise Zone. It could occupy the ground floors of the residential
buildings around Paxton Square adjacent to the eastern entrance of the new Tottenham
Hotspur FC stadium, and would be completed in the early phases of the regeneration. The
Hub would provide managed incubator spaces, which that will enable businesses to start up
and flourish with the support from peer interaction, and business support services. It would
provide a range of spaces from a hot desk in a co-working space to an individual studio, all
available to local creative SMEs on flexible terms.
The Hub has been provided in recognition of the pilot Creative Enterprise Zone in
Tottenham, and the growing demand for creative space in the Tottenham area, in part as a
result of the increasing pressure on existing industrial and manufacturing space in the Upper
Lea Valley4. HDV will seek funding the GLA’s London regeneration fund in order to create
specific additional interventions.
4

‘From around here’ Tottenham Employment Study, Gort Scott 2013
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The Building BloQs workshop in Edmonton5 is a good example of how the fund has already
improved the offer for local makers, designers and creative businesses.
A stripped-back low cost fit-out specification would be provided to attract creative tenants,
and allow them maximum flexibility to adapt the spaces to their needs. Communal green
transport solutions would be integrated (bike stores, showers, car clubs) and the surrounding
public realm could include cafés and an activated urban square. This cluster would work in
conjunction with similar spaces proposed as part of the proposed High Road West scheme
and existing uses in Tottenham Hale.

3.3.3

Retail, Cafés and Restaurants
Key Objectives

The over-riding vision for the retail, café and restaurant element of the regeneration is to add
vitality and life to the regeneration that will enhance place making, as well as the health and
well-being of local communities and lift the regeneration beyond the feel of a residential only
neighbourhood. In doing so it will enable continuity to provide opportunities for existing local
business and offer for existing residents, whilst attracting new residents and businesses.
The retail, café and restaurant strategy has the following objectives:
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

An improved but socially inclusive offer that supports new and existing local businesses
and provides employment opportunities for local residents;
Working with existing businesses (both within and outside of the indicative masterplan
boundary), to undertake physical and management improvements that will enhance their
offer;
Bring life and vitality to the public spaces and in doing so create a sense of place that will
help attract a new population of residents, students, workers and businesses, and add
value to the residential offer;
Creating a healthy retail and café offer for local residents;
Provide a balanced tenant mix including a large range of great new bars and restaurants
to cover both day and night-time markets to promote safety, vibrancy and to encourage
the area to become more of a destination throughout the whole day;
To provide healthy, casual and quality retail and catering offerings to appeal to a
demographic seeking healthy lives;
Create a modern, fashionable, safe and comfortable environment with quality public
realm, comparable to top quality local shopping environments;
Develop efficient buildings and layout of units which are designed to ensure ease of
maintenance, provision for future refurbishment and modification, and minimise service
charges to offer the flexibility for future upgrading;
Enhance the existing retail offer in the High Road by promoting, managing and
integrating the environment and providing complementary uses; and
Attract new retailers to the area thereby providing a comprehensive appeal.

HDV will focus on the following strategy to ensure long-term success:
•

5

Prioritising attracting the right tenants in the right locations to create place (both
independents and multiples), rather than simply accepting the highest value offers;

http://buildingblogs.com/
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•

•

•
•

Offering a range of incentives, including rent tiering, white box enhanced fit-outs, rentfree periods, contributions to fit-out and/or turnover-based rents to ensure that the
conditions are right for each tenants’ business model to thrive and be sustainable;
Local economic growth and improved prosperity by creating opportunities for local
residents and making floor-space available at reduced rents to the right local businesses
and prioritising jobs within the businesses for local people;
Retaining local spend; and
Creating a well-managed, attractive and safe environment for all.

The key challenge for the regeneration is to deliver a retail offer that can help drive the
regeneration through place creation, whilst simultaneously and significantly boosting the
local economy by working with local businesses and creating training and employment
opportunities for local people. An example of this is that the offer of restaurants will need a
balanced blend of national mainstays, new local establishments, small operators from other
areas of London, and catering with strong ethnic roots. Success will be measurable by the
catalytic improvements that the improved offer will have on the diversity, quality and vibrancy
of retail elsewhere on the High Road.
An immediate strategy could be a shop front improvement programme along the Park Lane
High Street. Through a relatively low investment, the quality and perception of the street
frontage could be significantly enhanced. This model has been successfully delivered in
Croydon and Leyton.
Retail Market Analysis
Two locally important shopping streets border Northumberland Park:
•

•

The High Road to the west of the site, which provides traditional high street shopping.
This predominantly comprises multiple retailers (e.g. Paddy Power and Costcutter) and a
larger balance of value-led independent locally focused retail, cafés and restaurants; and
Park Lane to the south of the site, which offers two small clusters of local amenity
shopping which solely comprises value-led independent retailers, some independent
food and beverage outlets and unoccupied units.

The existing retail offer in both locations has suffered from a lack of investment during the
last few decades and is generally in a reasonable to poor state of repair, with fragmented
ownership and an unfocused mix of tenants that lack identity and sufficient footfall to make a
change. In addition, there is a large new Sainsbury's on Northumberland Park road which
provides employment for the area, but does little to revitalise the streetscape or generate
incidental footfall to other retail. Further analysis is included within the appendix 6 (Market
Context) to this Business Plan.
Retail offer
The regeneration will increase the number of homes and improved place, resulting in
creased retail and leisure demand:
•
•
•

Workers (office and retail) seeking variety and value price point;
Night time cafes, restaurants and bars as entertainment; and
An inclusive offer with a variety of price points.

HDV create a significant amount of new flexible retail space providing new shops, cafés, and
restaurants. Planning permission will be obtained that allows a wide range of unit sizes and
land uses to allow HDV maximum flexibility to select the best tenants. The retail distribution
will focus on:
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•

•

•

New flexible sized units along the High Road that will attract national multiples requiring
larger spaces and local independents seeking flexible size units with a higher footfall. In
addition, the scale of the Northumberland Park and High Road West regeneration
schemes will influence self-improvements to the existing retail offer further down the
High Road and benefit the wider North Tottenham area. HDV will seek to instigate a
Business Improvement District to influence such improvements;
Significant new smaller units along Park Lane with external seating areas. Park Lane will
continue to target local independent businesses, but with an improved quality offer,
resulting in improved profitability. There is need/opportunity for express grocery outlets to
complement the large Sainsbury’s, food and beverage outlets to incorporate cafés,
restaurants and bars; and convenience provision such as dry cleaners, post office and
pharmacy;
Additional units along the potential green spine and associated parks and squares.
These will be distributed such that each public space benefits from a café or restaurant
outlet, with an external terrace that will provide amenity for the residents and workers
specific to that neighbourhood, as well as residents from further afield.

HDV will develop a healthy food strategy that could include and support communal food
growing for both families and restaurants as well as creating healthy food lease guidelines.
In line with HDV’s social and economic objectives, tenant selection will be biased towards
uses that prioritise health, reducing the number of unhealthy takeaway options and targeting
operators with a more nutritious, balanced and sustainable offer.
The indicative masterplan includes three key public spaces that will be able to host pop-up
retail experiences in the form of markets or specialist interest retail opportunities. Early ideas
include the following:
•
•
•

Stellar Square will form a gateway to the site that could be used for farmers’ markets and
other retail and food-based public experiences;
Paxton Square is a flexible space that will provide a fan zone for NFL on match days, but
also play host to regular weekday markets or seasonal retail events; and
Willoughby Plaza provides hard landscaping around a flexible office or university campus
that can be used for food and beverage pop-up retailers.

Active management of the retail will require significant estate management input in the
provision of a range of retail specific services, such as marketing and promotions, tenant fitout services, together with maintenance items such as enhanced cleaning, security, refuse
disposal, and recycling.

3.3.4

Industrial

The Creative Business Hub described above will support ‘makers’ and creative light
industrial uses who will benefit from the cluster and support structures on offer. This
approach has been used with significant success at ‘Here East’ in Stratford, (an initiative set
up by a company called ‘iCITY) where a critical mass of creative makers has been
established attracted by the opportunity to cluster with likeminded industries and backed by
innovation support, and funding opportunities.
The Creative Business Hub will enable the relocation of uses from nearby industrial zoned
land, possibly freeing up land for intensification of use.
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3.4

Social and Physical Infrastructure Strategy

HDV WILL DELIVER SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE WHICH WILL EMPOWER RESIDENTS TO ADOPT HEALTHY
LIFESTYLES AND COMMUNITIES TO FORM. THE NEW STATE OF THE ART NORTHUMBERLAND PARK COMMUNITY
SCHOOL AND THE VALE SCHOOL WILL DELIVER WORLD CLASS EDUCATION AND THE HEALTH AND WELLBEING CENTRE
WILL PROVIDE AN INNOVATIVE PROGRAMME THAT WILL INFLUENCE BEHAVIOUR CHANGE AND HEALTHY LIVES.

3.4.1

Key Objectives

HDV’s key objective is to deliver social and physical infrastructure that will:
•
•
•
•

Bring better prospects through improved education and training facilities;
Enable healthy lives through improved health and wellbeing provision;
Establish community pride through improved community focus and identity; and
Create a zero carbon future.

3.4.2

Social Facilities
Education

3.4.2.1.1

Existing Education provision

The regeneration provides the opportunity for HDV to completely transform the opportunities
for the young people of Northumberland Park and enable them to access an education equal
to the best in London.
Despite ongoing improvements to the local education offer (in particular at Northumberland
Park Community School and The Vale School), educational outcomes and attainment levels
in Northumberland Park are significantly lower than elsewhere in the borough, with 3 in 10
local residents having no qualifications. The Tottenham Strategic Regeneration Framework
identifies education improvements as a key component in supporting plans for growth,
regeneration and improvement in Northumberland Park.

Figure 3-5 Location of existing education establishments in proximity of the site
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The Northumberland Park site includes one secondary school (Northumberland Park
Community School, incorporating The Vale School which caters for children with a range of
special educational needs) and two primary schools (St Paul and Hallows Church of
England, and Lea Valley). In the wider area, there are other schools and college facilities as
indicated on the plan below:
Forecast population growth demands additional school provision across all age ranges, from
nursery care to sixth form. This is planned either through expansion or by creating new
schools.
3.4.2.1.2

Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School

(i) Key Objectives
The early delivery of a new school at Northumberland Park is a key imperative of the
Council. The relocation of Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School
into this facility creates an excellent opportunity to realise the Council’s ambition for every
child in the borough to receive the best start in life, with access to high-quality education.
This Business Plan proposes a new school that will enhance the pupils’ experience of
learning and ensuring the environment they learn in gives them the very best opportunity to
succeed.
(ii) Brief
Comprehensive engagement with key school representatives at briefing stage is
fundamental to the success of new school buildings, such that the design can be founded on
the specific organisation and management style of the school it supports. HDV will use a
range of engagement processes to establish the views of students, staff, governors, parents
and the local community during the design process. We will engage local people in the
planning, design, construction and management phases of this development. Parents,
children, and teachers will have a voice in the design quality indicators and implications of
the initial planning ideas. The consultation will use a variety of communication and
engagement methods including an updated website, school newsletter and monthly design
workshops with immediate stakeholders, as well as information briefings for parents and the
community. In addition, we will encourage school and year councils to be involved at all
stages of the programme.
(iii) Design
The indicative masterplan provides a new, all-through school at the eastern edge of the
regeneration with four forms of entry for the primary school, ten forms of entry for the
secondary school, post-16 entry, and five dedicated classrooms for The Vale School.
The potential school location and strategic brief will be thoroughly tested and developed
through consultation with the school leadership bodies and wider community during the 100day and 1000-day launch phase. This includes exploring in detail alternative sites for the
relocated schools and how the special educational needs offer at the relocation school can
be maximised.
It is anticipated that the HDV will be delivering the school, subject to further discussions and
engagement moving forward.
(iv) Delivery
The base case presumption is that the HDV will provide the Council with Development
Management and Construction management services to deliver the school. Alternative
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arrangements will be investigated through engagement with the Council and school
leadership.
The school could be funded from a variety of potential sources including Council, EFA, and
grant funding.
Skills and Employment Hub
(i) Key Objectives
Economic impact projections based on the indicative masterplan for regeneration suggests
that by 2036 an additional over 7,500 operational jobs could be available as a result of HDV
with the regeneration of Northumberland Park accounting for circa 4,000. If worldwide trends
continue it is likely that the majority of these roles will require job seekers to have some form
of digital skill. In the digital industry, there is a strong trend towards informal learning and
knowledge exchange outside of educational establishments. Cafés or libraries where single
parents feel comfortable bringing their children to learn, developers, designers and data
scientists can share knowledge and experiences over food and where all are increasingly
linked with co-working spaces that support fledgling entrepreneurs and start-ups.
From the start of the regeneration HDV will create opportunities to upskill local people to get
them employment ready. The indicative masterplan for regeneration proposes a Skills and
Employment Hub that would start as a meanwhile use in temporary accommodation and
then evolve into a permanent facility in the final construction phase. However, during the
100-day launch period HDV will co-ordinate with existing local stakeholder to ensure that
plans compliment rather than duplicate existing physical facilities and ensure that the most
effective programmes are delivered.
Training programmes at the Hub could include, but not be limited to: Saturday Maths Clubs,
TechMums & GirlGeeks, Python or Java user-groups, TeachMeets and flexible working
space and delivering these in partnership with other digital employers and learning
providers.
The groundwork for digital investment could be laid during construction where the Skills and
Employment Hub could support Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM)
attainment across the borough. In doing so HDV will create pathways to opportunity for the
residents of Northumberland Park that comprise a demographic that is traditionally underrepresented in STEM industries. For more information on STEM programme development
refer to HDV’s Social and Economic Business Plan.
Health and Wellbeing
3.4.2.3.1

Existing Health and Wellbeing Provision

North Tottenham has an under-supply of community healthcare infrastructure. The
Tottenham Area Action Plan calls for new primary health care facilities in Northumberland
Park and the Tottenham Strategic Regeneration Framework Delivery Plan identifies the
need to: “Use the opportunities of the physical regeneration process to redesign and improve
the quality of health services delivered in the community, including physical facilities and GP
practices that are failing. This will involve redesigning the way primary care services are
delivered around patients, taking into account the rising levels of long-term conditions."
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Figure 3-6 Location of existing healthcare providers in proximity of the site

Improved access to primary care, reduced A&E admissions and better management of longterm conditions are identified as key outputs.
The following GP practices are located in North Tottenham:
•
•
•

Somerset Gardens Health Centre, 52 Somerset Gardens;
Tottenham Health Centre, 759 High Road; and
JS Medical Practice (Park Lane).

Potential plans for change:
•

•
•
•

Additional health facilities are included as part of the Tottenham Hotspur FC
regeneration; however, it is not currently known whether these facilities will provide GP
services;
The JS Medical Practice has capacity to expand it’s patient numbers;
As part of the High Road West regeneration, the Tottenham Health Centre may need to
be relocated; and
Funding is being sought for the expansion of Somerset Gardens Health Centre.

At worst, there will be a shortfall of health care provision for 22,880 patients in the area by
2026, which will necessitate a new health care facility of circa 600–1,000sqm.
Other identified needs include:
•
•
•

Dental health care: lack of existing provision in the area;
Mental health care: mental illness is at critical levels in the ward; and
Affordable child care: there is a high instance of unemployed lone family households.

This Business Plan includes new health facilities that respond to these needs.
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3.4.2.3.2

Health and Wellbeing Offer

(i) Key Objectives
The health and wellbeing offer will empower people to improve their own health and
wellbeing, enabling families to participate in sport, leisure and physical activities. It will
catalyse a behavioural change amongst residents to promote healthy lifestyles that will
counter growing levels of obesity, mental health issues and reduce reliance on healthcare
services. This offer is based on the indicative masterplan, however it’s location and strategic
brief will be thoroughly tested and developed through consultation with the wider community
and health stakeholders.
Key objectives of the health and wellbeing offer are to:
•

•

•
•

Engender community pride through the creation of a community heart - a vibrant melting
pot of ages, affluence and ethnicity - a place to make connections, find a purpose or
make a friend;
Engender a behaviour change to adopt healthy lives through the provision of primary
health care services that satisfy the forecast under-supply, co-located with affordable
fitness facilities;
Drive better prospects for the residents through the creation of greater job opportunities,
provision of affordable child care and access to free Wi-Fi; and
Improve safety by the creation of a civic gateway to the regeneration, a refuge from
concerns, and a place to draw strength and support.

(ii) Brief
Our indicative masterplan for regeneration proposes a Northumberland Park Health and
Wellbeing Centre that would bring transformational improvements to the health and
wellbeing of local residents. Located at the centre of Northumberland Park, geographically,
socially and culturally, it would provide a focal point for social and economic change; uniting
the whole community, existing and new.
The Centre could provide innovative health and social care in one location with a programme
of activities founded on the core social and economic needs identified in Haringey policy
documents, community consultation and dialogue meetings including:
Community:
•
•
•

A community hub for the regeneration;
0-5 year old affordable nursery care to address an existing shortfall in the area; and
Community café with free Wi-Fi.

Health Centre:
•
•
•

GP surgery;
Dental surgery; and
Flexible counselling rooms.

Wellbeing Centre:
•

•
•

Options are being explored for the Wellbeing Centre to house the replacement swimming
pool from Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School for educational
use;
Affordable gym; and
Sports studios.
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Homes:
•

Potential for Sheltered housing with direct access to, and support from, the health centre.

The Centre would adopt a holistic approach to health and wellbeing, with emphasis on
preventive rather than reactive services. It would adopt NHS policy in collating GP facilities
within mixed-use buildings with a common front door, to encourage active community
participation in all facilities.
The brief for the centre will be further tested and updated through early community
engagement.
(iii) Design
The centre could provide a new civic gateway to the regeneration and the central park, via a
vibrant semi internal 'street' which draw people to the park beyond.
The health centre could provide primary healthcare facilities accessed via two discreet
entrances from the street that lead to waiting areas on the first floor that offer privacy to
patients. Services proposed include a 19,000 patient GP practice, a dental practice and a
series of small, flexible therapy and consultation rooms that can be permanently dedicated to
particular functions or offer flexible space for visiting professionals. Sensory second floor
gardens provide a tranquil and therapeutic space for patients.
The wellbeing centre could be located directly adjacent to the health centre on the street,
with a physical link bridge at first floor level to enable patients to use the wellbeing centre
with support from healthcare professionals to promote healthier lifestyles, aid recovery, or as
part of ongoing support for people with physical and mental health issues.
The visitor centre could be located at ground floor and offers exhibition and meeting space.
Once completed the visitor centre will replace the Community Hub which offers the
opportunity as the focal point for stakeholder engagement, providing a base for estate
management services, host visitors and provide meeting spaces for local community groups.
Once the development is complete the visitor centre could transform into the town hall for
community groups, seasonal local events, or be hired for special occasions.
A ground floor community café could be operated by a social enterprise and will promote
healthy eating choices whilst contributing activity and life to the area. It could provide free
Wi-Fi and welcome residents who are seeking better prospects, need a place to complete
their homework or prepare a job application.
Affordable nursery provision could be split over two floors with views over the park and
access to covered external play via a bridge over the street.
There could be several spaces in the wellbeing centre that can be used by youth groups,
from formal clubs in the studio space to flexible spaces that can be hired for community
events.
In response to local demand for specialist housing for people with mental health and learning
disabilities, residential buildings that sit over the main body of the Health and Wellbeing
Centre could follow the supported living model. This would offer adults with a range of needs
an opportunity for independent living with specialist support from the health centre.
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(iv) Strategy for achieving this vision
Healthcare buildings are typically very demanding, both in terms of functionality and the
robustness of detailing and finishes. While a building needs to be efficient in use as a
priority, the quality of design, spatial arrangements and access to daylight and views are
pivotal to a successful building and successful outcomes in terms of treatment and
wellbeing.
The different users and stakeholders will present a complex brief for the building, which will
have to be carefully managed. A design champion and steering group will establish the brief,
answering key questions such as:
•
•

What is the current capacity of the local services?
What is the projected population / demographic change expected from the development
and others in the surrounding area?

A wider set of stakeholders will then establish the brief for requirements, adjacencies and
equipment for each of the separate functions. The wider community will also be consulted to
establish what works for Northumberland Park now and how these early interventions can be
adopted and enhanced to serve the community effectively.
One strategy could be to adopt local partners to help steer the design and brief for the
facility. An example of how this was successfully managed is at West Norwood Health and
Leisure Centre. Maurice Wohl dental practice, which forms part of the centre, was
established from an existing service that had operated in South London for 25 years.
Treasured local services that may be affected by the regeneration could be integrated into
the offer. This way the residents will already be familiar with the centre’s potential local
partner, providing a social and community infrastructure that provides integrated services
and supports community cohesion by enabling existing and new communities to mix.
It is anticipated that the funding for the Health and Wellbeing Centre will be a HDV scheme
cost.
Tottenham Hotspur Football Club
(i) Key Objectives
HDV’s key objectives are to:
•
•
•

Ensure place integration between the regeneration and the Tottenham Hotspur Football
Club;
Provide a design solution that complies with the Council’s commitments to Tottenham
Hotspur FC regarding Outside Broadcast Facilities and a Fan Zone; and
Seek to negotiate alternative better value solutions where viable.

(ii) Tottenham Hotspur FC requirements
The Business Plan includes a solution for the Tottenham Hotspur FC facilities that is
compliant with the draft contract between the Council and Tottenham Hotspur FC:
•

•

The 2,800m² outside broadcast facilities is located within 175m of the stadium. Direct
access also facilitates the routing of the required underground ducts from the broadcast
zone to the stadium and to the satellite uplink area;
The 2,000m² fan zone is located in Paxton Square adjacent the eastern entrance to the
stadium, and is hard paved to support a variety of events; and
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•

Security and crowd management will be enhanced through the improvement works to
Park Lane, and a robust Crowd Management approach (see Estate Management in the
Delivery section of this Business Plan).

HDV will work with Tottenham Football Club to provide optimal solutions for the provision of
these facilities.

3.4.3

Physical Infrastructure

(i) Key Objectives
The key objectives of this Business Plan are to enable the regeneration vision by:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that physical infrastructure is delivered cohesively with each phase such that
the place-making is completed sequentially with the occupation of the homes;
Ensuring sufficient capacity utility provision to serve the scale of development;
Embedding appropriate early planning of infrastructure corridors that prioritises public
realm design;
Delivering a district heat network that enables zero carbon development; and
Creating a green travel infrastructure that encourages walking and cycling.

(ii) Infrastructure offer
The indicative masterplan design is founded on an infrastructure plan that that
accommodates the key objectives of HDV, and that have informed the financial model.
Strategic infrastructure corridors have been planned to enable the coordination of
landscaping and utilities to suit the public realm offer by defining utility-free corridors suitable
for tree planting and other landscape elements such as water features.
Initial strategies for the provision of site-wide facilities such as lighting, wayfinding,
advertising, high speed broadband, assistive technology and Wi-Fi will be explored which
also facilitate enhanced capability in areas defined for specific future uses. HDV will seek to
procure arrangements that benefit all future residents and businesses.

3.5

Sustainability and Energy Strategy

3.5.1

Key Objectives

HDV strategic sustainability objectives and approach are set out in the HDV Strategic
Business Plan. This Business Plan includes additional detail on the objectives, approach and
innovations that are specific to Northumberland Park.
Key objectives include:
•
•
•
•

Explore the nomination of Northumberland Park for the C40 Cities Climate Positive
Development Program;
Deliver ‘zero-carbon’ homes in line with Haringey’s 40:20 and Zero Carbon 2050 targets;
Provide a new ‘green spine’ delivering connectivity, green infrastructure, open spaces
and increased biodiversity; and
Utilise innovative, modern methods of construction such as cross laminated timber (CLT)
and other forms of off-site manufacture where possible.
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3.5.2

Energy Strategy

A comprehensive energy strategy has been prepared for Northumberland Park, which aligns
with the Council’s energy policy, and will make Haringey London’s most sustainable
borough.
HDV WILL…
MEET HARINGEY'S 40:20 TARGETS AND DELIVER ZERO CARBON DEVELOPMENT BY 2050,
MAKING HARINGEY LONDON'S MOST SUSTAINABLE BOROUGH

HDV will deliver buildings that will use very little energy; significantly reducing energy bills,
improving wellbeing and increasing the value for their occupants.
Zero Carbon Energy Strategy
HDV will adopt the GLA’s hierarchy of ‘Lean, Clean and Green', focusing on achieving the
optimal balance of cost vs carbon reduction performance, with priority given to highperforming lean energy efficiency measures first, then clean low carbon solutions and finally
green renewable solutions.
Initial modelling has suggested a number of alternative energy solutions for Northumberland
Park dependant on the performance of the District Heating solution that is provided in the
North Tottenham heat network, and the outcome of additional technical research that HDV
will undertake into the viability of Heat Pump solutions. This Business Plan and the Financial
Business Plan assumes that ‘Option 2’ is adopted, and a truly zero carbon solution is
delivered on site:
Table 3.1 Northumberland Park proposed Energy Strategy – options to achieve zero carbon performance

Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Be Lean

U-values

HDV will exceed
Building
Regulations Part
L requirements

HDV will exceed
Building Regulations
Part L requirements

HDV will exceed
Building Regulations
Part L requirements

Be Clean

Heat Delivery

North Tottenham
District Heat
Network, GasFired CHP &
Boilers

North Tottenham
District Heat
Network, Gas-Fired
CHP & Boilers, Biomethane offset

North Tottenham
District Heat
Network, Gas-Fired
CHP & Boilers, Biomethane offset

Carbon
Reduction (%)

50%

80%

80%

Renewables

None

Heat Pumps – 4kW
per apartment

None

Carbon
Reduction (%)

50%

100%

80%

Offset Payment
(£)

£8,505,000

£0

£3,645,000

Final Carbon
Reduction (%)

100%

100%

100%

Be Green

Offset Cash-inlieu
Contribution
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‘Be Lean’
HDV will focus on delivering homes with high fabric-efficiency design performance driven by
better air tightness, good U-values, glazing specifications, and improved daylighting. The
HDV will seek to continuously improve the fabric energy efficiency of buildings. Design
solutions for U-values and air tightness mean that space heating for certain building
typologies is now not technically necessary, and consumers do not need to use their heating
for the majority of the year.
Driving improved energy efficiency
The HDV will deliver fabric energy efficiency with U-values and air tightness which mean that
consumers will not use their heating for the majority of the year.
Table 3-2 U- values and air permeability targeted to achieve by the HDV at Northumberland Park

Element

U-values (W/k.m2)

External Walls

0.15

Internal Walls

0 (fully filled and sealed)

Glazing

0.8 (g-value 0.5)

Roof

0.1

Floor

0.1

Air Permeability

m3/h/m2@50Pa

At Northumberland Park, U-values and technologies will be delivered that target the optimal
outcomes for resident comfort, reduced carbon consumption, reduced energy bills and
reduced capital cost.
‘Be Clean’
All new homes, shops, offices and community buildings in Northumberland Park will be
connected to the North Tottenham Heat Network; a clean energy solution with low carbon
footprint.
The HDV will be responsible for funding the installation of a pipe network within the site
boundary, the connection charge to the North Tottenham Network, and the other carbon
reduction costs to meet energy and carbon reduction policy requirements.
This Business Plan has been costed on the basis that ‘Lean’ and ‘Clean’ measures will
provide a carbon reduction of 80%, and has been benchmarked against similar solutions on
another regeneration scheme. The remaining 20% carbon reduction will be achieved by
green measures as described below.
Where funds are available and it is technically and commercially viable, HDV could also
connect existing retained homes to the district heat network. Funding mechanisms could
include CIL, carbon offset funds, third party grants etc.
‘Be Green’
Technologies refer to renewable energy technologies that assist in offsetting residual carbon
use by producing energy on site.
This Business Plan is based on the use of heat pump technology in conjunction with the
district heat network (as per option 2 above) to offset the residual carbon use without the
need for an ‘offset cash-in-lieu contribution’ payment. Heat pumps use a neutral loop, where
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heating water is distributed at much lower temperatures and then heated by the heat pump
in each home. This results in less energy loss in distribution, avoids overheating in
communal spaces and can be delivered at a lower cost.
Should heat pump technology not prove appropriate for Northumberland Park, then a cash
in-lieu payment will be considered to offset residual carbon use. However, technological
improvements are happening at speed in this sector and HDV will continue to review
emerging technologies throughout the lifetime of HDV which may become preferable to
either heat pumps or cash in lieu payments. Technologies considered will include: solar
photovoltaics, solar thermal, hydrogen fuel cells, closed-loop hydropower, kinetic pedestrian
plates, kinetic speed bumps, and battery storage.

3.5.3

Sustainability

HDV will harness a triple bottom-line approach to sustainability, which is broader than
traditional energy and environment related objectives and in addition encompasses social
and economic objectives. Our goal is to position Northumberland Park as a globally
renowned exemplar of sustainable urban regeneration based on this broader definition.
Flooding
Northumberland Park is located within a Flood Zone 2 area and parts of the site are within a
‘critical drainage area’. HDV will adopt Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) into
the design of the green spine, parks, streets, and squares to accommodate localised flood
issues from high rainfall across the site; the planting and soft landscaping will be used to
attenuate water before releasing it back into the surrounding environment, thus reducing
pressure on the local sewerage infrastructure. These systems will be designed to be
expressed within the public realm, in order to connect people with nature.
Adaptability and Accessibility
Northumberland Park will become a place that is inclusive to all, no matter what age or
physical / mental ability. A variety of different types of homes will be provided to suit the
specific needs of residents included sheltered and elderly housing. In addition, all homes will
be designed to comply with the principles of the Lifetime Homes and the Lendlease internal
‘Design for Dignity’ standard that seeks to ensure inclusive design.
Homes will be designed to suit the specific needs of various household types, for example
accessible homes for the disabled, sheltered accommodation for the vulnerable and
additional habitable rooms for family accommodation
The design of rental homes will also focus on the specific needs of the customer, who by
their nature will be moving in and out more often, and may look for an enhanced amenity
and customer service offer.
The retail strategy will also ensure that key local services and amenities are provided across
the development, to enable ease of access for residents. This will also help develop a sense
of community pride around the locally-run service provisions
HDV will collaborate with landscape architects, nature champions, artists, and local people
to design the green spine such that it will unify the public spaces to make them more
accessible and inclusive and express the different characters of the neighbourhoods and
communities that it connects.
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Waste
HDV WILL…
MINIMISE WASTE IN CONSTRUCTION AND INCREASE RECYCLING ACROSS HARINGEY

Construction waste will be minimised through the use of prefabrication, detailed design
consideration of unit sizes and well planned recycling systems. All waste will be measured
and reported at monthly governance meetings.
HDV will work with residents, retailers and community organisations to reduce the amount of
waste produced in use across the site through the use of green lease clauses, the provision
of well-designed, easily accessible recycling facilities and educational programmes.
Nature
HDV WILL…
INCREASE ECOLOGICAL VALUE AND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE TO MAKE HARINGEY
LONDON'S GREENEST BOROUGH

The green spine and the interconnected green public spaces and streets of the indicative
masterplan will provide a strong physical sense of place that will improve community pride; a
hub of disparate activities for the enjoyment of all local residents and the broader community
of Haringey and London.
Landscape design and planting specification will drive biodiversity through the inclusion of a
variety of specifics and the inclusion of habitats such as insect hotels, bird boxes and bee
hives. HDV will partner with community organisations and local people to track the
improvements in biodiversity.

3.6

Estate, Housing and Asset Management Strategy

3.6.1

Approach

The long-term success of Northumberland Park relies on the creation of a successful place
that people will choose to work in, live in and visit whilst offering real opportunity to those at
its heart. Critical to this is outstanding estate management, the planning for which starts with
the design. The HDV approach at Northumberland Park will be to supplement the
exceptional physical transformation, with a transparent and innovative approach to estate
management that will become London's new blueprint for a publicly-responsible
management model.
The key principles of this approach are:
•
•

•
•

Careful consideration of costs at the design stage to reduce ongoing costs to occupiers;
A robust management structure that enables community engagement and influence,
alongside enforceable management and maintenance obligations to protect the longterm value of the assets;
A dedicated onsite management team that delivers a high quality cohesive service
across all tenures at a reasonable cost;
The creation of training and employment opportunities through the delivery of the estate
management services;
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•
•

Choice for the residents with information and services deliverable both online and in
person; and
HDV will provide support to the Council/HfH in the short term in regards estate
management through means such as meanwhile uses to encourage a clean and safe
environment throughout the whole process.

Increasingly, cohesive and cost-effective estate management services help to attract and
retain purchasers, tenants and visitors, and to enhance investment values. HDV will deliver
an estate management service that supports the creation and operation of a vibrant and
empowered community where all residents and occupiers will be able to genuinely influence
how the estate and the buildings are run.
HDV will incorporate local resident focus groups and asset management partners into the
project delivery team at an early stage, this will ensure that decisions are always made with
the future, as well as the present in mind. Success is measured in lifecycle terms, rather
than initial capital cost terms alone. Considering the impact of the design on day-to-day
running costs and long-term lifecycle costs is critical to the success of the scheme.
New parks, squares, and other public spaces will deliver a significant amenity for the local
and wider community that will become a focus for community activity and events. HDV will
facilitate the forming of ‘friends’ groups of interested local residents who will take an active
role in supporting the community activities.
A digital engagement platform across the estate will support the inclusive management
structure and dedicated onsite team to encourage genuine community involvement and
efficient management services.
The management structure will deliver a robust management platform, whilst devolving
some decisions and activities to sub-committees, stakeholders and friends of the park
groups. HDV will add significant value in establishing and managing the estate management
structure at Northumberland Park, as well as ensuring compliance with all necessary
statutory and third party requirements.
The residents of Northumberland Park will receive a high-quality management service,
sensitive to their needs. The service will be based upon:
•
•
•
•
•

High-quality customer services and standards that prioritise the customer, encourage
innovation and constantly seek to drive up standards;
Local knowledge, reputation and credibility;
A local estate management facility with on-the-ground knowledge and experience of
local issues and support networks;
A neighbourhood approach; and
Measurable performance through structured KPIs that will include: customer satisfaction
responses, zero tolerance to vandalism, number of safety incidents, percentage of
workforce from local area, wellbeing and happiness index and financial management of
accounts.

At the forefront of the delivery of estates services will be the estate management hub,
located. This hub will operate will provide a one-stop service for all residents, irrespective of
tenures.
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Services will include:
•
•

Providing a friendly welcome;
Being a first point of call regarding maintenance issues and day-to-day repairs for all
residential and commercial properties;
Tenancy management, including letting and re-letting homes;
Cross-accommodation security and help;
Rent and service charge services for rented residential accommodation; and
Tenancy support and enforcement.

•
•
•
•

We will create a passionate team of community ambassadors, recruited locally and
extensively trained for a wide range of roles such as estate management, customer service,
landscaping, maintenance and cleaning. This will bring wider economic benefits to the local
community.
The importance of a sense of attachment and security cannot be underestimated for a
successful place so the team will actively engage with the community and have a visible
presence and a positive attitude. The security provided by good design and the use of
physical amenities such as CCTV and well-designed lighting will be increased by the on-site
team’s visible presence.
The Private Rental Sector homes will be managed by a bespoke management team who will
offer all the benefits of a professionally managed service that encourages long-term
occupation with a personal, modern and proactive approach to renting. These blocks will be
designed to respond the customer profile in respect of unit mix, size and layout; all aspects
of the design will be considered from a day-to-day and long-term cost perspective. The
design will also focus on the specific needs of the customer, who by their nature, will be
moving in and out more often and may look for an enhanced amenity and customer service
offer.

3.7

Affordable Housing Management and Ownership Strategy

3.7.1

Key Objectives

The Housing Strategy identifies the need to improve the quality of housing,
improving council-owned homes, reducing the maintenance backlog,
addressing concerns regarding the quality of private rented housing, providing
additional temporary accommodation, and improving the quality and
management of homes owned by housing associations (Registered Providers
(RPs) and multiple landlords.
HDV presents the opportunity to work closely with the Council and Homes for Haringey
(HfH) to address these issues and deliver upon the ambitions within the Housing Strategy
through the delivery of high quality housing, alongside a high-quality management regime
that ensures that properties and the spaces between them are effectively managed. HDV,
will work closely with the Council and HfH to improve the management services and quality
of housing given the long-term and holistic approach that HDV opportunity provides.
“WHEN PEOPLE FEEL THEY ‘BELONG’ TO A NEIGHBOURHOOD WHICH IS THEIRS THROUGH THEIR OWN EFFORTS, THEN IT
WILL BECOME A PLACE….WORTH STRUGGLING TO RETAIN AND DEVELOP. PEOPLE WILL SAFEGUARD WHAT THEY
HELPED TO CREATE.”
LORD SCARMAN 1991
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3.7.2

Housing Management

The residents of all of the new homes at Northumberland Park deserve reliable management
and cost-effective services that result in high levels of resident satisfaction, tenant retention
and resale demand. Housing management services must recognise the diversity of the
housing within the indicative masterplan, bring specialist skills into service delivery where
required and respond flexibly to changing requirements and resident demand.
HDV is committed to delivering a tenure-blind approach to housing management, with the
same level and quality of service to all homes. The housing management strategy that will
be adopted across the HDV portfolio is set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
Continuity of Service
All existing residents, regardless of tenure, benefit from existing management services
offered by HfH and the Council. These include asset management, estate management,
housing management, repairs and maintenance, resident support and community
development. Many of these services are accessed on a daily basis by residents, whilst
others are accessed less regularly or not at all. Similarly, some are statutory services that
HfH are required to provide, whereas others are discretionary.
HfH has teams working across this range of disciplines; they know the local communities
and have relationships that will be invaluable to building and maintaining confidence in HDV,
alongside having the capabilities to sufficiently manage to the standards required within
Northumberland Park. Maintaining continuity in these relationships, with support from HDV
as necessary, will establish trust amongst the community during the acquisition and
rehousing phases of the regeneration.
Through engagement, residents will help shape the portfolio of management services
provided in the completed regeneration. HDV will provide continuity of service to HfH across
future housing management services, should this prove to be the best long-term
management solution for residents and HDV.
Please refer to the Strategic Business Plan for the management strategy in regards to
affordable housing.
Meeting the Needs of Haringey Residents: An Integrated Approach to Provide
Exemplary Customer Service
Residents will have on-site management contacts that can assist them with every aspect of
their new home, including a local Community Liaison Officer to assist with tenancy
management. The local team will take time to recognise and engage with residents to
understand their requirements, and will be responsible for the ongoing delivery of the
management services.
A centralised management and amenity hub could deliver exemplary customer service and
efficient management services at a lower cost, as well as a cross tenure service model.
We will embrace technology to enable innovative communication tools that can reach those
that may not be easy to engage with. It will also enable the community to communicate with
each other. This will be delivered through a community portal that will provide interactive
information and a range of communication platforms such as film, animations and interactive
learning.
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Delivering Continuity of Service for Local Residents
A major function of the HDV will be working with HfH and the Council to support the
rehousing plans for tenants and leaseholders. Managing the transition of the existing estate
into the new neighbourhoods, the Council alongside the HDV, will be responsible for carrying
out the programme for allocation of the new homes. This is detailed in the delivery section of
this Business Plan.
Taking a collaborative approach to services will enhance the residents’ experience, HfH will
provide a one-stop-shop for residents as the project progresses. Extending the services
provided by HfH will also create opportunities to build community resilience and capacity,
whilst supporting the objectives of HDV and Tottenham People Programme.

3.7.3

Ownership Strategy

The affordable housing ownership strategy that will be adopted across the HDV portfolio is
set out in more detail in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.

3.8

Transport Strategy

3.8.1

Key Objectives

HDV will work with transport providers from the outset to drive improved transport
connections to Northumberland Park and gain their approval for the proposed transport
strategy. These will include the Council, TfL, Network Rail, West Anglia, and Crossrail 2.
HDV’s key objectives are to:
•

•
•

Demonstrate a business case and successfully negotiate capital investment into the
proposed railway infrastructure improvement schemes including four tracking by West
Anglia and Crossrail 2;
Prioritise sustainable transport solutions including walking, cycling, public transport, car
club schemes, and electric vehicles; and
Provide pedestrian and cycle path linkages to Lee Valley Park and other existing local
infrastructure.

3.8.2

Transport Assessment

In parallel with the design development and approval processes, a full Transport
Assessment (TA) will be required to accompany any planning application. The initial focus
of the TA will be to provide information on trip generation / mode share / distribution and
assignment of vehicular trips in support of the highway modelling process. The TA will
include a full access and movement strategy for the development proposals encompassing
pedestrians, cyclists, public transport users and vehicular traffic. Comparison of before and
after journey times for all of the above modes will be required with particular attention paid to
quantifying impacts and improvements in public transport access / journey times / capacity.

3.8.3

Travel Plan

A combination of travel measures aimed at promoting and facilitating the use of alternative
modes of transport and reducing the emphasis on car use will be developed through an
overarching Travel Plan. It is proposed that the Travel Plan is devised so that it deals with
the implementation of the development and the longer-term management of the site. It is
important that the plan is flexible enough to deal with changing conditions, and that it seeks to
involve local and transport stakeholders to develop and deliver a strategy that reduces the
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need to travel and encourages movement by means other than the car. The Travel Plan will
also tie in with the Sustainability Strategy, and seek to support objectives to reduce the
emission of greenhouse gases from transport.
The Travel Plan will be managed by a Steering Group which will be responsible for delivering
the plan, monitoring transport conditions during and after the implementation of the
development and working with local and transport stakeholders to enhance travel by non-car
modes.
The Steering Group should include:
•
•
•
•

TfL;
The Council;
Greater London Authority; and
Lendlease.

In addition, the stakeholder group could include:
•
•
•

Representatives of occupiers and residents;
Town Centre stakeholders; and
Network Rail and/or West Anglia Taskforce.

The Steering Group will be led by a Travel Plan Manager. The job description of the Travel
Plan Manager will be agreed with TfL and the Council before commencement of the
development.
The detailed measures to be taken forward by the Travel Plan and methods of funding will be
decided prior to commencement of the development, and by the requirements of the
Section 106 agreement and planning conditions. However, it is envisaged that the Travel
Plan will cover the following issues:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor travel conditions during the implementation of the development, and provide a
forum for considering ways of ensuring traffic and pedestrian conditions remain
acceptable;
Monitoring the implementation of transport improvements associated with the
development;
Consultation with local and transport stakeholders to identify future opportunities for
improvement (other than those associated with the development itself) that relate to the
development;
Identification of potential ways of implementing complementary transport improvements
agreed by the Steering Group;
Work with stakeholders to identify ways of improving fuel efficiency and reducing
greenhouse gases from transport associated with the development;
Transport Management, Information and Awareness;
Ensure that occupiers and residents have clear and accurate information about travel
options;
Monitor travel patterns and perceptions to derive awareness strategies;
Monitor the potential for cycle clubs, car clubs, user groups, travel incentives etc;
Develop a way finding and pedestrian movement;
Strategy for the development in conjunction with TfL, Network Rail, and other
stakeholders;
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•
•

Develop and implement (or causing to be implemented) a parking, access and servicing
strategy; and
Develop and implement a cycle strategy for parking, repair and access.

The vast improvements proposed for pedestrian, cycle and public transport facilities,
combined with a well-managed Travel Plan and restrictive parking strategy will minimise the
need to travel by car and optimise public transport and pedestrian and cyclist movement.

3.8.4

Cycling and Pedestrians

Segregated secure pedestrian and cycle infrastructure will be created across
Northumberland Park, with a new legible network of streets with appropriate wayfinding and
lighting.
Within the indicative masterplan, the green spine will provide the primary pedestrian and
cycle route connecting the main public spaces and social infrastructure (including the school
and Health and Wellbeing Centre), to the residential neighbourhoods.
Further afield highway improvement works will deliver better connections to the Lee Valley
Park and Bruce Castle Park in order to create a step change in the take up of green
transport solutions by local residents and to promote healthy lives.
Secure cycle parking will be provided within dedicated stores for residents and workers and
within the public realm for visitors. Additional facilities will be integrated, such as
maintenance areas and changing facilities with showers and residents will be encouraged to
get involved through cycling workshops and bike doctor sessions.
Added Value
Cycle parking will be provided in excess of the requirements of the London Housing Design Guide,
and include secure communal cycle parking for retail, office and educational buildings. Car club
spaces and electric car charging points will be integrated across the indicative masterplan.

3.8.5

Public Transport
Status of Infrastructure Improvements

The proposed Crossrail 2 scheme will use the West Anglian mainline between Tottenham
Hale and Broxbourne, including Northumberland Park Station. The West Anglian Taskforce
has looked at options for investment along the mainline, both in anticipation of Crossrail 2,
and in light of other benefits that this work would bring to London, Hertfordshire and
Cambridgeshire. The proposals include widening the rail corridor and offering improvements
to current stations including Northumberland Park. A three-track widening initiative with
service improvements between Stratford and Angel Road (STAR), benefiting
Northumberland Park has already had funding approved.
Strategy to Support Improvements
The proposed improvements to Northumberland Park and White Hart Lane stations are of
significant importance to the long-term success of the regeneration, and its ability to support
a properly mixed-use offer including significant new employment opportunities. HDV will
work closely with the Council to prepare a business case for the infrastructure investment
based on the additional homes and jobs it will directly facilitate.
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3.8.6 Car Parking
Car parking will be provided on street or on plot, and spaces will be future proofed with
electric charging facilities. A provision of 0.45 spaces per residential unit will be targeted
unless otherwise agreed with HDV Board and the Council. Car parking for other uses will be
limited.
Car club and van club spaces will be integrated across the indicative masterplan to reduce
reliance on car ownership.

3.8.7

Wayfinding

Coherent and legible wayfinding will be provided throughout the indicative masterplan. HDV
will adopt standard Council signage design, supported with legible London signage in key
locations, and bespoke signage for educational and local history features.
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GUIDE TO THIS BUSINESS PLAN (DELIVERY)
This section of the Business Plan sets out the HDV vision for how and when the partnership
will deliver the vision, approach, and strategies set out in the place making section of this
Business Plan.
An indicative masterplan for the regeneration has been developed alongside this Business
Plan, which assumes a certain amount and type of development that is referred to in more
detail throughout this plan, and which has informed the Financial section of the Strategic
Business Plan. This indicative masterplan will be tested and further options considered via
engagement with the existing residents, businesses, and other stakeholders once the HDV
has been formed. Please note that all images used in the Business Plan are therefore
indicative rather than representative of what will actually be delivered.
To aid navigation of this document, more detailed information and plans are contained within
appendices, referenced in the main body where appropriate.
The table below sets out the key sections of this Business Plan, along with their purpose to
aid navigation and referencing.
Section Title

Purpose

Programme

The initial indicative programme and phasing, and
preferred alternatives, based on the indicative masterplan
for regeneration, including key milestones, short, medium
and long-term programmes, phasing, and key
deliverables.

Resource Plan

How the HDV will resource, structures, roles and
responsibilities, development team members, and
Professional Teams.

Community and Stakeholder
Engagement

Strategy for community and stakeholder engagement, to
ensure they are properly engaged and involved.

Social and Economic
Programmes

How HDV will prioritise social and economic outcomes in
the short and long term, through meanwhile uses and
programmes.

Procurement

How HDV will secure the necessary design, professional,
and construction services to ensure best value.

Land Assembly

HDV approach to acquiring land, supporting the S105
consultation, and residents offers.

Planning Strategy

HDV planning approach and strategy.

Design Control

How the HDV will ensure design and cost is robustly
managed, and recommended procurement routes for
initial phases.

Construction

How HDV will manage the construction activities and
ensure delivery across initial vertical build phases and
public realm.

Handover and Occupation

HDV approach to ensuring a smooth transition from
construction to occupation and operation for
homeowners, businesses and retailers.

Physical Infrastructure Delivery

How HDV will ensure a detailed Infrastructure Masterplan
is developed whilst ensuring a coordinated and strategic
approach.
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Estate, Housing and Asset
Management

HDV Estate Management Strategy and approach
including details around service charges, servicing, waste
management, and match day management.

Marketing, Sales, Lettings, and
Communications Strategies

Strategy and approach to residential, retail and
commercial marketing, pricing, and sales and lettings.

Health, Safety, and Wellbeing

Approach to embedding health, safety, and wellbeing at
the heart of the delivery process.

Quality Assurance

Ensuring proper quality management systems are in
place.

Risk Management

Top five risks and associated mitigation measures.

Key Assumptions

Key assumptions that form basis of Business Plan.

Finance and Commercial

The financial and commercial basis for this Business
Plan.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Delivery section of the Strategic HDV Business Plan describes the consistent strategic
approach to delivery that will be common across all of the HDV development sites. This
Business Plan outlines the delivery approach, process, and assumptions as they are applied
to Northumberland Park by HDV.
Key components of this delivery proposal are:
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

An ambitious, but robust indicative delivery programme that targets completion of the
Northumberland Park transformation within 15-20 years based on the indicative
masterplan for regeneration;
Prioritising early delivery of social infrastructure that will significantly contribute to
improving social and economic outcomes and early place making;
Inherently flexible phasing strategy options which protect the interests of existing
residents and that can easily be adjusted to respond to stakeholder consultation and
changing circumstances, whilst protecting the momentum that is critical to success;
A development management team who are experienced in delivering complex multiphase regeneration projects and who will be based in local offices;
To put people at the heart of change and as a collaborative process give residents
and businesses the opportunity to have a real say in what their community will be,
providing them with a platform to be heard - to influence change and feel empowered
to own their own outcomes;
Strategic meanwhile uses and social and economic programmes to help deliver
positive change;
An approach to land assembly that minimises concerns and disruption for existing
residents and provides residents the choice to remain;
Utilisation of modern methods of construction (MMC) and innovation to bring forward
faster, more efficient, sustainable buildings and a flexible construction delivery model
utilising Lendlease Construction and other construction partners to give certainty of
best value;
Experienced management of design, construction, handover and occupation
processes for large-scale urban regenerations, that will ensure certainty of cost,
quality and time outcomes;
An approach to sales and marketing that will promote a sustainable community
authentic to North Tottenham, whilst creating best value for HDV; and
Experienced structuring and delivering of estate management for large mixed-use
residential led estates.

An intelligent and financially viable indicative masterplan has been developed for
Northumberland Park, based on tangible deliverability and with a logical strategy of
retention, refurbishment and redevelopment of existing homes. Indicative delivery phasing is
based around a viable rehousing strategy that will unlock early transformation to win hearts
and minds, but is subject to further consultation with the community, Council and HDV
Board.
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Figure 1-1: The indicative masterplan targets delivery of new homes, jobs, and social infrastructure that will enable growth
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2

PROGRAMME

The Initial Indicative Development Programme upon which the financial business plan is
based is included as appendix 1 to this Business Plan. Alternative phasing and programme
options have been considered and an alternative solution is currently preferred; this is
described in more detail in section 2.3 below. This and other phasing options will be tested
through community engagement and further discussions with the Council and HDV Board to
inform the final solution adopted by the HDV.
The programme sets out the processes and timescales behind the delivery of the overall
regeneration scheme and has been prepared to address the specific requirements of
Northumberland Park. The initial programme is based on the indicative masterplan and initial
phasing assumptions, including delivery activities based on the planning application strategy.
In addition, it sets out when engagement, governance, design, cost planning, planning, sales
and marketing, procurement, construction, occupation and estate management activities are
envisaged to take place during the delivery lifecycle. This is subject to change following
stakeholder engagement throughout the project moving forward, as well as formal Council
endorsements of HDV processes and Secretary of State processes.
The critical path to the delivery programme will be the land acquisition, rehousing and
demolition process that will pave the way for the construction of each phase.
Programme periods embedded in this initial programme are based on detailed
benchmarking with other regeneration schemes and will deliver transformation at pace,
whilst allowing for robust timescales for each process from initial engagement through to
sales and occupation.

2.1

Key Milestones

By delivering tangible outcomes quickly in the programme, HDV will create a grassroots
momentum for change that will secure early wins in the transformation of the existing estate
and rapidly win the hearts and minds of the local population. To achieve this the early
delivery of social infrastructure will be prioritised. The key milestones for 2018–32 that are
targetted by the initial programme are outlined below, highlighting the early delivery of
community facilities and describing the outcomes achieved:

Figure 2-1: Indicative masterplan and initial programme targets meaningful transformation early
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Within the 1st year - a visible spirit of change
A visible change will be created through meanwhile uses to empower the existing population
and attract other Haringey residents to participate in the life and vitality of Northumberland
Park. This will be achieved through a comprehensive engagement process and successful
meanwhile uses and community support programmes.
Within 5 years - the perception of Northumberland Park will be changing
A perception change influenced by the success of the first phases of regeneration - quality
new mixed tenure homes, employment space for the local creative industry, spaces for local
retailers, all set amongst pocket parks and new public realm. A comprehensive
communication and public relations strategy of positive messaging will be well underway.
The first existing residents of the estate will have moved into their new homes and the
community will be feeling positive about their new environment.
Within 8 years - a flourishing community with better prospects and healthier lives
An integrated and mixed community will be developing with existing residents living
alongside a new population of residents and workers who will have been attracted to the
area and bring increased diversity and local spend; together they will champion the
revitalised identity of place. The heart of the old estate will have been replaced by the new
central Northumberland Park and Health and Wellbeing Centre, linked by the green spine to
the new Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School.
Within 12 years - heralded as the benchmark for sustainable regeneration, driven by the
community
Northumberland Park will be heralded as the benchmark of large-scale sustainable urban
regeneration; a significant number of new homes will be complete, alongside creative
workspace, retail and over 2.5 hectares of new green open space.
Within 15 years - a complete transformation, with a self-sustaining community
The regeneration will be complete, including a balanced mix of housing types and tenures,
vibrant and active public spaces, community amenities that have improved quality of life,
schools providing world-class education for local people, and a new office cluster or
university campus.

2.2

Launch Plan

The following section considers the programme against these launch sequences:
•
•

2.2.1

100-day Launch Plan: setting the tone of how the HDV will operate, embedding the
HDV within the community and instigating momentum; and
1,000-day Programme: providing a clear programme and deliverables for the first
three years of operation.

100-day Launch Plan

The HDV will commence operations and prioritise early wins:
Governance:
•
•

Gain endorsement for, and execute all key development strategies and plans that will
set out the parameters of the delivery process as set out below; and
Establish Northumberland Park reporting, governance and control processes.
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Team establishment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mobilise development management team;
Appoint consultant team;
Progress technical due diligence;
Procure site surveys;
Commission utility capacity due diligence and applications; and
Establish an office for HDV.

Stakeholder and communication:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Establish and launch comprehensive engagement and communication strategies;
Work with the Council to establish residents’ groups to assist the HDV in
engagement activity;
Complete stakeholder mapping;
Establish Community Hub and employ local 'ambassadors of change' to staff it;
Consultation to create a regeneration plan;
Commence engagement with the Northumberland Park Community School and The
Vale School client body to begin to define their Employers’ Requirements for the new
school; and
Commence engagement with the Council's officers to define their Employers’
Requirements for the Health and Wellbeing Centre.

Social and Economic:
•
•

•

Early mobilisation of Be Onsite - Lendlease's not-for-profit employment support
organisation - to operate in Haringey;
Finalise Skills and Employment Hub strategy and agree location (prior to
implementation this programme will be tested with local stakeholders to ensure no
duplication occurs); and
Initiate partnering and support programmes with local organisations and businesses.

Legal:
•
•
•
•

Verify existing property and CPO assumptions should they be necessary;
Finalise legal due diligence (including third-party rights over land);
Commence land assembly and assist with the S105 consultation process; and
Take out short leases on any existing premises identified for the meanwhile use
programme.

Finance:
•

2.2.2

Commence negotiations with North Tottenham Heat Network on connections to the
District Heat Network.

1,000-day Launch Plan

The HDV will deliver the key activities to become established as a trusted, open, balanced
and progressive regeneration business. Key will be the early activities to create place, which
are illustrated in the diagram below.
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Figure 2-2 Establish early place making and starting percepton-change within the first 1,000 days

Key actions:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Continue meaningful engagement with all stakeholders and the community;
Launch meanwhile use programme of events to engage local community groups,
residents and young people to raise awareness of HDV brand, encourage
engagement and capacity building;
Develop a detailed and coordinated Public Realm and Infrastructure Strategy
(utilities, energy and roads) to respond to the obtained consents and ensure the
longer-term programme can be delivered efficiently and without unnecessary
disruption to the local community;
Acquire necessary third-party land through negotiation if possible, start promotion of
initial CPO if necessary;
Obtain Outline Planning permission for the indicative masterplan, and detailed
planning permission for phase one;
Complete detailed design for phase one;
Procure and let construction contracts on phase one;
Agree Employer's Requirements for Northumberland Park Community School and
The Vale School and the Health and Wellbeing Centre with respective client bodies;
and
Agree the ownership and management strategy for the affordable housing, and
establishment of the same to include clarification of roles, responsibilities,
contributions and programmes.

2.3

Development Phasing

2.3.1

Phasing Principles

The regeneration of Northumberland Park comprises a complex programme of phases that
will take circa 15 years to deliver based on the indicative masterplan for regeneration.
The sub projects within the indicative masterplan have been grouped into nine delivery
phases based on physical layout of the existing estate to enable flexibility within the
acquisition, demolition and rehousing process associated with the existing properties. These
delivery phases have been further subdivided into sub-phases of 250 - 500 homes, which is
the optimal size for robust management during design, sales/letting, and construction
stages. The sub-phasing will allow the smoothing of sales absorption requirements, delayed
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cash flow, and sectional commencement and completion of construction activities. Whilst
this refers to physical phasing, there will be other management interventions/meanwhile
uses throughout the regeneration as a whole which will include local residents across all sub
phases.
The early delivery of a new, larger school in Northumberland Park is an imperative for the
HDV. It will help to deliver a step change in outcomes and opportunities for local residents, it
will be a key piece of making infrastructure and will support the delivery of thousands of new
homes.
As a baseline option, this Business Plan adopts the proposed new school site location that
was included in the Council’s brief for the bid process, however, further options will be
investigated following the formation of the HDV to ensure that the optimal site is delivered.
The HDV will engage with stakeholders to secure a new site location for the school that
ensures it will maximise education outcomes and opportunities and can be delivered as a
first phase of development (whilst first relocating any of the existing uses that currently
occupy the site if relevant). Completion of the new school will also unlock the rehousing
programme for the remainder of the phases, by freeing up the existing school site for
building new homes. As such, the critical path to the development programme specifically
runs through the planning, detailed design and construction stages associated with the
school phase.
This Business Plan seeks also to deliver key regeneration outcomes concurrently with
delivering the school, ensuring that local residents truly benefit from the regeneration
programme, as well as creating an earlier perception-change of place for new residents.
Innovative rehousing solutions will be sought to enable this.
[Redacted material]
HDV have considered several alterative phasing options which are set out in appendix 15
(Options for Early Delivery of New School) to this Business Plan.
[Redacted material]
This assumes that:
•
•

•

The Northumberland Park Community School sports pitches cannot be developed
whilst the existing school building is still operational;
The existing households on the proposed new school site can initially be rehoused in
existing homes in the local area, with a right of return to new homes once they have
been completed within the Northumberland Park site; and
The school construction programme can commence earlier due to earlier vacant
possession of the new school site.

Financial modelling has confirmed that this phasing will not cause detriment to the
commercial position of the HDV. This and other phasing options will be tested through
community engagement, and further discussions with the Council and HDV Board to inform
the final solution adopted by the HDV. It is important to note that no final decisions have
been made regarding a location for the relocated schools. Please refer to appendix 15
(Options for Early Delivery of New School) for further information.
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3
3.1

RESOURCE PLAN
Principles and Approach

The Northumberland Park resource plan will follow the governance, principles, approach,
launch plan, and roles and responsibilities for the HDV business that are set out in the HDV
Strategic Business Plan. Wherever possible this will include employing local people and
companies.

3.2

Proposed Structure

Figure 3-1: Draft HDV structure

The Northumberland Park Development Team will be responsible for the day-to-day
management matters of the project and will be led by the Northumberland Park Project
Director. The draft team structure is set out in the diagram below. Lendlease will provide
staff to form the team through the Development Management Agreement with HDV, and this
will be augmented with Council staff where there are appropriate opportunities.

3.3

Roles and Responsibilities

The Northumberland Park Development Team is responsible for day-to-day development
management matters and delivery of social and economic, place and financial outcomes
embedded in this Business Plan.
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The HDV Project Director has the following responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Accountability for delivery of the Northumberland Park Business Plan;
Leading the team to achieve the project vision and regeneration initiatives;
Setting strategic direction through indicative masterplan, planning, construction and
asset management phases;
Developing and managing key stakeholder relations including community
consultation programmes;
Meeting the objectives and delivering the financial, social and economic outcomes
defined in the Business Plan;
Managing the efficient use of capital in delivering projects; consideration of this is
particularly important in the Northumberland Park development where there are more
significant phasing sensitivities where the commercial model is affected by choice
between PRS and OMS;
Monthly reporting and governance;
Accountability for health, safety, quality and the environment; and
Developing people and teams.

The Development Team will grow and change over the project lifecycle, from initial indicative
masterplan, through plot design, construction and then asset management. At the outset, it
is envisaged that the Project Director will oversee early design and planning preparation
stages. However, once the project-planning application workload increases, a dedicated
Development Director for Northumberland Park will be required to manage development
functions on a day-to-day basis.
During the period of greatest activity (expected between year 2022 and 2028), the
Development Team resource will increase due to the scale of delivery during this time
including managing site-wide programmes and up to seven plots in various stages of
delivery, and three plots occupied as live assets. The full detail of the resources required
during the lifetime of the project is set out in the resource profile included in the HDV
Strategic Business Plan.
The HDV Strategic Business Plan also sets out the job descriptions for each of the key roles
within each of the development teams, therefore only the responsibilities of the sub-teams
are described in this business plan.
Given the scale of development, the overall team will be broken down into four sub-teams
with distinct roles and responsibilities. These four sub-teams and their respective
responsibilities are set out in the table below.
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Table 3-1 Development Team roles and responsibilities

Team
Masterplan
Team

Responsibilities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public realm
and
infrastructure
teams

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phase teams
(example
phase one)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estate
Management
Team

•
•
•

Establishing, maintaining and delivering to the Business Plan;
Leading the masterplan process to achieve the Hybrid Planning
Submission (including Outline Planning Permission (OPP) and detailed
planning for Phase One);
Land acquisition process;
Ensuring coherence of other teams with the obligations of the OPP;
Community and stakeholder engagement and consultation;
Coordinate engagement with third-party landowners including THFC;
Market and demographic analysis to inform product typologies and mix
Place, social and economic outcomes;
Establishing and maintaining key site-wide land use strategies (including
housing, commercial, retail and community strategies);
Establishing and maintaining site wide mix and housing typology
proposals; and
Reviewing and optimising the OPP and drive innovative solutions in
response to changing market conditions or policy.
Delivering the public realm, physical and social infrastructure in accordance
with the Business Plan;
Integrating key stakeholder groups into the design of all highways and
public realm infrastructure;
Delivery of the programme of meanwhile uses including the temporary
Skills and Engagement Hub (subject to testing existing programmes);
Ensuring statutory approvals are achieved through early interface with
Planning Officers, Highways Officers, TfL, and Utility providers;
Management and maintenance of all land between drawdown and
construction start;
Establishing site offices, hoardings, site-access arrangements etc;
Leading the coordinated design of all public realm and infrastructure and
obtaining statutory approvals (including highways, public spaces, off-site
trees, utilities, district heat networks etc);
Co-ordinating technical input across all site-wide construction activities for
residents’ meetings, and managing customer help-lines;
Procuring and administrating the public realm and infrastructure
construction contracts;
Works outside the redline boundary;
Co-ordinating technical input across all construction activities for residents'
meetings, and managing customer help lines;
All estate and construction logistics including deliveries, consolidation, justin-time management and co-ordination with other local landowners and
developers; and
Planning, coordination, and safe delivery within live highways.
Delivering phase one in accordance with the Business Plan;
Associated stakeholder engagement and community consultation;
Secure detailed planning application;
Leading design of all vertical build and landscaping within the plot
boundaries, and associated statutory approvals;
Procuring and administrating the phase construction contracts;
Sales/letting of product; and
Handover and occupation phases.
Managing the occupied stage of the regeneration in accordance with the
socio-economic, place and financial outcomes in the Business Plan;
Strategically influencing the design process;
Asset management of the commercialisation of the estate;
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•
•

Long-term maintenance of customer relationships post-occupation; and
Estate management of the regeneration once occupied.

Lendlease as Development Manager for HDV has experienced teams, ready to work on the
Northumberland Park scheme. Set out below are the roles required during the initial two
years of the project.
Key deliverables during the first two years include initiating the stakeholder and community
engagement process, and achieving outline planning permission for the masterplan and
detailed planning permission for phase one. Not all the roles will be attributed for the entire
two-year duration.
The HDV Project Director will have strategic oversight and accountability for the
Northumberland Park project team.
Table 3-2 Masterplan Team roles (years 1-2)

Regeneration Team Roles
HDV Project Director
HDV Development Director
Master Plan Development Manager
Project Manager
Finance Manager
Community Engagement Manager
Assistant Development Manager
Assistant Project Manager
Ambassadors of change
Table 3-3 Public Real and Infrastructure Team roles (years 1-2)

Public Realm & Infrastructure Team Roles
Development Manager
Project Manager
Infrastructure Project Manager
Assistant Development Manager
Assistant Project Manager
Table 3-4 Phase one Team roles (years 1-2)

Phase One Team Roles
Development Manager
Project Manager
Design and Technical Project Manager
Assistant Project Manager
Delivery Manager
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Table 3-5 Estate Management Team roles (years 1-2)

Estate Management Team Role
Strategic Asset/Estate Manager

HDV will employ local people as part of the Northumberland Park Development
Management Team. Initial appointments will include 'Ambassadors for Change' to staff the
Community Hub, however this will be expanded to other roles as the team grows.

3.4

HDV Team Location

Within the first 1,000 days the Northumberland Park Team will be located within a
Northumberland Park site office to enable direct access to the local community, supporting
collaboration, improving problem-solving and eliminating duplication of effort.

3.5

Professional Team

HDV will partner with leading consultant teams during the regeneration programme to deliver
the objectives of the Northumberland Park Business Plan.
This Business Plan has been prepared and agreed in partnership with LDA as Master
Planner, AHMM as detailed plot Architect for phase one and DP9 as Planning Advisor.
These consultants have extensive experience of working in the borough, and engaging with
local people and stakeholders. A continuation of their appointment from bid stage is
recommended to help ensure a quality regeneration is delivered, subject to agreement by
HDV board.
Principal consultants will be supplemented with additional professionals in accordance with
the specific requirements of each stage of the regeneration. In particular, HDV will employ a
range of architectural and landscape design firms to achieve a variety of aesthetics within
masterplan design codes. Once the project is in construction phase, we would expect the
consultant teams to co-locate with the HDV development teams on site, to drive a
collaborative 'one-team' approach.
In all cases, as set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan, every effort will be made to place
work within the borough, fostering local talent and supporting training and skills initiatives.

3.6

Key Operational Partners

Given the breadth and longevity of the Northumberland Park transformation, there will be
many operational partners involved, those identified at this initial Business Plan stage are as
follows:

3.6.1

Council Officers

The HDV will form a close but robust working relationship with Council officers, in particular
those in the regeneration, planning, building-control, highways, leisure, health, and
education departments. Planning Performance Agreements are a useful way to establish
confirmation of planning strategy objectives, officer resource, programme and process
milestones for large-scale projects and fosters collaborative ways of working.

3.6.2

Homes for Haringey

The HDV will initially partner with Homes for Haringey during the engagement and rehousing
stages of the regeneration, this will be extended to management of the housing stock if
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considered appropriate by the HDV. Further details on the HDV approach to affordablehousing ownership and management are set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.

3.6.3

Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School

The HDV will engage with the Council, and school leadership, governors, teaching staff, and
pupils to establish their comprehensive Employer's Requirements for the design of the new
school.
In parallel HDV will partner with all of the schools in the Northumberland Park area on a
programme of education initiatives that will improve pupil’s access to skills and training to
improve their employment opportunities.

3.6.4

Tottenham Hotspur Football Club (THFC)

Given the redevelopment programme for the THFC stadium which neighbours phase one of
Northumberland Park, the HDV will engage with the club at the earliest opportunity to
discuss and agree requirements for access, security and outside broadcast facilities.

3.6.5

Residents

HDV will engage with residents and their associations to ensure that the regeneration is
inclusive of the existing communities. They will regularly attend meetings to listen to
residents’ concerns, and ensure options are properly tested, and proposals fully
communicated. HDV will ensure residents’ voices are heard loud and clear as part of the
process.

3.6.6 Other
The Council has established a programme (“Place Champions”) to train a number of
residents with built environment and urban regeneration skills and knowledge. HDV will
engage with these representatives and absorb them into the regeneration process to assist
in the testing and communication of plans with the wider community.
An independent tenant and leasehold adviser (ITLA) was appointed by a panel which
consisted of a resident majority. HDV will harness their knowledge and engage with them on
the plans
Any other key operational partners in the area will be engaged with and involved throughout.
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4

COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

4.1

Strategy

HDV’s approach to the regeneration of Northumberland Park is to put people
at the heart of change; the community and stakeholder engagement strategy
is of fundamental importance to achieving this.
HDV will adopt the community and stakeholder engagement strategic
approach that is set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan; a truly
collaborative approach to testing and developing the vision and masterplan with local people
through a comprehensive engagement process that will enable them to help shape their new
homes and neighbourhoods, and in doing so engender ownership and civic pride. This
provides a framework for embedding a ‘culture of participation’ across all HDV operations.
Key to success is developing a transparent core narrative and messaging, and using an
appropriate range of engagement tools that allow all members of the community to
participate. This positions the HDV, and the Council as a best-in-class example of inclusive
urban regeneration.
The strategy will operate to the following guiding principles (subject to legal consultation):
•

•
•

•

•

Building relationships: we act in an honest, open and respectful way at all times to
build strong relationships, partnerships and trust with our many stakeholders, that
include residents, businesses, Councillors, the wider local community and VCS
sector;
Clarity of purpose: we will be clear about why and how we are engaging and what the
community can expect us to do with their involvement and feedback
Proactive and Inclusive: we will proactively use a range of engagement methods
(including co-design) and opportunities to ensure the broadest range of stakeholders
can participate;
Coordinated and organised: we will work with others to ensure our engagement
activities are coordinated, well documented and any issues that arise are properly
dealt with; and
Learning from practice: we evaluate our engagement activities and learn from the
feedback that has been provided.

For further detail on the Northumberland Park Community and Stakeholder Engagement
plan, please refer to appendix 8 and the Strategic Business Plan.
In the addition to the above strategy, the Council has undertaken an Equality Impact
Assessment (EqIA) outlining the Council’s commitment to equality and the responsibilities
under the Public Sector Equality Duty.
Nothing in this plan is to be seen as replacing the Council’s own engagement strategy, which
is ongoing and pursuant to its statutory obligations.
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5

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES

This section summarises the social and economic programmes that have the ability to create
pathways to opportunity for the residents of Northumberland Park. These programmes are a
key component of the HDV's Social and Economic Strategy (more information is included in
the HDV Strategic Business Plan and Social and Economic Business Plan), and directly
responds to the HDV's social impact themes of:
•
•
•
•

Better Prospects: Enabling education, training and employment
Healthy Lives: Empowering people to improve their own health
Community Pride: Creating homes and neighbourhoods where people can thrive
Clean and Safe: Creating a safer environment where people are proud to live, work
and visit

The proposed principal social and economic programmes are:
•
•

•

5.1

Community Hub: a place for community engagement, connection and interaction;
Skills and Employment Hub: a visible front door for residents to access the training
and employment opportunities created by the HDV (prior to implementation this
programme will be tested with local stakeholders to ensure no duplication occurs);
and
Supporting Local Enterprise: supporting local business on Park Lane and the High
Road through shop front improvement programmes and other initiatives as further
detailed within the Commercial Portfolio Investment Business Plan.

Social and Economic Commitments

The schedule on the next page sets out the options considered to formulate Social and
Economic Commitments for Northumberland Park, following the overall HDV approach:
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HDV IMPACT THEME:

PLACE:

Creating homes and neighbourhoods where
people can thrive

Empowering people to improve their own
health

Enabling education, training and
employment

Creating a safer environment where
people are proud to live, work and
visit

New Northumberland Park Community School and The
Vale School
Skills and Employment Hub*
Community Hub
Creative Businesses Hub incorporating co-working and
studio space (Enterprise Zone)
Significant increase in new shops, cafes and restaurants
New office cluster or university campus

Community Health and Wellbeing Centre
(Includes dentist and GP surgeries, counselling rooms, gym, fitness
studios and sheltered housing)
Green Spine and 2.5 hectares of new green open space promoting
physical activity and incorporating cycle lanes and priority rights of
way for pedestrians
Park Lane enhanced to increase cyclist and pedestrian permeability
throughout Northumberland Park and improved connections to Lee
Valley Park
An adventure playground at central Northumberland Park
Permanent youth activity space which has the potential to incorporate
skate parks, basketball and parkour in Paxton Square and
Grow Gardens

Net increase in affordable homes through 5,000 tenure-blind new
homes, 40% affordable (subject to viability)
Seven neighbourhoods with their own identity: Family Zone,
education area, enterprise zone, gateway, urban quarter, leafy
avenue, high road - east village
Community Hub
New facilities: Community Health and Wellbeing Centre,
Community Hub and Skills and Employment Hub*
Network of parks and squares providing a focal point for community
interaction
Activated meanwhile uses
Adopt Lendlease Design for Dignity Principles

Secure by Design principles incorporated throughout
indicative masterplan design
Increased permeability and connections between Park
Lane and Northumberland Park to activate streets and
increase footfall
Estate Management and Housing Office to
Adopt Lendlease Design for Dignity Principles

All Northumberland Park Residents and businesses

All Northumberland Park Residents

All residents, senior residents and residents with disabilities

All Northumberland Park Residents

Delivered at the Northumberland Park Skills and
Employment Hub - The Hub will offer skilling and
employment programmes initially focussed on
construction related opportunities generated by HDV and
the wide-ranging roles that will be available. The Hub will
be open to all and with an added emphasis on supporting
those that are furthest away from employment. The
curriculum will be developed with Council and other key
partners to ensure it complements existing provision in
the borough and that it provides additional capacity.

Forest School – assist all schools within the site boundary in
delivering a forest school to promote increase connection with healthy
lifestyles and Lee Valley Park

Northumberland Park residents will be able to participate in design
and delivery via:

Clean-up Amnesty – provision of waste disposal and
swap shops for existing residents to reduce the
perception of crime

PEOPLE:

Local enterprise support – business mentoring to startups and SMEs
Affordable child care - partnership with a suitable
organisation that will provide fully funded childcares
spaces for residents that require additional financial
support.

NORTHUMBERLAND
PARK
COMMITMENTS:

•
•
•
•
•

100% London Living Wage during construction
circa 2000 local residents employed, 50%
previously unemployed, 25% sustaining
>6months, 50% BAME
35 ex-offenders employed
240 Apprenticeships
3,250 skilling outcomes

International WELL Building Standard – Northumberland Park will
pilot the WELL Institute’s communities programme which evaluates
and provides a framework for improving the ‘health’ rating of the
public realm through: air, water, nourishment, fitness, light, thermal,
acoustic, mind and safety parameters.

Interactive website and online tools – provide all residents with
access to information and a digital platform to engage with the HDV
and partners
Co-design workshops – community and stakeholder design
forums and exhibitions, including Design for Dignity workshops
Outreach – mobile and pop-up community spaces e.g. Community
Hub
HDV Community Fund – a grant based programme for community
organisations

Place Score – a community consultation and place
benchmarking tool that will baseline and monitor
perceptions of Northumberland Park
Estate Management - Vandalism will be rectified
immediately, litter will be cleaned daily, and estate
management staff will be more prominent on a day-to-day
basis
Be Onsite – niche employment for currently serving
prisoners or ex-offenders

For more information refer to Community and Stakeholder
Engagement in HDV Strategic Business Plan

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

100% of residents being rehoused have access to a mental
health first aider
3,000 local residents have increased mental health literacy
200 community mental health first aiders
Zero tolerance on retail properties not adopting HDV
healthy food strategy within Northumberland Park
10% increase in the number of local residents who
frequently cycle
10% increase in the number of residents who walk
regularly
>60% of Northumberland Park residents registered with the
Community Health and Wellbeing Centre
Northumberland Park to be submitted as a potential WELL
Communities pilot
2.5 hectares of new green space with linkages to Lea
Valley Park
Support all schools within the site boundary to adopt the
Forest School programme

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Northumberland Park Community Charter
Net increase in affordable homes
All of the existing tenants and resident leaseholders will
be offered the opportunity to be rehoused on site through
the right to return commitment from the council
Community Hub
Design for Dignity workshops to be held for all projects
Northumberland Park community volunteers to be trained
to deliver HDV healthy live programmes
Ensure that Northumberland Park Community
Organisations are aware of the HDV Community Grant
process and how to apply

•
•

•
•

Four clean-up amnesties at Northumberland
Park prior to resident rehousing
Residents and visitor safety perception
baseline with routine monitoring throughout
construction and for a 2 years’ post completion
of each phase
35 ex-offenders employed (construction or end
use)
Estate Management office

NB. Skilling and employment outcomes are ~70% of HDV overall commitments
NB. All figures given are predicated in the quantum of development included in the indicative masterplan for regeneration, and therefore subject to change with this plan through stakeholder engagement and detail design
*All proposed programmes will be tested via consultation before implementation
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– holistic HDV programmes targeting increased activity and improved
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5.2

Be Onsite Office

HDV will host a Be Onsite presence at Northumberland Park for the duration of the project,
to improve the prospects of local people via skills and training focused on work ready, job
ready and up-skilling outcomes. Be Onsite is Lendlease's not-for-profit organisation that
supports the long term unemployed, ex-offenders and currently serving prisoners into
sustainable employment.
In December 2016, Be Onsite was awarded a £1 million three-year contract from CITB to
reduce skills gaps and reoffending by working with construction industry partners and
rehabilitation specialists to offer sustainable employment opportunities to serving prisoners
and ex-offenders.

5.3

Skills and Employment Hub

The Hub will offer skilling and employment programmes initially focussed on
construction related opportunities generated by HDV and the wide-ranging roles
that will be available. The Hub will be open to all and with an added emphasis on
supporting those that are furthest away from employment. The curriculum will be
developed with Council and other key partners to ensure it complements existing provision in
the borough and that it provides additional capacity.

5.4

Supporting Local Enterprise

HDV will support local businesses and organisations by leveraging the existing retail and
employment spaces on Park Lane and the High Road, delivering the following outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•

5.5

Getting existing businesses 'regeneration ready', so that they will benefit from the
increased local prosperity;
Creating opportunities for the new start-up businesses and cultural/community
organisations;
Creating more jobs by working with the commercial portfolio team to provide
affordable retail solutions for local business start-ups;
Educating and up-skilling, business mentoring, and targeted skills training for startups and SMEs; and
Improved activation of Park Lane through meanwhile uses.

Homes for Haringey / Project 2020

The Project 2020 hub is located at Kenneth Robbins House, Northumberland Park, and has
both a youth and employment focus. It offers targeted activities for young people as well as
an employment offer that supports tenants and residents to access mainstream employment,
training, volunteering and work experience through signposting to local providers and
partners. HDV will support and work closely with Project 2020 as it delivers these key
services to the local community.
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6

PROCUREMENT

The overarching approach to procurement processes is set out in the HDV Strategic
Business Plan and the Contractor Framework Agreement.
For a regeneration programme of the scale, scope, duration, and diversity of
Northumberland Park, a range of construction partners will be necessary to successfully
deliver this Business Plan whilst effectively managing risk.
The preferred procurement route will be explored and a recommendation made to the HDV
Board by the HDV Development Manager at the definition phase for each site. The strategic
options are:
•
•
•

Contractor Framework with Lendlease Construction (LLC);
Competitive procurement of Third Party Contractor; or
Combination of both for a particular phase.

For larger scale or more technically complex projects with infrastructure dependencies, the
HDV will be able to leverage the Contractor Framework with Lendlease Construction (LLC),
and thus benefit from a fully integrated Lendlease service. In these circumstances, HDV will
utilise the framework to transparently establish value for money against desired performance
metrics.
Further detail on how HDV will make the assessment as to the appropriate procurement
route, and the Lendlease Contractor Framework are set out in the Strategic HDV Business
Plan.
The delivery of the early phases of the regeneration will define London’s perception of the
quality, programme, and impact on the community of the regeneration to come. The
Lendlease Contractor Framework will enable HDV to leverage Lendlease Construction’s
expertise at delivering quality large scale regeneration, with momentum and sensitively for
the local community. This will be particularly pertinent due to the complexity of some of the
earlier buildings (residential tower, and Health and Wellbeing Centre). Later phases will
provide ample opportunity to procure other third party contractors.
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7

LAND ASSEMBLY

A FINANCIALLY VIABLE INDICATIVE MASTERPLAN HAS BEEN DEVELOPED FOR NORTHUMBERLAND PARK, BASED ON
TANGIBLE DELIVERABILITY AND WITH A LOGICAL STRATEGY OF RETENTION, REFURBISHMENT AND REDEVELOPMENT
OF EXISTING HOMES. DELIVERY PHASING IS BASED AROUND A VIABLE REHOUSING STRATEGY THAT WILL UNLOCK
EARLY TRANSFORMATION TO WIN HEARTS AND MINDS.

The land assembly strategy is set out in appendix 10.
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8

PLANNING STRATEGY

HDVs regeneration of Northumberland Park will support the delivery of borough-wide
strategic planning objectives, and the Council's transformational change agenda. The policy
framework includes the London Plan, the Mayor’s Upper Lea Valley Opportunity Area
Planning Framework (the OAPF), the Local Plan and, in particular, the emerging Tottenham
Area Action Plan (AAP) and other relevant guidance.
HDV will work in partnership with the Local Planning Authority and the GLA to test and
shape future planning policy. This will ensure a strategic approach is adopted that realises
the full potential of the Northumberland Park regeneration.
The Northumberland HDV team will be working alongside Haringey Planning Officers for the
next 20 years, therefore a collaborative relationship is integral to success. Working styles
and meeting structures will drive an efficient 'one-team' spirit and shared outcomes.
HDV will deliver the Council's policy objectives to deliver significant density of quality new
homes which maximise the development afforded by the existing condition and the proposed
improved transport connections. This will strengthen the case for the necessary
infrastructure investment.
The strategy for Northumberland Park will be to submit a hybrid application; a single outline
planning application for the majority of the site concurrently with a detailed planning
application for phase one. The outline planning application will establish parameters for the
minimum and maximum amount of development, the range of planning uses, access and the
approach to achieving exemplary co-ordinated architectural variety. The application will
include Parameter Plans, a Development Specification, a Design Strategy document, a
Design and Access Statement, an Environmental Impact Assessment, and an Illustrative
Masterplan.
Once outline planning permission is achieved, a series of reserved matters applications will
be submitted over the lifetime of the project, which will establish the exact height, use,
appearance, layout, and design of each phase.
The indicative initial phasing plan assumes that a detailed application for phase one will
enable early delivery of new homes for rehousing from the school site. It will be developed
concurrently (and in co-ordination with), the outline planning application.
Table 8-1 Key planning strategy indicative milestones during first 1,000 days based on indicative masterplan for
regeneration and initial indicative programme (subject to community and stakeholder engagement moving forward)

Milestone
Submit Outline Master Planning
Submit Detailed Planning Consent Phase 1
Obtain Detailed Consent for Phase 1
Obtain Outline Planning Consent for Northumberland Park Masterplan.
Submit initial Reserved Matters Application for to include significant social infrastructure
Secure Reserved Matters Planning Consent

Planning Performance Agreements will be established with officers to lock in the agreed
planning strategy objectives, milestones, programme and officer resource. In addition, HDV
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will negotiate Section 106 Agreements alongside the initial planning applications such that
they can be executed on planning determination.

8.1

Heritage Buildings

There are three listed buildings at the boundary of delivery phase five within the High Road
Conservation Area. The design in these areas will evolve in partnership with conservation
officers, local heritage groups, and English Heritage. Separate full planning applications and
listed building applications will be prepared for any works, alongside reserved matters
applications for the adjoining phases.
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9

DESIGN CONTROL

HDV will implement a robust and rigorous design control process at Northumberland Park.
This will control the full lifecycle of regeneration programme, ensuring cost certainty and
viability, quality of product, safety, sustainable outcomes, buildability and value optimisation.
The Northumberland Park regeneration is a programme of sub-projects some of which cover
site-wide issues (i.e. master-planning, and public realm and infrastructure), and others which
relate to the delivery of specific phases or plots. Robust design control will be vital to ensure
compliance with the Business Plan. These design control processes will be instigated on a
day to day basis at a project level, and as part of the monthly and end stage HDV
governance processes.

9.1

Control Measures

[Redacted material]

9.2

Technical Approvals

HDV will require approval from numerous statutory bodies and technical stakeholders during
the regeneration programme, many generic, but many specific to the site. A Technical
Approvals Tracker will be implemented documenting the key deliverables and associated
milestones against all approvals needed for each part of the regeneration. The HDV
Business Plan explains in detail our approach to dealing with approvals such as planning,
Building Control and warranty providers. Specifically, for Northumberland Park we will
address the following:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Highways agreements: At an early stage HDV will agree an adoption, stopping up,
and highways approach strategy with the Council. HDV will subsequently work with
the Council’s highways officers and TfL to achieve necessary highways approvals.
This will be especially important for installing the district heating pipework from the
High Road and any upgrades in network infrastructure required for power, water or
drainage;
Secure by Design: HDV will liaise with the Metropolitan Police’s 'Designing out Crime'
Officer and with the wider Metropolitan Police regarding Northumberland Park
generally and match day crowd control;
North Tottenham Heat Network: Early engagement will ensure a robust low carbon
solution, and a co-ordinated technical design and delivery programme for the district
heat network;
Utility Companies: HDV will work with Thames Water, UKPN and other network
providers to secure the necessary statutory permissions for connections to, and
upgrades of, the utility infrastructure;
Railway infrastructure: HDV will work with Haringey, Network Rail, West Anglia and
Crossrail 2 to support the proposals for railway infrastructure improvements at
Northumberland Park Station; and
Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School: HDV will work with
the schools’ leadership to formulate a design and proposal that enhances the
educational offering, ensuring continuity of education and a seamless move process
into the new school. HDV will also assist the Council with the Business Case.
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10

CONSTRUCTION

HDV WILL APPLY PROVEN EXPERTISE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF MULTIPHASE CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMMES TO
SAFELY DELIVER QUALITY OUTCOMES, WITHIN DEFINED BUDGETS AND PROGRAMMES, WHILST MINIMISING
DISRUPTION TO EXISTING RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES

The management of the construction of Northumberland Park will follow the overall approach
set out in the delivery section of the HDV Strategic Business Plan and the Contractor
Framework Agreement.
At Northumberland Park, HDV will establish a logistics co-ordination group (as a subset of
the landowners group), responsible for co-ordinating all construction logistics to minimise
disruption to local residents and businesses, and ensure public safety. Initial membership
will include Council highways officers, TfL, HDV, Tottenham Hotspur FC, Network Rail, and
the selected developer for the High Road West regeneration. Membership will be adapted
during the lifecycle of the regeneration as appropriate. Particular focus will be placed on coordinated logistics plans, defined delivery routes, cycle safety, hoarding lines, crane
movements, and effective co-ordinated communications with the local community. With the
agreement of all landowners’ easy wins will be implemented such as a 24-hour residents’
hotline, and delivery vehicle accreditation schemes.
The scale of Northumberland Park allows us to consider innovative and ambitious
approaches, such as the creation of local factories or assembly plants to form the vital
components in the delivery of homes.
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11

HANDOVER AND OCCUPATION

To achieve the goals of the Business Plan, HDV will implement sector specific processes for
completions and handover reflecting the mixed-use nature of Northumberland Park, and will
ensure:
•

•
•
•

A defined handover process between the HDV, its development managers, the
contractor and the customer that provides certainty of delivery without compromising
quality;
Clearly defined roles and responsibilities;
A consistent approach to customer relationship management; and
Defined process for implementing accounting revenue recognition policy.

Further details of the overarching approach to handover and occupation can be found in the
delivery section of the HDV Strategic Business Plan.

11.1

Residential Handovers

The handover and occupation of a home is a critical stage in the customer relationship.
HDV will deliver a consistent approach to homes of all tenures that delight the customer and
enhances the HDV residential brand.
Handover processes and phasing will be planned in detail to incorporate sectional
occupation of phases and buildings to facilitate the decant process, and smooth the
occupation profiles. This is of particular importance to the tall buildings that form, part of the
early and late phases on Northumberland Park.
Ensuring that construction works are complete and snags closed out prior to handover is
critical to maintaining customer satisfaction.
[Redacted material]
Quality control tools will be implemented throughout the construction period and into
aftersales and aftercare including:
•
•

•
•
•

11.2

A robust apartment quality benchmarking process for each tenure;
An in-depth fit-out and commissioning witnessing and checking regime that will
incorporate key stakeholders such as the Client body to the school, and affordable
housing owner;
A clearly defined process for Practical Completion;
A strategic customer engagement strategy, commencing at point of sale and
continuing post completion to gather feedback; and
A rigorous aftersales team to ensure prompt close out of defects and feedback
gathering on customer satisfaction.

Retail Construction and Handover

Delivering a retail offer that can help drive the regeneration through place creation, whilst
simultaneously and significantly boosting the local economy by working with local
businesses and creating training and employment opportunities for local people is key. It is
important that the restaurants offer includes a balanced blend of national mainstays, new
local establishments, small operators from other areas of London, and catering with strong
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ethnic roots. Success will be measurable by the catalytic improvements that the improved
offer will have on the diversity, quality and vibrancy of retail elsewhere on the High Road.
Retail units and restaurants who are well established will follow the typical retail construction
and handover process (please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan) of taking the units
in a shell and core state, and working with their own designers and contractors to create
interiors, signage and outdoor seating, if applicable, that complement both their brand and
the store setting.
Start-ups and other tenants that are less established are an important part of making the
regeneration unique and special, but will require more support from the HDV to get their
space up and running. These tenants will most likely take their spaces in a white-box
condition, where most of the major construction is completed for them, and all they will need
to do to the space is to install fixtures and decorate. This allows them to compete their
spaces more quickly, with less capital required, and with the stress of construction off their
minds so they can concentrate on making their stores special.

11.3

Commercial Office Construction and Handover

The commercial offices are planned to be a combination of Grade-A space for large scale
employers of multi let SMEs, co-working spaces and incubator spaces, offering a fit for
businesses in every stage of their lifecycle.
The tenants taking the Grade-A space and the operator of the co-working space will be
handed space in a shell and core condition and will work with their own interior designers
and contractors to complete their space. If they prefer a more turnkey fit-out, the HDV can
offer a fully integrated end-to-end fit-out service for them.
For incubator spaces, office space will be finished so that the tenant can move in quickly
with less capital and only need to fixture the space.
Please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan for more details on the construction and
handover process.

11.4

Social Infrastructure Handover

Public buildings such as the new facilities for Northumberland Park Community School and
The Vale School will require a seamless handover and occupation process to ensure
continuity in their operations and minimise disruption to staff and students.
HDV will establish integrated plans for the School and Health & Wellbeing Centre setting out
co-ordinated occupation and handover processes, and if necessary a completion and
rehousing plan. These plans will provide clarity and comfort on the design, delivery, and
management of each project through the construction and handover stages. They will also
cover the transition of any existing operations into the new school building (i.e. for the
Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School leadership, teachers, and
pupils).
Key objectives:
•
•
•

Continuity of service for school and health providers;
‘Right first time’ customer experience;
Minimised disruption for pupils, and patients;
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•
•
•
•

Highest safety standards are embedded for construction and logistics given the
operational environment;
Best value construction programme, in particular delivering the Council’s imperative
to deliver the school as early as possible;
Robust change management process; and
Affordability.

A fully detailed Acceptance and Handover Plan will be developed for each project that will:
•
•
•

Ensure efficient close out of project operations and smooth handover of the project
works, including all deliverables, to the client;
Ensure the correct level of record documentation is handed to the client bodies, and
is kept within archive and is easily retrievable if required; and
Provide project performance feedback information for continuous improvement as
part of the KPI process.
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12

PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY

Integration of place making through all aspects of the development is key to successful
delivery, extending to the coordination of utilities infrastructure. The HDV, will develop a
detailed Infrastructure Masterplan that addresses the unique challenges whilst also ensuring
a coordinated and strategic approach. Examples of our approach are given below:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensuring that physical infrastructure is delivered cohesively with each phase such that
the place-making is completed sequentially with the occupation of the homes;
Ensuring sufficient capacity utility provision to serve the scale of development;
Embedding appropriate early planning of infrastructure corridors that prioritises public
realm design;
Delivering a district heat network that enables zero-carbon development; and
Creating a green travel infrastructure that encourages walking and cycling.

The indicative masterplan design is founded on an infrastructure plan that that
accommodates the key objectives of HDV, and that have informed the financial model.
Strategic infrastructure corridors have been planned to enable the coordination of
landscaping and utilities to suit the public realm offer by defining utility-free corridors suitable
for tree planting and other landscape elements such as water features.
Initial strategies for the provision of site-wide facilities such as lighting, wayfinding,
advertising, high speed broadband, assistive technology and Wi-Fi, will be explored which
also facilitate enhanced capability in areas defined for specific future uses. HDV will seek to
procure arrangements that benefit all future residents and businesses.
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13
13.1

ESTATE, HOUSING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
Management Structure and Roles and Responsibilities

HDV will create a mixed tenure community, with a cohesive, tenure blind approach.
Northumberland Park is an opportunity to create a great vibrant place, including retail,
commercial and social uses. This will require a management solution that provides a
consistent approach across the estate, tailored to the specific intensity of uses, budgets and
management requirements of the disparate uses, and reflecting each character area of the
estate.
HDV will retain a long-term interest in the estate management company to ensure a robust
estate management regime is applied for the long term.
Clarity of structure, roles and responsibilities will be vital to the success of the regime. The
management structure will comprise the following, each funded by separate billing lines
within the service charge:
•
•
•

Asset management: commercialisation and activation of the estate;
Estate management: management and maintenance of the public realm between the
buildings and security facilities; and
Block management: management and maintenance of the buildings, and their private
communal facilities and gardens, car parking and other servicing areas.

To support the long-term strategy and delivery of services, our initial proposals is that an
overall Northumberland Park Management Company (Estate Manco) will be established.
This would be a limited company with a board comprising residential representatives from
each of the neighbourhood areas, retail representatives, commercial representatives, the
Authority, and other appropriate statutory stakeholders. HDV will provide support to the
Council/HfH in the short term in regards estate management through means such as
meanwhile uses to encourage a clean and safe environment throughout the whole process.
Initially, the HDV would be a member of the Estate ManCo, acting as a guiding hand to
ensure that the estate management principles inform decisions and allow a smooth transition
from delivery to asset management. At an agreed handover date, the HDV would resign its
membership, and hand over to the wider membership of the Estates Manco Board.
A hierarchy of sub committees and management companies would be created below the
overall Estate ManCo to manage the public realm and common areas, plots and buildings in
each character area. The sub committees would be made up of representatives from local
residents and businesses, who will make decisions affecting services unique to that area
and the charge for those services. For example, on match days, Paxton Square will require
additional cleaning and security presence. This will need to be managed and agreed as part
of the specific approach for this area, with appropriate commercial agreements established
with Tottenham Hotspur FC.
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Figure 13-1 Northumberland Park draft estate management structure

The Northumberland Park estate comprises a mix of existing adopted and new un-adopted
highways and public spaces.
The HDV will work with the Authority to agree a practical approach to adoption that will
create a cohesive management approach to the estate. The following indicative allocation of
roles and responsibilities will be developed in more detail during the launch stages.
Table 13-1 Proposed draft estate management strategy

Area

Description

Manager

Adopted Highways and
Public Realm

A rationalised version of the roads
adopted by the Council

The Authority

Non-Adopted Highways
and Public Realm

The remainder of the public realm

Estate Management
Company

Plots

The building plots upon which blocks
or clusters of blocks will be built

Plot Management
Company

Housing

The new homes.

Management Company,
HfH, or Registered
Provider.

Offices / University
Cluster

The new buildings for new affordable
housing tenants.

Sub Committee

Northumberland Park
Community School and
Vale School

New school

School leadership teams

Health & Wellbeing
Centre

Estate Management Company

Estate Management
Company

Retail and Creative
Business Hub

Sub Committee

Sub Committee
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13.2 Managing the Estate
The Northumberland Park estate comprises a mix of existing adopted and new un-adopted
highways and public spaces.
The HDV will work with the Council to agree a practical approach to adoption that will create
a cohesive management approach to the estate. The following indicative allocation of roles
and responsibilities will be developed in more detail during the launch stages.
The Estate Management Company will provide the following management and maintenance
services for everyone on the estate in respect of the un-adopted public realm areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Onsite estate operations manager;
Landscape maintenance;
Litter picking and sweeping;
Planned and unplanned maintenance;
Events and enlivenment;
Commercialisation;
Enlivenment;
Parking enforcement; and
Security.

The strategic HDV Business Plan includes an overarching strategic approach to the Estate
Management Strategy, which will be adopted for Northumberland Park.

13.3 Service Charges
Critical to both the long-term sustainability of the regeneration, and HDV’s approach of
putting people at the heart of change, is that service charges are affordable to all. In
particular, HDV will ensure that charges associated with the affordable housing and
rehoused households are maintained at affordable levels. HDV will achieve this by using
service charge and lifecycle maintenance cost estimates to inform the design of all buildings
and public realm in the regeneration. The service charges for the affordable housing
provision are non-profit, therefore the increase in cost is representative of heightened
security services/cctv installation etc. being provided.
Service charges comprise:
•

•

Block charge: which will pay for day-to-day maintenance and lifecycle replacement
costs associated with the buildings and the plots, and additional services and
facilities such as concierge service, resident’s rooms and communal gardens; and
Estate charge: which will pay for day-to-day maintenance and lifecycle replacement
costs associated with the wider estate, and communal services such as events and
enlivenment, security and estate management, including staffing costs.

13.4 Employment Space Management
Pro-active management of the office, workspace, and retail leaseholds is crucial to ensuring
that the build quality and values are maintained in the long term. Tenants will be obligated to
maintain and manage their units. A pro-active management policy, including regular
monitoring and inspection by the managing agent will ensure that lease obligations are
fulfilled and the asset is being properly maintained.
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The leases will also place restrictions on use classes of the commercial units further to the
initial planning restrictions to enable the HDV to curate and manage the leasehold occupiers.
This will prevent the over-occupation of certain types such as A3 units, thus helping to
protect long-term values.
The long-term maintenance of the units will also be guaranteed by the form of the leases
and by the management strategy. The leases will allow for a sinking and reserve fund that
will be collected and periodically used to ensure that large items of expenditure, such as
plant, are able to be replaced without issue.
The commercial units will also be responsible for contributing to the estate charges. There is
the possibility to levy a higher proportion of the events and enlivenment budget for the new
public spaces against the commercial schedule and ring-fence this contribution. The
commercial units will benefit from the increased footfall and area profile. This approach will
ensure that the budget is protected on a long-term basis, bringing increased benefits to the
estate and protecting the value of the units themselves.
The retail occupiers will be actively encouraged to participate, sponsor and curate events
and initiatives beyond what is delivered through the events and enlivenment budget. Liaison
between the estates team and the commercial occupiers will be of the utmost importance in
order to secure funding and sponsorship arrangements. This again will rely on pro-active
management by the managing agent and estate team.
The employment space across the Northumberland Park indicative masterplan varies in
scale of offer, type of building, and the nature of tenants that will be attracted. Services
provided and associated charges will therefore be variable against a range of factors.

13.5 Approach to Servicing and Waste Management
Getting waste and environmental management right at Northumberland Park is of critical
importance. The issue was specifically raised by existing residents during consultation
undertaken by the Council. The existing estate is often blighted by rubbish in the street, and
its presence erodes community spirit.
HDV will introduce well designed refuse storage arrangements and well managed collection
services, supported by intensive street cleaning and litter collection regimes. HDV will work
with the Council to expand existing programmes involving local residents to help generate
behavioural change with regard to litter, and a grass roots approach to ownership of the
cleanliness of the estate.
The indicative masterplan for regeneration assumes that all servicing will be undertaken ‘on
street’ from specially designated bays, and that waste from residential buildings will be
collected by the Council’s own waste services. Retail and commercial uses will have a
separate commercial arrangement, coordinated through the estate management team.
Refuse stores will be provided within the drag distances permitted for each operator.
The HDV will verify this approach and establish a co-ordinated detailed strategy for service
and waste management arrangements across the indicative masterplan. This will ensure
that key principles are embedded at an early stage of the design for all plots to avoid
unnecessary cluttering of the public realm. Lease grants and deeds of service will be used to
provide the estate management company with the Council to regulate servicing (such as
timing of deliveries) and ensure waste management is incorporated into building and public
realm design.
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13.6 Tottenham Hotspur FC Match Day Management
The successful mixing of the new residential and commercial uses adjacent to a major
sports stadium brings with it opportunities and challenges, especially during match days.
Therefore, both the short and long-term approach to management of the public realm,
particularly surrounding phase one of the Northumberland Park development, will need to
take into account the significant number of visitors to the site during Tottenham Hotspur FC
games.
This footfall will benefit local cafes and retailers. However, additional security, refuse
collection and general crowd management will need to be considered alongside any extra
service charge resulting from them.
HDV will seek to introduce fee-paying meanwhile uses in the public realm areas to support
the additional charges incurred and will explore how the Tottenham Hotspur FC could share
the cost of any extra service charge required.
The safety of residents, fans and the general public is of the utmost importance. HDV will
work with Tottenham Hotspur FC to agree associated design and commercial aspects, to
establish a Crowd and Transport Operations Plan specific to the design of the indicative
masterplan. Match day management and response planning will be undertaken through,
which will be agreed with, all stakeholders including the police.
The core objectives of this plan will be to:
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a safe and effective crowd and transport operations plan for the stadium
operations within the wider area;
Minimise disruption to local residents, businesses and other visitors to the area;
Facilitate the bespoke operations relating to each event;
Provide a fully co-ordinated concept of operations agreed with all principal
stakeholders; and
Co-ordinate with other events that are happening within the wider estate.

A Stadium Safety Advisor Group will be established to endorse and maintain the plan. This
group will include representatives from Tottenham Hotspur FC, HDV, and the Estate
Operations Board and other key public and private stakeholders as appropriate. HDV will
also be part of the Gold Command structure that will be briefed pre-game and debriefed
post-game, liaising with the police and stadium staff as required.
Park Lane will continue to be used as the major pedestrian contraflow on football match
days, allowing easy access from Northumberland Park to the stadium.

13.7

Asset Management Strategy

HDV will consider a range of long term options for assets including models in which HDV
would have a long-term hold position, these are set out in more detail in the HDV Strategic
Business Plan. The initial assumptions on asset management responsibilities for
Northumberland Park are set out in the table below.
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Table 13-2 Possible asset management strategy

Area

Description

Owner / Asset Manager

Adopted Roads

The roads adopted by the Council

Haringey Highways

Non-Adopted Public
Realm

The remainder of the public realm
(see section above)

HDV Estate Management

Plots

The building plots upon which
blocks or clusters of blocks will be
built

See strategic Business Plan

Offices / University
Cluster

Office or tertiary education space

Commercial owner / education body

Northumberland Park
Community School
and Vale School

New school

No change of ownership proposed
by HDV regeneration

Health & Wellbeing
Centre

Health & Wellbeing Centre

SPV for Building Ownership and
Management

Retail and Creative
Business Hub

The shops and offices on the
estate

SPV for Building Ownership and
Management

The asset management strategy will be reflective of the final ownership strategy for assets
as referenced in the Strategic Business Plan.
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14
14.1

MARKETING, SALES, LETTINGS AND COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGIES
Marketing Strategy

[Redacted material]

14.2 Residential Strategy
14.2.1 Affordable Homes Strategy
Affordable housing is at the heart of the HDV’s approach to putting people at the heart of
change, and in delivering the Council's vision for the future of Northumberland Park’s
residents to be equal to the best in London, the affordable housing offer will ensure a diverse
and inclusive future for the regeneration.
This Business Plan supports the Council’s ambition to deliver higher levels of affordable
housing, and targets the provision of 40% to be provided. The HDV Strategic Business Plan
sets out the approach to the viability process, and demonstrates compliance with the
planning policy for affordable housing.
The affordable housing offer will include a mix of rental and ownership tenures pegged at
various income ranges that will enable an inclusive and balanced community to develop. The
mix will be flexible to change with the specific needs of existing households that will become
apparent during consultation.
For further detail please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan.

14.2.2 Market Homes Strategy
The market homes distribution strategy will be based on minimising the risk of open sale
absorption, and maximising the value that will be achieved.
This Business Plan assumes that open market sales in Northumberland Park will be slow to
start due to the piecemeal nature of the rehousing and residual concerns on place, but will
gather momentum once a critical mass of key place-making interventions have been
delivered in phase two. Rental homes will be prioritised to early phases to enable
momentum of delivery.

14.2.3 Target Markets
The target markets for the new market homes in Northumberland Park, regardless of tenure
and income levels, are:
Table 14-1 Target consumers for market homes

Target Audience

Key Influences to Buy/Rent

Type of Property

Upwardly mobile social
tenants

Existing council tenants who have sufficient
savings or incomes to become first time buyers

1-2 bedroom homes

Families

Size, comfort, security, proximity and quality of
schools, amenity space for children,
convenience for work, capital growth

2 to 4 bedroom homes

Downsizers

Convenience to leisure amenities, good
communal facilities, strong management
regimes, proximity of cafes/restaurant,
security, open spaces

Larger 2 to 3 bedroom
homes
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Young couples

Convenience for work, value for money,
security and open spaces, proximity of
cafes/restaurants, location of friends, design,
capital growth

1 to 3 bedroom homes

First time buyers,
Individuals and sharers
(without children)

Convenience for work, value for money,
security and open spaces, proximity of bars
and restaurants, location of friends, capital
growth

Studio to 1 bedroom homes

Professionals

Convenience for work, good communal
facilities, strong management regimes,
proximity of bars and restaurants, location of
friends, capital growth

1 to 3 bedroom homes

Students

Convenience for university, proximity of
bars/restaurants, location of friends, cost

1 and 2 bedroom units and
possibly 3 and 4 bedroom
units to share

Intermediate affordable

Purchase price, convenience for work,
occupational cost, security and open spaces,
proximity of bars and restaurants, location of
friends, capital growth

1 and 2 bedroom units.

Investors

Convenience of public transport, rental
demand and yield, capital growth, security and
management when not occupied

Studio to 2 bedroom homes

Existing renters

Currently renting privately in the area seeking
to remain in the area with better quality homes

1 to 4bedroom homes

14.2.4 Pricing of Market Homes for Sale (OMS)
The regeneration vision, the neighbouring regeneration schemes and the connectivity
upgrade works make a compelling marketing case for new market homes in at
Northumberland Park.
The existing housing stock is mainly ex-council housing that has driven down average local
prices. Limited new homes have been built in the surrounding area in the last few years
resulting in a lack of comparable development schemes across both open market sale
sections.
Measures proposed to prioritise local sales and marketing includes a commitment to the
standards set out in the Mayor’s Concordat and HBF charter, which protects the marketing
of homes to local buyers first.

14.3 Employment Space Strategy
14.3.1 Office Strategy
The indicative masterplan for regeneration proposes a commercial cluster comprising an
office or university campus in the last phase of regeneration that will be completed by 2032.
Given these timescales it is not viable to identify specific tenants now, but instead general
target markets. These include major corporate occupiers, prominent local universities and
cultural organisations within travel Zones 1 and 2 who are seeking a lower cost option with
better amenity, but retained good connections to central London.
The cluster would provide new affordable modern workspace facilities and spaces to support
creative enterprise supported by on-site retail, leisure and residential accommodation under
single ownership, which would attract high-profile tenants. This approach has seen several
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strong covenant leases achieved in recent years such as the relocation of the English
National Ballet to London City Island in Canning Town, and UCL and Loughborough
University to Here East in Stratford. Our approach to supporting creative industries is
detailed further in the following section.
A key differentiator to other commercial offers would be the provision of high-quality
communal facilities and amenity spaces associated with the buildings, including green
transport infrastructure and outside spaces. The surrounding public realm would be
attractive to employees, and ground floor uses would include shops, cafes and restaurants
that will be selected to enhance the feel of the place.
HDV will work with national agents to identify and secure the most appropriate tenants in the
market when commencing detailed design of the building.
14.3.1.1

Pricing

Northumberland Park is comparable to several other outer-London commercial regeneration
programmes of the last five years. In all instances the levels of take-up has dramatically
increased as a result of the place making that occurred.
The office/university cluster would be complete in 2032, and rent forecasts will therefore be
subject to market cycles.
In order to succeed as a viable Greater London business hub, Northumberland Park needs
to maximise the opportunity to create a strong cluster development focused on trade and
innovation, possessing the same sector employment profiles, and providing integrated
transport and infrastructure. This will then provide the best chance of future success and
strong occupier demand.
As substantial places and spaces become established across the borough by the HDV and
other large scale land owners, and footfall increases, it is expected that rents and capital
values in Haringey may leapfrog the existing Northumberland Park market. The
interdependency between value uplift in office, residential and retail space in any
regeneration scheme is well documented. This will cause a marked and continued increase
in the rental tone at Haringey as the true effects of place and space creation become clear.
During the briefing stages for the detail development of this phase of the regeneration (in
2027), a full review will be undertaken of the office market demand and price points.
14.3.1.2

Specific marketing activities

Marketing will commence alongside planning approval, approximately two to three years
before building work and the regeneration is complete. By that time the perception of
Northumberland Park will have changed, the regeneration will be approximately 75%
complete, most of the public realm and social infrastructure will be completed and works on
the Crossrail 2 station will be well underway. Marketing will benefit from a largely complete
place, inhabited by a community who love where they live.
The marketing approach will be based on the positive media profile of the place developed
over the course of ten years. Key messaging will include the opportunity to create a new
innovative cluster of office or academic space, in a location that has excellent connections to
the city, but at affordable prices.
HDV will work with London-focused agents to reach the broadest range of potential tenants,
and negotiate with complementary or single tenants to achieve the best benefits to place. All
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agents will be properly inducted by development teams in accordance with the HDV
Business Plan.
HDV will commence early dialogue with existing tertiary education partners to the Council
such as Durham and Birkbeck Universities.

14.3.2 Creative Business Hub Strategy
The market for creative workspace is growing throughout north and east London.
There is a growing critical mass of creative users and local entrepreneurial businesses within
the Tottenham Area. The Tottenham Employment survey2 commissioned by the Council in
2013 indicates that there are a significant number of small creative businesses located in the
existing industrial areas around Tottenham, the majority employing local people. The survey
also indicated that demand for affordable workspace is growing as supply is reduced by
redevelopment.
In more central locations there is a similar story with significant demand coupled with lack of
supply meaning that tenants are looking further afield, often migrating to less central
locations for economic reasons. This is particularly evident in the creative sector, where
smaller independent occupiers are often unable to sufficiently increase their turnover to keep
pace with rising rents in more popular locations. Occupiers will often consider emerging
locations if the environment and configuration of space is attractive and a vibrant business
community can be created.
The indicative masterplan for regeneration includes a Creative Business Hub that would
work in conjunction with existing Haringey policy and employment areas to provide
supplementary facilities for local businesses.
The HDV will partner with:
•

•

Local agents and charities to promote individual studio units to creative businesses
across the borough and beyond. The units will be sized to be affordable with shared
facilities, and will be offered on flexible terms, including short-term leases; and
A specialist management organisation for the operation of the co-working hub such
as the Trampery, The Brew, i2 Office, Net.Works. or CANN Mezzanine, who will sublease to small businesses and independent workers.

14.3.2.1

Pricing

The Creative Business Hub will complete between circa 2022 and 2026, and create an early
benefit to the wider place making of the regeneration from the daytime activity generated.
Rents will be kept low in order to attract a critical mass of occupation and establish the hub
within the north London creative scene.
Once fully occupied, the spaces will be strategically managed to ensure value enhancement
alongside tenant retention. A degree of turnover and voids has been allowed for, but with
careful management this can be kept to a minimum.
14.3.2.2

Specific Marketing Activities

HDV will work with the London Enterprise Panel to specifically target local creative
industries. Co-working space will be marketed approximately 12 months prior to completion

2

From Around Here – Tottenham Employment Survey by Gort Scott on behalf of Haringey June 2013
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of the construction works. The majority of occupiers for the units are likely to be local
independent businesses, with marketing activities occurring three to six months prior to
handover.
The co-location of affordable studio units on flexible terms, alongside a co-working hub,
would provide a critical mass of creative uses that will generate a self-perpetuating market.
A larger and more central example of this is Shoreditch's Tea Building, where careful
curation of tenant mix on flexible terms and initial low rents has created an asset consistently
occupied by creative businesses, with low turnover and void rates.
The branding and marketing strategy for the workspace will respond to HDV and
Northumberland Park brand identities, but focused towards the creative sector. Working with
local agents and arts organisations we will promote the workspace, and ensure that the first
tenants are carefully selected to establish a precedent for those to come.

14.4 Retail Strategy
HDV approach in Northumberland Park will be to select the right mix of multiple and
independent tenants whose businesses will help drive the place making vision and socioeconomic impact themes.
A full retail strategy incorporating a tenant plan will be developed once the outline planning
application has been secured. This will establish the distribution of shops, cafes and
restaurants, as well as potential typologies. Once approved by the HDV, this will define
marketing activities and timescales.
HDV will seek to grow local businesses through the meanwhile use of existing vacant retail
premises on Park Lane, such that they can then expand into the permanent retail offer as
this becomes available. We will partner with local London-focused agents to attract the right
calibre of new tenants, and handpick the best of the emerging Haringey and north-London
independent businesses to open premises on Park Lane or the green spine.
Existing partnerships with London-focused national agents will be harnessed to attract the
right high-street brands to the new retail frontages on the High Road where footfall is greater
and to potentially as anchors in other locations.
14.4.1.1

Pricing

HDV will prioritise tenant suitability based on their projected enhancements to the place
making and Business Plan vision, over and above the rental premium that could be attracted
from a less appropriate tenant.
14.4.1.2

Specific Marketing Activities

Marketing of retails units will commence circa 9 to 12 months prior to completion of the
construction works. We anticipate approaching national multiples slightly earlier, who will
have greater clarity on mid-term growth plans, and later for the local independents retailers.
The marketing of all retail opportunities at Northumberland Park will follow the marketing and
branding strategies set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan, and therefore be instantly
recognisable. This will be overlaid with the Northumberland Park branding.
Marketing collateral will clearly and simply represent the place making vision behind the
regeneration, and time will be spent informing prospective tenants on the regeneration.
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15

HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELLBEING

HDV will embed health, safety, and wellbeing at the core of the Northumberland Park
regeneration. We will establish a health, safety and wellbeing vision for Northumberland
Park and embed health, safety and wellbeing in the investment, design, construction and
estate management phases of each project.
A Northumberland Park Health, Safety and Wellbeing Plan will be prepared following the
formation of the HDV. This will leverage the Lendlease Global Minimum Requirement
framework, and Incident and Injury Free culture. A new project-specific plan will be
established during the establishment phase for each sub-project, but based on the
overarching principles set out in this Business Plan.

Figure 15-1: Indicative hierarchy for Health Safety and Wellbeing Strategies

The masterplan and overall health, safety and wellbeing vision will align with the wider socioeconomic and sustainability objectives set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
The themes that will be incorporated in these plans are:
•

Identifying and mitigating the key issues in general delivery, operations and
construction activities. This will include:
-

-

-

-

Establishing liaison protocols and developing a strong relationship with local
businesses and other key stakeholders such as Police, Highways, Environmental
Health Officers;
Measures that address the health and wellbeing of the project team, contractors,
sub-contractors and wider local community, including general wellbeing, mental
health, healthy eating and health check-ups;
Site set-up, traffic management, and marshalling to keep construction safe,
secure and properly separated from public pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic;
Consideration of coordinated site logistics across the sites and the use of off-site
consolidation;
Logistics timing and phasing (just-in-time deliveries) to avoid compounding
existing congestion and limiting access for retailers and businesses to be able to
meet their servicing requirements;
General noise, dust abatement and air quality mitigations and methodologies;
Co-ordination with adjacent developers and landowners; and
Consideration of construction and materials methodologies in design that allow
for reduced logistics and programme (modular construction and/or prefabricated
elements), on-site waste and safer buildability.
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•
•

Cycle proficiency training for local residents and cycle awareness training for subcontractors potentially hosted at the existing local schools;
Responding to the specific constraints of the site:
-

•

•
•
•

Protecting and maintaining adjacent buildings and occupants;
Protecting and maintaining local ecology (trees, planting, etc); and
Maintaining the key pedestrian, cycling and vehicle routes around the sites
including Park Lane and Northumberland Park avenue.

Community outreach to ensure the locals understand the scheme, the programme
and are forewarned about key events that might impact them (e.g. tower crane
delivery and erection, road closures and diversions). HDV will instigate regular
construction residents’ meetings hosted at the Community Hub;
Addresses specific site constraints (e.g. utilities, contamination, ecology);
Developing strategies for infrastructure delivery that minimise road closures and
disruption; and
General measures:
-

Measures to achieve ‘Performance Beyond Compliance’ certification for
Considerate Constructors;
A process for ensuring Incident and Injury Free education and philosophy is
properly implemented; and
Identifying and mitigating the key issues in delivery operations adjacent to the live
schools within the site boundary.
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16

QUALITY ASSURANCE

The HDV strategy for quality assurance is set out in the delivery section of the HDV Strategic
Business Plan. This includes how a quality plan will be established and delivered.
At Northumberland Park, each of the development teams will establish a detailed and
specific Project Management Plan. This will set out in detail roles and responsibilities,
including where there is requirement for coordination across teams. These plans will set out
in detail the expected quality outcomes such as zero snagging.
Project Management Plans will be approved by the HDV Board at relevance gateways.
Quality will be monitored continuously by our Quality Assurance and Environmental Health
and Safety staff and routine reporting will occur monthly with formal reporting as part of our
proposed governance framework.
We will leverage our relationship with NHBC to ensure residential customers are given an
industry-leading warranty.
Specific quality aspects that will be need to be addressed in the Northumberland Park plan
include:
•
•
•
•

Establishing a dedicated quality assurance team to ensure standards are maintained
throughout the lifecycle of the project;
Community engagement with specific focus on existing residents;
Delivery at scale; and
Delivery of mix of uses, and ensuring customer care standards are maintained
across all sectors.
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17

RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk management will play a major role in the success of the Northumberland Park
regeneration. The HDV approach to risk assessment and management is set out in the
Delivery section of the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
Further information can be found in appendix 3 (Risk Management).
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18

KEY ASSUMPTIONS

[Redacted material]
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19

FINANCE AND COMMERCIAL PROPOSAL

All financial and commercial development business plans have been grouped together.
Please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan response, where the individual
development finance and commercial business plans are set out as appendices to the
overall HDV finance and commercial business plan.
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APPENDIX 3 RISK MANAGEMENT
Risk Management
The following schedule sets out the key risks identified for Northumberland Park:
Table 1-1 Key risks at Northumberland Park
Impact

1

CPO and Land
Assembly
Council unable to
fully acquire third
party interests by
private treaty or
CPO, and
therefore cannot
fully assemble the
land

• Delays the project and/or
increases the costs of
completing the CPO and
private treaty; some
contracts may be set
aside
• Pre-commencement
costs invested by the JV
at risk prior to land drawdown
• In worst case, the HDV is
unable to redevelop
some or all of the site,
reducing overall benefits
to residents and the
Council

H

H

• The Council and Lendlease will agree
robust rehousing strategy, and clear private
treaty and CPO strategy
• Agree targeted rehousing strategy for reprovision and satellite sites that supports the
demolition and phasing strategy
• CPO programme to be closely aligned with
re-provision of affordable housing, including
accelerator phase, to provide
accommodation and flexibility for relocation
• Develop unit-by-unit leaseholder
engagement plan to ensure all leaseholder
needs and issues are addressed, within the
overall objectives of the CPO and private
treaty
• Ensure engagement plans fully consider
needs, requirements and programme for
non-resident leaseholders

2

Residents,
Community and
Stakeholders
Scheme does not
meet community
or stakeholders
expectations,
and/or causes
significant
disruption to
residents’ lives

• Community
disenchantment with the
proposed scheme design
results in adverse
publicity for the project
and HDV
• Project is potentially
delayed as community
and stakeholder
expectations are reworked into the scheme
• Project phasing,
demolition and
construction works may
materially impact the
day-to-day lives of
residents and neighbours
with commensurate
reputational impact on
the Council and HDV

H

H

• Early stakeholder mapping, supported by
dedicated stakeholder engagement team
(as detailed in the Engagement and
Communication Strategy) to specifically
understand and address resident and
community expectations
• Detailed early discussion with the Council to
ensure the HDV seamlessly picks up the
existing community and stakeholder
engagement undertaken by the Council
• Ensure day-to-day resident and community
needs remain at the forefront when
designing the detailed phasing and delivery
plan for the scheme
• Ensure site permeability, where possible, to
allow residents to access their existing
social, community and leisure uses, and
walking and transit routes
• Apply best practice lessons learned from
other regeneration schemes
• Maintain ongoing review of any pertinent
political and/or statutory changes which may
affect the scheme

3

Safety, Health
and Wellbeing
On- and off-site
logistics, noise,
dust, emissions
and disruption

• Increased disruption and
nuisance to the local
residents and community
through increased
vehicles, noise, dust and
emissions associated
with construction activity
in close proximity to
residents

H

H

• Ensure Phasing and Delivery plans fully
consider the impact of scheme delivery on
residents and neighbours
• Apply the HDV Health and Wellbeing
requirements and Incident & Injury Free
protocols
• Implement a dedicated construction
management plan
• All sub-contractors will be members of the
Considerate Contractors Scheme
• Implement security protocols to maintain
effective site security at all times
• Logistics plan to ensure site is accessible
with minimum impact on the safe operation

Likelihood

Risk

Severity

Item

Management Strategy
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Impact

Likelihood

Risk

Severity

Item

Management Strategy

of the Red Route, pedestrian pavements
and crossings, and CS8
• Vehicle waiting areas to be agreed with the
Council (and TfL if appropriate)
4

Market Risk Sales
Slowdown of
London housing
market and
impact on sales
pricing and
absorption

• A slowdown in London
and/or local housing
market would impact
sales prices and
absorption rates,
impacting JV financial
returns
• Reduced sales rates
slow the progress of the
overall scheme; start on
site for individual plots
may be delayed until
market conditions
recover

H

M

• Sales approach, including phased delivery,
will ensure the scheme can cope with
market cycles during delivery, whilst
ensuring the HDV meets its affordable and
social infrastructure obligations
• Pre-sales hurdle target to be appropriate to
market conditions, to ensure surety of
delivery and mitigate cost at risk exposure
• Agree business plan that allows for market
price movements
• Enable flexibility in design to enable the
HDV to respond to market conditions (for
example PRS versus open market homes)
• Thoroughly market test non-residential uses
through agent advice and seek relevant end
users at an early stage (e.g. RCA for
culture)
• PRS model to accelerate place making
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APPENDIX 4 TECHNICAL RISK AND OPPORTUNITY REGISTER SCHEDULE

Northumberland Park Business Plan: Appendix 4

HDV - Northumberland Park

Project Name:
Site:
Facilitator:
Stage:

Site Wide - Master Register
Conor McCormack
Bid

H&S

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Item No.

Risk or
Description
Opp
AVAILABILITY OF EXISTING INFORMATION (AV)
Survey information to date is limited and is at strategic desktop level.
Title information is limited. The exact setting out of boundaries and third party rights (wayleaves, easements,
rights of way etc) that may have an impact on design approach are not fully understood.

Assessment Area

Type

Programme

S
E
P

Des
Con
User

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Environment

Construction
Operations / Maintenance

Version No:
P1
P2
P3

Open
Closed

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)

Residual Risk

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

E
E

Des
Des

High
High

High
High

P1
P1

Full Survey Strategy to be developed.
Due diligence on title information is being undertaken

DPM
Legal

E

Con

High

Medium

P2

Green infrastructure at both ground level and at roof level should be
incorporated to ensure delivery of enhanced and additional green space.
Detailed analysis of the quantity of habitat to be lost should be set
against a likely design to estimate net losses or gains. This should could
be based upon the DEFRA offsetting methodology. A detailed ecology
survey for NP will be required in the next phase.

DPM

A detailed arboricultural report will be required, including proper
identification of TPO Tree's. Where possible valuable tree's whould be
incorporated into the design. A strategy for protecting retained tree's
will also be required during delivery phases.
Bat surveys will be required for the phases and included as part of the
overall detailed ecological survey. Where Bats are found to be present
the appropriate mitigation will be required including application for the
relevant licences. Broadly the site will need to provide habitat and
roosting features for this species group as well as carful consideration of
public realm lighting design
Site Clearance works may need to occur during autumn/ winter period;
supervision would be required for site clearance activities if undertaken
during nesting season. Further detailed survey required.

DPM

DPM

Negative impact on local
and wider air quality with
wider impact on Health and
Well being

DPM

Time and cost.

Proposed Solution to Remove / Mitigate the Risk

E.1

Risk

E.2

Risk

Although there are large numbers of trees across the site, no significant wooded areas exist. The majority of
trees are in good condition and some larger specimens have the potential to be subject to TPOs.

E

Con

High

High

P1

E.3

Risk

Sitewide - numerous suitable structures and habitat areas exist for bats suggesting that they may be present in
moderate to high numbers considering the urban setting

E

Con

High

High

P1

E.4

Risk

Presence of protected species (nesting birds) within the site affecting development works. High numbers of
common nesting birds constraining programme of works

High

Medium

P2

E.5

Risk

Local and Borough Wide Air Quality is Poor. Haringey Council declared the whole borough an AQMA for the
pollutants of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter (PM10) in July 2001 Traffic and emissions from
buildings (heating and power) are the main contributors to poor air quality in the borough. Levels of PM10 are
thought to meet the UK’s air quality objectives, but there is no current
monitoring Levels of NO2 at urban background sites now meet the UK’s air quality objective.

High

High

P1

Air Quality Assessment required for Planning and to ensure necessary
design measures incorporated into scheme. Development to be
designed for walking and cycling, well-connected to existing public
transport (so no increase in public transport emissions) and use of and
ultra-low emission vehicles e.g. ULEV car clubs, as described in the
Haringey Air Quality Action Plan.

E.6

Risk

Local and Borough Wide Air Quality is Poor. At roadside sites the objective is generally not met.

Medium

Medium

P2

The GLA's SPGs set requirements on emission limits for local plant and
for development emissions to meet the "air quality neutral"
benchmarks. Construction and logistics planning to carefully consider air
quality issues. Construction and Environmental Managment Plan will
need to be developed to address issues of air quality.

E.7

Risk

Possible presence of archaeological remains within the site. Three Areas of Archaeological Interest intersect
the site.

Medium

High

P1

Archaeological assessment required as part of a planning application
inlcuidng early liaison with relevant Archaeological agencies

E.8

Risk

Four listed buildings present, which may be damaged as a result of ground movements induced by the proposed
development.

Medium

Medium

P2

E.9

Risk

WWII Bomb strikes: 3 recorded within the site, many in the area (possible targets: Railway, Gas
Holders, and Factories close to site)

Medium

High

P1

E.10

Risk

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

E.11

Risk

The eastern end of Northumberland Park is located in Flood Zone 2 and is located in the Vicinity of Moselle
Brook and Pymmes Brook.
The site is partially within a ‘critical drainage area’.

E

Des

High

High

P1

E.12

Risk

The site is partially within ‘National Reservoir Inundation Flood Zone’ which means that no sleeping
accommodation is permitted in basements.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Buildings to be retained. Ensure works and temporary works are
adequately designed to minimise risk, and monitor structure during
works when working in proximity of these buildings.
Whilst the extent of Post war development minimises UXO risk a further
detailed desktop study will be required to identify the appropriate
measures for mitigation which may include magnetometer surveys and
pile probing.
A site specific Flood Risk Assessment will be required as part of a
planning application.
Existing local drainage infrastructure is undersized for extreme events,
resulting in localised surface flooding.A site specific Flood Risk
Assessment will be required as part of a planning application. LBH policy
requires stricter controls on surface water discharge The SWMP
stipulates that developments in Critical Drainage Areas greater than
0.5ha are "required to reduce runoff to that of a predevelopment
greenfield run-off rate" (i.e. restricting flow to typically between 2 and 6
litres/second/ha). This will require large volumes levels of
SuDS/attenuation.
The SFRA stipulates that a) no sleeping accommodation is permitted in
basements, b) internal access to upper levels from basements must be
provided, and c) egress from the development to an area outside the
mapped flood outline must be provided. A site specific Flood Risk
Assessment will be required as part of a planning application.

E

Des

E

Owner

Date

Owner

Date

Status

(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Open
Open

Risk of explosions and
death.

DPM
DPM

DPM
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Risk
Risk

1.0
Status

Decommissioning

A.1
A.2

EXISTING SITE CONSTRAINTS AND HAZARDS (EX)
Vegetation relatively abundant and mature for an urban location; currently provides opportunities for
biodiversity and delivery of ecosystem services including air purification and mental well-being. Significant
development of the scale and scope envisaged could potentially lead to the loss of significant areas of
vegetation and green space

Risk / Opportunity Level
High Risk / Opp
P1
Medium Risk / Opp
P2
Low Risk / Opp
P3

Design

HDV - Northumberland Park

Project Name:
Site:
Facilitator:
Stage:

Site Wide - Master Register
Conor McCormack
Bid

H&S

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Item No.
E.13

Risk or
Description
Opp
Risk

Localised potential sources of contamination associated with historical industrial activities in relatively small
areas of the site. Much of the site does not show significantly contaminative previous use. The contamination
sources are listed in order of potential significance (highest to lowest):
1. Existing petrol filling station (south east of the site, between Northumberland Park and Willoughby Lane)
2. Historical industry inc. dye works and cooperage in north west of the site)
3. Historical backfilled ponds (locally in the north east, central and west of site)
4.Small existing dry cleaners (south of site adjacent to Park Lane)
5. Historical nurseries (north and central area of the site adjacent to Northumberland Park, and in the south
west adjacent to Park Lane and Worcester Avenue).
6. Small existing electricity substations (Sitewide)

Assessment Area

Type

Programme

S
E
P

Des
Con
User

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Environment

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

E

Des

High

High

Risk / Opportunity Level
High Risk / Opp
P1
Medium Risk / Opp
P2
Low Risk / Opp
P3

Design
Construction
Operations / Maintenance

Open
Closed

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Owner

P1

Consider the potential financial implications of the contamination during
site acquisition and effect on value (for instance HCA guide on
remediation costs 2015)
The following actions would be necessary:
i. Site characterisation (desk study and ground investigation)
ii. Contamination risk assessment
iii. Remediation (if required)
iv. Verification of any remediation.
A suitable thickness of clean cover soils are likely to be required for any
soft landscaping/garden areas. The London Clay is anticipated from
surface which will restrict the mobilisation of contamination protecting
deeper groundwater in the Chalk. Contamination will be limited to Made
Ground (near surface). Ground investigation will be necessary to
characterise the contamination status of the site but may occur at a later
stages depending on phasing. Strategice Ground investigation works will
be required to meet planning and EIA requirements and to develop an
appropriate remediation strategy.

DPM

DPM

Date

Owner

Date

Residual Risk
(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Industrial activities close to the site have included: engineering works; electrical engineering; electrical fittings
manufacture; metal works; furniture manufacture; and other related activities an dthere may be incidences of
contamination of soil and/or groundwater from off-site sources. The site is underlain by River Terrace Deposits
(RTD), which is designated as a secondary A aquifer by the Environment Agency. The RTD is anticipated from
surface in the north west of the site and beneath Enfield Silt (unproductive strata) over the remainder of the
site. Environmentally sensitive receptors (groundwater in aquifer)

E

Des

Medium

High

P1

Enhanced remediation may be required to treat groundwater in the
secondary aquifer if contamination identified. If groundwater
contamination is identified and requires intervention then this can add
significant cost to development. Investigation of RTD will be required
suring ground investigation syrvey work.

E.15

Risk

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

The site is underlain by a layer of London Clay (unproductive strata)
which will restrict mobilisation of contamination and protect the Chalk
principal aquifer at depth. It is considered unlikely that investigation of
the deep aquifer for contamination would be required. Even if deep
piling is considered through a significant thickness of London Clay this is
less significant and may not require investigation. A foundation works
risk assessment is likely to be required. Identify if any old wells exist on
site which may require decommissioning.

E.16

Risk

Approximately one third of the site, in the south east, is located within a SPZ 1 (inner catchment). The
remainder of the site is within a SPZ 2 (outer catchment), with the exception of the north western area. An
active Thames Water abstraction borehole is located approximately 1km to the south east of the site. The
abstraction is anticipated to be from the Chalk principal aquifer at depth. Historical abstraction boreholes for
potable water are located from approximately 300m of site to the south east. Potential for enhanced scrutiny
from the regulator to the development within SPZ. EA has specific policy on disturbance and risk to SPZ1 and
may object to specific planning applications.
There may be restriction on piling and other deep disturbance (ground source cooling for instance) within the
principal aquifer in a SPZ1.
Heave - Stress changes within excavations that penetrate the London Clay leading to differential movement and
pressure build up beneath slabs

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

DPM

Historical gravel or silt pits present on site where Brickearth has been historically removed from Enfield Silt
deposits. Deep deposits of Made Ground may be present where pits were excavated and subsequently
backfilled

E

Des

High

High

P1

Place heave board beneath slabs, or use a load balance approach to
minimise stress changes beneath slabs. Soil testing as part of the ground
investigation to identify heave potential
Further site investigations reqired to identify areas of particular concern.

Softening in the London Clay. Culverted watercourse (Moselle Brook) below site. Water present in this location
may have caused localised softening of the ground. The material in this area may be less stiff than elsewhere,
leading to increased movements under loading. There may also still be groundwater present.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Site investigation to target the area and identify the extent of any
seepage or softening in the area. Material may need to be excavated
and replaced or piled through to avoid differential ground movements.

DPM

Damage to the Piccadilly line tunnelslocated under High Road, close to eastern site boundary. Groundworks
could potentially cause strains in the tunnel lining leading to cracking or damage.

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

Design the structure and construction sequence giving due consideration
to the tunnels. Impact or vibrating piling techniques not likely to be
praticable. Liaison with TFL, London Underground to ensure proposed
construction methodologies are acceptable/appropriate. Obtain the as
built details for the tunnel. Undertake a condition survey prior to and
following construction works. Monitor the tunnel during works where
required.

DPM

Buried obstructions from previous uses of the site - Sitewide. Greatest risks where buildings are known to have
been constructed and subsequently demolished, or where buried features (i.e. tanks) may not have been
removed. Damage to construction equipment, and increased amount of work required to clear the site prior to
development with impact on time and cost.
Presence of unidentified tunnels. Some 'protected' infrastructure tunnels (e.g. MoD or Post Office tunnels) are
not reported in Groundsure reports. Tunnels may impose constraints on new foundation arrangements or
construction sequences.
Requirement to connect into proposed District energy centre provided as aprt of the High Road West
Development porposals. New district heating distribution network to be installed. Delay of delivery of DEN may
require temporary energy solutions.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Probing/trial pits in advance of works and site investigation works
targeted to identify obstructions. Excavating obstructions and filling of
voids where required.

DPM

Ground Risk

E

Con

Low

High

P2

Liaise with MoD, Post Office and other key authorities to establish
whether any such tunnels exist within the site.

DPM

Ground Risk

E

Des

Medium

High

P1

Liaison with HRW team early and to establish roles and responsibilities,
obligations, programme etc and to allow mitigation measures to be
devloped in goos time to ensure programme can be met. DEN piework
installation to be intalled in coordinatin with other infrastructure.

Risk

E.22

E.23

Risk

E.24

Risk

E.25

Risk
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Risk

E.18
E.19
E.20
E.21

Status

Significant health risks in
construction and
operations.

E.14

E.17

1.0
Status

Decommissioning

Proposed Solution to Remove / Mitigate the Risk

The site has undergone at least two phases of development and the site has been subject to bomb damage
during World War II. Made Ground is anticipated to be present, which may include a range of contaminants
including asbestos. Made Ground is also a potential source of ground gas.

Version No:
P1
P2
P3

Page 2 of 3

HDV - Northumberland Park

Project Name:
Site:
Facilitator:
Stage:

Site Wide - Master Register
Conor McCormack
Bid

H&S

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Item No.
E.26

Risk or
Description
Opp
Risk

E.27

E.28

Risk

E.29

Risk

Utilties - Limited available capacity in local electricity network. Local utility networks may be at/near capacity
and may be unable to meet anticipated demands of the development. Multiple adjacent developments may
compound problems. Off-site reinforcement may be required (with developer contributing to costs)

5no. existing UKPN LV substations causing constraints for new development as they may not provide the
necessary power requirements in the necessary configuration. Some or all sub-stations may need to be
relocated or recomfigured at developers expense.
Utilities - Existing services beneath buildings causing constraints for new development. There are existing
utilities that pass directly under building footprints (i.e. not within highway corridors) throughout the site and
including telecoms, foul and surface water. Diversion and/or abandonment of existing services may be
necessary (with developer contributing to costs) as build over is not favoured.
1no. Existing mobile phone mast causing constraints for new development Roof of building east of
Northumberland Grove.

Assessment Area

Type

Programme

S
E
P

Des
Con
User

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Environment

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

E

Des

High

High

P1

Des

High

High

P1

E

Des

High

High

P1

Type

Probability

Impact

(High = Good
Low = Poor)

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Con

High

Medium

P2

Construction
Operations / Maintenance

Version No:
P1
P2
P3

Status
Open
Closed

Decommissioning

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Proposed Solution to Remove / Mitigate the Risk

1.0

Owner

Date

Owner

Date

Owner

Date

Residual Risk
(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Status

UKPN has listed capacities of each existing substation on site but would
need to do further investigation to indicate potential loads that would be
released through demolition of existing properties.
Substations existing on the site are fed from two Primary Substations –
Tottenham Grid and Bruce Grove (refer to attached for approx.
location).
Tottenham Grid Primary Substation currently has approximately 8.5MVA
available capacity with the potential to increase capacity if required.
Bruce Grove Primary Substation has minimal available capacity currently
however it is undergoing an upgrade programme which may provide
available capacity of 2-3MVA within 2017.
Based on a proposed development UKPN initial thoughts indicated that
likely demands potentially could be accommodated by a combination of
released loads through demolition and available capacity at Tottenham
Grid Primary Substation.
The nearby Penshurst Rd substation has been decommissions but has
potential to be re-commissioned if additional power demand is needed
within the area.
Detailed engagement with UKPN will need to continue as part of woder
technical stakeholder engagement and a strategy for maintenance of
exisiting supplies developed with them.
Discussions with utility providers required to establish which services no
longer have an ongoing purpose and may be abandoned. Detailed
infrstructure phasing strategy to be developed. Catscans, trial pits, hand
excavation etc will be required at appropriate phases to properly service
locations.
Early discussion with mobile phone providers to establish opportunities
for relocation nearby

DPM

DPM

PROPOSED PROJECT SITE (PS)
DESIGN ISSUES (DS) - Overall Scheme

Item No.
O.1

Opp

O.3

Opp

DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES (OP) - Overall Scheme
The following have been identified as potential opportunities in the design to reduce risks through the design, Ass't Area
construction and operational phases.
The scale and scope of regereation in Northumberland Park together with the proposal to utilise a decentralised
E
energy network provides a significant opportunoty for the new development to significantly enhance Air Quality
in this part of the Borough and.

The Site is loctaed near to a number of Green Spaces including the Lee Valley SPA?Ramsar and Tottenham Hale
to Northumberland Park Railsides SINC. Other green spaces such as Bruce Grove are also proximate. There is an
opportunity to create better ecological and biodiversity linkages across these assets.

E

Opp Level
Proposed Solution to realise Opportunity
All aspects of design to address Air Quality e.g.:
Encorage sustainalbe transport (Cycling, walking, ULEV vehicles for car
club etc).
Energy Strategy to address air quality.
Planting
Use of materials
Seek ways of bettering GLA SPG's emission limits to meet "air quality
neutral" benchmark
Specify planting for new scheme to maximise benefit to local biodiversity
and to enhance links with existing green spaces. Consider measures such
as:
Habitat Corridors
Green/Brown Roofs
Native Planting
SUDS
Bird and Bat boxes
Pocket Parks

Owner
DPM

Date

Action Taken
(if different to proposed
solution)

Residual Opportunity
(If change in design
introduces risks etc)

Status
Open

DPM
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E

Risk / Opportunity Level
High Risk / Opp
P1
Medium Risk / Opp
P2
Low Risk / Opp
P3

Design
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APPENDIX 5 LOCAL LANDOWNERSHIPS
An initial desktop mapping exercise has identified the following key landownerships that are
relevant to the Northumberland Park regeneration.

1.1

Tottenham Hotspur Football Club

The Tottenham Hotspur FC stadium and its associated uses is a key local employer and
helps shape the identity of the area. It is in the process of significant regeneration, which will
help to create a catalyst for the regeneration of Northumberland Park and the wider area.
This anchors the Northumberland Park site at its western extent, and sows significant seeds
for the successful regeneration of the estate. However, it also brings constraints with regard
to additional facilities that are required to support the stadium, in the form of outside
broadcast spaces, fan zones and crowd circulation and capacity issues.

1.2

High Road West regeneration

Haringey are currently seeking a development partner for the High Road West regeneration
scheme to the west of the High Road, five minutes' walk from Northumberland Park. This
regeneration will assist in the transformation of the existing area and help catalyse
improvements to the retail offer on the High Road. Significant co-ordination will be required
between the regeneration schemes with regard to the retail offer, housing development and
sales strategies, and energy solutions via the proposed district heating system served by the
North Tottenham energy centre.

1.3

Meridian Water regeneration

Meridian Water is an 85-hectare, £3.5 billion investment that will provide 10,000 new homes,
a full range of neighbourhood facilities, 6,700 new permanent jobs and a new Meridian
Water station over the next 20 years. The London Borough of Enfield’s scheme has the
potential to affect the viability of regeneration in Tottenham. Construction on Phase One will
begin in 2016 with the new station open in 2018. The council aims to complete the
development within 20 years but more details will emerge over time.

1.4

Hale Village regeneration (Tottenham Hale)

The Hale Village scheme is a catalyst for the regeneration of Tottenham Hale urban centre
masterplan to be delivered. The construction is due to complete in 2018 with ten of the 13
buildings already completed and occupied. Upon completion the village will have over 1,100
residential homes. The regeneration is the closest new build comparator for values in
Northumberland Park.

1.4.1

Fredrick Knight Sports Ground

This sports ground is situated north of Northumberland Park station and to the west of the
railway line, and is managed by a board of trustees. It offers football pitches and other sports
grounds. It currently provides a home for Tottenham Hotspur Ladies FC teams, and
women's league football at weekends. Part of the ground is also used by Tottenham Power
League Centre for 5-a-side football.
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1.4.2

Lee Valley Park

The 26-mile-long, 10,000-acre linear Lee Valley Regional Park is one of London’s largest
metropolitan open spaces. Northumberland Park is located 10 minutes' walk to its west, but
it is poorly connected and underused by residents due to the poor quality of the existing
streetscape, a hard-to-penetrate industrial edge and the Northumberland Park station level
crossing.
The Lee Valley Regional Park Authority is a statutory body responsible for managing and
developing the park, and has a vision to develop and preserve leisure, recreation, sport and
nature throughout the park.
A meeting has been held with Stephen Wilkinson, the Head of Planning & Strategic
Partnerships, who has confirmed that the Authority are open to development discussions
and collaborative working.

1.4.3

Bruce Castle Park

Located 10 minutes' walk to the west of Northumberland Park and owned by the Council is
Bruce Castle Park. It comprises over eight hectares of parkland and dates back to the 11th
century. Each year nearly 900,000 people visit the park to use its many facilities, play tennis,
basketball or bowls or to enjoy festivals and events.

1.5

Industrial areas

The industrial estate landscape to the east of Northumberland Park extends to the open
spaces of the Lee Valley Park, and to the north for two to three residential blocks. It supports
a variety of uses including manufacturing, storage, office accommodation, communal yard
space and parking. The existing use is protected by planning policy, but should this change
the HDV should have influence over the eventual use, and acquisition should be considered.

1.6

Northumberland Park Station

The station is located within 100 yards of the eastern extremity of the site. The proposed
upgrade works to the existing station facility are set out in the Place Making section of this
Business Plan. The HDV will establish strong strategic relationships with West Anglia and
Network Rail, TFL and the relevant train operating companies, to ensure that the
regeneration presents the best possible business case to support the upgrade works, and to
establish better place making integration of the new station facilities.
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APPENDIX 6 MARKET CONTEXT
1.1

Residential market

Following years of growth of the super prime and prime markets in Central London, these
markets have now begun to stagnate or recede. In their place, the outer 'doughnut' markets
of sub-£700/sqft values such as N17 (which includes Northumberland Park) are now
demonstrating considerable growth. Prices appear extremely resilient, with Haringey having
witnessed a 1.8% increase in August 2016. Additional analysis of the wider London market
is included in the Placemaking section of the HDV Business Plan.

Figure 1: House price growth in last 12 months (Land registry Oct 2016)

In Northumberland Park average prices are currently amongst the lowest in the borough,
averaging £435/sqft. There is very limited available new build stock within a 25 minutes
radius walk of Northumberland Park and what exists is predominantly poor quality ex-council
housing with a lack of variety of sizes and typologies.
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Figure 2: Average house prices by postcode (Land registry Oct 2016). Northumberland Park is included within the N17
postcode.

There is an east/west divide in the borough, with average values in the west almost double
those in the east (where Northumberland Park is located). However, there is a movement
toward equalisation, with annual growth in the east outperforming the west. N17 is the
strongest performing postcode, having seen price rises of 5.1% between February and
August 2016.

Figure 3: Average price growth in Haringey
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The current growth in values looks set to continue for the mid to long term due to the
planned improvements to transport infrastructure and wider regeneration of the area (both
set out earlier in this Business Plan). Northumberland Park will become an attractive location
to those who want to be well connected with Zone 1, but cannot afford Zone 1 or 2 prices.
General interest in Northumberland Park is strong due to its affordable price point and
potential for capital growth from regeneration plans. This has resulted in high demand
despite the current market slowdown. Average selling time is four to six weeks assuming the
property is realistically priced (the borough average is 12-13 weeks).
However, local agents aren’t seeing many new instructions, with many sellers choosing to
hold and rent instead due to strong rental demand and good yields.

1.2

Affordable housing

The Northumberland Park ward census data provides useful intelligence about the existing
housing stock that has informed the affordable housing offer embedded in the Business
Plan:
•

More than 50% of households earn less than £20,000

Household Income
Income
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

0-20k

20-40k

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

above 40k

Figure 4: Average household income levels in Northumberland Park

•

49% of the existing housing stock is social housing, compared with a London
average of 27%. Below ward level, there are even greater contrasts of tenure and
polarisation, with 80% of homes in the eastern portion of the site (Phases 2 and 9),
being socially rented.

Tenure Profile
Northumberland Park
0%

10%

Social rented

20%

30%

40%

Shared ownership

50%

60%

70%

Private Rented/Rent Free

80%

90%

100%

Owned

Figure 5: Average home tenure in Northumberland Park

•

•

13% of households include older people, the majority of which are social rent
tenants. Specialist older person housing will be included within the masterplan where
appropriate, and once specific needs are understood via engagement;
Approximately 88 social rented households are under occupied; and
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•

Overcrowding is more prevalent across all tenures than at borough level.

Overcrowding
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
002c

Northumberland Park
Owned

Woodside
Social

Haringey

London

Private

Figure 6: Overcrowding in Northumberland Park (area 002c is equivalent to Phases 2 and 9)

1.3

Commercial market

Current leasing trends demonstrate that a fundamental shift has occurred within the central
London market. Over the last 18 months more than one million square feet of space
occupied by organisations moved from the West End eastwards or southwards. This was
driven by a number of factors including:
•
•
•

Low vacancies in the West End (currently at 3.5%, its lowest level since December
2007);
Signiant price rises in traditional office locations; and
Greater availability of better quality space in the City/Fringe suburban markets.

Total property costs for Zones 1 and 2 have typically increased in excess of 45% over the
last five years, and an increasing number of larger businesses are becoming increasingly
flexible on where they are based, and are seeking more cost-effective locations outside of
the traditional markets. Examples which have particularly benefited from this trend in recent
years include:
•
•

King’s Cross and Shoreditch, with prices increasing up to £70/sqft (which as a result
is forcing, smaller businesses out);
Stratford or Docklands, where prime rents are sub-£40.00/sqft, as exemplified by the
recent lettings to the FCA and TfL at Lendlease’s International Quarter London
project.

Increasingly businesses are recognising the importance of good quality office space with
local amenity and leisure space to attract and retain staff. Occupiers are becoming
increasingly mobile and willing to look for ‘non-core’ locations, encouraged by better amenity
and cheaper rents.
Ongoing improvements in technology are increasingly enabling remote working, whilst
transport infrastructure investment is creating better access to previously untapped
locations.
Currently Haringey is not a recognised Greater London office location. It has little new build
office stock, and has very little commercial letting activity in comparison to other North
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London boroughs. It also has a low supply of existing stock. What is available is of lower
quality that would not meet the sophisticated needs of modern occupiers with a preference
for Grade A stock.
There is approximately only 12,606 sqft of Grade B and C stock currently available in
Haringey in total.
New or Refurbished

Second Hand

1,400,000
1,200,000

Sq Ft

1,000,000
800,000
600,000
400,000
200,000
0

Figure 7: Availability of commercial space in North London boroughs

In particular the Northumberland Park area offers very little quality office accommodation. It
is dominated by un-refurbished buildings and notably lacks any quality retail amenities.
The proposed arrival of Crossrail 2 to Northumberland Park in 2033 and the associated
increased frequency and speed of connection that this will bring to Central London, will
create a significant opportunity for commercial development. In advance of this, the
proposed four tracking of the West Anglia service from 2026 will also bring considerable
opportunity.
The continued tightening of availability in other London locations, together with a
comprehensive regeneration of Northumberland Park, will be key to achieving a change in
attitudes towards the area.
However, when targeting the larger corporate occupiers, there needs to be a reason why
occupiers would choose Northumberland Park over other potential North London affordable
locations, such as Wembley Park, Brent Cross, Cricklewood or Borehamwood. In order for
Northumberland Park to thrive it needs to have a unique selling point that will attract an
‘anchor tenant’. This can be achieved in the shape of strategic tenant selection to create a
strong business cluster. In particular companies that hold innovation and collaboration as
core to their strategic plan typically cluster in certain business locations.
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The continued tightening of availability in the fringe of Central London, together with a
comprehensive regeneration, will be key to achieving a change in attitude towards
Northumberland Park. The creation of a truly mixed-use environment such as that proposed
will only add to this market and increase the ability to attract higher quality office occupiers

1.4

Retail market

Two locally important shopping streets border Northumberland Park: the High Road to the
west of the site, offering traditional, locally focused and tenanted high street shopping; and
Park Lane to the south of the site, which offers local amenity shopping. The existing stock in
both locations has suffered from a lack of investment during the last few decades, and is
generally in a reasonable to poor state of repair and has an unfocussed mix of uses due to
fragmented ownership.
The High Road has two distinct zones of retail provision. The first zone, between Stellar
House and Northumberland Park Avenue, provides some limited low-end multiple retailers
(including Barclays Bank, Paddy Power, Costcutter, Co-op Funeral Care and Domino’s
Pizza), with the larger balance comprising value-led independent retailers. The second zone
between Northumberland Park Avenue and Park Lane includes on the eastern side of the
road the under-construction frontage of the Tottenham Hotspur FC stadium, which will
provide new retail units by 2018; and on the western side of the road a mix of residential,
industrial community and retail uses exist, albeit this is likely to see significant change
through the High Road West redevelopment proposals. It is understood that this
development will see the development of a new local centre, comprising a hub of retail,
catering, leisure and community uses working with both Tottenham Hotspur FC and White
Hart Lane train station. This will refocus the offer, build on and work with the High Road offer
to boost the retail provision for this part of the borough.
Park Lane is a mixed-use street that includes frontages to the Tottenham Hotspur FC
stadium and the St Paul’s Primary School, residential properties, some community buildings
and two clusters of retail, both of which solely comprise value-led independent retailers,
some independent food and beverage outlets and unoccupied units. The first comprises five
units opposite the stadium development, whilst the second comprises circa 25 units midway
between the High Road and Northumberland Park station. Its environment is poor, uninviting
and does not encourage visitors to dwell once there.
Generally the retail in all locations serves a very local area, catering predominantly for dayto-day shopping of local residents but not attracting customers from outside the local
catchment. The exception to this is the 70,000 sqft Sainsbury's store; however, its benefit to
the area is negligible with customers not straying beyond its offer.
An immediate strategy proposed is a Shop Front Improvement Programme along the Park
Lane High Street. With a contribution of circa £5k-£10k per shop front, this immediately
enhances the quality and perception of the street frontage and has been successfully
delivered in Croydon and Leyton.
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APPENDIX 7 SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT
Data captured below from the Office of National Statistics describes the social and economic
constraints of the Northumberland Park ward.

Figure 1 The existing Northumberland Park population is very young with a high proportion of children and young people in
its usual resident base relative to the borough (16.1% and 12.1% respectively).

The population has a higher proportion of residents who identify as
‘Black/African/Caribbean/Black British’ than the borough average (40% vs 19%), and a lower
proportion that identify as ‘White’ (39% vs 60%). A higher proportion of residents were born
outside of both the United Kingdom and the EU compared to the rest of Haringey or London.

Figure 2 The existing Northumberland Park population contains a higher proportion of Black/African/Caribbean/Black
British than the borough average

There is a high incidence of single parent families with dependent children when compared
with the rest of Haringey (19% vs 10%), and the incidence of children living in poverty before
and after housing costs is high at 31.75%.
Education standards are low relative to Haringey and London, with 29% of residents having
no qualifications. The employment profile demonstrates a high level of semi-skilled or
elementary occupations (21.7 per cent).
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Northumberland Park is amongst the most deprived wards nationally on multiple indicators
including service, income and employment deprivation, crime and barriers to housing, all of
which are at the highest level nationally. There are more than twice the number of
households experiencing three or four dimensions of deprivation than the average for
London.
Deprivation in terms of living environment and education and skills training are within the
worst quartile and at the highest rate in the borough.
Please see the Social and Economic Business Plan for more detail information on the social
and economic context.
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APPENDIX 8 COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PLAN
1.1

Introduction

The purpose of this document is to outline the community and stakeholder
plan for Northumberland Park and show how this responds to the HDV
strategy. HDV’s approach to the regeneration of Northumberland Park is to
put people at the heart of change; the community and stakeholder
engagement strategy is essential to achieving this.
As the largest residential site in the current HDV programme, Northumberland Park provides
the opportunity to accelerate housing delivery for the borough and will be home to significant
community benefits; the new Northumberland Park Community School and The Vale School,
Health and Wellbeing Centre and a green spine. Over the lifetime of the project, the political,
economic and operational environment is likely to undergo periods of significant change.
The Northumberland Park Community and Engagement plan needs to respond to these
changes and align to the development phases over the next 20 years.
HDV recognises the Council has undertaken a significant amount of community engagement
and any plan needs to complement and enhance the current work being undertaken. This
document sets out a high-level plan for the first 12 months, HDV will work with the Council to
agree a community and stakeholder engagement plan that sets out a detailed methodology,
approach and initiatives, as well as clarity as to the roles and responsibilities of the HDV and
the Council. Nothing in this plan is to be seen as replacing the Council’s own engagement
strategy and requirements, which are ongoing and pursuant to its statutory obligations .

1.2

Engagement strategy and principles

This plan will adopt the HDV community and stakeholder engagement strategic approach
that is set out in the HDV’s Strategic Business Plan; a truly collaborative approach to testing
and developing the vision and masterplan with local people through a comprehensive
engagement process that will enable them to help shape their new homes and
neighbourhoods, and in doing so engender ownership and civic pride. Key to success is
developing a transparent core narrative and messaging, and using an appropriate range of
engagement methods that allow all members of the community to participate. This positions
the HDV as a best-in-class example of inclusive urban regeneration.
The plan will operate to the following guiding principles:
•

•
•

•

Building relationships: we act in an honest, open and respectful way at all times to
build strong relationships, partnerships and trust with our many stakeholders, that
include residents, businesses, Councillors, the wider local community and VCS
sector;
Clarity of purpose: we will be clear about why and how we are engaging and what the
community can expect us to do with their involvement and feedback;
Proactive and Inclusive: we will proactively use a range of engagement methods
(including co-design) and opportunities to ensure the broadest range of stakeholders
can participate; and
Coordinated and organised: we will work with others to ensure our engagement
activities are coordinated, well documented and any issues that arise are properly
dealt with
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•

1.3

Learning from practice: we evaluate our engagement activities and learn from the
feedback that has been provided.

Engagement objectives

Our overall aim is to achieve Community Pride: creating homes and neighborhoods where
people can thrive as regeneration meets the needs of the community. Outlined below are the
key engagement objectives centred around three themes to help us achieve this.
1. Decision making - increase understanding of estate regeneration issues, drivers and
aspirations of the community to develop a targeted and meaningful work plan that
compliments the efforts of the Council and existing community groups;
2. Relationship development - proactively and effectively engage with internal stakeholders
and external stakeholders; and
3. Capacity building; increase community participation enabling residents to participate in the
design and delivery of HDV projects and socio-economic programmes.

1.4

Understanding the context for Northumberland Park

The Northumberland Park Regeneration Area sits in the Northumberland Park Ward in North
Tottenham, a ward with high levels of deprivation. The area covers approximately 32
hectares and is characterised by the Council owned Northumberland Park (1020 properties)
and Stellar House, Altair Close, Lindales and Bennetts Close (317 properties) housing
estates. There are a number of education assets within the area, the Northumberland Park
Community School, The Vale School, Lea Valley Primary School, St. Paul’s and All Hallow’s
Infants and Juniors School.
The Northumberland Park community have been involved in a number of consultation
initiatives over the past few years led by the Council. However, there are no concrete plans
for the Northumberland Park estate making it difficult for residents to be fully engaged as
naturally, community members wish to know how they are going to be personally affected by
any possible changes.
In 2013, extensive consultation was carried out across the whole of Tottenham that identified
potential for change in Northumberland Park. The consultation included residents,
community groups, schools and key stakeholders to produce the ‘Tottenham’s Future’
community consultation report that informed the creation of the Tottenham Strategic
Regeneration Framework (SRF) and delivery plan, which committed to exploring options for
regeneration and improvements in Northumberland Park. The SRF was approved by
Cabinet in March 2014.
In 2014, further consultation was conducted in Northumberland Park with residents by the
Council and Homes for Haringey. This was led by Fletcher Priest Architects and George
Cochrane Associates to inform a Strategic Masterplan Framework document that would
outline Key Principles for Change and parameters for any potential improvement or
redevelopment. This informed the Tottenham Area Action Plan that the Council anticipates
will be approved in summer 2016. These documents have been used by the HDV to inform
our proposals at a particular point in time. Any future plans for regeneration will undergo
comprehensive community consultation, including a formal S105 consultation.
Since 2015, the Council has focussed on setting up formal and informal channels for
engagement to prepare residents for future consultation. It has employed two dedicated
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engagement officers for the estate and helped establish three residents associations.
‘Create Streets’ (social enterprise and independent research institute focusing on the built
environment) was also engaged to create and support ‘Place Champions’ who would learn
more about the principles of regeneration so they can share their knowledge with friends and
neighbours. An independent tenant and leasehold adviser (ITLA) was also appointed and is
funded through the Tottenham Regeneration Team until January 2018. These changes
have had a cumulative effect with a steady increase in the number of residents engaging.
In 2016, ITLA completed a survey through an extensive door knocking exercise of every
property on the estate to ask for resident’s views about regeneration. There was a response
rate of 36% (496 respondents out of 1366 households) and the findings produced a baseline
expectations document.
There is still more work to be done to increase resident involvement in a more focused and
targeted way. This includes understanding the issues and working with specific estates to
help inform the next stage of the masterplan process.

1.4.1

Key issues

Through the consultation work that has been done to date, below is a summary of key issues
as the HDV understand them:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

1.4.2

Crime (in particular prostitution and drug dealing), anti-social behaviour and gangs;
Unemployment and the lack of employment or training opportunities;
Environmental management, specifically rubbish and cleanliness across the area;
Regeneration resulting in gentrification that will not improve the lives of existing
residents;
Perceived loss of council housing through the regeneration process;
The physical separation between the different areas and communities;
Loss of existing community spirit;
Community disruption and displacement, concerns about the regeneration process,
where and how they may be rehoused, and being priced out of the area (in particular
from elderly residents);
That certain hard-to-reach community groups may not be engaged with due to
physical isolation, language barriers or cultural diversity;
The quality of new homes including the size, range of building types and design
styles; and
Concern about the short-term and long-term management and maintenance of the
site.

Key opportunities

The community has shared their aspirations with the Council as reflected in the above
aforementioned strategy documents. The HDV is committed to delivering change in
partnership with key stakeholders to ensure we continue to educate, engage and empower
the community so that Northumberland Park reflects the future aspiration and needs of the
people. We have identified the following opportunities at Northumberland Park:
•

•

Increase and broaden the range of people engaged to ensure it is representative of
the community, using innovative engagement methods that focus on reaching out to
young people and culturally diverse groups;
Further develop and adopt a residents charter that outlines our ‘key guarantees’ for
housing and regeneration;
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•
•
•

•

•
•

1.5

Participation in the design development of the physical regeneration including the
Masterplan, School, Health and Wellbeing Centre, Public Realm and Housing;
Meanwhile uses that support the social economic programme, such as pop up police
shop and mobile doctors’ surgeries;
Support Third Sector organisations and wider initiatives that benefit the people of
Haringey, such as safety programmes, cycling infrastructure or developing the
broader HDV Healthy Food Strategy;
Facilitate new ideas by supporting meanwhile uses and test projects that quickly
create a sense of place and provide opportunities to observe and participate in
Northumberland Park and wider HDV’s events, activities and programmes;
A meanwhile use programme of events will be created through engagement with
local community groups and residents and raise awareness of HDV brand; and
Facilitate a process to help residents address short term housing management
issues. This could include establishing an ‘estate management’ stakeholder group
with key authority organisations to tackle security and maintenance issues.

Stakeholder mapping and analysis

Due to the scale of change there will be key local, regional and national stakeholders who
will need to be engaged at different stages of the project. The HDV is currently undertaking
a full mapping exercise to understand the current needs of those identified.

Figure 1-1 Preliminary stakeholder map for Northumberland Park

Key stakeholder groups have been summarised below to help us understand how we will
reach and engage with them.
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Table 1-1 Key stakeholder groups

Stakeholder type
Residents – Council
tenants, leaseholders
Non-resident
leaseholders
Freeholders
Private tenants,
resident associations,
ITLA

Community Bridge Renewal Trust
Community services
Local schools
Faith Groups
Ethnic support groups
Ward Cllrs and Local
MP

Business community
-Tottenham Hotspur
FC, The 639
Enterprise Centre,
local business groups,
major employers

Why they are
important
All residents will be
impacted by the
changes taking place.
Current social tenants
and leaseholders will
be impacted the most.
A full S105 Housing
Act consultation is
required.

Cllrs, schools and faith
groups play an integral
role in the community.
They have links with
other groups and
influence in accessing
those impacted by the
changes.

Large businesses such
as Tottenham Hotspur
are major employers
and provide a number
of services through the
Hotspur Foundation.

What we want from
them
We want all residents
to feel a sense of
ownership. We will
ensure they are well
informed and engaged
in the process so that
we create meaningful
dialogue on the
regeneration process

Strong working
relationship with
Northumberland Park
Community School
and The Vale School
will be directly
impacted by the
regeneration and are
key operational
partners.
Collaborate with
Bridge Renewal Trust
to support and build
capacity of the third
sector in Haringey.
Work in coordination
with key organisations
in the area and to
seek their input when
further developing our
Socio-Economic
programmes.

How are we going to
reach them
Working with both
formal and informal
networks. Such as
RA’s, engagement
officers, community
groups and developing
specific methods that
target BAME groups
(eg. Turkish & Polish
speaking resources) &
special needs. This
will include;
Interactive digital tools
Co-design workshops
Outreach through face
to-face, mobile and
pop-up events
Individual stakeholder
meetings, workshops
and forums

Individual stakeholder
meetings, workshops
and forums

Organisations such as
the 639 Enterprise
Centre play an integral
role in supporting local
people get started in
business and gain
employment skills.
Developers –
including neighbouring
landowners currently
undertaking
development

NP is part of a more
extensive regeneration
program and we need
to ensure our activities
are coordinated

Open dialogue and a
strong working
relationship to improve
momentum,
efficiencies of scale
and coordinate
communication to the
community.

Establish formal
partnerships and
support the
Landowners Forum
that will bring together
social and economic
outcomes of the area.
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Interest Groups–
representing special
areas of interest or
concern such as
Homes for Haringey,
Project 2020,
Haringey Play
Association, Bernie
Grant Centre

There are numerous
organizations that
provide specific
services to the
community in NP and
are subject matter
experts in their field.
The HDV needs to
fully understand the
different groups
operating and they can
be potential partners in
the delivery of
programmes.

Work in partnership
with Homes for
Haringey as a key
operational partner
providing services to
NP tenants and
leaseholders.

Authorities - TfL,
Network Rail,
Crossrail 2, GLA,
Police, Haringey
Council and other
statutory bodies

HDV recognises there
is Statutory
consultation required
for planning proposals,
and compliance with
Section 105 of the
Housing Act 1985
associated with the
rehousing of secure
tenants.

Work in partnership
with the Council to
clarify roles and
responsibilities.

Stakeholder meetings,
potentially formal
agreements when and
if necessary.

Project 2020 provides
youth services on the
estate and a drop in
centre. The HDV
would see Project
2020 as a key partner
in engaging young
people.

All statutory
consultation will
compliment any
informal engagement
to ensure residents
are well informed.

Statutory requirements
include communication
tools such as formal
site notices,
notification letters and
newspaper
advertisement.
Stakeholder meetings
with key authorities by
the project teams.

Appropriate authorities
will also be involved in
the design and
development of
regeneration plans at
the right time.

1.6

Delivery plan and key messages

Creating a ‘culture of participation’ across all HDV activities means staff and the wider
delivery teams are responsible for delivering effective and inclusive engagement for
Northumberland Park. We will work closely with community engagement staff and key
stakeholders and use a variety of communication methods to engage with the community, to
gather information and to ensure penetration of key messages.

1.6.1

Stage 1: First 100 Days

1.6.1.1 Key messages
•

The first 100 day plan will be established during the operational period prior to the
launch of the HDV.

Table 1-2 100 Day Plan

Objective
Relationship
development

Activity
Key stakeholder briefings with

Outcome
Nurture long-term support and
advocacy
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Resident Associations, ITLA, Education
Working Group, community groups,
individual schools & faith groups to
understand key concerns and
opportunities

Decision making

Central website providing a one-stopshop for everything the community and
stakeholders will need to know about
the HDV and Northumberland Park,
providing fact sheets, and frequently
asked questions.

Keeping community informed and
being transparent and open

Conduct Place Score surveys with all
community members using online tools
and outreach events.

Capture community values to
provide a benchmark for guiding
change
Measure place experience today in
order to inform the future

Capacity building

Meetings and workshops with
Northumberland Park and The Vale
School

Inform project briefs

Identify opportunities for a co-design
approach for each stage of the required
plans

Inform plans for regeneration

Testing and defining ‘Skills and
Employment Hub’ and programmes
through internal and external
stakeholder briefings

Agree on programme

Establishing a temporary Community
Hub with community groups to ensure
they can access information, support
and services.

HDV physical presence on site so
that it’s visible and accessible.

Place Champions
Supporting the work carried out by
Create Streets and working
collaboratively with this group to
establish a new work plan.

Supporting existing place
champions and building knowledge
on estate regeneration in the
community to inform and influence
future plans

Launch local enterprise support
programme to include mentoring,
reduced rents, capital incentives
towards fit-out, rent free etc)

Better prospects, enabling
education, training and
employment by providing
opportunities for local business

Develop a Meanwhile use strategy with
the community for temporary uses and
programmes. We will partner with key
organisations to assist delivery. Some
examples could include:

Promoting Haringey as a healthy
place to live and empowering
people to improve their own health.

Pop-up social impact uses, such as
pop-up police shops and temporary or
mobile doctors’ surgeries offering
services such as health MOT checks,
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sexual health advice, immunisations,
advice on healthy living and stopping
smoking.

Skate Park: Create a free-to-use
temporary skate park with a
programme of competitions. It will be
replaced by a permanent facility in
Paxton Square during the third phase
of the regeneration.
Community Gardening: Vacant areas
of the site have the potential to be a
temporary home to a community
gardening enterprise, which can
provide education, grow food and run a
programme of activities.

In summary:
September
2017

STEP 1

STEP 2

November
2017

December
2017

Developing
baseline:
Place
Score
Survey
Relationship development: HDV
Information, listening, collaborating

STEP 3

STEP 4

1.6.2

October
2017

Decision making: NP vision,
preparing briefs, appointing
consultants, testing and defining
socio-economic programmes,
developing meanwhile use strategy
Capacity building:
establish community
hub & launch local
enterprise support
programme

Stage 2: 1000 days

Northumberland Park is made up of many unique neighbourhoods and places and each will
comprise numerous stages, phases and milestones over the next 20 years. Individual
engagement and communication plans will be developed that take into account the different
characteristics, external considerations and stakeholders for each stage of the project.
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1.7

Monitoring and feedback

Monitoring is required to ensure engagement activities are relevant, effective and achieve
the project objectives. HDV will prepare regular reports to track feedback and progress and
identify any emerging issues.
The use of Place Score and Commonplace, is proposed to capture data throughout
consultation processes. Both tools will enable the HDV to understand who we are reaching
and identify any gaps.
Outputs from all engagement will be recorded and played back to the community in easily
digestible formats including ‘You said, we did summaries’ which will demonstrate how HDV
have changed plans and strategies to adopt feedback from the community. This will be
communicated through our website, newsletters, reports, and presentations.
Full details on the range of tools that will be deployed can be found in the HDV Strategic
Business Plan.
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APPENDIX 10 LAND ASSEMBLY
The Acquisition of Third Party Land and Compulsory Purchase Orders
The indicative masterplan for regeneration is predicated on the retention of the existing good
quality housing stock, and acquisition and demolition of poor housing stock for replacement
with quality new homes.
The delivery section of this Business Plan goes further than the currently envisaged
development area and includes initial thoughts on enhancement opportunities, based on the
acquisition of land outside of the site boundary. However, for clarity, this Business Plan can
be wholly delivered via the acquisition of land that is included within the boundary of the
Category 1 sites.

Figure 1-1 The regeneration is designed around the staged demolition and rehousing process

HDV understand that there are approximately 2,000 existing homes, and 60 businesses
within the site boundary. These numbers have been established through a desktop analysis
of information provided by the Council, land title documents, and property websites. A full
detailed assessment will be undertaken during the 100 day launch phase.
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Table 1-1 Proposed demolition and retention of existing homes within the Northumberland Park site

This Business Plan assumes the demolition of 1,417 (71%) of the existing homes, and 18
business premises. Council tenants and leaseholders comprise 67% of the existing
households, but 82% of the properties proposed for demolition. The majority of the buildings
proposed for demolition are those which clearly demonstrate the biggest need for change,
typically being poor-quality mid to high rise council blocks built in the 1950s to 1980s. The
first three phases are comprised almost entirely of this stock, and will therefore help to build
the trust and support for the regeneration within the community. Demolition in later phases
includes some lower rise council blocks as well as housing association and private
ownership buildings which are necessary to ensure a successful and legible urban realm.
The plan presumes the retention of 568 existing homes (including a significant number of
period homes in private ownership and some of the better-quality council stock), and the two
existing primary schools. This appropriate level of demolition and retention of existing
buildings will be tested through community engagement, and further analysis undertaken; it
may prove more appropriate for HDV to undertake further demolition in order to increase
density and provide better quality new homes and social infrastructure.
A full schedule of the acquisition requirements necessitated by the indicative masterplan is
included in appendix 16 of the Business Plan. This includes details of the use, numbers,
and tenures of the properties that will be replaced, as well as a cost estimate of acquiring
them based on the information currently available. These cost estimates have been included
in the HDV financial model.
HDV will produce asset specific strategies for each individual home and business premises
that respond to the needs of the existing owners, and will seek to acquire assets by
negotiation or private treaty without reliance on CPO powers. From day one, HDV will
pursue opportunities to commence negotiations at opportune times, such as lease expiries,
etc. HDV believe that some properties will become available well in advance of programmed
demolition dates. In such instances these will be offered to the Council for use as temporary
housing in accordance with the strategy included in the Place making section of the HDV
Strategic Business Plan.
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Table 1-2 Land assembly process

Please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan for a full breakdown of the CPO costs
included within the financial model, and to the Delivery section of the same Plan for more
details of the HDV approach to CPO and achieving Vacant Possession
The timelines for managing a potential CPO process that have been used to underpin the
Northumberland Park programme are set out above.
There are sites within Northumberland Park that sit within the Commercial Portfolio. These
sites will be considered in the next stage for future development potential to benefit the wider
regeneration of Northumberland Park.

Rehousing Process
The HDV approach is to put people at the heart of change, and a key objective is to
minimise disruption to existing residents and retain the community spirit of Northumberland
Park. The rights and needs of existing residents are fundamental to the success of the
regeneration, and in setting a positive tone for the development to come.
Of the 1,417 homes to be demolished, this Business Plan assumes that existing council
tenants and resident leaseholders will be rehoused (1,027 households, which is equivalent
to 80% of the demolished homes), and that freeholders and absentee leaseholds will be
compensated (see later in this Business Plan for more detail on the Existing Resident Offer).
In accordance with council guidance during ISDS dialogue sessions, these proposals
assume 50% of the leaseholders are resident and 50% are non-resident (e.g. absentee
landlords).
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Table 1-3 Indicative masterplan assumed rehousing existing households (subject to change)

The majority of these 1,027 households will be rehoused into new homes within the
Northumberland Park indicative masterplan. For this reason the rehousing process governs
the length of the delivery programme for the regeneration.
In the long-term all of the Council’s secure tenants and resident leaseholders will be given
the opportunity to be rehoused in the new homes provided by the regeneration, to ensure
continuity of community. This is a key objective of Haringey's Housing Strategy. However, in
order to improve momentum, 204 households (20% of total rehousing), will initially be
offered the opinion of being rehoused on other Category 1 sites in Cranwood (Muswell Hill)
and Wood Green, with the right to return to Northumberland Park once more homes have
been completed.

Figure 1-2: Alternative rehousing options to be considered should Category One sites be delayed

The Strategic HDV Delivery Programme has been prepared on this basis, and is within the
control of the HDV. However, should any of these sites be delayed then there are a range of
alternative rehousing options for relocation as set out in the diagram below (including the
acquisition of third party land, S106 housing within the borough, development of commercial
portfolio sites). In this instance HDV will explore such options and endeavour to source
viable alternatives.
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If no alternative rehousing opportunities can be sourced, the baseline rehousing strategy still
incorporates sufficient flexibility to remain deliverable should core assumptions change,
albeit across a longer timescale. Therefore if the Category 1 sites are in delay it would slow
programme but not prevent deliverability.

Rehousing phasing
[Redacted material]
The rehousing plan will remain flexible as the indicative masterplan and phasing develops
and as further resident engagement occurs. The HDV will continue to consider the range of
alternative rehousing options for relocation (including the acquisition of third party land,
alternative S106 housing within the borough and development of Commercial Portfolio sites)
to optimise the delivery programme.

S105 Consultation
Section 105 of the Housing Act 1985 places a legal obligation on the Council to make and
maintain such arrangements as it considers appropriate to consult with its secure (and
demoted) tenants who are likely to be substantially affected by a matter of housing
management. While this obligation to consult is a matter entirely for the Council, HDV will
take steps to assist the Council where appropriate.

Existing resident offer
Basis of offer
There are 1,011 existing council tenants on the site. Of these 889 will be rehoused as part
of the regeneration, the others will be retained in their existing homes but will be directly
impacted by the associated changes.
The HDV offer to secure tenants and owners whose properties are demolished by the
regeneration is based on statutory requirements and recent case law and set out below:
•
•

•

Secure council tenants will be offered rehousing, and a statutory Home Loss and
Disturbance payments;
Resident Leaseholders will be offered a financial package that will comprise the
market value for their homes, a Home Loss payment (10% of the value of their
home), and a statutory disturbance payment. Those wishing to remain at the site will
instead be offered the option of a fully owned new home as detailed in the next
section of this Plan.
Non-resident Leaseholders and Freeholders will be offered the market value for their
homes, a Home Loss payment (10% of the value of their home) and a statutory
Disturbance payment. They will also be offered a prioritised opportunity to buy in an
early phase of the regeneration.

Furthermore, the HDV will act in accordance with all relevant council strategy and policy
except where a departure from that policy is agreed in the business plan following
consultation with residents.
A transparent allocation process for all rehousing will take account of needs and
preferences. The HDV will issue a schedule of allocated properties to eligible households
who will be given an opportunity to select their unit.
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Resident Leaseholder offer
There are 276 existing leasehold homes on the site, of which 138 are assumed to be
Resident Leaseholders who will be rehoused as part of the regeneration.
The offer to Resident Leaseholders presents a specific risk following recent determinations
on the Aylesbury CPO, and general negativity coming from other regeneration schemes
where Resident Leaseholders have been forced to move further afield due to compensation
packages being inadequate to afford a similar home in their local area.
This Business Plan includes an offer to Resident Leaseholders that will provide them with an
opportunity to own an equity share in an Intermediate Affordable home within a Category 1
property that forms part of the HDV’s target 40% Affordable Housing provision.
The HDV will deliver in accordance with the Estate Renewal Rehousing and Payments
policy to the extent that is defined in the Land Assembly Agreement.
The following assumptions are included in the financial model, and will be tested in more
detail during the 100-day launch phase:
•
•

In lieu of any financial package Residential Leaseholders will be offered an equity
share in one of the new Intermediate homes in a Category 1 Property, that form part
of the overall Affordable Housing provision; and
They will be given the option to downsize to release equity.

There are a significant number of additional options associated with the Resident
Leaseholder that will be assessed and considered by the HDV during the launch phases,
including those set out below.
Table 1-5 Alternative options for the Resident Leaseholder offer for consideration by the HDV during the Preferred Bidder
stage

Option

Details

Offers reflecting
exceptional
circumstances

In recognition that the personal and financial circumstances of individuals may
vary and/or have changed since acquiring their leasehold interest, consideration
may be given to a hybrid offer (i.e. a reduced equity share, reflecting the amount
of mortgage able to be secured or rolling over the mortgage free equity only to
purchase a smaller home).
Consideration may also need to be given to non-Resident Leaseholders not
‘eligible’ for rehousing, if there is an exceptional reason why the home has been
let but their intention was to return for long-term occupation (e.g. armed forces).

Succession

The Leaseholder could choose to nominate a successor who lives with them at
the property to receive their benefit of the shared equity arrangement should the
leaseholder die before selling the new home. This person could be a spouse,
partner, child or another direct relative.

Alternative
home ownership

Residents who would prefer to move early could be assisted to find a new home
off site, potentially with a lower value than those proposed within the scheme.

Discounted new
home

New homes could be offered at a discount to non-Resident Leaseholders and
freeholders who are not eligible for the offer described above.

Fixed/reduced
ownership cost

A discounted or fixed service charge can be offered for a given period.

Wider benefits

A package of measures could be offered to assist residents in the long term,
such as training/work support, education/university sponsorships, gym
access/wider health programmes, etc. The focus would be on delivering longterm benefits to make residency in the area more sustainable.
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For certain residents' home ownership may not be the best offer. Those on low incomes or
older persons with low equity may be better served by moving to social rent homes.
Maximum asset/earnings tests will exist and, subject to these, there will be an opportunity to
assist residents in locating a new home into other stock owned by the Authority of
Registered Providers. Our priority however is for residents to remain in the local area where
possible.

Addressing commonly raised concerns
Existing residents are likely to feel vulnerable to the changes proposed by the regeneration,
in particular where their home is proposed for acquisition. HDV will prioritise engagement
with all residents, to understand their specific concerns at an early stage in the process, and
to work towards innovative bespoke solutions to suit their individual needs.
Table 1-6 Concerns that are commonly raised during other regeneration projects

Commonly raised concern

HDV response

That new homes will have a higher
value than existing properties and
therefore be unaffordable.

HDV is committed to rehousing secure tenants and
resident leaseholders in the regeneration.

Household costs will be higher for
the new home

Service charges will be benchmarked against affordability
criteria. Utility and energy costs will be kept low due to
highly performing energy-efficient designs, and low use
water saving technology.

That the housing offer will be
unsatisfactory

HDV in partnership with the Council and Homes for
Haringey will engage with tenants and secure residents to
understand their specific needs and allocate appropriate
new homes in the completed regeneration.

Portability of any existing mortgage,
particularly if their circumstances
have changed since their current
mortgage was obtained

Many mortgage companies will not provide loans against
the existing homes due to their state of repair or design.
New homes will be designed to current-day regulations
and standards and therefore will be attractive to mortgage
providers. Variable equity share arrangements will be
created for Residential Leaseholders to suit their specific
financial situation.

Whether there will be a minimum
equity share imposed for resident
Leaseholders.

Residents’ minimum investment will be the HDV’s
financial offer for their existing home, but the level of
investment can be increased at the discretion of the HDV

Category 1 Titles
Please refer to the below table outlining the HDV Category 1 Development Portfolio
Northumberland Park Third Party Titles for a summary of the sites included in the bid red line
boundary. Further due diligence will be completed at the next stage.
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HDV Category 1 Development Portfolio - Northumberland Park Third Party Titles [Redacted material]
Property Description

Freehold
Leasehold

Quality Of
Title

Restriction

Registered
Charges

P93913
P98916

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

NGL419422

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

P116001
P116003

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

257 Waverley Road Tottenham London N17 0PX

P119824

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

12 Commonwealth Road Tottenham N17 0PR
10 Commonwealth Road Tottenham

P140043
P142061

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

S9 Housing Act 1996
S9 Housing Act 1996

8 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PR

P143610

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

S9 Housing Act 1996

23 Farningham Road London N17 0PP
NGL94096
87 Willoughby Lane London N17 0RT
NGL99694
12 Farningham Road Tottenham London N17 0PP P102096

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

6 Farningham Road London N17 0PP
P111058
24 Farningham Road Tottenham London N17 0PP P115321

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

62 Somerford Grove Tottenham N17 0PT
23 Commonwealth Road Tottenham London N17
0PL
24 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PN

P116000
NGL29755

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

NGL300785

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

52 Waverley Road Tottenham
55 Willoughby Lane Tottenham
143 Park Lane London N17 0HN

NGL79996
NGL8059
NGL86134

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
No
No

26 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PN

NGL880

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

54 Blaydon Close, Tottenham
103 Northumberland Park London N17 0TH
2 Willoughby Grove London N17 0RS

EGL197480
EGL222010
NGL284648

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

10 Cartmel Close, London N17 0QS

EGL223736

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

4 Willoughby Grove London N17 0RS

NGL290903

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

5 Farningham Road Tottenham N17 0PP

NGL295110

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

41 Farningham Road, Tottenham, London N17
0PP

NGL6993

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

Northumberland Park 1
6 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PR
Land on the east side of Farningham Road
Tottenham
55 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TF
64 Somerford Grove London N17 0PT
20 Farningham Road Tottenham N17 0PP

Detail Of Restriction
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Title
Number

S172 H&R Act 2008

S9 Housing Act 1996

9 Thornley Close, Tottenham, London N17 0TQ
216 Northumberland Park, Tottenham

EGL181422
EGL216100

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

land lying to the north of Commonwealth Road,
Tottenham
105 Northumberland Park London N17 0TH

NGL7735

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

EGL216532

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

30 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PN

NGL280740

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

S9 Housing Act 1996

Coventry Memorial Hall Somerford Grove
Tottenham
7 Cartmel Close, London N17 0QS

NGL269723

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

NGL500968

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

Consent of the Charity Commissioners or an
order of the registrar
S9 Housing Act 1996

110 Northumberland Park London N17 0TS
18 Commonwealth Road Tottenham London N17
0PR
8 Gillham Terrace, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TJ
47 Blaydon Close, Northumberland Park,
Tottenham, London N17 0TW
228 Northumberland Park, London N17 0SY

EGL215159
NGL279527

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

EGL179306

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

NGL503155

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

NGL500314

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

8 Cartmel Close, Tottenham, N17 0QS

EGL210204

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

22 Commonwealth Road
Unit 1a, Triumph Trading Estate, Tariff Road,
London N17 0EB
24 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TF
46 Blaydon Close, Tottenham N17 0TW

NGL266542
EGL213400

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

NGL500634

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL168260

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

10 Farningham Road Tottenham N17 0PP
113 to 125B Northumberland Park, London N17
0TL
62 Waverley Road, Tottenham N17 0PX
9 Farningham Road London N17 0PP
49 Blaydon Close, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TW
32 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PN
7 Farningham Road London N17 0PP

NGL258928
NGL483047

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
No

EGL168080
NGL259959
NGL490149

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

NGL263333
NGL251324

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
Yes

3 Gillham Terrace,Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TJ
10, 14-32 (even numbers) Willoughby Park Road
London

EGL198960

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

NGL255329

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

EGL166280

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

2 Cartmel Close N17 0QS

NGL482122

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

1 Thornley Close, Northumberland Park,London
N17 0TQ

EGL199389

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes
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67 Willoughby Lane, London N17 0QZ

S9 Housing Act 1996

S9 Housing Act 1996

S9 HAA 1985
No disposition or dealing unless authorised by
the trusts of the charity or by some Act or
other Authority
S9 Housing Act 1996

NGL23633
EGL198728

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

EGL157763

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

Land and buildings on the north-east side of
Commonwealth Road London
3 Farningham Road London N17 0PP

NGL246015

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

NGL248628

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

104 Northumberland Park, Tottenham, London
N17 0TS
27 Willoughby Park Road Tottenham

NGL454702

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

NGL231024

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

14 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PR
8 Almond Road London N17 0PJ

NGL232167
NGL233129

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

16 Almond Road Tottenham London N17 0PJ

NGL233180

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

220 Northumberland Park, London N17 OSY
EGL198106
108 Northumberland Park Tottenham London N17 NGL23327
0TS
14 Farningham Road Tottenham London N17 0PP NGL215440

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
Yes

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

93 Willoughby Lane London N17 0RT

NGL215787

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

Land on the east side of 70 Northumberland Park NGL220444
London N17 0TT
95 Willoughby Lane Tottenham N17 0RT
NGL222004
91 Willoughby Lane Tottenham N17 0RT
NGL22312
89 Willoughby Lane Tottenham
NGL225867

Freehold

Absolute

No

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
Yes

27 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park, N17
0TF
Harvest Court, 97A Willoughby Lane, London N17
0RL
49 Willoughby Lane Tottenham N17 0QY
5 Almond Road London N17 0PJ
149 Park Lane London N17 0HN
3 Almond Road Tottenham N17 0PJ
49 Northumberland Grove, Tottenham N17 0PY
15 Thornley Close, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TQ
56 Scotswood Walk, Tottenham
54 Scotswood Walk, Tottenham, London N17 0TF

Except under an order of the registrar no
transfer of, or other dealing with, the Charge
dated 25 April 1997 in favour of The Mayor
and Burgesses of the London Borough of
Islington referred to is to be registered
without the consent of the registered
proprietor of the land under section 7 of the
Local Government Act 1986.

S9 Housing Act 1996
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27 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PL
4 Gillham Terrace, Northumberland Park, London
(N17 0TJ).
5 Gilham Terrace, Tottenham

No
Yes
Yes

S9 HAA 1985
No disposition unless authorised by the trusts
of the charity or by some Act or other
authority
S9 Housing Act 1996.

NGL454528

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

EGL156902

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

NGL168001
NGL185890
NGL210346
NGL211829
NGL434708
NGL437137

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

NGL441730
NGL446101

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

12 Cartmel Close, Tottenham N17 0QS
48 Blaydon Close, Tottenham
33 Scotswood Walk, Tottenham N17 0TF
38 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TF
2 Farningham Road, London N17 0PP
45 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TF
17 Thornley Close, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TQ
18 Scotswood Walk, Tottenham N17 0TF

NGL448922
EGL155008
NGL419123
NGL419480

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

EGL151545
NGL427510

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
No

EGL153342

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

NGL431738

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

S9 Housing Act 1996.

2 Gillham Terrace, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TJ
34 Willoughby Park Road, London N17 0RA
17 Scotswood Walk, Tottenham N17 0TF

NGL408574

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

S9 Housing Act 1996

NGL409621
NGL414407

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
Yes

No
Yes

S9 Housing Act 1996

29 Farningham Road, Tottenham N17 0PP
32 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TF
23 Scotswood Walk, Northumerland Park, London
N17 0TF
Milford Tavern Public House 159 Park Lane
London N17 0HN
66 Somerford Grove, London N17 0PT
112 and 114 Northumberland Park, Tottenham

NGL417062
EGL150137

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

NGL419122

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

NGL13969

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

NGL374856
NGL389019

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
Yes

Yes
No

31 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PL
63 Willoughby Lane, London N17 0QY
12 Thornley Close, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TQ
Land lying to the west of Northumberland Grove
Tottenham
46 Waverley Road, Tottenham, London N17 0PX
35 Farningham Road Tottenham London N17 0PP

NGL157278
NGL396049
NGL407527

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

MX456256

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

NGL341743
NGL120994

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

101 Northumberland Park, Tottenham N17 0TH
39 Farningham Road London N17 0PP

NGL35082
NGL12537

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

Yes
No

No
Yes

S9 Housing Act 1996

St Paul's and All Hallow's School, Park Lane,
Tottenham

NGL361934

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

143,145,147,149 Northumberland Park Tottenham MX450975

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

No disposition or other dealing by the
proprietor of the land is to be registered
without the consent of the Charity
Commissioners or an order of the registrar.

13 Farningham Road, Tottenham N17 0PP

NGL326820

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

Land and buildings to the west of Northumberland MX451201
Grove Tottenham
21 Farningham Road, London N17 0PP
NGL334643
47 Northumberland Grove Tottenham
MX455142

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

16 Farningham Road, London N17 0PP

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

S9 HAA 1985

S2 Housing Act 1974
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NGL339102

S9 of the Housing Act 1996

6 Willoughby Grove, London N17 0RS

NGL306382

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

17 Farningham Road Tottenham N17 0PP
85 Willoughby Lane, London N17 0RT
Garages 1-21 Tariff Road Tottenham
7 Almond Road, Tottenham
15 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PL
land lying west of Willoughby Lane, Tottenham

MX448288
NGL32042
MX448667
NGL325528
MX44880
NGL303624

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

S2 Housing Act 1974

17,17A,19,19A Willoughby Park Road Tottenham
London N17 0RS

MX474166

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

S2 Housing Act 1974

AGL99437

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

MX469447

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

10 Willoughby Grove, London N17 0RS
Land at the back of 53 Willoughby Lane
Tottenham
15 Almond Road N17 0PJ
Jeco Works, Tariff Road, London
8 Farningham Road, Tottenham N17 0PP
20 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PN
151 Park Lane Tottenham London N17 0HN
14 Thornley Close N17 0TQ
3 Willoughby Grove Tottenham London N17 0RS
15 Farningham Road London N17 0PP
34 Commonwealth Road Tottenham N17 0PN

NGL304492
MX46032

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
No

MX50272
AGL95036
AGL95421
MX477697
MX475930
AGL97509
NGL101416
MX99980
MX63047

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

land at the back of 57 Willoughby Lane Tottenham MX61849
N17 0QY

Bill Nicholson, 102 Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TS
11 Cartmel Close, London N17 0QS
29 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PL
21 Almond Road Tottenham N17 0PJ

AGL91074

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

AGL92968
MX43345
MX440158

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
No
No

54 Waverley Road Tottenham London N17 0PX

MX440548

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

51 Farningham Road, London N17 0PP
19 Farningham Road London N17 0PP

AGL87341
MX444068

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
Yes

55 Farningham Road Tottenham N17 0PP
31 Farningham Road London N17 0PP

MX444080
MX427640

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
No
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land and buildings at the back of back of 67
Willoughby Lane, London N17 0QZ
35 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PL

Certificate signed by the secretary/solicitor
that the disposition does not contravene any
of the provisions of the rules of the said
proprietor

S2 Housing Act 1974
Certificate confirming no contravention of
mem & arts

S9 Housing Act 1996
Certificate confirming no contravention of
rules of proprietor

25 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TF
27 Trulock road Tottenham N17 0PH

AGL84405

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

MX430462

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

s9 Housing Act 1996
Certificate confirming no contravention of of
rules of proprietor

Land on the west side of Somerford Grove,
Tottenham
land on the west side of 49 Northumberland Grove
London N17 0PY
Land at the back of 47-57 (odd numbers)
Northumberland Grove London
37 Farningham Road, London N17 0PP
53 Blaydon Close, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TW
99 Northumberland Park Tottenham N17 0TH
2C Willoughby Grove, N17 0RS

AGL85672

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

MX431359

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

MX431360

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

MX418887
AGL81261

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

MX420765
AGL82946

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

61, 63 Willoughby Lane London N17 0QY
13 Almond Road Tottenham London N17 0PJ

MX422522
MX423323

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
Yes

13 Trulock Road
25 Commonwealth Road N17 0PL

MX166455
MX167842

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

53 Willoughby Lane, Tottenham N17 0QY
27 Grange Road, Tottenham

MX401692
MX411301

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

18 Trulock Road, London N17 0PH
19 Almond Road, Tottenham N17 0PJ
Land to the north of Northumberland Park
Tottenham London N17 0TL
25 Willoughby Park Road, London N17 0RR
31 Almond Road Tottenham London N17 0PJ
53 Farningham Road, London N17 0PP
10 Almond Road London N17 0PJ

MX411964
MX418057
MX154756

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

MX384409
MX156046
MX396172
MX162050

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
Yes

Yes
No
Yes
Yes

s9 Housing Act 1996

133 Northumberland Park, Tottenham

MX40119

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

S9 HAA 1985
certificate confirming no contravention of
rules of proprietor
S172 H&R Act 2008

AGL78499

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

MX372121
MX378802
AGL80169

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
No
No

MX380863

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

57 Willoughby Lane, London N17 0QY

MX381807

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes
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Flats 1 to 9 (inclusive) 141 Park Lane, London N17
0HB
57 Northumberland Grove, London N17 0PY
59 Willoughby Lane, London N17 0QY
8 Thornley Close, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TQ
25 Farningham Road, Tottenham N17 0PP

S9 Housing Act 1996
S9 Housing Act 1996

65 Willoughby Lane
35 Almond Road, London N17 0PJ
14 Trulock Road London N17 0PH
9 Commonwealth Road, Tottenham N17 0PL
Garages 6 and 7 at the back of 57
Northumberland Grove
51 Willoughby Lane, London N17 0QY
17 Almond Road, Tottenham N17

MX149221
AGL353548
MX154580
MX328490
MX343822

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No
No

MX353121
MX326913

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
Yes

No
Yes

S9 HAA 1985.
No disposition unless authorised by the trusts
of the charity or by some Act or other
authority

32a Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TF
3 Trulock Road

AGL330484

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

MX147455

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

Land adjoining 57 Northumberland Grove, London AGL337253

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

153 Park Lane, Tottenham

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

MX327650

S9 HAA 1985.
No disposition unless authorised by the trusts
of the charity or by some Act or other
authority

AGL337254
MX140969

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
Yes

9 Almond Road, Tottenham, London N17 0PJ
7 Willoughby Grove London N17 0RS
15 Trulock Road, London N17 0PH
44 Waverley Road Tottenham London N17 0PX

MX306148
MX145056
MX312813
MX145263

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Garages at Taylor Close, London N17 0UB
38 Willoughby Park Road, London N17 0RA
24 Trulock Road London N17 0PH

AGL312435
MX291716
MX132068

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

Flats 1-36 Taylor Close, London N17 0UB

AGL310012

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

2 Trulock Road Tottenham N17 0PH

MX133486

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

31,33,35,37 Farningham Road
MX134981
33 Commonwealth Road, London N17 0PL
MX303839
land at the back of 57 Northumberland Grove and MX273060
land at back of 56 Waverley Road, Tottenham

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

No
Yes
No

22 Trulock Road London N17 0PH

MX129729

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

14 Almond Road, London N17 0PJ

MX282133

Freehold

Absolute

No

No
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59 Northumberland Grove, London N17 0PY
55 Northumberland Grove London N17 0PY

S172 H&R Act 2008

AGL306810

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

36 Willoughby Park Road

MX291337

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

13 Commonwealth Road Tottenham N17 0PL
2 Waverley Road, Tottenham, London N17 0PY
26 Trulock Road Tottenham N17 0PH
Land at the back of 52 Waverley Road, London
N17 0PX
23 Trulock Road London N17 0PH
6 Thornley Close, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TQ

MX130220
MX272550
MX129569
MX272551

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

MX129570
AGL303399

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

7 Trulock Road Tottenham N17 0PH
5 Trulock Road Tottenham London N17 0PH

MX129728
MX129356

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

50 Waverley Road, Tottenham

MX272547

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

4 Trulock Road Tottenham N17 0PH
Land at the back of 48 Waverley Road,
Tottenham, London N17 0PX
8 Trulock Road London N17 0PH
25 Almond Road London N17 0PJ
2-9,11,13-17,19,20,22-27 Trulock Road,
23,25,27,29,31,33 Almond Road
25 Trulock Road Tottenham N17 0PH
17 Trulock Road London N17 0PH
20 Trulock Road London N17 0PH

MX129357
MX272548

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

MX129566
MX129567
MX129064

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

MX129352
MX129353
MX129354

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes

11 Trulock Road Tottenham London N17 0PH
Land at the back of 54 Waverley Road, Tottenham
N17 0PX
28 Trulock Road London N17 0PH
10 Trulock Road Tottenham N17 0PH

MX129355
MX272546

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
Yes

Yes
No

MX126405
MX126989

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

21 Trulock Road Tottenham London N17 0PH

MX127008

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

12 Trulock Road London N17 0PH
Land adjoining 35 Almond Road London N17 0PJ
147 Park Lane London N17 0HN

MX127294
MX127502
MX127665

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

No
No
Yes

45 Northumberland Grove London N17 0PY
21 Commonwealth Road N17 0PL

MX103726
MX115645

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

17 Commonwealth Road Tottenham London N17
0PL

MX116193

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

No transfer or lease before 10 March 2024
unless accompanied by a certificate given by
LBH (or relevant local housing authority) that
the transfer/lease complies with S156A HA
1985 or is exempted/not relevant disposal

S172 H&R Act 2008
No transfer or lease before 20 January 2024
unless accompanied by a certificate given by
LBH (or relevant local housing authority) that
the transfer/lease complies with S156A HA
1985 or is exempted/not relevant disposal

S9 Housing Act 1996
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19 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TF

S9 Housing Act 1996

S9 Housing Act 1996.

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

106 Northumberland Park Tottenham London N17 MX122042
0TS
29 Willoughby Park Road Tottenham N17 0RR
MX124037

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

1 Cartmel Close N17 0QS

EGL380696

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

11 Commonwealth Road Tottenham N17 0PL

EGL385060

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

26 Scotswood Walk Northumberland Park London
N17 0TF
1 Farningham Road London N17 0PP
2 Scotswood Walk Northumberland Park London
N17 0TF
18 Thornley Close Northumberland Park London
N17 0TQ
19-33 Park Lane Close London N17 0HL
43 Blaydon Close Northumberland Park Tottenham
N17 0TW
55 Northumberland Grove, Tottenham
62 Northumberland Park London N17 0TT

EGL385063

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL390091
EGL398352

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

EGL402235

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL373165
EGL373385

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

MX272545
EGL374926

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

40 Scotswood Walk Tottenham N17 0TF

EGL380095

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

43 Scotswood Walk Northumberland Park London EGL380285
N17 0TF
44 Waverley Road, Tottenham, London N17 0PX MX272542
52 Scotswood Walk Tottenham N17 0TF
EGL351637

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

53 Northumberland Grove, Tottenham N17 0PY
30 Willoughby Park Road London N17 0RA
47 Northumberland Grove, Tottenham

MX272543
EGL365916
MX272544

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

No
No
Yes

22 Willoughby Park Road London N17 0RA
23 Almond Road, London N17 0PJ

EGL371897
MX257980

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
Yes

No
No

35 Scotswood Walk Northumberland Park London EGL336637
N17 0TF

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

157 Park Lane Tottenham London N17 0HN

EGL339820

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

6 Trulock Road, Tottenham N17 0PH

MX269987

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

1 Trulock Road London N17 0PH

EGL343948

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

56 Waverley Road Tottenham

EGL348369

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

4 Farningham road London N17 0PP
EGL324532
13 Scotswood Walk Northumberland Park London EGL325276
N17 0TF

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

S9 Housing Act 1996

S9 Housing Act 1996
S9 Housing Act 1996

S9 Housing Act 1996
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MX118809

53 Northumberland Grove London N17 0PY

Statutory Declaration or statement of truth,
or conveyancer certificate, that the
disposition is in accordance with a Deed of
Trust dated 31 October 2015

36 Commonwealth Road, Tottenham, London N17 MX248611
0PN
41 Scotswood Walk Tottenham N17 0TF
EGL333830

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

11 Almond Road, Tottenham N17 0PJ
39 Scotswood Walk Tottenham

MX255431
EGL333836

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

226 Northumberland Park London N17 0SY

EGL320341

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

5 Commonwealth Road, Tottenham, London (N17 MX240296
0PL
44 Scotswood Walk Tottenham N17 0TF
EGL320845
12 Almond Road, London N17 0PJ
MX248214
1-12 Anglia Close and 1-7 Eastwood Close
EGL322719
Northumberland Park N17

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

S9 Housing Act 1996
S9 Housing Act 1996
No disposition unless authorised by the
trusts of the charity or by some Act or other
authority

27 Almond Road, Tottenham
145 Park Lane, London N17 0HN
51 Blaydon Close Tottenham N17 0TW

MX248446
MX22762
EGL306447

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
Yes

No
No
Yes

31 Willoughby Park Road, Tottenham N17 0RR

MX228305

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

10 Thornley Close tottenham N17 0TQ

EGL307766

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

S9 Housing Act 1996

39 Commonwealth Road, Tottenham
12 Willoughby Park Road

MX229643
MX236558

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
Yes

No
Yes

S9 HAA 1985
No disposition or dealing unless authorised by
the trusts of the charity or by some Act or
other authority
S9 HAA 1985

EGL290190

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

33 Almond Road, Tottenham, London N17 0PJ
Garages 2,3,4,7,8,10,13 Tariff Road Tottenham

MX205515
EGL290854

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
No

65 Willoughby Lane, London N17 0QY
4a Trulock Road, London N17 0PH
50 Scotswood Walk Tottenham N17 0TF

MX207222
MX209972
EGL291567

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

97 Willoughby Lane and land at the back and side MX196078

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

8 Willoughby Grove, London N17 0RS
7 Gillham Terrace Tottenham N17 0TJ
29 Almond Road, Tottenham N17 0PJ
11 Thornley Close northumberland Park London
N17 0TQ
11 Farningham Road, Tottenham N17 0PP

MX196925
EGL279816
MX201254
EGL287529

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes

MX205357

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes
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1 Willoughby Grove London N17 0RS

s9 Housing Act restriction - consent of the
housing corporation is required on a
disposition

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

41 Commonwealth Road, Tottenham, London N17 MX186051
0PL
51 Northumberland Grove, London N17 0PY
MX187522
83 Willoughby Lane, London N17 0RT
MX192966
7 Commonwealth Road, Tottenham N17 0PL
MX194166
37 Commonwealth Road, London N17 0PL
MX195807
electricity sub-station, Tariff Road, London
AGL158019

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

13 Cartmel Close, London N17 0QS

AGL165648

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

5 Willoughby Grove, London N17 0RS
19 Trulock Road, Tottenham N17 0PH
33 Willoughby Park Road, London N17 0RR

AGL206501
MX168642
MX176291

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

49 Commonwealth Road, London N17 0PL
9 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
Tottenham N17 0TF
16 Commonwealth Road, Tottenham, London N17
0PR
11 Scotswood Walk, Tottenham, London N17 0TF

MX178456
AGL134374

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
Yes

AGL145175

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

AGL147820

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

3 Cartmel Close, London N17 0QS
16 Willoughby Park Road, London N17 0RA

AGL156683
AGL156735

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

27 Farningham Road, London N17 0PP
8 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland park, London
N17 0TF
land adjoining 6 Commonwealth Road, Tottenham
N17 0PR
37 Scotswood Walk, Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TF
Flats 1 to 20 (inclusive), Perryman House, Copper
Close, London N17 0TY
land and buildings to the west of West Road,
London
land at the back of 68 Northumberland Park,
London
50 Blaydon Close tottenham London N17 0TW

AGL157586
AGL112629

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

AGL114725

Freehold

Possessory

No

No

AGL118735

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

AGL120047

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

S172 H&R Act 2008

AGL120128

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

S9 Housing Act 1996

AGL124596

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

S9 Housing Act 1996

EGL252340

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

60 Somerford Grove, London N17 0PT
236 Northumberland Park Tottenham

AGL103886
EGL271393

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
Yes

6 Almond Road, London N17 0PJ
48 Waverley Road Tottenham London N17 0PX

AGL108769
EGL273372

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

131 Northumberland Park, Tottenham

MX178553

S9 Housing Act 1996

Local Government Act 1972
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S172 H&R Act 2008

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

44 Blaydon Close Northumberland Park London
N17 0TW
32 Commonwealth Road London N17 0PN

EGL230480

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL237014

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

53 Scottswood Walk Tottenham N17 0TF

EGL239797

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

238 Northumberland Park Tottenham N17 0SY

EGL240903

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

19 Thornley Close Northumberland Park London
N17 0TQ
45 Blaydon Close Northumberland Park London
N17 0TW
1b Willoughby Grove, London N17 0RS
1a Willoughby Grove, London N17 0RS
land on the south west side of 110
Northumberland Park, London
5 Thornley Close, Northumberland Park,
Tottenham N17 0TQ

EGL242816

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

EGL252160

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

AGL252190
AGL253221
AGL255163

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

AGL275577

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

52 Blaydon Close London N17 0TW

EGL224069

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

60 Waverley Road Tottenham London N17 0PX

EGL226661

Freehold

Good Leasehold Yes

No

259 Waverley Road, Tottenham, London N17 0PX AGL100416

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

55 Blaydon Close, Northumberland Park, London
N17 0TW
22 Farningham Road, Tottenham N17 0PP
18 Farningham Road, London N17 0PP
Land to the east of 46 Waverley Road, Tottenham,
London N17 0PX
Land and buildings on the west side of Waverley
Road, Tottenham, London

AGL101343

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

AGL102153
AGL102506
AGL209652

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

AGL210859

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

Certificate that provisions of clause 8.3 of a
Deed dated 27 March 2013 made between
(1) Tottenham Hotspur Limited and (2) TH
Property Limited as rectified by a Deed dated
5 February 2014 made between (1)
Tottenham Hotspur Limited and (2) TH
Property Limited have been
complied with or do not apply

No transfer or lease before 21 January 2023
unless accompanied by a certificate given by
LBH (or relevant local housing authority) that
the transfer/lease complies with S156A HA
1985 or is exempted/not relevant disposal

S9 Housing Act 1996

S9 Housing Act 1996

S9 Housing Act 1996
Certificate confirming compliance with special
condition 12 "Overage" of Agreement dated
2.7.2009 between LBH (1) and London and
Quadrant Housing Trust (2) have been
complied with or do not apply

Land at Kenneth Robbins House, London

AGL158986

Caution

Northumberland Park 2
840 High Road, Tottenham,
London N17 0EY

EGL384985

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

No

No
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White Hart Lane Stadium, Bill Nicholson Way, 748 AGL111807
High Road, Tottenham

EGL386718

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL404569

Freehold

Possessory

Yes

No

EGL320388

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL328254

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

EGL329412
EGL335927

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
No

EGL343268

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

EGL348500

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

EGL151394

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

EGL199818

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL208053

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL220746

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL315886

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

EGL317117

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

AGL166468

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

NGL130616

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

Electricity sub-station lying to the North West of
Offord Close, Tottenham.
820-822 High Road,
Tottenham, London N17 0EY
820 High Road, Tottenham,
London N17 0EY
13 Brantwood Road, N17
0DT
land on the east side of High Road, Tottenham,
London
29 Northumberland Park, London N17 0TB

NGL152892

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

AGL256520

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

AGL394021

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

AGL92657

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

AGL166908

Caution

AGL120070

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

1 & 2 Offord Close, London N17 0TE
and 63, 65, 67 & 67A Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TG
21 Brantwood Road, London N17 ODT
820-822 The Muse, High
Road, Tottenham, London N17 0EY
1 to 30 Nutfield Close and part of the Florence
Hayes Recreation Ground, Fore Street, London

AGL151793

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

MX51590
AGL157300

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

Yes
No

NGL12825

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

S9 Housing Act 1996
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848 High Road, Tottenham,
London N17 0EY
1 to 26 (inclusive) Sheba Court and car
deck, Altair Close, London
Coach and Horses Public
House, 862 High Road, Tottenham, London N17
0EY
71 and 71A Northumberland
Park, N17 0TG
15 Cooperage Close, London N17 0HF
26 to 40 (Even numbers)
Grange Road, Tottenham, London N17 0ES
38-40 Grange Road, London
N17 0ES
34 and 36 Grange Road,
Tottenham, London N17 0ES
19 Northumberland Park,
Tottenham
816-818 (even), High Road,
Tottenham, London N17 0EY
5 Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TA
land at the back of 45
Coniston Road, Tottenham, London N17 0EX
17 Northumberland Park,
Tottenham, N17 0TA
15 Northumberland Park,
London N17 0TA
An Electricity Sub-Station
Site, Brantwood Road, London
1 to 18 Burleigh Court, Northumberland Park,
Tottenham.

No disposition of the part of the registered
estate edged blue without a written consent
signed by the Big Lottery Fund of 1 Plough
Place, Fetter Lane, London EC4A 1DE.

864 High Road, Tottenham

MX334471

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

69, 69A, Northumberland Park, Tottenham N17
0TG

MX399339

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

13 Northumberland Park, Tottenham, N17 0TA
23 Brantwood Road, London N17 0DT
824,826,828, High Road, Tottenham, London N17
0EY
25 Brantwood Road, London N17 0DT

MX404055
MX43294
MX438800

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

No
No
No

MX46780

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

Yes

S9 Housing Act 1985
No disposition or dealing unless authorised by
the trustees of the charity or by some Act or
other authority

23 Northumberland Park, Tottenham
7 Northumberland Park, Tottenham, N17 0TA
844 High Road, Tottenham, London N17 0EY
19 Brantwood Road, London N17 0DT
35 Northumberland Park, London N17 0TB
31 Northumberland Park, London N17 0TB
21 Northumberland Park, London N17 0TA
55 Northumberland Park, London N17 0TB
842 High Road, Tottenham N17 0EY
47 Northumberland Park, London N17 0TB
45 Northumberland Park N17 0TB
33 Northumberland Park, Tottenham, N17 0TB

MX245669
MX259874
MX261419
MX281715
MX321326
MX327581
MX174137
MX176358
MX188240
MX188428
MX192103
MX219433

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

9 Northumberland Park.
37 and 39 Northumberland Park, Tottenham, N17
0TB
846 High Road, Tottenham, N17 0EY
1-10 (inclusive) Offord Close and the site of the
roadway known as Offord Close
11 Northumberland Park, London N17 0TA
53 Northumberland Park,Tottenham
17 Brantwood Road, Tottenham, London, N17
0DT
852 to 858 (even) High Road, Tottenham, N17
0EY
1 to 10 (inclusive) Offord Close London N17 0TE,
and 63, 65,67 and 67A Northumberland
Park,London
41 Northumberland Park, Tottenham

P52395
MX139911

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
Yes

MX140260
MX148969

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
Yes

MX151389
MX165368
NGL387643

Freehold
Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute
Absolute

No
No
No

No
Yes
No

NGL412824

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

NGL483050

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

NGL50829

Freehold

Absolute

Yes

No

S172 H&R Act 2008

NGL75997

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

15 Brantwood Road, Tottenham (N17 0DT)

P120251

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

S9 HAA 1985.
No disposition or dealing is to be registered
unless authorised by the trusts of the charity
or by some Act or other authority
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59 and 61 Northumberland Park, Tottenham

S9 Housing Act 1996

9 Brantwood Road, Tottenham, London N17 ODT NGL259354

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

Northumberland Park Methodist Church,
Northumberland Park, Tottenham
7 Brantwood Road, London, N17 0DT
850 High Road, Tottenham, N17 0EY

NGL260469

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

NGL261917
NGL338327

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

39 Northumberland Park, Tottenham

NGL339105

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

Land and garages on the West side of Offord
Close, Tottenham
830 High Road, London
West Side of Grange Road, Tottenham

NGL357924

Freehold

Absolute

No

No

NGL153545
NGL160597

Freehold
Freehold

Absolute
Absolute

No
No

No
No

11 Brantwood Road, London, N17 0DT

NGL238418

Freehold

Absolute

No

Yes

No transfer of, or other dealing with, the
Charge dated 29 August 1997 in favour of
London Borough of Hackney is to be
registered without the consent of the
registered proprietor of the land under
section 7 of the Local Government Act 1986
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HDV Category 1 Development Portfolio
High Level Ownership Report
Notes to Report
1. "LBH" refers to The Mayor and Burgesses of the London Borough of Haringey.
2. "LBH-T" refers to The Mayor and Burgesses of the Borough of Tottenham, which we
understand from LBH to be a statutory predecessor of LBH.
3. As per your instructions for Northumberland Park we have reported only on freehold
titles revealed by the index map searches, and not leasehold titles revealed.
4. For all of the properties, the index map searches reveal that part of the land is
unregistered. We have not investigated the extent of these parts of the site or
ownership, though we are discussing with you either producing an illustrative plan or
obtaining one from the Land Registry.
5. We have not reported on the identity of the chargee where a title is charged – we
discovered that none of the LBH titles are charged and for third party titles the
identity of the chargee is not thought to be material.
6. Where the title contains a restriction relating to a charge, or a restriction relating to
dispositions by sole parties in the case of properties held by multiple individuals, we
have recorded "No" as to whether there are any restrictions on the basis such
restrictions are not material.
7. For some restrictions which appear multiple times we have used a shorthand for
which the key is below.
8. There are some pending applications to the Land Registry, for which we have
provided brief details if available and if they seem relevant (but we have not recorded
leasehold pending applications for Northumberland Park).

Key to Restrictions on schedule
1957 Housing Act
Except under an Order of the Registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered unless made in accordance with the Housing Act 1957 or some other Act or
authority.
Local Government Act 1933
Except under an Order of the Registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered unless made in accordance with the Local Government Act, 1933 or some other
Act or authority.
Town & Country Planning Act 1971
Except under an order of the registrar no disposition by the properietor of the land is to be
registered unless made in accordance with the Town & Country Planning Act 1971 or some
other Act or Authority.
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Highways Act 1959
Except under an order of the Registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered unless made in accordance with the Highways Act 1959 or some other Act or
authority.
Housing Act
Except under an Order of the Registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered unless made in accordance with the Housing Act or some other Act or authority.
[We believe this may be 1957 Housing Act but this would need to be checked]
Housing Act 1936-1957
Except under an Order of the Registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered unless made in accordance with the Housing Acts 1936-1957 or some other Act
or authority.
Housing Act 1936
Except under an Order of the Registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered unless made in accordance with the Housing Act 1936 or some other Act or
authority
Education Acts 1944-1959
Except under an Order of the Registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered unless made in accordance with the Education Acts 1944-1959 or some other Act
or authority.
Local Government Act 1972
Except under an Order of the Registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered unless made in accordance with the Local Government Act 1972 or some other
Act or authority
S9 Housing Act 1996
Except under an order of the registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered and none shall take effect unless made with the consent of the Housing
Corporation when such consent is required under the provisions of section 9 of the Housing
Act 1996.
and
No disposition of the registered estate by the proprietor of the registered estate is to be
registered without a certificate signed on behalf of the proprietor by its secretary (or by two
trustees, if a charitable trust) or its solicitor or licensed conveyancer that the provisions of
section 9 of the Housing Act 1996 have been complied with.
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S172 H&R Act 2008
No disposition of the registered estate by the proprietor of the registered estate is to be
completed by registration without a certificate by the registered proprietor signed by their
secretary or by two trustees if a charitable trust or by their conveyancer that the provisions of
section 172 of the Housing and Regeneration Act 2008 have been complied with or that they
do not apply to the disposition.
S9 HAA 1985
Except under an order of the registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered and none shall take effect unless made with the consent of the Housing
Corporation when such consent is required under the provisions of section 9 of the Housing
Associations Act 1985.
S2 Housing Act 1974
Except under an order of the registrar no disposition by the proprietor of the land is to be
registered and none shall take effect unless made with the consent of the Housing
Corporation when such consent is required under the provisions of Section 2 of the Housing
Act 1974.

MICHELMORES LLP
5 May 2017
Ref: MZH/126248/2
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APPENDIX 12 MAYOR OF LONDON - HOMES FOR LONDONERS: DRAFT GOOD
PRACTICE GUIDE TO ESTATE REGENERATION
This appendix demonstrates how the regeneration of Northumberland Park reflects the
Mayor of London’s draft ‘Good Practice guide for estate regeneration’. It sets out how the
Council has complied with the guidelines to date, and how the HDV will use the strategies
embedded in this Business Plan to comply with the guidance during the design
development and delivery phases.

1.1

SUMMARY/CHECKLIST OF KEY REQUIREMENTS

1.1.1

Aims and objectives for estate regeneration

1.

Are the aims and
objectives
transparently and
clearly stated?

Compliance to date: The Council seeks a regeneration of the
existing estate that will directly link to Social and economic
transformation. Aims for the regeneration are clearly set out in:
• Haringey Corporate Plan 2015-2018
• Tottenham Area Action Plan
• Tottenham Strategic Regeneration framework
• The Tottenham People Programme
• Northumberland Park Strategic Framework.
• 2015 Public Consultation Report
Future compliance: This Business Plan sets out a framework for
future compliance including:
• Setting out a vision for the transformation that puts
meaningful engagement with local people at the heart of
change
• Directly linking four social impact themes for change to the
Authorities Key Principles for Change, and using these as
key criteria for the embedded strategies for physical
transformation,

2.

Have there been
meaningful
opportunities for
engagement from all
stakeholders, with
residents' view being
primary?

Compliance to date:
• In 2014 the Council’s community consultation to inform the
Northumberland Park Strategic Framework endorsed the
need for change, with local people identifying that the
delivery of wide ranging regeneration would help to create
safe, modern and high-quality places, with more
opportunities to bring forward the benefits local people
want to see, as well as confirming that they wanted to bring
better homes, better public open spaces, with safer streets,
and public facilities that will enable the existing community
spirit to build and flourish. Their views are captured in the
Council’s five Key Principles for Change which inform the
Northumberland Park Strategic Framework. Additional
documents reflecting the community’s aspirations have
been incorporated into the Haringey Corporate Plan,
Tottenham People Programme, Northumberland Park
Strategic Framework Consultation Report, and Tottenham
Area Action Plan, all of which have been reviewed.
• A summary of all other stakeholder/resident engagement
to date can be found in section 1.1.2 below and the
Community and Stakeholder Engagement Plan appendix 8
to this Business Plan
Future compliance:
• A mapping exercise has been undertaken to identify the
stakeholders and their engagement moving forward
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•

throughout the different stages of the project, this
document will be continuously updated throughout the
process.
A stakeholder engagement programme is proposed by the
HDV which will ensure thorough and meaningful
engagement with a wide range of existing stakeholders
across many different platforms. This is in addition to the
Council’s own consultation strategy, which is ongoing and
pursuant to its legal obligations.

3.

Has the most
appropriate
combination of
interventions been
considered including
repair, refurbishment,
investment, infill,
demolition and
rebuild?

Compliance to date:
• A number of development scenarios have been considered
by the Council in their Strategic Framework Report
Future compliance:
• The indicative masterplan for regeneration which forms the
baseline of the Business Plan is predicted on the retention
of the existing good quality housing stock, and acquisition
and demolition of poor housing stock for replacement with
quality new homes.
• This will be tested through community engagement, and
further analysis undertaken to inform design development.

4.

If demolition and
rebuilding has been
chosen as part of an
estate regeneration, is
this only happening
where it does not
result in a loss of
social housing, or
where all other options
have been exhausted?

Compliance to date:
• It is important to note that no decisions have been made by
the Council in regards to whether the estate should be
redeveloped by the HDV, whether by demolition or
rebuilding.
Future compliance:
• The Business Plan outlines a provision of 40% affordable
housing of all new housing proposed to be delivered, which
represents a net increase in provision.
• All existing social rented homes will be re-provided, and
there will be a net increase in affordable rent.

5.

Will the proposed
regeneration improve
the appearance of the
estate and surrounding
area?

Compliance to date:
• The Council has procured the HDV to propose a
transformation of the estate that will create a step change
on the quality of the estate and surrounding area, founded
on good urban design principals.
Future compliance:
• The indicative masterplan embedded in this Business Plan,
is focused on creating places for people; a network of new
high quality public spaces.
• The existing housing stock and external spaces within the
area are generally in poor condition, where appropriate
these will be replaced helping improve the appearance of
the estate considerably.
• A masterplan will be developed that will strengthen and
enhance wider connectivity by breaking social isolation and
barriers currently in place through existing buildings and
layouts. This will encourage connection of Northumberland
Park to its surroundings with a network of new streets and
routes through the whole area increasing footfall,
perceptions of safety and encourage greater participation.

6.

Is the proactive
monitoring of
outcomes in place,
with resident
involvement?

Compliance to date:
• Community consultation to date has been monitored, and
outcomes used to inform the brief for the HDV
Future compliance:
• Social and Economic KPIs will be put in place against the
success of the regeneration will be measured
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•

•

•

•

1.1.2
7

Place Surveys will capture community values and provide
a benchmark for guiding change and measuring the place
experience today and in the future. These will take place
every two years throughout the life time of the HDV.
The use of Commonplace, an interactive online tool is
proposed to capture data throughout consultation
processes and enable full audit and drill down capabilities
to ensure our engagement is representative of the
demographics of NP
Outputs from all engagement will be recorded and played
back to the community in easily digestible formats including
‘You said, we did summaries’ which will demonstrate how
HDV have changed plans and strategies to adopt feedback
from the community. This will be communicated through
newsletters, reports, and presentations.
A Community Hub will be established within the estate that
will, provide opportunity for feedback, monitor
engagement, and provide community feedback on
resulting changes.

Consultation and engagement with residents
Has consultation been
transparent, extensive,
responsible and
meaningful?

Compliance to date:
The Council has undertaken significant consultation to date as set
out in the Place Making Business Plan and appendix 8 (Community
and Stakeholder Engagement Plan).
Over the past five years, the Council has led wide ranging, and
detailed, community engagement programmes to inform its
regeneration plans, planning policies and housing strategies. Key
consultations include:
• Tottenham’s Future Consultation: In October 2013,
Haringey Council commissioned an independent
organisation, Soundings, to conduct a thorough five-month
consultation exercise called Tottenham’s Future, to gather
views from the community on their hopes and ambitions for
the next 20 years. This included a dedicated focus on the
Northumberland Park area. The responses fed into and
shaped the council’s ‘Tottenham Strategic Regeneration
Framework’ which sets out how the local community’s
priorities can be achieved. More information on the
Tottenham’s Future consultation, and the Tottenham
Strategic Regeneration Framework, is available to view at:
https://tottenham.london/about/tottenhams-futureconsultation
•
Northumberland Park Strategic Framework
consultation: To inform the development of the
Northumberland Park Strategic Framework a two-stage
engagement process was held. The first stage helped to
inform the development of a set of ‘Key Principles for
Change’ whilst the second stage asked for the
community’s views on these Key Principles.
Further information about this consultation is available to view
here: https://tottenham.london/explore/northumberlandpark/explore-northumberland-park-key-principles-change
• Tottenham Area Action Plan Consultations: The
Council has prepared the Tottenham Area Action Plan
Development Plan Document that puts clear planning
guidelines and policies in place to support local people’s
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ambitions for long-term regeneration in Tottenham,
bringing thousands of new homes, better access to jobs
and employment and improved transport links. The Area
Action Plan includes clear policy guidance about how
change and development should come forward in the
Northumberland Park area. Since 2015, public
consultations on the Regulation 18 and Regulation 19
versions of the Area Action Plan have taken place with an
Examination in Public happening between August –
September 2016. Subject to the Plan being found ‘sound’
by the Planning Inspector, the Area Action Plan will be
reported to Regulatory Committee, Cabinet and Full
Council for formal adoption in Summer 2017.
Future compliance:
Following its formation, the HDV will commence consultation
operating under the following guiding principles:
• Transparent and timely: HDV will operate in an open and
transparent way and ensure timely delivery of project
information and responses to feedback.
• Building relationships: HDV will invest in long-term
relationships with key stakeholders and community
partners
• Clarity of purpose: HDV will be clear about why and how
we are engaging and what the community can expect us to
do with their feedback
• Inclusive: HDV will proactively use a range of engagement
methods and opportunities to ensure the broadest range of
stakeholders can participate
This is in addition to the Council’s own consultation strategy, which
is ongoing and will include compliance with section 105 Housing
Act 1985.
8

Are all the viable
options set out, with
supporting data shared
as early as possible?

Future compliance:
• HDV and the Council will ensure that at the appropriate
early stages in their respective consultation processes for
each phase, viable options will be set out with the
appropriate data shared.

9

Has there been
consideration of the
costs and benefits,
both in financial and
social terms, of all
viable options against
'doing nothing'?

Future compliance:
The costs and benefits of all viable options against ‘dothing
nothing’ will be considered by the appropriate decision makers as
the proposals are developed.

10

Have social tenants
and resident
leaseholders been
engaged primarily, and
relevant views
considered from other
affected parties,
including private
tenants, non-resident
leaseholders, and
business/community
tenants?

Compliance to date:
• Yes – engagement with local people to develop
regeneration plans has been ongoing since 2013 with a
specific focus on tenants and leaseholders since 2015
when the first Residents Association was established
(there are now three).
• The Council has dedicated officers working on the ground,
who work with the democratically elected Resident
Associations, to ensure that residents are aware of the
proposals. As well as a Community Hub (now run and
managed by the Resident Association), community events
and monthly Information Day where officers are on hand to
answer resident questions, people are also able to access
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independent advice and support via the Independent
Tenants and Leaseholder Advisor (jointly appointed by the
RAs and the Council.)
Future compliance:
• Based on the consultation to date, the HDV has developed
a business plan that considers the views of all residents
and our understanding of the issues and opportunities
communicated.
• The HDV has developed an engagement plan that will
launch a number of activities in the first 100 days to: start
building relationships with key stakeholders, provide
opportunities for residents to be part of the decisionmaking process and to build community capacity.
• The HDV will specifically address the concerns of existing
residents at the right time.This includes utilising the Eric
Allin Centre to create an enhanced community hub that
enables increased levels of participation amongst
residents.
• The Council will be undertaking detailed consultation which
focusses on social tenants and resident leaseholders .
11

Has an appropriate
range of methods of
engagement been
used?

Compliance to date:
• As set out above, the Council has dedicated officers
working on the ground, who work with the democratically
elected Resident Associations, to ensure that residents are
aware of the proposals.
• A Community Hub has been established by the Council
(now run and managed by the Resident Association),
community events and monthly Information Day where
officers are on hand to answer resident questions, people
are also able to access independent advice and support
via the Independent Tenants and Leaseholder Advisor
(jointly appointed by the RAs and the Council.)
• The Council has a dedicated Team North Tottenham,
Northumberland Park News and Tottenham News
newsletters regularly delivered to all residents on the
estate.
Future compliance:
The HDV will work with both formal and informal networks and use
a range of methods for effective engagement. This will include:
working with RA’s, council engagement officers and community
groups.
The HDV will develop specific methods that target BAME groups
(e.g. Turkish & Polish speaking resources) & special needs. This
will include;
• Interactive digital tools
• Co-design workshops
• Outreach through face to-face, mobile and pop-up events
• Meanwhile uses
A Community Hub will be established within the estate that will
maintain a ‘library’ and shop front presentation of all live
consultation material, provide opportunity for feedback, monitor
engagement, and provide community feedback on resulting
changes.
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12

Has there been
support for residents to
participate
meaningfully?

Compliance to date:
• The Council has dedicated officers working on the ground,
who work with the democratically elected Resident
Associations, to ensure that residents are aware of the
proposals
• The Council has established a Place Champions training
structure has been established by Haringey to train a
handful of resident who can represent the wider resident
community in the regeneration process.
Future compliance:
• HDV will engage with the Place Champions and absorb
them into the regeneration process to assist in the testing
and communication of plans with the wider community.
• The HDV will partner with the Place Champions during the
design development phase and ensure that they contribute
meaningfully.
The HDV will in addition introduce the following support for local
participation:
• Employ local people as champions of change to
communicate the regeneration
• Establishment of a Community Hub to share information,
host meetings, exhibitions and free events focused on
sharing ideas
• Meaningful engagement programmes which will specifically
target hard to reach groups

13

Have 'interim offers' to
residents been
explored?

Compliance to date:
• The Council has dedicated officers working on the ground,
who work with residents to understand their needs
Future compliance:
• HDV will seek to make immediate improvements in the
existing estate through a meanwhile uses and programmes
that will improve safety and community pride
• HDV will target single rehousing for all residents
• HDV will seek to acquire any private properties proposed
for demolition early if owners wish to move

1.1.3
14

A fair deal for tenants & leaseholders
Have social tenants
been fully
compensated for
inconvenience and
given high priority for
rehousing?

Future compliance:
• Secure council tenants will be offered rehousing should
their homes be proposed for demolition, and statutory
Home Loss and Disturbance payments.
• A transparent allocation process for all rehousing will take
account of needs and preferences.
• Affordable homes will be included in every phase of the
development.
• Early phases will be designed to accommodate the needs
of the existing council tenants and resident leaseholders
rehomed from other parts of the estate, including any
specific requirements relating to the size of homes or the
specialist needs of the households.
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15

Will social tenants be
moved only once
where possible and
otherwise offered full
rights to return to
suitable homes at the
same or similar rents?

Future compliance:
• It is the ambition of the HDV that in the long-term all secure
tenants and resident leaseholders will be given the
opportunity to be rehoused in the new homes provided by
the regeneration
• A single move will be targeted for Council tenants;
however, this may not always be possible
• In order to improve momentum, a number of households
could initially be rehoused on other sites in close proximity
of Northumberland Park, with the right to return once more
homes have been completed.

16

Have full market value
and appropriate homeloss payments been
offered to
leaseholders?

Future compliance:
It is an ambition of the HDV that resident leaseholders will be
offered a financial package that will comprise the market value for
their homes, a Home Loss payment (10% of the value of their
home), and a statutory disturbance payment.

17

Have resident
leaseholders been
offered shared equity
or shared ownership
on the regenerated
estate?

Future compliance:
This Business Plan includes an offer to Resident Leaseholders that
will provide them with an opportunity to own an equity share in an
Intermediate Affordable home within a Category 1 property that
forms part of the HDV’s target 40% Affordable Housing provision.
The HDV will deliver in accordance with the Estate Renewal
Rehousing and Payments policy to the extent that is defined in the
Land Assembly Agreement.
The following assumptions are included in the financial model, and
will be tested in more detail during the 100-day launch phase:
• In lieu of any financial package Residential Leaseholders will be
offered an equity share in one of the new Intermediate homes in a
Category 1 Property, that form part of the overall Affordable
Housing provision; and
• They will be given the option to downsize to release equity.

18.

Have private tenants
been made aware of
their rights and options
and signposted
towards alternative
housing options, with
short-term tenants fully
informed about
regeneration plans?

Future compliance:
Private tenants will be contacted as part of the community
engagement process. They will be offered:
• The option to buy a private home
• Information on how to register for an intermediate for sale
home
• The opportunity to rent a PRS home

19.

Has extra support and
assistance been
offered to vulnerable
or protected groups?

Future compliance:
• Existing residents are likely to feel vulnerable to the
changes proposed by the regeneration, in particular where
their home is proposed for acquisition. HDV will prioritise
engagement with all residents, to understand their specific
concerns at an early stage in the process, and to work
towards innovative bespoke solutions to suit their individual
needs.
• Extra assistance will be provided to the more specific
needs of vulnerable groups
• For certain residents' home ownership, may not be the best
offer. Those on low incomes or older persons with low
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equity may be better served by moving to social rent
homes. Maximum asset/earnings tests will exist and,
subject to these, there will be an opportunity to assist
residents in locating a new home into other stock owned by
the Authority of Registered Providers.
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APPENDIX 13 INDICATIVE MASTERPLAN DRAWING
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APPENDIX 14 INDICATIVE MASTERPLAN FOR REGENERATION
Assumed quantum of development embedded in Financial Model
The indicative masterplan for regeneration included in this Business Plan (and reflected in
the Financial portion of the HDV Strategic Business Plan) assumes a comprehensive
demolition and rebuild of the existing estate in order to realise the Council’s ambition for
social and economic change and the delivery of significant numbers of new homes and
employment opportunities as well as significant new social infrastructure. This will be tested
through community engagement and further discussions with the Council and HDV Board to
inform the final solution adopted by the HDV.
Table 1-1 HDV targeted delivery outcomes
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APPENDIX 15 – OPTIONS FOR EARLY DELIVERY OF NEW SCHOOL
Purpose
The early delivery of the new Northumberland Park Community and The Vale School is a
key commitment of the HDV. The indicative masterplan embedded in this Business Plan
adopts the location for the new school suggested by the Council in the HDV bid
documentation. This site is currently occupied by existing households which will need to be
rehoused prior to the school being built.
This appendix analyses phasing options for the early delivery of the school and the
associated rehousing. The options set out below, and other options, will be further explored
to establish the most appropriate solution for the delivery of the new school. This process will
include engagement with the community, key stakeholders, the Council and the HDV Board.
It is important to note that no final decisions have been made regarding a location for the
relocated schools.

Rehousing assumptions
Rehousing assumptions for the proposed school site, are based on information provided by
the Council regarding the tenure and number of properties that exist on the site. The HDV
have assumed that all council ‘tenants’ and ‘resident leaseholders’ will be rehoused, and that
50% of the leasehold properties are occupied by ‘resident leaseholders’.
On the basis of these assumptions there are 140 existing households that require rehousing
before their homes can be demolished and the new school facilities built.

Initial indicative phasing assumptions
The initial indicative phasing assumption in this Business Plan is that new homes will be built
on the existing school sports pitches of the Northumberland Park Community School and
Vale School, to provide a rehousing solution for the existing households from the proposed
school site. This scenario presumes that the school will operate without its adjacent sports
pitches for approximately a 5-year period.
HDV understand that operating the school without adjacent sports pitches is unlikely to be
acceptable to Sports England, the school leadership and the local community, therefore this
is not the preferred phasing option.

Alternative phasing options
The schedule below sets out the risks and opportunities of a number of additional alternative
phasing options that have been identified which would require only partial, or no
development of the sports pitches while the existing school is operational.
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Indicative
Option

Proposed
New
School
Site

Homes to
rehouse

Initial
Phasing
Relocation of
existing
households
to new
housing on
existing
school sports
pitches

Existing
site of:
Roberts
Burns
House,
Charles
Bradlaugh
House, &
Haynes Cl
(Phase 2a)

140

Option A
(currently
preferred)
Rehousing of
existing
households
to existing
local housing
stock

Existing
site of:
Roberts
Burns
House,
Charles
Bradlaugh
House, &
Haynes Cl
(Phase 2a)

140

Potential
rehousing
location for
existing
households from
new school site *
School sports
pitches:
• 140 Affordable
homes
• 213 Market
homes

Existing local
housing stock

Opportunities

Risks

• School
playground
enables quick
delivery of reprovision
homes
• Single move
for existing
residents

• Lack of adjacent
sports pitches
unlikely to be
acceptable to
Sports England,
school
governing body,
and the
community
• Existing school
will require
alternative
sports pitches
during
development
process.
• Overlooking and
perception risk
while existing
school
operational.
• Requires
rehousing of
residents off site
/ double move
• Availability of
existing housing
stock
• Readiness of
school brief and
funding for early
start

• All school
sports
pitches
retained
during
operation of
existing
school
• Opportunity
for earlier
start of new
school
• Opportunity
to improve
overall
programme

[Redacted material]
* Note: affordable provision assumes an agregate approach across the regeration programme with earlier delivery of Social
Rented Homes to assist rehousing

On formation, the HDV will engage with the community, the school leadership, the Council,
other local stakeholders, and the HDV Board to agree which options should be explored
further It is important to note that no final decisions have been made regarding a location for
the relocated schools.
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Alternative phasing analysis
[Redacted material]
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APPENDIX 17 SERVICE CHARGE COMMENTARY
This appendix contains a summary of the service charge estimates that have been prepared
to reflect the indicative masterplan for regeneration. they are subject to change. It should be
read in conjunction with Chapter 13 of the Delivery Section of the Business Plan ‘Estate,
Housing and Asset Management.

1.1

Residential Service Charge Targets

Initial service charge budgets have been prepared for the estate, and for the buildings in
delivery phase one (as an example of the service charge regime for all delivery phases).
Phase one contains one of the seven residential towers over 15 storeys. The costs of
running, maintaining and operating any tower are greater than an average low to mid-rise
block, mostly due to the additional items of plant required and the increased cost of
equipment and maintenance tasks such as window cleaning.
Our budgeted estimates for the Estate service charge at Northumberland Park is made up of
the following key elements:
Table 1-1 Budget estimates for Northumberland Park estate service charge

Line Item

Budgeted Cost

Management Fees

£400,393

Staff Costs

£1,351,184

Property Administration Expenses

£5,808

Management Office

£44,160

Security/CCTV

£90,000

Cleaning and Refuse

£91,920

Utilities

£184,800

Repairs and Maintenance

£130,680

Health, Fire and Safety

£27,036

Insurance

£42,560

Landscaping

£102,855

Sinking & Reserve Fund

£102,855

TOTAL

£2,471,396

The HDV will deliver service charges for affordable homes at a more affordable rate by
avoiding charging for ‘add-on’ services that are provided over and above the good quality
base provision. In the case of Northumberland Park, this relates to the additional services
provided by the central concierge team and the amenity areas located in certain buildings,
such as gyms and residents' lounges.
The HDV will harness careful design of the public and communal areas, co-ordinated
procurement of services, and cost share density benefits driven from the scale of the
development. The phase one service charge estimate indicates this will be targeted on most
homes.
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Table 1-2 Budget estimates phase one service charge

Block

Tenure

Block Charge

Estate Charge

Total Service Charge

1.1.A

Private

£2.62

£0.69

£3.31

1.1.B

Affordable

£2.53

£0.41

£2.94

1.1.B

Private

£2.53

£0.69

£3.22

1.2.A

Affordable

£2.27

£0.41

£2.68

1.2.A

Private

£2.27

£0.69

£2.96

1.2.B

Affordable

£2.30

£0.41

£2.71

1.2.B

Private

£2.30

£0.69

£2.99

1.2.C&D

Affordable

£0.92

£0.41

£1.34

1.2.C&D

Private

£0.92

£0.69

£1.61

For a regular one bedroom flat in Northumberland Park, the service charge estimate would
equate approximately between £1,440 and £1,581 for an affordable unit and between
£1,590 and £1,780 for a private unit.
This charge benchmarks well with analysis of service charges from relevant comparable
schemes in recent zone 4 and 5 developments at an equivalent price point to
Northumberland Park. These average service charges for mid-rise blocks of circa £3.29 psf
per year (this includes estate and building management costs), by way of comparison, the
average service for the Northumberland Park mid-rise blocks is £2.97.
[Redacted material]
Commercial service charges will be targeted at a level commensurate with comparable
newly built estates in zones 4 and 5. An additional estate service charge levy will be placed
on the retail units in particular due to the additional footfall and associated cleaning required
by their occupation. This principle also extends to the leisure centre and some of the
community uses, although this additional levy will not be charged on occupiers providing a
community service.

1.1.1

Employment space service charge targets

Forecast service charge ranges for the new shops, cafes, and restaurants are estimated at:
•
•
•

Building charge: between £2.00 - £2.50psf;
Estate charge: between £1.50 - £2.00psf; and
Total service charge: between £3.50 - £4.50psf.

Forecast charges for the office or university cluster are estimated at:
•
•

•

Building charge: between £6.00 - £8.00psf;
Estate charge: between £1.00 - £2.00psf; and
Total service charge: between £7.00 - £10.00psf.

[Redacted material]
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https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/trans-inequalities-reviewed/introduction-review
Census 2011
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Census 2011
Data based upon households containing a female parent with a dependent child aged 0-1 years old claiming Housing
Benefit or Council Tax Relief, 15/06/2016-14/06/2017.
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http://www.haringey.gov.uk/social-care-and-health/health/health-and-wellbeing-strategy
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BUILDING A REVITALISED TOWN CENTRE THAT IS VIBRANT, SAFE AND
ECONOMICALLY THRIVING
Introduction
Wood Green is one of only 13 metropolitan town centres across London and is targeted as a
growth area for the city. Given its strategic location, excellent transport links and high level of
footfall, the HDV has an opportunity to build on these attributes and transform Wood Green
into a vibrant, safe, and thriving town centre, re-establishing it as the heart of Haringey.
Wood Green’s location, as a gateway to the northern fringes of London and at the southern
tip of the London-Stansted-Cambridge corridor, provides a fantastic opportunity for the
regeneration to revitalise the area as a corridor for technology investment, training, and
education, drawing on the research capabilities of both London and Cambridge. This will
enhance and regenerate not only the borough of Haringey, but potentially open a whole new
corridor of London, transforming spaces, communities, and opportunities.
Concurrently with the preparation of this Business Plan, Haringey Council are developing the
Wood Green Area Action Plan (AAP) to help identify and stimulate growth opportunities. This
Business Plan was prepared based on the Haringey Site Allocations Development Plan
Document (DPD) January 2016, which has now been superseded by the Wood Green AAP
Regulation 18 Preferred Option Consultation Draft February 2017.
The Wood Green Area Action Plan (AAP) identifies four key factors to unlocking this potential:
•
•
•
•

Bringing forward new high-quality, modern housing;
Securing long-term economic growth;
Transforming transport links to the rest of London and beyond; and
Building a new town centre upon new east-west routes.

As part of the HDV bid process an indicative masterplan has been developed for Wood
Green that is intended to meet the needs of the local community, existing residents and
future occupiers. The Bid process has not allowed for any stakeholder engagement to inform
this plan to date, however, on formation of the HDV it will be tested, adapted, and
developed, with comprehensive engagement from local stakeholders to create the best
possible regeneration solution. This process will build on the consultation that has been
undertaken to date by Haringey Council, and give stakeholders genuine options in how each
of the sites are regenerated.
This Business Plan creates places in Wood Green that inspire creativity and new uses, as
well as acting as a driver for employment, investment and business growth. The indicative
masterplan will deliver employment space, healthy café and restaurant options, a facilitator
for the emerging creative and arts scene, circa 1,300 sustainably built residential homes for
all income levels (that will contribute to Haringey’s 40:20 and Zero Carbon 2050 targets
through the delivery of ‘zero carbon’ homes), and high-quality public realm which will offer a
safe and attractive place for people to dwell, learn and connect. This Business Plan creates
a vision of how the Council and Lendlease will work in partnership to deliver their shared
objectives.
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Vision for Wood Green
Vision
To create a connected vibrant metropolitan town centre focused around an enhanced High
Road, providing new, high-quality homes, employment space, shops, cultural activities and a
high-quality and safe public realm. A revitalised Wood Green town centre which celebrates the
diversity of its community and provides a social and economic heart. A place which creates
healthy community cohesion and is loved by people.

The Council’s three sites comprise of the LBH Civic Centre site, the Station Road Offices
site and the Wood Green Library site. The HDV proposes to use these sites as catalysts for
the wider regeneration of Wood Green, focusing on creating a mixed-use economic driver
made up of residential, office, retail, civic and culture/leisure uses, linked by pedestrian and
cycle-friendly pathways. This vibrant and safe environment will strengthen east-west links to
create a wider town centre that better connects the two sides of the town, and will enable
Haringey to achieve the transformational change it seeks, with a thriving daytime and nighttime economy.
For residents and visitors, these proposals will provide great places for people to work and
dwell, opportunities to meet and learn, as well as offering additional and varied food and
dining options with a focus on healthy eating. It will become a place people want to go to
spend time, with a strong identity, anchoring the borough and becoming a true metropolitan
centre for the surrounding areas; it will become a place people are proud to have at the heart
of Haringey.
Features of the HDV Proposal

Key Benefits

Café, maker spaces, recording studio, music
practice rooms, performance space and
meeting rooms will be used by the entire
community and provide a sustainable income
stream to support the ongoing costs of the
library.

Enabling an activated community space.

Sustainable and ‘zero carbon’, high-quality
homes in tenure-blind neighbourhoods will
meet the Council’s goals to provide a mix of
home types, tenures and sizes available to
people of all incomes.

Enabling residents to stay in the community
through all stages of their life.
Sustainable design reduces utility bills for
residents and contributes to Haringey’s 40:20 and
Zero Carbon 2050 targets.
Sustainable, high-quality homes.

Green podiums, grow gardens and high-quality
public spaces that connect to the network of
larger parks and green spaces in the area.

A healthier, safer and more connected
community, which fosters pride and cohesion.

Cultural and leisure experiences providing
spaces and programmes that enhance cultural
experiences and celebrate the arts.

An enriched identity for the town centre with
activated spaces for leisure and motivation for
young people and children, as well as adults.

The HDV will adopt a community centred
approach working closely with the community,
neighbours and local businesses to engage
and collaborate in decision-making throughout
the development process.

An engaged community that is proud of what is
created and that feels empowered to own it.
A cohesive business network that works together
to drive economic vitality.
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Social and Economic Outcomes
The Wood Green Business Plan supports the delivery of the HDV social and economic
strategy (please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan). This brings together people,
places and programmes to create the social infrastructure and community empowerment
needed to realise the HDV vision of transformation. The Wood Green Business Plan
responds to the strategy’s four social impact themes, which are sign-posted out below:
•
•
•
•

Better Prospects Enabling education, training and employment;
Healthy Lives Empowering people to improve their own health;
Community Pride Creating homes and neighbourhoods where people can thrive;and
Clean and Safe Creating a safer environment where people are proud to live, work and
visit.

Its success will be defined by the longevity of the places created, and the communities that
flourish as a result.

Better Prospects- Employment and the Expansion of the Creative/Arts Scene
HDV WILL DELIVER
BETTER OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE PEOPLE OF HARINGEY TO FIND AND RETAIN WORK BY:
• Providing circa 3,000 construction jobs;
• Providing circa 1,300 operational jobs through the creation of employment
space, as well as in the new retail shops and restaurants;
• Provide a temporary creative work hub to provide space and business support
for start-up and SME businesses;
• Provide conventional and co-working office space for businesses to grow to provide long-term,
stable employment; and
• Support new and SME businesses with mentoring programmes to increase their success of
establishment and growth.

Along with quality housing and a diverse retail, food and leisure offering, a successful and
thriving town centre also requires an established employment base. The HDV will provide
opportunities for businesses in all stages of their growth, starting with a meanwhile space for
incubators, smaller office spaces and potential co-working spaces for small businesses as
they grow, and finally spaces for medium sized firms.

Healthy Lives - Healthier Lives and Better Linked Environments
HDV WILL DELIVER
BETTER OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE PEOPLE OF HARINGEY TO LIVE HEALTHIER LIVES BY:
• Prioritising a healthy food leasing standard;
• Providing green space and Grow Gardens on every site and pedestrian and cycle
friendly paths between the sites; and
• Creating buildings and homes that are designed with dignity in mind.

Currently, the High Road is the spine around which the neighbourhood is organised, but it is
a busy, hard and chaotic environment to experience Wood Green. The HDV’s interventions
will connect existing green spaces by adding a ‘green route’ that offers a safer, more
comfortable route and places to dwell. With traffic-free pathways and new civic square that
offer a range of food and beverage options, these green routes will attract additional visitors
and encourage people to stay longer in the town centre, making the visit one of comparison
shopping rather than convenience, lasting over an hour, rather than 30 minutes.
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This route will also create a natural journey through the town centre, giving a pleasant
experience that can be further enhanced with future transport and infrastructure
programmes.
A mix of healthy grab-n-go, sit-down restaurants with outdoor dining, and the potential for
dining venues with live music playing off the emerging arts scene, will introduce more varied
and healthier food options, which are currently limited in the town centre. Grow Gardens will
create places for the community to come together, as well as providing residents of the new
residential homes and even restaurants with fresh produce.

Community Pride - Building Community Identity and Pride
HDV WILL DELIVER
COMMUNITY PRIDE BY CREATING HOMES AND NEIGHBOURHOODS WHERE PEOPLE CAN THRIVE BY:
• Providing tenure-blind housing across the sites;
• Engaging with the community in a culture of participation;
• By targeting 40% affordable housing in aggregate across Wood Green the HDV
can accelerate the borough-wide change by accommodating rehousing of
residents from elsewhere in the Borough; and
• Increasing the night-time economy by providing more entertainment spaces, such as restaurants,
bars and cultural spaces, including potentially bringing the Gaumont Cinema back into the heart
of the town centre.

Throughout the development process, the community, along with the HDV, will shape and
enhance the identity for Wood Green, delivered through natural linkages to culture, creativity
and innovation, and will further this vision by supporting employment growth in these areas
and weaving these spaces into the redevelopment.
The HDV will adopt creative approaches to engage the community, activating Wood Green’s
spaces and forging community links; creating places that people care about.
To provide imaginative spaces to learn and play in order to create happier and healthier
communities, and a thriving society too. The HDV will work with local artists and community
groups to engage local families by providing children’s educational programmes.

Clean and Safe - Engendering Clean and Safe Environments
HDV WILL DELIVER
CLEAN AND SAFE – CREATING A SAFER ENVIRONMENT WHERE PEOPLE ARE PROUD TO LIVE, WORK
AND VISIT:
•
•
•
•

Creating vibrant public spaces that are safe for residents 24 hours a day;
Increasing permeability and connections between High Road and Cultural
Quarter to activate streets and increase footfall;
Building Secure by Design buildings and spaces that are clean and well maintained; and
Supporting a night time economy with new restaurants and entertainment.
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Short-term, Medium-term and Long-term Goals
The revitalisation of Wood Green is a long-term project in which the HDV has the opportunity
to not only redevelop the red-lined (Bid) sites, but also to work with the Council and thirdparty landowners to strengthen the town centre as a whole. Three main steps have been
identified for transformation in the short, medium and long term as illustrated below:

Figure 1: The three catalyst sites are just one step in the journey to a revitalised town centre.

•

•

•

In the short-term HDV will work with the community and all stakeholders to
understand the needs and appetites of the current residents, business owners,
existing landowners and visitors. The HDV will join the Wood Green Business Forum
and support its ambition to become a full Business Improvement District (BID).
Meanwhile uses will activate and generate an immediate perception of change.
In the medium term the three identified sites will be developed and become catalysts
for change. They will build and enhance new circuits in an east-west direction,
moving away from the current linear make-up of Wood Green and bringing the
Cultural Quarter ‘into’ the town centre rather than being dislocated from it. The new
circuits will bring all the key civic, leisure, residential, cultural and office amenities to
Wood Green, providing places to stop and dwell.
The Council also proposes to deliver new Council facilities. The HDV will seek to
assist the Council in delivering this objective.
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Delivery Certainty
The HDV will deliver a mixed-use offer focused on early delivery to demonstrate momentum
by starting the LBH Civic Centre site and the existing Wood Green Library site immediately
after Financial Close to deliver these sites by 2021.
The proposed Business Plan delivers:

Quantum of Development Proposed by Indicative Masterplan
Homes

Employment
Space

Retail
Space

Community /
Library Space

Delivery
Date

939m2

2021

LBH Civic
Centre site

244

Station Road
Offices site

600

Existing Wood
Green Library
site

437

5,860m2

2,386m2

1,700

1,281

5,860m2

5,575m2

2,639m2

Total

3,189m2

2023
2021

Figure 2: Wood Green will deliver circa 1,300 new homes, in addition to office, retail and community space within 6 years.
There is also potential for an additional 3,790m2 of employment space on the Existing Wood Green Library site following
completion of the Crossrail 2 in 2030 (not included above). Note: These figures do not include the new Council facilities
employment space.

With the support of the Lendlease multi-disciplinary team, the HDV can provide an aligned
and focused approach to development, which ensures all are working towards a single
vision. Lendlease has the ability, always at the option of HDV and demonstration of best
value, to provide depth and breadth of support to HDV, including services such as
investment management in addition to more traditional development and construction
services.
There is robustness and flexibility to the solutions proposed by the HDV. The proposals for
the three sites in Wood Green are designed to deliver the best solutions, either as
standalone projects or more holistically for Wood Green if the adjacent potential sites are
brought into the development.
The HDV benefits from Lendlease’s wealth of experience in minimising disruption though
innovative design, construction, management and communication techniques including offsite pre-fabrication, consolidation centres and Considerate Constructors programmes. The
HDV will be sensitive to maintaining pedestrian routes, controlling noise and pollution and
addressing working hours to minimise disruptions to residents, visitors and neighbouring
landowners during construction.

In Summary
There is robustness and flexibility to the solutions proposed by the HDV. The proposals for
the revitalisation of Wood Green will deliver a transformation of the town centre with social
and economic outcomes at its core, and with an approach that will keep the community as
an engaged partner throughout the process. Additional added value options have been
identified that could extend these outcomes even further and are included in detail in the
Place Making section.
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Prioritising the Council's Objectives
The HDV will prioritise the Council's objectives in the regeneration of Wood Green.
Lendlease’s Offer

HDV Objective

Specific Goals

To deliver growth

New and improved
housing

•
•

c1,300 new homes; and
£1m per annum increase in Council Tax receipts.

Town centre
development

•

Delivery of a new mixed use, thriving town centre
for Wood Green in 6 years.

New employment
space

•

c13k m2 of retail, office and community space
across three sites; and
£1m per annum increase in business rates.

•
To achieve and retain a
long-term stake

Control in
development of
Council's land

•
•
•

To work with private
sector

To achieve estate
renewal

To secure wider social
and economic benefits

Delivery programme that will complete
regeneration in 6 years;
Ability to add additional sites to further
transformation; and
Options for long term income through Private
Rental Sector (PRS) and affordable housing
assets.

In partnership

•

True collaborative approach with the Council as
part of the JV.

To catalyse delivery
of financially
challenging
schemes

•

Cross subsidy portfolio approach to regeneration,
and provision of affordable homes; and
Council land assembly costs fully payable at the
end of each phase as a priority return to the
Council.

Intensification of
land use

•

Addition of residential, commercial and retail uses
in place of relocated civic functions.

Establishment of a
range of mixed
tenures

•

Target 40% affordable housing.

Deliver tenure
change across the
Borough where
appropriate

•

In line with Council policy the HDV will adopt an
optimum balance of affordable and private
ownership.

Community
facilities, skills and
training, health
improvement and
crime reduction

•
•

[REDACTED MATERIAL]
Forecast £477m gross residential expenditure from
new households over 20 years; and
A new social impact vehicle set up by HDV, to
support social impact initiatives and develop new
investment models, to deliver the widest reach
possible from the regeneration.

•

•

To incorporate land
belonging to other
stakeholders

•

Added value options identified to incorporate
additional adjacent properties, subject to HDV
detailed review.

To achieve a
commercially
acceptable return

•

All phases at Wood Green make a commercially
acceptable return, to reflect development risks
taken.
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GUIDE TO THIS BUSINESS PLAN (PLACE MAKING)
This section of the Wood Green Business Plan sets out the vision for place making, detailing
what the HDV will deliver to create better places; high-quality, mixed and inclusive
neighbourhoods, that improve health and wellbeing, meet needs and nurture aspirations.
An indicative masterplan for the regeneration of the Wood Green sites has been developed
alongside this Business Plan, that is intended to meet the needs of the local community, and
existing and future occupiers. This assumes a certain quantum of development that is referred
to in more detail throughout this plan, and which has informed the Financial section of the
Strategic Business Plan. This indicative masterplan will be tested and further options fully
considered via engagement with the existing community, businesses and other stakeholders
to create the best possible regeneration solution. This process will build on the consultation
that has been undertaken to date by Haringey Council, and give stakeholders genuine options
in how each of the sites are regenerated.
To aid navigation of this document, more detailed information and plans are contained within
appendices, referenced in the main body where appropriate.
The table below sets out the key sections of this Business Plan, along with their purpose to
aid navigation and referencing.
Section Title

Purpose

1. The Case for Change

• Identifies the reason to take a collaborative, holistic, place
making approach and the opportunity that the HDV presents.
• Future vision of a transformed town centre.

2. Development Context

• The demographic and contextual information that has influenced
the proposals.

3. Strategic Approach
Design Strategy

• The approach to delivering high-quality design of residential,
commercial, and retail on each of the sites and public realm
approach that relates to these.
• Added value outcomes that go beyond the bid red-lined sites,
including strengthening the existing businesses and potential to
add adjacent sites.

Residential Use Strategy

• Residential development strategy.
• Affordable housing opportunities.

Employment Space Strategy

• Commercial and industrial use strategy.
• Retail, catering and leisure use.

Social and Infrastructure Strategy

• Strategic approach to civic and community uses and physical
infrastructure which will be supported by the development
projects.

Sustainability and Energy
Strategy

• Strategic approach to sustainability.
• Proposals against clear sustainability goals.

Estate, Housing, and Asset
Management Strategy

• Approach to estate management.

Affordable Housing Management
and Ownership Strategy

• Housing management.
• Affordable ownership strategy.

Transportation Strategy

• Transport opportunities and constraints.
• The need to work with transport providers.
• Impact of Crossrail 2.
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PLACE MAKING
1

THE CASE FOR CHANGE

1.1

The need for a reinvigorated town centre

Wood Green is one of the largest retail destinations in North London and is classified as a
metropolitan centre in the London Plan. The High Road is a high intensity streetscape with
strong levels of activity along the narrow north-south corridor, but has a lack of intuitive and
pedestrian-friendly links between the east and west. The rundown and traffic-dominated
public realm is negatively impacting its appeal as a shopping and leisure destination. This is
further strengthened by its lack of places to dwell, restaurant offerings and other uses, such
as office, residential and cultural uses, which would contribute to making it a successful,
vibrant, and modern town centre.
The community of Wood Green is experiencing challenges with unemployment, crime and
safety after dark. The Wood Green indicative masterplan will act as a driver for employment,
investment and business growth that will help to address these challenges. All future
redevelopment within Wood Green will acknowledge the rich cultural diversity and
accommodate the social and community needs.
The residents of Wood Green, whilst aware of these challenges impacting where they live,
are deeply attached to their communities. The creative arts and media community, focused
around the Chocolate Factory, is still a well-kept secret and could be utilised to boost the
economy and to enhance the area’s image and identity.
The regeneration of Wood Green affords a transformative opportunity to refresh its identity
and appeal, reposition it in the London landscape and stimulate meaningful change for the
whole community. Balancing the commercial imperatives of regeneration at this scale with a
human-centred approach to drive systemic change and maximise long-term shared value
outcomes, is crucial. The HDV will create great places that local people will love and can be
proud to call home, while new residents and businesses will be attracted to live and invest in
the new town centre.
The transformation of Wood Green will have ripple effects beyond the boundaries of the
town centre. A strong economic driver along with a vibrant, safe environment that provides a
strong retail offer, varied food offering with outdoor seating, and cultural programming, will
make Wood Green the Heart of Haringey. This strengthened centre will help lift the entire
borough and drive the regeneration of other areas, such as Northumberland Park and High
Road West, which will have strong synergies with the new libraries and other cultural
offerings.

1.1.1 Strengthening connections to London-Stansted-Cambridge corridor
The opportunity for reach goes beyond Haringey. Wood Green lies in the centre of a corridor
from Central London to Cambridge and the North. To the west of this corridor lies Hampstead
and Watford – expensive, established and stable. To the east lies Stratford and Canary Wharf
– high growth, vibrant and buzzing with new activity. With a transformed town centre, Wood
Green could become the gateway to the technology and education corridor in the north,
located between Stansted and Cambridge. As part of the transformation, the HDV will provide
job training and opportunities for residents in Haringey to draw connections to this job growth
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area. The first step to achieving this proposal is by embedding STEM (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics) initiatives into schools that could be supported and partnered
with science, engineering and technology companies throughout this region. The HDV will also
work with these growing pharmaceutical, science and engineering firms and the technology
units associated with the larger universities to locate some of their smaller business units in
the Wood Green area.

1.1.2 Future Vision of a New Town Centre
The HDV vision of what the future residents, business owners and visitors of Wood Green
could see, feel and experience in the new regenerated town centre is detailed below.

Figure 1. Wood Green regeneration key sites along the High Road
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1.1.2.1 High Road
A revitalised High Road will bring back the importance of Wood Green as a retail hub for
North London. Safe, clean and full of the shops people want, it will not only be a place that
the local community are proud of, but also provide a heart for all of Haringey and the
surrounding areas.
The creation of a Business Improvement District (BID) will not only have helped with the
physical improvements of the High Road and a joined up, ambitious vision for Wood Green,
but will also have supported the businesses along it by creating networking opportunities,
skills, training and programmes to encourage visitor footfall. Special events and meanwhile
uses – urban markets, children’s traveling arts and theatre workshops, and food festivals –
will enliven the area and create a vibrant town centre where people want to be.
The three HDV sites will connect the High Road to the wider town centre and create special
places to stop, dwell and extend the experience.
1.1.2.2 LBH Civic Centre site
The LBH Civic centre site, will be the new benchmark for future homes in Wood Green and
all of Haringey. Sustainable, energy-efficient homes built around a central green, this will
become an exemplar of community and healthy living. Outdoor space in each flat will
complement the Grow Gardens and green podiums, bringing nature as an important element
of everyday life. The community gardens will be a place where diversity is celebrated, where
people of all income levels and from all backgrounds and ethnicities are welcome, reflecting
the rich tapestry of Wood Green today.
Neighbourhood space will be centred around wellbeing, with uses such as a Cycle Café,
yoga studio, boxing or gym, anchoring the buildings to the High Road. A nursery will provide
life and activity, as well as a safe place for parents to leave their children to play and learn
while they head to work each day.
The Civic Centre will be reminiscent of the history of Wood Green, a small, tight-knit
community surrounded by nature.
1.1.2.3 Station Road Offices site
The Station Road Offices site will be the new entry point to Wood Green. The iconic building
on the corner will let visitors know they have arrived at the heart of this revitalised and
sustainable town centre, while the restaurants below will reflect the buzz and vibrancy of the
place.
Capping the top of the town centre, this is where Wood Green residents and visitors will
gather during the day and at night, perhaps at the local craft brewery, which will reflect the
great artisan culture of Wood Green.
The new homes above the new restaurant cluster will welcome residents who desire to be
part of the action. Located adjacent to Wood Green tube station the residents will be
centrally connected to all of London, and to everything the new Wood Green town centre has
to offer. They will also be easily connected to Alexandra Palace and gardens, the Wood
Green commons to the west and the Trinity Gardens to the east.
This will be the place for young, first-time homebuyers to make their statement that, just as
Wood Green has leaped into the future, they too have arrived.
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1.1.2.4 Existing Wood Green Library site
The existing Wood Green Library site, is where Wood Green will let its rich culture shine.
The new central square will be at the heart of the revitalised Wood Green, as well as all of
Haringey. This special place, previously home to one of the best-used libraries in London,
has always been the place to meet. The indicative masterplan will further enhance this,
offering a revitalised and activated town square for the community with an iconic pavilion at
its’ heart.
This will be a mixed-use place with office space providing opportunities for co-working and
creative businesses to start and grow. It will provide a home for example production offices,
being priced out of Finsbury Park and seeking new locations. It will offer the occupants the
ability to take advantage of the supportive arts culture in Wood Green, as well as being only
a short tube ride away from the theatres of the West End.
Retail space will include casual, healthy food options that are missing in today’s Wood
Green. A place to grab something healthy to eat connected to the revitalised Cultural
Quarter for work or play. Opportunities for small creative businesses, cafes and shops will be
supported in the meanwhile spaces, similar to the Green Rooms project by the Council. As
their businesses grow, the tenants will have the option to move to the retail and restaurant
spaces surrounding the square, creating a wide variety of employment opportunities for the
people of Wood Green, while adding to the unique character and identity of the town centre.
The HDV will engage with the community to consider the most appropriate uses and
consider ideas for different employment spaces and outputs, incubators, co working, maker
spaces and markets that will contribute to the Arts and Culture and placemaking of Wood
Green. A vibrant cultural space is all about the arts, and this site could host a theatre, arts
workshop or speciality functions. It will become the life of the new town centre, creating a
friendly, welcoming space for the community to meet and make new connections, whilst
sparking the imaginations from the earliest age.
The homes located in this site will be for those who desire to be located in the heart of Wood
Green, with their front doors opening into the community outdoor living room, balanced with
green spaces on the podiums for a quiet respite, a bit of nature and a place to grow their
own healthy food. The central square will be the place to be – to connect, to dwell, to meet a
friend for lunch, to attend an event and to feel the culture of the place.
1.1.2.5 The Future
When complete the HDV will have created three distinct sites with three unique
atmospheres, all celebrating the revitalised Wood Green, and providing almost 1,300 new
homes, 25 new restaurants and retail spaces, new community spaces supporting the rich
diversity of the town and c.13,000 m2 of new office space. This will have created
opportunities for all – jobs, both construction and operations, training and learning
opportunities, activities, entertainment and growth experiences for young people, and
supported healthier living for all.
The three sites will only be the beginning; a catalyst for the future. With the new swell of civic
pride and attention from other parts of London, the transformation of Wood Green will
continue along the High Road and onto under-utilised neighbouring sites.
HDV could also have supported the Council to create a new Civic Centre to the west of the
High Road with the potential for a relocated council library and office facilities, and have
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worked with local landowners to explore opportunities to use the three HDV sites to create a
more cohesive regeneration of the heart of Wood Green.
The new Wood Green will be a proud place to live, work and play.

2

DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

2.1

Demographic context

2.1.1 Census Demographic Analysis
The Wood Green catchment area, which is made up of the wards immediately surrounding
the retail precinct between Wood Green and Turnpike Lane tube stations, is comprised of
the wards of Bounds Green, Harringay, Noel Park and Woodside. This area comprises
approximately 28,400 homes and 69,500 people.
Publicly available information, along with a synthesis of existing Council documents has
been reviewed to understand the local context, the barriers facing Wood Green residents
and the opportunities available.
The principle findings are:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Wood Green has a higher proportion of young, working adults between 20-44 than
the borough average, and in contrast a lower proportion of children and youth from
ages 0-19;
In line with the above, there is a relatively low proportion of families with dependent
children and, at least in Noel Park and Woodside, a high incidence of families with
non-dependent children still living at home;
Ethnicity in Wood Green is changing through international migration, with a low
proportion of residents born in the UK. There are high concentrations of Asian and
Asian British people, an increasing migration of Eastern and Southern Europeans,
and Noel Park also has an increasing incidence of Black Afro-Caribbean residents;
Deprivation in this area is concentrated in Noel Park and Woodside, with 38% of the
homes in Noel Park socially rented, in comparison to an average of 27% boroughwide;
The employment profile by occupation and industry sector is varied, but a higher
proportion of residents in all four wards of the Wood Green catchment area work in
elementary occupations, relative to the borough and London; and
The experience of health and wellbeing across this catchment is diverse. Noel Park
records the highest proportion of residents with a daily lifestyle that is impacted
significantly by health issues and reports the lowest proportion of people claiming
very good health.
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2.1.2 Mosaic Demographic Trends
The consumer classification tool Mosaic identifies the current household groups residing in
the N22 post code, which represents the Wood Green catchment, and presents a valuable
insight into the existing demographic of the area, to guide the housing offer

Figure 2.1Wood Green primary groups are educated young people privately renting, high-status dwellers and social housing
renters

The most frequent Mosaic groups represented are:
•
•
•

Group O (34.6% of residents) – educated young people in their 20s and 30s privately
renting in urban neighbourhoods;
Group A (26.6% of residents) – high-status city dwellers living in central locations and
pursuing careers with high rewards; and
Group K (19.8% of residents) – urban renters of social housing facing an array of
challenges.

The Group O category makes up the highest percentage, providing a great opportunity for
transformation in Wood Green. This group is ambitious, adventurous and keen to try new
things. Their wages are growing, but they don’t have a lot of disposable income due to high
private rental costs.
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Providing for this group and creating a community where they want to stay is key to longterm growth in Wood Green. As their income grows, they will try to purchase in the area and
as they become parents, their children will bring life and the next generation to Wood Green.
The opportunity exists to target and engage with this group through:
•
•
•

•

Design and delivery of a housing offer, which responds to their needs, including
purchasing their first home, micro-apartments and collaborative living;
Economic pathways for helping them to get their deposit and other routes to home
ownership;
Delivery of public realm, community infrastructure and open space that responds to
their needs. This group has an appetite to participate in community events and
programmes, and utilise community infrastructure and the public realm, which will in
turn contribute to the positive activation of the neighbourhood; and
Retail and catering offer to appeal to a demographic seeking a fashionable and social
lifestyle.

Group A demographic works in high status positions, commanding substantial salaries which
enable them to afford expensive urban homes. This group is a target market for Open
Market Sale (OMS) housing offers.
Group K demographic will require the greatest level of assistance and support during the
regeneration programme. This group will benefit from an improved affordable housing offer
established on the basis of their specific needs.
What this means for Wood Green:
•
•
•
•
•

2.2

A balanced mix of housing types and tenures should be included to respond to the
varied needs of the residents, including Build to Rent;
For residents to access the job opportunities created by the HDV, and the project,
investment will be required in skilling and mentoring;
Design and infrastructure should promote the use of outdoor space and physical
activity;
Bespoke community engagement plans with a variety of outreach engagement tools
need to be used to ensure that all members of the community can participate; and
Retail, catering and leisure mix that responds to the key consumer groups and local
demographic in the immediate area, particularly young professionals and family
groups.

Consultation Context

The Wood Green’s Future Issues and Options Consultation Report dated August 2016
provides a summary of the consultation exercise for the Wood Green Area Action Plan
(AAP) Issues and Options Report Feb 2016 undertaken between February and April 2016.
The purpose was to gather opinions on four options for the future regeneration of Wood
Green town centre. Options ranged from ‘High Road rejuvenation’ (Option 1) to ‘significant
transformation of Wood Green town centre’ (Option 4) with most parties consulted in support
of Option 4, which they agreed was required to deliver the agreed goals of:
•
•
•

Improving the uses of the town centre;
Making unique places for people;
Creating a well-connected place; and
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•

Developing Wood Green as Haringey’s sustainable capital.

The Council have recently consulted on the latest version of the Wood Green AAP
(Regulation 18 Preferred Option Consultation Draft February 2017). Once the outputs from
this consultation are available, they will be used to inform the HDV proposals.
The HDV will build on the consultation activities undertaken by the Council to date, and fully
engage with local stakeholders to explore their views, wants and needs. We will develop a
shared vision with the community, and test and develop the indicative masterplan and the
other strategies and plans captured in this Business Plan to create a shared direction for the
transformation.

2.3

Site Context

Wood Green is Haringey’s largest town centre and home to the borough’s civic hub. It is
identified within the London Plan as ‘an Area of Intensification’ able to accommodate a
significant portion of the borough’s future development needs. Designated a Metropolitan
Town Centre, Wood Green has a large retail footprint, with its high street (the High Road)
and shopping mall attracting shoppers from surrounding areas.
Employment uses in the form of storage sheds, small manufacturing units including
remnants of the former Chocolate Factory and the decommissioned Hornsey Gas Holders lie
to the north and west.
The urban environment within the town centre is relatively poor, particularly given its status
as a Metropolitan Town Centre. Whilst the High Road provides a density of retail floor space,
large retail blocks compound the one-dimensional north-south orientation of the town centre
and limit opportunities for east-west movements. The East Coast Mainline and service yards
associated with retail units also sever east-west pedestrian connectivity and have served to
isolate the town centre from Alexandra Park, compounding deficiency in open space.
The streetscape to the east and west of the High Road has a proliferation of large blank,
inactive and unattractive frontages, which relate poorly to their context and present issues
for safety and security.
The draft Wood Green AAP sets out the Council’s aspirations to unlock the development
potential of the wider town centre area, radically changing the layout of existing urban blocks
and potentially moving the heart of the town centre further down the High Road.
The three sites located within the town centre have the potential to unlock development on
privately owned sites and act as catalysts for the regeneration of the area.
The three sites as outlined within this document are based on the adopted Site Allocations
Development Plan Document January 2016 and have been developed using the vision and
objectives set out in the Wood Green AAP Issues and Options Report dated February 2016.
Since this proposal was submitted the Council has released the Wood Green AAP,
Regulation 18 Preferred Option Consultation Draft February 2017. The updated vision and
new site allocation boundaries will be explored during the next stage on formation of the
HDV.
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2.3.1 LBH Civic Centre site
The Civic Centre site is located towards the northern end of the High Road. The site is
approximately 1.1 hectares and comprises of a four-storey, locally listed civic building built in
the 1950s. Ancillary parking and green space is located to the rear, and the building is
currently occupied by the Council. The area around the Civic Centre is noticeably quieter
and more residential in character when compared to other parts of the town centre. The site
falls within the Trinity Gardens Conservation Area and the historic buildings lend a strong
sense of place. Existing green spaces connect to a wider green network, and there is an
opportunity to improve these spaces and other areas of public realms and thereby improving
the setting of the historic buildings.
The site is formally allocated in the Local Plan for residential-led development with
supporting employment and town centre uses. Heights of four to six storeys can be achieved
on the site and any redevelopment requiring demolition of the Civic Centre would need to
justify how the replacement building would make a significant contribution to the Trinity
Gardens Conservation Area.
During the next stage the development of the Civic Building will be further investigated
including a comprehensive stakeholder engagement plan to be undertaken with the relevant
community members and council facilities. Any changes to the locally listed building will
need to be supported by the sufficient justification of consequential public benefit.

`

Figure 2.2: Council Civic Centre site , Development Plan Document January 2016
Note: These plans are for illustrative purposes only. Please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan for further detail on the
legal title boundaries.

Key: LBH ownership
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2.3.2 Station Road Offices site
The Station Road Offices site is currently largely occupied by commercial buildings. The
most dominant being River Park House, a nine-storey office building located on the corner of
the High Road and Station Road Offices site, currently occupied by the Council. The building
dominates the western frontage of the High Road, housing with imposing, inactive frontages
and height and massing, that dominates the western frontage of the High Road.
Buildings located in the western part of the site along Station Road Offices site, provide an
opportunity for improving Station Road Offices site frontages and arrival experiences from
the west. In recognition of the site’s central location, there is opportunity for taller buildings
ranging between 13 and 25 stories and tapering away from the tube station. Opportunities
also exist to integrate additional sites within the indicative masterplan for the site such as the
reconfiguration of the adjacent bus garage.
The Station Road Offices site as referenced below is from the adopted Site Allocations
Development Plan Document January 2016. Since this proposal was submitted the Council
has released the Wood Green AAP, Regulation 18 Preferred Option Consultation Draft
February 2017.

Figure 2.3: Station Road Offices site, Development Plan Document January 2016.
Note: These plans are for illustrative purposes only. Please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan for further detail on the
legal title boundaries.

Key: LBH ownership

Third party ownership
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2.3.3 Wood Green Library site
The Wood Green Library site is set back from the High Road with a small forecourt at the
front of the building. The site is approximately 1.4 hectares in size and comprises of a fourstorey building housing the Wood Green Library, ancillary car parking to the rear and retail
floor space.
The site also includes land along Caxton Road, including 6 – 10 Caxton Road which is a
community building leased to the Turkish Islam Community Centre, the Community Hub and
the Efdal Community Centre and also land to the east and south which is not currently in the
Council ownership. The redevelopment of this part of the site will be dependent upon the
successful relocation of the existing community uses on Caxton Road
The site has the potential to form a new public heart to the High Road, including primary
town centre uses at ground and first floor levels, addressing a new urban square.
The North-East corner of the Wood Green Library site has the potential for a high-density
development including a significant number of new homes. The buildings will become local
landmarks and play a role in wayfinding.

Figure 2.4: Wood Green Library site, Development Plan Document January 2016.
Note: The Wood Green Library site as referenced below is from the adopted Site Allocations Development Plan Document
January 2016 which is the red line upon which this Business Plan is based. The Council has subsequently released the Wood
Green Area Action Plan, Regulation 18 Preferred Option Consultation Draft February 2017. These plans are for illustrative
purposes only. Please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan for further detail on the legal title boundaries.

Key: LBH ownership

Third party ownership
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2.4

Site Constraints

2.4.1 Heritage
The built heritage of Wood Green town centre has been recognised in the following ways:
•

Conservation Areas:
-

•

Statutory Listed Buildings – there are no listed buildings within the three strategic
sites but there are a number of listed buildings adjacent to them This includes the
following
-

-

•

The Church of St Michael’s and All Angels and the Nightingale Primary School
and School House which are located to the south and west of the LBH Civic
Centre site respectively. The church spire is an important visual landmark in the
town centre; and
The Gaumont Palace adjacent to the northern boundary of the Wood Green
Library site is Grade II* listed and is currently used as a church. Located
immediately to the north of the Wood Green Library Site, the former cinema could
play an important role in the new heart of Wood Green by being converted to a
multi-purpose venue and provide a new east–west connection to the High Road.

Locally listed buildings:
-

•

The LBH Civic Centre site is located within the Trinity Gardens Conservation
Area; and
The Station Road Offices site is in proximity to the Wood Green Common
Conservation Area.

The Civic Centre site includes the locally listed civic centre building; and
A listed cattle trough and drinking fountain are located in front of the Civic Centre
site on the High Road.

Locally Listed Parks and Gardens:
-

The Civic Centre site is located between Crescent Gardens, King George VI
Memorial Garden and Trinity Gardens, all three are locally listed. The
redevelopment of the Civic Centre site will aim to create a strong relationship with
these gardens and enhance their settings.

2.4.2 Environmental
•

•

•

Air quality is of concern for the Station Road Offices site and the Wood Green Library
site being centrally located at the heart of the town centre and with adjacencies to
major traffic corridors. The HDV will adopt sustainable initiatives to reduce car use
and will provide additional landscaping options;
Noise is of specific concern for the Station Road Offices site, as it fronts two busy
roads and is next to a bus depot which operates early mornings and late in the
evening;
Traffic and movement is of concern for all three sites, as they are adjacent to the
busy and chaotic High Road. East-west connections are limited and not easily
traversed. A detailed logistics plan will be developed to accommodate these
limitations;
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•

•
•

Utilities and underground structures, including basements and Piccadilly line tunnels,
may pose some constraints. A detailed site constraints and services plan will be
developed to manage these interfaces.
Local and distant views, particularly those to and from Alexandra Palace, will be
considered; and
Existing trees along Trinity Road and the High Road within the LBH Civic Centre site
will be retained due to the important role they play in the streetscape and
conservation area.

2.4.3 Adjacent Properties
The analysis of the wider area identified a number of adjacent sites that pose some
constraints to the redevelopment of the three sites:
•
•

•

•

The Arriva Bus depot is located immediately to the north of the Station Road Offices
site and, due to its large area and use, is a major barrier to north-south movement;
Capital and Regional - The Mall servicing area and car park access is adjacent to the
south-eastern boundary of the Wood Green Library site which presents solid walls
directly against the site boundary, and some servicing and car park access sit within
the Wood Green Library site boundary;
Morrisons – the grocery site located directly north of the Wood Green Library site
could benefit the redevelopment by providing an internal link to the High Road, but it
also presents a constraint due to its poor quality and mostly blank facades;
The Gaumont Palace – listed mostly for its interior, the building is important in terms
of both heritage and social value. Whilst the High Road frontages contribute to the
urban setting, the building massing and relationship to its surroundings are
challenging. The redevelopment of the Wood Green Library Site offers the perfect
opportunity for integrating the building into the urban fabric and making it accessible
as a town centre facility.
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2.4.4 Public Transport
Public transport connections to and from Wood Green are excellent, with the town centre
boasting the highest public transport accessibility (PTAL) ratings of 6a and 6b. Central
London is accessible in 15 minutes via the Piccadilly Line, which will soon be operating allnight services. The Piccadilly line is also scheduled for a major upgrade by 2022 including
re-signalling and new trains. This upgrade will
increase the capacity of the line by 25% and
shorten journey times by a fifth.
The extensive local bus network provides
connections across North London.
The High Road (A105) is an arterial route, with
Wood Green underground station capping the
northern end and Turnpike Lane underground
station capping the southern end. The High
Road is one of the major routes leading out of
Central London to the North, resulting in a
highly-trafficked street, including several bus
routes.

Figure 2.5: PTAL ratings in Wood Green are 6a, the best accessibility rating possible

2.5

Planning Context

Proposals for the regeneration of Wood Green will be considered against a hierarchy of
national, regional and local planning policy and guidance, including:
•
•
•
•
•

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and Planning Practice Guidance (PPG);
The London Plan (2016);
Local Plan: Strategic Policies DPD (2013);
Saved Unitary Development Plan Policies (2006);
Emerging policy framework:
-

•

Mayoral guidance, including:
-

•

Wood Green Area Action Plan;
Alterations to Strategic Policies;
Development Management DPD;
Site Allocations DPD;
Proposals Map;
North London Waste Plan;

Housing SPG;
Crossrail Funding SPG;

Council guidance, including:
-

SPG 1a Design Guidance; and
Planning Obligations SPD.
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3

STRATEGIC APPROACH

3.1

Design Strategy

THE REVITALISATION OF WOOD GREEN CENTRES ON ENHANCING CONNECTIONS; CREATING PHYSICAL
CONNECTIONS THAT MAKE SPACES SAFE, ACCESSIBLE AND ATTRACTIVE; BUILDING COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS AT
SPECIAL EVENTS, AND IN RESTAURANT OUTDOOR SEATING; AND CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FOR BUSINESSES TO
GROW THROUGH COLLABORATION.

3.1.1 Approach to Regeneration
The design approach for Wood Green regeneration focuses on the social, economic,
environmental and cultural qualities that make a vibrant, healthy and successful town centre.
The HDV could turn the majority of the physical constraints into real opportunities to realise
the vision for Wood Green. To guide this process, we have defined a number of masterplanning principles to address:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Enhancement of the High Road – new developments will contribute to the
revitalisation of the High Road with a main focus on retail, office and activities in the
town centre. This will be achieved through direct physical intervention into the public
realm and building stock along the High Road or indirectly through schemes that
encourage pedestrian movement to and through the High Road. Each key site will
adopt their individual Public Realm strategies with planning commitments contributing
to the renewal of the connections between the key sites;
Improving east-west connections – improving linkages to the Cultural Quarter and
Alexandra Palace is one of the priorities for the area. Therefore, the proposals should
enhance existing routes like Station Road Offices Site and create new high-quality
east-west connections;
Creating a network of public spaces for people of all ages to enjoy throughout the
day and evening – the new development will offer a range of public spaces, each
with their own identity, which are welcoming and offer something for people of varied
backgrounds and ages. They can have different scale and character but will be
flexible enough to accommodate different uses;
Improving the settings and accessibility to heritage assets – the role of the Gaumont
Palace and the Church of St. Michael as local landmarks will be considered both in
physical and social terms in the master-planning process, as they will play a key role
in making the town centre unique;
Delivering a mix of uses that encourage interaction and vibrancy – as with many
other town centres, this will be a place where people, live, work, shop, eat, drink, talk,
dance, play, read and learn. Mixing these activities in the right way is what will make
it a successful project;
High-quality, sustainable homes – will be delivered with tenure-blind communities at
all price points, giving existing residents opportunities to stay and grow with their
community by offering new routes to ownership and affordable rental options. Setting
new benchmarks in sustainable design and construction, these highly energyefficient sustainable homes will result in lower cost of living and healthier lives; and
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•

Residential unit criteria – homes will maximise dual aspects, and eliminate northfacing single-aspect units. Homes will have private amenity space and offer
communal terraces.

Figure 3.1 Design principles for Wood Green

Key to unlocking the broader potential of Wood Green are the sites in the Council’s
ownership. Each has a zone of influence, which, through a phased redevelopment, can
present a cohesive town centre with new complementary streets and spaces.
3.1.1.1 Indicative Masterplan for Regeneration
The redevelopment of these three key sites will create a well-connected Metropolitan Town
Centre focused around an enhanced High Road, offering new high-quality homes,
employment space, shops and cultural activities. A revitalised Wood Green town centre will
celebrate the diversity of the area, bring jobs, support healthy living and create community
cohesion.
As part of the HDV bid process an indicative masterplan has been developed for Wood
Green that is intended to meet the needs of the local community, existing residents and
future occupiers. The Bid process has not allowed for any stakeholder engagement to inform
this plan to date, however, on formation of the HDV it will be tested, adapted, and
developed, with engagement with local stakeholders to create the best possible regeneration
solution. This process will build on the consultation that has been undertaken to date by
Haringey Council, and give stakeholders genuine options in how the town centre is
regenerated.
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Outline: Quantum of development proposed by indicative masterplan

Homes

Employment
Space

Retail
Space

Community

Delivery Date

939m2

2021

LBH Civic
Centre
Site

244

Station
Road
Offices
Site

600

Existing
Wood
Green
Library
site

437

5,860

2,386m2

1,700

TOTAL

1,281

5,860

5,575m2

2,639m2

3,189m2

2023

2021

Note: These figures do not include the new Council facilities employment space which HDV could deliver on behalf of
Council.

The indicative masterplan could deliver approximately:
•
•
•
•

Circa 1,300 new high-quality sustainable homes;
Almost 3,000 new jobs during construction and circa 1,300 in the completed
development;
25 new shops, cafes and restaurants; and
Employment space for a range of business sizes in line with LBHs employment
growth aspirations for Wood Green.

3.1.2 Public Realm
The indicative masterplan proposes using a series of ‘pocket parks’ or
courtyards to define private residential spaces from the active new streets.
High-quality public realm spaces will complement the key sites through:
•

•
•

Providing public routes through the three sites using a variety of
landscape environments creating subtle distinctions between vehicular and
pedestrian access;
Encouraging flexible recreation, amenity or play space that supports residential, retail
and commercial functions; and
Contributing to clear wayfinding around the developing town centre to underpin the
overall indicative masterplan vision and assist delivery of the cultural strategy over
the longer term.
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Figure 3.2 Better links from east/west, particularly to the Cultural Quarter and Alexandra Palace, supporting the AAPs
vision, linking the three key strategic sites

The HDV will also seek to use planning commitments to enhance the existing public realm
links between each site, and doing so seek to catalyse wider regeneration. More strategic
public realm schemes will be afforded should additional land assembly become viable within
the town centre area.
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3.1.3 Site Specific Design
3.1.3.1 Existing LBH Civic Centre Site
The LBH Civic Centre site, is located at the northern end of the town centre within a
predominantly residential context. It has frontages on three streets – the High Road, Trinity
Road, and Bounds Green Road. The baseline design in the indicative masterplan for
regeneration presumes the demolition of the locally listed Civic Centre building. Following
the formation of the HDV the following options will be explored during design development:
•

Full or partial retention of the existing buildings (it is acknowledged that demolition
will only be accepted if the appropriate level of public benefit can be demonstrated);
and

Building heights and massing will be carefully considered to enhance existing local and
distant views to adjacent landmarks and to improve legibility. The tallest block has the
potential to be located in the north-eastern corner of the site. The building heights could step
down to the south toward St. Michael’s Church, providing shared roof gardens and private
terraces that benefit from the orientation and views. Blocks along the High Road could be
generally taller than the rest of the development to frame the High Road and Crescent
Gardens and provide a more tranquil and intimate feel to the rest of the development. The
two blocks along the High Road could include shared roof gardens at podium level, whilst
the block to the west makes use of the landscape provided at ground level.
New public open space, including community gardens and play areas, will form an intrinsic
part of the LBH Civic Centre design. They will play a key role in making the new
development a community asset along with the affordable housing. A children’s nursery and
café could also be located on the ground floor, fronting onto the improved public realm on
the High Road.
The new homes in LBH Civic Centre site will include affordable housing with a mix of unit
sizes and tenures. Through the design process that informed the indicative masterplan a
series of options for full or partial retention of the locally listed civic centre were considered.
It was concluded that the proposed scheme, whilst it does not retain the building, could
reflect upon the architectural qualities embedded in the 1950’s building and be of more value
to the community and wider regeneration because it provides:
•
•
•
•
•

Significantly more new homes;
Improved High Road frontage;
Better permeability through the site;
Better arrival experience in the town centre; and
More usable public open space.
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3.1.3.2 Existing Station Road Offices Site
Located adjacent to the Wood Green Underground Station, the Station Road Offices site has
the potential to unlock wider development opportunities and drive regenerative change for
housing, employment, connectivity and public space in Wood Green.
The HDV will seek to reposition Station Road Offices site into a pedestrian and cycle-friendly
street. The site is a unique place that symbolises the urban character of Wood Green. A
place where the green spaces complement the lively and vibrant public realm day and night.
Active ground floor uses will complement the existing retail and leisure offer in the town
centre. It could provide a varied food offer for visitors going to Alexandra Palace for a
daytime or evening event, staying in local hotels like the Green Rooms or coming for a
meeting in the Cultural Quarter.
Above the ground level active uses, midrise to tall residential buildings could be located
rising to a tall landmark building at the High Road corner of the site which is visibly
prominent from the east and south due to the geometry of the surrounding streets and
spaces and the sloping topography.
The majority of homes in these blocks would be dual aspect or east, west or south facing
and benefit from views to Alexandra Palace and across London.
3.1.3.3 Existing Wood Green Library Site
Located in the middle of the town centre the existing Wood Green Library site will become
the new heart of Wood Green. The site will open up the High Road to create a link to the
west that leads into a new town square, a destination in its own right and the east-west link
to the Cultural Quarter from the High Road. Additional opportunities will also be explored
through detail design:
•
•
•

To link to the Morrison’s southern entrance, and to the Station Road Offices site
beyond; and
To catalyse a reinvention of the former Gaumont Palace.
The HDV will work with Council to assess the relocation of the community uses on
alternate locations.

The HDV aims to deliver a diverse mix of buildings to create enclosure and activity to
animate to help frame a new public town square. This would be a vibrant area with a
balance of hard and soft finishes and space that will support a myriad of uses – a sunny
lunch spot, a place to meet friends, and a location to stage civic and cultural events
important to the life of Haringey. It would play a key place making role; a much-needed
space to dwell for the local community which is currently lacking on the High Road. Attractive
and extensive planting, mature trees, interactive water features, art work, together with high
quality finishes, street furniture and lighting will help to create a beautiful and safe public
space where local people and visitors alike want to spend time. A pavilion that
accommodates a café and a programme of community events could play an important role in
activating the new town square during the day and evenings.
The indicative masterplan provides flexibility in regards to phasing and the integration of the
Mall servicing yard and access to the Mall car park, and can accommodate additional retail
and office space. The Wood Green Library site will not only provide new high-quality homes
but also new flexible office space that can meet the needs of existing residents and
potentially attract new businesses to the area.
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3.1.4 Added Value Outcomes
The indicative masterplan for regeneration set out in this Business Plan is represented in the
base case financial appraisal for the regeneration. However, subject to Cabinet approval
there could be additional opportunity for the HDV to influence transformation and add further
value by working with the Council in delivery of their new Council facilities. There could also
opportunities to work with existing businesses in Wood Green and adjacent landowners to
redevelop under-utilised land to further the transformation of the town centre. These
initiatives will be further investigated through stakeholder engagement during the 1,000-day
launch plan, and if appropriate adopted by the HDV.
3.1.4.1 Existing Retail and Businesses
Wood Green is viewed as one of the most important retail destinations in
North London. Although over the past few years there has been a decline in
the retail offer with the loss of M&S and BHS. Despite this loss there is still a
well-established retailer community along the High Road which will be
protected and enhanced where necessary. As a new stakeholder in the town
centre, the HDV, will join the Wood Green Business Forum to become fully immersed in the
business networks and play an active role in sharing expertise and advice. Working closely
with the business community, the HDV will support the proposal to establish a Business
Improvement District (BID), and encourage it to bring the following benefits:
•

Physical changes and public realm improvements:
-

•

Supporting businesses and encouraging footfall:
-

•

Cleanliness – jet washing, deep clean and gum removal;
Streetscape improvements – landscaping, benches, improved sidewalks,
shopfront criteria, wayfinding and signage;
Security – additional police, street wardens; and
Sustainable long-term place management model.

Business network – joint procurement, networking, recycling; and
Identity and marketing – identity creation and branding, events, social media, PR,
attraction of new tenants, increased footfall.

Supporting local community:
-

Skills training, jobs for locals; and
Collective voice during the regeneration.

The HDV is committed to locating the HDV project office and consultation hub within the
Wood Green town centre to encourage a presence in the community and a collaborative and
transparent approach from the outset.
HDV will investigate taking an asset management approach to strengthening the High Road.
In this asset management capacity, the HDV will:
•
•
•

Identify and where necessary, acquire direct control of key strategic sites;
Vigorously pursue improvements to the High Road environment generally, and in
particular regarding traffic management and pedestrian movement;
Engage in further dialogue with other parties to achieve buy in to the aims and
objectives of the indicative masterplan and thereby influence change;
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•
•

Create a balanced and coordinated retail environment encompassing both the new
and existing retail offer, leading them into a single seamless trading entity; and
Work with the community to promote special events in Wood Green to enhance
community cohesion and refresh Wood Green’s identity.
THE GROWTH COMMISSION'S TEN INDICATORS OF A HEALTHY HIGH ROAD
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3.2

Working in Partnership

To push the boundaries of the regeneration and further the transformation well beyond the
Council-owned sites, there are landowners and tenants with whom the HDV will engage and
collaboratively work with;
•

•

•

•

•

•

The Gaumont Palace – re-purposing the theatre back to a community use would be a
large benefit to the community and link the Wood Green Library site back to the High
Road;
Morrisons – this site is important in linking the library and Station Road Offices sites,
in providing increased density and as future space for the artist studios and incubator
spaces that will be moved once Crossrail opens;
Arriva Bus Garage (Arriva) – this site is currently under-utilised, and has the potential
to provide additional homes and green spaces linked directly to the Station Road
Offices site. There are also options for right-sizing the bus depot and building around
or over it;
The Mall (Capital and Regional) – once one of the top retail centres in London with
over 100 shop properties, 12 screen cinema complex, restaurants, market hall and
1,500 car spots, the physical facility and tenant mix has lost its status. If Wood Green
is to be fully transformed back into a leading retail centre the Mall is a key element
that will need to be addressed; and
The HDV could also prioritise adding additional commercial development to create
further employment space. Research shows that the creation of an office cluster
could attract businesses such as technology firms and those associated with
education institutions. The HDV could provide over 30,000 square meters of mixed
class office and workspace as part of this regeneration.
The tenants in community buildings on the existing Wood Green Library site – the
redevelopment of the existing Wood Green Library site can only be achieved with the
successful relocation of the existing community uses on this site.

Figure 3.3 Potential from adjacent third-party sites.
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3.3

Residential Use Strategy

A MIX OF SUSTAINABLY DESIGNED, HIGH-QUALITY, TENURE-BLIND ACCOMMODATION WILL CREATE DESIRABLE
PLACES TO LIVE AND HOMES FOR RESIDENTS THROUGHOUT THEIR LIVES; FROM YOUNG FIRST-TIME-BUYERS TO
THOSE THAT HAVE ALWAYS BEEN PART OF THIS TIGHT-KNIT COMMUNITY.

3.3.1 Key Objectives
At the core of the proposal for housing development is the creation of homes
and public spaces that people can be proud of. A key objective of the HDV’s
Social Impact Themes is to create homes and neighbourhoods where people
can thrive. Critical to this is quality design, good management, and a mix of
tenures that are affordable to a range of household types and incomes. The
key objectives include:
•

•
•

•

•

Creating a genuine mix/integration of housing product in a quality environment with
high-quality design and enhanced amenities, with more opportunities for social
interaction and engagement;
Developing communities in which social housing tenants can access a full range of
opportunities;
Designing to accommodate the needs of different household sizes and compositions,
with capability of adaptation for people living with special needs or seeking to age in
place;
Creating spaces between the buildings as platforms for a shared social life in the
community, with a character, quality and management that are equally significant in
terms of maximising the neighbourhood effect and creating an enjoyable place to
live; and
Providing homes for older people that are central and accessible, with activities, and
gardens close by, resulting in less isolation.

3.3.2 Market Analysis
3.3.2.1 Open Market Sale Housing
Wood Green is currently seen as a more affordable option to living in North London, whilst
still having fantastic transport links to central London. Home prices are improving, reflecting
a 10.7% growth in the N22 postcode in the past 12 months. According to Hometrack, only
one new build completion has been registered so far in 2016, showing that all of the growth
is from existing stock.
The forecast is for significant further increases in line with the current London trends for
outer boroughs, and due to the significant regeneration and transport infrastructure
improvements that are proposed.
52% of the existing homes in Wood Green are flats, both purpose built and conversion,
demonstrating the appetite for lateral apartments in Wood Green and the surrounding areas.
The HDV Strategic Business Plan includes analysis of the wider London market, and an
Appendix of this Business Plan includes a specific analysis of the market relating to Wood
Green.
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3.3.2.2 Private Rented Sector
There is strong demand for good quality rental accommodation given the demographic
trends noted in Wood Green. This is derived from both the volume of private renters, but
also their relatively high level of affluence including young professionals. There is
considerable depth of demand for a higher-end product, and people are willing to pay more
for it.
As discussed in the demographic context section of this report, Mosaic demographic data for
Wood Green demonstrates that there is already a significant demand of private renters with
34% of the existing population classified as ‘Rental Hubs’ (educated young people privately
renting in urban neighbourhoods). Providing appropriate housing opportunities in a vibrant
town centre where they will want to stay is key to the future growth of Wood Green.
3.3.2.3 Affordable Housing
Any housing offer included in a redeveloped town centre will provide high-density, highquality housing with a range of tenures addressing diverse income ranges. A well-balanced
mix of residents not only provides a depth of character to the area, but also meets the needs
of the community at all levels. Creating homes and job opportunities at all levels keeps
Wood Green from becoming a dormitory community where higher income workers travel
outside Wood Green to work and retail and lower skilled workers have to travel into Wood
Green to work because they can’t afford to live in the area.
By targeting 40% affordable housing, the HDV will give all existing residents opportunities to
stay and grow with their community by offering new routes to home ownership and
affordable rental options as rates continue to rise in the Greater London area.
A mix of tenures will be brought forward that relate specifically to local needs, and will
facilitate the possible re-provision of homes from elsewhere in the Borough within Wood
Green. This will enable speed of rehousing, minimise disruption and uncertainty to existing
residents and provide an opportunity to create a greater diversity of tenures across the
borough. HDV recognise that a one-size-fits-all approach to housing delivery will not address
the underlying issues and disparities between the sites, nor best respond to the underlying
objectives of the HDV. Central to this approach is to move away from focusing on
categorisation of ‘affordable’ and ‘private’ tenures and instead to focus on providing homes
to ‘buy’ and ‘rent’ at a range of affordability – the right split between renting and buying
creates the foundations of a housing offer that provides choice, diversity and which is
inclusive from the outset whilst enabling the HDV objective to be realised. New homes will
be provided at a range of affordability, providing reassurance that they are accessible to a
wide range of existing and new households, complementing the wider regeneration
objectives whilst also offering an opportunity for the Council to take a long-term stake, with
potential for long-term returns.

3.3.3 Housing Offer
3.3.3.1 Housing Tenure
The indicative masterplan for the three sites in Wood Green offers a total of circa 1,300 new
homes for Haringey. HDV will provide a balanced mix of tenure, size, and design of homes
on all three sites of Wood Green in order to support a diverse and integrated community. A
target of 40% of homes (by habitable room) will be delivered as affordable housing, and both
market and affordable homes will be provided across a range of sale and rental tenures such
that homes are available to residents at every income level and all stages of life. Sizes could
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vary from studios to four bedroom units, with a larger proportion of one and two bedroom
units in the private mix to reflect the market in Wood Green today.
The provision of a variety of homes across the development sites will be a key ingredient in
the creation of a sustainable community for the long term, and in enhancing the economic
success of the regeneration.
Market homes will be designed in accordance with planning policy, but with flexibility of
being Open Market Sale (OMS) or Private Rental Sector (PRS) tenure. The provision of
housing PRS homes as part of the mix will allow for more residents in homes quicker, as
well as providing capital faster to begin other HDV development.
3.3.3.2 Housing Offer
HDV will provide homes that will be amongst the best that London has to offer, including a
balanced mix of home sizes and types that will be designed to meet or exceed all relevant
design standards.
HDV will seek to design homes to suit the specific needs of various household types where
possible, for example accessible homes for the disabled, sheltered accommodation for the
vulnerable, and additional habitable rooms for family accommodation, in line with Wheelchair
Home and Lifetime Home requirements.
3.3.3.3 Affordable Housing Offer
This Business Plan supports the Council’s ambition to deliver higher levels of affordable
housing, and the financial model targets the provision of 40% affordable housing (calculated
by habitable room and subject to viability testing).
Affordable homes will be included in every phase of the development. Early phases will be
designed such that it could accommodate the needs of the existing council tenants and
resident leaseholders rehoused from other HDV sites.
Affordable tenures will include a range of sub-tenures that will accommodate a balanced mix
of affordability to all households. For further detail on Affordable Housing please refer to the
HDV Strategic Business Plan Delivery and Finance and Commercial sections.
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3.4

Employment Space Strategy

BUSINESSES AT ALL STAGES OF THEIR LIFE CYCLE WILL GROW AT WOOD GREEN. FROM CO-WORKING SPACES AND
BUSINESS INCUBATORS WITHIN MEANWHILE USES, TO THOSE MORE ESTABLISHED, ATTRACTED TO SUSTAINABLE,
HIGH-QUALITY DESIGNED OFFICE SPACE OF UP TO 1000M2. .

3.4.1 Key Objectives
The proposal for employment space in the Wood Green town centre provides
for additional and higher quality workspace resulting in economic vitality, job
creation and day and night-time vibrancy aiding in a better sense of place.
HDV will enable better prospects by:
•
•
•

Providing employment opportunities accessible to local residents of all capabilities
and ages;
Fostering local enterprise with spaces for businesses to start-up, succeed and grow;
and
Creating a vibrant mixed-use quarter that will bring life and enhance place making
outcomes for the community.

3.4.2 Commercial Offer
3.4.2.1 Objectives
The proposed commercial strategy seeks to provide commercial accommodation that meets
the needs of a wide cross section of occupiers. The objectives include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of viable, sustainable employment space that will appeal to businesses and
individuals, ranging from a hot desk to a full floor plate of around 1,000 m2;
Promotion of arts and creative industry facilities to add to the character and identity of
Wood Green;
Co-working spaces ranging from small businesses who need access to technology to
individuals looking for a single space on a temporary basis;
Business support to help incubator companies and entrepreneurial individuals to
grow while still having access to space in Wood Green throughout their growth; and
Supporting the strategic objective of the Council, working in partnership with the
London Enterprise Panel, to focus on digital, creative, science and technology job
creation;

There is also opportunity for the HDV to support the Council in the development of their new
Council facilities (subject to cabinet approval);
It is important to provide opportunities for businesses at all stages of their growth cycles so
that jobs stay in Wood Green. For long-term economic stability, it is important that
businesses do not outgrow the facilities available and leave, taking their jobs and workers
with them.
3.4.2.2 Market Analysis
The current office stock in Wood Green is dominated by second-hand accommodation that
falls short of meeting office ‘Grade A’ requirements, resulting in reduced rental levels.
However, the continued tightening of availability of ‘Grade A’ office space in the fringe of
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Central London, together with a comprehensive regeneration as proposed in this Business
Plan, will be key to achieving a change in attitude towards Wood Green.
The top four reasons for companies considering relocation to a new sub-market are:
•
•
•
•

Public transport accessibility;
Property cost;
Potential for business clustering; and
Quality of supporting retail and leisure amenities.

The creation of a truly mixed-use environment, along with the proposed Piccadilly line
upgrades and potential for Crossrail, will add to this market and increase the ability to attract
higher quality office occupiers.
Wood Green has seen success in co-working and creative space, such as the Chocolate
Factory, located in the Cultural Quarter. The Office marketing strategy in the Appendix of this
Business Plan contains more details on co-working spaces seeking to locate in the Wood
Green area. Given that Wood Green is currently seen as a secondary office location for
large scale anchor tenants, the HDV will initially focus attention toward SMEs, incubator and
co-worker uses to shape our commercial product offer.
Further market analysis is also included in the Appendix to this business plan.
3.4.2.3 Office Types
The HDV will provide spaces that are inspiring, adaptable and designed to accommodate
more agile ways of working.
The proposed employment space will offer a range of sizes and working styles and including
the following:
•

•

•

•

HDV office space – the HDV office will locate to the town centre to help serve as an
anchor to the first phase of office offering, to make the HDV team a part of the
community, and to make the team accessible to the community;
Incubator space – the creation of managed incubator space will assist in the
formulation and expansion of new enterprises, promote peer interaction and provide
business support services. These spaces can provide temporary or semi-permanent
spaces for creative/cultural entrepreneurs to contribute to social and economic
development and place making. Local creative/cultural enterprises can be supported
to grow from micro into small and medium enterprises, through business support
services including training, advice, subsidised premises, finance, networks and
events;
Co-working space – there is a greater need for high-quality small business
workspaces due to an increase in creative, technology and design activity. These
new businesses and entrepreneurs favour non-traditional spaces. Many have a need
to access 3D printers and other technology to remove the barriers for entry. A coworking space can provide this technology as well as space for a small office,
workshop, studio or single hot-desk;
Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) space – there is potential for creating a market
for new SMEs by providing Grade A, modern facilities. The target market would be
creative industries, such as the production houses being priced out of Finsbury Park;
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•

New Council facilities – The HDV seek to assist the Council to meet their goals of
empowering their employees to work from anywhere, with streamlined processes,
improved technology and a place to collaborate with colleagues and partners in order
to deliver improved, more responsive and high-quality services. Council will
determine via Cabinet decision how best HDV can provide support.

In addition to providing employment space for all phases of a business’s growth, the HDV
will also provide a Business Liaison Officer that will work closely with the existing business
community and creative sector. The programme will include business support and mentoring
to help grow local business and increase employment in the area. Supporting SMEs is key to
nurturing local talent and ensuring businesses grow and stay in Wood Green.
Some of these support services already exist, for example the free start-up business advice
and training in the current library. The initial task will be to map the extent of services and the
differences in their offer, ensuring that the most appropriate services are provided to
individuals and businesses, and that where gaps exist, we will assess how to fill them. The
process we follow is one of first assessing the existing offer, working with those already
operating to understand their objectives and area of expertise and then filling the gaps in
that offer.
The HDV will enhance the Cultural Quarter through the introduction of co-working and
creative hub spaces that will support ‘makers’ and who will benefit from the cluster and
support structures on offer.

3.4.3 Retail, Cafes and Restaurants
3.4.3.1 Objectives
The over-riding vision for the retail, cafe and restaurant element of the project is to provide a
sense of place which is socially inclusive and offers a focal point, capable of attracting
consumers from Haringey and beyond providing a morning to night-time offer which can
constitute a ‘day out’. The retail, cafe and restaurant strategy has the following objectives:
•
•

•
•

•
•

Support and develop existing independent retailers;
Provide a balanced tenant mix including a large range of great new
bars and restaurants to cover both day and night-time markets to
promote safety and vibrancy;
Create a fashionable, safe and comfortable environment with quality
public realm, comparable to other top quality street environments;
Develop efficient buildings and layout of units, which are designed to
ensure ease of maintenance, provision for future refurbishment and
modification, and minimise service charges to offer the flexibility for
future upgrading;
Enhance the existing retail offer in the High Road by promoting, managing and
integrating the environment and providing complementary uses; and
Attract new retailers to the area thereby providing a comprehensive appeal.

The key challenge is to deliver a scheme that can regenerate the area and significantly
boost the local economy, whilst simultaneously preserving the vitality and diversity for which
it is currently celebrated. An example of this is that the offer of restaurants will need a
balanced blend of national mainstays, new and existing local establishments, small
operators from other areas of London, and catering with strong ethnic roots.
3.4.3.2 Market Analysis
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The lack of existing retailer demand can be attributed to Wood Green no longer fulfilling the
full range of requirements of a ‘town centre’, where a shopper’s experience, rather than
simply utilitarian need, is now a fundamental aspect of the shopping process. The
‘experiential’ element of a visit relies upon activities ancillary to the shopping use of an
environment such as restaurants, coffee shops and bars alongside the quality and variety of
the built environment.
Wood Green has a complete absence of areas in which the shopper, commuter or resident
consumer can step away from the busy street and enjoy the town centre at a more relaxed
pace in a managed built environment. The HDV proposal doesn’t try to compete with the
substantial amount of retail uses already provided for in the Mall and along the High Road,
but instead complements it by providing the food offering and quality environment that is
missing today. Analysis we have undertaken shows demand from well-known family brands
such as Wahaca, Five Guys and Pizza Express.
Further market analysis is also included in the appendix to this business plan.
3.4.3.3 Types of Spaces
The proposal is based on complementing, not competing with, the Mall and the High Road,
and providing a range of food options that are largely missing from the offer in Wood Green
today. The proposal addresses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Convenience and grab and go needs of local residents departing for work in the
morning and arriving home in early evening;
Workers (office and retail) seeking variety and value price point;
Refreshment and convenience needs of people transiting through;
Destination response to local and international visitors, including patrons of
Alexandra Palace;
Night time F&B as entertainment; and
Local residents and visitors need for a variety of price points for a longer stay time.

Active management of the retail will require significant estate management input in the
provision of a range of retail specific services, such as marketing and promotions, tenant fitout services, together with maintenance items such as enhanced cleaning, security, refuse
disposal, and recycling.
We will develop a Healthy Food Plan that would include and support communal food growing
for both families and restaurants as well as creating healthy food lease guidelines.
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3.5

Social and Physical Infrastructure Strategy

3.5.1 Key Objectives
HDV’s key objectives are to deliver social and physical infrastructure that will:
•
•
•
•

Bring better prospects through improved education and training
facilities;
Enable healthy lives through improved health and wellbeing provision;
Establish community pride through improved community focus and identity; and
Create a zero-carbon future.

3.5.2 Social Infrastructure
Social infrastructure is an important part of the indicative masterplan principles to improve
the quality of life for local residents. For Wood Green, the social infrastructure will focus on
the delivery of the new public realm including a new public square and the delivery of new
civic and community uses.
The town square will house a pavilion at the centre drawing people in from the High Road,
and creating a venue that can be transformed from a pop-up café, to an event space for arts
and culture, to a community meeting place for events and celebrations.
Within the new town square there will also be public spaces and play areas aiding with the
development of the community wellbeing and social interaction, and being an important part
of the place making vision and social infrastructure for Wood Green.
Further to delivery of the new town square and community spaces, the LBH Civic Centre site
will include a new nursery, which will not only provide a safe place for parents to leave their
children to play and learn while they go to work, but will also provide life to the community.
Other meanwhile uses could be explored such as different employment spaces and outputs,
incubators/ co working/ maker spaces/ markets that could contribute to the Cultural Quarter
and place making of Wood Green.

3.5.3 Physical Infrastructure
Integration of place making through all aspects of the development is key to successful
delivery, extending to the coordination of utilities infrastructure. The HDV’s approach is to
create an infrastructure masterplan early in the life of the project which includes the setting
out of strategic infrastructure corridors. This allows the coordination of landscaping and
utilities to suit the place making objectives, defining utility-free corridors and areas for tree
planting and other landscape elements such as water features.
The infrastructure masterplan will set out the approach to local infrastructure within the
public realm. This not only provides general functionality such as lighting, but also enhanced
capability in areas that are defined for specific future uses. The International Quarter London
development at Stratford is a good example of this, where different functions within the
public realm have been clearly identified, such as areas for major events, pop-ups and even
a cinema have required the infrastructure to be tailored accordingly with the inclusion of
power and data within the public realm. Additionally, there is enhanced wi-fi accessibility in
high footfall and activity areas to avoid the frustration of not being able to connect in certain
streets in busy times. Each of the sites are delivered in its entirety with all infrastructure and
public realm so residents will not be moving into a construction site.
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3.6

Sustainability and Energy Strategy

3.6.1 Key Objectives
The HDV strategic sustainability objectives and approach are set out in the HDV Strategic
Business Plan. The sustainability commitments specific to Wood Green include:
•
•

•

•

Deliver ‘zero carbon’ homes in line with Haringey’s 40:20 and Zero Carbon 2050
targets;
The HDV will seek to assist the Council to with the delivery of BREEAM Excellent
Council facilities with an aspiration for Outstanding if feasible and the desire of the
Council;
Provide new pedestrian linkages, delivering connectivity of existing green spaces
green infrastructure and open spaces on each of the sites and an increase in
biodiversity; and
Utilise sustainable and modern methods of construction such as Cross Laminated
Timber (CLT) where appropriate.

3.6.2 Energy Strategy
THE HDV WILL…
MEET HARINGEY'S 40:20 TARGETS AND DELIVER ZERO CARBON DEVELOPMENT BY 2050,
MAKING HARINGEY LONDON'S MOST SUSTAINABLE BOROUGH

The HDV energy strategy for Wood Green responds to the Council’s 40:20 targets and to
make Haringey London’s most sustainable borough.
All housing provided in Wood Green will be zero-carbon, in compliance with GLA policy. To
structure the strategy and approach on Wood Green, we have used the GLA’s energy
hierarchy of ‘Lean, Clean and Green’.
Added Value
The ‘zero carbon’ policy currently only applies to residential development, non-residential
development will achieve, as a minimum, a 35% reduction from Part L2A calculations. These
proposals exceed these requirements to set the baseline for non-residential elements to a 40%
reduction, in line with Haringey’s 40:20 targets.

The primary energy options for Wood Green are set out below, with further detail under the
‘Be Lean’, ‘Be Clean’ and ‘Be Green’ headings. The preference is to provide ‘Option 3’,
which would be a zero-carbon solution on site. This solution does, however, require the
provision of an appropriate district heating network. The final detail of the energy strategy will
be resolved and agreed during the detailed design as detailed modelling across all the
typologies will be required to finalise the correct strategy, but initial options are:
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Table 1 Wood Green Energy Strategy – Options. *based on Haringey’s confirmed price of £90/tCO2

** The offset calculations are estimates and will be further considered during the next stage.

Non-domestic elements of the Wood Green development will also be serviced by the options
described above, but have been omitted from calculations in this case to reflect the
consideration of the ‘offset cash-in-lieu contribution’ only required for residential elements.
The main differences between these options are found within the ‘Be Clean’ and ‘Be Green’
sections of the energy hierarchy and key discussion points surrounding these options can be
found below.
3.6.2.1 ‘Be Lean’
As the first step in the hierarchy, HDV will focus on delivering homes with fabric-efficient
design measures incorporated into building design to maximise energy and carbon
reduction. These passive measures include designing in enhanced aspects, cross
ventilation, appropriate glazing ratios, appropriate glazing specifications, improved
daylighting, better air tightness and optimum U-values.
Indicative proposed fabric performance for Wood Green are shown below. Throughout the
detailed design HDV will conduct detailed modelling to optimise fabric efficiencies to target
the best outcome in terms of resident comfort, energy bills and long-term carbon footprint.
The HDV will also seek to continue to innovate and improve performance over time.
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Table 2: U-values for various elements

3.6.2.2 ‘Be Clean’
The DEN study was not available in December 2016. In the absence of detailed information
pertaining to the DEN, the HDV’s approach is to design for the future connection to the DEN,
and to provide the most sustainable alternative heating source in the interim.
If the decision is made to deliver a standard gas-fired CHP system (as per energy options 1
and 2), it is predicted that alongside the fabric performance measures, it would be possible
to achieve an on-site carbon reduction of approximately 50%, with additional measures
potentially improving on this. The shortfall from 100% would require the payment of carbon
offsets, and incur additional cost that has not currently been allowed for.
The most significant carbon saving can be borne utilising a system such as that being
implemented by Lendlease at Elephant Park, which offsets natural gas with bio-methane, a
zero-carbon fuel. Bio-methane enables the provision of renewable energy without requiring
biomass boilers on site, with the associated impacts on air quality and transport on Wood
Green roads. This approach results in a carbon reduction of approximately 80% and would
be the preferred energy option, to maximise direct carbon savings.
All of the proposed energy options in the ‘Be Lean’ and ‘Be Clean’ sections of the energy
hierarchy would deliver 40%+ reductions in CO2 emissions against Part L, meeting the 40%
reduction required for Haringey’s 40:20 targets. In order to reach ‘zero carbon’, the options
then diversify into ‘Be Green’ technologies and considerations on the ‘Offset Cash-in-lieu
Contribution’, detailed below.
3.6.2.3 ‘Be Green’
‘Be Green’ technologies refer to renewable energy technologies that assist in offsetting
carbon dioxide and producing energy on site. The HDV will embrace lessons learnt on
Lendlease developments with consideration towards the following during the design process.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heat Pumps;
Solar Photovoltaics;
Solar Thermal;
Hydrogen Fuel Cells;
Closed-loop Hydropower;
Kinetic Pedestrian Plates;
Kinetic Speed Bumps; and
Battery Storage.
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Notably, for a town centre location, emerging innovations such as Kinetic Speed Bumps and
Pedestrian Plates could prove extremely valuable not only for generating electricity – and
therefore reducing carbon – but also for capturing footfall data to further attract commercial
tenants to the area. Similarly, with the potential for Crossrail 2, the number of pedestrians
passing through the town centre could significantly increase, resulting in more energy
produced through these means as it becomes more commercially viable.
As part of energy options 2 and 3, heat pumps are currently the optimal renewable
technology to bring the residual carbon use from the Energy Centre down to 100%, without
the need for an ‘offset cash-in-lieu contribution’ payment. This preference is predicated on
commercial efficiencies, reductions in heat loss through heat networks and avoidance of
overheating issues in communal areas. Heat pumps use a neutral loop, where heating water
is distributed at much lower temperatures and then heated by the heat pump in each home.
The advantage of the system is that the consumer only receives an electricity bill as
opposed to a heat and electricity bill. The heat pump also works at efficiencies of 400% as
opposed to the 90% of a modern boiler. Finally, the technology is future-proofed because
electricity is becoming a ‘greener’ fuel as the National Grid is decarbonised.
Other options are included within this strategy due to the scale of the project and the
potential operation alongside the DEN. The final solution will dependent on the timescales
for delivery, cost implications and the speed at which new technology is emerging.

3.6.3 Sustainability
3.6.3.1 Resilience and Adaptation
THE HDV WILL…
SUPPORT AND EMPOWER A COMMUNITY TO BE RESILIENT TO FUTURE ENVIRONMENTAL,
SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGES

3.6.3.2 Flooding
Despite all Wood Green sites sitting within Flood Zone 1, meaning flooding is very unlikely
from local watercourses, the design approach will seek to reduce surface water runoff,
especially at LBH Civic Centre site, which is located within a ‘critical drainage area’. The
HDV will consider traditional attenuation techniques together with water-sensitive urban
design principles – namely using planting and soft landscaping to slow the movement of
water before releasing it back into the surrounding environment, reducing pressure on the
local sewerage systems.
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3.6.3.3 Adaptability and Accessibility – ‘Design for Dignity’
It is important that all
residents across Wood
Green can live
comfortably throughout
their lifetime. This means
ensuring a focus on
adaptability and throughlife living in homes is
delivered.
Lendlease has developed
a new internal design
guide called Design for
Dignity, which outlines key best practices to ensure that urban mixed-use districts can be
truly accessible and welcoming to all people. These guidelines go beyond the minimum
standards required for accessibility (Lifetime Homes standards now incorporated into Part M)
and instead focus on how ‘welcome’ people feel within a setting; centring around an aim to
elicit a set of key responses from all who visit, work or live at Wood Green. The HDV intends
to utilise this guide across Wood Green, to deliver a first-class urban precinct for all.
As part of the retail strategy, HDV will provide key amenities across the
development, ensuring that there are adequate local services for the people of
Wood Green, reducing the need for travel. This will increase accessibility and
develop a sense of community cohesion around the locally run services.
3.6.3.4 Waste

THE HDV WILL…
MINIMISE WASTE IN CONSTRUCTION AND INCREASE RECYCLING ACROSS HARINGEY

HDV will work with retailers and those based in the commercial office spaces and the civic
centre to reduce the amount of waste produced across Wood Green. Similarly, to the
residential elements of the scheme, adequate space and access will be allocated to
recycling and waste collection facilities for managing agents and waste collectors.
3.6.3.5 Nature
THE HDV WILL…
INCREASE ECOLOGICAL VALUE AND GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE TO MAKE HARINGEY
LONDON'S GREENEST BOROUGH

3.6.3.5.1

New Pedestrian Links and Spaces

At the heart of this proposal HDV will create new pedestrian links to connect sites across
Wood Green, existing green spaces and parks. This will enable connectivity and movement
through the development and beyond, safely away from traffic, connecting pedestrian and
cycle ways to wider green spaces and existing infrastructure in the borough including Trinity
Gardens and Barratt Gardens.
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The vision is for the newly developed sites to include Grow Gardens, green podiums and
high-quality public realm in order to become a strong physical and civic connection through
the entire Wood Green area; a social hub, for the enjoyment of local residents, workers,
visitors and the broader community of Haringey and London. It will create a shared
community life, encourage residents to actively engage and interact, deliver community
projects/initiatives and provide residents with views of green open space from their homes.
3.6.3.6 Responsible Investment
THE HDV WILL…
INVEST IN HARINGEY TO SUPPORT SUSTAINABLE LIFESTYLES, ECONOMIC GROWTH AND
EMPLOYMENT

HDV will meet the following performance levels at Wood Green:
•
•
•

Residential – equivalent of Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4;
Council facilities– BREEAM Excellent where possible (BREEAM Outstanding if
desirable and delivered by the HDV); and
Retail and commercial – BREEAM Excellent.

For non-residential buildings, HDV will set a baseline of BREEAM Excellent, and deliver
workspaces that focus on health, wellbeing and productivity for those working within them.
On the Council facilities, HDV will seek to assist and discuss the opportunities for the
Council to invest in achieving a showcase BREEAM Outstanding building, to deliver one of
the most sustainable buildings in London, that outwardly reflects the Council’s advanced and
forward-thinking view on sustainability.
Achieving these standards of sustainability will set a standard and help to ensure that Wood
Green’s residents and businesses benefit from healthy environments, low utility bills and
buildings fit for the future.
Responsible investment also extends to the affordability mix of the homes, shops and offices
we build. HDV will ensure that we provide for the full income range of end occupants across
both rental and purchase tenures to ensure that Wood Green is a properly diverse and
inclusive part of London.
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3.7

Estate, Housing and Asset Management Strategy

3.7.1 Approach to the Estate Management
The long-term value of the Wood Green development, including residential
and commercial elements, will be best assured by creating, and then
maintaining, good quality external and shared spaces, including maintaining
the buildings to a high level of repair. All buildings, their common parts and
associated external open space will be managed to the same high standard
regardless of tenure type, use type or ownership.
HDV will deliver an estate management service that supports the creation and operation of a
vibrant, highly functioning and empowered community, which will enable Wood Green to
become a place where people aspire to live, work and visit, and with real opportunity for
those at its heart to have a voice and genuine influence in how it is run. HDV will incorporate
local resident focus groups and asset management partners into the project design and
delivery teams at an early stage to ensure that decisions are always made with the future, in
terms of lifecycle costs and material durability, as well as the present, in mind.
Increasingly cohesive and cost-effective on-site estate management services help to attract
and retain purchasers, tenants and visitors, and enhance investment values. The HDV will
ensure compliance with all necessary statutory and third-party requirements.
The key estate management principles include the delivery of:
•
•
•
•
•

A safe, secure and enjoyable environment for all that live, visit or use the area;
Affordability, quality of service and value for money;
A locally based, responsive management team who provide high quality services;
High levels of customer satisfaction; and
An authentic community for all.

Building and managing great places is only one aspect of regeneration; the key is the
continued curation of the place to sustain both the physical assets and the ongoing
community stewardship. Management and activation of community spaces is key, they
should be maintained and operated in a way that encourages respectful and mindful use and
should have events and programmes to keep the place full of life. The importance of feeling
secure cannot be underestimated. This will be achieved primarily through effective lighting,
and high quality, monitored CCTV where appropriate, as well as with management staff
presence. The whole of the estate management team will be Community Ambassadors who
will not only undertake their key role, such as cleaning or maintenance but also proactively
engage with the community with a visible presence and ‘can do’ attitude. HDV will employ
local, helpful and passionate people, who will be extensively trained. This can bring positive
benefits to the local economy, increase community cohesion and perhaps promote a sense
of security through the familiarity of the estate management team working around the estate.
The proposed overarching strategic approach to the Estate Management Strategy, which will
be adopted for all projects is detailed in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
In creating a vibrant town centre, HDV will bring in a mix of new housing, commercial, retail
and community facilities to Wood Green. This mix of stakeholders will require a cohesive
management solution that provides a consistent approach across the estate balancing the
needs of all stakeholders. Retailers will want to increase footfall in the area, residents of the
private units will want to increase the value of their property and the affordable residents are
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likely to want their service charges kept at an affordable level. The challenge is to create a
scheme that is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well maintained;
Thrives economically;
Feels safe and secure;
Enhances and maintains residential and retail values;
Promotes a sense of belonging and cohesion among the communities;
Has a sustainable long-term management structure that is fluid enough to ensure it
can change over time; and
Tenure-blind approach to management.

All leases will contain provisions requiring the tenants to uphold, repair and maintain their
premises and contribute to the estate charges for cleaning, landscaping, and maintenance of
the public realm, as well as enlivenment and events. The retailers and other key
stakeholders will be actively encouraged to participate, sponsor and curate events and
initiatives in conjunction with the estate management team.

3.8

Affordable Housing Management and Ownership Strategy

3.8.1 Key Objectives
The Housing Strategy identifies the need to improve the quality of housing,
improving Council owned homes, reducing the maintenance backlog,
addressing concerns regarding the quality of private rented housing and
improving the quality and management of homes owned by Registered
Provider (RP) and multiple landlords.
The HDV presents the opportunity to work closely with the Council and Homes for Haringey
(HfH) to address these issues and deliver upon the ambitions within the Housing Strategy
through the delivery of high-quality housing alongside a high-quality management regime
that ensure that properties and the spaces between them are effectively managed. The HDV
will work with HfH to improve the management services and quality of housing given the long
term and holistic approach that the HDV opportunity provides.
“WHEN PEOPLE FEEL THEY ‘BELONG’ TO A NEIGHBOURHOOD WHICH IS THEIRS THROUGH THEIR OWN EFFORTS,
THEN IT WILL BECOME A PLACE….WORTH STRUGGLING TO RETAIN AND DEVELOP. PEOPLE WILL SAFEGUARD WHAT
THEY HELPED TO CREATE.”
LORD SCARMAN 1991

3.8.2 Housing Management
The residents of the new homes at Wood Green deserve high-quality management offer and
cost-effective services that result in high levels of resident satisfaction, tenant retention and
resale demand. Housing management services must recognise the local diversity of the
portfolio, bring specialist skills into service delivery where required and respond flexibly to
changing requirements and resident demand.
HDV is committed to delivering a tenure-blind approach to housing management, with the
same level and quality of service to all homes. The housing management strategy that will
be adopted across the HDV portfolio is set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
3.8.2.1 Meeting the needs of Haringey residents: an integrated approach to provide
exemplary customer service
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Residents will have on-site management contacts that can assist them with every aspect of
their new home, including a local Community Liaison Officer to assist with tenancy
management. The local team will take time to recognise and engage with residents to
understand their requirements, and will be responsible for the ongoing delivery of the
management services. HfH will play an important role in this process.
HDV will embrace technology to enable innovative communication tools that can reach those
that may not be easy to engage with. It will also enable the community to communicate with
each other. This will be delivered through a community portal that will provide interactive
information and a range of communication platforms such as film, animations and interactive
learning.
3.8.2.2 Delivering continuity of service for local residents
There are no existing residents on the Wood Green HDV sites, however should HDV’s remit
expand to additional sites, then it will work with Council and HfH to develop rehousing plans
for tenants and leaseholders.
In this instance the Council would be responsible for carrying out the programme for
allocation, lettings, sales and management of the new homes. This is detailed in the delivery
section of the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
Taking a collaborative approach to services would enhance the residents’ experience, and
HfH would provide a one-stop-shop for residents as the project progresses. Extending the
services provided by HfH would also create opportunities to build community resilience and
capacity, whilst supporting the objectives of the HDV.

3.8.3 Ownership Strategy
The affordable housing ownership strategy that will be adopted across the HDV portfolio is
set out in more detail in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.

3.9

Transportation Strategy

3.9.1 Transport Assessment
In parallel with the design development and approvals processes, a full Transport
Assessment (TA) will be required to accompany any planning application. The initial focus of
the TA will be to provide information on trip generation / mode share / distribution and
assignment of vehicular trips in support of the highway modelling processes. The TA will
include a full access and movement strategy for the development proposals encompassing
pedestrians, cyclists, public transport users and vehicular traffic. Comparison of before and
after journey times for all the above modes will be required with particular attention paid to
quantifying impacts and improvements in public transport access / journey times / capacity.

3.9.2 Travel Plan
A combination of travel measures aimed at promoting and facilitating the use of healthy
sustainable modes of transport and reducing the emphasis on car use will be developed
through an overarching HDV Travel Plan. Measures such as cycle hire, car share, electric
vehicle charging points, and improved cycle and pedestrian routes will be embedded in the
design approach.
It is proposed that the Travel Plan is devised so that it deals with the implementation of the
development, and the longer-term management of the site. It is important that the Plan is
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flexible enough to deal with changing conditions, and that it seeks to involve local and
transport stakeholders to develop and deliver a strategy that reduces the need to travel, and
encourages movement by means other than the car. The Travel Plan will also tie in with the
Sustainability Strategy, and seek to support objectives to reduce the emission of greenhouse
gases from transport.
The Travel Plan will be managed by a Steering Group which will be responsible for
delivering the Plan, monitoring transport conditions during and after the implementation of
the development, and working with local and transport stakeholders to enhance travel by
non-car modes.
The Steering Group could include:
•
•
•
•

Transport for London (TfL);
The Council;
Greater London Authority; and
HDV.

In addition, the Stakeholder Group could include:
•
•

Representatives of occupiers and residents; and
Town centre stakeholders.

The Steering Group will be led by a Travel Plan Manager employed by the HDV. The job
description of the Travel Plan Manager will be agreed with TfL and the Council before
commencement of the development.
The detailed measures to be taken forward by the Travel Plan and methods of funding will
be decided prior to commencement of the development, and by the requirements of the
Section 106 agreement and planning conditions. However, it is envisaged that the Travel
Plan will cover the following issues:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring travel conditions during the implementation of the development, and
provide a forum for considering ways of ensuring traffic and pedestrian conditions
remain acceptable;
Monitoring the implementation of transport improvements associated with the
development;
Consultation with local and transport stakeholders to identify future opportunities for
improvement (other than those associated with the development itself) that relate to
the development;
Identification of potential ways of implementing complementary transport
improvements agreed by the Steering Group;
Working with stakeholders to identify ways of improving fuel efficiency and reducing
greenhouse gases from transport associated with the development;
Transport Management, Information and Awareness;
Ensuring that occupiers and residents have clear and accurate information about
travel options;
Monitoring travel patterns and perceptions to derive awareness strategies;
Monitoring the potential for cycle clubs, car clubs, user groups, and travel incentives;
Putting in place a way finding and pedestrian movement strategy for the development
in conjunction with TfL and other stakeholders;
Developing and implementing (or causing to be implemented) a parking, access and
servicing strategy; and
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•

Developing and implementing a cycle strategy for parking, repair and access.

The vast improvements proposed for pedestrian, cycle and public transport facilities,
combined with a well-managed Travel Plan and restrictive parking strategy will minimise the
need to travel by car and optimise public transport and pedestrian and cyclist movement.

3.9.3 Impact of Crossrail 2
For the purposes of this Business Plan we have assumed the Crossrail 2 Station will
delivered within Wood Green centre on the Vue site.
The HDV will work with the Council to lobby for Crossrail 2 and support the Business Case.
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GUIDE TO THIS BUSINESS PLAN (DELIVERY)
This section of the Wood Green Business Plan sets out the vision for delivery, detailing how
the partnership will deliver better places; high-quality, mixed and inclusive neighbourhoods
that improve health and wellbeing, meet people’s needs and nurture aspirations.
To aid navigation of this document, more detailed information and plans are contained within
appendices, referenced in the main body where appropriate.
The table below sets out the key sections of this Business Plan.
Section Title

Purpose

Introduction

Executive overview of the delivery section

Programme

Sets out overall programme and milestones including:
• 100-Day launch plan
• 1000-Day launch plan

Resource Plan

The approach and structure of the proposed Wood Green
Development Team
Approach to professional team selection

Community and Stakeholder
Engagement

The approach to engaging with the community and other key
stakeholders

Procurement

How HDV will secure the necessary design, professional and
construction services

Land Assembly

• The approach to purchasing land within the bid red-lines as well as
potential future sites
• Continuity of service for areas within the bid red-lines that will not be
redeveloped

Planning Strategy

How the HDV will approach and engage with Planning Authorities

Design Control

How the HDV ensure design and cost are managed

Construction

How the HDV will robustly procure and manage construction services
and ensure delivery achieves the necessary outcomes

Handover and Occupation

Ensuring a smooth transition from construction to occupation for
homeowners, businesses and retailers

Social and Physical
Infrastructure Delivery

How the HDV will deliver social facilities and infrastructure

Secondary Infrastructure
Delivery

How the HDV will integrate delivery of infrastructure on each site

Estate, Housing and Asset
Management

Estate and asset management approach, including estimated service
charges and ownership strategies

Marketing, Sales, Letting and
Communication Strategies

Approach and strategies for marketing residential homes and
commercial and retail tenant spaces

Health, Safety and Wellbeing

Approach to embedding health, safety, and wellbeing at the heart of
the delivery process

Quality and Assurance

Ensuring proper quality management systems are in place

Risk Management

Top risks and associated mitigation measures

Key Assumptions

Key assumptions that form basis of Business Plan

Financial and Commercial

The financial and commercial basis for this Business Plan
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1

INTRODUCTION

This Business Plan outlines the Wood Green-specific approach, process and assumptions
for delivering a transformed town centre that meets the HDV objectives. For details on HDVwide strategies, such as recruitment, succession planning and continuity, governance and
reporting, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and branding, please refer to the HDV
Strategic Business Plan.
The key components of the delivery proposal embedded in the indicative masterplan for
Wood Green include:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

An accelerated delivery programme that sees the completion of the Wood Green
transformation within 6 years;
Delivery of circa 1,300 new homes, over 5,500 m2 of retail space, new town square
and circa 5,800 m2 of new employment space;
The potential for the HDV to assist the Council in delivery of the new Council facilities
(including, library and democratic facilities);
Prioritising early delivery of significant social infrastructure that will significantly
contribute to social and economic outcomes and early place making including the new
Council facilities and a new town square on the High Road;
A focus on reinvigorating the High Road by delivering a mix of uses including retail,
restaurants, cafes, leisure, employment spaces and homes;
Early engagement and consultation which puts people at the heart of the change and
shapes solutions to meet the needs and wants of the community;
Provision of a range of innovative and flexible employment uses that support economic
growth and attract inward investment to the area, particularly in creative industries that
are beginning to cluster in Wood Green;
Active programme of meanwhile use projects to engage the community and enhance
the Wood Green experience in the short and medium-term;
Tenure-blind architecture and management with accessible and inclusive design for all
especially the elderly and disabled as a priority;
Utilisation of modern methods of construction (MMC) and innovation in process and
extent of supply chain to bring forward faster, more efficient, sustainable buildings;
An experienced and dedicated Development Management Team based on-site in
Wood Green to show commitment and real understanding of the area, as well as
providing a local focus and quick response to local challenges and needs;
Flexibility for the HDV to utilise Lendlease self-delivery model under the Contractor
Framework Agreement or manage third party contractors safely and effectively to
deliver best value;
Experienced management of construction logistics in busy town centres and an
approach that will minimise disruption to the local community; and
Experienced management of design, construction, handover and occupation processes
for complicated regeneration projects that will ensure certainty of cost, quality and time
outcomes.
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Quantum of development proposed by indicative masterplan:
Homes

Employment
Space

Retail
Space

Community

Delivery
Date

939m2

2021

LBH Civic
Centre site

244

Station
Road
Offices site

600

Existing
Wood Green
Library Site

437

5,860

2,386m2

1,700

1,281

5,860

5,575m2

2,639m2

Total

3,189m2

2023

2021

Note: There is the potential for an additional 3,790m2 of employment space on the Wood Green Library site where it was
originally envisaged that the Crossrail 2 station would be located on this site. These figures do not include the new Council
facilities employment space.
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2

PROGRAMME

2.1

Programme and Key Milestones

The HDV will revitalise Wood Green into a vibrant and prosperous London destination that
has a strong identity. An initial programme has been developed to deliver significant change
to the Wood Green town centre within the next six years. The three sites will act as a
catalyst for wider change, to establish HDV presence in the borough and provide confidence
in the quality of physical product and community outcomes that can be achieved.
[REDACTED MATERIAL]
Each site has been approached independently from an initial programming perspective
without consideration of the fact that the town centre is busy and congested and
interdependencies, between sites may be difficult to manage without causing disruption.
During detailed design, opportunities for consolidation and efficiency will be explored.
The proposed development programme has been built up from first principles in a robust and
integrated manner to address:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HDV governance;
Design;
Consultation;
Planning (and related Statutory Consents);
Cost planning;
Sales and marketing;
Procurement; and
Construction.

Durations for design, planning and construction are based on detailed benchmarking to
ensure proper project, risk and value management.
In order to accelerate delivery of both the LBH Civic Centre and Wood Green Library sites,
the programme assumes that the Council will relocate the existing office uses, customer
service and HALS/HEST from the existing Station Road site and the existing library site to
an alternative temporary location prior to construction commencement. Maintaining
continuity of the library space will be critical.
The HDV will work with Council to identify a deliverable relocation strategy for the existing
community uses within the Wood Green Library site, agreed prior to the redevelopment of
the site.
Relocation will therefore be dependent on the timely completion of the Council’s new
facilities, in order to achieve vacant possession of the Station Road Offices site by Q2 2021.
There is the opportunity for the HDV to support Council with the delivery of these facilities.
A detailed delivery programme for Wood Green, and alternative phasing sensitivities is
included in the Appendix to this Business Plan.
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2.2

Launch Plan

The following section considers the programme against these launch sequences:
•
•

100-Day Launch Plan: setting the tone of how the HDV will operate, embedding the
HDV within the community, and instigating momentum; and
1,000-Day Programme: providing a clear programme and deliverables for the first three
years of operation.

2.2.1 100-Day Launch Plan
The 100-Day Launch Plan covers social and economic, stakeholder engagement,
governance, legal, finance and team establishment, and will prioritise early wins, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Finalising the Wood Green Business Plan to reflect the shared vision of the HDV;
Gaining endorsement for, and executing all key development strategies and plans that
will set out the parameters of the delivery process;
Establishing Wood Green reporting, governance and control processes;
Mobilising the Wood Green team at HDV offices in Wood Green
Establishing governance and proper working relationship protocols, document controls,
decision-making processes, risk management procedures and review processes;
Confirming funding arrangements, necessary business case approvals and Employers
Requirements for the new Council facilities with a view to completing the detailed
design and progressing a design and build contract;
Developing detailed understanding of site constraints and opportunities by completing
due diligence and utility capacity studies;
Identifying land ownership and legal title issues; and
Selecting and appointing an appropriate team of consultants including design team to
take the project forward, with the potential opportunity to include a public design
process.

2.2.2 1000-Day Launch Plan
The 1000-Day Launch Plan beyond the first 100 days includes:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Commence engagement with key landowners and tenants
Continuing meaningful engagement with all stakeholders and the community;
Engaging with relevant stakeholders and the community in the design, creation and use
of Wood Green’s public spaces and buildings to embed place making, social cohesion
and identity-building processes over the long-term;
Developing a detailed and coordinated Public Realm and Infrastructure Strategy
(utilities, energy and roads) to respond to the obtained consents and ensure the longerterm programme can be delivered efficiently and without unnecessary disruption to the
local community;
Acquiring necessary third-party land through negotiation if possible and CPO if
necessary;
Submitting and obtaining a robust planning approval to facilitate the development;
Assisting the Council with relocating the library, customer service centres, HALS and
HEST to allow for early development of the current Wood Green Library site;
Selecting of an RP and clarification of roles, responsibilities, contributions and
programmes; and
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•

Letting the necessary contracts on all sites and supervising the delivery of the new
council facilities, LBH Civic Centre and Wood Green Library sites.

2.2.3 Specific Mobilisation Activities for Wood Green
2.2.3.1.1

Establishment of the core development teams

The appropriate Development Management Team will be mobilised for the overall project
and for each of the sites.
2.2.3.1.2

Consultation

Meaningful early engagement will be undertaken to better understand the concerns of
residents, businesses and retailers; this will play a significant part in gaining trust and
building relationships. Our consultation approach is set out below in more detail in Section 9.
2.2.3.1.3

Technical consultation and Due Diligence

Technical consultation will begin immediately to further develop detailed understanding of
the plot specific opportunities and constraints. Concurrently, technical due diligence will be
progressed as necessary for detailed design, to prepare the relevant documents for
Environmental Impact Assessments and general planning purposes.
Some intrusive surveys (primarily around geotechnical information and ground conditions)
will need to be undertaken soon after HDV formation on the new Council facilities, LBH Civic
Centre and Wood Green Library sites. It is assumed that all necessary and reasonable
licences and access will be provided for surveys, intrusive and otherwise, for design,
planning and other statutory requirements and to meet programme. This includes the
Council facilitating access under Section 15 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1976 if appropriate.
2.2.3.1.4

Public Realm and Infrastructure Strategy

As detailed design commences there will be ongoing engagement with key stakeholders
regarding public realm design, utilities, energy and logistics for the Wood Green sites.
HDV will liaise with network utilities to confirm capacities and then develop a holistic
installation plan that meets the overall programme, minimises congestion, avoids
unnecessary disruption, and provides best value. Public realm design will be progressed
during this stage to ensure the utilities are co-ordinated with the landscape design.
Each site will be designed with a public realm strategy, with planning commitments
contributing to enhancing the linkages between these sites.
The Public Realm and Infrastructure Team will:
•

•
•
•
•

Consider engaging with independent utility companies to drive value from networks
installed. These companies have more freedom under the license arrangements to
offer money back based on the value of the potential new business;
Consider whether existing utilities have sufficient capacity to supply the new
development and retain supplies from demolished buildings where possible;
Design networks to specifically address programme, minimise costs of temporary works
and disruption;
Design public realm and landscaping masterplan; and
Agree the design teams and establish relevant parameters.
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The current programme assumes that all sites will be energy independent but designed with
the ability to connect into a future District Energy Network if available.
Wider collaboration could also be considered in terms of public realm design and
infrastructure delivery, traffic management, and logistics with Haringey Highways
department. Other local developers and may consider leveraging infrastructure procurement
agreements for Wood Green if value can be demonstrated.
2.2.3.1.5

New Council Facilities

A development brief is being prepared by the Council for the new Council facilities, for
endorsement by Cabinet. This will include options on how the HDV may assist with delivery.
2.2.3.1.6

Forecast of housing delivery and assets under management

The Council has set out an ambitious target for housing delivery and the revitalisation of the
Wood Green town centre. The HDVs proposal for Wood Green could deliver the following
mix of assets.
Market
Delivered

Affordable
Delivered

Commercial
Delivered

Retail
Delivered

Date

Name

No of Units

No of
Units

Q2
2021

LBH Civic
Centre

147

97

Q2
2021

Wood
Green
Library
Site Plot 4

66

19

422

Q2
2021

Wood
Green
Library
Site Plot 1

25

130

704

Q3
2022

Wood
Green
Library
Site Plot 3

197

Q3
2023

Station
Road
Offices
Site

453

147

889

393

Total

(m2)

(m2)

Community
Delivered
(m2)
939

5,860

1,700

1,260

3,189

5,860

5,575

2,639

Table 6: The phasing of indicative masterplan for Wood Green reflects momentum with all residential homes provided with
6 years. Note: These figures do not include the new Council facilities employment space.

The Wood Green Library site has the additional potential to deliver a greater quantum of
employment space, because when the indicative masterplan was prepared it was envisaged
that the Crossrail 2 station would be located on this site.
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Market
Delivered

EST
2030
Total

Wood
Green
Library
Site Plot 2

Affordable
Delivered

Commercial
Delivered

Retail
Delivered

Community
Delivered

0

0

3,790

0

0

0

0

3,790

0

0

Table 7: Additional employment space that could be realised from the Wood Green Library site. Note: These figures do not
include the new Council facilities employment space.
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3

RESOURCE PLAN

3.1

Principles and Approach

The Wood Green resource plan will follow the governance, principles and approach, launch
plan, and generic roles and responsibilities for the HDV business that are set out in the HDV
Strategic Business Plan.

3.2

Proposed Structure

Figure 1: HDV Structure.

3.3

Roles and Responsibilities

The Wood Green team will be responsible and accountable for the day-to-day management
matters of the project and will be led by the HDV Development Director and the Lead
Development Manager. The draft team structure is set out in the diagram below. The team
will be based at the HDV business headquarters in Wood Green. The team will flex in size
as required to meet the needs of the project, as development progresses.
The HDV Project Director, will have the following responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountability for delivery of the Wood Green Business Plan;
Leading the team to achieve the project vision and regeneration initiatives;
Setting strategic direction for the team through masterplan, design, planning, delivery
and asset management phases;
Developing and managing key stakeholder relations including community consultation
programmes;
Meeting the objectives defined in the business plan and delivering the financial, social
and economic outcomes approved in the business plan;
Managing the efficient use of capital in delivering projects;
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•
•
•

3.4

Preparing monthly reports;
Holding accountability for health, safety, quality and the environment; and
Developing people and teams.

Professional Team

HDV will partner with the best professional teams to deliver the new town centre and mixeduse outcomes for Wood Green.
Key operational partners are detailed in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
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4

COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

4.1

Strategy

Wood Green will adopt the HDV Business Plan Community and Stakeholder
Engagement Strategy which provides a framework for embedding a ‘culture of
participation’ across all HDV operations. At the heart is developing a
transparent core narrative and messaging, and using an appropriate range of
engagement tools that allow all members of the community to participate. This
positions the HDV – and the Council’s role – as a best-in-class example of inclusive urban
regeneration.
Wood Green will adopt this strategy and as such will operate to the following guiding
principles:
•
•
•
•

Transparent and timely: we will operate in an open and transparent way and ensure
timely delivery of project information and responses to feedback;
Building relationships: we will invest in long-term relationships with key stakeholders;
Clarity of purpose: we will be clear about why and how we are engaging and what the
community can expect us to do with their feedback; and
Inclusive: we will proactively use a range of engagement methods and opportunities to
ensure the broadest range of stakeholders can participate.

For Wood Green, this approach will ensure that the community is fully informed, consulted
and engaged on the extent of the regeneration, and that they are given the opportunity to
share in its success, subject to legal check.
For full details on this Strategy refer to HDV Strategic Business Plan.
For further detail on the Wood Green Community and Stakeholder Engagement plan, please
refer to the Appendix.
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5

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC PROGRAMMES

Wood Green will adopt the overarching HDV Social and Economic Strategy to drive social
programmes, therefore responding to the HDV’s social impact themes of:
•
•
•
•

Better Prospects Enabling education, training and employment;
Healthy Lives Empowering people to improve their own health;
Community Pride Creating homes and neighbourhoods where people can thrive; and
Clean and Safe Creating a safer environment where people are proud to live, work and
visit

Prior to implementing any social programmes, the priority will be to understand the needs,
wants and aspirations of the current residents and adapt the emerging plans to deliver a
regeneration programme that is authentic to the spirit and people of Wood Green.

5.1

Meanwhile Uses

The HDV will prioritise developing meanwhile uses to accommodate the
Wood Green community’s feedback from the consultation process on the
adopted DPD Site Allocations document, January 2016. These priorities
will include that many of the programmes, events and physical improvements
can, and will be, community-led.
Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•

Children’s art and theatre programmes;
Food festivals;
Urban markets;
Art installations; and
Urban gardening.

Other ideas and case studies that could apply in Wood Green include:
JACKSONS LANE
JACKSONS LANE IS A MULTI-ARTS VENUE BASED IN
HARINGEY WITH A PROGRAMME OF CONTEMPORARY
CIRCUS, COMEDY, DANCE AND PERFORMANCE. IT HAS
AN EXTENSIVE COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAMME
BOTH IN THE VENUE AND IN MANY TRADITIONALLY
EXCLUDED COMMUNITIES ACROSS TOTTENHAM AND
WOOD GREEN. PARTICIPANTS GAIN INCREASED
CONFIDENCE, IMPROVED WELLBEING AND HAPPINESS,
RAISED ASPIRATIONS, IMPROVED INTERPERSONAL
SKILLS AND SOCIAL BONDS.
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KERB
KERB is a London-based for-profit social
enterprise focused on food services,
entrepreneurships, and place making through
lunch markets, weekend markets, and
corporate/private catering. Their goals are
social: for London to become more open
through endorsing great food in its public
spaces, for talented street cooks to have more
opportunities to grow their businesses, and for
Londoners to be able to have more
independent food choices.

EPIC BRUM
Epic Brum was a community engagement campaign that used the crowdfunding platform Kickstarter
to help raise start-up capital to launch Impact Hub Birmingham, a 6,000 square foot space that
operates as a collaborative work space, event space, café/kitchen, community of changemakers,
and system change laboratory in Birmingham. The Epic Brum kickstarter campaign ran for 1 month
(Dec 2014 – Jan 2015) and successfully engaged 586 backers who gave a total of £65,095 to help
bring the Impact Hub Birmingham project to life.

FARM-X
Farm-X is the first modular vertical farm concept.
The device has been used by a social business in
California, USA, which aims to create job
opportunties for low-income youth by using farms
in cities throughout the USA (and eventually
globally). The device is not just for the production
of food but for production of the city iteself. FarmX is a tool of re-activation to operate as a catalyst
for urban reactivation, providing employment and
energy exchange. Due to its flexible design, it can
be moved or adapted to another use by removing
the hydroponic equipment. Farm-X can also
generate energy by processing green waste,
creating a close loop between people, food,
waste, and energy within the urban environment.
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5.2

HDV Led Meanwhile Uses

The HDV will support the social enterprises, small businesses and artists located in the
eanwhile Campus on the Station Road Offices site until the new Council facilities are
delivered unlocking the Station Road Office site for development. The HDV will work with the
Council and other partners at looking at options for permanent space for locally grown
businesses in new developments.
In HDV’s delivery programme there are limited further opportunities for meanwhile use as
the programme is rapid, to deliver transformation as quickly as possible. The opportunity for
meanwhile use will continue to be evaluated as the development progresses to ensure any
further opportunities are capitalised on.

5.3

Social and Economic Commitments

The HDV’s Social and economic commitments associated with Wood Green are set out
below.
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Enabling education, training and
employment

HDV
IMPACT
THEME:

Empowering people to improve their
own health

Creating homes and neighbourhoods
where people can thrive

Creating a safer environment where
people are proud to live, work and
visit

Places to dwell, connect, relax and play.
New public spaces and gardens that are connected to the
larger network of parks and green spaces.
Enhancing a network of pedestrian and cycle ways
between sites.
Grow gardens for individuals and restaurants.

Tenure-blind new homes, targeting 40% affordable
(subject to viability).
Creation of a new town square focused on creating social
interaction and community cohesion.
Support of Community facilities.
Provision of Meanwhile Use spaces.

Secure by Design principles incorporated throughout
masterplan design.
Increased permeability and connections between High
Road and Cultural Quarter to activate streets and
increase footfall.
Adoption of Lendlease Design for Dignity Principles.
Support a night time economy with new restaurants and
entertainment.

PEOPLE

Local business, Haringey Council, unemployed, job
seekers, young people.

All residents, children and young people.

All residents, senior residents and residents with
disabilities.

Local business, all residents.

Support HDV Healthy Food and Movement and Activity
Strategies – holistic HDV programmes targeting
increased activity and improved access to healthy food.
As a minimum Wood Green will adopt HDV’s healthy food
leasing standard across the new restaurant offer.
.

Wood Green residents and visitors will be able to
participate in design and delivery via:

Place Score – a community consultation and place
benchmarking tool that will baseline and monitor
perceptions of Wood Green.
Be Onsite – niche employment for currently serving
prisoners or ex-offenders.

PROGRAMM
ES:

Join Wood Green Business Forum and support creation
of Business Improvement District.
Local enterprise support – business mentoring to startups and SMEs
Invest in local labour using the HDV Skills and
Employment Hub:
•
For information on the above programmes refer to
HDV Strategic Business Plan, eg: Social and
Economic Benefits, TEM and school engagement .

PLACE

•

Interactive web and online tools – provision of

all residents with access to information and a
digital platform to engage with the HDV and
partners;
•

•
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HDV to support delivery of new Council facilities.
Meanwhile Incubator space to support local business
growth.
Revitalised town centre with new Retail and Food and
Beverage Space.
Permeant Co-working and Grade A space for SMEs and
creative industries.

Co-design workshops – community and
stakeholder design forums and exhibitions,
including Design for Dignity workshops; and
Outreach – mobile and pop-up community spaces
e.g. Community Hub, use of digital.

Join Wood Green Business Forum and support creation
of Business Improvement District.

WOOD
GREEN
COMMITMEN
TS:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated Business Liaison Officer to the HDV;
100% London Living Wage during construction;
620 local people employed, 50% previously
unemployed, 25% sustaining>6months, 50%
BAME;
15 ex-offenders employed;
83 apprenticeships;
300 children in STEM programmes;
30 teachers in STEM training; and
40 businesses mentored.

•
•
•

Adoption of healthy food strategy by HDV retailers;
and
10% increase in the number of residents who walk
regularly; and
10% increase in the number of local residents who
frequently cycle.

•
•
•

Provision of in-house expertise to support Business
Forum and BID activities;
Wood Green Community Charter; and
Design for Dignity workshops to held for all plots.

•

•
•

Residents and Visitors safety perception baseline
of Wood Green town centre with routine monitoring
throughout construction and for a 2 years’ post
completion;
15 ex-offenders employed (construction or end
use); and
Support creation of BID.
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6

PROCUREMENT

The HDV Strategic Business Plan explains in detail HDV’s proposed overarching approach
to construction and the necessary procurement processes. Given the town centre location,
and the scale and scope of the development, the preffered procurement structure will need
to ensure that risk is managed effectively in a coordinated approach, particularly concerning
transport and logistics challenges.
The preferred procurement route will be explored and a recommendation made to the HDV
Board by the HDV Development Manager at the definition phase for each site. The strategic
options are:
•
•
•

Contractor Framework Agreement (CFA) with Lendlease Construction (LLC);
Competitive procurement of Third Party Contractor; or
A combination of both for a particular phase.

The Construction procurement route will be in line with the agreed Contractor Framework
Procurement Plan and adhere to the stated construction split and implementation of the
Contractor Framework Agreement.
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7

LAND ASSEMBLY

A Land Assembly Strategy is included as an Appendix.
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8

PLANNING STRATEGY

The HDV's regeneration of Wood Green will support the delivery of borough-wide strategic
planning objectives, and the Council's transformational change agenda. The policy
framework includes the London Plan, the Local Plan and, in particular, the emerging Wood
Green Area Action Plan (AAP) and other relevant guidance.
The HDV will work in partnership with the local planning authority and the GLA to test and
shape future planning policy. This will ensure a strategic approach is adopted that realises
the full potential of the Wood Green regeneration agenda.
Unless otherwise specified in this document, Wood Green will consistently follow the HDV
strategic approach to planning that is set out in more detail in the HDV Strategic Business
Plan; please refer to this plan for details of the overarching approach for developing a
planning application and ongoing management of the planning process.
In this Business Plan, we set out aspects of the Wood Green scheme that are anticipated to
require specific attention in the planning process.

8.1

Wood Green Area Action Plan

The Council is currently developing a Wood Green Area Action Plan (AAP) to guide
development and investment decisions and to set the platform for planning considerations in
the area. Public consultation on four potential options was completed in spring 2016 to get
feedback and determine preference on the scope of changes the community and other
stakeholders wanted to see in Wood Green. This informed the Regulation 18 Preferred
Option Consultation Draft February 2017 that has been consulted on in Q4 2017. A final
Wood Green AAP is expected to be adopted in early 2018.
This Business Plan was prepared on the basis of the Wood Green AAP Issues &
Options document 2016 which was current at the time. The latest policy documents will be
used to inform design development in the next stage.

8.2

Existing Civic Centre Site Planning Approach

The heritage and planning sensitivities associated with the site given its location within the
Trinity Gardens Conservation Area, and existing locally listed building are appreciated and
HDV has therefore considered multiple options. These options include retention, partial
retention or demolition and new build.
The indicative masterplan presumes demolition of the existing building on the basis of the
public benefits which include the delivery of many more new mixed tenure homes (including
affordable housing), the inclusion of new bespoke community floor space, high-quality public
realm and a major contribution to the Council’s regeneration objectives for Wood Green very
early in the programme. In accordance with National Planning Policy Framework, on the
basis of design work prepared during the bid process we believe that these significant public
benefits outweigh any perceived harm associated with the loss of the existing building.
The specific planning benefits could include:
•
•

The preferred option will deliver 244 new high-quality homes, contributing directly to
housing needs and the Council’s housing targets;
A target of 50% affordable housing (by habitable room);
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•
•
•

•

A dwelling mix ranging from studios to four bedroom units, resulting in a balanced
community, and places for families;
Exceptional architectural quality, setting the design standard for the HDV;
Provision of a policy-compliant approach to cycle parking spaces and a parking ratio of
10%, balancing sustainable transport objectives with minimised on-street parking
impacts in neighbouring roads; we propose a s106 clause to restrict residents from
obtaining on-street parking permits; and
The delivery of ‘Zero carbon’ homes, in accordance with the Housing SPG.

However, the HDV will work collaboratively with the Council and local community
stakeholders to refine the proposals and optimise the potential of the site following formation
of the HDV as the planning process progresses. Options for retention, partial retention and
full demolition will be further reviewed and evaluated against the public benefit coming from
each solution.

8.3

Station Road Offices Site Planning Approach

The HDV’s proposal for the Station Road offices site seeks to optimise the potential of
developing tall buildings as reflected in the draft Wood Green AAP Preferred Option
Consultation Draft February 2017. The indicative masterplan additionally seeks to create the
site as a 'gateway' to the northern end of the Wood Green High Road, strengthening
pedestrian connectivity towards Alexandra Palace whilst delivering new homes, jobs and
quality retail offer, contributing significantly to the regeneration objectives.
The site’s location opposite Wood Green station and at the junction of this key north-south /
east-west movement corridor makes the it appropriate in townscape terms to create a
carefully planned cluster of taller buildings ranging from 36 to 16 storeys, announcing the
northern gateway to the Metropolitan Town Centre and beyond. In accordance with London
Plan Policy 7.7 and Haringey Strategic Policy SP11, the proposed tall buildings for Station
Road will demonstrate the highest standards of architecture, materials, sustainability, public
realm, legibility, permeability and place making. The proposals will positively evolve through
the planning process in detailed dialogue with the Council, community and GLA planners.
HDV will also engage proactively with the AAP as it moves through the process towards
adoption and refine proposals to reflect AAP policy. The result of these proposals will be a
defining new skyline for Wood Green, making the most of the location opportunity and
confidently announcing the transformational change envisaged, and securing Wood Green
as the rightful heart of Haringey.
The specific planning benefits could include:
•

•
•
•

New retail, leisure, food and beverage floor space, enhancing the catering offer and
night-time economy in response to the wider vision objectives for Wood Green town
centre;
600 new high-quality homes, contributing directly to housing need and the Council’s
housing targets;
Approximately 32% affordable housing (by habitable room), (note the HDV will deliver
an aggregate of 40% of affordable housing across the three sites);and
A dwelling mix ranging from studios to four bedroom units, resulting in a balanced
community;
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•

•
•
•

8.4

Provision of a policy-compliant approach to cycle parking spaces and a parking ratio of
10%, appropriate to this highly sustainable location (HDV will propose an s106 clause
to restrict residents from obtaining on-street parking permits);
The delivery of ‘Zero carbon’ homes, in accordance with the Housing SPG;
A hierarchy of building height, with exceptionally designed tall buildings opposite the
station, in the location envisaged in the AAP; and
A masterplan that future-proofs the ability to integrate potential future development on
the Arriva bus garage site.

Existing Wood Green Library Site Planning Approach

It is understood that the AAP and the strategic approach to building heights on this site are
subject to ongoing review in relation to views to Alexandra Palace. The HDV will take a
flexible approach, working in partnership with the Council’s regeneration and planning
officers to refine the proposals as the policy evolves.
The specific planning benefits could include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The proposals for the Wood Green Library site will create the new heart of Wood
Green, bringing the indicative masterplan together by creating a new public town
square and linking the High Street, the essential new east-west route to the new council
facilities;
Over 5,860 sqm (GEA) of new office, 2,400 sqm of retail and food & beverage
floorspace, contributing to the wider vision objectives for Wood Green town centre;
437 new high-quality homes, contributing directly to housing need, and the Council’s
housing targets;
Circa 42% affordable housing;
A dwelling mix ranging from studios to four bedroom units in a balanced mix
appropriate for town centre living;
A carefully considered approach to servicing, not only within the site but also the
implications for the neighbouring Mall; and
The delivery of ‘Zero carbon’ homes, in accordance with the Housing SPG.

A hierarchy of building height which has been set back from the High Street, in the location
currently envisaged in the draft AAP.
The HDV will be working alongside Haringey Planning Officers for the next 20 years,
therefore a collaborative relationship is integral to success. Working styles and meeting
structures will drive an efficient 'one team' spirit and shared outcomes. There may be
conflicting drivers between planning policy, local community objectives and the Council's
property interests; where this occurs HDV will drive optimal outcomes that balance the
interests of all parties.
The strategy for Wood Green will be to submit a Detailed planning application for the
individual sites, which will establish architectural approach, materials, exact height, use,
appearance, layout and design for each phase.
Planning Performance Agreements (PPA) will be agreed with officers to lock in the agreed
planning strategy objectives, milestones, programme and officer resource. In addition, HDV
will negotiate S106 Agreements alongside the initial planning applications such that they can
be executed on planning determination.
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The table below shows the high-level tasks and responsibilities that will be included in the
programme in relation to our planning approach to unlock the project and enable delivery of
subsequent phases:
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TASK

RESPONSIBILITY
HDV

THE AUTHORITY

1. START-UP
Agree project requirements
including Business Plan and
Masterplan design brief

Mobilise team, prepare project
requirements, roles and
responsibilities, financial model,
funding strategy and delivery
plan

Agree Business Plan and
Masterplan design brief within
the HDV

Detailed Application for Civic
Centre Site and Library Site

Prepare strategy and
documentation

Agree strategy for detailed
application

Community Hub for community
engagement and consultation

Set-up and staff Hub

Agree location

Identify options for land not
designated for construction

Identify potential meanwhile
uses

Agree locations and uses

2. LOCAL ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION
Agree Community Engagement Plan

Develop Plan

Agree Plan and responsibilities

Consult with the local community and
existing businesses

Share vision for Wood Green

Authority to participate in
consultation

3. DESIGN FOR DETAILED APLICATIONS
Design workshops

Hold design workshops with the
integrated team (architects,
designers, cost planners,
construction, etc) ensuring
design to cost

Involvement in design workshops
and pre-application meetings

Engage with stakeholders

Development Team to engage
with the Authority, utilities, GLA,
local businesses, TfL, etc

Planning, Highways

Produce supporting information
for planning application

Development Team to prepare
reports, plans, Environmental
Impact Statement etc

4. PREPARATION OF DETAILED APPLICATION
Community consultation

Development Team

Agree planning application

HDV Development Director

Prepare and submit planning
application

Development Team

Planning Department

Obtain detailed consent and
agree S106

Development Team

Planning Department

5. OBTAIN VACANT POSSESSION OF CIVIC SITE AND LIBRARY SITE
Agree strategy and timetable for
obtaining vacant possession

Prepare strategy and timetable

Authority

Engage with all third party land
owners and tenants

Business Support Officer

Assist with coordinating this
engagement

Private Treaty negotiations for
third party land or prepare CPO
strategy and documents

Land assembly preference by private treaty

6. DETAILED DESIGN FOR PHASE 1
Develop detailed design (housing
and new library site), design and
construction phase plans, hold

Development and Design team

Review planning obligations and
programme
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9

DESIGN CONTROL

The HDV will implement a rigorous design control process at Wood Green to deliver the
design strategy set out in the place making section of this Business Plan. This will control the
full lifecycle of the regeneration programme, ensuring cost certainty and viability, quality of
product, safety, sustainable outcomes, buildability and value optimisation.
These design control processes are based on the proposed HDV governance and design
processes that are set out in more detail in the HDV Strategic Business Plan. This ensures
that design is developed in line with the HDV vision and requirements, to the project budget,
and the agreed business case.

9.1

Control Measures

[REDACTED MATERIAL]

9.2

Technical Approvals

The HDV will require approval from a number of statutory bodies and technical stakeholders
during the regeneration programme. We will ensure that a Technical Approvals Tracker is
implemented documenting the key deliverables and associated milestones against all
approvals needed for each part of the regeneration.
Approvals that are anticipated to be required for Wood Green include:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Planning: planning performance agreements will be established with the Council’s
officers to assist with the planning application process;
Building Control: a Building Control body will be appointed early in the process, either
the Council’s own department or an approved inspector;
Highways agreements: HDV will work with the Council’s highways officers and TfL to
achieve necessary highways approvals which are particularly important given the
transport hub nature of Wood Green;
Residential Warranty Provider: HDV may leverage Lendlease’s existing relationship
with NHBC;
Secure by Design: HDV will work with the local crime prevention design advisor;
Accessibility: Audit of all proposed designs;
Wood Green Energy Provider: early engagement to ensure a robust low carbon
solution, and a co-ordinated technical design for the district heat network;
Utility companies: HDV will work with Thames Water and other providers to secure the
necessary statutory permissions for connections to, and upgrades of, the utility
infrastructure. For the LBH Civic Centre site, this is likely to include surface water
attenuation coordination;
Crossrail: HDV will work with the Council and Crossrail to ensure the Crossrail 2
requirements are accommodated and any oversite development is complementary to
Crossrail’s requirements;
TfL and London Underground: HDV will engage with transport authorities, ensuring that
the proposals take into account the Piccadilly Line tunnels which run near the sites and
the local bus routes given the importance of the location of the sites along the High
Road; and
The Council: There is the opportunity for the HDV to work with the Council (Library,
Customer services, HALS, HEST) to develop design proposals for the new Council
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facilities that enhance the current offering, ensuring a seamless move process into the
new facilities and any temporary facilities.

9.3

Cost Management

The HDV Strategic Business Plan outlines a detail and robust process for managing cost by
employing a strict ‘design to cost’ ethos and through the use of internal and external cost
planning resources, ensuring the design properly responds to the brief whilst delivering to
the agreed budget. Cost plans will be produced at all project design stages and approved at
all governance gateways. Changes to the project cost plan will be reported and managed via
a strict change control process ensuring risks and opportunities are identified, managed and
addressed as appropriate. An HDV Board member will be appointed to sit on the change
control board.
Early in the design process and prior to seeking formal tenders from main contractors or
supply chain, the team will undertake market testing exercises ofor the majority of the
packages, together with robust internal and external benchmarking across all the key design
packages to ensure design, scope and cost are within plan. This will help ensure significant
cost certainty prior to going out to formal tender. If any cost pressures are identified, the
HDV management will take informed decisions in relation to value engineering to ensure the
project remains within budget.
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10

CONSTRUCTION

HDV WILL APPLY PROVEN EXPERTISE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF MULTI-PHASE CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMMES TO
SAFELY DELIVER QUALITY OUTCOMES, WITHIN DEFINED BUDGETS AND PROGRAMMES, WHILST MINIMISING
DISRUPTION TO EXISTING RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES.

10.1 Approach
HDV’s management of the construction of the Wood Green transformation will follow the
overarching approach set out in the delivery section of the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
At Wood Green, the HDV will establish a logistics co-ordination group, responsible for coordinating all construction logistics to minimise disruption to local businesses, given the sites
are located on a busy High Road. Particular focus will be placed on co-ordinated logistics
plans, defined delivery routes, pedestrian and cycle safety, hoarding lines, crane
movements, and effective co-ordinated communications with the local community. The scale
of the project allows the HDV to consider innovative and ambitious approaches, such as the
use of cross laminated timber and modular construction, with the aim of driving programme
efficiencies.

10.2 Phase One
It is currently envisaged that Phase One at Wood Green will be the delivery of the new
Council facilities, providing new Council office space, democratic space and a new library.
The overall approach for how the HDV could assist the Council in the delivery of their
proposed new facilities is separately detailed in an Appendix to this Business Plan.

10.3 Public Realm and Infrastructure
The public realm and infrastructure team will manage and deliver the infrastructure for each
Wood Green site, including enabling and survey works, through a construction management
contract. It is expected that this will be procured with Lendlease Construction (LLC), through
the Contractor Framework Agreement.
LLC will procure and manage the sub-contractors as a service to HDV, who will retain
approval rights over procurement strategies, and selection of sub-contractors. Ongoing
detailed engagement with network utility providers and strategic infrastructure programme
management will remain with the HDV Public Realm and Infrastructure Team who will also,
with the support of LLC, be responsible for the following aspects:
[REDACTED MATERIAL]

10.4 Phases Two, Three, and Four
Phases two, three and four will be the HDV’s delivery of the existing LBH Civic Centre site,
Wood Green Library site and Station Road Offices site. All three of these sites are situated
along the High Road in prominent locations, where safety of and minimise disturbance to
local residents, retailers and businesses will be of primary importance. These sites,
especially the Wood Green Library and Station Road Offices sites, will be a complex
logistical challenge as they involve the delivery of tall buildings on a constrained town centre
site, adjacent to busy pedestrian and strategic transport routes.
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LBH Civic Centre site The indicative
masterplan for the LBH Civic Centre
sites organised in four phases allowing
for sequencing and flexibility with the
programme.
As a predominantly residential scheme
the HDV could implement a range of
sustainable and cost effective modern
methods of construction such as
bathroom pods, prefabricated risers
and potentially non-volumetric modular
systems such as Cross Laminated
Timber, SIPS or modern cassettes.

Figure 10.4.1 Indicative construction sequence for the LBH Civic
Centre Site.

Wood Green Library site The indicative
masterplan proposal for this site is
configured in four blocks which will
allow for flexibility in phasing and
sequencing. The tallest tower located
next to the High Road could be a
conventional reinforced concrete frame
approach, while the lower rise buildings
on Caxton Road may adopt a more
modular approach.

Figure 10.4.2 Indicative construction sequence for the Wood
Green Library Site including meanwhile use location.

Station Road Offices site The indicative
masterplan for the site is configured in
seven blocks over a podium with the
tallest towers to the east adjacent to the
Wood Green tube station and the lower
rise buildings proposed to the west. The
sequencing could be arranged so that
the lower rise buildings could be built
and delivered earlier.

Figure
10.4. 3 Indicative construction sequence for the Station Road
Offices Site.
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11

HANDOVER AND OCCUPATION

The HDV may implement sector specific processes for completions and handover, reflecting
the mixed-use nature of Wood Green, to achieve the goals of the Business Plan and ensure:
•

•
•
•

A defined handover process between the HDV, its Development Managers, the
contractor and the customer that provides certainty of delivery without compromising
quality;
Clearly defined roles and responsibilities;
A consistent approach to customer-relationship management; and
A defined process for implementing accounting revenue recognition policy.

Further details of the HDV approach to handover and occupation can be found in the HDV
Strategic Business Plan.

11.1 Residential Handover
Ensuring that construction works are complete and snags closed out prior to handover is
critical to maintaining customer satisfaction.
[ REDACTED MATERIAL]
HDV may implement key quality-control tools throughout the construction period and into
aftersales and aftercare including:
•
•
•
•
•

A robust apartment benchmarking process for each tenure;
An in-depth fit-out and commissioning witnessing and checking regime;
A clearly defined process for Practical Completion;
A strategic customer-engagement strategy, commencing at point of sale and continuing
post-completion to gather feedback; and
A rigorous aftersales team to ensure prompt close out of defects and feedback
gathering on customer satisfaction.

11.2 Retail Construction and Handover
Retail, in particular restaurant tenants on the Station Road Offices and Wood Green Library
sites, are an important part of place making for these sites. Identifying a tenant mix that
creates the right balance of well-known names with unique and local characters will be an
important first step.
Retail units and restaurants who are well established will follow the typical retail construction
and handover process (please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan) of taking the units
in a shell and core state, and working with their own designers and contractors to create
interiors, signage and outdoor seating, if applicable, that complement both their brand and
the store setting in a revitalised Wood Green town centre.
Start-ups and other tenants that are less established are an important part of making the
town centre unique and special, but will require more support from the HDV to get their
space up and running. These tenants will most likely take their spaces in a white-box
condition, where most of the major construction is completed for them, and all they will need
to do to the space is fixture and decorate. This allows them to compete their spaces quicker,
with less capital required, and with the stress of construction off their minds so they can
concentrate on making their stores special.
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11.3 Commercial Office Construction and Handover
The commercial office spaces in the Wood Green town centre are planned to be a
combination of Grade-A space for SMEs, co-working spaces and incubator spaces, offering
a fit for businesses in every stage of their lifecycle.
The tenants taking the Grade-A space and the operator of the co-working space will be
handed space in a shell and core condition and will work with their own interior designers
and contractors to complete their space. If they prefer a more turnkey fit-out, the HDV can
offer a fully integrated end-to-end fit-out service for them.
For incubator spaces, office space will be finished so that the tenant can move in quickly
with less capital and only need to fixture the space.
Please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan for details on the construction and
handover process.
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12

SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE DELIVERY

12.1 Social Infrastructure - The Council Facilities
12.1.1 Introduction
The Council is seeking to relocate the Council offices and Library (including
customer service centres, HALS and HEST) to create new council facilities
within the Wood Green Cultural Quarter.
The Council is currently undertaking a Future Ways of Working Programme that will help to
achieve the vision of using people, process, technology and place to create the best future-fit
solution for the council facilities.
The Council’s key aims for the relocation are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To consolidate existing accommodation to reduce operating costs and enable
investment in other services;
To create modern, fit-for-purpose and cost-effective workspaces and facilities to enable
staff to work more productively, flexibly and collaboratively;
To present a single, easy-to-access place for the public to engage with the Council and
its services;
To encourage footfall away from the High Street, creating depth to the currently narrow
retail strip and assist in anchoring other commercial uses in this zone;
To create a building providing circa 14,250 m2 of accommodation split between office,
library/OSS and democratic space; and
There is the opportunity for the HDV to support the Council in the delivery of the new
Council facilities.

The HDV development programme for the three sites assumes that the new Council facilities
will be completed four years after the formation of the HDV in order to allow the existing
Station Road Offices site and the Wood Green Library site be redeveloped.
The HDV will work with Council to establish how best it can support delivery of the new
Council facilities. This could include HDV developing the site (with an associated land
transfer), or HDV providing development management or construction management
services. Council will determine via Cabinet decision on whether this or alternative delivery
options are preferred.

12.2 Physical Infrastructure Delivery
Integration of place making through all aspects of the development is key to successful
delivery, extending to the coordination of utilities infrastructure. The HDV, will develop a
detailed Infrastructure Masterplan that addresses the unique challenges of each site whilst
also ensuring a coordinated and strategic approach. Examples of our approach are given
below:
•

LBH Civic Centre site: partially within a “critical drainage area” and local policy requires
stricter controls on surface water discharge through measures such as attenuation or
sustainable urban drainage. Coordination of landscaping and utilities to suit the place
making objectives, defining utility-free corridors and areas for tree planting, below
ground attenuation and other landscape element features will therefore be important to
ensure both efficient delivery and subsequent operation of the site;
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•

•

Station Road Offices site: with its extended podium, it will need to ensure that plant
rooms for incoming services are carefully located to avoid detracting from the place
making objectives whilst also ensuring the necessary access. Physical infrastructure
that will also be important for this site includes adding dedicated cycle lanes on Station
Road and landscaping along the street edge to make the area more attractive as well
as to protect the outdoor seating areas of the new restaurants; and
Wood Green Library site: infrastructure design will reflect the wider place making
objectives by carefully considering the provision and design of planting, lighting, power
and data (publicly accessible high-speed Wi-Fi, for example, has been shown to help
generate footfall) such that the new public space can be flexibly used for events, popup markets or food stalls.

Overall coordination by the HDV public realm and infrastructure team for Wood Green will
ensure that the required infrastructure is successfully implemented to meet place making
objectives while also minimising disruption to local businesses and retailers during
construction.
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13

ESTATE HOUSING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

13.1 Management Structure and Roles and Responsibilities
The HDV could create a mixed-tenure, new quarter of London, including
housing, commercial, retail and community facilities for a diverse community.
This is an opportunity to create a vibrant place, which will require a cohesive
management solution that provides a consistent approach across the estate,
tailored to the specific intensity of uses, budgets and management
requirements of the disparate uses, within each character area of the Estate.
The HDV will retain a long-term interest in the management of the development to capitalise
on the long-term value created, and ensure a robust management regime is applied for the
long term.
The management structure will comprise of the following:
•
•
•

Asset management: commercialisation and activation of the estate;
Estate management: management and maintenance of the public realm between the
buildings and security facilities; and
Plot/housing management: management and maintenance of the buildings, and their
private communal facilities and gardens, car parking and other servicing areas;

The overarching HDV legal set-up for the management structure is included in the HDV
Strategic Business Plan.
To support the long-term strategy and delivery of services, it is envisaged that an overall
Wood Green Management Company (Estate Manco) will be established. This will be a
limited company with a Board comprising residential representatives from each of the three
red-lined sites, retail representatives, commercial representatives, the Council, and other
appropriate statutory stakeholders. The three sites will have a combined management
company to benefit from economies of scale, however, each will also have a sub-committee
for the individual sites in order to facilitate making the best decisions for that particular site.
Initially, the HDV will be a member of the Estate ManCo, acting as a guiding hand to ensure
that the estate management principles inform decisions and allow a smooth transition from
delivery to asset management. At an agreed handover date, the HDV would resign its
membership, and hand over to the wider membership of the Estates Manco Board.
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Figure 2: Indicative potential legal structure for the Wood Green Estate Management Company. (Note: This is one option; it
could also be set up as individual Estate Management Companies for each site at Wood Green, with an overarching
Steering Group to ensure consistency in quality and maintenance standards, whilst ensuring benefits of operational cost
efficiencies).

A hierarchy of sub-committees and management companies will be created below the
overall Estate Manco to manage the public realm and common areas, plots and buildings on
each site. The sub-committees will be made up of representatives from local residents and
businesses, who will make decisions affecting services unique to that area and the charge
for those services.

13.2 Managing the Sites
The Wood Green sites comprise of a mix of existing adopted, and new un-adopted,
highways and public spaces.
The Estate Management Company will provide the following management and maintenance
services for everyone on the estate in respect of the un-adopted public realm areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-site estate operations manager;
Landscape maintenance;
Litter picking and sweeping;
Planned and unplanned maintenance;
Events and enlivenment;
Parking enforcement; and
Security.

These services will be delivered through a shared estate-services team that will work across
the sites. This will provide cost savings by having a roaming cover and offers a recognisable
branded estate who will be part of the community-engagement activities.
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The market residents will benefit from enhanced estate-management services that will
include:
•
•
•
•

Key and package holding;
Dry cleaning;
24-hour concierge facility; and
Private amenity space in some buildings.

The strategic HDV Business Plan includes an overarching strategic approach to the Estate
Management Strategy, which will be adopted for Wood Green.

13.3 Service Charges
It is vital for the long-term sustainability of the regeneration that facilities are designed to
ensure the associated management and maintenance services can be delivered for
affordable charges. Further detail is included as an Appendix.

13.4 Employment Space Management
The employment space, particularly around the new town square and the restaurants along
Station Road, and the public realm will be the key to enlivening the new Wood Green town
centre. These spaces are where residents and visitors will experience the transformation
and shape their view of Wood Green. It is crucial that not only are these spaces well
designed and constructed, but that ongoing, pro-active management will be maintained to
ensure that the build quality and values are maintained in the long term. Tenants will be
obligated to maintain and manage their units, and a pro-active management policy, including
regular monitoring and inspection by the managing agent will ensure that lease obligations
are fulfilled and the asset is being properly maintained.
The leases will also place restrictions on use classes of the commercial units further to the
initial planning restrictions. This will enable the HDV to curate and manage the leasehold
occupiers and prevent in particular the over-occupation of certain types, such as A3 units
which are already over-supplied in Wood Green, thus helping to protect long-term values.
The long-term maintenance of the units will also be guaranteed in the first instance by the
form of the leases and in the second instance by the management strategy. The leases will
allow for a sinking and reserve fund that will be actively collected and periodically used to
ensure that large items of expenditure, such as plant, can be replaced without issue.
The town square, as the heart of the Wood Green town centre as well as all of Haringey,
could be a vibrant gathering point for the community and will host a range of programmes
and special events. Not only could the commercial units be responsible for contributing to
the estate charges, there is the possibility to levy a higher proportion of the Events and
Enlivenment budget against the commercial schedule given the higher intensity of use from
events and retail uses, and ring-fence this contribution. The commercial units could benefit
from the increased footfall and area profile that such initiatives will bring and this approach
will ensure that the budget is protected on a long-term basis, bringing increased benefits to
the estate and protecting the value of the units themselves.
The retail occupiers in particular could be actively encouraged to participate, sponsor and
curate events and initiatives outside of what is delivered through the Events and
Enlivenment budget. Liaison between the Estates Team and the commercial occupiers will
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be of the utmost importance in order to secure funding and sponsorship arrangements. This
will again rely on pro-active management by the Managing Agent and Estate Team.

13.5 Approach to Servicing and Waste Management
In all communities, service and waste-management arrangements are crucial, particularly on
mixed-use schemes, and HDV value how important it is to have a coordinated approach.
The Wood Green indicative masterplan assumes that where possible all servicing will be
undertaken ‘on street’ from specially designated bays, and that waste from residential
buildings will be collected by the Council’s own waste services, whilst retail and commercial
uses will have a separate commercial arrangement, coordinated through the Estate
Management Team. Refuse stores will be provided within the drag distances permitted for
each operator. Due to the nature of the town-centre location, specifically on the Wood Green
Library Site, a detailed servicing and waste-removal strategy will need to be undertaken
during the detailed design phase in order to coordinate a workable solution in the confined
area.
The HDV will verify this approach and establish a co-ordinated detailed strategy for service
and waste-management arrangements across the masterplan. This will ensure that key
principals are embedded at early stage to the design of all plots to avoid unnecessary
cluttering of the public realm. Lease grants and deeds of service will be used to provide the
Estate Management Company with the Council to regulate servicing (such as timing of
deliveries) and ensure waste management is incorporated into building and public-realm
design.

13.6 Asset Management Strategy
HDV will consider a range of long-term options for these assets, including models where
HDV would have a long-term hold position. Several options are considered in the HDV
Strategic Business Plan. The initial assumptions on asset management responsibilities for
Wood Green in this Business Plan are set out in the table below.
Area

Description

Owner/Asset Management
Responsibility

Adopted Roads

The roads adopted by the
Council

Haringey Highways

Non-Adopted Public
Realm

The remainder of the public
realm

HDV Estate Management

Residential

The residential buildings

Affordable or PRS owner or
residential management
company for private

Offices/Co-working

The office spaces

Commercial owner

Retail

The retail and restaurant spaces

SPV for building ownership
and management

Council facilities

New council offices and library

The Council

Table 13.6.1 Possible Asset ownership strategy

The Asset Management Strategy will be reflective of the final ownership strategy for assets
as referenced in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
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14

MARKETING, SALES, LETTING AND COMMUNICATION STRATEGY

14.1 Strategies
Home prices, as well as residential, office and retail rental rates, continue to climb in London
Zones 1 and 2, making them unaffordable for many. The next wave of activity will be a push
into Zone-3 areas such as Wood Green, which are more affordable and still have relatively
quick travel times to Central London. The addition of Crossrail 2 to Wood Green will intensify
this activity. This represents a great opportunity for the new Wood Green town centre to
commercialise on the growing interest in all sectors to drive the regeneration.
This is becoming evident in the residential sector where several new housing developments
are being planned south west of Wood Green. In the office sector, co-working space
providers as well as companies in the creative and digital fields are looking for more
affordable spaces in areas such as Wood Green. In retail, and particularly in the restaurant
sector, agents are reporting that as soon as Wood Green can provide space for a cluster of
restaurants with outdoor seating in a safe and attractive environment, Wood Green will be
high on the list of next sites for many restaurant chains.
Marketing homes, office and retail space in the revitalised town centre will centre on the
following competitive advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creative place where exciting things happen;
Vibrancy and quality of its public spaces, including the new town square and future-fit
library;
Wide provision of services, including retail, catering and leisure;
Sustainable, high-quality, tenure-blind homes at all price points;
A diverse mix of cultures contributing to and celebrated in the community;
Proximity and quick transfer to central London via the Piccadilly Line, future Crossrail
and numerous bus lines;
Access to local jobs - in particular, to the creative industries;
Quality of architecture and public realm;
A place that respects the environment; and
Overall quality of the development.

There are few places in the London area today that are still affordable, enjoy good transport
links to Central London and to the North, offer historic features and village characteristics,
while retaining a modern town centre with vibrancy and buzz, and offer multiple green
spaces and cultural places.

14.2 Residential Strategy
14.2.1 Market Homes Strategy
There is currently an under-supply in Wood Green of high-quality new homes. Although
there is a significant pipeline of forthcoming schemes, there is not nearly enough to meet the
growing demand for high-quality, sustainable homes located in vibrant and safe communities
with good transport links to Central London. Pipeline developments in the area include:
•

Fairview Homes – Steel Stockholders Yard;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

St. William – Haringey Heartlands;
Hadley Property Group – Hawes & Curtis Outlet;
Mental Health Trust – St Anne’s Hospital;
Simon Oliver Homes – Lawrence Road;
Noble House Properties – Cross Lane Ind. Estate; and
White Hart Lane Phase One.

The HDV will set the highest standards of quality, innovation and sustainability.
[REDACTED MATERIAL]
The HDV is committed to providing purchase and rental opportunities to all. Measures
proposed to prioritise local sales and marketing includes a commitment to the standards set
out in the Mayor’s Concordat and HBF charter, which protects the marketing of homes to
local buyers first.

14.2.2 Target Market
The target market for housing sales include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First time buyers;
Up-sizers;
Bank of mum and dad;
Purchasers coming out of rented – likely to be their second purchase and have a larger
deposit investors;
Seasoned / portfolio investors;
Singular investor purchasing for their long-term security; and
Investors drawn to areas for regeneration capital appreciation.

14.2.3 Affordable Housing Strategy
Affordable housing is at the heart of the HDV’s approach to putting people at
the heart of change, and in delivering the Council's vision for the future of
Wood Green’s residents to be equal to the best in London. The affordable
housing offer will ensure a diverse and inclusive future for the regeneration.
This Business Plan supports the Council’s ambition to deliver higher levels of affordable
housing. Not only does it assume the overall provision of 40% affordable housing, subject to
the financial viability assessment that will accompany the detailed planning application, but it
also assumes a target of 50% in the LBH Civic Centre site, will be affordable housing. HDV
Strategic Business Plan sets out the approach.
The affordable housing offer includes a mix of rental and ownership tenures targeted at
various income ranges that will enable an inclusive and balanced community to develop. The
mix is flexible to change with the specific needs of existing households that will become
apparent during consultation. The revenue assumptions for the affordable housing are set
out in detail in the Commercial Funding and Finance section of this Business Plan.
Funding sources for initial affordable housing will be sought during the launch phase of the
project, and regularly reviewed during the lifecycle in the context of policy changes.
For further detail please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
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14.2.4 Private Rental Sector (PRS) Strategy
The new housing to be provided presents a great opportunity to cater to the large
demographic renting in Wood Green today by providing a quality product that is
professionally managed within a vibrant, town-centre location.
The HDV can use PRS to quickly create place, given there is no need to allow for sales
absorption. In this Business Plan PRS is proposed on the LBH Civic Centre site and part of
the Wood Green Library site. This will accelerate the delivery new homes, assisting to
establishment of the town-centre while also creating greater footfall.
PRS is still in its infancy in London, and in comparison, with then Open Market Sales (OMS)
section above, there are very limited comparable PRS developments within Haringey to
inform the Wood Green assumptions.
Therefore, in addition to analysing local competitor rental prices, a broader pan London
approach has been taken. Please refer to the Strategic HDV Business Plan for the PRS
strategy.

14.2.5 Employment Space Strategy
It is well documented that London has an under-supply of affordable office accommodation,
particularly of stock appealing to growth sectors such as technology businesses and smalland medium-sized businesses. Wood Green, as well as Haringey, is not currently
recognised as a Greater London office location and so in order to thrive, it will need to
establish a unique selling point, and this can be achieved in the shape of strong business
clusters. Companies that hold innovation and collaboration as core to their strategic plan
typically cluster in certain business locations.
The success of The Chocolate Factory, which provides workspace for approximately 500
people including 200 artists, and the Green Rooms Hotel, which provides residence
accommodation, illustrate the demand for space from the art, film and multimedia sectors.
By targeting the arts and innovation sector for the first commercial office building, Wood
Green will be able to build on its reputation as a new cluster destination for the creative
industry.
The first office building, with its 2021 completion date, creates the opportunity to provide
‘accelerators’ and ‘incubator’ facilities of up to 20,000 sf to attract start-ups in order to foster
entrepreneurship.
Collaboration clusters is a key component of the success of Kings Cross and London’s
‘Silicon Roundabout’ where many small businesses have thrived, and technology companies
have risen from 15 to 5,000 in just five years. Analysis of co-working members across
Central London shows that 51% are in the tech and digital sector, 21% are in the
communications and media sector, and 10% are in the creative sector. This means the
majority of demand for flexible working is currently coming from the type of businesses that
will consider non-core areas like Wood Green. Half of businesses from the tech, creative and
new media sector leasing Central London offices in 2015 have taken space in sub-markets
outside the City of London and the West End, preferring to locate in more fringe areas.
The office space on the Library site will appeal to local SME occupiers based in The
Chocolate Factory or the first phase co-working space inhabitants that are relatively well
funded and staffed, and in need of larger, affordable premises. However, a wide range of
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commercial floor space should also be offered to encourage new businesses to locate in
Wood Green, delivering a diverse range of businesses.

14.2.6 Retail Strategy
Agent research has identified that some key retailers currently have a negative perception of
Wood Green. Many operators who currently trade successfully, such as H&M, Primark and
Next, would benefit from upgraded, right-sized stores. Other operators, such as Topshop
and River Island are interested in relocating and upsizing, however, the current landlords
may not be prepared to undertake the highly-incentivised transactions necessary to secure
them. These tenants are best situated on the High Road and not within the HDV red-lined
sites, however, the HDV, as a key stakeholder in the town centre, will take an active role in
working with these ‘core’ retailers and landlords to find a fit for them in Wood Green. Smaller
operators who may also be interested in Wood Green, such as Kiko, Smiggle, Pandora and
Accessorize, could help provide an uplift in the current retail offer.
The key area lacking in Wood Green currently is good catering provision. Analysis shows
demand from well-known family brands could not only provide better food options for families
and cinema-goers, but would also provide a base to attract other desirable food and
beverage brands. Wood Green does not currently provide an environment to attract better
operators, which require pleasant, secure outside areas and an area in which operators can
cluster and create a ‘quarter’.
The Wood Green Library site, with its High Road frontage, potential proximity to the future
Crossrail station and the Mall and other major retail tenants, offers an opportunity to address
the local catering shortfall while providing the necessary food options and places to dwell
that will meet the modern shoppers demand for a shopping ‘experience’. This restaurant
cluster will focus more on 'grab-n-go' and fast casual tenants.
The Station Road Offices site, with its proximity to the Wood Green underground station and
its connection to Alexandra Palace, will provide another restaurant cluster focused more on
sit-down dining options, with a strong emphasis on both indoor and outdoor dining. The LBH
Civic Centre site, with its more residential and local feel, will be best suited for a local café or
coffee shop that will be an amenity to the residents.
While the security of rental income is important, the HDV will approach the retail tenant mix
with a focus on securing a mix that balances an economically viable solution and a strong
place making solution that includes unique tenants to make Wood Green distinct.
Marketing of the retail units will commence circa nine to 12 months prior to completion of the
construction works; slightly earlier for national multiples who have greater clarity on mid-term
growth plans, and later for the local independents.
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15

HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELLBEING

The HDV will benefit from Lendlease’s focus on operating incident and injury
free, which is embedded in every stage of the project from investment to
management through Lendlease Global Minimum requirements (GMRs). Please
refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan for more details on the overarching
approach and methodologies to support health, safety and wellbeing.
For Wood Green, an overall health, safety and wellbeing plan will be developed, followed by
individual site level plans, as set out in the diagram below:

Figure 3 Healt, Safety, and Wellbeing Plan structure.

The plans for Wood Green will reflect the site locations within a busy town centre, located
adjacent to a busy High Road, active Underground rail lines and operating businesses. Key
aspects of the plan include:
•

Identifying and mitigating the key issues in delivery operations within a busy towncentre location, including:
-

-

•

Establishing liaison protocols and developing a strong relationship with local
businesses and other key stakeholders such as Police, Town Centre Manager
and Council Highways;
Traffic management and marshalling plans;
Logistics timing and phasing (just-in-time deliveries) to avoid compounding
existing congestion and limiting access for retailers and businesses;
General noise, dust abatement and air-quality mitigations and methodologies;
Site set-up and design to keep construction safe, secure and properly
demarcated from public pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle traffic;
Consideration of coordinated site logistics across the sites and the use of off-site
consolidation; to incorporate other developers where appropriate; and
Consideration of construction and materials methodologies in design that allows
for reduced logistics and programme (prefabricated elements), on-site waste and
safer buildability.

Responding to the specific constraints of the site, including:
-

Protecting and maintaining adjacent buildings and occupants;
Maintaining the key pedestrian, cycling and vehicle routes around the sites;
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-

•

Community outreach to ensure the locals understand the scheme and
programme and are forewarned about key events that might impact them (for
instance, tower crane delivery and erection, road closures and diversions, etc.);
Specific site constraints – Thames Water assets, for example; and
Developing strategies for infrastructure delivery that minimise road closures and
disruption.

General measures related to workers on the sites, including:
-

-

Measures to achieve “Performance Beyond Compliance” certification for
Considerate Constructors;
Measures that address the health and wellbeing of the project team and of
contractors and subcontractors, including general wellbeing, mental health,
healthy eating, health check-ups; and
A process for ensuring Incident and Injury Free education and philosophy is
properly implemented.

Along with the GMR framework, Lendlease has also adopted a health and wellbeing
framework, aimed at healthier lifestyles for employees and workers on project sites, that
covers healthier minds, bodies, places and culture. Initiatives include Mental Health First
Aiders and mindfulness programmes, health checks, Wellbeing Leave days and project site
facilities that enable healthy eating and places to rest.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

The HDV will follow a strict quality assurance adherence. The Strategic HDV Business Plan
sets out the overarching approach to quality management. It is important that all new
residents, business owners and visitors to the new Wood Green town centre perceive a
high-quality standard in every aspect of the project, from snag-free delivery of residential
units and employment spaces to fully completed public realm at the opening of each site.
Aftercare managers are assigned to each project so that if there are any issues after space
turnover, they are quickly addressed.
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RISK MANAGEMENT

A Risk Management Table is included as an Appendix to this Business Plan.
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KEY ASSUMPTIONS

[REDACTED MATERIAL]
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FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPOSAL

For ease in evaluation, all financial and commercial development business plans have been
grouped together. Please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan response, where the
individual development finance and commercial business plans are set out as appendices to
the overall HDV Finance and Commercial Business Plan.
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APPENDIX 2: PROGRAMME OPTIONS ANALYSIS
This appendix sets out an alternate delivery approach for the HDV Wood Green Business
Plan.

1.1

Business Plan Programme

The HDV Wood Green Business Plan assumes a six-year build programme for the
completion of the three Wood Green sites. This is predicated on the completion of the new
Council facilities by Q2 2021 (to facilitate vacant possession of the Station Road Offices
site), and the concurrent delivery of the three main sites.
The current draft of the Wood Green “Preferred Option” AAP states that adequate
reprovision for space for the community use should be provided prior to redevelopment and
the HDV will work within the planning policy framework and the policies therein. The
programme will be reviewed in the next stage to ensure that a new location for the
community facilities on the Library site can be identified and a deliverable relocation strategy
agreed prior to the redevelopment of this site.
The HDV is exploring ways in which it could assist the Council in delivering its new Council
facilities, however these sites are not included in the Category 1 sites. (please refer to the
appendix, New Council facilities for further detail).
The baseline programme assumes delivery of the New Council facilities in Phase 1 in order
to unlock the Station Road Offices site and the Wood Green Library Site. Should vacant
possession of the existing Station Road Offices site be delayed, this will have commercial
and programme implications on the Wood Green Library site, Station Road Offices site and
Northumberland Park Phase 1 based on the current phasing assumptions.
Indicative Programme:
[REDACTED MATERIAL]
Analysis:
Pros
• Earlier delivery
• Earlier to market
• The HDV will receive returns earlier

Cons
• Town centre congestion from
construction logistics
• Multiple contractors
• Requirement for interim Library,
Customer Services Centre, HALS and
HEST for two years
• Less time for a deliverable relocation
strategy to be agreed for the community
facilities on the Library site.
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1.2

Alternate Phasing

The HDV has identified two alternate phasing options that would extend the Wood Green
regeneration period in order to mitigate levels of concurrent HDV construction activities.

Option 1 - (September 2017- March 2024) Wood Green Library One year delay
This option would extend the regeneration of the Wood Green Library site out by an
additional extra year.
Alternate Programme Option 1:
[REDACTED MATERIAL]
Analysis:
Pros
• Less disruption to Wood Green Town
Centre from construction logistics
• Improved sales absorption

Cons
• Delay of delivery of Wood Green Library
site by one year.
• [REDACTED MATERIAL]
• Requirement for interim Library,
Customer Services Centre, HALS and
HEST for one year
• Less time for a deliverable relocation
strategy to be agreed for the community
facilities on the existing Library site.

Option 2 (September 2017- May 2027) Wood Green Library completed following Station
Road Offices site.
This option would extend the regeneration out over a 10-year delivery period (additional four
years to the indicative programme)
Alternate Programme Option 2 :
[REDACTED MATERIAL]
Analysis:
Pros
• Significantly less disruption to Wood
Green Town Centre from construction
logistics
• Significantly improved sales absorption
• No interim strategy required
• More time for a deliverable relocation
strategy to be agreed for the community
facilities on the existing Library site.

Cons
• Significantly slower momentum of
delivery
• Base construction cost increase
potential
• [REDACTED MATERIAL]
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The Council has expressed the desire to stagger the programmes to give more time to find
an acceptable relocation solution for the community uses on the Library site and to avoid
construction logistics problems. The HDV will further investigate this in the next stage
alongside detailed design that will consider the revised draft AAP site boundaries on
formation of the HDV.

Financial Impacts on Programme Options (Project Metrics for all Category 1 properties)
[REDACTED MATERIAL]
Option 1 considers commencing the Wood Green Library site a year later than the base
programme, however the end date being in line with the base programme, completing all
development by March 2024.
This delay increases the equity requirement of LBH and also decreases the overall HDV
project IRR.
Option 2 considers changing the phasing of the Wood Green Library and Station Road
Offices, this has been considered to give more time to find an acceptable relocation solution
for the community uses on the Library site and to reduce the dispersion of construction along
the High Street. By delivering the Civic Centre and the Station Road Offices Site in the first
phase, this will concentrate the construction logistics delivering one bookend of the highroad
first, then delivering Wood Green Library as Phase 4.
[REDACTED MATERIAL]
NB: This assumption considers Wood Green in isolation, and further work will need to be
completed in the next stage with consideration to the entire HDV Masterplan, in particular
the rehousing strategy.
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APPENDIX 3: PROCUREMENT
The anticipated approach to Wood Green procurement is set out in more detail in the
Contractor Framework Agreement and is summarised by site/phase in the table below:
[REDACTED MATERIAL]
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APPENDIX 4: RISK MANAGEMENT
The top risks identified for the Wood Green development include:
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APPENDIX 5 TECHNICAL RISK AND OPPORTUNITY SCHEDULE
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HDV - Station Road Offices site - Technical Risk and Opportunity Register

`

Project Name:

HDV - Station Road Offices site

Assessment Area

Type

Risk / Opportunity Level

Site:

Site Wide - Master Register

H&S

S

Des

Design

High Risk / Opp

P1

P1

Facilitator:

Conor McCormack

Environment

E

Con

Construction

Medium Risk / Opp

P2

P2

Stage:

Bid

Programme

P

User

Operations / Maintenance

Low Risk / Opp

P3

P3

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Risk or
Description
Opp

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

1.0

Status
Open
Closed

Decommissioning

Proposed Solution to remove / mitigate the Risk
Item No.

Version No:

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Owner

Date

Owner

Residual Risk
Date

(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Status

AVAILABILITY OF EXISTING INFORMATION (AV)
A.1

Risk

Survey information to date is limited and is at strategic desktop level.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Full Survey Strategy to be developed.

DPM

Open

A.2

Risk

Title information is limited. The exact setting out of boundaries and third party rights (wayleaves, easements,
rights of way etc) that may have an impact on design approach are not fully understood.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Due diligence on tilte information is being undertaken

Legal

Open

E.1

Risk

Broadly, the site is highly unlikely to support any protected species. Bats: unlikely to be present given
the lack of roosting features, disturbance levels, and the presence of better habitats in adjacent areas

E

Con

Low

Low

P3

Detailed Ecology report will be required but unlikely to identify any significant
risks or constraints

DPM

E.2

Risk

The site has no habitats that would have the potential for protected or notable species. Tree cover on the site is
limited and those specimens present are unlikely to be of significant value or subject to TPOs.

E

Con

Low

Low

P3

Detailed Ecology report will be required but unlikely to identify any significant
risks or constraints

DPM

E.3

Risk

Local and Borough Wide Air Quality is Poor. Traffic and emissions from buildings (heating and power) are the
main contributors to poor air quality in the borough. Poorly considered proposals are likely to increase the
existing exceedance of NO2 annual mean air quality, especially at roadside locations. Developments not "Air
Quality Neutral" have increased CIL payments impacting on viability.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Development proposals to carefully consider options to ensure it provides a net
benefit to local air quality by carefully considering energy strategy and by
encouraging sustainable modes of transport (walking cycling, car clubs with
ULEV vehicles etc.) and through planting etc. Air Quality Assessment required
for Planning and to ensure necessary design measures incorporated into
scheme

DPM

Negative impact on local
and wider air quality with
wider impact on Health and
Well being

E.4

Risk

Local and Borough Wide Air Quality is Poor. Traffic and emissions from buildings (heating and power) are the
main contributors to poor air quality in the borough. Poorly considered proposals are likely to increase the
existing exceedance of NO2 annual mean air quality, especially at roadside locations. Developments not "Air
Quality Neutral" have increased CIL payments impacting on viability.

E

Con

High

High

P1

The GLA's SPGs set requirements on emission limits form local plant and for
development emissions to meet the "air quality neutral" benchmarks.
Construction and logistics planning to carefully consider air quality issues. Air
Quality Assessment required for Planning and to ensure necessary design
measures incorporated into scheme

PM

Negative impact on local
and wider air quality with
wider impact on Health and
Wellbeing

E.4

Risk

An Area of Archaeological Interest covers part of the site and Wood Green Station, a listed building, is adjacent.

Medium

High

P1

Archeological Desktop study to be commissioned to identify risks and to allow
programming of necessary works to mitigate against delay. Design and delivery
to ensure no impact on adjacent listed buildings.

DPM

Time and cost.

E.5

Risk

Preliminary UXO investigation have identified no recorded strikes within 100 m of the site but bomb strikes have
occurred in within 500m. Whilst post war development has minimised the likelihood of the remaining presence
of UXO, the possible presence cannot be eliminated.

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

A more detailed UXO risk assessment should be undertaken as part of the next
phase of works, including obtaining any additional UXO records from the local
council and other archives. The risk assessment should identify what risk
management measures should be adopted for the works, particularly for
demolition, and piling.

DPM

Risk of explosions and
death.

E.8

Risk

Flood Risk. The site falls within Flood Zone 1 where flooding from rivers and the sea are unlikely and a strategic
FRA confirms the site is not in a critical drainage area, and is outside reservoir flood extent. The site is larger
than 1 Hectare.

E

Des

Low

Low

P3

A Flood Risk Assessment is required for planning and findings and
recommendations will need to be incorporated into design.

DPM

E.9

Risk

Desktop analysis of the site has identified a potential for contamination and these sources are listed in order of
potential significance (highest to lowest):
1. Metal hose factory and engineering works
2. Bus garage/depot
3. Existing generator (centre of site, externally adjacent to council offices)
4. Existing electricity substations
The site has undergone at least two phases of development. Made Ground may include a range of contaminants
including asbestos, and is a potential source of ground gas.
The potential for significant contamination requiring remediation from on-site sources is anticipated to be
moderate to high, particularly from the metal hose factory and the bus garage/depot.
If identified, then contamination may limit the potential for reuse of soils. Increased waste disposal costs may be
incurred to dispose of contaminated soil.
Additional time and cost may be required to characterise and remediate the site.

E

Des

High

High

P1

A Full ground and soil investigation report will be required and should properly
establish the levels of contamination and should be used to identify the proper
strategies to be adopted both in site clearance/demolition and in design.
Typical considerations are:
i. Site characterisation (ground investigation)
ii. Contamination risk assessment
iii. Remediation (if required)
iv. Verification of any remediation.

DPM

EXISTING SITE CONSTRAINTS AND HAZARDS (EX)

E.10

Risk

Contamination of soil and/or groundwater from off-site sources. Historical rail land, laundry, sheet metal works
and plastic moulding works were located to the south, beyond the road. The potential for significant
contamination to be present from the other sources is anticipated to be low.

E

Des

Low

Medium

P3

The presence of the London Clay will limit the potential for on-site migration of
contamination but soil investigations and geo reports should further investigate
risks and likely impact.

DPM

E.11

Risk

Heave - Stress changes within excavations that penetrate the London Clay leading to differential movement and
pressure build up beneath slabs

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Soil testing as part of the ground investigation to identify heave potential

DPM

Risk

Softening in the London Clay. Culverted watercourse (New River) to south of site. Water present in this location
may have caused localised softening of the ground. The material in this area may be less stiff than elsewhere,
leading to increased movements under loading. There may also still be groundwater present.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Material may need to be excavated and replaced or piled through to avoid
differential ground movements. Site investigation to target the area and identify
the extent of any seepage or softening in the area

DPM

Damage to the Piccadilly line tunnels located under High Road, close to eastern site boundary. Groundworks
could potentially cause strains in the tunnel lining leading to cracking or damage.

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

Design the structure and construction sequence giving due consideration to the
tunnels. Impact or vibrating piling techniques not likely to be practicable.
Liaison with TFL, London Underground to ensure proposed construction
methodologies are acceptable/appropriate. Obtain the as built details for the
tunnel. Undertake a condition survey prior to and following construction works.
Monitor the tunnel during works where required.

DPM
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A suitable thickness of clean cover soils are likely to be required for any soft
landscaping/garden areas. The London Clay is anticipated from surface which
will restrict the mobilisation of contamination protecting deeper groundwater in
the Chalk. Contamination will be limited to Made Ground (near surface).

Significant health risks in
construction and
operations.

HDV - Station Road Offices site - Technical Risk and Opportunity Register

`

Project Name:

HDV - Station Road Offices site

Assessment Area

Type

Risk / Opportunity Level

Site:

Site Wide - Master Register

H&S

S

Des

Design

High Risk / Opp

P1

P1

Facilitator:

Conor McCormack

Environment

E

Con

Construction

Medium Risk / Opp

P2

P2

Stage:

Bid

Programme

P

User

Operations / Maintenance

Low Risk / Opp

P3

P3

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Risk or
Description
Opp

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

Open
Closed

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Owner

Date

Owner

Residual Risk
Date

(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

E.12

Risk

Buried obstructions from previous uses of the site - especially the Station and historical rail cutting, and
foundations of existing buildings. Damage to construction equipment, and increased amount of work required
to clear the site prior to development with impact on time and cost.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Probing/trial pits in advance of works and site investigation works targeted to
identify obstructions. Excavating obstructions and filling of voids properly
identified where required. Consideration of measures to maximise mitigation
prior to works commencing.

DPM

Ground Risk

E.13

Risk

Presence of unidentified tunnels. Some 'protected' infrastructure tunnels (e.g. MoD or Post Office tunnels) are
not reported in Groundsure reports. Tunnels may impose constraints on new foundation arrangements or
construction sequences.

E

Con

Low

High

P2

Liaise with MoD, Post Office and other key authorities to establish whether any
such tunnels exist within the site.

DPM

Ground Risk

E.16

Risk

Energy - Emerging Local Plan requires connection to future decentralised energy
networks where feasible.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Continue to assess availability of local decentralised energy sources. Ensure
design is flexible and can allow future connections if not available.

E.17

Risk

Utilities - There is a water distribution main that runs through site and adjacent to the existing bus garage.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Liaison with Thames Water and establish if build over/diversion is feasible.
Building footprints should be positioned such that foundations will have minimal
impact on water mains, including clearances.

E.18

Risk

Utilities - 2no. existing UKPN LV substations are on site and will need to be considered. These sub-stations mat
serve properties outside the site boundary. Substations must either be retained or relocated close-by (at
developer's cost).

E

Con

High

High

P1

Early discussion with UKPN to understand constraints, budget costs and issues
for relocation/retention.

E.19

Risk

Watson's Road UKPN Primary Sub-station located just outside site boundary. This will serve a wide area,
extending well beyond site boundaries. This is major infrastructure asset and the likelihood of relocation is
minimal and prohibitively costly. HV and LV cables related to this facility will also pass close to the site boundary
and pose a significant risk for highways works.

E

Con

Low

High

P2

Base case should be that primary substation is retained. Early discussion with
UKPN to properly understand constraints on nearby development and budget
costs for (theoretical) relocation.

E.20

Risk

Utilities - services onsite and in adjacent footpaths are present but detailed information and location is not yet
understood. Locations may prohibit services options.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Full utilities survey and scan will be required together with verification of
statutory searches. Further risk assessment will be required.

E.21

Risk

Utilities - Network Infrastructure limitations. Local utility networks may be at/near capacity and may be unable
to meet anticipated demands of the development. Multiple adjacent developments compound problems. Offsite reinforcement may be required (with developer contributing to costs).

E

Des

High

High

P1

Early discussion with utility providers to understand key issues with supply in
local area. Utility demands from existing buildings may be off-set against
proposed demands. Based on a proposed development UKPN initial thoughts
indicate that likely demands potentially could be accommodated by a
combination of released loads through demolition and available capacity at the
Watsons Road Primary Substation. Dialogue with UKPN will need to continue

Utilities - 2no. existing mobile phone masts located on the roof of River Park House. Relocation of mobile phone
masts can be complicated and expensive if not considered carefully.

E

Des

Medium

High

P1

Early discussion with mobile phone mast operators to establish opportunities
for relocation and to ensure new locations are properly considered and
designed into the scheme.

E.23

Risk

Planning Policy - not meeting policy.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Continuous review of scheme against all aspects of planning policy and early
liaison and engagement with Haringey planning

E.24

Risk

Constrained and busy town centre site, close to main transport routes. Phasing and logistics will complicated
and will need to be properly developed to address the many challenges in such a location.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Regular phasing and delivery workshops to assess opportunities in design to
minimise the impact on the local infrastructure. Logistics consolidation and offsite prefabrication of components and elements should be considered to
address traffic, waste management and Health and Safety issues.

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

(High = Good
Low = Poor)

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Status

DPM
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E.22

1.0

Status

Decommissioning

Proposed Solution to remove / mitigate the Risk
Item No.

Version No:

Time and Cost

PROPOSED PROJECT SITE (PS)
DESIGN ISSUES (DS) - Overall Scheme

Item No.

DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES (OP) - Overall Scheme
The following have been identified as potential opportunities in the design to reduce risks through the design,
construction and operational phases.
Poor air quality in area provides opportunity for scheme to contribute to a net improvement to the local air
quality by:

Opp Level

O.1

Opp

O.2

Opp

Site with Public Transport Accessibility Level of 6a with very good transport links.

E

Des

High

High

P1

O.3

Opp

The site has no habitats that would have the potential for protected or notable species. Tree cover on the site is
limited and those specimens present are unlikely to be of significant value or subject to TPOs. Any new
development has the potential to significantly increase the extent of habitats on site and to link into adjacent
green areas (Alexandra Par, Palace Gate, New River etc)

E

Con

High

Medium

P2

Proposed Solution to realise Opportunity
All aspects of design to address Air Quality e.g.:
Encourage sustainable transport (Cycling, walking, ULEV vehicles for car club
etc).
Energy Strategy to address air quality.
Planting
Use of materials
Seek ways of bettering GLA SPG's emission limits to meet "air quality neutral"
benchmark
The high PTAL rating means car parking can be minimised contributing to wider
objectives such as improving air quality.
Specify planting for new scheme to maximise benefit to local biodiversity and to
enhance links with existing green spaces. Consider measures such as:
Habitat Corridors
Green/Brown Roofs
Native Planting
SUDS
Bird and Bat boxes
Pocket Parks

Owner
DPM

DPM

Date

Action Taken
(if different to proposed
solution)

Owner

Date

Residual Opportunity
(If change in design
introduces risks etc)

Status
Open

HDV - LBH Civic Centre - Technical Risk and Opportunity Register

Project Name:

HDV - Wood Green Station Road

Site:

Site Wide - Master Register

H&S

Facilitator:

Conor McCormack

Environment

Stage:

Bid

Programme

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Item No.

Risk or
Description
Opp

Assessment Area

Type
S

Risk / Opportunity Level

Version No:

Des

Design

High Risk / Opp

P1

P1

E

Con

Construction

Medium Risk / Opp

P2

P2

P

User

Operations / Maintenance

Low Risk / Opp

P3

P3

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

1.0

Status
Open
Closed

Decommissioning

Proposed Solution to remove / mitigate the Risk

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Owner

Date

Owner

Date

Residual Risk
(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Status

AVAILABILITY OF EXISTING INFORMATION (AV)
A.1

Risk

Survey information to date is limited and is at strategic desktop level.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Full Survey Strategy to be developed.

DPM

Open

A.2

Risk

Title information is limited. The exact setting out of boundaries and third party rights (wayleaves, easements,
rights of way etc) that may have an impact on design approach are not fully understood.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Due diligence on tilte information is being undertaken

Legal

Open

E.1

Risk

Potential loss of areas of vegetation and green space. Loss of green space for people and biodiversity and the
eco-system services that the latter delivers such as air quality and human well being. The site is currently
relatively green with mature areas of pocket park, grassland, gardens and ornamental shrubbery that together
will provide opportunities for biodiversity and delivery of ecosystem services including water attenuation, air
purification and mental well-being.

E

Des

Medium

High

P1

Green infrastructure at both ground level and at roof level would need
to be incorporated to ensure delivery of sufficient green space. Tree's
should be retained where appropriate. Full ecology survey to identify
current conditions and to highlight potential improvements.

DPM

E.2

Risk

The site is close to Alexandra Palace and Park local nature reserve, to the Palace Gates SINC and to the New
River SINC.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

The proposals are unlikely to have an impact on these but this needs to
be continued to monitored through the design and into construction.

Tree cover is relatively high across the site with a number of good specimens that could
be subject to TPOs

E

Con

High

High

P1

Arboricultural survey required and confirmation of TPO's required.
Tree's should be retained (where appropriate) and included in future
design proposals for the site.

EXISTING SITE CONSTRAINTS AND HAZARDS (EX)
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E.3

E.4

Risk

Presence of protected species (bats) within the site affecting development works. St Michael's church and
Nightingale school, which are adjacent to the site, and the solicitors building within the site present a
moderate potential for roosting bats.

E

Des

Medium

High

P1

Broadly the site will need to provide habitat and roosting features for
this species group as well as carful consideration of lighting typologies.
Full Bat survey to identify likely constraints early. Bat surveys and
potential licence applications will be required

E.5

Risk

Presence of protected species (nesting birds) within the site affecting development works. Particularly affects
site clearance activities. Potential for some notable bird species including swift and house martin nesting
within built structures. Some more common invertebrate species may be associated with the Civic Centre
pocket park

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

Clearance works may need to occur during autumn/ winter period;
supervision would be required for site clearance activities if undertaken
during nesting season. Ecology survey to confirm constraints and
required actions.

E.6

Risk

Local and Borough Wide Air Quality is Poor. Traffic and emissions from buildings (heating and power) are the
main contributors to poor air quality in the borough. Poorly considered proposals are likely to increase the
existing exceedance of NO2 annual mean air quality, especially at roadside locations. Developments not "Air
Quality Neutral" have increased CIL payments impacting on viability.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Development proposals to carefully consider options to ensure it
provides a net benefit to local air quality by carefully considering energy
strategy and by encouraging sustainable modes of transport (walking
cycling, car clubs with ULEV vehicles etc.) and through planting etc. Air
Quality Assessment required for Planning and to ensure necessary
design measures incorporated into scheme

DPM

Negative impact on local
and wider air quality with
wider impact on Health and
Well being

E.7

Risk

Local and Borough Wide Air Quality is Poor. Traffic and emissions from buildings (heating and power) are the
main contributors to poor air quality in the borough. Poorly considered proposals are likely to increase the
existing exceedance of NO2 annual mean air quality, especially at roadside locations. Developments not "Air
Quality Neutral" have increased CIL payments impacting on viability.

E

Con

High

High

P1

The GLA's SPGs set requirements on emission limits form local plant and
for development emissions to meet the "air quality neutral"
benchmarks. Construction and logistics planning to carefully consider air
quality issues. Air Quality Assessment required for Planning and to
ensure necessary design measures incorporated into scheme

DPM

Negative impact on local
and wider air quality with
wider impact on Health and
Wellbeing

E.8

Risk

E

Con

High

High

P1

Design will need to properly respond to the local context and Heritage
assets. Construction logistics planning will need to pay proper attention
to the risks to these assets.

E.9

Risk

The site is a designated conservation area of architectural or historical interest (Trinity Gardens Conservation
Area) and adjacent to three listed structures (Obelisk Memorial Drinking Fountain; Trinity primary School; and
Church of St Michael and All Angels. Buildings may be damaged as a result of strains from ground movements
induced by the proposed development. Cracking or damage to the listed structure requiring repairs or legal
action for damages
The site is a designated conservation area of architectural or historical interest. There may Archaeological
interest within the site.

E

Con

Medium

Medium

P2

A desk base archaeological study will be required to be undertaken to
understand what measures will be required to investigate/identify if
there are any remains of archaeological interest on the site. If
investigation is required this will need to be considered in the
programme.

E.10

Risk

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

A more detailed UXO risk assessment should be undertaken as part of
the next phase of works, including obtaining any additional UXO records
from the local council and other archives. The risk assessment should
identify what risk management measures should be adopted for the
works, particularly for demolition, piling and foundations.

DPM

Risk of explosions and
death.

Preliminary UXO investigation have identified 2 recorded strikes within 100 m of the site and a significant
number of other bomb strikes have occurred within 500m. Whilst post war development has minimised the
likelihood of the remaining presence of UXO, the possible presence cannot be eliminated.
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High

High

P1

A Flood Risk Assessment is required for planning and findings and
recommendations will need to be incorporated into design. The SWMP
stipulates that developments in Critical Drainage Areas greater than
0.5ha are "required to reduce runoff to that of a predevelopment
greenfield run-off rate" (i.e. restricting flow to typically between 2 and 6
litres/second/ha). This will require large volumes levels of
SuDS/attenuation and will need to be considered carefully in the design.

E.12

Risk

There are potentially contaminative historical and contemporary land uses identified on the site. The
contamination sources are listed in order of potential significance (highest to lowest):
1. Infilled pond (east of the site)
2. Existing car park (west of the site).
3. Historical fire station (south of site)
One to two phases of development has occurred on the site. Made Ground may include a range of
contaminants including asbestos, and is a potential source of ground gas.
The on-site sources of contamination are relatively low risk and limited in extent. The site has not been subject
to historical industrial use.
The potential for significant contamination requiring remediation from on-site sources is anticipated to be low.
Contamination will limit the potential for reuse of soils. Increased waste disposal costs will be incurred to
dispose of contaminated soil.
Additional time and cost may be required characterise and remediate the site.

E

Con

Medium

Medium

P2

The following actions will be necessary:
i. Site characterisation (ground investigation)
ii. Contamination risk assessment
iii. Remediation (if required)
iv. Verification of any remediation.
A suitable thickness of clean cover soils are likely to be required for any
soft landscaping/garden areas. The London Clay is anticipated from
surface which will restrict the mobilisation of contamination protecting
deeper groundwater in the Chalk. Contamination will be limited to
Made Ground (near surface)

E.13

A historical garage was locate off-site to the north east. An electricity substation is located to the south of the
site. Contamination of soil and/or groundwater from these off-site is a risk.

E

Con

Low

High

P2

No significant off-site sources of contamination have been identified
which are likely to represent a risk to the soil or groundwater on the site
but this will need to be confirmed in further investigation works.

E.14

The site is located within a SPZ 1 (inner catchment). An active Thames Water abstraction boreholes located
approximately 500m to the south west and north west of the site. The abstractions are anticipated to be from
the Chalk principal aquifer at depth.

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

Potential for enhanced scrutiny from the regulator to the development
within SPZ. EA as specific policy on disturbance and risk to SPZ1 and
may object to specific planning applications.
There may be restrictions on piling and other deep disturbance (ground
source cooling for instance) within the principal aquifer in a SPZ1. The
site is underlain by a layer of London Clay (unproductive strata) which
will restrict mobilisation of contamination and protect the Chalk
principal aquifer at depth. It is considered unlikely that investigation of
the deep aquifer for contamination would be required. Even if deep
piling is considered through a significant thickness of London Clay this is
less significant and may not require investigation. A foundation works
risk assessment is likely to be required. Identify if any old wells exist on
site which may require decommissioning.

E.15

"Heave" or Stress changes within excavations that penetrate the London Claymay result in differential
movement and pressure build up beneath slabs

E

Con

Medium

Medium

P2

Place heave board beneath slabs, or use a load balance approach to
minimise stress changes beneath slabs. Soil testing as part of the
ground investigation should identify heave potential and therefore
measures to address in foundation design.

E.16

Piccadilly Line tunnel pass under Bounds Green Road close to southern site boundary. Groundworks causing
strains in the tunnel lining could cause cracking or damage to tunnels. LUL clearance zones may affect
foundation arrangements along southern site boundary

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

Early discussions with LUL to establish exact alignment for tunnels and
relevant constraints on adjacent development. Obtain the as built
details for the tunnel. Undertake a condition survey prior to and
following construction works. Monitor the tunnel during works where
required.

E.17

Buried obstructions from previous uses of the site. Greatest risks where buildings are known to have been
constructed and subsequently demolished, or where buried features (i.e. tanks) may not have been removed.
Background research has identified that " A civil defence suite was included in the basement, with walls of
two-foot-thick reinforced concrete, theoretically able to withstand a nuclear attack, and escape tunnels to the
external gardens." Damage to construction equipment, and increased amount of work required to clear the
site prior to development.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Probing in advance of works and site investigation works targeted to
identify obstructions. Excavating obstructions and filling of voids where
required. Works to better understand extent of such risks to be
included and scoped in further ground investigation. The location and
extent of the civil defence suite will need to be properly identified and
it is likely the suite will need to be removed as part of site enabling
works.
Full utilities survey and scan will be required together with verification
of statutory searches. Further risk assessment will be required.

Utilities - services onsite and in adjacent footpaths are present but detailed information and location is not yet
understood. Locations may prohibit services options.

E

Con

High

High

P1

E.19

Risk

Utilities - Network Infrastructure limitations. Local utility networks may be at/near capacity and may be unable
to meet anticipated demands of the development. Multiple adjacent developments compound problems. Offsite reinforcement may be required (with developer contributing to costs).

E

Des

High

High

P1

Early discussion with utility providers to understand key issues with
supply in local area. Utility demands from existing buildings may be offset against proposed demands. Based on a proposed development
UKPN initial thoughts indicate that likely demands potentially could be
accommodated by a combination of released loads through demolition
and available capacity at the Watsons Road Primary Substation.
Dialogue with UKPN will need to continue
Early discussion with UKPN to understand constraints and budget costs.

Date

Owner

Date

Residual Risk
(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Status

DPM
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Des

Risk

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Owner

E

E.18

Open
Closed

Proposed Solution to remove / mitigate the Risk

Flood Risk. The site falls within Flood Zone 1 where flooding from rivers and the sea are unlikely. A strategic
FRA confirms the site is partially in a critical drainage area, but is outside reservoir flood extent. The site is
larger than 1 Hectare.

1.0

Status

Decommissioning

Risk

1no. existing UKPN LV substation causing constraints for new development located off Bounds Road adjacent
ton ST Michael's Church.

Version No:

Design

E.11

E.20

Risk / Opportunity Level

Des
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Decommissioning

Proposed Solution to remove / mitigate the Risk

E.21

Risk

Constrained and busy town centre site, close to main transport routes. Phasing and logistics will complicated
and will need to be properly developed to address the many challenges in such a location.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Regular phasing and delivery workshops to assess opportunities in
design to minimise the impact on the local infrastructure. Logistics
consolidation and off-site prefabrication of components and elements
should be considered to address traffic, waste management and Health
and Safety issues.

E.22

Risk

Planning Policy - not meeting policy.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Continuous review of scheme against all aspects of planning policy and
early liaison and engagement with Haringey planning

Asset
Area

Type

Probability

Impact

(High = Good
Low = Poor)

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

All aspects of design to address Air Quality e.g.:
Encourage sustainable transport (Cycling, walking, ULEV vehicles for car
club etc).
Energy Strategy to address air quality.
Planting
Use of materials
Seek ways of bettering GLA SPG's emission limits to meet "air quality
neutral" benchmark

1.0

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Owner

Date

Owner

Date

Residual Risk

Owner

Date

(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Owner

Date

Residual Opportunity
(If change in design
introduces risks etc)

Status

PROPOSED PROJECT SITE (PS)
DESIGN ISSUES (DS) - Overall Scheme

Item No.

DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES (OP) - Overall Scheme
The following have been identified as potential opportunities in the design to reduce risks through the design,
construction and operational phases.
Poor air quality in area provides opportunity for scheme to contribute to a net improvement to the local air
quality by:

Opp Level
Proposed Solution to realise Opportunity

Opp

O.2

Opp

Site with Public Transport Accessibility Level of 6a with very good transport links.

E

Des

High

High

P1

The high PTAL rating means car parking can be minimised contributing
to wider objectives such as improving air quality.

O.3

Opp

Provide green infrastructure for local people and enhance biodiversity. The site is close to Alexandra Palace
and Park local nature reserve, to the Palace Gates SINC and to the New River SINC.

E

Con

High

Medium

P2

Specify planting for new scheme to maximise benefit to local
biodiversity and to enhance links with existing green spaces. Consider
measures such as:
Habitat Corridors
Green/Brown Roofs
Native Planting
SUDS
Bird and Bat boxes
Pocket Parks

DPM

DPM

Status
Open
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O.1

Action Taken
(if different to proposed
solution)
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1.0
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Owner

Date
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Status

AVAILABILITY OF EXISTING INFORMATION (AV)
A.1

Risk

Survey information to date is limited and is at strategic desktop level.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Full Survey Strategy to be developed.

DPM

Open

A.2

Risk

Title information is limited. The exact setting out of boundaries and third party rights (wayleaves, easements,
rights of way etc) that may have an impact on design approach are not fully understood.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Due diligence on title information is being undertaken

Legal

Open

The site has no habitats that would have the potential for protected or notable species. Bats: unlikely to be
present given the lack of roosting features, disturbance levels, and the presence of better habitats in adjacent
areas Tree cover on the site is limited and those specimens present are unlikely to be of significant value or
subject to TPOs.
Brownfield site is relatively new (circa 7 years) and accordingly has limited ecological value and may provide
some limited nesting habitat for common bird species.

E

Con

Low

Low

P3

Detailed Ecology report will be required but unlikely to identify any
significant risks or constraints

DPM

E

Con

Low

Low

P3

Clearance may need to be undertaken in autumn/winter
period. Ecological Supervision would be required for site clearance
activities if undertaken during the nesting season

DPM

Des

High

High

P1

The GLA's SPGs set requirements on emission limits for local plant and
for development emissions to meet the "air quality neutral"
benchmarks. Construction and logistics planning to carefully consider air
quality issues. Air Quality Assessment required for Planning and to
ensure necessary design measures incorporated into scheme

DPM

Negative impact on local
and wider air quality with
wider impact on Health and
Well being

Medium

High

P1

Design, Construction and phasing should carefully consider the location
of these sites . A Desk Top Archaeological report will be required to
assess the requirements for investigation on site.

DPM

Time and cost.

Risk of explosions and
death.

EXISTING SITE CONSTRAINTS AND HAZARDS (EX)
Risk

E.2

Risk

E.3

Risk

Local and Borough Wide Air Quality is Poor. Traffic and emissions from buildings (heating and power) are the
main contributors to poor air quality in the borough. Poorly considered proposals are likely to increase the
existing exceedance of NO2 annual mean air quality, especially at roadside locations. Developments not "Air
Quality Neutral" have increased CIL payments impacting on viability.

E

E.4

Risk

The site is adjacent to an Area of Archaeological Interest and to a listed building (Grade II Top Rank Club: The
Dominion Centre)

E

E.5

Risk

Preliminary UXO investigation have identified one recorded strike within 100 m of the site but with more
strikes having occurred within 500m. Post war development, and removal of embankment minimises UXO risk
but will still need to be considered.

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

UXO desktop report required to provide the necessary risk assessment.

DPM

E.6

Risk

E

Des

Low

Low

P3

A site specific Flood Risk Assessment will be required as part of a
planning application.

DPM

E.7

Risk

Flood Risk. The site falls within Flood Zone 1 where flooding from rivers and the sea are unlikely and a strategic
FRA confirms the site is not in a critical drainage area, and is outside reservoir flood extent. The site is larger
than 1 Hectare, however, and therefore a Flood Risk Assessment will be required for EIA/Planning purposes
and the findings will need to be addressed. The site is not in a critical drainage area.
The site is partially within ‘National Reservoir Inundation Flood Zone’ which means that no sleeping
accommodation is permitted in basements.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

The SFRA stipulates that a) no sleeping accommodation is permitted in
basements, b) internal access to upper levels from basements must be
provided, and c) egress from the development to an area outside the
mapped flood outline must be provided. A site specific Flood Risk
Assessment will be required as part of a planning application.

DPM

E.8

Risk

Desktop study has identified rail cutting and use in the north of the site, historic garages in the south and
general Made Ground across the site. The contamination sources are listed in order of potential significance
(highest to lowest):
1. Historical railway line in cutting (north east of the site) and associated backfill (1970s)
2. Former maintenance garage (southern third of site)
The site has undergone at least two phases of development. Made Ground is anticipated to be present, and
may locally be deep associated with backfill to rail, and may include a range of contaminants including
asbestos. Made Ground is also a potential source of ground gas.
Contamination will limit or complicate the potential for reuse of soils. Increased waste disposal costs will be
incurred to dispose of contaminated soil.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Consider the potential financial implications of the contamination
during site acquisition and effect on value (for instance HCA guide on
remediation costs 2015)
The following actions would be necessary:
i. Site characterisation (desk study and ground investigation)
ii. Contamination risk assessment
iii. Remediation (if required)
iv. Verification of any remediation.
A suitable thickness of clean cover soils are likely to be required for any
soft landscaping/garden areas. The London Clay is anticipated from
surface which will restrict the mobilisation of contamination protecting
deeper groundwater in the Chalk. Contamination will be limited to
Made Ground (near surface).

DPM

E.9

Risk

Contamination of soil and/or groundwater from off-site sources. Historical garages were located to the south
east and north west of the site and a petrol filling station was located to the south on land which has since
been developed. A dry cleaners is present to the north

E

Des

Low

Medium

P3

.The absence of a shallow aquifer/ permeable deposits and aquifer and
presence of the London Clay will limit the potential for on-site migration
of contamination. Investigation as above.

DPM

E.10

Risk

The site is located within a SPZ 1 (inner catchment). An active Thames Water abstraction boreholes located
approximately 500m to the south west and north west of the site. The abstractions are anticipated to be from
the Chalk principal aquifer at depth. Enhanced scrutiny from the Environment Agency to development within
SPZ. There is a restriction on piling within the principal aquifer in a SPZ1.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

The site is underlain directly by London Clay (unproductive strata) which
will restrict mobilisation of contamination and protect the Chalk
principal aquifer at depth. It is considered unlikely that investigation of
the deep aquifer for contamination would be required. Even if deep
piling is considered through a significant thickness of London Clay this is
less significant and may not require investigation. A foundation works
risk assessment is likely to be required. Identify if any old wells exist on
site which may require decommissioning.

Significant health risks in
construction and
operations.
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E.11

Risk

Heave - Stress changes within excavations that penetrate the London Clay leading to differential movement
and pressure build up beneath slabs

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Place heave board beneath slabs, or use a load balance approach to
minimise stress changes beneath slabs. Soil testing as part of the
ground investigation to identify heave potential

DPM

E.12

Risk

Softening in the London Clay. Culverted watercourse (Moselle Brook) below site. Water present in this location
may have caused localised softening of the ground. The material in this area may be less stiff than elsewhere,
leading to increased movements under loading. There may also still be groundwater present.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Site investigation to target the area and identify the extent of any
seepage or softening in the area. Material may need to be excavated
and replaced or piled through to avoid differential ground movements.

DPM

Damage to the Piccadilly line tunnels located under High Road, close to eastern site boundary. Groundworks
could potentially cause strains in the tunnel lining leading to cracking or damage.

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

Design the structure and construction sequence giving due
consideration to the tunnels. Impact or vibrating piling techniques not
likely to be practicable. Liaison with TFL, London Underground to ensure
proposed construction methodologies are acceptable/appropriate.
Obtain the as built details for the tunnel. Undertake a condition survey
prior to and following construction works. Monitor the tunnel during
works where required.

DPM

E.13

Version No:

Des

Date

Owner

Date

Residual Risk
(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Risk

Buried obstructions from previous uses of the site - Site wide. Greatest risks where buildings are known to
have been constructed and subsequently demolished, or where buried features (i.e. tanks) may not have been
removed. Damage to construction equipment, and increased amount of work required to clear the site prior to
development with impact on time and cost.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Probing/trial pits in advance of works and site investigation works
targeted to identify obstructions. Excavating obstructions and filling of
voids where required.

DPM

Ground Risk

E.15

Risk

Presence of unidentified tunnels. Some 'protected' infrastructure tunnels (e.g. MoD or Post Office tunnels) are
not reported in Groundsure reports. Tunnels may impose constraints on new foundation arrangements or
construction sequences.

E

Con

Low

High

P2

Liaise with MoD, Post Office and other key authorities to establish
whether any such tunnels exist within the site.

DPM

Ground Risk

E.16

Risk

Energy - Emerging Local Plan requires connection to future decentralised energy
networks where feasible.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Continue to assess availability of local decentralised energy sources.
Ensure design is flexible and can allow future connections if not
available.

E.17

Risk

The site is adjacent to a Crossrail Safeguarding Zone to the south. Crossrail 2 is not fully defined and
safeguarding zones may be amended. This may impose technical limitations for foundation design

E

Des

Medium

High

P1

Crossrail 2 proposals to be monitored continually and to ensure any
restrictions are fully understood and incorporated into design.

E.18

Risk

Utilities - Limited available capacity in local utility networks. Local utility networks may be at/near capacity and
may be unable to meet anticipated demands of the development. Multiple adjacent developments may
compound problems. Off-site reinforcement may be required (with developer contributing to costs)

E

Des

High

High

P1

Early discussion with utility providers to understand key issues with
supply in local area and ensure reinforcement is approached
strategically in context of wider HDV and other developments in Wood
Green.

E.19

Risk

Utilities - Existing services beneath buildings causing constraints for new development. There are existing
utilities that pass directly under building footprints (i.e. not within highway corridors) throughout the site and
including telecoms, foul and surface water. Diversion and/or abandonment of existing services may be
necessary (with developer contributing to costs) as build over is not favoured.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Discussions with utility providers required to establish which services no
longer have an ongoing purpose and may be abandoned and/or which
services need to be diverted.

E.20

Risk

1no. existing UKPN LV substation causing constraints for new development. Existing location unlikely to be
optimum for proposed scheme and capacity may not be sufficient. Will also be likely that it supplies properties
outside the plot boundary. Substation must be retained or relocated close-by (at developer's cost)

E

Des

High

High

P1

Early discussion with UKPN to understand constraints, budget costs and
most appropriate solution.

E.21

Risk

Culverted watercourse (Moselle Brook) causing constraints for new development. It is likely to pose
constraints on foundation design and may be complicated/expensive to divert.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Survey/discussions with the Environment Agency required to establish
constraints and to properly understand extent and construction.
Building footprints should be positioned such that foundations will have
minimal impact on culvert. Mitigation measures maybe required in
construction in order to avoid damage.

E.24

Risk

Constrained and busy town centre site, close to main transport routes. Phasing and logistics will complicated
and will need to be properly developed to address the many challenges in such a location.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Regular phasing and delivery workshops to assess opportunities in
design to minimise the impact on the local infrastructure. Logistics
consolidation and off-site prefabrication of components and elements
should be considered to address traffic, waste management and Health
and Safety issues.

E.23

Risk

Planning Policy - not meeting policy.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Continuous review of scheme against all aspects of planning policy and
early liaison and engagement with Haringey planning

Type

Probability

Impact

(High = Good
Low = Poor)
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E.14

Status

DPM

Time and Cost

PROPOSED PROJECT SITE (PS)
DESIGN ISSUES (DS) - Overall Scheme

Item No.

DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES (OP) - Overall Scheme
The following have been identified as potential opportunities in the design to reduce risks through the design, Ass't Area
construction and operational phases.

Opp Level
Proposed Solution to realise Opportunity

Owner

Date

Action Taken
(if different to proposed
solution)

Owner

Date

Residual Opportunity
(If change in design
introduces risks etc)

Status

HDV - Wood Green Library site -Technical Risk and Opportunity Register

Project Name:

HDV - Wood Green Station Road

Site:

Site Wide - Master Register

H&S

Facilitator:

Conor McCormack

Environment

Stage:

Bid

Programme

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Item No.

Risk or
Description
Opp

Assessment Area

Type
S

Risk / Opportunity Level

Version No:

Des

Design

High Risk / Opp

P1

P1

E

Con

Construction

Medium Risk / Opp

P2

P2

P

User

Operations / Maintenance

Low Risk / Opp

P3

P3

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

Status
Open
Closed

Decommissioning

Proposed Solution to remove / mitigate the Risk

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Owner

O.1

Opp

Poor air quality in area provides opportunity for scheme to contribute to a net improvement to the local air
quality by:

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

All aspects of design to address Air Quality e.g.:
Encourage sustainable transport (Cycling, walking, ULEV vehicles for car
club etc).
Energy Strategy to address air quality.
Planting
Use of materials
Seek ways of bettering GLA SPG's emission limits to meet "air quality
neutral" benchmark

O.2

Opp

Site with Public Transport Accessibility Level of 6a with very good transport links.

E

Des

High

High

P1

The high PTAL rating means car parking can be minimised contributing
to wider objectives such as improving air quality.

O.3

Opp

The site has no habitats that would have the potential for protected or notable species. Tree cover on the site
is limited and those specimens present are unlikely to be of significant value or subject to TPOs. Any new
development has the potential to significantly increase the extent of habitats on site and to link into adjacent
green areas (Alexandra Par, Palace Gate, New River etc)

E

Con

High

Medium

P2

Specify planting for new scheme to maximise benefit to local
biodiversity and to enhance links with existing green spaces. Consider
measures such as:
Habitat Corridors
Green/Brown Roofs
Native Planting
SUDS
Bird and Bat boxes
Pocket Parks

1.0

DPM

Date

Owner

Date

Residual Risk
(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Status
Open

DPM

`
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APPENDIX 6: MARKET CONTEXT
1.1

Open Market Sale Housing

The private residential offer in Haringey consists of a large percentage of flats, both purpose
built and conversions. In the N22 postcode this accounts for approximately 52% of the
housing stock, demonstrating the appetite for lateral apartments in Wood Green and the
surrounding areas.
The N22 socio-economic breakdown shows 44% of the residents are within managerial
positions or within a professional industry. This highlights that there is likely to be a good
local market and a draw from the surrounding Haringey postcodes, specifically N10 and N8,
in order for purchasers to have the level of household income required to obtain mortgages
in line with the pricing strategy.
Haringey has the lowest average housing price per square foot and lowest average weekly
income across the London boroughs, with the exception of Barnet, which has a slightly lower
average housing price. The growing gap between housing prices and income in
neighbouring areas to the south show that some purchasers will be priced out of their
immediate area and may choose to migrate north into the more affordable areas.

Figure 1: Average Weekly Salary by Borough – Residents currently living in more expensive neighbouring boroughs may look
to buy in more affordable Wood Green

With the arrival of the proposed Crossrail 2 connection in Wood Green, the travel time into
Central London will be substantially reduced. Based on these new commuting times, Wood
Green will also appeal to those currently renting in neighbouring, more expensive boroughs
where they cannot afford to buy, such as Islington and Camden. Interest may stretch to more
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central boroughs, such as Westminster and possibly the City, as the housing prices in these
areas have increased outside of the borough’s general affordability based on weekly income.

1.2

Market Commentary – October 2016

Wood Green is currently seen as a more affordable option to living in North London, but still
having fantastic transport links to central London. Wood Green sits in the N22 postcode, and
over the past 12 months has seen house prices rise by 10.7%. According to Hometrack, only
one new build completion has been registered so far in 2016, which can heavily impact
growth in the local area, so it is positive that the growth is being seen across the existing
N22 stock and amenities.
The outlook for local growth in the area looks positive. It has many factors in its favour such
as the introduction of the 24-hr tube, proposed regeneration of the town centre and an
affordable price point. Nobody knows the true impact of Britain leaving the EU, but demand
is still high for homes below £700psf as it is seen as a lower risk investment for owneroccupiers and investors alike.

1.3

Private Rented Sector

There is strong demand for good quality rental accommodation. This is derived from both the
volume of private renters, but also their relatively high level of affluence. There is
considerable depth of demand for a higher-end product, and people are willing to pay more
for it.
Mosaic demographic data for Wood Green demonstrates that there is already a significant
demand of private renters with 34% of the existing population classified as ‘Rental Hubs’
(educated young people privately renting in urban neighbourhoods.

1.4

Affordable Housing

The Wood Green Area Action Plan notes that Wood Green’s population grew by 24%
between 2001 and 2011 – the highest rate of population growth in Haringey over this period.
In terms of housing growth, it notes that over the same period it saw growth of 17% in new
housing compared to only 5% in more affluent areas such as Muswell Hill. While it is harder
to project household growth, the following GLA population projections for the ward provide
indication of future requirements through population growth. Note that while Wood Green
sites are located across the three wards of Noel Park, Woodside and Bounds Green, the
town centre is largely located in Noel Park.
Population Projections
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Muswell

Noel's Park

Woodside

30 Yrs (2011-2041)

Bounds Green

Combined

Haringey

20 Yrs (2011-2031)

Figure 2: Population projections in Noel Park, Wood Greens main area, outpace the rest of the Borough
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The above population projections are based on trend-based data (i.e. on past growth). The
density level of population per hectare is demonstrated in the following graph and highlights
the town centre characteristics of the Wood Green Area. This higher density built
environment may indicate that this location could be more appropriate for smaller sized
households as opposed to family homes.
Density (number of persons per hectare)
120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0
Wood Green Area

Muswell Hill

Haringey

London

Figure 3: Higher density in Wood Green indicates smaller sized households as opposed to family homes

The Wood Green area has a higher proportion of over-occupation in both the private rented
sector and to some degree the social rented sector when compared to all other areas. This
would indicate unsatisfactory conditions within both these sectors and also point toward
sustained demand for increased housing provision in these sectors.
Overoccupied
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Muswell Hill

Wood Green Area
Owned

Social

Haringey

London

Private Rent

Figure 4: Wood Green private and social rented sectors have a high proportion of over-occupation

The above indicates the town centre characteristics of Wood Green. Furthermore, it is
referred to as a vibrant and busy town centre, as identified in the adopted Haringey’s Spatial
Strategy, which recognises that it has an important role to play within the London and North
London sub-regional town centre hierarchy.
Any housing offer included in a redeveloped town centre should provide high-density, highquality housing with a range of tenures addressing diverse income ranges.
By targeting 40% affordable housing, the HDV will give all existing residents opportunities to
stay and grow with their community by offering new routes to home ownership and
affordable rental options as rates continue to rise in the Greater London area.
A mix of tenures will be brought forward that relate specifically to local needs. Integrating
social rent homes which could be used for tenants relocating from from the Northumberland
Park estate or elsewhere within Wood Green, will enable speed of decant, minimise
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disruption and uncertainty to existing residents and provide an opportunity to create a
greater diversity of tenures across the Borough. The approach taken recognises a one-sizefits-all approach to housing delivery will not address the underlying issues and disparities
between the sites, nor best respond to the underlying objectives of the HDV.
Central to this approach is to move away from focusing on categorisation of ‘affordable’ and
‘private’ tenures and instead to focus on providing homes to ‘buy’ and ‘rent’ at a range of
affordability – the right split between renting and buying creates the foundations of a housing
offer that provides choice, diversity and which is inclusive from the outset whilst enabling the
HDV objective to be realised. New homes will be provided at a range of affordability,
providing reassurance that they are accessible to a wide range of existing and new
households, complementing the wider regeneration objectives whilst also offering an
opportunity for the Authority to take a long-term stake, with potential for long-term returns.
The sale element of the housing offer will enable a wide range of homes for sale, offering not
only traditional shared ownership homes but potential to include shared equity, starter homes,
deposit assistance, help to buy and potential for links to rental homes through rent to save,
rent to buy, etc., where these are meaningful locally and add to diversity and choice.

1.5

Commercial Market Analysis

1.5.1 Employment Dynamics
Key private sector employers in Haringey vary between different business sectors and
currently there is notably a new cluster developing accommodating the creative industry.
There are several notable private sector employers in Wood Green which is the location of
Sanctuary Housing HQ, Traid HQ, a significant office for William Hill PLC and the Electoral
Reform Centre.

1.5.2 Importance of Connectivity
Transport infrastructure is one of the most critical considerations when creating a new
business destination. The extent and quality of the proposed transport linkages will be vital in
shaping the future growth of Wood Green.
Enhanced connectivity is critical for ensuring that potential occupiers will locate to the area,
with workforces likely to access the schemes via rail, bus or cycle routes. Wood Green has
good public transport with the underground Piccadilly Line, which services the City and West
End, resulting in the highest PTAL rating of 6a. The 2013 plan found that two-thirds of
Haringey residents commute to work outside the borough.
Larger-scale schemes, such as Crossrail 2, are key longer-term drivers of growth. The
proposed Crossrail 2 line will dramatically reduce the travel time into Central London,
providing vital additional capacity to support growth and regeneration. This improved
connectivity and accessibility will provide a substantial catalyst to supporting occupiers into
the area. The ability of Wood Green to address the ease of movement for both individuals
and businesses will have an effect on the ability to attract and retain the people who will
drive future success in a fast-changing and more urban North London landscape. The
impact on travel times from Crossrail 2 is illustrated below.
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Figure 5: Impact of Crossrail 2 on travel time. Source: London First and Savills

1.5.3 Local market: Demand
As available stock has decreased across London, occupiers have become increasingly
footloose in their search for new offices. A decade ago tenants were highly specific on what
part of central London they wished to be in. Now, the majority of requirements are for central
London as a whole. Moreover, tenants are increasingly prepared to move from traditional
locations in search of more affordable office accommodation.
The top four motivators for companies considering relocation to a new sub-market are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Public transport accessibility;
Property cost;
Potential for business clustering; and
Quality of supporting retail and leisure amenities.

The evolution of London’s infrastructure means that for many workers and employers a
move to non-core commercial locations is now viable.

1.5.4 Office Take-up
Despite a reasonably robust level of transactions in the wider North London market,
historically, the proportion of activity within Haringey has been very low. For example, takeup in Haringey in 2015 was only 9,055 square feet, which equates to less than 1% of the
North London provisions and was entirely a freehold sale to Action For Kids Charitable Trust,
which purchased 20 Cranfield Way. The largest deal in Haringey on record since 2000 was
the Authority leasing 32,791 square feet at 48-62 Station Road in Wood Green.
Savills research estimates that there was only one deal (in excess of 5,000 square feet) in
Haringey last year, which was slightly below the average of the last 10 years of three deals
per year.
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The current office stock is dominated by second-hand accommodation that doesn’t meet the
modern day ‘Grade A’ requirements of occupiers. This often includes raised floors,
carpeting, ceiling void, suspended ceiling, LG7 lighting, VAV/VRF air conditioning, doubleglazed windows, lifts, WC, kitchen, cycle and car parking. Second-hand space has
accounted for 97% of square feet transacted since 2000, and there currently is no Grade A
building on the market. This trend has been echoed across north London markets. The investment
into Haringey has the ability to improve these characteristics in Wood Green.
The success of The Chocolate Factory and Green Rooms illustrate the demand for flexible
affordable workspace and residence accommodation from the artists, film and multi media
sectors. Building 1 and Building 2 within The Chocolate Factory totals 186,000 sq ft and
provides workspace for approx. 200 artists and 500 people.
By targeting the arts and innovation sector for the Block A, Wood Green will be able to build
on its reputation as a new cluster destination for the creative industry.
1.5.4.1 Supply
The existing level of supply in Haringey is notably low and may not meet the sophisticated
needs of modern occupiers with a preference for Grade A stock. For example, there is
approximately only 12,606 square feet of Grade B and C stock currently available in
Haringey.
New or Refurbished

Second Hand

1,400,000
1,200,000

Sq Ft

1,000,000
800,000
600,000
400,000
200,000
0

Figure 6: Supply by Grade. Source: Savills Research and CoStar

The supply is not suitable to accommodate the needs of the modern occupier and the tired
office accommodation has served to suppress rental levels. The continued tightening of
availability in the fringe of Central London, together with a comprehensive regeneration, will
be key to achieving a change in attitude towards Wood Green. The creation of a truly mixeduse environment such as that proposed will only add to this market and increase the ability
to attract higher quality office occupiers.
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1.6

Retail Market Analysis

1.6.1 Retail Context
Wood Green has become an often-overlooked inner M25 retail destination, which belies its
position in many established retail destination rankings. In respect of shopper catchment
size, size of principle covered shopping centre and Trevor Wood Research’s more subjective
retail provision score, Wood Green has long featured well into the top 100 destinations.
Wood Green benefits from a small number of good quality fashion brands such as Next,
River Island and H&M, but the retail mix is dominated by lower- to mid-market brands. There
is also a higher proportion of local (often poor quality) retailers occupying more prime
premises than in many towns ranked in the 50-100 bracket. This is not conducive to strong
financial performance by the national retailers and the town will see a significant leakage of
retail custom as a result of the narrow mix of occupiers.
Sentiment towards Wood Green is typified by Marks & Spencer’s decision to close their
store, a 77-year fixture on the High Road, in late 2015 due to poor trading. This was one of
only three full-line stores closed by the retailer last year. The property comprising
approximately 90,000 square feet is held on a long leasehold basis by the tenant and
remains on the market.

1.6.2 Rental Tone
During a period of economic uncertainty, Wood Green has not lost place within the above
rankings, albeit the prime rental tone has fluctuated somewhat and void levels are
comparatively high in comparison to shopping locations such as Shepherds Bush, Sutton,
Richmond and Wimbledon, which offer a similar retail mass. The credit crunch-led rental fall
of some 20% has, however, now been recovered and prime rental levels appear in line with
previous highs from 2007 at £130-135 ITZA.
This recovery in the rental tone is similar to that seen in a cross-section of inner M25 retail
locations, albeit the initial fall may have been somewhat greater. Comparative rental levels
across similarly sized retail centres within the M25 over the last 10 years are shown below.

250

Prime Rental Tone
Wood Green

£'s ITZA

200

Woolwich
Lewisham

150

Bexleyheath
100
Richmond
50

Enfield
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0
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Figure 7: Wood Green prime rental tone is lin line with similarly sized retail centres
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There were a number of transactions to local multiple tenants such as Charlotte Reid and
Palace Amusements in early 2016, which suggest the return to a tone of £130 ITZA but,
somewhat more reliably, Bank of Scotland agreed their May 2016 rent review on larger
premises at a similar level.
Whilst rental levels have recovered, the town has seen no evolution of its retail offer, which
can be partially attributed to the High Road’s substantial levels of vehicular traffic, the lack of
a town centre focal point and a highly linear retail pitch with no distinct ‘prime’ pitch.
In respect of restaurant rents, the market has seen very little activity. On Hollywood Green,
after the failure of the Yates and Chicago Rock Café brands, there was no demand from A3
or A4 operators in either premises at this time and both units were let to A1 occupiers. Rent
reviews have since been concluded on the McDonald’s and Nando’s premises in December
2009 and December 2014, with nil uplifts being achieved from the £26 psf and £20 psf
passing rental levels.
Although there are no comparable new food and beverage lettings in the immediate area,
recent comparable deals in Walthamstow, Muswell Hill and Barnet set the upper limit for
expectations at £25-27.50 psf for the current environment, which is supressed by poor
quality accommodation. Post development it is expected that the tone could increase to c£32
psf, with rental levels as high as £35-40 psf achievable in the higher footfall locations.

1.6.3 Retailer Requirements
Local comparable shopping locations such as Walthamstow, Edmonton Green and Enfield
have had significant inward investment over the last 10+ years, which has seen them
promoted in the shopper hierarchy alongside less mainstream locations such as Muswell Hill
and both West and East Finchley. These improvements have combined to the detriment of
the Wood Green shopping environment.
This is evidenced by analysis available from shopproperty.co.uk, which collates retailer
requirement data. At the date of this report, Wood Green had six stated requirements
compared to Walthamstow’s eight and Enfield and Muswell Hill, with 21 and 20 live occupier
requirements respectively. It is particularly worthy of note that none of the stated
requirements for Wood Green were national restaurant brands when that market is currently
particularly buoyant. This is in stark contrast with Enfield, for example, which has identified
requirements from Miller & Carter, Five Guys, Frankie & Benny’s and Chiquito’s.

1.6.4 A Failing Town Centre
The lack of retailer demand can be attributed to Wood Green no longer fulfilling the full range
of requirements of a ‘town centre’, where a shopper’s experience, rather than simply
utilitarian need, is now a fundamental aspect of the shopping process. The ‘experiential’
element of a visit relies upon activities ancillary to the shopping use of an environment such
as restaurants, coffee shops and bars alongside the quality and variety of the built
environment.
Wood Green has a complete absence of areas in which the shopper, commuter or resident
consumer can step away from the busy street and enjoy the town centre at a more relaxed
pace in a managed built environment. Further, the purely functional High Road provides a
limited all-day catering offer as evidenced by EGi and Experian Goad analysis showing an
under-representation of restaurants and bars at 93% of the average compared to
Walthamstow at 188%, Muswell Hill at 139% and Enfield (also beneath the average, but
somewhat better than Wood Green) at 97%.
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APPENDIX 7: SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT
1.1

Demographics

The Wood Green catchment area, which is made up of the wards immediately surrounding
the retail precinct between Wood Green and Turnpike Lane tube stations, is comprised of the
wards of Bounds Green, Harringay, Noel Park and Woodside. This area comprises
approximately 28,400 homes and 69,500 people.
The percentage of young, working adults in the 20-29 and 30-44 age ranges is higher than
the borough average. In contrast, the average percentages of children and youth from ages
0-19 are below the borough and national averages.

Figure 1: There is a higher-than-borough-average number of young, working adults and a lower level of children and youth

There is a diverse household composition, with a higher-than-average incidence of nontraditional households, including group shares. This is due to a relatively low proportion of
families with dependent children and, at least in Noel Park and Woodside, a high incidence of
families with non-dependent children still living at home.
Ethnicity in Wood Green is changing through international migration, with a low proportion of
residents born in the UK. There are high concentrations of Asian and Asian British people;
however, these proportions still remain below the average for Greater London. There is an
increasing migration of Eastern and Southern Europeans into the area, with a high-recorded
settlement of Italians, Spaniards, Romanians and Hungarians. Noel Park also has an
increasing incidence of Black Afro-Caribbean residents.
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Figure 2: Ethnicity in Wood Green is becoming increasingly diverse

Deprivation in this area is concentrated in Noel Park and Woodside, with socially rented
housing concentrated in the Noel Park ward. 38% of homes in Noel Park are socially rented,
in comparison to an average of 27% borough-wide.
The profile of the Wood Green catchment in terms of educational attainment is highly variable;
Bounds Green, Harringay and Bowes Park have a higher level of qualification than Noel Park
and Woodside.
The employment profile by occupation and industry sector is varied, but a higher proportion of
residents in all five wards of the Wood Green catchment area work in elementary occupations,
relative to the borough and London.
Median-modelled household incomes are lower than those in the west of the borough, but
higher than in Tottenham. Noel Park has the lowest modelled household income in the
catchment area at £30,620, with Harringay the highest at £37,150.
The experience of health and wellbeing across this catchment is diverse. Noel Park records
the highest proportion of residents with a daily lifestyle that is impacted significantly by health
issues and reports the lowest proportion of people claiming very good health.
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APPENDIX 8: COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PLAN
1.1

Introduction

This appendix outlines the community and stakeholder plan for HDV
Wood Green Business Plan and show how this responds to the HDV
strategy.
The HDV’s approach to the regeneration of Wood Green is to put
people at the heart of change; the community and stakeholder engagement strategy is
essential to achieving this.
The redeveloped sites are the catalyst to the revitalisation of the Wood Green town centre,
creating a civic centre, and public realm that encourages social cohesion and economic
prosperity. It is here that HDV will seek to create momentum and to use creative tactics to
engage the broadest audience of stakeholders, from residents to businesses, including hardto-reach, disengaged groups.
There will be significant opportunity to engage and excite people about the revitalisation of
Wood Green as a hub destination for retail, leisure, culture and civic services, supported by
strengthened transport connections to the rest of London. The proactive calendar of HDV
activity will spotlight innovative meanwhile uses, and a cultural offering that puts Haringey on
the map as a destination for residents, non-residents and attracts inward investment. Wood
Green will be positioned as the “heart” of the borough, central to the Council’s ambitions to
make it a living laboratory of low-carbon innovation.
The HDV recognises the Council has undertaken a significant amount of community
engagement through the Wood Green Area Action plan. Any future engagement needs to
compliment and enhance the current work being undertaken. Given the complexity of the
regeneration programme, this document is a proposed plan for the first 12 months that will
be reviewed once the HDV is fully operating.

1.2

Engagement Strategy and Principles

This plan will adopt the HDV community and stakeholder engagement strategic approach
that is set out in the HDV Business Plan; a truly collaborative approach to testing and
developing the vision and masterplan with local people through a comprehensive
engagement process that will enable them to help shape their new homes and
neighbourhoods, and in doing so engender ownership and civic pride. Key to success is
developing a transparent core narrative and messaging, and using an appropriate range of
engagement tools that allow all members of the community to participate. This positions the
HDV as a best-in-class example of inclusive urban regeneration.
The plan will operate to the following guiding principles:
Transparent and timely: HDV will operate in an open and transparent way and ensure timely
delivery of project information and responses to feedback
Building relationships: HDV will invest in long-term relationships with key stakeholders and
community partners
Clarity of purpose: HDV will be clear about why and how we are engaging and what the
community can expect us to do with their feedback
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Inclusive: HDV will proactively use a range of engagement methods and opportunities to
ensure the broadest range of stakeholders can participate

1.3

Engagement Objectives

Our overall aim is to achieve Community Pride: creating homes and neighbourhoods where
people can thrive as regeneration meets the needs of the community. Outlined below are the
key engagement objectives centred on three themes to help us achieve this.

1. Decision Making - increase understanding of urban renewal and estate regeneration
issues, drivers and aspirations of the community to develop a targeted and meaningful work
plan that compliments the efforts of the Council and existing community groups;

2. Relationship Dvelopment - proactively and effectively engage with internal stakeholders,
external stakeholders and all residents;

3. Capacity Building - increase community participation enabling residents to participate in the
design and delivery of projects and programmes.

1.4

Understanding the Context for Wood Green

Wood Green has been targeted as a growth area due to its strategic location and excellent
transport links. Wood Green is a diverse and vibrant town centre with thriving Chinese,
Turkish and Polish specialty shops, restaurants combined with independent and high street
retailers. The Mall shopping centre, dominates the high street and has its own ambitious
development plans for the area. The key sites to be delivered by the HDV include, the LBH
Civic Centre site, Station Road Office site, Wood Green Library site. The focus is on creating
mixed-use sites that will bring more activity improving both the day and night-time economy
and creating a welcoming public space that improve east west link and pedestrian and
bicycle-friendly pathways.
The Wood Green community, including both residents and businesses are highly engaged.
Since 2015, Haringey Council has been working towards a detailed Area Action Plan (AAP)
that will transform Wood Green and unlock its potential to deliver new homes and jobs.
Early 2015, Haringey undertook extensive community consultation across the Borough to
understand community insights, needs and aspirations. This information informed the
Haringey Corporate Plan 2015-18 that responded by making regeneration a key objective for
Wood Green. The Council commenced a formal consultation and engagement programme
specifically for the Wood Green Action Plan in 2015. The programme is being delivered by
consultancy firm Soundings and is in its last phase. The consultation period closed in April
2017, where a large number of people have been involved attending workshops, stakeholder
meetings, online surveys and completing short-term project cards. The Draft Area Action
Plan is expected to be finalized in late 2017 and will be presented for examination in public
in 2018.
In 2016, the Council undertook a feasibility study for a potential business improvement
district (BID) for the Wood Green Town Centre. Through this process, the Council was able
to further understand some of the concerns specific to the business community and the
future growth of the Town Centre.
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1.4.1 Key Issues
Through the consultation work that has been done to date, below is a summary of key issues
as the HDV understands them:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crime (in particular theft of goods, crime again person and property), anti-social
behaviour and gangs;
Environmental management, specifically rubbish and cleanliness across the area;
Poor perception of the area based on high crime rates and uncleanliness;
Congestion, road traffic and air quality;
Quality of retail outlets, the lack of variety and the closure of M&S and BHS on the
High Road and the impact it has on local business growth;
Consultation fatigue due to the large number of developments occurring in the area;
No specific consultation has been done on key HDV sites that could be contentious
due to current use or historical significance;
The concern that regeneration could result in gentrification that will not improve the
lives of existing residents;
Perceived loss of council housing through the regeneration process;
That certain hard-to-reach community groups may not be engaged with due to
physical isolation, language barriers or cultural diversity;

1.4.2 Key Opportunities
The community has shared their aspirations with the Council as reflected in the above
aforementioned strategy documents. The HDV is committed to delivering change in
partnership with key stakeholders to ensure we continue to educate, engage and empower
the community so that the HDV sites in Wood Green reflects the future aspiration and needs
of the people. The HDV has identified the following opportunities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Develop a shared community vision for each project;
Streamline consultation activities with the Council to strengthen narrative and key
messages;
Support creative sector and vision of the Cultural Quarter;
Support the market in The Mall during the development phases;
Early engagement with community on selecting future architects for the Civic Centre
site;
Increased community participation and identifying opportunities to co-design the
Masterplan, library and public realm;
Support wider initiatives that benefit the people of Haringey, such as safety
programmes, cycling infrastructure or developing the broader HDV Healthy Food
Strategy;
Use innovative engagement techniques that focus on reaching out to young people
and culturally diverse groups; and
Facilitate new ideas by supporting meanwhile uses and test projects that quickly
create a sense of place and provide opportunities for people from wider areas to
observe and participate in Wood Green and wider HDV’s events, activities and
programmes.
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1.5

Stakeholder Analysis

Due to the scale of change there will be key local, regional and national stakeholders who
will need to be engaged at different stages of the project. The HDV is currently undertaking a
full mapping exercise to understand the current needs of those identified.

Figure 1: Preliminary stakeholder map for Wood Green
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The key stakeholder groups have been summarised below to help us understand how we
will reach and engage with them.
Stakeholder type

Why they are important

Business community
– The Wood Green
Business Forum
The Landowners
Forum
Retailers
SME’s
Workplace
Social enterprises
eg. The Mill Co,
Green Rooms
Community Bridge Renewal
Trust
Community facilities
and community
services
Nursery, Primary &
Secondary Schools
Faith Groups
Ethnic support
groups
Youth Groups
Community Hub
Mosque
Residents – Council
tenants, resident
associations, older
people, African
Caribbean, Turkish &
Polish community
and residents on
sites adjacent to
development e.g. the
Gypsy and Traveller
community next the
the Civic Centre site,
who are a protected
group.

Business community is a
highly engaged group that
want to positively
contribute to the growth of
Wood Green.
Opportunity to support the
establishment of a Wood
Green BID

What we want from
them
Work in coordination with
key groups such as the
Business Forum and
Landowners Forum to
seek their input when
further developing the
HDV program.

How are we going to
reach them
Individual stakeholder
meetings, become
members of both Forums.
Use of specific methods
such as:
Interactive digital tools
Co-design workshops
Outreach through face
to-face, mobile and pop-up
events
Individual stakeholder
meetings, workshops and
forums

Schools and faith groups
play an integral role in the
community. They have
links with other groups
and influence in
accessing those impacted
by the changes.

Establish a strong
working relationship with
Community Hub &
Mosque that will be
directly impacted by the
changes.

All residents will be
impacted by the
overarching changes
taking place in Wood
Green.

We want all residents to
feel a sense of
ownership. We will
ensure they are well
informed and engaged in
the process so that we
create meaningful
dialogue on the
regeneration process

Working with both formal
and informal networks.
Such as RA’s, Council
engagement officers,
community groups and
developing specific
methods that target BAME
groups & special needs.
This will include;
Interactive digital tools
Co-design workshops
Outreach through face
to-face, mobile and
pop-up events

Interest Grou–
representing special
areas of interest or
concern such as
Homes for Haringey
Metropolitan
Housing

There are numerous
organizations that provide
specific services to the
community in WG and are
subject matter experts.
The HDV needs to fully
understand the different
groups operating and the
impact on HDV sites

Work in partnership with
Homes for Haringey as a
key operational partner
providing services to WG
tenants and leaseholders

Stakeholder meetings,
potentially formal
agreements when and if
necessary.

Landowners Arriva bus company
Wood Green Bus
Garage (GLA)
Capital & Regional

WG AAP plan identifies
numerous sites
undergoing change as
part of a broader
regeneration program.
The HDV recognises the
need to ensure our
program is coordinated

Open dialogue and a
strong working
relationship to improve
momentum, efficiencies
of scale and coordinate
communication to the
community

Join Landowners Business
Forum, key stakeholder
meetings, workshops with
project teams

Collaborate with Bridge
Renewal Trust to support
and build capacity of the
third sector in Haringey.
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with other key
developments
Authorities – Such
as TfL, Crossrail,
Mayor of London, GLA,
MET Police, NHS
London Integrated
Transport Council
Highways England

HDV recognises there is
Statutory consultation
required for planning
proposals, and
compliance with Section
105 of the Housing Act
1985 associated with the
decant of secure tenants.
Appropriate authorities
will be involved in the
design and development
of regeneration plans at
the right time.

1.6

Work in partnership with
the Council to clarify
roles and responsibilities
Explore opportunities to
leverage specific funding
grants available
Any statutory
consultation will
complement the
proactive engagement
activities

Statutory requirements
include communication
tools such as formal site
notices, notification letters
and newspaper
advertisement
Stakeholder meetings with
key authorities by the
project teams

Implementation and Key Messages

Creating a ‘culture of participation’ across all HDV activities means staff and the wider
delivery teams are responsible for delivering effective and inclusive engagement for Wood
Green. We will work closely with key staff and stakeholders and use a variety of
communication methods to engage with the community, to gather information and to ensure
penetration of key messages.
Stage 1: First 100 Days
Key messages will be developed as part of the 100-day plan established during the
operational period prior to the launch of the HDV.
Objective

Activity

Outcome

Relationship
development

Key stakeholder briefings with

Nurture long-term support and
advocacy

Decision
making

Wood Green Business Forum, Landowner
Forum, Mosque, Community Hub, Captial
and Regional and Metropolitan Housing,
G&T community (refer to EqIA)

Central website providing a one-stop-shop
for everything the community and
stakeholders will need to know about the
HDV and Wood Green, providing fact
sheets, and frequently asked questions.

Keeping community informed and
being transparent and open

Conduct Place Score surveys with all
community members using online tools and
outreach events.

Capture community values to
provide a benchmark for guiding
change
Measure place experience today in
order to inform the future
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Capacity
Building

Launch design competition to get
community involved in appointing design
team for Civic Centre

Community appointed design team

Testing and defining ‘Skills and Employment
Hub’ and programmes through internal and
external stakeholder briefings

Agree on programme

Launch local enterprise support programme
to include mentoring, reduced rents, capital
incentives towards fit-out, rent free etc)

Better prospects, enabling
education, training and
employment by providing
opportunities for local business

Develop a meanwhile use strategy with the
community for temporary uses and
programmes. We will partner with key
organisations to assist delivery.

Promoting community pride,
creating neighborhood’s where
people can thrive as regeneration
meets the needs of the community.

Stage 2: 1000 days
Wood Green regeneration programme includes numerous stages, phases and milestones
over the next 10 years. Individual engagement and communication plans will be developed
that take into account the different characteristics, external considerations and stakeholders
for each stage of the project.

1.7

Monitoring and Feedback

Monitoring is required to ensure engagement activities are relevant, effective and achieve
the project objectives. The HDV will prepare regular reports to track feedback and progress
and identify any emerging issues.
The use of Place Score and Commonplace, is proposed to capture data throughout
consultation processes. Both tools will enable the HDV to understand who we are reaching
and identify any gaps.
Outputs from all engagement will be recorded and played back to the community in easily
digestible formats including ‘You said, we did summaries’ which will demonstrate how HDV
have changed plans and strategies to adopt feedback from the community. This will be
communicated through our website, newsletters, reports, and presentations.
Full details on the range of tools that will be deployed refer to the HDV Strategic Business
Plan.
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APPENDIX 10 INDICATIVE MASTERPLAN
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APPENDIX 11: ESTATE HOUSING AND ASSET MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
1.1

SERVICE CHARGES

1.1.1 Residential Estate and Service Charge Targets
A service-charge budget has been prepared for the Station Road Offices site as an example
of the proposed service-charge services and costs using this as a typical estate and plot of
residential buildings. The details are below:
Block

Tenure

Block
Charge

Estate Charge

Total Service Charge

4.1. A

Private

£3.18

£1.10

£4.28

4.1. B

Private

£3.49

£1.10

£4.60

Table 1: Indicative service charges

Service charges include:
•
•

Estates charges: security, on-site management, cleaning, repairs and maintenance
of the landscaping and public realm; and
Building charges: cleaning, repairs, maintenance and management of the structure.

The key headings in our draft estate budget which we have prepared for the Station Road
Offices site are:

Table 2: Indicative service charges for Station Road Offices site.

Due to the separated nature of the three sites, the HDV proposes that the two mixed-use,
town centre sites, the Wood Green Library site and the Station Road Offices site, will benefit
from a dedicated onsite management team which will be controlled by the overarching
Estate ManCo.
These sites will benefit from a team of dedicated Estate hosts, who will provide basic
customer service functions for affordable tenants and an enhanced offering for the private
tenants, as well as a dedicated Estate Manager and Security Team. There is an opportunity
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for teams to be shared across the entire estate and for resources to be pooled where
beneficial, enabling the sharing of costs and operational efficiencies.
The LBH Civic Centre site will be managed by the dedicated PRS Team and, where
applicable, the Affordable Housing Team. The PRS Team will fulfill a similar role to the
Estate Teams operating in the Wood Green Library and Station Road Offices sites, including
property, building and estate management, in addition to tenancy management, lettings and
enhanced services. The costs of providing this service will be borne by the Landlord and
therefore do not come under the scope-of-service charges.
The service charges for a one-bedroom flat in Wood Green are estimated to be between
£2,565 and £2,700 based on the budget for the Station Road Offices site prepared.
The service charges for affordable homes will be delivered at a more affordable rate by
exclusion from additional facilities or services that are provided over and above the good
quality base provision. At Elephant Park service charges are between 60% and 75% of the
OMS rates, giving a similar rate for an affordable one-bed flat from £1,540 per year.
A selection of Benchmarked service charges are provided in the table below:

Table 2: Comparable service charges for comparable price point OMS homes

1.1.2 Retail Estate and Service Charge Targets
HDV will leverage Lendlease’s experience in managing commercial estates at International
Quarter London and Elephant Park, as well as comparable projects including Bell Court,
Stratford-Upon-Avon and Sutton Place.
Forecast service charge ranges for Wood Green are:
•
•
•

Building charge: between £2.00 - £2.50psf
Estate charge: between £1.50 - £2.00psf
Total service charge: between £3.50 - £4.50psf

1.1.3 Commercial Estate and Service Charge Targets
Commercial tenant charges are also divided between building charges and estate charges.
Building charges include cleaning, security, repairs, and maintenance of the common areas.
At the higher end, such as International Quarter London, they could also include full
reception area and concierge services. Estate charges include security, on-site
management, cleaning, repairs and maintenance of the landscaping and public realm.
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Comparable building and estate charges include:

Table 4: Commercial Service charges

Forecast service charge ranges for Wood Green are:
•
•
•

Building charge: between £6.00 - £8.00psf
Estate charge: between £1.00 - £2.00psf
Total service charge: between £7.00 - £10.00psf

Please refer to Appendices of this Business Plan for an indicative breakdown for Estate and
Building Service Charge.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Cranwood is the HDV’s first proposed development and opportunity to deliver on the
Council’s ambitions to create sustainable, balanced communities and this Business Plan
outlines how the HDV can deliver the Council's ambitions to transform this location. The
proposal will revitalise a prime Muswell Hill location, and deliver an enhanced level of
affordable housing. In addition to contributing to the Council's housing supply targets,
Cranwood will offer a rehousing opportunity (sometimes referred to as decanting) to help
facilitate momentum of delivery at Northumberland Park. This would increase the proportion
of low cost affordable rented in the west of the borough, and contribute to Haringey's target
of providing 1,502 new homes per year. However, nothing in this Business Plan should be
read as suggesting, far less imposing, any obligation on the Council in respect of any
proposed redevelopment of Cranwood.

MEETING THE COUNCIL’S OBJECTIVES
This Business Plan responds directly to the Council's objectives:
Council Objective

Business Plan Features

Key Benefits

New and improved
housing, enhancing the
use of the Council’s
property portfolio.

Delivery of 92 homes by early
2020, just over three years after the
HDV is formed.

Low-risk and quality solution,
with an experienced partner,
ensuring early wins for the
HDV.

Exceptional standards in
sustainability including the
target of being a zerocarbon borough by 2050.

Exceeds the GLA’s policy
requirement (35% improvement on
Part L of the Building Code) to
deliver zero carbon homes on site.

Setting a benchmark for the
HDV’s pipeline and supporting
the Council’s 40:20
sustainability objectives.

Improved social and
physical infrastructure,
and public realm.

Community gardens, wayfinding
and green infrastructure connect
communities with their local
environment.

Promoting healthy living and
social interaction between
residents with clear wayfinding
and a sense of place.

Estate renewal and a
more balanced
distribution of tenures.

High-quality affordable housing in a
cohesive, tenure-blind environment
which responds to the local context.
This Business Plan assumes a
level of 50% affordable housing
which is over and above current
policy requirements.

Increasing low cost affordable
rented housing in Muswell Hill,
creating mixed, balanced
communities and activating the
streetscape so that it is more
vibrant and safe.

The Council has not taken any decisions on whether Cranwood (or any part of it) will be
redeveloped by the HDV; the legal position is governed by the Development Framework
Agreement, and nothing in this Business Plan seeks to suggest to the contrary.
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DELIVERING HIGH-QUALITY, TRANSFORMATIONAL PLACES
Vision
To create high-quality, mixed tenure homes that revitalise the streetscape and enhance local
connectivity. Cranwood will set a benchmark of the quality of new homes that will be delivered by
the HDV, and aspires to be one of the first zero carbon projects of its size and scale in London.

As part of the HDV bid process, an indicative masterplan has been developed for Cranwood
that is intended to meet the needs of the local community, existing residents and future
occupiers. The Bid process has not allowed for any stakeholder design engagement to date.
However, on formation of the HDV, the indicative masterplan will be tested, adapted and
developed, through engagement with local stakeholders to create the best possible
regeneration solution for the Council, local people and other stakeholders.
The indicative masterplan delivers 92 high-quality homes in a tenure-blind scheme which will
create a new inclusive, sustainable community, reflect the site’s local heritage and character
and promotes strong landscaped connections between the site and its immediate
surroundings. It enhances permeability around the site, improving existing walk/cycle paths
and linking Grand Avenue to Highgate Woods and the Parkland Walk.

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS
This proposal delivers more than just bricks and mortar. It supports delivery of the HDV’s
objectives and social and economic impact themes, responding to the Council’s commitment
to improve the health and wellbeing of local people by:
1. Better Prospects: Creating better prospects for local people by upskilling through
training at the HDV Skills and Employment Hub and apprenticeship schemes,
employing up to thirty local people in construction and related industries.
2. Healthy lives: Encouraging healthy minds and bodies through facilitated workshops
with school children and residents to make best use of the Grow Gardens to produce
fresh fruit and vegetables. Provision of free bicycles and cycle proficiency training for
residents. Trained mental health first aiders and support for vulnerable residents;
3. Community Pride: Supporting community pride with tenure-blind buildings to Design
for Dignity standards, and the creation of a culture of participation and integration
through the design process and quality environments created;
4. Clean and Safe: Ensuring that Cranwood is Secure by Design compliant, and that
new and existing public and communal spaces remain clean and safe with robust
estate management policies and enhanced pedestrian and cycle connections to the
Parkland Walk.
These outcomes are signposted against the four impact themes throughout the business
plan using the following icons:
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DESIGNING A SUSTAINABLE SOLUTION
HDV will provide high-quality, energy-efficient homes in safe neighbourhoods. In
collaboration with local residents and wider stakeholders, and set a benchmark for
sustainable design. The Cranwood masterplan will deliver innovative solutions that add
value and provide a lasting, sustainable legacy. The scheme will be carbon neutral to
support the Council’s goal of reducing both carbon emissions and costs to residents,
providing an early and visible commitment to the Council's wider carbon strategy.

ACCELERATED DELIVERY
As the HDV’s first proposed housing project, we will accelerate delivery of Cranwood,
targeting practical completion in just over three years from the Joint Venture (JV) agreement
being executed. This single-phase programme will achieve early wins by providing
affordable housing and supporting the accelerated programme of Northumberland Park, as
detailed in the Northumberland Park Business Plan. It will also set the standard for the HDV
and establish the reputation of the partnership.

ESTABLISHING A COMMUNITY-FOCUSED APPROACH TO DESIGN
Extensive early engagement and consultation with partners, stakeholders, residents and
local community groups will demonstrate the HDV's approach to design and place making as
a collaborative process. By adopting a ‘listen first’ methodology, the dedicated on-site team
will work closely with the Council, local residents and the community so that decisions and
project outcomes are shaped by what they want, and continue to meet people's needs for
many years to come. On formation of the HDV the design that has been prepared for the bid
process will be thoroughly tested and developed through engagement with local
stakeholders.

DEDICATED TEAM FROM DAY ONE
The project will be delivered within the robust risk management and governance structures
set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan. A dedicated development manager will be
responsible for the Cranwood development, with the support of the wider HDV organisation
and the ability to draw on Lendlease’s wider experience.
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PLACE MAKING
1

THE CASE FOR CHANGE

A key ambition of the Council is to:
"MAKE BETTER PLACES THAT COMPRISE MIXED AND INCLUSIVE NEIGHBOURHOODS, AND THAT HELP MEET
PEOPLE’S WIDER NEEDS AND ASPIRATIONS: FOR ECONOMIC SECURITY, FOR HEALTH AND WELL-BEING, FOR
SAFETY AND SECURITY, AND FOR LINKS TO FAMILY AND COMMUNITY."

The HDV will respond to the Council’s ambition and transform the existing Cranwood site
into a vibrant new community. It is currently underutilised with only eight residences and a
care home that was closed in 2013. The streetscape is unappealing, unkempt and lifeless,
with a cycle path to the south of the site that is hidden between old wooden fences, making it
dark, isolated and uninviting.
The indicative masterplan that forms part of the Business Plan provides a more balanced
distribution of affordable housing and improves the local environment. As the HDV’S first
proposed housing project to be delivered in the HDV programme, Cranwood will establish
the benchmark for the entire portfolio and reputation of the HDV. It is therefore crucial that it
exceeds expectations, i.e.establishing the right tone, pace and levels of quality from the
outset, setting new standards in sustainable design and energy performance.
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2

DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

Cranwood is located on Woodside Avenue, at the junction with Muswell Hill Road. The site is
earmarked within the Council’s draft Site Allocations Development Plan Document for
residential development, and has great potential for an exciting scheme that connects the
physical environment and local people.

Figure 2.1 Existing context - the corner of Muswell Hill Rd and Woodside Avenue

2.1

Demographic Context

Muswell Hill has a high proportion of owner-occupied and private-rented households that are
under-occupied – indicating a level of affluence in the area. Overcrowding is also less of an
issue across all tenures in Muswell Hill in comparison to other suburbs in Haringey, including
existing social rented homes. This may reflect the low proportion of socially rented homes
available and the high proportion of social residents who are older and not living with their
families.
Responding to the Council’s ambitions to reduce the east/west divide in the borough,
Cranwood will increase the proportion of low cost affordable homes to rent in the west,
providing much needed affordable housing for families.

2.2

Site Context

Three main buildings currently exist on site: a 38-bed care-home, which will be offered with
vacant possession, and two low-rise residential buildings split into eight residences – six
Council tenancies and two privately held which were acquired through Right to Buy.
Other physical features include a car park, a small electricity substation just outside the
southern boundary, a vent shaft, and mature trees – none of which have Tree Preservation
Orders. Site conditions which affect design outcomes have been listed in 2.3 Site
Constraints.
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Figure 2.2 Vent shaft, car park and foliage on the existing site

The Cranwood site sits within the suburb of Muswell Hill and is bordered by:
·
·
·
·

North – Woodside Square Development, previously the Grade II listed St Luke’s
Hospital with first homes available from 2017, and 75 Muswell Hill Road;
South – Highgate Wood and Cranley Gate;
East – Muswell Hill Road and access to Parkland Walk
West - St James C of E Primary School, rated ‘outstanding’ by Ofsted.

Muswell Hill is characterised by tree-lined Edwardian streets and is known for its safe,
community atmosphere and open spaces including Highgate Wood, Queen’s Wood and
Coldfall Wood. Most of the schools in the area have an Ofsted rating of ‘outstanding’ or
‘good’ and the area is well connected with London. The Parkland Walk is a four-and-a-halfmile route that runs through Muswell Hill and connects to The Better Haringey Trail, a
borough-wide circular walk which links places of interest and environmental importance. The
site itself is a short walk from restaurants, cafés, shops, supermarkets and other amenities at
Muswell Hill Broadway, and only a mile from Alexandra Palace.

2.3

Site Constraints

Key site constraints that have impacted on the design at this stage include:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Thames Water ventilation shaft to the east edge of the site
Thames Water trunk mains running from Cranley Gardens to the west of the site,
including exclusion zone
A level difference of 1.5m across the site from north to south
The Council’s requirement to provide a new north-south route connecting the
Parkland Walk to Woodside Avenue
The Muswell Conservation Area to the north
The existing trees on site (though no TPOs exist)

2.3.1 Public Transport
Cranwood benefits from two bus stops within 100m of the site, servicing routes 43 and 134.
These routes facilitate access to nearby tube stations, and provide excellent connectivity into
London, including Old Street and Oxford Circus. The closest underground stations are
Highgate and East Finchley which are both on the Northern Line in Zone 3 and reach central
London in 15 minutes. These stations are approximately 15 minutes away on foot, or a
seven-minute bus trip.
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2.4

Planning Context

Documents influencing planning decision-making comprise of the National Planning Policy
Framework, the London Plan and the Haringey Local Plan, along with relevant guidance.
The Site Allocations Development Planning Document (DPD) sets out sites where the
Council expects significant developments to occur through to 2026 and broadly indicates
potential uses. It identifies several ‘site requirements’ and ‘development guidelines’ for
Cranwood, including support for residential development on the site which reinstates the
street frontage, the provision of north-south connections linking through the St Luke’s
redevelopment (Woodside Square) and a new piece of public realm space to the south-east
corner of the site. Policy indicates that development should consider massing that is
sensitive to the heritage context; and the opportunity to reinstate building lines.
Cranwood has a PTAL rating of 2, with a predicted rise to 3 in 2021 in accordance with the
Transport for London (TfL) website. As a result, the scheme must have parking available for
residents, along with access to cycling facilities.
Other Local Plan designations on the ‘Proposals Map’; which will impact the proposed
solution include the southern boundary of the site, which forms part of an ‘ecological
corridor’, and its adjacency to designated Metropolitan Open Land; a Site of Importance for
Nature Conservation (Highgate Wood), which is an Area of Archaeological Importance; and
the Muswell Hill Conservation Area.

Figure 2.3 Architecture from the Muswell Hill Conservation Area.
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3

STRATEGIC APPROACH

Cranwood is crucial to the HDV’s vision as it will provide the first opportunity to deliver a
mixed and inclusive neighbourhood, and will help establish a benchmark for future HDV
sites. The strategic initiatives set out in this section will form an integral part of the Cranwood
Business Plan and will be continually reviewed and reassessed, to ensure they meet the
demands of the market and the targets set by the partnership.
The initiatives will evolve to take account of the views of stakeholders from across the
community, seeking to establish the needs of the wider area, and place these issues at the
forefront of the partnership's aspirations alongside the HDV partners’ objectives.
Nothing in this plan is to be seen as replacing the Council’s own engagement strategy, which
is ongoing and pursuant to its statutory obligations.

3.1

Design Strategy

HDV WILL DESIGN HIGH-QUALITY, TENURE-BLIND HOMES AT CRANWOOD, OPTIMISING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
AND DELIVER 50% AFFORDABLE HOUSING. INSPIRED BY LOCAL HERITAGE BUILDINGS, THE SCHEME WILL
REINVIGORATE THE STREETSCAPE AND ENHANCE THE ADJACENT PUBLIC REALM

Cranwood is a compelling design opportunity that delivers a balanced tenure mix and
enhances adjacent public realm. The HDV will deliver well-designed, energy-efficient homes
that keep residents’ bills low through reduced energy usage and carbon neutral outcomes.
Improved walking and cycling paths will increase connectivity to Muswell Hill and the wider
borough, encouraging locals to be more active, while Grow Gardens will provide a catalyst
for residents to engage with St James C of E Primary School and the wider community.

3.1.1 Indicative Masterplan Approach

As part of the HDV bid process an indicative masterplan has been developed for Cranwood
that is intended to meet the needs of the local community, existing residents and future
occupiers. However, the bid process has not allowed for any stakeholder engagement to
inform this indicative masterplan to date. Therefore on formation of the HDV, the indicative
masterplan will be tested, adapted, and developed, through engagement with local
stakeholders to create the best possible regeneration solution.
The proposal for Cranwood will be carefully developed on behalf of the HDV, with a
contextual design that responds to the distinctive character of the area, maximising the
project’s overall potential. The HDV’s overall approach will be to:
1. Ensure accessibility and integration; providing tenure-blind homes that will deliver
50% affordable housing;
2. Provide outdoor space. All apartments will have either balconies, terraces, or
gardens and there will be thoughtfully designed, shared amenity space including
seating and play areas. Visitors bike racks and a Grow Garden will be incorporated
into the public realm so that they are communally accessible. These Grow Gardens
facilitate social interaction, community integration and give residents a sense of
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personal pride and ownership, which can encourage active engagement in
community stewardship and estate management; and
3. Deliver a connected scheme, building a high-quality public realm that enhances local
connections to Highgate Wood and the Parkland Walk. The existing route at the
southern end of the site will be made to feel safer using ‘Secured by Design’
principles and natural surveillance, with residential front doors and front gardens
facing the pathway. On the west side of the site a new north-south pedestrian and
cycle way will lead from Woodside Avenue to Highgate Wood, continuing the link
from Grand Avenue across the new Woodside Square development through to the
Parkland Walk.
3.1.1.1 Indicative Masterplan Principles
Cranwood comprises of two distinct blocks separated by an archway, one to the north
adjacent to Woodside Avenue, the other to the south alongside Highgate Wood. These
blocks will provide new homes set in a verdant environment, in a scheme that
simultaneously opens up views and connections to Highgate Wood while maintaining a clear
link with its urban neighbours to the north. The design has been developed in consideration
of key constraints, including the Thames Water tunnel and vent shaft, and existing Rights of
Way.
The archway through the centre of the scheme helps to activate the eastern frontage, with
front doors providing access and activity on the north streetscape. Both frontages are set
back from the pavement, with front gardens and shared entrances to the north and mature
trees retained to the east. The western boundary is set back by at least 10m to ensure a
suitable buffer from the school, while providing sufficient space for the north-south pathway.
Appropriate boundary solutions will need to be explored further with the school.
Semi private courtyard space has been designed to maximise daylight into apartments and
gardens and provide areas to gather or play. Permeability through the site has also been
optimised both physically and visually, with a generous entrance to Highgate Wood and
connection to the Parkland Walk. Individual apartments will be designed to Planning, London
Housing Design Guide, and Building Regulations - Part M (previously Lifetime Homes)
standards and are larger in size, appealing to young families and reflecting comparable
homes on the market.
Grow Gardens have been designed next to the north-south pathway and inside the private
courtyard, and are therefore accessible by both residents and the public. Locally maintained
Grow Gardens are important as they help to foster community integration between existing
and new residents, and between different generations and tenures. These landscaped areas
also enable residents to grow fresh vegetables and support healthy lives initiatives. This
proposal commits to undertaking a ‘bio blitz’ survey, to establish a biodiversity baseline and
ensure the development delivers a net biodiversity gain.
Massing has been carefully considered to respect the wider context of adjacent property
heights and the woods. The key parapet line of four storeys reflects the height of terraces on
Muswell Hill Road, with a setback allowing for linear terraces with views across London and
the woodlands. Responding to feedback received in dialogue from the Council’s planners,
massing has been reduced at both the north and south end of the scheme. The southern
edge has been lowered to three storeys to introduce more light, reduce visual impact on
Highgate Wood and enable the maximum amount of homes to enjoy the extensive views.
The northern edge adjacent to Woodside Avenue does not have the linear terraces, so that
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the building is four storeys and congruent to the wider context of the Woodside Square
development and the terraced houses along Muswell Hill Rd. The delivery of new homes has
been prioritised in line with the Council’s policy, providing a total of 92 apartments.
These proposals include a semi
basement with car parking,
plant rooms and back-of-house
facilities. It takes advantage of
the site’s sloped terrain and is
accessed from Woodside
Avenue.
A full parking assessment will
be undertaken to determine the
parking need, however in the
interim a parking ratio of 40% is
targeted which provides spaces
Figure 3.1 Cranwood’s massing is contextual in relation to other buildings
for almost all of the 2, 3 and 4
in the area (numbers represent building heights)
bedroom properties in the
development and 11 accessible car parking spaces. Electrical vehicle charging points will be
provided to support more sustainable vehicles. Car parking on adjacent streets will be
prevented because residents will be unable to apply for parking permits.
The proposed material is brick, which draws on the surrounding context, visually linking
Cranwood to the Conservation Area to the north and providing a gentle contrast to the
woods. Features and entrances could be articulated with an accent colour for the metalwork
to pay homage to the Cranley Gardens Railway Station, which once occupied the Cranwood
site.
All of above will be supported by a proactive ongoing estate management strategy, that will
ensure residents feel safe and that spaces around them are maintained to a high standard.

3.1.2 Site Specific Design
The following pages set out the indicative masterplan prepared during the bid process and
that will be tested through stakeholder engagement following formation of the HDV.
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3.1.3 Public Realm
In addition to providing much-needed homes, Cranwood is an opportunity to
revitalise this corner of Muswell Hill and enhance existing connections to the
local community. By creating new routes and improving existing ones, local
residents will have increased accessibility with cleaner and safer options.
The Parkland Walk - part of the 12-mile walk around the Better Haringey Trail, will be directly
accessible to Cranwood residents. This walk tracks into Highgate Wood through Cranley
Gate; an entrance which will be enhanced so that it is safer and more inviting.

Figure 3.2 Cranwood is connected to the rest of Haringey by the Parkland Walk, part of the Better Haringey Trail

An existing cycle path along the Southern border of Cranwood will be improved by activating
the ground floor, with entrances to flats and lobby areas using principles of Secure by
Design.
Finally, an additional north-south access way across Cranwood’s western boundary will
connect Grand Avenue and the Parkland Walk. Grow Gardens will be planted adjacent to
this path, allowing communal access and the opportunity to expand the gardens and
associated programmes proposed for the courtyard and the school.

3.2

Residential Use Strategy

HDV WILL CREATE A BALANCED COMMUNITY WITH A MIX OF AFFORDABLE TENURES, THAT INCREASES THE
PROPORTION OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING IN THE WEST OF THE BOROUGH

3.2.1 Key Objective
HDV’s key objective for the homes in Cranwood is to deliver a solution that increases the
availability of low cost rented homes and intermediate housing in the west of the borough
and provides a rehousing option for residents of Northumberland Park in order to drive
momentum of regeneration of the Northumberland Park Estate. The viability of this goal will
be supported by the inclusion of a number of high-quality Open Market Sale (OMS) homes
that benefit from some of Cranwood’s site-specific advantages, for example views and
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proximity to Highgate Wood. This will enable 50% affordable homes to be delivered in a
tenure-blind scheme.

3.2.2 Market Analysis
The number of homes in Cranwood, along with their mix and tenure, has been designed in
consideration of the broader Muswell Hill, Haringey and London markets. Below is a brief
summary of these findings.
3.2.2.1 Open Market Sale (OMS)
Muswell Hill is a prime location where many buyers aspire to live, especially in the
catchment areas of some of London's best schools. A wide range of local amenities such as
independent shops, cafes and bistros, has resulted in Muswell Hill pricing remaining
particularly strong. This is reflected in the annual growth of N10/Muswell Hill of 8.5%.
Although N10 has seen lower growth than the rest of Haringey, it has outperformed
neighbouring postcodes at a similar price point.
Although it is not yet possible to predict the true impact of the Referendum result on the
market, the desirability of the established community and short supply of new build
properties indicates that Muswell Hill will continue to see a sustained demand.

Figure 3.3 Muswell Hill (N10) is a strong growing market, despite negative growth in nearby areas, Source: Hometrack Q4
2016

3.2.2.2 Comparable Developments
There is currently a good supply of high-quality new homes within close proximity of
Cranwood, including Woodside Square, 77 Muswell Hill and Pinnacle N10. The neighbouring
Woodside Square development’s target is predominantly the 55+ market. These comparable
developments are on the market for approximately £900psf, with local agents providing
general values of circa £915psf for 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms locally.
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3.2.2.3 Affordable Housing
The site is located on the edge of the Muswell Hill ward, which is characterised by higher
proportions of owner-occupiers (58% compared to 39% in Haringey), and a very low
proportion of social households (just 9% of total households).
This proportion of social rent tenure in Muswell Hill is a marked difference to the borough
generally (27%) and areas such as Northumberland Park, where at ward level the proportion
of social rent is between 50% and 70%.

Figure 3.4 The net loss of social rent housing in Muswell Hill, which reduced 20% in 2011, can be attributed to Right to Buy
and indicates an under-provision of social rented housing.

The graph below demonstrates the high proportion of households with one-person aged 65
or over, living in social rented housing stock. This is important when considering the
distribution of tenures, particularly given Woodside Square’s focus on over 55s. The
emerging design will take into consideration current housing provision to avoid saturating the
market with any one type of tenure.
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Figure 3.9 Cranwood will increase the amount of affordable housing available for families in Muswell Hill by
providing predominantly 2–4-bedroom homes

3.2.3 Housing Offer
Cranwood will deliver 92 homes, comprising both affordable housing and market tenure.
Each high-quality home will have between one and four bedrooms.
Affordable housing has been carefully allocated to provide larger homes that are more
appropriate for families, and will comply with the Council’s Housing Strategy 2017–22. This
mix will be further tested with the Council against affordability thresholds.
The Business Plan for Cranwood assumes that affordable homes will be predominantly
social rent to allow for the rehousing (sometimes referred to as decanting) of residents from
Northumberland Park and accelerate delivery of Phase One in Northumberland Park. This
rehousing strategy is described in more detail in the Northumberland Park Business Plan.
This Business Plan supports the Council’s ambition to deliver higher levels of affordable
housing where appropriate, and for this to assist in re-balancing communities by addressing
the undersupply of low cost affordable rented homes in the West of the borough. For
planning purposes, this Business Plan assumes 50% affordable housing. This will be
managed in line with the process set out in the HDV Finance and Commercial Business
Plan.
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3.3

Social and Physical Infrastructure Strategy

The HDV will improve the local physical infrastructure around the Cranwood
site by enhancing and increasing the existing wayfinding signage for
pedestrians and cyclists. Part of the strategy to encourage activity in the
community is to improve awareness of, and access to, local outdoor facilities.
Highgate Wood, Queens Wood, Alexandra Palace and Crouch End Playing
Fields, along with schools, libraries and other facilities, are all within a mile of Cranwood.
A more comprehensive wayfinding strategy will significantly improve the permeability of
the neighbourhood, linking residents with local destinations and the Parkland Walk. We
have identified potential locations and destinations such as Alexandra Park and Palace,
Capital Ring cycle path and Crouch End Playing Fields , however actual locations will be
determined as part of the community consultation. This will support our social impact
themes of Healthy Lives and Community Pride.

3.4

Sustainability and Energy Strategy

3.4.1 Key Objectives
CRANWOOD WILL BE THE FIRST PHASE OF HDV DELIVERY TO TARGET A ZERO CARBON OUTCOME, SETTING A
DESIGN BENCHMARK FOR THE HDV. THIS WILL RESULT IN SIGNIFICANT REDUCTIONS IN OPERATIONAL ENERGY
CONSUMPTION LEADING TO LOWER ENERGY BILLS FOR OCCUPANTS.

This aspiration will be supported by a range of sustainable measures that will reduce the
development's wider environmental impact, including:
·
·
·
·
·

Modern, off-site methods of construction to minimise waste, and use of sustainable
materials such as Cross Laminated Timber (CLT);
Robust strategies for natural ventilation to improve indoor air quality for occupants;
Integrated technology to monitor and encourage efficient use of resources;
Highly insulated building fabric to provide passive warmth and cooling; and
Energy and water efficient fittings for lighting and sanitary-ware.

At Cranwood, the ambition is to deliver the HDV’s strategic sustainability goals within the
local context. More detail on our holistic approach to embedding sustainability across all
sites can be found within the HDV Strategic Business Plan.

3.4.2 Energy Strategy
THE HDV WILL…
MEET HARINGEY'S 40:20 TARGETS AND DELIVER ZERO CARBON DEVELOPMENT BY
2050, MAKING HARINGEY LONDON'S MOST SUSTAINABLE BOROUGH

The HDV is committed to delivering zero carbon homes at Cranwood in line with Haringey’s
40:20 and Zero Carbon targets. A comprehensive energy strategy for Cranwood sets a
benchmark for all HDV sites.
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3.4.2.1 Zero Carbon Energy Strategy
HDV will adopt the GLA’s energy hierarchy of ‘Lean, Clean and Green’ in delivery of zero
carbon homes at Cranwood, while at the same time ensuring the optimal balance of cost and
carbon reduction.
The proposed scheme details one energy option at this stage, however further reviews are
anticipated with the aspiration of achieving 100% carbon reduction onsite.
Table 3-1 Cranwood Energy Strategy – Option. *Based on Haringey’s confirmed price of £90 / tCO2. Currently modelled with
a carbon offset contribution of £0, subject to design and development confirmation.

Hierarchy

Strategy

Measure

Be Lean

U-values

Indicative values:
Walls – 0.15
Roof – 0.1
Floor – 0.1
Windows – 1.2 (g-value 0.5) –
double glazed
Doors – 1
Air Permeability 3
m3/h/m2@50Pa

Be Clean

Heat Delivery

Heat Pumps

Carbon Reduction (%)

70%

Renewables

Solar PV – 30kWp

Carbon Reduction (%)

100%

Offset Payment (£) *

£0

Final Carbon Reduction (%)

100%

Be Green
Offset Cash-in-lieu Contribution

The main assumptions in line with the energy hierarchy are detailed below.
3.4.2.1.1 ‘Be Lean’
HDV will focus on designing and delivering homes with fabric efficiency design measures
that maximise energy and carbon reduction. These passive measures include cross
ventilation, glazing ratios, glazing specifications, improved daylighting, high levels of air
tightness and good U values.
Fabric energy efficiency can be implemented at performance levels that make the
requirement for space heating in homes technically minimal, typically resulting in heating not
being switched on for the majority of the year. This delivers a net result of significantly
reduced heating bills.
3.4.2.1.2 ‘Be Clean’
The GLA energy hierarchy encourages schemes to connect to district heating - if available and otherwise provide a centralised heat network, or futureproof for connection to a district
heat network. This also reflects the Council’s Local Plan.
At Cranwood our aspiration is to achieve 100% carbon reduction through fabric efficiencies
and the use of modern energy technologies, rather than connecting to a district energy
network. However, the design will also futureproof the potential for the site to be connected
to any district energy network in future.
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3.4.2.1.3 ‘Be Green’
‘Be Green’ refers to renewable energy technologies that assist in offsetting carbon dioxide
and producing energy on-site. We will review the ongoing applicability of all renewable and
emerging technologies, throughout the lifetime of the HDV.
Cranwood’s sustainable design proposal includes heat pumps, one of the most optimal
renewable technologies, and Photovoltaic (PV) panels. This combination will be reviewed at
detailed design stage, with the objective of reducing the residual carbon use by 100%,
without the need for an ‘offset cash-in-lieu contribution’ payment. Initial analysis for the
proposal indicates that these initiatives are the most appropriate for Cranwood.

3.4.3 Sustainability
3.4.3.1 Adaptability and Accessibility
THE HDV WILL…
SUPPORT AND EMPOWER A COMMUNITY TO BE RESILIENT TO FUTURE
ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGES

HDV aspires to ensure that all Cranwood residents can live comfortably throughout their
lifetime. This means ensuring focus on designing homes which can adapt with residents'
needs. The HDV will deliver all apartments to meet the revised Part M (previously Lifetime
Homes) standards and the building will be designed in line with Lendlease's Design for
Dignity principles.
3.4.3.2 Other Aspects of Sustainability
As part of the holistic approach to embedding sustainability and achieving the HDV goals
across all sites, we will apply strategies for water, waste and materials described in detail in
the overarching HDV Strategic Business Plan.
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3.5

Estate and Housing Management and Ownership Strategy

HDV will facilitate effective and transparent estate and housing management of Cranwood,
providing relevant, affordable services that foster community spirit and a sense of belonging.
The long-term management and ownership options are set out in more detail in the HDV
Strategic Business Plan. Affordable Housing management and ownership strategy
The Housing Strategy identifies the need to improve Council-owned housing, reducing the
maintenance backlog and addressing concerns regarding the quality of private rented and
affordable housing. It also improves the quality and management of homes owned by
Housing Associations (Registered Providers (RPs)) and multiple landlords.
The HDV presents the opportunity to work closely with the Council and Homes for Haringey
(HfH) to address these issues and deliver the ambitions of the Housing Strategy with highquality housing and a high-quality management regime..
“WHEN PEOPLE FEEL THEY ‘BELONG’ TO A NEIGHBOURHOOD WHICH IS THEIRS THROUGH THEIR OWN
EFFORTS, THEN IT WILL BECOME A PLACE WORTH STRUGGLING TO RETAIN AND DEVELOP. PEOPLE WILL
SAFEGUARD WHAT THEY HELPED TO CREATE.”
LORD SCARMAN 1991

3.5.1 Housing Management
Residents of the new homes at Cranwood will have a high-quality management offer and
cost-effective services that result in high levels of resident satisfaction, tenant retention and
resale demand. Housing management services must recognise the local diversity of the
portfolio, bring specialist skills into service delivery, where required, and respond flexibly to
changing requirements and resident demand.
All residents, regardless of tenure, benefit from the management services offered. HDV will
deliver a tenure-blind approach to housing management, where both the private residential
and affordable buildings are managed by the same building management company, with the
same level and quality of service.

3.5.2 Meeting the needs of Haringey residents: An Integrated approach to provide
exemplary customer service
HDV will deliver a tailored service on Cranwood, designed to meet the needs of residents,
building relationships between the management team and their customers, so that the
service responds to the resident’s aspirations, within a clear management framework.
Residents will have direct contact with management, who can assist them with every aspect
of their new home, including a local community liaison officer to help with tenancy
management. The local team will take time to recognise and engage with residents to
understand their requirements, and will be responsible for the ongoing delivery of the
management services. HDV will embrace technology, enabling innovative communication
tools and allowing the community to connect with each other. This will be delivered through a
community portal that will provide interactive information and a range of communication
platforms such as film, animations and interactive learning. More traditional forms of
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communication will also be utilised to ensure those less comfortable with technology are
included.

3.5.3 Delivering continuity of service for local residents
Managing the smooth transition of the existing residents into their new homes, will be key to
the success of Cranwood. HDV will support the Council as appropriate in this process. This
strategic HDV approach to continuity of service is detailed in the delivery section of the HDV
Strategic Business Plan.
Taking a collaborative approach to services will enhance the residents’ experience and will
create opportunities to build community resilience and capacity, whilst supporting the
objectives of the HDV.

3.5.4 Ownership Strategy
The HDV strategy for ownership of the affordable housing is set out in the HDV Strategic
Business Plan.

3.6

Transportation strategy

3.6.1 Green Transport Solutions
HDV will prioritise low carbon transport solutions with specific focus on cycling and
pedestrian infrastructure including new connections and enhancements of existing routes,
cycling proficiency courses, and free cycles for residents.

3.6.2 Transport Assessment
In parallel with the design development and approval process a full transport assessment will
be required to accompany any planning application. The initial focus of the transport
assessment will be to provide information on trip generation/mode share/distribution and
assignment of vehicular trips in support of the highway modelling process. The transport
assessment will include a full access and movement strategy for the development proposals
encompassing pedestrians, cyclists, public transport users and vehicular traffic. Comparison
of before and after journey times for all the above modes will be required with attention paid
to quantifying impacts and improvements in public transport access/journey times/capacity.
3.6.3

Travel Plan

A combination of travel measures aimed at promoting and facilitating the use of alternative
modes of transport and reducing the emphasis on car use will be developed through an
overarching travel plan. It is proposed that the travel plan is devised so that
it deals with the implementation of the development, and the longer-term management of the
site. It is important that the travel plan is flexible enough to deal with changing conditions,
and that it seeks to involve local and transport stakeholders to develop and deliver a strategy
that encourages movement by means other than the car. The travel plan will also tie in with
the sustainability strategy, and seek to support objectives to reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases from transport.
The detailed measures to be taken forward by the Travel Plan and methods of funding will
be decided prior to commencement of the development, and by the requirements of the
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Section 106 agreement and planning conditions. However, it is envisaged that the Travel
Plan will cover the following issues:
·

·
·

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Monitoring travel conditions during the implementation of the development, and
provide a forum for considering ways of ensuring traffic and pedestrian conditions
remain acceptable;
Monitoring the implementation of transport improvements associated with the
development;
Consultation with local and transport stakeholders to identify future opportunities for
improvement (other than those associated with the development itself) that relate to
the development;
Identification of potential ways to implement complementary transport improvements
Work with stakeholders to identify ways of improving fuel efficiency and
reducing greenhouse gases from transport associated with the development;
Transport management, information and awareness;
Ensure that occupiers and residents have clear and accurate information about travel
options;
Monitor travel patterns and perceptions to derive awareness strategies;
Monitor the potential for cycle clubs, car clubs, user groups, travel incentives etc;
Develop a way-finding and pedestrian movement strategy for the development
in conjunction with TfL, Network Rail, and other stakeholders;
Develop and implement (or cause to be implemented) a parking, access and
servicing strategy; and
Develop and implement a cycle strategy for parking, repair and access.

The vast improvements proposed by the Cranwood scheme for pedestrian, cycle and public
transport facilities, combined with a well-managed Travel Plan and restrictive parking
strategy will minimise the need to travel by car and optimise public transport and pedestrian
and cyclist movement.
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DELIVERY
CRANWOOD IS THE FIRST PROJECT IN THE HDV PROGRAMME AND OFFERS THE HDV AN OPPORTUNITY TO
DEMONSTRATE DELIVERY OF A QUALITY HOUSING PRODUCT IN A TIMELY AND EFFICIENT MANNER, SETTING
THE BENCHMARK FOR PROJECTS TO COME. IT WILL DELIVER 92 HOMES AND IMPROVED LOCAL LANDSCAPE
CONNECTIONS WITHIN THREE YEARS OF FORMATION OF THE JOINT VENTURE AND START-UP OF THE HDV
BUSINESS.

This Business Plan details how the HDV will procure a third-party contractor for the
construction of Cranwood, including how Lendlease as the Development Manager will
ensure high standards of safety, sustainability and quality.

4

DELIVERY PROGRAMME

The proposed development programme has been built up from first principles in a robust and
integrated manner to address:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

HDV governance;
Design;
Consultation;
Planning (and related Statutory Consents);
Cost planning;
Sales and marketing;
Procurement; and
Construction.

Detailed benchmarking informs our design, planning and construction time frames, coupled
with processes to ensure proper project, risk and value management.
[Redacted Material]
Figure 4.1 Development programme. An A3 version is included as an appendix.
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4.1

Key Milestones

[Redacted Material]
Figure 4.2 Milestone dates for the delivery of Cranwood

4.1.1 Early Delivery
The Cranwood programme anticipates reaching Practical Completion in 2020, just over three
years after the HDV is formed.

4.1.2 100-Day Launch Plan
Lendlease as Development and Project Manager will support HDV to quickly and efficiently
mobilise for Cranwood, activating the design and planning process almost immediately with
the following activities:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Appointing the design team;
Procuring and commissioning surveys to undertake due diligence of the site;
Starting engagement and supporting the Council’s own consultation obligations
where appropriate;
Further developing the health, safety and wellbeing plan;
Agreeing a Planning Performance Agreement;
Progressing design; and
Resource plan and organisation
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5

PROPOSED STRUCTURE

Cranwood will retain independence and have its own team, led by a Development Manager
who will have day-to-day ownership of the project. This will be a structure that will be used
as a model for other sites in the HDV portfolio. The HDV business will manage governance
and reporting, approving business items within the limits of authority approved by the board.

Figure 5.1 HDV Structure

5.1

Roles and Responsibilities

The Cranwood Development Management team will be responsible for ensuring successful
delivery of the project in accordance with the Business Plan. This will include managing the
approved budget, programme, sustainability and quality standards. They will be based at the
HDV headquarters in Wood Green which is close to the Cranwood site, but enables
collaboration with the broader HDV team.

5.2

Professional Team

A specialist residential Architect will be selected to finalise the Cranwood design and
planning requirements, supported by a planning expert. The team will deliver the HDV’s
vision for Cranwood, building on the outline design proposals described in this Business
Plan.
AHMM and DP9 have prepared the indicative masterplan that forms part of this Business
Plan, and it is proposed that there is continuity of consultants for consistency. However,
HDV will collaborate on a formal decision to continue with these consultants or undertake a
wider selection process.
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Cranwood is a small and intimate project that may lend itself to local appointments for some
professional roles, which HDV will consider when finalising appointments. Further details on
the wider supply chain options for HDV, and relevant processes for procurement and
selection are set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
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6

COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

WE WILL RAISE THE PROFILE OF THE HDV, INFORMING, CONSULTING, ENGAGING AND EXCITING LOCAL PEOPLE
AS A BEST-IN-CLASS EXAMPLE OF INCLUSIVE URBAN REGENERATION

Cranwood will adopt an approach to community and stakeholder engagement that is
consistent with the HDV framework, as outlined in the HDV Community Engagement and
Communication Strategy in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
A community and stakeholder engagement plan is included as an appendix to this Business
Plan. Nothing in this plan is to be seen as replacing the Council’s own engagement strategy,
which is ongoing and pursuant to its statutory obligations.
The Council has undertaken an Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) outlining its commitment
to equality and its responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duty.
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7

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC STRATEGY

The HDV Social and Economic Strategy brings together a powerful combination of people,
place and programmes to create the social infrastructure and community empowerment
needed for transformation to occur. This integrated approach will be delivered through four
impact themes that are set out in detail in the HDV Strategic Business Plan. These themes
are:
ENABLING EDUCATION, TRAINING AND
EMPLOYMENT

EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO IMPROVE THEIR OWN
HEALTH

CREATING HOMES AND NEIGHBOURHOODS
WHERE PEOPLE CAN THRIVE

CREATING A SAFER ENVIRONMENT WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PROUD TO LIVE, WORK AND VISIT

The Cranwood site is in one of Haringey’s more affluent areas, Muswell Hill, and will
contribute to a more mixed and inclusive community with the provision of low cost affordable
rented and intermediate housing. Our priority is to understand the needs, wants and
aspirations of the existing local residents, and any Northumberland Park residents that
choose to move to Cranwood, to ensure successful integration between the existing
community and new, delivering an inclusive regeneration programme.
Whilst the size of Cranwood doesn’t lend itself to delivering social and economic impact on
the scale of schemes such as Northumberland Park or Wood Green, it can still play a key
role in delivering the HDV’s aspirations by:
·
·
·
·

Supporting employment of local people during the construction of the project;
Fostering a strong sense of community between residents and St James C of E
Primary School;
Incorporating design features to improve the public realm, principally through giving
residents access to green space where they can be more active;
Providing a visible and early example of how the local supply chain can be
harnessed to support delivery.

The HDV Strategic Business Plan explores these objectives in detail and a summary of the
social and economic outcomes for Cranwood are included in the schedule below:
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IMPACT
THEMES

PLACE
PEOPLE

BETTER PROSPECTS
Enabling education,
training and employment

HEALTHY LIVES
Empowering people to
improve their own
health

COMMUNITY PRIDE
Creating homes and
neighbourhoods where
people can thrive

CLEAN AND SAFE
Creating a safer
environment where
people are proud to live,
work and visit

· Employing local labour in
the construction of 92
homes
· Creating links between
Cranwood and the HDV’s
Skills and Employment
programmes

· Improving cycle and
pathways to Highgate
Wood and Parkland
Walk to enable
residents to be more
active
· Partner with St James
C of E Primary School
to establish a new
Grow Garden enabling
the school to grow
healthy food
· 156 Bike stands in the
carpark
· All residents, St James
C of E school children
and community

· Delivering 50% affordable
homes in a tenure-blind
scheme
· Homes that are designed
for dignity and courtyard
space that allows social
interaction

· Adopt ‘Secured by
Design’ principles to
reduce the opportunity for
crime and enhance the
perception of safety along
the southern boundary
· Adopt ‘Design for Dignity’
principles to ensure that
Cranwood considers the
needs of families, youths,
the physically and
mentally disabled, and
the aging population.

· All Cranwood residents
including senior residents
and those with disabilities

· All Cranwood residents
and visitors

· Free Bike Scheme One free bicycle with
each home so all
residents have the
opportunity to cycle
regardless of economic
background.
· Gardening club –
Providing Grow
Gardens in the scheme
and at St James C of E
Primary School to
educate local residents
about healthy food and
promote community
pride
· Do Something Different
Day - School
engagement/ link to
Grow Gardens.
· Mates in the
Community –
community led mental
health support and
awareness
· One free bike per
household
· One resident cycling
proficiency course
· Two facilitated
residents/school
gardening clubs
· Two community mental
health first aiders
· Support one ‘Do
Something Different
Day’ at St James C of E
Primary School
focusing on use of
Grow Gardens produce

· Co-design workshops
community and stakeholder
design forums and
exhibitions, including
Design for Dignity and
Building Regulations - Part
M (previously Lifetime
Homes) workshops
· Statutory consultation and
early engagement with
residents relocating to
ensure the process is
successful and the
residents feel supported

· Estate management
model that is responsive,
professional and
prioritises safety of all
that live on the scheme

· One Design for Dignity
workshop
· One co-design workshop
with residents
· 100% of residents being
rehomed or relocated to
have access to support,
including availability of a
mental health first aider,
and integration and
collaboration strategies,
ensuring a smooth
transition for affordable
housing residents new to
the area.

· Improve the access to
and perception of safety
to the public path to the
south of the site.
· Facilitate any applicable
HDV programmes
· Cranwood will be
designed in accordance
with Secured by Design
principles

· Job seekers,
underemployed, St
James C of E school
children and teachers

· Skilling and employment
programmes

PROGRAMMES
· 30 local residents
employed on the
Cranwood scheme
· Two apprenticeships

COMMITMENTS

A more exhaustive list and full descriptions of HDV led socioeconomic programmes can be found in the HDV Strategic
Business Plan.
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THIRD PARTY MAIN CONTRACTOR PROCUREMENT

During the project definition phase, Cranwood’s Development Manager will identify and
recommend the preferred procurement route for approval by the HDV.
Cranwood is relatively small and mid-rise, therefore it is currently envisaged that the
construction role will be openly tendered for appointment of a third-party contractor, rather
than procurement through the contractor framework arrangement with Lendlease
Construction (who have construction expertise that is better suited to larger or taller
residential product).
Additionally, being the first project, it is important to demonstrate to the market and wider
community that HDV will be ‘open for business’ and that other contractors can and will be
procured to support Lendlease’s delivery capability.
A proposed procurement route is included as an appendix to this Business Plan.
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LAND ASSEMBLY

A Land Assembly Strategy is included as an appendix to the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
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PLANNING STRATEGY

The HDV will work in partnership with Haringey’s Planning team during the planning process,
to refine proposals and achieve the best outcome for Cranwood. Feedback received from the
initial meeting with the Council Planning team has been integrated into indicative masterplan,
particularly in relation to respecting local design integrity.
The HDV will agree a Planning Performance Agreement setting out shared objectives and a
clear and structured approach to the planning programme. This will focus on detailed preapplication discussions to maximise the chances of a successful outcome once the
application is submitted, and will include presentations to the Council’s Quality Review
Panel.
The proposal will be shaped by public consultation with local residents, local interest groups,
stakeholders and members; a detailed, high quality application for full planning permission
will be submitted, providing certainty to the local planning Authority about our scheme and
reduce planning risk for the HDV. This approach will support the tight programme for
delivering homes, including affordable housing.
The application will be informed by the Council’s planning application guidance note and will
be subject to a Section 106 Agreement. Cranwood will also be liable for Mayoral and
Haringey Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), subject to any provision of social housing
relief.
Cranwood fulfils planning policy objectives through the following features:
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

·

92 new high-quality homes, contributing directly to housing need and the Council’s
housing targets;
Exceeding policy requirements by delivering 50% affordable housing, calculated by
habitable rooms.;
[Redacted Material]
A density of approximately 68 units per hectare, or 208 habitable rooms per hectare,
which would accord with the London Plan density matrix and be appropriate to the
context, while optimising housing delivery on a Brownfield site, representing
sustainable development;
Exceptional architectural quality, setting the design standard for the HDV;
Improved pedestrian and cycle linkages to Highgate Wood, in line with the Draft Site
Allocation;
On-site parking ratio of approximately 40% and car club opportunities for residents to
meet the parking needs arising from the development. This is appropriate from a
planning policy perspective based on the level of public transport accessibility and
the need to balance sustainable transport objectives. Combined with a restriction to
obtain future residents parking permits the proposed development would have no
overspill parking impacts on adjoining streets;
Striving for a net zero carbon scheme, in accordance with the Housing SPG and in
support of the Council's 40:20 and zero carbon 2050 targets; and
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·

Layout design which complies with the London Plan Policy so that 10% of homes will
be wheelchair accessible or easily adaptable for residents with disabilities.
Apartments will be allocated upon detailed design and conform to Building
Regulations - Part M (previously Lifetime Homes) standards.
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DESIGN CONTROLS

The design strategy and masterplan approach is detailed in the Place Making section of this
Business Plan.
Across the project, HDV will implement a robust and rigorous, end-to-end design control
process that ensures cost certainty, quality of product, safety, sustainable outcomes,
buildability and value optimisation.
Extensive design control measures will be implemented, aligned to our proposed
governance process, with interim reviews on a routine basis. This ensures that design is
developed in line with the HDV vision and requirements, to the project budget and agreed
Business Case. Specific control measures will be developed and applied to Cranwood, for
example, to reflect the form of contract and client requirements. Typical control measures
include the following as a minimum:
·
·

·
·
·

·
·

·

·

Reporting structure into the HDV: Providing visibility of the design progress at key
stages and in line with the proposed governance framework;
Clear development briefing and project management plans: An overarching
development brief and project management plan for Cranwood will be put in place
from the outset of the project;
Value management tools and processes: Cranwood will have its own robust value
management processes to ensure optimum returns;
Product and Design Guides: Cranwood will test the initial HDV product and design
guide, allowing for improvements which will inform later HDV projects;
Implementation of BIM from the outset: Ensure design, cost and programme
coordination and allowing key technical challenges to be resolved, such as the
Thames Water trunk main, ventilation shaft and site level changes;
Cross discipline and peer reviews: HDV will support these with expertise from
Lendlease’s wider business;
Regular engagement with Statutory Bodies and Third Parties: An engagement
plan with Thames Water will be implemented to ensure that they are comfortable with
scheme development and that technical issues are resolved;
Health, Safety and Wellbeing in Design Reviews: The design should support
exceptional standards of safety in construction, particularly in relation to the adjacent
school playground; and
Robust contracts, deliverables and controls: Ensuring robust scopes and
performance standards directly applicable to the plot are implemented.

For further details please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan for more detail.
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CONSTRUCTION APPROACH

It is apparent at this initial stage that Cranwood's design team will need to particularly
consider the structural design for the semi-basement car park and the requirement to
structurally span the existing Thames Water Assets. It is likely that any solution will need to
utilise a reinforced concrete frame up to the first floor. However, above this level, there are
options for non-volumetric modular build solutions (CLT, SIPS etc.), which will be
investigated in detailed design and tested to align with the wider sustainability targets for the
project.
The project team will also need to work with St James C of E Primary School throughout the
life of the project – and all surrounding neighbours – to minimise the impact of construction.
From demolition through to fit-out, HDV will take all appropriate measures to minimise
disruption, mitigate environmental impacts and ensure safety for the school children and the
surrounding community.

12.1 Technical Approvals
The project team will ensure that a Technical Approvals Tracker is implemented for each key
stakeholder body. The tracker will incorporate deliverables and strategic engagement points
with the relevant bodies.
The key statutory bodies and stakeholders that will require detailed engagement, reflecting
the nature of the project have been identified for Cranwood, including:
·
·
·
·

Thames Water – addressing the requirements of the trunk main and ventilation shaft;
Building Control – we will appoint a Building Control body early in the process to
ensure they are on board;
Residential Warranty Provider; and
Haringey Council Housing, Strategy and Commissioning - to ensure that we are
meeting local housing need and strategic requirements.

Further details of our approach to technical approvals can be found in the HDV Strategic
Business Plan.
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HANDOVER AND OCCUPATION STRATEGY

We will implement clear processes for completion and handover to achieve the goals of the
Business Plan and ensure:
·

·
·
·

A defined handover process between the HDV, Development Manager, the
contractor and the customer that provides certainty of delivery without compromising
quality;
Clearly defined roles and responsibilities;
A consistent approach to customer relationship management; and
Defined process for implementing accounting revenue recognition policy.

Further details of our approach to handover and occupation can be found in the HDV
Strategic Business Plan.

13.1 Residential Handovers
To support the establishment of the HDV’s residential brand as well as ensure the timely
delivery of a high-quality product, a consistent approach to the handover and completion of
the project from construction to development management and then to the customer will be
implemented. These standards will be applied to both market and affordable housing.
[Redacted Material]
Figure 13.1 Summary of the handover and completion process to be implemented on Cranwood

HDV will implement key tools throughout the construction period and into aftersales and
aftercare including:
·
·
·
·
·

A robust apartment benchmarking process for each tenure;
An in-depth fit out and commissioning witnessing and checking regime;
A clearly defined process for Practical Completion;
A strategic customer engagement strategy, commencing at start on site and
continuing post completion to gather feedback; and
Utilisation of the Lendlease Aftersales team to ensure prompt close-out of defects
and feedback gathering on customer satisfaction.
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ESTATE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

A detailed summary of the legal set-up for the estate management companies and our
responsible approach to housing management is included in the HDV Strategic Business
Plan.

.
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MARKETING AND SALES STRATEGY

Cranwood’s Sales and Marketing Strategy will be a targeted approach, focusing on local
buyers and maximise value generation.

15.1 Marketing Activities and Strategy
Cranwood can be used as an early opportunity to promote the wider vision of change for
good across the borough. With large amounts of high-quality affordable accommodation,
developed in a tenure-blind manner, the marketing of Cranwood will serve not only to sell
Cranwood homes, but to position HDV for long-term success in the borough.
Emphasis will be on the considered approach taken to providing inclusive, sustainable,
mixed-tenure homes and enhanced public realm. Activity will engage and enthuse
stakeholders around key place making aspects of the development, particularly in relation to
community health and wellbeing. They will be continuously informed and consulted on the
steps being taken to minimise potential impacts on the environment and neighbours,
including the adjacent school.
The HDV marketing strategy includes:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Creating a strong Cranwood brand, which will remain throughout the duration of the
sales period;
Installing engaging hoardings, which are kept updated and show clear messaging;
Building two accelerated show apartments (seven months in advance), one fitted as
a show home and the other as a sales office;
Creating a brochure with the full development, floor plans, expected finish, apartment
locators and view photography;
Creating a wall mounted interactive model showing how Cranwood links with London
through its connectivity and proximity to key landmarks;
Commissioning a website with frequent updates about the project, maximising
community engagement and purchaser interest;
Designing good quality Computer Generated Images to enable purchasers to
visualise the concept;
Distributing a quarterly newsletter to engage with our purchasers and keep them
informed; and
Partnering with a leading interior designer.

15.2 Residential Sales
15.2.1 Open Market Sales Strategy
[Redacted Material]

15.2.2 Target Market
[Redacted Material]
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15.3 Affordable Housing
HDV will provide priority right of return to the council tenants of existing homes at Cranwood,
and then opportunity for other residents to move into the new affordable housing.
Considering the proportion of social rent tenants from Northumberland Park who may be
introduced to Muswell Hill, where availability of social rent accommodation is currently very
low, HDV will introduce integration and collaboration strategies, ensuring a smooth transition
for the affordable housing residents new to the area.
More information regarding the Affordable Housing Delivery Strategy and Options can be
found in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.
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HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELLBEING

The Cranwood design team will ensure that the scheme can be constructed and operated
safely and securely throughout the lifecycle of the project. This will be supported by the
Development and Project Manager, who will bring experience of delivering similar projects to
consistently high safety standards.
[ Redacted Material]
For the purposes of CDM 2015, Lendlease will fulfil the role of the Principal Designer as the
Development Manager and activities to meet the duties led by the Development EH&S
Manager.
A kick-off buildability and ‘key design principles’ meeting will be arranged to ensure that an
environment, health and safety best practice strategy is clearly defined. This will include a
review of lessons learnt on previous construction projects, highlighting, for example, how to
minimise the fall from height risk in design stages.
The Health, Safety and Wellbeing Vision for Cranwood will be clearly communicated
throughout the project’s duration and will be reviewed and updated frequently. This will also
align with the social and economic objectives for Cranwood and the wider HDV. A Health,
Safety and Wellbeing Plan will be developed for Cranwood in detail, following business case
approval. Likely themes include:
1. Identifying and mitigating the key issues in delivery operations adjacent to a
live school, such as:
-

Establishing liaison protocols and developing a strong relationship with St James
C of E Primary School;
'No noise' times as identified by the school (e.g. during exam periods);
Traffic management and marshalling, especially at key times during the school
day;
Logistics timing and phasing;
General noise and dust abatement methodologies; and
Site set-up and design to keep construction access away from Woodside Avenue
if possible.

2. Responding to the specific constraints of the site:
-

-

Working adjacent to an occupied school
Protecting and maintaining the flora adjacent to the site and ensuring the public
can continue to access green spaces safely;
Maintaining the key pedestrian routes around the site;
Community outreach to ensure the locals understand the scheme and the
programme and are forewarned about key events that might impact them (for
instance, tower crane delivery and erection); and
Addressing specific site constraints – for example, Thames Water assets.

3. General measures:
-

Measures to achieve ‘Performance Beyond Compliance’ certification for
Considerate Constructors;
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-

-

Measures that address the health and wellbeing of the project team and of
contractors and sub-contractors including mental health, healthy eating and
health check-ups; and
A process to ensure the Incident and Injury Free education and philosophy is
properly implemented.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

The HDV strategy for quality assurance is set out in the delivery section of the HDV Strategic
Business Plan. This includes how a quality plan will be established and delivered.
Specific quality aspects to be addressed in the Cranwood plan include:
·
·
·

Establishing a dedicated quality assurance team to ensure standards are maintained
throughout the lifecycle of the project;
Community engagement with specific focus on existing residents; and
Delivery of mix of tenures, each with a high standard of finishes and fixtures and to a
tenure-blind design.
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RISK

A risk schedule is included as an appendix to this Business Plan.
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KEY ASSUMPTIONS

The following key assumptions form the basis of this Business Plan:
[Redacted Material]
Please refer to appendices of the HDV Strategic Business Plan finance and commercial
section for the key commercial assumptions including cost breakdowns.
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FINANCIAL

Please refer to the HDV Strategic Business Plan, Finance and Commercial section and
relevant appendices, for the individual finance and commercial business plans.
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APPENDIX 3: KEY RISKS

Site
Constraints
See Appendix 2
for technical risk
register

· Only desktop due diligence
has been conducted to date.
· Issues relating to the site
including archaeology,
arboriculture, contamination,
buried structures and
services may impact on
design solutions and viability.

H

H

· Further detailed site surveys to be
undertaken on mobilisation.
· Risk register and site constraints has been
produced based on current information
available.
· Adjust scheme to minimise site-wide
infrastructure costs as site conditions
become known.

Market
conditions and
sales risk

· Slow-down in London and/or
local housing market could
impact sales prices and
absorption rates, impacting
viability.
· Slows progress of overall
scheme, and start on site
date may be delayed until
market conditions recover.

H

M

· Agree business plan and value mechanism
that allows for market price movements.
· Tailor proposals to respond to market
conditions with inherent flexibility.
· Implement pre-sales hurdle appropriate to
market conditions to ensure security in
delivery and mitigate cost and risk exposure.

Construction
logistics and
management

· Disruption, nuisance and
safety issues relating to
construction traffic and
activities. Particularly
relevant to the adjacent St
James C of E Primary
School.

M

M

· Early and detailed liaison with the school to
involve them in programme and planning
activities.
· Dedicated construction management plan
specifically and robustly providing best
practise measures to eliminate and mitigate
the relevant risks.
· Application of the Lendlease Global Minimum
Requirements (“GMRs”) and Incident and
Injury Free.
· Logistics planning to establish safe routes
away from school and local pedestrian traffic
including marshalling measures if required.

Scheme does
not meet
community
and/or
stakeholder’s
expectations
/requirements

· Community disenchantment
with the proposed scheme
results in adverse publicity
for the project.
· Project is potentially delayed
as community and
stakeholder expectations are
re-worked into the scheme.

M

L

· Early and active stakeholder mapping (as
detailed in the Stakeholder Engagement
Strategy), together with dedicated internal
resource, supported by a specialist
community consultation team.
· Detailed early discussion with the Planning
Authority to ensure a robust consultation
process such that emerging consultation
concerns are properly reflected in detailed
proposals.
· Apply lessons learnt from previous schemes,
combined with experiences of other key
consultants.
· Active early engagement with other key
stakeholders, especially Thames Water.

Likelihood

Impact

Severity

Risk

Management Strategy
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APPENDIX 4: TECHNICAL RISK REGISTER

CRANWOOD BUSINESS PLAN

1

Haringey Development Vehicle (Cranwood) - Risk and Opportunity Register
HDV - Cranwood

Project Name:
Site:
Facilitator:
Stage:

Site Wide - Master Register
Conor McCormack
Bid

H&S

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Item No.

Risk or
Description
Opp

Assessment Area

Type

Programme

S
E
P

Des
Con
User

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Environment

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

Risk / Opportunity Level
High Risk / Opp
Medium Risk / Opp
Low Risk / Opp

Design
Construction
Operations / Maintenance

P1
P2
P3

Version No:
P1
P2
P3

Status
Open
Closed

Decommissioning

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Proposed Solution to Remove / Mitigate the Risk

1.0

Owner

Date

Owner

Date

Residual Risk
(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Status

AVAILABILITY OF EXISTING INFORMATION (AV)
A.1

Risk

Survey information to date is limited and is at strategic desktop level.

E

High

P1

Full Survey Strategy to be developed.

DPM

Open

Risk

E

Medium

High

P1

Full SI to be scoped and conducted.

DPM

Open

A.3

Risk

E

Des

High

High

P1

Due diligence on tilte information is being undertaken

Legal

Open

A.4

Risk

Soil Investigation has been issued by London Borough of Haringey. It is not warranted and is of insufficient
scope for the proposed works.
Title information is limited. The exact setting out of boundaries and third party rights (wayleaves, easements,
rights of way etc) that may have an impact on design approach are not fully understood.
Title information limited. Full details of leaseholders/freeholders not properly understood. May impact on CPO
process and overall programme (CPO will add 18 + months at least partially to site.) The Council’s interest at
Cranwood is encumbered by two freehold houses purchased under Right to Buy. The Council is engaged in
negotiations to purchase these properties,however, if a sensible price cannot be agreed at this stage it is
prepared to use its statutory powers or the threat thereof to secure the interests.

Des
Des

High

A.2

P

Des

High

High

P1

Due diligence on tilte information is being undertaken. Review authority
progress on acquisitions

Legal

Open

EXISTING SITE CONSTRAINTS AND HAZARDS (EX)
Risk

Southern part of site adjacent to Highgate Wood. Local hydrology and root protection zones of Highgate Wood
may impact the type and magnitude of development on the site in this area of the plot. Foundation and piling
design must consider otherwise damage to ancient woodland and SINC site of Highgate wood may occur.

E

Des

High

Medium

P2

Hyrological survey to be included in SI. Arborocultural survey to include
analysis of tree's on edge of Highgate Wood adjacet to site.

DPM

Wider foundation design
could impact on hydrology
to detrimet of tree's in
highgate wood.
Negative impact on local
ecology and wildlife.

E.2

Risk

Southern part of site adjacent to Highgate Wood. Presence of Bats nesting may need careful consideration in
both delivery and operation phases. External lighting design will need to carefully consider light spill such that
itdoes not have a detrimental impact.

E

Des

High

Medium

P2

Full ecological survey to be conducted to include Bat Survey etc to
identify any key constraints and ensure they are properly addressed and
considered in both design development and in the construction phasing.

DPM

E.3

Risk

Southern part of site adjacent to Highgate Wood. Presence of protected species (nesting birds) within the site
affecting development works with site clearance activities potentially disturbing habitats.

E

Con

High

Medium

P2

DPM

Negative impact on local
ecology and wildlife.

E.4

Risk

Local and Borugh Wide Air Quality is Poor. Traffic and emissions from buildings (heating and power) are the
main contributors to poor air quality in the borough. Poorly considered proposals are likely to increase the
existing exceedance of NO2 annual mean air quality, especially at roadside locations. Developments not "Air
Quality Neutral" have increased CIL payments impacting on viability.

E

Des

High

High

P1

Full ecological survey to be conducted to include proper consideration
of mitigation including direction on proper ecological supervision and
timing of works.
Development proposals to carefully consider options to ensure it
provides a net beneift to local air quality by carefully considering energy
strategy and by encouraging sustainable modes of transport (walking
cycling, car clubs with ULEV vehciles etc.) and through planting etc.

DPM

Negative impact on local
and wider air quality with
wider impact on Health and
Well being

E.5

Risk

Local and Borugh Wide Air Quality is Poor. Traffic and emissions from buildings (heating and power) are the
main contributors to poor air quality in the borough. Poorly considered proposals are likely to increase the
existing exceedance of NO2 annual mean air quality, especially at roadside locations. Developments not "Air
Quality Neutral" have increased CIL payments impacting on viability.

E

Con

High

High

P1

The GLA's SPGs set requirements on emission limits form local plant and
for development emissions to meet the "air quality neutral"
benchmarks. Construction and logistics planning to carefully consider air
quality issues.

PM

Negative impact on local
and wider air quality with
wider impact on Health and
Wellbeing

E.6

Risk

The site is adjacent to an Area of Archeological Interest in Highgate Wood. Although outside the AAI, the site
was occupied during Roman times. Extensive remains have been found in Highgate Wood, most notably a
Pottery Factory. Works may be held up or revoked if archaeological excavations are required to examine the
remains. Additional costs due to program delays and archaeological site presence.

E

Des

Medium

High

P1

Archeological Desktop study to be commisioned to identify riasks and to
allow programmeing of necessary works to mitigate against delay.

DPM

Time and cost.

E.7

Risk

Prelimnary UXO investigation have identied 6 recorded strikes within 100 m of the site.

E

Con

Medium

High

P1

A more detailed UXO risk assessment should be undertaken as part of
the next phase of works, including obtaining any additional UXO records
from the local council and other archives. The risk assessment should
identify what risk management measures should be adopted for the
works, particularly for demolition, and piling.

DPM

Risk of explosions and
death.

E.8

Risk

Flood Risk. The site falls within Flood Zone 1 and the site area is less than 1 hectare.. A strategic FRA confirms
that site is not in a critical drainage area, and is outside reservoir flood extent. A detailed Flood Risk
assessement is not normally required in this circumstances but Planning may still require a Flood Statement.

E

Des

Low

Low

P3

Continue to review against detailed design and agree formal reporting
requirements for EIA/Planning submissions.

DPM

Page 1300
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Haringey Development Vehicle (Cranwood) - Risk and Opportunity Register
HDV - Cranwood

Project Name:
Site:
Facilitator:
Stage:

Site Wide - Master Register
Conor McCormack
Bid

H&S

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Item No.
E.9

Risk or
Description
Opp
Risk

Contamination - desktop study has identified a number of potential ground contamination sources:
1. Historical railway line in cutting (north of the site, adjacent to Woodside Avenue) and station platforms.
2. Railway sidings, coal bunkers (southern third of site)
3. Unspecified shaft, likely associated with trunk water mains (see utilities infrastructure).
The site has undergone at least two phases of development historically. Made ground may be associated with
former rail use. It is anticipated that the rail cutting has not been infilled. The Made Ground may include a
range of commonly occurring contamination, including asbestos, and is a potential source of ground gas.

Assessment Area

Type

Programme

S
E
P

Des
Con
User

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Environment

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

E

Des

High

High

P1

Risk / Opportunity Level
High Risk / Opp
Medium Risk / Opp
Low Risk / Opp

Design
Construction
Operations / Maintenance

P1
P2
P3

Version No:
P1
P2
P3

Status
Open
Closed

Decommissioning

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Proposed Solution to Remove / Mitigate the Risk
A Full ground and soil invetigation report will be required and should
properly establish the levels of contamination and should be used to
identify the proper strategies to be adopted both in site
clearance/demolition and in design.
Typical considerations are:
The London Clay is anticipated from surface which will restrict the
mobilisation of contamination protecting deeper groundwater in the
Chalk. Contamination will be limited to Made Ground (near surface).

1.0

Owner

Date

Owner

Date

DPM

Residual Risk
(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Status

Significant health risks in
construction and
operations.

The following actions would be necessary:
i. Site characterisation (desk study and ground investigation)
ii. Contamination risk assessment
iii. Remediation (if required)
iv. Verification of any remediation.
A suitable thickness of clean cover soils are likely to be required for any
soft landscaping/garden areas.
Risk

Contamination of soil and/or groundwater from off-site sources. A hospital was present to the north of the
site, and historical rail land is present to the west. Tanks are identified but are a significant distance to the
west.
Varying depth to London Clay. Across the site. Most likely where there was a pond or where there was the
railway. The site has undergone different levels of development, with a pond and a railway cutting across the
site. It is therefore likely that there will be varying thicknesses of Made Ground present. Foundations may need
to vary/be deeper to reach competent suitable material
Heave - Stress changes within excavations that penetrate the London Clay leading to differential movement
and pressure build up beneath slabs
Buried obstructions from previous uses of the site - especially the Station and historical rail cutting, and
foundations of existing buildings. Damage to construction equipment, and increased amount of work required
to clear the site prior to development with impact on time and cost.

E

Des

Low

Medium

P3

The presence of the London Clay will limit the potential for on-site
migration of contamination but soil investigations and geo reports
should further investigate risks and likely impact.
Site investigation to identify areas of possible variation in thickness of
Made Ground. Foundations to be sized and located accordingly.

DPM

E.11

Risk

E

Des

Medium

High

P1

E.12

Risk

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Soil testing as part of the ground investigation to identify heave
potential
Probing/trial pits in advance of works and site investigation works
targeted to identify obstructions. Excavating obstructions and filling of
voids properly identified where required. Consideration of measures to
maximise mitigation prior to works commencing.

DPM

E.13

Risk

E

Con

High

High

P1

DPM

Ground Risk

E.14

Risk

Presence of unidentified tunnels. Some 'protected' infrastructure tunnels (e.g. MoD or Post Office tunnels) are
not reported in Groundsure reports. Tunnels may impose constraints on new foundation arrangements or
construction sequences.
Public Transport Accessibility Level of 2. Car parking required up to 1.5 spaces per unit. Due to site constraints
at least a semi basement will be required to achieve this level of parking adding to cost and complexity of
scheme. Significant parking provision may also contradict other sustainability aims of the development
(improved air quality, health and wellbeing etc). but insufficient parking may reduce sales value.

E

Con

Low

High

P2

Liaise with MoD, Post Office and other key authorities to establish
whether any such tunnels exist within the site.

DPM

Ground Risk

E.15

Risk

E

Des

Medium

High

P1

DM

Medium

Medium

P2

Con

High

High

P1

Careful consideration of car parking allocation will need to be addressed
in detailed design, local consultation and with the Planning Authoirty.
The allocation should carefully consider the tradeoffs and be addressed
as part of a holistic approach for the scheme design. Further
confirmation of parking requirements should also be addressed in
Transport Asssessment.
Continue to assess availability of local decentralised energy sources.
Ensure design is flexible and can allow future connections if not
available.
Liaison with Thames Water and establish if build over/diversion is
feasible. Building footprints should be positioned such that foundations
will have minimal impact on water mains, including clearances.

E.16

Risk

Energy - Emerging Local Plan requires connection to future decentralised energy
networks where feasible.

E

Des

E.17

Risk

Utilities - 3 existing Thames Water trunk mains run beneath existing buildings.

E

E.18

Risk

Utilties - Thames Foul Water sewer runs beneath existing building.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Liaison with Thames Water and establish if build over/diversion is
feasible. Building footprints should be positioned such that foundations
will have minimal impact on sewer, including clearances.

E.19

Risk

Utilties - services onsite and in footpaths have been identified.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Risk

UKPN Sub-station located just outside site boundary.

E

Con

High

High

P1

Fully utilties survey and scan will be required together with verification
of statutory searches.
Liaison with UKPN and ensure full utilties and services surveys and scans
include this area to properly identify locations of HV/LV cables.

E.20

E.21

Risk

E

Des

High

High

P1

E.22

Risk

Utilities - Network Infrastructure limitations. Local utility networks may be at/near capacity and may be unable
to meet anticipated demands of the development. Multiple adjacent developments compound problems. Offsite reinforcement may be required (with developer contributing to costs).
Planning Policy - not meeting policy.

E

Des

Medium

Medium

P2

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

(High = Good
Low = Poor)

Item No.

DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES (OP) - Overall Scheme
The following have been identified as potential opportunities in the design to reduce risks through the design,
construction and operational phases.

Opp Level

DPM

Early discussion with utility providers to understand key issues with
supply in local area. Utility demands from existing buildings may be offset against proposed demands.
Continuos review of scheme against all aspects of planning policy and
early liason and engagement with Haringey planning

Proposed Solution to realise Opportunity
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E.10

Time and Cost

Owner

Date

Action Taken
(if different to proposed
solution)

Owner

Date

Residual Opportunity
(If change in design
introduces risks etc)

Status

Page 2 of 3

Haringey Development Vehicle (Cranwood) - Risk and Opportunity Register
HDV - Cranwood

Project Name:
Site:
Facilitator:
Stage:

Site Wide - Master Register
Conor McCormack
Bid

H&S

Date of Review:

14-Sep-16

Item No.

Risk or
Description
Opp

Assessment Area

Type

Programme

S
E
P

Des
Con
User

Quality / Reputation

Q

Demo

Environment

Ass't Area

Type

Probability

Impact

Risk / Opp
Level

O.1

Opp

Poor air quality in area provides opportunity for scheme to contribute to a net improvement to the local air
quality by:

E

Des

Medium

Low

P3

O.2

Opp

Site has relatively high proportion of green space, with a range of ornamental planting. However, species
diversity is low and consequently overall biodiversity value is also low. Opportunity to enhance biodiversity and
create better connections/utility with other local green spaces (Highgate Wood/Parkland Walk)

E

Des

High

Medium

P2

O.3

Opp

Early delivery of scheme provides opportunity for some decant from Northumberland providing assistance in
accelerating estate regeneration

E

Con

High

Medium

P2

Risk / Opportunity Level
High Risk / Opp
Medium Risk / Opp
Low Risk / Opp

Design
Construction
Operations / Maintenance

P1
P2
P3

Version No:
P1
P2
P3

Status
Open
Closed

Decommissioning

Action Taken (if different to proposed solution)
Proposed Solution to Remove / Mitigate the Risk
All aspects of design to address Air Quality e.g.:
Encorage sustainalbe transport (Cycling, walking, ULEV vehicles for car
club etc).
Energy Strategy to address air quality.
Planting
Use of materials
Seek ways of bettering GLA SPG's emission limits to meet "air quality
neutral" benchmark
Specify planting for new scheme to maximise benefit to local
biodiversity and to enhance links with existing green spaces. Consider
measures such as:
Habitat Corridors
Green/Brown Roofs
Native Planting
SUDS
Provide appropriate affordable housing to meet specific needs for
Northumberland Park residents.

1.0

Owner

Date

Owner

Date

Residual Risk
(construction, operation or
maintenance periods)

Status

DPM

Open

DPM

Open

DM
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APPENDIX 5: SERVICE CHARGE
The draft service charge budget indicates the following estimated service charges:
Schedule

Liability Per Sq Ft

Block

£ 1.81

Estate

£ 1.26

Apartment – block and estate

£ 3.06

[Redacted Material]
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APPENDIX 7: MARKET CONTEXT
Pricing of comparable residential development in the local area is set out below:
Table 0-1 Market values of comparable developments in Muswell Hill

1 Beds
Development

Sqft

Asking/Sale(s)
price

£psf

Pinnacle N10

570

£530,000

£930

Woodside Square

605

£575,000

£950

Woodside Square

616

£597,5000

£970

Development

Sqft

Asking/Sale(s) price

£psf

Ashmount Lodge

805

£729,950(s)

£907

Woodside Square

741

£725,000(s)

£978

Woodside Square

883

£822,500(s)

£931

Development

Sqft

Asking/Sale(s) price

£psf

Pinnacle N10

909

£840,000

£924

77 Muswell Hill

1376

£1,119,223

£813

Woodside Square

1260

£1,140,000

£905

2 Beds

3 Beds

CRANWOOD BUSINESS PLAN
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APPENDIX 8: COMMUNITY AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PLAN
1.1

Introduction

The purpose of this document is to outline the community and stakeholder plan for Cranwood
and show how this responds to the HDV strategy.
The HDV aims to put people at the heart of change; the community and stakeholder
engagement strategy is essential to achieving this. This plan will adopt the HDV community
and stakeholder engagement strategic approach that is set out in the HDV Business Plan; a
truly collaborative approach to testing and developing the vision and masterplan with local
people through a comprehensive engagement process that will enable them to help shape
their new homes and neighbourhoods, and in doing so engender ownership and civic pride.
Key to success is developing a transparent core narrative and messaging, and using an
appropriate range of engagement tools that allow all members of the community to participate.
This positions the HDV as a best-in-class example of inclusive urban regeneration.
Nothing in this Plan is to be seen as replacing the Council’s own engagement strategy, which
is ongoing and pursuant to its statutory obligations.
The plan will operate to the following guiding principles:
•

Transparent and timely: HDV will operate in an open and transparent way and ensure
timely delivery of project information and responses to feedback

•

Building relationships: HDV will invest in long-term relationships with key stakeholders
and community partners

•

Clarity of purpose: HDV will be clear about why and how we are engaging and what
the community can expect us to do with their feedback

•

Inclusive: HDV will proactively use a range of engagement methods and opportunities
to ensure the broadest range of stakeholders can participate

1.2

Understanding the context for Cranwood

Cranwood is the HDV’s first development and opportunity to deliver on the Council’s ambitions
to create sustainable, balanced communities. The proposal will revitalise a prime Muswell Hill
location and facilitate momentum of delivery at Northumberland Park via rehousing
opportunities.
St Luke’s Woodside Hospital development, known as Woodside Square, is the most recent
development approval with impact on the Cranwood site. Construction on this project will be
completed in 2017. Any other development application submissions in the immediate area are
much smaller extensions or changes of use to residential dwellings and are not expected to
have meaningful impact on the Cranwood side, however HDV will continue to monitor local
development activity.
Key considerations for Cranwood include:
•
•

•

Statutory consultation required to comply with Section 105 of Housing Act 1985;
Working with Homes for Haringey (HfH) to relocate the Council’s tenants, including
ongoing collaboration with residents who may wish to return to Cranwood after the
development;
Early engagement with St James C of E Primary School to mitigate impact of
development on the functioning of the school and the safety of pupils, for example
avoiding school pick-up and drop-off times for site delivery; school aware Traffic

CRANWOOD BUSINESS PLAN
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•

1.3

management and marshalling, and co-ordinating noisy working times to avoid school
quiet times wherever possible (e.g. during exam periods);
Identifying local stakeholders and interest groups.

Engagement Objectives

Our overall aim is to achieve Community Pride: creating homes and neighbourhoods where
people can thrive as regeneration meets the needs of the community. Outlined below are the
key engagement objectives centred on three themes to help us achieve this.
1. Decision making - increase understanding of issues, drivers and aspirations of the
community to develop a targeted and meaningful work plan that compliments the efforts of the
Council, key stakeholders and existing community groups;
2. Relationship development - proactively and effectively engage with internal stakeholders,
external stakeholders and all residents;
3. Capacity building - increase community participation enabling residents to participate in the
design and delivery of projects and programmes.

1.4

Stakeholder mapping

An audit of existing stakeholders will be undertaken. This will be through desktop research; a
study of previous consultations in the area for example Woodside Square and Pinnacle;
interviews with local representatives and the Council’s officers; and knowledge of the local and
political landscape. Some of the key stakeholders for this project include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.5

The Council and relevant officers and political officials
Muswell Hill Conservation Area Advisory Committee
Friends of Highgate Wood
City of London Corporation (owners of the Wood)
Friends of Parkland walk
Greater London Authority (GLA)
TfL (buses)
Thames Water
Two private residents – 104 and 106 Woodside Avenue
Six Council tenants
St James C of E Primary School
Woodside Square
Heritage/Conservation/Environment groups, for example, Highgate Wood Charity
Local businesses i.e. nearby on-street retail including, Equal Results Personal Training
Studio, Architectural Fittings and Open 7 Day News.

Implementation

Creating a ‘culture of participation’ across all HDV activities means staff and the wider delivery
teams are responsible for delivering effective and inclusive engagement for Cranwood. We
will work closely with key staff and stakeholders and use a variety of communication methods
to engage with the community, to gather insights and to ensure understanding of key
messages.

CRANWOOD BUSINESS PLAN
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In the first 100 days, a comprehensive community and stakeholder engagement plan will be
developed, considering some of the key issues and opportunities identified through the
stakeholder mapping.
The plan will identify different stages of engagement and list appropriate tools and methods
that can be used by the project team.

Figure 0.1 HDV will engage with stakeholders from the outset

1.6

Monitoring and feedback

Monitoring is required to ensure engagement activities are relevant, effective and achieve the
project objectives. HDV will prepare regular reports to track feedback and progress and
identify any emerging issues.
The use of Commonplace (an easy to access internet based outreach and analysis tool) is
proposed to capture data throughout consultation processes and to enable the HDV to
understand who we are reaching and identify any gaps.
Outputs from all engagement will be recorded and played back to the community in easily
digestible formats including ‘You said, we did’ summaries which will demonstrate how HDV
has changed plans and strategies to adopt feedback from the community. This will be
communicated through our website, newsletters, reports, and presentations.
Full details on the range of tools that will be deployed can be found in the HDV Strategic
Business Plan.

CRANWOOD BUSINESS PLAN
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APPENDIX 10: INDICATIVE MASTERPLAN
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APPENDIX: 12 PROPOSED NEW HOMES
1.1

Quantum and Distribution

Cranwood will deliver 92 homes, of which 50% by habitable room will be affordable homes
(this equates to 52 Open Mark Sale Homes (OMS) and 50 Affordable Homes).
Indicative proposals for the homes are set out below:

Figure 0.1 Creating a balanced community while maintaining sales values through a well-considered tenancy mix

1.2

Affordable Homes

The following schedule sets out the proposed quantum of affordable homes of each size and
tenure that is embedded in the indicative masterplan proposal and the financial business plan.
This mix was predicated on the now outdated draft Housing Strategy 2015 - 20, and includes
3 and 4 bed homes that could breach affordability thresholds for shared ownership. The mix
and design will be modified to suit affordability thresholds and the new Housing Strategy 2017
-22 during the design development phases.

CRANWOOD BUSINESS PLAN
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Haringey’s Housing
Strategy 2015 - 20

50% Affordable Housing Tenure Mix for Cranwood

Social Rent

Low Cost
Affordable Rent

69.10%

% Habitable rooms

No.
apartments

No. Habitable
rooms**

% Habitable rooms

1B

15%

1B

7

15

15%

2B

43%

2B

13

49

48%

3B

32%

3B

5

21

20%

4b

10%

4b

3

18

17%

No. Habitable
rooms**

% Habitable rooms

Intermediate

Intermediate

30.90%
No.
apartments

% Habitable rooms
1B

20%

1B

4

12

26%

2B

50%

2B

5

18

39%

3B

25%

3B

2

10

22%

4B

5%

4B

1

6

13%

Table 0-1 Initial draft tenant mix for Cranwood to be developed against latest housing policy and via stakeholder
engagement.

** Affordable housing sizes have been maximised where possible to include kitchen/dining areas and
living rooms

1.3

Open Market Sale Homes

The following schedule sets out the proposed quantum of Open Market Sale homes of each
size. It is reflective of the target market, providing a higher proportion of two and three
bedroom homes, suited to both young families and older families/couples who are looking to
downsize from larger homes.
Table 0-2 Open market sale for Cranwood

Apartment
size

No.
apartments

No. Habitable
rooms

% Habitable
rooms

OMS

50% by habitable room

1Bed

19

38

25%

2Bed

20

60

40%

3Bed

13

52

35%

4Bed

0

0

0%

52

150

100%
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1
2

Census 2011
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/trans-inequalities-reviewed/introduction-review
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3

Census 2011
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4

Census 2011
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5

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/culturalidentity/sexuality/articles/subnationalsexualidentityest
imates/uk2013to2015#introduction
6
Census, 2011
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https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/ward-profiles-and-atlas
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Vision
The commercial portfolio will be a catalyst for regeneration; creating safe, vibrant places for
people to shop, work and thrive.
HDV will increase the capital value and revenue streams of the portfolio to reinvest in new
properties in the borough. New business and employment opportunities will deliver social and
economic benefits to the people of Haringey.

The HDV has a diverse commercial portfolio of high-street retail, industrial estates,
childcare and community facilities. This creates an exciting, progressive opportunity for
HDV to utilise these assets as a catalyst for regeneration, creating employment space and
homes and revitalising town centres to make them attractive places to live and work.
The commercial portfolio will be operated by HDV Inv LLP. For the purposes of this business plan
we refer to HDV Inv LLP as HDV.
Lendlease will act as overall asset manager to develop and deliver a plan that will secure
enhanced social and economic outcomes alongside increasing capital value and income streams.
The revenue generated from development opportunities and disposal of assets will support the
ongoing operations of the HDV and be reinvested into the borough to meet HDV objectives.
The commercial portfolio provides a critical platform for HDV to deliver immediate, short-term
regeneration benefits and build a visible presence in the community. Given that many of the
activities the HDV will undertake are long term and take time to establish, the commercial portfolio
offers the HDV a presence on Day 1, giving reach and impact across the borough. This will be vital
in enabling HDV to gain wider business momentum and public recognition.

1
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Features

Benefits

Lendlease brings to the HDV considerable
expertise and experience in commercial
property management and regeneration,
and integrate the commercial portfolio into
the wider regeneration programme.

The HDV will have a single point of contact as
Lendlease will manage the end-to-end operations of
the commercial portfolio. This approach will support
efficient communication and bring pace to delivery.

The opportunity to create a fund to attract inward
investment from property and social investors.

Lendlease Investment Management capability
can support operational activities to give focus on
investment outcomes from the outset. The HDV can
benefit from advice and support for downstream
investor buy-in or to raise further capital.

Opportunity to link the Social Impact Vehicle
proposed as part of HDV with the commercial
portfolio to act as an enabler and investor.

Lendlease will set up a Social Impact Vehicle to invest
in social enterprises and new start-up businesses that
employ local people.

Lendlease’s experience in engaging and working
in partnership with other third-party landowners
for the benefit of the wider community.

This experience ensures the best outcomes for local
people, delivering a joined up and targeted approach.
This is particularly relevant for the employment
zones where the HDV only owns a component and
will need to engage third party owners to ensure the
repositioning and intensification of employment space.

Table 1: Key features and benefits of the proposed solution.

The commercial portfolio will help deliver the HDV’s objectives and those of the wider
vehicle. It has potential to play a role in rehousing strategies, both commercial and
residential, which will speed up the delivery of regeneration. We will explore using the
industrial units for construction of modular housing and intensify the industrial and
employment space held within the portfolio to increase employment opportunities for local
people.
The commercial portfolio will deliver social and economic outcomes in accordance with the
Social and Economic Strategy set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan. These outcomes
are signposted against the following four impact themes throughout this business plan:
Better Prospects –
Enabling education,
training and employment

Community Pride – Creating
homes and neighbourhoods
where people can thrive

Healthy Lives –
Empowering people to
improve their own health

Clean and Safe – Creating
a safer environment
where people are proud
to live, work and visit

2
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From work undertaken to date, there is opportunity to significantly increase the annual income
and overall value of the portfolio, while also delivering social and economic improvements. To
enable this, the HDV will focus on creating a portfolio capable of attracting external capital
partners if required in the future, alongside management systems and procedures to ensure
issues such as rent collection and lease events are dealt with efficiently from the outset.
HDV will set up a steering group, with representatives from the Council and Lendlease
that will set the aims, KPIs, strategy and decision-making criteria including reviewing
Equality Impact Assessments. As asset manager, Lendlease will be responsible for
managing the achievement of these outcomes.
The commercial portfolio will achieve a balance between maintaining current net income;
realisation of capital receipts; planning for future growth; and agreed community objectives. To
achieve this, we will develop a combination of short, medium, and long-term strategies.
Short term: bring the properties up to statutory compliance, reposition the portfolio through
the acquisition and disposal of assets, creating clusters around hubs in key target areas,
such as near the HDV’s other development sites to maximise impact
Medium term: attract inward investment through the commercial portfolio to
enable further regeneration
Long term: redevelop the estates within the portfolio to implement change in other
parts of the borough
The properties are categorised into the following six groups to achieve these objectives:

CLUSTER

LONG-TERM

FOR REGENERATION

REDEVELOPMENT

c.13% by Value

c.9% by Value

HOLD

DISPOSE

FOR INCOME
STREAM

OF PROPERTIES

c.61% by Value

SHORT-TERM
REDEVELOPMENT

c.9% by Value

c.8% by Value

GROUP
FOR EMPLOYMENT
Incorporated in other categories

Figure 1: The portfolio broken down by asset management strategy.
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The HDV has identified several short and longer-term development opportunities within the
commercial portfolio for housing development. HDV will review these and consider development
to increase housing delivery as well as its wider impact on employment. The commercial portfolio
will be used to unlock other opportunities, such as assisting with rehousing for Northumberland
Park and Wood Green where appropriate and where the HDV sees merit in the business case.

The commercial portfolio will be a critical component to delivering Haringey’s business inward
investment, business support and growth in sectors and jobs. The HDV will provide support and
resource to attract large, medium size and high growth companies, as well as supporting existing
businesses, large and small. This will be achieved through assisting business that have outgrown
their current space to move to larger units; redevelop industrial areas to intensify employment
space; reposition space to meet the requirements of modern commercial occupiers; encourage
the growth of sectors such as food and drink production; and reposition space to provide a range
of size and types of space to attract new sectors to Haringey.

The commercial portfolio will be supporting the Better Prospects impact theme within the HDV’s
Strategic Social and Economic Strategy (refer to HDV Strategic Business Plan). HDV will create
training and employment opportunities for local residents through the intensification of land use
and HDV training and employment programmes. The commercial portfolio will help achieve the
HDV’s overall ambition for training and employment by delivering the following strategies:
Strategy for training and employment

Outcomes

Establish BIDs and create
support for the initiative.

Increase in employment opportunities associated with
improvement to the area. Enhanced neighbourhoods
with uplift and improved investor perception.

Zone employment areas to
create spaces for art, design
and technology businesses.

Creating affordable space and attracting creative enterprises to
Haringey, increasing employment, training and entrepreneurship.

Reconfigure and brand industrial
estates/areas to attract modern
working methods, attract higher
quality occupiers and encourage the
creative and innovative industries.

Industrial areas currently employing low numbers of people will
be progressively reconfigured to employ multiple businesses,
providing space to facilitate start-up businesses that are
affordable and configured for collaborative working.

Adopt a lettings strategy which favours
tenants that employ more people.

Intensifying employment space by favouring businesses that
employ more people. Particularly sites which currently have low
activity and predominantly used for storage.

Explore the potential to use
the Council’s expanded rates
retention powers to concentrate
funds and maximise regeneration
benefits and investor profile.

Reinvest in employment zones for the reconfiguration of industrial
units for co-working that might otherwise be unviable. Assist with
set up costs for new businesses who might otherwise
be unable to afford fit-out costs, large deposits etc.
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Strategy for training and employment

Outcomes

Create an environment where
businesses can operate at a
higher safety standard.

For example, Leeside Industrial Estate has issues with congestion.
Implementing traffic-calming measures and rebuilding boundary walls
that have been knocked down will make the estate more attractive to
potential tenants and will enable the HDV to secure the right businesses.

Set up an organisation to help train
and employ local people in property
management, asset management,
retailing, office administration
and facilities management.

Upskilling local residents will help get people returning to work.
Unemployed people could be trained to be employed by businesses
operating out of the commercial portfolio. This will improve unemployment
rates, incomes and provide skilled employees to local businesses.

Use the portfolio to house some of
the retailers or offices from Wood
Green and Northumberland Park.

Providing a temporary or new permanent unit for businesses that
could be impacted by the redevelopment of Category 1 sites will
ensure businesses are not lost from Haringey. The relocation could
be supplemented with training and business support to grow.

Table 2: Key strategies and outcomes of the proposed solution.

The HDV will use the commercial portfolio to help develop healthier and safer communities with
reduced crime and violence; contributing to the socio-economic objectives of the HDV and to
the statutory functions of the Council.
To achieve early wins, the HDV will activate empty units and vacant land for social or
meanwhile uses. This will not only improve activation and, as a result, safety in areas with
empty units, but also create excitement and interest in the regeneration and improve
engagement with the local community.
The HDV shop window will adopt a listen-first approach to tenant and community consultation.
Meaningful engagement from day one will strengthen trust and legibility of the HDV brand to
local residents, occupiers and investors. As part of this process, HDV will open facilities such as
the Police Shop, an initiative Lendlease successfully introduced at Bluewater to encourage
engagement with police in an informal setting. The HDV leasing strategy will favour tenants that
promote healthy lifestyles and avoid occupiers that have fuelled obesity such as chicken shops.
HDV will improve safety across the businesses operating in the commercial portfolio by
supporting improvements including traffic calming measures and improved street lighting. In
addition, the high- quality environment will improve public perceptions of safety in the cluster
areas. An enhanced physical environment and improved perception of safety will increase the
number of visitors, attract new tenants and demand, subsequently improving revenue and
value.
In delivering the above, the commercial portfolio will be supporting the Healthy Lives and Clean
and Safe impact theme within the HDV’s Strategic Social and Economic Strategy (refer to HDV
Strategic Business Plan).
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The HDV management approach will be locally focused, with services based in Haringey using
and benefitting local suppliers where appropriate. This will focus spend locally and encourage
businesses to set up in Haringey and invest in training and development of local workers. The
commercial portfolio will help achieve the HDV’s overall ambition to support local businesses
by delivering the following strategies:
Strategy for supporting local business

Outcome

New local businesses will be offered the right form
of incentivisation in interim spaces, and advice and
help to move into more permanent space within the
commercial portfolio or wider development sites.

e
Partnering with existing local businesses
to provide these will
give an opportunity to grow their operations. For example, a
successful shop located in Green Lanes could be offered a
short-term pop-up unit on the High Road, if successful they
could expand their business on a more permanent basis.

Terms to rent and occupy properties will be varied
and designed to attract the right operators while
balancing commercial objectives. For example,
affordable rents, turnover lead rents, capital
incentives towards fit-out, rent free, white box, prefitted units, flexible rent terms, to fit occupiers’
business models.
Where existing and successful businesses are
provided incentivised transactions, they will be
offered training and other social benefits in lieu.

Providing start-up businesses with a lower barrier to entry
will encourage people to start-up businesses in Haringey.

Encouraging already successful businesses to
expand will provide employment opportunities for local
people, including training by incentivising businesses
to employ local people through rent reductions.

Table 3: Key stategies and outcomes for supporting local businesses.

Due diligence of all properties will be continued to be undertaken and the implementation of
software systems and processes for efficient rent collection and lease monitoring. This will
enable a smooth transfer of the commercial portfolio to the HDV and demonstrate to the
community that the HDV is active.
A significant number of properties have been inspected, establishing where properties do not
meet statutory compliance and the potential nature of works required to rectify this. As properties
are transferred into the HDV there will be a strategy to deal with outstanding lease events such as
rent reviews, lease renewals and transactions in legal hands, where they are not detrimental to
future asset management strategies. There will also be a targeted work stream to collect any
recoverable debts from tenants in arrears.
An out-of-hours help desk will assist in the management of the portfolio and provide a go-to place,
for tenants. This will produce work orders to contractors on both a reactive and Planned Property
Maintenance (PPM) basis. The HDV will seek to hire at least two facilities managers to manage
day-to-day maintenance.
Through improvements in management, the HDV will deliver a number of quick wins. Enhancing
the tenant mix will act as a catalyst to attracting new tenants where greater value may be secured
and improve the overall attractiveness of the area, while retaining the loyalty and goodwill of
existing tenants.
Delivering a fundable standard commercial portfolio over a three to five-year period will enable
the HDV to obtain wider, commercially attractive, external investment that could be used to fund
further acquisitions or regeneration schemes in the borough. Positioning the portfolio in this way
will allow the HDV to utilise this funding option at an efficient cost if appropriate and provide
potential funding for further growth.
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The commercial portfolio consists of c.122 assets with c.459 tenancy units. The portfolio is diverse
and includes high-street retail shops, industrial estates, childcare premises and community
facilities.
Figure 2 highlights the dispersed nature of the portfolio and locations in relation to Wood Green,
Northumberland Park and Cranwood. The portfolio requires direction and focus in order to achieve
the objectives of the HDV, as its disparity contributes to the difficulty and inefficiency of
its management.
A review of the portfolio, assisted by, local agents, has led to an initial categorisation of properties
and subsequent asset management strategy that will require approval by the HDV Board,
following further due diligence and consultation. The due diligence required includes a review of
all leases, titles and title plans to confirm any interests, tenure and site boundaries.

Figure 2: Map showing the disperse nature of the portfolio.
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Percentage of Property use by Number of units

There are 50 retail assets held within the
commercial portfolio with 179 tenancies.
As shown in Figure 3, this accounts for
40% of the portfolio by number of units,
and 49% of income. The retail properties
can be categorised into: retail below
residential estates; single shops; retail
strips; and Blenheim Rise.
Blenheim Rise is the single largest asset in
the portfolio. Figure 4 illustrates that a
large proportion of the retail income
outside of this is generated by strips of
retail shops or retail within housing estates.
In addition, there are also a number of
single shops owned by the Council.

Percentage of Property Use by Income

Figure 3: The misalignment between percentage
of units and percentage of income by use.

Retail Type by Income

Figure 4: Strip and estate retail generates most of the retail income.
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The majority of the industrial properties are concentrated within estates to the east of the borough.
Figure 3 shows that 47% of the properties (by number) are industrial units, and income-generated
accounts for 31% of the portfolio. The significant difference between the number of units and the
income generated is due to the head lease terms on a number of the larger industrial units. Of the
top 15 properties ranked by passing income, eight are industrial.
Food and beverage companies currently represent the largest proportion of businesses in the
South Tottenham area (18%), followed by wholesale distribution / retail (14%). Design and creative
businesses only account for 5% of the businesses in this area, excluding artisan manufacturing,
which accounts for 4%. This provides an opportunity to reposition the employment space in Haringey
towards the creative industries and build on some of the initiatives already in Haringey.
Figure 5: The top 8 industrial areas based by net income.

Leeside Estate
Railway Arches

Garman Road

Rosebery Estate (1)

Enterprise Row

20-31 Bernard Road

Constable Crescent
2-6 Gourley Place
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Other assets within the portfolio include land, childcare premises, public sector and charity offices,
a medical centre, community centres and a loading bay.
There are five private, voluntary, or independent nurseries held within the portfolio and one ‘stay
and play’ facility.
There are several properties within the portfolio leased to public sector bodies or charities, some of
the leases have expired or are close to expiry, long-lease holders occupy others.

Land accounts for 6% of the commercial portfolio and 8% of the income generated. A large proportion
of the land is occupied by industrial uses, such as storage or hardstand and land to the rear of retail
units. There are a few sites within the portfolio that could be redeveloped for residential, although
further information is required such as lease terms and site boundaries.

Clarity on the ownership of the residential space above the retail shops and parades held within the
portfolio is required and must be confirmed during mobilisation.

Despite the economic uncertainty since the UK’s decision to leave the European Union, there
remains reasonable demand for commercial space. Wood Green continues to be the main retail
focus for established brands. However, there are continued requirements from a wide range of
occupiers throughout the borough.
The profile of the area continues to improve. As detailed in the Wood Green Business Plan, the
transformation of Wood Green into a vibrant, safe, and attractive town centre, will have a significant
impact on the surrounding areas, including Turnpike Lane. Substantial mixed-use developments,
such as the White Hart Lane stadium and the anticipated arrival of Crossrail 2 at Northumberland
Park will both catalyse regeneration.
As rents have increased around the City fringe, occupiers have moved to less-established locations.
This is particularly evident in the creative sector where occupiers are unable to keep pace with rising
rents in more popular locations.
Local market analysis of the commercial portfolio identifies it as being generally secondary (i.e.
within walking distance of a high street) and occupied by local independent occupiers serving the
surrounding residential community.
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Demand for D1 childcare premises is strong. If any of the nuseries held within the portfolio were
to come to market, significant interest is anticipated.
There are five private, voluntary, or independent childcare premises held within the portfolio, either
within converted properties or housing estates, catering for approximately c170 children. Any
change of use or redevelopment of these premises would need to be undertaken collaboratively
with the operators, and consider any impact on the Council’s duties to provide sufficient childcare
places in the Borough. An Equalities Impact Assessment commissioned by the Council would also
be undertaken.

Over the past two years there has been strong demand for industrial uses in Haringey given the sparse
availability of industrial units and dwindling supply. This has led to a significant rise in industrial property
values, which is anticipated to continue.
Bounds Green and Noel Park
Industrial cluster close to the junction of Bounds Green road and the North Circular (A406).
Demand for distribution premises is strong.
Industrial stock is dated and inadequate for modern vehicular access.
Northumberland Park, Tottenham Hale and Tottenham Green
Easy access towards the North Circular Road and M11/M25.
Modern stock has seen a sharp rise in value in the last two years.
Demand for good-quality warehouse space - lack of supply.
Hornsey, Crouch End and Stroud Green
Little or no industrial stock.
Favoured location for the garment manufacturing in the 1970s and ‘80s, this industry has sharply declined and
industrial stock given way to residential development.
Demand exists for small artisan workshops up to 1,000 sq ft.
St Anne’s and Seven Sisters
Small pockets of older style industrial property used historically for garment manufacturing.
Older style industrial stock east of Green Lanes continues to attract occupiers as this is the southernmost
distribution point for businesses servicing central London.
Woodside and White Hart Lane
Access to the A10 has attracted industrial development in the White Hart Lane area, drawing regional and
national occupiers to service the London markets.
Demand for modern standard industrial space will remain strong.
West Green and Bruce Grove
Isolated industrial stock used principally for storage and distribution.
Congestion in the area is unlikely to be attractive to most distribution operators, but potential exists for small-unit
business centres/nursery business units.
Alexandra, Fortis Green, Muswell Hill, Highgate
Industrial/warehouse premises are scarce.
Demand for smaller artisan-type workshop accommodation.
Access to and from London via the A1 - strong location for distribution occupiers.
Table 4: Variety of industrial accommodation in each ward of Haringey.
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Available industrial space in Haringey is skewed towards smaller businesses occupying workshop
space and storage facilities.
There are several industrial estates where there have been long leases granted to the Council
and management agreement entered into, also referred to as ‘Sale and Leasebacks’ in the
business plan. The terms of the head lease significantly impact the net income and subsequent
value of these assets. In some instances, 65% of the income is payable to the freeholder, which,
given the age and condition of the properties, will mean the assets either are, or could become
liabilities, with negative income. The head leases are very onerous; the Council has full repairing
liability and is unable to sub-let three vacant units as the lease restricts the HDV to sub- letting to
only one occupier. The Council is in discussions with the freeholder to purchase the property
allowing the HDV to let the vacant units.
Within the office portfolio, HDV would seek to undertake an assessment into the viability of the
current office provision and review the most appropriate repositioning or redevelopment options.
This could also include third party landholdings. Where the opportunity for redevelopment is likely
to sit below the threshold for the HDV to undertake, we would look to obtain planning permission
and partner with a developer. The threshold will be determined by the HDV Board, dependent
on the quantum of development, required influence on the development, and the potential
social and economic benefits, i.e. increase in employment space or an opportunity for
rehousing.

The strategic focus will be for the commerical portfolio to drive growth in the annual net income,
asset value and ensure strategic focus. A steering group will be set up, with representatives
from the Council and Lendlease, which will set the aims, KPIs and strategy for the portfolio.
The asset management strategy for the commercial portfolio will be linked to the asset
management strategy for assets in the wider HDV business plans, to facilitate overall outcomes
and a joined-up approach.

Figure 6: Breakdown of property use by asset management strategy.
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The asset management strategy will achieve a balance between maintaining current
net income, the realisation of capital receipts, planning for future growth and the agreed
community objectives. The steering group will agree the decision-making criteria to be applied to
the management of assets, with Lendlease as asset manager responsible for delivering services
to achieve these outcomes. There are five key asset management strategies to meet these
objectives:
 Cluster for regeneration
 Group for employment
 Core holdings for income stream
 Short-term redevelopment
 Long-term redevelopment
 Disposal of properties for reinvestment
As shown in Figure 6, the categorisation of the properties for asset management strategy is not
related to their current use.

In the early years, the HDV will reposition the portfolio through the acquisition and disposal
of assets. The strategy is to build hubs in key areas in the borough, which this Business
Plan refers to as ‘clustering’. Clustering the portfolio around hubs in key target areas, will maximise
the impact of the fund as a catalyst for regeneration and deliver focused outcomes.
This strategy and the specific areas will be subject to review and approved by the steering group.
Analysis with current available information, suggests six key cluster areas.
Enhancing the tenant mix of the portfolio will enable an area to attract new tenants that may pay
higher rents and improve the area’s overall attractiveness. As new retail and commercial assets
are developed by the HDV, these too could form part of the commercial portfolio.
HDV will work with current tenants to support the clustering of sites to increase retail diversity and
develop a sustainable place-management model that could support a BID. We will engage people
through visioning exercises, newsletters, focus groups and by establishing a working group.

The South Tottenham Employment Area has been identified to generate new capacity for
entrepreneurship, and employment and to bring together fragmented land ownerships to
create new employment uses. The overall strategy is to maintain, grow and diversify
employment space and use creative meanwhile strategies to support and generate diverse
opportunities for jobs, training, innovation and support to SMEs. The priorities for the employment
area are:
• Delivery of more and better workspace
• The provision of affordable workspace
• The resolution of informal warehouse living
• The provision of affordable warehouse living
• The provision of residential as an enabling development
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The Cultural Enterprise Zone’s key objectives are to protect and promote cultural riches,
access to the arts and build on sporting success. HDV will support Tottenham’s pilot zone
by encouraging fashion, music, design, film and architecture by increasing the number
of small workspaces and collective design studios to support these industries.
In order to meet the objectives of the South Tottenham Employment Area, the Cultural Enterprise
Zone, and the Plan for Tottenham to create more than 5,000 new jobs by 2025, the industrial
holdings are grouped into employment zones. To focus efforts for intensification, repositioning
and redevelopment, this business plan initially focuses on areas where there is Council
ownership to enable the HDV as a significant landholder, to influence third-party land holdings.
The HDV strategy for these employment zones will be to:
Align the Lettings Strategy to reposition the industrial areas in Haringey, increasing innovation,
entrepreneurship and employment. Preference will be given to businesses employing more
people, with a strategy for growth, that meet the desired direction for that particular area, e.g.
creative design; music and film production; technology.
Increase the number of affordable workshops for start-up businesses, including collective
design studios, allowing businesses to rent design desks with shared access to equipment and
machinery, i.e. fashion design studios with sewing machines available for use, or 3D printing
machines.
Increase the number of studios offering occupiers an avenue for income generation,
i.e. art studio units with an attached gallery for selling artwork.
Infill development within employment zones, either on vacant plots or low density sites, made
viable with associated residential.
Reduce the number of lettings to storage facilities who employ a limited number of staff and
do not bring activity to the estates.
Implement a creative letting strategy to encourage businesses offering access to the arts and
entertainment, such as music venues, crazy golf courses, and pop-up cinema venues.
Improve the quality of the environment by working with tenants and third-party owners to
invest in better quality frontages, remove rubbish, and implement congestion calming
measures.
Rebrand the industrial zones to attract higher quality occupiers and provide the required
supplementary uses, cafes, restaurants and infrastructure.
Purchase, where appropriate, the freeholds for some of the sale and leaseback industrial
properties, to sub-let the vacant units and intensify employment space.
Redevelop industrial areas to intensify employment space in industrial estates.
Assist businesses that have outgrown their current space to move to larger units within the
portfolio.
Support the growth of food and beverage companies within Tottenham to provide further
employment in entry level jobs which can be accessed by a number of local residents.

The industrial properties within the commercial portfolio offer an opportunity to provide
affordable co-working space. There are several industrial units within the portfolio that are
currently being used for storage space employing low numbers of people. These could
be repositioned relatively inexpensively for a number of different co-working opportunities. The
increase in affordable workspace will encourage start-up businesses to locate in Haringey. A
co-working environment encourages innovation and collaborative working, allowing a higher
number of businesses to succeed and grow.
Co-working has increasingly become a critical component of regeneration and employment
growth. It reflects a growing shift in the way businesses work, providing a low-cost, low-risk way
for businesses and charities to start-up or grow. Co-working can transform communities as users
often either live close-by or within live-work units, sustaining a vibrant 24-hour economy.
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HDV will engage with a range of workspace operators and tailor these to each employment
zone, to provide a diverse range of businesses in Haringey. There is a real shortage of
affordable creative workspaces that nurture future enterprise, innovation and economic growth.
Affordable spaces help start-up businesses to save money while also providing networking
opportunities and business support. Their importance as places where people can go to build
their confidence and skills, and connect with others to innovate and scale their ideas is proven.
Their positive multiplier effect on the local economy is increasingly recognised. The commercial
portfolio offers a perfect opportunity and platform to encourage this co-workspace culture which
can benefit the entire portfolio, enabling the overall objectives of the HDV to be achieved.







The core holdings will be held for income-revenue generation alongside initiatives to intensify
employment space. The rationale for the categorising of properties include:
Assets represent opportunities for active management to achieve higher levels of rental
income through an investment programme, rationalisation of the tenancy profile or
development - these will be identified and assessed for viability
A critical mass of employment provision exists that is located within a wider, wellperforming employment area, that can be actively managed to intensify employment
space
Holdings which are dispersed but can be brought together to create a portfolio that can
be marketed to an agreed target occupier group; for example, shaping industrial and/or
office holdings to appeal to medium-sized businesses
A cluster of ownerships can be brought together to positively influence the mix of an
area and upgrade the offer

Some of the industrial sale and leaseback properties are subject to unfavourable head lease
terms. As a result, it may be more appropriate to dispose of them due to ongoing liabilities.

Development opportunities have been divided into short (less than five years) and longerterm projects. The identification of these as potential sites has relied on the tenancy schedule
provided, and include assumptions regarding title, site boundaries and leasehold interests. The
sites have not yet been modelled as part of the initial business plan. This would be undertaken
following further due diligence and after a decision at HDV Board to include these as part of the
HDV model.
The short-term redevelopment opportunities include small sites, vacant sites or short leaseholds
and allocated sites.
Two sites held within the portfolio offer the opportunity to redevelop as a small residential
or mixed-use site. These sites are currently too small for HDV to develop efficiently, but
would present a strong opportunity for local small developers to become active. There is
also the potential for a Community Land Trust-type (further detailed in the finance and
commercial section of the HDV business plan) model be applied to some of these.
Ongoing work would identify such opportunities to optimise the overall housing and
community outcome. Where there is an opportunity to add value, HDV will clean up the
site physically and legally and potentially obtain planning permission prior to appointing a
developer, disposing of the properties, or potentially develop the property with HDV
development services.
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In order to create excitement, engagement and ‘quick wins’ that help achieve the
commercial portfolio’s ambition to be a catalyst for regeneration, HDV will use vacant retail
shops and industrial warehouses for temporary uses. This will be linked to achieving the
socio-economic aims of the HDV, improving public consultation and supporting other initiatives
in the area, such as NFL shops around match days to encourage active and healthy lifestyles.
The commercial portfolio will help achieve wider HDV outcomes by assisting with rehousing
strategies for Wood Green and Northumberland Park and allow for the early implementation
of the socio-economic initiatives. For example, a temporary health and wellbeing centre
could be opened in the commercial portfolio ahead of the permanent facility being delivered
at Northumberland Park.
Meanwhile uses can be implemented to improve safety and security in an area that might
otherwise be left vacant and open for vandalism or criminal activity. The temporary use reduces
security costs and improves safety by utilising vacant space. As a result, it is important to
implement a meanwhile uses strategy to ensure all vacant land and units are being utilised to their
full potential and improve the perception of safety in the short term.
We will utilise the portfolio for pop-up social impact uses, such as pop-up police shops and a
Samaritans shop which will be used for outreach and can be moved to reflect current need. We
would also use a unit within the portfolio for a temporary health and wellbeing centre before the
permanent centre is delivered as part of the Northumberland Park scheme. The police-pop up
shop could be moved around the portfolio, providing an informal outreach programme between the
police and the public.
Other outreach uses could include temporary or mobile doctors’ surgeries offering services such
as health MOT checks, sexual health advice, immunisations, advice on healthy living and stopping
smoking. These have been proven to improve diagnosis and the health of people that might not
otherwise have visited a GP. It could also help fill a void while new healthcare facilities are
developed as part of the Category 1 sites.

The industrial properties offer an opportunity for short- to medium-term opportunities for new
businesses. For example, food delivery companies have a space requirement for shipping
containers where new takeaway businesses can operate serving the customer bases.
Typically, they are looking for six months, to two-year terms in areas that are easily
accessible to their clients. This offers new start-up restaurants an opportunity to tap into the
takeaway market by leveraging customer base. If these restaurants prove successful, they
could be relocated into retail shops within the portfolio.
There is a growing trend for industrial spaces to be used for entertainment such as crazy golf,
rustic cinema venues or more short-term event space for businesses such as cinemas. This will
create interest in the borough, attracting new clientele into the area and speeding up the
regeneration effect. These uses could be implemented in assets such as the Station Road site
near Alexandra Palace station or the industrial properties near to Northumberland Park.
HDV will set up a website to market available space for short-term rental for not only the
properties within the portfolio but borough wide. Alongside this, start-up businesses will be
supported by a number of initiatives providing advice and ‘buddy’ schemes, partnering new
businesses with more established retailers. HDV will encourage local businesses to expand and
grow by offering reduced rents in other locations or short-term leases.
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Pop Up Police Shops

HDV Hub & Public Consultation

Learning Centres

Social Supermarket

Modular Housing Factory

Sports Shop - e.g. NFL

Entertainment

Mobile Kitchens

City Farm & Dining

Figure 7: Possible meanwhile uses to create interest, activity, and employment.

Long-term development opportunities are either estate renewal projects or industrial estates that
are likely to be redeveloped in five+ years, requiring CPO, rehousing, or have planning
constraints. We are not aware of any public consultation on the redevelopment of these sites.
There are several properties that have been identified as opportunities for future redevelopment.
These predominantly focus around estate renewal or industrial land that might have limited demand.
HDV will engage long-term tenants of commercial and industrial premises to improve the
overall condition of the assets; create a safer environment for workers and residents in the
llocal area; and to address problematic long leasehold arrangements. We will engage
tenants through one-to-one meetings and by providing training courses and workshops on quality.
We will provide support to occupiers to meet our sustainability objectives and provide advice on
implementing technologies to improve the energy efficiency of the portfolio. This will save
occupiers money on energy costs which can be spent on improving and growing their businesses.
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HDV will work with Haringey, Network Rail and CrossRail 2 to support the proposals for railway
infrastructure improvements in Haringey. There are several properties held within the commercial
portfolio that will directly benefit from CrossRail 2. CrossRail 2 will increase investment in
Haringey and will encourage businesses and people to relocate to the area which may provide an
opportunity to redevelop some of the properties near proposed stations. Those properties located
close to a proposed station are listed in the table below.
Seven Sisters Station
Tesco, Blenheim Rise
Rangemoor Industrial Estate
(including Stonebridge Centre and
Enterprise Row)
Gourley Triangle
Alexandra Palace Station
139-155 Station Road
New Southgate Station
Munro Works

Northumberland Park Station
Garman Road Industrial
Leeside Industrial Estate
Land at Sedge Road
Elm Lea Trading Estate
200 Willoughby Road
1-13 Willoughby Road
Turnpike Lane Station
14 Turnpike Lane
260 Langham Road
Tottenham Hale Station
High Cross Road

Sites for inclusion within a disposal programme will be assessed on pre- agreed
evaluation criteria, including:




Lack of critical mass of accommodation and/ or alignment ith the clustering, social
or employment strategies
Sites are management-intensive with little chance of meaningful return
They are unlikely to provide a sufficient return through active management,
investment or re-positioning, or cannot be brought up to acceptable physical
condition

The sites recommended for disposal will be agreed by the HDV Board. With all disposal
sites, we will ensure an active focus is maintained on cleaning up the assets and securing
potentially revised consents to maximise disposal value. The initial analysis has identified
c.25 sites for disposal which will need to be approved by the HDV board.
This business plan identifies four options for the disposal of these properties, as detailed
in Table 5. The most appropriate option will be determined when a recommendation is made to
the HDV Board on each property. The property will also be offered to the tenant for purchase.
The disposal of these assets is potentially one of the first actions the HDV will undertake. It is
therefore important to avoid any potential negative publicity and should follow a rigorous and
thorough process. The HDV should also not be seen to dispose of assets without valid reasoning.
The funds generated from the disposal of properties will be reinvested in development
opportuntites; purchasing properties in cluster areas or employment zones. The annual business
plan will set out the disposals and acquistions for the year.
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Method of
Sale
Option
1

Option
2

Option
3

Private Treaty
– “sold as a
seen,” Portfolio

Timing
3
months

Auction –
6-9
Underwritten as months
a portfolio sale

Auction –
separate lots

12
months

Strengths

Weaknesses

The quickest method of sale. The
leaseholder will be offered the property
in the first instance.

There will be a price reduction
for taking on the risk and
taking all the portfolio.

Not all information will be
required, buyers will take risk
on EHS and lease terms.
Guarantee to sell the whole
portfolio at auction.

More information will be required,
including title information and leases.

Can demonstrate best value by
providing a public, open and
transparent bidding system.
Likely to achieve a higher price than
sold by private treaty as a portfolio.

Risk not selling all the portfolio
and left with difficult-to-sell assets.

Allows bidders to get into a
competition, i.e. owner-occupiers
for 20 years that have never
had the opportunity to purchase
the property before.

More information will be required,
including title information and lease
and will form part of the sales contract.

Can demonstrate best value by
providing a public, open and
transparent bidding system.
Option
4

Private Treaty – 18 – 24
Individually sold months

Potential to achieve the highest price,
although this can be outweighed by
the time to dispose of the assets.

Buyers will require the largest amount
of information on the properties.

Table 5: Potential methods of sale.
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The information required for the sale of the
properties will be dependent on the method of
sale. If the properties are to be sold via auction
there will need to be full legal documentation
available to buyers, including title and lease
details. If they are to be sold individually by
way of private treaty, buyers are likely to also
want surveys and property condition reports.
This process for sale is detailed in Figure 8.

HDV will also make acquisitions outside
of the remit of site assembly or clustering,
to create a strong and balanced
portfolio, potentially suitable for wider investors
to participate in. As with all acquisitions,
these purchases will be assessed against
an investment criteria set by the HDV.
The acquisition of property will be undertaken
by appointed agents, most likely local
agents who know what is coming to market
or is being softly marketed, and a specialist
Central London practice dedicated to small
lots. A retainer could be negotiated with
the agent for continuous property search
with a fee for successful completion.

Figure 8: Process for sale.

One of the potential obstacles for the
acquisition of properties will be the likelihood
that vendors will demand a premium if they
know the HDV is the purchaser. A way to
mitigate this is to buy property in discrete
companies that hide the purchaser’s identity.
In this instance, a local agent would be most
appropriate to represent the HDV, as they will
have a better chance of knowing the vendors.
The investment strategy is to sell properties
with limited value or rental income uplift,
with the returns reinvested into property
that can be transferred into the commercial
portfolio. In the first five years, the
investment will focus around the identified
‘cluster’ areas.
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Figure 9: Methods of acquisition.
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It is important that the HDV can make decisions to ensure the portfolio progresses, within agreed
parameters and governance processes. The below sets out the proposed governance process that
will be used for acquisition and disposals, which are in accordance with the Members Agreement.

Figure 10: Approval process for acquistions and disposals.

HDV will appoint the appropriate agent to re-let properties, based on the type of property, sector,
location, and nature of the target occupier. When a premises is re-let the agent will marketed to
either a general audience or a targeted audience by sector or type of occupier and a tenant will be
selected on a case by case basis.
Selection Criteria
The tenant will be chosen based on a combination of factors including; the terms of the lease such
as length, rent, rent free periods, break clauses; covenant strength; track record; employment
opportunities the tenant creates; social benefit to the local area; use and required planning
approvals; type and appropriateness of the business for the location; alignment to the asset
management strategy and wider long term aspirations for a particular property or area.

Implementing improved property management systems and processes that will drive rent
collection and implementation of lease events, will improve the value and performance of the
commercial portfolio. Analysis of the information provided shows a number of properties are:


Subject to outstanding lease renewals



Vacant or occupied with no legal arrangement



Subject outstanding rent review



Have rent or service charge arrears

This demonstrates that the portfolio is not optimising income streams. Over half of the portfolio is
either vacant, in legal hands, or an outstanding lease event creating a significant shortfall in
income. This highlights that through effective and efficient rent collection, there are significant
opportunities for revenue stream quick wins.
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HDV will review the efficiency of the management of the existing estate to optimise revenues and
enhance services to tenants such as rent collection, service charge administration and regularising
tenancies. This review and the work required to meet statutory compliance could take between six
to 12 months. In tandem, HDV will implement a range of wider activities designed to support the
rejuvenation of the existing assets.
The HDV will appoint Lendlease to undertake the strategic asset management and that initially,
and property management services provided externally. In the longer term, when improved
processes have been established, we aspire to set up a new business unit within HDV to
provide the property and facilities management services.
This will provide an integrated service between the asset and property management
services. The new enterprise could also offer an opportunity to set up a business with a
social outcomes-based approach and potential ownership structure that can positively influence
social and economic change in Haringey. The business could contribute to social and economic
objectives by:
 Employing and training local people to manage the portfolio, including asset management,
property management, facilities management and maintenance works
 Implementing a local supply chain for outsourced building works and services related to the
management of the portfolio
 Setting up an office in Haringey that can be easily accessed by tenants, the public and the
portfolio’s supply chain
 Encourage the start-up of new businesses in Haringey that can supply the HDV with services
 Linking other HDV social and economic initiatives to the portfolio, such as employing and
training
 people through BeOnsite for employment into businesses operating out of the commercial
portfolio
 Creating a business mentoring scheme for businesses operating out of the commercial portfolio
to assist with their growth and expansion
The new property and facilities management business could also, once established, be appointed
to manage other properties within HDV ownership.
HDV will work closely with local supply chain partners to deliver the asset management
service at all levels, including in the initial process improvement period. Local people and
SME supplier appointments will be encouraged for grassroots service delivery activity, such
as property maintenance. Property maintenance will be managed externally, under HDV direction.
To improve property management basics early (in parallel with the audit of the estate), HDV
will undertake the following activities:
 Setting an agreed property management specification and creating a uniform approach to
property management across all properties
 Undertaking an occupier engagement and service delivery exercise
 Set up services to ensure efficient management of money, service charge and rent collection
management, treasury, accounts payable cashiering and credit control and automated
accounting
 Support retention of key staff
 Set KPIs that are reviewed on a monthly or quarterly basis
 Set maintenance and documentation standards for all premises
 Efficient rent collection through software systems that enable easy monitoring, with local
collection services to increase net income
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Relations with occupiers are a key measure of HDV success and place significant
importance on responding to tenant enquiries and providing an effective tenant helpdesk.
Through the HDV we will proactively build strong tenant relations through:
 Introduction of an out-of-hours help desk to assist in the management of the Haringey commercial
portfolio. The service is a single telephone number which produces and generates work orders to
contractors on a reactive and PPM basis. Service levels, KPIs and monthly reporting are used to
monitor performance
 Frequent site inspections to ensure site standards are maintained at all times to ensure tenant
satisfaction and support letting activity. This will also serve to monitor and enforce tenant lease
compliance. This service would be provided by a Facilities Manager (RFM), responsible for the
inspection of multi-let sites on an agreed frequency (usually fortnightly or monthly) depending on
nature of site. We would look to recruit locally in Haringey or in the nearby area, and the RFM
would be provided with branded Haringey HDV clothing and stationery. The individual would
become known to tenants and be a regular point of contact for day-to-day management issues.
The duties of the Facilities Manager include inspection of the common parts and exterior of the
building, ensuring that tenants are storing and disposing of refuse in an appropriate manner,
reporting any repair or health and safety issues to the property manager, monitoring and
supervising the provision of services to the sites, ensuring that all services are being provided to a
good standard, and being a regular point of contact for all tenants. Costs are usually recovered
through service-charge budgets where applicable, however, if service is required to assist in
managing FRI units then additional cost will need to be borne by the HDV
 Enhanced site services through rigorous procurement and performance-led contractor
management
 Transparent and accurate management of service charge costs to ensure value for money for the
tenant
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The overarching strategic sustainability goals of the HDV should be included within the
Sustainability Strategy of the commercial portfolio. The commercial portfolio offers the HDV an
opportunity to deliver sustainability at a local impact level, such as retrofitting existing properties to
improve energy efficiency and reducing costs to tenants. Some of the key design interventions to
be considered across the commercial portfolio are outlined below. These will be used to improve
sustainability performance during both the management of the existing portfolio and potential
refurbishment and fit-out. Throughout the early stages of the HDV we will develop a specific
refurbishment standard for the commercial portfolio, to ensure the most appropriate environmental
upgrades are put in place when the opportunity to upgrade arises. HDV will encourage tenants to
take sustainability seriously as a way of improving business performance, reducing overheads, and
improving the social responsibility of the businesses.

Many of the ‘Be Lean, Be Clean, Be Green’ measures as detailed in the HDV business plan, will be
considered to ensure that the commercial portfolio is compliant with new legislation. The launch of
the 2015 Energy Efficiency Regulations, ensures that the commercial portfolio performs in line with
the minimum energy efficiency standards (MEES), making it unlawful for landlords to grant a new
lease of properties that have an energy performance certificate (EPC) rating below E, from 1 April
2018. HDV will complete an audit of EPC standards across the portfolio, upon commencement
of the Commerical Portfolio to determine the impact of this compliance, with high-risk properties
targeted for essential improvements.

The HDV will...
support and empower a community to be resilient to future environmental, social
and economic changes

We will ensure that the commercial portfolio units are resilient to the impacts of environmental
changes over the management lifecycle, through minimising risks associated with projected
changes in climate.
HDV will ensure that all tenants and users of the units within the commercial portfolio can
appropriately access and utilise the spaces provided. This means ensuring that when conducting
design updates or refurbishments, we review accessibility requirements for all users to ensure they
are fully reflective of current best practice standard.
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The HDV will...
treat water as a precious resource, reducing usage and increasing recycling
Across the portfolio HDV will ensure that we manage water sensibly to reduce usage as well as
recycle and reuse it where possible. During retrofit, we will focus on installing efficient fixtures
and fittings to increase the potable water efficiency level of the properties, using some of the high
standards outlined in schemes such as BREEAM Refurbishment and Fit Out as a best-practice guide.
Reducing potable water consumption will not only reduce the environmental footprint of the operation
of the Commercial Portfolio, but will reduce the utility bills for landlords and tenants, resulting in greater
savings when combined with reduced costs for energy through our energy refurbishment strategy.

The HDV will...
minimise waste in operations and increase recycling across Haringey
Throughout the lifecycle of the HDV, we will target the minimisation of waste and the improvement of
resource efficiency for those properties held within the portfolio. This will include measures to improve
the tenants’ ability to reduce waste, and to undertake education. We will increase the level of domestic
and non-domestic recycling throughout the borough of Haringey.

When conducting refurbishments across the portfolio, HDV will ensure that during the strip-out
phase every project undertakes a pre-strip-out survey to review what materials and internal
equipment could be reused. During construction and fit-out, site teams are always held to account
for their waste production and are highly driven to minimise this. We issue Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) to our supply chain partners to ensure they know their waste targets and are
working towards achieving them. These include targeting a 98% diversion from landfill rate for all
wastes, which encourages very high levels of materials reuse, where possible.

In operation, HDV will ensure that, where practical, every asset and tenant has adequate recycling
facilities. Where premises are multi-let, internal waste storage areas will be provided to enable
occupiers to simply sort waste. In addition, we will deliver communal recycling areas where refuse
collection can be completed in line with Haringey’s borough-wide collection streams. These areas
will be fully accessible to both waste collectors and building occupants. We will also review the
potential to engage with food retailers to appropriately process food waste, reducing the amount of
food to landfill.
Lendlease has extensive experience of reducing waste across entire residential, and mixed-use
developments and shopping centres, where having a close relationship with retail and commercial
tenants allows for a greater level of waste reduction.
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The HDV will...
use healthy, responsibly sourced, low-carbon and innovative materials
Throughout the period of the HDV and at the commencement of each
refurbishment project, we will review the emergence of new, innovative materials
which can bring a multitude of benefits to each of the Commercial Portfolio units.
These could be natural materials which are healthier for people, have a high recycled
content, are locally sourced or low carbon. We will strive to find materials which improve
the sustainability credentials of the HDV and people’s health and wellbeing.

The HDV will...
increase ecological value and green infrastructure to make Haringey London’s greenest
borough
As part of the refurbishment works throughout the Commercial Portfolio, HDV will consider how we
can introduce as much visible ground-level green infrastructure as possible; increasing people’s
interaction with green space and nature. We will ensure that appropriate planting strategies are put
in place and extend the provision of habitat to other areas, such as upon green and brown roofs.

The HDV will...
invest in Haringey to support sustainable lifestyles, economic growth and employment
On more significant refurbishment projects, we will assess the suitability of certifying
projects to the BREEAM Refurbishment and Fit Out (2014) standard. Achieving general
sustainability improvements and standards such as BREEAM RFO will ensure that
Haringey’s businesses benefit from healthy environments, low utility bills, and provide
buildings fit for the future, improving the overall performance of the portfolio.
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Commercial portfolio will adopt the overarching HDV Social and Economic Strategy to drive the
social programmes, therefore responding to the HDV’s social impact themes of:
•
•
•
•

Better Prospects:
Healthy Lives:
Community Pride:
Clean and Safe:

Enabling education, training and employment
Empowering people to improve their own health
Creating homes and neighbourhoods where people can thrive
Creating a safer environment where people are proud to live, work and visit

The commercial portfolio can assist in delivering social and economic objectives by:
• Providing a visible and early example of how the HDV can assist with local employment and
local businesses through affordable workspace;
• Supporting local business in the management and maintenance of the portfolio;
• Assist in the opening of new social enterprises;
• Improving safety of workplaces, particularly industrial estates through traffic-calming measures
and ensuring statutory compliance;
• Providing a visible and early example of how the local supply chain can be harnessed to support
delivery.
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Within the first six months we will have set up the HDV ‘shop window’ and launched the HDV
brand. Over the course of the first five years we will achieve the following:

Mobilisation
Due diligence
Draft communication strategy
Mobilise for management
Risk register

Year 1-2

Year 3-5

Launch HDV brand

More aligned and focused

Set up HDV ‘Shop Window’

portfolio

Implement PM systems

Purchase clustering

Service charge review

properties

Key stakeholders identified

Submit planning where

Confirm AM Strategy

Key suppliers established

relevant

Organise insurance

(local)

Increase jobs and activity in

Agree simple lease template

employment zones

Public consultation
Exercise all lease events
Dispose of properties

In order to achieve the overarching Health, Safety and Wellbeing Vision of the HDV,
the asset and property management strategy for the commercial portfolio will:
 ensure the workplaces in the portfolio protects and promotes health and wellbeing,
particularly the industrial estates that could pose a risk to public safety
 deliver any building works to meet statutory compliance in a timely manner
(where HDV is responsible) – prioritising by value
 ensure our supply chain work safely including any ongoing maintenance
 delivering safe retail, office and industrial spaces for businesses to work and grow

Reporting into the HDV, the asset management team will deliver services for the HDV in its key
disciplines of strategic asset management and property management.
As all members of the team have aligned objectives and KPIs, there is a common focus on
profit, cost, capital efficiency, social and economics, programme, quality, health and safety,
and sustainability. This also supports the delivery of innovative solutions for our partners and
stakeholders, and provides certainty and consistency of outcomes.
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The property management functions will initially be outsourced. Lendlease (as asset manager) will
oversee the external property manager and ensure they are meeting financial and Social and
Economic outcomes. HDV will also outsource agency services to assist with disposals, acquisitions,
and leasing. A framework of agents will be appointed by HDV who will be selected for individual
assignments, such as disposals, on a case-by-case basis.
The supporting functions including monitoring, health and safety, sustainability and HR will be
provided by Lendlease.

There will be a phased transfer of properties into the HDV, as they meet the entry conditions, with
groups of properties being taken into HDV on a quarterly basis in line with rent quarter ends.

The following activities will be undertaken within six months:
 Review of all statutory compliance works
 Undertake required statutory compliance surveys
 Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM) schedule to be prepared for all multi-let properties
 Tenant meetings to be held for all multi-let sites
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• Understand and set Asset Management Plans for the portfolio
• Agree PM Objectives for all four categories of property with landlord, to understand their
objectives and agree strategies for each category of property:
• Short-Term Develop – assist landlord to achieve VP to enable development
• Long-Term Develop – ensure H&S compliance is in place, maintain income, assist landlord
• to achieve eventual VP to enable development
• Hold – ensure H&S compliance is in place, confirm tenant is occupying on legitimate
basis, maintain income stream, building relationship with tenant, assist landlord to
maximise long-term income stream
• Dispose – ensure the property is in a ‘ready-for-sale’ condition, all H&S docs, EPC,
occupational docs, etc. in place, assist with pre-sale enquiries

• Establish relationships with key tenants
• Identify and address any issues
• Hold tenant meetings at all multi-let sites

A debt collection strategy will be agreed by the HDV and agreement that a ‘softer’ and more
understanding approach will be required in some instances, balancing social and economic
circumstances with commercial drivers. We need to understand current methods of payment for
rent and other charges due under lease and ensure appropriate secure methods are in place.

 Complete review of on-site service specifications and contracts
 Establish relationships with key suppliers – identify any areas for improvement
 Look to use local contractors whenever possible. Contractors need to be competent to undertake
works and must be Safecontractor accredited. This ensures necessary background checks are
completed and contractors are suitably qualified to work





Important to identify ‘voids’ within the portfolio prior to taking on the instruction due to potential
risks involved with vacant properties
Agree strategy with landlord and understand insurer’s requirements. Typical actions include:
draining down of water supplies, capping off services, sealing letter boxes, boarding doors/
windows, inspections on a periodic basis, alarm systems fitted with motion sensors linked to
out-of-hours security service
 Agree specification for ‘minimum standard’ of vacant units, shell or ‘white box’ condition; retailers/
tenants taking a unit as part of the HDV can expect that units are presentable, EH&S compliant
and in a ‘ready-to-let’ condition
 Work with rates mitigation companies to review existing liabilities and implement mitigation to
reduce the landlord’s non-recoverable exposure

There are a number of sites within the portfolio with a residential element to the property, either within
the borough or otherwise. We may consider using a residential agent to ensure management of
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residential units is carried out professionally and to avoid risks associated with the management of
residential tenancies (e.g. S.20 notices). We are also able to assist in letting process, including drafting
of ASTs for signature.

• Agree template for short-term flexi-leases, to simplify letting process; aim should be to keep legal
costs down and reduce unnecessary negotiation for both sides in typical transaction
• Pre-agreed lease format to be prepared by solicitors, typically short-form, ex-Act lease
• Standard form of Licence to Alter document, which is easy to use and an effective way of
documenting tenant works; wherever possible, remove the need to involve solicitors
• Ensure the lettings process is transparent, complies with Equal opportunities legislation
and best consideration is achieved

• Undertake an initial review of all existing service charges;
• Recommend any changes and strategy for implementation; and
• Identify key stakeholders to engage with (tenants and their consultants if applicable)

Prior to ‘go live’, the focus will be on the initial set up and process of information gathering
from the existing management team at Haringey. A ‘Management Information Handover
Checklist’ will be provided that includes requested information on the following:













Critical Information (Key dates in transition)
Contacts Schedule (For main individuals dealing with handover at all parties)
Title Details and Documentation (Report on Title, Head Lease, Landlord details.)
Property Information (Postal address, floor plans
Tenancy Details and Documentation (Tenancy schedule, leases and other occupational docs,
tenant contact details, etc.)
Financial Information – General (Service charge budget and apportionment schedule, schedule
of caps/inclusive rents/non-recoverables, VAT status, copy demands, rent deposit details, tenant
arrears, disputes, tenant aliases)
Financial Information – Insurance (Premium details, tenant certificates, apportionment schedule,
current reinstatement valuation)
Facilities Management (List of suppliers and contractors, PPM schedule, tenant handbook,
maintenance and supply contracts)
Health and Safety Compliance (Asbestos surveys, R22 gas details, copies of general and fire risk
assessments, waste transfer notes)
Environmental Compliance (CRC status, data for all
current supplies, Heat Networks Regulations)
Post-completion Matters (Key dates for completion,
completion statement, letters of authority from vendor and new client, dates for cash transfers)
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The HDV will review the current basis of insurance, including review of current premiums,
cost reinstatement valuations, basis of apportionment for recharging premiums, claims
history and vacant property requirements. We will finalise insurance arrangements
when full details of the assets can be established.
The wider approach to insurance for HDV is set out in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.

HDV will have completed the statutory compliance review and rectification of all properties where
possible, within the first 1,000 days.
 Launch the HDV brand: as described the strategic HDV business plan we will have established
a strong legible HDV brand
 Set up the HDV shop window: We will have set up the HDV shop window within the first 1,000
days to provide an opportunity for local residents to engage with the HDV and get involved in
the plans
 Employment
 Training undertaken
 Implementation of plan (categories noted above)

All key tenancy data will be stored on a property management database, which allows
lease charges to be raised; has a tenant accounting function to monitor payments and
arrears; monitors key lease dates through reporting; and produces tenancy schedules.
A full legal review of occupational documents will be undertaken prior to instruction to ensure
accuracy of data and allow a review of tenancy details. This allows the landlord to assess
whether any tenants require their current positon regularising, which will ensure the landlord’s
position from an L&T perspective is protected and income is being collected where due.
All occupational documents will be stored and accessed via a solicitor’s extranet or client
workspace. Accurate data input and management is key to the process of correctly raising of
demands from the outset of the lease and through its life with any amendments. All data that is
inputted to the Tramps management and accounting database is provided directly from the lease
by the property manager, checked by an Associate or Partner and inputted by a dedicated input
team. This is then reviewed and signed off for accuracy and completeness. This data will include
all rent steps, any rent-free periods, review dates, break dates and associated lease data.
On a monthly or quarterly basis, depending on the periodic charge frequency, charges to the
tenants are raised to the property manager for review and sign off. Only once this is signed off,
are demands issued to tenants. As a further check, a list of charges issued by pre-list but not yet
raised is circulated to property management teams. Demands are issued for quarterly charges six
weeks prior to due date or as instructed and agreed by the individual client.
All tenancy data is reviewed during monthly meetings with the client. There will be a particular
focus on key tenancy dates such as lease expiries, break options and rent reviews to be
discussed, with actions confirmed by the HDV team.
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Whenever a property is leased, disposed or acquired, the Council will undertake an Equalities
Impact Assessment. The purpose of this would be to show that consideration has been made to
ensure we do not discriminate against any disadvantaged or vulnerable people.
Examples of where people may be impacted is:
 Private nurseries and childcare provision
 Charities and advice
 Health services
 Retail outlet related to an ethnic group
 Place of worship
For example, if a charity was unable to remain in the building due to increases in market rent, the
HDV could counter this by providing them with alternative, affordable space, or offer them support
to relocate or share a property with another organisation.

The overall HDV Strategic Business Plan will set out the HDV’s vision and objectives for
the procurement strategy. The base objectives for the procurement of third parties are:
 Ensure benefits for the HDV and our supply Chain partners
 Establish targets for local employment, targeting local SMEs
 Enable Haringey contractors and suppliers with local labour market knowledge or a local base,
and in particular small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), to have a chance of securing
new business with the HDV
 Where local contractors are not available, seek to attract new contractors to Haringey to widen
the supply chain available and increase employment opportunities in Haringey
 Ensure that sustainable procurement is embedded into the procurement cycle to achieve
environmental, social, and economic benefits
 That effective procurement leads to innovation in the HDV’s supply chain by encouraging new
and diverse contractors to work with the HDV
 Ensure that specifications are sufficiently robust without negating the contractor’s expertise of
innovation in delivery
 Look to secure and maintain long-term relationships with key supply chain partners
 Where best value for the HDV is achieved, leverage wider Lendlease spend by utilising
framework agreements
 Educate our supply chain so they understand and support our position on safety and
sustainability
 Enable effective negotiation by working with key contractors and suppliers to establish
consistent and up-to-date cost benchmarking in standard formats

The property management services will be directly contracted to the HDV, which would be a
potentially simpler arrangement and be a clearer basis for HDV to potentially establish “in-house”
provision of these services in due course, with the aim of establishing a longer term local
enterprise.
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Lendlease Real Estate Investment Services Limited is proposed as the legal entity to undertake
the asset manager for the portfolio. This entity is a subsidiary of Lendlease Europe Holdings
Limited, and undertakes wider asset and investment management activities on commercial
properties in the Lendlease business portfolio.
As asset manager, Lendlease will provide the following services to the HDV and Dev/Inv LLP(s):
 Initial strategy review and set up (Year 1)
 Ongoing fund and asset management services
 Ongoing review of property management services (which could easily be contracted directly
to HDV if viewed as more appropriate)
In addition to the asset management fees, other operating expenses incurred directly by HDV will
include:








Market research and reports (such as CACI)
Agents disposal fees (including Auction fees)
Agents acquisition fees
Legal fees relating to acquisitions and disposals
Building make good
Marketing material
HDV branding specific to the portfolio

It is proposed that property management services are outsourced for an initial period, while the
operating procedures are established. Lendlease will oversee the management and ensure the
property manager is delivering the agreed strategy and objectives of the HDV. Fees will be
benchmarked and aligned to KPIs to ensure best value.

Lendlease will adopt a strategic approach to the procurement of consultants, as set out in more
detail in the HDV Strategic Business Plan. This will ensure lessons learned and repeat
knowledge is balanced with innovation and new thinking for the management of the portfolio.

The HDV will look to establish complementary and inclusive meanwhile uses at an early stage.
As part of our ongoing commitment to social sustainability, we will look to replicate the successes
we have had throughout London in getting previously unemployed locals back to work. We have
started to explore the creation of a space to train not only construction skills but retail, asset
management, facilities management and administration.
• Embed our health and safety approach in the supply chain (reflected in the consultant tender
documentation)
• Lendlease will produce a tender enquiry document, which will not only contain tender information
and contractual terms, but also a section focusing on health, safety and wellbeing requirements;
for example, each consultant and contractor we engage will be required to undergo Lendlease
specific health, safety and wellbeing training
• The supply chain we approach to compete for the works packages will have aligned health
and safety intent
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The property managers will be responsible for the health and safety in common areas of multilet properties. Typically, a Full Repairing and Insuring (FRI) property will be inspected by the
property manager on an annual basis and the tenant requested to provide confirmation that health
and safety compliance within the unit is being met.
Given the nature of occupiers throughout the portfolio, the HDV will carry out an annual audit of
fire risk assessments of the properties to ensure compliance. Other areas of particular concern
are asbestos management, fixed wire electrical testing and other elements of fire safety.
Health and safety for all multi-let properties will be managed by a web-based management
system, which allows risks to be loaded following a general and fire risk assessment, and
produces a document checklist for each property to ensure compliance and certification
renewals are monitored.

In order to manage risk on site the HDV will undertake:
• Health and safety compliance advice, support and training to property managers, facilities
managers and clients
• Risk management reviews, such as asbestos, water hygiene, fire, electrical
• Health and safety compliance reporting through various management systems including
Quooda, Meridian, Riskwise2
• Supplier vetting and approval through SAFEcontractor scheme
A comprehensive safety management system has been developed which facilitates the
management of both internal safety issues and the safety of the properties managed by the
partnership. Ultimately it is the responsibility of the relevant property manager and team
leader to ensure health and safety compliance on site, but the health and safety team provide
support, advice and training as well as the reporting function to monitor compliance.
There will be a web-enabled management system that maintains compliance records of
all properties and provide remote access to process tasks, risks and all relevant statutory and
risk management documentation. In addition, this will provide statistical reporting by portfolio
and property.
All external contractors employed by the HDV will be part of the Exor SAFEcontractor approval
scheme to ensure minimum safety standards are met. In addition, Lendlease has selected a small
number of specialist health, safety and environmental consultants to perform asbestos, water
hygiene and general and fire risk assessments, EPCs and environmental audits and reviews.
HDV will operate a 24-hour support group for all managed properties and personnel, which
provides management and guidance on all aspects of compliance and incidents, including the
centralisation of any RIDDOR reporting.
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The approach to the planning process is based on partnership and collaboration with the
local planning authority, and working together from the outset of each project within the
commercial portfolio.
HDV will undertake public consultation with residents, local interest groups, stakeholders, and
members to help shape our proposals before any application is submitted. HDV will submit
applications for full planning permission for the proposed development of each site. This
provides certainty to the local planning authority about the quality of our proposals, reducing
planning risk and therefore presents the best opportunity to accelerate delivery.
All applications will include all necessary documents required to make the application valid, based
on the Council’s planning application requirements guidance note. Applications will be subject
to Section 106 Agreements, in accordance with the Council’s Planning Obligations SPD. The
developments will also be liable for Mayoral and Haringey Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL),
subject to any social housing relief obtained.

The marketing, branding and communications for the commercial portfolio will be developed as
part of the wider excerise for the HDV branding, as detailed in the Strategic Business Plan.
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Environment, Health and Safety for all multi-let properties will be managed by a purpose built webbased management system, likely to be QUOODA, but to be formally confirmed when due diligence
has taken place. The system allows risks to be loaded following a general and fire risk assessment, and
produces a document checklist for each property to ensure compliance and certification renewals are
monitored.
Below is a list of the standard EH&S documents we would require to be in place for
a multi-let property:









Fire Risk Assessment and associated documentation
Water Risk Assessment/Audit
Fixed Electrical Certification
Disability Discrimination Audit
General Health and Safety Risk Assessment
Latch-way Systems (where applicable)
Portable Appliance Testing
Waste Transfer Notes
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Risk

1

Condition
of the
properties
Properties do
not meet
statutory
compliance,
creating
safety
concerns,
impacting on
costs and
ability to let
the premises

Impact

Safety concerns related
to the properties not
meeting statutory
compliance
Cost of bringing the
properties up to a
lettable state might
make the asset
management
proposition unviable

Severity

Likelihood

High

High

Management Strategy

Undertake risk assessment and cost of
bringing the properties up to statutory
compliance
Mitigate risk by undertake a programme
of works to ensure any unsafe
properties are prioritised
Undertake required works, particularly
those that could cause injury to
occupiers or the public

Lease event delays as
a result of extended
work required and
ability to undertake this
work
Impacts the ability
to implement
asset
management strategies
due to high cost of
works

2

Residents,
Community,
Occupiers
and
Stakeholders

Community
disenchantment with
the proposed asset
management
strategies

Scheme does
not meet
community,
occupiers or
stakeholder’s
expectations,
and/or causes
significant
disruption to
residents’ and
occupiers

Negative publicity
caused from the
disposal and acquisition
of properties
Occupiers,
particularly those in
long
term occupation,
disenfranchised by
increase in rent and
more rigorous
management processes
Asset management
strategy is potentially
delayed by the
community and other
stakeholders

High

High

Early and active stakeholder mapping,
supported by dedicated stakeholder
engagement team (as detailed in the
Stakeholder Engagement Strategy) to
specifically understand and address
resident and community expectations
Detailed early discussion with the
Council to ensure the HDV does not
cause negative PR
Engage with current occupiers as
detailed in the Engagement Strategy
Try to avoid any major disruption to
residents or occupiers during building
works
Maintain ongoing review of any pertinent
political and/or statutory changes which
may affect the scheme

Work required to
properties may impact
the day-to-day
occupation of the
portfolio
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Risk
3

Market
Risk – Sales
& Rental
Market
Slowdown
of London
commercial
market and
the ability to
dispose of the
properties, or
rent vacant
properties

4

Lack of
information
available
Incomplete
legal pack
including
leases, titles

Impact
A slowdown in London
and/or local commercial
property market would
impact ability to sell the
properties categorised for
disposal

Severity Likelihood
High

Medium

Agree business plan that allows for
rental movements

A slowdown in the
commercial property
market would impact
ability to lease the
premises, impacting HDV
financial revenue

Enable flexibility in strategy to enable
the HDV to respond to market conditions
(for example hold properties for
disposal)
Thoroughly market test disposals and
rental tones through agent advice and
seek relevant end users at an early stage

Inability to dispose of the
properties would impact
the ability to acquire
properties for the cluster
areas
It will be difficult to
continue due diligence
without a full legal pack
available

Management Strategy
Asset management strategy will ensure
the portfolio can cope with market
cycles, whilst still meeting the objectives
to maximise income and deliver socioeconomic objectives

Use meanwhile uses to fill voids in
vacant units
High

High

Detail all required information early on
and start to collect relevant information
Review all information in a timely
manner to ensure the programme for
implementation of asset management
strategies is not impacted

An incomplete legal pack
might hinder the ability
to dispose properties
categorised for sale
A delay in receiving the
required information will
impact the programme
for implementing asset
management strategies

Compiling all information and identifying
gaps in information quickly
Alter method of sale to reflect
information available

Potential reduction in
commercial return for
the HDV if the legal
pack is not available for
purchasers
5

Funding
– Equity
and Debt
Limited debt
availability for
building works
and limited
ability for any
third party

Third party debt is
not available or not at
favourable rates given the
types of property held in
the portfolio
Insufficient funds available
to bring the properties up
to statutory compliance
and if required inability to
obtain external funding to
enable this

High

Low

HDV Business Plan and planning
approach to ensure sufficient flexibility
to amend obtain third party capital if
required for building works
A clear funding strategy and ongoing
communication with potential investors
and lenders will ensure that the portfolio
has the best opportunity to obtain
funding on the most advantageous
terms and conditions possible
Regular analysis of the optimal mix
of debt and equity over the life of the
portfolio will be presented to the HDV
board as part of the over-arching
Business Plan, aiming to deliver the
most efficient return on capital and
certainty on funding
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Asset Management Responsibilities
Asset
Management
Strategy

Subject to the agreed strategy, to implement, at the earliest practical stage, all provisions for
increases in rent

Disposal, acquisition
and lease events

All relevant approval is obtained by the HDV
Appoint experience and qualified agents for disposal and acquisitions and adequately tendered
Undertake a transparent and justified disposal programme
Liaise with legal advisers where required and serve all notices
Negotiate lease agreement with tenants, appoint agents where necessary and seek legal advice where
required

Obtain approval from HDV for asset management strategies
Regularly updated asset management strategy papers on a quarterly basis
Keep an up to date database of all properties and asset management strategy for each property
All instructions and actions taken in accordance with asset management strategies and no actions are
detrimental, e.g. leasing a property which is earmarked for development

Obtain required consents, including planning permission, EPCs
Ahead of lease expiry dates implement strategy, i.e. final schedules of dilapidations, appoint leasing agents,
prepare for disposal
Provision of
Services

Pay all third-party fees in a timely manner
Manage overall accounting for the business, including all outgoings
Tender services where appropriate, including agents, property advisers and lawyers

Financial

Maintain record of all monies collected and paid
Produce regular detailed and summarised financial records in specified format

Property Management Responsibilities
Management
Information

Maintain property management database of all information
Regular reporting of property management database to HDV using standard format
Allow auditors to inspect all records
Retain a record of all properties for at least 6 years, even post disposal

Building
Management

Inspect all properties at least every 6 months and keep up to date planned maintenance
programme and risk register for each property
All vacant properties to be made safe and regularly inspected to ensure security
Manage the inspection and building reports/surveys to be undertaken by consultants as required
Identify and arrange any repairs required and make recommendations to HDV, if required

HS&E

Identify and rectify any statutory compliance obligations
Identify any risks and update risk register regularly
Identify and monitor any use of the properties that may cause environmental issues and advise
HDV and any potential liabilities or claims

Provisions of
Services to the
Properties

Obtain approval from HDV for relevant provision of services
Competitively tender required services
Qualify all third parties have the required certifications and meet requirements of the HDV

Administrative

Review tenant’s compliance and obligations to statutory requirements
Maintain regular contact with all tenants

Financial
Management and
Controls

Endeavours to collect all rents, premiums, insurance premiums, service charges, interest charges
Implement efficient credit control for recovery of debts
Maintain accurate VAT records and collect all VAT
Deposit all monies into the HDV main bank account in timely manner
Maintain up to date record of all income and expenditure. Obtain approval for outgoings
Regular detailed and summarised financial accounts
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20

Rental Object Name

15
17
21-25
11

Street

Postal Code

Usage type of rental unit

Salisbury Road
Vincent Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Commerce Road
Meridian Walk
Meridian Walk
Fladbury Road
Fladbury Road
Fladbury Road
Fladbury Road
Fladbury Road
Fladbury Road
Fladbury Road
Fladbury Road
Fladbury Road
High Street

N22 6NL
N22 6NE
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N22 8ED
N17 8EH
N17 8EH
N15 6SB
N15 6SB
N15 6SB
N15 6SB
N15 6SB
N15 6SB
N15 6SB
N15 6SB
N15 6SB
N8 7PS

Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Storage
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
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Shop 1 Salisbury Road
Shop 1 Vincent Road
Shop 4 Commerce Road
Shop 6 Commerce Road
Shop 8 Commerce Road
Shop 10 Commerce Road
Shop 12 Commerce Road
Shop 14 Commerce Road
Shop 16 Commerce Road
Shop 18 & Flat 50 Commerce Road
Shop 20 & Flat 44 Commerce Road
Shop 22 Commerce Road
Shop 24 Commerce Road
Shop 26 Commerce Road
Store at rear of 16 Commerce Road
Shop 102 Meridian Walk
Shop 103 Meridian Walk
Shop 5 Fladbury Road
Shop 7 & Flat 29 Fladbury Road
Shop 9 Fladbury Road
Shop 11 Fladbury Road
Shop 13 Fladbury Road
Shop 15 Fladbury Road
Shop 17 Fladbury Road
Shop 19 Fladbury Road
Shop 21 - 25 Fladbury Road
Shop 11 High Street

House
Number
1
1
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
4
102
103
5
7
9
11

Rental Object Name

123
125
127
129
129-133
135
139
13
132
14
15
157
16
161
163
165
169
171
185
187
189
191
193

Street

Postal Code

Usage type of rental unit

High Street
Salisbury Road
High Cross Road
High Cross Road
High Cross Road
High Cross Road
High Cross Road
High Cross Road
High Cross Road
High Cross Road
High Cross Road
Salisbury Road
Lordship Lane
Tewkesbury Road
Salisbury Road
Gloucester Road
High Street
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane

N8 7PS
N22 6NL
N17 9NR
N17 9NR
N17 9NR
N17 9NU
N17 9NU
N17 9NU
N17 9NU
N17 9NU
N17 9NU
N22 6NL
N17 7QR
N15 6SE
N22 6NL
N17 6JW
N8 7PB
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N17
N17
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N17 0HU
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ

Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Industrial Unit
Shop
Office
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
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Shop 13 High Street
Shop 11 Salisbury Road
Shop 123 High Cross Road
Shop 125 High Cross Road
Shop 127 High Cross Road
Shop 129 High Cross Road
Shop 131 High Cross Road
Shop 133 High Cross Road
Shop 135 High Cross Road
Shop 137 High Cross Road
Shop 139 High Cross Road
Shop 13 Salisbury Road
Shop 132 Lordship Lane
r/o14 Tewkesbury Road
Shop 15 Salisbury Road
Offices 157 Gloucester Road
Shop 16 High Street
Shop 161 Park Lane
Shop 163 Park Lane
Shop 165 Park Lane
The Olive Branch P H
Shop 171 Park Lane
Shop 185 Park Lane
Shop 187 Park Lane
Shop 189 Park Lane
Shop 191 Park Lane
Shop 193 Park Lane

House
Number
13

Rental Object Name

22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
19
19

Street

Postal Code

Usage type of rental unit

Park Lane
Park Lane
Salisbury Road
Stroud Green Road
Stroud Green Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Salisbury Road
Salisbury Road

N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N22 6NL
N4 3RS
N4 3RS
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N17 7BU
N22 6NL
N22 6NL

Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Industrial Unit
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Shop 195a Park Lane
Shop 195b Park Lane
Shop 17 Salisbury Road
Shop 178 Stroud Green Road
Shop 178a Stroud Green Road
Shop 18 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 20 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 22 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 24 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 26 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 28 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 30 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 32 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 34 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 36 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 38 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 40 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 42 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 44 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 46 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 48 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 50 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 52 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 54 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 56 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 19 Salisbury Road
Premises rear of 19 Salisbury Road

House
Number
195A
195B
17
178
178a
18

Rental Object Name

2
3
4
2
4
6-8
2
4
6
8
21
216
22
23
25
27
29
23-31
23
25
266
28
30
32
34

Street

Postal Code

Usage type of rental unit

Beaconsfield Road
Edgecot Grove
Edgecot Grove
Edgecot Grove
Edgecot Grove
Victoria Road
Victoria Road
Victoria Road
Walton Road
Walton Road
Walton Road
Walton Road
Salisbury Road
Middle Lane
Wightman Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Great Cambridge Road
Salisbury Road
Salisbury Road
Tiverton Road
Church Road
Church Road
Church Road
Church Road

N15 4SJ
N15 5HD
N15 5HD
N15 5HD
N15 5HD
N15 4PS
N15 4PS
N15 4PS
N15 4PP
N15 4PP
N15 4PP
N15 4PP
N22 6NL
N8 7LA
N4 1SQ
N17 7LH
N17 7LH
N17 7LH
N17 7LH
N17 7LH
N22 6NL
N22 6NL
N15 6RT
N17 8AQ
N17 8AQ
N17 8AQ
N17 8AQ

Office
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Industrial Unit
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Clinic
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
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Office 2A Beaconsfield Road
Shop 1 & Flat 21 Edgecot Grove
Shop 2 Edgecot Grove
Shop 3 Edgecot Grove
Shop 4 Edgecot Grove
Shop 2 Victoria Road
Shop 4 Victoria Road
Shop 6-8 Victoria Road
Shop 2 Walton Road
Shop 4 Walton Road
Shop 6 Walton Road
Shop 8 Walton Road
Shop 21 Salisbury Road
Shop 216 Middle Lane
r/o Of 22 Wightman Road On Atterbury Road
Shop 23 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 25 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 27 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 29 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 31 Great Cambridge Road
Shop 23 Salisbury Road
Shop 25 Salisbury Road
266 Tiverton Road
Shop 28 Church Road
Shop 30 Church Road
Shop 32 Church Road
Shop 34 Church Road

House
Number
2a

Rental Object Name

26
39

Street

Postal Code

Usage type of rental unit

Church Road
Church Road
Church Road
Church Road
Church Road
Salisbury Road
Vincent Road
Hornsey Park Road
Lymington Avenue
High Street
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Seven Sisters Road
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
St. Anns Road
High Road

N17 8AQ
N17 8AQ
N17 8AQ
N17 8AQ
N17 8AQ
N22 6NL
N22 6NE
N8 0JP
N22 6JA
N8 7NX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N15 6RD
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N17 7QX
N15 6DT
N15 6DS

Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Community Centre
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
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Shop 36 Church Road
Shop 38 Church Road
Shop 40 Church Road
Shop 42 Church Road
Shop 44 Church Road
Shop 3 Salisbury Road
Shop 3 Vincent Road
30 Hornsey Park Road
Shop 30 & 32 Lymington Avenue
Shop 32 High Street
Shop & Flat 342 Lordship Lane
Shop & Flat 344 Lordship Lane
Shop & Flat 346 Lordship Lane
Shop & Flat 348 Lordship Lane
Shop & Flat 350 Lordship Lane
Shop 352 Lordship Lane
Office 355 Seven Sisters Road
Shop 358 Lordship Lane
Shop 360 Lordship Lane
Shop 366 Lordship Lane
Shop 368 Lordship Lane
Shop 374 Lordship Lane
Shop 376 Lordship Lane
Shop 382 Lordship Lane
Shop 384 Lordship Lane
Shop 26 St. Anns Road
Shop 39 High Road (St. Anns Road)

House
Number
36
38
40
42
44
3
3
30
30 & 32
32
342
344
346
348
350
352
355
358
360
366
368
374
376
382

Rental Object Name

42a
44
43-47
45
5
5
5
532-538
532-538
532-538
532-538
5
68
684
684
684
7
7
7a
80-82
832-838a
832-838a
832-838a
832-838a
9

Street

Postal Code

Usage type of rental unit

High Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
Grovelands Road
Grovelands Road
Salisbury Road
Vincent Road
Wordsworth Parade
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Lordship Lane
Tetherdown
Park Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Street
Salisbury Road
Tetherdown
St James's Lane
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
Salisbury Road

N15 6DS
N8 8TD
N8 8TD
N8 8TD
N15 6BT
N15 6BT
N22 6NL
N22 6NE
N8 0SJ
N22 5BY
N22 5BY
N22 5BY
N22 5BY
N10 1ND
N8 8SX
N17 0AE
N17 0AE
N17 0AE
N8 7PS
N22 6NL
N10 1ND
N10 3RD
N17 0EY
N17 0EY
N17 0EY
N17 0EY
N22 6NL

Shop
Storage
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Office
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
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Shop 37 High Road
Store r/o 42a - 46a Park Road
Shop 42a Park Road
Shop 44 Park Road
Shop 47 & Flat 43 Grovelands Road
Shop 45 Grovelands Road
Shop 5 Salisbury Road
Shop 5 Vincent Road
Shop 5 Wordsworth Parade
Shop 532 Lordship Lane
Shop 534 Lordship Lane
Shop 536 Lordship Lane
Shop 538 Lordship Lane
Shop 5a Tetherdown
Shop 68 Park Road
Shop 684a High Road
Shop 684b High Road
Office 684 High Road
Shop 7 High Street
Shop 7 Salisbury Road
Shop 7a Tetherdown
Shops 80-82 St. James's Lane
Shop 832 High Road
Shop 834 High Road
Shop 836 High Road
Shop 838 High Road
Shop 9 Salisbury Road

House
Number
37

Rental Object Name

40
1-38
375-379
230

Street

Postal Code

Usage type of rental unit

Stroud Green Road
Stroud Green Road
Stroud Green Road
Stroud Green Road
Stroud Green Road
Stroud Green Road
Pembroke Road
Pembroke Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
Park Road
High Road
Bromley Road
Bromley Road
Church Lane
Green Lanes
High Road
Truro Road
Truro Road

N4 3SG
N4 3SG
N4 3SG
N4 3SG
N4 3SG
N4 3SG
N8 7PU
N8 7PU
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N8 8JR
N17 4JD
N17
N17 0AW
N8 7BS
N4 1DZ
N15 4AJ
N22
N22

Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Industrial Unit
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Elec Sub Station
Office
Day Centre
Shop
Shop
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
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Shop 15 Charter Court
Shop 16 Charter Court
Shop 17 Charter Court
Shop 18 Charter Court
Shop 19 Charter Court
Shop 20 Charter Court
Shop 26 Harvey House
Shop 27 Harvey House
Annexe r/o (aka 59 Palace Road) Veryan Court
Shop 19 Veryan Court
Shop 20 Veryan Court
Shop 21 Veryan Court
Shop 22 Veryan Court
Shop 23 Veryan Court
Shop 24 Veryan Court
Shop 25 Veryan Court
Shop 26 Veryan Court
Shop 27 Veryan Court
Shop 28 Veryan Court
464-472 High Road
Electricity Sub Station 40 Bromley Rd
40 Bromley Rd
18 Gisburn Road (Former Clinic)
Shops 375-379 Green Lanes
Tesco Stores
Unit 1 Adams Mews
Unit 2 Adams Mews

House
Number
15
16
17
18
19
20
26
27
Annexe r/o
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
464-472

House
Number

Street

Unit 3 Adams Mews
Land r/o 622 Lordship Lane
Shop 199-201 Philip Lane
r/o Of 2 Pretoria Road
72 A & B White Hart Lane
Shop 357-357a Seven Sisters Road
Land At 46-48 Tewkesbury Road
Broadwater Farm Health Clinic
Broadwater Farm Enterprise Works
Grove Garage
Acacia Stores

Truro Road
622
Lordship Lane
199-201
Philip Lane
72
White Hart Lane
72
White Hart Lane
357 & 357a Seven Sisters Road
46-48
Tewkesbury Road
Willan Road
Willan Road
1-13
Willoughby Lane
Douglas Road

Postal Code

Usage type of rental unit

N22 8EX
N22 5JH
N15 4HL
N17
N17
N15 6RD
N15 6SE
N22
N17
N17 0QU
N22 5RS

Industrial Unit
Land
Shop
Land
Land
Shop
Land
Clinic
Industrial Unit
Land
Shop
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Rental Object Name

Rental Object Name

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

Constable Crescent
South Grove
South Grove
South Grove
South Grove
South Grove
Coleraine Road
Constable Crescent
Constable Crescent
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Somerset Road

N15 4QZ
N15 5QG
N15 5QG
N15 5QG
N15 5QG
N15 5QG
N8
N15 4QZ
N15 4QZ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ

Land
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Shop
Land
Land
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
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1 Constable Crescent
Unit 17b South Grove
Unit 17c South Grove
Unit 17d South Grove
Unit 17 South Grove
Unit 17a South Grove
Shop 2a Coleraine Road
Land At 2 Constable Crescent
2a Constable Crescent North Side Grd Floor (part)
Unit 01 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 02 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 03 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 04 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 05 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 06 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 07 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 08 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 09 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 10 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 11 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 12 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 13 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 14 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 15 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 16 Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 16a Tottenham Green Workshops
Unit 17 Tottenham Green Workshops

House
Number
1
17
17c
17
17
17
2a
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Rental Object Name

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

Somerset Road
Somerset Road
Gourley Place
Gourley Place
Gourley Place
Gourley Place
Gourley Place
Gourley Place
Gourley Place
Gourley Place
Willoughby Lane
Willoughby Lane
Willoughby Lane
Willoughby Lane
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Bernard Road
Langham Road

N17 9EJ
N17 9EJ
N15 5NF
N15 5NF
N15 5NF
N15 5NF
N15 5NF
N15 5NF
N15 5NF
N15 5NF
N17 0SQ
N17 0SQ
N17 0SQ
N17 0SQ
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 4NE
N15 3NP

Elec Sub Station
Right of Light
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Office
Office
Office
Office
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Electricity Sub Station Tottenham Green Workshops
ROL Synagogue High Road
Unit 01Gourley Place
Unit 02 Gourley Place
Unit 03 Gourley Place
Unit 04 Gourley Place
Unit 04a Gourley Place
Unit 05 Ground Floor
Unit 06 Gourley Place
Unit 07 (All) & Unit 05 First Floor Gourley Place
Unit A Willoughby Lane
Unit B Willoughby Lane
Unit C & D Willoughby Lane
Unit E Willoughby Lane
Unit 23 Bernard Road
Unit 24 Bernard Road
Unit 25 Bernard Road
Unit 26 Bernard Road
Unit 27 Bernard Road
Unit 28 Bernard Road
Unit 29 Bernard Road
Unit 30 Bernard Road
Unit 31 Bernard Road
Suite 1, 20 Bernard Road
Suite 2, 20 Bernard Road
Suite 3, 20 Bernard Road
First Floor 260 Langham Road

House
Number
2
2
2-6
2-6
2-6
2-6
2-6
2-6
2-6
2-6
200
200
200
200
23-31
23-31
23-31
23-31
23-31
23-31
23-31
23-31
23-31
20-22
20-22
20-22
260

Rental Object Name

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

Langham Road
Constable Crescent
High Road
Markfield Road
Markfield Road
Constable Crescent
Seven Sisters Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
Seven Sisters Road
Seven Sisters Road
Constable Crescent
Seven Sisters Road
Lordship Lane
Stamford Hill
Bounds Green Road
Gourley Street
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road

N15 3NP
N15 4QZ
N22 8JA
N15 4QF
N15 4QF
N15 4QZ
N15 6HR
N17 9TA
N17 9TA
N17 9TA
N17 9TA
N17 9TA
N15 5NE
N15 5NE
N15 4QZ
N15 5NE
N17 6RS
N15 4PQ
N22 8DF
N15 5NG
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU

Shop
Land
Shop
Land
Land
Land
Office
Office
Shop
Office
Shop
Office
Land
Land
Land
Land
Office
Land
Office
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
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Shop 260 Langham Road
3 Constable Crescent
Shop 355 High Road
Shop 4 - 10 Markfield Road
Shop 2 Markfield Road
5 Constable Crescent
Office 590 Seven Sisters Road
Office At Rear of 594 High Road
Shop 594B High Road
Offices First Floor Front 594 High Road
Shop 594A High Road
Offices Second Floor Front 594 High Road
680 - 692 Seven Sisters Road
Land 694-700 Seven Sisters Road
7 Constable Crescent
Land 702-712 Seven Sisters Road
Office 71 Lordship Lane
Land At 78-92 Stamford Road
Office 69b Bounds Green Road
Gourley Depot
Unit 1 Enterprise Row
Unit 2 Enterprise Row
Unit 3 Enterprise Row
Unit 4 Enterprise Row
Unit 5 Enterprise Row
Unit 6 Enterprise Row
Unit 7 Enterprise Row

House
Number
260
3
355
4-10
2
5
590
594
594B
594
594
594
680-692
694-700
7
702-712
71
78-92
69b
2

Rental Object Name

33
33
33
33
33
33

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street

N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4NA
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N15 4LU
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA

Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Elec Sub Station
Land
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
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Unit 8 Enterprise Row
Unit 9 Enterprise Row
Unit 10 Enterprise Row
Unit 11 Enterprise Row
Unit 12 Enterprise Row
Unit 13 Enterprise Row
Unit 14 Enterprise Row
Unit 15 Enterprise Row
Unit 16 Enterprise Row
Unit 17 Enterprise Row
Unit 18 Enterprise Row
Unit 19 Enterprise Row
Unit 20 Enterprise Row
Unit 21 Enterprise Row
Unit 22 Enterprise Row
Unit 23 Enterprise Row
Unit 24 Enterprise Row
Unit 25 Enterprise Row
Unit 26 Enterprise Row
Electricity Sub Station Enterprise Row
Storage Yard Enterprise Row
Unit 1 Frontier Works
Unit 2 Frontier Works
Unit 3 Frontier Works
Unit 4 Frontier Works
Unit 5 Frontier Works
Unit 6 Frontier Works

House
Number

Rental Object Name

551a
551a
551a

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Queen Street
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
High Road
High Road
High Road

N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 8JA
N17 0QH
N17 0QH
N17 0QH
N17 0QH
N17 0QH
N17 0QH
N17 0QH
N17 0QH
N17 0QH
N17 0QH
N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N17 6SB

Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Elec Sub Station
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
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Unit 7 Frontier Works
Unit 8 Frontier Works
Unit 9 Frontier Works
Unit 10 Frontier Works
Unit 11 Frontier Works
Unit 12 Frontier Works
Unit 13 Frontier Works
Unit 14 Frontier Works
Unit 15 Frontier Works
Unit 16 Frontier Works
Unit 17 Frontier Works
Unit 18 Frontier Works
Unit 19 Frontier Works
Unit 20 Frontier Works
Unit 1 Leeside Industrial Estate
Unit 2 Leeside Industrial Estate
Unit 3 Leeside Industrial Estate
Unit 4 Leeside Industrial Estate
Unit 5 Leeside Industrial Estate
Unit 6 Leeside Industrial Estate
Unit 7 Leeside Industrial Estate
Unit 8 Leeside Industrial Estate
Unit 9 Leeside Industrial Estate
Electricity Sub Station Leeside Industrial Estate
Unit 1 Morrison Yard
Unit 2 Morrison Yard
Unit 3 Morrison Yard

House
Number
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Rental Object Name

21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
High Road
Neville Place
Markfield Road
Markfield Road
Markfield Road
Markfield Road
Markfield Road
Markfield Road
Markfield Road
Markfield Road
Markfield Road
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue

N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N17 6SB
N22 6HX
N15 4RG
N15 4RG
N15 4RG
N15 4RG
N15 4RG
N15 4RG
N15 4RG
N15 4RG
N15 4RG
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR

Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
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Unit 4 Morrison Yard
Unit 5 Morrison Yard
Unit 6 Morrison Yard
Unit 7 Morrison Yard
Unit 8 Morrison Yard
Unit 9 Morrison Yard
Unit 10 Morrison Yard
Unit 11 Morrison Yard
Unit 12 Morrison Yard
Unit 13 Morrison Yard
Neville Place
Unit 1 Rainbow Works
Unit 2 Rainbow Works
Unit 3 Rainbow Works
Unit 4 Rainbow Works
Unit 5 Rainbow Works
Unit 6 Rainbow Works
Unit 7 Rainbow Works
Unit 8 Rainbow Works
Unit 9 Rainbow Works
Unit 1 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 2 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 3 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 4 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 5 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 6 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 7 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)

House
Number
551a
551a
551a
551a
551a
551a
551a
551a
551a
551a

Rental Object Name

51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Rangemoor Road
Cline Road
Cline Road
Cline Road
Cline Road
Cline Road
Cline Road

N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N15 4LP
N11 2LZ
N11 2LZ
N11 2LZ
N11 2LZ
N11 2LZ
N11 2LZ

Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Elec Sub Station
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
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Unit 8 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 9 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 10 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 11 Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Electricity Sub Station Rosebery Industrial Park (Phase 1)
Unit 1 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 2 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 3 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 4 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 5 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 6 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 7 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 8 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 9 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 10 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 11 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 12 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 13 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 14 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 15 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 16 Stonebridge Centre
Unit 1 Munro Works
Unit 2 Munro Works
Unit 3 Munro Works
Unit 4 Munro Works
Unit 5 Munro Works
Unit 6 Munro Works

House
Number

Rental Object Name

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

Durnford Street
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Garman Road
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue

N15 5NQ
N17 0QH
N17
N17 0UQ
N17 0UN
N17 0UE
N17 0UN
N17 0QH
N17
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR

Land
Land
Land
Land
Industrial Unit
Land
Land
Land
Land
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
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Land At Durnford St
Unit 59 Garman Road Industrial Area
Unit 61 Garman Road Industrial Area
Unit 63 Garman Road Industrial Area
Unit 65 Garman Road Industrial Area
Unit 67 - 75 Garman Road Industrial Area
Unit 77 Garman Road Industrial Area
Unit 79 Garman Road Industrial Area
Unit 81 Garman Road Industrial Area
Unit 1a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 2a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 3a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 4a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 5a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 6a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 7a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 8a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 9a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 10a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 11a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 12a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 13a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 14a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 15a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 16a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 17a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 18a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)

House
Number

Rental Object Name

718-720
730
243a
23.5
100
7
7
7
731
14
676
676
73c

Street
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Rosebery Avenue
Sedge Road
Seven Sisters Road
Seven Sisters Road
Wightman Road
Willoughby Lane
Burghley Road
Tower Gardens Road
Holcombe Road
Holcombe Road
Holcombe Road
Clarendon Road
High Road
Turnpike Lane
46 Park Lane
High Road
High Road
Stapleton Hall Road
Devon Close
Tiverton Road

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17 9SR
N17
N15
N15 5NH
N8 0BA
N17
N8 0QE
N17 7QA
N17 9AA
N17 9AA
N17 9AA
N8
N17 8AG
N8 0PT
N17 0JS
N17 0AE
N17 0AE
N4 3QF
N17 9HR
N15 6RT

Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Land
Land
Shop
Industrial Unit
Land
Community Centre
Office
Office
Office
Office
Land
Shop
Community Centre
Community Centre
Office
Community Centre
Community Centre
Community Centre
Community Centre
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Unit 19a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 20a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 21a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 22a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 23a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 24a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 25a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Unit 26a Rosebery Estate (phase 2)
Site at Garman Road
Land r/o 718-720 Seven Sisters Road
730 & Land r/o 730 Seven Sisters Road
Former Effingham Depot
Elm Lea Trading Estate
Play Centre
Ground Floor
Ground Floor 7 Holcombe Road
1st Floor 7 Holcombe Road
2nd Floor 7 Holcombe Road
11, 13 & 15 Clarendon Road
731 High Road
Shop 14 Turnpike Lane
Former Park Lane Commumnity Centre
Office 676 High Road
Office 676a High Road
Station House
Devon Close Play Shelter
Former Tiverton Comm Centre

House
Number

Rental Object Name

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

Tottenham Lane
High Road
Station Road
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Park Lane
Station Road
Station Road
Station Road
Station Road
High Road
St. James Lane
St. James Lane
St. James Lane
St. James Lane
St. James Lane
St. James Lane
St. James Lane
St. James Lane
St James Lane
St. James Lane
St. James Lane
St. James Lane

N8
N17 6SB
N22 6UX
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N17 0HJ
N22
N22 7ST
N22 7ST
N22 7ST
N22
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX
N10 3QX

Community Centre
Office
Education Centre (not school)
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Land
Shop
Shop
Shop
Shop
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
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House
Number
101 Play Centre
101
551B High Road
551B
13-27 Station Road
13-27
Office 1, Lower Ground Floor Neighbourhood Resource Centre171-177
Office 2 Neighbourhood Resource Centre
171-177
Office 3 Neighbourhood Resource Centre
171-177
Office 6 Neighbourhood Resource Centre
171-177
Office 4, Lower Ground Floor Neighbourhood Resource Centre171-177
Office 5 Neighbourhood Resource Centre
171-177
Office 7 Neighbourhood Resource Centre
171-177
147-155 Station Road
147-155
Shop 139-141 Station Road
139-141
Shop 145 Station Road
145
143 (Former Site G & H) Station Road
143
Mushroom House Woodside Park
296
Arch 1 (North) Railway Arches
Arch 2 (North) Railway Arches
Arch 1 (South) Railway Arches
Arch 2 (South) Railway Arches
Arch 3 Railway Arches
Arch 4 Railway Arches
Arch 5 Railway Arches
Arch 6 Railway Arches
Arch 7 Railway Arches
Arch 8 Railway Arches
Arch 9 Railway Arches
Arch 10 Railway Arches

Rental Object Name

505 - 511

2

Street

Postal Code Usage type of rental unit

St. James Lane
N10 3QX
St. James Lane
N10 3QX
St. James Lane
N10 3QX
St. James Lane
N10 3QX
St. James Lane
N10 3QX
St. James Lane
N10 3QX
Great Cambridge Road EN1
Summerland Gardens N10
Summerland Gardens N10
Archway Road
N6 4HX
Tavistock Road
N4 1UP
Mill Mead Road
N17 9QU
Tavistock Road
N15

Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Industrial Unit
Elec Sub Station
Right of Way
Land
Land
Car Park
Industrial Unit
Land
Land
Land
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Arch 11 Railway Arches
Arch 12 Railway Arches
Arch 13 Railway Arches
Arch 14 Railway Arches
Electricity Sub Station Railway Arches
Right of way @ The Viaduct Railway Arches
Land opposite Enfield Crematorium
Land Adjacent to Summerland Gardens
Public Car Park Summerland Gardens
Former Depot 505 & 511 Archway Road
Anastasia House
Land at rear of 36 Millmead Industrial Estate
Land At Tavistock Road

House
Number

This page is intentionally left blank
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The ambition and longevity of the Haringey Development Vehicle (HDV) means it has the
potential to play a pivotal role in the transformation of Haringey that goes well beyond physical
change.
The HDV is a 50/50 partnership between the London Borough of Haringey and Lendlease - is
an innovative approach to regeneration that will deliver change local people can benefit from.
It will see council land and developer funding and expertise brought together to deliver billions
of pounds of investment to Haringey – with more than 5,000 new homes and circa 22,000 new
jobs. But the new homes and improved housing estates – which will come with a right to return
on equal terms for all existing council tenants – do not paint the full picture of how the HDV
could transform Haringey.
In addition to thousands of new homes, the HDV will see investment in community
infrastructure for local residents including a new school; new health centre; new town centres
with retail, office and community space. Alongside this, funding will be made available to
invest in skills support and training for local residents and there will be a construction
framework that will deliver a range of benefits including a contractual obligation to pay the
London Living Wage; jobs for local people; training and apprenticeships; and investment both
in terms of money and time to engage with our local communities.
The HDV is committed to working alongside other statutory partners such as health and
police, as well as Homes for Haringey and the dynamic voluntary and community sector in
improving outcomes for local residents. As a partnership, it is equipped to work effectively and
innovatively with a range of partners to address the many challenges ahead and to enable
tangible improvement in residents’ lives.
HDV will work towards an agreed set of socio-economic outcomes, grouped under the four
impact themes below. This outcomes framework aligns with and complements the priorities
set out in the Council’s Corporate Plan (2015-2018) and its successor (the Borough Plan, to
be agreed in Summer 2018). The success of HDV will be judged by the improvements its
contributions make to these long term socio-economic outcomes, as well as by the physical
transformation within the Borough.





Better Prospects: Enabling education, training and employment
Healthy Lives: Empowering people to improve their own health
Community Pride: Creating homes and neighbourhoods where people can thrive
Clean and safe: Creating a safer environment where people are proud to live, work and
visit.

HDV will contribute to these outcomes through its core business of planning, design and
construction of new homes, neighbourhoods and public spaces and through building high
quality new community infrastructure, including and in addition to CIL and S106 funding. It will
catalyse new and higher quality jobs, particularly within the technology and creative sectors,
through better management of the commercial portfolio and the creation of new workspaces.
HDV will engage the community in co-designing places and programmes, to make sure that
they reflect the needs and preferences of the different groups living and working in the
Borough.
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Some of Haringey’s residents (including young people, those furthest from the employment
market and some BAME communities) will require additional support, in order to be able to
take advantage of the new opportunities on offer. HDV is therefore designing and funding a
range of targeted socio-economic programmes (£8M), to support more vulnerable residents to
develop their skills, improve their mental health and reduce barriers to success. Through the
Social Impact Vehicle, it will bring in new sources of social investment, innovation and
expertise to tackle complex issues through new partnerships and delivery models, with a
Lendlease investment of up to £20M.
HDV is making a 20 year commitment to improving the Borough and the lives of its people.
This is a unique opportunity to form a long term strategic partnership between the Council and
Lendlease, to form a new organisation building on the different strengths and expertise of
each partner to maximise impact. The work programme brings together place-shaping,
community engagement, targeted programmes, social investment and wider contributions into
a coherent strategy for long term change. This ability to create a shared, long term strategy
and vision of success is a key benefit of the HDV model. It is a one in a generation opportunity
and chance to deliver radical change in the borough for the benefit of all.
There are five sections to this plan:
Vision, Context and Strategic
Aims

To set out HDV's socio-economic vision and strategic
aims that will guide HDV activities. To provide a socioeconomic summary of Haringey and highlight the
opportunities for HDV.
People, Place and Programmes
To summarise HDV’s approach and key activities
relating to people, place and programmes. This
includes a summary of key place based features for
HDV's regeneration projects and a summary of where
HDV will focus programmes in year one.
Wider socio-economic investment To summarise the initial HDV allocation for Section 106
and CIL payments and also the benefits that will be
delivered through construction.
Social Impact Vehicle
To outline an innovative investment vehicle that will
make additional financial investments in Haringey and
deliver wider social and economic outcomes.
Launch Plan
Socio-economic activities for the first 100 days
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The HDV has the opportunity to drive social, economic and environmental outcomes that will
positively impact the lives of people across the borough. This Business Plan sets out HDV's
socio-economic aspirations and sets out an innovative model for achieving social and
economic transformation beyond the life of HDV.
The HDV has adopted a People, Place and Programme framework that recognises the
interconnected relationship between the places HDV will create and the people who will live
there and use them now and in the future. The framework comprises of:
 People: understanding the community, allowing people to participate in a meaningful way
and building their capacity and resilience;
 Place: designing and building the physical environment and social infrastructure so that it is
specific to each neighbourhood and provides opportunities for people to connect with each
other; and
 Programmes: targeting programmes so they are specific to each place and its communities
and designing them in a way that empowers the community to live more fulfilling and
independent lives.
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The scale and longevity of the HDV enable it to play a pivotal role in the transformation of
Haringey that goes well beyond physical change - particularly in the East of the Borough. HDV
will be a key partner in building new neighbourhoods that support a better quality of life,
delivering a reduction in inequalities and improving a broad range of socio-economic
outcomes within Haringey over the next 20 years. HDV will support the people of Haringey to
stay and flourish in the Borough; and to ensure that the growth that the HDV brings directly
and also attracts from other investors is both inclusive and enabling.
HDV will nurture inclusive communities; encourage healthy active lifestyles; reduce the fear of
crime and discourage the incidence of crime through its core business of planning, design and
construction of new homes, neighbourhoods and public spaces. It will create places and
communities where people feel safe, come together and help each other get on in life. It will
build new community infrastructure- including a new school, health and community centres,
and a skills and employment hub - to facilitate successful learning and interactions; and to
raise individual aspirations and increase community pride. It will catalyse new and higher
quality jobs, particularly within the technology and creative sectors, through better
management of the commercial portfolio and the creation of new workspaces.
HDV recognises that some of Haringey’s residents will require additional support in order to be
able to take advantage of the new opportunities on offer, in particular, young people and those
furthest from the employment market, including many from BAME groups. HDV is therefore
designing and funding a range of targeted socio-economic programmes, to support all
residents to have the opportunity to develop their skills, improve their mental health and
reduce barriers to success. Through the Social Impact Vehicle, it will bring in new sources of
social investment, innovation and expertise to tackle complex issues through new partnerships
and delivery models. HDV will engage the community in co-designing places and
programmes, to make sure that they reflect the needs and preferences of the different groups
living and working in the Borough. It will work with local, community-led organisations to
provide support, wherever possible.
HDV is committed to working with other key delivery agencies, to reduce the inequalities that
persist between the East and West of the Borough and to contribute to improving Boroughwide socio-economic outcomes. Haringey Council’s Strategic Regeneration Framework for
Tottenham (2014) sets the ambition that:
‘By the age of 20, a child born in Tottenham will have a quality of life and access to the same
level of opportunity that is at least equal to the best in London.’
HDV will contribute to achieving this ambitious vision and to the specific aims of the Strategic
Regeneration Framework for Tottenham, particularly within Northumberland Park, whilst
recognising the scale of the challenge this involves. For this reason, opportunity pathways
created by HDV in education, jobs and health should be prioritised within the East of the
Borough, with a focus on changing outcomes for young people and where the concentration of
disadvantage is most acute.
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The 20-year partnership between the Council and Lendlease is a commitment to creating a
positive shift in the social and economic outcomes outlined above, for the places and
residents of Haringey.
Haringey is a diverse London borough wide faces many of the challenges common to innercity areas. Its residents are from a wide variety of backgrounds Almost 50% of the borough’s
residents are from non- white British backgrounds, and more than 200 languages are spoken.
The east of the borough is particularly diverse.
Outcomes for Haringey residents currently vary greatly, with significant inequality between the
east and west of the borough.
Figure 2: Indices of Multiple Deprivation 2015

Better Prospects
Haringey is committed to improving long-term prospects for residents, through investment in
education and skills, and encouraging economic growth that will improve access to high
quality employment.
Education and skills for young people
Haringey’s schools have made significant improvements in academic attainment since 2012,
with all the borough’s secondary schools now rated good or outstanding by Ofsted and
similarly 95.2% of primary schools. However, there is a persistent attainment gap between
pupils living in the more deprived east and the more affluent west of the borough:
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Figure 3: Percentage of pupils with 5 A*-C grades at GCSE (including English and Maths)1

This divergence in attainment is evident at Key Stage 1 and this gap increases or is
maintained through to Key Stage 4.
Attainment and participation in STEM subjects, needed to access high quality jobs in the
growing technology and life sciences sectors, is low across the borough and especially in the
east, compared to London and national averages.2
In 2015-16 53% of Haringey pupils went into Higher Education, slightly above the England
average of 48%. However, many of Haringey’s young people struggle to find pathways into
sustained and high-quality employment post-16. Only 13% of those in vocational education
found sustained employment and training against the England average of 23%. Only 3%
entered apprenticeships, compared to the England average of 7%. The proportion of 16 and
17 year olds who are NEET (Not in Education, Employment and Training) is far greater in the
east, where three wards (Northumberland Park, St Ann’s and Noel Park) have a NEET rate
above 4%.
Adult employment and earnings
Although unemployment is falling, we know that there has been a corresponding increase in
the number of low- paid jobs. The number of Haringey residents in in-work poverty is rising,
with the proportion of residents earning less than the London Living Wage rising from 24% in
2010 to 32% in 2015. The median hourly income of an individual living in Tottenham is just
£11.40, compared to £16.90 in the rest of Haringey and £16.60 in London. In Northumberland
Park unemployment (26%) is almost double the rate across the whole borough and three
times the national average. More than a quarter of residents (26%) in the ward have no
formal qualifications, against 13% for all of Haringey.3

1

Haringey schools data
Report of the Haringey STEM Commission, 2016
3
Census 2011, accessed through London Datastore
2
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Haringey’s employment market
Haringey has fewer employment opportunities than many other boroughs, with a jobs density
of 0.48, lower than the London average, GB average, and the average of neighbouring central
London boroughs. The gross weekly pay by workplace (£574.20) in our borough is much
lower compared to London overall (£670.80).
Over 90% of businesses in the borough are micro-businesses, whereas the majority of jobs
growth comes from larger firms.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR HDV
The evidence set out above will inform HDV’s contribution to providing Better Prospects for
Haringey residents. HDV’s social and economic contribution will focus on the following
strategic outcomes:




Children and young people excel at school, making the most of their potential, with
more young people in employment, education or training;
Residents have the training, skills and support necessary to find and keep good
quality employment;
Local business can thrive and grow.

How the HDV will contribute
HDV will focus on improving skills and training opportunities so residents are able to find
good and high quality employment in growing economic sectors. Opportunity pathways
created by HDV in education and jobs should be prioritised to the east of the borough where
the inequality in outcomes is greatest. In particular young people will have access to
opportunities that were not typically available to their parents. For example construction
contracts prioritise skills development and employment opportunities for local people.
To support these outcomes two of the first social and economic programmes will focus on
the creation of the Skills and Employment Hub in Northumberland Park and supporting
delivery of the recommendations set out by the Haringey STEM Commission.

Healthy Lives
There is significant inequality in health outcomes between the east and the west.
Obesity
71% of year 6 pupils in North and South Tottenham are overweight or obese. A year 6 child
living in Northumberland Park is 2.5 times more likely to be overweight or obese than a peer
living in the west. Only 12.8% of 15 year olds in Haringey are physically active for at least one
hour per day a week.4 This trend is even more pronounced in BAME communities, who are
more likely to live in the east of the borough.5
Healthy life expectancy

4
5

Active Lives Survey 2016
Active Lives Survey 2016
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There is a significant disparity in life expectancy for residents living in the east and the west of
the borough respectively. Men living in the east of the borough live on average 9 years less
than their peers in the west:
Figure 4: Life expectancy by ward (dark shading= lowest)6

While women typically have a greater life expectancy than men in Haringey, they also live 9
years longer in poor health. On average men in Haringey have a healthy life expectancy of 65
years and live 15 years in poor health; for women the averages are 61 years and 24 years
respectively.
Mental health and wellbeing
Mental health inequalities are a significant barrier to residents across the borough fulfilling
their potential and living long and healthy lives. Haringey has high level of factors that
increase the risk to mental health and wellbeing, such as deprivation, unemployment and
homelessness, all of which are more concentrated in the east of the borough.7
Over 34,500 adults have a common mental disorder such as anxiety or depression. This is a
proven barrier to sustained employment- just 33% of those with mental health issues are in
work, compared to 53% of residents with a physical disability. More than 4,000 live with a
severe mental illness, predominantly in the east of the borough; low percentages are in
employment or settled accommodation.8

6

Haringey Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 2015
Haringey Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 2016
8
Haringey Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2015-18
7
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR HDV?
The evidence above will inform HDV’s contribution to empowering Haringey residents to
improve their health. HDV’s social and economic contribution will focus on the following
strategic outcomes:





Haringey is a healthy place to live where health and wellbeing is designed in
More people have good mental health and wellbeing
Residents will be healthy for as long as possible
Residents live healthy and fulfilling lives

How HDV will contribute
To support these outcomes one of the first programmes supported through the SocioEconomic programme will be a community- based programme aimed at improving and
sustaining positive mental health.
The HDV’s core regeneration activities will ensure the built environment promotes access to
Primary Healthcare, healthy living, increased physical activity and greater use of outdoor
space.

Clean and Safe
Haringey is committed to ensuring that residents feel safe and secure in their neighbourhoods
and local communities. Haringey is already making progress towards providing open space
that people can enjoy, with 25 of the borough’s 31 parks and open spaces attaining Green
Flag status in 2016.
‘Hotspots’ of crime remain in Haringey
While overall crime levels in Haringey are falling year-on-year, and are on average
comparable with Greater London, parts of Wood Green and Tottenham remain
overrepresented in crime statistics. Noel Park and Northumberland Park wards witness crime
rates far above Haringey and London levels. 9
The rate of violent crime is of growing concern and is considerably higher within the
Tottenham area, on average being 50% higher than other Haringey over time and 96% higher
in North Tottenham compared to the lowest London quartile. There is also evidence of more
young people being drawn into serious criminal activity. There were 319 incidences of serious
youth violence (SYV) in 2015/16. Gang membership is becoming progressively younger, with
some young people involved from ages 10 to 13 years.

9

Crime rates are calculated as the number of actual crimes reported divided by the total population, then
multiplied by 100,000. Crime rates in the referenced areas: Noel Park (200.7) and Northumberland Park (130.8)
are significantly higher than Haringey (83.8) and London (83.3). Metropolitan Police Crime Statistics 2014/15,
accessed via London Datastore
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Resident perceptions
Residents’ perceptions of feeling safe during the day and ‘after dark’ fall below the national
benchmarks; with the percentage of residents who feel safe outside of their local area is 21
points below the national benchmark.10
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR HDV?
The evidence above will inform HDV’s contribution to creating a safer environment where
people are proud to live, work and visit. HDV’s social and economic contribution will focus
on the following strategic outcomes:




Streets, parks and estates are clean, well-maintained and safe
Crime and the fear of crime is reduced through application of best practice design,
working with stakeholders and local communities
Incidents of serious crime, including youth crime, gang activity and VAWG are
reduced by actively working with partners

How HDV will contribute
HDV will ensure opportunities for crime are designed out of new developments, supported
by targeted programmes delivered in partnership with specialist organisations.
HDV’s social and economic programmes will invest in early intervention and prevention to
support those young people at risk of bad outcomes later in life. This will have the greatest
impact on a person’s life chances and will ensure that all residents thrive and feel secure in
the long- term.

Community Pride
Haringey celebrates its diversity and welcomes new communities into the borough. However
the scale and the pace of change over recent years has brought challenges.
Transient communities
Haringey has a highly transient population and is a gateway borough for new arrivals to the
UK and London. In 2011/2012, 6,797 people moved to Haringey from overseas (10th highest
rate in London, 12th highest nationally). Overall 44% of Haringey’s current population was
born outside of the UK, compared to 36.7% in London and 13.4% across England.11 In many
wards in the east of the borough this rises above 50%.
Reducing social isolation
Less than half (41%) of adults social services clients feel that they have as much social
contact as they would like. A poor urban environment can become a barrier to social inclusion.
Many households in Northumberland Park live in multi-storey blocks built from the 1960s
onwards, and resident engagement have suggested this design can discourage community
interactions.

10
11

2013 Frontline Services Satisfaction Research
Census 2011, accessed through London Datastore
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR THE HDV?
The evidence above will inform HDV’s contribution to creating homes and neighbourhoods
where people can thrive. HDV’s social and economic contribution will focus on the following
strategic outcomes:





Residents are confident participating and connecting in their community
Residents can participate in design and delivery of their neighbourhood
Social capital is built through places and programmes
More affordable housing, secure tenancies and properties in a good condition

How HDV will contribute
Social infrastructure and design of the place needs to encourage social inclusion and foster
community participation. The first step to achieving this will be bespoke community
engagement plans developed for all proposed HDV projects, to ensure robust engagement
takes place. Digital engagement should form a fundamental part of this in areas like
Northumberland Park where there are a higher proportion of young people.
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Based on the context four strategic impact themes have been developed to guide HDV’s
contribution to achieving social and economic outcomes. The themes set a direction of travel
for HDV and are underpinned by a set of priority outcomes. This outcomes framework will
shape the places HDV creates and the socio-economic programmes it will deliver. A
summary of the themes are strategic aims are:

HDV Strategic
Aims:

Children and young
people excel at
school, making the
most of their
potential, with more
young people in
employment,
education or training

Haringey is a
healthy place to live
where health and
wellbeing is built in
at the design stage

Residents have the
training, skills and
support necessary to
find and keep good
quality employment

Residents will be
healthy for as long
as possible

Local businesses
can thrive and grow

More people have
good mental health

Residents live
healthy and fulfilling
lives

Residents are
confident in and
connecting with
their community

Streets, parks and
estates are clean,
well-maintained and
safe

Residents can
participate in
design of their
neighborhood

Crime and the fear
of crime is reduced
through application
of best practice
design, working with
stakeholders and
local communities

Social capital is
built through places
and programmes
More people can
access affordable
housing, secure
tenancies and
properties in a good
condition.

Incidents of serious
crime, including
youth crime, gang
activity and VAWG
are reduced by
actively working
with partners
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HDV recognises that people are at the heart of regeneration and that engagement with the
community, business and key stakeholders is essential to building resilient communities and
achieving the strategic aims set out above. Through a culture of participation, the HDV will
build capacity and create a confident and empowered community for the long term; one that is
proud to live, work and stay in Haringey. From the outset HDV’s objective is to fully
understand local aspirations, needs and priorities to shape the Place and Programmes.
The principles set out in the Stakeholder and Community Engagement Strategy has been
included in the HDV Strategic Business Plan.

HDV will deliver exemplary place making that provides environments that are well connected,
inclusive and accessible. This means mixed and inclusive neighbourhoods with a broad range
of facilities and amenities available to residents from all age groups that can lead to happy,
healthy and fulfilling lives. All physical change will be planned to support the delivery of HDV’s
social impact themes and their strategic outcomes.
HDV’s proposed design approach for each place goes beyond physical buildings,
incorporating safety, sustainability and health, diversity and community. Place design will
promote interventions such as connected open spaces, active play spaces, cycle and
pedestrian pathways improving regional connections and activated street frontages. There will
also be a focus on designing out crime and ensuring that safety and feeling safe are priorities
for the environments that will be created. The design process begins with understanding each
location; the context, history and culture to best harness the opportunity of an area.
The principal components of HDV’s Placemaking approach are illustrated in Figure 5 below.
For a comprehensive overview of HDV’s Place Strategy refer to HDV’s Placemaking Business
Plan.

Figure 5: HDV Place approach
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Below follows a summary of the socio-economic place design for each regeneration project as
at this stage of the development process.

Northumberland Park is a diverse place that supports smaller neighbourhoods with distinct
character and history. HDV aims to create a place that builds social capital and fosters
community interaction; enabling future communities to have a strong identity and sense of
pride in the place that they live and work, with access to opportunities that are equal to the
best in London. The regeneration at Northumberland Park will adopt the ‘Key Principles for
Change’ as outlined in the Northumberland Park Strategic Framework. A summary of
Northumberland Park place design is in Table 2 below, for a comprehensive overview please
refer to the Northumberland Park Business Plan.

Assist council in the
delivery of a new
Northumberland Park
Community School and
The Vale School
Skills and Employment
Hub
Creative Businesses
Hub incorporating coworking and studio
space (Enterprise
Zone)
Significant increase in
new shops, cafes and
restaurants that are
accessible to all
New office cluster or
university campus

Community Health and
Wellbeing Centre
(includes dentist and
GP surgeries,
counselling rooms,
gym, fitness studios
and sheltered housing)

Net increase in
affordable homes
through 5,000 tenureblind new homes,
targeting 40%
affordable (subject to
viability)

2.5 hectares of new
green open space
incorporating cycle
lanes and priority rights
of way for pedestrians

New facilities:
Community Health and
Wellbeing Centre,
Community Hub and
Skills and Employment
Hub

Park Lane enhanced to
increase cyclist and
pedestrian permeability
throughout
Northumberland Park
and improved
connections to Lee
Valley Park
An adventure
playground at central
Northumberland Park
Permanent youth
activity space which
has the potential to
incorporate skate
parks, basketball and
park in Paxton Square
Grow Gardens

Network of parks and
squares providing a
focal point for
community interaction
Activated meanwhile
uses
Adopt Lendlease
Design for Dignity
Principles

Secure by Design
principles incorporated
throughout masterplan
process
Increased permeability
and connections
between Park Lane
and Northumberland
Park to activate streets
and increase footfall
Estate Management
and Housing Office
Adopt Lendlease
Design for Dignity
Principles
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HDV will support a revitalised High Road with three sites that connect the High Road to the
wider town centre and this will create a vibrant and safe environment. New public realm,
spaces to dwell, a strong retail offer and cultural programming will reassert the importance of
Wood Green to the greater area. The impact will extend beyond the Town Centre to other
regeneration areas such as Northumberland Park and High Road West, having strong
synergies with other cultural offerings. A summary of the Wood Green place design is in Table
3 below, for a comprehensive overview please refer to the Wood Green Business Plan.

Meanwhile Incubator
space to support local
business growth
Revitalise town centre
with new Retail and
Food and Beverage
Space
Permanent Co-working
and Grade A space for
SMEs and creative
industries
Supporting the creation
of a Business
Improvement District
(BID)

Places to dwell,
connect, relax and play
New public spaces and
gardens that are
connected to the larger
network of parks and
green spaces
Enhancing a network
of pedestrian and cycle
ways between sites
Grow gardens for
individuals and
restaurants

Create a new town
square focused on
creating social
interaction and
community cohesion
Community facilities
Tenure-blind new
homes, targeting 40%
affordable (subject to
viability)

Meanwhile Use spaces

Secure by Design
principles incorporated
throughout masterplan
design
Increased permeability
and connections
between High Road
and Cultural Quarter to
activate streets and
increase footfall
Adopt Lendlease
Design for Dignity
Principles
Support a night time
economy with new
restaurants and
entertainment

The aspiration for Cranwood is to set new standards in sustainable design and energy
performance. Cranwood will have quality, mixed tenure homes that revitalise the streetscape,
enhance local connectivity and engender a new sense of community. This will be delivered
through improving cycling and pedestrian pathways between Highgate Wood and Parkland
Walk, community grow gardens, affordable tenure blind homes and adopt Design for Dignity
principles that consider the needs of families, youth, the physically and mentally disabled and
the ageing population in design. For a comprehensive overview please refer to the Cranwood
Business Plan.
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HDV has budgeted £8m to fund socio-economic programmes that contribute to delivering the
strategic aims set out within HDV’s four impact themes. Initial work has already been
undertaken to identify priority areas for year one and these programmes will be developed in
detail during the first 100 days of HDV operation. The HDV will continue to work with Council
as a key partner to identify and target future socio-economic programmes over the life of the
20 year partnership. The initial focus areas are summarised in Table 4, below.

Better Prospects

Residents have
the training,
skills and
support
necessary to
find and keep
good quality
employment

1. Skills and Employment Hub,
Northumberland Park.
The Hub will offer skilling and employment
programmes initially focussed on construction
related opportunities generated by HDV and
the wide-ranging roles that will be available.
The Hub will be open to all and with an added
emphasis on supporting those that are furthest
away from employment.
The curriculum will be developed with Council
and other key partners to ensure it
complements existing provision in the borough
and that it provides additional capacity.

Children and
young people
excel at school,
making the most
of their potential,
with more young
people in
employment,
education or
training

2. Improving young people’s engagement and
attainment in STEM
To support the delivery of the 2016 Haringey
STEM Commission’s recommendations the
HDV will work with the local authority,
stakeholders, partners and supply chain to
provide opportunities for young people, their
parents and teachers to engage in STEM
activities.

Healthy Lives

3. Improving and supporting positive mental
health

More people
have good
mental health

HDV will work with Council and partners to
develop a community based mental health
programme aimed at raising awareness,
reducing stigma and increasing support for
those that are experiencing mental ill health.

3,250 skilling outcomes;
Securing employment for 1,000
previously unemployed
residents;
500 previously unemployed
residents sustain at least 6
months’ employment;
Securing employment of 50 exoffenders or current serving
prisoners; and
277 apprenticeships
This is in addition to HDV being
a London Living Wage employer
and mandating this throughout
its supply chain.
HDV is currently working with
Council and other key partners
to design these programmes.
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In addition to HDV wide programmes there will be some location specific opportunities
available at Northumberland Park, Wood Green and Cranwood as these will be specifically
tailored to the needs of their local communities. HDV is in the early stages of identifying these
opportunities and will test and develop proposals during the individual projects stakeholder
and community engagement activities. The cost of these initiatives are either embedded in
the individual business plans or are subject to approval based on programme funding and
resources outlined in the financial business plan. They are summarised in Table 5, below.

Local enterprise
support programme
that includes
affordable space and
business training
across all locations

Residents cycling
scheme at Cranwood

Community-led
meanwhile use
programmes at all
locations

Clean-up amnesty at
Northumberland Park

Affordable childcare
provision at
Northumberland Park

Healthy Food strategy
in retail premises

Co-design workshops
and outreach events

Safety perception surveys
across all locations

HDV will select and prioritise programmes based on feedback from stakeholders and the
identification of programmes will be managed through HDV’s business planning and
governance process. All future programmes should contribute to the impact themes set out in
the outcomes framework and will complement and add value to the work in the borough led by
Council and other delivery partners.

HDV has budgeted £8m in the financial model supporting the initial HDV Strategic Business
Plan to deliver its socio-economic programmes and this is allocated over the life of the
Category 1 projects. This budget will be managed in line with the overall HDV financial and
commercial management processes set out in the Finance and Commercial section of the
HDV Strategic Business Plan. This funding is provisionally allocated as follows:
[Redacted Material]

HDV will use Social Return on Investment (SROI) analysis to measure the value created by its
social programmes. SROI is an evidenced-based framework for measuring and accounting
for value. It is a broad determinant of value as it considers social, environmental and
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economic costs and benefits, not just economic returns. SROI achieves this by measuring
change in ways that are relevant to the people and organisations that experience and
contribute to that change. Monetary values are then places on the outcomes of this change to
provide a commonly understood unit of value.
HDV will use Social Value International SROI methodology and will use SROI to:


Inform the development and design of programmes to ensure return in investment is
maximised;



Validate programme outcomes and communicate value to stakeholders;



Iteratively inform future programmes and investments to enable HDV to focus on
delivering the most successful programmes or scale up existing ones; and



Demonstrate social and economic benefits as required by the Social Value Act 2012.



All of HDV's SROI assessments will be externally assured.

The section summarises the wider contribution HDV will make to socio-economic outcomes
within the Borough through Section 106 and CIL payments and those that will be bought about
through construction and the Contractor Framework Agreement (CFA).

Section 106 funding that is secured from the HDV will be used to deliver employment and
skills and wider socio-economic outcomes that support the strategic priorities for the Borough.
£37.7m has been allocated in the initial HDV financial model for Section 106 and CIL
payments.

Through the Construction Framework Agreement HDV will procure construction services from
Lendlease Construction and as part of this service delivery Lendlease Construction will invest
substantially in social and economic outcomes. This will be over and above the S106 and CIL
payments outlined above. If a third-party contractor is used HDV would also expect to procure
a level of socio-economic commitment.
[Redacted Material]
Principal activities include:


Paying London Living Wage and making this a contractual obligation throughout
the supply chain;



Employing local labour and investing in upskilling, including allocating dedicated
project resources to manage these programmes;



Investing in local Traineeships and Apprenticeships;



School engagement and volunteering;



Community engagement plans and outreach;



Considerate Contractors Scheme (Ultra Site);
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Investing in workforce wellbeing - mental health first aid programmes, health
checks, exemplar welfare facilities and best practice occupational health;



Local supplier days, briefings and up-skilling programmes;



Sustainability Supply Chain School and using this to upskill the local supply chain
and business;



Mitigating impacts on air quality and traffic congestion through renewable energy
programmes and traffic management solutions; and



Healthy building and construction materials.

[Redacted Material]

The HDV pledges support for the Tottenham Regeneration charter that aims to support local
residents with skills and experiences that will enable them to make the most of their own
opportunity and ambition. The HDV will actively promote the Charter with partner
organizations and publicize our pledge. Lendlease has already signed up to this charter.

HDV will establish an innovative Social Impact Vehicle (SIV), which can make financial
investments in Haringey, to support interventions that will feed into the delivery of the strategic
outcomes set out under the four impact themes above. Social investment is an emerging area,
which can be used to target investment to organisations, issues or cohorts that are
underserved and where traditional finance models typically don’t apply. The Social Impact
Vehicle will aim to become a centre of excellence in social investment, at the forefront of
developing new models of support.

The SIV will play a number of roles:





Developing an investment strategy; and securing additional investment and grant
funding from public, private and philanthropic sources.
Designing and agreeing social investment contracts; working closely with investors,
delivery partners and the Council to negotiate and agree terms.
Developing and managing long term partnerships with the partners above, with a focus
on building local capacity.
Managing performance and delivery of social investment contracts, including managing
outcomes payment/ loan repayments and reporting on progress towards the
overarching outcomes.
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The SIV will be able to manage a range of different models of social and economic investment
to create a balanced portfolio, examples of which are set out below. Investments will be made
on the basis of both their social impacts and financial viability.

SIBs are a financial instrument enabling public sector commissioners to deliver new innovative
approaches to improving outcomes for those residents with existing multiple and complex
needs, with reduced risk.
Commissioners and social investors enter an outcomes- based contract, where the investors
fund the delivery of social programmes upfront. As outcomes are delivered, the
commissioners return an agreed “outcomes payment” that will reflect both the savings to the
commissioner and the risk to the investor.
SIB Case study: Improving employment outcomes for Haringey’s NEET care leavers
43% of Haringey’s care leavers are NEET, this rises to 72% NEET among care leavers who
are not in suitable accommodation. The national average for young people aged 16-24 is
12%. The link between care histories, unstable housing and engagement in
education/employment is well understood and borne out by the evidence in Haringey.
Rather than the current narrow focus on managing risk and preventing crisis, SIB
investment could be used to commission a bespoke supported housing pathway,
triangulating support on housing, health and skills to build the young person’s confidence
and strengthen assets.
Linking outcomes for care leavers to clear financial incentives for the provider will increase
the flexibility and integration of services for care leavers. Access to the pathway will take a
‘no wrong door’ approach for looked after children and care leavers across Housing, Social
Services, Youth Justice Service and Probation. The intervention is considered successful
when the young person sustains a period of EET for over 6 months and is living
independently, or considered ‘move-on ready’ by the case team.
Contribution to HDV strategic outcomes:





Fewer young people not in employment, education or training
Residents have the training, skills and support necessary to find and keep good
quality employment
More people can access affordable housing, secure tenancies and properties in a
good condition
Social capital is built through places and programmes

Following the ethos of a social impact bond, a CIB brings together multiple commissioners and
delivery partners to support residents who are “at risk” of long-term negative outcomes. The
target cohort are identified and supported through tailored packages of interventions, paid for
up front by social investors and delivered through local non- statutory partners.
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Like a SIB, the investors are repaid by commissioners once an agreed set of outcomes have
been achieved.
CIB Case Study: Ensuring young people can flourish in adulthood
The “West London Zone,” modelled on the Harlem Children’s Zone and Promise
Neighbourhoods, has developed a “Collective Impact Bond”. This brings together multiple
public sector commissioners, social investors and non- statutory delivery partners to support
13,000 young people most in need of early intervention in order to flourish in adulthood.
The young people are identified using a specially- developed outcomes framework,
developed with a specialist research partner. Social investors pay for interventions upfront,
delivered thorough local non- statutory providers, such as mentoring, positive activities or
mental health support. The tailored package for each person is coordinated by a
“backbone” organisation that tracks their progress towards the desired outcome. The
participating local authorities and other commissioners only pay back the investors once
outcomes are achieved.
Contribution to HDV strategic outcomes:




Residents live healthy and fulfilling lives, and more people have good mental health
Children and young people excel at school, making the most of their potential
Incidents of serious crime, including youth crime, are reduced by actively working
with partners

Social investment can help to deliver housing and community infrastructure leading to
improved socio-economic outcomes. Loans are provided at a discounted financial return,
reflecting the investors’ interest in improving social outcomes, to construct, purchase or
refurbish the required land and facilities.
Investors are repaid using rental income from service providers, payments for use of services
and /or any rise in property/ land value.
Case Study: Real Lettings Property Fund
Resonance Ltd and St Mungo’s Broadway developed the “Real Lettings” social investment
fund in response to the lack of private rented accommodation accessible to those in
temporary accommodation or at risk of homelessness. This has raised £56.8 million from
local authorities and social investors across Greater London, using the finance to purchase
and refurbish 250 properties.
The properties are leased to families and individuals at risk of homelessness at a reduced
rental value. St Mungo’s Broadway delivers a wraparound employment support
programme, enabling tenants to sustain private-sector tenancies in the medium to long
term. Investors are repaid with a commercial risk-adjusted return, using rental yields and
capital appreciation on managed properties.
Contribution to HDV strategic outcomes:
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Residents have the training, skills and support necessary to find and keep good
quality employment
More people can access affordable housing, secure tenancies and properties in a
good condition

Business start-up loans in markets where open market finance is lacking or the business has
a social purpose, providing more flexible loan conditions to reflect the broader contribution the
business makes in terms of local jobs and/or contributing to the strategic impact themes.
Investors are repaid by income generated by the business
Case Study: Tottenham Opportunity Investment Fund
Haringey’s Opportunity Investment Fund (OIF) is a £3.67m business loan fund jointly
provided by Haringey Council and the Mayor of London. The OIF helps businesses to
generate new jobs, create or improve work space, purchase machinery or production
equipment. It is open to both support existing Tottenham businesses and to attract new
businesses into the area.
Twelve loans have been approved since the start of 2015 to a range of businesses,
including breweries (Redemption Brewery), food (Inspiral Visionary Products) and climbing
walls (Stronghold). In total £1.8 million has been lent which will see the creation of over 200
full time jobs, dozens of apprenticeships and opportunities for work experience for Haringey
residents, alongside 59,550sq ft of business space.
Contribution to HDV strategic outcomes:



Local business can thrive and grow
Residents can participate in design and delivery of their neighbourhood

Lendlease has committed to establish the SIV within the HDV and provide ongoing investment
up to a value of £20m for Category 1 projects, which includes:
[Redacted Material]
This capital provided by Lendlease is an investment, which is intended to earn a return that
will be available for reinvestment. The SIV is not intended as a grant giving body, though as
with all financial investments, Lendlease recognises that the investment of this capital is at
risk.

To ensure continued alignment with the objectives of the HDV and the partners it is proposed
that the SIV Board is a subsidiary of the HDV Board in the first instance and it will be an early
decision for the Board to agree the operating model, additional board members and decide on
early investment opportunities.
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Business planning for the SIV will take place in line with HDV’s business planning cycle, with
the first business/investment plan being developed within Year 1 of HDV operations. Return
on investment rates will be identified during this time and will be set depending on investment
type and investor profile, noting that where appropriate investments might also include a
philanthropic element. It is intended that the SIV takes a portfolio approach to managing
investments and all investments will be made against specific investment criteria, which will be
agreed as part of the first business plan.
The purpose of [Redacted Material] is to enable leverage of further private and public sector
finance. Whilst some early spend might occur the intention is not to erode the SIV’s capital
and a minimum ‘baseline’ capital amount required to keep the SIV viable will be defined during
the first business planning cycle. The SIV launch plan is summarised in Table 7.
To assist in the development of the SIV business plan HDV intends to work with several
external specialists. One of these is the Government Outcomes Laboratory (GO Lab) based at
University of Oxford which provides research, training and expertise in outcome based
commissioning and social impact.
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An overarching and comprehensive HDV launch plan is included in HDV’s Strategic Business
Plan, a socio-economic summary of this plan is provided below.
Aspect

First 100 Days

First 1,000 Days

Community and Stakeholder
Engagement

Stakeholder mapping and
individual briefings to further
inform detailed stakeholder
engagement plans.

Execute Community and
Stakeholder Engagement
Plans

Refinement and update of
Northumberland Park, Wood
Green Community and
Stakeholder Engagement
Plans
Programmes

Stakeholder consultation on
the Skills and Employment
Hub - planning submission
and determination,
confirmation of curriculum
and procurement of an
operator.

Development of STEM and
mental health programme

Social Impact Vehicle

SIV established [Redacted
Material].

Investment strategy, fund
mandate and business plan
developed.

Skills and Employment Hub
constructed and operational.

STEM and mental health
programmes piloted and
converted to ongoing
delivery.

Identification of further
programmes informed by
iterative SROI analysis.
First investment secured and
delivery commences.
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1

Census 2011
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2
3

https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/trans-inequalities-reviewed/introduction-review
Census 2011
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4

Census 2011
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5

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/culturalidentity/sexuality/articles/subnationalsexualidentityest
imates/uk2013to2015#introduction
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6

Census 2011
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7

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crime-mopac/data-andresearch/crime%20/gangs-dashboard
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-
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8
9

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/participation-in-education-and-training-by-local-authority
https://data.london.gov.uk/dataset/london-borough-profiles
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10

Department for Education NEET annual statistics, via London Datastore
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North Tottenham

South Tottenham

Other Haringey

Lowest Quartile (London)

6%
5.3%
5%

4.6%

4.4%

4.1%

4%
3.3%
3%

3.1%
2.5%

2%
1%
0%
ESA

DLA

Source: Department of Work and Pensions (DWP): DWP
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-
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3.2%
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-

-
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-

-
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-

-

-

11
12

13

http://www.haringey.gov.uk/sites/haringeygovuk/files/final_-_health_and_wellbeing_strategy_2015-18_0.pdf
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/lgbtreportfinal.pdf
Census 2011 table DC3302EW, available via Nomis.
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North Tottenham

South Tottenham

Other Haringey

35%

25%

21% 21%

20%

31%
29%

21%

16% 16%
13%

15%
8%

10%
5%

30%

28% 28%

30%

10%

8%

7% 6%
5%

5%
1% 1% 1%

2% 1% 1%

3% 2% 1%

0 -15

16 - 24

25 - 34

0%
35 - 49

50 - 64

65 - 74

75 - 84

85+

All ages

-

14
15

http://www.haringey.gov.uk/sites/haringeygovuk/files/final_-_health_and_wellbeing_strategy_2015-18_0.pdf
Haringey Health and Wellbeing Strategy 2015-18
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https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/lgbtreportfinal.pdf
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